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A Big Discrepancy Between 3% on Savings

and S}i% on Bonds

7

tape with which the comparatively simple operation of
depositinjf or withdrawing money is surrounded.

"Thrjftlessness" is poor recommendation for any
individual or jjroup of individuals and we believe our
(J(jvcrtiment would have been well advised years ago
in placing a little higher premium on thrift by making
the sacrifice a little more worth while. As it turn>
out, our Dominion would have reaped the further
advantage of lieing ready for thi.*. tremendous emerg-
ency. How much easier it would have made a $300.-
(XX),000 loan if our citizens had had this amount t<.

their credit in the Dominion savings departments.
How comparatively simple a matter it would be to get
their consent to transfer from (say) a 4 per cent, or
j'A per cent, savings account to a 5 Vi per cent. br>nd.
The whole trouble is that the money isn't there to
transfer. Our people, prosperous beyijnd the average.
Iiave not been encouraged in thrift.

However, the past cannot now be remedied, but
we surely can profit by the experience. Isn't there
an unreasonable discrepancy between the rates paid
by our Government in their savings departments and
the rates paid on their Iwnds?

* • «

.Suppose it is true that a loan of $300,000,000 will
he ofTered six months from now. Wouldn't it be a
good idea to start to save it up now—today? Wouldn't
that be best accomplished by the Government offering
an attractive rate of interest—possibly as high as the
bond itself will carry? Wouldn't it encourage thrift?
Wouldn't it mean a considerable nest-egg for the in-
evitable demand? Wouldn't it l>e schiK>ling our
citizens in the habit of saving? Wouldn't it in effect
go a long way towards ensuring the success of the
next loan?

There is much money in Canada, but there i-.

much being spent on extravagances. It is all verv
well to argue and harangue with people to save their
money. The easier it comes the easier it goes—has
always been so and will always be so unless you make
It worth while to save. This, we believe, the Gov-
ernment has in its power to do if it will act promptiv
now.

• »

We suggest that the Government immediately take
steps to induce the working people of Canada and
others to save their surplus. If 4 per cent, won't do
It, pay more. $300,000,000 means less than $40 a head
for us. We can do it if the incentive is sufficiently
attractive. Let the government stop playing with
its 3 per cent, toy and offer a real inducement to the
workman, now well supplied with money, to .save his
-surplus. Under proper conditions and given rea-son-
able notice there is no doubt this amount can be saved.
Let us start now and let our Government make the
first move.

I
X ti,e face of the high interest rate being paid by

' Montreal's Fair Wage Schedule

the Canadian j^overnment on our recent war loan

and the .'^ug^estion of a new and larger bond issue,

which pre.s-nmahly will he no less attractive to the

investor, one is constrained to question the wisdom
of our Department of Finance in their attitude to-

wards the ".savings" question, which. in-st>-far as our

post office and government savings regulations are

loncerncd, amounts practically to a discouragement of

thrift. We refer particularly to the very low rate of

interest paid on post office savings, the placing of a

too low niaxinuim on depo.sits and the amount of red

The Montreal Builders' Exchange, through Mr. D.
K. "Trotter, the secretary, has made a vigorous pn>test
against an attempt now being made to give a wider
application to the fair wage clause inserted in Mont-
real municipal contracts for buildings, construction
work. etc. This wider application will affect not only
the building trades, but also those industries which
are more concerned with the manufacture of dressed
stone, hardware, iron goods, electrical fittings, etc.
and which are delivered on the various civic jobs in a
finished condition. The attempt is being made to in-
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sist that in the manufacture of these articles the wages
noted in the schedule shall be paid. This is, says Mr.
Trotter, "an entirely new interpretation, and one
which, if conceded, will have a far-reaching influence

on the various industries concerned. For example, it

has been urged by those who are in a position to make
their demands felt, that in the yards where dressed

stone is prepared for city works the city fair wagt
be paid. Were all the dressed stone and finished stont

from a particular firm being utilized on construction

work for the city, no great difficulty would be experi-

enced in meeting this demand, but when from the

same yard we learn stone is being prepared for, say,

Ottawa, Toronto, and other points, and that conse-

quently planers and stonecutters are often employed
during the course of a day on stone for diflferent jobs

and in different cities, it seems clear that the enforce-

ment of such a stipulation will hamper the organiza-

tion of a firm so engaged, causing needless expense

and irritation, and within certain limits restraining the

trade.

"In the case of other articles (e.g., hardware and
electrical fittings) which are manufactured outside

Canada and which, therefore, enter into competition

with the home products, another difficulty is presented.

Are Canadian manufacturers and sub-contractors to

have thrust upon them an artificial and purely arbitrary

scale of wages (as the present one is) while their com-
petitors are free from this unhealthy interference?"

Mr. Trotter has asked for the co-operation of other

bodies in defeating this attempt to extend the scope

of the fair wage schedule.

/
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Wood Blocks on Grades

We published in our December 8 issue an interest-

ing article on the use of wood blocks for city pave-

ments, pointing out certain advantages which this

pavement possesses over other types. In this connec-

tion the following remarks from Mr. A. F. Macallum,

city engineer of the city of Hamilton, Ont., are of

special interest. The city of Hamilton has used wood
blocks on grades up to six per cent., and, with a special

construction that has been found by the city engineer

to be suitable under these circumstances, very satis-

factory results have been obtained. The following

brief discussion by Mr. Macallum on the use of creo-

soted wood blocks on various grades will be read with

interest by engineers throughout the Dominion.

Creosoted Wood Blocks on Grades

"When the grade of a proposed pavement exceeds

three per cent, the question of a suitable pavement,

and the method to be adopted in laying it, to meet the

requirements of the traffic, becomes of interest. With
the variability of conditions to be met with, due to our

climatic changes, the limits of most paving material is

soon reached, so far as the inclination of grade is con-

cerned, unless specially manufactured.

"The writer inquired from twenty-four cities to as-

certain the maximum grades upon which creosoted

wood blocks had been laid, and found that one city

had laid this pavement on a seven per cent, grade, one

on six per cent., three on five per cent., and five on
three per cent, grades. The five to seven per cent,

pavements were laid under two methods, described

below.

"The first method used was probably originated in

this city and was used on upper James Street with the

block pavement laid there in 1909 on a five and a half

per cent, grade. Each block had a piece one-half an
inch in width and one inch in depth out off one face,

so that while the blocks were laid at right angles to

the centre line of the street, there was a space of a half

inch between each row of blocks giving a good foot-

hold for the horse-drawn traffic. These blocks were
pitch-filled and the cross grade of the street was suffi-

cient to drain out any water.
"The same method was adopted on King Street

West, in this city, during the same year, and I may
{

say that both of these pavements have been very suc-

cessful in meeting the conditions of heavy traffic on
two of our main streets without a cent being spent
for repairs or renewals since being laid.

"The special cutting of the blocks in the manner
described added considerably to the cost of the pave-

Canadian bank deposits continue to in-

crease rapidly and now total $1,120,954,457.

This is made up of $406,735,171 demand
deposits and $714,219,286 notice deposits,

both highest records for the Dominion.

ment and to obviate this the ordinary rectangular

block was later used with creosoted laths % in. x 2 in.

laid between each cross row of blocks. This was pitch-

filled, as in the first method, and has been just as

successful. A part of John Street South, and Bay
Street, each having a grade of five and a half per cent.,

paved in 1911, were laid in this manner, and are to-

day in first-class condition, and subjected to fairly

heavy traffic.

"On Ravenscliffe Avenue, a purely residential

street, having a six per cent, grade, blocks spaced in

this manner were laid. The reason for putting such a

pavement on a street like this, having very little traffic,

was that the residents insisted on a creosoted wooden
block pavement because of its quietness as compared
with other pavements suitable for such a gradCj and it

has fulfilled expectations.

"From our experience we have no hesitation in re-

commending such a pavement on grades up to six per
cent."

Proposed Bridge Over Sauvage River

The Quebec Streams Commission, Montreal, are

calling for tenders for the construction of a bridge
over the Sauvage River, in connection with the dam
which is being built on the St. Maurice River. The
bridge is to be built at a point where the river empties
into Lake St. Francis, and will replace an existing

structure which will be flooded when the dam is fin-

ished. The Commission are asking for alternative bids

for a wooden bridge, wooden piers, and abutments
and bridge approaches ; and for concrete piers and abut-
ments and bridge approaches and steel superstructure.

The wooden bridge, designed under the supervision of

Mr. O. Lefebvre, the chief engineer, will be 544 feet

between the abutments, and will have four spans of

136 feet each, supported by wooden crib piers and abut-

ments filled with stone. The detail design of the steel

bridge is to be submitted by the bidders, but the main
feature is a bridge with three spans of 180 feet each
in length, supported by two piers and two abutments
of concrete, resting on solid rock. The bridge will

have to support a concentrated load of 30,000 pounds.
The flooring is to be of red pine. When the tenders

are in the Commission will decide on the type to be
constructed.
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"Punch"

The British Empire, and Canada Its most important unit, faces the new year wHh «nl

vigor, uncountable resources, unshalcen confidence and redoubled determination.
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Development of Canadian Highways
The Necessity of good road
Production—A saving of Time

By w. A.

THE development of roads in Canada, in essen-

tial principles, has followed the history of all

other countries in this regard ; and the student

of the question cannot but be struck by the

similarity which has existed in all countries of the

world. Canada has had
(1) A period of toll roads prior to 1850;

(2) A period of railroad construction when the

common road was neglected but which has resulted in

the construction of 32,000 miles of steam railway with

a capitalization of $2,000,000,000 including three

transcontinental trunk lines

;

(3) A period of bicycle influence and agitation

when educational measures and some better roads or-

ganization were inaugurated ; and
(4) The period of motor vehicle influence, which

has finally awakened the cities to the cause of good
roads as a measure of national development and pros-

perity—the cost to be borne not b}- half or quarter of

the community, those residing on the farms, but by
every one receiving the benefits and carrying the re-

sponsibilities of citizenship.

This is the story which might be told of the United
States—with variety of detail according to local condi-

tions. Just as there has been difiference of detail be-

tween the States of Massachusetts, of Maine and of

Dakota—so have local circumstances influenced the

progress and results of organization in the Canadian
provinces.

Provincial Organization

The Dominion (Federal) administration to the

present has done nothing for roads. Primarily the

control of roads is vested in the local municipality
within which they lie, but every Province has a pro-
vincial highway department, from which, in varying
degree, centralized influence, assistance and authority
is radiated to road improvement. All this is very
similar to the general situation in the United States.

Roads in nearly all countries fall naturally into a

three-fold classification. There are,

(1) The main roads between towns and cities;

(2) Leading farm roads, radiating from market
centres and shipping points, and

(3) Local feeders.

The natural features of any country have l)een

very largely, a controlling factor as to which of these
classes of roads has received first or chief attention.

Thus, in the Province of British Columbia, tra-

versed by the Rocky Mountains, with rich resources of
mine and forest, and fertile valleys, the construction
of main roads connecting centres of population has
been a feature of the provincial road programme, and
upon which there has been a recent expenditure of
about $15,000,000.

The prairie provinces of Saskatchewan. Alberta
and Manitoba, principally agricultural, (wheat grow-
ing and ranching) with very little road rhaterial, con-
stitute an area of earth roads, in which the grader and
log-drag are to the present the principal means of
improvement. Nevertheless their expenditure on

•Engineer of Highways for the Province of Ontario.—Read before Wor-
cester Good Roads Convention.

I
s for National Progress and
and Money in Transportation.

McLean

roads and bridges amounts to about $2,500,000 an-

nually.

The province of Quebec is making a special ex-

penditure of $15,000,000 on road improvement. A
portion is being granted as aid to municipal construc-

tion ; but in addition a considerable mileage of main
road has been built which will provide an excellent

tourist route when completed next year (1916). The
trunk of this main road system under the control of

the Province will consist of a route from the American
boundary near Plattsburgh in New York State, thence
northerly to Montreal, 39 miles ; a road on the north

j
shore of the St. Lawrence easterly to Quebec city, 151

miles (in adddition to 27 miles of existing toll roads)
;

and from Quebec city south to the American border
near Jackman in Maine, 92 miles. Another "regional"
road reaches from Sherbrooke to Derby Line on the
American border, a distance of about 33 miles. On
this system of trunk roads nearly $4,000,000 has been
spent by the Province. A feature of the Quebec aid

to municipal construction is that, for substantial im-
provement, the Government will provide the necessary
capital, charging the municipality 2 per cent, for a

term of 41 years, the Government meeting tlie balance
of interest and sinking fund. About $8,000,000 ha-^

been thus appropriated to the present time.
Prince Edward Island, the small island province

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a fertile agricultural area,
is principally concerned with earth roads, all under
the direction of a Provincial Department.

New Brunswick is not as yet making any large ex-
penditure, although the beneficial influence of a pro-
vincial oflSce is being exerted.

Nova Scotia, the most easterly province • facing
the Atlantic, is not in a position to make large ex-
penditure; but the Provincial Department of Public
Roads is making excellent progress with the outlay
available, more especially in the improvement of
earth roads, and the construction of permanent cul-
verts and bridges. The expenditure of that depart-
ment for the current year will amount to about
$635,000.

Organization in Ontario

Ontario is the leading province of the Dominion,
and has every variety of territory and resource.
Southern Ontario is probably the most densely oc-
cupied portion of Canada where in an area of about
40,000 square miles, there is a population of about 2.-

.^00,000, one-half of which is urban. In the southern
and populous portion, which is chiefly agricultural,
there is a municipal expenditure on roads in the open
country of over $2,000,000 annually; while the prov-
ince spends about $1,500,000 annually through three
road departments, viz :

—

(1) Subsidies to leading market and main roads
in Southern Ontario. (To this I will revert later).

(2) Trunk colonization roads in Northern On-
tario.

(3) Minor colonization roads in Northern Ontario.
No part of Canada. I would point out. is so favor

ably placed to finance the construction of main roads
as are some portions of the United States—such States
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as Massachusetts, Connecticut, or New Jersey, which
arc small in area and contain numerous cities which
contribute to the cost of rural roads.

Unfortunately and unlike the United States, the

system of municipal organization has been such that

all cities are wholly separated from the county and
township ill which they lie, and have escaped taxa-

tion for roads in the open country. This is a situa-

tion which recent legislation has sought to correct

;

and provision is being made that all cities shall con-
tribute to the cost of leading roads within a reasonable
suburban area.

County Roads in Ontario

Owing to the strong claims of agricultural com-
munities, the assistance given by the Provincial Gov-
ernment to the better class of construction, has been
largely confined to the subsidizing of leading market
roads in each county.

Ontario has both township and county organiza-

tion. Township councils are elected annually, and
the reeve of each township, (town and village) is, ex-

officia. a member of the county council. Township
councils, primarily, have control of all the roads, but

a county council is authorized to take over from the

townships the leading roads of the county for con-

struction and maintenance. To this system of county
roads, the Provincial Government has heretofore paid

one-third of construction cost only, but under legisla-

tion of this year, will hereafter contribute 40 ])er cent.

of the cost of construction, and 20 per cent, of the cost

of maintenance. More than half of the counties are

ol)erating ujuier this plan with good results, and to

the present time, a total of over $6,000,000 has been

spent on the work. It is anticipated that, under the

increased subsidy, the remainder of the Province will

adopt county systems in a very short time.

Counties have been somewhat lethargic in adopt-

ing the plan ; but having adopted it, and having com-

l)leted a reasonable mileage, the method becomes very

popular. Property along the improved roads has

shown decided advance in value varying with local

conditions from 10 ])er cent, to 40 per cent.

A favorable feature of the Ontario scheme is that.

by requiring counties, at the initial stage, to adopt a

comprehensive plan of roads, a well connected system

finally results. The work is very often, to meet local

feeling, carried on in short sections, but each succes-

sive council has a i)ermanent plan on which to work.

Construction is carried on under an engineer or sup-

erintendent a])pointcd by the county council, but all is

subject to the regulation and inspection of the Pro-

vincial Department of Highways. The provincial

subsidy is paid annually as the work progres-se.s.

A county council may issue 30-year bonds to meet

its own proportion of the cost, but more commonly
they extend over a 20-year period. Very seldom arc

bonds issued for the entire expenditure of the county

but as a rule to supi)lement a sum raised by uniform

county rate. A county sy.stem will usually include

about 200 miles, or 15 per cent, of the total road mile-

age within the county. The completion of such a

system may extend over eight or ten years, .so that

by levying a coinity rate of 1.5 mills annually on the

assessment during that period, only a very small

municipal debt need accrue. Largely for moderate

farm traffic, the county roads are of gravel or broken

stone, single track, except near cities, and cost from

$2,000 to $8,000 per mile, according to local conditions

and traffic.

Assuminfj; a county system constructed in ten

years at a cost of $800,000 with a county assessment of

$30,000,000, the annual arrangement would be as fol-

lows :

—

Direct levy of \14 mills on asse-wmcnt. .$ 45J0OO

Bond issue 3XXX)

Provincial subsidy, 40 per cent, of total. . 32XXX)

Total $ 80j000

Thus in ten years (with proper maintenance addi-

tional), the county would have an asset in road im-
provement of $800,000 with a bond issue of only $30,-

000. To the latter is commonly added the cost of

heavy machinery and permanent bridKes. on which
the provincial subsidy of 40 per cent, is also paid.

Bond issues for county roads are met on the an-

nuity instalment plan. The sinkini; fund method ha.«

been almost entirely abandoned in the province for

all municipal purposes, except in the larger cities. The
annuity instalment plan is cheaper than the sinking
fund method, safer, more easily managed, and i<

distinctly in favor with financiers, municipal author-
ities and the public.

Main Roads in Ontario

lender new legislation for main ntad.s. more at-

tention will be given tf) the development of certain

trunk lines, for which there is a growing demand.
The chief of these connects Ottawa on the cast with
Wind.sor (opposite Detroit) on the west, a distance
of about 500 miles. A branch. 75 miles in length.

would reach to the Quebec boundary (45 miles from
Montreal), and another would reach from Hamilton
to Niagara Falls. 45 miles. This road would form an
ideal trunk highway for the .southern part of the prov-
ince. It would link up the various systems of county
roads, would pass through the most important cities,

and within twelve miles on each .side is about one-half
the population of the Province. 5V)mc portions of this

road are now in fair condition with ".-./> ..r..vpi ..r

broken .stone surface.

The most important section, about JO miles be-
tween Toronto and Hamilton, is now being con-
structed in a thoroughly substantial manner, with 4
()er cent, grades. 26 feet between shoulders, and an 18-

foot concrete pavement. The cost of the Toronto
Hamilton section will be about $800,000 and the work
is to be completed next year (1916). Other portion*
of the highway are now under consideration, and the
linking up of the entire trunk highway is. we believe,

merely a matter of reasonable growth.

The system of management provided for this cla>s
of road is somewhat unique. A main road is inter-
preted as one running directly between two im-
portant terminal points or cities, and therefore passing
through a series of municipalities, .'^uch series of
nnmicipalities mav petition the Provincial Govern-
ment for construction as a Main Road ; and if the peti-
tion is endorsed bv three-quarters of the municipal-
ities affected, the Government will make surveys, pre-
pare specifications and appoint a special board of
Commissioners to take charee of the construction and
maintenance of the road. The cost in the engineer's
report is apportioned among the municipalities bene-
fited, (the Government contributing 40 per cent.) and
the Commissioners then act as a Court of Revision to
hear the appeal of any parties affected as to the en-
gineer's apportionment of the cost. The Commission
may confirm or revise the engineer's report, and un-
less a majority of the municipalities then petition
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against the work, the Commission is authorized to
proceed with construction.

Classification in Ontario

It will thus be seen that, in the Province of On-
tario, the three-fold classification so desirable in road
organization is being- evolved in the following man-
ner:

(1) Main trunk roads to be constructed and main-
tained by Special Commissions, under the guidance of
the Provincial Highway Department ; the cost to be
met by Provincial subsidy and direct assessment on
cities and rural municipalities benefited.

(2) Leading market roads, to be under the con-
trol of county councils, subject to regulations and in-
spection of the Provincial authorities; the cost to be
met by Provincial subsidy, and county levy on all
assessible property within the county, including cities.

(3) Local feeders, to be under the control of town-
ship councils, and at the expense of the township.

A Permanent Executive Staff

A difference between Canadian and American
methods,_ with which I have frequently been im-
pressed, is the Canadian tendency to greater perman-
ency in tenure of office. In the American States, when
a change of government takes place, a complete change
of executive staff very often follows. This unfor-
tunate political influence is no doubt recognized, and
the mass of your citizens would desire to have it
eliminated.

Under representative party Government, party in-
fluence cannot, and if clean and sane, need not be
wholly eliminated. There is probably no important
Highway Department in the world from which poli-
tics is wholly removed. But the party that does not
recognize the necessity of a permanent executive force,
IS blind to its own best interests, as much as to the
public good.

The difficulty would appear to be a failure in your
organization to distinguish between "political" and
executive" responsibility; the one framing' and de-

termining a poHcy, the other carrying out that policy
Ihe purely political head of a department is part of
and properly changes with each new administration'
but the executive head and staff should be perman-
ent, if reasonable efficiency is to be secured.

A permanent executive force, appointed "for life
and good conduct," is the only means whereby skill
experience, and definite knowledge of local conditions'
can be brought into play. An experienced staff is the
heart and soul of successful road system of the older
countries, and should be incorporated into the hi^-h-way administration of this continent as quicklv\s
possible. -^

A feature of even the purely municipal road sys-tems of Ontario, is the endeavor to create and retain
permanent, and therefore, experienced men for everybranch of the ^york. Public opinion in the United
States would do well to insist on building up apermanent executive force in every branch of hieli-way work, whether state or municipal.

What Will Good Roads Mean to the Dominion?
What Good Roads mean in point of present or-ganization has already been outlined. What they willmean of advantage to the country might also as readflv

be applied to the United States.
^

In the Dominion of Canada there are about 250,-

000 miles of graded roads. Road-building is a slow
process, and in most countries it has taken half a
century at least to provide adequate surface con-
struction. The immediate objective in Canada should
be to substantially improve about 16 per cent, of the
total, or 40,000 miles, which would carry the more
concentrated market or farm traffic, while about 2 per
cent, additional, or 5,000 miles should be treated in a
trunk road basis. The total cost might be approx-
imately estimated at $250,000,000 of which about $50,-
000,000 has been spent. The ideal of expenditure to
be aimed at for this work of main road improvement
(apart from small repairs and maintenance), would be
about $15,000,000 annually or $2 per capita of popula-
tion.

This is a substantial programme for a population
of 7.500,000 people. It indicates one reason why
road-building is a slow process—because it is ex-
pensive. It means that the work must be distributed
over a term of years and among various adminis-
trative organizations. But so distributed, and looked
at from the standpoint of annual ability, the under-
taking becomes less difficult. The total twenty-year
cost of maintaining a household does not worry the
average man—if his annual income is sufficient for
the annual outlay. Road-building is a continuous
work; if properly carried on, is cumulative in its
growth, and is a question of annual expenditure
available to meet direct outlay, plus sinking fund, in-
terest and cost of maintenance.

Saving in Transportation
Canada is a country of rich and varied resources.

I.ut natural resources are of value only as they ^re
developed. A considerable part of the cost of such
development is in transportation—in transferring
goods from one place to another. The lessening of the
cost of transportation, is a measure of economy, of
national thrift, which will produce a large return in
the expenditure. On this continent, the cost of team
haulage is rarely less than 25 cents per ton-mile and
IS sometimes twice that amount. Under the favor-
able conditions of good roads in Europe, the cost is
reduced to between 8 and 12 cents a ton-mile.

The tonnage carried over the country roads of
Canada is not readily estimated; but railway statis-
tics show that the total amount of freight carried by
the railways and originating in Canada, is about 60,-
000,000 tons. This, for the most part, at one or both
ends of the railway journey, must pass over the wagon
road. And a considerable additional amount, con-
sumed locally, passes over the wagon road without
railway transportation. The average wagon haul for
tarm and natural produce is estimated at between
seven and eight miles. It is probably a moderate

fm^mn /°'' ^''"^''^ *^^ ^ ^°tal of not less than
iOU 000,000 tons passes over the roads of the country
with an average haul of five miles. If then the premise
is true that good roads would effect a saving of ten
cents per ton-mile, an adequate system of improved
roads would create a profit of $50,000,000 annually on
the produce and merchandise now passing over them.

The time lost in travelHng over bad roads is very
great. It is a fair estimate that bad roads occasion a
loss of a man and team for two weeks (12 working
days) annuallv to the average farm. With over 700-
000 occupied farms in Canada, this wasted time and
ettort, if put into road construction, would substan-

(Continued on page 17)
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Semi-rapid Transit Scheme for Toronto
Report just handed into City Council advises expenditure of eighteen
million dollars— Toronto not ready for complete suhway system

As a deliberate discussion of traffic conditions and re-

quirements in the city of Toronto based on authoritative

data gathered witli apparently infinite care, no previous re-

port approaches in value that just handed in to the City

Council by Commissioner of Works R. C. Harris, F. A.

Gaby, Chief Engineer Hydro-electric Power Commission of

Ontario, and E. L. Cousins, Chief Engineer Toronto Harbor

Commission. The report takes cognizance of general con-

ditions covering a very wide range such as growth of

population; location of factories; congested trafiic points;

vehicular trafiic; Toronto Railway System; municipal car

lines; Hydro Radial possibilities and many other minor

factors' which may influence the transportation requirements

of the city of Toronto during the next quarter of a century.

A rapid transit schenie, in the strict meaning of the term,

is not recommended, but three trunk radiai entrance lines

with the necessary yards and terminal as shown in tlie ac-

companying drawing. This recommendation is based on the

supposition (1) that the city of Toronto acquire the prop-

erty of the Toronto Street Railway in 1921 and (2) that the

waterfront viaduct will be constructed by the Grand Trunk

and Canadian Pacific Railways.

The recommendations in the report are as follows:

1. The City of Toronto acquire the Toronto Railway

Company at the expiration of the franchise in li»21, and

thereafter operate same as a municipal railway.

2. The City should at once make a definite declaration

of policy in this regard.

3. If the decision be to municipalize the service, prepara-

tory steps should immediately be taken, in order that upon

the date of franchise expiry, the City may enter into occupa-

tion and operation, without overholding tenure complica-

tions.

4. A Transportation Commission be at once appointed,

consisting of representatives from the City, the Toronto

Harbor Commission, and the Ontario Hydro Electric Power
Commission, so constituted as to afford the City majority

representation. This Commission should be vested with all

necessary power to plan, control and direct all transporta-

tion and terminal facilities of every kind whatsoever, (ex-

clusive of existing steam railways), including present or

projected municipal lines within the corporate limits of the

municipality, and to prepare and arrange for the acquisition

and operation of the Toronto Railway Company as a muni-

cipal utility, upon expiry of the franchise rights of said

Company; the powers of this Commission to be sufficiently

inclusive to embrace all railway transportation facilities as

aforesaid, and to be implemented from time to time in order

to accomplish the full intent of this recommendation. The
Harbor Board and the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Com-
mission, should be represented upon this Commission in ex-

tension of the policy of Council already expressed in the

appointment of the Board charged with the duty of making

this report, and for the same reasons which guided that

body in the constitution of such Board, viz.:—That the

future transportation facilities within Toronto should be co-

ordinated with regard to the services, rights and holdings of

the bodies aforementioned, with particular reference to

radial entrance and railways, the operations of the Harbor

Commission as Trustees for the City, and local street rail-

way service within the City Limits. The Ontario Hydro

Electric Power Commission, through their Municipal Kadial

Railway project, is at present undertaking the construction

and development of some 1,000 miles of radial railways, with

Toronto as a main terminal focal point; the Harbor Com*
mission as Trustees for the City, control the proposed east

and west trunk radial railway entrances, together with the

proposed terminal site, contemplated team track delivery

yards and general sorting yard, while the City has jurisdic-

tion over all public streets, embracing surface, elevated and
underground rights. Even' cursory consideration, will de-

monstrate the necessity of harmonizing all these interests.

if transportation problems are to receive adequate and ef-

fective treatment. This can best be accomplished by the

creation of a Commission constituted as recommended.
5. The construction of the three radial entrance lines.

with necessary yards and terminal, as shown on Drawing
No. 18 be proceeded with when conditions warrant and
finance permits.

6. A rapid transit system in the strict meaning of the

term be not .adopted.

7. The radial railway trunk line entrances be used for a
semi-rapid transit service, as conditions warrant, to serve the
population in the districts lying at present without and
adjacent to the existing City Limits.

8. It may be necessary to procure legislation amending
existing Acts, in order to give effect to the foregoing.

«. The use of any of the lines, yards, terminals and any-
thing whatsoever, in any way relating or appertaining there-
to, by any other railway than those of the Hydro Electric
Railway Union and the City, shall not at any time be per
mitted, until such railway shall have obtained the consent
of the Hydro Electric Power Commission thereto.

10. We do not make suggestion as to finance and re-

imbursement, feeling that this does not lie within our juri«-

diction, but is for each to take up with his respective prin-
ciples.

These recommendations are based on certain conclu-
sions drawn by the members of this Advisory Committee as
a result of their researches and deliberations. These con-
clusions, in part, are to the effect that there is no conges-
tion on Toronto's streets that cannot be relieved by a proper
utilization of existing surface lines; that an up-town term-
inal is not feasible; that ample provision must be made for
future expansion and for co-ordination of rail and water
transportation; also that the present gauge on the Toronto
Street Railway tracks must, for a proper traffic unification,
be reduced to standard. The following are the conclusions
in full:

Conclusions

After detailed consideration of the various lectors, en-
tering into and affecting the problem as hereinbefore re-
cited, we have concluded that:

1. .\dditional civic car lines laid between now and 1931.
without the limits of 1891, but within the limits of I91S.
will, after acquisition by the City, of the Toronto Railway
Company in 1921. adequately serve all sections within the
present City limits; the maximum time necessary to reach
extreme destination being thirty-five minutes.

3. The existing surface system of the Toronto Railway
Company, if provided with improved equipment and oper-
ated at higher service efficiency can be made to adeqoaiely
serve the City within the limits of 1891.

3. As traffic officers become more efficient in direction
and citizens better appreciate the /unctions of such officials,
the movement of rail, vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be
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greatly facilitated, with consequent saving of time and added
safety to all.

4. If a sufficient number of cars of modern type were
provided, thereby minimizing overcrowding and the public

educated to embark and debark with reasonable speed, it

would result in more rapid operation of the railway system,

and the facilitation of other classes of traffic.

5. There is comparatively little congestion in Toronto
streets. This may be further minimized by regulation of

standing vehicles on, and diversion of slow-moving, heavily

laden traffic from, main heavily-trafficked thoroughfares in

the central area.

Radial Railway Entrance

1. That the following railways entering the outlying
portions of Toronto, viz:

—

(a) The Toronto & York Radial Railway embracing the

2. That the most feasible entrances from the east and

west lie along the waterfront route. The entrance from the

north may be readily effected by subway construction. The
foregoing conclusions were arrived at after careful recon-

naissance of the possible routes of entrance for radial rail-

ways, in the City and its environs, and detailed survey of one
hundred and fifty miles of line.

3. From the viewpoint of economy of operation and
utility, it is essential that the terminal be located on the

axis of maximum movement. Having regard for the past

suggestions for an up-town terminal, we thoroughly in-

vestigated this possibility, with the result, that aside from
operating considerations, the additional cost of $8,000,000

embracing a four track subway from the waterfront to Col-

lege Street, and the erection of a terminal at the latter point,

proved it unfeasible.

Tora/y/a /?o//i*vj' Cos S^s/e/7f

C/y/c Cc/r L/rre^s

Mi//7/c/pt7/ ^oc/7</ii'rj/ /89/
Muaic/po/ So(//jc/a/-(/ /d/6'
/?<7<y/<7/ /^tr/Ztvay ^/r/ronce s

Drawing No. 18.

Metropolitan, running north on Yonge Street; the Kingston

Road line from the Woodbine; the Port Credit line from
Sunnyside; (b) The Toronto Suburban to Lambton, Weston
and Woodbridge, from Keele and Dundas Streets, cannot be

considered rapid transit interurban lines, as in all cases they

operate mainly on the highway, at low speeds. The people

of Toronto and the Province have not had the advantages

of modern rapid interurban service, such as is operated in

many parts of the United States. When the Hydro Radial

project becomes an accomplished fact, the system of which
the section operating between London and Port Stanley is

a happy augury, the entire population of the Province will

derive therefrom, tangible benefits, which result to a com-
munity from a modern, high speed, properly equipped and
efficiently operated system.

The foregoing indicates the necessity for location on
waterfront route.

The same consideration applies also to the location of

yards on the waterfront property, in view of its natural
advantages.

4. It is prudent to make present provision for future

expansion covering trackage for trunk line entrances and
terminal facilities, therefore the necessary sites should now
be provided for ultimate development.

5. That it is necessary to make ample provision for the
co-ordination of rail and water transportation and the proper
interchange of all traffic.

6. The radial railway trunk lines should, as the future

(Continued on page 12)
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The Quantity System of Estimating
A plea for a more economical system of figuring the
Cost of Buildings—Make plans and specifications definite

By G. Alexander Wright

The ever-increasing amount of unproductive time, and

usually money, which contractors are called upon to expend

in preparing, gratuitously, quantities, as well as prices, often

for an owner's benefit, suggests that the time has arrived

when all concerned should take up, and seriously consider,

the possibility of adopting a modern and more sensible sys-

tem of estimating, such, for example, as has been long in

successful operation in older communities. Not a mer-e

copying of such methods, for I advocate the creation of a

standardized method of our own—an American system, prac-

tical above all things; a system that will he in line with our

otherwise progressive building methods; a system that shall

be clear and accurate, and that shall stand for square deal-

ing between contractor and owner—in short, a system that

shall give every man his due, no more and no less; a pro-

^^ressive system, free from the defects of other systems,

such as unnecessary elaboration, and yet one that will reveal

to the bidder, at a glance, the actual quantity of material

;ind labor in a structure, in any individual trade. When bid-

ders are invited to submit bids, they are theoretically asked,

of course, to submit competitive prices, but in actual practice

their bids are based upon competitive quantities, before the

competition in prices commences; which, in my opinion, is

as unjust to the contractor as it is ridiculous. A building

can only contain a certain amount of material, and no amount

of figuring by contractors against each other can make that

quantity any more or any less. Where, then, is the sense in

a dozen or more general contractors competing against each

other in taking quantities? One or more bidders, through

being hurried, or being unable to take off the quantities accur-

;ilely, leaves something out. What happens? Their bids are

consequently low, and the owner benefits, at the low bidder's

expense, whilst the competent or more careful bidder loses

the job, because his quantities are more accurate, or because

there may have been room for uncertainty when figuring the

plans and specifications.

Antiquated Estimating Practices

Not long ago, a general contractor'(whom I have known

over twenty years) told ine that if contractors figured to do

competitive work just exactly as plans and specifications

called for, a man would not get "one job in fifty." Now. if

this is true, and personally I believe it is, there is something

very rotten in our methods. In my judgment it lies in our

antiquated estimating practices.

Those of us who know something of the imsatisfactory

conditions under which bidders are often obliged to figure,

time after time without result, have realized that hundreds

of thousands of dollars in time and money are taken from

contractors' pockets every year, simply because they do not.

so far, limit competition between themselves to the matter

of prices. They go on competing, and I suggest gambling,

with each other as to the quantity of material a building will

take, whereas I contend that that is a question of fact, and

that competition in the quantities between contractors never

can, and never will, in any way, change the fact that a cer-

tain fixed quantity of material and labor is necessary to do

every job. There can be no legitimate competition in taking

off quantities of materials, except that unfortunate competi-

tion which bidders make themselves when they take off too

much, or, as too often happens, too little.

The legitimate competition can only come in where one

man can handle a job better than another, or one man may

have some advantage over another in buying, and to forth.

All this kind of competition is legitimate enough, but it must
be obvious that no amount of figuring can reduce the real

quantity of material which a building will take, and so my
contention is that it would be proper and fair to start all

bidders figuring upon the same basis, by furnishing each

with a schedule, or bill of quantities, showing accurately and
clearly the different quantities and kinds of materials which

the bidder is invited to figure upon; and «ven then there

would be plenty of competition left, in placing profitable

prices against each item.

Present Method Wasteful

Our present method (or rather, want of method) in esti-

mating, and the rapid strides being made in construction, are.

as I have said, forcing upon the contractor, more and more
every year, an increasing waste of time and money in figur-

ing out quantities. This senseless waste and competition

cannot go on for ever. It has already brought men to bank-

ruptcy all over the country, and has often prevented the

making of a proper and legitimate profit among those who
do succeed in keeping their heads above water.

This is a live question, and it deserves the earnest con-

sideration of all contractors' associations and architectural

societies from the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast.

No new or untried principle is involved. It is simply

that of a definite quantity of work, for a definite amount of

money. In substance the owner says. "I want this quantity

of work done. The drawings and specifications show you
how this quantity of work is to be assembled or put together:

Now, tell me how much money will this cost? I want you
to do the quantity of work called for; no more, no less."

At present, the successful bidder often says, in effect, to

an owner, "I will erect your building according to plans and
specifications," but—mentally—he says, "1 do not figure that

it will take as much flooring, concrete, plastering or painting

as my competitors think it will!" Let me ask. Is this a pro-

per or fair competition between contractors themselves? Is

it fair to their own interests? There is only one individual

who stands to gain anything under such imperfect methods.
the owner, and not always he.

It may be stated that the Quantity System is equally

applicable to engineering works, such as railroad work, sew-

erage disposal schemes, canals, pumping stations, etc.

Before proceeding to a further consideration of this sub-

ject, I may be pardoned perhaps for expressing the opinion.

after having had over twenty years' intimate experience with

the workings of the Quantity System of estimating, and orer
another twenty years in San Francisco (without any such
system), that I know of nothing in connection with the work
of the contractor that would be more beneficial than the

adoption of some equitable recognized system of estimating

upon bills of quantities, and these latter would be equally

valuable, whether sub-contracts were eventually let or not.

It is not the idea that we accept the methods of any par-

ticular country—the author hopes he is too much of an
American citizen to suggest that—but where contractors in

older communities favor a certain system to (he excliuion

of the very thing we practise here, then I suggest that we
might well stop for a moment and take notice of what is

being done. For example, in the year 1909 a conference
was held in Great Britain between the National Federation

of Building Trade F.mployers, the Institute of Builder* and
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the Loudon Master Builders' Association, and a resolution

was adopted recommending contractors who were members
of these powerful organizations to decline to bid in competi-

tion against each other, unless bills of quantities were sup-

plied for their use at the owner's expense. A deputation

from these contractors' organizations afterwards attended

before the principal body of architects, who promised to fur-

ther the aims of the contractors as far as was within their

power; and to-day the Quantity System is in full operation,

not only in the case of private owners, but in all building

work for government and municipal authorities, and upon the

principle that it is impossible to obtain accurate bids without

accurate quantities.

There must be some good reason for all this, and I sug-

gest that it is worth consideration by any body of men,

architects or contractors, who are endeavoring to get and to

do better work, and thus elevate the building business to the

honorable position which it is entitled to occupy, and to bring

about such conditions as will cause owners to hold the com-
petent architect, as well as the contractor, in higher esteem,

and not regard him, as is too often the case now, with sus-

picion.

Existing Conditions

Now let us consider, for a moment, a few of the disad-

vantages of existing methods:

First—The time usually given for figuring is far too

short for the accurate taking oflf of quantities, in addition

to the pricing and figuring out of the many items. A bidder

usually has contract work in progress, and other matters to

be attended to during the daytime; other plans are to be

figured by a certain time, and but little can be accomplished

in the eight-hour working day, and so advantage must be

taken of the night hours, sometimes all night, and even Sun-

days (as I happen to know), and any other time. Only those

who have worked under these conditions and over blue prints

at night, hour after hour, taking off items, can appreciate

the many difficulties, pitfalls, and liability to error through

figuring against time, after the real work of the business

day is over. But the plans must be returned first thing

in the morning, or the bid must be in by a certain hour the

next day. Nothing but hurry—hurry—hurry. In not a few

cases more information is necessary; something is not quite

clear. The plans and specifications do not agree on some
point. Which is right? There is no time to find out, the

only person who can enlighten you is asleep, perhaps, while

the careful estimator is burning the midnight oil, and wrestl-

ing with problems which can be avoided and entirely elim-

inated under a more modern system of estimating.

Again, the careful bidder who honestly tries to get in

all the items, and figures to do the work as called for, is fre-

quently beaten by a less competent bidder, who forgets some-
thing, or who, maybe, is willing to take a chance anyway,
in order to get the job. True, omissions in lists of materials

are sometimes unavoidable, under existing methods, which
unfortunately aim at speed rather than accuracy.

It is, to say the least, disappointing to a careful bidder

on a large job to find his bid just above the lowest, and after

the low man has signed up the contract, it develops that

the painting, or some such item, was left out. This, how-
ever, could not occur with the Quantity System.

This is no overdrawn picture, as I know from personal
experience. The competent bidder who gets in all his items

to-day is usually under a disadvantage, unless he happens
to be figuring against men of his own stamp.. Meanwhile, it

would appear that the chances are in favor of the owner,
most of the time, and it seems to be a case of "heads I win,

tails you lose." Surely it is time there was a change.
The existence of present conditions, whilst much to be

regretted, is due to a blind continuance of early-day custom.
It is in no way up to date, nor conducive to progress, nor

to that business success to which a bona fide contractor is

entitled. It is entirely unsuited to modern construction and
modern methods. The tallow candle, years ago, was a great

invention, but how many of us would light our homes to-day

by this method? And yet our estimating methods of to-day

date from the same identical period as the tallow candle.

Other countries have long ago graduated from such primitive

methods, but we are content to stand still, and we are, in

this respect, away behind the times. It seems to be almost

inconceivable that shrewd business men are still willing to

spend their time, all going over the same ground, figuring

against each other on quantities, knowing all the time that

they are all, save one (and sometimes even that one), simply
wasting their time. By the adoption of some sensible system,

all this quantity taking could be done by one competent
person.

The great difference we find in bids arises, in my opin-

ion, not so much in the prices or money values placed against
the quantities, as it does from errors in the quantities them-
selves, the accurate preparation of which calls for special

training and continuous concentration of mind, which the

busy contractor of to-day can seldom find time to acquire.

Now we will investigate a bill of quantities, such as we
are considering. What is it? and how is 'it used?

First of all, it is a document, handed free of expense to

each bidder, lithographed or similarly duplicated, in order
that all bidders' copies may be exactly alike. It will contain
everything which it is essential for a contractor to know
when making up a figure, with a separate section for each
trade, such as excavation, concrete, brickwork, and so forth.

A general summary is provided at the end of the bill, in

which is entered the net cost of each trade; this summary
is footed up. the profit the bidder expects to make is added,
plus the cost of the quantities, the result being, of course,
the amount of the bid.

The methods of measurement must conform to the stand-
ards used by each individual trade, and through the bill the
greatest care is taken to have everything systematized; all

cubic, square and lineal feet, and numbers of items, will be
found all together under their respective heads. In this way,
immediate reference may be made to any item required, even
though the entire bill may contain hundreds of items, and so
every item has its proper place—nothing is left to chance.
Detail sketches also appear in the margins whenever neces-
sary, to show a bidder at a glance what is required. These,
as we know, are of more value to an estimator than the long
written descriptions one sometimes finds in specifications.

The keynote of the Quantity Surveyor is accuracy. In
going through the drawings and specifications he has come
across all those doubtful questions which always crop up
when figuring under present methods. He will have taken
them all up with the architect, and adjusted them, before the
quantities are handed to bidders, so that everything is all

plain sailing.

Keynote—Accuracy

Nothing is "near enough" for a Quantity Surveyor—he
scrutinizes every part of the work closely, clears up any
doubts, or anything capable of a double interpretation, and
his work leaves no loopholes for either the owner, the con-
tractor or the architect to take advantage of. The result
is that it is seldom necessary for a bidder to ask questions
of the architect when making up a figure. If he should wish
to do so probably he would be referred to the surveyor, who
is familiar with every minute detail of the work.

Further, and right here, lies one of the greatest ad-
vantages of the Quantity System. It is not necessary, ex-
cept in a general way, for a bidder to study the drawings
and specifications at all, and he certainly does not have to
figure them. He simply prices the bill of quantities, and,
in these days of hurry and bustle, this is as much as a con-
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tractor can be expected to do for nothing. This enables

the competent contractor (the one who has unit prices at

liis finKcr ends) to mal<e up a bid for, say a $100,000 Iniild-

inK, in a few hours, and he has the satisfaction of knowing,

when the unit price is placed against each item, that nothinx

has been forgotten; in other words, he only contracts to

furnish so much material and labor—and surely this is abso-

lutely right in principle. Good reasons exist why the general

contractor should have faith in his own judgment and ac-

custom himself to price items in every trade which goes to

make up the building business. It is the only consistent

method of estimating, for anyone who claims to be a general

contractor. Experience lias taught most competent men
that it pays to do it. The mere getting together of figures

from sub-bidders, and footing up the totals of the lowest, is

not estimating at all. That is mere schoolboy work. How-
ever, I am led to believe that this is now the exception

among general contractors in San Francisco rather than the

rule. The ideal contractor is the one who makes up his own
estimates, and not he who is dependent, for any reason, upon

sub-contractors, who thus become the real estimators. If

every general contractor would keep a prime-cost book of

all trades, and quantities were supplied to him, he would

soon be in a position to give a fairly close figure upon any

sized structure, without first taking sub-t)ids, and this I

suggest is the most consistent, satisfactory, and profitable

method to pursue, when bidding upon work as a whole; but

of course it requires care and experience.

Further, one of the greatest arguments in favor of letting

contracts as a whole is, of course, the fact that a general con-

tractor has the ability to figure all trades in his own office,

and that he knows how to, and will supervise the work of

sub-contractors, if any. If architects can be assured of this

being done, it would be better for all concerned

In general practice I believe the accuracy of the bill of

quantities should be guaranteed. Such a document might

well be made the basis of the contract, equally with the

drawings and specifications; if this were done, the chief

cause of disputes between owner and contractor would be

removed.

This, I submit, is entirely logical and right—a certain

(juantity of work for a certain sum of money, the owner to

determine the former and the contractor to fix the latter.

Surely this is morally just and fair.

Educating the Surveyor

It may be asked, Where are these comi)etcnt surveyors

to be found? And it would be a natural inquiry, as it is no

l>art of the duty of architects to prepare such quantities.

In fact, the relation of the architect to the contractor should

preclude him from having anything to do with furnishing

quantities. This should be attended to by a disinterested

specialist—the quantity surveyor. In older countries, young

men of education are now apprenticed to practising survey-

ors, and it has become a recognized profession. Years ago

tliese quantity surveyors frequently came
,

from the ranks

of the architects; others possessing the necessary education

were possibly contractors, building superintendents or esti-

mators. I have known contractors' representatives who

commenced life in the workshop, who, after securing the

advantages of special training, made experienced and very

competent quantity surveyors. There must be a beginning

to everything, and doubtless there are many men in this

country who, after some little training in the technique of

this work, should make reliable quantity surveyors. The

principal qualifications are honesty of purpose and a know-

ledge of architecture and construction. The surveyor should

be a neat draughtsman and have actual experience in con-

ducting building operations. He should possess the ability

to readily detect discrepancies or conditions which might

give rite to miiunderttanding during conttruction, and last,

but not least, the nccetiary mentality to act difinterettedly.

He must do what is right in measuring, a* between the

contractor and the owner. The usual custom is for the archi-

tect to furnish the quantity surveyor with a set of the draw-

ings and a draft specification, and the latter then commences
work in his own offices. During this period the architect

and surveyor are in frequent consultation, to the end that

all uncertainties are cleared up and adjusted upon the draw-

ings and specifications. In short, no effort is spared to

obtain clearness and accuracy before bidder* commence
figuring.

Such uncertainties are bound to crop up; thejr are nn-

avoidable. They nevertheless perplex the contractor when
he is figuring, and his foreman on the job, and create un-

necessary trouble and sometimes bitter disputes; and then,

in such cases, one of the parties to the contract is usually

a loser.

Bill of Qnantitiea

Now that we have briefly considered the qualifications

of a quantity surveyor, let us take note of what the prepara-

tion of a bill of quantities involves. It may well be said

that during the last forty years it has been brought to a

mathematical science, and yet it is really surprising what a

vague idea exists concerning the methods, objects and uses

of the Quantity System. The fact remains, however, that

where the system has been adopted, responsible contractors

refuse to figure without it. Some day that will be the atti-

tude of contractors in this country—when they fuUy realize

the folly of wasting their time and money in competing

against each other on quantities as well as on price*.

But to return: Three distinct processes are involved, and

each process calls for different operations.

First
—"Taking ofT' and entering every item (or "dimen-

sion." as it is called) upon the dimension sheets. This is

always done in exactly the same order, in every building:

no dimension, however small, is omitted—no guess-work of

any kind is permitted. The exact location in the building

of every dimension taken is carefully noted, and every figure

or note taken is carefully preserved for future reference.

It is impossible to illustrate here the work in detail in-

volved in taking off each trade, but the following may serve

to show the general idea: Let us follow a surveyor for a

moment in taking off his dimensions for a few items of

—

we will say common brick work. He always commence*
taking dimensions at the same point on each floor plan;

every length of wall from one angle to the next is measured

separately and the dimensions entered in "waste," as it is

termed. We will assume that it takes, say. fourteen dimen-

sions, and their locations are permanently recorded, footed

up, and the total lineal feet is then placed immediately be-

low this, and a line drawn across the column to separate

it from the next item. The dimension is squared, i. c, the

number of square feet these figures represent is figured oat.

and opposite to the total we find a description, thus, for

example: Sl-inch watt of standard common brick work laid

up with lime, mortar and Portland cement, gauged three to

one, pointed with flat joints one side for whitewash and
raked out the other side for cementing.

In good practice it might be best to give the number of

square feet superficial of wall, and give the thickness. The
same method is adopted with each storey, with its varying

thicknesses of walls, every dimension being entered in pre-

cisely the same order, with its particular location noted.

Then we come to deduction of openings. Those with

inside and outside reveals (as in the case of box-frame win-

dows) are tajcen separately, door openings the same. Those
of one siae and one thickness of wall are "timesed,'* as we
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say, and entered in the dimension column, so; "Ddt. 9/3 feet

9 inches x 7 feet 13 inch outside wall, fifth floor."

Then should follow an item, "extra labor," to so many

8-inch common brick segment arches in, say, three half-

brick row-locks to 4-foot 6-inch openings with 3-inch rise

in 8-inch wall, include for cutting skewbacks, etc., and for

woodturning piece and setting and striking. In case richer

mortar was specified for arches, it would be so stated, and

the proportions.

When rough cutting to brick work is required, every

square foot of it would be measured. Brick work in foot-

ings or foundations, or walls below ground or at unusual

heights, should be all segregated and given separately, with

full descriptions.

Such items as the following are then taken by the square

yard or square foot—viz., selected common brick facing. If

joints are struck and cut (as face work), it is taken as a sep-

arate item, as should be the case with any portions that are

to be pointed with special or colored mortar. Cementing

by the square yard if on ordinary plain surfaces, but if in

widths of 12 inches or under, then this is separated and taken

by lineal foot; should this work occur on circular surfaces,

it would be so described, kept separate, and the radius given.

Lineal dimensions are taken of all rough splays and cham-

fers, flues, pointing to flashings, projecting courses, with

the number of mitres, splays, or stops in same; brick sills,

with the returns, are numbered, if any. The labor of form-

ing quoins, square or splayed, and (in certain cases) the

lineal feet of plumbing angles and reveals, might be taken,

also leveling up for joists, bond iron and the like.

The foregoing applies to common brick work, as before

stated. Now, where "face" brick are used, the entire sur-

face of such facing is measured by the square foot, including

reveals and soffits (but openings deducted), the kind of mor-

tar and the labor of pointing being given. Here would be

taken such items as face arches. Fair cutting by the square

foot on same principle as mentioned for common brick work.

Then come lineal feet of each course, of which figured

sketches should appear. Raking mouldings or belts separate;

then follow the number of external, internal, raking, skew

or other mitres; also square ends' etc. (if any). All other

lineal feet items follow in their proper order, and then in

a similar way, concluding with numbered items, which would

be described and (if necessary) sketched in the margin. I

am aware that this is but a very elementary illustration of

the detailed method of taking off, but the principle applies

throughout every department, in every trad*, from the ex-

cavator to the painter, but it would be too great an under-

taking to go fully into details here in each case.

Surveyors' quantities are usually measured net, and it is

so stated in the preamble of the bill—upon the understand-

ing that the unit price for each item is to be made, by the

contractor, to cover trade customs, etc., which differ in each

locality.

The before-mentioned dimension sheets are usually

checked over with the drawings by a second person, and

then all totals are abstracted; that is to say, they are trans-

ferred to abstract sheets, under separate headings. In this

way many similar items of the same value are collected to-

gether and footed up and checked. This reduces the num-
ber of items which appear eventually in the finished bill,

which is written direct from those abstract sheets, and any

further sketches or descriptions necessary for the bidder

to thoroughly understand what is required are then finally

added. When completed, a sufficient number of copies of

these bills are lithographed, or otherwise duplicated, and a

copy is sent by the surveyor to the list of prospective bid-

ders, whose names and addresses have been previously fur-

nished him by the architect.

Advantages of Quantity System

Some of the advantages of the Quantity System of esti-

mating to the contractor are as follows;

1. Saving of time and money.

2. Greater precision in measuring.

3. No uncertainty as to interpretation of plans or speci-

fications (the quantities should govern).

4. No visits to the architect's oflice when figuring, for

explanations or otherwise.

5. No other work is contracted for except the quantity

set forth in the quantities.

. 6. The contractor, if he so desires, can check up the

quantities before signing the contract. In an Ameri-

can system of estimating, the quantities should, I

think, form part of the contract.

7. No bidder can inadvertently leave out anything, and

so in this way arrive at too low a figure.

8. Not having to spend time taking out his quantities,

the contractor has time to attend to more profitable

business.

9. Systematically arranged bills of quantities duly priced

(whether work has been secured or not) form ex-

cellent data for making future estimates.

Semi-rapid Transit Scheme for Toronto
(Concluded)

demands, and the City extends, provide for the operation of

semi-rapid transit lines to serve outlying districts.

Rapid Transit Lines

1. The streets in the central area are sufficient to care

for future traction and vehicular demands, provided reason-

able regulations are enacted, and enforced, governing

vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

2. Traffic may be much facilitated by an increase in

speed of the existing Toronto Railway units. This entails

improved equipment, track, routing and operation, together

with the adoption of up-to-date loading and unloading facili-

ties, and the much needed education of the public to embark
and debark speedily. The accomplishment of this, together

with adequate extension of surface lines, will make it possible

to travel from the centre of the present city limits within a

thirty-five minute period.

We have been assisted to the foregoing conclusions by
the study of Drawings, Nos. 8 to 15 inclusive, showing pre-

sent volume of traffic with origin and destination, lines of

heaviest movement, and street traffic counts.

3. In relation to the matter of change of gauge, not-

withstanding that almost every economic consideration de-

clares against it, the dominant factor is that of future

traffic unification, between radial, semi-rapid, and city sur- ^

face lines, and this is impossible without the reduction of the «

present gauge from four feet ten and seven eighths to four

feet eight and one-half inches.

4. As hereinbefore indicated, there is no justification

whatever for the construction, in the City of Toronto, of a ^
rapid transit system in the strict sense of the term.

The Confederation Construction Company, contractors

on Section 3, Welland Ship Canal, have placed an order with
M. Beatty & Sons, Limited, Welland, Ont., for six electric

hoists. Two of these are 50 h.p. with single drums, two 50

h.p. with double drums, and two 35 h.p. with double drums.
All are to be used on the new concrete handling plant which
the construction company are building this winter for use

on the Twin Flight Locks next spring.

i
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The Toronto- to-Hamilton Highway
Forty-mile concrete roadway well advanced—Advantages seen
in increased land values and heavier and more frequent traffic

Now that the constriictif>n work of the Toronto-

Hamilton Highway C'fjminission is closed down for the

])resciit season a brief description of what has been
accomplished during the past summer will be inter-

esting. 'J'he total distance is approximately forty

miles, as shown in the map herewith. Of this total

distance approximately seventeen is completed, and the

grading is done on most of the remaining twenty-three

miles. Some delay has been caused near both the To-
ronto and Hamilton terminals on account of the diffi-

culty of coming to an agreement with the municipali-

ties concerned on the best location of the roadway. It

will be remembered that this work was undertaken

very largely to relieve the labor situation which existed

at the time the project was first outlined, and naturally

the plans were not as ct)mplete and definitely outlined

as would otherwise have been the case. There is still

to be determined the gradient at which the road will

Fig. 1.—Expansion joints are placed every 35 ft

enter the city of Hamilton ; also the exact location

through the municipalities lying immediately \yest of

Toronto. H these matters can be decided upon in time

for si)ring work it is stated that there should be nothing

to prevent the completion of this highway in a few

weeks—say, three months at the latest.

Considering that a very large amount of extra work

had to be done that was not covered in the original

estimates, splendid progress has been made with the

roadway to date. As an example of this extra work

it may be mentioned that the culverts along the way,

which were at first reported to be in a fair state of

repair, were later found to be unsatisfactory, and had

/Tav^a'e^

to be replaced by permanent structures. A consider-

able amount of extra work has also been done in the

towns and villages through which the roadway passes,

as, for example, in Oakvillc, where the roadway is

widened from eighteen to fifty feet along the main
street. The same is true to a smaller extent in other

municipalities through which the roadway leads.

Pig. 2.—Tlmt wtt tavcd In handling matcrlaL

That this work has been prosecuted with consider-

able vigor is indicated by the fact that six mixing

gangs were employed, one of which on a certain occa-

sion made a record of 630 lineal feet of 18-ft. roadway
in a twelve-hour day. The average ran about 420 feet

a day of ten hours for each gang ; so that the six gangs
could be depended upon to do a mile about every two
days under favorable working conditions.

A section drawing of the roadway is shown in

Fig. 3 herewith. The road is first graded 26 ft. wide.

perfectly level, with a ditch on each side, the depth of

the ditch depending, of course, on the road grade. The
concrete roadway in general is 18 ft. wide, leaving a

4-ft. strip at each side between the concrete and the

ditch. This strip is, for the most part, filled in with

such earth as happens to be most easily available. It

was the original intention to macadamize these strips,

but the extra cost did not apj^ar to be offset by suffi-

cient added advantages. This earth-fill does not in

general extend to the very edge, a narrow berm of

some six inches being left to prevent the earth from

falling into the ditch. The concrete material is six

inches deep at the edges, grading up uniformly to

854 inches depth at the centre of the roadway. Com-
jjosition of concrete is l:\yi:3.

The photograph herewith illustrates a number of

interesting phases of the construction operations. The
mixers used were the Austin Cube machines, half yard

capacity, one of which is shown in Fig. 7. This mach-

Klg. 3.-Sectlon of Toronto-Hamlllon coocreU road»»«t-» ft ovwill. width oi coacrate U It
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Fig. 4.— Divided float in use at expansion joint.

ine is supplied with a 20-ft. trackway, along which the

bucket carrying the concrete mix runs, and which can
be operated through a wide angle. This arrangement
allows of a very even distribution of the concrete over
the roadway. Fig. 7 shows the men levelling the con-
crete, after which the proper grade is given to it with
a template or strikeboard, also shown. Fig. 4 shows
the condition in which the roadway is left by this

strikeboard. It is later smoothed over by hand-floats,

as shown in the same figure.

Fig. 4 also shows one of the expansion joints. These
joints are placed every 35 feet. A better view is shown
in Fig. 1. The expansion joints are approximately J4
in. thick. When the roadway is completed they are
trimmed off evenly with the surface with a sharp spade
or other suitable tool.

Fig. 4 also shows a quantity of newly poured con-
crete roadway covered with tarpaulin to prevent
drying out during the early stages of the setting
process. The practice followed throughout was to
cover with tarpaulin as soon as completed and leave
for a few hours. The tarpaulin was then removed and
replaced by about two inches of earth, which was kept
damp during the first ten days and finally removed
after twenty-one days, when the roadway was opened
for public traffic.

Fig. 5.— Bridge from whicii men complete tile lioatmg.
'

One of the difficulties in placing the concrete in suc-

cessive sections in a roadway of this sort is in pre-

serving a uniform level on both sides of the expansion
joint. On the Toronto-Hamilton highway this is ac-

complished by the use of a divided tamp, which is fol-

lowed up by a divided float. One of these tamps is

shown lying on the ground on the lower left-hand cor-

ner of Fig. 1, and the divided float is shown in opera-
tion in Fig. 4. In this way a perfectly even surface
is obtained, so that there is no jolt to a vehicle passing
from one section to another.

Another interesting feature of this work is the trav-

elling platform on which the "floaters" work, no work-
men being allowed to place a foot on the roadway after

the floating operation has been completed. This plat-

form or bridge is shown in operation in Fig. 5, which is

a view of the 50-ft. roadway being placed along the

main street of Oakville. The bridge moves along on
rollers placed at each end just outside the curb.

Fig. 2 is an interesting view indicating how time
was saved in handling material. The box-like struc-

ture is mounted on a flat car, and kept filled with
crushed stone, either from a stock supply as shown in

the figure, or direct from railway cars as brought in.

It will be seen that the dump-cars are being filled two
at a time from two chutes which supply material from

Fig. 6.—Plan of concrete roadway which will connect Toronto and Hamilton through one of the most attractive scenic districts in the pi
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Fig. 7.-Mixing and distributing machine.

the large bins. In this way a trainload of dump-cars
is loaded in less than half the time recjuired to d(j this

work by bucket and hoist, and the transportation caj)a-

city of this train is correspondingly increased.

Materials Supplied

The ])aving machines used arc the Austin Cube
type, purchased from Lccky & Collis ; the crane used
was sup])lied by the Brown Hoist Company, of Cleve-

land ; dumping cars were supplied by the Dominion
Wheel and Foundries Company, Toronto; the engine
which operates the dump cars was purchased from the

Canadian II. K. Porter Company, of Chicago, through
the Construction Su])])]y Company ; the wheelbarrows
used are the Meaford type, purchased through Wood,
Vallancc & Comijany : pumps for supplying water
along the road are the Triplex type, manufactured by
Smart, Turner & Company, purchased through A. R.

Williams ; the gasoline engines used on the pumps,
Niagara Brand S]>ray Company, Burlington ; scarifiers

employed are the Austin type, Chicago, purchased
through Mussens Limited ; Rogers and Canada cement
are both used for concreting: wire reinforcements were
supplied by the Standard Tube and Fence Company,
Woodstock ; crushed stone by Rogers Supply Com-
pany ; expansion joints by Bird & Son, Hamilton ; tools

Pic 8.—Scartfitr operated by Traction Entlnc

used were bought from joljhers in general, or made
by the Commission.

Profitable Year for Dominion Bridge Ck).

The large earnings on shell orders arc reflected in

the annual report of the Dominion Bridge Company
for the year ended 31st October. The net profits to-

talled $1,344,347, an increase of $714,379, and the

largest recorded. These are after writing down depre-
ciation on plant and machinery. After distributing

8>4 per cent, in dividends and bonus, a total of $568.-

750, paying $13,910 in directors' fees. transfciYing

$204,282 to reserves, and applying $174,586 to writing
down the company's holdings of National Bridge
stock to a nominal value of $1, a balance of $382,817
remained to be added to profit and loss account. Mr.
Phelps Johnson, the president, states that the com-
pany have a controlling interest in the Montreal
.Ammunition Company and the Dominion Copper
Products Company. The bridge and structural busi-

ness was much better than was anticipated, the
volume of this business entered the past year being
86 per cent, of the business entered during the preced-
ing year. Much of this business was secured at good
prices, as the company was in a position to give ex-

! llian half compIeted-Many heavy grades reduced so that maximum Is 4 per cent.- Six <an(S bulldlnf thi* road at rat* ol half mile a day.
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ceptional deliveries to those requiring plants built

quickly for war business. The large profits were due
chieHy to the fact that "a number of large contracts
which had been in progress for several years were
fully completed and charged up during the year, and
because an exceptionally large proportion of the busi-

ness written was completed during the year, and the

profits accruing therefrom taken promptly into the

accounts. There is a marked revival in the demand for

structural work, and it is anticipated that your shops
at Lachine, Toronto and Winnipeg will be kept re-

asonably busy and at satisfactory prices.

"Construction on the Quebec bridge, in which con-
tract your company has a half interest, has progressed

favorably during the year. The north cantilever arm
is now completely erected and the traveller is being
taken down to be used for the erection of the centre

span. The south anchor arm is also completely
erected and is further advanced than was the north

anchor arm at a corresponding period last year. Un-
less the present shortage of steel delays the manu-
facture of the centre span, or the Government should
curtail appropriations for progress estimates, it is an-

ticipated the steel work will be fully erected next
season."

The company has opened a London office and en-

deavored to secure new foreign business. One con-
tract had been executed for Madras, India.

Handsome New Church for Moncton, N. B.
The latest addition to Moncton, N.B., church build-

ings is the St. John's Presbyterian Church, erected at

the corner of Alma and Victoria Streets. The design
of the building was in the hands of Mr. Hugh G.

Jones, architect, of Montreal, and the work was car-

ried out under his supervision.
The exterior walls are of Wallace brick and New-

castle stone trimmings. The building is heated by a

low pressure heating system, the air being exhausted
by a blower connected by ducts to the front of the
pulpit platform. The lighting is electric with semi-
indirect fixtures. Seating accommodation is provided
in the auditorium for 1,000 people, while a Sunday
School at the rear provides accommodation for 500. A
large assembly room has a seating capacity of 900,
with a stage at one end and men's and women's retir-

ing rooms adjoining. This hall is admirably suited for

the social needs of the church.
The interior decoration and furniture was made

from designs prepared by Mr. Jones. The total cost

of the building was $80,000. E. B. Evans & Company,
Montreal, were the general contractors, and the fol-

lowing firms had sub-contracts: Roofing and sheet
metal, Sumner & Co., Moncton

;
plumbing and heat-

ing, F. J. Friedman, Montreal ; millwork, Rhodes,
Curry Co., Amherst, N. S.

;
plastering, A. W. Calkins,

Moncton; painting, A. E. Metzler, Moncton; electric

work. Perry Bros., Moncton ; hardware, Lariviere,

Incorporee, Montreal; stained glass. J. C. Spence &
Sons, Montreal ; organ, Canadian Pipe Organ Co.,

Ltd., St. Hyacinthe, Que. ; seating and furniture, Ber-
lin Interior Hardwood Co., Ltd., Berlin, Ont.

hw.a':... ,)\

New St. John's Presbyterian Church, Moncton, N. B.
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Barney Car for Hauling Wagons Out of Pit

'I'lie view shows a Barney car for haulinf^ dirt wag-
ons up to street level. The use of this car enables

wagons to take a full load,' and avoids the use of a

snatch team.
The car runs on a narrow-gauge track of light rails

laid on the incline. The nose of the car comes above

the level of the rear axle of the wagon and thus when
placed behind the axle pushes the wagon up the slope.

A cable from the front of the car goes up the incline

operations in this city were sufficiently active to keep

all classes of labor well employed. That this was the

case is indicated in the report. It is further stated that

the outlook for the year 1916 is very encouraging, as

buildings to the value of $250,000 are already con-

templated. Adding to this the amount of construc-

tion work which is usually done during the year, the

report concludes that there will be ample employment
for all classes of labor.

Heavily built Barney Car for hauling wagons out of a pit.

to a snatch block near the top, where it passes through

the decking and laterally downward ti) a hoisting en-

gine. The car, as will be noted in the figure, is quite

heavily made, and the butting block is well braced

back to the main frame.

Toronto's Pavement Work Slightly Reduced

The following table shows the quantities of the

vaiious classes of pavement laid in the city of Tor-

onto during the past year; also for comparative pur-

poses the figures for 1914:
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Separate Manholes for Different Companies
The Quebec Public Utilities Commission, with the Do-

minion Railway Commission, sitting in Montreal on De-

cember 30, heard further arguments on the question of pro-

viding separate manholes for signal companies and for light-

ing and power companies in the underground conduits be-

ing constructed by the Electrical Commission. This is the

first time that the Railway Commissioners have sat jointly

with the Quebec Public Utilities Commissioners, the reason

for this innovation being that as some of the companies

affected hold Dominion charters, the question of jurisdiction

may not be raised later in the courts. The Electrical Com-
missioners asked for sanction of plans for sections 6 and 7

in the business sections.

The Montreal Public Service Corporation, Bell Tele-

phone, G. N. W. and C. P. R. telegraph companies, and others,

asked that separate manholes be constructed, contending that

there was danger of damage where only one manhole was

made; on the other hand, the Electrical Commissioners

argued that the present system was safe and that the danger

was exaggerated.

Professor L. Herdt, chairman of the Electrical Com-
mission, expressed the opinion that the best protection for

the cables was to protect the cables themselves.

Sir Henry Drayton asked Professor Herdt if he had ever

known a system of insulation that did not break down. The
answer was "No." The chairman responded that if they

had not an insulation that would not break down they could

not say it was safe to put high potential wires near low po-

tential wires. If the Electrical Commission were willing,

however, to take the responsibility for any accident, he did

not see why they should not be given an opportunity.

The question also arose as to the provisions of the pro-

vincial statute governing the construction of conduits. It

was argued that the statute required double conduits, and
Prof. Herdt retorted to this that the requirements of the

statute were "absolutely obsolete to-day."

The joint commissions ordered their engineers to meet
the engineers of the different companies affected and ex-

amine their plans. If the terms of the provincial statute

needed amendment for safety, application could be made to

the Legislature for that purpose.
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Efficient Pipe Bender
We illustrate herewith a new pipe bending device in-

vented by Mr. G. E. Phillips, of the MacKenzie Electric

Company, engineers and electricians, Sarnia, Ont. The
basic principle on which this bender works is that the pipe

is pulled around a grooved form, of the radius required, and
n&t forced into shape with wheels or cams. The machine
is very simple in construction and arranged to take the pipe

from the side, which can be inserted or removed in an
instant. With this bender it is possible to make a number
of bends on one piece of pipe—bends and offsets being
absolutely perfect.

The inventor claims a very considerable saving by the

use of this equipment. On one job alone, which required
all bends to be 4 inches radius, it saved 35 per cent, of the
time and paid for itself just twice over. On any job where
the contractor's time runs to as much as $150 the price of
the machine can be saved in time gained. There is no
guess-work about it. Pipes up to 1 inch can be bent cold
and single groove machines for work up to SJ^ inches will

also be covered by this line, but the pipe will have to be
heated before placing in the groove. This, however, will
give a perfect bend without any flats or kinks whatever.

The proper way to rig up one of these machines is to
have a 13 foot 3 inch plank 12 inches wide on a collapsible

Mo COHIKKtTOR. C>.H *,TTORD TO BI/ WITHOUT
THIS TOOLi

New pipe bending device— the invention of G. E. Phillips, Sarnia, Ont.

pipe frame. Put the bender on one end and the pipe vise

on the other. The supply of conduit to be worked goes on
the cross-bars of the frame under the bench. This helps to

keep the bench down steady and the material is within reach.

One-half inch to 1 inch bender weighs 75 pounds and, of
course, cannot be used otherwise than on a plank.

If the saving on small jobs is so considerable it may
easily be seen how efficient this machine would be on a job
s.uch as, for example, the new Union Station, where the
amount of bending required is so considerable. Two or
three of these machines would save hundreds of dollars in

time and in addition every bend and offset would be perfect.

The Martin-Senour Company, Limited, Montreal, held a
sales convention from December 13 to 16. The sessions were
held at the Place Viger Hotel and at the paint and varnish
factories, the delegates being welcomed by Mr. W. H. Gerke,
the general manager. The subjects discussed related to ad-
vertising, salesmanship, agencies, price lists, policy, etc. On
December 15 the usual "family dinner" was held at the
Canada Club.
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A budget of comment presented In the interest of public welfire.

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

Every clay brings fresh evidence that the viewpoint of

the Contract Record on certain vital questions that have

been touched upon in previous issues under this heading

coincides with the sentiments of thinking business men. it

is further gratifying to note tliat even the Conservative

papers throughout the Dominion are demanding an investiga-

tion into conditions surrounding various munition!) con-

tracts.
» * *

The German prisoners of war at Montreal re-

fused 400 pounds of turkey purchased for their

Christmas dinner, ordered it taken away, and sent

for a load of geese instead.—Exchange.

And I suppose the goose was served them. What a lot of

simpletons we Britishers are. Given my way 1 woulil have

served them lead in place of turkey.

* * *

We shall never sheathe the sword until Belgium re-

covers in full measure all, and more than all, that she has

sacrificed, until Erance is adequately secured against the

menace of aggression, until the rights of the smaller nation-

alities of Europe arc placed upon an unassailable foundation,

and until the military domination of Prussia is wholly and

linally destroyed.—Premier Asquith.

* * *

The Minister of Einance hints at another War Loan of

.$300,000,000. Bring it along, Mr. Minister. The Canadians

will take care of it provided it is for the benelit of the Em-

pire. In the words of the song

—

"We didn't want to light, but by Jingo! now we do

We've got the men, we've got the guns, and got the

money too."
* * «

Major-General Bertram has taken all the alleged sins

of the Shell Committee on his shoulders and gone south in

search of new health. On his way he passed through Tor-

onto, where he was able to sit up and talk about a column

and a half to The Globe. Possibly he figured that giving

his side of the story publicity through the Liberal organ

would leave it free from partisan flavor and give the people

of Canada an unprejudiced view of a great patriot who has

been misunderstood and misrepresented. Anyway, he. by his

own announcement, stands before you a man who rose from

mechanic to manufacturer; who offered his services to his

country and was made chairman of the Shell Committee.

He awarded all the contracts, and was responsible for the

Committee in every way. He alone awarded contracts to

the amount of $34.'),000,000, and doing it made a saving to

the British War Office of $42,000,000. And after doing all

this he has been criticized! Do you wonder that he picks

out a Grit newspaper and cries through its columns, "The

attacks are not fair. They are brettking my heart."

* *

Surely Sir Robert Borden will not allow that great

heart to break. He has been loyal to his country, to his

King, and to Sir Sam Hughes. Eor does he not quote Sir

Sam's instructions "No politics—no graft"? And do we not

know out of his own mouth that he made them his watch-

word and reply? And yet hit hard-hearted leader <ii* idly

by while leading Contervative paper* like the Ottawa

Journal, the Hamilton Spectator, and the Montreal Mail

clamor for explanation*. Surely the Premier (hould be able

to see that a thorough invcctigation into the working* of

General Bertram'* committee would not only clear that gal-

lant officer of the attacks that arc breaking hi* heart, but

would also prove once and for all that Canada i* not and

never ha* been the home of the profiteer. For to Canada'*

mind, as well as to the mind of the chairman of the Steel

Company of Scotland, "there is something abtolutcly re-

volting in the idea of anybody acttully making profits oitt of

the nation's agony."
• • •

And though General Bertram may be *taggering south

with the entire weight of the Shell Committee on hi*

shoulders, it is to Sir Robert Borden and his GoYernmeni
that the public look for explanations. The Government
appointed the Shell Committee, and even if it acted in behalf

of the Imperial authorities and took its instruction* from

them it represented the Canadian Government in every

transaction in which it took part. It was the servant or

agent of the Canadian Government and to its employer we
must look for explanation of its actions.

• * •

So far Sir Robert Borden has taken no action in regard

to the matter. He was heard from once in regard to the F.

)'. Jones incident, or chapter of incidents. His Govern-

ment has appointed Sir Charles Davidson as official investi-

gator of war contracts, but apparently hi* powers only ex-

tend to contracts for materials to be paid for out of the

Dominion treasury. The order in council appointing the

Commission reads "concerning the purchase by and on be-

half of Your Royal Highness's Government." Consequently

it would appear that as the shells were purchased for the

Imperial authorities the shell contracts do not come within

the scope of Sir Charles Davidson's labors. If this inter-

pretation is correct the Government is all the mure to blame
for its silence. It was supposed that Sir Charles, with his

investigations of Spavined horses and poulticed drug bills,

was simply clearing the decks for the heavier work. Kow
we are left to believe that with the "war baby" lying in its

unnamed grave. General Bertram hurrying south with his

failing health and breaking heart, and Wall Street boosting

stocks by reports of enormous war profits, no provision has
been made for clearing the matter up in any way whatso-
ever.

• * •

What use, then, to talk about taxing war profits? With-
out an investigation how are we to know that there are

any profits to tax? General Bertram claims that he got the

shells made for $42,000,000 less than the estimates of the

British War Office. Can it be possible that his one sin

was too much economy, and that the impoverished con-
tractors are really entitled to allowances from the Patriotic

Fund? Was the man who had a half a million to spend on
a plant with which he offered to make shells at cost really

asking more than contract prices? .Are all those *tories

that come from Wall Street simply attempts to sell a tittle

stock to tide over a losing season spent making munitions?
If any or all of this is true surely others besides General
Bertram are entitled to the credit that .mlv sn invr<tii;alion

can bring.
• • •

But on the other hand, if the charges mentioned by the
Montreal Mail have foundation it is the public and not the
committee or contractors who are entitled to explanations.

The Mail in criticixing General Bertram's open letter to Sir

.Sam Hughes says in part: "It is with real reluctance that

the Daily Mail stigsetts the incompleteness of what is
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termed General Bertram's 'valedictory.' A public duty, how-
ever, cannot be evaded, and it is a public duty to remind

General Bertram that his statement, utterly lacking in detail

and definiteness as affecting the criticism of the work of his

committee, does not allay suspicion but tends to strengthen

it. Major-General Bertram has been accused of enriching

his private interests from business placed by the Shell Com-
mittee under his direction. He has been accused of showing

favoritism in the distribution of shell orders, and of allowing

prices to the manufacturers (including his own concerns)

out of all proportion to the cost. Not one of these charges did

he deal with in his valedictory, except in relation to the price

of shells, and in this particular matter he withholds from the

public the very information it desires." These are warm
words. They are all the warmer that they come from a

Conservative paper edited by M. E. Nicholls, a half-brother

of Hon. W. T. White, Minister of Finance. It might be

added, however, that in a more recent statement General

Bertram states that Jie has only one share in the John
Bertram and Sons Company, Dundas, Ont., which was the

first firm to ship to England, and that he has never drawn a

dividend from it.

* * *

For Mr. Flavelle's statement that contracts were to be

taken from contractors General Bertram has an explana-

tion. In fact, the Government apparently left him, not only

all the work, but all the explaining besides. When the

urgent call came from the trenches for high explosive shells

the British War Office naturally turned to the Shell Com-
mittee. It had been doing wonderful work and saving im-

mense sums of money. It had business sagacity that could

almost equal Sir Sam Hughes' military genius. Exercising

that sagacity, and realizing the need of securing these shells

in the shortest possible time, the Shell Committee so placed

these contracts that they haven't yet been filled. Conse-
quently they are being recalled and placed with firms that

can handle them.
* *

It is wrong to criticize a sick man. But it is also wrong
if there are Canadian soldiers filling graves in France because
of blundering or profiteering in Canada. General Bertram
has centred the Shell Committee in himself. He declares

that he alone is responsible for its actions. He alone is

attempting to make explanations. And the more explana-

tions he makes the more evident it becomes that a thorough
investigation is absolutely necessary.

"One of our subscribers writes us that it is not the duty
of trade papers to discuss politics or matters outside of the

trade. He may be right. It is true that politics and
politicians put the rules of trade carefully to one side before

starting to run the biggest business in the country—the

country's own business. It is true that no business man
would think of running his business on the lines the coun-
try's business is run on. He would never think of putting

a college professor in charge of a department he knew noth-
ing about simply because he could make a good speech. He
would never engage his employees for the simple reason
that they had a pull with certain ward politicians. Con-
sequently politics may be a trade apart. But the public have
to pay the mechanics who work at this particular trade.

Don't you think the said public is entitled to an occasional
glance at what its workmen are doing? And how is it going
to get it if some paper not "in the game" doesn't break
loose occasionally? If a Grit paper criticizes, a Tory paper
rushes to the rescue, and the issue is soon lost in the cloud
of recrimination that is raised. So sometimes a trade paper
stops to wonder why a Government cannot be run along
honest business lines, and how long you or I would remain in

business if we treated our customers the way the Government

treats the public. It is our turn to furnish the public with its

"look," and if our readers will bear with us yet a little

longer they will discover that they are gazing on the body

politic and seeing things, not as they are painted by a Gov-

ernment organ or the opposition critics, but exactly as they

are.

* * *

It may be lese majeste to even mention the press

censor. His work requires rare judgment and tact. He shows
it every time he moves. His attention appears to have

been called to this column, but as discussion of things

political, including politicians, is allowed under the

rules and regulations governing his department, he was
powerless to blue-pencil a single sentence. However, you
can't keep an industrious chap from doing something. And
our censor is industrious. So he picked out certain and

sundry paltry paragraphs in our news columns as inimical

to the safety of the Empire. With an iron hand he

wielded the pen that deprived the public of information as

to where a few shell-boxes are being made. The Germans
probably looked to the Contract Record for this informa-

tion, as since its publication was prohibited not a single

copy has been sold in Germany. And with this tremendous
leak stopped could not the censor find time to look into the

ways and works of one Henri Bourassa? If he publishes

the stuff charged to him he would appear to be entitled to

board and lodging in the internment camps. Then there

is "The Hibernion"—a Yankee publication owned by the

Germans and edited by a hyphenated chap. I heard a good
Irishman discussing it and its editor the other day, and any
publication that causes an honest man to use such language
is certainly not fit reading for Canadians. Perhaps in the

lull following his last grand work the censor can find time

to take a look at it anyway.

* * *

When the cry went forth that this was a war of muni-
tions Australia promptly began to mobolize its state-owned
shops for munitions work. Did Canada do likewise? No;
Canada—or rather the Canadian Government—promptly side-

stepped by handing over the Transcona shops to a private

syndicate which is doubtless doing a nice business at a nice

profit. Had the Government been big enough to seize an
opportunity it could have fitted up the Transcona shops with
shell-making machinery at a cost of about .$100,000, hired

the best mechanics in the country, and turned out at leas!

5,000 shells per day. Moreover, it would then have been in

a position to judge from its own experience just what price

should be paid for shells. It would have had at first hand
information which would have ended profiteering before it

started. But probably the entire cabinet were busy making
speeches when the opportunity offered. High-explosive
speeches had, to take the place of high-explosive shells.

* * *

Britain is said to have black-listed certain United States
firms suspected of being affiliated with the Empire's enemies.
And from the way the Kaiser's friends in the republic across
the way have acted since the war began you would naturally
expect the old land to be a bit careful as to whom she deals
with. Canadians should follow suit. We have no quarrel
with the United States. But within her borders are large;

numbers of the hyphenated, who are all the more dangerous
that they are allowed at large among civilized people. Can-
adians should be careful that no business of any kind should
be placed with them, either now or after the war.

* * *

It is reported that A. D. Foster, of King's, N. S., and
W. F. Garland of Carleton, Ont., who were compelled to
resign their seats in the House of Commons on account of
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improper conduct in connection with Government contracts,

will seek rc-clection in their constituencies. This puts the

Conservative party in a quandary. The Government of

course cannot attempt to accept those discredited men as its

candidates, and yet it fears that either or both of them may
by reason of personal popularity draw off enough votes

from the regular candidate to elect a Liberal candidate.

Pretty game, politics, isn't it? It is apparently so full of

trickery that most of the players do not entirely blame a

man who oversteps the rules and cheats a bit. But the

government cannot afford to stand idly by. It must put up

regular candidates, and if it cannot whip its followers into

line it must take the consequences. Moreover, if either of

the offenders should happen to be elected he should be

ostracized at Ottawa and made to feel that bleeding the

people he was elected to represent is something more than

a political misdemeanor.
* * *

The protection of the new industries created by the war

and its consequent shell orders is to be made the subject of

a report from the Economic and Development Commission.

And that report will require the closest scrutiny when it is

presented. Even in official Ottawa it is admitted that prices

obtained by some manufacturers have been sufficiently high

to permit of the scrapping of their plants when the war is

over. Of course if these plants can be kept going as

business propositions, right and good. But the public will

hardly stand for their being fed on Government pap.

They've heard so much about munition profits that they'll

want to know when the war is over that every Government
dollar goes to the man who has fought for his country or

those he has left behind him. He who has stayed home
and made money will receive scant consideration.

* * *

When Tommy comes marching home he is going to ask

the Government if it permitted the handing around of shell

contracts "to prevent commercial depression" while his

comrades were dying in the trendies for lack of the shells.

Will the Government have its answer ready?

SEARCHLIGHT.

Obituary
Mr. John P. Longard, senior partner of the plumbing

firm of Longard Brothers, Halifax, N.S., died suddenly re-

cently. Longard Brothers is the oldest business in Halifax.

It was founded 103 years ago by the grandfather of the late

Mr. J. P. Longard.

The death occurred on December 18th of Mr. William

Westlake, of Whitby, Ont. Before he retired from busi-

ness fifteen years ago Mr. Westlake was a builder and con-

tractor. He erected many buildings in Whitby, Oshawa,

Bowmanville, and the surrounding country. The late Mr.

Westlake was born in Yorkshire, England, and came to

Canada when ten years of age.

Mr. Saxon F. Shenstone, Treasurer of the Dominion

l^adiator Company, TJmited, Toronto, died quite suddenly on

the morning of Christmas day. Mr. Shenstone was born in

Brantford thirty-seven years ago, and was a son of Mr.

Joseph N. Shenstone. Treasurer of the Massey-Harris Com-

pany. He began his business career in Hamilton, and con-

tinued it in Chicago, returning to Toronto and joining the

Dominion Radiator Company seven years ago.

Mr. Graham Eraser, the father of the iron and steel in-

dustry in Canada, died suddenly on Christmas day at his

home in New Glasgow, N.S. In 1872 Mr. Eraser and Mr
Forrest McKay established the Hope Iron Works. When
the wooden shipbuilding declined, and' there was no more

demand for the iron knees, they took up steel-making, and

were the fimt to make ttcel axicf in Canada, creating the

HtccI industry in thil country. In 1881 they formed the

Nova Scotia Steel Company. Later on others became

associated with them, the company acquired coal mine* in

Cape Breton, the ore depoittt in Newfoundland were de-

veloped, and the company known at the Nova Scotia Sleel

and Coal Company came into being.

Pro Patria

Lieutenant Henry Hadley, late engineer of the city of

Verdun, P. Q., has been attached to the 148th Baltalioa.

Montreal. He was born in Montreal and rdacalcd at the

High School and McGill University. He graduated from

McGill in 1900, taking the degree of Bachelor of Science

Lkitt. Hcoiy Hadley.

in Civil Engineering, and resigned from the position of city

engineer of Verdun to go to the front. Mr. Hadley has

always been active in athletics, especially in paddling, row-

ing and boxing, being a well-known member of the M. .\. .V

A. and Grand Trunk Railway Boating Club. He has also

been a provisional lieutenant of the 13th DraKo<»n- »•».-.. i-im

Personal

Mr. Mervyn J. Allan, manager of Rocmac Roads,

Limited, Toronto, for the last three years, has resigned to

accept another position.

Corp. J. J. A. Gillies, a prominent young civil engineer,

and a nephew of J. A. Gillies. K.C., French Consul, of

Sydney, N.S., is now on active service in France. Corp.

Gillies formerly carried on the activities of his professioa

throughout the Maritime Province and parts of Ontario.

Mr. F. P. Jones, General Manager of the Canada
Cement Company, has just been elected a member of

the board of directors of the Dominion Steel Corporation.

It is also stated that he will probably succeed Sir William

Van Home as Vice-President of the corporaiii<n

Mr. Norman Murray, for the last few years Town
Engineer of Weyburn. Sask., is leaving for his old home in

Scotland, and will obtain a commission in the Royal
Engineers. Mr. R. S. Asher. formerly of the Town En-
gineer's staff, has just been promoted to a captaincy in the
Royal Engineers in England, having left to join that corps
on the outbreak of hostilities.
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Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The Central Engineering Company, Limited, Montreal,

have registered.

The M. J. Stack Paving and Construction Company,

Limited, of Montreal, have registered.

The Canada Cement Company, Limited, is building an

electric furnace at its Montreal plant.

The Shawinigan Electric Metals Company, formed to

manufacture metallic magnesium, is constructing a new

plant.

The Canada Cement Company, Limited, are extending

the scope of this business. Among other lines, they will

manufacture and deal in iron, steel, and all other metals.

Recorder Geofrion, in the Recorders' Court, Montreal,

has decided that workmen can recover against the owner

of a building when they fail to secure their wages from the

contractor.

A. J. F"lemming and H. G. Stewart have registered at

Montreal, and will carry on the business of electrical

engineers under the firm-name of the Engineering Company

of Canada, Reg.

The Medicine Hat Pump and Brass Company are feeling

the pulse of improving business. At the present time they

have two hundred orders on hand for their pumps, and are

employing over fifty men.

Canadian Steel and Brass Products, Limited, is the name

of a new Toronto concern with a capital of five hundred

thousand dollars. The provisional directors are A. Ogden,

A. T. Bowlby, and G. Prior.

The Canadian Car and Foundry Company has secured

an order for nearly two thousand freight cars, valued at

about $2,000,000, for the French Government. Work on the

order is to be started at once.

Mr. J. C. Stewart, head of the Canadian Stewart Com-
pany, who is in Toronto superintending the closing up for

the season of the harbor works, expresses himself as satis-

fied with the year's work on the new harbor.

The ninth annual meeting of the Nova Scotia Society of

Engineers lately in session at Halifax elected the following

ofificers: President, J. L. Allan; First Vice-President, A. J.

Barnes; Secretary-Treasurer, D. McD. Campbell.

Mr. John Quinlan, president, and Mr. D. K. Trotter,

secretary, of the Montreal Builders' Exchange, represented

that body on a large deputation which waited on Sir Lomer
Gouin asking for a reform in the methods of governing the

city.

An order for a large number of new locomotives for the

National Transcontinental Railway has been given by the

Dominion Government. This has been made necessary by

the prospect of an enormous wheat traffic, estimated at ap-

proximately one. hundred cars a day.

The Railway Commission of Ottawa has issued an order

for the construction by the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo

Railway of a new highway bridge in Hamilton carrying the

line of King Street over the railway tracks. Seventy per

cent, of the cost is to be borne by the company and 30 per

cent, by the city.

The Bricklayers' Union, which financially and numeri-

cally is the strongest labor body in Western Canada, held its

annual meeting in Winnipeg on December 27. The follow-

ing officers were elected: Thomas Williams, president;

Joseph Currie, vice-president; Joe Coulter, business agent;

E. S. Jackson, treasurer.

The Electric Welding Company of Toronto, Limited, is

the name of a new concern with head office in Toronto and

a capital of $40,000. The provisional directors are W. H.

Irving, H. H. Davis, and J. R. Rumball, all of Toronto. The
company will carry on the business of electrical, mechanical,

hydraulic, and civil engineers and contractors.

A paper on "Concrete T-Beams" by Mr. E. G. W. Mont-

gomery, of the Highway Department of the Government of

Saskatchewan, will form the principal attraction on the pro-

gramme for the next meeting of the Regina Engineering

Society. The meeting will be held in the Commercial Club

at 8 o'clock on the evening of January 6, and will be pre-

ceded by a luncheon at 0.30 p.m.

The report of the committee of engineers appointed by

the Calgary branch of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers to investigate the charges made by Alderman A.

W. E. Fawkes with respect to the work of the City En-

gineer, Mr. G. W. Craig, on the construction work of the

Centre Street Bridge, Calgary, fully vindicates Engineer

Craig, finding the charges made against him unjustified.

All the plans, profiles and field work records of the pro-

posed new three-million-dollar Elbow River water works

system, Calgary, Alta., which cost in the neighborhood of

$10,000, are missing from the water works vault. A letter

from Buflfajo, N.Y., signed Oleson, says the writer overheard

a plot to destroy these data in order that the men in the

surveying department might have another year's work.

In the opinion of Commissioner Garden, the city of Cal-

gary was badly "stung" by the contractor who put in the old

pier under the Ogden traffic bridge. This pier rested on the

soft earth of the river-bed, and in consequence settled when
the July floods washed the bottom from under it. The city

is replacing it by a new pier at great trouble and expense.

In order to secure a sure foundation, the new pier has to be

carried down some twenty feet further than the old one.

The Dominion Bridge Company, of Montreal, are set-

ting an example in the way of patriotism which it is to be

hoped will be emulated by many other firms who are njaking

large profits out of war orders. At their annual share-

holders' meeting on December 16th the following resolution

was' passed: "Resolved, that the meeting approve and auth-

orize a contribution to the National Canadian Patriotic Fund
for 1916 of two per cent, of the gross amount received on

ammunition orders to the end of the calendar year."

The township Council of Sydenham, Ont., are taking up

the matter of improved roads, and will take advantage of

the plan available under the Colonization Roads Act, by

which the Provincial Government stands half the cost of

building main roads. The amount suggested to be spent

next year is $2,000, to which the Government is expected to

add another $2,000, and with this amount it is proposed to

improve the three main roads—the Owen Sound-Meaford

road, the Derby line, and the Lake Shore-Garreyowen road.

Commissioner Wigmore, of the St. John, N.B., City

Council, showed his colleagues two pieces of lead weighing

together more than fifty pounds, encrusted and rusty, which

had been taken out of the 12-in. main that is being cleaned

—

the last of the series of city pipe-lines from Little River.

These large pieces had been at some time or other poured

into joints of the pipe while being repaired and had "run"

on the inside of the piping. The wastefulness of such

methods of repairs was shown in the fact that the incrusted

part alone contained more than enough lead to solder

properly any 24-in. joint.

Mr. E. B. Ford, chief engineer for Vancouver and dis-

trict for the Great Northern Railway, has completed the
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work of driving test piles in the site of tiie foundation of the

station which the railway company proposes to erect in False

Creek, B. C. Mr. Ford states that as the result of these tests

it is known that piles of a lengtli ranging from 40 to 60 feet

will be necessary. These wijl be driven below the level of

permanent saturation, and because they will always be wet

they are expected to last for a long time. Fir is the wood
selected. On top of these piles concrete will be poured, and

the granite base of the station will be built on tlie concrete.

Mr. F. L. Townley, the architect of the station, is expected

to return to Vancouver from the company's head offices at

St. Paul later in the wfeek.

The Union Cement Company, of Owen Sound, Ont.,

Iiave received an order for approximately one hundred

lliousand barrels of cement—or the entire supply for thf.

different departments of the city of Toronto for the year.

Ill order to get the order under way in time for the opening

if the season's work in the city the big cement mill will be

started on Feb. 1st, several months earlier in the season than

usual. Another contract for forty thousand barrels has been

landed. With these two orders on hand, together with their

regular trade, the company are looking forward to a large

season's business. A staff of from 80 to 90 men is required

when the plant is in operation, and this is another indication

that employment will be plentiful in Owen Sound during the

year 1910. The Union Cement Company have severed their

connection with Alfred Rogers, Limited, and will hereafter

be an independent concern.

The Ottawa Journal calls attention to the fact that

December 22nd marked the fifty-sixth anniversary of the

cutting of the first sod for the foundations of the Dominion

Parliament Buildings, the ceremony of laying the corner-

stone by Edward VII, then Prince of Wales, taking place a

year later This fine example of Gothic architecture has

already become historic, and visitors who come to see it go

away with their minds enriched. The architect was Thomas
b'uller, an Englishman of great ability who had settled in

'I'oronto. When plans were called for Fuller's were easily

tiic best, and little time was occupied in getting to work.

When he had finished this work, in 1867, he won the prize

for the best design for the Legislative Buildings at Albany,

and removed there to superintend this other magnificent

work. He remained in the United States until 1881, when
he was invited to become the chief Dominion architect, sue

ceeding the late Mr Scott, who had been chief architect since

IS71. He occupied this position until 1897, when he re-

signed and Mr. Ewart was appointed in his stead. Mr.

Fuller was an old man then, and died about a year after.

One of the largest, if not the largest, pipe-line and gas

propositions of the continent has just been consummated

by the disposal in New York of the bonds of a project t')

pipe gas from Southern Alberta to Winnipeg, Brandon, Re-

gina. Moose Jaw, and all other important towns along the

line of the Canadian Pacific in the western prairies. Be-

hind the proposition arc Calgary financial men, the en-

gineer for whom is Mr. J. L. Kempher. It is announced

that work on the project will be commenced during the

first week of January, and that the construction will cost

approximately ten million dollars, consisting of two pipe-

lines with great compression stations, and that the work

will employ a large number of men as soon as it is fully

under way. The Calgary men conceived this idea of

piping gas on this, probably the largest gas project yet at-

tempted so far as length of piping is concerned, some

months ago. The proposal was gone into thoroughly, some

of the best engineers of the United States and Canada re

porting on its feasibility before any definite steps were

taken. Among the engineers were representatives of Ford.

Bacon & Davis, engineers for the Pennsylvania Gas Com-

pany, and the People'* Ga» Company of Philadelphia and

Pittsburgh. Their report* »howed the »cheme to be prac-

ticable, and then negotiation* were bcvun with Winnipeg
and an ofTer wa« made to that city to cupply ga* at a cer-

tain figure which 'could not yet be atcertained. Winnipeg.

it is learned, agreed to accept the offer if the city attorney*

were assured of the financial *ucce*« of the cnterpri*e l*hi»

is now given by the taking over of the bonds by one of the

largest financial firms in New York.

The Croaker

Once on the aidge of a pleasant pool.

Under the bank where 'twas dark and cool,

Where bushes over the water hung.

And rushes nodded, and grasses swung.

Jest where the crick flowed outer the bog.

There lived a grumpy and mean ole frog.

Who'd set all day in the mud and soak

And jest do nothin' but croak and croak.

Till a blackbird hollered, "I say. yer know.

What is the matter down there below?
Arc you in trouble, er pain, er what?"

The frog sez, "Mine is a orful lot;

Nothin' but mud and dirt and slime

For mc ter look at jest all the time.

It's a dirty world!" so the old fool spoke,

"Cri>akiiv-rrrvakily-croakity-'"''''>nV'"

"Hut yer lookin down!" the ni.icKoird itaid;

"Look at the blossoms overhead.

Look at the lovely summer skies.

Look at the bees and butterflies;

Look up, old feller. Why, bless yer soul,

Yer lookin' down in a muskrat hole!"

But still with a gurglin' sob and choke
The blame ole critter would only croak.

And a wise old turtle, who boarded near,

Sez to the blackbird, "Friend, see here:

Don't shed no tears over him. fer he
Is low-down, jest 'cause he likes ter be;

He's one er them kind er chumps that's glad

Ter be so mis-rablc-like and sad;

I'll tell yer somethin' that ain't no joke.

Don't waste yer sorrer on folks that croak."

—From "New Age."

Trade Publication

Condenser Work—The Wheeler Condenser and En-
gineering Company. Carteret. N. J., are distributing three

new books

—

(l) Steam Tables for Condenser Work, third

edition; (3) Psychrometric Tables for Cooling Tower Work;
and (30 a combined cloth-bound volume of these two books.
Paper-bound copies of these books are available without
charge to any engineers who may write the company.

An Aiphalt Primer

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company. Philadelphia, have
issued an interesting little booklet entitled "The .Asphalt

Primer and Colloidal Catechism." This is an explanation,

in question and answer form, of the principles of colloidal

chemistry as applied to the paving industry. .An asphalt

mixture, it is explained, must be regulated on the basis of

surfaces and films. The presence of colloidal matter such as
has been discovered in Trinidad asphalt enormously increases

the surface area of the aggregate, and results in a more
closely-held and thicker film 'of bitumen about the particles

of the aggregate. The primer is illustrated with wood cuts

of ancient and modern highway building.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, Engineers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Burlington, Ont.
Tenders will be received by the Town

Clerk, James S. Allen, on the supply of

850 feet of 30-inch concrete pipe.

Calgary, Alta.

Plans and profiles have been prepared

by the City Engineer, G. W. Craig, for

the construction of a waterworks sys-

tem, estimated to cost $3,000,000.

Kincardine, Ont.
The Town Council are considermg the

construction of a reservoir and a pipe

line. Engineer, \. Ingram. Estimated

cost, $5,000.

Listowel, Ont.
The Town Council are considermg the

construction of a pavement on Main St.

Clerk, William Bright.

North Vancouver, B.C.

Estimates are being prepared with re-

gard to the construction of a pumping

station for the supply of water to the

Capilano Section. Engineer, A. M. West.

Ottawa, Ont.
.

The City Engineer, F. C. .A.skwith, is

preparing plans for a driveway to be

constructed along the Rideau River.

Work on grading will start at once by

day labor.

Quebec, Que.
Work by day labor is about to start

on waterworks and drainage construc-

tion, estimated to cost $25,000. Water-

works Engineer, T. A. J. Forrester.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders, until January 11th for the supply of

special iron castings for the Main Pump-
ing Station. Specification at Room 13,

City Hall.

Vancouver, B.C.
Work will start in the spring on the

construction of the Stanley Park Sewer
for the Vancouver & Districts Joint Sew-

erage & Drainage Board, 718 Granville

Street. Engineer, A. D. Creer. Ap-
proximate cost, $130,000.

The City Council are negotiating with

the Hastings Mill Company with regard

to repairing the Seymour Pipe Line

Road, of which the Company are the

principal users. Estimated cost, $6,560.

Engineer, F. L. Fellowes.

latter will be done by the Dominion
Government under supervision of A. R.

Dufresne, Assistant Chief Engineer of

the Department of Public Works.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Toronto. Hamilton & Buflfalo

Railway, Hamilton, have been author-
ized to construct a bridge on King Street

over the tracks.

Moncton, N.B.
The Moncton Tramways, Electricity

& Gas Company, Limited. 38 Mechanic
Street, will start work in the spring on
the construction of iVi miles of track.

General Superintendent. A. B. Coryell.

St. John's, Que.
Plans and specifications for the con-

struction of a bridge have been received

by the Town Council from the Provincial

Government. Clerk, J. A. Raymond.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until January 11th for the supply
of red lead paint required for the Bloor
Street Viaduct. Specifications at Room
12, City Hall.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
McNab Township, Ont.
The Township Council have let the

contract for the construction of a

bridge over Waba Creek to John Stew-
art, Waba. Wood construction.

Quebec, Que.
In connection with the construction of

a dry dock for the Dominion Govern-
ment Department of Public Works, the

contract for glazing has been awarded to

G. B. Mitchell, Jacobs Building, Mont-
real, and for the supply of coal and ash
handling machinery to the Canadian
Link-Belt Company, 1189 King Street

West, Toronto, Ont.

Railroads, and Bridges Wharves

Dunville, Ont.
The proposed work at Dunnville will

include the construction of a ferry slip,

turning basin, and considerable dredging

in the mouth of the Grand River. This

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Alberta Province
Plans are being prepared by F.

Blakey, Parliament Buildings, Edmonton,
for the erection of an institution for the

montally defective.

British Columbia Province
The Provincial Government have de-

cided to erect an institute for imbeciles.

Minister, Hon. H. E. Young, Victoria.

Fredericton, N.B.
Tenders will be received until 4 p.m.,

January 18th, by R. C. Desrochers, De-
partment of Public Works, Ottawa, for

the installation of interior customs fit-

tings. Plans and specifications with L.

Yerxa, Caretaker, Fredericton, D. H.
Waterbury, Clerk of Works, St. John,
and at the Department. Specifications

only at office of MacLean Daily Reports,
Limited, 25 Charlotte Street, Toronto..

Listowel, Ont.
Interior repairs to the Methodist

Church are being considered. Work
will include a heating plant, leaded glass
windows and decoration, and is esti-

mated to cost about $9,000. Pastor, Rev.

J. E. Millyard.

Manitoba Province
The erection of an institute for the

deaf and dumb has been decided upon
liy the Provincial Government. Min-
ister. Hon. G. R. Coldwell, Winnipeg.

Quebec, Que.
No tenders will be called for the seat-

ing required in connection with the
school now being built at Seventh St.

and Eighth Avenue for the Roman
Catholic School Commissioners.

Saskatchewan Province
The Provincial Government have de-

cided upon the erection of an institu-

tion for the blind. Minister. Hon. Wal-
ter Scott. Regina.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The Congregation of Haynes .\venue

Presbyterian Church intend to build a
liall in the spring. Work will be done
l)y day labor under supervision of
Thomas Mesler, 188 Queenston Street.

St. Marie, Que.
Repairs to the Roman Catholic Church

are being considered. Work will include
new flooring, electric lighting and paint-
ing. Curate, J. E. Teuiltaut.

Toronto, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 4 p.m.,

January 10th, by R. C. Desrochers, De-
partment of Public Works. Ottawa, for
the erection of temporary Postal Station
.\ at Bay and Front Streets. Steel truss
and galvanized iron construction, con-
crete and brick piers. Plans and speci-
fications at office of T. A. Hastings,
Postal Station F, Toronto, and at the
Department.

Tenders will be received until January
2fith by E. F. Henderson, Chairman of
the Sites and Building Committee of the
Separate School Board, for the follow-
ing:— (a) erection of St. Clare's School;
(b) erection of St. Monica's .School; (c)

addition to St. Anthony's School; (d)
addition to St. Joseph's School. Plans
and specifications at office of the Archi-
tect, C. J. Read, 203 Confederation Life
Building.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal, Que.

In connection with the presbytery now
in course of erection on St. Joseph
Boulevard for the Trustees of St. Pierre
Claver Church, the contract for heating
has been let to G. Champagne, 78a In-
spector Street.
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Montreal North, Que.
The following contracts have hctn let

in connection with the Town Hall which

is now being built:—carpentry, Bour-

gon, Gagne & Company, 1882 Notre

Dame Street W., Montreal; brick work,

C". Morin, 3572 Christopher Columbus
Street; plastering, C. Malhiot, 5:i.5 Alma
Avenue; painting, A. Wilton; roofing,

heating and plumbing, Basticn & Vail-

lancourt, !)(i3 I'apineau Avenue; electrical

work, J. A. St. Amour, 2171 St. Denis

Street; architectural iron work, Montreal

Architectural Iron Work Company, 157

I'rincc Street.

Portage La Prairie, Man.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have awarded the contract for elec-

tric wiring and fittings to Houston &
company, 215 Saskatchewan Avenue,

I'ortage la Prairie.

Roberval, Que.
The School Commissioners have let the

contract for roofing, heating and plumb-

ing in connection with the school now
being built to A. Binette. Plastering,

painting and electrical work not yet

awarded.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Hamilton, Ont.
The Hanunant Steel Car Company are

considering the erection of an addition

to their factory on Kenilworth Avenue.

Manager, J. Marsella.

The proposal to erect an abattoir will

be considered in the year by the City

Council. Clerk, S. H. Kent.

Leamington, Ont.
The Town Council propose to grant a

site for three warehouses to the Rock

C"ity Tobacco Company, 234 Dorchester

Street, Quebec, and have appointed a

Committee to purchase it. Manager of

the Company, W. Drain. Quebec. .Ap-

proximate cost of buildings, $25,000.

Leonardville, N.B.
W. D. Welch has decided to rebuild his

store and factory, but will not start work

until the spring.

Levis, Que.
The Bell Telephone Company of Can-

ada are considering the erection of an

exchange building on Wolfe Street, and

will have plans prepared. Local Man-
ager, F. Belcourt.

Lion's Head, Ont.
The Lion's Head Milling Company

propose to rebuild their flour mill.

London, Ont.
The Parnell Baking Company, 75

Bruce Street, contemplate the enlarging

of their equipment. Work may start in

the spring. Manager. R. Parnell. Es-

timated cost, $25,000.

Manitoba Province
The Provincial Government have se-

sured a site for a Prison Farm and con-

template the erection of a number of

buildings. Minister. Hon. T. H. John-

ston, Winnipeg.

Moose Jaw, Sask.

The Robin Hood Mills, River Street

W., Moose Jaw, propose to erect a num-

ber of flour mills in the Western Pro-
vinces.

New Westminster, B.C.
The City Council have had tentative

plans prepared for a market building to
cost about $35,000. Architect, F. G.
Gardiner, 328 Third Street.

Ottawa, Ont
Work is about to start on repairs to

the plant of the Pritchard & Andrews
Kngraving Company, 269 Sparks Street.

Owners will purchase material.

In connection with the addition now
being built at the factory of the Capital
Wire Cloth Company. Armstrong Street.

most of the work will be done by day
labor.

St. Catharines, Ont.
A. Puccini & Company, 55 Front Street

E.. Toronto, have had plans prepared for

alterations to the Stevenson Building.
Work includes concrete floors and re-

moval of partitions. Architect. J. W.
.Siddall, Confederation Life Building. To-
ronto.

Toronto, Ont.
The addition which is now being built

at the factory of the Canada Metal Com-
pany, Fraser Avenue, will be of brick and
steel construction. .Approximate cost,

$10,000.

James \. Wickett Limited. Traders
Bank Building, are receiving sub-tenders

on all work and material required in the

erection of a Hydro Transformer Station

at St. Thomas. Tenders must be in by
January 14th.

Vancouver, B.C.
Plans are to be prepared at once for

alterations to a store at Hastings and
Abbott Street for the Woodward Depart-

ment Stores Limited. Tenders will be

called <Iuring January. Estimated cost.

$0,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brampton, Ont.

In connection with the addition now
being erected at the factory of the Cope-

land Chatterson Company, the painting

contract has been awarded to James
Harmsworth. Brampton.

Fort Erie, Ont.
Work has been started on razing old

buildings on Niagara Street preparatory

to the erection of a bakery and residence

for E. Hawkins. The general, carpentry

and roofing contracts have been let to

C. W. Taylor, Bridgeburg. Ont. Frame
construction, concrete foundation, shingle

roofing. Approximate cost. $5,000,

Montreal, Que.
Work has been started on tire erec-

tion of a storage building for Matthews-

Blackwell Ltd., Mill Street. The gen-

eral contract has been let to P. C. Cur-

rans Company. 1002 Cartier Street, and

the carpentry to Thomas Harrison, care

of general contractor. Frame construc-

tion, concrete foundation, felt and gravel

roofing. .Approximate cost, $3,000.

In connection with the conversion of

nremises at .'«9 Park .Avenue into a store

for B. Dixon. 83 Craig Street West, the

contract for roofing has been let to

Richardson. Simard & Company. 745

I larke Street, and the mill work to R.

Macfarlane & Company. Ltd.. St. James

Street.

Otuwa. Ont.
In connection with the addition now

being built at the factory of the Capiul
Wire Cloth Company, Armstrong Street,

the contract for iron work has been

awarded to the Canadian Agency & Sup-

ply Company, Booth Building. Sparks

Street, and the brick work, concrete and
roofing to the general contractors, Cuth-

bertson & Clark. 70« Echo Drive Heat-

ing by owners. Plumbing and electrical

work will be awarded in ihr tpring

Paris, Ont.
In connection with the factory now in

course of erection for the Pari* Wincey
Mills Company, Limited, the plumbing
contract has been awarded to Charles

Taylor & Company, 13 Dalhousie Street.

Brant ford.

Sherbrooke, Que.
The following contract* have Iwren let

in connection with the machine shop
which is being built for the Canadian
Ingcrsoll Rand Company: roofing. Cainp-

bell. Gilday & Company. Limited. 793 St

Paul Street, Montreal: painting. Paquette

& Son, St. Francis Street; heating,

plumbing and sprinkler system. General

Fire Extinguisher Company. 374 Beau-

mont Street. Montreal. Carpentry by
the general contractor.

St John. N.B.
The contract for steel work required

in connection with the Young Men'*
Club which is now being l>uilt has l>een

let to the Eastern Canada Steel & Iron

Works. St. Malo. Que. Architect R. A.

Frechet 30 Bonnacord Street Moncton.

Vancouver, B.C.
The contract for painting required at

the bank vault building which has been
erected on Grandview .Avenue for the

Canadian Bank of Commerce has been
let to the Vancouver Decorating Com-
pany, care of William F. Gardiner. 347

Pender Street West
The Hudson's Bay Company. Georgia

Street have let the general contract for

an addition to their store to the British

Columbia Construction & Engineering
Company, Fisgard and Douglas Streets.

Victoria. Work will start at once. Brick
construction. Approximate cost StS.OOO.

Residences

Niagara Palls Centre, Ont
VV. C. Pretty. 751 Ferry Street is con-

sidering the erection of a residence and
garage to cost about $0,000. Work may '

start in January. No contracts yet award-
ed.

Ottawa, Ont
Mrs. Charlebois. Springhurst .Street

and Becchwood .Avenue, intends to re-

build her store and residence which were
recently destroyed by fire. Frame con-
struction. .Approximate cost $3,000.

Work by day labor.

Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be erected on Fentiman .Ave-

nue by F. Nunn. care of Ritchie & Nunn.
185 Sunnyside .Avenue, Brick veneer
construction, concrete foundation, shingle

roofing. Contracts will he let for plaster-

ing, heating and plumbing. Estimated
cost, $4,000.

The erection of a residence on Electric

Street is being considered by Herbert
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Cotter, 80 Vaughan Street. Double brick
veneer construction, concrete foundation,
felt and gravel roofing. Approximate
cost, $4,000.

Tenders on brick work, roofing, plas-

tering, painting, heating, plumbing and
wiring required in the erection of a resi-

dence are now being received by the Es-
tate of John O'Leary, 208 Laurier Ave-
nue. Brick veneer construction, felt and
gravel roofing. Approximate cost, $4,500.

Toronto, Ont.
H. B. Jackson, 134 Bracken Avenue,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $4,500. Smaller
trades will be let. Brick construction,

shingle roofing.

Work has been started by A. M. Craw-
ford, 44 Beech Avenue, on the erection

of a residence. Smaller trades will be
let. Brick construction, shingle roofing.

Approximate cost, $3,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hamilton, Ont.

In connection with the residence which
has been erected at Herkimer and Mc-
Nab Streets for R. Kirkpatrick, the con-
tract for heating and plumbing has been
let to P. A. Moore & Company, 939 King
Street E. Electrical work not yet award-
ed.

Lachine, Que. '

B. Desmarais is building a residence
on Aberdeen Avenue for George Marcil,

180 St. James Street, Montreal. Brick
construction, concrete foundation, asbes-
tos roofing. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the residence which

is being built on Delorimier Avenue for

J. B. A. Aubry, the contract for paint-

ing has been let to Girard & Boucher,
291 Iberville Street, and the roofing,

heating and plumbing to Vaillancourt &
Bastien, 692 Papineau Avenue. Mason-
ry, brick work and carpentry by the gen-
eral contractor, J. Pilon, 2044 Bordeaux
Street.

Work has been started by Anglin's
Limited, 65 Victoria Street, on the erec-

tion of a residence on Draper Avenue
for E. W. Herring, 2 McGill College Ave-
nue. Tenders are now being received
for roofing and electrical work. Brick
construction, concrete foundation, felt

and gravel roofing. Estimated cost,

$4,000.

The contract for steel work required
in connection with the flats which are
being built on Grand Boulevard for G.
N. W. Zwinge, 296 Madison Avenue, has
been awarded to the Dominion Bridge
Company, Limited, Lachine, Que.

The contractors for the residence
which has been erected on Old Orchard
Street for J. C. Rancourt, 115 Melrose
Avenue, are as follows:—brick work, A.
Pepin, 18 de Gaspe Avenue; roofing, F.
X. Goudreau, 255 Visitation Street;
plastering, Henry Dedewarder, 45 Pie IX
Avenue; glazing and painting, J. H. Cox,
241 Melrose Avenue; electrical work,
Simard & Fanteux, 77a Bourget Street.

Ottawa, Ont.
William O'Connor, 495 Somerset St.,

is building a residence in Ottawa East,
estimated to cost $5,000. The contract
for heating and plumbing has been

awarded to J. P. Rand & Company, 775
Bank Street. Painting by owner.

The following contracts have been
awarded in connection with the residence
which is being built on Bethany Road
for Victor Joyce, 162 Spadina Avenue:—
general, carpentry and roofing. Charles

J. Joyce, Somerset Street; brick work,
Thomas Dean, 21 Stirling Street: heat-
ing, J. Cameron, 488 Lewis Street;
plumbing, J. T. Blythe, Frank Street;
electrical work, H. L. Allan, 377 Somer-
set Street. Brick veneer construction,
stone foundation, shingle roofing. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,000.

The contract for plastering required
at the residence which has been built on
Brighton Street for H. Puddicombe, 410
Queen Street, has been awarded to J.

Jarvis, 18 Fourth Avenue ,and the heat-
ing to the Capital Hardware Company,
Bank Street.

Quebec, Que.
The contract for heating, plumbing

and electrical work required at the resi-

dence which is being erected on Charles-
bourg Road by Lavoie, Martel & Beau-
pre, First Avenue, Domaine Lairet, has
been awarded to A. Noreau, Fifth Ave-
nue, Domaine Lairet.

Sarnia, Ont.
McWater Bros., 254 Cromwell Street,

have commenced the erection of a resi-

dence for Frank Williamson, 260 Max-
well Street. Frame construction, shingle
roofing. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The contract for heating and plumbing

required at the residence and garage
which have been built at 35 Munro Park
Avenue by R. E. Oliphant, 117 Willow
Avenue, has been let to Stratton &
Cook, 314 Lee Avenue.

Verdun, Que.
Work has been started by Anglins

Limited, 65 Victoria Street, on the erec-

tion of two flats on Rielle Street for W.
T Tipping, 257 Gordon Avenue. Brick
veneer construction, felt and gravel

roofing. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Westmount, Que.
In connection with the residence which

has been erected on Sunnyside Avenue^
for L. J. Ryan, 545 Notre Dame Street

W., Montreal, the contract for mantel
and tile work has been awarded to G.

R. Locker Company, 143 Mansfield St..

Montreal, and the hardware contract to

Durand Hardware, 370 St. James Street,

Montreal.

has been carried. Town Clerk, H. H.
Elliott.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Brooke Township, Ont.
The Secretary of the Brooke Municipal

Telephone Company, who are consider-

ing the extension of their system ,is R.

J. Lucas, Watford, Ont. Manager, R.

Chapman, Inwood, Ont.

St. Come, Que.
Work will start soon on the construc-

tion of an electric system for La Com-
pagnie d'Energie Electrique. Particu-
lars from the Mayor, Dr. Poliquin.

The Pas, Man.
The by-law authorizing the installation

of a telephone system at a cost of $12,000

Fires

Brooks, Alta.
Fire has destroyed the pool room

owned by W. R. Winters, and the store
belonging to F. Ainlay. Total loss,

about $10,000, partly covered by insur-
ance.

Chatham, Ont.
The carriage works of William Gray.

Sons & Campbell, Limited. 78 William
Street, have been destroyed by fire.

Crow Lake, Ont.
The residence of James Mahan has

been destroyed by fire. Loss covered
by insurance.

Frome, Que.
Fire has totally destroyed the barn and

outbuildings owned by Robert S. Chute.
Loss partly covered by insurance.

Goderich, Ont.
Fire has entirely destroyed the barn

belonging to Robert McAllister, Seventh
Concession, W. Wawan.

Jamestown, Ont.
The factory of the Jamestown Table

Company has been destroyed by fire.

Loss, about $2,000, covered by insurance.

North Bay, Ont.
The store owned by Dole & Son has

been damaged by fire.

Ottawa, Ont.
Fire has damaged the stores at 195-

109 Bank Street, the property of S. A.
Luke, 59 Rideau Street. Loss, about
$4,000.

Princeton, Ont.
The flour mill owned by Maycock &

Harris has been totally destroyed by
fire. Loss, $10,000.

Saskatoon, Sask.
The storage building of the Northern

Storage, 455 First Avenue N., has been
completely destroyed by fire. Loss,
$60,000.

St. Francois Xavier, Man.
The Roman Catholic Convent has been

totally destroyed by fire. Loss, about
$10,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The premises of the William Radford

Company, 212 Adelaide Street W., have
been damaged by fire. Loss on building
and stock, about $6,500.

Weedon, Que.
The premises of the Weedon Chemical

Company have been destroyed by fire.

Loss, about $10,000, covered by insur-

ance. The Company intend to rebuild
immediately, and will require cement,
steam boilers and chemical fabrication

machinery.

Miscellaneous

Creemore, Ont.
John Cotril, Creemore, is in the mar-

ket for two motors, 1 and 3 horse power,
single-phase, 60-cycle.
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New Waterford, N.S.
The Town Council propose to purchase

a motor fire truck with engine and force
pump. Estimated cost, $10,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council will call for tenders

early in the year for the supply of stone
for 1916. Engineer, F. C. Askwith.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Peace River Crossing, Alta.
The I'.dinonton, Dunvcgan & British

Columbia Railway Company. Edmonton,
have let the contract for oil drilling to

J. D. McArthur, E.D. & B.C. Yards, St.

Albert Trail. Work will start at once
on the installation of drilling plant.

Terra Cotta Society to Advertise

Twenty thousand dollars will be spent
next year in a national advertising cam-
paign to educate architects and builders
in the merits of terra cotta as a build-
ing material—that, is, if the plans made
at the annual convention of the National
Terra Cotta Society, held recently at

the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, 111., are car-
ried out.

In the past few years especially, terra
cotta has been forging to the front as a
beautiful, economical and durable fac-
ing for building fronts and interior dec-
oration. Those architects and builders
who are more progressive than the rank
and fde—and a trifle more open-minded
—have fully realized the merits of this

form of decoration and are using it to
advantage, securing artistic work of
lasting quality at a cost that is pleas-
ing to the average client. But this is not
enough. Ignorance as to these merits
on the part of the vast majority of those
engaged in the building professions and
trades, who should be more consistent
users of terra cotta, has stood in the
way of its advancement. It is to supply
this lack of information, that the soci-

ety has determined upon a nation-wide
publicity campaign, the appropriation for
which will, no doubt, be increased as
the work develops. A committee was
appointed to take the project in hand,
the personnel of which has not as yet
been announced.

President Fritz Wagner called the con-
vention to order at the opening session,

the usual procedure being followed, in-

cluding the annual reports of the officers

and various committees which had been
appointed for the year just closing. A
number of new committees were then
aDpointcd for which considerable work
was outlined to be accomplished during
the coming year, along lines of general
interest to the society and the develop-
ment of co-operation among the mem-
bers in the industry.

On Friday evening, December 10, a
banquet was held at the Hotel LaSallc
at which Thomas Armstrong, of the
Conkling-Arnistrong Terra Cotta Com-
pany. Philadelphia, was toast-master.
Short talks were given by a number of

the members.
The election of officers was held on

Saturday afternoon, December 11, Fritz

Wagner being re-elected president.

Thomas Armstrong was chosen as vice-

president; Harry Lucas, of the North-
western Terra Cotta Company. Chicago,
secretary; and E. V. Eskensen, of the

New Jersey Terra Cotta Company, Perth
Amboy, N. J., treasurer. From fifty to

sixty delegates were present at the con-
vention, representing twenty-seven dif-
ferent companies.
The consensus of opinion of those pre-

sent was that 1910 will be a very pros-
perous year in the industry. "The terra
cotta trade has been greatly depressed,"
said one of the members, "but within
the last month or so there has been
rapidly growing evidence of returning
activity. Building prospects are now
excellent in all parts of the country."

Cement-Coated Piles Repaired Under
Water

Wooden piles, wrapped with wire-
mesh reinforcing and coated with con-
crete by means of a cement gun were
used by the P. J. Carlin Construction
Company in building the San Juan bulk-
head in Porto Rico, and described by Mr.
Carlin recently in the Cornell Civil En-
gineer. In applying the coating the piles
were carried on roller supports 40 feet
apart. As the concrete applied to each
pile was ZYi inches thick, the additional
weight of the coating averaged 5,000 to
6,000 pounds, which caused some of (he
piles to sag in turning and handling, pro-
ducing cracks in the coating.

It may be of interest to explain the
methods of repairing the damaged ce-
ment coated piles under water. This was
done by putting on a steel cylinder, about
6 inches larger in diameter than the
coated pile, and around the part of the
pile to be repaired. All joints were closed
and the bottom of the cylinder was made
to fit close to the surface of the pile,
with the top of the cylmder open. On
the deck, above the pile to be repaired, a
tank was set up, with a large valve con-
nected to a piece of IJ^-inch single ply
cotton hose, leading down to the bot-
tom of the space between the pile and
the cylinder. Cement grout was mixed
in the tank and allowed to run down
the hose, a diver keeping the lower end
of the hose below the surface of the de-
posited cement until the top of the cylin-
der was reached. The cylinder was al-
lowed to remain on for two or three
days, then it was taken off and trans-
ferred to another pile to be repaired.
The results were considered very satis-
factory.

It is believed that if some method of
rotating the pile, without sagging, dur-
ing the application of the "gunite" can
be devised, and also of handling the pile
from the rollers to the seasoning yard,
that this method can be satisfactorily,
and, of course, economically, employed.
It is undoubtedly less expensive than the
solid concrete pile.

Mr. Carlin believes that a coating of
about 1% inch would be very much bet-
tem than 2J^ inches, because it reduces
the_ weight on the wooden-pile, and it

sufficiently covers the reinforcement.

Germans Awarded Prize in Swedish
Harbor Plan Competition

The first prize in the International
competition for plans to enlarge its har-
bor was awarded by the city of Helsing-
borg, Sweden, to the firm of Ludwig
Lange. Hanover, together with Marine-
Hafcnbaudirektor Ekhrendt. Wilhelms-
haven, Germany. .Ailbcrt Lilienberg and
Lieut. N. A. ^venson. Gothenborg,
Sweden, were awarded the second prize.

The third priis went to Thuresson &
Company, Sfockholm, Sweden. The

judges also recommended the purchase
of the following, at $270 each: plans of
Prof. R. W. Otto Schulze, assisted by
Walter RoufT, Danzig, Germany; those
by Ivar Tybjerg, Aalborg, Denmark,
and those by Carl Vernier and the Con-
tractor Construction Company, Stock-
holm, Sweden. The harbor department
itself decided to buy at the above men-
tioned figures the projects submitted by
Lieutenant Plomann, Stockholm, and S.
Kwald, city engineer of Helsingborg, as-
sisted by the architectural firm of Lew-
erentz & Stubelius.
The time limit of the competition was

set for July 15, 1914. The judges met
for the first time August 1, 1914, but the
work was interrupted the following day
by the outbreak of the European war.
It was not resumed until August 12.
1915, and it was completed August 84.
Because of the unexpected length of time
required before results were announced
it was decided to increase the prizes and
the sums of purchase to the extent of in-
terest for one year at five per cent.

Million Acre-Feet Added to Reclamation
Service Storage Capacity

More than 1,000,000 acre-feet were ad-
ded to the capacity of its storage capa-
city by the U. S. Reclamation Service
during the past year. Four large and in-
teresting dams were brought practically
to completion, namely: The Arrowrock.
the highest in the world; the Elephant
Butte, which impounds the largest quan-
tity of water of any artificial reservoir
in the world except Gatun Lake; the
Grand River, which is the longest roller-
crest dam in the United States, and the
Lahontan. Water was furnished to irri-

gate more than 750,000 acres of land and
to grow crops worth $16,500,000. The
total expenditure during the year for
building dams and other irrigation works
was $15,000,000. Construction complet-
ed included 75.3 miles of canals, 284 miles
of waste-water ditches and open drains.
60 miles of irrigation and drainage pipe
lines, 747 bridges, 1,079 culverts, 311
flumes, 51 miles of roads and 178 miles
of telephone lines. Irrigation canals
were lined with concrete to a total length
of 54 miles. The excavation of earth and
rock amounted to 17,000,000 cu. yds. and
750.000 cu. yds. of concrete were placed.

Depressed Kiln Centres Save Ware and
BagwalU

"One idea has saved me thousands of
dollars," said a New York brickmaker in
discussing the subject of kiln construc-
tion.

"An item of no mean consideration in
the maintenance cost of kilns comes from
damaged bagwalls due to the brick roll-

ing toward that part of the kiln. But
what is of still greater importance is

the amount of ware spoiled when this
occurs. I have found that by depress-
ing my kiln centres from one and one-
half to two inches in a thirty-foot round,
down-draft kiln, much of the trouble,
expense and actual loss due to damaged
bagwalls, and distorted and melted
brick, is obviated. Where this is done,
when the brick begin to roll, the tend-
ency is to lean toward the' centre of the
kiln, thus keeping the setting intact.

"This simple idea has saved me a
large sum of money in the time that I

have made use of it, in repairs to bag-
walls and in a smaller number of cnlla.'*



School Tenders
Sealed tenders will be received up to and in-

cluding Saturday. January 15, 1916, by the Sec-
retary of the School Board, Lambton Mills, in

whole or in part, for the different trades required
in the erection and completion of a school build-
ing. Plans and specifications and all particulars
can be seen at Molson's Bank, Lambton Mills

;

also at the offices of the architects. No tender
necessarily accepted. A guarantee bond for 10
per cent, will be required from the parties to
whom the contract may be awarded.

THOMAS ELLIOT,
Secretary-Treasurer School Board,

Lambton Mills, Ont.

Ellis & Ellis, Architects,

Manning Chambers, Toronto. 51-1

The Quebec Streams
Commission

Proposed Bridge on the River

Sauvage at Lambton, County

Frontenac, P. Q.

Notice to Contractors

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,
and marked "Tenders for a bridge over the Sauv-
age River," will be received at the office of the

Quebec Streams Commission, Room 125, Parlia-

ment Buildings, Quebec, until twelve o'clock

on Tuesday, the 11th day of January, 1916.

These tenders shall be for the following items:

(A) Tender for a wooden bridge, wooden piers

and abutments and bridge approaches.

(B) Tender for Concrete Piers and Abutments
and Bridge approaches.

(C) Tender for Steel Superstructure of Bridge.

(D) Tender for Items B and C combined, viz.:

Concrete Substructure and Steel Superstructure.

Any tenderer may submit prices for one or

all of the above items.
Plans and specifications can be seen after this

date in the office of the Chief Engineer of the

Quebec Streams Commission, Room 803 McGill
Building, Montreal.

Parties tendering will be required to accept

the fair wages schedule prepared or to be pre-

pared by the Department of Labor^ of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, which schedule will form part

of the contract.
Tenderers are notified that tenders will not

be considered unless made strict.ly in accordance
with the printed forms.
An accepted bank cheque for a sum as men-

tioned below made payable to the Hon. the
Provincial Treasurer, must accompany each ten-

der, which sum will be forfeited should the party
tendering decline to enter contract for the work,
at the rate stated in the offer submitted.

Item "A" cheque for $2,500.00.

"B" cheque for $4,000.00.

"C" cheque for $3,000.00.

\em "D" cheque for $7,000.fl0.

The cheque thus sent in will be returned to

the respective contractors whose tenders are not
accepted.
The cheque of the successful tenderer will be

held as security, or part security for the due ful-

filment of the contract to be entered into.

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily
be accepted. *

By Order,

L. H. CHARLEBOIS,
Secretary.

The Quebec Streams Commission,
Montreal, December 23rd, 1915.

Unauthorized publication of this advertisement
will not be paid for. B2-1

Item
^Item

item

Tenders for

STREET CARS
Tenders will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the Chairman, Board of Con-
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon,
on Tuesday, February 1st, 1916. for the .supply
and delivery of :—

Tender
Numbers

Street Cars, Complete 70
Street Car Bodies 70-A
Street Car Trucks 70-B
Street Car Motor Equipment 70-C
Street Car Air Brake Equipment 70-D
Copper Cables for Street Car Work.. .. 70-E
Street Car Fare Boxes 70-F

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly
marked on the outside as to contents. Specifica-
tions and forms of tender may be obtained at
the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall. Ten-
ders must comply strictly with conditions of City
By-law as to deposits and sureties, as set out in
specifications and forms of tender. The lowest
or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,
Chairman, Board of Control.

Toronto, December 30th, 1915. 1

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Temporary Postal Sta-
tion 'A,* Toronto, Ont.," will be received at this
office imtil 4 p.m. on Monday, January 10, 1916,
for the construction of the building mentioned.

Plans, specification and form of contract can
be seen and forms of tenders obtained at the
office of Mr. Thos. A. Hastings, Clerk of Works,
Postal Station "F," Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont..
and at this Department.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will
not be considered unless made on the forms sup-
plied, and signed with their actual signatures,
stating their occupations and places of residence.
In the case of firms, the actual signature, the
nature of the occupation, and place of residence
of each member of the firm must be given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-
cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to
the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of
the amount of the tender, which will be forfeited
if the person tendering decline to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so, or fail to
complete the work contracted for. If the tender
be not accepted the checiue will be returned.

The Departn.ent does not bind itself to accept ,

the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, December 29, 1915.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-

ment if they insert it without authority from the

Department. 1

Concrete Mixers

Large company in Middle States making con-
crete mixers wants selling agents for Canadian
territory. Good working arrangement and sub-
stantial assistance will be given to reliable ag-
gressive agents. Box 279, Contract Record, To-
ronto, Ont. J.4

Quarry Machinery Wanted
Two gang saws and one planer in good working

order.

F. Rf)C.ER.S & COMPANY,
lllin Queen Street West,

^"- Toronto, Ont.

Late News Items
Avonbank, Ont.

Plans are being prepared for a resi-
dence to be erected for A. Ready. Red
pressed brick construction, concrete
foundation. Approximate cost, $3,500.

Frome, Ont.
Robert S. Chute has decided to erect

a barn and other outbuildings to replace
those recently destroyed by fire.

Maisonneuve, Que.
J. .\. Coulcombe, 134 Stadacona Street,

has commenced the erection of three
flats on Pie IX. Street, estimated to cost
$7,000. Some of the smaller trades will

be let. Stone and brick construction,
felt and gravel roofing.

Muirkirk, Ont.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the School Board. Approxi-
mate cost, $5,000. Trustee, P.' A, Mc-
Kellar.

Niagara Falls Centre, Ont.
W. C. Pretty, 751 F^erry Street, will re-

ceive tenders until January 6th for all

trades except plumbing required in the
erection of a residence and garage on
Ferry Street. The contract for plumb-
ing has been awarded to Payne & Nes-
bitt, 122 Main Street.

Portage la Prairie, Man.
The Public School in the East Ward

has been totally destroyed by fire. Loss,
$30,000; insurance, $18,000. Chairman of

the Public School Board, R. H. Home.

Quebec, Que.
Plans are being prepared for a bank

building to be erected on Ste. Foye
Road for the National Bank, 75 St.

Peter Street. Architect, P. Levesque,
115 St. John Street. Brick construction,

concrete foundation, metal roofing. Es-
timated cost, $5,000.

Renwick, Ont.
H. DeClereck is considering the erec-

tion of a residence to replace that re-

cently destroyed by fire. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Sexsmith, Ont.
Robert Tinney. Sexsmith, Exeter, Ont..

is preparing plans for remodelling his

barns and the construction of stables be-

neath them.
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Better Design of Reinforced Goncrete

WITH the increasing demand, for reinforced

concrete in all field.s of structural endeavor

the necessity for a fuller and more accurate

knowledge of the stresses in beams and

columns of different design is at once evident. Mr.

M. T. Cantell covers in his paper on Reinforced Con-

crete the necessity for better designing in reinforcing

to secure the greatest strength in concrete members

and at the same time effect the strictest economy. The
article, printed on other pages of this issue. brieHy

covers the merits of concrete as a compression mem-
ber, steel as a tension member, and the benefits de-

rived by effecting a combination of the two. Con-

crete has a crushing strength when a month old of

upwards of 2,500 lbs. per square inch. This in-
creases with age. In tension, however, its uhimatc
resistance is about 200 lbs. per square inch, while
steel ranges from 60,000 to 100,000 lbs. per square
inch, but diminishes >\'ith age due to oxidation by ex-
posure to moisture, acids, and atmospheric conditions.

In reinforced concrete, properly designed and
made, these two materials act together as one, with
the advantages of both and the disadvantages of
neither. Consequently, we have the strength, tough-
ness, and rigidity of steel, the appearance of stability

and strength, the steel permanently insulated from
oxidation, no loss from age, a saving in the cost of
construction, speedy erection, very little or no main-
tenance charge, and a material adaptable to all forms
of architectural and structural work. Of the valu-
able properties of the work, few will exist if the work
is not properly designed and executed. In designing,
strength is considered the chief point. Strength,
however, should be considered with economy. An
economical structure would have a certain arrange-
ment of beams, slabs, columns, etc., all spaced and
proportioned in the most efficient manner, with a de-
finite percentage of reinforcement, all determined with
regard to the loading, with a view to obtaining the
strongest, most satisfactf)ry, and cheapest structure.

For economical structures the most important fac-

tors to consider are—the ratio of depth to breadth of
beams, the percentage of reinforcement, and the gen-
eral layout of beams and columns. I''or rectangular
beams the most economical section is the ratio of 1

to 3 breadth to depth. The utmost attention should
be paid to the percentage of reinforcement as great
waste is often occasioned through an excess of steel

being used. The fundamental principles underlying
beam design should be carefully studied, the chief

factor concerned being the neutral axis of the beam
and what governs its position. Knowing this, it is

only a simple mathematical problem to design a
formula whereby we can determine the section of the
beam that will contain sufficient concrete above the
axis to take the compression, and the percentage of
reinforcement necessary to develop the required
stresses. The nature of the materials is a very im-
portant consideration. Portland cement of standard
specifications, with mild steel reinforcement, should
be used. Carbon steel should not be used, as its

yield point is not so reliable as mild steel.

Sewage Disposal by Dilution

TllK subject of Sewage Disposal by Dilution, on
which much evidence has been collected by
the British Royal Commission on Sewage Dis-

posal, is most concisely stated and clearly de-
scribed by Dr. W. E. Adeney in a paper before the

Institute of Sanitary Engineers, England, which is

printed elsewhere in this issue. It has been estab-

lished in this Commission's investigations what
amoimt oi normal crude sewage—that is. liquid re-

fuse containing organic matter in solution and sus-

pension, and which is purifiable without previous
treatment by living organisms—when discharged into

a stream of known volume and velocity, under speci-
fied conditions, will not be detrimental to fish life or
interfere with any other of the little amenities of the
stream. Normal sewage discharged into a stream
absorbs more or less rapidly the atmospheric oxygen
dissolved in the water. This bio-chemical change
between the dissolved oxygen and certain constittjcnts
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of the sewage matter is brought about by two classes

of water bacteria, one class feeding upon the waste
organic constituents, and the other, a nitrifying bac-

teria, upon the ammoniacal constituents contained.

The method of nutrition is very dissimilar to any other

form of life, vegetable or animal. Water bacteria

obtain the energy necessary to carry on their vital

processes from oxidation of their own food rather

than from the oxidation of any portion of their own
substance. When amply supplied with dissolved

oxygen they will convert upwards of ninety-five per

cent, of the fermentable constituents of the sewage
liquid in the polluted water into CO2, nitrates, and
humus, leave no product of their own action, and,

when dead, constitute favorable food for green veget-

able growths and other forms of life.

The quantity of dissolved oxygen available in the

diluting water must be ample to fully oxidize the or-

ganic impurities in the sewage effluent and still leave

sufficient to support fish life. When the sewage liquor

discharged into a stream is in excess of what the dis-

solved oxygen in its waters will take care of, the bac-

teria flourish in such great numbers, owing to the

surplus supply of food materials, that they absorb
the dissolved oxygen more rapidly than it can be re-

plenished by the absorption of fresh oxygen from the

air, the result being that the water becomes de-oxy-
genated and is unable to support fish and other forms
of life. The amount of sewage liquor which can be
discharged into a stream therefore depends upon the

quantity of oxygen dissolved in the waters of the

stream, and it is plain that, if no ill-efifects are to re-

sult, the dissolved oxygen in the mixed sewage liquor

must be in excess of the amount necessary to combine
with the fermentable constituents of the polluting

liquid. Regarding the discharge of crude sewage,
where the solids cannot easily be broken up and ade-

quately supplied with dissolved oxygen during any
fermentative changes exerted upon them by the water-
bacteria, the stream must be of such a character that

the solids can be transported and dispersed over large

areas of clean bed ; otherwise the solids deposit and
become ofifensive.

Summed up, given a clean stream of sufficient

volume and transporting power and a limited amount
of pollution, the waters of the stream will become
self-purifying, and no harm would result in non-pot-
able waters.

Montreal Rejects Advice of G. S.C. E.

As predicted, the Montreal Council have rejected,

by 22 to 7, the request of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers that a board of independent engineers be
appointed to report on the improvements to the city

aqueduct, particularly the plans for a hydro-electric

development for power and light. Alderman L. A.
Lapointe, who favors the investigation, asked that a

board of engineers submit a complete report and make
such suggestions as they might deem advisable. He
argued that power could be obtained from private com-
panies at a smaller cost than under the civic scheme

;

in his opinion the cost of the scheme would be pro-
hibitive. Controller Cote defended the plans on the
ground that objections should have been taken in 1913
when the scheme was first authorized. He contended
that the plans had been approved by competent engi-
neers, with the exception of the large power house
which would at a later date be laid before qualified

engineers. The opposition came, he said, from electric

companies, who might in the future form a trust and
attempt to squeeze the city, and the city should there-

fore be prepared to do its own lighting. Mr. Cote
claimed that the work should be proceeded with as

soon as possible and if the Council adopted the report

made by the Board of Control to arrange for the neces-

sary loans, in the early spring the construction com-
pany would be in a position to start work again right

away.

The council passed by-laws authorizing the rais-

ing of loans of $1,500,000, $680,000 and $500,000. The
first loan will supply funds for the construction of the

power house for the hydro-electric development, a

wall for the enlarged aqueduct, two bridges, gates at

the intake, etc. ; the second loan is to continue the

work of enlarging the aqueduct ; and the third loan is

for the cost of expropriations of land in connection
with the proposed boulevards and streets on each side

of the aqueduct.

With regard to Controller Cote's statement that the
plans have been approved by competent engineers, it

is the contention of the Council of the Canadian So-
ciety of Civil Engineers that while several engineers
have reported on sections of the scheme, no outside
engineers have reported on the complete scheme as

it exists to-day, and that the original plans have been
so altered as to make it imperative that a report on
the whole project should be made by independent
authorities. Further, it is certain the cost of the

hydro-electric development will be very excessive,

much higher than installations owned by private com-
panies, while the citizens will also be burdened by
an extravagant capital cost and by annual charges
which make the generation of the 10,000 horse power
an uneconomic proposition. The necessary power can
be purchased at a smaller cost from the existing com-
panies, and there is no justification for piling up ex-

penditure on citizens already heavily taxed for much
unproductive outlay.

Probable Life of Steel Bridges

The probable life of a steel bridge is a point of

serious consideration, if this type of construction is

to be generally used. The life of the steelwork will

depend almost entirely upon the attention it receives
from the maintenance forces. If properly painted with
a good quality of paint there is no apparent reason
why the life of a well designed steel bridge may not
be very great. From observation of properly painted
steelwork it is believed that under ordinary conditions
our present riveted steel structure or I-beam spans
should have a life equal to, if not greater than, much
of our present concrete construction. To attain a life

of even twenty years the steelwork must often receive
attention, and forrosion must be checked before it seri-

ously afifects the metal. With the general tendency
towards more efficient supervision of highway work
we are able to provide greater assurance of prolonged
life to our metal structures in the matter of keeping
them properly painted and in repair. The elimination
of details not easily accessible for painting, and the
demand for more durable paints, have both tended to
increase the general use of steel structures. The an-
nual depreciation and maintenance charge need not be
high if the steel receives the proper shop and field

coats before erection, and if it is given the necessary
attention after erection.—From a paper by J. H. Ames,
Northwestern Road Congress, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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New Deep Water Terminals at Halifax
Largest harbor work in progress in America- 2,000 ft. of landing quay,
six piers and berths — Unusual methods of quay wall construction

I

The Dominion of Canada, tlirough its Department
of Railways and Canals, is now engaged at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, in the construction of one of the largest

port developments in the world—a development which
comprises not only an entirely new location of the
ocean terminals of a port now over 150 years old, but
also the radical revision of the railway entrance to

the city. The scheme is of much more than local, or
even provincial importance, inasmuch as it is ])art of

the transcontinental railway enlargements fathered by
the Dominion Government, and a bid for the trans-

atlantic trade centering not only arovmd interior Can-
ada, but the great northwest section of the United
States'. Started in 1913, it has been consistently car-

ried forward even during the financial stress of the
past year, and has now reached a substantial advance
in actual construction. Contracts already let total

over $7,000,000. It is estimated that the finished

scheme will cost four times that amount. The city

of Halifax is located on the east coast of that penin-

sula, in a harbor of exceptional natural advantages.
Direct passage is offered ocean steamers from the open
sea through a wide bay entrance to deep-water berths

protected from the force of wind and waves and faced

by a basin of ample space for maneuvering. Although
cpiite far north, it is ice-free the year round. Further-
more, it is the port in North America nearest to

Kurope. Its location on the continent is not so ad-

vantageous, inasmuch as while it is on the Nova Scotia

peninsula, "the long wharf of Canada," all railway
connections must go north to the neck of that penin-

sula to reach the mainland. It has, however, an old-

established railway which is tied up to the various

Canadian transcontinental lines.

The city was founded in 1759 and had only a pro-

vincial importance until the beginning of the railway

era, when for a time it promised to monopolize the

trade of eastern Canada. The more orderly develop-

ment of other Atlantic and St. Lawrence ports, and
l)articularly their greater attention to trans-shipment

and transportation necessities, soon caused them to

surpass Halifax, and for many years it progressed

but little as a port.

The defect at Halifax lay in poor railway connec-

tions, and more especially in inadecpiatc and faultily

located terminals. The main part of the city is situ-

ated on the east shore, about midway down a penin-

sula about five miles long and two miles broad, mak-
ing out into the bay. This peninsula, ])articularly the

northern section, rises rather abruptly from the shore,

the rise continuing back to the neck. lu consequence

the early railway builders took advantage of the low
level on the bay shore to bring the tracks to a point

about half way down the shore line. Since the con-

struction of the road, over fifty years ago, the city

has grown southward, so that at present the centre

of business is a long way from tlie terminals, and,

more important, the shore south of the terminal has

become crowded with private wharves, warehouses
and factories, the removal of which to peimit a south-

erly extension of the railway would be most costly.

For many years the ocean terminals have been in

the congested districts just south of the railway pas-
senger station, and in 1910, in an cflFort to improve
conditions, the government undertook the reconstruc-
tion of this section, starting with the building of the
large reinforced-concrete pier No. 2. It was felt, how-
ever, that such provisions were only makeshifts and
that some radical revision of the whole harbor must
be made if the port were to be developed to meet the
national needs anticipated in the Canadian transcon-
tinental and trans-oceanic trade expansion consequent
on the rapid development of this vast country. To pro-
vide for this expansion the Intercolonial Railway has
been greatly improved and will be double-tracked with
revised grades from Moncton to Halifax.

The Intercolonial Railway now entering Halifax
and its connecting line, the National Transcontinental
Railway, both of which are under government con-
trol, form a continuous line from Halifax to Winnipeg
under one management. At the same time the private-
ly-owned railways of Canada are being extended with
vigor. It has therefore naturally become a part of
the Dominion's economic policy to develop an entirely
Canadian control of the expanding trade between its

people and Europe and to supplant the present partial

control of existing trade by United States railways and

i^iS
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Fig. I.-Map showing New Ocean Terminals at Halifax. N.S.

ports, dictated entirely by present superior economic
advantages.

Halifax seems to have at least three dominant ad-
vantages to further this policy. It is the nearest port
to Europe open all the year round and at all times,
and should therefore be most desirable for transatlantic
mail and passenger routes. It is a safe and easily ac-
cessible summer and winter port for Canada, thereby
differing, from the St. Lawrence cities. It is an all-

year port of call for shipping between Europe and
North America. The last-cited circumstance is con-
sidered a most important factor, as it promises to
guarantee a sure and constant outlet to trade even
though the port is not established as a terminal. The
accepted path of transoceanic steamers bound for
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United States ports would be lengthened only from
twenty to fifty miles in calling at Halifax.

As a result oi these- considerations the government
in 1912 decided to establish at Halifax a new deep-

water terminal which should furnish safe and access-

ible landing facilities for vessels of the largest and
most modern type and communicating railway termin-

als for passengers and freight located in the most
desirable situation with regard to city population and
industries.

An extended study of the harbor was made and
designs were outlined at four different places—two

makes its new detour back of the city, is to be built

a large freight yard. A depth of 45 feet of water is

to be provided at all berths except two which will

have 30 and 35 feet respectively.

The whole project, from freight yard to terminal,

is in territory not now in commercial use, so that busi-

ness can be transferred from the old to the new loca-

tion without interference or delay. At present only

the railway connection, the landing quay. Pier A and
the breakwater are under construction. In immediate
prospect, however, is the erection of an elaborate term-
inal building which will house under one roof the re-

PL-CASANT PARK

Fig. 2.—Halifax Ocean Terminals—showing Layout of Quay and Piers and location of Railway Station.

at Dartmouth on the opposite side of the bay, one an
extension of the old terminals near the station, and
one, which was adopted, near the south end of the

peninsula. The Dartmouth schemes across the bay
from Halifax were abandoned mainly because of the

isolation of the sites, it being assumed from previous
experience at other ports that it is difficult to estab-

lish new terminals removed from existing business

centres. The extension of the present terminals was
rejected largely because of the poor approaches along
the narrow shore level and the expensive dislocation

of the business district which would be required. The
southerly plan was adopted because it did not have
the disadvantages noted in the foregoing, and in addi-

tion, had several decided advantages, which can be
enumerated as follows

:

(1) A location convenient to the centre of the city;

(2) utilization of a part of the city waterfront hitherto

little developed, and largely unoccupied; (3) compar-
atively small efifect on assessment value and taxation

;

(4) turning space in front of the terminals sufficiently

large to permit the maneuvering of the largest ships

;

(5) convenience of the topography for a railway-term-
inal location; (6) sufficient depth of water to care for

any ship now in existence or in contemplation; (7)
room for a large freight yard; (8) possibility of ex-

tension at small cost.

The location of the new deep-water terminal is

shown in Fig. 1 and the layout in Fig. 2. It consists

of a landing quay 2,006 feet long and six piers with
six berthing basins, all physically connected with a

passenger and freight terminal approached by a double-
track railway, which enters the city across the neck
of the peninsula and connects with the piers through
the point at the south end of the city. At the piers

full equipment is to be provided in the way of ware-
houses, elevators and railway-terminal facilities, while
on the shore of Bedford Basin, just before the railway

quired facilities for steamship and railway-passenger
service.

The total area to be used for the terminal will be

about 260J^ acres, of which 198J^ will be land and
62 in water. The bulkhead landing quay, as stated, is

2,006 feet long, will have a minimum of 45 feet of

water alongside and will carry for its full length a

passenger and freight building, the ground floor of

which is to be used for freight and the second floor

for passengers, baggage, mail and express, connect-
ing through a large concourse to the new Union pas-
senger station for all the railways. On the north side

of Basin No. 1 are berths for two ships, one 700 feet

long, with a minimum depth of 35 feet of water, and
the other 500 feet long with 30 feet of water, and each
provided with double-storey freight sheds 100 feet

wide, with three tracks at the back and one along
the front of the quay. The five piers and basins, which
have not as yet been started, will each be 1,250 feet

long and each from 320 to 360 feet wide. The basins
will be dredged to give a minimum depth of 45 feet

at low-water level. There will be four berths to each
pier and each berth will be provided with two-storey
sheds and ample track connections. The layout of

the station and terminal tracks is not yet complete.
. At the extreme southern, or seaward, side of the
piers a paved rubble-mound breakwater is being built

along with the first unit of the docks. The breakwater
will extend eastward from the shore into the harbor
for a distance of about 1,500 feet, and will be built
out to and upon an isolated ledge of rock which is at
present in places very close to the surface of the water.
When required by demands of business, a quay wall
can be built along the inner side of the breakwater,
which will itself then compose the centering for a
new pier.

The landing quay and the piers are to be of earth
and rock fill behind concrete walls of novel construe-
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tion. 'I'lu; design was selected after careful study of

the requirements, which may be outlined as follows:

(1) The great depth of water (45 ft.) to be pro-

vided at low water; (2) the varying levels of the pre-

sent bottom of the harbor, particularly of the rock sur-

face
; (3) the dij) in the strata and the irregular nature

(jf llie rock and its broken and laminated character;

(4j the impracticability of cofferdamming on account
of the exposure, great depth of water and danger of

leakage through the rock; (5) the elifect of the fre-

(|uent ground swell and wind and waves on any stag-

ing and floating plants, difficulty in securing good
l)ottom for jjiles and anchors, great length of spuds
re(juircd for dredging with scows and the regulation

of the plant to the rise and fall of the tide
; (6) the low

range of the tide and consequent difficulty in securing
l)racing for either temporary or permanent works; (7)
necessity for practically a vertical-face wall on a wharf
to suit the modern midship section; (8) necessity for

])rotecting the face of the walls against disintegration

from frost or sea water and the action of ships; (9)
avoidance of taking out any more rock from under
water than is absolutely necessary and having to re-

place it with concrete; (10) reduction of diver and
expensive subaqueous work 'to a minimum; (11) neces-

sity for ra])id construction.

Quay-Wall and Pier Construction

The quay-wall method of construction consists in

placing on a prepared bottom, in 30 to 60 feet of

water, stacks of hollow reinforced-concrete blocks fit-

ting one on top of the other to form the required
lieight and joined together laterally to form the con-
tinuous wall. After setting these blocks, their cells,

which line up vertically, are to be completely filled with
concrete for the first 5 feet and above that each stack

is to have its face cells and the middle line of trans-

verse cells filled with concrete, the remainder of the
other cells to be filled with stone rip-rap and sand so

that in efifect the completed wall will be a retaining

wall with a concrete base and a concrete face strength-
ened with solid counterforts. Topping the wall above
low water will be a granite-faced wall in the inter-

tidal space and up to and including the coping, as a

])rotection against the frost and sea-water action which

might damage the concrete. The shed and warehouse
structure will have their forward columns supported
directly on the wall and their rear columns on pedestals
footing on concrete-pile clusters driven through the
fill which will be placed after the wall is completed.

The advantages of this method are that all the con-
crete is mixed with fresh water, molded in air, and
allowed thoroughly to mature before coming in con-
tact with sea water and placed so that it will not be
subject to frost action. The mass concrete that is de-
posited under water is placed under conditions as
nearly ideal as possible. The design of the walls ob-
viates the necessity of using expensive temporary
staging or floating cranes. Expensive foundations for

the front row of the shed column are unnecessary.
Settlement, expansion and contraction are provided
for by means of the short sections and the leeway
afforded by the reinforced-concrete guides.

While cellular concrete blocks for subaqueous wall
construction are not new, in no other work have they
been developed to such magnitude as at Halifax, nor
has the method of placing and filling them ever been
used before. At the present over 1,100 out of the 3,634
blocks required have been cast and are in storage at

the site (see Fig. 5), but the placing has only just

started, the first block being swung into place on
September 25. The method in which the blocks are
intended to be laid—which in the limited practice so
far oiTered has proved very successful—can be out-
lined. The process of laying is also sketched in P'ig. 4.

Placing the Concrete Blocks in Wall
The details of a typical block are given in Fig. 3.

As shown in the general elevation, this block is only
typical of those in the main part of the shaft, there
being special shapes and sizes for the base blocks and
for the top blocks. The block shown, however, is

sufficiently typical for the purposes of description. It

is 31 feet wide, the width of the completed wall; 4
ft. high and 22 ft. long, and weighs 60 tons. It is

reinforced not only against its loads as a part of the
wall, but against handling stresses. The walls are
solid except for the triangular openings shown, pro-
vided so as to insure a good bond with the fluid con-
crete placed in the cells, and also vertical circular

>T-
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Fig. 3.—Details of the Concrete-Block Qu«v Wall-60-ton concrete lilocka stacked up to form a fiO-fl. waU.
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openings for grouting, as afterward described. On
each side are provided triangular vertical openings

which serve as grooves to engage the square guide

posts used in setting the blocks. These posts are in

appearance the same as reinforced-concrete piles, and
are cast in a similar manner. Great care is taken in

getting plane surfaces and truly right-angled edges in

the blocks, for upon these features depends the verti-

cality of the finished wall.

The surface of the bottom, upon which the lowest

block is laid, is prepared by dredging, or where already

low, by filling up to the required grade with mass
concrete or a rubble mound. The final levelling is

made in the chamber of a diving bell. Inside of this

bell the subsurface is cleaned up and where necessary

at the back or front brought to proper elevation by
filling holes or depressions with concrete, and then

low concrete pedestals each about 5 x 6 ft. footing on
solid rock, or concrete or rubble fill, are laid, with
tops finished to true grade about 3 inches above the

surrounding bottom. These pedestals are located at

back and front at the junctions of stacks of blocks.

The first block is then picked up with special tongs
slung from a travelling crane, the jaws of the tongs
fitting into specially prepared openings in the bottom
of the block. With the crane running on a standard
gauge track and standing with outriggers set on an
already completed stack (see Fig. 4), the block is

lowered overboard, effort being made to keep it light-

ly engaged against the vertical guide posts which
have been plumbed and fastened into the correspond-
ing grooves in the last stack already set. After the

block is lowered to bearing on the pedestal, the suc-

ceeding blocks of the stack are placed until the stack

is complete. The sealing concrete for the two bottom
risers is then placed by bottom-dump buckets from a

floating concrete mixer or delivered from the mold-
ing yard concrete mixer by flat cars running on the
standard gauge track behind the crane, and then the
filling of the proper cells with concrete to the top of

the stack is completed. After this filling is finished,

grout is forced into the vertical 10-in. holes, which.

Fig. 4.-Method of laying blocks in the quay wall—Halifax Terminals.

matching up, form a continuous well through the

stack. It is expected that this grouting will fill any

voids left where the bearing of the blocks is not per-

fect or the concrete filling has left holes. Finally, the

remaining cells are filled with rubble gravel and sand.

The placing of the blocks has from the first been

attended with the greatest success. The guide and

key posts which are carefully plumbed for each stack

automatically bring the blocks into true position with-

out the assistance of a diver whose services are re-

quired only for inspection and to see that all is clean

and clear for the bottom blocks and mass concrete of

each stack. No difficulty is found in keeping the

stacks vertical or in securing good alignment. The
tendency to "creep" longitudinally or to get out of

line is corrected by using different combinations of

the three standard sizes of posts provided. The vari-

ation in levels between the highest and lowest cor-

ners of the top blocks of the stacks as set does not

Fig. 5.— Hollow Concrete quay blockt in storsge at Halifax.

average more than one-half inch. Blocks for about
500 feet of wall have already been set with a 150-ton

standard-gauge steam locomotive wrecking crane

which travels out on ordinary railway track laid on
stringers resting on the stacks of empty blocks and
extended by stack lengths of 22 feet as the block

setting proceeds. The same crane is used for lifting

the blocks from the molding platforms to standard
flat cars on which the blocks are transported out to the

wall head. As many as two stacks each of nine blocks

have been set in one working day and an average per

day of one stack of blocks loaded from the yard and
set in the wall is easily maintained.

As the map in Fig. 1 shows, the new railway en-

trance leaves the old main line at the lower end of

Bedford Basin and continues down the west side of

the city to the terminals, a distance of about six miles.

Except for the freight yard along the shore of the

Basin and the four-track approach to the terminal
yards, the line will be two-track. On account of the

topography and the short length of the new line, it

was impossible to balance the cuts and fills, so most
of the work is in cut, the spoil being carried north to

make the freight yard and south to the breakwater
and back fill of the quay and pier walls. The total

excavation is about 1^ million cubic yards and the

deepest cut about 60 feet.

Some difficulty was experienced in locating the
line because the Northwest Arm, along which it runs,

is a beautifully wooded section highly desirable as a

residential, park and recreation district. On this ac-

count the line was kept well back from the water, and
all crossings of streets leading to the water side dis-

trict are to be carried above grade on handsome re-

inforced concrete arch bridges.

The landing quay and piers were located to fit as

(Continued on page 40.)

I
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Mineral Productions of Canada, 1914
Some interesting figures covering mining, reduction and refin-
ing—Exports and imports—Goal still ranks highest in Value

plements, automobiles, bicycles, machinery, etc., and
amounted to $14,391,746, in 1914. The imfwrts of iron
and steel, a large proportion of which come from the
United States, consist mainly of—pig-iron, Fcrro pro-
ducts and chrome steel ingots, scrap, plates, sheets,
bars, rod.s, sheet-iron and .steel, pipes, nails, wire, etc.,

to the amount of $79,762,262, in 1914.

IB

The Department of Mines, Ottawa—Eugene
Haanel, Director—have just issued three advanced
chapters of the Annual Report on the Mineral Pro-
(hiction of Canada during the calendar year 1914. The
table herewith is a short summary of the production,

exports, and imports of the various minerals. By
"production" is meant the tonnage actually sold as

used apart from the term "output" as applied to that

total supplied at the mine, which includes loss due to

unsaleable material, or stock on hand at the end of

the 3'ear.

Pig-iron and Steel

The- iron and steel industry in Canada in 1914 was
marked by a general decrease in production. The
war in August caused an almost immediate collapse

of the declining industry. Before the close of the

\ear, however, the demand for steel for munitions and
war supplies enabled many of the steel companies to

resume operations on a large scale. At the beginning
i)[ the i^resent year (1916) the steel industries are

actually booming.
The making of iron and steel in Canada is an in-

dustry which has been built up largely on the basis
i)f imported ores. The out])Ut has increased very
rapidly from 1909 to 1913, l)ut through the lack of
ilemand fell off very considerably in 1914. At the
I lose of that year Canada had twenty-two completed
blast furnaces, grouped in twelve separate completed
plants owned by nine companies or corporations.
I'.Icven of these were idle during the year 1914.

The classification of the coke iron produced in

1914, according to the purpose for which it was in-

tended, was—Bessemer, 230,817 tons; basic, 614,845
Ions; foundry, including miscellaneous, 224,741 tons.

Previous to 1896 pig-iron was made entirely from Can-
;idian ores. Since that date, however, increasing
(|uantities of imported ore have been used as well as
imported fuels and fluxes, and in 1914 about 88 per
cent, of the ore charged, 64 per cent, of the coke, and
a large proportion of the limestone, were imported.
The imported ores used in Canadian furnaces came
chiefly from Newfoundland and the iron ranges south
1)1 Lake Superior.

Ferro Products

Ferro-silicon and ferro-phosphorus products were
produced in Canada in electric smelting plants during
1914, the latter in small quantities only. Ferro-sili-

c(jn, both 50 and 75 per cent., were made at Welland,
< )nt., by the Electro-Metals, f.imited, and ferro-phos-
phorus, or phosphate of iron, at Buckingham, Que., by
the Electric Reduction Company, Limited.

Steel was i)roduced in 1914 in the following propor-
tions: open hearth ingt)ts, 622,097 tons; Bessemer
ingots, 175,244 tons; direct open hearth castings, 15,-

315 tons; and other steel castings, 1,759 tons. The
jiroduction of rolled iron and steel amounted to

—

rails, 382,344 tons ; structural shapes and wire rods, 59,-

050 tons; ])lates, sheets and bars, 218,125 tons. Since
1896 a total of $16,785,827 has been paid by the gov-
ernment of Canada in bounties for the production of

iron and steel.

The exports of iron and steel from Canada consist
chiefly of manufactured goods such as agricultural im-

Coal

The coal production in 1914 was 13,637,52'> tons,
produced by 221 operating companies, employing an
average of 27.571 men. The total consumption of coal
in 1914 in Canada amounted to 26.852,.323 tons, or
3.325 tons per capita. Almost all kinds of coal arc
|)roduced in Canada. Bituminous coal constitutes by
far the largest proportion of the annual pnxluction.
Lignite only is produced in .Saskatchewan, and in Al-
berta it forms a large proportion of that province's pro-
duction. Of anthracite there is an almost negligible
arnonnt—less than 200,000 tons annually from one
mine at Bankhead, Alberta.

Nova Scotia produces 54.77 per cent, of the Can-
adian coal, with Alberta next with 27.01 per cent.. B.
B. 16.42 per cent., Saskatchewan, 1.70 per cent., and
Yukon 0.10 per cent.

The fact that the populous provinces of Quebec
and Ontario have no coal-fields, and can secure most
of their required amount more cheaply from the coal-
fields of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Virginia than from
the Canadian coal-fields, accounts for C^anadian im-
ports exceedings 50 per cent, of Canada's annual con-
sumption.

Coke
Both domestic and imported coal is used in the

manufacture of coke in Canadian coke-ovens. In
1914 1,038.235 tons of domestic coal and 503.312 tons
of imported coal were used to produce an output of
1,015,253 tons of coke. The Canadian consumption
of coke in 1914 was 1,509,068 tons; 553,046 tons were
imported during that year.

For the first time in history, Ontario leads in coke
production with 386,314 tons, all of which was pro-
duced by the Algoma Steel Corporation. The coke
exports for 1914 were 67.838 tons, all from British
Columbia. In 1914 the total coke-oven by-products
recovered at Sydney were—5,714,172 gallons of tar.
8,577 tons of sulphate of ammonia.

Aluminium
No commercial ores of aluminium have yet been

found in Canada. .-Mumininm is. however, made in
extensive works at Shawinigan Falls. P. Q.. from baux-
ite ores imported from France and the United States
by the Northern .\luminum Company. .Mumina is
imported, refined and exported as aluminium.

Antimony
The silver-cobalt-nickel-arscenides of Coleman and

adjacent townships, more familiarly known as the
Cobalt District, in the province of Ontario, are now
the principal .sources of the world's production of
cobalt. The recovery of this metal in Canada has
been in the form of cobalt oxide and mixed oxides of
cobalt and nickel, produced by the smelters treating
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the above ores together with cobalt residues produced

at the high-grade mill of the Nipissing Mining Com-
pany. While these residues have been chiefly ex-

ported, a portion has been shipped to the Canadian
smelters producing cobalt oxide. Bounties amount-
ing to $26,744.75 on cobalt oxide, and $10,280.28 on
nickel oxide, were paid to the Canadian refineries in

1914.

Copper

The total production of copper in Canada in 1914,

estimated on the basis of smelter recovery from ores

treated, was 75,735,960 lbs With the exception of a

small output of copper sulphate at Trail, B. C, the

copper production of Canada is exported for refining.

In 1914 British Columbia led in copper production with

41,219,202 lbs., Ontario second with 28,948,211 lbs.,

Quebec 4,201,497, Yukon 1,367,050. In British Colum-
bia the principal producers were—Granby Consoli-

dated Mining and Smelting Power, Limited ; B. C.

Copper Compan}^ Limited ; and the New Dominion
C"opper Company, Limited. In Ontario the chief

companies are the Canadian Copper, Limited, and the

Mond Nickel Company, Limited. The Ontario Gov-
ernment offers a bounty on copper over 95 per cent,

pure metal, and on copper sulphate produced from ore

mined and refined in the province. The main ship-

ments of copper from the Yukon were from the Pue-
blo mines at White Horse.

Gold

The production of gold was made up in 1914 as

follows—gold derived from alluvial workings. $5,687,-

.501, or 35.6 per cent.
;
gold obtained from crushing free

milling quartz ores—that is, stamped mill bullion, $6,-

051,968, or 37.9 per cent. ; and gold obtained from ores

and concentrates sent to the copper and lead smelters,

$4,243,538, or 26.5 per cent.

Refined Metal—The Dominion Assay Office in

Vancouver, operated in connection with this Depart-
ment, receives, assays and purchases crude bullion,

amalgam, nuggets, and dust, the resultant bullion be-
ing re-sold. The total quantity of bullion thus received
during the twelve months ending December 31, 1914
was 163,523.61 ounces, being the weight after melting,

valued at $2,029,251.31, after deducting office charges.
A refinery is in operation at the Royal Mint at

Ottawa and shipments of gold have been received from
various provinces.

There is but one other refinery in Canada produc-
ing fine gold; that of the Gon,solidated Mining and
Smelting Co. of Canada, Limited, at Trail, B. C,
where the gold is mainly recovered from the high
grade silver-lead ores and the "dry" ores shipped to

the smelter. Its annual output is given below.

Lead
Previous to 1904 lead ores mined in Canada were

either exported as ore or smelted in Canadian furnaces
and exported in the form of base bullion to be re-

fined abroad. A lead refinery employing the Betts
electrolytic process is in operation at Trail, B. C, at
the .smelter there, treating the base bullion produced
by the lead blast furnaces. The production of lead
has been mainly from British Columbia, with occa-
-sional small amounts from Ontario. In 1914 there were
no shipments from Ontario, but a small production in
the Yukon. Almost all of the lead ore mined in
British Columbia is smelted and refined at Trail, B.C.

Mercury
There has been no production of mercurv since

1897. The small production reported in 1895 and
1897 was derived from the deposits at the western end
of Kamloops lake, B. C. These deposits consist of

quartz veins containing pockets of cinnabar in a zone
of decomposed Tertiary volcanic rocks.

Elsewhere in Canada mercury has been reported
as occurring also in ores of the Cobalt district, and
in the, neighborhood of Field, B. C, and Sechart on
the west coast of Vancouver island.

Molybdenum
The commercial production of molybdenum in

Canada has been practically negligible, nevertheless

the mineral has been found in numerous localities and
in many of these in sufficient quantity to make its

possible recovery a question of considerable interest,

an interest which doubtless has been greatly stimul-

ated by the high price which the ore, concentrated to

85 or 90 per cent, molybdenite (MoS^), has com-
manded.

During 1913 and 1914 some work was done on a
number of properties in Ontario, Quebec, and British

Columbia.
Shipments were made during 1914 from Ontario

and British Columbia. The Ontario shipments con-
sisted of one-half ton of molybdenite hand picked
from the ore, while from British Columbia 16 tons
of ore were reported as shipped to Denver, Col., where
it was concentrated, producing 2,814 pounds of con-
centrates for which 20 cents a pound was received.

The total shipments in the form of molybdenite were
3.814 pounds valued at $2,063.

Nickel

The industry based on the mining and metallur-
gical treatment of the nickel-copper ores of the Sud-
bury district, Ontario, ranks among the most im-
portant of Canada. Not only is there a considerable
production of copper but the nickel, which is the
most important product, supplies a very large propor-
tion of the world's consumption of the metal.

The production of nickel ore, very active during
the first six months of 1914, was checked on the de-
claration of war. Towards the end of the year the
output was greatly increased, due no doubt to the
great demand for nickel for war supplies, so that the
production in 1914 was but little less than that of
1913, when the production of ore and its reduction to

a Bessemer matte was the highest on record. .

There were mined in 1914, 1,000,364 tons of ore,

and smelted 947,053 tons ; from which were produced
46,396 tons of Bessemer matte, carrying approximately
22,759 tons of nickel and 14,448 tons of copper, the
net value of the matte being $7,187,031. Thus, in

1914, the matte showed an increase in copper content
and a falling off in nickel due to the great increase in

production of ores by the Mond Nickel Co.. and their I
reduction in the Coniston Smelter and the curtail-

ment of the Canadian Copper Company's output of
ores which are relatively lower in copper content.

The nickel-copper ore is reduced in smelters and
converters to a Bessemer matte containing from 77
to 82 per cent, of the combined metals, having aver-
aged for the past year 49.0 per cent, nickel and 31.1

per cent copper, against 52.7 per cent, nickel and 27.4
per cent, copper in 1913.

The companies engaged in mining and smelting
nickel ores are : The Canadian Copper Company, sub-
sidiary to the International Nickel Companv, with
.smelter at Copper Cliff, Ontario, and refinery at Bay-
onne. New Jersey; the Mond Nickel Company, Conis-
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MrNERAL—

Iron Ore

Pig Iron

Ferro Products

Steel (Ingots, Castings)

Steel (Rolled Products)

Coal ^

Coke
Aluminium
Antimony
Cobalt Oxide

Nickel Oxide

Mixed Oxides

Copper

Cold

I.ead

Mercury
Nickel ore mined

Nickle matte

Platinmn

Silver

Zinc .: ••

(a) Alumina imported for refining.

(b) Includes "old and scrap."

(c) Ore exported for vefinint;.

Summarized Table

Production

Amount in tons Value $

7S3,1(J4 10,IXB!,>',1«
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S14.415

WI2,((1W

y.i.iva.r/j'.) ;«.47i,soi

l,Oi!.'i.KO<) :t.(l5S.514

Nil

Nil

«K),(I27 lljs. .')71.710

:K)2,5I2
"

-M.Hf.i

2,079,(K)1 " 7!».(M«

7r),7:tr),ofio
"

i(i..!<n.«i)i

77:i.l7S ou. in.Oflt.fXlT

:it!,:!:i7,7ft'j llis. l.r«7..'i(W

.Nil

i.O(X),:mm

4.5,r,i7,«:f7 iii». i:i,(i.'j.'i,:is)

Nil
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showing Production of Canadian Ores, Exports and Imports in Minerals
during the calendar year, 1914.

ton, of I-ondoii, Eiif,dand, with smelter at Coniston,

Ont., and refinery at Clydach, Svvan.sea, Wales. The

British America Nickel Corporation continued de-

velopment work. The Alexo mine, on the Porcupine

Branch of the Timi.skamino- and Northern Ontario

Railway, was ajjain a producer, shipping nickel-copper

ore to the Mond smelter at Coniston.

Platinum

In past years the chief source of the platinum pro-

duction of Canada was the placer f^ravels of British

Columbia, principally in the Siinilkameen district.

During- 1913 operators in the Cariboo district of British

Columbia report a recovery of 18 crude ounces of

platinum valued at $489. More attention is being

])aid to the recovery of this metal especially in the

Similkameen where it is proposed to re-work some of

the old placers.

One or two companies operating in the Quesnei

River district report small quantities of platinum with

placer gold but the information is not sufficiently

definite for record.

Silver

Tn 1914 the total production of silver, including

that produced as bullion, and the metal estimated as

recovered from ores sent to smelters or otherwise

treated, was 28,449,821 fine ounces, valued at $15,-

.W3.630.

In Ontario ores from the Cobalt district are treated

by:—The Coniagas Reduction Co., Thorold, Ont.;

The Deloro Mining and Reduction Co.. Deloro, Ont.

;

The Buffalo and Ontario Smelting and Refining Co.,

Kingston, Ont. ; Dominion Refineries, Limited, North

Bay, Ont. ; Standard Smelting and Refining Co., North

Bay, Ont. ; Metals Chemical Co., We)land, Ont. ; Can-

ada Refining and Smelting Co., Orillia, Ont.

Silver bullion of a fineness varying from 850 to

998.2 is produced at the works, other products being

white arsenic, nickel and cobalt-oxides and mixed

oxides. The silver bullion as a rule finds a market in

the United States and in England. The bullion

shijjped from the mines and mills in the Cobalt district

in 1914, is reported as 10,335,527 fine ounces. The

imports of silver bullion into Canada in 1914 were
valued at $629,279, as against imports to the value of
$840,245 in 1913 and $1,100,344 in 1912. The exports
of silver during 1914 were 28,020,089 fine ounces valued
at $15,584,813.

Tin
Tin ores have not yet been found in sufHcient

quantities in Canada to be of economic importance.

Tungsten
N'o production of Tungsten reported during 1914.

Zinc

The production of zinc in Canada in 1914, as ob-
tained by direct returns from producers, was 10,893
tons, valued at $262,563, the greater part being from
British Columbia. The zinc content of these ship-
ments was returned as 9,101,460 pounds, which, if

valued at the average New York price of spelter during
the year, 5.213 cents, would be worth $474,459.

Road-Making with India-Rubber
The use of India-rubber for road manufacture is

reported b)- Sanitary Record and Municipal Engineer-
ing. Recently a firm of tar distillers in England got
in tonch with an India-rubber manufacturer with a
view to producing a material which would combine
all the properties of India-rubber with those of tar.

After this rubber tar, as it is called, had been made
for road-making and road-dressing purposes it was
found that its high viscosity and melting point caused
its application to roads too difficult. This has been
overcome by the construction of special tanks to keep
the rubber tar hot.

The advantages claimed for this type of road con-
struction are the elasticity necessary to withstand the
shocks from heavy vehicles, homogeneity and adhe-
sion required to avoid disintegration by fast running
vdiicles. A length of road has been laid in Fife with
this material, and although put down at an unfavor-
able time, is so far giving satisfaction, and further
develoi)inents with it arc being carefully watched bv
experts.
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The Disposal of Sewage by Dilution
A bio-chemical method of purification— Effect of normal sewage on

streams—Much depends on amount of oxygen dissolved in water

By W. E. Adeney D. Sc, F. I.C
A large volume of evidence has been accumulated

of recent years by the Royal Commission on Sewage

Disposal, and by a number of individual investigators,

both at home and abroad, which has definitely proved

that, when normal crude sewage matter is discharged

into a non-tidal or tidal stream, under such condi-

tions that the liquid portion is rapidly and largely

diluted with "clean" water, and the solids in sus-

pension are carried away with the flow of the stream,

and are not allowed to accumulate permanently in

any particular spot, both portions of sewage matter

are consumed as food materials by various forms of

living organisms, and converted into innocuous forms

of matter, without causing at any time injury or de-

triment to the fish life or to the amenities of the

stream.
Notwithstanding this evidence, however, much

doubt and uncertainty still appears to exist among
engineers and chemists as regards the precise condi-

tions which must attend the discharge of sewage mat-

ter into a given stream to ensure the satisfactory dis-

posal of the sewage matter, and to avoid undesirable

results of any kind in the stream itself.

It may be fairly claimed that the chemical and

biological principles which underlie the dilution

method of purification have now been successfully

worked out; and the writer proposes to give in the

first place a brief explanation of them. They are

fortunately very simple, and the experienced water

engineer need have no hesitation in proceeding to

tackle them.

Absorption of Dissolved Oxygen

Some years ago the writer concluded from the

results that he had obtained from an extended ex-

perimental investigation that the most important

effect that normal sewage matter exercises in a stream

is the more oi' less rapid absorption of the atmospheric

oxygen dissolved in the waters of the stream.

This conclusion has since been confirmed by the

laborious and prolonged investigations that have
been carried out by Dr. Houston, Dr. McGowan, Mr.
Colin Frye, and Mr. Kershaw for the Royal Commis-
sion on Sewage Disposal ; by the extensive series of

observations carried out by Dr. Soper, president of

the Metropolitan Sewerage Commission of New York,

and by his assistant, in New York Harbour; and by
the observations of other investigators, both at home
and abroad, and notably in this country by Prof. Letts

and his pupils in Belfast, and by Dr. Fowler and his

pupils in Manchester.
The absorption of the dissolved oxygen is caused

by bio-chemical changes which water bacteria, by
reason of their quite unusual mode of nutrition, bring

about between the dissolved oxygen and certain of

the constituents of the sewage matter.

Two classes of bacteria take part in these changes.
First, the saprophytic (Greek word sapros:=rotten)
bacteria feed upon the waste organic constituents of

the sewage matter ; and, secondly, after the organic
constituents have been wholly consumed, the nitrify-

ing bacteria feed upon the ammoniacal compounds.

* Before the Institute of Sanitary Engrineers, England

Both these classes of bacteria flourish in the open
—in fresh and in sea water ; and they are therefore

unlike in this particular the disease-producing liac-

teria, which are always parasitic and cannot live in

o])en water.

The chemical changes which these bacteria effect

in polluted waters may be conveniently termed fer-

mentative or bio-chemical changes, to distinguish

them from those purely chemical changes which occur

between bodies that exhibit direct chemical affinity

for one another when they .become mixed together.

Practice of the Dilution Method
Saprophytic bacteria can utilise the dissolved and

solid suspended organic constituent of sewage matter
as food materials, but in the practice of the dilution

method, for rea.sons which will become plain later on,

it must be the aim of the engineer to allow as little

opportunity as possible for the solid constituents of

sewage matter to be attacked by the water bacteria.

The physical conditions of the stream must be such
as to ensure their consumption by living organisms
higher in the scale of life than bacteria if they are to

be discharged into it. Otherwise they must not be
allowed in the stream.

It is necessary therefore to consider the question

of the disposal of the liquid portion of sewage matter
separately from that of the disposal of the solid por-

tions, and it will be convenient to deal with it first.

It is possible by suitable experiments to trace the

chemical changes that occur in a diluted sewage
liquor, simultaneously with the absorption of dis-

solved oxygen in the diluting water, and it has been
found that in all cases where the dissolved oxygen is

in excess of the sewage liquor the chemical -decom-
position of the latter takes place in two quite distinct

and progressive stages of chemical change.
During the first stage, as already indicated, the

organic constituents are alone affected—about 80 per

cent, of them are completely oxidised to carbon
dioxide, water and ammonia, the remaining 20 pei"

cent, being utilised by the bacteria in building up the

new materials that they require for their growth and
multiplication. But, inasmuch as these building up,
or, as the chemist terms them, these synthetic pro-

cesses, are exercised upon organic materials of com-
nlicated composition, it will readily be understood that

by-products must also result from them.
These by-products are coloured organic substan-

ces, remaining in solution, or rather in a colloidal con-
dition in fresh water, and imparting a greenish yellow
to brown tint to the water, according to the quantity
of sewage liquor originally mixed with it. They are
precisely similar in their physical and chemical proper-
ties to the "humus" of cultivated soils.

In the case of sea water, however, these humus
bodies do not remain in solution, or suspended in it in

a colloidal state, but are precipitated from it more
or less rapidly as they are formed.

Thus, by the action of saprophytic bacteria upon
the dissolved organiof constituents of the sewage
liquor, when amply supplied with dissolved oxygen,
about 80 per cent, are completely oxidised to the min
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eral forms of matter—carbon dioxide, water and am-
monia ; and of the remainder, much the f^reater part

—

jipwards of 15 per cent—are converted into "humus,"
Iso a mineralised form of matter ; while less than

5 per cent, go to form the substances of the new
1)acteria.

After the bio-chemical destruction of the organic
constituents of the sewage liquor has been accom-
l)lished, the second stage of change is started, and
in the course of time completed by the nitrifying bac-
teria. 'I'hese bacteria feed upon the ammoniacal com-
pounds originally present in the sewage matter, and
also upon th(jse formed during the first stage of fer-

mentation. The "humus" matters, also formed dur-

ing the first stage of fermentation, likewise exercise

jE very important influence on the course of fermen-
ation of the ammoniacal compounds.
Thus, when they are absent from a water or pre-

sent only in minute quantities, as in the case of sea
water, relatively large quantities of nitrites, but little

or no nitrates, are found among the end products of

the fermentation ; but when "humus" bodies are pre-

sent, nitrites do not occur among the end products,

only nitrates and carbon dioxide, together with, of

course, dead organisms, the first being relatively large

in quantity, the second small, and the last very small.

"Humus," as above stated, does ndt remain in

solution, or suspended for any length of time in the
colloidal state, in sea water; consequently in polluted
tidal waters nitrites are formed t<j the exclusion of

nitrates. This fact no doubt affords the explanation
of the interesting observation made by Dr. Soper in

the course of his investigations of the waters of New-
York Harbour. He has found that decided quanti-
ties of nitrites exist in these waters. The sewage from
Greater New York is discharged practically in a crude
state into the harlxnu", wherein the solids are deposited
and the sewage liquor remains, largely diluted by the
river and tidal waters in the same, for several days,
and undergoes almost complete fermentation before
being gradually carried out to sea by tidal action.

If the character of the bio-chemical changes which
these two classes of water bacteria bring about in

diluted sewage liepior, as just described, be carefully
considered, it will be found that they are quite un-
usual when compared with the chemical changes
which other organisms, higher in the scale of life,

bring about in the course of their vital processes.
The mode of nutrition of these bacteria is, in fact.

(|iiite unlike that of any other form of life—vegetable
or animal.

Mode of Nutrition

It is owing to this unusual mode of nutrition, as
well as to their universal distribution, that the im-
possibility of including them in any scheme of general
classification of animal and vegetable life is due.

Their peculiarity in this respect lies in the fact
that they obtain the energy they require for carrying
on their vital processes from the oxidation of their
food materials, and not from the oxidation of any
portion of their own substance. They also appear to
utilise but a small portion of the energy which they
set free in this way for the purpose of their own de-
velopment and multiplication, unless rise of tem-
perature in their surroimding medium be regarded as
a factor involved in their development.

As a result of their peculiar mode of nutrition they
convert when amply sui)plied with dissolved oxygen,
the large pro])ortioii of upwards of 95 per cent, of the
fermentable constituents of the sewage liquor in a

polluted wated into the innocuous mineral forms of

matter—carbon dioxide, nitrates and humu.s, and, un-
like most animal forms of life, they leave no product
of their own action, nor unchanged portion of the sew-
age that could in any way subsequently become offen-

sive, or detrimental to the stream.
The dead bacteria which have flourished upon the

sewage liquor, in common with all the other end pro-
ducts resulting from the fermentation of the sewage
matter, form favourable food materials for green
vegetable growths, and for other forms of life.

There is a further result which attends the peculiar
mode of nutrition of water bacteria in the presence of
an ample supply of dissolved oxygen, to which the at-

tention of engineers may usefully be drawn, although
perhaps it is of more interest to the chemist than to the
engineer. It is that the quantities of dissolved oxygen
absorbed, and of the end products formed, on the com-
pletion of each stage of fermentation, are constant for

similar volumes of the same polluted water.

Bacteria as Scavengers

Such is the efficient and harmless manner, so far

as the fish life and the amenities of a stream are con-
cerned, in which bacteria act as scavengers in sewage-
polluted waters, always provided that a relatively

ample supply of dissolved oxygen remains in the water
at all times.

When, however, the conditions are reversed, and
the sewage liquor in a stream is in excess of the dis-

solved oxygen in its waters, the bacteria flourish on
the increased supply of food materials in such great
numbers that they absorb the dissolved oxygen more
rapidly than it can ))e replenished by the absorption
of fresh ox3'gen from the air.

The first con.sequence of this is—the oxygen con-
tent of the water falls below the minimum level re-

quired by the fish and other normal forms of life sup-
ported by the stream for the continuation of their

vital processes. The bacteria, however, continue to
feed and flourish on the sewage matter, and when the
dissolved oxygen has been entirely exhausted they
obtain, by the exercise of another marked peculiarity
in their mode of nutrition, the oxygen which they re-

quire for the continuation of their vital processes

—

that is, by decomposing inorganic oxygen compounds
such as nitrates and sulphates—that may be present in

solution in the water. When both nitrates and sul-

phates are absent, then the required oxygen is ob-
tained by the decomposition of organic oxygen com-
pounds ; in other words, anaerobic or putrefactive fer-

mentation is set up by the bacteria in the fermentative
organic constituents of the sewage matter.

When nitrates are thus robbed of their oxygen, the
residual substances arc quite odorless and innocuous,
and the polluted water remains in consequence inoffen-

sive to smell, although deoxygenated.
When, however, sulphates or organic substances

are robbed of oxygen in this way. the residual sub-
stances in both cases emit offensive odor, so that the
waters containing them are offensive to the smell and
in appearance, as well as deoxygenated.

If sulphates are present in a water, sulphuretted
hydrogen is produced, and this body forms with any
iron compounds that may be present in the polluted
water a black sulphide of iron—hence the black or
discolored appearance of many highly pt>lluted waters.

It may here be noted, in passing, that the sulphur-
etted hydrogen and the sulphide of iron thus formed
and deoxygenated organic compounds possess the
property of very rapidly reabsorbing oxygen when the
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polluted water containing^ them becomes mixed with

"clean" water. It will be necessary to deal with this

point more fully when the disposal of sewage solids

comes to be considered. It will then be seen that it

is one of great practical importance.

The amount of dilution with "clean" water which

must be given to a sewage liquor to ensure the con-

dition that the dissolved oxygen in the mixed liquor

and "clean" water shall be in excess of the ferment-

able constituents of the liquor will depend upon the

quantity of oxygen dissolved in the diluting water.

It is well to bear in mind in this connection that

under atmospheric conditions unpolluted fresh water

can hold only extremely small quantities of oxygen

in solution, even when completely saturated at atmo-

spheric pressure with that gas. Thus 100,000 c.c. of

fresh water, when saturated with the gas at 60 deg.

Fahr., and under ordinary atmospheric pressure,

holds only 1 gramme of the gas in solution; while a

similar volume of unpolluted sea water can hold still

les.s—only 0.8 gramme—under hke conditions.

The actual amount of dilution required by crude

sewage, or by partially or by wholly purified sewage

matter, has been investigated by the Sewage Commis-
sion, and their recommendations regarding the ques-

tion have been published in their Eighth Report.

For sewage liquor—that is to say, for sewage from

which the suspended solids have been removed by

efficient sedimentation tanks—the commission recom-

mend a dilution with from 300 to 500 volumes of

water of a quahty which they define by a certain

standard chemical test, and which they term "clean"

water.

Required Polution

In the case of a sewage liquor from which the sus-

r-cnded solids have been previously removed by
chemical precipitation, they do not require so much
dilution—only 150 to 300 volumes of "clean" water.

A sedimented sewage Hquor would hold light fer-

mentable organic solids, mostly in the colloidal con-

dition, in suspension, as well as fermentable organic

substances in solution ; but its combined organic

content of a fermentable character would not exceed

on an average, 30 parts by weight per 100.000 parts

of the liquor.

Hence, when such a liquor is diluted with 300

times its volume of "clean" water—the minimum
dilution recommended by the Sewage Commission
-^the mixture would only contain about 1 part of fer-

mentable organic material per 1,000,000 parts of water.

It is of great practical importance to the engineer

to note that when sewage liquor is thus largely diluted,

the absorption of dissolved oxygen from the diluting

water proceeds at an extremely slow rate, so slowly,

indeed, that, in order to detect it by means of a chemi-

cal test, a sample of the diluted liquor must be kept

in a suitable vessel out of contact with air for several

days. To be precise, the total loss of dissolved

oxygen shown by a sample of sufficiently diluted sew-
age liquor, when kept out of contact with air for a

period of five days at 65 deg. Fahr., will not exceed
0.4 gramme per 100,000 c.c. of the water.

The rate at which the dissolved oxygen would be
replenished in the diluting water and sewage liquor

by absorption of fresh oxygen from the air, when ex-

posed to the natural conditions of the stream, would
in the case of most rivers and inshore waters be at

least equal to the rate of loss indicated by this analy-
tical figure. Hence it may be concluded that, when
the discharge of a sewage liquor into a "clean" water

stream is properly controlled and limited, it should

not, after it has been sufficiently diluted by the waters

of the stream, cause an appreciable reduction of the

oxygen content of the same waters.

Such, in brief, are the more important bio-chemi-

cal principles which underlie the dilution method of

disposal for normal sewage liquor.

Disposal of Solid Matters

Adverting now to the question of the disposal of

the solid portions of sewage matter, it will readily be

understood that water bacteria cannot be relied upon

to "mineralise" them when they are discharged into a

stream in the same efficient and innocuous manner as

they can be in the case of the sewage liquor, simply

because these solid portions cannot in like manner be

broken up and attenuated by the waters of the stream

to anything like the extent of 1 part per 1,000,000, and

cannot therefore be adequately supplied with dissolved

oxygen during any fermentative change exerted upon
them by water bacteria.

If the stream into which they are discharged be

not sufficiently rapid to transport and to disperse them
through large volumes of "clean" water or over large

areas of clean bed, they will be deposited more or less

rapidly along the bed ; and if they remain there undis-

turbed for a few days, they will encourage the growth
of myriads of water bacteria in and about their mass

;

and since their fermentable organic constituents would
be in large excess of the dissolved oxygen in the water
about them, they would undergo anaerobic fermenta-

tion, with the attendant formation, as above described,

of the offensive gas, sulphuretted hydrogen, of the

black sulphide of iron, and possibly also of offensive

deoxygenated organic substances, the sulphuretted

hydrogen and sulphide of iron being more largely

formed in the case of sea waters than in that of non-
tidal waters, inasmuch as sea waters hold larger I

quantities of sulphates in solution. |

These products of anaerobic fermentation will tend

to poison the bed of the stream in the immediate
neighborhood of the deposited solids, and the extent of

the injury would depend upon the area of bed covered
by them. It is well to remember that comparatively
small areas of solid deposits may, if disturbed from
time to time, very distinctly reduce the oxygen content
of large volumes of waters flowing over them. When,
for example, the putrescent solids become disturbed

and distributed through the water flowing over them
by a freshet in a river after dry weather, or by a spring
tide following a neap tide period, they would absorb in

a few minutes more or less completely the dissolved

oxygen of the water through which they were dis-

persed, owing to the great chemical affinity which the
anaerobic products, above enumerated, possess for dis-

solved oxygen.
(Concluded In next issue)

The Benefits of Hydrated Lime in Concrete

It has been found in recent years that the judici-

ous use of a small percentage of hydrated lime per-

forms certain functions necessary to good concrete,

such as segregation of the aggregates during placing,

reducing shrinkage cracking to a minimum and mak-
ing the concrete watertight, thereby reducing the ex-
pansion and contraction of the concrete, due to the
absorption and expulsion of water. The use of from
5 to 15 per cent, of hydrated lime, (by weight of the
cement ingredient), has been steadily growing in

favor with engineers, architects and contractors.
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A Factory Built on Concrete Piles
With a view to consolidating their manufacturing

facihties the Martin-Senour Company, Limited, makers
of j)aints and varnishes, have just completed a paint

factory on a site adjoining their varnish factory at

Park Avenue Extension, Montreal. The building is

of heavy mill construction, specially designed by Mr.
W. B. McLean, engineer, of Mcjntreal, to meet the

requirements of the company. The l)uiiding is in

two sections—one of four storeys and the bacement,
and the other of one storey and basement, the former
being used mainly for manufacturing and the latter for

shi])[)ing and storage. It is intended later to build ad-

ditional storage on the shipping and storage end, mak-
ing the entire building four storeys high. What is now
the outer wall up to the shipping room will then be a

fireproof wall, from basement to roof, dividing the

liuilding into two portions. In plan the building is

180 feet by 80 feet.

Owing to the peculiar nature of the soil, it was
necessary to sink about 400 piles for the foundation

;

this work was carried out by the Raymond Concrete
Pile Company of Canada, Montreal. In addition the

ground is underdrained, four catch basins, one at each
end and one at each side, being constructed. To mini-
mize fire losses and ensure the safety of the employees
each floor is entirely separate, and can only be reached
from a fireproof stair tower, protected by fire doors
at every floor. In this way a fire in any of the de-

partments would be confined to that room. The stair-

way is of concrete. The elevator runs in a heavy brick

tower, also shut ofl:' by fire doors at each floor. This
tower is extended above the roof to carry the sprinkler

tank. The building is of plastic brick, with windows
of steel. The floors are supported by beams of Doug-
las fir, with Duplex hangers and post caps. The roof
was built to Barrett specifications. The building is

also fitted with an efficient sprinkler .system.

The basement is devoted to the storage of raw ma-
terials, which are delivered from the railway cars on
a siding, the C. P. R. line running alongside the factory.

The goods are placed on a covered concrete platform
on the first floor level, and from there are lowered by
means of a slide into the basement. Under this plat-

form is a basement space which is outside of and sep-

arated from the main building. This is used for the
boilers, coal pocket and large storage tanks for linseed

oil. The oil is raised by air pressure to the upper
floors of the factory as required. Putty mixing is car-

ried on in another portion of the basement.
The raw material, after being lowered into the base-

ment, is elevated to the top floor, where are situated

the paste mixers ; after this operation it is dropi)cd
direct into the grinders, which are directly underneath
on the floor below. The next process is that of liquid

mixing, done on the second floor, the material being
lowered direct into the machines from the grinders.

The liquid is afterwards pumped into a number of sep-

arate mixing tanks on the same floor, the second flrxjr

being of a greater height than the others on account
of the larger size of the equipment. The paint is now
run into separate containers, which are sealed and
labelled ready for the storage bins on the first floor,

to be shipped as called for. The other portion of the
first floor contains the offices, printing room, and ad-
vertising department. Each department is operated
by electricity, with a motor on every floor.

The general contractors were Messrs. Rcid, Mac-
Gregor and Reid, Montreal. The heating was carried

out by T. H. Higginson, Limited, Montreal, who also
installed the sprinklers. Darling Bros., Montreal,
were the contractors for the elevators, while the plumb-
ing was done by Mr. John Date, Montreal.

Paint factoryiand warehoute—M«rtln-S«nour Co.,TL.Iinlt(d, Montreal.
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Better Design of Reinforced Concrete
To Obtain Strength, Toughness, Rigidity with Greatest Economy

—

Valuable properties lost if work is not properly designed and executed
By M. T. Cantell, Lie. R.I.B.A.*

Reinforced concrete is a combination of Portland

Cement Concrete and Steel, two of the most important

materials used for construction, which if used sep-

arately have each their advantages and disadvantages.

If combined, of the rig-ht quality and properly propor-

tioned, the resulting material will have the advantages

of both and the disadvantages of neither.

Concrete alone has great strength in compression,

its crushing resistance when a month old being ap-

proximately 2,500 lbs. per sq. inch. It is very durable

in any position, is practically everlasting, costs nothing

for maintenance and its strength increases with age,

but it is of little value in tension, its ultimate resist-

ance being about 200 lb. per sq. inch. It is a good

material to resist heat, but it is not elastic or ductile,

and owing to the lack of these properties and to its

weakness under tension, it will quickly develop cracks

in resisting the slightest contraction which takes place

under variations of temperature. These cracks, how-

ever small, will destroy the slightest tensional re-

sistance the concrete might otherwise oflfer. Conse-

quently concrete alone can be used for such structures

or parts of structures that are in compression, and

this, in many cases, necessitates a very large mass of

concrete, and consequently, a much greater weight and

demand on space than is desirable. An obvious dis-

advantage of plain concrete is its great bulk and con-

sequent weight and demand on space.

Ultimate Strength of Steel

In steel we have a material of great strength in both

compression and tension, its ultimate resistance being

as much as from 60,000 lb. to 100,000 lb. per sq. inch,

but its strength diminishes with age. This is chiefly

due to oxidation which takes place on exposure to

moisture, acids or to atmospheric influence. This

is very detrimental to its strength, even 1-40 of an

inch of rust on a 3-4 inch bar will diminish its strength

l)y 13 per cent. Another disadvantage is its excessive

expansion and loss of strength under a high tempera-

ture. Steel gains in strength with heat up to 500 de-

grees F, beyond this it rapidly diminishes in strength.

With a rise of temperature from the normal to 500

degrees, a beam 26 feet long will expand one inch.

With a rise of 1,000 degrees, it will expand one inch

to 13 feet. In ordinary house fires, the temperature

seldom exceeds 1.000 degrees, but in large buildings it

is known to have exceeded 2,500 degrees. This first

attracted particular notice during the inspection of the

ruins of the great fire at Baltimore in 1904. It was
there noticed that in some of the large buildings brass

and cast-iron was entirely fused. Fusion had also

taken place on the corners and angles of certain steel

work. Here it was also noticed that concrete formed

a far better fire protection than terra cotta which has

many times been further exemplified since that date.

This is owing to the expansion of terra cotta being

approximately twice that of steel. Under the above

conditions, excessive stress is set up in beams, stanch-

ions and frame structures due to the resistance of their

loads and fixed ends preventing longitudinal expan-

sion. This stress far exceeds what the steel is capable

•Before the Winnipeg Branch C.S.C.E.

of resisting, especially in its weakened condition, the

beam or stanchion therefore buckles and causes col-

lapse of the structure. Collapse is often due to the
deflection of beams causing eccentric loads of the
columns which set up a stress far in excess of what
they are capable of resisting. Another disadvantage
of steel structures is the comparatively high cost of

maintenance, also, the fragile appearance of framed
structures suggests weakness rather than strength

;

these framed structures are also unsightly and cannot
be made artistic or pleasing in efTect without largely

increasing their weight, initial and maintenance costs.

Strength, Toughness, Rigidty

In reinforced concrete properly designed and made,
the two materials act together as one. An important
I^oint in designing is to see that the materials and
methods are such as to insure this being the case.

Consequently, we have the strength, toughness and
rigidity of steel, the appearance of stability and
strength, the steel permanently protected from oxida-
tion, no loss of strength with age, a saving in the
cost of construction, speedy erection, very little or n(i

charge for maintenance, and a material adaptable to

all forms of architectural and structural work. Furth-
ermore, numerous experiments together with the lapse

of time and ver}^ severe tests to which it has been
subjected in existing structures have proved conclus-
ively its absolute reliability for the construction of

structures above ground, below ground and under
water, for the workmen's cottages to millionaires' man-
sions, for business premises, hotels, churches, theatres,

public buildings, electric power stations, gas works,
factory chimneys, reservoirs, water mains, conduits,

sewers, grain elevators, roads, bridges, breakwaters
and sea defence works and numerous other purposes.
It is a method of construction which is fast supersed-
ing that of brick, wood, stone and iron, and is far

superior to any one of these in resisting water, fire,

earthquakes, atmospheric influence, and even burglar
attacks which is a great consideration with the con-
struction of strong rooms for banks and business
premises. For even with the oxy-acetylene blow-pipe,
the time required to cut an opening through a slab

sufficiently large to operate would alone prohibit this

method of attack without considering the alarming
noise of the lamp during operations.

Of the valuable properties reinforced concrete may
possess, few will exist if the work is not properly de-

signed and executed. The latter is quite as important
as the former, for if the greatest of care is taken with
the design and careless supervision given to the con-
struction the result may be as bad or probably much
worse than if the work was badly designed. In fact, a

poor design well con.structed may give a much better

result than a good design badly constructed. The
supervision should include careful inspection and
testing of all the materials; attention to the prepara-
tion ; erection and removal of the forms ; to the gauge
mixing and placing of the concrete ; to the size and
placing of the reinforcement according to the draw-
ings; to the position and condition in which slabs and
l)eams are left unfinished at the end of a dav's work:

I
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tf) the condition of unfinished work before its continua-

tion or completion ; and to the protection of newly
finished work from building operations and inclement
weather. All these points are of the utmost import-

ance if we aim at the best possible results. It is.

therefore, absolutely necessary that constant expert

supervision be fjiven to the construction.

Combine Economy With Strength

111 (lesit^^iiiiif;-, strenfjth is j^^enerally considered the

chief i)(>int. .Strength, however, sIkjuUI always be
considered tof^elher with economy. This has not been
done in the past to the extent it siiould have been and
the ncjjjicct has been very detrimental to the jirogress

of the work. It has given the i)ublic the impression
that this method of construction is more expensive
than brick, stone or steel, but it is not, there is a great

saving in cost on large structures and also on small

(incs, prcjviding there is sufficient of detail to keep
down the cost of form construction. Economy in de-

sign has sometimes to be considered from two points

of view—the engineering and the architectural—these

will not always coincide. The most economical en-

gineering structure would have a certain arrangement
of beams, slabs, columns, walls, etc.. all spaced and
proportioned in the most efficient manner and with ;i

definite ])ercentage of reinforcement all determined
with due regard to the loading and with a view to ob-

taining the strongest, most satisfactory and cheapest
structure. But if these engineering points were the

only ones considered by the architect, the result in

some cases would be very uneconomical. The en-

gineering structure may be considered either a plain

mass or a skeleton framework devoid of architectural

embellishments. The architectural structure is the

engineering structure made more presentable by the

addition of fittings and embellishments. Economy on
the engineering side is purely structural and in a build-

ing it is attained or partly attained by keeping the

floor slabs thin, by a free use of beams or columns and
keeping the beams thin and deep, also by graduating
the columns in size according to their different loads.

Architectural Features

This from an architect's point of view might turn out

very uneconomical as it might involve so much addi-

tional finishing in the way of cornices and other

details, also extra expense to secure efficient light and
ventilation than would be the ca.se if thicker slabs with

fewer and more shallow beams were used. Therefore,

if we wish to design economical structures, there are

many factors to consider.—the most important of these,

however, are the ones which influence all structures

and should be considered by both the architect and
the engineer where these are both concerned. They
are: (1) The ratio of breadth to depth of beams. (2)

The percentage of reinforcement. (3) The general

arrangement of layout of beams and columns. In re-

gard to the first factor, the most economical section

for rectangular beams is when the breadth is about 1-3

the depth but this gives a deeper beam than is desir-

able for most purposes. To have less depth means an

increase of width which is placing the concrete in a

le.ss effective position. Consequently, a larger section

would be required. The increase in volume and cost,

however, is not great until the width exceeds 0.6 of

the depth which is a good proportion for general pur-

poses and is the one largely adopted. The deptli of a

beam with double reinforcement is less than would be

required for a beam with single reinforcement. The
second set of reinforcement is added to assist the con-

crete in taking the compression owinf^ to the depth be-
ing insufficient to provide enough concrete for the
purpose, but compression reinforcement is always very
lightly stressed, seldom to more than 7,500 lb. per sq.

inch, which is due to the fact that it cannot be stressed
more than m. times, the stress in the concrete sur-

rounding it where m. equals the ratio the modulii of
elasticity of the concrete and steel. Consequently, a
comparatively large proportion of steel is required to

make gtxid for a small decrease in the beams depth.
Heams with double reinforcement are very rarely as
economical as beams with single reinforcement. Their
co.st will vary with the ratio of breadth to depth, the
percentage of steel and the ratio of top reinforcement
to bottom reinforcement.

Percentage of Reinforcement

In regard to the second factor, i.e.. the percentage
of reinforcement. Attention to this is of the utmost
importance, great waste is often occasioned through
an excess of .steel being used. There is certain per-
centage that will give the most economic section, it is

that which is such as to allow both the steel and con-
crete to be stressed to their allowable limits at the
same time. For instance : if the allowable stress for
the steel is 16,000 lb. and for the concrete 600 lb..

which are the usual values, the concrete and steel

should be so proportioned as to allow these stresses
to exist when the structure is fully loaded, we then
get the full value out of each material. If one of these
materials is understressed. it means there is an excess
of that material and consequently a waste. \ow for
different classes of concretes there will be different per-
centages of steel required to give this result. The
difference will depend on the difference in the strength
and on the ratio of the modulii of ela.sticity of the con-
crete and steel. For hard stone, granite or gravel
concrete the modular ratio equals 15 and the economic
percentage of steel for the above stresses equals 0.675.
For broken brick or limestone concrete the modular
ratio is 18. For cinder concrete it is 30. Xow from
this it follows that in a beam, floor, retaining wall, or
any part of a structure under a bending stress and
built of hard stone concrete, the sectional area of the
steel for single reinforcement should be 0.675 per cent.
of the sectional area of the concrete. If there is more
than this it will not be fully .stressed, therefore, th-
excess is waste. If there is less than 0.675 per cent,
the concrete cannt)t be fully stressed unless the steel
is overstressed. The reason for this is as follows: In
any member of a structure under a bending stress the
total tension equals the total compression and the ten-
sion at any distance from the neutral axis is equal to
the compression at the .<;ame distance the other side of
the axis, also the stress in the steel at anv point is

equal to the stress in the concrete at the same point o.-

at the same distance from the axis multiplied bv the
ratio of the modulii of elasticity. Therefore, if this
ratio is 15, the stress in the steel is 15 times as much
as the stress in the concrete immediately surrounding
it, and it cannot be stressed more under any considera-
tion, unless the stress in the concrete is increased.

Position of Axis

This also, is why the compressive reinforcement in

doubly reinforced beams is always so much under-
stres.sed. Now if the axis is at the half depth, the
stress in the steel will be 15 times the maximum stress
in the concrete, which is little more than half its

allowable limit. Therefore, as the steel takes all the
tension, much more steel is required than if it could be
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Iiig-her stressed, but to be so it must be further from the

axis. The exact distance will depend upon the ratio

of elasticity and the allowable unit stresses. The
higher the steel is stressed, the less will there be re-

quired to take the whole of the stress with the same
quantity of concrete, and the further will the steel be
from the axis. From this it is evident that when the

steel and concrete are fully stressed the neutral axis

must be somewhere above the half depth and it ap-

proaches the compression surface as the stress in the

steel increases. Therefore, the position of the axis

varies according to the value of the ratio of elasticity

and the proportion of steel to concrete, and as the area

of steel and concrete depends upon the intensity of

stress, we may say that the axis varies according to the

value of the modular ratio and the proportion of area

of steel to area of concrete. Also, the maximum stress

in the concrete is to the stress in the steel as the

distance of the axis from the compression surface is to

distance of the axis from the steel. > Thus, referring to

Fig. 1. c:t :: n.: (d-n) m. Where c = the compression

at top of beam, and t = tension in the steel ; m = the

1

1
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Honors for Canadian Engineers

A keen appreciation is shown of some of our best Can-

adian types in the engineering and contracting field in con-

ferrinji new year's honors on such men as Collingwood

Schreibcr, William DufF Reid, John Kennedy and Sir Thomas
Shaughnessy.

Sir John Kennedy, consulting engineer of the Montreal

Ifarhor Board, conies of a family which for many genera-

tions has been connected with engineering in one form or

anotlier. He is a son of the late Mr. William Kennedy,

founder of the firm of William Kennedy and Sons, Limited,

Owen Sound. He was born in Spencerville, Ont., in 18:?8,

and educated at Ottawa, and later in McGill University. As
early as 187.') he was appointed to the position of chief engi-

neer of the Montreal Harbor Commission, and has had charge

of several large works such as rebuilding the Montreal harbor

wharves, the deepening of the ship canal between Montreal

and Quebec, the entire remodelling of the Montreal harbor

and important Government works for the improvement of

the deep water terminus of the Intercolonial Railway at Hali-

fax, recently completed. He has also been connected, either

as constructing or consulting engineer, with a numl)er of

Canadian power projects, including Niagara Falls, Chaudicrc

Falls, the power plant at Kenora, the Beauharnois plant and

a number of others. Sir John was one of the founders of

the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, is past president

and an honorary member. He has also served on the board

of directors of the American Society of Civil Engineers and

on the council of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Since

1907 he has withdrawn more or less from active construc-

Baron Shaughnessy.

tional work, but has been retained by the Harbor Commis-

sioners in a consultant capacity, which position he still holds.

Sir William DulT Reid is a son of Sir Robert Gillespie

Reid, and since his father's death, in 1908, has presided over

the destinies of the Reid-Newfoundland Company. He was

born in Australia in 1867, but came to Canada in 1871 and

settled near Gait, where his early education was obtained.

His first piece of construction work was about eight miles

on the .Mgoma branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Later

he had charge of the constructjon of a branch of the Inter-

colonial in Cape Breton. Since 1890 he has confined his

attention to the business which bears his name, one of the

most considerable in extent on this continent. The opera-

tions of the Reid-Newfoundland Company on the island of

Newfoundland comprise a railway some 600 miles long, an

(.xlon.sivc telegraph system, a fleet of steamships and large

power developments and manufacluriug interest*, all oper-

ated under the name of the Reid-Newfoundland Company.
of which .Sir John is president and general manager.

Sir C'ollingwood Schreibcr, as far back a* 18*3, was di-

visional engineer of the Nova Scotia Government on the

Pictou Railway. In 1867 he became associated with the In-

tercolonial Railway, and in 1873 was appointed chief engineer

and general manager of these roads. In 1880 he succeeded

Sir Sandford Fleming as chief engineer of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, and in 1892 was appointed chief

engineer of the Department of Railways and Canals, with

Sir John Kennedy.

the additional office of Deputy-Minister of Railways and
Canals. In 190.5 he was appointed chief general consulting

engineer of the Dominion Government and chief engineer
of the western division of the National Transcontinental
Railway.

Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, who now becomes a Baron, has
been connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway since 18SI,

when he was appointed purchasing agent of the company.
Ten years later he was appointed vice-president. In another
eight years, that is, in 18U9, he succeeded Sir William \an
Home as president. The history of Baron Shaughnessy is

largely the history of the Canadian Pacific Railway, generally
recognized as the best managed steam road on the continent
of America. He was born in Milwaukee in 1853. Of all the
New Year's honors none resulted from higher merit—none
will be received with greater approved by the citizens of the
Dominion of Canada.

Some Good Contracts

Cloisonne and Art Glass, Limited, manufacturers of art
glass, electrical goods, and ornamental iron work. Berlin.
have recently received some contracts, including the fol-

lowing:

—

Drumbo—leaded glass, wiring, and electrical fixtures
for the new Presbyterian Church.

Preston—wiring and electrical fixtures in the Lutheran
Church.

Petersburg—leaded glass in the new Lutheran Chnrch.
Berlin—leaded glass windows in the addition to the

Zion Evangelical Church, and glass and sky-light prism for
the new Economical Building.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

Sir Robert Borden's New Year's message to the Empire

carries with it the hearty endorsement of every Canadian

worthy of the name. There may be differences of opinion

as to whether the Dominion can raise half a million troops

without resorting to conscription, but all are of one mind as

regards her intention to try. Everybody is agreed that the

war is as much our war as it is the Mother Country's; that

our freedom is involved just as hers is. After more than

a year of fighting Canadians realize how big is the task that

has been undertaken. They also realize that the magnitude

of that' task proves more than ever how great was our

danger. Sir Robert Borden has voiced our unalterable de-

termination to pursue the war to a victorious finish whether

it takes half a million or a whole million of our sons and

the last dollar that we as Canadians can raise or borrow.

* * *

According to the Canadian Patriotic Fund, several firms

engaged in the manufacture of munitions have decided to

devote a percentage of their profits to the fund for soldiers'

families. And while it may be wrong to look a gift horse

in the mouth, it is always well to have an eye out lest the

animal have a kick in his left hind leg. This unlooked-for

liberality comes on the top of, and perhaps in answer to, i

suggestion that war profits be taxed. If this suggestion

is acted upon the Government and not the contractor will

have the dividing of the profits and the fixing of the share

the contractor is to retain. While I believe that individual

contractors might act with even unseemly generosity the

fact remains that most of the contractors are corporations.

Arid it has yet to be proved that corporations have souls.

Then, again, you know certain stocks have been sold be-

cause of the dividends the profits assured. Might not an

occasional contractor argue that his first duty was to the

widows and orphans who had invested in his stock? Taking

it by and all, the matter can be viewed from too many dif-

ferent standpoints, and as the result must do the greatest

good to the greatest number an independent tribunal must

work out that result. That tribunal must also be in pos-

session of all the facts concerning all contracts. So we
arrive as usual at the absolute necessity for an investigation

of the Shell Committee.
* * *

The report of Sir Alexander Bertram's resignation ap-

pears to have been grossly exaggerated. Still there are

those who believe that the noble knight will never find his

health sufficiently restored to permit of his return to his

arduous duties. He has issued two valedictories and re-

ceived one title. He has explained his position to Sir Sam
Hughes and the Toronto Globe. He has not laid down the

burdens and cares of office, but he has gone out from among
us carrying them with him. It is to be hoped, however,

that he will be sufficiently recovered to attend the investiga-

tion into the aflfairs of the Shell Committee which the pre-

sent session of Parliament can hardly fail to provide.

* * *

Of the $13,000,000 advanced by the Government to west-

ern grain growers last spring it is claimed not $1,000,000

has been repaid, and according to the Winnipeg Telegram

the farmers are evading payment in the hope that the debt

will eventually be cancelled. This, coming on top of the

.greatest crop in the history of the West, is not encouraging.

When the farmer was in need the Government went to his

aid; now the Government is in need—of every dollar it can

raise or borrow for the purpose of carrying on the war

—

;\nd the farmer refuses to do his duty. Truly the farmer

does not appear in a patriotic or grateful light. Of course

the government is secured, but out of a ripe experience the

farmer probably figures that a close election might induce a

certain leniency. Then again there are stories that shell

manufacturers are making enough out of their shell con-

tracts to be able to scrap their plants when the war is over.

Does the farmer argue that a Government that buys plants

for contractors should also buy seed for farmers? Maybe
so. Still, a cry for "free wheat" comes with very poor

grace from men who in the hour of need got financial aid

from the Government and now in time of their plenty

try to evade payment of the money received. And yet if a

' Government will play practical politics with its people it is

not surprising if said people occasionally give the Govern-

ment a dose of its own medicine.

* * *

Brigadier-General—pardon me, Sir Alexander—Bertram
is off to summer lands in search, we are told, of new health,

and hurtling through the air in his direction goes a title.

And surely no man ever tried so hard to earn the Govern-

ment gratitude the title implies. Sir Alexander has loaded

all the cares, crimes and virtues of the Shell Committee or.

his shoulders and tried to take them south with him. And
the Government cares not where they go so long as they arc

out of sight and have any kind of a chance of being out of

mind. But the public refuses to forget some things—and
the Shell Committee is one of them. The public wants to

know all about it, and is clamoring for an investigation so

insistently and audibly that the Conservative press are hear-

ing it even above the calls of party loyalty. That old-

time Conservative organ the Hamilton Spectator is one of

the latest to climb the fence and voice the sentiments of its

subscribers. The Spectator hasn,'t made any half-way jump
like the Ottawa Journal. It places the responsibility where
it belongs—on the shoulders of the government. In an

editorial dealing with the Shell Committee the Spectator

says

:

"I'pon the Dominion Government rests the duty of set-

ting on foot a most thorough and rigid investigation of its

operations from beginning to end, and we cannot doubt that

the ordaining of such an investigation will be regarded as

one of the first tasks of Parliament at its approaching ses-

sion."

How many more prominent Conservative journals will

have to speak before Sir Robert Borden realizes that the

machine oilers by whom he is surrounded do not voice tlie

sentiments of the people?

* * *

When somebody blundered at Ottawa and the patriotic

public was led to believe that our boys needed machine
guns, the Montreal Star was one of the first to appeal for

funds for the good cause. You'll remember the money
came with a rush. Then one sad day it was announced that

the machine guns were not needed, or could not be bought
—or something. Since that time the Star has been busy
refunding money to all applying subscribers. At the close of

the year it was obliged to confess that there was still $8,000

in the bank, all ready for some one to prove property and
take the animal away. By the way what has happened to

the money the Government received for this purpose?

* * *

Is Canada to receive no more shell contracts? This idea

prevails in certain quarters. Still it was only the other
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(lay that Lloyd George was appealing to the patriotism of

Glasgow workmen. And that appeal surely carried a con-

viction that the Empire needs all the munitions her factories

can make. Does it all mean that so far as munitions and

munition contractors go Canada is not looked on as part

of the Empire but rather as a neutral country? Are our con-

tractors put in the "cold business" class occupied largely by

our Yankee cousins? Has Britain refused to forget that

when men cried from the trenches for shells the Canadian

manufacturer came forward with a dollar's worth of shell

in one hand while the other hand was held out for $5.00?

Are we to give our sons to the Empire by the half-million

and yet to have a cold, hard, commercial rating that belies

our loyalty? Is Canada as a whole to suffer that a few may

become rich? These are questions we are not to ask. The

answers might harm some of our alleged leaders. And we

must be loyal to our leaders rather than to the Empire and

the freedom the continuance of that Empire assures us.

We are informed from Ottawa that the work of the

Davidson investigating commission is almost finished. To

criticize that work would probably be considered contempt

of court and I would hate to be the only one to receive

punishTnent at its hands. But I fain would ask a question

or two. Surely one may venture that far. And my first

query would naturally be: "In the Hopkins investigation was

it Mr. Hopkins or Mr. Acton who was being investigated?"

.\nd following this would it be unwise or unkindly to ask why

Mr. Hopkins was not called to the stand? Mr. Hopkins'

home is in Toronto, but he is taking most of his meals at

the Biltmore Hotel in New York City. I believe he

prefers the New York climate and if he does spend

an occasional Sunday in Toronto it is because his

family still resides in the Queen City. Of course he

might have gone to Ottawa as a witness but those attorneys

have a way of talking to mere witnesses that does not make

their position in the box an attractive one. Still I believe

that Mr. Hopkins could have been persuaded to take the

stand. And a lot of people would have read his testimony

whether it was interesting or not.

Henry Ford has returned to the continent and country

of which he so proudly forms so large a part. He ha;,

learned that while a little thing may start a war it is a man's

job to stop it. It has perhaps dawned upon him that he is

not that kind of a man.

* *

And now it is claimed that the Allies are placing orders

in the dominions for forty million dollars worth of lumber.

Tremendous quantities of it are being destroyed on all

fronts every day. Norway and Sweden are being swept

clean and the Allies now have to go further afield for their

supplies. Add to this the amount necessary to rebuild the

various war zones and you'll be prepared to admit that the

man who has a timber limit is almost as well oflf as he who

rejoices in a shell contract.

* *

Sir Sam Hughes, General Logic and others are con-

fident that half a million men can be recruited in Canada.

Hut when you stop to consider that statisticians figure that

only ten per cent, of a country's population are available

for .service you have a doubt. Placing Canada's population

at eight millions you would have 800,000 as her total available

population for military purposes. It would be optimistic

to say the least to expect five out of every eight of those

to come out voluntarily and enlist. Still Sir Sam says it

can be done. And if you're from Ottawa you know that

what Sir Sam says goes.

There have been several addition* to the »elcct circle of

t anada's aristocracy during the 1a»t week or two. I haven't

the slightest objection to oflfer but what with honorary

colonels, honorary generals, knights, baron*, etc., the tjpper

tiers of this young country are becoming a bit crowded.

That chap who said there was plenty of room at the top

evidently lived before the present war got in its deadly work.

• • •

Toronto Saturday Night has rushed to the defence of

the Shell (,'ommittee even while Conservative organs are

tumbling over each other to show their independence by

demanding an investigation. As a defender of the defence-

less the Toronto society paper is in a class by itielf. It

has long been noted for its tenderness of heart and its dis-

interested kindness to any and all whose sufferings were

called to its notice. The present instance is no case of

contracted kindness.
• • •

By the way, where is that amiable young Canadian

patriot Hon. W. L. MacKenzie King these trying war time*?

Is he helping John D. Rockefeller to spend his millions, or

is he telling his countrymen to go to war and fight for the

county he is so fond of representing? Not so very long

ago Mr. King was issuing warnings to the proletariat of

Waterloo County that are strangely at variance with the

speeches he delivers at patriotic meetings. You'll remember

how on one historic occasion he solemnly declared:

".\re the people of this country going to place at the

head of affairs a man who takes such a position as

Borden was in over a year ago, when he was prepared t"

take from the treasury of the country, and would have taken

it had he been at the head of the Government, enough money
to build two Dreadnoughts, to send that money to England,

telling them to sink it in warships? The amount of money

h( was prepared to send there to take out of the treasury

to build warships to fight Germany is more than is being

spent for the whole service which the Liberal Government is

constructing, and which, when built, will remain around our

own shores as a protection, and not as jingoes might want

to use it."

* * «

"Three million dollars is the value of Manitoba Agricul-

tural College buildings as they stand, including the site and

furnishings, according to an official report made to the (lov-

trnment by the Canadian Appraisal Company of Montreal.

appointed some time ago to make a valuation of the Pro-

vincial buildings. The Agricultural College cost the Prov-

ince approximately four million, it was stated in Govern-

ment circles. Where did the other million dollars go?"

Let me see, was not the Hon. Bob Rogers then Min-

ister of Public Works?
SEARCHLIGHT

Personal

Mr. C. E. Tisdall is the new Minister of Public Works
of the province of British Columbia.

Mr. Arthur Reid, Commissioner of Public Utilities for

the city of Lethbridge. Alta.. has resigned. He is succeeded

by Mr. Freeman.

R. J. McClelland, city engineer of Kingston, who applied

for and was granted a commission as captain in the 146tli

overseas battalion, will be unable to go to the front on

account of being pronounced physically unfit.

Sergeant A. Grant MacDonald. of the ISSth Battalion.

formerly Assistant Superintendent of Construction with The

Schultz Brothers Company. Limited, of Brantford. Ont.. has

been transferred to the Canadian .\viation Corps with the

rank of Flight Lieutenant. Lieut. MacDonald's departure
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was made the occasion of the presentation by his firm of a

handsome portmanteau.

Mr. P. A. McDonald, Winnipeg, has been appointed

Public Utilities Commissioner for Manitoba, succeeding H.

A. Robson, who resigned some weeks ago.

Mr. G. W. Caye has been appointed purchasing agent

of the Grand Trunk Railway System, with headquarters at

Montreal, succeeding J. G. Guess, resigned.

Mr. G. S. Michel, formerly assistant director of Public

Works of the Province of Quebec, has been appointed engi-

neer and director of public works, succeeding E. Charest,

retired.

Mr. F. B. McFarren, until recently general manager of

the Interprovincial Brick Company of Canada, Limited, has

received an appointment as Lieutenant with the 83rd Bat-

talion, C. E. F. Mr. E. G. Glen has been appointed acting

manager durin.y his absence.

Obituary

Mr. D. Sauve, of Hull, Que., for the last eighteen years

employed by the Hull corporation as foreman of works, died

last week. Mr. Sauve was well known in Hull, where he

had lived the greater part of his life.

Mr. George I. Ainsworth, of Orillia, Ont., died at Guelph

recently while on a business trip. He represented the R.

A. Lister Company, manufacturers of gasoline engines, Tor-

onto. He travelled over a wide area for them, and was

looked upon as an expert in his line.

Mr. W. H. Mitchell, a well-known citizen of Calgary,

died recently after a six-weeks' illness. He was a civil

engineer, and was engaged in the contracting business for

many years. Recently he had been engaged in work for

the C. P. R. He was born at Truro, N. S., and lived in

Kingston, Ont., for many years, moving to Calgary about

nine years ago. A widow and three sons survive him. A
fourth son, Robert, fell in the battle of St. Julien last April.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The Panama Canal has cost the United States

$357,436,048. Of this amount $14,689,873 has been devoted

to fortifications.

Jas. Worswick Company, Limited, contractors, of Win-
nipeg, Man., have changed the style of the firm to that of

Jas. Worswick, Limited.

There was a decrease of $10,542,399 in the value of build-

ing permits issued by the city architect of Toronto during

1915 as compared with 1914.

On December 30th the engineering departments of the

.city of Saskatoon held their annual banquet at the King
George Hotel. Representatives of all the mechanical de-

partments of the city were present, and an enjoyable evening

was spent.

The Montreal Council will spend $12,940 on the con-

struction of a purifying pit at the mouth of the Notre Dame
de Grace sewer. Controller Cote states that the city must
soon be prepared to purify all its sewage before emptying it

into the rivers.

Building permits issued by the city of Quebec during

1915 totalled 1444, and amounted in value to $2,578,042. The
number of permits issued last year was more than double that

of 1914, but the value of the preceding year was greater, the

total cost of the new buildings erected in 1914 having been

$3,759,573.00.

Judge E. H. Gary, Chairman of the Board of Directors

of the United States Steel Corporation, says that the present

rate of production of steel ingots in the United States i.s

about 41,000,000 tons per annum. The previous best record

was 35.000,000 tons in 1913.

Mr. Ernest Drinkwater has been reappointed engineer

for the corporation of St. Lambert, P. Q. Mr. Drinkwater

was originally engaged for three years as town engineer,

and as the term expired recently, it was necessary for the

Council to make a further appointment.

The Western Machinery Company, Limited, has been

formed at Port Arthur, Ont., with a capital of forty thousand

dollars, to manufacture machinery, boilers, iron and steel,

etc. The provisional directors are R. B. Roberts, P. D.

Munroe, A. McPherson, W. F. Langworthy, and L. Mc-
Comber.

Building figures of Windsor, Ont., for December show an

increase in value of $82,730, compared with the corresponding

month in 1914, the total being $127,000. Figures for the

whole of 1915 show building operations decreased to the

extent of $475,548, as compared with 1914, when the total

value was $1,121,413.

A statement of building permits for the town of Wel-
land, just issued by Mr. D. T. Black, town engineer, shows
a total for the year of $191,232 as against $337,918 in 1914.

The month of December, 1915, with $19,635, showed a marked
increase over the same month in 1914, when permits

amounted to only $2,250.

The Chatham, Ont., branch of the Builders' Exchange
met recently to do honor to two of their members, Mr.

.A.rthur Back and Mr. W. Boa, who have enlisted with a

Hamilton regiment. There was a large attendance, and a

splendid banquet was served, after which Messrs. Back and
Boa were presented with wrist watches.

The report of the building inspector, Mr. S. M. Jarrett.

of Vancouver, B. C, for December, 1915, shows that the

total value of permits granted for the month was $27,180 as

compared with $39,765 in the same period in 1914. The
value of building permits for the twelve months of 1915 was
$1,593,279 as against $4,484,476 for the previous year.

Tlic Consolidated Steel Company. Limited. Toronto,

have obtained a charter. Their capital is one hundred
thousand dollars, and they will carry on the business of iron

founders, mechanical engineers, manufacturers of machinery,

builder.';, electrical engineers, etc. The provisional directors

include William H. Beatty, F. A. Hammond, and C. B.

McClurg—all of Toronto.

The contractors who aided in the work of building the

new Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C, were entertained

on December 28 at a banquet given by Messrs. Skene &
Christie, The menu was a unique creation. It was "done"

in blue print and contained "specifications" of the banquet,

listing the eatables as "primings," "foundations," "sub-base-

ment," "basements," "ground floor," "Mezzanine," "typical,"

"roof garden," etc.

A report of building statistics for the city of Montreal

for the past year just issued by Mr. Alcide Chausse, archi-

tect and superintendent of buildings for the city, indicates

that the total value of 2,081 permits for 1915 was $8,511,221

as against a value of $17,394,244 for 3,629 permits in 1914.

For the month of December alone, 1915, 104 permits repre-

sented a value of $2,044,425 as against $361,135 for 144 per-

mits in 1914, indicating increased activity in the larger type

of building construction work.

Application will be made to the Quebec Legislature by

the Vercheres, Chambly and Laprairie Tramways Company
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lo construct an electric railway on the south shore of the

St. Lawrence, with the right to enter Montreal. It is pro-

posed to conduct operations between Saint Roch and Cha-
leauguay, and from Laprairie to Chambly, with loop lines

and connection branches to other places in the counties of

Chateauguay, Laprairie, Chambly, Vercheres and Richelieu,

and across the St. Lawrence River to Montreal.

Seattle, Wash., is to have what its builders declare will

be the largest and finest salt-water natatoriuni in America.
Plans have been completed and contracts let, and May l.l set

as the definite day of opening. The building, of steel and
glass, and architecturally one of the most distinctive in the

West, will occupy a site fronting 180 feet on Second Avenue
nnd 108 feet on Lenora Street. The natatorium will repre-

sent an investment of $800,000, exclusive of the site, which is

under a long-time lease from Mr. Charles D. Stimson.

A large delegation composed of representatives of all the

parishes between Levis and Rimouski, recently waited on

the Hon. J. A. Tessier, Minister of Roads for the province

of Quebec, asking that a modern highway be constructed

from Levis to Fraserville and Rimouski. It was pointed

nut by the various speakers that the construction of such a

highway would not be difficult, as there was already a good
roadbed over the greater part of the way. The advantages

of such a highway, following the course of the river, for

tourist travel and for the development of agriculture would
1)6 immense. The Minister promised to confer with his col-

leagues on the matter.

The official statement of the Montreal city public works
department, under Mr, Paul E. Mercier, chief engineer, shows
a considerable reduction in the proposed expenditure for the

current year. The total is $l,646,l.'i7, including $413,47,'; yet

to be voted for the roads department, outside, against $1.-

867,505 last year and $2,715,072 in 1914. Considerable

economics arc estimated in practically all the departments,

the engineers' office being put down at $24,450 instead of

$30,150. There is a cut of .$31,150 in the estimated cost of

repairing roads, the total being $196,170; the city has now
196.17 miles of paved roads, an increase of 40 miles, but in

spite of this, less money will be available for repairs.

The Court of Appeals of the Dominion of Canada have

awarded Messrs. J. A. Mcllwee & Sons, the firm of Denver
engineers who drove the .five-mile railroad tunnel through

Ibe Selkirk Mountains, a verdict of $800,000 against the Can-

adian Pacific Railroad Company. For certain reasons the

company cancelled the contract. The engineers sued in the

British Columbia Supreme Court for breach of contract and

for the bonuses then due. They were awarded $527,000.

'Ihe Canadian Pacific then appealed the decision, but the

Court of Appeals not only upheld the award in favor of

Mcllwee & Sons, but increased it to $800,000. The Canadian

Pacific have now appealed that award to the British Privy

Council.

Mr. John Hartnett, of Toronto, has completed the work
nf installing the water-works system in Hespeler, Ont. The
reservoir has a capacity of two hundred thousand gallons.

It is fed from two artesian wells, with apparently an abund-

ant supply of water. The capacity of the stanrlpipe is one

hundred thousand gallons, and it gives a working capacity

of from twenty to one hundred p^iunds pressure. The town

system has just been connected with the R. l-'orbes Com-
pany's system. In case of a big fire the Forbes Company's
pumps would be able to give three thousand gallons a

minute into the town's mains. The town pUmps could give

eight hundred gallons a minute, making this a duplicate sys-

tem if so required.

Every effort to unravel the mystery surrounding the dis-

appearance from the city of Calgary's vaults of the docu-

ments in connection with the proposed new threc-miilion-

dollar Elbow River water- .vorks scheme has been unavail-

ing. The maps, records, etc.. represent $10,000 worth of

work, and would cost approximately that sum to replace

should the city ever decide to go on with the work, and their

loss is a serious embarrassment to the city. The missing
records vanished from the big safe in the engineer's office

some time in May last. The fact was kept a close secret

for months in the hope that some clue would be found that

would lead to the recovery of the documents and the ap-

prehension of the thief.

Mr. H. P. Borden, assistant to the chief engineer for the

Quebec Bridge, says that if the programme of work as out-

lined is carried out it will be possible to run trains across

the bridge at the close of next season. By October the

great suspended span, which is 640 feet long, and weighs 0,000

tons, will be floated to its place. This great undertakint;

was begun nearly eight years ago by a private firm. Sub-
sequently the bonds of the company were guaranteed by the

then Government. During its first construction the bridge
gave way, and some 95 people lost their lives. The Quebec
Bridge was one of the legacies inherited by the present Gov-
rnment. When finished it will have cost some seventeen
million dollars. It was at first calculated that the bridge
could be built for six million.

France, with all her troubles of the last year and a half.

has been able to develop one new industry not connected
with war munitions. The French are now said to be turn-

ing out excellent cement from a by-product in the process of

making beet sugar. From 70,000 tons of beets treated, more
than 3,000 tons of cement, equal in quality to the best Port-
land, is obtainable, purely as a by-product. The scum
which forms when the beets are boiled, and which hitherto

has been thrown away, is pumped info large tanks, where it i«

allowed to dry partially. Finely divided clay is mixed with
it, and the mixture is thoroughly amalgamated by beaters
for an hour and then burned in a rotary kiln, just about as
Portland cement is treated. The clinker is removed and
pulverized into cement. The best scum, formerly a waste
product, was found to contain large quantities of carbonate
of lime and water. Four thousand tons of this carbonate
is obtained from 70,000 tons of beets. To this is added 1,100

tons of clay, the resulting product being 3,168 tons of ex-
cellent cement.

Quantity Surveying
One is just a bit surprised to know that St. Louis

is going to give the quantity surveyor idea a trial ; it

is not a trial, by the way; they have adopted the idea.
The civil engineers of that city are responsible for it.

Following a campaign by civil engineers, through their
organization, the city assembly passed an ordinance
authorizing the mayor, with the approval of the coun-
cil, to appoint quantity surveyors. The number is not
limited. The appointees must be skilled in building
construction or estimating. They must give bonds in
$10,000. Patrons of quantity surveyors, who sustain
loss by reason of their negligence, incompetence or
misconduct can sue on the bond any time in five years.
The charges authorized are the fees agreed upon be-
tween surveyor and clients, until a list of fees can be
prepared by the Engineers' Club, St. Louis Chapter,
A.LA., and the Building Industries .-Kssociation. Sup-
plementing the ordinance of St. Louis a state law is
being prepared requiring a detailed quantity list with
every architectural and engineering plant.-^Architect
& Engineer.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, Engineers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Amherstburg, Ont.
C. H. Leslie is considering the purchase

of a quantity of 4-inch and 5-inch drain

tiles for work to be done in the spring.

Cornwall, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the construction of a waterworks sys-

tem at a cost of about $25,000. In con-

nection with this, the Town Council will

require one steam pump, two boilers, tur-

bine, water pump, and a quantity of 6-

inch and 8-inch cast iron pipe. Clerk,

J. G. Harktiess.

Kingsville, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

construction of a sewage system next
summer. Clerk, George Pearse.

Meaford, Ont.
The by-law authorizing the expenditure

of $4,000 on extensions to the waterniains

has been carried. Work will start in the

spring. About 2,000 feet of 4-inch pipe

and 40 house connections will be re-

quired. Town Clerk, G. J. Albery.

Ottawa, Ont.
The by-law providing for the construc-

tion of a driveway along the Rideau River

has been carried. City Engineer, F. C.

Askwith.

Sarnia, Ont.
The by-law to authorize the extension

of the watermain system has been car-

ried. Approximate cost, $12,000. City

Engineer, John A. Baird.

Whitney Township. Ont.
The Provincial Road Commissioner.

J. F. Whitson, Toronto, has decided to

remetal the road between South Porcu-
pine and Timmins. Work will start in

the spring. Estimated cost, $50,000.

Railroads, and Bridges Wharves

Berlin, Ont.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company.

Montreal, have been empowered to con-
struct two railway spurs on part of Lot
16, occupied by the Berlin Light Com-
missioners and L. B. McBride & Com-
pany, Limited.

Erin, Ont.
Permission has been granted to the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
Montreal, for the construction of an ex-

tension to an industrial siding for the

Rocsand Company, Limited, at mileage
4.10, Elora Sub-division.

London, Ont.
The City Council are considering the

erection of a cement bridge over the
Thames River at Richmond Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $40,000. Engineer, H. A.
Brazier.

Ontario Province
The Toronto-London Hydro Electric

Railway By-law has been carried in the
following places : — Toronto, London,
Guelph, Berlin, Stratford, Mimico, New
Toronto, Waterloo, St. Marys, Milton,
Port Credit, New Hamburg, and the
townships of London, Trafalgar, Wilmot,
Downie, Nassagaweya, Guelph, North
Easthope, Biddulph, Esquesing.

Quebec Province
The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-

pany, Montreal, have been authorized to

construct sidings for the following:

—

Frank Davis, mileage 14.5, St. Gabriel
Sub-division; City of Outremont; French
Government Remount Depot, mileage
156.9, Quebec Sub-division; Dominion
Cartridge Comoanv, Limited, mileage 1.9,

Staynerville Branch.

Toronto North, Ont.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-

pany, Montreal, have been empowered
to construct an industrial siding for the
Corrugated Paper Company. Limited,
North Toronto.

Toronto West, Ont.
The Board of Railway Commissioners

have authorized the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company to build an industrial
siding for R. G. Dryden, West Toronto.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Athabasca, Alta.
Tenders on the erection of a frame

school will be received until noon. Janu-
ary 14th, by George Watt, Athabasca,
Secretary to School District No. 3044.

Plans and specifications with Secretary.

Carleton Place, Ont.
The by-law to authorize the erection

of a school at the approximate cost of
$:!5,000 was defeated.

Euphemia Township, Ont.
The Township Council contemplate

submitting a by-law to authorize the
construction of a public hall in the Po-
lice Village of Florence. Clerk, D. M.
Smith, Cairo. Ont. Estimated cost.

$3,000.

Fredericton, N.B.
The Public School Board are liaving

plans prepared for an addition to the
Charlotte Street School. Architect, G.
E. Fairweather, 84 Germain Street, St.

John.

Gait, Ont.
.A. by-law has been carried to pro-

vide for the raising of $50,000 for the
erection of a school in the North Side
District. City Clerk, Joseph McCartney.

Howick, Que.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the School Board. Secretary,
D. R. Hay. Estimated cost, $3,000.

IngersoU, Ont.
The by-law to authorize the erection

of a school at an approximate cost of
$70,000 has been defeated. Town Clerk'
W. R. Smith.

La Prairie, Que.
The School Board contemplate the

erection of a school, estimated to cost
$3,000. Secretary, A. F. Grondiu.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Redeniptorist Fathers, Bayswater

.\venue, contemplate the erection of a
church on Spadina Avenue. Architect
not yet appointed.

Peace River Crossing, Alta.
The Trustees of School District No.

25 have been empowered to borrow
$7,500 for the erection and equipment of

a school. Treasurer, H. A. George,
I'eace River Crossing.

St. Alphonse de Thedford, Que.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the School Board. Estimated
cost, $3,000. Secretary, Achille Therrien.

St. Antoine de Bienville, Que.
Tenders on interior work at the Parish

Church will be called about March 1st.

Architect, P. Levesque. 115 St. John St..

Quebec.

St. Jerome, Que.
The School Board are considering the

erection of a school, estimated to cost

$3,000. Secretary, Charles A. Lorain.

St. John, N.B.
The project for the erection of a

school has been laid over by the Sep-
arate School Board until the spring.

Tenders will be called and material pur-
chased by the Architect, R. A. Frechet,
200 Main Street, Moncton.

St. Timothee, Que.
The erection of a school at an approxi-

mate cost of $3,000 is contemplated by
the School Board. Secretary, J. D. S.

Tremblay.

Stamford, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No.

4 are receiving tenders on the installa-

tion of a water system at the School.
.Secretary, A. B. Warren, South End,
Ont.

Stamford Township, Ont.
Plans of a school are to be prepared

immediately for the Trustees of School
Section No. 2. Secretary, James Brown,
Thorold. Estimated cost, $7,000.

Stanstead Plain, Que.
Tenders on the erection of a Registry

Office, Court House and Municipal Hall
will be received until noon, January 15th,

by the County Secretary, A. N. Thomp-
son, Stanstead Plain. Plans and speci-

fications at the Registry ofKce.

Walkerville, Ont.
A by-lav/ has been passed authorizing
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tlic fxpcnditurc of $ai,000 on the con-

struction of pavements on a number of

streets. Town Clerk, William Murray.

Weston, Ont.
The Board of School Section No. 31,

Vork, have decided to make improve-
ments to the heating, ventilating and
ilrainage systems at the School. Sec-

retary, C. H. Smilie.

Young's Valley, Alta.

Permission has been granted to the

Trustees of School District No. 2166 to

borrow $8,000 for the erection and equip-

ment of a school. Treasurer, A. E. Mar-
tin, Youngstown. Brick veneer con-
struction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hamilton, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

by the City Council for work at the

( ity Hospital:—boiler, Watrous Engine
Works Company, Brantford, $1,025; mo-
tor, Canadian Westinghouse Company,
$1,965; electrical work, CuUey & Breay,
King Street West, $6,000.

Toronto, Ont.
In connection with Epworth Method-

ist Church, now being built on Yar-
mouth Road, the contract for plumbing,
heating and wiring has been awarded to

Keiths Limited, Campl/ell Avenue, the
plastering to Hoidge & Sons. .34 Price
Street, and the painting to F. R. Fowler,
348 Christie Street.

Business Buildings and Indus-
trial Plants

Aylmer, Ont.
George Pellatt, Main Street, is con-

sidering the erection of a store. Frame
construction. Work will probably be
done by day labor.

Goderich, Ont.
K. McAllister, Bayfield Road, R. R.

No. 2, Goderich. intends to rebuild his

barn. The work will probably be done
by D. McLaren, Goderich.

Guelph, Ont.
W. A. Mahony. Telephone Building,

will shortly call for tenders on the erec-

tion of a stove factory. Site not yet

decided on.

Kincardine, Ont.
The Ontario Peoples Salt & Soda

Company, Limited, are about to construct
an addition to their plant at an approxi-
mate cost of $14,000, as the by-law to

grant them exemption from taxation has
been carried. Manager, ^ohn Tolmie.

Lindsay, Ont.
T. Ihidgson, 9 Tecumseh Street, Oril-

lia, is about to erect a chemical plant,

the by-law to grant him certain conces-
sions having been passed. .Approximate
cost, $60,000.

Listowel, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the loan of $12,000 to H. B. Morphy, F.

W. Hay, A. H. Hawkins and J. S. Gee
for the erection of a boot and shoe fac-

tory.

Milton, Ont.
T. 1). IhniK- intends to start work in

the early spring on the erection of a

store. Estimated cost, $5,000.

E, F. Earl will rebuild his shop in the

spring. Brick cunstruction. Approxi-
mate cost, $3,000.

Moncton, N.B.
The Militia Department arc about to

start work on interior alterations to the
premises of the Record Foundry Com-
pany, 31 Foundry Street. They will also

instal 10-inch sewer and 4-inch water ser-

vices. Work will be supervised by Engi-
neer John Edington.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.
George Reed has commenced the erec-

tion of an addition to the Royal George
Theatre. Frame construction, concrete
foundation.

Owen Sound, Ont.
The Owen Sound Shoe Manufacturing

Company, Limited, are about to remodel
the Pacific Hotel, as the by-law to grant

them a loan has been carried. Promoter,
W. E. Wilson.

Parry Sound, Ont
A. Logan, James Street, is rebuilding

his business block by day labor. Some
steel beams and pillars may be required.

Regina, Sask.
H. G. Smith, Limited, Bread and Sixth

Streets, propose to erect an addition to

their premises in the early spring.

Ridgeway, Ont.
Chester Johnson is building a business

block on Ridge Street by day labor. Con-
crete block construction, steel roofing.

Estimated cost, $5,000.

Sandwich, Ont.
A by-law has been carried granting tax

exemption to the Cadwell Sand & Gravel

Company, 84 Sandwich Street, Windsor.
Work will probably start shortly on the

construction of a plant for the manufac-
ture of building material, etc. Esti-

mated cost, $40,000. Particulars from
C. W. Cadwell.

Saskatoon, Sask.

H. G. Smith, Limited, Bread and Sixth

Streets, Regina, are considering the erec-

tion of a branch warehouse. Work may
start in the spring.

St. John, N.B.
Plans are being prepared for rebuild-

ing the premises of W. H. Thorne &
Company, Limited. Market Square. Ar-

chitect, F. N. Brodie, 42 Princess Street.

Estimated cost, $50,000.

Toronto, Ont.
White & Thomas. 139 Simcoe Street,

contemplate the erection of a warehouse,
estimated to cost $3,000. Tenders are

now being received by the .\rchitect, W.
Connery, Manning Chambers. Brick con-

struction, felt and gravel roofing.

Whalen, Ont.
William O'Brien is having plans pre-

pared for a reinforced concrete silo.

Morkin Bros, are considering remodel-
ling their farm buildings. Work will in-

clude cement foundations and interior

alterations.

Whitby, Ont.
' The by-law providing for certain con-
cessions to the Whitby Silk Mills Com-
pany has been carried, and the Com-
pany will now proceed with the erection

of a factory. Estimated cost, $90,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Dartmouth, N.S.
The contract for steel required in the

erection of a plant for the Willision

Steel & Foundry Company, 504 Robie
Street, Halifax, has been awarded" to the

Maritime Bridge Company, New Glas-

gow, and for engines to the Starr Manu-
facturing Company, Dartmouth, N. S.

Tenders for other trades will be called

about February 2nd.

Hamilton, Ont.
The contract for carpentry required

in the erection of an addition to a factory
on Sherman Avenue for the Canadian
Cartridge Company, 161 Oak Avenue,
has been awarded to the general con-
tractors, H. G. Christman Company.
Bank of Hamilton Building.

The Burlington Steel Company. Sher-
man Avenue, have awarded the general
contract for the erection of an addition
to their factory to the H. G. Christman
Company. Bank of Hamilton Building
Steel and brick construction, concrete
foundation. Approximate cost, $5,000.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for glazing and painting

at the Parisien Hotel, now in course of
construction for T. Bastien. 5 Beaver
Hall Square, has been awarded to Valen-
tine & Guilbault. 137 St. Maurice Street.

The following contracts have been U-t

for aheratisns to the store of the Walk
Over Shoe Shoo. 521 St. Catherine St.:

—

carpentry. D. F. Sheehy. 16 St. Cecile
Street; tile and marble work. G. R. Lock-
er Company. 143 Mansfield Street: store
fronts, H. J. St. Clair Company. Limited.
69 Yonge .\rcade. Toronto. Ont.; plate
glass. Consolidated Plate Glass Com-
pany, Limited, 30 St. Sulpice Street.

The contract for roofing required in

connection with the factory which has
been built for the Steel Company of
Canada, 1272 Notre Dame Street West,
has been let to Campbell. Gilday Com-
pany. Limited. 793 St. Paul Street W..
and the heating to Thomas O'Connell.
183 Ottawa Street.

Ottawa, Ont
Work is progressing on alterations to

the old Royal Bank Building for Dar-
wins. 81 Sparks Street. The contract for
interior work has been awarded to \
Christie & Son. Kenniston .Apartments,
the contract for flooring to the Montreal
Wood Mosaic Flooring Company. 673 St.
Catherine Street West Montreal, and
for store fronts and glass to H. J. Sf.
Clair Company, Limited. 69 Yonge .Ar-
cade, Toronto. Ont

Toronto, Ont
The general contract for alterations to

the warehouse of the William Rennie
Company. Limited. 130 .Vdelaide Street
E.. has been awarded to .Alexander &
Son. 457 Church Street, and work has
been commenced. .Approximate cost
$10,000.

Windsor, Ont.
In connection with the alterations

which are now being carried out at the
Dougal Block for Simon Meretsky. Mer-
cer Street, the contract for plastering,
painting and electrical work has been
let to the general contractors. Sculland.
Humphries Construction Company. Free
Press Building. Detroit Mich.
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Yorkton, Sask.
The Yorkton Creamery Company have

let a contract for a cold storage installa-

tion at their premises on Lauria Street
to the Linde Canadian Refrigeration
Company, 909>^ Main Street, Winnipeg.

Residences

Avonbank, Ont.
A. Ready, St. Paul's Station, will com-

mence the erection of a residence in the
spring. Pressed brick construction.

Brooklin, Ont.
W. A. Dryden is having sketch plans

prepared for a residence, estimated to

cost $5,000. Tenders may be called in

the spring. Brick construction.

Kingsville, Ont.
VVigle & Wright are considering the

rebuilding of the residence which was
recently destroyed by fire.

London, Ont.
All work required in connection with

the residences which are now being erect-

ed by the Copp Syndicate will be done
by the owners. Secretary. A. M. Hunt,
Dominion Savings Building.

Montreal, Que.
Work has been started by Owen Rol)-

erts, 112 Addington Avenue, on the erec-

tion of twelve flats on Wilson Avenue.
Brick construction, concrete foundation,

felt and gravel roofing. .\ppro.ximate

cost, $18,000.

J. A. Bray, 6375 Berri Street, is receiv-

ing tenders on all smaller trades required

in the erection of three flats on St. Denis
Street. Brick construction, concrete
foundation, felt and gravel roofing. Es-
timated cost, $7,000.

Ottawa. Ont.
A. W. Davidson, 69 Grosvenor Street,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence on Hopevvell Avenue, estimated to

cost $4,000.

St. John, N.B.
R. A. Corbett. 274 Douglas Avenue,

has commenced the erection of apart-

ments, estimated to cost $3,000. Frame
construction, concrete foundation, as-

bestos roofing.

Tillsonburg. Ont.
F., K. Wilson, Bidwell Street, is con-

sidering repairs to his residence.

Toronto, Ont.
George Edwards, 1028 St. Clair Avenue

W., has commenced the erection of a

pair of residences at 209 Lauder Ave-
nue. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction, shingle roofing. Estimated
cost, $6,000.

Work has been started by F. H. Mil-

ler, care of Miller & Sons, Lauder Ave-
nue, on the erection of two residences,

estimated to cost $5,500. Smaller trades

will be let. Brick construction, shingle

roofing.

Whalen, Ont.
Plans are being prepared by James

Kelly, Cedar Swamp Farm, for the erec-

tion of a residence. Frame and white
brick construction, stone and concrete
foundation, shingle roofing. Estimated
.cost, $3,000.

John Foster is having plans prepared
for a residence, estimated to cost about
$3,000. White brick construction, stone
and concrete foundation, shingle roofing.
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Plans are in progress for a residence
to be built for Richard Hodgins. White
brick construction, stone and concrete
foundation, shingle roofing. Approxi-
mate cost, $3,200.

Wolfville, N.S.
Clark Gormley contemplates the erec-

tion of a tenement block in the spring.
Frame and stone construction, concrete
foundation, wood roofing. Estimated
cost, $5,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Fort Erie, Ont.

E. W. Near has commenced the erec-
tion of a residence on River Road for

T. B. Ernsmere. Frame construction,
concrete foundation, shingle roofing. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,000.

Maisonneuve, Que.
In connection with the residence which

is being erected on LaSalle Avenue by
J. T. Legault, 30 St. James Street, Mont-
real, the contract for plastering has been
awarded to D. Thibault, 610 Orleans
Avenue, and the electrical work to J. A.
Gagnon, 733 Notre Dame Street.

Walkerville, Ont.
The following contract have been let

in connection with the residence now
being built on River Front for T. Mc-
Gregor, 239 Brush Street, Detroit:—car-

pentry and roofing. W. Dupuis, 147
Dougall Avenue, Windsor; painting,

Chauncey Bennett, 22 Assumption St.;

heating, Windsor Hardware Company,
71 Sandwich Street E., Windsor; plumb-
ing, Pennington & Brian, 47 Sandwich
Street W.. Windsor; electrical work. Gas
& Electric Supply Company. 20 Sand-
wich Street W., Windsor.

Windsor, Ont.
The contract for heating required in

connection with the terrace which has
been erected for Mrs. E. M. Rolph, 32
Bruce Avenue, has been awarded to

Philii) Dresch, 2 Ontario Street, Walker-
ville.

In connection with the residence erect-

ed for John Hubner, 188 Dougal Avenue,
the heating contract has been let to the
Windsor Hardware Company, 71 Sand-
wich Street E.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for J. L. Ouellette, 59
Campbell Avenue, has been awarded to
A. L. Ouellette, 110 Goyeau Street. Brick
construction, concrete foundation, shingle
roofing. Approximate cost, $4,500.
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Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Brantford, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the sale of the Gait-Paris portion of the
Brantford to Gait Municipal Railway to

the Lake Erie & Northern Railway. The
latter Company will now electrify their

road from Gait to Port Dover.

Gravenhurst, Ont.
The by-law authorizing the changes

to the street lighting system has been
carried and the work will be done un-
der the supervision of the Commission.
Town Clerk, W. H. Butterworth. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,500.

Noelville, Ont.
W. Davurt is considering the construc-

tion of a telephone line between Rutter
and Monetville.

Sarnia, Ont.
A by-law has been carried to provide

for the installation of a hydro electric
system. City Clerk, James D. Stewart.

A by-law has been carried authoriz-
ing the purchase and remodelling of the
generating plant and distributing system
of the Sarnia Gas & Electric Light Com-
pany at a cost of $120,000.

Sherbrooke, Que.
The City Clerk, E. C. Gatien, will re-

ceive tenders until noon, January 17th,
for the supply of transformers. Speci-
fications, etc., at office of the Clerk and
of the Engineer, M. A. Sammett, 301
McGill Building, Montreal.

The City Council have awarded the
contract for alterations to the power
plant to the Jenckes Machine Company,
Limited, Lansdowne Street. .'Approxi-
mate cost, $3,740.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February 1st on the supply of
a number of street cars and equipment
and a quantity of copper cable. Specifi-
cations, etc., at Room 12, Works Depart-
ment, City Hall.

The Goldie & McCulIoch Company,
Limited, Traders Bank Building, are in

the market for one direct connected gen-
erator, including engine, 25-50 volt, di-

rect current.

Wellesley, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the borrowing of $7,500 for the construc-
tion of an electric light and power dis-

tribution plant.

Fires

Caraquet, N.B.
The Sacred Heart College has been to-

tally destroyed by fire. Loss, $250,000;
insurance, $100,000.

Cassilis, N.B.
Fire has entirely destroyed the resi-

dence and outbuildings owned by Mrs.
John Menzies. Loss, about $3,000.

Clinton, Ont.
The store owned by F. H. Powell has

been destroyed by fire. Loss covered by
insurance.

Fort Frances, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the store owned by

G. A. Stephen, Scott Street. Loss is

considerable.

Kingsville, Ont.
A residence on Division Road, owner

by Wigle & Wright, has Deen destroyed
by fire.

Les Eboulements, Que.
Fire has destroyed the residence of

.Amede Bergeron. Loss covered by in-
surance.

Low Point, N.S.
The Roman Catholic Church has been

completely destroyed by fire. Loss, about
$25,000, partially covered by insurance.
Steps will be taken at once to rebuild.
Pastor, Rev. Father Mc.\ulay.

Middle Sackville, N.B.
The residence of James Mclnnis has
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been destroyed by fire. Loss, about
$3,000, partially insured.

Fire has entirely destroyed the store
owned by James Smith and occupied by
Tillman A. Cormier.

Napanee, Ont.
The residence of F. Asselstine, Isabella

.Street, has been entirely destroyed by
fire.

Quebec, Que.
The factory of tin- Rock Shoe Manu-

facturing Company, lOfi St. Helenc St.,

has been destroyed by fire. Loss, $75,000,
insurance $35,000.

Fire has done considerable damage at

the Quebec Seminary. Proctor, Rev.
Odilon (iosselin.

The residence of E. Lamontagne. Do-
maine Lairet, has been destroyed by fire.

Loss, $(),000, covered by insurance. Own-
er will probably rebuild.

Sackville, N.B.
A residence owned l)y Charles Fawcett

Company, Limited. Main Street, has
been totally destroyed by fire.

St. Jerome, Que.
The flour mill owned by Edmond

f-angevin has been destroyed by fire.

St. Joseph, Que.
Fire has destroyed the hotel belong-

ing to Thomas Cliche.

Sydney, N.B.
The hotel owned by the King George

Hotel Company has been completely
destroyed by fire. Loss, $70,000, parti-
ally covered by insurance.

Thorold, Ont.
The store and residence belonging to

C. Geracitani has been entirely destroyed
by fire. Loss, $5,000, covered by insur-
ance.

Miscellaneous

Chatham, Ont.
The by-law to provide for the expendi-

ture of .$15,000 on the purchase of fire

equipment has been defeated.

mination of compressive strength, ex-
pansion, reinforcement, permeability,
action of sea water, the hydration of ce-
ment, absort>tion, segregation, abrasion
and adhesion of cement to reinforcement.
Specimens to which varying proportions
of hydrated lime have been added up to
five years of age will be tested.

To Study Advantages of Use of Hyd-
rated Lime in Concrete

To determine if the claims that the ad-
dition of hydrated lime to concrete in-

creases its plasticity, decreases segrega-
tion and improves its waterproofing qual-
ities are justified, the U. S. Bureau of
Standards will make tests on such con-
crete. Before entering into the work an
advisory committee, composed of repre-
sentatives of the four interests involved
—the cement industry, the lime industry,
the engineer and the contractor—was
asked to participate in outlining plans
for the work. This committee, which
was selected by 1'. H. Bates and W. E.
Emley (of the Bureau of Standards),
who will have active charge of the work,
met in Pittsburgh, November 4, and of-

fered criticisms of the plan of work pre-
pared by the Federal bureau. As a re-

sult the programme was modified to

meet such criticisms insofar as was ad-
vantageous, and it is expected that the
research will be started during the pre-
sent month.
As outlined, the work is extensive in

scope. The tests wil' include: Deter-

Cover Steam Pipes to Save Coal
One reason for coal costs in the power

plant of a clay works being higher than
tliey should be, is found in insufficient
covering on steam connections. The
proper insulation of steam pipes is im-
portant. For instance, in one indastrial
establishment in a main sixty feet long,
the steam was found to contain thirty-
one per cent, of moisture. After cover-
ing the pipe with a good heat-insulating
material, this percentage was reduced
lo three and six-tenths.

.Among the best of the substances
available for this purpose are hair-felt,

slag-wood, magnesium and asbestos.
Hair-felt, while unexcelled as a non-
conductor, quickly chars unless pro-
tected from actual contact with the pip-
ing, by a wrapping of asbestos paper or
other non-burnable material. Slag-
wool, on the other hand, is fireproof.
.\ covering compound of which asbestos
fibre is the base, enjoys considerable
popularity. It has the advantage of be-
ing in convenient form to apply, and
also may be used over again. Water,
obviously, should not be allowed to
drip on the covering, as it not only
may soften it so as to cause it to drap
off, but a wet covering is a very poor re?
tainer of heat.

Tenders
Wanted

should be advertised for in the

"Tenders and For Sale De-
partment" of the Contract
Record and Engineering
Review. This paper is the

"Tender Ad." medium of

Canada and always brings

bids from the reliable con-
tractors and supply houses.

File your plans for any
work on which you are invit-

ing bids, in our offices at

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
or Vancouver.

Contract Record
and Engineering Review

Toronto Ontario

Meets National Paving
Brick Specifications

Section 23 Specifications for vitrified I>r1ck paTcncnlt and
highways o( the National Parinff Brick Auociation call
for expan>ion joints of a "prepared bituminous material that
will remain pliable at alt temperatures to which it may t>e

Mibjected as a pavinK filler." It must be "made into strips
o( suitable length, depth and thickness" and "should be laid
in the pavement as Ijie bricks arc being laid."

ELASTITE meets every requirenient in ~ir~-T tbat aw
the contractor a lot of money on every job.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE AND LITERATURE

Address Elastite Department

The Philip Carey Company
WINNIPEG TORONTO MONTREAL



Concrete Mixers

Large company in Middle States making con-

crete mixers wants selling agents for Canadian
territory. Good working arrangement and sub-

stantial assistance will be given to reliable ag-

gressive agents. Box 279, Contract Record, To-
ronto. Ont. 1-4

Quarry Machinery Wanted
Two gang saws and one planer in good working

order.
F. ROGERS & COMPANY,

lia.S Queen Street West,

1.2 Toronto, Ont.

School Tenders

Tenders for all trades in connection with the

erection of addition to St. Joseph's, St. Clare's,

and St. Anthony's Separate Schools and new
school for St. Monica's Parish, for the Separate

School Board for the City of Toronto, will be

received until 5 p.m., Wednesday, January 26,

1916, at the office of the Board, 67 Bond Street.

Tenders to be submitted on forms supplied

and to be addressed to E. F. Henderson, Chair-

man of Sites and Buildings Committee, and to

be accompanied by a marked cheque for 10 per

cent, of the amount of tender.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the Architect, Charles J. Read, Rooms
203-4 Confederation Life Building, Toronto.

52-2-3

Notice to Contractors

Tenders for

STREET CARS
Tenders will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the Chairman, Board of Con-
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon,
on Tuesday, February 1st, 1916, for the supply
and delivery of :

—

Tender
Numbers

Street Cars, Complete 70

Street Car Bodies 70-A

Street Car Trucks 70-B

Street Car Motor Equipment 70-C

Street Car Air Brake Equipment 70-D

Copper Cables for Street Car Work.. .. 70-E

Street Car Fare Boxes 70-

F

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. Specifica-

tions and forms of tender may be obtained at

the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall. Ten-
ders must comply strictly with conditions of City
By-law as to deposits and sureties, as set out in

specifications and forms of tender. The lowest
or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. I,. CHURCH, Mayor,

.Chairman, Board of Control.

Toronto, December 30th, 1915. F

Cast Iron Pipe

Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of

the Water Works Committee, will be received
by registered post by the Secretary of the Water
Works Committee, City Hall, Ottawa, up to

4 p.m., Monday, January 24th, 1916, endorsed
"Tender for Cast Iron Pipe."

Any tender received after the above stated time
will be declared informal.

Specifications and full information may be ob-

tained on application to the City Engineer's
Office.

The Corporation does not bind itself to ac-

cept the lowest or any tender.

R. L. H.WCOCK,
.\cting W. W. Engineer.

City Hall, Ottawa,

January 10th, 191(1. 2

Late News Items
Calgary, Alta.

A petition has been presented to the

City Council asking for the construction

of a concrete bridge over the Bow River

at Ninth Street W. Clerk, J. M. Miller.

Cobden, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the expenditure of $30,000 on the pur-

chase of a site and the construction of

plant and equipment for a hydro electric

system. Clerk, J. R. Warren.

Grand'Mere, Que.
-The Town Council have extended the

time for receiving tenders on the supply

of electrical equipment until January
14th. Secretary, Louis Berube.

Grey Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 10

are considering the erection of a school

at an approximate cost of $5,000. Archi-

tect not yet appointed. Secretary, Wil-
liam Whitfield, Brussels. Ont.

Halifax, N.S.
Work has been started on the con-

struction of a wharf for the Furness
Withy Company, Water Street. The ma-
sonry, carpentry and roofing contract

have been awarded to the general con-
tractors, Nova Scotia Construction Com-
pany, 159 Upper Water Street. Remain-
ing contracts will be let in the spring.

Hepworth, Ont.
A by-law has been carried providin.g

for the loan of $12,000 to the Hepworth
Silica Pressed Brick Company, Bruce
Street, for the construction of a brick
manufacturing plant. Manager, C. S.

Block.

Highgate, Ont.
Plans will be prepared at once for the

installation of a hydro electric system,
estimated to cost $7,000. The by-law
authorizing the construction has been
carried.

North Caradoc, Ont.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the School Trustees. Esti-

mated cost, $5,000. Architect not yet
appointed. Reeve, T. G. Turnbull, Ko-
moka, Ont.

Regina, Sask.
The Imperial Oil Company, Limited,

Dominion Bank Building, Toronto, have
secured a site between Winnipeg Street

and the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
propose to commence immediately the
construction of an oil plant. The railway
companies are making arrangements for

the construction of the necessary track-

age and the city for sewers and water-
mains. Approximate cost, $600,000.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The brick residence owned by A. C.

Boyce, M.P., has been destroyed by fire.

Loss is heavy.

Shawville, Que.
Tenders on the installation of interior

fittings at the Post Office will be received
until 4 p.m., January 18th, by R. C. Des-
rochers, Department of Public Works,
Ottawa. Plans and specifications with
John Shaw, Clerk of V/orks, Shawville,
and at the Department.

Woodstock, Ont.
The by-law providing for the construc-

tion of extensions to the storm sewer
system has been carried. Work will

probably be carried on during the winter.
Engineer, J. F. Ure. Estimated cost,

$25,000.

Wyoming, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the construction of a hydro electric sys-
tem at an approximate cost of $6,000.

Plans will be prepared at once and work
will commence in the spring. Town
Clerk, H. G. Taylor.

Cut Down the Water Bill

For plants that are using town or city

water, one way to cut costs is to ob-
tain a private source of supply. A com-
pany in Dayton, Ohio, recently saved
enough in only a few months, after in-

stalling its own deep well and pumps,
to pay for the equipment.
Not always can water be secured in

this way which is as well suited to boiler

use or for tempering as the municipal
supply, but when the quality is satis-

factory, the saving is likely to be con-
siderable. Then, too, with a private
supply there is an added security that

comes of having an independent source
in case of fire.

Deep wells are often pumped by com-
pressed air. The method is known as
the air lift. In this, an air line within
the well pipe discharges compressed air

at the bottom of the well. These air

bubbles lift the water with Ihcm as they
rise to the outlet pipe.

Sands and solids in the water are lio

detriment with the air lift pump. In
fact, the air lift draws them out and
thus enlarges the water bearing cavity
and so increases the flow of water.
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contract may be interpreted with fairness to each

party several things are essential, such as—a com-
plete list of quantities of all work, a schedule of unit

prices of all items in the work, a schedule of prices

for all extra work, and all items in the schedule of

prices should be adequately covered by a correspond-
ing clause or section on the specification. Bidders
should not be required to estimate their own quanti-

ties. The bidder, while perfectly competent to con-

struct the work, may not be expert in calculating

quantities.

The gist of the matter is to give all the necessary
information in a specification, whether it be descrip-

tion of work and material, local conditions, quanti-

ties, matters of extra work, etc., and to have it prop-

erly expressed so that all bidders may precisely and
explicitly know what is required of them. The more
doubtful a bidder is as to what is expected of him,
the greater the sum he will add to his price for con-
tingencies which may arise.

The penalty clause should be used only in excep-
tional cases where it is an absolute necessity to com-
plete within a certain time. It seems ridiculous to

have a time penalty clause placed indiscriminately in

all contract specifications, when in nearly all cases the
contract will be carried out along the usual lines as
rapidly as possible.

During the process of developing specifications it

would appear that the general clauses, relating to the
rights, duties, and obligations of the contracting
parties, and the engineer or owner, have received
more cultivation than the specific clauses, relating to
the description of the work, whose accomplishment is

the object of the contract. No one will object to the
proper safeguarding of the interests of the owner or
pubHc but this can best be done by a fair bargain in

which each party knows thoroughly what is required,
and each makes himself responsible for his own par-
ticular part of the contract, agreeing on a fair method
for adjusting unforeseen contingencies which are
usually bound to occur.

Hardwood Floors in Fireproof Buildings

In discussing floor surfaces in fireproof buildings
in a paper read before the American Society of Mech-
anical Engineers, Sanford E. Thompson pointed out
the kinds of hardwood floors best adapted for the pur-
pose and also the method of laying them. The fol-

lowing extracts from the Architect and Engineer are
likely to prove of interest

:

Floors of maple, birch, beech, oak, or long leafed
Southern pine are used most largely for offices, class
rooms, or lecture rooms, and in many of the older col-

leges for laboratories and halls. A wood surface, how-
ever, is not usually considered entirely satisfactory,
either in general appearance or in wearing qualities.

If one passes from a corridor with a granolithic, ter-

razzo, or tile floor, into a room or auditorium having a
wood floor, there is a marked effect of inferiority and
cheapness.

There is just as much danger of poor materials
and workmanship with wood as with other kinds of
floors. Unless the greatest care is taken in selection
of materials and workmanship, they are liable to
shrink or swell and sometimes to squeak under foot.
If at all hollow underneath, they are more noisy than
a concr-ete surface.

For corridors, wood is being largely superseded bv
granolithic, terrazzo, or tile. For laboratories other

, materials are being substituted for wood in most of

the newer structures, although wood is occasionally
preferred, especially for physical laboratories and for

laboratories where men stand for long periods. The
linoleum on concrete will overcome practically all the
objections that are made to wood floors, with a cost
substantially the same.

There are various methods of laying hardwood
floors. For class rooms a single thickness of maple
or birch nailed to sleepers with cinder concrete be-
tween should be satisfactory. Another type of con-
struction is to use patented metal screeds embedded
in the base concrete, and nail the floor boards to splines

in the screeds. For rooms subjected to heavy traffic,

2-inch or Z^^-inch plank may be placed underneath the
hardwood floor.

Of all the different materials, oak is the most ex-
pensive and the finest in appearance at the beginning,
but under heavy traffic is more liable to splinter than
the finer grained woods. Georgia pine, if of best qual-
ity, makes a durable floor, and is preferable to the
finer grained woods in wet places, as it does not swell
and warp so badly. It is less durable, however, and
therefore not recommended for the greatest perman-
ence in rooms such as class and lecture rooms. Maple,
birch and beech all make good floor material. These
are usually laid in strips % in. thick by 2^4 inches wide.

Annual Report for the Municipality of

South Vancouver
The annual report of the municipality of South

Vancouver, on the work carried out under the Board
of Works (S. B. Bennett, municipal engineer) has
just been presented.

Street Improvements
The following summary represents the work done

on street improvements in 1915:

—

Lineal Feet Miles
Streets cleared and rough graded . . 2,230 .422

Lanes cleared and rough graded .... 4,180 .791

Streets graded 7,430 -1.407
Lanes graded 740 .141

Streets macadamized 9,710 1.8,^9

Streets planked 2,270 .430

Lanes planked 150 .028

Planking removed 3,600 .681

Bulkhead in place 1.040 .197

Three-plank walks ; 400 .076

Box drains laid 842 .500

Rock broken cu. yds. 3,316

Waterworks
The waterworks department reports operations dur-

ing the year and the cost as follows :

—

Construction
12-in. Mains 3,853 ft.

8-in. Mains 1,110 ft.

6-in. Mains 4,815 ft.

4-in. Mains 1,130 ft.

Temp. Mains 5,255 ft.

Hydrants 25

$18,964.16
Services (including all transferred) 120 1,271.36

Meters (including all transferred) 282.39
Operating 9,966.00
Maintenance 7,449.41
Lowering Mains 1,444.61

Total $39,377.93
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Sewers
The work carried out under the sewer committee

for the year ending 1915 is summarized as follows:

—

Manitoba Street outfall 2.S65 miles pii)e laid

(ieorge Street outfall l.SHS miles pipe laid

Glen Drive outfall 082 miles pipe laid

Total 4.835 or over 4^ miles

Concrete manh(jles ccjmpleted 74

Concrete lampholes completed 16

Sewer permits issued 158

Connections to houses, completed 94

Stand pipes put in place 22

Quantity Surveyors

Our recent remarks re quantity surveyors have oc-

casioned some surprise in England where they have

been noted by engineering journals in their editorial

columns. The Survey<jr has the foll(jwing :

—

"The special function of the quantity surveyor in

liritish architectural practice is so well defined, and its

utility is so well recognized, that it is rather surprising

to learn from a recent r.ssue of the Contract Record of

Toronto that the term 'quantity surveyor' is a new one

in Canada. The arrival at Winnipeg of Mr. Hugh
Watkins, the well-known London quantity surveyor,

who is acting professionally in connection with the

erection of the new Parliament buildings, is apparently

so much of a novelty as to merit special comment.

The present practice in Canada, even in the case of

buildings of first-class importance, is for each con-

tractor who intends to submit a tender to prepare his

own quantities from the drawings and specifications

received from the architect. The absurdity of dupli-

cating work in this way, and the greatly increased

chance of error arising from the impossibility of a con-

tractor's estimating clerk exercising the care and skill

of a professional surveyor are manifest; and Mr. Wat-
kins believes that in the near future the British prac-

tice will become general throughout the Dominion.

Commenting generally on the subject, our contempor-

ary points out that under the old system, if twenty

contractors tender for a given work, nineteen useless

bills of quantities are prepared, all of which have to be

paid for by someone in the long run in the form of in-

creased estabHshment charges in the contractor's busi-

ness. Moreover, a full bill of quantities prepared by

an independent surveyor has a further advantage for

all parties, in that it forms a reliable basis upon which

extras and deductions can be calculated."

And this from the Building News:

"We are glad to note that Mr. Hugh Watkins,

quantity surveyor, of London, has arrived in Winnipeg,

and that he and his two assistants have commenced
their duties in connection witli the New Parliament

Buildings, which are being erected from the designs" of

Mr. F. W. Simon, F.R.LB.A. Quantity Surveyors

hitherto have been unknown in Canada, but a Strong

movement is on foot to insist on their employment, as

in this coutnry, for all buildings of any importance.

Under the existing system in Canada an architect is

engaged to prepare the necessary drawings and speci-

fications, which are forwarded to each contractor who
has signified his intention of tendering for the work.

Each contractor then sets to work to prepare the ne-

cessary measurements of materials and labor to enable

him to arrive at the amount of his tender. This does

not apply to buildings alone. At the present moment
a Canadian city is calling for tenders for a gravity

If outstanding contract* are filled, and the

war continues throughout 1916, it seems clear that

during 1915 and 1916 there will have been spent

in Canada for war supplies considerably more

than $500,000,000.—Sir Edmund Walker, at annual

meeting Bank of Commerce.

filtration plant—plans and specifications to be fur-

nished by the contractor. Thus, assuming twenty
contractors tender for a job, nineteen sets of quantities

are useless and waste labor. One result, of course, is

that careful and accurate estimates are rare, and an-
other that no reliable basis exists on which any extras
or deductions can be arrived at."

The big obstacle, as we see it in Canada, to the
more general employment of a quantity estimator, is in

placing the responsibility in case of an error in esti-

mating. The contractor plainly should not bear the
added expense, the estimator probably could not and
so it must fall on the shoulders of the owner.

" On Doing Your Bit
"

By Bill

The war is slowly but steadily pushing on, month
after month passes by and no decisive victory has at
present been achieved, but we are full of optimi.sm,
for lots of young fellows we know are "doing their
bit" and doing it well.

It may be a somewhat pertinent question but just

put it to yourself now. "Am I doing my bit" and if

not, why not?
There are some amongst us too old, too short

winded, and others too apathetic to do their share in

this gigantic struggle.

The single young fellow whether he be rodman, in-

strument man, or assistant engineer is missing the
opportunity of his life, if he is not now in khaki.

The young Canadian is as anxious to show his
loyalty as the Australian or New Zealander, and we
must all be prepared to make any sacrifice to do our
duty for our king and Country.

But look again, just think of the experience to be
gained. The young Canuck on his return would be
able to talk of the wonders of the Old Country, of
France and Belgium and possibly of having shared
in that greatest of all honours, viz., the entry of the
AUies in Berlin. Then a little later when he may be
discussing pavements, boulevards, street lighting, &c.,
he would be able to turn to his committee saying,
"You know when I was in Paris I inspected the Rue
de Joffre: it is paved with wood blocks on concrete
base and is in excellent condition," or, "In .Antwerp I

noticed that the pavements were not st> good as in
London." While the younger members of the staff
would simply gaze with wonderment and admiration
at the man who could discuss with such ease the geo-
logical formation of France, Flanders or the Dar-
danelles.

The King's medal with bars and ribbons and, pos-
sibly, a D. S. O., would cause the directors of the
company or corporation to tread lightly and with
reverence as they approached his drafting table, and
the very fact of being able to say "In my tounger
days when I was with my friend French," or "In my
last interview with Kitchener," would make the most
autocratic councillor turn green with envy.
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Bishop Strachan School, Toronto
New Residential School for Girls on College Heights— Collegiate
Gothic Style—Carefully Designed to Meet Modern Educational Needs

AFTER a long and honorable career in the build-

ings now so familiar to present and former
pupils it was decided several years ago to

move the Bishop Strachan School to another
site farther north, where modern buildings, large en-
ough to accommodate the ever-increasing number of

pupils, might be erected. Accordingly the council
acquired a most suitable and beautiful location on Col-
lege Heights. The new site comprises a whole block
of a little over seven acres, bounded by Lonsdale Road
and Russell Hill Road on the south and west and by
Frybrook Avenue and Warren Road on the north and
east. On this new site has been erected a handsome
building, carefully designed to meet modern educa-
tional needs, and to furnish the most complete equip-
ment in every department.

The structure is built of grey Credit Valley stone
and the architecture is in the Collegiate Gothic style.

The school and residence form two sides of a quad-
rangle, connected at one end by the Assembly Hall
and at the other end by a wing including a double row
of music rooms and domestic serving apartments.

The general plan of the building has the great
advantage of securing a double south aspect, by the
use of the quadrangle in the centre of the building.
The main south facade on Lonsdale Road has a length
of 285 feet and the west front on Russell Hill Road a
length of 240 feet.

The north wing, or residence, and the west wing
are four stories high, while the south wing or school
building is three stories, exclusive of the basement.

On the east side of the quadrangle is a large
Assembly Hall 32 ft. 6 in. by 87 ft. lYz in. and ap-
proximately 30 ft. high, with a seating capacity of 400
persons, and with a platform space of 33 ft. 6 in. bv 14
ft. 6 in.

Basement

The basement plan, while not totally excavated to
the size of the first floor plan, contains junior and
senior cloak rooms and toilet rooms under the east and
south wings. The west wing is given over to the
domestic apartments necessary to carry on such an
institution, and in the northwest corner is a large
gymnasium. The domestic service equipment in-

cludes kitchen, bakery, dairy, laundry, fruit, vegetable
and meat departments, etc. A large dining room for
the servants is provided in the southwest corner. The
gymnasium in the northwest corner is 69 ft. 6 in. by
24 ft. dVi in. A swimming pool, 28 ft. by 13 ft., is

provided, with showers and dressing rooms situated in

the north wing.

First Floor

In the south wing on the first floor is the principal's
office with a waiting room to the right of the main
hall and a staflF common room to the left. Across the
corridor, running at right angles to this hall, are class
rooms, see plan herewith. In the west wing are
modern laboratories for the classes on domestic sci-

ence, the junior dining room, the servery and the
main dining room which is directly over and similar in
floor plan to the gymnasium below. Food is prepared
in the basement and elevated to the servery by a dumb
waiter and served from here to both dining rooms. In
the north wing are two large dormitories and two
spacious study rooms in which the students may spend
their spare time or study hours. The east wing is

mainly taken up with the Great Hall, or Assembly
Room.

An important feature of the building is the num-
ber of piano practice or music rooms ; there are fifteen
on the first floor on the east and west sides of the
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(|iiadranf(le and eight on the second floor on the west
side of the quadrangle. In the construction of these

rooms every known device for deadening sound has
been employed.

Second Floor

The second floor plan is taken up entirely by dormi-
tories in the west and north or residence wings with
class rooms in the school wing. Directly over the
main entrance on the south is a spacious library. The

mile of pipes. For hygienic reasons this system was
preferred to steam heating, as the heat given oflF from
h(jt water radiators is of lower temperature and docs
not deplete the air of its natural humidity. The heat-

ing plant is in a separate underground building to the
northwest, the water being brought to the school by
an underground tunnel, a plan which makes for both
safety and comfort.

In the construction of the building every care has

DBOcQ):

Layout of fint floor plan—Bishop Strachan School, Toronto.

science laboratories are on this floor in the southwest
corner.

Third Floor

Tlic third, or top floor, plan of the school wing is

taken up by studios fitted with skylights and good
nt)rthern light for art purposes.

The fourth, or top floor, plan of the north, or resid-

oncf. wing is given over entirely to bedrooms.

Equipment

The buildings are heated by the most modern hot-

water system, in which the water is pumped through
the pipes by turbine pumps; ensuring perfect circula-

tion. The water returns to the pumps with only 3

degrees loss in temperature in passing through a half-

been taken to guard against danger of fire. The build-

ing is constructed of grey sandstone, with copings,

facings, cornices and window casements of finished

cut stone; leaded glass and steel sashes are used
throughout the building.

The floors for the most part are }i in. beech, laid

on strips on ?» in. rough fl(K)ring. In the basement,
corridors, toilet rooms, etc., l/t in. granolithic finish on
4 in. of concrete is employed. The interior finish is

dark stained oak with seats, desks and other interior

furnishings to match. The main roof of the building
is felt and gravel, with green slate shingles on eave
slopes.

A notable feature in the building construction is

the lighting. Special attention has been paid to the
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Art Studio- Bishop Strachan School.

lighting of the rooms, both by day and night; this

is at once evident by the great number of windows,
which are large and well placed so that the rooms
enjoy a generous flood of sunlight during the day.

The ventilating has also been given a great deal of

consideration, necessary on a building of this kind, and
has been, worked out to ensure an adequate supply of

fresh air at all times. A further special feature is a

'refrigerating plant, installed so that the school may
have cool rooms to properly care for its food. They
manufacture their own ice, thereby eliminating any
danger of diseases from the use of impure ice. In
all these matters the health and comfort of the pupils
has been the first consideration and no expense has
been spared to secure the best results. The building,
which is now occupied, was designed by Sproatt and

Rolph, architects, and was built by the following sub-

contractors : masonry. Page & Co. ; carpentry, A. Wel-
ler & Co., Ltd. ; heating, W. J. McGuire, Ltd. ; wiring,
Bennettt & Wright; electric fixtures, R. A. L. Gray;
steel sash, Henry Hope & Son; painting, Faircloth Co.,

Ltd. ; roofing, Duthie & Son ; interior furnishings, Mur-
ray-Kay, I^td. ; kitchen equipment, Geo. Sparrow & Co.

The Imperial Munitions Board have given or-

ders in Canada for 22,800,000 shells, having a

value of $282,000,000. If we add to this the or-

ders for cartridge cases, primers, forgings, fric-

tion tubes, etc., a total of $303,000,000 is reached.

—Sir Edmund Walker, at annual meeting of

Bank of Commerce.

^ % -m m m m m

---1

Assembly Hall—Capacity 400 persons.
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System Applied to Street Management
Applying a scientific, systematic business plan to street and road

improvements, repairs and maintenance—Making it a business organization

By W. p. Blair*

STATE highway departments, collegiate institu-

tions, and even the office t.f Public Roads of the

United States, have deeried it advisable to con-

struct various types of roads, and roads of Hke

type, of somewhat different construction, with a view

of study, recording data, watching behavior, keeping a

correct cost, maintenance and repair charge, compar-

ing wear and tear in an endeavor to reach some con-

clusion and gather some testimony as to the worth and

value of such roads respectively. This endeavor on

the part of these organizations is perhaps an effort as

nearly practical as possible under existing circum-

stances. Still, in every effort of this sort one's con-

clusions are drawn but from one character of travel.

It is necessarily alike over the various sections. No
law of averages can be applied and the best results

reached after years of study are of doubtful character.

The conclusions are reached from conditions that are

widely different from those actually existing on our

streets as a whole, no one of which bears the same
travel. The effort itself largely artificial, does sug-

gest however, that no actual condition has been put

to any practical purpose from which correct con-

clusions might be reached. And it does strongly

suggest that the information sought is of great ne-

cessity.

Why cannot information of this character be ob-

tained in a more practical and scientific manner and
the information itself afford greater reliability and

more adequately meet the necessities of the case.

There is no plan of street and road management or

street administration that can be called fundamentally

efficient for the reason that no plan management ex-

ists that includes in the construction, maintenance and
repair, the availability of the information sought by
the building of those so called experimental roads.

Streets which are improved are of various types.

They are in various sta,tes of repair.

- They are of various locations.

Even a single street receives a variety of travel.

Single streets are often of such location that sec-

tions receive more or less travel.

The streets overlie varied conditions of soil.

Some streets must receive artificial drainage.

Influence of Promoters

The choice, the character, the type, the cost of all,

are subject to a greater, or less extent to the whim,
the notion, to the cheapness of cost, influence of

zealous promoters, sometimes secured by one neigh-

bor selling out another—in almost every case chosen

from any consideration other than the ones upon
which good sound judgment should be exercised.

These streets representing one great mass of un-

known conditions, evidence simply a lavish expendi-

ture of money known to us as the streets of this city

or that—roads of this county or that.

But few of these streets and roads have a legal

name, most of them bear merely a nick name. None
of them bear any identification whatever or relation-

* Presented before Section D of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science at the Columbus meeting December 29, 1915.

ship to commercial accounting such as is found in

every well regulated commercial establishment. The
original investment as to its part or its whole is not of

record—is not charged; cost of up-keep is so confused

with general charges against the whole lot that no
knowledge whatever is obtainable as to the amount
expended on any street or road, and we do not even

know the actual reason for the expenditure, whether
it was on account of repair due wear and tear, on
account of some defect of original construction, on
account of accident, on account of some cut and open-
ing, nor does any record disclose whether the street

or road has remained out of repair or whether repair

was needed, or whether the street or road has cost in

repair an amount exceeding any justification for main-
taining a road wholly inadequate for the travel and
traffic that passes over it.

This chaotic and inexcusable street and road mis-

management has been allowed existence because
streets and roads are sustained by donation in some
one form or another, their earning capacity is not held

to account. In a commercial establishment, if a like

manner and method of conducting was permitted, the

institution would soon fall into bankruptcy. A de-

partment, a machine under such loose methods would
continue in operation at a loss and escape detection.

No information as to the value, the worth and economy
of any tool or apparatus would be possible upon which
improvements could be suggested and undertaken.

Street Management

What business plan is there, therefore, of street

and road management that could be put into opera-

tion which would serve immediate and emergency
needs equal to any plan now in existence, and at the

same time furnish such accurate information as to

original cost, cost of operation and services, usually

designated as maintenance and repair, the application

of such supervisory oversight as that when a break
occurs it could at once be determined whether or not

it was due to wear or tear or an original defect in some
part. Dealing systematically with cuts and openings
and replacements to effectually regulate to the greatest

advantage of the street, that annoying privilege.

Separate these streets in certain divisions and those

divisions into sections, of in no case exceeding one
mile in length. These sections must be measured,
nimibered, and recorded for the purpose of complete
identification. To illustrate : East 45th street, divi-

sion number 9, section 17. beginning at the north prop-

erty line of Superior and ending with the south line

of St. Clair, including intersections therein, 4,800 feet

in length.

You can then treat that particular section of street

as a thing, a piece, as a machine from which you can

extract information, of every kind and character.

Similar information can be gathered in like manner
from every street within the corporate limits of the

city. With the information in hand, which is pos-

sible to gather under such a plan, the adaptation of

streets of type and kind for the varied services, in a
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short time will become apparent not only to the

student api)lying: a refined study to the situation, hut
to tiie layman as well.

ICvcry county should be retiuired by law to estab-

lish a complete identification of roads within the

county by section number, of lengths not exceeding
two miles, and location by township, and such identi-

fication should be made of record and in all cases of

contract, maintenance and repair, expenditure therefor

should be made and charged as against the particular

section upon which the expenditure was made. By
such a plan of road and street management, the great-

est j)ossible economy would at f)nce become apparent
by the ability trj trace the actual dollar to the thing

purchased for the particular road. Aside from this

benefit, data, experience and comparison w(»uld become
available for future judgment. Street and road im-

provements, maintenance and repair would at once
becf)me a scientific, systematic, business like opera-

tion and wasted millions would be saved.

'High Level Bridge at Cleveland, Ohio

^thc new Detroit-Superior high-level bridge at C leve-

ls laud during the past season by the use of relatively

simple and inex])ensive erection devices. The 591 -ft.

tliree-hingcd arch span, now completed, holds third

I
place in span length in this country, being exceeded

only by the Hell Gate arch and the Niagara arch. The
steel for the arch span was erected between July 29

and Nov. 5, including the placing of the double-deck

door.

The closure of the main arch was made (jn October

(S, using screw toggles in the back-stays for adjust-

ment, in a manner similar to the closure operations

for the Hell Gate arch, with telephone communication.

The essential difference in the two operations was in

the use of toggles for adjustment of the Cleveland

structure and screw jacks upon the vertical posts of

the backstays in the Hell Gate arch. Cantilever

erection using backstays was the fundamental method
in each case, but the Detroit-Superior arch erection

was started at each end from a high tower on which

the traveler was assembled, and the backstays could

be carried to the next adjacent pier to develop the

uplift.

Steel Erection Towers

At each end of the main arch span, just behind

the abutment piers, a 'X3-ft. steel tower was first

' l''n^:int'erin(f Rec<)rd

591 ft. three-hinged arch span holds third place in span length in

America— Relatively simple and inexpensive erection devices used'

erected by means of a 115-ft. ginpole. This ginpcilc

was used from the ground to erect the lower section

of the tower, then raised to the level of the pier and
supported on the tower section already erected, and
finally raised another panel for the purpose of erecting

the top-chord traveler and two stif^leg derricks.

On t(jp of the erection tower, shown in one of the

photographs, is a beam runway for the traveler frame,

which cantilevers over the tower. The horizontal

steel struts are part of the tower, as can be seen in

the photograph. They transmit the component from

the anchorage at the adjacent pier to the main pier.

thus eliminating any horizontal thrust due to canti-

lever erection. The maximum stress in each back-

stay, including wind, was 2.230,000 lb., and the area

was 143 sq. in. The backstay consists of a line of

eyebars supported by the tower and containing the

framed toggle arrangement clearly .shown in one of

the views.

The toggle was designed to put the adjusting

screws in tension, and these screws were turned by a

shaft connecting them, as shown, in order to insure

uniform movement of both arches. The power for

turning was obtained from a single-drum hoisting

engine on the ground below, connected to a sheave

wheel on the center of the shaft. One turn of the

toggle screw at the beginning was computed to cause a

vertical downward movement at the crown of the arch

of 2}i in., and thirteen turns of the shaft were re-

Kig. 1 Traveller on Steel Tower erecting end panel of Arch Hg. .: loKsii" 1" t^'" »'•> ".~»irw In Tension to Lower Anii
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quired for one turn of the screw. The total stress in

the eyebars at the toggle was 2,530,000 lb. including
wind, and the maximum component carried by the
screw was 517,000 lb. tension. The screw is 9^ in.

in diameter, with 1^ in. pitch.

The top-chord traveler was a timber framework
consisting essentially of 12 x 12-in. horizontal chords
with 4 X 12-in. bracing, and two transverse struts of

braced timbers. In order to allow for the changmg
slope of the top-chord runway and keep the lower
sills of the derrick horizontal, adjustment was pro-

.\xJf-^X^i^^^'

Fig. 3—Top chord Travellers lift steel from scows during erection of Cantilever.

vided by a line of holes in the two 15-in. channels to

which the built-up shoie at the rear of the derrick

was bolted. Two 25-ton stififleg derricks were
mounted on the frame, the transverse legs being
spliced at their intersection.

Erection Progress and Closure

The erection of the steel arch was begun on the

east side July 29, and on the west side August 26.

The delay on the west side was due to awaiting the

completion of the main pier, and the erection pro-

gress was fixed by the west cantilever. The trav-

elers were supported on the steel I-beam stringers of

the span, temporarily used on timber bents above the

top chord for the first four panels, as seen in the pho-
tograph. In beginning the erection of the end panel,

the end lower chord, which is the heaviest member in

the bridge and weighs 30 tons, could not be handled by
the derricks without special equipment. As con-
nection of the backstay to the end of the chord could
not be made until the panel was erected, falsework
bents were used for the end panels. A pair of sheer-

legs on the face of the pier, with tackle attachment,
made it possible to use the derricks for hoisting the

end chord.

The actual working time on the west side for

erecting the arches and bracing was 32 days of 8 hr.

each. In this time about 1,250 tons of steel was
placed on the west half. All truss members up to the
four center panels, except the bottom chords, were
riveted up, the other joints being bolted until after

closure.

Closure—Special Erection Struts

The closure of the arch was successfully ac-

complished October 8. The two halves of the arch
lined up within yi in., easily adjusted by a cable, and
were within 22 in. of bearing when the lowering

operation was begun about 10.30 a.m. By 2.23 in

the afternoon, with a 2-hr. intermission, the arch
closure was completed. Telephones were used at

each hoisting engine turning the toggle screws, and at

the centre where the superintendent of the erection

company controlled the operation. A total vertical

motion at the center of about 22^ in. brought the
arch to a bearing.

Owing to the fact that the adjacent concrete arch
spans cannot be placed until after the main steel arch
span is erected and the backstays and towers are re-

moved, the main abutment piers are subjected to

excess unbalanced thrust until these arches are in

place. To provide for this thrust two concrete
struts 5 x 7 ft. in section were placed between the
bases of the abutment pier and the adjacent pier where
the next arch had been placed and was thus available
for resistance.

Erection of Floor

The double-deck floor system, with six trolley

tracks on the lower level and a highway floor and
sidewalks on the upper level, was erected from the
center toward the ends by the travelers on the top
chords. As in the case of the main arches, the ma-
terial was hoisted from scows in the river. It was
placed by the following sequence of operations : First,

the 8 x i^-in. nickel-steel hangers were placed in the
arch chord, then the pin-connected floorbeams of the
upper level and the builtup hangers for the lower
level were erected. The lower-level floorbeams were
then placed and the riveted connections to the hang-
ers made. Stringers and bracing could then be
erected.

By November 5 all steel, about 4,200 tons, had
been placed. Nickel steel was used for the main
members and carbon steel for the bracing and floor

system. The concrete arches of the approaches are
all placed except the two adjacent to the main arch.

Fig. 4—Archclosed and double-deck floor steel placed by returning Travellers.

The west approach is now completed, and also the

lower decks on many of the spans of the east

approach.

The contractor for the fabrication and erection

of the steel arch was the King Bridge Company,
Harry Fuller, chief engineer, was in charge of the de-

sign and construction of the erection material.
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Fuller Details in Specifications
The duty of the Engineer or Architect to supply adequate details of ex-
isting conditions—A complete list of quantities, with a schedule of unit prices

By Owen W. Smith, C.E., Mem. C.S.C.E.'

Much has been said, written and spoken about
plans of structures, with all their accompanying de-

tail, but little has been said or discussed about speci-

fications, which all know go hand in hand with all

plans, and in contract work is one of the written

documents of the contract ranking next in importance

to the plans. This paper will not attempt to describe

in great detail what is necessary to make a specifica-

tion complete and full on every point to be covered in

various classes of work. The intention is rather to

discuss and comment on the general principles of

specifications as they have been handed down to us by
our predecessors, in this line of endeavor, and as they

are written and enforced in our own day.

Specifications solely for materials, or processes,

and not prepared strictly for use in a contract do not

])resent the same problems that arise when the speci-

fications are part of a contract document.
Nor are they so important in certain types of con-

tract such as the cost, plus a fixed sum, or cost plus

a percentage contract, as changes in the class or style

of work can be much more easily made without mak-
ing the changes a point of dispute between the En-
gineer and the Contractor.

But in the ordinary class of .straight contract, in

which the parties are bound within definite and pre-

.scribcd lines, too much care cannot be taken in draft-

ing the specification which becomes a vital part of

the contract.

Under the unsecured cost contract they are of

more vital importance to success than under the se-

cured cost contracts for the reason that when a man
is paid the cost plus a profit for all work it matters

little to him what he may be required to do or how he

must do it ; when, however, he is asked to name a sum
of money for which he is willing to do certain work,

he must know accurately what he will be required to

do for the money, otherwise the sum he may name will

be like a gambler's guess rather than an accurate

estimate.

Primarily si^ccifications arc drafted so that in con-

junction with ])lans certain works may be built, the

objects in view being that the work will fulfil the

duty for which it is designed, will be accomplished

for a certain, sum, and will be completed within a

certain time.

Duties of Specifications

The chief duties of the specification are these: to

define or describe the work so that any competent

contractor may submit an intelligent bid, and to

establish a guide and a standard by which the con-

tract may be interpreted with fairness to each party.

To attain the first of these desired results, great

attention should be given to accurately and clearly

describe what is desired to be done and the existing

conditions under which it is to be constructed.

A complete specification, in conjunction with the

plans should indicate clearly, concisely and accurately

all the details of the structure; the class of materials

to be used, what is to be supplied by the contractor,

and by the corporation, and in the case of corporation

' Before Resrina Branch C.S.C.E.

supplies, where these are to be delivered. Also the
local conditions, such as the conditions of the sub-
strata on which foundations are to be placed, flood

conditions, where they affect the work, should be
fully described, and any other matter which might
affect an intelligent bid one way or another.

It is not sufficient that the engineer should merely
indicate by the plans and specifications the type and
character of the structure to be built. Usually he
has a great many advantages in planning an enter-

prise over those enjoyed by the contractor. Gen-
erally he is not limited in the time taken in drawing
his plans and drafting his specifications, and has, or
should have, ample time to investigate all conditions
and make researches prior to the time when bids are

called. No structure or work should be designed
without a full knowledge of local conditions.

We often find, however, that ' the bidder is not
given any information about local conditions, even
when it is in the possession of the designer and he is

left to shift for himself and get, as well as he can, the

information which has a most important bearing on
the ultimate cost of the work.

Time to Tender Often Short

The time allotted to the contractor is often too
short to admit of anything but a brief survey of con-
ditions, and he has to practically guess about condi-

tions, which are of vital importance to all concerned.
Hence we often find, as a result of lack of this in-

formation, a great range in the amounts bid. a wiser
and sadder contractor, and a worried and disgusted
engineer. Further, it is the duty of engineers or

writers of specifications, to provide positive informa-
tion of local conditions pertaining to the work, above
ground and below.

Is it not sufficient to ask bidders to spend their

time and money in obtaining that information which
is solely within the province of the contractor, and
supplying the required security, without putting them
to the necessity of gathering data, which is within

the province of the engineer to do so?
In this connection the point of view of many

engineers appears to be that they confer a favor in

handing plans and specifications to a contractor for

bidding purposes. Money deposits are often required

before these can be obtained and frequently they are
not permitted to take them from the office, and re-

quests to have them sent by mail arc refused. It is

hard to see how the contractor is under any obligation

in an effort "to bid on work, as these efforts will re-

quire both time and money to accomplish, and with
every prospect, on the average, of the contractor being
out of pocket.

Viewed from a business standpoint, competition is

the life of trade, in these matters as in others, and the
engineer's duty to his employers or client would be to

facilitate in every way the interest of all prospective

competent bidders.

Under this heading it will be proper to discuss
briefly the actual wording of specifications before
passing on to the next phase.

Clearness, brevity and consistency arc the three
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things to be attained in the wording of a specification.

Lengthy sentences of necessity become involved, and
reiteration of descriptions of similar works and ma-
terials does not add strength to the document. Tau-
tology is to be avoided if possible. Words such as

"proper" and "sufficient" being indefinite have little

meaning, and the writer should avoid them by stating

clearly what is proper and sufficient.

Stock clauses, or standard specifications to apply
to diflferent classes of work, or difi^erent works of the

same class, are dangerous, and may lead to serious

trouble between all parties concerned.

Clearness, Brevity and Consistency

To sum the matter up ; if the specification

drafter clearly understands wliat he is writing about,

says exactly what he means, and not a word more,
clearness, brevity and consistency will 1)e attained.

Now in regard to the second requirement which
has been laid down as a basis, namely, to establish a

guide and a standard by which the contract may be
interpreted with fairness to each party. Several

things are essential to accomplish this, such as ;

—

(1) A complete list of quantities of all work.

(2) A schedule of unit prices of all items in the

work. This of course would mean a unit price bid

which can easily be figured to a lump sum if desired.

(3) And in addition a schedule of prices for extra

work.

Bidders should not be required to estimate their

own quantities. The bidder, while perfectly com-
petent to construct the work, mav not be expert in

calculatine quantities and. in the limited time usually

at his disposal- should not be required to spend time
on these details, which would be more nrofitabh-

spent on matters essential to intelligent bidding, such

as the labor problem, materials, insurance and the

hundred and one thines which must be foreseen in

actual successful construction work. A definite list

of quantities provides a basis of working which not
only aids the bidder in estimatinjr closelv. but gives

him confidence in the engineers who are to direct the

work, and frees him from that haunting suspicion

that perhaps in haste he has omitted something; or

else he mav estimate too largely making his bid appear
absurdly high.

A schedule of unit prices for extra work which
might be encountered will eliminate, in a larce

measure, force account work and such items which
often become a bone of contention between contractor
and engineer.

(4) All items in the schedule of prices should be
adequatelv covered bv a corresponding clause or sec-

tion on the specification.

The difficulty of obtaining fully detailed informa-
tion of what is really wanted when bidding on work
is one of the serious problems which often confront
the contractor, for it is largely the details which de-
termine what work is really worth.

The more doubtful therefore the l)idder is as to

what mav be required of him. the greater sum he will

add to his price for contingencies which mav arise.

This will be particularlv so if the engineer bears a

reputation for narrow-mindedness and arrogance.

The gist of the matter up to this point is to give
all the necessary information in a specification,

whether it be description of work and material, local

conditions, quantities, matters of extra work, etc., and

to have it properly expressed so that all bidders may
precisely and explicitly know what is required of
them.

Penalty Clause

It is well known that time penalty clauses are not
often enforced in a contract, and the general opinion
largely prevails among construction men that they
are of little effect. One of the chief reasons for the.se

conditions is that usually the owner, corporation or
engineer is unable to keep their part of the contract
exactly on time, and there is always an avenue of
escape opened for the contractor.

It is conceivable that in some construction work
there is an absolute need of it being finished by a cer-
tain time, and in such cases the penalty clause may
have some legitimate use, but in the usual con.struc-
tion contract its principal effect would be to raise the
amount bid by tenderers who have fears of its applica-
tion.

It can be laid down as a rule that the competent
contractor is most anxious to finish the job as rapidly
as is consistent with efficiency. Construction work
in common with many other operations has an effi-

cient and economical rate of progress. To exceed
this means increased cost and therefore, if possible,
specifications should state a reasonable time for the
completion of the contract, giving due consideration
to unforeseen difficulties and contingencies which may
be encountered in the work, and also in the customary
local conditions appertaining to the work.

The time penalty clause should be used only in

exceptional cases where it is an absolute neces.sity to
complete within a certain time. The careful bidder
will then make due provision for the same in his
tender. It seems ridiculous to have, for example, a
fifty dollar per day, time penalty clause placed indis-
criminately in all contract specifications, when in

nearly all cases the contract will be carried out along
the usual lines of making speed as rapidly as circum-
stances permit.

Business Relations
Specifications are usually divided into two divi-

sions, the first, with which the foregoing remarks
have been dealing, viz. the clauses relating to the
de.scription of the work whose accomplishment is the
object of the contract, called "Specific Clauses".

The second division relating to the rights, duties
and obligations of the contracting parties, and the
engineer or owner. These might be called the busi-
ness relations. In this country they are generally
classified as "General Clauses".

During the process of developing specifications it

would appear that the general clauses have recei\ed
more cultivation than the specific clauses.

Many of these latter clauses (sometimes known as
"The Big Stick" clauses) are manifestly unfair, illegal

and injurious to the engineering profession.

Inspector's Powers
The clauses governing the inspector's power are

also usually contradictory, for example : An inspector
shall be appointed by the corporation and the con-
tractor obey without question his order and instruc-
tions, but no approval of the inspector shall be taken
as an acceptance of improper work or material which
must in every case be removed and promptly replaced
when discovered.

The inspector has power to order defective work
or materials but has no power to accept same. Surely
an unfair condition to impose.

(Concluded on page 61)
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The Disposal of Sewage by Dilution
A bio-chemical method of purification— Effect of normal sewage on streams—
Much depends on the amount of oxygen dissolved in water (concluded)

By W. E. Adeney. D.Sc, F.I.C.

alonjj which they receive little further pollution, and
in which the bio-chemical oxidation of liquid sewage
org^anic matters that had become mixed with their

waters is very considerably advanced.
But both tributaries, it must be remembered, arc

very grossly polluted alon(^ their higher reaches. Thus
the Aire, with its nearly equal effluent the Calder,
drain an area within which lie the towns of Bradford,
I^eeds, Muddersfield and Wakefield, and villages in

which the woollen trade of the West Riding of York-
shire is carried on.

During dry weather crude sewage solids are de-
posited along the beds and banks of the upper reaches
of these rivers, but the liquid portions gradually un-
dergo fermentation as they are borne along by the
waters of the rivers, and the writer has found that, by
the time they reach the Ouse in dry weather, practi-
cally the whole of the dissolved sewage organic sub-
stances originally present becomes completely fer-

mented, and that the second stage of fermentation

—

that is, the bio-chemical oxidation of the ammonium
compounds, has been well established.

But during freshets the sewage solids which had
accumulated in dry weather in these rivers, and had
meanwhile become putrescent, are washed down into
the Ouse. and absorb the dissolved oxygen of its

waters, so that the waters are rendered incapable of
supporting salmon and oth^r fish life.

These solids also become deposited along the
banks of this part of the Ouse and temporarily dis-
color it. The banks of the river are steep and un-
covered at low water. They arc overlaid with clay
and fine sand, which, as just stated, becomes discolored
after freshets, but appears of a clean yellow color dur-
ing dry weather. A good deal of this solid polluting
matter, however, remains imbedded in the clay below
its surface, and causes further injury to the waters of
the river, as will appear from the descriptions that
follow.

The Ouse and its tributaries the .\irc and the Don
are influenced by tides for considerable distances above
(joole. The rate of flow and ebb in this portion of the
river Ouse varies very greatly during spring and flood
tides. At spring tides the flood lasts about 2 1-4
liotirs. with an ebb of 9 1-4 hours, and a period of
quiescence of about half an hour at high and low
water. At neap tides the fl<x>d lasts for four hours,
and the ebb for 7 1-2 hours.

.\t .spring tides the river Goole ri.ses from 16 ft. to
20 ft., while at neap tides the rise varies between 10 ft

and 13 ft.

The great and rapid ri.se of the river during spring
tides must obviously produce a strong scouring action
on the banks of the river, and a much stronger action
tiian at neap tides, when the river ri.ses more slowlv
and to a less height.

Tidal Investigations

Dr. Maclean Wilson has published some valuable
and instructive results of some careful investigations
that he has made on this portion of the river Ouse
during spring and neap tides, and his chemical an-
alyses show that the suspended matters carried by

Tn order fully to appreciate the very serious injury

wliicli sewage or other refuse solid organic materials

arc capable of causing in a stream, it is necessary to

understand the wide difTerence of their behaviour to-

wards the dissolved oxygen of any water through
which they become dispersed when (1) in the fresh

condition, and (2) after imdergoing bacterial fermen-
tation tuider anaerobic conditions when deposited for

any length of time along the bed or banks of a stream.

Sewage or refuse solids in the fresh condition, like

fresh sewage liquor, when dispersed through large

volumes of "clean" water, do not directly combine
witli the dissolved oxygen, but are only induced to do
so indirectly and gradually under the influence of any
water bacteria that may feed upon them.

When, however, the same solids, after remaining
deposited on the bed of the stream for any length of

time, and undergoing anaerobic fermentation, become
dispersed through "clean" water, the sulphides and
(leoxygenated organic bodies now mixed with them
will directly combine with the dissolved oxygen im-
mediately they come in contact with it. So that,

while the waters of a "clean" stream may transport
sewage or other refuse organic solids in the fresh con-
dition, and may carry them for several hours without
suffering any appreciable reduction in their dissolved

oxygen content, the same solids, after remaining de-

posited along the bed and banks of a stream, and there

imdergoing anaerobic fermentation, will, when dis-

turbed and dispersed through a like body of "clean"
water, immediately absorb the dissolved oxygen of the
water by direct chemical combination with it.

Injury to Rivers

Many of our rivers in this country suffer more or

less serious injury from sewage solids in the manner
here described. The writer has had opportunities of

carefully investigating the condition and circum-
stances of several of such rivers, and he has given
detailed description of some typical examples in the
Appendix VI. to the Fifth Report of the Sewaere Com-
mission. Reference may also be made in this con-
nection to the 1912 report of the Metropolitan Sewer-
age Commission of New York, and also to the 1914

report of the same commission.
It will suffice to give here, by way of illustration,

one typic'al example: The Yorkshire river Ouse for a

great part of its course is a fairly clean, natural stream.
In spite of some rather considerable pollution bv the
sewage of towns and villages, there is nothing in its

waters to prevent or destroy fish life. But near Goole,
where it is joined by the .'Xire and Don. it becomes at

times seriously polluted by putrescent sewage solids

brought down to it by these tributaries during
freshets. It is a matter of ycarlv complaint that the
gross jiollution of the upper reaches of these streams
occasionally poison and deoxygenate the waters of the
Ouse. and prevents the passage of salm<in trying to

ascend it from the ITumher.
Both the Aire and the Don, between their most

polluted reaches and their junctions with the Ouse.
flow Jhrough courses of considerable length, and
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tlie waters of the river is very much greater during

sprin,£j tides than during neap tides—the maximum
range being 1,100 parts suspended matter at spring

tides to 75 parts per 100,000 parts of water during neap

tides.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Hquid sewage

matter in the river is diluted with very much larger

volumes of clean water at spring tides than at neap

tides, the dissolved oxygen content of the river waters

during spring tides is nevertheless considerably les.>

than at neap tides. The only possible explanation for

this apparently anomalous state of things is that the

clay and sand which are disturbed by the tidal cur-

rents in this portion of the river contain putrescent

sewage solid matters, and that these matters are more

effectually scoured and dispersed in larger quantities

through the tidal waters by the spring tidal currents

than by the neap tidal currents, and that these putre-

factive matters rapidly absorb dissolved oxygen from

the tidal waters as they become dispersed through

them.
As regards the possibility of liquid sewage mat-

ters contributing to an appreciable extent to the excep-

tional deficiency in the dissolved oxygen content of

the spring tide waters of the river, several reasons

may be advanced to show that this is impossible. For

example. Dr. Maclean Wilson's analytical figures show

that the proportions of liquid sewage matters in the

spring tide samples are about ten times less than those

in the neap tide samples, and that, nevertheless, they

show a greater deficiency in dissolved oxygen. Some
of the spring tide samples were -so slightly polluted by

liquid sewage matter that they contained no ammonia,

and yet, notwithstanding this, their dissolved oxygen

content had been so greatly reduced that they

were no longer able to support salmon and other fish

life; while the neap tide samples, though they con-

tained very decided quantities of ammonia, indicating-

distinct pollution with liquid sewage matter, their

oxygen content was not so largely reduced. It was,

in fact, usually above the minimum required by salmon

and other fish life.

Sufficient has perhaps been stated in the foregoing

pages to indicate the great danger of discharging sew-

age solids into streams, the currents and physical cir-

cumstances of which are not such as to ensure the sat-

isfactory disposal of such sewage matter.

Sewage Solids

In every such case the sewage solids should be

removed before discharging sewage liquor into the

stream.

Streams are to be met with, however, which are

capable of satisfactorily disposing of the solids as well

as the liquor of crude sewage matter; and it becomes
interesting and instructive to consider what may be-

come of the solid matters when discharged into such
streams. But little attention has hitherto been paid

to this question by engineers and chemists. A good
deal of information has, however, been obtained con-
cerning it from recent investigations by water
biologists.

In the case of such streams the volume and flow of

their waters are sufficiently great to prevent the per-

manent deposit of the sewage solids discharged into

them at any particular point, and to distribute them
widely through large volumes of water or over wide
areas of clean bed. Under these conditions neither
the waters nor the bed of the stream can become
fouled, and the former will remain well stored with

dissolved oxygen. Other forms of organisms besides

bacteria will then flourish, and will feed upon the

organic soHds thus widely distributed through the

waters, or over the bed of the stream.

Microscopic Organisms

Some of these organisms possess the mode of nutri-

tion characteristic of animal forms of life, and do not

consequently exercise by their vital processes the

drain upon the supply of dissolved oxygen in waters

by causing an oxidation of food materials in the way
that bacteria do. They consequently do not require

so much oxygen for like quantities of organic matter

consumed. They can, moreover, it is well to bear in

mind, only continue to thrive in well oxygenated

water. They are to be found among the forms at-

tached to the bed of the stream—e.g., annulosa, mol-

lusca and large crustacea ; among the micro-organ-

isms, which, by reason of the minuteness of their size

and feeble powers of locomotion, are carried about

passively by the waters of the stream, and include

animal organisms,invisible or barely visible to the

naked eye, as well as the two great classes of sap-

rophytic and nitrifying bacteria already considered;

and, finally, among the various forms of animals—e.g.,

fish (pisces)—which freely roam through wide areas

of water.

The above three categories of organisms occur

more or less abundantly in clean river and inshore

tidal waters that are exposed to a pollution slight in

extent relatively to their volume and flow from agri-

cultural or domestic drainage, and all may assist in

the work of the de.struction of the solid organic refuse

matters in such waters.

The microscopic organisms of fresh and salt

waters—termed collectively the "plankton"—have

been shown to play a very important part in the con-

sumption of solid refuse matters in waters. These

minute organisms are nouri.shed by a true animal

mode of nutrition—that is to say, they absorb solid

particles of organic food.stuf? at any point on their

surface—as in the case of the simplest protozoa, diges-

tion taking place within the cell ; or. as in the case of

organi.sms higher in the scale of life, they possess a

distinct oral aperture, through which the solid

particles enter, and an anal aperture, through which

undigested portions of food are expelled.

Besides the protozoa, minute crustacea abound in

the "plankton" of waters, and of these the most im-

portant in sea water are the copepoda. These organ-

isms lead a predatory life, and well deserve the name
of scavengers. They feed largely on sewage, and con-

vert sewage into good food for fish. The rotifera

also plentifully occur among the "plankton" of fresh

water.

Thus, in the "plankton" of a water organisms

exist which in their several ways and by their joint

action are capable of completely consuming any
sewage matters, liquid or solid, that may be asso-

ciated with them, always provided that the waters

shall at all times be well suppHed with dissolved

oxygen throughout their mass.

That minute organisms possessing a true animal

mode of nutrition can consume the solid organic mat-

ters of crude sewage at an extraordinarily rapid rate

under sufficiently favorable conditions has been
proved by the e.xperiments recently carried out in

America by Messrs. Edward Barlow and F. W. Moh-
lan on the "Purification of Sewage by Aeration in the

Presence of Activated Sludge" (Journal of Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry, p. 318, Vol. 7, 1915). In
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these experiments crude sewage was nitrified in five

hours, and the biological examination of the purified

sludfic from these experiments showed that among
the microscopic animals found were many vorticella

and rotifera, but that the predominant organism is a

minute worm—Aeolosoma hemprichi. This organism

abounds in various kinds of fresh-water streams

where there is an abundance of decaying organic ma-
terial, and thrives especially well where there is much
fermentation in waters contaminated with sewage,

|)rovided that there is an abundance of oxygen. It

belongs to a group of worms in which reproduction

occurs very rapidly by asexual methods. It must be

noted, however, that, although the purified sludge from

the exiieriments was free from unpleasant odor, and

continued to be so, so long as these and other organ-

isms, of which it largely consisted, remained alive or

in a fresh condition, it nevertheless became ofifen.sive

when these organisms died and suffered putrefaction.

These experiments afford, therefore, a good illustra-

tion of the superiority of water bacteria as scavengers

over organisms that are nourished by a true animal

mode of nutrition so far as end products are concerned.

Sewage Matters in Streams

But it may be urged that, even when sewage mat-

ters are discharged into streams under the most fav-

orable conditions for their satisfactory purification,

their destruction as such by living organisms will not

be effected immediately, but only after extended per-

iods of time. So that, if any poi.sonous bodies be

associated with the sewage matters, the waters of

the stream may remain poisoned for a considerable

portion of their subsequent flow.

This a.spcct of the sewage dilution problem has

also been very carefully investigated of recent years,

especially by Dr. Houston, for the Sewage Commission

and for the Metropolitan Water Board, and his very

elaborate and prolonged investigations have clearly

shown that the dangers of a properly controlled and

limited pollution of a stream by sewage matters are

nbt necessarily as great as has been hitherto supposed,

lie has shown, on' the contrary, that the view hitherto

held that a polluted river water, such as the Thames,

may be at all times dangerou.sly infected by disease

germs is not founded on fact ; but that the real danger

to guard a river water against, in the interests of pub-

lic health, is the accidental intru.sion of specifically in-

fected excretion from disease carriers.

This conclusion, it may be incidentally pointed out.

is entirely supported by the immunity from .specific

diseases of communities dwelling or working along-

side of tidal and non-tidal waters that arc polluted

often to a considerable extent with sewage matters,

and in the habit of making use of such waters for boat-

ing and other purpo.ses, including domestic u.se, ex-

cept that of drinking.

Antiseptics and certain trade waste liquors would

certainly exercise a poi.sonous influence in a stream if

directlv discharged into it in the raw condition, or if

allowed to drain in too large proportions into a sewer

;

and where necessary such waste must be specially

treated before being discharged into a stream.

But it is the common experience in sewage purifi-

cation works of towns in which bacterial processes are

carried on—e.g., percolating and contact beds filtration

processes—that they are not present in sufficient

(luantity to interfere with the purification of the sew-

age matter. No doubt they gain access to sewers.

but bv the time the sewage reaches the purification or

outfall works they have either been destroyed or have
been so largely diluted as to be rendered harmless to

living organisms.
Although the experimental investigations and

views referred to in the foregoing page.s all go to free

slightly polluted river waters from the odium attach-

ing to them as being necessarily sure sources of

disease-producing bacteria, the writer wishes empha-
tically to support the view that, when any river water
is drawn upon for a potable water supply to a com-
munity, every possible means should be adopted for

guarding against the danger of accidental infection,

and for ensuring a sufficient chemical purity of the
water for all the purposes incidental to the varied re-

quirements of such community.
This discussion of the dilution methf)d of sewage

purification may perhaps be fittingly concluded with
the following definition of the term "normal" sewage:
"Normal" sewage matters are refuse matters, the
fermentable organic constituents—both in solution
and in suspension—of which can be purified, without
previous treatment of any kind, by living organisms.

Fuller Details in Specifications
'Continued from pace SHI

To the credit of engineers be it said that disputes
are usually settled on a basis of justice and equity to
all parties. Nevertheless much injustice has been
done by narrow minded and arrogant individuals who
have taken advantage of the literal reading of these
clauses. Particularly where the amounts involved
are not great. Business men well know that it does
not pay to enter into litigation unless the issues at
stake are important, because the large corporation or
municipality have plenty of money and legal mach-
inery to give battle to the contractor, without any
individual suffering per.sonal loss.

These things, however, do not reflect credit upon
the ability or character of engineers as a class. Hence
we see many contractors voicing a profound contempt
for the engineering profession. This is of great dis-

advantage to the profes.sion at large, and also to the
interests of the general public. Engineers, as ser-

vants of the public in the highest sen.sc of the term.
should maintain a high standard of fairness and
justice, as in so doing, they be.st conserve the in-

terests of their employers. Nothing is to be gained
in the long run by endeavoring to get somethinj; for
nothing from a contractor.

Contractors arc as susceptible as a weather vane
to the personalitv of an engineer, and the unfair or
unjust individual's reputation will follow him. and
will be sure to increase the cost of his work, or, in

other words, the cost to the public.

No one will object to the proper safeguarding of
the interests of the owner or public, but this can best
be done by a fair bargain in which each party knows
thoroughly what is required, and each make them-
selves responsible for their own particular part of the
contract, agreeing on a fair method for adjusting un-
foreseen contingencies which are usually bound to
occur.

The Customs receipts of the city of Toronto
for the month of December amounted to $t,lS8,-

050—the largest in the history of the city.
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Construction Features of Mexico Plant
Described by Mr. R. F. Hayward before Vancouver branch
of G.S.G.E.— Fortunately little interfered with by revolutionists

Nearly all of the prominent men connected with the

formation and development of the Mexican Light & Power
Company's enterprise have passed away in the last few

years. Don Porfirio Diaz, President of Mexico, by whose
government the enterprise was made possible, died last

year. Sir George Drummond, Sir Edward Clouston and

James Ross, directors from the inception of the undertak-

ing, and J. D. Schuyler, consulting engineer for the Necaxa
Dam, have also passed away. And now but a few months
ago Dr. F. S. Pearson, the engineer to whose fertile brain

and energy was due the conception, planning and comple-

tion of the undertaking, went down with the Lusitania. It

therefore seems a fitting time to call to mind some of the

features of the Necaxa development, which, for varietj' of

new problems and difficulties met and worked out, is still

quite unique in the history of water power development.

Mexico- City is situated on a plateau nearly 8,000 feet

above sea level, surrounded by a rim of mountains rising

from an elevation of from 10,000 to 17,000 feet and including

three extinct volcanoes, Popocatepl, Ixtaccihaatl, and The
Peak of Orizaba.

A traveller journeying 100 miles in a northeasterly

direction from the City of Mexico comes to the rim of a

plateau and finds himself suddenly entering a wild moun-
tain region as if from the clouds. These are the slopes

from the plateau to the Gulf of Mexico, along which the

warm moist air from the gulf, condensed by the cold drift

from the plateau above, produces a rainfall which amounts
to as much as 150 inches in a year, giving a run-off which,

though it varies greatly from month to month, is sufficient

to produce large quantities of power from comparatively
small watersheds.

The valley of the Necaxa is formed by two limestone
ridges and has been filled by successive flows of lava, to a

depth of some 1,500 feet. Between the limestone mountains
and the lava on each side of this valley the water has cut a
channel forming the Necaxa River on the one hand, and its

tributary, the Tenango, on the other. At a point some
twelve miles below the rim of the plateau this river has cut
out a gorge in the basalt 1500 feet deep, and arrives at the

bottom in two vertical leaps called Salto Chico and Salto

Grande, the upper fall being 360 feet, while the lower one is

740 feet.

The problem presented to Dr. Pearson was to utihzc

the power of the river going to waste over these falls and

to bring machinery for the plant and all that was required

for construction into a wild mountain country, where the

sole means of communication was a mule trail, and the

nearest railway was thirty miles away.

A three-foot gauge railway, thirty miles long, had first

to be constructed, and this, owing to the nature of the

country, had to be built with curves of the smallest radius

possible for Shay locomotives, and with grades as high as S

per cent.

In order to make use of the mean annual run-oflf of the

watershed of the Necaxa River, four reservoirs were con-

structed, and later, when it was found necessary to develop

more power to meet the rapidly increasing demand, two
other reservoirs were built while a series of tunnels, one of

which was two miles long, were built to tap adjacent water-

sheds.

The construction of these reservoirs involved the build-

ing of seven earth dams all of them important structures as

compared with other earth dams, and two of them, at least,

higher than any earth dam that had previously been built.

Some of these dams were built entirely by the hydraulic

fill method; the others were a combination of core wall, rock
fill, clay and earth fill, placed by hand labor, mules and
steam shovels, with some hydraulic fill in the centre.

A description of all of these would be beyond the scope
of this article, and there is space to refer only to the largest,

or the Necaxa Dam. This dam was built entirely by the

hydraulic fill method. It was 200 feet high from the bottom
of the core trench to the crest of the dam, about 1,200 feet

along the crest, and over 1,000 feet on the base from up-

stream toe to down-stream toe. The slope of the up-
stream face was three to one, and the down-stream face two
to one. The lower toe was a heavy rock fill faced with
three feet of rubble masonry laid in cement. The up-

stream face consisted of the lighter rock fill rip-rapped
with stone, and the centre was fine sluiced clay. The
total quantities in the dam were about 2,000,000 cubic yards,
and in the preparation of the foundations 200,000 cubic yards

First Necaxa Falls, showing temporary plant. Second Necaxa Falls, 740 ft. high. Power House and Construction Camp.
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of top surface had to be removed. There were three core

irt-nches, one of which was 4:i feet deep, and these were

built with concrete core walls brought up to a considerable

height above the foundation of the dam. All the material

was hydraulically filled, and for this purpose a canal twelve

miles long was built along the mountain side, bringing .1

Necaxi dam (rom upstream toe showing sluicing trettlet.

flow of 35 cubic feet per second under a head of 450 feet,

which was used in 6-inch monitors for bringing down the

clay and rock.

The material was carried to the dam in wooden V-

shapcd ilunics placed on trestles, which were built up as the

work progressed. The material was discharged along the

edges of the upstream and the downstream slopes, the rocks

and heavier material remaining where they were discharged,

and the lighter silts and clays being deposited in the pond in

the centre. By this means rocks as big as a man's body

were carried through the flumes and deposited in the toes of

the dam.

This was the first really large hydraulic fill dam that had

ever been built, and as in so many engineering enterprises,

when very large undertakings are carried out upon the ex-

l>erience of much smaller works, it was found that the

methods previously used had to be materially modified.

While there was a heavy mass of rock fill on the lower

toe, the rock fill on the upper toe was comparatively light.

Relief valves ofi|6-8000 h.p. wheels discharuina under head of 1500 ft.

and the fine clay that had settled in the centre not only

filled a bigger space than had been originally intended, but

it never solidified, and consequently, shortly before the dam

liad reached its maximum height, the hydraulic pressure due

to the head of semi-liquid clay became greater than the

light rock toe on the upstream side could stand, and 500,000

cubic yards of material liid out of the dam early one morn-

ing. The work was repaired by sluicing a large quantity of

rock into the up-stream toe, increasing the rock fill on the

lower toe, and then finally filling the greatly reduced space

in the centre with sluiced material. The dam, which has

been completed for over three years, is absolutely tight and

in every way satisfactory.

From a concrete intake tower, built on the upstream toe

of the dam, two 6-foot steel pipes about three-quarters of a

mile long conveyed the water to the top of the falls. From
this point two inclined tunnels each half a mile long, were

built on a slope of about 40 degrees, and inside each of

these tunnels was laid, on concrete saddles, three 30-inch

welded steel )>ipcs. These pipes, which had to stand a head

of ],.500 feet, or over 600 lbs., pressure at the lower end.

were flanged and welded, and the joints were made by bolt-

ing each length of pipe together with, loose flanges and a

special rubber gasket. The pipes were laid and started

practically without a leak, and have been in satisfactory

operation ever since. Later, when an extension of the

Necaxa dam, lower rockfillcd loc with nuioary tact.

power house was decided on, a third 8-foot pipe was laid

from the dam to the head of the tunnels, and a third in-

clined tunnel, with two additional pipes, was built.

The power house was located close to the foot of the

lower falls. The only access to the site of the power house

was by means of a tortuous mule trail down the precipitous

sides of the gorge. All the materials for the power house
were brought down by means of two 15-ton Lidgerwood
inclined cableways. stretched from the top to the bottom of

each of the two falls. With these two ways the greatest

weight of materials and machinery that could be carried

down in a day was about 50 tons, consequently the work of

construction of the power house and erection of the

machinery was necessarily slow.

The power house consists of a massive concrete steel

frame building, in which are installed six 8,000 h. p. water-

wheels, driving 5,000 kw. generators, together with an equip-

ment of switchboards and transformers for transmitting the

power at 60,000 volts. The wheels arc of the impulse type
on a vertical axis, so arranged that the high pressure water
and the whole of the water wheel is entirely below the

generator floor, and are provided with relief valves so that

the pressure pipes could discharge in a horizontal direction

over the tail race of the power house whenever the pressure
exceeded a certain predetermined amount. One of the ac-

companying photographs shows six of these relief valves
discharging at one time under a pressure of 600 lbs.

When it became necessary to enlarge the power house
these six water wheels were increased in capacity by en-
larging the nozzles, as there was sufficient margin in the

fCnntinocd on parrW
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

Parliament in any country is alleged to be the boiled

down and strained out essence of the people who elect its

members. In short, a parliament is a country condensed.

But is this true of Canada? This fair Dominion is as much a

nation of farmers and manufacturers as the Motherland

ever was a "nation of shopkeepers." But if we were to

magnify our parliament and produce a country you would

have a nation of lawyers and professional politicians with

just an occasional farmer or manufacturer stuck in here and

there. It would be a nation that would starve to death in

the course of a month. Canada's parliament is, therefore, not

truly representative of Canada's people—and the blame must

rest at the doors of the intelligent electorate.

* * *

But after all, the electorate is not without excuse. When
it comes to the polls to cast its vote it is generally offered

a choice between a lawyer and a politician. So it does not

make a choice. It simply closes its eyes and votes Grit

or Tory even as its father voted before it. The successful

farmer is busy tilling his farm; the successful manufacturer

is busy making a success of his business and the country is

left to the politician. The pursuit of money is the root of

all evil—and our method of government is one of the result-

ant evils.

* *

Politics in this country is a profession by itself. The
members of that profession have a political economy all

their own. Their ways are not the ways of the Canadian

farmer or of the Canadian manufacturer. When one of the

latter gets into "the House" he finds himself like the good
Samaritan who has—wandered into a strange land. He is

allowed to sit in the back benches and watch the wheels

go round. In time he cither adopts the ways of the politici-

ans or flocks by himself and dies a political death superin-

duced by loneliness. He must needs vote with his party,

condone the faults of that party and sing its praises, else

his patronage is cut oflf and the machine back home either

refuses him renomination or damns him with faint support

after he is re-nominated. His political life is neither a long

nor a merry one. Neither does he become an honorary col-

onel nor receive recognition at the hands of his sovereign.

If you search our long lists of new-born aristocracy can you
find a single name placed there because its owner denounced
wrong-doing in his own party or stood for the rights of

the people against the machinations of the political machine?

* « *

Do you wonder then that truly representative Canadians

prefer the paths of private prosperity? Would you ask

them to spend the years of their life they are entitled to

enjoy trying to fight a system that has become a part, nay
practically the whole, of our public life? Do you wonder that

we have a Minister of Public Works whose crowning virtue

is that he can win elections; a Minister of Trade and Com-
merce whose one asset is a caustic tongue; a Minister of

Militia who can manufacture honorary colonels and grow
cub officers that they may live at the expense of the country?

It is also much of the reason why each party in turn goes

into opposition and waits there till the aroma of certain

scandals is carried away by kindly zephyrs.

* * *

American papers are throwing a lot of compliments

across the line. The Detroit Free Press, for instance, rises

to remark:

"Canada has called for 500,000 troops. Canada is show-
ing England a real example of rising to an emergency."

But Canada has yet a long way to go ere she sticks out

her chest and turns her back to be patted by her neighbors.

She has given back to Britain the man materialfrom across

the seas that has not taken kindly to the tilling of her vacant

acres. She has also given of her unemployed and her ven-

turesome. Patriotic they are and brave. They have placed

the name of our native land side by side with the bravest

nations in the world. They have made the Germans extenfl

the Hymn of Hate to all the far-flung Dominions of the

Empire on which the sun never sets. Yet they were sons
of a fighting race and they girded up their loins and went
forth to battle with a fierce joy in their hearts.

The real test of sacrifice is now at hand. It comes not

in the call for half a million men, but in the answering of

that call. It comes when men who love not war but peace,

not the blare of trumpets but the quiet fireside, are asked

to prove that they love their country more than all else

they hold dear in life. It comes when men are asked to

give up good positions with the ease and comfort that ac-

company them, to serve as privates in the ranks—to face

hardship and death, not for glory or love of excitement, but

as their duty to that Empire that has guaranteed them liberty

and the pursuit of a certain amount of happiness.

« « *

Nor has our business community yet learned the real

meaning of rising to the occasion. Some lines of trade have
been impaired by the war, but on the whole Canada is enjoy-

ing a very reasonable prosperity. We have given, some of us.

not over liberally to the Red Cross Fund and the Patriotic

Fund. We have been pestered by tag days and appeals. But
I venture to say that not one of us has been compelled to de-

prive himself to any serious extent in the giving, while most
of us enjoy our usual comforts and luxuries in the same old

way. It is no hardship to have to give half a loaf while the

baker shop around the corner is still doing business and your

bank account shows a goodly balance. It is when you have
only one loaf and there is no more in sight that the giving

hurts. That time may never come. And if it never does

Canada will never have an opportunity to show she can rise

to an emergency.
* * *

So far the only actual suffering from a Canadian stand-

point has fallen to the lot of the men who have gone to

the front, and more particularly their womenfolk who have

remained behind. Those who volunteer to fight will con-

tinue to be the sufferers, and those who are culling them out

should see that none of their sufferings are contributed by
their own government. It may be wrong to comment on the

"cub" officers who strut about in khaki. Some are doubtless

brave boys who will do their bit fe.arlessly and well. But
they are unlearned in the ways of men and liable to be filled

with their own importance. Can you, a man of almost mid-

dle age, imagine any greater torture than to be lorded over

by a boy of eighteen who is earning his first money, not

because he is fit to lead men into the valley of death, but

because his father had sufficient political pull to secure his

appointment? You can't. Well, that is what is happening

in scores of places in Canada. Canadians know it and men
refrain from enlisting, not because they fear the German
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shells or gases, but because they might be stood up against

the wall and shot for boxing the cars of these Sfime officers.

Only the other day I heard a husky private remark: "The
first six months after peace is concluded will be the busiest

time of the war. We'll have so many officers to lick." It

is cheery to report, however, that some of the officers now
recruiting units refuse to accept any of the cul) variety of

officers. They are demanding full-grown men.

* *

By the way, it looks from here as if Mr. Acton made an

awful mess of that Hopkins clothing charge. He made his

charge as bold as any lion and then when he got in front of

Sir Charles Davidson he wanted to apologize so hard that

he hired a lawyer to help him do it. He was evidently so

unused to court procedure that he became nervous and en-

gaged a lawyer even more nervous than himself. It never

occurred to either of them to ask to have Hopkins' Toronto
partner called for examination. To be sure he is a silent

partner, but who knows but that the commission might have

induced him to break his silence. There was Hopkins' bank

account. Might that not have thrown some light on what
happened to Hopkins in connection with one or more con-

tracts that seem to have got tangled up with his real estate

business. It might have shown where the money came from

that is keeping Mr. Hopkins in New York. Or, if Mr. Hop-
kins' silent partner had been called might he not have been

able to explain just why Mr. Hopkins had at this somewhat
inconvenient season ceased to bother about clothing con-

tracts and taken such an extended vacation. Mr. Acton either

went too far or not far enough. He should never have put

his charge in print unless he intended to fight it all the

way through. The sudden fright he developed reflects credit

neither on himself nor on the trade press.

* * *

For, you know, even if the Purchasing Committee never

gave a contract to a real estate man, there is ample evidence

that the Shell Committee was not too proud to give a shell-

box contract to a shipping clerk or to a general storekeeper.

The latter instance occurred down in Victoria County—at

Fenelon Falls, to be more exact. The man who got the

contract was C. W. Burgoyne, who with his father, forms

the firm of W. Burgoyne and Company, which carries on a

general store business. Now you can't very well make shell-

Ijoxes in a general store, you know, so Mr. Burgoyne looked

around for somebody to do the work, and finally sublet to

Alfred Tiers, who conducts a small planing mill in Fenelon

Falls. The latter couldn't do all the work but by purchasing

parts from a third party he was able to complete the contract.

* *

Before its completion Mr. Burgoyne secured a second

contract for an additional 25,000 boxes. This one was handled

more scientifically, as Burgoyne and Tiers formed a partner-

ship which did the work under the name of C. W. Burgoyne

& Co. Now if the government was anxious to prove that

the Purchasing L'oniniittcc did not let a clothing contract

to a real estate dealer shouldn't it be just as anxious to

disprove that the Shell Committee let a shell-box contract

to a general storekeeper? Isn't it really more necessary that

the shell-box matters be cleared up because the Shell Com-
mittee was a creature of the Canadian Government handling

money in trust for the Imperial Government? The Domin-
ion Government has a sort of right to do as it pleases with

its own money, but it owes it to Canada and to the British

taxpayer as well, to show that every cent of Imperial funds

placed with the Shell Committee was placed properly and to

the best advantage. It is up to the Dominion Government
to show that the shell-box contract let to a general store-

keeper in Victoria County was not placed to relieve either

political or "commercial depression brought on by the war."

There has been so much Bertram in thii column that
some of his friends accuie me of harboring a grudge against
the doughty knight. But far be thii from the fact. I regret
to report that previous to the appointment of the Shell Com-
mittee I did not know there was such a person as Sir Alex-
ander on this fertile continent. But you will readily admit
there has been much Bertram in the Shell Committee. Ac-
cording to his own modest statement he was simply all

of it. He let the contracts and saved the money. Others
had been appointed by the Government to assist him in this

great work, but he wanted it well done, so he did it himself.
Others might be swayed by personal preferences or out-
side influences. Of himself only was he sure. He burned
the midnight oil and wore himself out in health that the
Empire might live. We know he did, for he has told us so
himself. Consequently, when you discuss the Shell Com-
mittee you must discuss Sir Alexander Bertram. All we
ever asked for him was fair play—a full and free investiga-
tion that would show the grand work he has done for the
Empire to which we belong and for Sir Sam Hughes, pos-
sibly the greatest of its citizens.

• * *

The Ottawa Journal would now have us believe that the
British Government appointed the Shell Committee. No-
body appears to want to own that poor deceased body save
and except Sir Alexander Bertram. Wonder if he will wind
up by acceptmg responsibility for its appointment as well

as for each and all of its acts.

* • •

One shell manufacturer is credited with the statement
that at the end of the year he will ascertain his profit and
pay over to the Patriotic Fund every cent in excess of his

average usual profits for the last five years. I don't doubt it

for a moment. Every man who has received a shell con-
tract is not necessarily a highwayman with a gun held to
the Empire's head. Many a shell contractor has taken the
work for the joint purpose of giving his workmen employ-
ment and furnishing the Empire with the munitions she
needs. He neither sought nor received the tremendous pro-
fits some others have boasted of making. But with the air

full of rumors of tremendous war profits only an investiga-

tion will clear the air and let in the light on the vexed
question, "Are there profiteers? If so how did they get their

contracts?" There must be a reason.

* * *

"We must take steps," said Mr. Walter Runciman. in

the Imperial Parliament, "to see that Germany is unable to
carry on a trade war against the entente allies after peace is

signed." And it is pertinent to ask what Canada is doing in

this connection. The allies are so busy whipping Germany
into submission that they have little time for after-war
plans. But no matter how badly the Teutons are beaten
they will emerge from the war with their business organiza-
tion unimpaired. They will be ready to jump in and com-
mand the world's markets the day peace is signed. They
must have on hand a tremendous amount of manufactures
for which the British fleet has prevented them finding a
market. Once the seas are open the Germans will be busy.
And the only way to curb their commercial invasion of the
allied countries is to build a tariflF wall around the central

powers. Make it so high and strong that German trade
aggressiveness will be held in check till the allies have had
time to organize their commercial forces. This defensive
measure is necessary from a military as well as a commercial
standpoint. For so sure as Germany's commercial campaign
is assured, just so soon will she proceed to prepare for
another military onslaught on the world.

• • •

.'\ national coal strike is threatened in Great Britain if
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conscription is put into effect. The Welsh Federation of

Coal Miners, by a vote of 163 to 82. adopted a resolu-

tion in favor of a walk-out of miners in England, Wales and
Scotland, if compulsory military service is inaugurated. If

Lloyd George were the strong man his followers would
have us believe he would take the leaders of these miners
out and shoot them.

The German peril has disappeared, if indeed there ever
was such a thing Emergency? Who speaks to-day
of emergency? Twelve months have passed since my right
hon. friend the Prime Minister introduced his measure (for
the construction of Dreadnoughts). Twelve months and
more have passed since that time when he saw the German
peril. He saw Germany almost ready to jump at the throat

- of Great Britain. He saw clouds on the horizon; he saw
those clouds rent by lightning; he heard the murmurs and
rumbling of distant thunder. But my right hon. friend to-
day may live in peace. The atmosphere is pure, the sky is

clear From that time to this moment the relations
between the countries, which were cordial in the month of
September last, have been absolutely friendly. The light
has been let in on that question, and we know now how
much the country and the Empire and the civilized world
has been deceived upon that question of so-called emergency.
We know now. we have the evidence, of how the panics
of which we have heard in this House more than once, are
created and engineered. We have had the evidence that
these panics are engineered by the armor-plate firms, who
do not hesitate to create false news in order to obtain con-
tracts for their ships.—Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Jan. 19, 1914.

But let me say this: Everyone knows that for forty
years Germany has been preparing for war. For forty years
Germany has believed herself invincible and destined to
dominate the rest of the world.—Sir Wilfrid Laurier, at

Sohmer Park, Montreal, October l.'ith, 1914.

On January 19 Sir Wilfrid scouted the idea of an emer-

gency. Less than nine months later he declared that "Every-

one knows" it. Was he sincere on January 19 or was he

just a politician? Does he admit an entire ignorance of the

facts or does he plead party exigencies? Whatever the ex-

planation, in the face of such somersaultic statements as the

above is it not mere effrontery on the part of Sir Wilfrid to

jibe Speaker Sevigny about changes in his political viewpoint?

Sir Wilfrid's attitude towards the serious business of to-day

is that of a dilettante. He does not take this war seriously.

Former friends and admirers who recall the persuasive in-

fluence of that "silver tongue," note its continued silence

with bitter disappointment.

SEARCHLIGHT.

Personal

Mr. Arthur Reid, Commissioner of Public Utilities for

the city of Lethbridge, Alta., has resigned. He is succeeded

by Mr. Freeman.

Mr. P. A. McDonald, Winnipeg, has been appointed

Public Utilities Commissioner for Manitoba, succeeding H.

A. Robson, who resigned some weeks ago.

Mr. R. A. Black, C. E., of Quebec, who has been appoint-

ed chief engineer of the district of Campbellton, in place of

F. O. Condon, who has removed to Moncton, has left to

take up his new duties.

Mr. Norman Murray, formerly chief engineer of Wey-
burn, Sask,, with Mrs. Murray, has left for England. Mr.
Murray expects to get a commission when he reaches the

Old Land.

Walter Rowland and Robert I^ivingston. formerly on the
engineering staff of the city of Hamilton, have enlisted in

43nd battery and Army Medical Corps respectively. This
makes six members of the Hamilton engineering staff who
have enlisted.

Pro Patria
Mr. F. B. McFarren, general manager of the Interpro-

vmcial Brick Company of Canada, Limited, has recently re-
ceived an appointment as Lieutenant in the 83rd Battalion
C. E. F. Mr. McFarren is well known to the contractors and
builders throughout Ontario, having been with Mussens
Limited for over five years. He left Mussens in June, 1912,

Lieut. F. B. McFarren.

to accept a position with Mackenzie, Mann & Company, as
purchasing agent for the Montreal Tunnel & Terminal Con-
struction, and in April, 1914, was appointed general manager
of the Interprovincial Brick Company; he is also a director
of the company. Mr. E. G. Glen will be acting manager
during Mr. McFarren's absence.

Obituary
A cable received at Vancouver states that Engineer' F. F,

Pickard. of the Federal Marine Department, was probably
lost on the doomed Persia.

The death occurred recently of Mr. R. H. Bradfield, Mor-
risburg, Ont. The late Mr. Bradfield was prominent in the
grain business in the early days, carrying on a business
under the name of Bradfield Brothers.

Mr. Hilliard, former member of the town council in
Renfrew, Ont., died at his home recently after a short illness.
Mr. Hilliard was a building contractor and later founded a
brick and tile industry in that town.

Mr. Arthur Pinder, a well-known surveyor in British
Columbia, died suddenly in Victoria while walking along
the street. The late Mr. Pinder was a native of England,
but has been in Canada for many years. He served in the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police and was a veteran of the
Boer war.

The death occurred in Owen Sound of Mr. Thomas Mer-
rill after a short illness. Mr. Merritt was born in Frederic-
ton, N. B., and was in his 83rd year. For several years he
was in the foundry business in Norwich, Ont.. going from
there to Brandon, Man., where he was agent for the Massey-
Harris Company. Fifteen years ago he moved to Owen
Sound.

Mr. Alex. Murray, son of T. Aird Murray, consulting
engineer, Toronto, died last week in England, as a result
of wounds received on the firing line. Mr. Murray was
a student at S. P. S., Toronto, when war broke out. He
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went to the front with the first contingent, as a private in

the Queen's Own Rifles, and served through the battles

around Ypres. Some months ago he survived an attack of

spinal meningitis, and returned to the trenches, only to be

fatally wounded shortly afterwards. He will be buried at

Newcastle, England, his birthplace.

The death occurred recently of Mr. William Crockett,

St. John, N. B. Mr. Crockett was a building contractor, who
learned his business in St. John.

Mr. Richard Grigg, Commissioner of Commerce for Can-

ada and the author of several valuable works on trade and
commerce, recently died very suddenly in Ottawa. Mr.

Grigg was born in Plymouth, Eng., in 1847, but came to

Canada at an early age and spent many years on an Ontario

farm. Later he engaged in the manufacturing business in

England and during that period was an active advocate of

Canada and of the urgent need of better understanding of

the possibilities of Canada's future in the Motherland. In

ia05 he accepted a commission from the British Government
to visit Canada and investigate economic conditions here.

His report attracted world-wide attention, probably enjoy-

ing a larger circulation than any other blue-book ever pub-

lished. In 1907 Mr. Grigg was chosen by the British Gov-
ernment as head of the British Intelligence Service in Can-

ada. Four years later the Canadian Government appointed

him to the position of Commissioner of Commerce with the

rank of deputy-minister. This appointment proved an ex-

ceptionally happy one, Mr. Grigg's natural ability and wide

experience exactly fitting him for the etlicient discharge of

such an important work.

New and Amended Rates in the Hydro Area
We print below the new reduced electric rales for the

Hydro area of the province of Ontario. The power rate*

are exceptionally attractive, and indicate the advantage* that

must accrue to contracting and manufacturing intercitts lo-

cated within that area.

I>oineHtic ('ommercUl

British Industries Fair
In view of the great success of the British Industries

Fair, held at the Agricultural Hall, London, England, from

May 10th to 31st, 1914, the Imperial Board of Trade have

decided to hold the second British Industries Fair at the

Victoria and Albert Muesum, Kensington, London, on Feb-

ruary 21st, 1916. The Fair will be open for 12 days.

The Fair will be conducted on the same lines as that of

1915, and is intended to extend to British Manufacturers the

same advantages as have been derived by continental manu-
facturers from the Trade Fairs held in their respective coun-

tries. Buyers from the United Kingdom and from all parts

of the world are invited to the Fair, and as it is intended for

the trade only (the general public not being admitted),

buyers will have an exceptional opportunity of transacting

their business in a minimum of time.

Manufacturers only will be allowed to exhibit, and their

exhibits will be strictly confined to goods of their own make.

The Trades exhibiting will be:—Toys; Glassware; Fancy

Goods; Earthenware and China; Printing; Stationery.

Admission to the F'air will be by invitation of His

Majesty's Board of Trade only, and will be restricted to

bona fide buyers for United Kingdom and Overseas Markets.

Buyers from the Dominion of Canada visiting the United

Kingdom during the course of the Fair, i.e., February 21st to

March 4th, and interested in the above mentioned trades,

should not fail to communicate immediately on arrival in the

United Kingdom with the director, British Industries Fair,

33 Cheapside, London, E.G. It will also be to their advantage

to notify the Trade Commissioner's office, 3 Beaver Hall

Square, Montreal, giving particulars of the firms they re-

present, and their addresses in the United Kingdom. Any

further information may be obtained from C. R. Woods,

assistant to H. M. Trade Commissioner in Canada and New-

foundland.

Building permits in St. Catharines for December amount-

ed to $50,700.
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Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

Building permits for Victoria, B. C, for 1915, totalled

$293,450, of which $50,000 is allowed for repairs.

The Empire Sand & Gravel Company, Limited, Toronto,

have obtained a charter.

W. J. Galbraith & Company, general contractors, Mont-
real, Que., have registered.

Rumble, Mann & Company, railway contractors, Scot-

ford, Aha., have been succeeded by H. Rumble & Company.

Mayor Costello and Commissioner Garden, of Calgary,

are offering a reward for the safe return of the stolen city

plans.

A syndicate of local capitalists in Pembroke have received

an order for 35,000 shells of the value of $200,000. Machinery

for the new plant is being purchased.

Lyon-Monkhouse, Limited, Winnipeg, Man., have been

granted an order-in-council to change their name to the

Lyon Paint and Glass Company, Limited.

1915 was an exceptionally busy one in Listowel, Ont., in

the building line, many new homes of the better class hav-

ing been constructed. The prospects for the present year are

also very bright.

The city engineer's report for the city of Stratford

shows a total expenditure of $146,011. Nearly twelve miles

of permanent roadway, fifty-five miles of sidewalk, and up-

wards of thirty-three miles of sewers have been laid during

1915.

The Toronto Board of Harbor Commissioners have

passed their estimates for the year. They will spend in 1916

$2,500,000—$650,000 for reclamation work, $100,000 for the

proposed lift bridge over the Don River at Cherry Street,

and the remainder for different construction works.

Mr. j. R. Robinson was elected president of the Master

House Painters and Decorators' Association at the annual

meeting held in L O. F. Temple, College Street, Toronto,

on the 6th inst. Mr. C. Mandon was elected second vice-

president, and Mr. F. J. Cox secretary-treasurer.

The Chatham (Ont.) Builders' Exchange held their an-

nual, election of officers on the 4th inst. The following

officers were chosen for the ensuing year: president, T. Ray-

ment; first vice-president, A. Tomlinson; second vice-presi-

dent, C. R. Guy; treasurer, T. McKie; secretary, W. Mal-

vern; auditors, B. Blonde and J. A. Hildreth.

The Precision Manufacturing Company, Limited, has

been organized, with head office at St. Catharines, and a

capital of sixty thousand dollars, "to manufacture, buy, sell,

and generally deal in all kinds of machinery, tools, instru-

ments, and metal articles." The provisional directors are

John Frampton, Arthur W. Varey, and M. J. McCarron.

The Eastern Canadian Copper Corporation, Limited, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $990,000, for the

purpose of working gold, silver, copper, coal, iron, lead, and

other mines. The chief place of business of the company
will be Montreal. The incorporators are E. T. Sill, A. J.

Perkins, A. O. Whitworth, L. Horsford, and J. T. Whit-

worth, all of Montreal.

Although the building permits issued in Niagara Falls,

Ont., in 1915 totalled $186,906 less in value than those for ihe

preceding year, the figures for the last half of the year that

is just closed show a tremendous increase over those for

the corresponding months of the previous year. December
permits alone amounted to approximately $120,000. Condi-

tions in this city point to a great increase in building activity

during 1916.

The December report of the British Amalgamated So-

ciety of Engineers shows that the membership has advanced
from 173,629 to 204,162 in eleven months, and that funds
have increased $1,185,350 in ten months. It is estimated,

taking into account the increase in the price of piece work
and the amount of overtime worked, that the earnings of

members must have been increased by about $10,000,000 a

year.

The following is the comparative table, showing the

building records of 1915 as contrasted with those of 1914:

—

1914 1915

Montreal $17,394,244 $7,486,221 ..

Toronto 80,684,288 6,651,889

Winnipeg 12,160,950 1,826,300

Ottawa 4,397,920 1,605,160

Hamilton ... .'. 3,703,865 1,523,248

Vancouver 4,484,476 1,504,300

London 1,837,735 1,207,630

Halifax 879,320 1,063,985

During the year the Government has built by direct grant

129 miles of new roads and repaired 471 miles of old roads.

It has also aided municipalities to build 119 miles of new
roads under by-law and to repair 1,250 miles of old roads,

thus employing a total of over 10,500 men. The most im-

portant piece of work yet undertaken by any provincial gov-

ernment is the high road which will eventually run from

Windsor to Toronto and from there to Ottawa and Mont-
real, connecting at the latter point with the Montreal-New
York highway. From Windsor to Ottawa this road will

follow the old highway, which was the main artery of settle-

ment in the early history of the province. I

Considering the cities through which this will run, and A
including the population within a four-mile belt on each side,

it will serve one-half of the entire population of the province.

The section between Toronto and Hamilton, about thirty-

six miles long, may be considered the most important: It is

^ almost completely graded, the smaller bridges and culverts

are practically finished, and over seventeen miles of concrete

pavement have been laid.

The Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers' International

Union of America opened their fifth biennial and forty-fifth

convention yesterday morning at the new Central Technical

School, Toronto, after parading to that point from the Carls-

Rite Hotel, headed by the band of the 48th Highlanders.

There were between three hundred and four hundred dele-

gates at the opening, and it is expected that by the end of the

week there will be over five hundred in the city.

On arrival at the school the delegates were welcomed
by the Hon. F. G. Macdiarmid, who extended to them the

freedom of the Province on behalf of Premier Hearst. Mr.

Macdiarmid referred to the advance of legislation favorable

to the wor-kingmen in the Province of Ontario. He said that

after the war Canada would emerge with her credit un-

broken, "and when we emerge the brotherhood of man will

have a meaning it has never had before."

Mayor Church, representing the city; James Simpson,

representing the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada:

John Vick, representing the local Bricklayers' Union; James
I^ichardson, representing the Toronto Trades and Labor
Council; John Sutherland, representing the Building Trades

League, and Dr. A. C. McKay, Principal of the Technical

.School, also extended welcomes to the visitors.

Mr. W. J. Bowes, who was elected president of the union

in 1904, acknowledged the addresses and thanked the various
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representatives for the cordiality with which the delegates

liad been received since their arrival in the city.

Sufficient work has now been done at Saanich observa-

tory to give some general idea of what the completed struc-

ture will be like. Next month should see a start on the con-

struction of the dome. The concrete base of the structure

is in place, and such steel work as can be done pending the

return of Dr. Plaskett is now being hastened by the con-

tractors, the McMpine Robertson Company.
An increase in the price of the tenders for five million

bricks resulted in the Montreal Board of Control rejecting

the bids of the two companies tendering. The National

Brick Company asked $11 per thousand and the St. Lawrence

Brick Company .$11.^5 per thousand, the prices last year be-

ing $8.50 and $U.OO per thousand. The bricks arc required

for sewer work, and the Mayor declared that if no better

prices are made the city will consider the use of cement.

Fresh tenders are to be called. The price includes cartage.

Owing to the large stocks, the companies in 1915 oflfered the

bricks at very low quotations, but this year the makers are

asking prices which will allow a reasonable profit.

The New York Continental Jewell Filtration Company,
Montreal, is installing a plant at Macdonald College, St. Anne
de Bellevue, P. Q. The company has also obtained a con-

tract at Berthier, P. Q., where work will be commenced in

the spring. Both plants have a capacity of 300,000 U. S.

gallons per day.

A commission representing the city of Montreal, Mont-

real West, St. Pierre, Lachine, and the Conseil Superieur

d'Hygicne have presented a report in favor of converting the

St. Pierre River from an open into a covered sewer at a

cost of $610,000; also proposing that a barrier be constructed

to prevent the St. Lawrence River backing up the open sewer

and the construction of a pump house at a cost of $120,000

—

or $9."),000 if electricity be used. The St. Pierre receives the

sewage and household and surface water of several muni-

cipalities and is nothing less, the report says, than an open

sewer.

At the annual meeting of the Quebec branch of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers held in Quebec on Janu-

ary 11 the following officers were elected: president, Mr. A.
1'". Doucet; secretary-treasurer. Mr. Ivan E. Vallee; coun-

cillors, Messrs. .Mtheod Tremblay, Gabriel Henry and T. A.

J. Forrester.

The Dominion Railway Board have ordered a grade

separation at the junction of King Street and the Toronto,

Hamilton & Buffalo Railway, Hamilton, Ont., by means of

a bridge over the tracks.

Good roads constructed last year in the province of

Quebec with the aid and under the supervision of the pro-

vincial government, totalled l.'iO.I! miles. Of the total roads

constructed 20.5.0 were macadam, the balance being stone

foundation. Since 1911 the province of Quebec has con-

structed 1.667.67 miles of good road in all sections. The
Montreal-Quebec route is on the eve of being completed,

which shows that little remains to be done on the Levis-

Jackman road. Asphalt work is to be continued on the

King Edward Highway.
Canadian Nitro Products, Limited, have been incorpor-

ated with capital stock of $5,000,000, to carry on business

in Toronto. They will manufacture and deal in war muni-

tions, explosives and ammunition of all kinds. The provi-

sional directors are Edmund Hale Austin, Thomas Neville

PoUe, Charles Evans-Lewis, D. Finemark and F. Godson.

The British Munitions Company, Limited, have obtained

a charter to do business in the city of Montreal; capital

stock $50,000. The provisional directors are W. R. Lorimer

Shanks, F. G. Bush, G. R. Drennan, Michael J. O'Brien and

H. W. Jackson. The company will manufacture and deal in

lime fuses and munitions generally.

As a result of the success last year of the first confer-

ence on highway construction for county road superintendents

and engineers, it has been decided to continue the course dur-

ing the second week of February. Mr. W. A. McLean, Pro-

vincial Engineer of Highways, in a foreword to the pro-

gramme, says: "In an organization covering the southern

portion of the Province of Ontario, uniformity of methods

and personal touch between the engineers of the department

and the county superintendents are essential for the efficient

carrying on of highway improvement. The series of lectures

on highway construction is undertaken more especially as

a means of giving departmental instruction to county engi-

neers and superintendents who are in charge of roads sub-

sidized by the Provincial Government under the highway

improvement act."

The conference opens on Tuesday, February 8. and closes

on Friday, the 11th. The introductory address will be given

by Hon. F. G. Macdiarmid, Minister of Public Works and

Highways, and the speakers at the various sessions will in-

clude: Messrs. R. C. Muir, A. H. Parker, G. C. Parker. A.

.\. Smith, W. Huber, George Hogarth, M. A. Kemp. W. A.

McLean, W. H. Loscc, H. S. Van Scoyoc (Chief Engineer,

Toronto-Hamilton Highway Commission), R. M. Smith.

Arthur Sedgwick, T. M. Dc Blois.

Despite the opposition offered to the proposed diversion

of the route of the Lake Shore highway from the Lake Shore

Road to Queen Street through Mimico, New Toronto and

Etobicoke, the members of the three Councils at the con-

clusion of a conference with Mr. George H. Gooderham,

M.P.P., chairman of the Toronto-Hamilton Highway Com-
mission, decided to support the change in route. Mr. Gooder-

ham, in pointing out the material saving which would be

effected by the adoption of the Queen Street route, classed

the original Lake Shore route as prohibitive in cost, al-

though it was in all probability the people's thoroughfare.

To construct the road along the Lake Shore would cost at

least $404,000, with the probability that this figure would be

increased about $30,000 more owing to land damages. In

comparison with this, to build the highway along Queen
Street, and thus avoid the big items of expense encountered

on the Lake Shore would only cost about $227,000. Under
the new plan the road will leave the Lake Shore at the Etobi-

coke Township boundary line (Etobicoke Creek) and will

thence continue along Queen Street through Mimico, New
Toronto and Etobicoke, connecting again with the Lake

Shore at the westerly limits of New Toronto.

The members of the Toronto Township Council inter-

viewed Sir Adam Beck, chairman of the Ontario Hydro-

Electric Power Commission, recently, and discussed the

Hydro-Electric radial by-law to be submitted shortly. It is

planned to hold the vote on the by-law early next month.

Toronto Township's share of the cost of the line is about

$355,000.

Construction Features of Mexico Plant
( Concludoil from piigv 62)

generators to produce additional power. But besides this,

two 10,000 h. p. units of approximately similar design were

added.

The whole design and construction of this plant is o(

the greatest interest, even though it is not today the newest
hydro-electric plant, and when a government in Mexico is

formed that compares in any way with the strong effective

government of General Diaz, this plant will be of tremendous
benefit to the future development of this section of Mexico.
It is a remarkable thing that, in spite of all the disturbances
in that unfortunate country, the Necaxa plant has never
been interfered with to any serious extent.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Hull, Que.

Fire Chief Tessier has recommendecl

that watermains be laid to Tetreville.

City Clerk, H. Boulay.

Lynn Creek Valley, B.C.

The construction of a roadway up the

Lynn Creek Valley to the Zinc Mines

is being considered. The Municipal

Council of North Vancouver will ap-

proach the Provincial Government for

a grant of $5,000 towards the cost of the

work, the balance to be provided by the

Council and mining interests. Estimated

cost, .$10,000.

Markham, Ont.
A by-law has been carried providing

for the borrowing of $5,000 for the con-

struction of sidewalks. The Village

Council will purchase material. Clerk,

M. White.

Merritton, Ont.
The Town Council are considermg the

construction of sewers on a number of

streets and the laying of pavement on

a portion of Merritt Street. Engineer,

F. Rutherford, 24 Queen Street, St.

Catharines.

Vancouver, B.C.
Estimates are being prepared by A. D.

Creer, Engineer to the Vancouver Sew-

age Board, on the probable saving if the

Stanley Park Causeway and trunk sewer

are constructed together. Tenders may
be called about the end of January.

Winnipeg, Man.
Plans are being prepared for the con-

struction of watermains to the proposed

Institute for the Deaf and Blind, under

an arrangement between the Govern-

ment and the City.

Railroads, and Bridges Wharves

Fort Erie, Ont.
The Buiifalo, Fort Erie Ferry & Rail-

way Company, care of F. V. E. Bardol,

Room 400, D. S. Morgan Building, Buf-

falo. N.Y.. will apply to the Ontario

Legislature for permission to construct

a number of extensions to their system.

HuUett Township, Ont.

James Campbell, Secretary to the

Township Council, will receive tenders

until 3 p.m., February 3rd, for the con-

struction of a steel bridge over Walker-

l)urn Creek. Abutments and flooring of

cement construction.

Nanaimo, B.C.
The City Council are considermg the

erection of a bridge over the Mill Stream

and will submit a by-law. Estimated cost,

$14,000. Clerk, A. L. Rattray.

Victoria, B.C.
The Canadian Northern Railway Com-

pany, Toronto, have prepared plans for

a l)ridge to be erected over Selkirk Wa-
ter, and have forwarded them to the

Federal Government for approval.

Wardsville, Ont.
The bridge for which the County

Council are having plans prepared is to

be of steel construction, 85 feet span,

with creosoted wood block flooring.

Winnipeg, Man.
The City Council are considering the

construction of a bridge over the Win-
nipeg River at Point du Bois, to replace

the present temporary structure. Esti-

mated cost, $99,742. Secretary, M. Peter-
son.

Public Buildings, Churches
and Schools

Auckland, Que.
The School Board contemplate the

erection of a school, estimated to cost

$5,000. Secretary, J. B. Beauvais, Auck-
land.

Chambly, Que.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the School Board. Estimated
cost, $3,000. Secretary, G. C. Wallis.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Repairs to the First Methodist Church
have been decided upon. Work will in-

clude the installation of a steam heating
system and seating and interior decora-
tion. Secretary of the Committee, E. II.

Beer, 134 Richmond Street.

Ditton, Que.
The School Board are considering the

erection of three schools, estimated to

cost $4,400. Secretary, Tancrede Halle,

Ditton.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Board of Education have been in-

formed that a new Collegiate Institute

will have to be built during the year, in

consequence of overcrowding. Secre-
tary, R. H. Foster, City Hall.

Hampden, Que.
The erection of a school is contemp-

lated. Appro.ximate cost, $5,000. Sec-

retary to the School Board, John Black,

Hampden.

Palmerston, Ont.
In connection with the Post Office

now in course of erection, the roofing is

being done by day labor. Plastering and
painting contracts not yet awarded.

Portage la Prairie, Man.
The Public School Board will receive

tenders until January 25th for salvage

of the walls of the school which was
recently destroyed by fire, preparatory to

the erection of a new building. Chair-

man, Dr. A. P. MacKinnon.

Richelieu Village, Que.
The erection of a school is contemp-

lated by the School Board. Estimated

cost, $3,000. Secretary, J. C. Bashaw.

Spaulding, Que.
The School Board are considering the

erection of a school, estimated to cost
$5,000. Secretary, J. Cote, Spaulding.

Stanstead, Que.
Tlie Roman Catholic Congregation are

considering the rebuilding of their

Church, which was destroyed in the re-

cent fire. Curate. Rev. B. X. Cruveiller

St. Boniface, Man.
A by-law will be submitted to the rate-

payers shortly to provide for the erec-

tion of an addition to the Provencher
School at an approximate cost of $65,000.

Chairman of the School Board, J. A.
Marion.

Ste. Beatrice, Que.
The erection of a school is contemp-

lated by the School Board. Estimated
cost, $3,000. Secretary, Francois Parent.

St. Hubert, Que.
The School Board contemplate the

construction of a school at an approxi-
mate cost of $3,500. Secretary, W. R.
Kennedy, Springfield Park Post Office.

Toronto, Ont.
Tlie Board of Education are consider-

ing the construction of an Industrial
Farm School, to consist of buildings of
the cottage type, each capa1)le of accom-
modating fifty inmates. Estimated cost,

between $25,000 and $50,000 each. Sec-
retary of the Committee, Dr. Helen Mc-
Murchy.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brighton, Ont.
The contract for plastering at the new

school has been awarded to T. Gander &
Son, 351 Gladstone .\venue, Toronto.

Louisburg, C.B.
The contract for heating and plumbing

at the new school has been let by the
Town Council to Charles Thompson,
care of Angus Mc^skill, Glace Bay, N.S.

Verdun, Que.
The contract for painting required in

connection with the Nurses' Residence
which has been erected at the Protestant
Hospital for the Insane, 209 La Salle

Road, has been awarded to the general
contractors, A. F. Byers & Company.
Limited, 340 University Street, Montreal.

Westport, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of St. Edward's Presbytery has been
awarded to C. J. Speagle. Westport. Es-
timated cost, $10,000. Don X'alley pressed
l)rick will be used.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Aylmer, Que.
Henry Kuntz, 424 Queen Street, Otta-

wa, has purchased the site of the Hotel
Victoria, which was destroyed by fire.
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and contemplates the erection of a large

summer residence or hotel.

Cote St. Michel, Que.
The noiniiiion (Joverniiient Depart-

ment of rublic. Works intend to erect a

powerful wireless station to replace the

one at Maisonneuve. Secretary, R. C.

Desrochcrs, Ottawa.

Digby, N.S.
Work is proKressing on the erection ol

:in office and warehouse for the Nova
.Scotia Fish Company. Construction is

supervised by W. TurnbuU.

Forest, Ont.
The Town Council are liavinj? plans

prepared for fitting up the Town Build-

iiiKS for Military purp.jses. Work will

include the installation of heating ap-

jiaratus and general interior fittings.

Keeve, F. Patterson.

Halifax, N.S.
The Imperial Oil Company, :tll Do-

minion Bank Building. Toronto, are

liuilding two oil tanks on Richmond St.

Special iron construction, concrete found-

ation. Manager, S. S. Shatford, Halifax,

Hamilton, Ont.
The Royal Hamilton Yacht Club have

decided to erect a club house to replace

the building which was burnt down last

autumn. Work will start in the spring.

I'.stimatcd cost, $2.').000. Secretary, E. J.

RiMiwick.

Kingston, Ont.
The City Council have had plans pre-

pared for alterations to the Market
Buildings on King Street for the accom-
modation of troops. Work will include

the installation of closets, sinks, ranges,

bunks, etc. Tenders will be called short-

ly. Clerk. W. W. Sands.

Loco, B.C.
The Imperial Oil Company, Limited.

104 Abbott Street, Vancouver, contemp-
late the erection of an office building and

club house, at an estimated cost of $is.-

(100. Tenders will be called later.

London, Ont.
The by-law to provide for the estab-

lishment of a live stock market has been

defeated.

Medicine Hat. Alta.

Fefferman Bros., clothing merchants,

have purchased a site for the erection of

a business block, and will probably start

work in the spring, .'\rchitect. W. H.

Bcuirne. Tluckvale Block.

New Westminster, B.C.
Local architects arc now preparing

competitive plans for a market building

to be erected for the City Council. Ten-

ders will be called as soon as the design

is decided upon. .Approximate cost.

.i;:i.-).000. Clerk. W. .\. Duncan.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Ottawa Brass Manufacturmg

Company, 'Ml Wellington Street, are con-

sidering the erection of an addition to

their factory. Brick construction.

Owen Sound, Ont.
Work bv day labor is about to start

on remodelling the Pacific Hotel for the

Owen Sound Shoe Manufacturing Com-
pany. Limited. Promoter, W. F,. Wd-
son.

Peterboro, Ont.
Work is about to start on the erection
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of an addition to the premises of the

Auburn Woollen Mills, River Road. A
quantity of steel and other material is

already on the site.

St. Thomas, Ont.
The Wabash Railway Company, St.

Louis, Mo., have had plans prepared for

an addition to their roundhouse. Work
will probably commence at an early date.

Strathroy, Ont.
R. M. Pinconibe is about to make re-

pairs to his mill, part of which recently

collapsed. Approximate cost, $3,.'i00.

A by-law has been carried authorizing

the construction of water and electric

services to the proposed basket factory.

Owner, (Jeorge Rivers.

Three Rivers, Que.
The chemical factory which is now in

course of construction for the City

Council will be occupied by Contant,
Monette & Pion, 861 Ontario Street K.,

Montreal, who are in the market for

iion tanks, vats, stills and retorts for

the manufacture of potash and heavy
chemicals, etc.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February 1st for the erection

of an addition to the abattoir on Tc-
cumseh Street. Plans at office of the

Property Commissioner, City Hall, and
of D. W. Wright, Manager, Civic Abat-
toir.

Weedon, Que.
The Weedon C'hcmical Company have

commenced the rebuilding of their plant.

Equipment has been purchased.

Whalen, Ont.
John Rowell will shortly start work on

the erection of a reinforced concrete silo.

Patrick McGee intends to build a re-

inforced concrete silo. Work will start

as soon as possible.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Esquimau, B.C.
Work is progressing on the construc-

tion of an oil storage plant for the Im-
perial Oil Company, Limited, 404 .Ab-

bott Street, Vancouver. The contract for

erecting the warehouse, stable, office and
residence has been awarded to the Do-
minion Construction Company, 509 Rich-

ards Street, Vancouver. Frame, concrete

and galvanized iron construction.

Halifax. N.S.
Work has been started on repairs to

the business block at Granville and

Sackville Streets for .\. P. Downey, 244

Robie Street. The general, masoiiry.

carpentry, roofing, plastering and paint-

ing contracts have been awarded to the

Halifax Building Company, and the

heating to Longard Bros.. 213 Hollis St.

Frame construction, stone foundation,

felt and eravel roofing. .Approximate

cost. $10,000.

Montreal, Que.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the foundry now in

course of erection for the Williams

Manufacturing Company, Limited. St.

lames Street W.:—masonry and car-

pentry, Reid, McGregor & Reid. 511 St.

Catharines Street W.; roofing. Douglas

Bros., 19 St. Maurice Street; glazing.

Hobbs Manufacturing Company, 43 St.

Maurice Street; heating and plumbmg.

4::

L. K. Moulton & Company, Limited, 142

Inspector Street; electrical work, Collyer

& Brock, 131 St Alexander Street.

In connection with the machine shop

ill course of erection on Bourgct Street

for the Williams Manufacturing Com-
pany, Limited, 1789 St, James Street W..

the contract for supply of cut »ione has

been let to John Quinlan & Company.
4412 St. Catherine Street, We»tmount.
and for metal sash to Steel & Radiation

Ltd.. 304 L'niversity Street.

Otuwa, Ont
Work has been started on alterations

to a store for James Hope & Sons.

Sparks Street. The general contract ha-,

been awarded to J. St. Clair & Company.
Chateau Lauricr. .Approximate cost.

$3,.'>(M).

Paris, Ont
The contract for roofing in connection

with the factory which has been erect-

ed for the Paris Wincey Mills Company.
Limited, has been awarded to TurnbuU
Cutcliffe, Limited. 50 Colborne Street,

lirantford.

Peterborough, Ont
Work has been started on the erection

of an addition to the .Auburn Woollen
Mills. River Road. The general, carpen-

try, roofing and painting contracts have

been let to C. Rutherford, care of own-
ers, and the contract for steel to Hep-
burn & Disher, Limited, 18 Van Home
Street, Toronto. Owners will do heat-

ing.

Sherbrooke, Que.
Work has been started on the erection

of an addition to the premises of Walter

Blue & Company. Limited. 8 King St.

The general, masonry, carpentry, heal-

ing, plumbing and interior fittings con-

tracts have been let to .Anglin's Limited.

65 Victoria Street, Montreal. Roofing,

painting and electrical work not yet let.

St. Anne de Bellevue. Que.
Work is about to start on the construc-

tion of a filtration plant at Macdonald
College. The couipment will be sunolied

by the New York Continental Jewell Fil-

tration Company. New Birks Building.

Montreal, and the work done by the Col-

lege employees. .Approximate cost.

$16,000.

St Catharines, Ont
The contract for carpentry required in

alatration to a building for .A. Puccini

& Company. 55 Front Street E.. Toronto,

has been let to Davis Bros., Niagara St

.

the plumbing and galvanized iron work
to W. Riddeil & Son. 283 St. Paul Street,

and the contract for the installation i>f

an elevator to the TurnbuU Elevator

Company. John Street, Toronto.

Toronto. Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a warehouse at Wilton .Avenue and
Dalhousie Street has been awarded by
the Robert Simpson Company. Limited.

176 Vonge Street to Wells Bros. Com-
pany of Canada. Limited. Monadnock
Building. Chicago. 111. Reinforced con-

crete construction, steel sash. -Approxi-

mate cost. $400,000. Work will start in

the spring.

The contract for steel sash required

in the erection of an addition to the fac-

tory of the Canada Metal Company, Lim-
ited. Fraser .Avenue, has been let to Steel

& Radiation. Limited. Frasr- > ric.
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and for steel to Hepburn & Disher, Lim-
ited, 18 Van Home Street. Roofing, wir-
ing and painting not yet awarded.

Vancouver, B.C.
Work has been started on the erection

of on addition to the premises of the
Hudson's Bay Company, Georgia Street.

The contract for excavation has been let

to Campbell Bros., 1623 Bismarck Street,

and the structural steel to Canadian
Northwest Steel Company, Limited, Van-
couver. Tenders on plastering, painting,

mill work, sheet metal and roofing are

being received by the general contractors.
British Columbia Construction & Engi-
neering Company, 516 Standard Bank
Building.

Residences

Bethel, Ont.
A. Blain. Bethel, Glencoe, Ont., is con-

sidering the erection of a residence to

replace that recently destroyed by fire.

Approximate cost, $3,000.

Hensall, Ont.
Work will start in the spring on the

erection of two residences for R. Cud-
more. Plans are being drawn by T.

Welsh, Hensall. Brick, frame and con-

crete construction. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Lachine, Que.
Arthur Fournier, 89 Third Avenue, is

building a residence on Third Avenue,
is building a residence on Third Avenue,
estimated to cost $5,000. Work by day
labor.

Leamington, Ont.
Mrs. Edith Davidson, Mill Street,

contemplates the erection of a residence

to replace that recently, destroyed by fire.

Montreal, Que.
Work by day labor has been started on

the erection of a residence for D. Bail-

largeon, 1960 Chabot Street. Brick con-
struction, concrete foundation, felt and
gravel roofing. Approximate cost, $4,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The erection of a Protestant Infants'

Home is being considered. Convenor,
Mrs. Gordon Cumniing, 24 Lisgar Street.

James S. Wilson & Petregorsky, 250

Kent. Street, are considering the erection

of apartments on Laurier Avenue East.

Brick construction, concrete and brick-

foundation, felt and gravel roofing. Es-
timated cost, $0,000.

Quebec, Que.
J. & A. Tremblay, 79 Second Avenue,

Limoilou, has commenced the erection

of a residence, estimated to cost $3,000.

Frame and brick construction, felt and
gravel roofing.

W^ork on the erection of a residence
has been started by E. Cauchon, 84 La-
montagne Avenue, Domaine Lairet, Que-
bec. Frame and brick construction, met-
al and asbestos roofing. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

W. Morel, Fourth Avenue, Limoilou,
has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $3,000. Frame
and brick construction, metal and as-

bestos roofing.

Toronto, Ont.
R. J. Roger, 196 John Street, has com-

menced the erection of a residence on

Glendale Avenue, estimated to cost
$3,500. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction, shingle roofing.

E. Edmonds, 105 Oakwood Avenue, is

ijuilding a residence at 37 Thome Cres-
cent. Brick construction, slate roofing.
Estimated cost, $3,800.

J. Thorn, 221 Woodbine Avenue, is

building two residences on Brooksidc
Drive, estimated to cost $3,600. Brick
construction, shingle roofing.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Halifax, N.S.
The Eastern Investment Corporation,

Cragg Building, have let the following
contracts in connection with the flats

and residences which they arc building
on Jennings, Jubilee, Larch, Le March-
ant and Mott Streets:—heating, Longard
Bros., 313 Hollis Street; plumbing, W. S.

Craig, 316 Upper Water Street; electric-
al work, J. Starr, Son & Company, Gran-
ville Street.

Kentville, N.S.
In connection with the residence which

is being erected at the Sanatorium for the
Provincial Departrrient of Mines and
Works, Halifax, the contract for heating
and plumbing has been awarded to W.
Rockwell & Company, Wolfville. Paint-
ing by the general contractor.

Lachine, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence on St. Catherine Street for
Jeffrey Lord, 109 Fourth Avenue, has
been let to E. Bourbonnais, 181 Third
Avenue. Brick construction, concrete
foundation, felt and gravel roofing. Es-
timated cost, $3,000.

Fournier & Company, Limited, Vic-
toria Street and Second Avenue, have
commenced the erection of two flats for
Isidor Seidman, 46 Fourth Avenue. Brick
veneer construction, concrete foundation,
felt and gravel roofing. Estimated cost,
$:!,ooo.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for heating required in

connection with the residence which has
been erected on La Salle Street by J. T.
Legault, 30 St. James Street, has been
let to W. Theriault, 283 William David
Street.

Ottawa, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence in

course of erection on Nichols Street for
the Estate of John O'Leary, 208 Laurier
Avenue:—-brick work, S. Lasage; plaster-
ing. Peter Bopry, 13 Heney Street; heat-
ing. Pease Foundry Company, Limited,
287 Lyon Street; plumbing. Coldrey &
Chapman, Albert Street. Painting not
yet awarded. Electrical work by day
labor.

In connection with the residence in

course of erection for H. L. Morrison.
15 Ossington Avenue, the contract for

heating and plumbing has been let to

Gervin & Lillico, 1095 Bank Street, and
the electrical work to the Dominion Elec-
tric Construction Company, 417 Sparks
Street.

The contract for heating and plumb-
ing required at the residence which is

being built on Ossington Avenue by
Bower Bros.,,,133 Hopewell Avenue, has
been awarded to Gervin & Lillico, 1095

Bank Street, and the electrical work to
the Dominion Electric Construction
Company, 417 Sparks Street.

W. H. Tate, Bank Street, has let the
general contract for alterations and ad-
ditions to apartments on Somerset Street
to J. D. & F. Wilson, 482 Bank Street.
Brick veneer construction, felt and gravel
roofing. Approximate cost, $6,000.

Peterborough, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of two cottages for the City Council has
been awarded to Daniel Couglin.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Forest, Ont.
The by-law providing for the installa-

tion of a hydro electric system has been
carried. Town Clerk, R. Karr.

Hensall, Ont.
A by-law to authorize the installation

of a hydro electric light and power sys-
tem will be submitted to the ratepayers
on January 24th. Town Clerk, A. Mur-
doch.

Montreal, Que.
The Montreal Public Service Corpora-

tion, 303 St. James Street, are having
plans prepared for an addition to their
steam power plant. The first unit will
be of 15,000 h.p. capacity, which will be
increased as demand warrants to an ulti-

mate capacity of 60,000 h.p.

Plans are being prepared by the Mont-
real Tramways Company, 78 Craig St.,

for an addition to their steam generating
plant, estimated to cost between $2,000,-

000 and $3,000,000. The first unit will be
of 17,000 h.p., to be increased ultimately
to 60,000 h.p.

Park Hill, Ont.
The by-law authorizing the installa-

tion of a hydro electric system has been
carried. Town Clerk, J. H. Laughton.

Waldeck, Sask.
The Beaver Flat Rural Telephone

Company have been authorized to bor-
row $12,000 for the construction of their
proposed system. Treasurer. J. K. .lus-
tring, Waldeck.

Zurich, Ont.
The by-law providing for the installa-

tion of a hydro electric system has been
carried. Clerk to Hay Township Coun-
cil, Fred Hess, Sr,, Zurich.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Sherbrooke, Que.
The contract for supply of a turbine

has been let by the City Council to the
Jenckes Machine Company, Lansdowne
.Street, subject to the approval of the
Committee in charge.

Fires

Bridgewater, N.S.
Fire has destroyed the Fairview Hotel,

owned by W. E. .Await. Loss, $16,000;
insurance, $4,500.

Brooklyn, N.S.
The store and residence owned by Clif-

ford Gardner has been totally destroyed
by fire. Loss, about $2,000, covered by
insurance.
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Buckingham, Que.
iMrc lias completely destroyed the

Alexandra Hotel, owned by J. A. Ber-

nardin & Company. Loss, $20,000; in-

surance, $12,000.

Calgary, Alta.

The store and stock of the Western
Commercial Liquor Company has been

damaged by fire to the extent of about
$so,000. Loss is covered by insurance.

Dundas, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the barns and stable

owned by Richard Morlcy, Osborne
Hotel. Loss, $3,000, partially covered by
insurance. Owner contemplates rebuild-

ing.

Ethel, Ont.
The residence of S. Bartley has been

totally destroyed by fire. Loss is par-

tially insured.

Haileybury, Ont.
The hotel owned by Otto Knapp has

been entirely destroyed by fire. Loss,

$00,000, insurance $fi2.000. Owner will

pro])ably rebuild in the spring.

McGillivray, B.C.
The large sawmill owned by the River-

side Lumber Company, Limited, River-

side, Calgary, Alta., has been totally des-

troyed. Loss. $f).'),000. The Company in-

tend to rebuild immediately.

Middle Sackville, N.B.
The factory of the Standard Boot &

Shoe Company has been damaged by
lire. A number of expensive machines
were destroyed.

Minnedosa, Man.
The residence of Thomas Beddonie has

been entirely destroyed by fire. Loss,

$,•5,000, insurance, $1,800.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the residence of

Hugh McLean, ;i40 Victoria Avenne.
Loss is covered by insurance.

Normandale, Ont.
The residence of George Stanley has

been entirely destroyed by fire. Owner
is considering rebuilding in the spring.

Ottawa, Ont.
Fire has destroyed stores and apart-

ments at Wellington and Sherbrookc
Streets, the property of William Joynt,

990 Wellington Street. Owner will re-

l)uild at an early date. Loss, about
$4..';oo.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The International Hotel has been com-

pletely destroyed by fire. Loss, about

$250,000; insurance, $r>0.ono. Manager,

C. A. Pollock.

Sillery, Que.
Fire has destroyed a residence owned

by .1. L. Heureux, Sillery Village. Loss,

$0,000.

St. John, N.B.
A store at 50 Mill Street, the property

of J. Marcus, M Dock Street, has been

damaged by fire. Loss on buildings and
stock, $4,000, covered by insurance.

Toronto, Ont.
Fire has damaged the Union Station

to the extent of about $10,000. Superin-

tendent, J. J. Beck, Front Street.

Trenton, Ont.
Fire has damaged the stock and pro-

perty of the Trenton Cooperage Mills to

the extent of about $1.50,000.
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Miscellaneous
Goodwood, Ont.
Tenders will be received until February

1st by the Reeve on the supply of a quan-

tity of cedar timber.

Gravenhurst, Ont.
The Gravenhurst Electric Light & Wa-

ter Commission are receiving tenders on

the supply of 300 cedar poles, between
ao and 45 feet long, and not less than

inches top and 10 inches butt. Secre-

tary, W. H. Butterworth.

Hull, Que.
The City Council are considering the

purchase of a combination chemical and

hose auto truck and a quantity of hose.

(. lerk, H. Boulay.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts:—supply of one motor,

Shepherd & Cameron, Queen Street;

two pumps, Mussens Limited, 318 St.

Tames Street, Montreal; boiler, Ottawa
Boiler & Steel Works, 135 Broad Street.

Wheel Tax Would Provide Road Main-

tenance Funds

For the maintenance of roads in North

Carolina, Joseph Hyde Pratt, secretary

of the State Highway Commission, has

recently advocated the imposition of a

"wheel tax," based upon tire widths and

the amount of damage to highway sur-

faces caused by individual vehicles. All

funds thus collected would be used ex-

clusively for maintenance work. Under
the suggested wheel tax a wagon capable

of carrying 4,000 lbs. and with wheels

having tires 2 to 2;.^ inches in width,

would pay a much greater tax than the

same capacity wagon whose wheels have

tires C inches wide. If the front wheel

of such a wagon should not have the

same tread as the rear wheels the tax

would be still lower. The heavier the

load the wagon will hold, the higher,

proportionately, will be the wheel tax,

and the wider the tire, the lower the

wheel tax. With automobiles the horse-

power and weight of machine will deter-

mine the wheel tax. An equitable scale

of the wheel tax can be devised. Dr.

Pratt believes, which will not work a

hardship on any one and the revenue

derived from it will maintain the roads.

In West Virginia lumber wagons
have been doing a great deal of damage
to the public roads and the county engi-

neers arc now putting in force an act

recently passed at the extraordinary .ses-

sion of the last legislature, which is as

follows:
Persons, firms, etc., making continu-

ous use of any piece of the country road

or driving thereon any wagon and by

such use causing more than the usual

wear, may be compelled to put thereon

a section man or men and keep or assist

in keeping said road in such repair as

the' court may order. .Any person dis-

obeying or refusing such orders shall be

adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, and

upon conviction thereof fined not to ex-

ceed $50, or imprisonment, or both.

This action of the West Virginia Leg-
islature, Dr. Pratt thinks, is a move in

the right direction, but he is still of the

opinion that the wheel tax method of

furnishing a maintenance fund and of

controlling the damage that vehicles do

to roads, is by far the more practical

and effective one.

4S

«2,000 Spent by New Society Save*

13,000 to Profession

More than one hundred engineers put

in touch with positions, at no cost to the

engineer or employer, thereby saving

them about 93,000, all at a total cost of

less than $2,000, is the gist of the report

of the activities of the service clearing

house of the American Association of

Knginecrs. presented by the secretary at

the first annual convention held in Chic-

ago, December 10 and U. The $2,000

represents all the moneys spent since

this organization, devoted to the welfare

of the engineer, started its existence 7

months ago. The work of the clearing

house has practically all been done since

September 15.

In one-half of the application filed, re-

ported the secretary, there is a steady

decrease in the average pay of the engi-

neer from $1.50 in 1910 to $110 now. a

fact that he felt ought to be given seri-

ous consideration. While dishonest and
incompetent employment agencies arc

not nearly as prevalent as commonly be-

lieved, still instances were given of ex-

orbitant fees charged for positions held

only a few days.

The organization has now about .300

members and received 40 additional ap-

plications at the Saturday afternoon
meeting, which was attended by 400 en-

gineers, 200 of whom were visitors.

In an address by J. H. Prior, chief en-

gineer of the Illinois Public Utilities

Commission, on "The Economic Aspects
of Engineering Pay," he demonstrated
by diagrams that the pay of the lowest
"marginal" man in an organization had
a direct effect on that "of the highest

paid. He also pictured the law of sup-
ply and demand, showing that the same
result was obtained in case free bargain-
ing was indulged in and full knowledge
of conditions was known by both the
engineer and his prospective employer.

Prof. F. H. Newell outlined the prob-
lems of the engineer from the welfare
standpoint. He emphasized the idea

that this organization is in no wise an-
tagonizing any other good movement,
but will stimulate and help the existing
organizations far more than it will draw
from their membership. He spoke at

length on the duty of the society to the
engineer and suggested that younger
men be chosen more often as officers.

Hauling Equipment that Proved Econ-

omical on Road Work
Fifteen teams and ten men were saved

on a road contract recently carried out
by Thomas Levenc near Griffin. III., by
the use of a White truck and trailer and
Lee portable unloaders. In building the
asphalt-penetration road, surfaced with
three grades of stone, nine dump wagons,
each with a team and driver, and three
asphalt penetration tanks, each requiring
two teams, a driver and a fireman, were
in use before the truck was employed.
The truck and trailer, making the iVi
mile round trip in less than an hour, in-

cluding stops, not only hauled as much
stone as the nine teams, but also picked
up the empty and full tanks as the work
progressed, and made the trip from the
siding to the job so quickly that firemen
were not needed on the tanks. Four
men, shoveling all the time into the un-
loaders. were able to keep the truck and
trailer moving without delay.



Tenders Wanted

Tenders will be received by the Council of the

Township of Hullett up to 2 p.m. on Thursday,

the 8rd of February, 1916, for the erection of a

steel bridge over the Walkerburn Creek, five

miles north of Londesboro, the said bridge to be

CO ft. long and 16 ft. roadway, with cement floor

and to Be built on cement abutments. The low-

est or any tender not necessarily accepted.

.!.4 JAMES CAMPBELL, Clerk.

Tenders for Extension of

Cold Storage Division-

Civic Abattoir

Tenders addressed to the undersigned will be
received by registered post only up to 12 o'clock

noon on Tuesday, February 1st, 1916, covering
the extension of cold storage division at the

City Abattoir.
Specification may be seen and tender form ob-

tained, together with all information relative

thereto, at the Office of the Department of Pro-
perty, City Hall, or upon application to Mr. D.

W. Wright, Manager of the Civic Abattoir, Te-
cum seh Street.

The usual conditions pertaining to tendering,

as prescribed by the City By-law, must be strictly

complied with, and envelopes containing tenders

must be plainly marked on outside as to con-

tents. A bond from a Guarantee Company, sat-

isfactory to the City Treasurer, will be accepted
in Heu of the personal sureties provided for in

the specifications. The lowest or any tender not
necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH, (Mayor),
Chairman of Board of Control.

City Hall, Toronto, January 12, 1916. .3

Board of Education
Sealed tenders, addressed to the Secretary-Trea-

surer of the Board, will be received until

Friday, January 28th, 1916
for

Drawing Tables and Side Arm
Chairs for Malvern Avenue

High School

Ash Hoists, Electric Wiring, Fire

Doors, Steam Fittings, at

Sundry Schools
Specifications may be seen and all information

obtained at the office of the Superintendent of

Buildings, City Hall, Toronto. Each tender

must be accompanied with an accepted bank
cheque for five per cent, of the amount of tender

or its equivalent in cash, applying to said tender

only. Sureties . for all tenders exceeding four

thousand dollars must be furnished by Surety
Companies. Tenders must be in the hands of the

Secretary-Treasurer at his office in the City Hall,

not later than 4 o'clock on the day named, after

which no tender will be received. The lowest or

any tender will not necessarily be accepted.

W. C. WILKINSON,
Secretary-Treasurer.

MILES VOKES,
Chairman of Committee.

Tenders Wanted I Hoist Engine Wanted
Sealed tenders will be received by the under-

signed, addressed to Chester S. Walters, Esquire,
Mayor, Chairman Board of Control, up to 5
o'clock p.m., Monday, the seventh day of Febru-
ary, 1916, for supplying mechanical rakes and ap-

purtenances and travelling hoist and grab bucket
(one-half cu. yd. capacity) and appurtenances
for Gage Avenue pumping station.

Tenders to be on forms supplied by the City
Corporation and plainly marked on the outside
as to contents.

Plans, specifications, and further details can
be obtained upon application to the City Engi-
neer's office, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

S. H. KENT,
City Clerk.

Hamilton, Jan. 14, .1916. 3

School Tenders

Tenders for all trades in connection with the

erection of addition to St. Joseph's, St. Clare's,

and St. Anthony's Separate Schools and new
school for St. Monica's Parish, for the Separate

School Board for the City of Toronto, will be

received until 5 p.m., Wednesday, January 26,

1916, at the office of the Board, (J7 Bond Street.

Tenders to be submitted on forms supplied

and to be addressed to E. F. Henderson, Chair-

man of Sites and Buildings Committee, and to

be accompanied by a marked cheque for 10 per

cent, of the amount of tender.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the Architect, Charles J. Read, Rooms
203-4 Confederation Life Building, Toronto.

52-23

Concrete Mixers

Large company in Middle States making con-

crete mixers wants selling agents for Canadian
territory. Good working arrangement and sub-

stantial assistance will be given to reliable ag-

gressive agents. Box 279, Contract Record, To-

ronto, Ont. 1-4

Quarry Machinery Wanted
Two gang saws and one planer in good working

F. ROGERS & COMPANY,
1193 Queen Street West,

1.2-3 Toronto, Ont.

Contractor's Plant

For Sale

Two Ransom, 10 cubic feet capacity. Concrete
Mixers, one equipped with loading skip, complete

with steam engine.

One Beatty Hoisting Engine, single drum,
double cyHnder, 14 h.p., Al condition.

One American Single Drum Hoisting Engine,
single cylinder, 16 h.p.

Ten concrete carts, tools, etc.

Will dispose of at sacrifice price, and make
terms of payment to suit purchaser. Apply Mr.
Creed, Room 903, Read Building, Montreal. 3-4

S X 10 or 7 X 12 Double Hoist, Double Drum,
each Drum equipped with Ratchet and Pall and
Brake Straps, with swinger attached. Boiler to
have working capacity not less than 100 lb. steam
pressure.

The whole machine to be in first class working
order. Address,

MacFarlane-Pratt-Hanley, Limited,
3-3 Port Robinson, Ont.

Late News Items

Arnprior, Ont.
The Department of Militia & Defence,

Ottawa, have let the general contract for
the erection of a drill hall to Maurice
Sullivan, Harriett Street.

Barrie, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

roadway construction on Bradford St.,

estimated to cost $7,.500. Town Clerk,
E. Donnell.

Birchcliffe, Ont.
Fire has completely destroyed St.

Nicholas Anglican Church. Loss, $.5,000.

Pastor, Rev. C. E. Luce.

Buckingham, Que.
The Alexandra Hotel, which was re-

cently destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt
immediately. Stone and brick construc-
tion. Estimated cost, $20,000. Owner,
J. A. Bernardin.

Halifax, N.S.
The Young Street School has been

completely destroyed by fire. Loss, $60,-
000. Chairman of the Board of Educa-
tion, A. I. Macdougall.

Hamilton, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 5 p.m.,

February 7th, by the Board of Control,
for the supply of mechanical rakes, trav-
elling hoist and one-half cubic yard grab
bucket. Plans and specifications at

office of the City Engineer.

In connection with the factory which
is being built on Sherman Avenue for the
Canadian Cartridge Company. 161 Oak
Avenue, the contract for steel work has
been let to the Hamilton Bridge Works.
Bay Street N., and for roofing to T.
Irwin & Son, 22 McNab Street.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for plastering required in

connection with the hotel now being
erected for T. Bastien, 5 Beaver Hall
Square, has been awarded to Joseph
Chamberland, 5.53 Durocher Street.

Port Arthur, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the Walsh Block,

.Arthur Street. Loss, about $150,000. Oc-
cupants. Dominion Bank, Shields Gro-
cery, Wright & Hepburn, furntiure deal-
ers, G. Morris, undertaker, Hodgin's
Cigar Store.

Sydney, N.S.
The Knights of Columbus contemplate

the erection of a building on the Es-
planade, to cost about between $20,000
and $30,000.
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Do \vc understand from Sir Robert Borden's atti- designed arrangements to further the work of the

tude in the Ht)use that he refuses to hold an investi- manufacturer and the business man, and sanitary.

gation into the charges that have been made in con- pleasant dwellings for the citizens were among the de-

nection with the letting of Canadian munition con- tails of the plan which the Chambre thought should be

tracts? included in the powers given in such a law in order

If he knows that the charges are false, would one that each city should be able to make the most judi-

not expect he would jump at the chance of clearing the cious use possible of the territory- at its disposal.

reputation of his friends? What is the inference if

he refuses?

If he persists in sidestepping the issue we believe

Sir Robert has missed the chance of a lifetime to show
himself a really big man. Will he prove to be what
men are saying of him to-day, or will he measure up
to the standard of his opportunities?

'Pile Attorney General seeks to draw a herring

across the trail in placing responsibilit)- on the British

Government. Tiiat's not the issue. The Canadian
])eople want to know whether the men holding ex-

ecutive positions have conducted themselves as be-

comes ajipointccs of a party holding a great public

Comparative figures of our three
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Quebec Association of Architects

In the absence of Mr. J. Perrault, president, who is

. abroad, Mr. Hugh Vallance took the chair at the an-
nual meeting of the Province of Quebec Association of

Architects, held on January 15 at Quebec. The re-

port of Mr. J. Emile Vanier, the secretary, pointed out
that the year had been devoid of special interest, on
account of the war, and that the lack of new buildings
had adversely afifected the profession. In Quebec,
however, the annual report of the Quebec section

stated, the depression had not been felt to any extent.

The Association had lost three members by death

—

Mr. R. P. Lemay, Mr. David Ouelett, and Mr. A. I.

Richardson, the last-named being killed at Lange-
marcke, and the Association passed a special vote of

condolence with Mr. Richardson's family. On motion
of Mr. J. Lebon, seconded by Mr. J. P. Ouellet, it was
decided to write the Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, asking that members of the Association be
employed on Government buildings in the province of

Quebec and that the legal fees be paid. It \yas also

decided that the Association should not apply to the
Quebec Legislature for charter amendments. The
usual banquet was not held owing to the war, and
the members further decided not to celebrate the

twenty-fifth year of the Association's existence. The
following officers were elected: president, Mr. E. B.

Staveley, Quebec; first vice-president, Mr. Hugh Val-
lance, Montreal; second vice-president, Mr. G. A.
Monette, Montreal ; treasurer, Mr. N. MacVicar, Mon-
treal; secretary, Mr. J. Emile Vanier, Montreal; coun-
cil, Messrs. M. Eug. Payettte, Frank Peden, Alph.
Piche, H. J. Asselin, J. Lebon; delegates to the Royal
Architectural Institute of Canada, Messrs. Joseph Per-
rault, Alcide Chausse, D. R. Brown, Jos. P. Ouellet, A.
Beaugreand-Champagne.

Department of Public Highways
It is now formally announced by the Ontario Gov-

ernment that a separate Department of Public High-
ways has been created. The new department will be
in charge of a Deputy Minister, to which position Mr.
W. A. McLean, Provincial Engineer of Highways,
steps up. Hon. Finlay Macdiarmid will in future be
known as the Minister of Public Works and Highways.
This latest move on the part of the Ontario Government
indicates their intention of prosecuting vigorously the

development of highways at various points in the

province. Provision is made for the construction of

suburban and township roads in addition to county
roads. An efficient system of maintenance of road-

ways will also be inaugurated.

The province is to be congratulated in that an ap-

pointee with the personality, ability, and experience of

Mr. W. A. McLean was available for this position.

Under his guidance we have no doubt that the high-

ways of the province of Ontario will be rapidly im-

proved and maintained in the most efficient and
economical manner.

Honored the New Knight

Sir John Kennedy, .the consulting engineer of the

Montreal Harbor Commission, was, on Saturday, Jan-
uary 15, entertained at dinner by the staff of the Har-
bor Board to celebrate the honor of knighthood con-

ferred on their colleague. Major David Seath, the

secretary, presided, and referred to the long service of

Sir John, and to the important works with which he

has been identified, including the development of the

port of Montreal. Notwithstanding Sir John's blind-

ness in later years, he has designed many works, one

being the fine piers at Halifax for the Department of

Railways and Canals. Replying to the toast of his

health, proposed by Mr. F. Robertson, Sir John ack-

nowledged the congratulations which he had received,

and said that the work done during his thirty-three

years with the Harbor Commission was not as prom-
inent in his mind as the men who had worked with

hin> in securing that development. The health of

the engineering department was replied to by Mr. F.

VV. Cowie, chief engineer.

Annual Meeting C.S.G.E.
The annual meeting of the Toronto Branch of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, at which the

report of the retiring secretary was presented, shows
that the Branch is in a healthy condition, both as to

finances and membership. The figures indicate that

the Toronto membership is now 344, or an increase

of 49 over the year 1914. During the year valuable

contributions to the literature of the Society were
made in some half dozen addresses by prominent Can^-

adian engineers, including Mr. W. McNab, Mr. T. T.

Black, Dr. J. A. Amyot, Mr. H. S. Van Scoyoc, and
Mr. J. A. D. McCurdy. The annual excursion of the

Branch consisted of an inspection* tour of the con-

struction work of the new Welland Ship Canal. Vari-

ous reports were presented by the different committees
which had been appointed earlier in the year for this

purpose, and these reports were forwarded to Mont-
real for incorporation in the general report to be pre-

sented at the annual meeting of the Canadian Society

of Civil Engineers in Montreal on January 25, 26
and 27.

The following officers were elected for the coming
year: president, Mr. G. A. McCarthy, engineer of

Railways and Bridges of the city of Toronto; secre-

tary-treasurer. Prof. Arkley, Department of Applied
Science and Engineering of the University of Toron-
to. Executive committee : Messrs. E. W. Oliver, as-

sistant engineer, C. N. R. ; A. H. Harkness, consulting
engineer; A. L. Mudge, consulting engineer; and H.
G. Acres, hydraulic engineer, Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario. During the past year the
Toronto branch of this society has shown very effect-

ive evidence of a determination to make the operations
of this branch an essential part of the proceedings of
the parent society.

At a meeting of the Quebec Superior Board of
Health, held in Montreal on January 14, it was decided
to ask the Government to increase the grant of $35,000
to supervise the execution of the Health Act in the
province. The members suggested an increase from
1J4 cents per head of the population to 2^/2 cents,
which is lower than is paid in other provinces. The
board approved a committee's report on the restric-

tions that should be made to the use of chlorine for
the correction of water supplies. Chlorination cannot
rill the place of filtration ; as it is quickly set up, it is

of great help in an emergency until a permanent filter

plant can be provided. On the report by the sanitary
engineer that the water supplies of the cities of Hull
and Aylmer were polluted, the board ordered the sec-
retary to serve a notice on the authorities of both
cities to appear before the board, municipalities having
to be heard before remedial measures can be consid-
ered by the board.
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The City of Montreal Filtration Works
The necessity of a better quality of domestic supply
recognized by the increasing death rate— Features of the new
works described—Constructional difficulties—Cost figures

By Frederick E. Field-

as the Filtration Pumping Station. A five-foot branch
from this nine-f(X)t conduit, permits of a second source

of suj)ply to the filtration works, namely from the

A(|ucduct. This five-foot, or emergency, intake will

only be use<l when the main supply conduit is not in

service or when its capacity is not alone sufficient for

the daily use of water by the city, as the aqueduct
water is more highly polluted than water obtained from
the mid-stream intake of the St. Lawrence River. The
purpose of the filtration pumping station is to lift the

conduit or aqueduct water to the jjrefilters, a height of

approximately 18 feet, and to furnish water at a higher

l)ressure for washing the prefilters at times of clean-

ing. From the prefilters, or rapid-filters, which is the

first step in the purification j)rocess, the water will

flow by gravity to the final filters, which are quite

similar in construction to the usual slow sand filters.

'I'he water used by the citizens of Montreal is ob-

tained from the St. Lawrence River and is distributed

to the consumers by two entirely independent corpora-

tions. The Montreal Water and Power Company, a

private corporation, has a shore intake and has purified

its water sujjply since June, 1912, by means of a mech-
anical filtration plant. This company siii)i)lies approxi-

mately 27 million gallons daily to about 250,000 people,

including many residents of adjoining municipalities.

The municipal plant of the city of Montreal has both

a shore and a mid-stream intake, situated about two
miles above the Lachinc Rajiids of the St. Lawrence
River. From an entrance gate chamber which receives

the sup])ly from both intakes, a ccjncrete conduit 8j/j

feet in diameter, conveys the water to the Low Level

Pumping Station, from which it is pumped through

the distributing mains to the city's reservoirs. This
station supplies between 50 and 55 million gallons

daily to approximately 400,000 jjcople.

Need of Purification

For many years the excessive number of cases and

deaths from typhoid fever has shown the necessity of

improving the quality of the water u.sed for domestic

purposes.

The increasing pollution of the water sfipply, due

to the discharge of sewage and other impurities from
towns within the drainage area above the intake is in-

dicated by Fig. No. 1, which shows graphically the

total number of deaths and the death rate, per lOO,000

l)t)pulation, from typhoid fever for a long period of

years. During the late fall and winter of PJ09-1910, a

severe epidemic of typhoid fever prevailed in Mont-
real and its suburbs, and occasioned 203 deaths be-

tween October 1st, 1909, and March 1st, 1910. The
necessity for prompt action was recognized by the city

officials, and on February Sth, 1910, the treatment of

the numicipal water su])ply by hypochlorite of lime

was started, and has been regularly continued to the

l)resent time. On April 4th, 1910, Messrs. Hering and
Fuller, filtration engineers, were instructed to report

on the best means of securing an improved water sup-

ply for the city. On July 2nd, 1910, these engineers

submitted their report and recommended filtration of

the .St. Lawrence River water. Their recommendation
was adopted by the city and Messrs. Hering and Fuller

were engaged to co-operate with the late Major
Georges Janin, then chief engineer, in preparing plans

and s])ecifications and in supervising the construction

of filtration works for the city of Montreal.

General Description

The filtration works, which are now practically

completed, with the excejjtion of the placing of the

filtering material, are designed for a nominal daily

capacity of fifty million Imperial gallons.

A nine-foot concrete conduit connected to the Sj-^-

foot main supply conduit, previously mentioned as

sui)plying the low level pumping station, will bring the

untreated St. Lawrence River water to what is known

*Kcsitlent Engineer.

.Mtfp
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Fig. 2—General Arrangement of Filtration Works, Montreal.

reservoirs. After the completion of the aqueduct en-

largement work, which is now under construction, the

filtered water will not return to the filtration pumping
station but instead will flow by gravity from the filter-

ed water reservoir to the new hydro-electric pumping
station at the end of the aqueduct, and from this point
will be delivered through the distributing mains to the

consumers. Fig. 2 shows the general arrangement
of the filtration works and its relation to the aque-
duct and pumping station.

Filtration Pumping Station

The filtration pumping station. Fig. 3, is a two-
storey structure about 80 ft. x 60 ft. in size. The lower
storey is below the ground level, and is traversed by
the raw-water suction conduit and the raw-water dis-

charge conduit, which are placed one upon the other.
The direct connected motor driven, centrifugal pumps
are arranged on either side of the central conduits in

such manner as to obtain their supply from the lower,
or suction conduit and deliver into the upper or dis-

charge conduit with a minimum of piping connections.

Four of the pumps on the north side of the station are

also similarly connected to a filtered water suction

conduit and a filtered-water discharge conduit, and
])rovided with suitable check and controlling valves.

This will permit of one or all of these pumps on the

north side of the station to be used for delivering

filtered water to the present low level steam pumping
station until such time as the new hydro-electric pump-
ing station is completed, after which, as previously
stated, the filtered water will flow by gravity to the

new pumping station, and all raw-water pumps in the

filtration pumping station will be available for supply-
ing the filters.

The pumping station includes the following units

:

4 raw water pumps, unit capacity 17,.'5O0 Imp. gal. per min.

3 raw water pumps, unit capacity 11,600 Imp. gal.

3 raw water pumps, unit capacity 5,800 Imp. gal.

2 wash water pumps, unit capacity 1,:!00 Imp. gal.

1 sump water pump, unit capacity ICiO Imp. gal.

1 sump water pump, unit capacity 150 Imp. gal.

1 rotary blower, unit capacity 5,000 cu. ft. air per min.

Switchboards, transformers, cranes and other equip-

per mm.
per min.

per min.

per min.

per min.
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Fig. 3-Section of the Filtration Pumping Station and Prefilters—showing course taken by water.
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nient are jirovidcd to make the installation complete.

The wash water pumps and the blower are for use in

seepage and drainage water. The six largest pumjjs
and the blower are operated by motors using 2200
cleaning the pre-fdters. The sump pumps will remove
volt alternating current. The other pumps operate

under 550 volt current. The up])er storey of the pump-
ing station is above the ground level and, similar to

all other buildings of the works, has walls of red brick

and cinder concrete roofs covered with green tiles.

The north side of this upper storey contains a labora-

tory for water analysis and other purposes usual in

the operation of filtration works. The south side con-
tains rooms for storage and other needs. Fig. 4 shows
a section of the pumping station.

Pre-filters

Tiic i)re-filters, located cast of and adjoining the

])uni])ing station, arc sui)])orted by groined arches
above the roof of the filtered-water reservoir. They
are sixteen in number, each having a net filtering area
of 1,200 square feet, and arc arranged eight on each
side of a central operating gallery. 'Each prefilter is

divided IcMigitudinally by a central gutter into which
empty the sixteen laterial reinforced concrete wash-
water gutters. The strainer and air system is made
uj) of cast iron headers and 2-inch cast iron laterals,

with brass strainers spaced on 6-inch centers. The
filtering material consists of 15 inches of gravel, graded
into four sizes and ]>laced in corresponding layers, and
30 inches of filter sand. The details of a prefilter unit

is shown in Fig. No. 5.

Longitudinally through the centre of the operati:)g

gallery are two concrete condqits, placed one upon the
other. The upper one is the raw-water supply con-
duit from the filtration pumping station and the lower
is the prefilter effluent conduit leading to the final

filters. These twrj conduits are connected to the prc-
filters by cast-iron piping with hydraulic controlling
valves. All these valves and also the valves for wash
water, air, and drainage are controlled from sixteen
operating tables on the gallery floor, one operating
table being located in front of its corresponding filter.

For controlling the rate of filtration, rate controllers
of the I'^arl type are provided. These are so connected
to a master controller that the discharge from the pre-

filters is automatically adjusted to the discharge from
the final filters, which in turn is similarly automatically
controlled by the amount of water being drawn from
the filtered water reservoir. In other words, the plant
as a whole will deliver filtered water at the same rate

as it is being used in the city without man operation
of the many controlling valves. All other features of
the prefilters are of the usual construction and need
no detailed description. Fig. No. 6 shows the com-
pleted prefilter gallery.

Final Filters

The final filters are sixteen in number, and, similar-

ly to the prefilters, are arranged eight on each side of

the operating gallery. The filters are covered by
groined arches suj)ported by piers spaced on 19-feet

centers. The pier load is carried on foundation blocks
independent of the rest of the floor, which is flat, and
but five inches thick. The filters are each 55 x 340
feet, inside measurements, with the short dimension

Pig. 4-Section of Filtration Pumpliul Station.
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adjoining the gallery to better accommodate the use
of Blaisdell washing machines for the filter cleaning.
The underdrainage system consists of two half round
8-inch tile laterals in each bay, which discharge into
a central main collector, 2_^ feet in diameter, extend-
ing the entire length of the filter below the floor level.

A heating and ventilating system is provided to
prevent skin ice forming during the winter months
and interfering with the free movements of the wash-
ing machines, and also to make the filters more- health-
ful and comfortable for the workmen. This consists
of a fan and a system of air ducts so arranged that

Fig. 5-Details of the Prefilters—Montreal Filtration Plant.

The filter material includes 12 inches of graded gravel,
placed in four layers, and 27 inches of sand. The con-
duits and piping connections in the gallery, including
the Earl rate controllers, are similar to those of the
prefilters. The periodical cleaning of the final filters

will be accomplished by Blaisdell washing machines.
These machines, travelling on tracks supported by the
piers, will rake and wash the upper layers of the sand,
leave the sand bed clean and uniform, and pump away
to the drains all dirt and other foreign matters which
have accumulated since the previous washing. All
this will be accomplished at one operation and by one
man operating the machine.

Among the advantages of this method of cleaning
the filters are :

—

(1) The length of time the filter is out of service
is" a minimum.

(2) The removal of the dirt from the sand is more
complete than can be done by hand cleaning as the
'cleaning process extends to any desired depth below
the surface of the sand.

(3) The sand bed is left more uniform and without
the compacting which accompanies the Walking over
the sand by workmen.

(4) There is no break in the regular routine of the
work during the winter months and no decrease in the
effective filtering areas.

heated air can be blown uniformly over the entire area
of the filters. Fig. No. 7 shows the details of design
of the final filters, and Fig. No. 8 is an interior view
of the completed final filter gallery.

Filtered Water Reservoir

The filtered water reservoir is of concrete with
groined arches for the roof and inverted groined arches
for the floor. It is about 430 x 232 feet in size and
has a capacity of 6% million Imperial gallons. With
the exception of its use to control the output of the
])lant, as has previously been described, there is no-
thing unusual in its design or method of operation.

Electrical System
The Montreal filtration works uses electric current

for power, heating and lighting. Until the completion
of its own hydro-electric power and pumping station,
the city will obtain electric current from the Montreal
Light, Heat and Power Company, which has a.10,000
volt transmission line near the works. Branch con-
nections from this transmission line will bring 10,000
volt alternating current to the filtration transformer
building, where it will be reduced to 2,200 volts and
transmitted through an underground conduit system
to the filtration buildings. Here it will be used at
the same voltage for the motors operating the main
pumps or reduced to 550 and 220 volts for other mach-
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Fig. 6 -Completed Prefilter Gallery.

iiiery ;iik1 fur lighting and heating. Heating through-
out the entire works will be accuniplished hy electric

radiators. The Blaisdell washing machines use direct

current, consequently a motor generator set is provid-

ed to supply this current to the machine motors
through the three miles of double trolley lines by
which the machines are operated in the final filters.

Exterior Appearance of Completed Work
In the centre of a level tract of land nearly 100

acres in extent, mounds of earth with neatly trimmed
slopes, and several red brick buildings with green tile

roofs give but little indication of the extent of the

many and interesting features of the filtration works
there located. Of the ten acres covered by the pre-

sent works, over nine acres, including the final filters,

prefilters and filterexl water reservoir are entirely

underground. The i)um|>ing station, prefilter gallery

building, wash water tcjwer and the several gate
houses, serve to identify the several divisions of the
works. It only re<|uires the extension of driveways
and the planting of trees and shrubs to convert the

filtration lot into a spacious j)ark which will not only
be appreciated by the nearby residents, but will also

give the city of Alontreal an attractive setting to one
of its most beneficial public wi>rks. The ap|»roximate
cost of the work is given in the following tabulation:

Delays in Construction
Contracts N(js. 1, 2 and 3 were awarded in the

late summer and fall of 1911, an<l when the work un-
der these contracts was sufficiently advanced, the other
contracts were awarded in logical order. Very little

work was accomi)lished in the final filters, prefilters

and filtered water during 1911, and it was not un'il

July, 1912, that the first contract was placed. The
progress during 1912 was also slow and unsatisfactory,

due to unwise selection of plant and organization by
the contractor on contracts Nos. 2 and 3. During the

winter of 1912-1913, failure on the part of the con-

tractor to protect the floors and foundations of the

final filters against damage by frost action, resulted

in a general upheaval of the foundation of the walls
and piers, the cracking and lifting of the filter floors,

the collapse of many of the main collectors and mis-
cellaneous other damage. Much of the si)ring and
early summer of 1913 was occui)ied in an investiga-

tion of this damage and resulted in the contractor
acknowledging his rcsi)onsibility therefor. The
troubles on contracts 2 and 3 seriously delayed the

work on the other contracts, and Sejjtember 1st, 1913,

the date specified for final comj)letion of all the con-
tracts, found the filtration works in a .sad state of in-

comi)leteness. During 1914 and 1915 the work pro-

gressed at a slow and unsteady rate on contracts 2
and 3, due largely to organization and financial
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Fi«. 7—Dclailii of Final Flltert. Montreal Filtration Plant.
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Table I.—Filtration Contracts

No. Description

1. Pumping machinery, blower and cranes

2. Final filters and appurtenances

3. Pre-filters and filtered water reservoir

4. Pumping Station, wash water tower and

buildings

4a. Interior painting

5. Exterior electrical conduit system

5a. Undergrovmd electrical cables and appurten-

ances

6. Transformer building

Contractor

British Electric Plant Company
F. H. McGuigan, transferred to

Norman M. McLeod
F. H. McGuigan, transferred to

Norman M. McLeod

F- J- Jago Company, Limited
Charles Larin
G. M. Gest

Northern Electric Company, Limited
City of Montreal

Value

40,250

673,000

485,000

159,500

1,250

6,000

12,500

6,000

Approximate total value $1,383,500

troubles. The progress on all other contracts has

been quite satisfactory considering the many impedi-

ments to rapid completion. On January 1st, 1916, all

work is so far completed that the operation of the plant

is only prevented by the lack of filter sand and gravel.

It is expected that this very important item of the

work will be rushed to rapid completion during the

coming season and that before the end of the year

1916, the citizens of Montreal will at last realize their

long felt need, namely, a pure and wholesome water

supply.

Need of Extensions to Filtration Works
In 1910, when the design of the filtration works was

started, the amount of water supplied b.y the muni-

cipal waterworks was about 37 million Imperial gal-

Fig. 8- Final Filter Gallery.

Ions per day. The filtration works were designed for

a nominal daily capacity of 50 million gallons, which
was one and one-third times the daily water use in

1910. It was realized at the time that extensions to

the filters would be required in a few years, and pro-

visions in the designs of the works now constructed

allow for extensions with but little difficulty and with-

out serious disturbance in the regular operation of the

l)lant. Annexations of adjoining municipalities and the

large extensions of the city's water distribution sys-

tem have, however, been much more rapid than was

expected. From 1910 to 1915 the water used has in-

creased from 37 to 55 million gallons per day, and the
filtration works now nearing completion will be re-

quired to work at full capacity from the day it is put
into service.

The need for immediate action to provide for a
daily capacity of 100 million gallons of filtered water
is so apparent that the city will undoubtedly, in the
near future, let contracts for the extension of the pre-
sent filtration works.

The filtration works and other waterworks improve-
ments are being carried out under the general super-
vision of Messrs. Paul E. Mercier, Chief Engineer of
Public Works, and T. W. Lesage, Engineer Superin-
tendent of Water Works.

Toronto Builders' Exchange ^Hj
At the annual meeting of the Toronto Builders^

Exchange, held on January 17th, the following officers

were elected :—President, S. R. Hughes ; first vice-
president, W. E. Dillon ; second vice-president, Walter
Davidson ; treasurer, John Aldridge. Elected Direc-
tors : Fred Armstrong, Ed. Gearing, Geo. Gander, Chas.
Bulley, A. D. Grant and five directors still to be ap-
pointed. Mr. Geo. Oakley, the retiring president, stated
in his report that the new form of contract upon which
the Exchange had been working for the past two
years, had been adopted and was now being used by
practically every architect throughout the Dominion.
Reference was also made to the work of the Exchange
in connection with the Workmen's Compensation Act.
A motion was adopted requesting members to forward
a carbon copy of all reports of accidents, to the Sec-
retary of the Exchange. The financial report showed
a good balance. Mr. Arthur E. Flower, Secretary for
the past three years, was tendered the hearty thanks
of the retiring officers for his efficient work dur-
ing 1915.

A paper entitled '"Studies for and Experiments
with Mixtures for Winnipeg Concrete Aqueduct," by
W. G. Chace and D. L. McLean was read on Januarv
6th, 1916, before the Manitoba Branch of the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers. This paper dealt
with the methods used to ensure water-tight concrete
for the Great Winnipeg Water District Aqueduct. It
will be presented to the Main Society for publication
at a later date.
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Construction of City Pavements
Methods employed by different Engineers in laying Stone, Brick, Wood
and Bituminous Pavements—The importance of Maintenance and Repairs

By Geo. W. Tillson'

1 incli allowed in the depth; that is, they were per-
mitted to be anywhere from 7 to 8 inches in depth.
When concrete was substituted for sand as a founda-
tion, for many years there was no change made in the
depth of the block itself, and it is only quite recently
that it has been recognized that, as the actual wear
on top of the block is very little, a block 5 inches in
depth, or even 4 inches in depth, under certain condi-
tions, would be just as good as a 7-inch or an 8-inch
block.

Joint Filling.—The old blocks were laid with a
joint of at least }i inch and sometimes 1 inch in
width. These joints were filled with gravel and the
interstices in the gravel filled with paving pitch com-
posed of 100 pounds of coal tar pitch and 20 pounds
of asphalt. The result was that the blocks wore off
on the edges, becoming round and the pavement
rough, before the blocks themselves had suffered any
material wear as to depth. With the smaller blocks
previously referred to, it is possible to have them so
dressed without much extra cost that they can be laid
with smaller joints and a more satisfactory filler used.
In some cases Portland cement grout has been used
for filler; in others, coal far pitch or .some asphaltic
compound, and .sometimes a mixture of coal tar pitch
and sand.

Portland Cement Filler

The Portland cement filler gives a very smooth
and satisfactory surface. It allows the blocks to be
used somewhat rougher on the sides, as the grout,
being .so thin, readily runs in and fills up all .small
spaces. It makes a continuous pavement, both long-
itudinally and laterally, and if the grouting is well
done it probably gives a pavement that will stand
more actual wear than that of any other filler. On
the other hand it makes an extremely noisy pave-
ment. Noisiness is the most objectionable feature in
a granite pavement. The wheels come directly upon
the blocks, and. as a vehicle rolls from one end of a
street to the other, there is carried along with it a
noise and a reverberation that is the accumulation of
the noise from the difTerent blocks transmitted
through the cement joints to the next blocks, and so
on urttil it is lost in the distance. Also, it is an ex-
tremely expensive pavement to tear up for the pur-
pose of making repairs to old or laying new subsurface
work. It may be said that this is not an objection
to the pavement itself. This is undoubtedly true.
but it must be recognized that openings must be made
in pavements, and if a pavement cannot be easily and
satisfactorily restored after it has been opened, this
fact certainly militates against the pavement. It is

extremely difficult, especially in a well-travelled
street, to repair cuts and keep traffic oflf the new
pavement when it has been repaired with cement
grouting until the cement has .set.

With a pitch filler the difficulty is to get a material
that will not be soft enough to run in summer weather
or hard enough to be brittle and crumble in cold
weather. A proper combination can and undoubtedly
will be worked out to meet this objection, except in
most extreme climates. The combination of pitch and
sand was probably first used in Liverpool, and this

.So much lias been said in recent years regarding
the detailed construction of difTerent pavements that
it does not seem necessary to repeat it here. It

perhaps would be of more interest and value to di.s-

cuss somewhat in detail the different points of these
pavements concerning which engineers dififer. Much
could be said regarding the advisability of laying cer-
tain pavements on certain streets under certain con-
ditions, but these points are pretty well understood
as a general proposition, and there is not much ques-
tion as to which material should be laid to jvccomplish
certain results.

Stone Pavements
.Size of lilocks.—While with different kinds of

stone some little variation migiit be made in the per-
mis.sible size of blocks, as granite is the kind of stone
most generally in u.se, that will be considered here.

It seems .strange, with the many societies for
standardizing paving specifications and the close in-

lerrelationshii) of the different engineers making up
these .societies, that at the present time the different
cities belonging to these organizations should not use
blocks of the same size. For instance, take the cities

of New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago, all

of which have had members in these various societies.

No two of them specify granite blocks of exactly the
same size, and the difference Ijetween tiicm is so
small that the blocks themselves would not be mater-
ially different if any one specification were used. IJiit

they vary a quarter of an inch here and a quarter of
an inch there, just enough to prevent them being
alike, and make it impossible for the quarrymen to
manufacture blocks and have them all fulfil the speci-
iications of all the large cities using them. If this

difference in size is so small that it does not make any
material difference in the blocks themselves, it may
be thought that there is no necessity for uniformity

;

but, as has been intimated, if exactly the same size

can be used in the different cities, the granite men can
make up blocks during the winter season with the
knowledge that no matter if Boston does not use as
many as usual during the following season, if New-
York uses more, there will be just as good sale for

them as if the usual amount were used in both cities.

In other words, if ten million blocks are to be used
in 1916, with the specifications for size the same in

the principal cities, it does not make any difference to
the mamifacturer of the blocks just where they are
to be used. This is important to the consumers, as
they arc often obliged to wait after contracts are let

for the delivery of blocks, where, if the stock were
on hand, they could be obtained without delay.

If, for instance, the sizes of the blocks could be
si^ccified as 3J^ to 5j^ inches wide. 5 inches deep, and
8 to 10 inches long, allowing proper variations, they
would comply with the requirements of the different

cities as to service and would be much more satisfac-

tory to the manufacturer, and thus cheapen the price
of the blocks.

When the oblong granite blocks were first used
they were laid on a sand foundation and a variation of

* Consultinsr Enfflneer Boroujrh of Hmoklvn. Now York Citv. before
Worcester Oood Roads Convention.
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gives a much tougher mixture than when the pitch

is used alone. This combination has been used to

some extent in this country, and, in the opinion of

the writer, will prove a success.

Cushion-—When the concrete base first came into

general use, with the blocks 7 and 8 inches deep, it

was necessary to have at least 2 inches of sand on
the surface of the concrete as a cushion for the blocks,

so that an 8-inch block would have at least 1 inch

underneath and the blocks would be firm and have a

solid bearing and consequently not have undue pres-

siu'e from the traffic ; but when the smaller blocks are

used, with a variation of % inch only in depth, it is

not necessary to have so great a depth, and the least

amount that will give the block a resilient cushion is

all that is desirable. This, with the new blocks,

should not be more than % of an inch, or, at the out-

side, 1 inch in 'depth.

Practically all stone blocks laid up to the present

time have been laid on a sand cushion. There is,

however, at the present time a discussion going on to

a certain extent in the technical press and among
engineers as to the advisability of using a mortar bed
for stone blocks. If this be done, the whole pave-

ment, including the foundation, will be practically one
piece of masonry construction and extremely solid, so

solid in fact that the wear under traffic will be more
than if it were resilient. If the pavement itself has a

cement filler, and so becomes a monolith, this objec-

tion is not so great, but the more solid a stone pave-

ment is the more noisy will it be and the greater its

wear.
If a cheap cushion could be made of some resilient

material, say a combination of certain bitumens with

.sand or .stone, the writer thinks it would be much more
satisfactory than a mortar bed. As has been said,

the greatest objection to a granite pavement is its

noisiness, and if each individual block can be segre-

gated so that a resilient substance will separate it

from every other block or the foundation itself, a pave-

ment the least noisy of all can be obtained. If, for

instance, .stone blocks could rest on an India rubber

cushion with the spaces between the blocks filled with

India rubber, the pavement would be resilient, as

quiet as possible, and, on account of its resiliency,

show the least wear under traffic. While it is un-

doubtedly impossible to obtain such a condition, it

can be approached by filling the joints and the spaces

under the blocks with some bituminoiis material that

will have as many as possible of the qualities of India

rubber.
Brick Pavements

There is very little difference in the opinions of

engineers as regards the construction of brick pave-

ments. All the arguments made regarding the dif-

ferent practices of construction of a stone pavement
will apply to a great extent to the brick. There will

undoubtedly always be advocates of cement as well

as bituminous joints for brick pavements, and re-

cently there has been the same discussion about the

cushion as referred to for the stone. The writer feels,

however, that the conclusions with regard to stone

pavements will hold good as to brick, and believes

that a better result will be obtained with the sand
cushion than with the mortar bed.

The principal argument against the sand cushion
seems to be that it is liable to wash out from under
the blocks, thus causing a settlement in the pavement.
The writer feels that the chance of this is very small
and that it need not be considered.

Wood Pavement
It is here that there is probably more disparity in

the ideas and practices of the engineers than in any
other kind of pavement. This is true because treated

wood block pavement is a complicated structure, and
it has been in use a shorter time than the other
standard pavements. In the early wood pavements
the blocks were untreated, and for that reason it was
thought impossible for many years to lay a wood
pavement that would be satisfactory. But the treated

wood pavements of Europe showed that properly pre-

pared wood was a good paving material, and conse-
quently the industry sprang up in this country.

The first thing so consider is the character of the
wood itself. It is generally recognized that long leaf

yellow pine is the best material. This, however, is

an expensive wood and obtained only in certain sec-

tions of the country, and if other woods that are more
general in their growth can be used after proper
treatment and under certain conditions, the cost of

the pavement will be very materially reduced. The
Government has been making experiments to deter-

mine this, and it is hoped that a satisfactory solution
will be reached.

There is very little disagreement regarding the
size of the block. s They are generally 3 or 4 inches
in width and 3i/2 to 4 inches deep, and average about
8 inches long.

Treatment of Blocks

The treatment of the blocks, however, is the most
important. Blocks have been treated with what is

known as the zinc process, and the writer saw some in

Brussels, in 1913, being laid on the Waterloo Boule-
vard that had been treated with sulphate of copper,
but to a very slight extent. In this country, and
I)robably in F.urope as well, it is generally considered
that the best > preservative is creo.sote oil. Creosote
oil is now manufactured from both coal tar and water
gas tar; the former material has been u.sed to the
greatest extent and has given satisfactory results. The
proponents of the use of the latter contend tlrat it is

as good as the coal tar oil. The experience with the
water gas oil, however, at the present time has not
been such, in the judgment of most engineers, to make
this conclusion positive. Experiments should be
carried out to demonstrate the usefulness of the water
gas oil, as wherever possible the greatest competition
should be allowed to all materials. If the oil from
tlie water gas tar is as good a preservative as that
made from the coal gas tar, it should be known and
used in open competition with the coal gas tar oil.

Whatever oil is used there is always the question
of its character and the amount to be used per cubic
foot of wood. As regards the character, the principal
difference has been as to the specific gravity. Cer-
tain people claim that an oil of a gravity of practically

1.03 should be used, and others an oil of at least 1.0^

and preferably 1.10. The advocates of the lighter oil

contend that it is less expensive, and that on account
of its lower specific gravity it will penetrate more
freely into the pores of the wood and thus give a more
uniform treatment. The advocates of the heavy oil,

however, claim that with proper methods of treatment
the blocks can be thoroughly impregnated with the
heavy oil and that, because its specific gravit}- is

greater, it will be retained in the block for a much
longer period of time and so prolong the life of the
block correspondingly.

It must be understood in this connection that the
object of the treatment is not only to preserve tiie
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bl(jcks from decay l)iit also to increase their stal)ility

as to size, so that they will not expand in wet weatlier,

thus causinj^- hniginf^ of the jjavement, or shrink in

dry weather, tiuis caiisinj( the blocks to become loose.

The writer has always believed that the life of a wood
pavement in most American cities will depend upon
the lenjjth of time that the blocks will last without
decay ; in other w(jrds, that it will rot out before it

will wear out, and the treatment that will for the
loMj^est time prevent the block from decayinj^ will be
corresi)ondin^ly valuable.

A piece of wood pavement taken up in Brooklyn
after it had been in use for eleven years, on a fairly

heavy traffic street, showed a wear of only one-
<|uarter of an inch; so that, assuming; that the blocks
could stand a wear of one inch before becoming too

rouj^h for use and that the blocks would not decay,

that pavement would have a life of 44 years. It

would seem to the writer that an oil of heavy gravity

would preserve the blocks for a longer time than one
that was lighter.

The same argument would seem to hold good as

regards the amount of treatment to be used. In

luirope the general practice is to use about 10 pounds
of oil per cubic foot. There, however, as a rule the

pavements wear out before they rot out, on account of

the much heavier traffic that comes upon them. In

Paris and London wood is laid on the heavy traffic

streets. One reason for this is because the pavement
is so nearly noiseless.

How Much Oil?

The early practice in this country was to use 20

pounds of oil per cubic foot. This practice to a

niunber of people has seemed to be excessive, and the

quantity has been reduced to 16 pounds and sometimes
to 14 pounds per cubic foot. If 16 i)ounds is suffi-

cient, it is a waste of money to use 20 pounds, but if

20 pounds will prolong the life of the ])avement more
than sufficiently to pay for the extra cost of the 4

pounds per cubic foot it should be used. It will un-

doubtedly take some time to demonstrate what is the

proper amount under different conditions. It can be
said, however, as A general principle, that the heavy
traffic streets will not require as much treatment per

cubic foot as the light traffic streets.

It is also argued against the larger amount of oil

that the pavements are more liable to "bleed", that is

to cause the treatment to exude upon the surface of

the street, than if the smaller quantity is used.

Joint Filling.—There is also considerable variation

in the use of joint filling, the materials being ccmenr
grout, pitch, and sand. The same arguments can be

used as regards the filling as with the stone blocks

generally, except that sand is not considered permis-

sible under any conditions in stone or brick pave-

ments. The idea is to protect, by the filler, the edges

of the stone or brick from undue wear. As the edges

of the wood blocks are smaller than in either stone or

brick, and as the wood is tougher than the stone or

brick, this joint "is not so important.

The Use of Pitch

One argument against the use of pitch is that when
the blocks expand the ])itch is apt to be crowded out

upon the surface of the street, thus adding to the

nuisance of the bleeding, but, on the other hand, it is

urged that when pitch is in each joint, these joints

each become an expansion joint and .so lessen the

liability of the bulging of the pavement. Where
there is a reasonable amount of traffic the writer be-

lieves that the best results will be obtained by the use
of fine, dry sand.

Cushion.—Two kinds of cushion have been in use
in wood pavement, one a mortar bed con.sistinjj of one
part of cement to three or four i)arts of sand, and the
other of sand. The objection to the mortar bed for
wood blocks is less than for stone or brick, because
the wood itself is a resilient material, so even if the
bed is solid, it does not present a .solid construction.
The writer believes that a smoother surface can be
maintained with a mortar bed than with the sand
cushion. In Europe the blocks are laid directly upon
the concrete foundation. This, however, necessitates
the concrete having .so smooth a surface that the
blocks will bear evenly upon it. As gravel is u.sed
in Europe almost entirely for the concrete foundation
for pavements, this result is more easily obtainable
than it would be with the broken stone in this coun-
try. It would, entail considerable expense to have the
concrete foundation struck to the smooth surface that
would be necessary if no cushion were u.sed. and it

would seem that almost the same results can be ob-
tained by the mortar bed. Sometimes, however, in
Europe a coat of bitumen is spread over the concrete
before the blocks are laid. This, however, is for the
purpose of keeping moisture out of the bottom of
the blocks rather than to serve as a cushion for the
blocks themselves, as it is not sufficiently thick to
serve as a cushion.

Bituminous Pavements
While .some years ago coal tar was u.sed to quite

an extent in bituminous pavements, and is now to a
less degree, the principal bituminous pavements are
being laid with asphalt.

-Sheet Asphalt.—When .sheet asphalt pavements
were first constructed they were laid in two courses

—

a half-inch course laid first upon the base and rolled,
and the wearing surface laid upon that. This was
not successful, and what was known as the binder
course was substituted for the cushion coat. This
consisted of broken stone ranging in size from 1 inch
downward, mixed with asphalt, the stone being en-
tirely free from dust. This was used for a number
of years but under heavy traffic the wearing surface
was driven down into the interstices of the broken
stone so that the surface became somewhat rough. To
obviate that, what is known as the close binder was
laid. A certain amount of dust was allowed in the
stone, and, where necessary sand was mixed with it so
that the interstices in the stone should be practically
all filled, thus preventing any .spaces being left for the
wearing surface to be crowded into. This has been
in use for some years and is successful for heavy
traffic streets. The danger in its u.se is that it may
become so smooth that the wearing surface will not
form a close bond with it.

Asphalt pavements have been practically standard-
ized, the most important object being the asphalt it-

self. In the early days it was considered that only
the natural asphalts were suitable for pavements, but
as the industry expanded the chemists obtained a
greater knowledge of the material, so that now it is

possible to write a specification for asphalt that is

practically sure of obtaining good material, and mo.st
cities receive bids on definite specifications for asphalt
without regard to its source.

In this connection it might be said that there is
sonic discussion as to the advisability of removing the
guarantee from asphalt pavements. When asphalt
pavements were first introduced, in order to have the
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people know that there should be no additional ex-

pense to maintain the pavement for a certain period,

the contractors guaranteed to keep the pavement in

good repair for five years without any extra expense.
This period of five years was arbitrary, but has gen-
erally been continued. With the knowledge of

asphalt that has been obtained at the present time it

does seem proper to consider the advisability of it,

although the writer would not advocate the abolition

of the guarantee just now.

Asphalt Block Pavement.—This pavement has

practically been standardized, both in the construction

of the block and in the laying. The blocks have been
reduced in size materially from the early construction

and improved very much in quality on account of the

changes in the bitumens. The early blocks were
more brittle than the ones used at present, and conse-

quently crumbled somewhat under traffic.

The blocks are laid on a mortar bed placed upon
the concrete foundation, and, as the blocks themselves

are resilient, it seems proper that they should he laid

on a solid base. The object of the mortar bed is of

course the same as with the wood—to give the blocks

a firm and even bearing.

Bitulithic Pavement.—Another form of bituminous

pavement is what is known as "bitulithic" or "War-
renite", a patented pavement that has come into use

during the last ten or fifteen years and has been very

satisfactory. It is somewhat of the same nature as

the sheet asphalt pavement, except that the aggregate

consists of stones of about one inch in diameter graded

down to dust in a predetermined way so that the

voids shall not exceed 20 per cent. This pavement
has been used much more largely than any other kind

of bituminous pavement except the sheet asphalt. It

has been used to a great extent for resurfacing roads

that had been improved with waterbound macadam.

Maintenance and Repairs

The American people have never appreciated the

importance of keeping street pavements in good re-

pair. The same statement is true of almo.st all public

work. They have had too much the idea that a

structure once completed needs no further attention.

As a matter of fact all structures need constant care

and repairs. This is especially true of street pave-

ments. In fact, no city should contemplate the build-

ing of street pavements unless they also propose to

keep them in good repair. Just what it will cost to do

this is uncertain. American cities, in the first place,

have not kept their streets in good condition, but have

spent what money they have had in making repairs.

Then, too, what money has been spent has not been

accounted for in a way that the cost of each street can

be known. The standard of good repairs is also

different in different cities, and the cost of repairing

streets will vary in accordance with that standard, as

the better repair a street is kept in the less it will cost.

This statement assumes that all of the streets will be

kept in good condition, and not a few, so that traffic

will distribute itself naturally over the shortest and
easiest routes, rather than those which are the best

paved. It also makes a great difference if the streets

of a city are paved with the proper material. It is

manifest that if a heavy traffic street is paved with

asphalt the repairs will l)e much greater than if it is

paved with granite, and if a residential street is paved
with granite the repairs will 1)e practically nothing

for a long time. If, for instance, half of the streets

of a city that should be paved with stone are paved
with asphalt, the total cost of keeping the asphalt

pavements of that city in repair will be much more
than if only those are paved with asphalt that should
be so paved.

The question, too, of paying for pavements will

have some bearing upon repairs. In most, if not all.

of the New England cities, pavements, both original
and repaving work, are paid for out of the general
fimd of the city, while in New York the original pave-
ment, and in most Western cities all pavements, arc
jiaid for by assessment upon the property owners. As
has been intimated, the proper function of a city, as
regards pavements, is not to pave the streets once,
but to keep them paved, and the word "maintenance",
as distinguished from "repairs", means the continuity'
of a pavement on a street, while "repairs" means
simply the work necessary to be done to keep the
pavement in good condition from year to year. Main-
tenance is the more comprehensive word and in this

particular instance the greater includes the less.

In order to maintain the streets of a city in good
condition and in an economical way there should be
established what is known as a street improvement
fund, a fund that should be continuously carried over
from year to year, so that money saved in one year
would be available the next. This, it seems to the
writer, is so important that every city should have the
right to levy a tax of a certain amount each year for
the maintenance of pavements, in the same way as
many cities have the power to levy a tax for school
purposes. The condition of the street is extremely
important in every well regulated city, and the city
officials should have funds provided in sufficient

amount to keep them in good condition. It is im-
liortant that the fund should be continuous from year
to year in order that the streets be considered as a
whole, making it possible to use the money independ-
ently, expending a large or a small sum as may be
necessary on any particular street to continue the
pavement. When repairs are paid for out of one fund
and repaving out of another this is not always possible.
While it might not be practicable to adapt this prin-
ciple to the needs of cities where work is done out of
separate funds, still if the principle be recognized a
great deal of benefit may be derived from it even under
ad\erse conditions.

Operating 45 Plants

The Dunn Wire-Cut Lug Brick Company of Con-
neaut, Ohio, has had two prominent additions to its

family of licensees, the Burton-Townsend Companv,
of Zanesville, O., with two plants and a present daily
capacity of 160,000 pavers, and The Trimble Paving
Brick Company of Dayton, O.. with one plant at
Trimble, O.. and another at Gloucester, O. These
two companies are among the largest and most pros-
perous in Ohio. In addition, the Deckman-Duty
Brick Company of Cleveland. O., another Dunn licen-

see, has consolidated with the Wooster Shale Brick
"

Company of Wooster, O., under the name of the Medal
Paving Brick Company. This adds one more plant
to the three which the Deckman-Duty company
owned—one at Cleveland, O., one at Carrollton, O.,

one at Malvern, O. These accessions give the Dunn
company 28 licensees, operating 45 plants.

The Thompson Starrett Co., who have the general
contract for the erection of the Imperial Oil Company's
new building at Church and Court Streets, have
opened an office at room 614 Excelsior Life Building,
Toronto.
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Progress on Rogers Pass Tunnel
Speed the main factor due to the enormous expense involved and the increasing
demand by the enlarged railway traffic—Methods employed— Record speed attained

By J. G. Sullivan'

f

On Decenibcr 20tli, the east aiul west headings ol

the Rogers Pass tunnel, the new five-mile double-
tracked tunnel of the Canadian Pacific Railway, were
joined. The construction of this tunnel through Mount
Macdonald, in the Selkirk Mountains, lowers the pre-

sent high-level summit (jf the railway grade 552 feet,

shortens the .distance by 4.3 miles, eliminates some
2300 (legs, or 2400 degs. of curvature, and avoids the
expense and danger of maintaining and operating 4.5

miles' of snow sheds.

In order that the plan adopted in the construction
of this tunnel may be properly understood, it is thought
advisable to go somewhat into the history of the case.

During the period from 1910 to 1913 the traffic on the
C. P. R. was increasing so rapidly that it was self-

evident that, to be able to handle this traffic if the
rate of increase continued, the road would have to be
'double tracked, in fact a very prominent consulting
engineer who reported favorably on the recommenda-
tion of the construction of this tunnel, suggested fur-

tiie work. I would be glad if you would give us prices

on the European method of tunnelling, which is to

drive a very small heading and take out the bench.
wf)rking from several headings into this small drift.

Tunnels in luiropc have been driven by this method
at two or three times the speed that any tunnel was
driven in the United States or Canada, and I would
like to be able to place before the management figures

for doing this work according to this methml. I woulil

be glad if you would state in your proposal the amount
per day that you would be willing to have inserted in

a contract to be paid as a bonus for time saved over
the agreed time, the same amount to be exacted as a
])enalty for the time lost, being the time between the

fixed day of completion and the actual date of comple-
tion. We are of the f)pinion that this sum >;'i">>l'1 be
about $750 j)er day."

The writer, however, was aware that at tins tune,

the chances of American contractors tendering a rea-

sonable figure on the European methods were very

steam Shovel averages 50 ft. a day in enlarging Rogers Pa» Tunnel

ther that it might be necessary to double track the

])resent line over this mountain, gauntleting the heavy

bridges, to handle the traffic during the time that

might be required to construct this tunnel. The writer

knew that tunnels in luirope had been driven at a

rate two or three times as fast as any long tunnel

had ever been driven on this continent, and in a super-

ficial way had an idea of the methods employed. In

a circular letter sent out to contractors dated .\pril 8,

1913, the following statements appeared:

"The necessity for this tunnel is so great and the

ex])enditurc s(j large that it would be worth consider-

able money to this company to have the tunnel com-

pleted as soon as possible. Therefore, everything else

being equal, the party who will guarantee completion

in the shortest time will be the party who will receive

' Chlot Knifinecr C. P. R.. Winnipeg.- From a paper Ijeforc Montreal

Branch C.S.C. E.

rembte, in fact, after having studied some of the prices

paid for labor in some of the large Swiss and Italian

tunnels we were forced to the conclusion that theirs

was not a practicable method for this country, where
labor is so expensive. On March 15, 1913, the writer

rej)orted to the management his ideas on this subject.

To quote from the report

:

"Referring to the progress that we ho|>e to make
in the driving of Rogers Pass Tunnel, I ailviscd you
in my report of October 22 regarding the relative

speeds of driving tunnels on the American Continent
compared with those that have been driven through
the Alps. I have given the matter considerable study
since, and have come to the conclusion that the Euro-
pean method of driving a small lower heading and slop-

ing out the remainder of the tunnel is ttx) expensive
on this side on account of the difference in the cost of

labor. I have been thinking out and studying methods
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that would tend to expedite this work. I first thought
of driving a heading in the centre of the tunnel about
9 feet by 12 feet and keeping this heading close to the
bench, carrying the air pipes over the muck in front
of the steam shovel and into this heading. I still be-
lieve that this method in rock that will stand is better
than an upper heading. Mr. A. C. IJennis, however,

Main Heading Rogers Pass Tunnel- Steam Shovel on standard gauge track
at work

suggested driving a pioneer tunnel and taking out an

upper heading through shafts into this tunnel, taking

out the rest of the bench with steam shovels. I point-

ed out to him that this was impracticable for the rea-

son that from an upper heading you cannot drill to

the bottom of the tunnel, and therefore would have to

clean up all the muck in the bench before you could

put in a round of breast holes to break more rock. I

have now made plans showing a combination of my
ideas and Mr. Dennis', which, I think, is well worth
studying. The plan is to drive a small working pioneer

tunnel 8 feet by 8 feet underneath the main tunnel. I

am sending you this for your information, and further,

if this method should be adopted, that Mr. A. C. Dennis
may have the proper credit for first suggesting a pi-

oneer tunnel."

The principles that have been carried out in the

construction of the tunnel are, that a pioneer tunnel

is driven entirely outside the regular section of the

tunnel, and a centre heading is driven in the centre

of the main tunnel. The function of the pioneer tun-

nel is to provide a means of transporting the material

from the heading to a point back of where the enlarge-

ment of the tunnel takes place, also to provide for the

carrying of high pressure air pipes, water pipes, ven-
tilating, suction pipes, etc. In other words, to provide

a means so that the shooting at any point in the tun-

nel will not interfere with operations at other points

The idea of carrying the drills on a horizontal shaft

held in place by heavy jacks was to enable these shafts

and drills to be carried on narrow gauge tracks and
moved backwards and forwards as required, having in

mind that heavy drills, as have been used in the past,

would be required. As a matter of fact, the Leyner
drills used are so light that one man can handle the
drill. The result has been that all drilling in the en-
largement has been done from vertical shafts.

The pioneer tunnel at the east end is located 50
feet to the north of the centre line of the main tunnel,

and the pioneer tunnel at the west end is 50 feet south
(jf the centre line of the main tunnel. The mode of

operation is as follows :—the drilling in the small head-
ings is done in the usual manner, using in general
Leyner drills, making an advance of 6 or 7 feet for

each round of holes. The muck is shovelled by hand
from steel plates into half yard cars and hauled back,
either by a mule or small compressed air locomotives,
the latter being used after the haul got to be a consider-
able distance. The muck from the headings is carried
out through cross-cuts into the pioneer tunnel, where
it is carried back to a cross-cut, and there carried out
on a trestle over the standard gauge tracks in the main
tunnel and dumped into standard gauge cars, from
which j)oint it is removed to the fills in a similar man-
ner to the muck loaded by steam shovels in the en-
largement. The muck from the heading on the west
end in a similar manner goes into the pioneer tunnel
at a cross-cut, crosses back to the main tunnel in a

cross-cut, where it is dumped into standard gauge cars.

In the enlargement of the main tunnel the drilling is

done well ahead of the shooting. At first the radial

holes were drilled at right angles to the axis of the
tunnel. This did not give the best results, and it was
changed to a drilling showing an inclination of about
one in four away from the direction in which the tun-
nel is being driven. The muck is all loaded by steam
shovels into standard gauge 12-yard capacity dump
cars. The shovels have dippers of Ij/ cu. yds. capa-
city and are worked by compressed air. The cars are
hauled to the mouth of the tunnel by standard gauge
compressed air locomotives and from there by stand-
ard steam locomotives.

The contract for this work was let on July 1, 1913.
The limit of time for completion was three and one-
half years, which would bring the time to January 1,

1917. There was an allowance in extension of time
of one day for every 10 feet of soft ground that was
encountered, which would recjuire immediate timber-
ing. There was in the neighborhood of 1,660 feet of
such ground, which would extend the time limit of

Final connection of the Pioneer Tunnel—Looking west

the contract to some time in June, 1917. There was
driven to December 19, 1915, 19,610 feet of pioneer
tunnel; 24,612 ft. of centre heading; 1,660 ft. of earth
tunnel, and 14,342 ft. of tunnel enlargement in rock.
There remains to be driven: 288 ft. of centre heading;
19,398 ft. of tunnel enlargement. The best progress
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ill (Iriviiifj ])i()iiccr tunnel headinjj was 932 ft. in one

lieadinfj in tlic montli of Jainuiry, 1915, west pioneer.

Tlie i)est record for a week of eidarf^enient was 267 ft.

'i'lie best pro^jress to date for a month of enlar).jenient

was <S27 feet f(jr the month of Auj-ust, 191.S, west end.

From April 1st, 1915, to December 19, 1915, 12,346

feet of tunnel cnlarjjement has been made. This is

about the time that the shovels were both workinjj in

rock and were workiiifj at a normal rate of s])eed.

Tliis same rate w(»ul(l recpiire a little over seven months
in which to comjjlete the tunnel. There will, however,
l)e some siowinj; u|) in the enlargement between cer-

tain cross-cuts which are at the end of the pioneer

tmmels for the reason that at present fans are in-

stalled at the mouth of the pioneer tunnel at each end.

Doors are put in the cross-cuts between the ])ioneer

and the centre heading. .Ml of these doors are kept

closed back of the shovel, and when shooting takes

place in the enlargement of the tunnel the door at the

first cross-cut beyond point of shooting is opened.
This creates a very strong draught back over a pile

of freshly shot muck and makes conditions such that

the men can return to work in ten or fifteen minutes
after a shot. The shooting of the muck in the eidarge-

ment of the main tunnel is done in the following man-
ner: one round of holes is shot at a time, the holes

in the bottom of the tunnel being shot in advance of

the holes on the sides or on top. In some cases the

top holes are not shot until all of the bottom holes

have been shot out. Usually six or seven rounds of

lioles are shot l)eforc the steam shovel starts cleaning

uf) the muck, that is, a distance of 30 ft. to 35 ft. The
shooting is generally continued until the tunnel be-
comes so full of muck that no more shjMJting can be
done. The largest amount that was ever shot at one
time was on Nfivember 20, 1915, when 84 feet was
shot in eleven hours.

I may say in conclusion that all our cxi>ectations
as to sj)ecd have been more than realized, and that f'»r

any rock tunnel where the rock is of sufTicient hardness
to stand until after the mucking has been done, that
this method can be worked successfully and a s|Mrcd of
three miles |)er year can easily be made at a much less

cost than tmmels driven at the same speed by the Kuro-
pean method ; and furthermore, the radial shooting has
pr(»ven that a great <leal less over break can be cx-
])ected from this method than where holes are put in

parallel with the axis of the tunnel.
This work was laid out and started under Mr. F. F.

Bustecd, engineer in charge of double tracking, with
Mr. J. W. Shej)perd as assistant engineer, and has
later been carried out under the supervision of Mr.
W. A. James, engineer of construction. Western lines,

with NIr. H. G. Barber as assistant engineer; Mr. T.
^fartin as resident engineer, at the west end, and Mr.

J. K. C. Macredie as resident engineer at the east end.
The contractors are Messrs. Foley Bros., Welch and
Stewart, construction work being supervised and man-
aged by Mr. A. C. Dennis, superintendent for the con-
tractors.

Canadian National Clay Products
Successful Convention of Clay Products Association at King
Edward, Toronto—Good attendance and lively discussions.

The Utli annual convention of the Canadian Na-
tional Clay Products Association was held at the King
ICdward Hotel. Toronto, on January 18, 19 and 20.

Keen interest was taken in the convention as a result

of the i)resent situation in the building trades and the

lack of demand for brick at the present time. About
120 delegates assembled from different jjarts of the

Dominion. Mr. J. K. Frid, president, occupied the

chair. The papers presented covered a wide range,

from the various steps in the mining, storing and
manufacture of clay and clay products to the best

methods in selling the different products.

The Convention was opened with an address of wel-

come by President J. F.. Frid. of the (ieorge F'rid Brick

C(Mni)any, Limited, Hamilton, followed by an official

welcome on behalf of the city of Toronto by Mayor
Church. Mr. Joseph Russell, M.P.P., Toronto, replied

on behalf of the delegates. Mr, D. A. Lochrie extended

a welcome to the Convention on behalf of the Enter-

tainment Committee, and Mr. Hubert Desjardins, ot

the Montreal Terra Cotta Company, Limited, Mont-
real, replied.

y\fter the secretary-treasurer's report and the report

of meetings, Hamilton was chosen as the ])lace for the

next convention. The election of officers resulted as

follows: President, J. E. Frid, Hamilton; first vice-

liresident, A. F. Greaves-Walker, superintendent Sun
IJrick Com])any, Toronto ; second vice-president. Afr

'iliomas Kennedy, Dominion Sewer Pipe Co.; third

vice-president, William Burgess, Don Valley Brick

Company ; secretary-treasurer, Gordon C. Keith, To-

ronto; councillors, C. B. Lewis, Milton; .\. Graham,
Toronto; W. Clark; R. N. New; H. Desjardins: A.
Neall ; D. A. Lochrie and J. S. McCannell.

Wednesday Session

.\t the morning session on Wednesday the chief
items of business were the delivery of three very in-

structive papers and their subsequent discussion. Mr.
William Burgess, Superintendent of the Don Valley
Hrick Works, Tt)dmordcn, gave an interesting paper
on "Operating Clay and Shale Pits in Canada." An
instructive article on "Brick" was delivered by J. P.
Hynes, of Hynes, Feldman & Watson, architects, To-
ronto, and Mr. Joseph Kecle, of the Mines Branch.
Ottawa, followed with a pa|)er on the ".Apjjlication of
Salt and Quicklime in Drying Clay Products." Mr.
Keele gave particular attention to the clays of the
western i>rovinces, where the difficulty of clay products
cracking while dr>-ing has been very trcoiblesome. This
cracking is due to the constitution of the clays. Some
clays when worked have a soapy, sticky feeling and
contain large proportions of dilatinous matter and very
little lime, and the surface dries so rapidly that the
interior remains a soggy mass, resulting in cracks.
The Mines Branch. Ottawa, have carried on extensive
experiments to find some means whereby the western
clays may be made into products in demand, at a rea-
sonable cost without materially weakening or destroy-
ing any valuable properties brick slundd |misscss. Pre-
heating might prove beneficial but its cost in Canada
makes it prohibitive, when other manufacturers are
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selling brick at a low figure. The use of chemicals
was tried. Sodium carbonate, while it aided drying,
did not materially affect the stickiness. Lime also
aided the drying process, but an excess of lime in the
burning destroyed the red color due to the iron, giv-
ing the brick a bufif color. Discussing whether wash-
ing would not remove the dilatinous material, Mr.
Keele said experiments showed that washing removed
75 per cent, of the clay and left a residue which was
still sticky.

Wednesday Afternoon

The afternoon session opened with an address by
W. W. Pearse, city architect, Toronto. Mr. Pearse
expressed his thanks to the clay workers for the hearty
support given him recently in compiling data on bricks
—preparatory to a revision of the building by-laws
of the city of Toronto. Mr. Pearse pointed out that

Mr. J. E. Frid, Hamilton, President of the Canadian National Clay
Products Association, 1915 and 1916

information or necessary data on building materials

based on tests were extremely difficult to get, and in

fact were practically unobtainable for Canadian ma-
terials. Such information as was procurable was
based on tests made in the United States on American
materials and under climatic conditions different from
those in Canada. The aid of the government is need-

ed to establish bureaus where such tests can be carried

out with Canadian materials and the data compiled
for the use of all municipalities requiring them. Mr.
Pearse then outlined the methods used and the results

obtained in the brick tests recently carried out under
his supervision. Three bricks were taken, not neces-

sarily selected, from each yard. One brick was planed
to a smooth surface so that the distribution of the load

would be uniform—placed on supports 7 inches apart

and a crushing load applied. The modulus of rupture

or fibre stress was obtained, also the bending stress and
an absorption test made. It was found that neither the

absorption nor the bending stress had anything to do
with the crushing stress. Mr. Pearse pointed out that

after careful investigation he had been able to classify

the various qualities of brick manufactured in Toronto
and he stated that the brick made here was as good,
if not better, than that made in the States. "Bricks
made in Toronto are classified into three groups," said

Mr. Pearse, "A., B. and C. The first class of brick is

considered the best brick, and when a certain class of

building is to be erected in this city we call for this

class. The second is just a little inferior and would
be good for buildings which would not call for Class

A. And the last, Class C, would be used only on one
class of building. By this means we will know exactly
what class of brick will be used in each building, and
after the tests that have been made I am certain that

the buildings will be better."

Passed Resolution

Mr. Pearse asked for the co-operation of the clay

workers to establish this bureau and would like to see

tests carried on under actual conditions, such as in a

wall, the effect of eccentric loading and the relative

merits of lime and cement mortar in the final strength

of the walls. Following the discussion the following

resolution was passed

:

"Resolved, that we, the Canadian National
Clay Products Association, urge that the Do-
minion Government, through the Commission of

Conservation or other branch of the public ser-

vice, extend the work they are carrying on at

McGill University, Clay Testing Laboratories

at Ottawa, etc., so that they can establish a cen-

tral bureau and supply accurate information on
Canadian building materials to all municipali-

ties requiring same."

The need for something of this nature was "shown
at the inquiry into the causes of the collapse of the

chimney at the new gymnasium of the University of

Toronto, where no one could testify how much weight
green mortar would sustain. The necessity for com-
piled data on Canadian fireproof material is very press-

ing and it is high time Canadians had their own data.

Following Mr. Pearse, Mr. A. F. Greaves-Walker,
manager of the Sun Brick Company, Toronto, gave a

very interesting and detailed paper on "Hollow Ware
Dies, Troubles, How to Correct Them." This paper was
of especial interest because it is such a vital question

to many manufacturers. Dies, whether they be real

new ones or have been used before, invariably need
adjustment the first time they are used in a new plant.

The conditions that govern the working of dies var\'

so extensively that a die operating very successfully

in one plant may refuse to work in another doing sim-

ilar work. The causes are numerous, but if properly

studied can, as a rule, be easily remedied. In round
uniform tile dies there is not much difficulty encoun-
tered, but with the complication of the parts, the addi-

tion of webs, etc., the difficulty of obtaining a uni-

form flow of clay throughout becomes manifold. Flow
will take place along the line of least resistance, and
if the sections are not properly balanced a fast flow

will take place in the middle or the side, or in some
particular web, with the result that the texture is
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different, and when the product dries it warps or

craclis. Whenever possible, correct fast flow by re-

ducing tlie area at the fast point or put a baffle of iron

or wood on the back of the die. This slows up the

flow but very materially increases the horsepower
necessary to operate the machine. Or, increase the

area of the slow flow. The dies arc an important
factor in the texture of the finished product. Dies are

classified as follows: (1) Dry, lubricated, (oil, water
and steam); (2) flat, or tapered; (3) face-plate (flat

or ta])ered). Dry dies should be used if possible with

flat dies for such wares as drain tile and a tapered cr

C()m|)ressiiig die for fireproof wares.
()ther features to consider in eliminating bridge-

cracks are, the distance of the bridge from the ])oint

of issue and the condition of the face of this bridge.

I'"re(iuently small adjustment of the bridge either w;iy

or roughening or jjolishing the bridge face, will elim-

inate otherwise troublesome cracks which appear after

drying. The size of the grains and the speed of the

machine are other factors to consider. A small grain

recjuircs a higher speed than a larger grain. Quite
often this factor cannot be remedied on account of the

use of constant speed steam engines, but with the

advent of variable speed electric motors, better re-

sults are being obtained. The auger also bears an im-
portant relation to the <|uality of the finished product.

Single wing augers, while they give the fastest flow,

tend to drive the clay too fast in the centre. This
fault is overcome by the use of two-wing augers and
still further by the three-wing, which give the most
uniform flow. If, after all these factors have been
considered, and the product leaves the die in appar-
ently perfect shape, it be not properly dried, it will

still develop cracks or warp. Great care should be
taken in drying hollow ware products to have it heat-

ed uniformly throughout. This is best accomplished
by spacing or by blowing warm air up through the

wares. Never pack die products close together, and
let air sweep over the toj) because this dries the tops

first, sets up a lateral stress in the tile and produces
a hair crack completely round the tile, which may
not be detected. When the tile is subjected to strain,

however, it often falls in two.
The animal banquet was held in the Prince George

ill the evening. The patriotic spirit was strongly in

evidence at this bancpiet, i)ractically all the sjjcakers

referring to the war crisis and Canada's participation

ill it.

Thursday Session

Mr. (has. A. Miller, Inspector of Clay Products
Plants under the Workmen's Compensation Act, re-

sumed the session on Thursday morning with an ad-

dress on "Safety in Clay Products Plants." Mr. Mil-

ler gave the statistics on accidents during the year
1915. These show that the railroads claim the great-

est number of victims, with the iron and steel in-

dustry making almost as heavy a toll. In the clay

factories of Ontario no fatal accidents occurred, and
only about sixty serious cases were reported. .Statis-

tics show that the majority of accidents occur in the

clay beds, rolls, gears and from cables and set screws.

The discussion, which was very spirited, pertained

chiefly to the Workmen's Compensation Act, and the

effect on the company as well as the workmen. The
question of first aid to an injured workman came in

for a heavy share. Who should jiay the doctor who
is called in for first aid? The company are not bound
to call him under the Act. All they have to do is send
the man home and notify the Board and it may be

some time before the Board can adjust the case and
pay the victim. In the meantime he might starve. If

the comjjany calls a doctor he can come on the com-
pany for his fee. This is one item that needs atten-

tion, but it was the opinion of the Convention that

the Act is a valuable asset and in time will become
adjusted to the special conditions and be a very valu-

able factor for good.

Future of the Face Brick Industry

"The Future of the hace Hrick Industry in Can-
ada," by F. R. McCannell, managing director, Milton
Pressed Brick Company, Milton, was the next paper
and one that just at present is a live item among brick
manufacturers. The future of face brick depends on
how good a product can be manufactured at as low
a cost as possible. Manufacturers should keep an ac-

curate cost system in the plant to see that they are
getting the proper amount of work in the diflFerent

departments for the given expenditure, establish stand-
ard methods wherever possible and form a central
bureau, employing a competent man to look after

credits and collections.

The discussion hinged largely on the relative

merits of rough and smfxjth-face brick. Rough-cut
brick, which has been in popular favor for some time,
composes about 75 per cent, of the United States face
brick. But the death knell of rough-cut brick in the
east has been sounded. The fact that it collects dirt

overcomes its advantages in color range, and it is not
a brick for down-town sections. The trouble in the
brick business, especially in the States, is the hobby
for something new, different from the last type used.
The salesmen advocate a change, the owner calls for

something different, and the manufacturer loses money
because he cannot use standard methods and manufac-
ture one kind straight ahead.

The paper on "The Clay Deposits of Southern
Saskatchewan," was a report on the valuable clays of
that district, their occurrence, uses and exploitation,
by Mr. N. B. Davis, of the Mines Branch, Ottawa.
With the decreasing supply of clays in Ontario and
Quebec, attention naturally turns to the western pro-
vinces. Have they a supply to fall back on? It is

(|uite evident from Mr. Davis' paper that they have.
There is an abundance of refractory clays for stone
wares and white wares as well as for burned clay
products, in Saskatchewan.

The afternoon session on Thursday was given over
principally to a discussion of the business end of clay-
working plants. Professor Wiggins, Inspector of
boilers, gave the delegates an instructive address on
the steam end of a clay-working plant ; how to over-
come waste, increase the efficiency, and lower over-
head charges.

Mr. Greaves-Walker read an instructive paper on
"Clay Preparations for Stiff Mud Products." prepared
by Prof. Roy T. Stull, ex-director of Ceramics, Univer-
sity of Illinois. .V product is no better than the ma-
terial it is manufactured from. Of course, a poor
man may spoil good material, or an expert may make
a fairly creditable product from a poor material. In
the clay industry, following this idea, great care should
be taken from the time the clay is mined till it goes
into the machine, to get a uniform grade of texture.
Prof. Stull advocates storage, .\fter mining the clay
it should be ground, screened and stored so that with
a change in climatic conditions no change results
in the clay going to the dies. If one part is drier
than another, when the ware is made and set out to
dry, the drier part absorbs moisture from the wetter
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portion and causes the ware to expand and necessarily

crack or lose strength. The use of storage with an

automatic feed is advocated to procure a uniform

grade of texture.

Selling Brick

The secretary then read a jjaper from Mr. L. H.

Wiers, of Thompson Brothers, Windsor, on selling

brick. Mr. Weir says that to sell brick to advantage

one must

:

1. Run an advertising notice in the daily papers

and change it often.

2. Educate the people on the merits of brick.

3. Never leave a customer dissatisfied, even

after all other methods failing, you have to remove
your brick for some other.

4. Quote one price to everyone and stand by it.

5. Read every trade journal On brick you can find.

6. Know your own products.

7. Always sell firsts as firsts, and seconds as sec-

onds.

8. Don't get lazy.

9. Know all you can, tell all you can, to everyone

you can, about brick.

The question whether to quote one price to every

customer l:)rought forward some healthy discussion.

The consensus of opinion appeared to be that it was
wisest to agree on one price but set different terms,

make sure of a prospective buyer's security, tell the

truth in all matters, stick to your contract, and in all

cases satisfy the customer. Never sell a second for

a first. Set a standard and keep to it. The trouble

with the brick industry at present is that the buyer
knows more about the price than the salesman. You
manufacture all right but have poor salesmen. It

would be wise when you go for a brick contract to

take a brick with you to keep your feet warm. The
convention adjourned to meet next year in Hamilton.

The Dearborn Chemical Company of Canada, Lim-
ited, presented all delegates with a faced blotter bear-

ing their advertising. Mr. H. E.' Hunt gave a six-

inch ruler bearing the words "The rule is to have your
brick moulds and wheelbarrows manufactured by H.
E. Hunt, Toronto." The I<"ederal Engineering Com-
pany, Limited, presented all delegates with a small

leather-bound vest ])(Kket memorandum book.

Visited Technical School

At four o'clock Tuesday afternoon, on invitation of

Dr. A. C. McKay, principal of Toronto Technical

School, the clay products manufacturers paid a visit

to the new clay products and construction laboratories

at the Technical School. Among the dififercnt mach-
ines inspected with interest were

:

A No. 2 Kels machine, complete with 8 ft. x 20 in.

end delivery pug mill, hand cutting table, tile, brick

and hollow ware dies, sujjplied by H. C. Baird & Son,

Parkhill. The total length of the outfit is about 16 ft.,

the width about 4 ft., and the height about 4j4 ft.

Automatic cut-oflf table, by B. E. Bechtel, Waterloo.
Martin brick machine, by the Sun Brick Co., Toronto.
Set of Moulds, by H. E. Hunt, Toronto. Firebrick

for kiln—Elk Fire Brick Co., Hamilton. Face brick—
Don Valley Brick Works, Toronto. Grate—Canadian
Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Toronto. Kiln iron

—

Baines & Peckover, Toronto. A number of clay pro-

ducts manufacturers have supplied samples for the

museum building products. In the evening the dele-

gates were the guests of the Entertainment Committee
at a theatre party at Shea's Theatre.

Paying the Quantity Surveyor
By William Groves Smith*

The greatest obstacle confronting those engaged
in the introduction of the Quantity Survey Method
has been the question f)f payment of the Quantity
Surveyor's fee.

Architects appreciate the great assistance a Quan-
tity Surveyor can give.

Contractors are well aware of the heavy expense
of taking off quantities on job after job that they do
not win.

Everyone in fact who is well informed feels the
defects of the customary methods and knows that
something ought to be done about it. But how?

Architects cannot afford to pay for a Quantity
Surveyor out of their fees.

Contractors cannot agree on a method for dividing
estimating cost. Several attempts at Contractors Cen-
tral Estimating Bureaus have failed.

For a long time the only way seemed to be to have
the building Owner pay directly for the Quantity Sur-
vey. This is perfectly logical and would be a profit-

able investment for him. Unfortunately, however, this

method of payment demands the Architect's recom-
mendation to the Owner and entails a lot of educa-
tional work before the average Owner can understand
wherein he will ])rofit by a Survey. Many architects
shrink from this task.

We propose the following simple and fair method,
as desirable and profitable to all parties.

Our Fee Payment Plan
The architect will decide how many general con-

tractors may bid, say ten.

Divide our fee by ten.

Charge each general contractor that amount for a

complete Quantity Survey of all trades.

Each general contractor can collect from his sub-
contractors the proper amounts for Bills of Quantities
in their trades.

In this way each contractor will receive accurate
itemized quantities, at a fraction of the expense to

which he would be put to take of? quantities himself.

Advantages

It leaves control of the whole matter in the hands
of the architect.

It saves estimating expense to the contractors.

It assures close, intelligent bids to the Owner's ad-
vantage.

Details

The architect has only to instruct his contractors
that he will use guaranteed uniform quantities as a
basis for bids.

The architect can collect our fee or can instruct

the contractors to get the Bills from us at a price

agreed upon with the architect.

No change in the usual form of contract is neces-

sary.

We will give an acceptable surety bond guarantee-
ing the quantities to the successful contractor or to the
building owner.

This plan does not alter our policy of giving all

the service demanded by the Architect and Owner in

the nature of estimates and quantities from the sketch
plan period to the com])letion of the building.

Amount of the Fee

Our fee varies from % per cent, to lyi per cent.,

according to the size and character of the job.

* In the Engineering Contractor
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Motor-Driven Street Flusher

The increased area of paved city streets and the

riiore general recof^nition of the necessity of the thor-

ough cleansing of pavements has naturally stimulated

the design of street cleaning equipment while the sub-

stitution of the gasoline motor for the horse to furnish

motive power has made possible the tiuilding of mach-
ines of this kind cjf greater capacity and efficiency than

was possible under former conditions.

One of the street cleaning machines which have
been put on the market recently is the motor-driven
street flusher shown in tlie accompanying illustration.

Briefly described, the flusher consists of a 6-ton

motor truck chassis, equipped with a 6-cylinder Con-
tinental motor. Mounted on the chassis is a 1,500-gal.

water tank and the distributing mechanism which in-

cludes an additional gasoline motor and a centrifugal

punij) for discharging the water under pressure. The
pumj) motor is a 4-cylinder, 20-HP. Continental motor
and is located at the rear of the tank. The 25/2 in.

centrifugal pump is capable of delivering 250 gals, of

water per minute at a pressure of 70 lbs. per sq. in.

There are four discharge nozzles, one on each side

about half way between the front and rear wheels,

and one at each side at the front of the machine. The
nozzles can be operated singly or in any desired com-
bination, and are so arranged that by driving down the

center of the street the entire width of the pavement
can be flushed at one operation.

Sprinkling nozzles which are interchangeable with
the forward flushing nozzles are also provided, so that

the machine can be used for both power flushing and
sprinkling and gravity sprinkling.

The ])ump motor, as well as the motor for driving

the truck, is controlled from the operator's seat, the

two motors being entirely separate. Any desired

water jiressure may be maintained reardless of the

speed of the veliide and is one of the chief advantages
claimed for the machine.

Another is that the two motor arrangement is more
eccjnomicai as the extra horse power required for oper-

ating the pump need not be provided for in the vehicle

motor and the flusher motor is in operation only when
flushing is being done.

The entire separation of the propelling and water
pressure .systems also makes it possible to remove the
tank and use the chassis for other purposes during that

season of the year when street flushing is impractical.

Where hydrants are not available for filling the tank,

a special attachment can be provided for drawing the
water supply from rivers, creeks or other sources.

New Method for Producing Pure Iron
It has been recently announced by the University

of Illinois that a new method of producing pure iron,

whereby a great saving can be effected in the electrical

industries of the country, has been discovered by
Trygve Yensen of the experimental bureau of the uni-

versity. The new method consists in melting electro-

lytically-refined iron in a vacuum, and this reduces the
impurities to a point far below that which has been
reached by previous investigators. The magnetic
l)roperties of this vacuum-fused iron have proved to be
as remarkable as its purity, its maximum permeability
being reported to be about 20,000, or about seven times
that of the sheet metal commonly used for transformer
cores. The practical result of this investigation is ob-
viously that the amount of iron required for the mag-
netic path in electrical machinery of all kinds can be
reduced very materially and the magnetic los.ses may
be largely decrea.sed. It is said that the University of
Illinois has declined to permit a patent to be taken out
on the process, as it is believed that the benefits from
it should accrue to industry as a whole.— RIec. Ry.
lournal.

Motor-driven power Hushcr—Flushes enlire width of street.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

John Thompson, son of the late Sir John Thompson, is

receiving a lot of credit from the Tory press because he not

only gave his services gratis as prosecuting attorney with

the Davidson Commission but afterwards volunteered for

active service at the front. But in this cold world a man

is judged not' by what he volunteers to do but by what he

actually accomplishes. Mr. Thompson conducted the affairs

of the commission so well that while one or two minor of-

fenders were mentioned in despatches none of them could

in any way be connected with any part of any political

machine. He has closed the investigation without dis-

covering anything. It can be truly said that he has con-

ducted one of the most successful investigations in the

political history of Canada. But why should he be asked

to do all this good work gratis? Is the government of

Canada so poor that it must accept volunteer counsel for

one of its specially appointed courts? What one gets for

nothing is generally worth just what it costs. Anyway who

ever heard of a lawyer giving anything, even advice, for

nothing? And when Mr. Thompson goes to the front will

he go as a private? Or will he carry one of those nicely

engraved commissions that so many of our patriotic fellow-

countrymen are pulling for?

* * *

The Minister of Militia has asked that "men of stand-

ing in business, professional or mechanical life, will send

their names to him." He conveys the idea he wants them

as officers for he is further quoted as saying "We want to

know who is who before we make appointments or permit

the raising of any new regiments under new auspices." But

naturally the question arises as to whether the Minister

means what he says or is simply making a bluff to cover

some of the practices that have hitherto governed the ap-

pointment of officers. Let me cite an example. A well-

to-do financial man of Toronto was anxious to do his bit.

His years and experience did not exactly fit him for too

heavy work, but in this hour when every man is needed, he

thought he might act as paymaster, thus relieving some

husky young officer for more active work. He wrote to

Ottawa for an appointment and was referred to the officer

commanding No. 3 Division, The latter told him his applica-

tion would receive consideration. Some days later a friend

called him aside and told him he would get the appointment

but he had first to secure the influence of two Toronto men,

local members of the Provincial Parliament. He told the

whole bunch to go to Hades—wherever that is.

* * *

Now if Sir Sam was as frank as he is loquacious would

he not have wound up his statement with "only those hav-

ing political influence need apply." For the past has shown

that numbers of ofificers have been chosen not because of

their fitness or capacity but for the amount of political pull

they can develop. There are hundreds of incapable Can-

adian officers now stalled in England, so I am told. They

may easily be found around the Savoy Hotel in London,

having a good time at the expense of the Canadian taxpayer.

With rare exceptions the efficient have reached the front.

They have helped cover Canada's name with glory. But
thank heaven that every officer whose pull and influence

secured him an appointment has not been allowed to reach

France.

* * *

But why should this sort of thing be permitted in a

country that is partially intelligent, more or less free and
inclined to be democratic? Why should we be the victims

of a party system that is all the more contemptible because

it is half hidden under a cloak of hypocrisy? If "to the

victor belongs the spoils" is to be the party system of this

young country let us be open and above-board about it.

Let us not fool ourselves with the idea that government is

being carried on by the people for the people but announce
to the world that our governing is by the party for the party.

In short, if we are to have a patronage system, give us one of

the good old Yankee variety, where every office holder

pay tithes to the party and knows the costs of a job before-

hand. They make no bones about it. This sneaking method
of pretending virtue while practising deceit tills us with

disgust.

* * «

Canada has now more than a hundred knights—more
than could find place at King Arthur's famous round table.

She also has a minor aristocracy made up of honorary col-

onels, etc. And while the wearers are doubtless proud of

their titles it is doubtful if even those who have honestly

earned them are more respected because of them. There
are others of course who hang to a rather precarious fame
by the handle their title affords. But great Canadians do
not require a title to keep their memory green in the minds
of their country; others who have been "honored" by their

country or rather by their party, do not receive more re-

spect because they have been hung on a hook a trifle above

the democracy that is the backbone of every new country.

Sir John A. Macdonald is still "John A." to the men who loved

and followed him; Alexander MacKenzie still holds a place in

Liberal hearts that will never be attained by many a man
who has been "decorated by his King." If titles have any
value at all in Canada it is because they foster democracy.

The man who refuses a title is a patriot; the man wlio ac-

cepts one is often more or less of a joke.

* * *

The following from the Ottawa Evening Journal of the

inth inst. speaks for itself:

"In talking over the matter, Sir Sam Hughes mentioned
that his chief intelligence officer was a Canadian of German
birth, whose father was now an officer in the German army,
whose mother was the daughter of an .Austrian general, and
whose brothers were officers in the German army. This
officer is described by General Hughes as one of the very
best in the Canadian army,"

* * *

The suit entered against the heads of the Canadian

Northern Railway for the return of money paid for land in

Port Mann brings fresh evidence that there are other ways

of exploiting the public besides floating loans at Ottawa, When
the Grand Trunk Pacific was building, thousands of townsites

sprung up ahead of the construction work. There was al-

ways the one who knew where the townsite was to be plot-

ted. He informed his friends. They got in early and

waited for the rush. Many a man cleaned up a tidy nest

egg in this simple way. But according to the allegations

against the C. N. R. all rights were reserved so far as Port

Mann was concerned. It, a secluded spot on the banks of

the Fraser, was to be the Pacific terminus of the greatest

transcontinental railway ever built by Canadians with the

money of other Canadians. It was surveyed and slashed.

One or two streets were even relieved of their stumps. Then

lots were sold both wholesale and retail. Lots three-
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quarters of a mile from the modest wharf brouglit from

$a,000 to $3,000. Everybody in B. C. and a lot of folks

besides bought these lots as if they were solid gold. But

alas they were only gold bricks. The C. N. U. moved its

terminus on to Vancouver, the wind oozed out of the Port

Mann boom and that .secluded spot on the Fraser resumed its

ancient and honorable place as part of British Columbia's

matchless scenery. And now some folks are so inconsider-

ate as to want their money back. So unreasonable of them

too.
* *

The dignified and talented president of the Bank of

Commerce has paused for a moment to hand us a little more
advice. He tells us we should economize. He doesn't go

a step further and tell us to put the money we save by our

economy in the bank. Why should he? Any fool knows
that the only way to start saving is to open a savings ac-

count. And when the bank gets it of course it will help to

carry on the war to a successful issue or help to move the

crop. Of course it will—or at least that part of it that

isn't sent on to New York to be put out on call loans to

Yankee stock speculators and stock brokers. Or maybe
it is needed to be loaned to Canadian promoters for invest-

ment in Brazil and Mexico. When hard times strike this

country our banks immediately proceed to economize by

rcfusinR business men the necessary funds to carry on legi-

timate trade. Does the money they refuse lie idle for that

reason? Well, not according to the annual bank reports.

* * *

The same government which pays S'/i per cent, interest

on war bonds keeps the rate of interest on post office savings

at 3 per cent. Does said government wish to convey the

impression that its bonds are twice as great a risk as money
ill the post office, or is it merely trying to create a market

l)y offering bonds at bargain prices? Surely the govern-

iiK-iit wants the people to save. Why not pay them a

more attractive rate of interest till they have saved enough

to invest in bonds? Why not encourage thrift among our

people?
* *

Will the Minister of Militia deny that he is directly or in-

directly financially interested in the Koss Rifle Company?

* * *

The Shell Committee, its alleged crimes and self-as-

serted virtues, has been brought before Parliament by Dr.

f'ugsley, a I^iberal statesman who has probably been taught

that he who is without sin should throw the first stone. It

is to be regretted that what should be only a business pro-

position is thus being made more and more of a political

question. It is unfortunate that Sir Robert Borden failed

to listen to the voice of the more independent of the Con-
servative press and order a full and free investigation into

the workings of that committee. If there was nothing to

hide he had nothing to lose. If there was something to

hide a full investigation ordered by himself would free him
from all blame and responsibility. Dr. Pugsley has made
so many charges, though insignificant in comparison to the

real facts, that an investigation should follow and if any or all

of the charges are sustained the Government must share re-

sponsibility with the Shell Committee and the profiteers. I

have felt from the first that such an investigation was ne-

cessary for the protection of the manufacturing interests of

(.'anada and with me those interests come before the politi-

cal welfare of .Sir Robert Borden, whom in many ways 1

admire.

In a recent issue, concerning shell committee charges.

the Montreal Star, (Con.) says:

"In any case, the Government cannot permit these shock-
ing and humilitating charges to remain uninvestigated."

• • •

That the indiscriminate handling of support for soldiers'

families is working out badly in both directions is shown in

numerous instances. A private in a certain platoon in the

— battalion boasts that he is at present drawing tlSO per

month whereas he never before drew more than $50 per

month. He is an employe of the T. Eaton Company, which
generously allows him full pay and he gets in on all the

funds. On the other hand an acting-sergeant informs me
that although he has been at the Exhibition camp for nearly

a month his dependents have not received a cent from any
source and that even part of his pay has been held back for

fear he'll elope with his uniform. Some kinds of patriotism

are too profusely fertilized and some are simply starved. But
then no British people ever did develop a government that

was big enough to handle a war.

• * •

To all appearances the British people have awakened and
decided to "get on" with the work. The British papers are
warning, mildly as yet, the world not to tread on the lion's

tail. The London Standard puts it:

"Germany is now clothed in a white sheet. She and
America arc joining hands in the noble task of bullying the
nation that has respected every law of humanity and has
persistently interpreted the law of nations to her own dis-
advantage.

"Poor England. No moral crime can be laid at our
doors, but we are interfering with the war profits of Ameri-
can manufacturers, so we must raise our blockade and thus
prolong the war, and this is asked for in the name of hum-
anity.

"There is one comfort for us miserable sinners: Pre-
sident Wilson and Count von 15ernstorfT will knock at our
door in vain."

« • •

The attitude of our Australian cousins towards the

munition-making business is in humiliating contrast to the

conditions under which this work has been carried on in

Canada. Over in Australia, Government and private factor-

ies scorn to accept exorbitant "blood" profits at the ex-

pense of the lives of their sons and brothers at the front.

As an example we may quote the West Australia War Com-
missions Company, Limited, organized when the war broke
out under state supervision by leading public and business

men of the state. The whole capital was furnished by
public supscription on the understanding that there should
be no dividends and that the price of the manufactured
articles should be as nearly as could be fixed the actual cost
of those articles. It was further stipulated that any pro-
fits remaining after the repayment of the paid-up capital

after the war should be devoted to patriotic or charitable^

purposes incidental to the war. The same spirit evidently

animates private companies, who have undertaken contracts
from the Government at certain named prices on the un-
derstanding that if these are greater than the actual cost of
production of the article the balance shall be refunded.

In comparison with this truly patriotic attitude Canada
merely offers examples of the operations of our late shell

committee such as the original letting of contracts at $6,70

per unit which have later been reduced to $1.8S; the boasts
of our financial magnates of huge war profits; and the
scandals attaching to other purchases.

If these men, our leaders, represent Canadian culture, is

not the world saying that it at least compares "favorably"
with the German type?

• * •

After a long silence the peeved voice of the Opposition
Leader is again heard in the land. He should be ashamed
to criticize the Government, even if they deser*-e it. He
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has waved the British flag, he has told us what a great

Britisher he is, but has failed to live up to it. What is he

doing to induce his countrymen to play their part in the

cause of freedom? If his is a "soul so dead" that he cannot

speak in favor of the British Empire, can he not at least

keep those of his own kidney, like Bourassa and Lavergnc

and Croquette quiet?
* * *

When are we going to get some information concerning

the Ross Rifle? Rumors suggest that after the disastrous

fight at Langemarck the British Government made a report

to Ottawa concerning the rifle. If so, why is this report

not made public?

SEARCHLIGHT.

Personal

Mr. A. McKenzic Brydon announces that he has with-

drawn from the firm of Lindsay, Brydon & Greig, and has

for present address 204 Glencairn Avenue, Toronto.

Mr. H. F. Secord, architect, Toronto, has moved his

office from 17 Queen Street East to 2 College Street and is

now associated with Messrs. Geo. N. Molesworth and Gor-

don M. West, who are on active service. Captain Moles-

worth is with the 124th and Lieut. West with the 81st bat-

talion.

Mr. E. Laurie, of the E. Laurie Company, Montreal,

agents of the DeLaval Steam Turbine Company, is now in

England, having joined the Aviation Corps there. Mr.

Laurie received a portion of his training in aviation in Can-

ada. The agency of the DeLaval Company will l)c con-

tinued as before 1)y the E. Laurie Company in Montreal.

Mr. L. Keroack has become associated with Mr. J. O.

Marchand under the firm name of Marcliand and Keroack,

architects, 164 St. James Street, Montreal. Mr. Marchand

is the surviving member of the old firm of Marchand and

Haskill; the latter died about two years ago, and since

then the business has been carried on l)y Mr. Marchand. Mr.

Keroack is one of tlie younger mciulicrs of tlie Province of

Quebec Association of Architects.

Obituary

Mr. G. D, W'altcrs, chief agricultural engineer for the

irrigation liranch of the Department of the Interior, Calgary,

is dead.

Mr. James Carr. a well-known resident of Woodstock.

Ont., died recently, after a few days' illness, at the age of

78. He was president of the Good Roads Association, and

an expert in that l)ranch. He was also agent for the im-

migration department of the local government. He was

born in Woodstock, and spent nearly all liis life in that

town.

Mr. Alexander Ramsay, president of the A. Ramsay &
Son Company, paint and varnish makers, died suddenly on

January 14 at his residence. Argyle Avenue, Westmount.

aged 76. Mr. Ramsay was a native of Glasgow, but was

educated in Montreal, and in 1867 acquired the paint and

varnish business established by his father. Under his

direction the trade increased very largely.

Charles Conrad Schneider, an eminent liridge engineer,

and a past president of the American Society of Civil En-

gineers, died at his home in Philadelphia on January 8. He
was 72 years old. and during his professional career had

been the recipient of many high honors. He was appointed

a member of the Quebec Bridge Commission, which investi-

gated the failure of the old Quebec Bridge in 1007, and of

the later commission appointed in 1011 by tlie Canadian

Governnient to supervise the Construction of the new bridge.

He was awarded the Rowland prize and the Norman medals

by the American Society of Civil Engineers for excellent

papers on his design of the Niagara cantilever bridge (1886),

on structural design of buildings (1005), and on movable

bridges (1008). Mr. Schneider was born in Saxony, XJer-

many, in 1843, and graduated as a mechanical engineer from

the Royal School of Technology at Chemnitz in 1864, com-

ing to America in 1867. He designed several long span

bridges, among them the Eraser River cantilever bridge for

the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1882 and the Niagara canti-

lever bridge in 1883. He designed, with Mr. F. B. Kunz,

the Reversible F'alls steel arch bridge at St. John, N.B., and

was consulting engineer until its completion in 1015. He
was the author of General Specifications for Railroad Bridges

(1886), for Highway Bridges (1901), and for Structural Steel

Work in Buildings (1005).

The death is announced of Mr. Alexander Graham, sup-

erintendent of construction in the chief engineer's branch

of the Department of Public Works, Ottawa. At the time

of his death he was engaged on Government work at Stur-

geon Falls, Ont. The late Mr. Graham was born at Bell's

Corners fifty-one years ago, but had resided in Ottawa for

the greater part of his life. Previous to his connection with

the Government work, he was interested for many years in

the manufacture of brick and cement blocks.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The J'rcmier Granite &. Sand Company, Montreal, have
^

registered.

The Western Ontario Clay Workers Association will

meet in convention at London, Ont., February 22 and 23.

Mr. D. A. F. Graham, of the engineering staflf of the

C. N. P. K., has been made resident engineer of the com-

pany for the city of Vancouver.

A conference on Road Construction for County Road
Superintendents and Engineers will be held at the Parlia-

ment Buildings, Toronto, February 8-11, 1916.

For the year 1915 the total value of building permits at

St. John, N. B., was $346,275. In 1914 the figures were

$515,300.

The Constructors' Association of Quebec held their

annual assembly in their rooms at 23 St. Jolin Street. Que-

bec, on January 17. A large number of members were pre-

sent.

The Board of Control of the city of Toronto have re-

commended the acceptance of the offer of Mr. C. S. Town-
send for a concrete bridge at Mount Pleasant Road for the

sum of $45,000.

At the annual meeting of the Manitoba Architects' As-

sociation held in Winnipeg on the 17th inst.. Col. J. B.

Mitchell was elected president; L. H. Jordan, vice-president,

and R. G. Hanford re-elected secretary-treasurer.

Nobert-Dugre-Arsenault. Limitec. is the name of a firm

incorporated recently to carry on the business of general

contractors and builders and civil engineers at Three Rivers.

Que. The capital stock of the company is ten thousand

dollars.

The Automatic Sprinkler Company of America. Limited,

has been incorporated to carry on business in Montreal, with

a capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators include T.
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Chase Casgrain, E. M. McDougall, and P. F. Casgrain, all

of Montreal.

It is stated that Mr. Cliarles D. Campbell, city engineer

of Gait, Ont., has resigned his position in order to give the

Council a free hand in connection with the appointment of

an engineer under the new by-law reorganizing the Works
Department of the city.

Messrs. A. Lindstrom and Nelson, who for several years

liave been foremen with the Scott & Hudson Building Com-
pany, have formed a partnership under the firm name of

l.indstrom & Nelson, and will embark in the building and
contracting Ijusincss at Kcnora, Ont.

There is a report that the Ross Kitle Company, now cm-
ploying over 1,500 men and paying two million dollars in

salary annually, may leave Quebec and establish in Lindsay,

Ont., if their application for an extension of ten years to

their exemption from taxes is not granted.

Building statistics for the year 1915 for St. Boniface,

Man., are as follows: January, $1.3,500; February, $70,000;

March, $12,i:ir,; April, $19,800; May, $14,425; June, $18,530;

July, $i:iH,r>00; .August, $1,400; September, $4,0.50; October,

.$400; November, $T00; December, $2,600; total, $296,760. The
total for 1914 was $80;i,442.

The fair wage officer of the Montreal Council has asked
the co-operation of the Builders' Exchange and the Trades
& Labor Council in drawing up a fair wage schedule to be

inserted in all civic contracts for the present year. In 1915

the schedule was first drawn up and the comments of the

Builders' Exchange then requested.

Builders Sales, Limited, is the name of a firm incor-

porated with a capital stock of $100,000 and head office at

Ottawa. The company will manufacture and deal in iron,

steel, nictals, rails, machinery and tools, etc. The incor-

porators are F. W. White, E. P. Nunn, F. D. Hogg, A. T.

Lewis, and H. E. Newland, all of Ottawa.

Judgment has been rendered in the Supreme Court by

Mr. Justice Maclennan awarding the Nova Scotia Construc-

tion Company tlie sum of $173, .132 for work done under
various contracts in connection with the power company's
hydraulic development at St. Timothy. It is stated by the

power company's attorneys that an appeal against this judg-

ment will be entered.

Statistics compiled by Mr. Geo. A. McNamee. Secretary-

Treasurer of the Third .Annual Canadian and International

Good Roads Congress, to be held at Sohmer Park. Montreal.

March 6th to 10th inclusive, show that at least $15,000,000

will be under appropriation this year for the construction or

improvement of roads throughout Canada. Of this sum.

$5,000,000 is mentioned as the share of the province of

(Jucbec.

In recognition of his services to the Exchange and of

his action in answering the call to the colors by enlisting

with the 111th South Waterloo Battalion, the members of the

Builders' Exchange of Gait. Preston and Hespelcr, at a re-

cent meeting honored Mr. Nelson West, who resigned his

position as secretary. Mr. West was presented with a small

purse, and in accepting the gift expressed his. thanks. Mr.

Frank McAuslan was appointed to the vacancy caused by Mr.

West's resignation.

That the Hudson Bay Railway will be completed and in

operation in time to carry out next season's crop seems to

be the opinion of the engineers in charge of the work of con-

struction, according to a report from The Pas, The canti-

lever bridge over the Nelson River at Manitou Rapids, is

partly finished, and it is said the work will be completed by

next May. The steel is expected to be at Kettle Rapids by

the first of August, where another cantilever bridge has to

be built, but as the work will be done in summer-time three

months will be sufficient for the conttruction. If tbif pro-
gramme is followed out the road should be ready for opera-
tion by next Christmas at the latest.

The Provincial Government of Alberta contemplate the
con.struction of a railway from Athabaska to Fort Vermilion,
a distance of three hundred miles, at a cost of from eight to
ten million dollars. The project includes the development
of coal mines, a fleet of steamers for Peace and McKenzic
Rivers, working up mining by-products, etc. The Hon. A.
G. MacKay, M.L.A., of Edmonton, is said to be interested
in the scheme. The loan will be met by New York bank-
ers, and as no opposition is anticipated it is sUted that work
will be started with the opening of spring.

Mr. W. B. Timms of Ottawa, a mining engineer spe-
cially commissioned by the Federal Government at the re-
quest of the Imperial Government to inquire into and in-

vestigate molybdenite deposits in British Columbia, is in

Vancouver. Mr. Timms, who is a graduate of Queen's
•University and of the Kingston School of Mines, states that
molybdenite is known to exist in British Columbia in paying
quantities in only one, or possibly two, places. Ferro-molyb-
denum is a product now very much in demand by the British
Government and the Governments of all the other belligerents
for the manufacture of big gun linings.

A dispute between John Quinlan and Company, Mon-
treal, contractors, who are building the civic library, and
stonecutters who are working on the job has been the sub-
ject of a report by Mr. Laurendeau, city attorney. The
contention of John Quinlan and Company was that marble
cutters working on machines were not entitled to as much
as workmen who worked by hand, furnishing their own
tools. The scale asked was 45 cents an hour, and the com-
pany paid 45 cents to hand workers and 40 cents to those
working on machines for a 10>4-hour day. The company
considered that the latter class were overpaid as compared
with other workmen. The city attorney expressed the
opinion that when contractors do not pay according to the
scale of fair wages inserted in all civic contracts the differ-

ence can be paid by the city to the workmen out of the de-
posit which contractors make with the city as a guarantee
of good faith when tendering for the contract.

The annual business meeting of the Ontario Motor Lea-
gue was held in the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on the
18th inst. Mr. W. A. McLean. Chief Highway Engineer
for Ontario, spoke of the plans for connecting up districts at
present isolated because of bad roads. The retiring pre-
sident of the League, Mr. W. W. Digby, pointed out that the
membership had grown from 4,600 to 5,041 in the last year.
Resolutions were passed favoring complete reciprocity in re-
gard to the interchanging of licen.se privileges between On-
tario and the United States. It was also strongly recom-
mended that legislation should be passed making the carry-
ing of lights on all vehicles compulsory. The Hon. Finlay
Macdiarmid, Minister of Public W^orks for Ontario, ex-
plained the working of the new highways act, and the Hon.
Francis M. Hugo, Secretary of State for New York, spoke
bricHy of the great bentfit of good roads to the country in

general. Mr. L. B. Howland. of Toronto, was elected
president for 1916.

Prof. Adam Shortt. civil service commissioner, ad-
dressed the Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society of Civil
Engineers at a luncheon held in the Russell Hotel on the
i:uh inst. Taking for his subject "War and the Engineer."
Prof. Shortt dealt with the necessity of technical training
among the nations of the future as shown by conditions
arising in the present war. The soldier was becoming more
and more a minor factor in warfare, the speaker said, for
the application of technical principles had made a great
change in conditions. The army with the largest nnmber
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of skilled men, engineers and inventors, would win the wars

of the future. The present struggle, said Prof. Shortt, had

demonstrated that it was a war between engineers and en-

gineering products on both sides, and the futility of at-

tempting to overrun nations by mere strength of numbers

had been demonstrated. The manner in which engineering

had affected all walks of life, including farming, was briefly

touched upon by Prof. Shortt, who said that no institution

had become so highly specialized as western farming.

Mr. Frank D. Lyman has purchased the stock, assets,

and goodwill of the railway and supply department of John

Millen & Son, Limited, Montreal, and is now carrying on

business at 323 St. James Street, Montreal, with a branch at

90 Adelaide Street West, Toronto. Stocks are carried at

both the Montreal and Toronto warehouses. As soon as a

Dominion charter has been granted to a new company now
formed the business will be conducted under the name of

Lyman & Lyman, Limited. Mr. Lyman has been manager

of the department now acquired by him since it was started

some nine years ago by John Millen & Son, Limited. The

new firm holds a large number of import English, French,

and United States agencies including The National Tube

Company, Pittsburg, Pa., Shelby Seamless Steel Tubes; Ell-

wood Ivins Tube Works, Philadelphia, Pa., Steel, Aluminium

and Brass Tubes; The Electric Service Supplies Company,

Philadelphia, Pa., Electric Railway Supplies and Equipment;

Link-Belt Company, Philadelphia, Pa., Silent Chain Drives;

Societe Le Carbone, Paris, France, Carbon Brushes; The

Chisholm & Moore Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, Chain Hoists and Trolleys; Crouse-Hinds Company,

The total value of the field crops of the Do-

minion last year is estimated at the huge figure

of $800,000,000. New high records are established,

both as to quantity, quality and market value.

The earlier estimates as to the grain yields of

the Prairie Provinces have had to be revised up-

ward. Canada's total wheat yield is now esti-

mated at 376,303,600 bushels, by the latest official

Government report, or 215,023,600 bushels more
than the previous year.

Syracuse, N. Y., and Toronto, Ont., Electric Headlights;

Graphite Lubricating Company, Bound Brook, N. J., Trolley

Bushings and Graphite Bronze Bearings.

Turbine Equipment Co.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Limited, Toronto,
who handle the De Laval equipment in Canada, have
recently secured the following' contracts : Riordon
Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd.—1-75 h.p. motor driven De
Laval two-stage centrifugal pump ; Dominion Coal Co.
Sydney, N.S.—2-75 h.p. direct current motor driven De
Laval two-stage centrifugal pumps ; Brockville Water
& Light Commission, for the new filtration plant

—

1-4,000,000 gallon De Laval steam turbine connected to

a De Laval centrifugal pump through the medium of

double helical reduction gear.s—1-3 500,000 gallon De
motor driven pump—1-2,000,000 gallon De Laval
motor-driven pump—1-C. H. Wheeler jet condenser,
pipe, valves, etc.

Canadian Clay-working Machinery

Prominent brickmakers in attendance at the Can-
adian National Clay Products Association held in To-
ronto last week are behind a scheme for the formation

of a company to manufacture clay-working machinery
in Canada. At present ninety per cent, of the clay-

working machinery used in Canada is manufactured
in the United States. A duty of 40 per cent, makes
this machinery very expensive. It is estimated that
this scheme of manufacture, if carried out, will be a
financial boon to the brick industry. Repairs could
be promptly secured, and at a very reduced cost. The
brickmakers are very enthusiastic over the scheme, and
developments may be expected at any time.

Road Builders' Association

Satisfactory progress is reported on the plans of

the Thirteenth Annua! Convention of the American
Road Builders' Association and the Seventh National
Exhibition of machinery and materials which will be
held at Mechanical Hall, Pittsburgh, February 28 to
March 3. The programme will include the discussion
of such topics as "Railway Tracks on Paved Streets,"

"Adaptability of Paving Materials," Bituminous Sur-
faces for State Highways," "Concrete Roads," "Re-
cent Tendencies in Stone Block Pavements, Especially
With Respect to Size of Blocks," "Foundations,"
"Control of Openings in Pavements," "Roads at Low
Cost for Moderate Traffic," "Effects of Motor Trucks,"
"Contractors' Suggestions to Engineers," and "Brick
Streets and Roads."

The Engineer and Architecture

Mr. G. R. G. Conway, ALCan.Soc.C.E., consulting
engineer, Toronto, and late chief engineer of the
British Columbia Electric Railway Company of Van-
couver, delivered an address before the Ottawa branch
of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers on Friday
evening January 21. Mr. Conway's subject was
"The Engineer and Standards of Beauty," in which he
urged a freer co-operation between engineers and
architects in the design of engineering structures, par-

ticularly in great public works such as bridges, railway
terminals, dams, aqueducts, power houses, highways,
etc. The paper was fully illustrated with "lantern

slides giving examples of engineering structures where
this co-operation had been attempted, and, in some
cases, successfully carried out.

Toronto-Hamilton Highway
In crediting the equipment used on the work of

construction of the Toronto-Hamilton Highway, de-
scribed in our issue of January 5, we failed to note that
one of the cranes used by the Comission and shown in

one of the illustrations was manufactured b}' the
Browning Company of Cleveland, Ohio.

Fine Booklet on Moncton, N. B.

The city of Moncton, N. B., have just issued a very
handsome booklet describing the industrial advantages
of that city. The Contract Record acknowledges with
thanks a copy from Messrs. James Reid & Son, con-
tractors, who are responsible for a large ntnnber of
the fine buildings shown in this booklet.

The preliminary programme of the Twelfth .\nnual
Convention of the American Concrete Institute has
been distributed. The convention will be held Feb-
ruary 14 to 17 at the Auditorium Building, Chicago.
With the convention will be associated an exhibit
known as the Cement Show.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, Engineers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways

Barrie, Ont.
The by-law previuusly reported as

carried is for the purpose of paying for

work already completed on Bradford St.

Hamilton, Ont.
Tlif C ity Council are considering the

( iinstructioii of a sewer on Mountwood
\vcnue and alterations to some of those

in the west end south of Aberdeen Ave-

nue. Engineer, A. F. Macallum.

The Works Committee have recom-

mended the construction of a drainage

system on Aberdeen Avenue at an esti-

mated cost of $7,200. Clerk, S. H. Kent.

London, Ont.
The City Council intend to start wrork

l)y day labor in the spring on extensions

to the waterworks system. General

Manager of the Utilities Commission, E.

V. Buchanan.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The Board of Works are considermg

(he construction of a quantity of 6-inch

watcrmain.

Ottawa, Ont.
Preliminary grading is being done by

(lay labor preparatory to the construc-

lion of the Ridcau River Driveway.

rlans for the pavement not yet prepared.

Toronto, Ont.
'l"he Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February 1st for the construc-

tion of sewers on Cawthia, Connolly and

Cilmour Streets and St. Clair Avenue
S(|uare. Plans and specifications at Room

I, City Hall.

CONTRACTS AWARDEDÎ)ttawa, Ont.

^B The City Council have awarded the

^Rontract for supply <)f a quantity of 60-

^*?Tich circular sewer blocks to the Nation-

al Fireproof Supply Company, 78 Cres-

cent Street. Montreal.

Railroads, and Bridges Wharves

Alberta Province
Negotiations arc now progressing with

lofcrcnce to the construction of a rail-

road between .\thabaska and Fort Ver-

million at an approximate cost of $10,-

(100,000. The project includes the de-

velopment of mines and a fleet of steam-

trs for the Peace and McKenzie Rivers.

Hon. A. B. MacKay, M.P.P., 10610 99th

kvenue, Edmonton, is interested in the

chetnc.

Srokenhead, Man.
The Afunicipality are considering the

Bonstruction of a bridge over the Broken-

\ead River and repairs to several others.

lerk, W. J. Hoban, Beausejour.

wooden bridge over the Souris River
will be received until February 3rd by
the Municipal Secretary, T. B. Woodhull,
Hartney.

Lachute, Que.
Tenders on the construction of a

bridge will be received until noon, Feb-
ruary 3rd, by J. A. Rice, Town Clerk.

Steel construction, cement abutments.
Plans and specifications with the Clerk.

Toronto, Ont.
The estimates prepared by Parks Com-

missioner C. R. Chambers include a

cement bridge over the lagoon at the

Island.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have let the

contract for the construction of the

Mount Pleasant Road bridge to C. J.

Townsend, 79 Spadina Avenue, at $45.-

000, subject to the approval of Council.

Concrete construction.

ameron, Man.
i Tenders on the construction of a

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Ameliasburg Township, Ont.
The erection of schools is being con-

sidered by the Trustees of School Sec-

tions Nos. 12 and 13. Secretaries, R. H.
Fox, Ameliasburg, and Arklen Blakcly,

Consecon.

Athol Tpwnship, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 1

are considering the erection of a school.

Secretary, M. Parks, Woodrows, Ont.

Barber Township, Ont.
The erection of a school in School

Section No. 1 is contemplated. Secre-

tary to the Trustees, J. W. Thompson,
Leeville, Ont.

Berthier, Que.
The Parish School Board are consider-

ing the erection of a school at an ap-

proximate cost of $4,000. Secretary, J.

A. A. Lavallcc, Berthier.

Casgrain Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 1

contemplate the building of a school.

Secretary, J. O'Donncll, Hearst.

Catherine Township, Ont.

The erection of a school is contemp-

lated by the Trustees of School Section

No. 1. Secretary, W. G. Laycock,

KrugersdorT.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Tenders will be called shortly for seat-

ing required by the First Methodist

Church, .\pproximate cost, $5,000. Sec-

retary, E. H. Beer, 134 Richmond Street.

Currie Township, Ont.
It is proposed to build a school in

School Section No. 2. Secretary to the

Trustees, G. Sexsmith, Matheson.

Darling Township, Ont
It is proposed to build a school in

School Section No. 1. Secretary, James
Burns, Marble Bluff P. O., Ont.

Dundas, Ont.

Oborn & Ellis. Architects, have pre-
pared three different desitrns for a high
School, estimated to cost between $4,.'>oa

and $8,000. The sites will be inspected
by the Board of Education and a rrnnii-
mendation made.

Eastview, Ont
The erection of a four-roomed addi-

tion to the school is being considered by
the Public School Board. Secretary, j.
W. Rostetter, Cummings Bridge P O
Finch Township, Ont.
The erection of a school is contemp-

lated by the Trustees of Union Section
No. X Finch. Estimated cost $l2,ooo
to $15,000. Secretary, G. S. Casselman.
Finch Village.

Fisher and Herrick Townships, Ont
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered. Secretary to the School Sec-
tion, A. S. Chapman, Batchewan. Ont

PuUerton and Downie Townships. Ont
The Trustees of IJnion School Section

No. 1. contemplate the erection of a
school at an approximate cost of $4.R0O.
Secretary, G. S. Thompson. St. Marys.
R. R. No. 5.

Georgina Township, Ont.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the Trustees of School Sec-
tion No. 14. Estimated cost. $.1.500.
Secretary, E. G. Corner. Pefferlaw.

Goulburn Township. Ont
The Trustees of School Section No. 10

are considering the erection of a school.
Secretary, F. McCaffrey. Stanley's Cor-
ners.

Halowell Township, Ont
The Trustees of School Sections Nos.

f> and 12 are considering the erection of
two schools. Secretaries. R. D. Mil-
ford, R. R. No. 1. Picton. and T. G.
Wright. R. R. \o 8. Picton. Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.
The General Hospital Board contemp-

late the erection of an administration
building in connection with the Hospital.
Chairman. T. H. Pratt.

Iroquois Falls, Ont
The construction of a schi>ol is con-

templated. Secretary to the School
Board. F. Lyons, Iroquois Falls.

London, Ont
The School Board arc considering the

erection of a technical school, a public
school south of Dundas Street and east
of Egcrton Street, and additions and al-

terations to the suburban school at Eal-
ing. Chairman. .\. E. Silverwood.

The installation of a passenger elc-
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vator at the City Hall is contemplated.
City Clerk, S. Baker.

The Board of Education are consider-
ing extensive improvements in the venti-

lation of several schools. Chairman, A.
E. Silvcrwood.

Manvers Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 1

are ^considering the erection of a school

at an approximate cost of $3,000. Sec-

retary, A. W. Hesslip, Janetville, R. R.

No. 3.

Marlborough Township, Ont.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the Trustees of School Sec-

tion No. 4. Secretary, Henry Taylor,

Malakoff.

Pictou, N.S.
The Pictou County Council are con-

sidering the erection of a new asylum
near to the present one, which is becom-
ing overcrowded. Treasurer, A. Mc-
Dougall, Pictou.

Prevost Canton, Que.
The erection of a school at an esti-

mated cost of $4,000 is contemplated.

Secretary to the School Board, J. La-

chance, St. Zenon P. O.

Renfrew, Ont.
The Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, are considering the erection of

an addition to the Post Office. Secre-

tary, R. C. Desrochers, Ottawa.

Sharpe Township, Ont.
The erection of a school is contemp-

lated by the Trustees of School Section

No. 4, Marlborough. Secretary, Otti

Stein. Costello.

South Marysburg I'ownship, Ont.

The erection of schools is being con-

sidered by the Trustees of School Sec-

tions Nos. 13 and 15. Secretaries, J. W.
MacAuley, Milford, Ont., and J. E. Mur-
phy, South Bay, Ont.

St. Emile de Suffolk, Que.
The School Board contemplate the

erection of a school at an approximate
cost of $4,000. Secretary, A. D. Boivin,

St. Emile de Suffolk.

Timmins, Ont.
The School Board contemplate the

construction of a four-roomed school.

Secretary, Adrien Allard, Timmins.

Tiny Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. a

are considering the erection of a school,

estimated to cost $4,000. Secretary, W.
A. Casselman, Wyebridge.

Toronto, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a temporary postal station has been
awarded by the Dominion Government
Department of Public Works to William
Williamson, 131 Woodbine Avenue.
Steel, galvanized iron and brick construc-
tion.

The Board of Education will receive
tenders until January 38th for sundry
work at the schools, including ash hoists,

electric wiring, fire door, steam fittings

and supply of drawing tables and side
arm chairs. Specifications, etc., at office

of the Building Superintendent.

Wellington, Ont.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the Trustees of School Sec-

tion No. 14, Hillier Township. Secre-
tary, E. L. Hubbs, Wellington.

West Wawanosh Township, Ont.
Tenders will be called about the middle

of February on the erection of a school
for the Trustees of School Section No. 4.

Plans are now at residence of the Sec-
retary, W. McQuillan, R. R. No. 4, St.

Helens P. O. Architect, A. Stuart, Luck-
now. Estiinated cost, $4,000.

Windsor, Ont.
Sub-tenders on trades required in the

erection of an addition to the Collegiate
Institute are being received by Schultz
Bros. Company. Limited, Brantford, and
John McLeod & Company, Limited, 110
Church Street, Toronto.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Motherwell, Ont.
The School Board have let the follow-

ing contracts for the school which is to
be erected in the spring:—masonry.
Brown & Sparks; carpentry, C. Kane;
painting. W. Swan; plumbing, P. War-
ner; all in care of the Secretary, W. W.
Rogers. Seating will be purchased later.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Cape Breton, N.S.
The International Nickel ("ompany, 43

Exchange Street, New York City, and
Sudbury, Ont., have made arrangements
with the Dominion Government for the
establishment of a nickel refinery. Presi-
dent, Ambrose Monell.

Deseronto, Ont.
The Canadian Northern Railway Com-

pany, Toronto, contemplate the construc-
tion of cattle pens. Work will be done
by the Company's Bridge & Building De-
partment. Frame construction.

Gait, Ont.
The Canadian Cereal & Flour Mills

Company, Limited, propose to add two
storeys to their warehouse, and have ap-
plied for a permit. Secretary, R. C.

Pratt.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Fire Chief, A. B. Ten Eyck, has

recommended the erection of a fire hall

in the southwestern section of the city.

Montreal, Que.
Work has been started by N. D. Legcr,

3516 Chateaubriand Street, on the erec-
tion of a store and residence on Church
Street. A number of trades will be sub-
let shortly.

Ottawa, Ont.
New tenders will be called shortly for

alterations and additions to stores on
.-Mbert Street for J. G. Butterworth, 86
Sparks Street. Architect, W. H. George,
Castle Building, Qiieen Street. Steel and
brick construction, concrete foundation,
felt and gravel roofing.

Tenders are now being received for al-

terations and additions to stores at

O'Connor and Slater Streets for J.

Brouse, 85 MacLaren Street. Architect,
W. Herbert George, Castle Building,
Queen Street. Brick construction, con-
crete foundation, felt and gravel roofing.

Port Arthur, Ont.
The Davidson & Smith Elevator Com-

pany propose to construct an additional
storage with a capacity of 1,000,000 bush-
els. Particulars from J. R. Smith.

Quebec, Que.
Work will start in the spring on the

construction of stock yards, etc., for the
Quebec Abattoir Company, Limoilou.
Day labor will probably be employed.
Architect, A. H. Labcrge, Beauport. Es-
timated cost, $35,000.

Sarnia, Ont.
Lockwood, Green & Company, Bos-

ton, are now negotiating with a view to
the erection of a factory. Estimated cost,

$500,000.

Tavistock, Ont.
The Dominion Railway Board Inspec-

tor will recommend the construction of
a new station by the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company, Montreal.

Toronto, Ont.
R. T. Robinson, 131 Glenholme Ave-

nue, has commenced the erection of a
pair of stores at 754 St. Clair Avenue.
The contract for plumbing has been let

to E. F. Rockford, 880a Bloor Street W.
Roofing, painting, plastering, wiring and
heating not yet awarded.

Property Commissioner D. Chisholm I
has been instructed to report on the ad- I
visability of building three public lava-
tories, estimated to cost .$9,800 each.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company
have started work on repairs to the roof
and top floors of the Union Station un-
der the supervision of Engineer Mitchell,
Department of Bridges and Buildings.
Approximate cost, $10,000.

Witchall & Son. 156 St. Helens Ave-
nue, arc receiving sub-tenders in connec-
tion with the power station which is to
be erected near Orillia.

Vancouver, B.C.
Tenders will be called about the end

of the month for foundation work, pil-

ing and concreting in connection with
the erection of a station for "the Great
Northern Railway, 90 Pender' Street E.
•Architect. F. L. Townley, 850 Hastings
Street W. Estimated cost of this work
is $30,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hamilton, Ont.
The contract for plumbing required in

connection with the warehouse which has
been erected for M. Jax, 94 Cannon St.

W., has been let to D. Robinson, 315
John Street N.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the stores and
residences which are being built for J.
Leclaire, 600 Demontigny Street, has
been let to Raoul Chamberland, 835 De-
lorimier Avenue.

In connection with the factory which
has been erected for the Steel Company
of Canada, 1373 Notre Dame Street W.,
the contract for heating and ventilation
has been let to the B. F. Sturtevant Com-
pany of Canada, New Birks Building, and
the plumbing to T. O'Connell, 183 Otta-|
wa Street.

In connection with the premises which
are being erected at Bank and Sunny-
side Streets for Graham Bros., 305 Laur-
ier Avenue, the contract for heating and
plumbing has been awarded to Gervin
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& Lillico, 1095 Bank Street, and the elec-

trical work to F. Presby, 138 Irving Ave.

Toronto, Ont.
The contract for masonry and stone

work required in connection with the

store and residence which is being built

l)y J. P. Lever, 20 Atlas Avenue, has

l>een awarded to the Granite Concrete

Block Company, Limited, 14«f) Yonge St.

Residences

Ailsa Craig, Ont.
The congregation of the Baptist

Church are considering the erection of a

parsonage, at an anproximate cost of

$5,000. Chairman of the Building Com-
mittee, S. Gillies.

Albertville, Ont.
William Woollatt, care of R. Wiglc,

Albertville, Kingsville, Ont., is consider-

ing the erection of a residence at an ap-

proximate cost f)f $:!,.'iOO.

Beverley Township, Ont.
Hayward Cornell, R. R. No. 1, Troy,

contemplates the erection of a residence.

Brick construction, stone foundation.

Brockville, Ont.
Tenders will be received until Febru-

ary 7th for alterations to the residence

of J. A. Mackay, Prescott Road. Archi-

tects, Barott, Blackader & Webster, New
Birks Building, Montreal.

Hagersville, Ont.
Work will start early in the spring on

the erection of two residences for Frank
Tyrrel. Brick construction.

William Herod is considering the erec-

tion of a residence on King Street. Work
may start in the spring.

Lakeside, Que.
The roofing required in connection

with the residence in course of erection

for C. W. MacLean is 1)eing done by day
labor.

Montreal, Que.
Work has been started on the erection

of four flats on Clark Street for H. Paie-

ment, 1.'!35 Gouin Boulevard. Brick con-

struction, concrete foundation, felt and
gravel roofing. Estimated cost, $20,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
William Hanover, Ferry Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence
on McRae Street, and contemplates
building another on Armoury Avenue.
Brick construction. Estimated cost,

$3,000 each.

Ottawa, Ont.
Eugene Patry, 54 Irving Avenue, is

about to start work on the erection of a

lesidence, estimated to cost y.'i.SOO. Brick
veneer construction, stone foundation,

felt and gravel roofing.

Quebec, Que.
Work has been started by Leon Mar-

coux, f>7 Napoleon Street, on the erection

of a residence, estimated to cost $4,000.

I'^rame and brick construction, stone
foundation, felt and gravel roofing.

Ridgeville, Ont.
The erection of a residence is being

considered by F. C. Williams. Work
may start in the spring. Cement block
construction.
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CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for heating and plumbini;

in connection with the residence which
has been built by B. A. Orison, 21 Fcnti-

man Avenue, has been awarded to Gervin
& Lillico, 1095 Bank Street.

In connection with the residence which
Walter Fryer, 5 Glen Avenue, has built

on Roslyn Street, the contract for elec-

trical work has been let to the Dominion
Electric Construction Company, 417
Sparks Street.

In connection with the residence which
is being built on Fentiman Avenue by
F. Nunn, care of Ritchie & Nunn, 105

Sunnyside Avenue, the contract for heat-

ing has been let to J. Cameron, 488
Levis Street, the plumbing to J. P. Band,
Bank Street, and the electrical work to

H. L. Allan, 377 Somerset .Street.

In connection with the residence which
is being erected on Grove Street by John
McCallum, 54 Glen Avenue, the contract
for heating has been awarded to the
Capital Hardware Company, Bank Street,

and the^plumbing to H. Knox, Elgin St.

Painting by owner. Electrical work not
let.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence which
is being let in connection with the resi-

dence which is being built on Marlboro
Avenue by Barrett Bros., 200 Catherine
Street:—plastering, P. Beaupre, 13 He-
ney Street; painting. Bower Bros., 48
Aylmer Avenue; heating, John Stewart,
Westboro; plumbing, J. T. BIythe, Frank
Street.

In connection with the residence which
is being erected on Fourth Avenue for

A. Davidson, 69 Grosvenor Street, the
contract for heating and plumbing has
been awarded to Gervin & Lillico, 1093
Bank .Street, and the electrical work to
the Dominion Electric Construction
Company, 477 Sparks Street.

4S

the Montreal Tramways Company, 78

Craig .Street, the contract for boilers ha*
been awarded to Babcock & Wilcox.
Limited, College Street, and for a turbo
generator to the Canadian General Elec-
tric Company, Limited, 162 .St. Antoinc
Street.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Ailsa Craig, Ont.
William Hay contemplates the pur-

chase of electrical machinery for operat-
ing his mill.

Amherstburg, Ont.
The Town Council arc considering ex-

tensions to the existing lighting system
and will later take up the question of in-

stalling a permanent lighting system.
Clerk, G. E. Pulford.

Stamford Township, Ont.
The Township Council arc consider-

ing the purchase of the electric plant of

the Ontario Distributing Company and
the erection of a sub-station at a total

cost of $26,000. A by-law may be sub-

mitted to the ratepayers to authorize this

expenditure. Estimated cost of sub-sta-

tion, $3,000. Clerk, C. T. Monroe. South-
end P. O.

Wellesley, Ont.
The Town Council will call for tenders

within two months for the installation

of a distribution plant. Estimated cost,

$7,500.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal, Que.

In connection with the projected ad-
dition to the steam generating plant of

Fires

Amherst, N.S.

A business block owned by E. E, Hew-
son has been damaged by fire to the ex-
tent of about $4,000. l-oss partially cov-
ered by insurance.

Birchcli£Fe. Ont.
The residence of A. E. Harris has been

destroyed by fire. Loss. *2.000.

Brandon, Man.
Fire has destroyed a store owned by

Doig Rankin & Robertson. Loss,
$100,000.

CoUingwood, Ont.
The store of Honcyford & Vernon has

been damaged by fire to the extent of
$15,000, including loss on stock. Some
insurance is carried.

DTsraeli, Que.
Four residences have been destroyed

by fire. Owners. John Gauthicr. Severe
Blanchard. J. A. Bengle, M. Lcvesuc.
Loss, $10,000, covered by insurance.

Fairville, N.B.
Glendon H. Allen's drug store, the

property of Robert Catherwood. has
been destroyed by fire. I^ss. $4,000, par-
tially insured.

Fort William. Ont.
Fire has destroyed the music store on

.\rthnr Street owned by J. R. Tucker.
A store at McTavish and Mclntyre

Streel.s, owned by Ignace Firlewrer. has
been destroyed by fire. Loss, about
$3..')00. covered by insurance.

Gait, Ont.
Fire has <K'.-.troyt<l ilu- wooden grand-

stand in Dickson Park, owned by 'he
Town Council. Loss. $5,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The store of Kent Garvin & Company.

10 Catherine Street N., has been des-
troyed by fire. Loss on building and
contents, $10,000.

Harriston, Ont.
Tlie Town Hall has been destroyed by

fire. The Town C"ouncil will rebuild.
Clerk, .\. J. Stewart.

Moncton. N.B.
Fire has damaged a building on Main

Street owned by W. S. Smith, Main St.

Montreal, Que.
The premises of the Canadian .\rchi-

teotural Iron Works Company have been
entirely destroyed by fire.

Oil Springs, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the store of \\ K

Wiggins. Loss, $5,000.

Fire has totally destroyed a store
owned by Mrs. W. S. Duggan.

Ottawa, Ont.
The residence of -Alexander .\braham,

r>19 Booth Street, has been destroyed by
fire. Loss. $2,500. Owner may rebuild

Quesnel, B.C.
Fire has destroyed the following pre-

(Cnntinued on page iS)



Tenders Wanted
Tenders will be received by the Council of the

Township of Hullett up to 2 p.m. on Thursday,

the 3rd of February, 1916, for the erection of a

steel bridge over the Walkerburn Creek, live

miles north of Lomlesboro. the said bridge to be

(iO ft. long and 16 ft. roadway, with cement floor

and to be built on cement abutments. The low-

est or any tender not necessarily accepted.

3-4 JAMES CAMPBELL, Clerk.

Tenders Wanted

.Sealed tenders for all trades, with the excep-

tion of structural steel, in connection with the

erection of the New Princess Theatre, Toronto,

will be received until 5 p.m., Saturday, February

12, 1916, at the office of the undersigned.

Structural steel tenders will close at 5 p.m.,

Saturday, February 5, 1916.

Tenders to be submitted on forms to be sup-

plied.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of Charles J. Read, Rooms 203-4 Con-

federation Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

C. HOWARD CRANE, Architect,

CHARLES J. READ, Associate Architect
4-56

Separate sealed tenders, addressed to the un-

dersigned, will be received at this oflice until 4

p.m., on Tuesday, February 15, 1916, for the

supply of: "Brooms and Brushes," Cham,
"Coal," "Hardware," "Hose," "Oils and Greases,"

"Packing," "Paint and Paint Oils," "Manilla

Rope," "Wire Rope" and "Steam Pipe, Valves

and Fittings," for the requirements of the De-

partmental Dredging Plant in Ontario and Que-

bec during the fiscal year 1916-1917.

Each tender must be sent in a separate en-

velope and endorsed : "Tender for Hardware, On-
tario and Quebec," "Tender for Chain, Ontario

and Quebec," etc., etc., as the case may be.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed

forms .supplied, and signed with their actual sig-

natures. These forms can be obtained at the

Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honorable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, for amount stated in form of tender,

which will be forfeited if the person tendering
decline to enter into a contract when called upon
to do so, or fail to complete the contract. If

the tender be not accepted the cheque will be
returned.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, January 21, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-
ment if they insert it without authority from the
Department.- -90!'i.'')6. 4-.')

AGENTS WANTED

For Sale

Large manufacturing company in the United
States specializing in concrete machinery wants
to sell outright a full set of drawings, patterns,
and other information in reference to building
and marketing concrete mixers. Good oppor-
tvuiity for Canadian manufacturer. Box 2i>G,

(."ontract Record and Engineering Review, To-
ronto, Ont. 4-(t

Contractor's Plant

For Sale

Two Ransom, 10 cubic feet capacity, Concrete
Mixers, one equipped with loading skip, complete
with steam engine.

One Beatty Hoisting Engine, single drum,
double cylinder, 14 h.p., Al condition.

One American Single Drum Hoisting Engine,
single cylinder, 16 h.p.

Ten concrete carts, tools, etc.

Will dispose of at sacrifice price, and make
terms of payment to suit purchaser. Apply Mr.
Creed, Room 903, Read Building, Montreal. 3-4

WANTED

Two Mobile Switching Type Locomotives on
rental, purchase basis, 16 x 24 inch cylinders,

4 or 6 wheels, with 3-inch tires, wheels not more
than 44-in. center, sloping tender, capacity 2,5()0

gallons water and 4 tons coal, fitted with West-
inghouse Brakes.

One Standard Gauge Contractors' Dinkey.

One ^ Yard Revolving Shovel.

Box 298, Contract Record & Engineering Re-
view, Toronto, (^nt. 4-4

Concrete Mixers

Canadian sales agents wanted by large com-
pany manufacturing road making and contractors'
machinery. Box 297, Contract Record and En-
gineering Review, Toronto, Ont. 4-7

Large company in Middle States making con-
crete mixers wants selling agents for Canadian
territory. Good working arrangement and sub-
stantial assistance will be given to reliable ag-
gressive agents. Box 279, Contract Record, To-
I onto, Ont. 1-4

Late News Items

Collingwood, Ont.
Plans for alterations to the water-

works system have been submitted to

the Town Council by Consulting Engi-
neer Willis Chipman, Mail Building, To-
ronto. They include the installation of

an electric high lift pump and the con-
struction of a water tower and pump
well, complete with apparatus. Esti-

mated cost, $19,000.

Cornwall, Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the warehouse
which has been built for Canadian Cot-
ton's Limited, 38 Victoria Street. Mont-
real, has been let to Goodwin's. Limited.
St. Catherine Street West. Montreal.

Grand'Mere, Que.
The Town Council have let the con-

tract for electric equipment to the Can-
adian General Electric Company, Limit-
ed, 163 St. Antoine Street, Montreal.

London, Ont.
Dennis H. Flannigan, 840 Lome Ave-

nue, intends to proceed with the stock-
yards scheme which was defeated recent-
ly by the Municipality. Plans will be pro-
l)ared. Estimated cost, $7,000.

Smallman & Ingram Limited, Dundas
.Street, are considering extensive altera-
tions to their premises. Architects,
Watt & Blackwell, Bank of Toronto
Building. Approximate cost, $20,000.

Montreal, Que.
Tenders will be received until Janu-

ary 31st for repairs to the grand stand
at Blue Bonnets Race Track for the
Montreal Jockey Club. Work includes
foundations, masonry, concrete and archi-
tectural iron. Architect, R. E. Bostrom,
.:31 McGill Building.

F. Leduc, 314 Melrose Street, has com-
menced the erection of flats on Decarie
Boulevard, estimated to cost $9,000. Sub-
lenders are now being received on roof-
ing, heating, plumbing and electrical
work.

In connection with the flats which
have been erected by Owen Roberts,
112 Addington Avenue, the contract for
painting has been awarded to J. Cyr, 47
Lacasse Street, and the electrical work to
the Ellwood Electric Company, 1830 St.

Catherine Street E.

Outremont, Que.
The contract for roofing required at

the cottage which has been erected on
Hartland Avenue for R. J. Cornforth,
1730 Hutchison Street, has beeTi let to
Campbell, Gilday Company, Limited, 793
St. Paul Street, and the electrical work
to the Electric Repair & Contracting
Company, Limited, 317 Craig Street W.

Stanstead, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a registry office and municipal hall
for the County Council has been award-
ed to Loomis, Dakin Limited. St. Gabriel
Street, Sherbrooke, Que. Estimated
cost, $10,000.

West Garafraxa Township, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a residence

v.-iii be received until February 1st by
John Paton, R. R. No. 4, Fergus. Brick
construction, stone foundation.

Sand should always be tested, accord-
ing to Sanford E. Thompson in a paper
on "Concrete Aggregates" presented be-
fore the International Engineering Con-
!- ress. A table of results of actual tests
showing variation in strength of mor-
tars made with difTerent sands compared
to standard Ottawa sand is given in proof
of this conclusion. The most satisfac-
tory test is the , determination of the
strength of the mortar made up with the
cement and fine aggregate to be used on
the work in comparison with identical
si)ecimens made in the same proportions
with standard sand.

I
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The Aeration of Sewage

It is little more than a year since the treatment of

scvvage by forced aeration was announced in Kn<j-

land. Yet several plants employinij this method are

already built, or under desij:;n by enf;;ineers, who feel

that the experiments made justify their confidence,

'i'liere are. however, a threat many tiiinj.js yet to be in-

vestifiated—such as the effect of relatively low tem-
perature in winter on the process ; how nitrofjen in

the sludge can best be built up; how much sludfje will

be formed under various conditions of oi)eration. and
whether a cycle or ])rocess of operation employing a

series of tanks can be devised in sudi a manner that

all of the easily reducible ori^anics will be removed
from both sewaj>e and sludge ; how much sludge will be
;i\.iilable for the manufacture of fertilizer, and wiiether

all that is of value may not be required for use in the

iiiiitinuous flow plan of sewage treatment to diminish
the tini.' of aeration to a minimum P>riefly, the pro-

cess may be described as a reversal of the filtration

method, in that the purifyinij medium is moved tip

and down through a tank of sewage, rather than the
li(|iiid moved through a bed of stone or gravel, each
panicle of which is surrounded by a Cilin containing
l>acterial growths.

This method of sewage treatment has Imig engaged
the attention of sanitarians, but only recently has it

been sufficiently developed for adoption in a full-scale

I)lant. One of the first experimental plants was com-
pleted and put in operation at IJnMiklyn <»n January I,

1914. The first experiments carried on there were in

a specially designed tank—called a tank aerator

—

built of wood, 12 ft. in diameter and 28 ft. 8 ins. deep.
with a capacity of 16,000 gals. Compressed air was
supplied by means of a pipe-grid placed at the iHittcmv
<if the tank on a 7 J/1 in. layer of broken stone passing
a 2-in. ring. Over the grid is placed another similar
layer of stone. The sewage enters at the top <>i the
tank, through ports at the water-line, and the effluent
is taken off by an outlet pipe at the botttom. The
tank is equipped with peculiarly designed discs,

which are intended to act as colloidors as well as de-
flectors of the flowing mass of sewage, and to give
greater internal surface area within the sewage con-
tent for bacterial residence.

The result of a series of experiments proved that
it is possible by this means alone, in a continuously
flowing tank, without the employment of the activated
sludge method, to produce a well-clarified and stable

Do not fail to read the article by Cosmo
Hamilton on page 113 of this issue. "England's

Malady" and the evils of the party system are

portrayed in telling characters.

elHuent, with a retention of 24 hours- Indications
pointed to a possible shorter retention period, but the
cost compared with that of the percolating filter

seemed so unfavorable that at the close of the year
1914 the tank was changed over to an activated sludge
tank. In order to proceed with activated sludge ex-
periments it was only necessary to modify the aerator
tank by introducing an outlet at about two-thirds of
the depth of the tank, e.g., .so that at each drawing
6.000 gals, of the settled sludge could be retained, dis-

charging 10,000 gals, of clarified effluent.

The importance of an experimental unit operating
on the continuous flow plan was appreciated, and dur-
ing the summer of 1915 three variations in designs
for such a unit were tried out. .\ll these designs
were based on different modifications of the familiar

settling or flowing-through chamber of an ImhofT
tank, and gave a very gof)d effluent. The work done
-SO far on activated sludge does not justify positive
conclusions, but offers considerable promise.

That Montreal Aqueduct
In the course of his address a.s president of the

Montreal Board of Trade, on Jan- 26. Mr. G. F. Ben-
son referred in the following terms to the controversv
over the enlarged aqueduct: "I would particularly call

your attention to the matter of the opposition of the
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers to the present
aqueduct scheme and the letter sent by our council to
the Board of Commissioners. This is a question that
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I think needs the very careful attention of your new-

council and of the members of this board. The
statement is made that as a scheme for the develop-

ment of power by the city, the enlaroement of the

aqueduct, as now proposed, is not an economic com-
mercial proposition. It would seem to be leading to

a cost of development that will greatly exceed that

of any modern hydro-electric development, and the

figures would indicate that it will result in a cost per

horse power to the city higher even than the cost of

development by steam power, and considerably higher

than the present contract price that the city is now
paying for electric power. The question also arises

as to whether it is in any case wise to make the city

dependent upon one source of hydro-electric ])ower,

in view of the well known troubles from frazil and

back-water during the winter season, referred to in the

letter addressed by your council to the Hoard of Com-
missioners."

Quebec Road Expenditures
Some particulars regarding expenditure on Quebec

roads were given by the Hon. \V. G. Mitchell, the

Provincial Treasurer, during his speech on the Budget.

The Government, he stated, was authorized to contract

loans to the extent of $15,000,000, the proceeds to be

expended in grants to municipalities to aid them in

construction of roads under the ])r()visions of the (lood

Roads Act and in the construction of (iovernmeut

roads, in accordance with the act. lie also submit-

ted the following statement:

Payments to municipalities to date $ 8,162,574.4.5

rayments on Government roads to date 4,137,725.63

$12,300,300.06

Net proceeds of loans 5,850,805.32

Excess of pavmeuts over proceeds of

loans . . . : 6,449,494.74

Amount allocated to municipalities to

date $ 8.768,787-.37

Amount paid on same 8,162,574.43

Balance to be paid $ 606,212.94

A comparison between this statement and the sim-

ilar one to 31st December, 1914, showed that during

the calendar year 1915 there was paid to the munici-

palities the sum of $1,931,915.47, and expended on

Government roads the sum of $1,957,956.35. It would
also be seen that the amount that can hereafter l)e

spent under the Good Roads Act is the difference be-

tween the $12,300,300.06 already spent and the amount
of the proceeds of permanent loans for $15,000,000.00,

which difference will probably not exceed $2,400,000.00.

that is helpful in finding employment for the deserv-
ing. The Fund also presents a small badge bearing
the words "For service at the front" to the deserving
soldiers. Men wearing this badge are the worthiest
citizens we can acknowledge.

The work of the Canadian Patriotic Fund is lim-

ited by Act of Parliament—no person in receipt of a

gratuity or pension or allowance paid by His Majesty
can receive assistance from the Fund. Because the

pensions and gratuities are oft-times admittedly inade-

quate it has been found necessary to establish a Hos-
pital Commission and Disablement Fund—the Sold-
iers' Aid Commission <jf Ontario is the first step in

this direction. The latter has announced its intention

of mobilizing manufacturers of Ontario, and we do
not doubt that the process will be facilitated by the
manufacturers themselves. Others also will be asked
to lend their aid in discharging a great national duty,
and there is every prospect that in Canada at least the

traditional tragedy of the returned soldier will have-

no place.

Ouf Returned Soldiers

As the first result of the report recently issued b)'

the Hospital Commission, a Soldiers' Aid Commission
for Ontario has been established. The care of a

soldier who has returned to Canada mutilated or weak-
ened as a result of active service is the prime duty

of Canadians. Each soldier is interviewed at Quebec
on his return by a representative of the Canadian

Patriotic Fund, and a confidential report is sent to

the Patriotic Committee of the town to which the

soldier is going. This serves the two-fold purpose

of protecting the Fund against the greedy or unscru-

pulous and of giving the local committee information

1916 OflBcers Can. Soc. Civil Engineers
The complete list of new officers of the Society for

the coming year is as follows: President, G. H. l)ug-

gan, vice-president and general manager. Dominion
Bridge Company, Montreal; V'ice-])resident, T. II.

White, chief engineer, C. N. R., Vancouver; Coimcil-
lors, J. R. W. Ambrose, chief engineer, Toronto Term-
inals Railway Company, Toronto; H. Donkin, deputy
minister. Department of Works and Mines, Halifax;
A. FDoucet, Quebec ; W. J. Francis, consulting en-
gineer, Alontreal ; E. D. Lafleur, chief engineer, De-
|)artment of Public Works of Canada, Ottawa; D. O.
Lewis, district engineer, C. N. R., Victoria; D. A.
Ross, consulting engineer, Winnipeg; H. R. Saft'ord.

chief engineer, G. T. R., Montreal.

Street Flooding Prevented by Wide
Storm-Sewer Intakes

TH]l problem of handling large volumes of storm
water in street gutters without flooding the

crossing for pedestrians has been solved in

Pasadena, Cal., by the use of long sewer
intakes located in the curb adjacent to the street in-

tersections- The intakes are made 30 ft. long, with a
9-in. opening. The sidewalk slab over the intake is of

reinforced concrete, 3 ins. thick and supported at the
curb line on two steel struts.

The normal flow line of the gutter is lowered 3 ins.

and at the end of the intake away from the street in-

tersection this difference in elevation is taken up in

a length of 6 feet. At the crossing end, on the other
hand, the gutter level is raised to within 2 ins. of the
sidewalk level at the point where pedestrians cross.

This aff'ords a smooth intersection and a "high and
dry" crossing, even in times of heavy storms.

The intakes were designed by R. V. Orbison, city

engineer of Pasadena-.— I'-ngineering Record.

The latest revised Government report gives

376,303,600 bushels as the total yield of Canadian
wheat in 1915. The average yield for all wheat
(fall and spring) is 28.96 bushels per acre. The
value of all field crops is placed roughly at eight

hundred million dollars.
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Erection Progress on Quebec Bridge
North anchor and cantilever arms completed — South anchor arm
out to and including main post— Work to be completed during 1916

w
By H

I UN work on tlic Quebec Bridge closed

down a year a^o, the north anchor arm was
coni])letcd out to the main pier witli the

exce])tion of two ])anels of tlie n])i)er wel)

and top chord. On the sonth side no steel

l)een erected l)et\veen the main and anchor
members
at all lia(

Ijiers.

Ab(jnt the middle of A|)ril a start was again made
on tile erection of the steel on the north shore, and on
May 3r(l the erection of the main ])osts was begnn.
These ])(>sts rest on the main shoes over the main pier

and are the largest single members in the bridge, be-

ing 310 ft. high, centre to centre of ]jins, and approxi-
mately 10 feet square. As the four jxjsts required for

the bridge weigh approximately 6,000 tons, costing in

the neighborhood of one million dollars, or considcr-

V. Borden'

further steel was erected or the traveler moved ahead.

This riveting was considered highly advisable rather

than filling the hcdes with bolts and drift pins and
riveting later as the work progressed, as it was foun«l

from past .experience that once a strain was ap|>licd

to a drifted joint it was absolutely impossible to re-

move these. drifts cxccpit byi drilling. The crampeil

space in the" interior of these memlKTS also made rivet-

ing somewhat difficult, but with the use of s|)ecially

designed jam riveters, which conld work in a space

down to 14 inches,- very satisfactory work was ob-

tained. While in some-cases the heads of inside rivets

were not perfect, yet, m alf cases, tight ii\<t'- were
ftbtained.

When the erection of the main post had proceedcti

to the desired stage, the traveler was moved ahead

Fig. 1. -General view of Quebec Bridge to date—showing erection progrtu to the end o( the scaion, 191S.

ably more than the entire cost of many important

bridges, some idea of the magnitude of these members
may be obtained. Each of these members is composed
of four separate columns latticed together in four direc-

tions, terminated by a tapered solid section at both top

and bottom. In order to facilitate shipment and
handling, each of these members was shii>ped in

twenty-six separate sections and spliced together in

the field. It was expected that serious difficulty might
be encountered in the erection of these sections as

they had to be i)ut in place with splice plates attached

to the ends and lowered with extreme precision to

allow the webs and flanges of the adjoining section to

be entered between the various plates and angles form-
ing the si)lice. The efficiency of the electrically con-

trolled hoists on the erection traveler, however, was
such that this work was carried out with remarkable
rai)idity, both posts on the north side being erected

and sufficiently riveted to allow the traveler to be
moved ahead within one month from the time a start

was made. Sufficient riveting was done on these mem-
bers to take care of all erectii)n stresses before any

• Assistant to Chief Engineer- Queljec Bridee.

and the erection of the first panel of the cantilever

arm was started. As the bottom chords have a field

splice between main i)anel points, it was necessary to

devise some support for these members for riveting

this splice before it could be connected to the main
panel i)oint. This was accomplished by means of a

"flying bridge" or heavy steel platform extending lor

one full panel length and for the width of the bridge.

1.^)11 this "flying bridge," which was supported by links

to the structure above, the bottom chords were as-

sembled and jacked up into their proper alignment.

and the centre splices fully riveted up. As each panel

was completed the "flying bridge" was moved ahea<l

to the next panel. This work went ahead very rapidly.

as all field splices and connections had previously been
reamed out in place at the shop, thus avoiding any shop
errors or the necessity of making any alterations j<r

changes in the field. As each jtanel was erected, ac-

curate measurements were taken to sec that the align-

ment was correct. Owing to the extreme accuracy
with which this work was manufactured and inspect-

ed in the shop, no difficulty of this nature was en-
countered, the alignment of both the anchor and can-
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Fig. 2.— Intersection of ten members at tlie main slioe—Concentrated load
on slioe about 55,000,000 lbs.

tilever arms throughout their entire length being

absohitely correct.

Members on both sides of the bridge were erected

simultaneously by the traveling cranes and stiff-leg

booms, and as the traveler moved ahead the sway
bracing was put in position by the rear booms. Prac-

tically all splices in web members were riveted up
complete before moving ahead, or at least sufificiently

riveted to carry the full erection stress. Remarkably
good records were made in riveting, the percentage of

rivets to be cut out being very low. In one case over

4,000 rivets were driven in the splices of the bottom
chords, and only one loose rivet was found by the in-

spectors. This extraordinary record was due, natur-

ally, to the experienced riveters employed on the work,
but also to the fact that in reaming out the splices in

the shop from 25 to 50 per cent, of bolts were used
in bolting up the splice material, thus preventing drill-

ings getting in between the web plates of the member.
When the splice was taken apart, care was taken to

clean out all drillings that might be found to exist be-
tween any parts of the splice material.

By the middle of November the cantilever arm was
completely erected, being quite up to the progress laid

out by the Bridge Company at the beginning of the

season. The work of the traveler having been com-
pleted on this side of the river, it is now being taken
down and will be re-erected at the site where the sus-

pended span will be erected next year. On tlic south
shore the erection of the falsework to support the an-

chor arm was started about the middle of April, this

falsework being taken from the north shore where it

Fig. 3.- Panel point of bottom chord showing unusual dimensions mI 'i;tn>

bers—pneumatic bucker-up, hammer and rivet cutter at work.

had been used to support the north anchor arm. The
erection of the anchor arm started on July 7th, and,

owing to the experience gained on the north side, was
erected much more rapidly, a gain of over six weeks
being made in the completion of this work. By the

middle of November the entire anchor arm had been

erected, including the main posts, with the exception

of a certain amount of riveting, which will be com-
]>leted next year.

During the past season about 30,000 tons of steel

Fig. 4.—Completed north anchor and cantilever arm—Traveller being taken down to be used in the erection of the suspendspan.
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Fig. 5. -Quebec Bridge Progreu-shows work done In 1914, 1915 and program for 1916.

was erected. In all about 45,000 tons has been erected

out of the 65,000 tons, the estimated total weight of

the bridge. The record day's tonnage in 1915 was 670

tons for the south shore traveler, although there were
several days in which over 600 tons was erected l>y

this traveler. .An average of 350 tons per day was
made in the erection of the south main post.

Next season the south cantilever arm will be erect-

ed, and it is expected that this work will be finished

early in September. The sus|)ended span will also be
erected at Sillery Cove, a point some three miles below
the bridge site. When completed it will be floated to

the site on six pontoons 160 ft. long and Z2 ft. wide,

each having a working draft of 8 feet. This span,

which is 640 ft. long, 110 ft. high at the centre, <S8 ft.

wide, and weighing aTaout 5,000 tons, will then be
attached to long hangers from the ends of the canti-

lever arms and jacked into place by means of heavy
jacks placed on the erection girders at each corner

of the cantilever arm. This operation should not take

over twenty-four hours if everything works smofjthly.

By the end of 1915 jjractically all the steelwork of this

bridge should be in place, and it will be |M>ssiblc for

working trains to cross the river at this |Miint.

The work is under the supervision of the Btiard of

iMigincers, Qtiebec Bridge, composed of C. N. Mon-
sarrat (Chairman and Chief Engineer) and Ralph
Modjeski; (Mr. C. C. Schneider, late member, de-

ceased).

The contract is being carried out by the St. Law-
rence Bridge Company, Limited, of which (leo. F.

Porter is Engineer of Construction, W. B. Fortune,
Superintendent, and S. P. Mitchell, Consulting Engi-
neer of Erection.

The Aeration or Activation of Sewage
New method of sewage treatment sufficiently developed for adoption in (ull-sized

plants —Experimental work at Brooklyn, N.Y., increases confidence in this system.

By G. T. Hammond"

The treatment of sewage by forced aeration, in the

j)resence of activated sludge, is one of the most in-

teresting developments in sanitary disposal methods of

recent years. It is but little more than a year since

the process was announced in England. Very ex-

tensive and careful study has already been given the

subject, and numerous papers have appeared concern-
ing it. At the i^resent time, several full-size plants

employing this method are Ijuilding or under design
by engineers who feel that what has already been
learned about it experimentally justifies their confid-

ence. There are, however, a great many things
about it that are unknown, and all admit that much
remains to be investigated, either in testing stations

at a relatively small expense, or in full-size plants at

possibly a larger cost, in order that we may obtain a

satisfactory understanding of the many problems that

have already presented themselves as to the nature
of the phenomena and underlying principles of the
method, and as to the essential features of the design
of |)lants and apparatus for its employment.

Scime of the problems that are engaging the at-

tention of investigators are the effect of relatively low
temperature in winter on the process; how the nitro-

gen in the sludge can best be built up ; h<iw much
sludge will be formed under various conditions of

operation, and whether a cycle or process of operation

* Presented before section D of the American .\s»oclatlon for the Ail-
vuncement of Science at the Columbus Meeting: Occember 39th. 1915.

employing a series of tanks can be devised in such
manner that all of the easily reducible organics will be
removed from both sewage and sludge; how much
sludge will be available for the manufacture of fer-

tilizer, and whether all that is of value may not be
required for use in the continuous flow plan of sewage
treatment to diminish the time of aeration to a mini-
mum.

Point of Equilibrium

There is probably a condition of equilibrium to be
secured in the treatment under which just about so

much sludge will be used by the process to obtain a

required result, and just about such a surplus will have
to be disposed of. How to adjust the method to the
varying strength and quantity of the sewage as it flows

to the plant, and the effect of varying strength of

sewage on the expense of the treatment, also requires

much study.

The efficiency of the method in regular .service

under the ordinary operation conditions that prevail

in all .\merican cities, its cost and ectmomy. and its

reliability as compared with other methods t>f sewage
treatment now well known and giving good and cheap
service, cannot but engage the careful study of con-
servative men, whose object usually is to provide the
most economical method of treatment which shall offer

the greatest promise of efficiency and reliability under
existing requirements and circumstances.

Much remains to be learned of the new method
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alonjf these lines ; and while to the scientist investi-

gating^ it in the experiment plant it seems so promis-
inf(, a word of caution should be given to the en-
ineer charged at present with designing a sewage
treatment plant. Judgment should remain suspended
until more definite information is available on the
])oints above mentioned.

Fuller has characterized the process as in a sense
a reversal of the filtration method, in that the purifjing
medium is mo\ed up and down through a tank of sew-
age, rather than the liquid moved through a bed of

stone, each particle of which is surrounded with films

containing bacterial growths and their products, all of

suitable physical and biological character.

Forced Aeration Process

Wilkinson of Manchester, England, without going
into the details of sludge formation, gives about the
most concise yet adequate picture, from the engineer's
standpoint, of the process, "stripping the theory- of all

scientific verbiage and putting it in its naked simpli-.

city." We quote, as follows :—
"First of all, in modern plants sewa'ge is usuall\-

treated in a percolating filter, by spreading it evenh-
over the surface, and allowing it to pass through the
material to the main under-drainage system. The
liquid, in passing through the filter, flows over the
surface of the medium, and the more vesicular the
character of the latter the better. On starting up a
new filter, the sewage shows but little change after

passing through, but as time goes on, a growth shows
itself in the body of the filter on what may be termed
the stationary frame-work, and colonies of bacteria

accumulate there, which attack the sewage and effect

l)urification or oxidization of the organic matter.

"These bacteria, being mainly aerobic, an ample
supply of air is necessary in order that they may
thrive; hence the necessity for adequate ventilation of

the under-drainage. That, in brief, is the theory of

this, as it appears to an engineer. Let us take a given
A'olume of the stationary frame-work from a ripe filter

and carefully remove the coating or growth through-
out the material. We shall then have a certain

volume of what may be termed sludge, rich in aerobic
bacteria, which may be referred to as the activated
sludge of this particular process.

Sludge Circulated

"In the new process the active sludge is circulated

throughout the sewage in the presence of air, as

against the present-day practice of passing sewage in

thin films over active sludge retained on a stationary
frame-work, as in the case of percolators, for example.

"The real problem, then, is as follows : To ascer-

tain the most economical method of applying air to

sewage, with maintenance of complete circulation of

the activated sludge without any formation of dead
banks of material.-

"The problem may now be said to resolve itself

into one of reproducing in a tank the changes which
take place in a percolating filter. We have our tank,
which represents the walls and floor of the filter. We
have our colonies of bacteria and the air necessary to
support their life, and all we require to do is to pro-
vide means for supporting an even distribution of this

life throughout the body of the tank, other than bv
allowing the bacteria to adhere to a stationary frame-
work, such as stone, slate, or clinker material. Com-
])ressed air will both insure sufficient agitation and
efifect the desired results as regards preserving uniform

contact and even distribution in the liquid. IJiit at

what cost?"

A successful method of sewage treatment by forced

aeration has long been an object sought by sanitarians.

Observation of the phenomena of the purification

which takes place in fiowing streams and in foul water
in the presence of abundant air, indicated that an in-

tensive method of supplying the oxygen demands and
of cultixating bacteria for the purpose of securing a

more rapid nitrification, should be possible. Hut
Dibdin tried forced aeration in 1884 and failed with

it. In 1890, Dr. lirown and Prof. Leeds of this

country, after experimenting, concluded that the oxida-

tion of organic matters in sewage is not facilitated, to

any appreciable extent, by forced aeration. In 1894,

Col. George E. Waring, Jr.. employed forced aeration

in a filter with some good efifect. . After this, nothing
of interest is recorded until the matter was taken up
in Brooklyn, N.Y.. in 1910-11; by Col. William M.
Black, U..S.A., and Prof. Earle C. Phelps, who found
it possible, by methods designed by them, to reduce

the oxygen demand of the sewage one-half to two-
thirds, luider varying conditions, by applying about
two volumes of air per volume of sewage, in a re-

tention period of three hours, although the apparatus

was crude and the conditions rather unfavorable. At
about the time that the report of the.se experiments
was published, or soon afterwards, the Massachusetts
State Board of Health, at the Lawrence experiment

station, began e.xperimenting along the same lines,

although on a smaller scale in the size of units em-
l)loyed ; and in 1913 introduced layers of slate in their

aerating tank, by which they secured a very high re-

moval of suspended and coloidal matters and greatly

reduced putrescibility. During this work in 1912 at

Lawrence, some experiments were made in aerating

sewage in bottles, without any contained medium for

surface growths other than the inside of the bottle

itself. These were seen by Dr. Gilbert Fowler of

Manchester, during his American visit of that year,

and interested him so much that on his return home
he utilized the suggestions and extended the investi-

gation, and the Activated Sludge process resulted.

While the results obtained in Brooklyn previous

to 1912 offered much ])romise, it was not considered

that the method was sufficiently developed for adop-

tion in a full scale plant for sewage treatment, and
the authorization of funds for installing a sewage ex-

periment plant in Brooklyn, at the very location

where Messrs. Black and Phelps have done their work,

gave the opportunity in 1913 to include ajiparatus

s))ecially designed to carry their work to a conclusion.

The ex])eriment plant was completed and put in

service on January 1, 1914, since which time sewage-
aeration experiments have been carried on, except in

extremel}' cold weather.

Experimental Plant

The original apparatus did not include special pro

\ision for activated sludge experiments, as this metli(

was not announced until the fall of 1914, when this

plant had already been in operation nearly a year.

The sewage aeration work, however, was provided

for, and but slight change in it was necessary to adapt

it to the new method in the spring of 1915.

The first series of experiments in sewage aeration

were carried on in a tank of special plan, denominated
the Tank Aerator. This was designed with the in-

tention of giving a considerable interval surface area

for the adherence of bacterial growths, as suggested

n
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hy I'rof. I'hclps, and at the same time effecting an
even and complete application of the air forced into

the tank to the sewage contents thereof.

The result of the series proved beyond question

that it is possible by this means alone, in a continu-

ously (lowing tank, without the employment of the

activated sludge metlujd, to produce a well clarified

and stable cl'lhient with the application of 18 volumes
of air per volume of sewage, with a retention period of

24 hours. There were indications that this period

of retention could be materially shortened, but the

cost of the process in comparison with that of the

percolating Hlter, seemed so unfavorable that, after

the close of 1914, the tank was changed over to an
activated sludge tank.

Tank Aerator

The Tank Aerator is built of wood, 12 feet in

diameter and 28 ft. 8 ins. deep. The effective sewage
capacity is 16,000 gallons. The compressed air is

supplied by means of a pipe-grid, placed at the bot-

tom of the tank, formed of \'/i in. pipe placed at right

angles, forming a cross, connected in the center, the

arms of the cross being connected with five quarter-

circles of ji in. pipe, forming concentric rings, each

being perforated with 1-16 in. holes at 6 in. intervals.

'J"he air enters through the I'/j in. cross pii)es and is

thence distributed to the rings.

This entire grid is placed on a bed /yi in. thick,

of broken stone passing a 2 in. ring. A layer of

broken stone, of the same size and thickness as bed, is

placed over the grid. The grid has a coniiecticjn with

the city's water service for use in cleaning it out

under pressure.

This method of air distribution has proved very-

satisfactory, practically no clogging having (occurred

in two years of service, and the average distribution

oi air has been very good.
The sewage enters at the top of the tank through

eight ports at the water line, each supplied from a

l)il)e which encircles the tank, and, as originally built,

the eflluent is taken off by four outlets into a common
nutlet pipe at the bottom.

This tank is equipped with a peculiar design of

discs, which are intended to act as colloidors as well

as deflectors of the flowing mass of sewage, and to

give greater internal surface area within the sewage
content for bacterial residence.

There are nine of these discs, all supported by
means of a vertical 4 in. pipe placed in the center of

the tank. In form, these discs are not unlike wheels.

The supporting pipe passes through their hubs. The
surface of each is formed of slats about 4 in. wide,

si)aced one inch apart, with surfaces set 45 degrees

with the vertical. The angular surface of the slats

towards the center is alternated in direction in each

succeeding disc.

Each disc is placed horizontally and occupies the

entire cross-section of tank, which is thus divided into

a number oi compartments, through which the \erti-

cal currents of sewage are regulated and streaming
prevented, cither of sewage passing downward <ir air

])assing upward.

Continuous Flow Experiments

The first continuous flow experiments in this tank

were not considered at the time as very encouraging.

An air supply 0.75 volume per volume of sewage, with

2 hrs. retention, being insufficient to produce any
marked improvement over the crude sewage, except a

slight diuiinatioii in oxygen demand, and S(Mne clarifi-

cation ; but our e-xpcctations were too liigli. Con-
tinuous flow experiments were therefore suspended
for a time and, with the object of ripening the interior

.surfaces of the tank, the latter was filled with sewage,
and beginning on the fill and draw jdan, May 19, 1914,
air was passed through the sewage for long periods of
time, until complete clarification occurred. The con-
tents on settling now showed a high degree of stability.

•Some of the phenomena of activated sludge were ob-
served, but the desirability of saving the latter was
not recognized.

On June 14th, the continuous flow was again em-
liloyed, with a retention period of 5 hrs., and the
ap()lication of 3.25 volumes of air per volume of sew-
age. This failing to give a .satisfactory result, the re-

tention period was increased on July 10, to 24 hrs., 18
volumes of air per volume of sewage being used, with
marked result. The effluent, after 3 hrs. retention in

a secondary settling tank, showed a quality compar-
able favorably with the settled effluent from a percol-

ating filter. This experiment was carried on until

October 1, 1914, when the air was reduced to one-half,

or nine volumes per volume of sewage treated, the
continuous flow plan being maintained, and the re-

tention period being 24 hours. With 18 volumes of
air per volume of sewage from July to October, the
settling tank effluent kept improving, the relative

stability average being 84 i)er cent. stal)le. .^fter the
air was reduced to V volumes per volume of sewage,
the relative .stabiHty of the settled eflhient fell to 59
per cent.

Contact Aerator

Some interesting results were obtained from an
aerated contact filter, on contact aerator, during this

same period. This was a small unit operated on the
fill and draw ])lan, suggested by a visit to the Law-
rence experiment station early in the spring of 1914

.'\ tank was seen at Lawrence about 3 ft. by 4 ft. in

lilan and 2 ft. deep, in which slabs of thin slate were
suspended vertically about one inch apart, in which the
sewage was treated by compressed air. a circulation

of the sewage being secured between the slabs by an
ingenious arrangement of the air inlet. The results

achieved seemed remarkably good and seemed to us
to be largely due to the extensive area that the slates

afforded for bacterial residence and for the absorption
of coloids. (^ur thought was that as g<H>d if nt>t bet-

ter result might be obtained in an aerated contact
filter bed which would be less costly to in.stal on a

large scale. To make a preliminary experimental
test, a small unit was devised, which was fille<l with
broken stone, passing a 2 inch and rejected by a 1

inch ring. Tlic stone lied was 30 inches in depth.

The voids afforded a capacity of 20 galUms. com-
pressed air was applied at the bottom. The sewage
entered at the top and was discharged at the Ixjttom.

Experiments with this unit extended from May
6th to July 6th. 1914. The average results were as

follows

:

Hours .\cration.

(Sewage 20 gals, at each
filling.) 2 5 24

.\ir 0.17 cu. ft. per minute
I )is.solved Oxygen 1.9 1.4 2.!- 2.2

Relative stability 2 4 44 79
Dissolved Oxvgen de-

mand 252 134 80 6R

.\ir, 0.35 Cu. ft. per minute
Dissolved Oxygen 2.5 3.7 5.0 7.2
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Relative stability 3 13 75 92

Dissolved Oxygen de-

mand 248 92 68 64
Air, 0.64 cu. ft. per minute
Dissolved Oxygen 1.1 4.9 6.4 6.8

Relative stability 2 62 100 100

Dissolved Oxygen de-

mand 246 62 50 33

During the work of 1914, we did not recognize the

activated sludge principle, and it was not until the late

fall, when we learned of the work of Dr. Fowler and
others, that we began to take it into account and
think that probably it had played a considerable part

in our aeration results, especially in the work of the

contact aerator. By this time the season was so far

advanced that we put oflf work along the new Hnes

suggested until the spring of 1915.

Aerator Tank Modified

In order to proceed with activated sludge experi-

ments, it was only necessary to modify our aerator

tank by introducing an outlet at two-thirds of the

depth of the tank, so that at each drawing we could

retain 6,000 gallons of the settled sludge, discharging

10,000 gallons of clarified effluent.

The operation of this tank as an activated sludge

tank began in the middle of March, 1915. Several

weeks were required to accumulate a working quantity

of the active sludge. The tank was operated on the

fill and draw plan. By May 1st, the results with 24

hours aeration showed excellently.

Regular operation was commenced June 1st, on
the following cycle:

8 a.m.—Shut oflf air from tank ; allow activated

sewage to settle one hour.

9 a.m.—Commence drawing of effluent, taking oflf

10,000 gallons.

10:30 a.m.—Drawing completed; air turned on;

crude sewage valve opened.
12 m.—Tank filled, crude sewage valve closed ; air

continued on until 8 a.m. of following day.

This cycle was continued from the beginning until

the recent shutting down of the tank to make changes

in the plant for extending the experiments along new
lines.

One of the objects in view was to obtain a consid-

erable range in the efifect of time and quantity of air,

and the cost. Another was the desirabilit}' of having
on hand a reservoir of activated sludge to draw from
other experiments, especially for the continuous flow

tank to be mentioned later on.

The results of an average month's operation in the

summer are exhibited below :

—

Hours Aeration After Refilling Tank

Refill— 2 5 20
Volumes of air per vol. of

sewage 1.17 3.50 7.00 24.55

Dissolved Oxygen p.p.m. ... 0.1 0.4 2.5

Relative Stability per cent.. 15 38 62 100

Oxygen demand, p.p.m 56 42 .

.

8

Suspended solids 35 24 20 14

Nitrogen as Nitrites 0.08 0.11 0.49 1.5

Nitrogen as Nitrates 0.1 0.6 1.2 7.3

The sewage averaged—Dissolved Oxygen P.P.M.

1.0; Relative Stability, 3 per cent.; Oxygen Demand
(biologic) P.P.M. 200; Nitrogen as Nitrites and Ni-

trates, a trace only.

The importance of an experimental unit operating

on the continuous flow plan was appreciated, and dur-

ing the summer three variations in designs for such

a unit were tried out, the purpose being for experi-

mental uses rather than to devise a tank for use in a

large plant ; for it was apparent from the first that the

method would probably require a series of tanks for

actual sewage disposal work on a full scale ; but it was
desired to study the phenomena of the continuous flow

without interfering with the aerator tank and without

disturbing other experimntal work. A tank holding

about 1,000 gallons, located directly at the side of the

aerator tank, was available for this purpose, and result

rather tends to indicate that a continuous flow opera-

tion can be secured from a single tank if this should be

found necessary.

The small tank in question was, in the clear, 54

inches in diameter and 8 feet deep from the water line.

The bottom was of hopper shape. The air was sup-

plied by means of five carborundum discs, all carefully

placed at equal level. The top of the tank was suc-

cessively provided with three dififerent designs of clear

effluent chambers for quieting the flow passing out and

cutting it oflf from the air agitation in the body of the

tank itself, so that the activated sludge could settle out

and fall back into the tank, permitting the quiescent

char effluent to pass oflf continuously.

All of these designs were based on diflferent modi-

fications of the familiar settling, or "flowing through"

chamber of an Imhoflf tank, and gave a very good
effluent.

The clear effluent chamber in each modification was
of about one-tenth the capacity of the tank, giving

about one hour's retention when run as below de-

scribed. •

Tank Charge

This tank was charged directly from the large tank

with fully ripe activated sludge on July 14th, and crude

sewage was admitted at the rate of one-tenth the tank

capacity per hour. Air was supplied at the rate of

0.7 cu. ft. per minute. A well clarified effluent was
secured, the oxygen demand averaging 27 P.P.M.,

which would be good enough for our local water ways,

especially as the effluent is practically free from sus-

])ended settleable solids.

On August 12th, the operation was changed to a

retention period of 8 hrs. and 45 mins. passage through

the aeration chamber, and 45 mins. sedimentation in

the clear effluent chamber. For the first week the

result was very gratifying. The effluent was highly

clarified, and its demand for oxygen was low, but there

was almost a complete absence of dissolved oxygen
and nitrates, which rendered the stability low, though

the separated effluent continued good.

The tank was then emptied and refilled with a

fresh charge of thoroughly activated sludge from the

large tank, and the retention reduced to 4J^ hrs. aera-

tion and 23 mins. sedimentation. This gave a fair

effluent and good clarification ; but the result soon be-

came imperfect again, indicating that while thoroughly

activated sludge will settle very quickly, it takes a

longer time if the activation is imperfect, on account

of too short a retention period in the aerating tank.

Preliminary contracts have been awarded in con-

nection with the power plant extensions of the Mon-
treal Tramways Company. It is announced that the

contract for boilers has been let to Babcock & Wil-

cox, Limited, and for a turbo generator to the Canad-

ian General Electric Company.
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New Gurry Block, Winnipeg, Man.
Reinforced concrete store and office building—To be ultimately ten
storeys high—Sets a time record in building - Cost to date $250,000

I
Tlic new Curry Building recently erected at the

corner of Portage Avenue, Notre Dame Avenue and
Garry Street, Winnipeg, at a cost of $250,000 set a re-

cord for this size of reinforced concrete building in

Western Canada, being built, complete for occupation,
in five months. The building is 266 feet by 130 feet,

and, including the basement, is three storeys high, it

is built of reinforced concrete, with an exterior finish

of terra-cotta backed by plain brick.

The main entrance on Portage Avenue is finished

in white marble, with a large revolving door of mahog-
any ; the side entrances and corridors are also white
niarbje, with the interior finish of quarter-cut oak on
the ground lloor, and mahogany on the u[)pcr floor,

'file foundations of the building are constructed to

carry ten storeys, which will be tlie ultimate height of

the l)uilding. The ground floor, which is 19 feet high,

contains twenty stores, while the upper storey is di-

vided into thirty-nine offices. Freight and passenger
elevators provide good accommodation.

'f"he building is steam-heated and modernly venti-

lated and lighted. Under the front sidewalk is a

transformer vault into which both central station com-
panies bring their 2200-vault, .single-phase primaries
and transform it down for 110-220 volt distribution,

each company delivering half the required load- A
duplicate set of automatic double-throw switches en-
sures continuity of service in case of service interrup-
tion to cither company. A complete system of met-
ering keeps accurate account of the power delivered to

the different tenants by each company. Each store
is provided with a separate panel in the basement, so
that show-windows and signs can be separately met-
ered. Corridor fixtures consist of ventilated bowls
with high-efificiency Tung.sten lamps, while the office

fixtures, lamps with shades, provide a maximum light-

ing value of 8-foot candles, the store capacity, how-
ever, is considerably greater. A complete telephone
system is also installed.

The illustration Fig. 2 shows a test being made on
a reinforced concrete |»anel slat) in the above building.
The slab is 16 feet by 17 feet, and was subjected to a
load of 70,000 lbs., equivalent to 250 lbs. per square
foot. Under this load the slab was deflected threc-

Plg. 2—Concrete test, Curry Building. Winnipeg. Man.

sixteenths of an inch, but returned to its original posi-

tion when the load was removed. The test was made
when the concrete was two months old ; pig iron, ce-

ment, and stone being used to make up the load on
the slab.

The building was designed by J. D- Atcheson &
Company, architects, and constructed by the Suther-
land Construction Company.

An interesting little booklet has just come to hand
from the pen of W. P. Gerhard, C. E., 30 East 42nd
Street, New York City, on the subject "The Water
Supply of Country Houses."

Fig. I-Ncw Curry Block. Winnipeg, Man.
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A Hollow Concrete Storage Dam
Comprises the equipment for a water storage and

regulation scheme for the St. Francis River, P. Q.

The water-storage and regulation scheme proposed

by the Quebec Streams Commission for the St. Francis

River in the Province of Quebec has been described

in some detail in earher issues of the Contract Record.

Contract for the storage dam has recently been let

to Madden & Co., of Quebec, for $101,000. The fol-

lowing further notes are taken from a recent issue of

"Engineering News."
The regulation scheme briefly comprises a large

.storage dam at the outlet of Lake St. Francis and the

purchase of about 4 .sq. mi. of land to be flooded and

power rights now held by individuals on Lake St.

Francis and Lake Aylmer (just below). IJy raising

the water level of Lake St. Francis 27 ft. the storage

capacity will be increased by 438 sq. mi.-ft., making
it feasible to regulate for a constant discharge of 600

sec. ft., which is an increase of 500 sec.-ft. over the

present minimum.
The total fall along the river is about 900 ft., so

that about 41,000 hp.-yr. additional is pos.sible ; but

only 200 ft. available head is now utilized, so that

the increase of power from the scheme will be about

6,000 hp.-yr. The present power users will be charged

a sum per horsepower of increased capacity sufficient

to cover the investment and maintenance of the stor-

age scheme.
The dam itself, some typical sections of which are

shown in the accompanying sketches, is to be of a

hollow type, with reinforced floor slabs supporting

a series of buttresses, which in turn on the upstream
side carry a deck slab, flat on the outside face and
arched on the inside (15-ft. radius). The buttresses

also carry a concrete roadway.
The buttresses are 5 ft. thick and are on 20-ft.

centres generally. In the gate section the buttress

faces are vertical and have stop-log and gate grooves,

as shown in Fig. 2. At the log sluice also the but-

tresses have a vertical face and show stop-log and log-

slide grooves. The deck is carried on seats. The deck
slab has the slope of the buttress faces, except for a

vertical top section. At the log sluice a solid wall
replaces the deck slab, as shown in the section. Fig. 5.

The floor slab varies in thickness from 15 to 36 in.

The reinforcement is of %-in. square twisted steel

bars bent so as to be 3 in. above the bottom of the
slab at buttresses and 3 in. below the top of the floor

between buttresses. The inner corner l>etween the

deck and floor will be filled with rock and faced with
mortar. The two cutoflf walls will be 3 ft. thick and
10 ft. high. At tht end panels they are joined and
run as a bulkhead into the banks. Cutoflf walls and
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floor are monolithic. For floors, buttresses, aprons,
etc., the concrete will be a 1 :2j/2 :5 mix, and for the

deck slab and arches a 1:2:4 mix.

The Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers have made arrangements with the
officers of No. 3 Field Company, Canadian Engineers,
whereby members of the former branch may attend
the lectures and drills of the latter. A special com-
mittee on military engineering has been appointed,
consisting of the following members: W. S. Lawson
(chairman), R. de B. Corriveau. G. G. Gale, Alex.

Gray, and J- B. Challies.

The Warren Brothers Company, of Boston, Mass., have

issued an attractive booklet dealing with Warren's portable

asphalt plant; well illustrated.

PRICE COLRAINE

\<:45' -•M--79-6---M - - 437

Plan of Concrete Storage Dam at Lake St. Francis. P. Q.
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Can. Soc. Civil Engineers Convene
30th Convention of Canadian Engineers at Montreal—Valuable Reports Re-
ceived on Portland Cement, Bridge Specifications, Roads and Pavements,
&c.—An Open Discussion on the Advisability of Extending and Enlarging
the Scope of the Society to Include Every Section of the Dominion

Tlic aniinal meetinf^ of the Canadian Society of

Civil iMi.^inecrs, lield at the Society's headcjiiarters,

Mansfield Street, Montreal, from January 25 tf) 28,

was largely attended. Mr. F. C. Gamble, the pre-

sident, was in the chair.

At the first session, held on Tuesday morninff, the

minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed
This over, Mr. G. R. G- Conway proposed the follow-

ing resolution which was received with the utmo.st

cordiality, and which was carried unanimously amid
repeated cheers

:

"That this meeting extends to Sir John
Kennedy, past president ; Sir Collingwood
Schreiher, honorary member, and Sir .Mex-

ander licrtram. meml)er, its heartiest con-

gratulations upon the Order of Knighthood
recently conferred upon them by his Majesty
the King. The Society also wishes to place

upon record its ai^preciation of the Royal
and public recognition the engineering pro-

fession has received by the honors i)laced

upon our distinguished members, who have
always maintained the highest ideals of our

])rofession. We recognize in the bestowal of

these honors the growing public recognition

of the engineers' influence not only in the arts

of peace but also in the great ordeal the Em-
pire is passing through at the present time."

Sir John Kennedy acknowledged the resolution on

behalf of himself and the other recipients of the hon-

ors, stating that he looked upon the honors as a re-

cf)gnition of the engineering profession.

The President announced the receipt of the fol-

lowing cable, dated London, from General Arm-
strong, chief engineer of the Canadian .\rmy Corps:

"Please thank members for generous contribution En-

gineers hospital Fund. Greetings from all members
•serving Canadian Engineers to comrades at meeting."

.\ reply was sent as follows : "Heartiest good wishes to

all members at the front in defence f)f the Empire.

May you speedily return to us victorious."

Annual Report

The report of the council was next considered.

This showed that during the vear there had been

added to the roll 14 members. 66 associate members,

2 associates. 23 juniors, and 42 students—so that the

total membership now stands 3,076. Twelve mem-
bers of, the society have been killed in action in France-

The report also spoke of the very satisfactory pro-

gress made in connection with the opening of branches

of the society, the last of which was formed at Regina

under the present chairmanship of Mr. O. W. Smith.

Tn July last a branch was organized in Vanco)iver,

R. C. During the approachinsr session of the Dom-
inion Parliament an effort will be made to have a

bill introduced defining the term "civil engineer." .An-

other important item taken up in the report is to

the effect that considevatiiui has been given during the

past year to publicity matters affecting the profession

of civil engineering. A circular is alKjut to be issued
with a view to instructing municipalities as to the
advisability of employing only corporate members of
the society, and it is also proposed to request corpor-
ate members, when advertising for assistants, to re-

quire that their candidates must be members of the
society. A special committee appointed by council
has under con.sideration at the present moment the
best means of securing the appointment of engineers
to civic boards, and commends the matter to the mem-
bership in general as one deserving of their support.

To Define "Civil Engineer"

Mr. G. A. Mountain, referring to the statement
in the report that an effort will be made during the
apprr)aching session of the Dominion Parliament to

obtain an act defining the term "civil engineer." sug-
gested that a change in the name of the society might
be desirable. .As they were closely allied with the
British Institution he thought the name Canadian In-

stitute of Civil Engineers would be a better one than
the i)resent title It would .sound as if they were more
f)f an educational institution, atid they might thus be
able to secure advantages from the Government in

the way of reduced or free postage.

The President suggested that the matter be taken
np at a later period.

Mr. W. McXab drew attention to the representa-
tions made by the Council to the Department of Rail-

ways and Canals. Ottawa, to the effect that the So-
ciety's specification for steel bridges should be adopted
by the Dominion Government—a subject which is

still tuider the consideration of the chief engineer of

the department. Mr. ^[cXab hoped that the repre-

sentations would be more successful than others ad-
dressed to the Department.

Mr. W. J. Francis remarked that Governments
were proverbially slow in making changes, and the
Department wanted to carefully consider the matter
before they made any change.

The President said his experience was that Gov-
ernments considered a long time before they threw
over their own specifications in order to accept those

of the society.

Professor McLeod stated that the Department had
written to the effect that the completion of the speci-

fications on highwav bridges would facilitate the con-

sideration of the whole matter of the specifications.

The report was then adopted.

The remainder of the morning session was oc-

cupied by a discussion on the treasurer's statement
and the report of the finance committee. The year's

revenue totalled $22,070. and the expenditure $19,774.

leaving a balance of $2,304.

Finance Report

Mr. R. ,\. Ross moved the .idoption of this state-

ment and the report of the Finance Committee. The
latter called attention to the serious position in which
the society is placed in consequence of the existing
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state of war, with consequent absence of members
(v30) at the front and the falhng^ oS of new member-
ship because of conditions existing in engineering
generally throughout the country ; the result being a

serious reduction in receipts for the next and prob-
ably the following years. During 1915 arrears of

(lues to the amount of $6,733 were collected, and it

was calculated that $2,000 would be collected in 1916.

It is expected there will be a shrinkage in revenue
during the current year of about $7,000, and the com-
mittee outlined a number of economies which can be

effected, with the result that in their view the re-

venue of 1916 will show an operating deficit of about
$1,633.

It was stated in the course of a discussion which
followed that the arrears for 1915 were $10,932, and
that the total arrears, including the above, are be-

tween $17,000 and $18,000. It' was also stated that

a committee had decided to undertake a vigorous cam-
paign in order to get additional members. The work
of the Finance Committee was recognized as being sat-

isfactory and the statement and report were adopted.

Discuss By-laws of Society

For nearly three hours, in the afternoon, the mem-
bers discussed the question of the bvlaws, the general

status of the society, and the need for changes which
would make for greater success, particularly in re-

lation to the various branches. This is an old sub-

ject, which was brought to the fore by the British

Columbia members, who desired an amendment of the

bylaws.

Mr. E. W- Oliver moved the appointment of a com-
mittee to examine the bylaws and make recommenda-
tions for their amendment. He argued that the by-

laws required amendment, and said that it could not

be doubted that there was dissatisfaction with the

affairs of the society. It was frequently said that the

afifairs of the society were managed for the per.sonal

edification and convenience of a group in Montreal.

He had entirely changed his view on that subject since

he had obtained fuller knowledge of the working of the

societ3% and many of the Montreal members who had
taken a leading part in the society should be thanked
rather than criticized. He was in favor of radical

changes in the bylaws, and he suggested that the

whole proposition should be fully discussed by all

branches in the Dominion.
Professor Haultain seconded the resolution.

Mr. T. A. Jamieson moved an amendment cover-

ing much the same ground as the motion. It favored

the appointment of five to report upon the general

policy, prestige and influence of the society, the means
of raising the membership, the appointment of a per-

manent secretary, etc. The five members from the

headquarters should be added to by representatives

of the branches. He believed that the maioritv of

the members were of opinion that thev had only a

small part in the afifairs of the society, due to the sys-

tem in operation- He thought that there was a cer-

tain lack of harmony between the members, and the

appointment of such a committee as he suggested
could only result in benefit to the society. On the
question of a permanent secretary devoting all his

energies to the society, the time would come when
such an arrangement would have to be made.

Mr. Edwards (Edmonton) argued that the district

should be the unit of ortranization in any new arrange-
ment. Each district should elect its own members
to the Council. It was difficult under present condi-

tions to convince engineers that they should join the
society.

Mr. H. R. Saft'ord believed that the time had come
to review their constitutional structure, and they ought
to provide means for an extended discussion on the
subject. Other and older institutions had exper-
ienced similar troubles, and he strongly endorsed ac-

tion in best interests of the society.

Mr. C. H. Keefer was in sympathy with Mr. Jamie-
son's suggestions, believing that they would stimulate
interest in the society in the outlying districts.

Mr. Conway supported the idea of reconstructing
the basis of the society. They must co-ordinate the
work of the society throughout the country. Good
work was being done by the society throughout Can-
ada, but it was not sufficiently known. There were
many engineers outside the ranks who should be mem-
bers of the society. He favored bringing into greater
prominence the provincial bodies and branches. What
was the use of electing provincial men to the council

when the work had to be done by a few members in

Montreal? He suggested the issue of a monthly
magazine giving a record of what was being done by
the society, and the appointment of an editorial com-
mittee to improve the publication of the Transactions.

He favored appointment of a permanent secretary,

and in this connection spoke of the excellent work
done by Professor McLeod for many years.

Mr. R. F. Uniacke spoke in favor of some amend-
ment to the constitution-

Professor Haultain said that the great trouble was
the scattered membership, and a want of understand-
ing.

Mr. R. A. Ross believed that the criticism was a

healthy sign. What was required was a Council

containing some young blood with new ideas. At
the same time the present Council should not be side-

stepped in any action which was taken.

Mr. F. W. Cowie said that undoubtedly amend-
ments were needed in order to bring the constitution

more in accord with present requirements.

Object of Society

Sir John Kennedy pointed out that the main object

of the society was to improve their professional know-
ledge. They also wanted to unify the society as much
as possible, and the tendency was to unify subjects

rather than territory. It was a great thing to have a

national society and they must endeavor to preserve

this, and not to split it up into sections. He also re-

marked that in B- C. the main engineering work had
been done by men who came into that province from
outside. He urged members to get together in a

practical way to improve the societ}'.

After further discussion it was agreed that Mr.
Conway, Mr. Jamieson, and Mr. Oliver should consult

with a view to drafting a resolution agreeable to all

three.

The reports of the various branches having been
received. Prof. Brown moved and Mr. Francis sec-

onded, the adoption of the report on Portland Cement.
This was agreed to.

Report on Portland Cement

Specifications for Portland cement recommended
by the committee for adoption by the society are

given herewith. The re(|uirements of this s]5ecifica-

tion are uniform with those of the standard specifica-

tion of the .American Society of Civil Engineers and
the American Society for Testing Materials. The
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Standard methods of testing as approved by the Am-
erican Society of Civil Engineers are also recom-
mended for ado])tion, and the committee suggest that

the coimcil ask permission of the American Society

to reprint their document embodying these standard

methods.

Standard Specification for Portland Cement
General Clauses

Definition.—Portland cement is the product resulting

from the fine grinding of the clihker formed by the calcina-

tion of an intimate rhixture of calcareou.s and argillaceous

materials, in proper proportions, to which may have been

added subsequent to calcination not more than three per

cent, of other material.

Weight.—Unless otherwise agreed upon, cement shall

be delivered in bags, each containing 94 lbs. net weight.

Four bags shall constitute a barrel.

Packages.—All bags in which cement is delivered shall

be made of good strong fibrous material, closely woven and

in good repair when filled. The following information

shall be plainly marked on each bag:

—

(a) the net weight of cement contained therein,

(b) the name of the manufacturer,

(c) the brand of the cement, or the nam? of the mill

in which it was manufactured.

Inspection.—All cement shall be subject to inspection

and tests for quality, either at the place of manufacture or

at the point of consumption. Every facility shall be pro-

vided and a period of at least 13 days allowed, for inspec-

tion and tests.

Storage.—Unless otherwise agreed upon, the contractor

shall provide a suitable weather-tight building for the stor-

age of cement, and easy access shall be provided for the

sampling and identification of each shipment. The floor of

the l)uilding shall be well raised above the ground and the

space below it shall be well ventilated.

Testing

Methods.—All tests shall be made in accordance with

the methods recommended by the .Special Committee on

Ifniform Tests of Cement, of the .American Society of Civil

F.ngineers, accompanying the Final Report of that Com-
mittee dated January 17th. 1012.

Requirements

Acceptance or Rejection.—The acceptance or rejection

of cement shall be based upon the following requirements,

but cement failing to meet the seven-day requirements may
be held awaiting the results of the twenty-eight-day tests

before rejection.

Specific Gravity.—The specific gravity of cement shall

not be less than 3.10. Should the cement as received fall

below this requirement, a second test may be made upon a

sample after ignition at a low red heat. The loss of weight

on ignition shall not exceed 4 per cent.

Fineness.—The cement shall not leave a residue of more
than 8 per cent, by weight on a No. 100 sieve, nor more than

S.'! per cent, by weight on a No. 200 sieve.

Time of Set.—The cement shall not develop initial set

ill less than thirty minutes, nor final set in less than one

hour. Final set shall develop within ten hours.

Tensile Strength.—The minimum tensile strenglli of

luiqucttcs one square inch in cross section shall be as follows.

;in<l there shall be no retrogression in tensile strength within

the periods specified.

Neat Cement
Age. Tensile Strength.

24 hours in moist air .... 17S lbs.

7 days (1 day in moist air;

(6 days in water ) 500 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air)

(27 days in water ) <^)0 lbs.

One part cement, three parts Standard Sand

7 days (1 day in moist air)

(6 days in water ) .

.

-'<» lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air)

(27 days in water ) 275 lbs.

Constancy of Volume or Soundness.—Pats of neat ce-

ment about three inches diameter, one-half inch thick at

the centre, and tapering to a thin edge, shall be made and
kept in moist air at 70 degrees F. for 24 hours, following

which,

(a) One or more pats shall be kept in air at 70 de-

grees F. and observed at intervals for at least 28 days.

(b) One or more pats shall be kept in water at 70

degrees F. and observed at intervals for at least 28 days.

(c) One or more pats shall be exposed for five hours to

an atmosphere of steam, above boiling water, in a loosely

closed vessel.

The pats shall in all cases remain firm and hard, and
shall show no sign of distortion, checking, cracking or dis-

integration.

Sulphuric Acid and Magnesia.—The cement shall not

contain more than 1.75 per cent, of anhydrous sulphuric acid

(SOi), nor more than 4 per cent, of Magnesia (MgO).
A letter was read from Mr- W. G. Chace, chief

engineer of the Greater Winnipeg Water District.

rai.sing certain points as to the report, and Prof.
Brown replied to these in detail, stating that they had
been considered by the committee. The report now
becomes the standard specifications of the society.

In the evening a smoking concert was held in the
society's rooms.

Visited Vickcrs Works

On Wednesday morning a large party visited the
works of Vickers, Limited, Maisonneuve, the meeting
resuming its session in the afternoon, when Mr.
Oliver brought up a resolution as to by-laws. etc..

agreed upon. It was to the effect that the Council be
instructed to appoint a committee to study and re-

port upon a policy for increasing the prestige, in-

fluence and organization of the society and to revise
its by-laws. The committee is to consist of repre-
sentatives of each district. This was carried.

A letter was read from Mr. J. G. Legrand. of Win-
nipeg, referring to the part of engineers in the war.
and expressing the opinion that engineers should
make suggestions to the Government, with a view to
improving our efficiency in fighting our foes. He
also urged that in view of the common danger petty
politics should be repressed-

.Arising out of this letter, Mr. Conway raised the
question of assistance by the Society in training en-
gineers who desired to become officers of engineering
corps. Mr. Francis replied that the council had had
this inatter under consideration, and had co-operated
with the engineers' corps which had gone to the front
;ind also with the Institution of Civil Engineers. Mr.
Francis took the opportunity of deprecating the pes-
simism which had tinged some of the speeches. On
the contrary he said there was no decreasing intere.st

in the societv. Mr. Ross added that the Council had
offered the services of the Society to the Government
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ill any direction thoiif^iit desirable, but had been
turned down.

The conservation, electro-technical, roads and
pavements, steel bridji^e specifications, and educational

requirements were laid before the meeting.

Report on Steel Bridge Specifications

The chairman. Mr. P. 15. Alotley, stated that the

sjjecification for steel railway fixed spans had already

been issued, but owing to the great diversity in prac-

tice, as well as in the details connected with the sub-

ject of highway bridges, the committee had found it

impossible to complete this specification in time for

the annual meeting. The draft, however, will be

ready for preliminary discussion by the branches at

an early date, and should be ready for submission at

the next annual meeting.

Report of Electro-Technical Committee

Dr. L. A. Herdt. chairman, reported that owing to

war conditions the international congress planned for

September of last year could not be held at San Fran-

cisco. A conference had been held in London in

March on the rating of electrical machinery, and
copies of the British standardization rules for electii-

cal machinery as adopted at that conference will

shortlv be available for distribution in Canada.

Report of Committee on Roads and Pavements

The chairman of this committee, Mr. W. A. Mc-
Lean, stated that in the opinion of a majority of his

committee it is not desirable at the present time to

])re]5are standard specifications for roads and pave-

ments, though consideration might be given to speci-

iications for certain materials. They desired to im-

):)ress, however, that there is a great waste of exper-

ience in the matter of road construction and paving
at the present time due to lack of. any organization to

assemble the results of such experience. As a result

it semed desirable that the committee should assume
the duty—first, of determining uniform traffic stand-

ards whereby wear can l)e more definitely compared,
and, second, of the compilation of the history of indi-

vidual pavements. To this end the co-operation of

engineers throughout Canada would be necessary so

that each should supply from year to year definite de-

tails of such pavements as came within his particular

knowledge. Appendi.x 1 and Appendix 2 were at-

tached to the report as suggested forms which would
be suitable for the collection and filing for reference

of the desired information.

Interesting reports were also presented by Mr.

James White, chairman of the committee on Conser-
vation, Mr. Ernest Marceau. chairman of the commit-
tee on Educational Requirements, and Mr. J. M. R.

Fairbairn, chairman of the Library and House com-
mittee.

The President then delivered his retiring address,

which in part said :

Mr. Gamble's Address

The past year has been one of stress and anxiety.

The British Empire has been engaged for eighteen
months in the greatest struggle in the history of the
world with a nation which for over forty years has
been unsparing in preparation for imposing upon the
world by force its system of civilization and "Kul-
tur." Notwithstanding the serious handicap of un-
preparedness under which the Empire entered upon
this war, the r>ritish .Army under the unsurpassed

guardianship of the Grand Fleet, and supported by
contingents from the Overseas Dominions, has with-

stood the violent attacks of the enemy in F'landers

and France with courage and valour. It is not too

optimistic to say that the ultimate end shall be the

triumph of British principles of liberty and justice.

To assist loyally in the task thus imposed u])on the

Emi)ire three hundred and sixty-three members of our

Society (ten per cent, of the total membershii>) have
given their services freely, of which number thirteen

have so far made the supreme sacrifice. We honor
those who have died that the Empire may live, and
extend to tlieir relatives an expression of our admira-
tion and deei)est sympathy. While the memory of

their deeds will remain in our hearts as long as we
live, it is but fit and proper to commemorate by a

tangible token their noble patriotism and unselfish

surrender of their lives.

In one way the Society lias already marked its a])-

jireciation of this by remitting the annual dues of

members actively engaged at the front. This should
meet with the unanimous approval of members.

We ha\e to mourn the loss by death during the

])ast year of sixteen members, including juniors and
students. Of these thirteen were killed in action, to

which a previous reference has been made. Of the

others special mention should be made of the late Mr.
T. C. Keefer, C. M. G., first and tenth president of the
Society and afterwards Honorary Member, and of Sir

.Sandford Fleming, who became a member in 1896,

and was made an Honorary Member in 1908- These
gentlemen conferred a marked distinctit)n upon the
Society, having acquired b}' probity, eminent ability

and usefulness, world-wide reputations. Their
careers must be an inspiration to the younger genera-
tion.

There are man}- Civil Engineers living in the Dom-
inion of marked ability who still hold aloof from us.

These can onh- l)e induced to join b}' raising the So-
ciety to its proper plane of usefulness, and increasing
its sphere of influence. Solicitation to join u.s must
be avoided as an undignified and weak expedient. It

is'qualitv not quantity that is desirable. .'\ most es-

sential factor in bringing about the increase in our
membership, attracting to us the most accomplished
Civil F-nsjineers. is the firm and courageous carrying
out of "The Code of Ethics" adopted bv the SocietA'.

The i^rofcssion of Civil Engineering, owing to its

somewhat uncertain position, having no legal stand-
ing, diflfers from other professions which enjoy the
law's protection, and, therefore, there is the greatest
necessity for members to practise the virtue of loyalty
to each other and to the profession. If each member
realizes his responsibility in this respect public esteem
and confidence will increase.

The Council during the past year has been active
in bringing to the attention of governing bodies. Fed-
eral, Provincial and Municipal, matters of importance
and intense interest to the profession of Civil En-
gineers practising within the bounds of the Empire.
-Mthough no direct beneficial results have been
achieved so far, we have no reason to be discouraged.
In the coming year, if the past' representations are
firmly and fearlessly persisted in. some measure of
success will without doubt attend our eflforts. We
are not demanding anything unreasonable or beyond
our rights as citizens. We should resent firmly any
adverse inference to be drawn from the continued in-

diflferent treatment meted out to the profession bv
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Jiiblic Ixjdies in Canada. Vhc amelioration of the

disabilities under which we labor at present is one of

our just demands-
The Society throu},'h the Council might well direct

its energies tcjwards securing the adoption by gov-
ernments, for Civil iMigineers in the public service,

of a standard of qualifications. The Institution of
Civil Engineers took this question up with the Im-
perial Government, meeting with a sympathetic re-

.sponse, and this Society should not hesitate to move
in the same direction.

(For Lint of 1916 Officer* nee piMTc H.)

Portable House for Proposed Gift
The following is a brief description of the plans of

a wooden portable house, fifty of which the Canadian
'J'imbcr Products As.sociation propose donating to the

devastated portions of France and Belgium.
The iigures herewith show the i>lan, elevations, and

an isometric pcrs])ective of the design chosen. The
houses are built of lumber, using a roofing material

such as tar paper, asphalted paper, rubberoid, or ready
roofing, with an interior trim, if desired, of beaver
board.

The structure is 15 ft. 10 ins. by V> ft. 11 ins. plan

dimensions, approximately 14 ft. high, contains three
rooms, with a uniform height of storey of 8 ft., and has
three windows and a door. The front room, or hall, is

9 ft. 6 ins. by 15 ft. 5 ins., while the other two rooms,
which may be used as bedrooms, are both 7 ft. 7 ins. by
V ft. 6 ins. inside dimensions.

The building is as .simple and symmetrical in de-
sign as possible. The front elevation contains a dof)r

and a window, and the rear elevation is .simitar but for

a window in place of the door. Both side elevations
are of similar design, each l)eing l)uilt of si.\ ^ ft. 3 in.
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SuMestcd plant ol Portable House for Proposed Gift from Ontario Lumbermen to France.
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panels grooved ready to fit one another and to receive

the top and bottom rails. The floor is made of 1-in.

tongued and grooved boards, dressed on the wearing
surface, laid in six sections each 3 ft. 2 ins. wide,

nailed to five 2 x 8 in. joints. These joists rest on 2 x 3

in. blocks nailed to a base girt composed of a 2 x 10

in. plank 15 ft. 10 ins. long, spiked to a 2 x 11 in. plank

which is notched to receive the uprights. The roof is

built in two halves ; each half is made of a 3 x 4 in. tie

beam framed and notched to the main rafter and to the

2x3 in. half king post. The rafters are made of

3x6 in. material framed to the tie beam and half

king post. The roof, similar to the sides, is put on in

panels the same width as the side panels, made of 1-in.

tongued boards nailed to cross-pieces. The door is 7

ft. 1 in. by 2 ft. 9 ins., built oi lyi in. material with one
flush panel, and prepared to receive eight panes of

glass. The three windows are 5 ft. by 2 ft., made of

Ij/^ in. material with two sashes prepared to receive
four panes of glass.

A detailed bill of quantities of the material neces-
sary for this portable house has been drawn up. It

is proposed to have the makers mark each piece with
a distinct sign or letter, tie all similar pieces together,
for the sake of order and method in shipping, and to
secure thorough, easy, and rapid assembling by in-

experienced hands. It is roughly estimated that these
houses may be produced at an actual cost of $150.00.
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Isometric perspective of Portable House planned for presentation to France.
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Large Concrete Cantilever Trusses
Support Sewer over half mile of river flats at Victoria, Australia

EVIDENCE of the possibilities of reinforced con-

crete construction is strikinjjly shown in the

new cantilever truss design for carrying a re-

inforced concrete sewer over a crossing of

nearly a half-mile in length of river flats in AustraHa.

A brief description appears in a current issue of Engi-
neering Record, and the accompanying illustrations

give a fair idea of the unusual character of the struc-

ture.

The structure is located in Victoria, Australia, and
was adopted after alternative designs in both steel and

Near view of foundation showinii spread ol cantilever.

reinforced concrete had been made to carry the sewer,

which is part of the recently installed sewer system

of Geelong across the River Barwon and the river flats.

The total length of the structure is 2,424 feet, con-

sisting of thirteen spans of 176 feet and one span of

136 feet. The suspended spans are 40-ft. girders, free

to move at one end. The cantilever design is econ-

omical and has a further advantage in the fact that all

temperature variations can be provided for by hori-

zontal movement at expansion joints. This considera-

tion ruled out the possible alternative of a series of

arches, in which temperature movements are vertical

and would create a series of undulations very undesir-

able, because the grade of the sewer is only 1 in 2,500.

The distance between cantilever trusses is increased

toward the piers in order adequately and economically

to resist the horizontal wind forces. The lateral brac-

ing consists of transverse struts with knee braces to

the main chords, as seen in the photographs.

The reinforced-concrete pipes are oval in form and
cast in 8-ft. sections, which correspond to the 8-ft.

panel lengths of the trjjsses. Cross beams and struts

thus support the pipes at their joints. The same forms
were used for the pipes on the structure as for the

main sections of the sewer.

The reinforcement throughout is of ordinary steel

rods, the full tensile strength being developed at the

splices by laps ; in no case are they mechanically con-

nected. The rods in the upper chord are arranged in

concentric rings, the laps of which break joints along

its length. The diagonals are in tension, and the ends

of the rods through them are accurately pent around
the rods in the upper and lower chords.

A footpath is provided throughout the whole length,

and the details of its treatment add very considerably

to the appearance of the work. The handrailing of the

footpath is sufficiently reinforced to act as a girder.

It was thus possible to maintain a continuous footpath

form.

The John V. Gray Construction Co., Ltd.

It has just been announced by Mr. John V. Gray
that he has severed his connection with the firm of

Wells & Gray, Limited. Engineers and Contractors,

Toronto, and has organized a company named the

John V. Gray Construction Company Limited, with
head office at 346 Confederation Life Building. Tor-
onto. This firm is now prepared to give estimates

and tenders on and carry out contracts for the erection

of all kinds of buildings, specializing on modern rein-

forced concrete, brick and mill construction buildings

for all purposes as well as cold storage and packing
house buildings. In the circular letter just issued by
Mr. Gray he points out that he has had nearly thirty

years practical experience in all kinds of construction

work, and that his future policy, as in the past, shall

always be to exercise strict honesty in all his dealings.

to do the best gradt of work and to give those with

whom he deals as nearly as possible perfect satisfac-

tion. Those who know him best will appreciate most
his sinceritv and abilitv in this matter.

Cantilever Trusses and Cross Beams support oval pipe Reln(orced<oncretc conslnKtion throughout.
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Montreal Builders' Exchange Annual
The annual general meeting of the Montreal Build-

ers' Exchange was held in the reading room of the

Exchange, S2 Victoria Sq., on Monday, January 24th,

the ])resident. Mr. John Ouinlan. in the chair.

In his presidential report Mr. Ouinlan stated that

while the Exchange during the past year had not un-

dertaken any work of a specially aggressive character

and had continued its policy on familiar lines, yet its

membership had been consolidated and its finances

strengthened. The membership now embraced all

classes of firms engaged in the building trades and

Mr. John Quinlan, reelected President of the
Montreal Builders' Exchange.

had become more and more recognized as the official

organ of the building interests of the city. The year

1915 would be long remembered as an extremely try-

ing one for the building trades, especially in the city

and island of Montreal. That the members as in-

dividual business organizations had been able to keep

moving upward, if only in a small degree, was due

to their natural ability to change their methods to

suit altered conditions, to develop their business along-

various new lines afforded by war conditions, to sup-

ply material at prices which afforded a fair legitimate

profit only, to deal with labor in a generous spirit,

iiaving due regard to all factors which entered into

the wages problem, and finally to bringing into their

several organizations the latest modern methods, the

use of up-to-date labor and time-saving machinery,

and by maintaining an honorable reputation for skill,

honesty, and responsibility.

In the immediate future, the building operations in

Montreal would proceed along lines different from

those that had obtained in the past- The city at pre-

sent had sufficient office accommodation for years to

come ; he thought, however, they would see a consid-

erable extension of structures suitable for manufac-
turing and industrial plants. Of the higher priced

residential buildings there were more than sufficient

for immediate needs, but there was a steadv demand
for homes of a moderate price and especially of the

cottage or semi-detached villa type, and if the increase

in population took place which was so confidently pre-

dicted in several authoritative quarters, they might ex-

pect to share abundantly in the work of erecting

homes for the people. Mr. Quinlan suggested that

there was room for a central library, museum, a pub-
lic hall suitable for great political meetings, etc., a

civic art gallery, a winter garden and concert room,
and many and convenient comfort stations.

On the subject of the civic fair wage schedule, the

delegates of the Exchange were able to convince a

civic committee of the unfairness of the wages pro-

posed, but the schedule was finally adopted. For the

current year it had been decided that the Builders'

Exchange and kindred organizations and the various

labor unions be consulted before the schedule was
drafted, and this would make for more equitable terms
and more harmonious working.

After referring to the means taken to promote
Federal free labor bureaus throughout the country,
Mr. Quinlan spoke of the Industrial Disi)utes .\ct and
also efforts made, with others, to bring about a reform
in the Government of Montreal.

A committee had been appointed to study the

proposed bylaws regulating the erection of scaffolds in

the city.

During the year the relations between the Ex-
change as employers and the workmen had been most
harmonious. He noted the greater ease with which
organized labor and the various trade sections of the

Exchange approached one another and sought to ar-

range their differences without the intervention of out-

side parties.

In the near future the Exchange should busy itself

in formulating some scheme to take the place of the

old trade apprenticeship system, which many observed
with regret was passing away, if it had not wholly
done so, in the city. In the years to come the. work-
shops would be wholly dependent for their supply of

skilled labor on outside sources and capable youths of

the country would find their energies restricted to a

narrower field. It was possible, he suggested, to

draft a plan on lines similar to those adopted in some
older countries of the world, modified of course to suit

local conditions, whereby sturdy boys could obtain
their practical training in shops or on construction
works and their theoretical training and knowledge of

the principles underlying the operation of their trades

in schools specially organized and equipped for this

l)urpose- The provincial Government had establ-

ished throughout the province technical schools, which
were doing excellent work, but if the greatest good
was to be obtained there must be developed a plan

whereby the school and the workshop could be
brought into still closer contact.

A committee had been appointed to examine the

whole subject of greater co-operation between the

members of the exchange and the members of affili-

ated bodies.

Mr. Quinlan concluded by expressing his apprecia-

tion of the cordial assistance given him by the direc-

tors, and of the harmonious relations which had pre-

vailed.

Mr. D. K. Trotter, the secretary, submitted the
financial statement and report showing receipts of

$.S.318.30 and expenditure of $5,030.03, leaving a bal-

ance of $288.27. He made a number of suggestions
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for strenfjthenins: the exchange by the addition of new
members aiul by securitii^ varifnis trades sections or-

jjanized and affihated with the Kxchange.
A lonp discussion on the civic pavint? law followed.

This was participated in by the President and Messrs.

j. U. Hand, J. J. Roberts. E. W. Sayer, F. B. Locker,

J. F'. AnjTflin, and Jolin Allan. The question at issue

is as to whether the city or proprietors should pay for

paving; improvements and in view of the sharp diverg-

ence of opinion it was decided to appoint a date for a

special meeting to discuss the subject, before which
date all the members of the exchange should be in-

vited by special circular to ex])ress their views, and in

the meantime to liave all the information on the sub-

ject of the paving laws ready to hand.

The election of officers resulted as follows:—Pre-

sident, Mr. John Quinlan (re-elected); 1st vice-pre-
sident, Mr. ]•'.. W. Sayer; 2nd vice-president. Mr. J. V.

Anglin ; directors, Messrs. Walter Bonne!!, represent-
ing general contractors; Alex. VV. Brcmner, suppliers
of building materials; Alex. Charcttc, master plumb-
ers; Robt. F. Dykes, cut stone contractors; J. W.
Graham, mantle and tile dealers; John H. Hand. Wm.
Irving, and W. C. Munn, general contractors; W. K.
Potter, master painters; VV. K. Ramsay, suppliers of
roofing materials; J. J. Roberts, carpenters and mill-
men

; and J. E. Wal.sh, master plumbers. The trade
representatives in the above are Mr. .•Mex. Charcttc.
representative director appointed by Master Plumb-
ers' Association, and Mr. J. W. Graham, representa-
tive director ap[)ointe<l by .Mantle tt Tile Dealers'
.Association.

England's Malady—The Party System
By Cosmo

One iiiglit, witli the incinory of the South-.\frican War
still .stamped upon liis leonine face, a little oUl man whose

small eyes were charged with a kind of prophctisni went in-

to his study, threw down the notes of a speech that he had

just delivered in the House of Lords, sank rather feebly into

a chair, and burst into tears.

There were two younger men in the quiet room, tall,

wiry men on whose faces and figures discipline had laid its

restraining hand—soldiers both. Their sympathy was in-

articulate. And then the old man spoke.

"Curse those fools!" he cried. "Curse them! They
won't listen to me. I am a mere damn' soldier. I am talk-

ing facts, and they know it; but the system, that unique

and criminal system of parly politics, renders them abso-

lutely impotent even if they desired to take advantage of

the evidence that I have flung at their heads. I told them
that the British army has only just escaped being whipped

by a pack of farmers, that the flower of English manhood,

unready because of these little clever people who sit at

Westminster, has manured the wide stretches of the veldt,

where their gravestones are meaningless. Will they take

a lesson from this two-years' national disgrace? Will they

organize the whole Empire by a form of compulsory ser-

vice to meet the menace of the great Teuton machine which

every day is being perfected for its inevitable use? No;

I tell you, no. And yet, by God! there are a few men sitting

in the House of Commons not yet so warped and twisted

by the dishonesty of the party system that deep down in

what remains of their souls they know that my stammering

words are true. 'Compulsory service? Yes, that is the solu-

tion,' they say; 'but what kind of fools shall we be con-

sidered by our friends if we sacrifice our political careers

for the sake of patriotism?' No, it's no use. Stop me ever

from getting on my feet again. I am hurling my old body
up against the brick wall of a political system that one of

these days will place England under the feet of a determined,

self-sacrificing, industrious and brutal enemy."

That little old man was Field-Marshal Earl Roberts of

Kandahar.
* * *

Dinner was over; the servants had left. The thin smoke
of cigars and cigarettes rose up to the gilt ceiling of the

large, dignified room when the laughter and conversation

of the men whose faces and figures formed the subject of

caricatures in the English papers suddenly died away. The
host, a bearded man with a high forehead and heavy bovine

*In Century Masrazine.

Hamilton

eyes, leaned forward. In his rather fine white hand he
held a thick amber cigar-holder, which he used as a sort of

baton to enforce his words.

"Gentlemen," he said in the peculiar guttural voice which
was known and loved in many strange parts, "look out! I

have asked you here on my return from Germany to say
to you. look out! A colossus is stretching himself. Every
great muscle of his arms is taut and hard. Every little

cell of his great brain reverberates with two words only.

'Dcr Tag.' .... We live in a false security here. We arc

a democracy which tolerates a monarch. You, gentlemen,
are our autocrats. Each one of you is the king of England.
What are your majesties going to do? Are you going to

continue to play Canute and hold up your hands to the

waves and say, 'Back!'? .Vre you going to continue to sit

within the apparently impregnable walls of your party sys-

tem? Because, if so. the security of this kingdom and your
little crowns is not marketable. There are no bidders. I

say to you again, look out!"

That man was King Edward V'll. of Great Britain and
Ireland.

• * •

There was only one policeman outside that little, dull,

unpretentious house in Downing Street in which much re-

grettable history has been made, and from which one genera-

tion after another has been misgoverned and misled by pre-

miers and their satellites. On his chest were the ribbons

of medals won in India and South .Africa, and in his eyes

there was the look of a man who fears that he is about to

face unutterable disgrace.

He has watched one member after another of the British

cabinet scamper up with white lips. From where he stands

he can see the complicated system of wireless telegraphy

on the roof of the .Admiralty. He knows well, like every

other man of the nation to which he belongs, that a message
has been framed to be despatched from those wires to the

great ships that lie waiting off the coast. He knows also

that the hands of the army and navy are held by the grip

of the party system, and that the agreements of his country
with her allies may be broken, to her everlasting shame, by
those frightened, panic-stricken men who have rushed up
from their country houses to attend the cabinet meeting
within.

There sat Mr. .\squith, the prime minister, with ashen
face and hands shaking like a man with palsy. .Ml round
the tabic were seated the men who had trifled with their

trust. Their teeth were chattering. They were face to face
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at last with the truth which they had dodged and refused to

recognize.

"Why should we fight?" they stammered. "We are a

peace-loving nation, unready for bloodshed. Let the others

fly at one another's throats, and while they kill and devastate

we will grow rich. Are we not a nation of shopkeepers?"

"Listen!" said Mr. Asquith.

From all parts of Great Britain and Ireland—yes, Ire-

land—there rose an ever-increasing rumble of passionate pro-

test, like the breaking of huge waves upon rocks. Bugles

seemed to ring out, and from every town and hamlet there

appeared to rise up millions of hands. Near by a bell was

tolling.

Mr. Asquith looked up and all round, catching the

troubled eyes of his henchmen.

"Oh. my God!" he said, "our servants have become our

masters. They demand that we shall fight. Gentlemen, the

party system is dead."
* * *

The party system! The House of Commons is divided

into two bodies. On one side of it sits the party in the

majority, on the other side the party in the minority, and

over them both the Irish. The House of Commons pur-

ports to represent a great country whose history gleams with

the heroic results of individual effort. The constitution of

all the men under the roof of that House is the same.

Whether they call themselves Conservatives or Liberals, they

are not there for reasons of patriotism. They have entered

politics for the same reason that takes men to the stock-

exchange and upon the stage—for money and for advertise-

ment. On both sides there are men who own newspapers,

run simply for the purpose of grinding their little axes, in

which they may hurl sham invective at their fellow-con-

spirators and write columns of self-praise. On both sides

there are lawyers who have tacked on politics to their pro-

fession so that they may stand in the lime-light, pick up

the plums, and manipulate commerce to their own benefit.

On both sides there are bankers and publicans, journalists

and company-promoters, city merchants and the poverty-

stricken relatives of the great political leaders, who will

obey orders, answer the party whip, and sell their souls for

a mess of pottage. On both sides there are little creatures

from the back alleys who have been educated to politics as

a means of livelihood, and who arc perfectly willing to assert

that black is white or vice versa whenever they can gain by

doing so. The majority are, ipso facto, the enemy of the

minority, and the Irish hate them both; but the minority,

maj6rity, and Irish are all working together for their own

ends. They may call themselves Conservatives, Unionists,

Radicals, Liberals, Nationalists, Fenians, Anti-Vivisectionists,

Little Englanders, or any one of the dozen meaningless names

which have grown into the English language, but they remain

mercenaries and parasites, the manipulators of a party sys-

tem which is a cunningly built-up conspiracy to mislead the

country, misrepresent its voters, and provide places for the

incapable sons of peers and yearly incomes for specially

chosen men whose integrity has been proved to be easily

bought, and whose eloquence, like that of a criminal lawyer,

is as ready to be used in defense as in prosecution.

In a word, the party system of British politics is the

one corrupt thing in the constitution of that nation. The

House of Commons has become the happy hunting-ground

of a dozen great families whose members pass into it from

time to time by the same right that men pass into the business

firms of their fathers. They are all partners in a great

swindle, and their clerks and henchmen, hired from the law,

the universities, the factories, and the streets, vary only as

their masters see fit. Those masters, nearly equally divided

on both sides of the House, agree from time to time to take

the reins of office, paying themselves large salaries, large

pensions, giving places only to those men who have been

most obsequious and most eagerly dishonest They juggle

with the votes of the country, with their tongues in their

cheeks. They are past-masters in card-sharping and the

three-card trick. There is not one man among them with

the faintest gleam of imagination, patriotism, or understand-

ing of the characteristics and spirit of the race whom they

bluflf by inheritance. Yes, there is one—the Mark Antony
of the House of Commons, the little Celtic man whose name
is Lloyd-George, who possesses the three gifts that go to

the making of a great charlatan—a pair of wonderful eyes,

a sense of impish humor, and that touch of exaltation which

stirs men to hysteria. He is the Pied Piper of politics, the

man whose little flute can draw from their dark places the

laboring parties of the United Kingdom. He is the great

democrat who has organized a bureaucracy more autocratic

than anything in Russia. He is the king of charlatans.

England is a free country, a democracy which toleraUs

a monarch, and is governed by a royal family of hereditary

politicians supported by a nation of slaves.

Let a young man enter Parliament big with a desire to

get things done, imbued with honesty of purpose, honest

enthusiasms, honest patriotism, and a great wish to devote

his energies, abilities, and all his time to the amelioration of

one or other of the evils which have been left coldly alone

by the party system, and he goes into a mausoleum of broken

lives over the portals of which is written the terrible legend,

"Give up hope, all ye who enter here." The result of his

temerity is inevitable. He has either immediately to sacrifice

honesty to selfishness or to rush back into the world once

more to breathe uncontaminated air and to hurl invective,

unnoticed, uncared-for, at the men who year after year de-

liberately stand in the way of progress and with the utmost

cunning lay stone after stone upon the great dam which holds

back the waters of improvement and incloses in wonderful

security the confidence-men who live upon the credulity of

the British public.

The party system of Great Britain is responsible for the

degeneracy of a great nation. It is responsible for the un-

.
employment of its working-classes, for the tyranny of its

trades-unions, for the sense of injustice which, but for

Germany, would have seen insurrection in Ireland. Finally,

it is responsible for the unforgivable devastation of Belgium

and for all the bloodshed, for all the hideous waste of life,

money, material, and for the chaos of civilization under

which, in pitiful attitudes, the fathers of the next generation

lie crumpled and dead.

Every widow, every orphan, every maimed man in

Europe to-day; all those poor boys from Canada, Australia,

and New Zealand; every Frenchman, Belgian, Indian, Rus-

sian, Italian, African; every man who has sprung to arms',

left his civil work, his little patch, his quiet haven where
the patter of children's feet has been the music of his life,

has to thank the English party system for this war. Coun-
tries as crippled as their sons, who have crept back like

whipped dogs to a kind of life, will for ten, twenty, maybe
a hundred, years hence have to thank the English party sys-

tem for this hideous, unnecessary, preventable war. If there

is yet one spark of remorse in the little souls of the men
who have sat so long at Westminster greedily taking their

salaries for the non-performance of their duties, then the

quiet lunatic asylums which stand among the silent poplars

of English country-sides must soon be full. If not, if their

long service to dishonesty has eaten into them, if they see

no shame in having permitted their country to slip into un-

readiness and inefficiency, these little, petty harpies, these

hypocritical self-advertisers, may have the satisfaction of

wallowing in a sort of triumphant pool of exaltation; may
congratulate themselves on having achieved an act of in-
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cendiarism so frightful that the bloody glow of its flames

lights up every corner of Europe.

Mr. Balfour, the theorist, the gentle, gentlemanlike uni-

versity professor, upon whose gravestone will be carved the

words, "Nothing have I ever achieved"; Mr. Asquith, his

own worst enemy, whose famous, "Wait and see," will be

forgotten and forgiven only when the beautiful towns of

Belgium shall have risen once more; Mr. Winston Churchill,

the inefficient hustler, who breaks, like a bull in a china

shop, through the work of experts, and who will be remem-
bered by posterity only for his comic hats; Sir Edward Grey,

the imitation sphinx, who has never yet in all his political

life understood the very rudiments of diplomacy; Lord Hal-

dane, whose vanity is like that of the toad and whose cred-

ulity is no less than that of the bumpkin who goes to the

race-course and falls an instant victim to the confidence-man,

—these men, and all their satellites without one exception,

have quietly, steadily, and persistently made it possible for

German militarism, German chemistry, and German effront-

ery to cause England to be the one country on earth whose
name can never be mentioned again throughout the ages

without raising the bitter ire of her friends. Oh, my God!
to think that the little old man, scarred and battered with

the wars of his country, left alive surely by an all-pitying

Diety so that his magic voice might sink into the hearts and
brains of his countrymen to prevent the sacrilege of civiliza-

tion, should have lived in vain! His warnings and his appeals,

which stirred the English nation from coast to coast, were
scoffed at or ignored by the English politicians. The month-
ly reports of the secret services, all proving the criminal

folly of the policy of laisser-faire, have been docketed away.
The facts which have been plain to all the world, and caused
France to strengthen her army and cut the terrible figures,

1870, on every one of her bullets, have been scorned by the

English politicians. Instead of taking advantage of the anxi-

ous readiness of the country to subscribe to a system of com-
pulsory service, they have steadily weakened the army and
would have scuttled the navy had not their rudimentary
knowledge of the nation's temper told them that such an
act would have brought about a revolution. They knew
of Germany's settled intention of declaring war when armed
to the teeth. They knew that the day was drawing ever

nearer when the peace of Europe would be broken by the

roar of artillery. Every conceivable piece of evidence that

daily accumulated on their desks made that fact plain and
unanswerable. How, then, did they intend to act when over-

taken by the inevitable? Take one look at the journal sub-

sidized by them and find the answer. Not caring for or ap-

preciating the country's sense of honor and pride, they in-

tended to break their treaties and stand aside. They were
going to say: "Let them fight who care to; we are unready,

unwarlike. We will provide the loans at a high rate of in-

terest and the ammunition at a price." Therefore I cry out

aloud the sentiments of all true Englishmen when I say
that the English party system is responsible for the war; be-

cause, had we been able to place a great army in Belgium
to resist the German assault, there would have been no war.

It was only because Germany knew of England's unreadiness,

and was in the counsels of England's politicians, that she
sprang at Belgium's throat.

The mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind

exceedingly small.

Tlic germ of suicide would grow and grow in the brain

of the thinking man did he not passionately believe that God
(loos not intend this war to be just a hideous fracas, a blood-

drunken orgy. The day will come when the warring coun-
tries, flung at one another by the leading villians of greed
and selfishness and dishonesty, will flick the blood out of their

eyes and ask one another the meaning of it all. The maimed
and broken of all sides will look to see, in compensation for

their lost limbs, the improving hand of the Master upon the

churned-up earth. Out of her ruins France will rise with

prayer upon her lips; Belgium, with her arms bared for the

rebuilding of her smashed cities; and Russia with tears in

her heart and brotherhood in her hands. In what manner
Germany will be touched who can say? As for England, she,

like a creature miraculously risen from the operating-table,

will look out on the future with humbler eyes and a thankful

heart. The cancer of the party system will have been cnt

out forever.

Looking through the smoke, I can see the House of

Commons occupied by a small committee of unpaid men

—

business men, honest men. They would shudder to be called

politicians. Their ambition is to earn the title of patriots.

They belong to no party. They arc the servants of the

nation. They will not govern the country; they will guide

it. They will pursue the same principles and methods for

the restoration of her commercial strength as are employed
by a committee of liquidation appointed by the court of bank-

ruptcy to a broken business concern. They will run Great

Britain in the simple way in which a great railway company
is run, and their shareholders, the nation, will be content to

read th(;ir statements of progress and receive their dividends.

Phoenix-like from the ruins there will have risen honest men,
and there will be no comfortable corner on this earth for

those outcasts who once gambled with a nation's soul for

money.

Winnipeg Sleet Storm Brings Down Towers
A sleet storm in Winnipeg, Man., early last month, rc-

sulte'd in the breaking down of one tower on the lines of the

city's municipal transmission system, about 30 miles from
the city, and caused about 2 miles of wire to be thrown off

the towers of this system. The transmission line of the

Winnipeg Electric . Railway Company was broken in two

Sleet ttoim doal>les up one of Winnipeg municipal towerv

places, but the damage, which was not so serious, was re-

paired by night time. The weather conditions were excep-
tional for that region, the sleet being of such thickness on
the wires that the over-all diameter exceeded 8J4 in. The
cables of the municipal system have a total area of 278,600
circ. mils and are strung on towers such as the one shown
in the accompanying illustration alternating with braced
structures, spaced 600 ft. apart The insulators are of the
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pin type and the wires are spaced on 6 ft. centres, six con-

ductors per tower. The damage to the municipal system was
such as to take twenty-three hours to repair it and place it

in service.

Col. Mitchell Gets the D.S.O.

Hearty congratulations to Lieut. Col. Chas. H. Mitchell,

who has been honored by a D.S.O. in recognition of dis-

tinguished and valued service as a General Staff officer in

the First C'anadian Division, and later, when he was pro-

moted to the General Staff of the Canadian Corps, which
includes all the several divisions now in France. Col.

Lt. Col. Charles H. Mitchell, D.S.O.

Mitchell's friends will appreciate that, inasmuch as the nature

of his duties does not provide scope for spectacular work,

this honor has been all the more difficult to obtain, and can

only- have resulted from the intense application of his well-

recognized ability.

New Books
Reinforced Concrete Construction, Vol. II., Bridges and

Culverts—prepared in the Extension Division of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin by George A. Hool, S.B., .Assistant Pro-

fessor of Structural Engineering, and Frank C. Thiessen,

B.S., Instructor in Structural Engineering, University of

Wisconsin, with chapters and articles by other well-known
writers. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York,

publishers; price $5 net. This volume, on Reinforced Con-
crete Construction, is devoted entirely to bridges and cul-^

verts, and will be followed by Vol. IV., containing a treat-

ment of the remaining structures not already considered in

Vols. I., II. and III. The present volume is an attempt to

meet the needs of engineers in actual practice throughout

the country. Intricate mathematical analyses have been
avoided, but the work includes complete methods of design

of both symmetrical and unsymmetrical arches, not only of

single span, but of multiple spans with elastic piers. Two

entirely different methods of arch analysis are presented in

order that a check may be had on all arch computations.

082 pages, splendidly illustrated with 575 figures; stiff cloth

covers; size of page 6 by 9 inches.

Trade Inquiries

1281. Forgings.—.\ Rugby firm would like to hear from
manufacturers in a position to supply large forgings to

specification.

1282. Axles and tires.—A Nottingham firm inquires for

makers of wagon tires and axles to British clearing house
specification.

128,'!. Forgings.—A Birmingham firm inquires for best

quality forgings.

1284. Springs and deals.

—

A Rotherham firm inquires for

railway wagon springs and deals for wagon building 7 by S'A

inches, 7 by 3 inches, 9 by 3 inches and 11 by 3 inches; also

oak planks 12 by .'> inches in lengths from 15 feet to 17 feet

inches.

Personal
Mr. James L. Morris, C. F,., has 1)een appointed engineer

for the township of Pembroke, Ont.

Mr. James J. Martindale. whose name has been so

closely associated with Tuec Stationary Vacuum Cleaners in

Ontario, is returning to the United States. The agency for

Ontario has been purchased by Mr. C. B. Owens, who will

carry the Tuec line of cleaners in addition to his present line

of Powers temperature regulators.

The town council of Barrie, Ont., have appointed Mr.

J. S. Laing engineer-assessor, ^r. Laing is a graduate of

the University of Toronto in civil engineering. For the last

two years he has been assistant engineer of the city of

Gait and town of Preston, as well as engineer on the Gait.

Preston and Hespeler electric railway. His experience thus

covers many classes of engineering work.

Lieut. -Col. Davis, commanding the Second Pioneer Bat-

talion, now in England, is seriously ill in the hospital at

V\'inchester Camp with concussion of the brain, the result

of his horse throwing him against a stone wall. Lieut.-Col.

Davis is a former city engineer of Woodstock. He was in

British Columbia when he offered to form a pioneer battalion,

which he recruited partly in the Canadian West and partly

in Ontario. He left for England shortly before Christmas.

Obituary
Mr. E. B. Jones, former city engineer of Chatham, Ont..

died recently at Erie, Pa.

The death occurred very suddenly on January 16th of

Mr. Thomas E. Baker, a popular citizen and prominent con-

tractor of Prince Albert, Sask.

Mr. Peter Hunter, one of the builders to help in the erec-

tion of the first G. T. R. station at Montreal, a resident of

Guelph for about forty years, and of Toronto for about

twenty-two years, died on January 20th at the age of 91.

He was born at Rawburn, Berwickshire, Scotland, in 1824,

and came to Canada in 1848. •

v The death is announced of Mr. James Perry Sharp, of

Briefond Moseley, Birmingham. England. Mr. Sharp was
for many years the junior member of the firm of T. C. & J. P.

Sharp, architects and surveyors. St. John. N. B. He after-

wards removed to England, where he spent the remainder

of his life. He was in his 73rd year.

Mr. G. Colin Carman, a civil engineer, of Cornwall, Ont..

and one of its oldest and most highly respected residents,
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(lied on January :M, at the aRf of 7!!. The late Mr. Carman

was engaged with the Canadian I'acitic Kailway in British

C'olumbia when that road was being built. Later he was

engaged on the engineering staff of the Cornwall canal, re-

tiring about fifteen years ago.

Mr. John A. Whcaton, a veteran railway contractor, died

.suddenly on January 21st, at the age of 7H. Mr. Wheaton
was born at Wheaton Settlement, Westmoreland County, and

in his early life started railway construction work. During

his career he built the northern section of the I. C. R., the

Inverness & Richmond Railway, Cape Breton; the Albert

Railway; N. B. & P. E. I.; Cape Travers branch in I'rince

iMlward l.sland; the I'etitcodiac & Havelock; Moncton &
Buctouchc; the Central, from Norton to Chipman; also a

portion of the Bangor & Aroostook. He retired from active

life only a few years ago. For the last seventeen or eighteen

years he had resi4ed iir St. John, N. B.

Mr. Hogarth Appointed Chief Engineer

of Highways
Mr. George Hogarth, of the engineering staff of ihi'

Department of Public Works. Ontario, has been appointed

Chief Engineer of Highways, succeeding Mr. W. A. Mc-
T-can, who steps up to be Dei)uty Minister of the newly-

Mr. George Hogarth, O. L S., Assoc. Mem. C.S.C.E.

Ii'rmed Highways Department. Mr. Hogarth holds the

degree of O. L." S. He is also an associate member of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, and is well known and

highly thought of in engineering circles.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The city of (Juebec has issued seventeen l>uilding permits

of a value of $5('>,92.'> since the first of the year.

The Waterworks Department of the town of Barrie

Out., shows a surplus of $3,000 for the year just past.

According to the Halifa.\ Morning Chronicle, building

permits in Nova Scotia have increased substantially of late

The Ontario Cood Roads Convention v\'ill be held in

I ho York County Municipal Uall from the 22nd to the 2tth

of February.

Canada Nitro Products, Limited, is the name of a new
Toronto concern organized with a capital stock of five mil-

lion dollars.

Poole & Emery, Limited, contractors, Kcgina, Sask., are

applying to change their style to Poole Construction Com-
pany, Limited.

About 300 reinforced concrete pile* for use as the sub-

structure of the Canadian Northern Railway wall across

False Creek are being made by Creelman & Company, Van-

couver, When enough piles are in hand work will be started

on driving them in as foundations.

The Robert Simpson Company, Limited, will erect an

eleven-storey building on Mutual Street, Toronto, to be

used for the mail order branch of their business. The build-

ing will have a frontage of 279 feet and a depth of ilj feel,

and will be 155 feet high. It will be absolutely fireproof, the

floors being constructed of concrete and the main walls of

reinforced concrete. The reported cost is about $500,000.

.Anticipating that the opening of the new Royal Con-

naught Hotel will increase transient automobile trafiic in

Hamilton, and that Main Street will be the main thorough-

fare for motors, several enterprising citizens are figurinK

on the construction of big garages and repair shops on that

street, according to information handed out by Controller

Cooper. It is hoped that the building trades will boom again

in the spring.

Important harbor work is to be undertaken by the Pub-

lic Works Department of Victoria, B. C. during the ensuini;

year. According to plans outlined by Mr. .\. F. Mitchell, act-

ing district engineer, at the annual meeting of the X'ictoria

Inner Harbor Association, the Dominion Government pro-

pose during the present year to proceed with the dredging

of the northwest passage, north of Pelly Island, between

Songhces Point and W'ork Point, to provide a channel 300

feet wide, and with an average depth of twenty feet at low
water.

The new Civic Improvement League 'ii ( .inada wat
formally brought into existence at Ottawa on January 20lh

at a conference which opened in the Railway Committee
Room of the House of Commons. His Royal Highness the

Duke of Connaught opened the conference, and about 1.50

delegates from various parts of Canada were present. Mr
Thomas .\dams, the town planning expert, outlined the ol>-

jects of the League—namely, the advancement of general

civic improvement, the bettering of local forms of govern-

ment, the drawing of town planning schemes, the re-planning

of old districts on modern lines, the improvement of housing

conditions in cities, the making and preservation of parks

and open spaces in cities, etc.. etc.

The case of the Russell Shale Brick Company again.st

Henry J. Tharle. one of the contractors in the construction

of the Ottawa Customs House, has been decided by Mr.
Justice Sutherland, the Russell Shale Brick Company receiv-

ing $7,000. The action arose out of an agreement to take

brick from the company, which was not carried out.

Ten of the fifty-four caissons to be sunk are ni>w in place

at the site of the new government piers at \'ictoria. B. C.

It will be more than a year before this project ncars com-
pletion. During 1915 the following work was done in con-

nection with the contract: .Ml earth and rock excavation has

been practically completed. The amount of rubble dumped
for the pier foundations is placed at 147.000 tons. Two thou-

sand cubic yards of broken stone used for levelling off the

foundations for the reception of the cribs has been deposited.

Nine cribs were sunk into position during 1915. The "fill"

for these cribs amounted to 13.000 cubic yards, and the "l»ack-

fill." .S2.000 cubic yards. In the construction of the nine
cribs 11,000 cubic yards of concrete and 800 tons of steel

were used.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors^ En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Brooke Township, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 2 p. in..

February 12tli for extensions and re-

pairs to the Parker Lucas and 15th C'on-

cession Drains for the Township Coun-
cil. Plans and specifications at office

of Commissioner VV. J. Johnston. N. E.

Quarter 10, Concession 10, Brooke.

Carleton County, Ont.
The County Council have decided to

spend $00,000 on the construction of

macadam roads. Clerk, Charles Mc-
Xab, Xicholas Street. Ottawa.

Colchester South Township, Ont.
The Township Council will purchase a

quantity of tile in the spring. Clerk.

J. F-T. Madill. Harrow, Ont.

Dartmouth, N. S.

The Town Council contemplate the

construction of water and sewer exten-

sions on Upper Water and Mott Streets

at an approximate cost of $3,000. Clerk.

Alfred Elliott.

Egremont Township, Ont.
'I'lie Township Council will require a

quantity of tile for drainage purposes

this year. Clerk, David .\llen, Holsein.

London. Ont.
The Board of Control are considering

the installation of hydrants at an esti-

mated cost of $.5,000.

The City Clerk, S. Baker, will receive

tenders until February 4th for the con-

struction of about 3,900 feet of 15 and
12-inch sewer. Engineer, H. A. Bra-

zier.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

construction of an 8-inch tile sewer on

I'rideaux Street. Engineer, James
Brown.

Port Dover, Ont.
A report has been submitted to the

Town Council by James Louden &
Hcrtzberg, 79 Adelaide Street E.. Tor-

onto, dealing with two possible systems

for water supply, estimated to cost

$46,000 and $49,000. Clerk, James Sloan.

Ridgetown, Ont.
The Utilities Board of the Town Coun-

cil are considering the extension of the

waterworks system. Chainnan, R. W.
Stokes.

Sackville, N. B.

The Town Council intend to secure

legislation to enable them to borrow
$20,000 for paving on Lome and Bridge

Streets. Clerk, Thomas Murray.

St. John County, N. B.

The County Council contemplate the

issue of bonds to the extent of $15,000

for paving. Secretary. J. King Kelly.

Prince William Street, St. John.

Tecumseh, Ont.
The Ean Claire Water Works Com-

pany Ltd., intend to construct a water-
works system at an approximate cost of
$20,000. .Aibout two miles of main will

l)e laid.

Zurich, Ont.
The Town Council propose to com-

plete the waterworks construction
started last year. Clerk, F. Hess.

Railroads, and Bridges Wharves
North Dorchester, Ont.
The Township Council propose to

liuild three bridges at an early date.

Clerk, W. B. Lane, Dorchester, Ont.

Renfrew, Ont.
The Town Council contemplate the

construction of a reserve dam at Golden
Lake and have applied for the neces.sary

permission. Engineer. J. R. Stewart.

St. Mary's, N. B.
Tenders on the construction of a steel

bridge over the Xashwaak River will be
received until February 23rd by the Hon.
John Morissey. Minister of Public
Works. Fredericton. Plans at the De-
partment of Public Works.

Vancouver, B. C.
Plans have been filed with the Re-

gistrar for a wharf to be built in front

of lot 892. Howe -Sound. Westminster
District, for the Britannia Mining St

Smelting Company, Ltd.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools
BirchcliJfe. Ont.

In connection with the school now in

course of erection for the Trustees of

School Section No. 15. Scarboro. the

contract for heating and i)lumbing has
been let to T. A. Kent, Birchcliffe,

The Congregation of St. Xicholas
Anglican Church intend to build a new
edifice to replace that recently destroyed
by fire. The architect will be appointed
in the spring. Pastor. Rev. C. E. Luce.

Estevan, Sask.
Work is expected to start in the spring

fin the construction of a basement and
chancel for the congregation of St.

Mathews. Plans are now being pre-

pared by J. Turner. Secretary, W. L.

Thompson.

London, Ont.
The interior of the Salvation .\rniy

hall will be remodelled in the spring.

Particulars from Ensign Martin.

The Department of Militia are consid-

ering the conversion of the hospital into

a Home for Invalided Soldiers. Parti-

culars from Colonel Shanon, London.
Estimated cost. $5,000.

London Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 23

propose to erect an addition to the
school in the spring. Estimated cost,
$3,000, Clerk, Mary Grant. 110 Dundas
Street. Ont.

Otttawa, Ont.
The City Council have decided to have

plans prepared for sun parlors. Archi-
tect not yet chosen.

Portage La Prairie, Man.
Plans and estimates are now being

prepared for a two-storey, twelve-
rfiomed school to be erected for the
I'ulilic School Board, Work will start
in the spring. .Xrchitect. Frank R.
Evans. 130 Selkirk ."Xvenuc, Winnipeg,

Saskatoon, Sask.
Xegotiations are now being carried on

between the City Council and the Sal-
vation Army with regard t<i the erection
of an Industrial Home for Women,
Headquarters of the .Army. Toronto.

St. John County, N. B.
The County Council are considering

plans for balconies at the County Hos-
pital. Work will probably start shortiv
Estimated cost. $4,000, .Architect. E,
X'eil, Brodie, 42 Princess Street. .St. John,

Trenton, Ont.
The School Board are considering the

erection of a High School and are ob-
taining options on a site. Chairman. S.

J. Young. Dundas Street.

West Garafraxa Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Sections Xos.

4 and 10 are considering the erection of

schools. Secretaries. W. J. Philip. R.

R. No. 3, .Arthur, and J. .A. Spence. R.

K. Xo. 3. Arthur.

West Peace River, Alta.

The Trustees of School District Xo.
3,300 have been empowered to borrow
$3,000 for the erection and equipment of

a school. Secretary. X'elson Pinder.

West Peace River.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Drumbo, Ont.
The contract for plastering and

plumbing in connection with the Presby-
terian Church has been awarded to

Charles H. Beckman.

Montreal, Que.
In connecton with the church base-

ment which is now built on Rosemount
Street for the Trustees of St. John Ber-

chnians. 2619 Cartier Street, the con-

tract for cut stone has been awarded to

Alderic Cousineau. 2455 St. Urbain
Street.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Caledon, Ont.
A, McLeod contemnlates the construc-

tion of a bank barn. Work will probably
start .shortly.
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Chatham, Ont.
Work is progressing on the erection

of a relincry on Kivcr Koacl for the
Dominion SuKar Company, VVallaceburg.
Ont. lingneer, John A. Shei)herd. Ap-
proximate cost, $1,000,000.

Conroy, Ont.
E. t'olhns, .\il.sa CraiR. is considerinn

tiie cf)nstruction of new foundaions un-
der his hams and other improvements.

Cottam. Ont.
The Imperial Hank propose to estab-

lish a branch. Manager, W. A. Clark.
I'"ssex.

Dundas, Ont.
[Mans are being prepared by Martin E..

Hewitt for an office and showroom build-

ing to lie erected on King Street for

the l'ul)lic Utilities Commission. Brick
construction. Estimated cost, $4,.WO.

Chairman, R. \V. Karch.

Fort William, Ont.

J. k. Tucker lias decided to rebuild
bis store which was recently destroye<l
by lire.

Hamilton, Ont.
riie i>aintinu required in connection

with the factory which has been l)uilt on
llughson Street VV. for the T. I'laton

C ompany. Toronto, will be done by the
owners.

Hespeler, Ont.
John Linipcrt intends to remodel two

stores and convert them into one large
store.

Lanigan, Sask.
Tenders on the erection of a creamery

will be received until noon, h'ebruary
"iOth. by the Lanigan Creamery Com-
pany. I.td. Plans and specifications with
the owners and at the office of the Dairy
Commissioners, Government Buildings,
Kegina.

London, Ont.
The proposed extensions to the prem-

ises of Smallman & Ingram, Dundas
Street, will include the installation of a
steam beating plant, .\rchitects, Watt
S: lUackwell, Bank of Toronto Building.

The Peerless Hosiery Company will

shortly call for tenders on the installa-

lon of heating and plumbing in connec-
tion with their factory. .Architect. A.
E. Nutter, Dominion Bank Building.

Plans are to be prepared for a ware-
house to be erected for Gootson Bros..
28 Maitland Street. Architects. Mc-
liridc & Gilbert. Edge Block. .Approxi-
mate cost, $5,000.

Montreal, Que.
Plans are being prepared for a fac-

tory to he erected for the Northern
Electric Company, 121 Shearer Street.
.Steel and corrugated iron construction,
concrete foundation.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Plans for a factory are to be prepared

immediately for the Oneida Community.
Ltd., ()nei<la, U. S. A. Particulars from
A. Reeves.

North Vancouver. B. C.
The erection of a tire hall has been

recommendcil by Fire Chief Findlay.
Municipal C,"lerk. J. Collins.

Port Stanley, Ont.
The London & Port Stanley Railway

Board will start work in the spring on
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the con.struction of a waiting room in

connection with the Incline Railway.
Secretary, William Spittal, c|o People's
Loan Company, London.

Sparta, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for two tire-

proof dairy barns to be erected for John
Rundle, Sparta Road. Work will start
in the spring. Estimated cost, $7,000.

Toronto, Ont
Tenders on structural steel required in

the rebuilding of the Princess Theatre
will be received until February ,5th and
on all other trades until February 12th
by the Assocoiate Architect. C. J. Read,
20;t Confederation Life Building. Esti-
mated cost, $100,000.

The I^amilton Gtar & Machine Com-
pany, i:, Van Home Street, have received
tenders on the erection of an addition to
their premises and will let contracts
shortly. Steel, brick and mill construc-
tion. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Work is about to start on the erec-
tion of a warehouse and factory at 04-6f>

Princess Street for the Laura Secord
Candy Company,—proprietor, F. P.
O'Connor, :i,')4 Yonge Street. Brick
construction. .Approximate cost $15,000,

Trail. B. C.
The City Council are considering the

erection of a lire hall and the installation
of an alarm system. A site will be se-

cured and plans prepared. C"lcrk. Wil-
liam Monypenny.

Vancouver, B. C.
The American Can Company, 535

Railway .Street, will receive tenders un-
til h'ebruary 10th for the erection of an
addition to their premises. Heating
will be tendered upon separately.

Vienna, Ont.
The Vienna Cheese Company propose

to lay cement floors in their factory.
Work will start shortly.

Wallaceburg, Ont.
The Town Council contemplate the re-

roofing of the pump house. Material
not yet chosen. Clerk, C. B. Jackson.

Winthrop, Ont.
Melvin Blanchard. Seaforth. Ont.. is

preparing plans for farm buildings, esti-

mated to cost $,1,000. F'ranie and rein-

forced concrete construction, concrete
foundation.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Gfllt. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the warehouse of the
Canadian Cereal & Flour Mills Com-
pany. Ltd.. has been a\varde<I to George
Murray. ;12 Richardson Street.

Hamilton, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of an addition to the offices of the Na-
tional Steel Car Company. Kenilworlh
.\venue. The general and steel work
contracts have been let to G. E. Mills.
King Street F... and the masonrv to

George White. 105 Main Street E. Esti-
mated cost. $10,000.

Montreal. Que.
Work has been started on the erec-

ton of a store an<l a number of residen-

ces for E. Gagnon. 525 Dandurand
Street. The general, masonry and carp-
entry contracts have been let to H. Dc-
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barret, 274 Fourth .Avcnne, Kosemuunt
Ward. Tenders on other trades are be-
ing received by the gtnenl contractor.
.Approximate cost, f«,000.

Hrandrom-Henderson. Ltd.. 2»»4 Si.

L'rbain Street, have let the neneral con-
tract for interior alterations to their
factory to John Allan, :tfK) .Atwater .Ave-
nue. Approximate cost, f.'i.OOO.

In connection with the store and rc-
.sidencc which have been huill by David
.Sirois, 145 Hamilton .Street, the con-
tract for plastering has been let to A.
Brisgois. 112 Dumas Street, and the
plumbing to Emilc Cote, 1»7 Boulevard
Monk.

Ottawa. Ont.
The general contract for alteration lo

l)remises on Kideau Street for Mrs.
O'Keefc has been awarded to 1'. J.
Ellement, 624 Cooper Street. Brick
construction, felt and gravel roofing.
Estimated cost, $5,000. .Architect. !'. C.
Sullivan. Castle Building. Queen Street.

The general contract for the erection
of a store and residence on .Nelson
Street for Mrs. S. Coplan. 27 Stewart
Street, has been awarded to S. Coplan, 27
Stewart Street. Brick veneer construc-
tion, concrete foundation, felt and gravel
roofing. Estimated cost. $4,000.

Work bus been started on razing the
premises at 195 Bank Street preparatory
to the erection of a store for S. E. Luke
et al. 59 Rideau Street. General con-
tractors. J. & C. Low. .158 Lisgar Street.
Frame and brick construction, felt and
gravel roofing.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont
In connection with the alterations now

being carried out at the premises of the
1\ W. Woolworth Company, Ltd.. the
contract for fixtures has been let to
Jones Brothers Company, Ltd., :il .Ade-
laide Street W., Toronto, the electrical
work, heating and plumbing to Coch-
rane Hardware Company. Ltd., 38«
Queen Street E., and the painting to E.
r. Grand, Queen Street.

Toronto, Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a workship at 105 Berkley Street has
been let by H. S. Kaplan, .Architect. T5
Macdonnell .Avenue, to Schier & I^ch-
man, 9.3^i Grance .Avenue. Contracts
not yet awarded for plumbing, elevator
and sash steel sash. Estimated cost.
$.(.000.

In connection with the addition which
is being built at the premises of the
.Smith Manufacturing Company. 201
Front Street E.. the carpentry contract
has been awarded to Charles Fry. c'o W.
G. Burns, architect. 74 Indian Grove
.Avenue.

Residences

Dundas, Ont
Charles E. Dickson has purchased a

site on Sydenham Street for the erection
of a residence, and will have plans pre-
pared. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Edmonton. Alta.
Duncan C. Scott. Department of Ind-

ian .Affairs. Otttawa. will receive tenders
until noon, February 28th. for the erec-
tion of twenty houses for Enoch Ban.l-
Edmonton Agency. I'lans and speciti-
cations at the Dominion Lands Ofticc.
Edmonton, with George H. Race. .Agent.
Edmonton, and at the Department.
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Harrow, Ont.
The erection of a residence is being

considered by Louis Quick. Estimated
cost, $3,000.

Lanark, Ont.
Rev. R. A. Carey, Lanark, will receive

tenders until February ,5th for the erec-

tion of a residence. Architect, F. C.

Sullivan, Castle Building, Queen Street,

Ottawa.

London. Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resid-

ence to be built on Dufiferin .Avenue For
D. C. McNaughton, do McCormick
Manufacturing Company. .Architects,

Watt & Blackwell. Bank of Toronto
Building. Stucco construction, stone

and concrete foundation, shingle roofmg.

Estimated cost, $4,000.

James Black. c|o Grigg House, is con-

sidering the rebuilding of his residence,

which was recently destroyed by fire.

Estimated cost, $:!,000.

J. H. Wilkey, 537 Ontario Street, is

having plans prepared for a residence, es-

timated to cost $4,000. Ded pressed

brick construction, concrete foundation,

shingle roofing.

Plans arc to 1)e prepared for remodel-

ing four residences for Gootson Bros., 28

Maitland Street. Work will include

foundations, brick veneering, furnaces

and interior alterations. .Approximate

cost, $5,000.

W. Hill, manager of the Home Bank,

intends to have plans prepared for a re-

sidence to cost about $5,000.

Sutherland Bros., 73 Dundas Street,

are about to prepare plans for a resid-

ence, estimated to cost $3,500.

The erection of a residence is con-

templated by John Hayman & Sons, 32

Wellington Street. Plans will be pre-

pared. Estimated cost. $5,000.

Montreal, Que.
L. A. Jalbert, 345b Chambly Street,

is building four flats on Stadacona

Street, estimated to cost $3,500, .Arti-

ficial stone construction, concrete foun-

dation, felt and gravel roofing.

All work required in connection with

the flats which are being built on St,

Denis Street by J. A. Bray, 6375 Berri

Street, is being done by day labor.

Ottawa, Ont.
.Alexander Abraham. G19 Booth Street,

has commenced rebuilding his residence.

Work is being done by day labor.

Port Stanley, Ont.
Work is about to start on remodelling

a residence for Harley Taylor. Work
consists of interior alterations.

Sydney, N. S.

Tenders will be called m the spring

on the erection of a residence on Kings

Road for the Dominion Coal Company.
Architect, F. W. Spencer, 200 Charlotte

Street.

Toronto, Ont.
R. Doherty, 56 St. Andrews Gardens,

has commenced the erection of a resid-

ence at 481 Summerhill .Avenue. Mas-
onry and smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction, shingle roofing. Esti-

mated "cost, $3,000.

The Reliance Building Corporation.

Royal Bank Building, have commenced
the erection of a pair of residences at

Gerrard and Street and Glenmount Park
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Road. Smaller trades wll be let. Brick
construction, shingle, felt and gravel
roofing. .Approximated cost, $4,000.

Work has been started by R. J. Lin-
ton, 24 Howard Street, on the erection of

a residence at Iroquois and Cherokee
Avenues at the Island. Frame con-
struction, shingle roofing. Estimated
cost, $3,000.

Plans have been drawn for a pair of
residences to be built by J. Bennett, 143
Caledonia Road. Smaller trades will be
let. Brick construction, shingle, felt

and gravel roofing. Estimated cost,

.$3,500.

Work has been started by E. C. Hurl-
hurt. 44 Castlefield .Avenue, on the
erection of a residence in St. Stil)bard
Street. Sniallr trades will be let. Brick
construction, shingle roofing. Approxi-
mate cost, $3,000,

Wallaceburg, Ont.
Bert McKim is about to prepare plans

for a residence to be erected in the
spring at an approximate cost of $3,000.

Windsor, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resid-

ence to be built on Dougal Avenue for
William Weir, 111 Windsor Avenue.
Tenders on the construction will be re-

ceived until February 13th. Architects.
Leybourne & Sewell, Sandwich Street
E. Brick construction, concrete foun-
dation, shingle roofing. Approximate
cost, $5,000.

Mrs. G. Hallett. Langlois Avenue, is

having plans prepared for flats, estimated
to cost $8,000. Tenders on the construc-
tion will be received from February 8th
to 20th. Brick construction, shingle
roofing. Architects, Leybourne & Sewell,
Sandwich Street E.

Winthrop, Ont.
Thomas Wheatley, Seaforth, Out., is

preparing plans for a residence, esti-

mated to cost $4,000. Red pressed brick

construction, concrete and stone founda-
tion.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal, Que.

In connection with the residence which
is lieing built on La Salle .Avenue by J.

T. Legault, 30 St. James Street, the con-
tract for painting has been awarded to

R. Limoges, 51 Orleans .Avenue, and the

plumbing to W. Theriault, 283 William
David Street.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the flats in course of

erection for G. . W. Zwinge, 296 Madison
.Avenue:—brick work, Vilonga & Simon,
599 St. Christopher Street; plastering, Z.

Bouchard, 12 Bourget Street; painting.

Martin & Montgomery. 556 Madison
Avenue; heating and plumbing, E. Wil-
liams. 317 Marcil .Avenue. Roofing and
electrical work not yet awarded.

Ottawa, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence which is

being built on Grove Street for G. E.

McMenemv. 40 Roslyn .Avenue:—brick

work. F. W. Jackson. 790 Bronson Street;

roofing, .A. P. Herbert. 61.! .Albert Street;

beating. O'Hara Bros.. 170 James Street;

plum1)ing. H. Knox, Elgin Street. Plast-

ering not yet awarded.

The contract for heating and plumbing
required in connection with the residence
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which is being erected on Hopewell
Avenue by A. W. Davidson, 69 Grosve-
nor Street, has been let to Gervin & Lil-

lico, 1093 Bank Street, and the electrical

work to the Dominion Electric Construc-
tion Company, 477 Sparks Street.

Westboro, Ont.

J. A. Leech, Main Street, Highland
Park, is building a residence on Rich-
mond Road, estimated to cost $3,500. The
contract for electrical work has been
awarded to H. L. .Allan, 377 Somerset
Street, Ottawa. Brick veneer construc-
tion, concrete foundation, shingle roof-
ing.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Calgary, Alta.
Tenders on the sui)ply of switcliboard

equipment will be received until 1 p.m..

February 14th. l)y the City Clerk. J. M.
Miller. Specifications, etc., at office of
the City Electrical Engineer, City Hall.

Cedoux, Sask.
The Cedoux Kural Telephone Com-

pany have been empowered to borrow
$3,000 for the construction of their sys-
tem. Treasurer, C. Berma. Cedoux.

Dereham Township, Ont.
The Townshii) Council propose to in-

stal light and power systems as soon as
possible. Particulars from C. H. Den-
ton, Tillsonburg, Ont.

East Williams Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to se-

cure estimates from the Hydro Com-
mission on the cost of an electric line

from Granton to .Arkona. Clerk, W.
McCalluni, Nairn.

Elora, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

construction of an electric line to Salem
for the supply of power to that village

and intermediate points. Superintend-
ent, Henry Clarke.

Khedive, Sask.
Permission has l)een .yranlcd to llie

Khedive Rural Telcplionc Company to

borrow $6,500 for the construction of
their system. Treasurer. J. G. Farnum,
Khedive.

London, Ont.
The I'tilities Commission have decided

to purchase three 350 kv.a. transformers
and switchboards. Chairman. Philip
Pocock.

The Bell Telephone Company are pre-
paring plans for installing their lines in

underground conduits. Manager, C. H.
Beard.

The City Council have been petitioned
to construct an ornamental lighting sys-
tem on Wellington Boulevard. Clerk. S.

r.aker.

McGillivrary Township, Ont.
The Township Council have asked the

Hydro Commission for estimates on the
cost of a line through McGillivray from
Lucan to Grand Bend. Clerk, J. D.
Drummond. .Ailsa Craig.

North Vancouver, B. C.
Fire Chief Findlay has recommended

the installation of an alarm system of 35
boxes, or as an alternative, the purchase
of three pieces of motor equipment.
Municipal Clerk, J. Collins.
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Ontario Province.
The Canadian i'acilic Railway Tele-

phone Company, Montreal, propose to

run a new copjier wire line between I.on-

(l(in and Toronto.

St. Thomas, Ont.
I'hc Hydro IClectric Commission, City

Hall, are receiving ten<lers on the supply

of two transformers, T.V) kv. a., :i-phase.

Superintendent. K. 11. CouRhcll. City

Hall.

Tillsonburg, Ont.
The Town Council propose to extend

their system to supply linht and power

to farmers in the district. .Sui)erintcn<l-

ent, J. Teckoe.

Weldon. Sask.

The VVcldon lUiral Telephone Com-
pany, Ltd., propose to construct their

system as soon as possible. .Secretary,

( . O. HeffKVcit.

Fires

Cookville, N. B.

I'ire lias totally destroyed the barns

owned liy C. Fred Cook. Loss, $3,000,

no insurance.

Cormac, Ont.
St. .\nne's Church has been entirely

destroyed by lire. Loss, $10,000, insur-

ance, $-),000.

Esquimalt, B. C.

The premises of the Est|uinialt Brew-

ing (.'imipany on llie Viewlield Road have

lieen entirely destroyed l)y tire. Loss,

$20,000. The Company propose to re-

l)uild immediately on more substantial

lines.

Fort Frances. Ont.
The l)usiness block owned by the

Great West Supply Company and l\ J.

Strain has been destroyed by fire. Loss

to the former, $23,000.

Fort William, Ont.
[•"ire lias destroyed the boarding house

owned by l". 11. Roberts. 120 liethune

Street. Loss, about $!),000. partially

covered by insurance.

Fredericton, N. B.

The Presbytery has been damaged by

lire to the extent of about $4,.')00. which

is partly covered by insurance. Pastor,

Rev. J. K. D. Cowie.

Merritt, B. C.

The office building of the Middlcsboro

Collieries Ltd., has been destroyed by

lire. Loss. $10,000. partly insured.

Montreal, Que.
riie business block at !tl otre Dame

Street W., owned liy Tom Gallagher has

been damaged by tire to the extent of

between $10,000 and $1.">,000.

Morewood, Ont.
h'ire has completely destroyed the re-

sidence of .\rthur Swerdferger.

Pefferlaw, Ont.
I'ire has totally destroyed a barn owiic

b'ire has totally destroyed a barn

owned by Ouvid Godfrey.

Port Hope, Ont.
hire has destroyed the store and resid-

ence owned by .\lbert Hugh. Sullivan

Street. Loss is partialy covered by in-

surance.

Port Stanley, Ont.
hire has badly gutted the Hotel Loncy,

owned by .Arthur Sadlier. Loss tl.'i.tMM).

St. Honore, Que.
The Convent of the Sisters of Charity

has been destroyed by tire. Loss,

$1«,000, insurance, $13,000. The Con-
vent will be rebult.

Toronto, Ont.
hire has damaged the premises of K.

Barron Ltd., 724 Yonge Street. Loss
on building and contents, $2..'j00, covered
by insurance.

Damage to the extent of $."),000 has

been caused by lire at the premises at

Yonge and Richmond Streets, owned by
.Ambrose Kent & Sons, Ltd.. !.'»« Yonge
Street.

Wainwright, Alta.

Tlie mill of the Wainwright Milling

Company has been entirely destroyed by

lire. Loss, $3S,000, covered by insur-

ance.

Walkerton, Ont.
hire has completely destroyed two re-

sidences owned by Mrs. Wisler, West
End Bridge. Walkerton. Owner is con-

sidering rebuilding.

Waterloo, Que.
The Hotel Canada, owned by P. L.

Xadeau, has been damaged by lire.

tinental Life Building), and with the
Postmaster, New Glasgow.

Ottawa. Ont
The Dominion Department of Public

Works, Ottawa, will receive tenders until

4 p. m., February 15th, for sundry sup-

plies required by the Departmental
Dredging Plant in Ontario and Quebec,
including hardware, chain, paint and oils,

wire rope, steam pipe, valves and fittinKS.

Specifications at the Department.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Niagara Falls, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for supply of cast iron pipe to

Gartshore-Thonison Pipe & Foundry
Company. Stuart Sircel. Hamilton. Con-
tract for valves and brass work will he
let later.

Miscellaaeous

Hagersville, Ont.
brank Tyrrel, builder, is receiving

prices on all kinds of building material,

concrete mixers and woodworking mach-
inery.

Hull, Que.
The City Electrician, R. Trudel, has

recommended the purchase of an auto-

mobile truck, owing to the large territory

covered by the system. City Clerk, H.

Boulay.

London, Ont.
The Victoria .Amusement Company.

c|o G. Holding, Princess Winter Gatdcn,

have decided to instal an aerial swing,

erected on steel work and operated by

hydro power. Estimated cost. $:i,.'>00.

Lucan, Ont.
Frank Booth, do J. H. Walls, contem-

lilates the e<iuipment of his creamery

with new machinery at an estimated cost

of $7,000.

Montreal, Que.
Tenders on the supply and delivery of

asphalt will be received until noon, Feb-

ruary 21st, by the Board of Commis-
sioners. Spccilications at office of the

Superintendent of Purchases and Sales,

and the Engineers Department.

H. Paiement, builder. 1335 Gouin

Boulevard, is receiving prices on brick,

cement, steel, metal lath, store fronts,

star and double diamond glass, paint.

plumbing lixtures. reinforcing bars and

lumber.

New Glasgow, N. S.
, ,

Tenders on the construction of timbei;

lock gates and equipment will be re-

ceived until 4 p. m., February 28th. by

R C. Desrochcrs. Department of Public

VVorics, Ottawa. Plans and specifica-

tions at office of the District Engineers

at .Antigonish. N. S., Halifa.x. Montreal.

(Shaughnessy Ruilding), Toronto. (Con-

Construction of Largest Drydock Will

Require Use of Varied^ Plant

The new South Boston drydock is lo

be the largest in the country, being 12<K(

ft. by 149 ft. in over-all dimensions. .A

wide variety of plant, including cable-

ways, locomotive cranes, compressor
plant for drills, mixing plants, a variety

of floating plant, and. indeed, about
everything but steam shovels, will he
used by the Holbrook. Cabot & Rollins

Corporation in carrying out the contract.

.A dredge is already at work on the

site of the dock proper, and Morris ^•

Cummins, of New York, who have ihi'*

part of the work or a sub-contract, are

expected to bring up one of the biggest

dredges on the .Atlantic coast which can
handle 150,000 cu. yds. of material per
month, and which will make short work
of the 450,000 cu. yds. to be dredged from
the dock site proper and dumped at sea.

Two large areas of land, between
which lies the site of the dock and ap-

proach channel, have already been made
by filling in between recently construct-

ed bulkheads. The balance of this fill

will be made, after the dock is finished,

from the material dredged out of the

approach channel. This material will

also be used to complete the fill be-

tween the bulkheads and the dock walls,

after a heavy bank riprap to be excavated
from the dock floor has been placed

around the outside of the walls.

.About 85.000 cu. yds. of rock must be
excavated all over the dock floor. Con-
siderable saving has been effected in the

design by the plan of excavating be-

neath the walls only enough to secure a
solid foundation, a sloping blanket of
concrete joining the toe of each wall

to the floor concrete of the dock.
The Directors of the Port of Boston

designed the dock and will supervise its

construction. Edward F. McSweeney is

chairman and Roert E. Barrett chief en-
gineer. DeWitt C. Webb, civil engineer.

U. S. N., has been detailed by the Navy
Department at the request of the Boston
board to assist in the design and super-
vision of the work.
The contractors will spend the time

until the dock site is dredged assembling
plant. Then a cofferdam will be thrown
across the lower end of the site as in-

dicated, and the water pumped oat.

.Active work on removing the rock will

not start before the middle of next spring.

The work is under the direction of Mr.
Rollins, of the contracting firm, but the
name of the man who will have direct

charge of the construction has not yet
been given out.



Tenders and For Sale Department

TENDER
Annual City Supplies

Sealed tenders will be received by tbe under-

sit;t.<xl, addressed to Chester S. VValters, Lscj

Mayor, chairman Hoard of Control, City Hall,

Hamilton, Out., up to live o'clock p.m. on Wed-
nesday. March 1st, 1916. for supplying the Cor-

lunation of the Cily of Hamilton with the fol

lowing :- -

Cement; Broken Stone and Screenings; l,imt-

stoiie Dust; .\sphalt; .Asphalt .Sand; San<l

and (".ravel; Vitrified lirick ; Creosoted Wood-
en lilocks; Lumber; Sewer Pipe; Sewer

lirick; l.ime; Castings (Ordinary and Spe-

cial); Iron Pipe; Hydrants; Valves; Ex-

tension Hoxes; I.ead Pipe; Pig I.ead; Rub-

ber Hose; Rubber Hoots; Road Oil; Lubri-

cating Oil; KUix; Fuel Oil; Coal Oil; Gaso-

line; Concrete and (iarbage Duck Covers;

Mass lirooms; Sectional Sweepers; lirass

Work, including ordinary and special brass

castings for Water Department; Hardware.

Tenders to be on forms .supplied, and plainly

marked on the outside "Tender for Cement," or

as the case may be.

Siiecil'ications and form of tender for all of

the above can be obtained at the office of the

City Engineer, Hamilton, Ont.

A marked cheque for 10 per cent, of the amount
of tender (unless otherwise stated in specifica-

tions), payable to W. R. Leckie, City Treasurer,

must accompany each tender, which will be for-

feited should the tenderer and his sureties fail

to e.\ecute contract within four days after no-

tice of acceptance by the City.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

""•''
S. H. KENT,

City Clerk.

Hamilton, January 28th, 191(5. T)

Separate scaled tenders, addressed to the un-

dersigned, will be received at this office until 4

p.m., on Tuesday, February 16, 1918, for the

supply of: "Drooms and Dnishes," Chain,
_

"Coal," "Hardware," "Hose," "Oils and Greases,

"Packing," "Paint and Paint Oils," ' Manilla

Rope," "Wire Rope" and "Steam Pipe, Valves

and Fittings." for the requirements of the De-

partmental Dredging Plant in Ontario and Que-

bec during the fiscal year 1916-1917.

Each tender must be sent in a separate en-

velope and endorsed: "Tender for Hardware, On-
tario and Quebec," "Tender for Chain, Ontario

and Quebec," etc., etc., as the case may be.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed

forms supplied, and signed with their actual sig-

natures. These forms can be obtained at the

Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honorable the Minister of Pub-

lic Works, for amount stated in form of tender,

which will be forfeited if the person tendering

decline to enter into a contract when called upon
to do so. or fail to complete the contract. If

the tender be not accepted the cheque will be
returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, January 21, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-

ment if they insert it without authority from the

Department.—90556. 4-5

Secretary.

Tenders Wanted
Sealed tenders for all trades, with the excep-

tion of structural steel, in connection with the

erection of the New Princess Theatre, Toronto,
will be received until 5 p.m., Saturday, February
12, 1916, at the office of the undersigned.

Structural steel tenders will close at 5 p.m.,

Saturday, February 5, lOlG.

Tenders to be submitted on forms to be sup-

plied.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of Charles J. Read, Rooms 20a-4 Con-
federation Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

C. HOWARD CRANE, Architect,

CHARLES J. READ, Associate Architect.
4-5-0

Sealed tenders addresse<l to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Lock Gates at East
River Lock, N.S.," will be received at this office

until 4 p.m., on Monday, February 28, 1916, for

the construction of Timber Lock Gates and their

equipment for tlie East River Lock, near New
Glasgow, Pictou County, N.S.

Plans and forms of contract can be seen and
specification and forms of tender obtained at this

Department, and at the offices of the District

Engineers at Antigonish, N.S. ; Halifax, N.S.

;

Shaughnessy Building, Montreal, P.Q. ; Confed-
eration Life Building, Toronto. Ont., and on
application to the Postmaster at New Glasgow,
N.S.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed
forms supplied, and signed with their actual

signatures, stating their occupations and places

of residence. In the case of firms, the actual

signature, the nature of the occupation, and
place of residence of eacli member of the firm

must be given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of

Public Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

the amount of the tender, which will be forfeited

if the person tendering decline to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so, or fail to

complete the work contracted for. If the tender
be not accepted the cheque will be returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

NOTE.—Blue prints can be obtained at the
Department of Public Works by depositing an
accepted bank cheque for the sum of $20.(X),

made payable to the order of the Honourable the
Minister of Public Works, which will be re-

linned if the intending bidder submit a regular
bid.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Oeparttnent of Public Works,
Ottawa. January 27, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-
ment if they insert it without authority from the
I >ei)artnient.—915Sa. 5-6

For Sale

Large manufacturing company in the United
States specializing in concrete machinery wants
to sell outright a full set of drawings, patterns,
and other information in reference to building
and marketing concrete mixers. Good oppor-
tunity for Canadian manufacturer. Box 296,

I Contract Record and Engineering Review, To-
I ronto, Ont. 4-C

POSITIONS VACANT

t\i\- ENGI.VEER WANTED.—.Applications
for position of city engifieer will be received until
March 1st, 1918. Salary, $1,800 per annum. Send
copies, not originals, of references, etc. Jos.
.VfcCavtney. City Clerk, Gait, Ont. ."Mi

AGENTS WANTED
Canadian sales agents wanted by large com-

pany manufacturing road making and contractors'
machinery. Box 297, Contract Record and En-
gineering Review, Toronto, Ont. 4-7

Late News Items

Amherstburg, Ont.
The Town Council have instructed

Mayor .\uld to secure prices on the sup-
ply of a switchboard and transformers.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until 5 p.m., March 1st. on the sup-
ply of materials for building, roadways
and waterworks construction. Specifica-

tions at office of the City Engineer.

London, Ont.
The City Council propose to lay a

large number of pavements this season,
at an approxiinate cost of $75,000. En-
gineer, H. A. Brazier.

Plans are being prepared for remodel-
ling the Hall of the Salvation .\nTiy.

Work will include a new front, metal ceil-

ings, boilers for steam heating and seat-

J

ing. .\rchitect. Brigadier G. Miller, Al-
bert Street, Toronto. Approximate cost,

$15,000.

The Hydro Commissioners propose to
spend $12,000 on the purchase of meters
and other devices and to construct steel

towers, wires and cables at an estimated
cost of $2-1,000. General manager, E. V.
Buchanan.

Montreal, Que.
Fire has destroyed the business block

at 238-242 St. James Street. Loss. $8,000.

The owners are an Estate in England
and nothing will be done until w6rd is

received from them.

Tenders on the supply of round elm,
round maple, douglas fir and hemlock
railway ties will be received until noon,
February 10th, by the Secretary to the
Harbor Commission, David Sheath, 57

1

Common Street. Specifications at office J
of the Engineer, F. W. Cowie.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence on Marlowe Street for
A. H. Brittain. 3 St. Nicholas Street, has
been awarded to Anglin's Limited, 65
Victoria Street, and work has been start-

ed. Brick construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Department of Public Works have

let the contract for the construction of
a retaining wall and other works in «on-
nection with the Customs Building to
P. Lyall & Sons Construction Company,
Limited, 120 St. James Street, Montreal.
.Approximate cost. $22,630.

i
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Give the Engineer Authority
"The proof showed that some of the employees

under the engineers of the city had no com-
petency wliatever. They were appointed without

the sanction or knowledge of the engineers, who
had no authority to ilismiss them nr to deal with

them in any way at all."

The above statement is made by Mr. Justice Cro-
ciiiet in a ju(l{>ment just handed down in Montreal, in

which it had been shown tlial the city had lost $80,000
on one single sewer contract as a result of incomipe-
tence and inadequate inspection due to lack of author-
ity of the head of this department to remedy these
matters. It was further shown that the chief engineer
fhad tried to rid his department of one especialK- un-
desiral)le insijector, but that the latter was reinstated
by council. Being dismissed a second time, this in-

spector then procured a letter from the Mayor of Mont-
real "ordering" his re-reinstatement.

Yet, in the face of these circumstances, Justice

Cro(|uet comments, "when anything goes wrong the

chief engineer is the first man who is sought out and
held responsible."

And how many of our municipalities could honestly
throw stones at Montreal? I.sn't this just typical of

conditions in numberless cities and towns all over the

Dominion ? Aren't our engineers continually subjected
to the i)etty authority of temporary elective officials

who secure their brief hold on office, nine times out
of ten, through "influence" of one kind or another?
Don't we every day watch the humiliating spectacle of

the trained, competent and efficient man subjected to

the whims and made the tool, of some miserable party
grafter? To the man who appreciates fair play and
honest dealing it is a sickening sight to see our na-
tional honor so often apparently made subsidiary to

the expediency of rascals, to see dishonesty overrule
honesty, incompetence dominate competence, and ig-

norance browbeat knowledge.
There is no shadow of doubt that infinitely more

of our municipal undertakings fail through interference
of councils, mayors, etc., than through any fault

of the engineers in charge of construction or oj>era-

tion. This fact is not sufficiently well known to the

The latest statement of Dotninion finances,

covering the period from April 1, 1915, to Feb-

ruary 1, 1916, shows an increase in revenue from
all sources of approximately $30,000,000 as com-
pared with the same period a year ago. Also,

expenditures have been reduced by $18,500,000.

Our revenue position for 10 months is therefore

improved to the extent of $48,500,000 as compared
with the same period of 1916, or at the rate of

$58,200,000 a year.

average citizen, however. He is so saturated with the

• conviction, the product no doubt of his political ex-

perience, that all men of that type are grafters, that

he does not recognize in the engineer a different class

of individual. Why is this? Largely because honesty
and ability and modesty go together. The engineer is

not an advertiser. He is not a public-spirited man in

the usual sense—perhaps not public-spirited enough.
His work and studies absorb his whole time. Politics,

like golf, is, he believes, a game for the leisurely

classes.

We believe this has got to change. The engineer
must assert himself. His ability, his knowledge, his

experience, his training in making impartial judgments,
must be advertised. He must do it himself, too, even
as others, without these same wares in stock, neverthe-
less advertise them just the same. The world values
a man, after all, largely at his own estimate—must do
so until at least they have a chance to form their own
judgments—and therefore it appears to be the plain

duty of the engineer to be more self-confident, more
assertive, more aggressive, more insistent of his ability

to do well what others, badly equipped, arc doing badly.
When this Kuropean war is over a bigger one will

begin—it will be a war of efficiency. From the lowest
ranks to the highest office in this new army there will

be no place for the incompetent, or—we lose. Is our
system of government—municipal, provincial. Domin-
ion—as at present constituted, likely to make Canada
a factor in such a war?
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Montreal Good Roads Congress

As already announced in an eaiiier issue of the

Contract Record, the third Canadian and Interna-

tional Good Roads Congress will be held at Sohmer
Park Montreal, from Monday, March 6, until Fri-

day. March 10. The decision to hold the congress in

war time wa.s reached by the committee on two

grounds—first, that the provincial governments are

continuing their good roads policy, and that there-

fore the interchange of views on roadmaking should

not be interrupted ; and, second, because of the slogan

of the Association, which is "Good roads are a na-

tional asset, and form part of the defence works of a

nation." The aims and objects of the congress are to

interest the people at large in the principle of good

roads, and to disseminate knowledge regarding the

best methods of securing them. To this end the

programme of the congress will year by year become
less general and more specific, so that, instead of

vaguely advocating the merits of good roads, the

addresses will be chiefly by speakers particularly

qualified to discuss the various aspects of roadmaking

—finance, legislation, traffic, location, drainage, foun-

dations, wearing surfaces, binders, maintenance, equip-

met, municipal improvements, bridges, culverts, and

so on. Some thirty thousand invitations are being

sent out, and plans are being prepared to accommodate
at least two thousand delegates from various points

in Canada. Sohmer Park is one of the largest and

most commodious buildings in the city of Montreal.

The ground floor of 25,000 square feet will be given

over to the Good Roads Exhibition being held in con

nection with the congress, where practically every-

thing involved in the making of roads will be on dis-

play. A large convention hall upstairs will provide

ample space for the business and educational sessions

of the congress. Further information may be ob-

tained from Mr. George A. McNamee, secretary-

treasurer. Dominion Good Roads Association, Mon-
treal.

to facilitate the pul)lication of the data in a uniform

way and promptly. The net result of these informal

discussions will be that in the near future. Canada
will be completely covered by efficient and effective

organizations charged with the responsibility for in-

vestigating, in the most complete and comprehensive
manner consistent with the dictates of economy, the

water resources of the Dominion."—M. James White
before C. S. C- E., annual meeting.

Canadian Waterpower Researches

"Substantial progress has been made by the var-

ious organizations of the Dominion and Provincial

Governments in investigating the water resources of

the Dominion. The only province that is not now pro-

vided with some form of water resources investiga-

tion is New Brunswick, but negotiations, now under

way, will probably lead to some satisfactory arrange-

ment in the near future. Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

Alberta and British Columbia have permanent syste-

matic hydrographic organizations under the direction

oi the Minister of the Interior. Ontario is gradually

being covered by the hydraulic division of the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Power Commission. Quebec is being

looked after by the Quebec Streams Commission and

the chief engineer of Hydraulic Forces. In Nova
Scotia there is a co-operative agreement between the

Dominion Water Power Branch of the Department of

the Interior and the Nova Scotia Water Power Com-
mission. The field investigations of these organiza-

tions are being published in a very satisfactory form,

although there has been some delay in publishing the

data promptly, following the completion of the cal-'

cndar or water year, as the case may be. The chief

engineer's of the above organizations have had several

informal conferences with a view to co-ordinating,

systematizing and standardizing their work, and also

The Kaministiquia Power Company
For completeness of installation and continuity of

service the Kaministiquia Power Company has few-

equals, in hydro-electric power developing stations in

Canada to-day. The plant is .situated at Kakabeka
Falls, and delivers its entire output to the twin cities

of Port Arthur and l""ort William. These cities, at

the head of Lake Superior, occupy a strategical posi-

tion in the commerce of Canada, being the transfer

point between the east and west. West-bound mer-

chandise is here transferred from boat to rail, or

stored for delivery during the winter months, and

east-bound grain, forest and mineral, raw products

forming the return cargo are transferred from rail to

boat. The transfer facilities required to handle this

immense traffic must necessarily be the most reliable

obtainable. Electricity has been almost totally used

;

power being obtained from the Kaministiquia Power
Company.

After nine years of operation the company shows
a record for service continuity that, we believe, is

not surpassed by any other plant in Canada. Trouble,

inconvenience, or delay from ice, backwater, or water
shortage, are unknown, and from all causes the total

interruptions to the system have not exceeded twenty
minutes in any one year. During the past year this

record was reduced to four minutes.

The plant, which is now complete, has a total

development of approximately 30,000 h. p. The or-

iginal installation was commenced in 1905, was en-

larged in 1911, and completed in 1915- The details

of additions, which consist of a reinforced concrete

aqueduct one and a quarter miles long ; the installa-

tion of butterfly valves as headgates to penstocks,

with their control apparatus ; erection of a steel pen-

stocJ<, a 12,500 h. p. turbine, and a 9,375 kv.a. generator

with the necessary transformers, switching apparatus,

etc., are explained in detail elsewhere in this issue.

Plan to Dredge New Inner Harbor Channel
at Victoria, B.C.

Plans for a channel that will afford an entirely

new passage into the inner harbor at Victoria, B. C,
were discussed at the ninth annual meeting of the V ic-

toria Inner Harbor Association, held in that city on
January 11. A. F. Mitchell, acting district engineer

of the Dominion Government, outlined plans which
the government j)roposes to follow during the pre-

sent year in opening up a new channel with a width
of 300 feet and a low water depth of 20 feet, by im-
proving what is known as the Northwest passage.
Borings have been made, it is reported, which show
that in dredging for the new channel no rock would
be encountered. This condition is expected to greatly

reduce the cost of the work, as well as to expedite the

construction.
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Efficiency in Municipal Engineering
Importance of intensive studies of the organization, cost of operation and efficiency

of service in connection with civic undertakings—Give the engineer a freer hand

By R. O. Wynne Roberts"

WHATEVER miKht have l)ecn the conditions

ill the past, there can scarcely be any doubt

in the minds of public men to-day that the

])aramount need now is true economy. En-

,t;iiiecnnf4, ris^htly interpreted, consists in the economi-

cal utilization of forces and materials of nature for

the attainment of specific results. To do more than

is ])rndently necessary is not engineering. For ex-

ample, a seweraf^e scheme will entail engineering abil-

ity whether the dimensions of the sewer are exces-

sively large or legitimately adequate, but the en-

gineer who had imbibed the si)irit which .should dom-
inate his ])rofession will aim at an economical solution

of tlie problem which he has to study. Every ex-

pense should be justified by results, although it is not

always possible to make them tangible at the time.

Suppose an electric lighting scheme is undertaken

and the question arises as to whether the boiler and

engine room .should be built large enough for probable

future requirements. To build a house sufificient for

the present needs would cost, say. $50,000. but to ])ro-

vidc for the next ten years would mean an additional

e.\penditure of, say, $10,000. The engineer might

find it easy to persuade the authority that the extra

$10,000 should not be spent, although in five years'

time it may cost $15,000 to furnish the same addi-

tional accommodation. It is reasonable to argue that

the present ratepayers should be saddled only with

the cost of the works which they actually want. This

attitude is commendable so long as it is not pu.shed

too far. The accommodation may be required sooner,

and the works will have to be disturbed by l)uilding

operations. The expenditure of $10,000 at present

would at 5 ))er cent, compound interest amount to

about $12,763 in five years' time, whereas the cost of

l)uilding at the end of that period would be, .say,

$15,000; consequently as a "business proposition it

would be more economical to build now and save

$2,237;

A Burden on Posterity

On the other hand, there is a temptation to incur

liabilities at present and spread tlic cost over a long

period—sometimes longer than the lifetime of the

plant. This of course impo.ses a burden on posterity

in the acceptance of which they have had no voice,

and, furthermore, they must in some instances con-

tinue to pay for some plant or work which has be-

come worn out, obsolete, or is in some other manner
<if no value to them. Efficiency and equity in such

cases are matters of great imi)ortance to the civic fin-

anciers, as the load should be borne by those who en-

joy the service.

The businesses of street pavement construction

and maintenance are of great importance, because the

<|uality of a civic administration may in a measure be

judged by the condition of the streets and lanes. An
average householder desires to maintain a present-

able front-walk and doorstep, although the back yard

may be .somewhat neglected. In a like manner the

city authorities generally like to have the streets ap-

pear good—sometimes even at the partial abandon -

• Consulting Enifineer. Toronto.

nient of other civic essentials. The subject of pave-

ments would be sufficient for a series of articles, be-

cause efficiency depends upon the selection of the pav-

ing materials, the nature of the foundation, traffic,

gradient, foothold, durability, facility of repairs, etc.

I'.ut in general the pavement work should be of the

higher quality suitable for specific conditions.

Owing to the lack of judgment on the part of some
authorities, and to the persuasive ability of agents in

inducing the authorities to adopt some form of pave-

ment, the choice of materials has not always been for-

tunate, and, as a result, the efficiency of the adminis-

tration has been impugned.

Persuasive Powers of Agents

In certain instances the persuasive powers .,i agcnt.s

have more than counterbalanced the advice of the en-

gineers. The selection of the paving materials for dif-

ferent streets should ordinarily depend upon the cost

of construction, life, interest and repayment of loan.

the cost of repairs and cleansing. The character of

the street demands some consideration, for while a

high-class sett pavement may have the lowest annual

cost, it would be unsuitable for a high-class business

(juarter or a residential district Wood pavements
have many virtues when the timber is thoroughly creo-

.soted, but, unfortunately, efficiency in this respect is

not the rule, which is greatly to be regretted', because

Canada is so bountifully supplied with lumber that it

would seem to be the natural paving material, whereas

at i)rcsent the bulk of the bituminous compounds used

for paving work arc imported. When timber is prop-

erly selected, efficiently i)ickled and carefully laid, it

makes a good i)avement of great durability.

Efficiency does not particularly apiiertain ti> new
works; it may have a pronounced effect on the rates

when considered in its connection with ordinary daily

routine work. The average ratepayer is willing to see

new works carried on, as it connotes progress and de-

velopment ; but w hen the time comes for the account

to be paid in the form of demand notes for rates and

ta.xes he then looks around for opportunities to

economize, and perchance he may discover a place for

the pruning knife. .\fter a long personal experience

in municipal administration in various capacities, the

writer can assert that economy effected by the elec-

toral i)runing shears is rarely the most advisable. This

does not mean that retrenchment should not be made.
but that which may appeal to the public is not ne-

cessarily true economy. The search for economy
should be made in all directions, so as to get as near

one hundred cents' worth of service for a dollar as is

possible, run the civic machinery at the lowest practic-

able cost, and at the same time a.ssure that efficiencv

is not sacrificed. No municipal business can be op-

crated like a dry goods store, because in the latter

case the concern is managed by one mastermind, l>ut

in the former, since municipal matters are managed on
the democratic principle, there are as many minds as

there arc ratepayers. Rut municipal business, not-

withstanding this difficulty, can be carried on efficiently

if the chief officials are given a free hand, and money
can thereby be saved in many ways. Efficiency will
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be secured provided the engineer is always allowed to

think out carefully his plan of operation, and—what is

still more important—that he is permitted to carry

out his ideas without interference. If he succeeds,

then he should receive public commendation ; if he
fails, then there is room for another engineer in his

place. But failure will occur in very few instances

under such circumstances. The writer on several oc-

casions has been given a free hand to carry out work
and, having the confidence of his Council and carrying

great responsibilities imposed in this manner, he de-

voted every effort to retain such confidence, and suc-

ceeded, receiving public votes of thanks and something
tangible for his service. Furthermore, efficiency was
established and appreciable economies were effected.

This statement is not put forward as a symptom of

egotism, but as an argument for greater confidence in

the engineer and the beneficial results which would
accrue therefrom.

Ways of Economizing

There are different channels by which economies

may be effected. One of them is through the store

department. A city needs a large variety of stores,

but it may not be in a position to emplcn- a purchasing-

agent. It can, however, always keep a store and a

store-keeper. Stores should be standardized, and a

schedule should be prepared giving particulars of the

requirements of each kind. Much might be said about
standardizing stores, and the advantages of such an

arrangement, but it may be stated that very tangible

savings have been effected in this manner. One so-

ciety in Canada has found it possible to save a large

l)ercentage on their printing account by changing their

methods of placing orders. It is surprising what
quantity of stores are required by an average city, and
what they cost in the aggregate. It is by virtue of the

stores department instituted by Baron Shaughnessy
and copied by Sfime .\merican cities that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company are able to keep the annual
expenditure of money on materials under effective con-
trol. It was pointed out at a recent meeting of the

Toronto branch of the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers that Canadian bags of cement ordinarily

weighed 87 pounds and American bags 94 pounds. As
one cubic foot of cement is usually assumed to weigh
from 94 to 100 pounds, and constitutes the basis of con-
crete mixtures, it is easily seen that if Canadian bags
are used then from 7 to 13 pounds of cement (accord-
ing to the standard adopted ) are saved by the contrac-

tors. It is important that the stores should be care-

fully organized and operated, for a badly managed
store department might easily nullifj' efforts to econ-
omize.

Efficiency in Operation of Plants

Efficiency in the operation of ])umping and lighting

I)lants is an important matter. Most operating en-

gineers contend that they run their plant at least as

economically as others do. Such a claim, however, is

not very great when the details of the operating costs
of different installations are analysed- The writer
not long since had occasion to examine the returns
from a number of electric lighting plants and it was
surprising to note the great difference in the quantity
of coal consumed per kilowatt of electricity sold. There
are, of course, many conditions which contribute to
such varied results, over which the engineer may have
but little control. In one instance it was ascertained
that the boiler settings were defective ; in another, local

inferior coal was used under imfavorable conditions.

Notwithstanding these facts, it is essential that all

points should be thoroughly investigated and properly

adjusted if the rate-payers are to receive value for their

money. Oil engines are popular for operating water

pumps. It frequently occurs that the quantity of oil

consumed per million foot-gallons is excessive. Take
a case where one million gallons are raised daily to a

total height of 200 feet, which is ecpiivalent to 200 mil-

lion foot-gallons per day, or 73,000 million foot-gallons

per annum. The pumps are operated, say. 15 hours

per day, or 5,475 hours per annum. The efficiency of

the engine will be about 85 per cent., and of a turbine

pump about 75 per cent., so the combined efficiency

equals 63.75 per cent. The brake horse power will be

200,000.000 X 10— — =90 B. h. p.

15x60x33,000x0.75
The oil consumption is generally guaranteed at two-
thirds of a pint per brake horse power hour, and there-

fore the quantity per year will be
B.h.p. Pints Hours
90 X .66 X 5475

=41,060 gallons.

8 pints

But suppose the oil consumption was actually tiiree-

quarters of a pint, then the annual quantitv used would
be

90 X 0.75 X 5475
=46,660 gallons.

8

an excess of 5,600 gallons, which rc])resents a good
sum.

Examine Machinery Periodically

There are many instances where the oil consump-
tion is one pint and over per brake horse power hour.

While it would appear that the oil used would be ex- I

cessive, it mav be taken as an indication that in other I

respects the efficiency was low- It is very desirable

that engines should be indicated at frequent intervals

and the cylinders and pistons thoroughly overhauled.

Pumps should also be periodically examined and main-
tained in good condition.

Again, the slip in manv pumping plants is high.

The average slippage of all pumps in service in Chi-

cago in 1911 was estimated at 15 per cent., while in

other cities it is much higher. Slippage should not

exceed, sa}'. 5 per cent, before steps are taken to

rectify the defects. It is palpable that the rate-pay-

ers lose heavily by allowing pumps to simply churn
ten per cent, or more of the water. Slippage in met-

ers is another serious item of loss, because if the slip

is ten per cent, or more, as occurs in certain cities, then

the revenue in those cases is that much less than it

ought to be.

Returning to the fuel consumption, it was found in

one district where the coal was reasonably cheap that

the cost of that fuel per million foot-gallons ranged
from two to eight cents, while the total cost of pump-
ing ran from 5 to 21.35 cents. Take another power
cost; the electrical energy used in one place cost l-)4

cents per million foot-gallons, and in another it

amounted to about 20 cents. It is scarcely necessary

to state that there is room for greater efficiency in the

latter instance.

The question of what power to employ depends
u|)on a few considerations, such as the size of the plant,

type of pump installed, period of pumping, cost of fuel
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or energy, quantity of water and the height to which
it lias to be raised, and so on.

As another line of investigation, the cost of street

lighting might he considered. Almost all cities, es-

pecially in North America, are desirous of maintaining
their "white ways"—namely, streets which arc illimi-

inalcd jjrilliantly and artistically because it is thought
that they constitute an attractif)n and an advertisement.
It is questionable whether the rate-payers receive an
ade(|uate return for such investment. Besides, effi-

I'cient street lighting involves the question of how to
obtain the most light for the least ex])enditure of
money and how all parts of a city are to receive their

due share of lighting. Cluster lights arc popular and
no doubt add to the appearance of an important street,

but the cost of lighting by these means is high when
considered from the viewpoint of expenditure per foot-

candle per square yard of street surface lighted or per
any other standard. It is of course rea.sonable to ex-
pect business houses to incur considerable expenditure
of money on exterior and interior lighting so as to

make their premises attractive—that is a legitimate in-

vestment, on which tliey exijcct amiile returns; which
: may be another way of interpreting efficiency, and in

tlie case of a city, efficiency from a monetary stand-
point should also come first. This does not exclude
the proposition of the l)rilliant lighting of certain
streets, but it does impose a duty on the administra-
tion of getting that standard of illumination at the
most econcjmical cost. This subject has occupied the
minds of eminent authorities at I'hiladelphia, I.ondon,
Ciiicago, Calcutta, etc.

Refuse Collection

Refuse collection and disposal is another line of

stiidv worthv of close examination. The writer is

fully aware of the different conditions in cities, .such a.H

compactness of the areas served, distance of haulaf^c,
weight of loads, composition of the refuse, whether
garbage, ashes and rubbish are separated, and if street
cleaning is attended to by the same team.

An analy.sis of the statistics which are available re-
veals a great difference in the cost ; garbage collection
costs from 6 to 27 cents per capita per annum, Winni-
peg occupying an average position on the list. Ashes
collection cost from 4 cents at Winnipeg to 73 cents
at Boston per capita per annum. The problem in this
case consists in the arrangement of the routes so that
the teams and men are efficiently employed-

Allow the Engineer a Free Hand
Enough has been stated to show the importance of

intensive studies of the organization, the co.st of opera-
tions, and the efficiency of service, in connection with
civic undertakings. Thrift is inculcated by our states-
men and advocated by all, but it requires a close in-

vestigation into the administration of various depart-
ments to obtain the maximum of efficiency at the min-
imum of expenditure.

Inasmuch as the functional importance of efficiency
is as a rule a part of the engineer's training, it is mani-
fest that it would be of advantage all round if en-
gineers were allowed greater freedom in the manage-
ment of the affairs of their municipahties. It would
be invidious to- refer to the excellent work done in this
direction by engineers, but any one who desires infor-

mation on the point can easily obtain it by studying
the engineering journals. The fact that not much is

heard of the achievements of engineers in this connec-
tion is probably due to their professional attitude. If

they were gifted (?) with some of the attributes of
))oliticians we should hear more of their work.

Petitcodiac Bridge, Moncton, N. B.
New steel structure to replace old wooden one— Specially designed to withstand
destructive effects of tides and ice floes—Substructure will cost $200,000

By H. Bruce Jefferson

Oil June 30th, the Provincial Government of New
Brunswick let to Messrs. Engineers and Contractors,
Limited, Nova Scotia, a contract for the substructure
of a new highway bridge across the Petitcodiac River
at Moncton, N.B. The present bridge now in use at
this site is a wooden Bhurr arch-truss, built in 1S71-72.
It replaced a former wooden bridge which had been
completed in 1867. after being four years under con-
struction, and which was carried out two years later
by the Saxby Gale. Several spans of the present
bridge were also carried out by a heavy gale in the
niiieties. The foundations of both these previous
bridges were round timber cribwork piers, filled with
nibble stone.

The provincial engineer, Mr. A. R. Wetmore, in

designing the new structure, determined to make it

absolutely permanent, and consequently found it

necessarj- to secure a solid rock foundation for the
mid-river piers. These piers were especially designed
by the provincial engineer to minimize, so far as pos-
sible, the destructive effect upon the substnicture by
the heavy ice floes and bergs during the winter
months, which are moved about with great violence by
the strong tides and currents. These tides and cur-
rents present some of the principal difficulties in con-
nection with the present work. 'Phe rise and fall of the
water in the river is about twenty feet at neap
tides and thirty feet at spring tides, and on the in-

FlB. I. P»rt of side elevation Monclon Undue thowing end span-3 centre «p«n» ilmlUr to »p«n .^ not shown Tot»I length ol bridge 17»7 n. Not*
relative slu of present and new piers.
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Fig. 2.- Pier B and north abutment.

coming tide, occurs within a space of about three

hours. The tide flows with a velocity of about ten

knots per hour, both up and down stream, Another
circumstance which adds to the difificulties, from an
engineering standpoint, is the regular appearance,

twice every twenty-four hours, oi the phenomenon
known as the "Bore," a species of tidal wave which
presents a solid wall of water four to six feet high.

This heavy tidal action results in further serious diffi-

culties owing to the fact that fhe water carries in ,sus-

l)ension a large amount of mud which settles thickly

upon the work at every low tide.

The accompanying illustrations show the general
nature of the ground and the extent of the work re-

((uired. Pier B (Fig. 2) is situated on the north bank
of the river on the Westmorland County shore. The
ground was excavated to a depth of about 12 feet,

after which sheet-piling was placed and the remaining
excavation cleared by means of pumps. It was then
])iled and capped with a concrete footing course to

elevation 58. From elevation 58 to elevation 76, the

bridge seat, the pier is of granite with concrete heart-

ing. A similar method of construction was followed
with the north abutment (Fig. 2), with the excep-
tion that the latter structure is built entirely of con-
crete. For the south abutment, which has been
completed, an excavation was made to solid rock,

with sheet piling and i)umps, and a footing
course of concrete employed as in the case of Pier B,
granite being used from elevation 60 to elevation 76.

The foundation for Pier No. 4 (Fig. 3), was secured
upon solid rock, and a birch grillage laid to elevation
44. From elevation 44 to the bridge seat, 76, the pier

is granite with a concrete hearting.

An examination conducted by the contractors, with

the aid of divers and a set of systematic soundings,

revealed the situation, at the site of Pier No. 3, to be
somewhat different from what was expected as the

result of earlier surveys. It had been the original in-

tention to place this pier bj' the vise of the compressed
air method, referred to later in the case of Piers Nos.
1 and 2. Through this examination, however, it was
discovered that the rock ledge at this point was very
uneven and in one place, about the centre of the pier,

came to within a few feet of the low water mark. As
a result of this discovery, it was decided to make an
effort to place the foundation with an open timber
caisson, fitted to the clean rock bottom. The con-

tractors built this caisson on the Moncton side of the

river, and around it constructed an outer casing allow-
ing a space between, two and a half feet wide, for a
puddle chamber. This caisson was launched (Fig. 4),

taken across the river, placed in ])osition and ballasted

with iron rails to hold it to the bottom. The puddle,
consisting of horse manure, clay and other similar

material, was then placed in the chamber, and to pre-

vent washing by the out-going and in-coming tides,

the top was covered with bags filled with gravel.

Pumps were then put to work, and one section was

Fig. 3.—Pier No. 4 completed.

Fig. 4.— Launching caisson for pier No. 3.

dried and the concrete placed. It was, however, some
five or six weeks after the caisson was placed in posi-

tion before the foundation was finally completed, ow-
ing to the fact that, for some unknown reason, the bar
below the site of the bridge "made up" and held a
greater depth of water than usual at low tide by about
three feet. This resulted in such an increase of pres-

sure that, after pumping down a short distance,

"blows" repeatedly occurred, letting the water in, and
it was only with the greatest difficulty that the founda-
tion was finally secured. It was only possible to work-

about four hours each tide, which, of course, added
to the general difficulty of the situation.

The construction of Piers Nos. 1 and 2 will ni^)t

be inidertaken until the spring of 1916. Recent bor-
ings show that a solid rock foundation can be secured
for Pier No. 1 at a depth of eight}' feet from the bridge
seat, or forty feet below low water level. In the case
of Pier No. 2, it is eJcpected that the foundation will

be secured about ten feet nearer the bridge seat. The
contractors propose to secure these foundations by the
compressed air method, working only at low tide,

thus reducing, as far as possible, the enormous risk

of carrying on work of this nature in such swiftly
flowing water.

The contract was let by the Provincial Government
on Jimc 30th, 1915, and the contractors immediately
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prepared the ground for tlie crectif)n of their extensive

plant. 'l"o facilitate the work, a sjmr railway line was
i)uilt from the lnterc()lf)nial Railway yards to the

northern end of the bridge, a distance of abmit 2,000

feet , low ground near the yard being apj)roached by
a trestle 300 feet in length. At the bridge end an-

other wooden trestle was built u[)on which cars i)ro-

viding gravel for the company's (j])erations are run
and unloaded. .All material is conveyed from the north
shore to the various structures by a steel cable-way,
of Flory design, which consists of a steel cable one
and three-cjuarter inches in diameter, suspended be-

tween two towers 1,591 feet ajmrt; the one upon the

north bank being ninety feet and the one u])on the

south bank eighty feet in height, (iravel is loaded

from storage into small cars and hauled to the con-
crete mixers. The cement shed is placed close to

gravel storage. A siding has also been built to facili-

tate- the handling of granite, which is unloaded from

the cars, upon which it is shipped, by a special derrick
car. This car is also used for loading and unloading
other materials upon small cars which are run upf.>ii

a track built, for the purpose, under the cable-way
where the material is picked up in slings and carried
to the varifHis structures.

The present steam plant, which runs all machinery,
excepting steam hoists located near the diflferent piers,

for laying granite, other steam hoists, derrick cars and
lighters, consists of two locomotive boilers of about
80 h.])., which will be supplemented by the addition of
more boilers of about 200 h.p., when the air-compres-
sors are installed. The air-compressors, which are
of the Ingersoll-Rand straight-lin^ type, will have a
cai)acity of about 2,350 cubic feet per minute.

!•". M. Archibald, of the contracting firm, is the
engineer in charge of the work, which is expected to
be completed by the first of August, 1916. The con-
tract price for the sub-structure work is $197,000.

Royal Connaught Hotel, Hamilton
THE Royal Connaught Hotel, now being erected

on King Street, llamilton, Out., for the Ham-
ilton Hotel Company, Limited, is nearing
completion, and will, whf:n completed, be

leased and oj^erated by the United Hotels Company.
The building is in two sections; the main building

and the annex. The main building consisting of the

basement and twelve stories is a steel skeleton sup-

])(jrted on reinforced concrete spread footings, with
the outside walls or curtain walls built of hollow inter-

locking tile faced with Bedford limestone up to the

second floor level, tapestry brick from the second to

the tenth floor, and architectural terra cotta from the

tenth floor to the top of the coping on the north and
east elevations and with yellow Kittaning brick on the

south elevation and in the light court. There is an
oxerhanging terra cotta cornice on the north and east

sides, a cast iron marquise over the main entrance, and
a Bedford limestone port cochere over the ladies' en-

trance in the private driveway on the east side.

The floor slabs arc four inch cinder concrete, re-

inforced with triangular mesh wire, designed to carry

one hundred and fifty ixnuuls jier square foot on the

first lloor and seventy-fne pounds per square foot on
all other floors. The roof is a three inch slab to carry

fifty pounds per square foot. The floors of the laun-

dry, the public alley over the basement and the roof

of the coal room are built of twelve inch hollow tile

arches. .Ml ceilings are metal lath except under the

hollow tile arches. The partitions are built of three

inch ;ind four inch gypsum blocks except around the

elevator shafts, where si.x inch terra cotta blocks are

used. All the elevator shafts and stair wells are isolated

from the rest of the building by partitions, and the

openings in the partitions are protected by fire doors.

The outside window frames and sash, in the annex and
o])ening onto the light court of the main buildine, arc

metal and glazed with jiolished plate wire glass- On
the east and north elcxations the windows are of wood
glazed with plain plate. In the upper stories, on the

east and north elevation the top sash carry polished

plate wire glass.

In the servants' and service portion of the build-

ing all the doors and wood trim are pine. In the

guest rooms all of the doors and wood trim are birch

with mahogany finish except the bath room and closet
trim which is pine enameled white- .All bath rooms
and ])ublic toilet rooms have ceramic tile floors and
base with cove. The bath room fixtures throughout
the building are porcelain.

The main lobby is finished in Mycenian marble
wainscot and real marble floor and base. The col-

umns are Mycenian marble with plaster caps. The

StctI frMN work erection. Royal Connaasht Hotti.
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ceiling of the lobby is at the same height as the mez-

zanine ceiling- and deep ornamental plaster beams ex-

tend across the ceiHng and above the mezzanine gal-

lery. Around the edge of the mezzanine gallery open-

ing onto the lobby below' is a wood balustrade, with a

wide raiUng on top. The doors in the lobby are

mahogany and the trim is pine to be decorated.

The main dining room has marble floor and base

and panelled pine wainscot nine feet high. The
ceiling is high with heavy girders covered with orna-

mental plaster. All of the wood trim is pine for de-

corating.

All of the wood trim in the restaurant and the

bar and grill room is of quartered oak. The floors

are marble with a marble base. There is a paneled

wainscot in each room and in ,the restaurant there

are four columns- The ceilings are beamed with or-

namental plaster.

On the mezzanine gallery and in the large banquet

hall on the mezzanine floor the wood trim is pine for

decorative purposes. The same applies to the two

private dining rooms on this floor. There are eight

large wood columns in the banquet hall set close to

the wall and tight against wood pilasters of the same

design as the columns. The ceiling here is vaulted

in five sections separated by heavy plastered beams.

The service equipment includes, besides a com-

plete kitchen layout, a laundry, a refrigerating plant

and an auxiliary heating and power plant, including

vacuum cleaning apparatus. There are two passenger

elevators in the main building and two combined

freight and service elevators, one in the main building

and one in the annex. The electric service is brought

in from outside the building through a switch board

located in the basement. The direct current for the

elevators is obtained from motor generator sets in-

stalled in the basement. There is a private branch

telephone exchange at the office in the lobby, con-

nected to each room and to all service departments.

There are also six public telephone booths. Tele-

graph service is available in the lobby. Thorougl

ventilation is assured by the installation of a complete

system of fans, ducts and registers.

Certain of the difficulties met with in bringing the

foundations to grade are here described:

It was necessary to underpin the foundations c

the adjoining buildings along the entire west side <-.

our excavation, the depth of the underpinning varying;

from ten to fifteen feet. On account of the poor con-

dition of the old footings, the work had to be done in

sections, filling in alternate spaces after the first piers

were carrying their load. On part of the work, con-

crete was used for the underpinning piers where there

was sufficient time to allow proper setting. On the

other parts stone piers were built so that the load

could be appHed as soon as the piers were finished. In

one section the underpinning had to be extended sev-

eral feet deeper because of the change in plans which

lowered the column footings at this point. The work
vjas accomplished without the slightest accident to

life or property and there has been no settlement of

the footings since the underpinning was completed.

Borings were made which showed sand for about

10 feet, then 2 feet of strongly cemented gravel fol-

lowed by a thick layer of running sand. I3elow the

running sand stilT blue clay was encountered which
continued down to the rock. The flow of water and
running sand just below the cemented gravel called for

heavy sheet piling and constant pumping when
building the deeper footings.

Great care was necessary in building the outside

basement walls to keep them straight and smooth. All

of the outside columns are supported on grillage

beams embedded in the concrete walls. This condi-

tion necessitated three pourings to reach the top of the

wall and each time the forms had to be relined and

Royal Connaught Hotel, Hamilton.

the last section of concrete had to be thoroughly
cleaned and coated with cement grout. All footings

were poured in freezing weather. liefore placing the

concrete the bottom of the hole was thoroughly
thawed out with steam. All concrete materials were
heated and the concrete was placed hot. The com-
pleted footings were covered with straw, or in ex-

treme cases were kept heated by steam under canvas.

Records have been kept during the construction of the

superstructure and at no time has there Ijeen any sign

of settlement.

The concrete for all of the foundations was mixed
in two three quarter yard mixers- It was placed

from buggies, the length of wheel averaging about
sixty feet.

The building was designed by Esenwein & John-
son, architects, Buff'alo, N. Y., with Mr. A. W. Peene
as the local associate architect. Stone and Webster
Construction Company of Boston, Mass., are the gen-^

(Continued on page 135)
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Refined Asphalt Roads—A discussion of the
Merits of Various Materials Used

By Leroy M. Law

Tlic subject "Tlie Merits of Refined Asphalt Koads"
would have scarce' been a welcomed assignment live

years apo, :ind in fact, any discussion along such lines

would, of necessity, have had to be of prospective

natin-e and of little promise at that, for most service

ex])erieiices had proven failures, and an inadetpiate

chemistry offered little j^fround for optimistic produc-

tions from the laboratory standpoint. Moreover,

prospects, ])redictions and even ])romises do not find

a very cordial recej^tion in asphalt paving and road

building, for nuniici])alities, engineers, and contractors,

by reason of' their responsibility to others, wisely and
justly demand more definite indications to success be-

fore changing a tyi)e of UKiterial or construction.

'i"he "Merits of Refined Asphalt Roads" (piite nat-

urally rejiolves itself into the merits of the as])halts

used in their make-u]), for in the same type of con-

struction, the mineral aggregates, their i)reparation,

etc., will be ])ractically the same for all asphalts.

The evolution of any product from early types to

its more perfected form is dependent upon two fac-

tors, raw materials and the processes of manufacture,

and in every progressive industry there is constant

endeavor to improve both of them. Petroleum doubt-

less entered the paving industry as a "flux" or soften-

ing agency for the solid native bitumen which were
t(Jo hard to be used for paving ])urposes in their nat-

ural condition. 'IMicsc fluxes were not straight mineral

oils, but the residue of by-products of oil distillation.

In those (lays the major i)roducts of all refineries were
the bm-ning oils, and later on gasoline and lubricants.

The fluxes were, therefore, what remained in the still

after these more valuable fractions had been taken out.

and, imder the name of "residuum" were generally

considered as containing the lubricating oils, waxes,

and pitch base. That they were actually refuse i)ro-

ducts, with little or no care in regard to their fpiality,

is shown by the fact that the oils were freepiently sub-

jected to the so-called cracking processes for an in-

crease over the normal yield of burning oils, but this

caused a detriment and injury of the residuum. There
arc about six oil fluids in the United States, :ind though

the oils in some of them vary from well to well, they

are jmictically all distilled for the same major pro-

ducts. It was not suri)rising, therefore, that the re-

sulting residues were variable in char;icter. and often

unsuitcd even for the purpose of fluxing the hard as-

phalts. Under such circumstances, petroleum asphalts

originated.

Increasing Use of Native Bitumens

The increasing use gf the more successful native

bitumens early became the stimulus for the develop-

ment of the residuals so that they might compete with

the asjihalts to which they heretofore had served only

as adjuncts, and to do so, it was necessary that they

be brcMight from their more or less fluid state to con-

sistencies suitable for paving purposes. It was early

found that distillation of the iiaraffin and semi-asphaltic

petrolemn beyond the "residuum" stage resulted in de-

composition of the pitch or asphalt residues to such

extent that their usefulness as paving materials could

• Before the recent Wnrcester Convention

not be seriously considered, so other means were
sought to achieve the desired end. For example.
Dubbs found that the addition of sulphur to the resi-

duum, maintained at elevated temperatures, resulted in

a molecular condensation with liberation of sulphuret-
ted hydrogen gas. The resulting artificial asphalts re-

ceived the name of "I'ittsburgh Flux."
Hyerly, about the same time, found that by blowing

;iir through the heated residuum the oxygen perform»*d
a similar function to the sulphur in the Pittsburgh flux
and in 1893 took out a patent covering this air blovy-
ing process. This proved a most imjKjrtant step in the
tran.sition of petroleum asphalt for air blowing was
cheaper than sulphur, and by regulating the duration
of the "blow," asjjhalts of varying consistency could
be pr(«luced. Materials produced by this blowing pro-
cess have proven useful products, although at no time
have they made any ^erious inroads on the native bi-

tumens, for paving purposes. They were generally
tough, rubberlike materials, low in susceptibility, but
(juitc short in character, and have served chiefly as
waterproofing, block-filler materials, rubber substitu-
tes, and also to a very considerable extent as a consti-
tuent of the bituminous cements in asphalt paving
blocks.

Compounding the Residues

Another step in the evolution of asphalts from pet-
roleum was made by compounding with the distillation

residues such C|uantities as hard bitumens, like gilsonite
and grahamite so as to produce materials of paving
consistencies. Many of these compounds contained as
nnich oil as hard bitumen, and frequently the air-blow-
ing ])rocess was used in their manufacture. Several
rather successful asphalts of this constitution have ap-
jjcared on the market in recent years. On account of
the large percentage of the oil residuum required, how-
ever, the original element of uncertainty still prevails
in regard to the finished product. This, together with
the high price of gilsonite and grahamite and other
factors, has doubtless served to greatly restrict the
use of such j)reparations to-day.

This brings us u|) to about the year 1900, previous
to which the oil asphalts were truly artificial materials,
being prei)ared, at best, from oils of low asi>haltic con-
tents and their solidity and consistency were propor-
tional to the artificial means employed in their manu-
facture. It was only to be expected that they should
be called by such names as manufactured asphalts, oil

asphalts ,and residual asphalts, even though such des-
ignations were not appropriate to the totally different
types that followed, .\sphalts from Texas and Cali-
fornia petroleums next deserve attention, and it is in-

teresting to note that, while they <lifTered widely in
characteristics, they arc still in use to-day. though in
modified form. The original Texas asphalts, on being
blown, were low in susceptibility to tcm|>eraturc
changes, but the low ductility retarded their adoption
by many cities which were maintaining a minimum
ductility requirement of 15 or 20 centimeters in their
specifications. On the contrary, the California materi-
als possessed practically unlimited ductility, and since
they were obtained from full asphaltic base oils, it was
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possible to omit the blowing process. This fact ren-

dered their advent the turning point in the evolution
of petroleum asphalts inasmuch as their preparation
could be accomplished by a simple refinement direct

to the desired consistency. There has, however, been
a lack of uniformity in the crude supplies, and their

high rates of susceptibility has been considered ob-

jectionable in many places. In spite of this, California

materials have been quite successful, and are still in

use.

Ideal Raw Material Found in Mexico

The ideal raw material for the production of pet-

roleum asphalts, however, became available about five

years ago with the entry of Mexican petroleum into

the field of raw materials. These asphalts met success-

fully, recognized paving and road oil tests, and pro-
vided a plentiful and uniform supply of raw material.

Mexican asphalts had appeared in the paving industry

some years ago, but the early examples were but the

more or less solidified effusions from the real supply,
which lay thousands of feet below the surface. In
1910 the opening of several large wells on the east

coast of Mexico opened a new epoch in the asphalt
business. With large supply and reasonable rates of

water transportation it was possible to place on the

market excellent paving and road building materials
at prices which have made jxissible our great highway
developments of to-day.

Two types of Mexican petroleum constitute the

general supply of crude material shipped ; a heavy oil

of 10 to 12 degs. Be. gravity carrying about 70 per
cent, of asphalt and a lighter one of 18 to 21 degs. Be.

gravity with an asphalt content of 55 to 60 per cent.

These are obtained from wells of 3,000 to 5,000 feet

depth, are collected in large storage tanks or some-
times in earthen ponds or lakes, and then pumped into

specially constructed tank ships ranging from 30,000
to 60,000 barrels capacity, for transportation to the re-

fineries. Both oils yield excellent paving materials.

Their high asphalt contents and correspondingly low
percentages of light oils allow prompt refinement with
a minimum risk of injuring the asphalt residues which,
in the handling of Mexican petroleums, are the major
products of the refinery. With both types of crude
it is commercially practicable to stop the refining or
reduction process at any stage of consistency between
the fluidity of the natural liquid and the solidity of

hardest paving cement so as to give the engineer a

material made by one sirnple process to the desired

consistency. By such procedure, the natural fluxes are

retained and subsequent artificial fluxing, with its at-

tendant losses in time, is avoided.

Preference for Heavier Oils

For paving cements and road binders there is ap-

parently a preference for products of the heavier oils,

probably due to their greater density and lower para-

ffin content. The lighter oils, however, serve as the

chief source for road surfacing materials. When
simply freed from moisture and sediment, they serve

as a cold surface dressing for macadam roads, the

naturally occurring gasoline which they carry serving
as a natural thinner to facilitate penetration into the

road structure. Deprived of these lighter oils, they
serve for the more permanent and so-called hot sur-

face application. That the merits predicted for the ma-
terials by scientific tests have been verified is evidenced
by their almost general use in many cities for sheet
asphalt and asphaltic concrete. In many cities this

pavement has successfully passed into its fourth year
of service. In road construction and treatments, the
uses of Mexican products have been even more gen-
eral than in street pavements. Such recognition of

asphalts from Mexican petroleum show that the early

conceptions of "oil asphalts" are fast being obliter-

ated ; certainly they indicate that the character of the
material itself is to be primarily considered rather
than a mere classification in which the material may
be placed.

With the entry of California materials, however,
the possibility of simplifying the process of preparing
petroleum asphalts was noted. This was largely due .

to the character of the oils themselves, which were J
fluid asphalts rather than mere oils. A high asphalt
content with a corresponding reduction in the amount
of burning oils resulted in a complete change of pur-
pose and what had been known as the "residuum" or
residue, now became the major product. This is the
present practice in the refinement of the Mexican pet-

roleum wherein every possible care is taken to con-
serve the asphalt constituents, leaving as the refuse
or by-products the unnecessary volatile oils which are
sold for fuel and gas making purposes.

Radical Change in Petroleum Refinement

This radical change in petroleum refinement has
brought forth several new processes, among which
may be mentioned those covered by the Dundas and
the Trumbull patents. Both are of California origin,

the former is little used, but the latter is in successful
operation with both California and Mexican oils and
is worthy of mention. Its operation depends on pre
heating the oil, pumping it to the top of heat-jacketed
cylindrical towers and allowing it to flow down the
inner surface in a thin sheet. Around a central vertical

stand-pipe or "off-take" are openings, which allow
vapors or light oils to pass off to the condensers.
These openings are protected by conical or umbrella-
like shields so that they will not become clogged by the
asphalt as it passes to the bottom of the tower. The
consistency of the asphalt depends on the temperature
and the rate of pumping.

The most generally used process, however, is that
of steam distillation, which removes the lighter oils

from the associated materials at temperatures below
their normal boiling points. The petroleum, after the
removal of moisture by settling or some similar treat-

ment, is charged into large stills of 1,000 to 1,200 bar-
rels capacity. Heat is slowly applied and maintained
throughout the run, but the distillation is actually ac-

complished by steam vapors. A current of live steam
is passed into the heated oil and, issuing from a multi-
tude of fine orifices along the still bottom, carries the
light oils with it and the mixed vapors pass to the
condensers. While these oils would require tempera-
tures as high as 900 or 1,000 degs. F., for their actual
distillation, this steaming process enables them to be
removed at temperatures as low as 600 to 650 degs. F.,

but in proper regulated plants the asphalt in the still

is never allowed to exceed such temperatures. Agita-
tion due to the passage of the steam further assists in

the work, by preventing any portion of the asphalt
being long in contact with the still bottom where the
heat is necessarily greatest. In the best regulated
plants, recording pyrometers indicate the actual tem-
peratures at all times and when careful tests show that
the desired consistency has been reached the charge is
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allowed to cool and is then pumped into storage or

drummed for shipment.

Opposition to New Materials

l-'ollowing the path of its predecessors, it was, per-

haps, to he expected that the higher types of petro-

leum asphalt as represented by the Mexican products,

would encounter susi)ici(iii, doubt, and opposition on
entering the held of competition. There had been, how-

ever, a parallel advance in the science of testing tj»-

tuminous materials and it was anticipated that this

would go far toward assuring reliability. It did to a

very large extent ; otherwise petroleum as|)halts would
not have attained their present high standing. Speci-

fications were fre(|uently deliberately closed to these
materials, but thanks to the chemist and the engineer,
these conditions have been largely eliminated, and the
best tyi)e of jjctroleum asphalt are welcomed in open
competition with all other good materials.

The Paris Building, Winnipeg, Man.
ON Winnipeg's principal thoroughfare, almost

opposite the General Post Office on Portage
Avenue, and just South of the junction oi

Portage Avenue and Main Street, there has
been erected a magnificent $200,000 reinforced con-
crete building which has been named the "Paris
liuilding."

Foundation Work
The general contractors, Carter-flalls-Aldinger,

Ltd-, have erected a five storey building 88 feet wide
by 130 feet deep, but the building is designed for a

future ten storey building with a 125 lb. live load on
the ground and second floors and 65 lb. live load on
the remaining floors.

The average size of column footings is 14 feet

I

Paiit Building. Winnipeg—completed.

s(|uare with 30 inch columns in the basement. The
system of reinforcing used by the C. A. P. Turner
(."onipany, the reinforced concrete engineers for the

building, was a two-way beam and slab, the panels

being 18 ft. x 22 ft. 6 in. In all there were 3,000 yards

of reinforced concrete and 220 tons of reinforcing steel

used in the skeleton frame of the building. A 1-2-4

mixture was used for the concrete, sufficient crushed

granite being added to the gravel to bring the coarse

aggregate up to the correct proportion. .-Ml the pits

have a 7 in. concrete wall and 5 in. concrete bottoms.

The exterior walls on the outside up to the grade

line on all sides of the building are waterproofed with

half inch coat of cement mortar and pudlo water-

proofing compound.
The exterior finish of the building is terra cotta

with an interior backing of good hard stock brick

This brick backing is laid simultaneously with and
bonded into the terra cotta facing, with anchor rods,

ties, etc., while the inner imn inches of all exterior
walls is laid with hollow brick. All interior walls
and partitions are built of 4 inch hollow tile. The
brickwork throughout the building is laid up in ce-

ment mortar compound as follows: One part best
Portland Cement to three parts of clean sharp sand.

It is interesting to note that portions of walls, etc..

bearing severe loads are built in extra hard brick,

special care being taken that these portions of the
work were well pointed, flushed up and grouted. Row-
lock arches are turned over all arches in brickwork.
The walls facing the lane at rear are built of g(X)d

hard stock brick, which were carefully selected for

their evenness of color and face. The brickwork on
the light court is of the best quality lime brick.

Electric Installation.

A complete system of wiring for electric lights,

fan outlets, etc-, has been installed. The wiring is

for 110 volts alternating current on the three wire sys-

tem.

The power wiring is for two passenger elevators
with the exhaust fan on the roof at 550 volts direct

current. The Star IClectric Company. Winnipeg, in-

stalled the transformers and extended the mains in

conduits to the switchboard which is Unrated in the
engine room in the basement. The general ci>n-

tractors, Carter-Halls-Aldinger. Ltd.. Winnipeg, con-
nected all the mains to the switchboard as well as

extending the switchboard panels, which arc of black
slate 2 inches thick and 6 feet 6 inches high. The
switchboard panels provide for the following fittings;

Lighting panels, 110 volt alternating current, on which
is mounted the following fuses, switches and meters

:

One for each of the small stores facing Garrv
Street.

One for billiard riwim in basement.
One for each of the Portage .\venue stores ami

basements to same.
One for barber shop in basement.
One for all corridor, stairway, lavatories and Imiler

room, lights.

One for each of two show rooms on the second
storey.

Orte for each office of three office floors above.
One for disc and fan motors in corner store and l»il-

liard room in basement.
The power panel, having 500 volt direct current,

has the following fuses, switches and meters mounted
thereon: One for each elevator motor and one for fan
motor.

.•\ll fuses installed are of the renewable type, and
each panel is completely wired on rear, devices and
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instruments connected to proper circuits, being- read)-

for instantaneous operation-

The bus bars, -^vhich have been installed, are

round copper, and are specified not to carry more than

800 Amp. per square inch.

The roof is covered by Barrett's tar and S4ravcl

roofing-. All the elevator doors are of frame con-

struction, excepting the door to the stair from the

main entrance hall which is of hollow pressed steel,

manufactured by McFarlane & Douglas, Ottawa. The
main staircase from the basement to the roof has

wrought iron ornamental railings -with channel steel

angles to receive the wood hand rail and rests on the

moulded metal saddles cast to fit the concrete stair

string-

The interior of all brick walls, brick and other

])artitions, the columns and the inside of all exterior

walls, the inside of passenger elevator shaft, etc.,

throughout the building are plastered by the Western
Plaster Company, of Winnipeg, with two coats of

Manitoba hard wall plaster and one coat of white hard

finish, all of which was supplied by the Manitoba
Gypsum Co., Winnipeg.

The flexors of the main entrance liall and vestibule

are laid in marble square tiles 10 ft- by 10 ft. 1% inches

thick.

The walls of the main entrance \-estibule and ele-

^ator wall up to the height of 4 ft. 6 in. liave been laid

up with 1 inch marble wainscot. The Missisquoi
Marbles Etd., Montreal, supplied the marble for this

building.

The interior finish of the building is selected

straight grained white oak, supplied by the G. W.
Murray Company, \Vinni]5eg.

The building is heated by a low ])ressure system
of steam heating.

The structure was comj^leted in quick time, the

contract being let on April 15 last year to Carter-

Halls-Aldinger, Ltd-, and the tenants were occupjnng
the new building within seven months of that date.

Woodman & Carev were the architects.

Church of St. Francis of Assisi, Toronto
The new Church of St. I'Vancis of .\ssisi, Grace

.Street, Toronto, was com])leted and dedicated in C)c-

tober, 1915. The building is in the Italian Gothic

style, and is built chiefly of Credit V'alle}^ stone, with
Indiana limestone dressings, except the pinnacles,

niches, window tracery, etc., which are carried out in

Roman stone. All interior columns, with their bases
and caps, are built t)f Indiana limestone.

The main entrance, on the west, fronts on (irace

Street, and utilizes three large double doors surmount-
ed by ornamental, artistic windows in Roman stone

relief. Access to the building may also be had through
two entrances on the north, which are approached by
a private walk, and by two more on the south, off

Mansfield Avenue. Directly within the main entrance
is a narthex ,^7 ft. (> ins. bv 9 ft. 10 ius-, which is also

church of St. Francis of Assisi i-i ^t, Toronto.



directly accessible through the tower from Mansfield

Avenue. Three double swinging (U)ors, corresponding
respectively to the main entrance doors, open directly

from the narthex, or vestibule, into the main body of

the church. Directly over the narthex is the organ

gallery. In the" southwest corner is a tower 21 feet

square, approximately 120 ft. high, with an open arch
belfry, beautifully ornamented with Roman stone re-

lief work. The nave in the main body of the church
is 40 feet wide, and is flanked by narrow aisles, used

max rLooe puw
First floor plan, St. Francis of AssisI, Toronto,
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as passages only, with a main aisle down the centre.

On the north side of the sanctuary, which is situated

at the east end of the church, is the priest's sacristy,

with the boys' sacristy on the south side. The cleres-

tory, which is supported by Indiana limestone columns
connected by high arches, contains several large win-

dows on all sides which efficiently light the body of

the church. The lower set of panes of all windows
t)n any one side of the church are connected with a

link motion so that the windows may be opened by
the operator from the floor below.

The roofs are supported by steel trusses, and the

vaulted and groined ceilings are formed of steel frame-

work with metal furring and lath. Ceilings and wall

surfaces are finished in rough stucco with staff ribs,

strings, corbels, and other ornamental works. The
roof is slate covered. The basement auditorium, which
is used as a parish hall, has a floor plan quite similar

to the first floor, and will seat a similar number of

people—namely, nine hundred. The east end of the

basement is used for boiler and furnace rooms.

Furniture and all interior trim is quarter-cut oak.

The church proper is lighted by two large 16-lamp

ixtr-truDiTtvL srcnon bb

Sectional Elevation, St. Francis Church.

clusters over the main aisle, two 7-lamp clusters m
the transepts, and single drops over the side aisles.

Enclosed shades are used throughout. The total cost,

including furniture, is nearly $120,000.

The building was designed and the erection super-

intended by A. W. Holmes, Architect, Toronto. The

general contractor was Mr. R. Sheehy, of Peterbor-

ough; sub-contractors, heating and plumbing, P. J.

Hayes ; electric wiring, Bennett & Wright ; fixtures, F.

C. Henderson ; mosaic work, the Italian Mosaic and

Marble Company ;
furniture, the Globe Furniture Com-

pany and the Rosenblatt Art Works; steel sash and

ventilators, A. B. Ormsby and the Luxfer Prism Co

A postal-card poll of the Architectural League, Toronto,

showed that three-fourths of the members were in favor

of admitting women to their ranks. This sentiment will

probably be incorporated into the constitution at the next

annual meeting of the League. Architects, painters, and

sculptors are eligible as members, and from the first, wo-

men have shown their work in the League's exhibitions.

Orders have been received in Montreal from Ottawa ask-

ing for the immediate recruiting of a detachment of fifty

engineers. It is hoped that men who have had university

training in applied science, engineering and similar courses

will volunteer for the work, as their wider knowledge and

training will make them valuable.

Quarantine Against Dry-Rot As Feasible

As Against Small-Pox
According to the more recent authorities, decay in

wood is a disease that may spread as smallpox spreads

among the unvaccinated of the human race. No wood
will decay unless the germs of decay are communi-
cated to it from wood or other vegetable substance

already infected. Rot is not inherent in wood or in

anything else. It is communicated from subject to

subject by the spread of the germs from one to another.

Decay in wood is caused by a plant growth that

takes root among the fibers of the wood, and develops

and spreads. The plant which does this is called a

fungus. There are many species, some preferring one

kind of wood, some another ; some spread rapidly

through the cells and fibers, producing rajiid decay,

others work slowly and do little harm. The germ
which furnishes the means of spreading the rot from
one piece of wood to another is called a spore. It is

not exactly a seed, but it amounts to the same thing.

When it falls on a piece of wood where the conditions

of moisture and warmth are suitable, it grows like a

seed, and sends roots into the wood and dissolves

its substance, and that produces decay. The spores

which do this are usually too small to be seen separ-

ately without a strong glass, but each microscopic

speck may become a centre of infection. Spores de-

velop and fly away through the air in countless mil-

lions, and fall everywhere in the vicinity, spreading rot

over the surface of sound lumber if stifficient moisture

is present.

Suggestions have been many times made that de-

caying lumber should not be shipped, because of the

probability that it will communicate its own disease

to sound lumber along its journe}' or at its destination.

Without doubt such a thing often hap])ens.

A little care in handling the material in the yard
will prevent the incipient stages of decay, which, when
transferred to buildings, may develop into full-fledged

cases of dry-rot or decay.
The term "infected wood" may be defined to cover

wood which contains the roots of any fungi which
can continue to grow under the conditions in which the

wood is to be used.

The sale or use of infected wood (that which con-

tains fungi which can grow imder the conditions of

use) should be ])rohibited by law.

Our building codes reijuire that steel girders and
beams in the downtown office buildings be covered
with concrete to prevent collapse in case of fire. \\'h3'

should we not have a similar requirement .that tim-

bered structures be erected in such a way that dry-
rot infection is impossible, the code to be so worded
that ventilation, heat or preservative treatment be pro-

vided for under given conditions?
If the timber can be rapidly dried out and kept

dry under the conditions of use, dry-rot cannot de-

velop.

When a building is framed the ends of the girders

and posts are usually fitted so tight together that dry-
ing is exceedingly slow, and it is frequently further

retarded by the side plates of the girder supports.

This is one of the principal points where dry-rot starts,

because all the surfaces of contact have been or are

subject to infection. However, the growth of dry-rot
can be avoided by constructing these joints so that

air can circulate around the heads of the sticks.

Where drying is likely to be slow because of poor
\-entilation or absence of heat, a wood preservative

should be applied to the surfaces of contact.
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Constructing Sewers in Winter Time
By Harrison P. Eddy*

U\'IJI"",R many coiulitiDiis that work wliicli is

most imif(jrmly and contiinionsly performed
is most economically done. It follows logic-

ally, therefore, that where conditions arc

c(|iially favorable at all seasons the greatest economy
will result in the long run, if construction work is

prosecuted at a uniform rate of sjjeed throughout the

year. Such a jirogram would avoid waste due to

great haste, which is always accomi)anied by inflated

prices of labor and materials; would tend toward
lower unit costs of labor and ))lant, which would then
be continuously employed; and would render imneces-
sary a substantial ])ortion of overhead costs due to

idle cai)ital and suiJcrvisory services wliile the work
tem()orarily ceases.

Such is the ideal, a goal which can l)c ke])t in sight

with advantage, but one scarcely to be attained in

the cold climate of Canada and Northern United
States. Nevertheless, much can be done to minimize
the losses due to suspension of operations, if only
resource and ingenuity are actively employed to over-
come contlicting conditions.

I

Must Select the Work

Perhaps one of the most important steps is that

of the selection of the work least unfavorably affected

by low tem])eratures and snow. Upon sewerage and
drainage works interior rejiairs are often made more
advantageously in winter than in simimer, because the

air in the sewers is better, temperatures and humidity
are lower, and infiltration and storm flows arc at a

minimum. Tunnelling may often be done advantage-
ously in winter for here, too, atmospheric conditions

arc more favorable. These two classes of work can
])robabh' l)c done with as great, if not greater economy
in winter than in summer.

Trench work is more difificult to do ecitfiomically

in cold weather, but even here, if selection can be
exercised, the losses may be much redticed. I'or in-

stance, deep ledge cuts may often be made with reas-

onable economy. The rock is no harder in winter
than in siiuinier. The same number and depth of ludes

must be drilled and the same (piantity of dynamite
must be used. Great care must be exercised to pre-

vent the freezing of dynamite, but this can be done
readily and does not entail material expense. On
the other hand, a failure to exercise i)roper care may
lesult in disastrous accidents and substantial resulting

expenditures. Steam and air are slightly more ex-

pensive in winter, but with simple precautions this

loss will be small.

Trenches in earth are likely to be rather costly

—

less so in dry sand and gravel than in wet silt, clay
or hardpan. In travelled streets in New England the

ground freezes to a depth of four to six feet. To loosen
frozen ground with picks is an exceedingly expensive
operation. It generall)' ])ays better to soften it by
thawing the frost. This may be done by building fires

in the street where the trench is to be excavated. One
or two laborers can tend fires at night wliich will

tliaw sufficient ground for a trench one or two hun-
dred feet long, but this method is better adapted to

a depth of frost not exceeding two feet than to greater
depths. This tnethod may be subject to objection on

* Of MctcMlf & Eddy, Consulting Enirlneers, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

the part of residents in the vicinity, on account of real

or fancied danger of setting fire to their buildings.
Another method described by the author in "Amer-

ican Sewerage Practice," Volume 11, p. 59, is that of
steaming out the frost. When a steam boiler is avail-
able this method is quite economical and satisfactory.
The ground along the location of the proposed trencli
is covered by wooden boxes open at the bottom. In
the top of the box, which may be 12.to 15 ft. long,
10 inches high and the width of the trench, 2 in. holes
are bored about 12 in. apart in rows about every 24
in. crosswise of the box. The boxes are banked around
with .soft earth, to prevent the escape of steam and
warm air from within. One man can tend the fire

under the boiler and steam out the frozen ground
during the night. For .steaming he uses a f:i-in. gas
pipe about 6 ft. long, provided with an iron cross-
bar for a handle. To the end of this pipe the steam
hose is attached, the other end being open. The oper-
ator places this pipe in a vertical position on the
ground, passing it through one of the holes in the
box. As the steam thaws the ground he gradually
works the pipe down until he has penetrated the whole
layer of frozen ground. He then withdraws the pipe.
plugs the hole with a wooden plug and follows the
same course in the next hole, and .so on until he has
thawed the entire length of ground required for the
next day's trench. One man will usually be able to
thaw out sufficient area of street for a trench four to
six feet wide, 48 feet long, in one night, where the
frost is 4 ft. deep.

It is usually practicable to place. masonrv in
trenches in rather cold weather without serious extra
cost, although materials should generally be heated.
It is also desirable to cover the masonry and to pro-
vide some artificial heat to hasten the .setting of the
cement.

Trench Work Most Difficult

The backfilling of the trench and clearing up the
street behind the finished sewer, are perhaps the most
difficult and un.satisfactory parts of sewer con.struc-
tion in winter. Where i)racticable. the trench should
be excavated and b.ickfilled the same dav. to prevent
the freezing of the excavated material, e.speciallv if it

is wet. It may cost more to re-excavate this material
for backfilling than it did to excavate the trench in
the first place. Filling a trench with frozen earth is to
be avoided, if possible, because it is not possible to
compact the fill so as to prevent future settlement.

In .spite of the exercise of care in selecting the
type of work to be done in winter, the u.se of labor-
saving devices and the expeditious handling of the
construction, winter work is almost certain to be
less economical than that done under the more favor-
able weather conditions of the remainder of the vear.
However, under some conditions the additional" ex-
penditure may be warranted. Each case must be de-
cided upon its own merits after a careful weighing of
the advantages to be gained and the disadvantages
certain to accompany winter work in cold climates.

On account of the present prosperous state of the steel
trade, the United States Steel Corporation have decided to
increase the wages of their unskilled employees by about ten
per cent,
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Instructions on Making Concrete for

Isolated Builder

The following- brief instructions concerning the

essentials of good concrete have been prepared by the

Association of Portland Cement Manufacturers, hav-

ing particularly in mind the needs of the farmer or

similarly isolated individuals. Failures in concrete

sometimes occur on account of lack of knowledge of

the fundamental principles but it is believed that if

these simple instructions are followed satisfactory re-

sults will be assured in all cases.

Aggregates to be Used in Concrete Construction

The sand, stone, and gravel usually found upon
the farms of the United States are generally .suitable

for concrete construction, provided the following pre-

cautions are taken

:

1. These aggregates must be free from vegetable mat-

ter, dirt, or other foTeign substances.

a. When using bank-run gravel, the sand must be sep-

arated from the stone or pebbles by screening through a

J^-inch screen.

3. In small concrete structures, such as drain tile, fence

posts, etc., the coarse aggregates (crushed rock or gravel)

QUANTITIES OF MATERIAL FOR ONE CUBIC YARD OF RAMMED
CONCRETE

^uUy, place measuring box beside it, and fill twice witli stone

or gravel, then empty onto sand and cement mixture and

mix thoroughly.

7. Add three-quarters of required amount of water

slowly and evenly, at same time mixing the mass.

8. Continue mixing, adding balance of water when dry

spots appear, until whole mass has been turned over three

or four times. This should be sufficient. After final turn-

ing shovel into compact mass ready for wheeling to place.

Bank-run Gravel

Bank-run gravel is sometimes used as it comes
from the bank. This is wrong, as no two places in a

bank will have the same proportions of sand and
])ebbles. It is, therefore, always essential when
using bank-run material to screen the .sand from the

gravel and remix in the proper proportions.
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Gap Used in Driving Concrete Piles

The acconipanyiiifj illustratitjii shows a steel driv-

inpf cap of a t^'pc that has I)een successfully used in

driving concrete j)iles. It is made up of J/-inch steel

or iron plates braced with channels or angles on the

sides as shown. A plate is riveted in the centre and
holds the cushion in place on the pile. 'I'he cushion
is six inches deep and is made of coils of manila rope.

Often (jld lire Iiose or felt or belting is used for this

])ur])ose. I'lanks are sometimes placed under the
cushion to help in distributing the blow over the top
of the pile.

The cushion is placed in i)usiti(in and the iron caj)

is lowered over the i)ile to hold it in ])lace. An oak
follower is then placed on to]) of the ])late inside the
cap. If a steam hammer is used, it is fastened to the
caps by means of a wire cable through the eye bolts
on the side of the cap. The follower projects aboxe

Angle Iron

irpr> Plaie Rivi+ed
t Inside

the top of the caj) and is banded at each end to pre-
vent splitting.

In the work where this cap was used, a large break-
age was reported when a steam hammer was being
used, so a heavy steam hammer was substituted aiul

the ram was allowed to fall the length of the stroke,

3y> feet, without any steam ])ressure behind it. This
method was very successful.

In recent pier work in San Francisco, however,
concrete piles 106 feet long were driven with a very
small percentage of breakage with a steam hammer.

—

Cement World.

House Plans at the Building Show
One of the features of the Complete Building Show

at the Coliseum, Cleveland, will be in the house plans
resulting from a competition for $500 in prizes, which
has been offered for the best design for a house to

cost $3,000. Special arrangements are being made to

visualize the first prize i)lans in the exposition. The
Cleveland Art Association will erect at the Complete
Building Show a miniature model of the ])rizc-win-

ning plan and will surround this with th<5 room ar-

rangements in full scale, each room completely decor-
ated and furnished.

The competition is uiuler the direction of the Cleve-
land Chapter, .American Institute of Architects, in co-

operation with the Cleveland Art Association, the

Cleveland Builders' Exchange and other civic organiza-
tions of the city.

Test of Hollow Building Tile

A very interesting test of hollow building tile has
been made by the United States Bureau of Standards.
.'\ floor slab 6 feet wi<le and 30 feet long, continued
(wcr three piers 15 feet ajiart, was made of this class

of material. This tile is of a special type for use in

floor slabs, and is made so that the bottom surface i.-*

about 2 inches wider than the to|>. In laying the tile

in the form of a slab, the pieces touch on the bottom,
but are about 2 inches ai)art at the top. This space

continues throughout the length of the slab, and is

filled with a mortar of the comixjsition of one part of

cement and two of .sand, in which are ])laced .several

reinforcing rods, bent up at the ends of the slab and
continued through the concrete beam into the next ad-

jacent slab.

In the present case the two slabs were allowed t<»

age for one month. Tests were made of these, loaded
uniformly with pig lead, numerous deflection readings
being made as difTerent loads were appliecl. One of

the slabs was able to withstand a slightly greater load,

690 pounds per square foot. Failure occurred in the

mortar beams, due largely to the inferior grade of

reinforcing used. One of the concrete su|)iMjrting piers

also failed near its base. While the load carried was
not up to the expectati(jns of the manufacturers of the

tile, yet it was considerably in excess of that demanded
by most building laws.

Royal Connaught Hotel
(Continued from patre 126» #

eral contractors, with the following sub-contractors:

Black & Boyd Mfg. Co.^ \ew York, electric lifi;ht

fixtures; Canadian Ice Machine Co. Ltd., Toronto, re-

frigerating plant ; Canadian Laundry Machinery Co.
Ltd., Toronto, laundry machinery ; L- K. Comstock &
Co., Montreal, electric wiring; Duparquet, Huot &
Moneuse Co., New York, kitchen equipment; Drake
.\very Co. Ltd.. Hamilton, plumbing and heating;

Dennis Wire & Iron Works Co. Ltd., London, Ont.,

ornamental iron; Ebsary F'i reproofing & Gypsum
I'.lock Co., New York, fireprotif partitions; Federal

Terra Cotta Co., New York, architectural terra cotta

;

Hamilton Bridge Wks. Co.. Hamilton, steel frame;

Hobbs Mfg. Co.. Limited, Toronto, plate glass ; The
Canadian Jewett Refrigerator Co- Ltd.. Bridgeburg.

Ont., refrigerator boxes; Long Lumber Co.. Hamilton,

Ont., doors; Lautz-Dunham Co. Ltd.. Toronto, marble

and tile; A. B. Ormsby Co. Limited, Toronto, metal

windows; Otis Fensom Elevator Co., Toronto, eleva-

tors; Ritchie Cut-stone Co., Hamilton, cut stone;

X'alley City Seating Co.. Dundas. Ont.. cabinet trim

;

White Fireproof Construction Co-. New York, rein-

forced concrete floors; W. H. Yates. Jr.. Hamilton,

masonry.

Annual Road Builders' Convention

The thirteenth annual convention of the .American

Road Builders' Associaticm has been changed a week
from the original date, and is now scheduled for the

week of February 28. the closing day being March 3.

The meeting will be held in Pittsburgh and an inter-

esting program is being worked out.

Roadmaking Ek]uipment Catalogues

The Department of Highways. Ontario, will be
pleased to receive current catalogues and literature

from manufacturers of and dealers in roadmaking ma-
terial and equipment. Geo. Hogarth. Chief Engineer
of Highways, Parliament Bldgs.
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Diesel Installation in Duncan, B. G.
Latest type of this machine operating continuously for many
months—High efficiency at all loads—Low rotative speed

By W. Poole Dryer

Particular attention attaches to the new municipal elec-

tric power plant at Duncan. It marks a further advance in

Diesel engine design and construction. The installation con-

sists of two Morley-Guldner Improved Diesel engines, each

of 100 h.p., direct connected to three-phase alternators.

Since the plant started operation several months ago, it

has carried the entire town load and is giving twenty-four

hours' service. It is satisfactory to record that the engines

have given continuous service without stoppage, showing

that Diesel engine power plant is absolutely reliable and

free from mechanical troubles. Engines made to these

designs have been installed during the last few years in re-

mote places all over the world; their reliable operation where

skilled attention is not obtainable has justified the modifica-

tions made to older Diesel practice.

The true Diesel 4 cycle principle is retained. The eleva-

tion of efficiency and the elimination of troubles arc obtained

by boldly adopting low rotative speeds—none of these en-

gines run at more than 212 r.p.m. This twofold result of

low speeds is well worth the change, for nothing so retarded

the general adoption of tJiesels for years as the attempt to

make the engines run at high speeds for which they are

not inherently suited—most of the mechanical troubles were

due solely to that cause. The low speeds slightly increase

the size of the engine, but ensure great reliability in opera-

tion; lower fuel consumption is a necessary concomitant of

low speed.

Valve Mechanism

A radical change is introduced into the valve operating

mechanism, as will be observed on the accompanying illus-

tration; the cam shaft is fixed low down on the frames, not

as in the older Diesels up among the congestion of valve

levers at the top of the cylinders. By lowering the cam shaft

to this new position, the valves and levers are left very ac-

cessible and can easily be removed—a point all operators will

appreciate; and the cam shaft itself is now in a very con-

venient position, being just at the hand of the operator stand-

ing on the floor. A further important innovation is that the

cam shaft runs in an enclosed oil bath which ensures per-

fect lubrication and silent operation—the usual Diesel click

of the cam shaft is absent. The vertical rods seen in the

illustration are the valve connecting rods which are moved

up and down by the cams at their lower ends.

Governing

A separate fuel oil pump is used for each cylinder, there-

by ensuring an equal distribution of work between the cylin-

ders. The speed of the engine is regulated and controlled

by a spring loaded governor which proportions the amount

of fuel oil used in each power stroke to the momentary
load of the engine. This is effected by the governor auto-

matically adjusting the opening of the fuel oil suction valve,

holding it more or less open as the speed varies, and so

allowing the excess oil to be pumped back into the suction

pipe instead of being forced to the cylinder.

The governor itself is located on the top of the vertical

shaft which drives the cam shaft, and it has a speed-adjust-

ing device attached to it by means of which the speed of the

engine can be altered while running.

Forced lubrication is adopted, the oil going first to the

piston, and then to the gudgeon pin.

Air Compressor

The air compressor is situated at the end of the crank
shaft, and is direct driven by it. This position gives access-

ibility and allows the compressor to be designed according

to the best practice. Flat disc valves are used, which, be-

sides eliminating "sticking up" troubles, give a high volu-

metric efficiency resulting in a small power being required to

drive the compressor. The air is compressed in two stages

with inter-cooling, and is delivered to the running bottle,

where it is throttled by hand at the outlet; this regulation

of the blast determines the quantity of oil blown into the

cylinders proportioning it to the load demand. In addition

to the running bottle two very long starting bottles are

attached to each engine; and the reserve capacity of these

bottles is so large that the Duncan plant can be started up
a dozen times without recharging them. No trouble need
ever be feared from loss of pressure, nor need provision

be made for independent means of recharging the bottles.

As the engines never fail to start with the first blast from
the bottles, the excessive reserve of starting power is merely
a safeguard against inexpert handling.

General Operation

For the operation of the plant one man per shift suffices;

and it will be of interest to mention that the operators in this

Interior Diesel power plant, Duncan, B.C.

plant were previously quite unacquainted with the running

of Diesel engines. Yet so simple and reliable is the Diesel

electric station now, that in its ten months of continuous

operation no trouble or mishap has occurred in this plant.

Overshading even the great saving of labor and maintenance

is the economy of fuel costs compared with steam plants,

the actual fuel cost in the Duncan plant being appro.ximately

one-third of a cent per kw. hour.

It might be added that the successful operation of the

Duncan installation is in no small way responsible to the

enthusiastic interest taken in it by the City Engineer, Mr.

M. Leighton Wade.

I
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The Kaministiquia Power Company
Rapid development of Canadian Twin Cities Due Largely to Ample Sup-
ply of Dependable Power — Latest Installation Work at Kakabeka Falls

By p. R. Farrow*

The Canadian twin cities of Fort William and Port

Arthur, at the head of Lake Superior, occupy a strategical

po.sition in the comtnerce of Canada, During the seasons

of navigation west-hound merchandise is carried largely by

boat, on account of the low freight rates, and there trans-

ferred to rail, or stored for delivery during the succeeding

winter months. East-bound grain, forest and mineral raw

Ijroducts are also transferred here, forming return cargo.

The great bulk of the coal for the Middle West is brought

up by boat during the summer from Buffalo and Cleveland,

and transferred or stored, at immense electrically-operated

coal docks.

At Port Arthur and Fort William are situated some of

the largest and most modern coal docks on the continent.

Upwards of a,000,000 tons of coal are shipped through this

])ort every year. The transfer facilities to handle this traffic

must necessarily be of the very best, and electric power has

here proven itself a most dependable and efficient servant.

All the coal docks, of which there are five, are operated

by electric power.

Grain Facilities

In the transfer and storage of grain these ports excel

all other ports in the world. The storage capacity of the

port is now over 45,000,000 bushels, and is being increased

yearly. During the fall rush, grain is delivered day after day

into the elevators at the rate of 3,000,000 bushels per day.

It is then graded and transferred to boats for delivery at

(jeorgian Bay, Lake Erie and the St. Lawrence ports.

Here again electric power performs a most important

service, on account of its adaptability, efficiency, reliability

and convenience. As new storage units are added to the

elevator, the simple electric motor readily adapts itself to

suit any location and meet any service, and yet can be cen-

tralized and controlled from one point.

On account of the location of these twin cities as a bulk-

breaking and storage point for raw and finished products,

it was obvious that they were destined to become large

manufacturing and milling centres. The cities are now-

served by three transcontinental roads, and have a popula-

tion of about 45,000.

The one other element necessary to complete the chain

of facilities was introduced in IflOO, when the Kaministiquia

Power Company began delivery of electric power from their

hydro-electric development at Kakabeka Falls. After nine

years of operation this company can point to a record which
for continuous and uninterrupted service has probably not

been excelled by an^ other plant in Canada. Trouble, incon-

venience or delay from ice, backwater or water shortage,

is unknown, and from all causes the aggregate interruptions

to the system have not exceeded twenty minutes in any
one year. During the past year this record has been re-

duced to less than four minutes and the company have fur-

ther plans and improvements under consideration by which
they hope to reduce their service interruptions to the vanish-

ing point.

The details of the electric power plant are covered
in considerable detail below. The plant is located at Kaka-
beka Falls—a beautiful falls with a sheer drop of 110 feel,

located some twenty miles northwest from Fort William,

on the line of the Canadian Northern Railway. The water
is brought overland for a distance of one and one-quarter

' Power House Superintendent.

miles in reinforced concrete aqueducts, of which three arc
now completed. At the brow of the hill, just above the power
house, the aqueducts empty into a regulating reservoir or
forebay, in which are located the recently installed auto-

matic controlling gates for each of four steel penstocks.
through which the water is carried to the power house tur-

bines. The turbines operate under a net head of 180 feet.

The power is generated at 4000 volts, transmitted at 25,000

volts to Fort William and Port Arthur, and there distributed

at 35,000 volts and 2,200 volts.

The original installation was commenced in 1905, and
in the fall of 1906 the first two units of 4.400 kv.a. each
were completed and placed in operation. In 101 1 the busi-

ness of the company had expanded at such a rate as lo

justify the installation of a third unit. In 1913, taking ad-
vantage of the temporary trade depression, with its resultant
low costs for equipment and installation of plant, the com-
pany commenced the installation of a third concrete aque-
duct, and a fourth unit of 9,375 kv.a. This was completed
and placed in operation in the fall of 1914.

While there has been a temporary falling oflf in manu-
facturing in the twin cities, as elsewhere, this has been
largely counterbalanced by the manufacture of war muni-
tions, and by the abnormally heavy grain movement. The
1915 grain crop exceeded all anticipations, and has been
phenomenal in the history of the country. Ordinarily the
bulk of the grain rush is over in December. It is estimated
that it will keep all available rolling stock busy all winter,
and all the railroads and boats busy all next summer, to get
the grain out of the country before the next grain crop
comes in. The railroads are the greatest distributors of
the wealth of the country we have. This great movement
of grain cannot but have a very beneficial and sustaining
effect on the trade of the country throughout the coming
year.

Summary
The following data covers the additions to the plant of

the Kaministiquia Power Company, Limited, at Kakabeka
Falls, during the period between June, 1913, and Septembrr.
1914, which consist of a reinforced concrete aqueduct, one
and one-quarter miles long between the intake and forebay
reservoirs; the installation erf steel butterfly gates as head
gates of the penstocks, in the forebay; the erection of a
steel penstock, 740 feet long, eleven feet dianuter. between
the forebay and the power house, with a concrete covering;
extensions to workshops and valve house; erection of a spe-
cial battery house near the forebay to control the steel
gates therein; erection of a 12,500 h.p turbine and 4.000 volt
generator; five stop-up transformers, with necessary switch-
ing and indicating switchboard apparatus; two storage bat-
teries with their switchboards; the installation of an im-
proved lighting system in the power house and various in-

cidental work in connection with the above.

Aqueducts

The centres of the inside and outside of this pipe, which
is an equivalent area to a 10-ft, diameter circle, are vertically
oflPset one and one-half feet. The interior cross section of
the pipe is that of a circle 10 ft. 6 in. diameter, with a seg-
ment cut from the bottom four feet from the centre, form-
ing a flattened base. The bottom slab thus formed, is ten
inches thick and is carried out until a line sloping at eight
degrees with the vertical approaches eight inches minimum
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to the interior. At the top the concrete is six inches thick

and an arc with radius 6 ft. 1 in. meets the sloping sides

and completes the section of the pipe.

Grade and Ground.—The formation of the surface upon

which the pipe lies is very varied over its length of 6,500 feet,

running from solid rock near the intake, through clay, bould-

ers, swamp, quicksand, hardpan and gravel with l)Oulders,

to the forebay. For the first TiOO feet from the intake, the

pipe practically follows the river bank and at two places

the bank had to be filled in with rock and a concrete re-

taining wall built on the bank to form a support for the

Inner form in place, outer form and pouring platform in background.

base, one of these fills was 30 feet, maximum depth. At the

intake the pipe runs below the level of the river bed and

a retaining wall, to deflect ice and otherwise protect the pipe,

was built up from rock from the aqueduct base level. A
drain was also built from the intake to a point in the river

450 feet below to obtain the proper fall and to drain all

aqueducts when necessary, for inspection. For 3,000 feet

the aqueduct runs level from the intake over a rock bed,

it then dips gradually to 4.5 feet below grade through a

rock fill overlying clay and boulders for 1,000 feet, then for

900 feet it rises to 3.5 feet above the preceding level, pass-

ing through an excavation of hardpan and gravel; for the

next 500 feet the level falls again through a fill over a quick-

sand. This portion of the grade was sheet-piled by double

2-inch planking driven four feet outside the base of the pipe

and provided with drainage to take off water, but so ar-

ranged as to prevent the sand working out from under the

liase of the pipe. The pipe then passes over gravel, which

was levelled for 900 feet, and into a deep cut of gravel and

boulders, varying from six to nine feet deep and fourteen

feet wide, which runs practically level to the forebay.

Concrete and Reinforcement.—The concrete aggregate

consisted of one part of cement, two parts of washed sand,

screened to pass through a J4-in. sieve, and four parts of

gravel screened between j4-in- and 1-in. sieves. The ce-

ment, purchased on acceptance tests from the Canada Ce-

ment Company, was from one mill, and of a uniform quality,

was required to pass the C. S. C. E. tests for Port-

land Cement, and to be of slow setting quality. The
quantity of concrete used for the pipe amounted to 1.2 cu.

yds. per lineal foot. The reinforcement was oomposc<l of

one-half inch circular steel bars of standard specifications,

spaced longitudinally from 12 in. to 15 in. apart and trans-,

versely from 5J4 in- to 6 in. apart, tied with No. 14 gauge

annealed iron wire at all joints and lapped 13 ins. at ends

of bars and firmly tied. No expansion joints were provided

but it was hoped that sufficient hair cracks would develop

to allow for contraction and prevent excessive leakage.

Forms and Centres.—The forms for moulding the pipe

consisted of fifty-foot sections of steel framework, divided

into three parts, running on wheels on special tracks along

the pipe line, supporting a galvanized iron lined wood frame-

work properly braced upon the steel frame, but collapsible

by removing a few bolts. Over all was placed a wooden
platform with central openings to allow the concrete to be

deposited from carts directly into the form. The interior

forms were wood, steel braced, and solid for the upper

quarter section of the arc. To these were hinged side seg-

ments braced laterally when the forms were erected. The
whole of the interior form was collapsible and was carried

upon a track and a special carriage along the floor or

bottom slab of the pipe, after it had been constructed. The
forms for the bottom slab consisted merely of sides to sup-

l)ort the concrete from the outside, lengthened <o hold the

transverse reinforcement in place,' and a special interior

form to bring the sides up 10 inches above the base be-

fiire setting the upper forms.

Concrete Plant.—Two No. 2% Smith concrete mixers,

a 1/3 cu. yd. clam shell bucket, a two-stage, 25 h.p. centri-

fugal pump, one duplex pump, all electrically operated by
three-phase, 550 volt alternating current, an electrically

operated hoist, and a tower for washing and screening gravel

and sand, formed the plant necessary to construct the aque-

duct. A three-foot gauge railway, with eleven wood and

steel contractors' dump cars was used to deliver material,

and finally to cover the pipe, after completion, with three

feet of earth covering as a protection from frost.

Method of Construction.—After grading and filling had

l)een completed, in 1913, and allowed to settle all winter,

the bottom slab, a simple slab 10 ins. thick, was laid after

placing side forms. .411 reinforcement were bent at the

works, from proper lengths of rod supplied, on a special

Ijending machine. A centre form was placed and the sides

brought up ten inches to form a support for the large forms

of the superstructure. After the whole bottom slab had set

for eighteen hours the forms were removed and tlie track

Transverse and Longitudinal reinforcing in concrete aqueduct

-

Kaministiquia Power Co., Kakabeka Falls.

laid for the upper forms, on the interior, directly upon the

concrete slab and on the exterior upon a thin slab of concrete

brought to the correct grade. The interior forms were then

set for a distance of fifty feet, braced to the lower slab at

the correct height and the longitudinal and transverse rein-

forcement applied and tied in place, with properly staggered

and overlapped joints. The side and top form was then

brought up, the sides cleaned and closed for concreting, net

in place and braced on the lower section to prevent springing.

Concrete was then placed on each side equally through small

doors in the upper curve. When full to the level of tiie

doors they were closed, and concrete poured from the top.
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through a four-foot opening, until full. The top was then

finished off over the open section by trowels. The whole
operation of concreting took from 3'/^ to .'1 hours for each
50-ft. section. The forms were ready for removal twenty-

one hours after the concreting was finished. Three sections

of fifty feet of forms were built, with an extra interior sec-

tion enabling, even under the most difficult circumstances,

one hundred lineal feet of pipe to be completed per working
day, after all preliminary work had been completed. The
pipe was finished by plastering all defective work and ap-

plying three coats of cement wash to the interior surface.

Vents and Drains.—14-in. drain valves were placed at

each end of, and at two low points along the length of, the

aqueduct, serving to empty the pipe, when closed off at

each end, for inspection. Wooden stop logs form a barrier

both at the intake and forcbay ends when it is necessary lo

inspect the interior. Air vents are placed at three high points

and serve to discharge accumulations of air carried by the

moving water and to admit air freely when the water level

falls. These consist of S-in. diameter pipes screwed into

cast nipples attached to the reinforcement. The whole is

surrounded by a wooden framework to protect from injury

and prevent early freezing in winter. Artificial heat is

applied in winter to keej) the pipes free of ice. The drain

valves are protected by concrete walls with a wooden hous-
ing at the top, and are operated by long handles from the

level of the earth covering on top of the pipe; sufficient

room is provided at the bottom of the concrete pit to remove
the valve for repairs when necessary.

Materials.—The gravel and sand for the concrete was
obtained from pits on the company's property and separated
and washed in one operation by dumping the excavated ma-
terial into chutes, where water carried it over properly ad-
justed screens. From thence the gravel and sand was
carried to bunkers and the water and waste material allowed
to settle, the rcmanant being used for covering the completed
pipe.

A special covering of three feet of earth was placed
over the pipe as soon as completed, to protect the concrete
while st'ttiiiK. fnun the sun. and to prevent frost in the winter

First completed section of aqueduct— Bugflies used for conveying concrete
from the mixers on puuring platform— Porebay In backgiound.

from penetrating the pipe. The cover has been seeded to

grass to hold snow in the winter. The necessary forms were
built at the work, a sawmill with a circular saw, planer and
band saw being provided to make the necessary material.

The reinforcement was provided in proper lengths by the

mill, and bending machines in the field shaped all transverse

bars.

Organization.—The whole work was in charge of Mr.

Invert completed and track laid for Inner forms. Outer forms bcinf placed
—Note reinforcing rods to Join the invert lo the superstructure.

Geo. Lewis, with an engineer for laying out the grades and
levels, a general foreman, and a gang foreman on each
section of the work; a timekeeper and storekeeper completed
the staflf. Inspection and testing was conducted by the en-

gineer and writer, the company's superintendent.

(Continued In Pebmary 16 issue)

Personal
Mr. James McHaney has been appointed town engineer

of Southampton, Ont.

Mr. Mark Workman has been chosen to succeed Mr.

J. H. Plummer as president of the Dominion Steel Corpora-
tion. Mr. Plummer, whose health has been poor for some
inonths, has retired to take an extended holiday abroad.

Mr. O'Hara, engineer of the Cloverdale municipality.

B.C., has resigned to accept another appointment.

Mr. Herb L. White, formerly manager for The Superior
Construction Company of Sudbury, Ont., and later of Ho-
bon, Ont., has resigned to accept a position in Buffalo.

Mr. R. J. McMurray, one of the inspectors in the To-
ronto city architect's department, has enlisted in the Third
Division Ammunition Column. Mr. McMurray has been with
the department about a year and a half. He is the third

member of this department to enlist for ovr-.-.- service.

Obituary
Thos. F.. Baker, contractor. Prince .Mbcrt. Sask.. died

recently.

W. Ernest Barker, a well-known carpenter and builder.

of St. John. N.B.. died on January 27.

Pte. Oliver Beech, formerly assistant to the city engi-
neer of Macleod, Aha., died from wounds received in action
recently. He was 28 years of age.

Mr. Chas. Bodley, Sr., a well-known resident of Mount -^
Forest, Ont., died recently, in his 86th year. He was the
designer and constructor of most of Mount Forest's old pub-
lic and private buildings.

Mr. Egbert Fulljames, who with his brother carried on
a contracting business in Cranbrook, B. C, for some years.
died recently.

Senator George Riley died on January 19th at Victoria.
at the age of 7.1. • He was born in St. Catharines, Ont.,
where for some time he was engaged as a merchant. In
1883 he went to Victoria, where he became paymaster with
the contracting firm of Bell. Larkin & Paterson, which was
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at that time engaged in the construction of the Esquimau
and Nanaimo Railway. This engagement marked the be-

ginning of a successful business career extending over forty

years.

The death is announced of Mr. G. C'olin Carman, a well-

known resident and civil engineer, of Cornwall, Ont., on

January 21st, in his eightieth year. Mr. Carman was born

in Cornwall, and commenced his professional career on the

construction of the Intercolonial Railway, being assistant

engineer on the section between Riviere du Loup and Ham-
ilton, N.B. He was engaged in both the location and con-

struction of the British Columbia end of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, and was engineer in charge of the section on the

Upper Fraser River, from Spence's Bridge to Yale. From
1890 to the time of his retirement a few weeks ago he was
on the engineering staflf of the St. Lawrence Canals. He was
resident engineer in charge of the construction of the Skeik's

Island Dam, and also had charge of the construction of the

800-foot lock at Iroquois on the Galops Canal.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The Bancroft Marble Quarry, Belleville, Ont., are work-

ing overtime in filling rush orders.

The Stratford, Ont., Builders' Exchange held a success-

ful meeting on the 27th ult. in their rooms in the Worth
Block.

The Sombra Township Council have recommended the

appointment of Mr. George A. McCubbin as townshij)

engineer.

The building law of P'rcdericton, N.B., is to be amended,

more restrictions being placed f)n the repairing of frame

buildings.

The Frontenac Moulding and Glass Company, Limited,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $2.50,000 and

head office at Toronto.

The second of the three spans of the new steel bridge

being built at Trenton, Ont., to replace the historic wooden
structure, is now placed.

Seven hundred and eighty-seven thousand five hundred

and ninety-five dollars was spent on trunk sewers in Burrard

Peninsula, B.C., during the year 1915.

The Bank of Hamilton announce their intention of raz-

ing their old building at Winnipeg and erecting a handsome
five-storey structure on the same site.

The financial statement of the Canada Cement Company,
Montreal, for the year 1915, shows net earnings of $1,724,011!

—an increase of $224,954 over those for 1914.

The Ontario Granite and Marble Workers' Association

held their fourth annual banquet on February 1st in the

Carls-Rite Hotel, Toronto. Sixty members were present.

In January, 1916, the city of Winnipeg issued nineteen

building permits, of an aggregate value of $17,700. In Janu-

ary, 1915, the value of building permits issued was $14,800.

The new Welland Canal is rapidly nearing completion.

Of the nine sections into which the 25-mile job is divided,

the four most important and expensive ar6 well under way.

The applications made to the Toronto city architect for

building permits during the week ending February 26 showed
a considerable advance on the previous two weeks. Forty-

seven persons applied for permits, amounting to $137,340.

In a recent case at Windsor, Ont., the judge gave a

ruling that where sidewalks were originally corrugated and
have been allowed to wear smooth the city is responsible

for accidents. This decision also applies to glass areas in

the sidewalks in front of stores.

The annual meeting of the American Society of Civil

Engineers was held in New York from January 14 to 21.

The Society is in a flourishing condition financially, and its

present membership is placed at 8,000. Mr. E. L. Corthell,

of New York City, was elected president for the ensuing j'car.

Canada spent nearly twenty-five million dollars durnig

the last fiscal year on capital account for Government rail-

way construction and permanent improvements, and five and
one-half millions on canals, bringing the total Government
expenditure, prior to and since Confederation, on capital ac-

counts for railways, up to $352,947,000. and for canals lo

$112,472,000.

The Elgin County Council have decided to pass a by-

law to take advantage of the provision of the Highways Im-
provement Act in order to build good roads throughout the

county. The by-law is not to become operative until January

1, 1917, and in the meantime a comprehensive plan will be

prepared for designating the roads and the amount of im-

provements required.

Welland County Council have designated roads to be

built on the county system this year estimated lo cost $101,-

000. Last year $231,367.04 was expended on the good roads

system, upon which the Government grant amounted to

$77,222.35. About eighty-three miles has been compleied

to date out of a total of 133 miles, and the cost averages

about $5,000 per mile.

Commissioner Harris does not recommend the installa-

tion of Imhoff tanks at the Toronto sewage disposal works
—-partly because he is not certain that this is the best system

for overcoming the smell nuisance, and, partly on accoimt

of the cost, which would be from five to six million do'lars.

In his opinion the activated sludge process with which the

city is experimenting offers better promise of results.

Among the new companies recently registered at Hali-

fax, N.S., under the Joint Stock Companies Act is Plaster

Quarries, Limited, a corporation formed to acquire and take

over from G. C. Fletcher a gypsum deposit at Island Point,

C. B., and manufacture and deal in gypsum and its products.

Registered office at Sydney. Capital $300,000 in 300,000

shares. Shareholders named: Wm. A. Wood, Wm. Johnson.

Jr., and Alexander Campbell, Montreal.

Subletting of Manitoba Government contracts will be

made practically impossible by a bill called a "Fair Wage
Act" which the Hon. T. H. Johnson has introduced into the

Manitoba legislature. It provides for the establishment of

a fair wage board to draw up a fair-wage schedule annually,

and in order to hold employers responsible for the condi-

tions it declares that government contracts may not he sub-

let, assigned,^ C)r otherwise disposed of except with the con-

sent of the minister. Assignments for the benefit of creditors

may be made, but no others unless the 'approval of the min-

ister has first been obtained.

The Shawinigan Laboratories, Limited, has been formed,

with a capital of $25,000, for research purposes in connec-

tion with electro chemical, mechanical, electrical, metallur-

gical and electro-metallurgical engineering. Messrs. Howard
Murray, W. S. Hart, Julian C. Smith, J. C. King, and F. T.

Kaelin, of the Shawinigan Water and Power Company, are

among the incorporators. It is proposed to continue opera-

tions at Shawinigan Falls, where much experimental and

research work has been carried out in the laboratories. It

will be remembered that some of the gentlemen named are

interested particularly in the establishment of electric furnaces

for the manufacture of high grade steel.
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Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Brooke Township, Ont.
The 'I'ownsliip Council i)roi>osc to re-

pair the Zavitz Drain and to make other

improvements. Clerk, W. J. Weed, AI-

vinston.

BurUngton, Ont.
The Town Council will call for new

tenders on the supply of concrete pipe

in the early spring. Clerk, James S.

.Mien.

Dereham Township, Ont.
The Township Council intend to pur-

chase a quantity of tile for drains to he
constructed shortly. Clerk, Alexander
Hell, Dereham Centre.

London, Ont.
The VValerworks Hoard are havin.i;

plans jjrepared for water supply and ser-

vice mains to he laid in various parts
of the city. I'-stimated cost, *18,.%00.

Chairman, J'hilip I'ocock.

The London Street Railway contenip
late pavinu the track allowance on streets
where new pavements are laid. Particu-
lars from C. B. KinR. Dundas Street E.

Vitrified hrick will be used.

New Toronto, Ont.
The \ ilhiKe Council are considerin.ir

the construction of an addition to the
waterworks plant in order to double its

present capacity of ToO.OOO gallons. Sup-
erintendent, Hugh 'i'honias.

Ottawa, Ont.
Plans are being jirepared for a tile

sewer to be laid on Lyon Street for the
t'ity Council. Engineer, K. C. Askwith.

Peterborough, Ont.
The ( ity Council will call for tenders

on the supply of cement and "sewcr pipe
during the year. .Specifications not yet

prepared. I'.ngineer, R. Parsons.

Sault au Recollet, Que.
The Town Council are seeking per-

mission to borrow .$2.">0.()()() for the con-
struction of sewage and water .systems
and a filtration plant.

St. Marys, Ont.
The installation of an au.xiliary pump

ing i)lant at an approximate cost of
.$S.00() is being considered by the Town
Council. Clerk, Thomas M. Clark. Cas-
oline engines may be used.

Toronto, Ont.
The York County C'ouncil will be re-

quested by the Municipalities in North
York to plan a better roa<l sy.stem, in-

volving the expenditure of $.">00,0()0.

Clerk. R. \V. Phillips. r>7 Adelaide Street

East.

Welland. Ont.
The Welland County Council have de-

cided to constru.ct about 20 miles of roads
during next season at an estimated cost

of .$101,000. Superintendent. James
.Sheppard, Qneenston.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Toronto, Ont.

Contracts for the construction of sew-
ers have been let by the Board of Con-
trol to VV. !•:. Taylor, 4:iH Clinton Street,

the (irant Contracting Company. .10

Front Street V.., and to the Commission-
er of Works.

Windsor, Ont.
The contract for the construction of

sewers on Parent and Tiles Streets for

the City Council has been let to Merlo.
Merlo & Kay, Tecumsch Road. Brick
construction, .\pproxiniatc' cost, $:{7,000.

Railroads, and Bridges Wliarves

Ashfield Township, Ont.
The Townshii) Council pr<>po>e lo

build a new bridge across Nine Mile
River to replace that recently destroyed.
Clerk, T. G. Allen, Dungannon, Ont.

Bowmanville, Ont.
The Department of Public Works Ot-

tawa, i)ropose to repair the pier at an
approximate cost of $10,000. .Secretary.

R. C. Dcsrochers.

CoUingwood, Ont.
The sum of .$75,000 for harbor improve-

ments has been included in the year's es

timates by the Department of Public
Works, (Ottawa.

Euphemia Township, Ont.
The erection of a number of bridges is

being considered by the Township Coun-
cil. Clerk, D. M. Smith. Cairo. Ont.

Guelph, Ont.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-

pany. Montreal, c<mtcniplale laying a
<lonble track between (luelph Junction
and London this summer.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Dominion Government have in

eluded in their estimates for the year
the sum of ifa.lO.OOO for the construction
of docks, etc.. at Stipes Inlet. Survey
work will start shortly.

Kingston, Ont.
Jhe construction of harbor improve-

ments estimated to cost $120,000 is con-
templated by the Dominion Government
Department of Public Works.

Leamington, Ont.
The Department of Public Works. Ot-

tawa, have included in their estimates
the sum of $10,000 for the construction
of a breakwater.

Leith, Ont.
The reconstruction of the wharf at an

approximate cost of $10,000 is contemp-
lated by the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa.

London, Ont.
.\ report on the construction of a

breakwater at Front Street will shortly
be submitted to the City Council. Ap-
proximate cost of work, $13,000. En-
gineer, H. .\. Brazier.

Newcastle, Ont.
The estimates of the Dominion De-

partment' of Public Works include $17.-
.")00 for repairs to the pier.

Oshawa, Ont
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, propose to construct harbor im-
provements at an estimated, cost of
$50,000.

Peterborough, Ont.
The construction of a dry dock at an

approximate cost of $2.i.0U0 is contemp-
lated by the Dominion Department of
Public Works.

Peterboro & Victoria Counties, Ont
The County Councils are considerinR

the question of repairing or rebuilding
the bridge over Pijjeon Creek. Esti-
mated cost of repairs. $12,000. and of a
new bridge. $8.'>.0O0. t Icrks, E. M. El-
liott. Peterboro. and J. R. McNcillie.
Lindsay.

Port Dover, Ont.
Harl)or improvements, estimated to

cost $50,000, are contemplated by the
Department f)f Public Works. Ottawa

Port Elgin, Ont.
The Department uf Public \\ijrk>. Ot-

tawa, propose to renew the breakwater
at an estimated cost of $10,500.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont
The Dominion Department of Public

Works propose to make repairs to the
wharf this year. Estimated cost. $5,000.

Toronto, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a bridge

across Reservoir Ravine and another
over the Belt Line Ravine. Commis-
sioner of Work.s, R. C. Harris.

Wardsville, Ont.
The City Council have let the contract

for steel work required in the erection
of a bridge to .A. Hill & Company. Mit-
chell. Ont.. at $:j.347. and for concrete
abutments and flooring to William Ir-

win. 59 Curtis Street, St. Thomas.

Public Buildings, Churches
and Schools

Ailsa Craig, Ont.
The School Trustees projtosc to ve-

neer the school with red pressed brick
at an approximate cost of ^.300. Chair-
man. Neil Mcl^chlan.

Athol Township, Ont
The report published in our issue of

January 26lh to the effect that the
Trustees of Athol Section No. 1 were
considering the erection of a school, is

incorrect. No school will be built.

Berthier, Que.
The Berthier Parish School Board will
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shortly call for tenders on the erection

of a school. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Secretary, J. .A. A. Lavallee, Berthier.

Brantford, Ont.
The erection of a drill hall is contemp-

lated by the Department of Public

Works, Ottawa. Estimated cost, $75,000.

Brussels, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have included the sum of $22,500

in the year's estimates for the erection

of public buildings. Secretary, R. C.

Desrochers, Ottawa.

Burk's Falls, Ont.
The Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, contemplate the erection of a

Post Office at an approximate cost of

$20,000.

Cannington, Ont.
The erection of pul)lic buildings at a

cost of $8,000 is contemplated by the

Department of Public Works. Ottawa.

Cobourg, Ont.
Provision has been inade in this year's

estimates of the Department of Public

Works, Ottawa, for the erection of a

public building at an approximate cost

of $25,000.

Copper Cliff, Ont. .

The Department of Public Works, Ot-
tawa, propose to erect a public building

at a cost of about $15,000.

Delaware, Ont.
Interior alterations and decorations to

St. Audrew's Church are being consider-

ed. Pastor, Rev. W. Rayson. .Architect

not yet appointed.

Dunnsville, Ont.
The erection of public buildings at a

cost of $20,000 is proposed by the Dc-
l)artment of Public Works, Ottawa.

Durham, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, propose to build a public building.

.Approximate cost, $24,000.

Exeter, Ont.
The erection of a public building at an

estimated cost of $15,000 is contemplated
by the Department of Public Works,
Ottawa.

Forest, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, propose to erect a public building.

Estimated cost, $20,000.

Fort William, Ont.
The erection of a drill hall is con-

templated by the Department of Public
Works. Ottawa. Approximate cost,

$;i(),ooo.

Gait, Ont.
The Department of Public Works. Ot-

tawa, contemplate the erection of a drill

hall at an approximate cost of $6,000.

Georgetown, Ont.
The erection of a public building is

contemplated by the Department of Pub-
lic Works, Ottawa. Estimated cost,

$20,000.

Gore Bay, Ont.
The sum of $5,000 has been included

in the estimates of the Dominion De-
pa;-tment of Public Wrtrks for the erec-

tion of a public building.

Gravenhurst, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-
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tawa. propose to erect a public building
at an estimated cost of $20,000.

Hespeler, Ont.
The erection of a public building to

cost about $22,000 is contemplated by
the Dominion Government Department
of Public Works.

Huntsville, Ont.
The erection of a public building at

an approximate cost of .$20,000 is con-
templated by the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa.

Ingersoll, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, contemplate the construction of a

drill hall at an estimated cost of $25,000.

Kenora, Ont.
The erection of a drill hall is con-

templated by the Dominion Government
Department of Public Works. Approxi-
mate cost, $20,000.

Kingston, Ont.
The Department of Public Works.

Ottawa, have included in their estimates
the sum of $15,000 for the erection of a
drill hall for the R. M. C.

King Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 14

have decided not to erect a school this

year, but will proceed with the work
when conditions improve.

Kingsville, Ont.
The Department of Public Works. Ot-

tawa, propose to erect a public building
at an estimated cost of $20,000.

Lindsay, Ont.
The Public Works Department, Ot-

tawa, contemplate alterations to the pub-
lic building, estimated to cost $7,000.

London, Ont.
The erection of an addition to the Ar-

mory is contemplated by the Dominion
Department of Public Works. .Approxi-
mate cost, $50,000.

The Department of Militia are having
plans prepared for the erection of a
Home for Invalid Soldiers. Work will

start as soon as possible. Frame con-
struction, felt and gravel roofing. Archi-
tect, A. E. Nutter, Dominion Bank Build-
ing.

McGillivray Township, Ont.
The erection of a school is being con-

sidered by the Trustees of School Sec-
tion No. 6. Secretary, J. L. .Amos, Ailsa
Craig.

Meaford, Ont.
The sum of $10,000 for the erection of

a public building has been included in

the year's estimates by the Public Works
Department, Ottawa.

Medicine Hat, Alta.

The Public School Board are consider-
ing the erection of a technical school
at an approximate cost of $100,000. Modi-
fied plans have been prepared by W. H.
Bourne, Huckvale Block, and submitted
to the Board. Work will start in the
spring, if financial matters can be ar-

ranged.

Mill Brook, Ont.
The Dominion Department of Public

Works propose to erect a public build-

ing at an approximate cost of $20,000.

Milverton, Ont.
The erection of a public building is
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contemplated by the Department of Pub-
lic Works. Ottawa. The sum of $5,000

has been included in the estimates for

this purpose.

Morrisburg, Ont.
The Dominion Department of Public

Works propose to build a public building

at an approximate cost of $20,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
Sketch plans for sun parlors to be built

at the Isolation Hospital for the Health
Department are being prepared by J. A.
Ewart, Booth Building, and Millson &
Burgess, Union Bank Building.

The erection of a drill hall at an ap-

proximate cost of $50,000 is contetnplated
by the Public Works Department, Ot-
tawa.

Owen Sound, Ont.
The erection of a drill hall is con-

templated by the Department of Public

Works. Ottawa. Estimated cost. $25,000.

Parry Sound, Ont.
The Dominion Public Works Depart-

ment propose to erect a public building

at an estimated cost of $20,000.

Pembroke, Ont.
The erection of a drill hall to cost

about $4,000 is contemplated by the De-
partment of Public Works, Ottawa.

Perth, Ont.
The Dominion Department of Public

Works contemplate the erection of a pub-
lic building at an approximate cost of

$25,000.

Peterborough, Ont.
The sum of $47,000 has been included

in the year's estimates by the Depart-
ment of Public Works, Ottawa, for the

erection of a public building.

Port Credit, Ont.

The Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, propose to construct harbor im-
provements at an estimated cost of

$40,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The erection of a small church is con-

templated by the Earlscourt Baptist
Congregation, and a site has been pur-
chased. Pastor, Rev. W. F. Roadhouse.
.13 St. Clair Gardens.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
The contract for installation of seat-

ing at the First Methodist Church has
been awarded to the Valley City Seat-
ing Company, Hatt Street. Dundas Ont.
Tenders are now being received for light-

ing, painting and decoration.

McGregor, Ont.
The general contract for remodelling

the church has been awarded to Penning-
ton & Brian, 47 Sandwich Street East,
Windsor. Work consists of the installa-

tion of a heating system.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Belleville, Ont.
Charles S. Clapp contemplates the

erection of an addition to a store on
Bridge Street.

Brandon, Man.
Doig, Rankin & Robertson intend to

rebuild their store which was recently
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destroyed hy fire. Work will start in the
spring.

Bridgewater, N.S.
W. E. Await is liavinK plans prepared

for rebuildinK the Fairview Hotel along
modern lines.

Dundas, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of an office

and warehouse for the Public Utilities

Commission will be received until Feb-
ruary 13th by the Secretary, James Mc-
Ginty. Red pressed brick construction,
concrete foundation. Approximate cost,

$4,500. ^,

Fred Church has commenced the erec-
tion of an addition to his garage. Red
brick construction, concrete foundation.

Fergus, Ont.
T. D. Hume. .'Vrgo Block, intends to

remodel premises which he has pur-
chased for a i)icture show. Work will
include the construction of a gallery
and installation of seating.

Jasper, Alta.
Plans have been prepared for a hotel

to be built for the Grand Trunk Pacific
Railway, Montreal. Work will start in

the spring if plans are approved by the
President. (leneral Manager, M. Don-
aldson, Winnipeg.

Kamloops, B.C.
The Board of 'I'rade are considering

the construction of a creamery. Secre-
tary, F. Dennison.

Kensington, Ont.
The Department of Public Works.

Ottawa, contemplate the erection of a
wharf and warehouse at an estimated
cost of $10,000. Secretary, R. C. Des-
rochers.

Lake Louise, Alta.
Tenders will be received until Febru-

ary 14th on the erection of a hotel kit-
cheri and store building for the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, Montreal.
.Architects, Barott, Blackader & Web-
ster, New Birks Building, Montreal.
Reinforced concrete construction, felt

and gravel roofing.

Leamington, Ont.
The Leamington .Agricultural Society

|)ropose to build an agricultural hall at
the Fair Grounds this summer. Vice-
J'residcnt, Louis Smith.

London, Ont.
The City Council are considering the

erection of a storage building and stables
for the Garbage Department. Clerk, S.
Baker.

Plans are to be prepared for alterations
to a store for Miss F. Mitchell, 114 Dun-
ilas Street. Work may start in the spring.
Terra cotta construction. F.slimated
cost, $10,000.

The addition to llic roof garden which
is to be l)uilt at the premises of Small-
man & Ingram, Dundas Street, will be
of steel and glass construction.

W. Thornton, Callaghan Terrace, Rid-
out .Street, is having plans prepared for
alterations to the terrace.

The Kerwood Creamery Company, c/o
J. Waddcll, are considering the equip-
ment of a branch plant here.

Lucan, Ont.
Smith & McComb have secured pre-
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niises which they intend to equip as auto
sales rooms.

Montreal, Que.
All trades required in the erection of

stores and residences on Church Street
will be done by the owner, N. D. Leg<;r,
3.516 Chateaubriand Street.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The erection of a garage is beint; con-

sidered by M. H. Buckley, 20 Ontario
.Avenue. Reinforced concrete construc-
tion. Estimated cost, $6,000.

Penticton, B.C.
The Kettle X'alley Railroad propose to

extend their machine shop and to erect
an ice-house. General Manager, J. J.
Warren, Penticton.

Prescott, Ont
New specifications have been prepared

for the installation of a heating plant
at the premises of the Newell Manu-
facturing Company, and tenders will be
called shortly, h^ngineer, W. H. Ward-
well, 41,1 New Birks Building. Montreal.

Renfrew, Ont.
The South Renfrew .Agricultural So-

ciety propose to build an agricultural
hall at the Fair Grounds, at an approxi-
mate cost of $3,000. Secretary, W. E.
Smallfield, Coumbe Street.

Sarnia, Ont.
The sum of $."i0,0(M) for the construc-

tion of a wharf and shelter basin has
been included in this year's estimates by
the Department of Public Works, Otta-
wa. Secretary, R. C. Desrochers.

Springfield, Ont.
Jolin Benton, Townline West, Spring-

field, contemplates the construction of a
fireproof stock barn. Estimated cost.

$.1,000.

Squamish, B.C.
H. Butterfield. Squamish, is consider-

ing the erection of a shingle mill on the
Pillchuck River.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February 15th for the erection
of a shed at the Civic .Abattoir. Plans
and specifications at office of the City
•Architect. Steel frame, galvanized iron
construction.

Tlic Dominion Realty Company, ,14

King Street West, are about to com-
mence alterations to the old McConkey
Buildirig. :!1 King Street W., for the
Canadian Bank of Commerce. Estimat-
ed cost. $10,000.

Vancouver, B.C.
W. F. Gardiner. .Architect, ;i4T Pender

Street West, is receiving lenders on the
erection of a theatre at Broadway and
Main Streets for C. M. Bowman, .Albert
Street. Southampton, Ont. Estimated
cost, $40,000. Steel and brick construc-
tion, stone trimmings.

Windsor, Ont.
The Maxwell Motor Company, Detroit.

Mich., are considering the erection of a
factory at an estimated cost of $45,000.
Site has been purchased and work will
start shortly iti charge of the E. E. Shel-
don Construction Company. Reinforced
concrete and brick construction, concrete
foundation.

The Universal Stove & Furniture Com-
pany, Limited, contemplate the erection
of a factory in this neighborhood, but

have not yet decided upon the location.
Temporary office. 77 Sandwich Street F.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Esquiinalt. B.C.
The sub-contract for structural steel

required in the erection of an oil stor-
age plant for the Imperial Oil Company.
Limited, 404 Abbott Street. \'ancouver,
has been awarded l" l ('<.i!!.til-ii. H- *^<-in'.

.M)0 Realty Street.

Hays Cove, B.C.
The general contract for the erection

of an office building and warehouse for
the Imperial Oil Company. Limited. 404
.Abbott Street, \ancouvcr, has been
awarded to Mitchell & Currie, Prince
Rupert, B.C. .Approximate cost, (18.000.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the repairs to the

business block at 91 Notre Dame Street
W., the contract for plastering has been
letUo George H. Knott & Company.
Chestnut Avenue, and the plumbing to
J. A. Gordon. .301 St. .Antoinc Street.
Roofing and painting not yet award'd.
The general contract for repairs to

the grand stand at Blue Bonnets Race
Track for the Montreal Jockey Club has
been awarded to Rcid. McGregor &
Reid. Drummond Building, and the steel
contract to Structural Steel Company.
Limited. New Birks Building.

The general contract for repairs to the
business block at 91 Notre Dame Street
West has been let to D. M. Long. 204
William Street.

Regina, Sask.
The Royal Bank of Canada, Montreal,

have awarded the general contract for
the erection of a branch building at
Eleventh and Hamilton Streets to Purdy
& Henderson Company, limited. 10
Cathcart Street. Montreal. Contractors
are now arranging for sub-contracts.
Work will start in the spring. .Approxi-
mate cost, $50,000.

Sherbrooke, Que.
In connection with the addition now

being built at the premises of WaTtcr
Blue & Company. Limited. 8 King St..
the contract for roofing has been awanl-
ed to George W. Reed & Company, :t7
St. .Antoine Street, Montreal, and the
painting to the general contractors.
.Anglin's Limited, 65 \ictoria Street.
Montreal.

Three Rivers, Que.
The general contract for alterations to

a garage for C. O. Baptist. 6 Du-Fleuve
Street, has been let to B. J. Trepanier
24 Nivcrville Street. Estimated cost'
$7,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have awarded

the contract for the installation of addi-
tional cold storage equipment at the
Civic .Abattoir to the Canadian Ice Ma-
chine Company, Limited. 83 Chestnut St.

Work is progressing on alterations to
a store at 446 Spadina .Avenue for H
Lucas. 141 Havclock Street. The gen-
eral contract has been let to Painter Ik
Son. 333 Huron Street, and the painting
and decorating to James Kitchener. 4IR
Spadina .Avenue.

Vancouver, B.C.
In connection with the bank building

now in course of erection at Granville
and Pender Streets for the Merchants
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Bank of Canada. Montreal, the contract
for marble work has been let to the
Continental Marble Company. Rogers
Building, the mill work to Robertson
& Hackett, Granville Street Bridge, and
the plastering to H. C. Wood, 4478 Wal-
den Street.

The contract for roofing and sheet
metal work required in connection with
the additions to the store of the Hud-
son's Bay Company. Georgia Street, has
been let to the British Columbia Ceiling
& Roofing Company, 523 Seventh Ave-
nue W.. and the plastering to E. C. Mc-
Dougall, Holden Building. Tenders on
painting and glass work are now being
received by the general contractors,
British Columbia Construction & Engi-
neering Company, 516 Standard Bank
Building.

Residences
Amher'stburg, Ont.

Sketch plans are l)eing prepared for a

residence to be erected for Charles Hack-
ett. Stucco and brick construction, con-
crete foundation, shingle roofing. Esti-

mated cost, $6,000. Architect. J. C. Pen-
nington, La Belle Building, Windsor.

Blenheim, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be erected on Chatham Street
for W. J. Grant, Sheldrick Street. Es-
timated cost, $3,500.

D'Israeli, Que.
J. A. Bcngle proposes to rebuild his

residence. Frame construction. Esti-

mated cost, $4,000. Work will start about
May 1st.

Huntsville, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a cottage

for J. S. Barker, 8 Park Place, St. Cath-
arines, are being received by the Archi-
tect, T. H. Wiley, 138 St. Paul Street,

St. Catharines.

Inwood, Ont.
Jacob Wright is preparing plans for a

residence, estimated to cost $3,000.

London, Ont.
The Copp Syndicate, c/o A. M. Hunt.

Dominion Savings Building, are consider-
ing the erection of five more residences
as soon as those now in course of con-
struction are finished. Red pressed
brick construction. Estimated cost.

$15,000.

W. J. Blackie, Cheapside and Richmond
Streets, is considering the erection of

three residences on Victoria Street.

The erection of a twelve-suite apart-

ment house on St. James Street is be-
ing considered. L. H. Martyn, 807 Prin-
cess Avenue, is an interested party. .'\p-

pro.ximate cost, $15,000.

Mildmay, Ont.

J. Hesch, Sr.. contemplates repairs to

his residence which was recently dam-
aged by fire. Work will start in the

spring.

Montreal, Que.
D. Peloquin, 449 Old Orchard .Avenue,

has commenced the erection of two resi-

dences, estimated to cost $8,000. Sub-
tenders on smaller trades are now being
received. Brick construction, concrete
foundation, felt and gravel roofing.

In connection with the residence which
is now being built on Marlowe Avenue
for A. H. Brittain, 3 St. Nicholas Street,

sub-tenders are now being received for

roofing and electrical work. General
contractors. Anglin's Limited. 63 Vic-
toria Street, Montreal.

O. Germain, 70 St. Catherine Street,

is building a residence at St. Catherine
and Maisonneuve Streets, estimated to

cost $5,000. Brick veneer construction.

Sarnia, Ont.
.Ml work required in connection with

the residence now in course of erection

for S. Scarlatta. 165 Lochiel Street, will

be done by the general contractor.

Toronto, Ont.
Work on the erection of a residence

on Silver Birch Street has been started

by J. T. Moore, 30 Bertmount Avenue.
Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-
struction, shingle roofing. Estimated
cost, $3,000.

S. B. Green. Ill Evelyn Crescent, is

building two residences on High Park
Boulevard, estimated to cost $6,200.

Stone and brick construction, stone
foundation, shingle roofing.

Work has been started by H. B. Jack-
son. 134 Bracken .'Kvcnuc. on the erec-

tion of a residence at 315 Beech Ave-
nue. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction, shingle roofing. Estimated
cost. $3,000.

The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February ]5th for the installa-

tion of sanitary conveniences at a num-
1)er of houses. Specifications, etc.. at

office of the Health Department.

A. D. Richards. 33 Westmount Street,

is l)uilding a residence at 28 Glenholme
.\venue. estimated to cost $3,750. Brick
construction, slate roofing.

Walkerville, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a bunga-

low to be built on Lincoln Road by the
Burns & Walker Construction Company.
Tuson Building. Windsor. Frame con-
struction, concrete foundation, shingle
roofing. Architects, Walker & McPhail.
Tuson Building, Windsor. Approximate
cost. $3,500.

Woodrofle, Ont.
C. A. Wallace, Richardson .\venue, is

building a residence, estimated to cost
$3,500. Brick veneer construction, con-
crete foundation, shingle roofing.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Bowmanville, Ont.
Work is progressing on alterations lo

a residence for R. J. Gill, Bowmanville.
The masonry, carpentry, roofing, plaster-
ing and painting have 1>een let to A. E.

Gilders, Bowmanville. and the heating
to the James Smart Manufacturing
Company. Gourley .Street. Brockville.
Milton brick construction. concrete
foundation, asbestos shingle roofing. Es-
timated cost, $7,000.

Ingersoll, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for three

cottages to be built on King Street W.
for John Stadbauser, and the general
contract let to R. Layton. Smaller trades
will be sub-let by the general contractor.
Frame and mill construction, concrete
foundation, shingle roofing. .Approxi-
mate total cost, $4,500.

Montreal West, Que.
Work has been started Ijy .Vnglin's

f-imited, 65 Victoria Street, Montreal,
on the erection of a residence on Wolse-

ley Street for C. G. Higginson, 2435 Park
Avenue, Montreal. Brick construction,
concrete foundation, slate roofing. Sul)-

tenders on roofing and electrical work
are being received. Approximate cost,

$6,500.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of apartments on Somerset Street for

W. H. Tate, Bank Street, has been let

to J. D. & F. Wilson, 482 Bank Street;

brick work to James Paterson, 33 Ful-

ton Street; galvanized iron work ami
roofing to McFarlane & Douglas Street,

and heating and plumbing to J. T. Blyth,

Frank Street. Electrical work not yet

awarded. Approximate cost, $6,000.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for William Eastman.
22 Ossington Avenue, has been awarded
to Bower Bros., 133 Hopewell Street.

Brick veneer construction, stone founda-
tion, shingle roofing. Estimated cost.

$5,000.

Yarmouth, N.S.
A. W. Nowlan. Wellington, N. S., is

building a bungalow for William
Churchill. Frame and shingle construc-
tion. Estimated cost. $3,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Dunwich Township, Ont.
The Dunwich Rural Telephone Com-

pany propose to make improvements to

their system in the spring. Secretary.

D. A. McNabb, Dutton, Ont.

Goderich Township, Ont.
The Goderich Township Telephone

(Company propose to construct exten-

sions and other improvements in the

spring. Secretary, E. H. Wise. Homes-
ville, Ont.

Hensall, Ont.
The l)y-law authorizing the installa-

tion of hydro power and lighting sys-

tem has been carried. Town Clerk, A.
Murdock.

Inwood, Ont.
The Village Council are considering

the installation of a hydro lighting and
power system. Clerk, W. J. Weed, Al
vinston, Ont.

London, Ont.
The City Council have decided that

the proposed ornamental lighting system
on Talbot and King Streets shall be in-

stalled by General Manager E. V. Buch-
anan. Cost to be between $2,700 and
$3,500.

Melbourne, Ont.
The Caradoc Ekfrid Telephone Com-

pany intend to extend and improve their

system in the spring. Secretary, G. W.
Sponenburgh, Melbourne.

McKillop Township, Ont.
The McKillop Telephone Company are

considering improvements, repairs and
extensions to their system. Particulars
from J. M. Govenlock. Seaforth, Ont.

Ontario Province.
The Malahide & Bayham Telephone

Company propose to extend their sys-
tem to connect with the Aylmer and
Tillsonburg System. Particulars from
C. A. Wellington. Richmond. Ont.

(Continued on page 50)
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PUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the Unlvcrtlty of Toronto, i

THIS Pump is hydraulically balanced against end

thrust and in addition has a water cooled thrust

Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may
be operated with guide vanes or without for demonstration

purposes. Oil ring bearings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine

Pumps.

We make pumps of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS' PRODUCTS ARE "MADE IN CANADA"

Write us for prices.

The John Inglis Company, Umited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada
Ottawa RepresenUtlve :—]. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chamber*



Hydro Tenders

Wanted

Sealed tenders, marked "Tenders fur Lead Cov-

ered Cable," addressed to the Chairman, Tlie

Toronto Electric Commissioners, will be received

until noon. Wednesday, February 16, 1916. Each

tender mnst be accompanied by a marked cbeiiue

as called for in the form of tender. Specihca-

tions and form of tender can be obtained at the

office of the purchasing ARent, ]."> Wilton Avenue.

The lowest or any tender not ncces.sanly ac-

cepted.
•"'''

Hydro Tenders

Wanted

Sealed tenders, marked "Tenders for Pole Type

Transformers." addressed to the Chairman of the

Toronto Electric Commissioners, will be recenea

until noon on Wednesday, February 16, 1916

Each tender must be accompanied by a marked

cheque, as called for in the form of tender

Specifications ami form of tender can be obtained

at the office of the Purchasing Agent, lo Wilton

Avenue. The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.
^'

CITY OF MONTREAL

Refined Asphalt

Tenders, under sealed envelope, addressed to

the Board of Commissioners and deposited in their

ofiice, at the City Hall, will be received until

noon, Thursday, Fabruary 24th. 1916, for the

supply and delivery of refined asphalt.

The quantity anticipated is about six thousand

(C.tlfK)) net tons. It is distinctly understood that

this quantity is but approximate, and the Hoard

of Commissioners reserves the right to increase

or decrease said quantity in any amount at its

discretion without entitling the Contractor to any

claim whatsoever.
Copies of specifications and forms of tenders

may be obtained by the interested parties at the

office of the Superintendent of Purchases and

Sales, and all nt^eessary information will be given

at tiie Chief Engineer's Office.

All tenders not made on the form furnished

for that purpose by the City of Montreal, and

not sent in the printed envelope also furnished for

that purpose shall not be entertained.

No tenders shall be consirlered unless the same
he accompanied by a cheque accepted by an in-

corporaterl Canadian Jiank payable to the City

of Montreal, for a sum representing 10 per cent,

of the total amount of the tender, which tender

and cheque shall be enclosed in said envelope.

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily

be accepted.
The tenders will be opened in the presence

of the interested parties by the Board of Com-
missioners ileliberating in its Meeting Room, at

the City Hall, at the first regular meeting of the

said Board, following the reception of the said

tenders or on the date above mentioned, if the

Itoard is sitting.

By order of the Board of Commissioners.

L. N. SENECAT., Secretary.

Board of Commissioners* Office.

City Hall,
Montreal, February 1st, 1910. ti-7

WANTED
Six contractors' dump cars and dinkey. Give

particulars. Box 313, Contract Record, Toronto,
Ont. 6-7

Tenders Wanted
Sealed tenders for all trades, with the excep-

tion of structural steel, in connection with the
erection of the New Princess Theatre, Toronto,
will be received until 5 p.m., Saturday, February
12, 1916, at the office of the undersigned.

Structural steel tenders will close at 5 p.m.,
Saturday, February 5, 1010.

Tenders to be submitted on forms to be sup-
plied.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of Charles J. Read, Rooms 203-4 Con-
federation Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

C. HOWARD CRANE, Architect,

CHARLES J. READ, Associate Architect.
45G

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersiKued,
and endorsed "Tender for Lock Gates at East
River Lock, N.S.," will be received at this office

until 4 p.m., on Monday. February 28, 1916, for

the construction of Timber Lock Gates and their

equipment for the East River Lock, near New
Glasgow, Pictou County, N.S.

Plans and forms of contract can be seen and
specification and forms of tender obtained at this

Department, and at the offices of the District

Engineers at Antigonish, N.S. ; Halifax, N.S.

;

Shaughnessy Building, Montreal, P.Q. ; Confed-
eration Life Building, Toronto, Ont., and on
application to the Postmaster at New Glasgow,
N.S.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed
forms supplied, and signed with their actual
signatures, stating their occupations and places
of residence. In the case of firms, the actual
signature, the nature of the ' occupation, and
place of residence of each member of the firm

must be given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of

Public Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

tlie amount of tlie tender, which will be forfeited

if the person tendering dechne to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so, or fail to

complete the work contracted for. If the tender
be not accepted the cheque will be returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

NOTE.—Blue prints can be obtained at the
Department of Public Works by depositing an
accepted bank cheque for the sum of $20.00,
made payable to ihe order of the Honourable the
Minister of Public Works, which will be re-

lumed if the intending bidder submit a regular
bid.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Oepailmcnt of Public Works,
Ottawa, January 27, 1910.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-
ment if they insert it without authority from the
Department.—91583. 5-G

For Sale

Large manufacturing company in the United
States specializing in concrete machinery wants
to sell outright a full set of drawings, patterns,
and other information in reference to building
and marketing concrete mixers. Good oppor-
tunity for Canadian manufactiu-er. Box 296,
Contract Record and Engineering Review, To-

I ronto, Ont. 4-C

Notice to Contractors

Supplies Wanted
Sealed tenders addressed to the Chairman, and

Member.s of the Water Works Committee will
Ik- receive<! by the Secretary of the Water Works
Committee. City Hall, Ottawa,- up to 4 i>.m..
February 24th, 1916, endorsed "Tender for Brass-
work, Cast Iron Pipe, Lead Pipe and Pig Lead.
Oils and Grease, Special Pipe Castings or Valves,"
as the case may be.
Any tender received after the above stated

lime will be declared informal.
Siiecifications, Form of Tender and full particu-

lars may be obtained on application to the City
Engineer's Office, City Hall. Ottawa.
The Corporation does not bind itself to accept

llie lowest or any tender.

R. L. HAYCOCK,
Acting W. W. Engineer,

Ottawa, February 4th. PtlC. fi-G

Township of Brantford

Fonger and Barton

Bridges

.*^ealed tenders, clearly endorsed on the outside,'
will be received up to noon on Saturday, February
26th, 1916, addressed to* the Township Clerk,
County Building, Brantford.
"A"— For reinforced concrete abutments for

Fonger Bridge, containing 225 cubic yards of
concrete, and 18.000 lbs. square cold twisted
steel reinforcement.
"B"—For steel superstructure, Class "A" load-

ing, clear waterway 70 feet, clear roadway 16 feet,

with reinforced concrete deck and latticed hand-
railings.

"C"—For reinforced concrete abutments for
Barton Bridge, containing 105 cubic yards of
concrete and 11,5<X» lbs. square cold twisted steel

reinforcement.
*'D"—For steel superstructure. Class "A" load-

ing, clear waterway HO feet, clear roadway 16 feet,
with reinforced concrete deck and three line
pipe handrailing.

Each tender must be on the prescribed form
and accompanied by a marked cheque for 5 per
cent, of tlie amount of the tender, made payable
to the Treasurer of the Township of Brantford.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the undersigned. Room 4, Temple Build-
ing, Brantford, from whom tender forms may
be had.

ALAN MAIR JACKSON.
6-7 Township Engineer.

POSITIONS VACANT
CITV ENGINEER- W.AXTED.- Applications

f(M- position of city engineer will be received until
March 1st, 1916. Salary, $1,800 per annnm. Send
copies, not oriKinals, of references, etc. Jos.
.McCartney, City Clerk, Gait, Ont. j-(i

AGENTS WANTED

Canadian sales agents wanted by large coO—
pany manufacturing road making and contractors'
inachinery. Box 207, Contract Record and En-
gineering Review, Toronto, Ont. 4-7

Quarry Machinery For Sale
1 - Xo. Kennedy Crusher with extra shaft aq

head; capacity 50 to SU tons per hour.
1- -revolving screen.
I—main drive belt.

1 —0<)-ft. elevator complete.
For particulars address Box ^^11, Contra©

Record, Toronto, Ont. 0-'
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Made in Canada

Preseri/es Roads
Prei/efits Dust-

Cheaper

than Plain Macadam-

Kennedy Koad, >carboro Township,

York County, Ontario.

Tarvi* filled macadam.

'T' .-KRVIA is always cheaper in the lon.if

run to bond a macatlam road with
than water. Sometimes Tarvia as a bind-
er does not add anything to the first cost.

The York County Highway Board, York
County, Ontario, built about five miles of
Tarvia macadam in 1915 and found it two
cents a square yard cheaper than water-
bound macadam cost them in 1914.

Such figures are not unfamiliar. The Tar-
via displaces a certain amount of stone
and reduces the amount of rolling re-

quired. The excessive use of water, often
difficult to provide, is done away with.
The Tarvia often makes possible the use
of a cheaper stone which may not make
a good road by itself but will give excel-

lent results when there is a Tarvia mat-
rix to prevent internal attrition.

Plain macadam is not fitted to stand the
stresses of modern traffic but a tarviated

road is automobile-proof. The swiftly

driven wheels which disrupt a plain mac-

adam surface, merely roll down a tarvi-

ated macadam and make it smoother.
The tarviated surface is waterproof and
frost-proof, and will not ravel when rain

torrents sweep down steep hills.

There are three kinds of Tarvia. "Tarvia-
X" is very heavy and dense, used as a
binder in road building as in the above
instance, and the most thorough and
permanent of the Tarvia treatments.
"Tarvia-A" is a lighter grade, used for
hot surfacing applications. "Tarvia-B".
which is fluid enough to be applied cold
with modern spraying apparatus, is for

dust prevention and road preservation.

In addition to the five miles of "Tarvia-
X" macadam mentioned above, the York
County Highway Board in 1915 coated
six and one-half miles of the Kingston
Road with "Tarvia-B." This is one of
the best roads leading out of Toronto.

Booklets on request, .\ddress our near-
est office.

Special Service Department.
This Company lias a corps of trained engineers If yoti will write to the nearest office re^rdin^
and cliemists who have given years of study to road problems and conditions in your Ticinity the
niodein road problems. The advice of these men matter will have prompt attention,
may I>c had for the asking by anyone interested.

THK PATER80N M A N D P A C T U B I N G COMPANY. LIMITBI)
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VAMOODTSII

THE CAKRITTE.
8T. JOHN, N. B.

PATERSON MANUFACTURING CO.. LIMITED
RALIPAZ, N. . aTDNBT, N. B.
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Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

(Continued from page 40)

Tisdale Township, Ont.
A by-law authorizing the purchase of

an electrically driven fire pump has been
passed. Clerk, W. H. Wilson, South Por-
cupine, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.
Tenders on the supply of lead covered

cable will be received until February 16th
by the Toronto Hydro Electric Commis-
sioneds, 326 Yonge Street. Specifica-
tions, etc., at office of the Purchasing;
Agent, 15 Wilton Avenue.

The Toronto Hydro Electric Commis-
sioners, 336 Yonge Street, will receive
tenders until February 16th on the sup-
ply of pole type transformers. Specifi-
cations at office of the Purchasing Agent,
15 Wilton Avenue.

Wheatley, Ont.
The Independent Telephone Company

are considering improvements and ex-
tensions to their systems during the year.
Secretary. J. \V. Kennedy.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Sherbrooke, Que.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for the supply of transformers
to the Canadian General Electric Com-
pany, 158 St. Antoine Street, Montreal.

Late News Items

Hespeler, Ont.
The tool factory of A. B. Jardine S:

Company, Guelph Street, has been des-
troyed by fire. Loss, .$75,000, principally
on the shell plant.

London, Ont.
Plans are being prepared by Watt &

Blackwell, Bank of Toronto Building,
for alterations to a store for Miss F.
Mitchell, 114 Dundas Street. Estimated
cost, $10,000.

McGillivray Township, Ont.
Plans are being prepared by F. W.

Farncomb, Edge Block, London, for a
drainage scheme to be constructed joint-
ly by the Townships of McGillivray,
East Williams and Stephen. Work will
start in the spring. Approximate cost,
$15,000.

Montreal, Que.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February 15th for the erection
of a pump house and installation of a
pump for the Notre Dame de Grace
Sewer. Specifications, etc., at office of
the Engineer, n. McLeod. City Hall.

New Liskeard, Ont,
Fire has totally destroyed the business

block owned by F. O'Brien. Loss,
$50,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have passed Water-

works Department estimates- of $50,000
for short watermain extensions on vari-

ous streets throughout the city and
$189,000 for construction of wsftermains
under the Lee Distribution Scheme. Imi-

gineer, R. L. Haycock.

Port Moody, B.C.
In connection with the construction

of a steel plant and rolling mills for the

Port Moody .Steel Works, Limited,
Standard Bank Building, \ancouver, the
contract for erection of main building,
construction of a wharf and pile driving
has been awarded to Henry Peterson, 16

Hastings Street E., \ancouver.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a shop for the Metal
Drawing Company, Race Street, has been
let to Newman Bros.. 71 St. Paul Street.
and the carpentry to R. B. Williams.
Beecher Street. Work has been started.

Steel sash will be purchased by the ma-
sonry contractor. Architect, .'\. E. Nich-
olson, Queen .Street.

Walkerville, Ont.
William Woolat, Jr., Kildare Road,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $6,000. Stucco
and brick construction. Work is being
done by the owner and .S. Keyser, 93
Moy Avenue, Windsor.

Windsor, Ont.
Work is about to start on the erection

of an addition to the agricultural build-
ing at the Race Track for the Windsor
& North Essex .Agricultural Society. The
masonry contract has been let to R.
Wescott, 55 Oak .\venue. Sub-contracts
not yet awarded. Frame construction,
concrete foundation, composition paper
roofing. Estimated cost. $6,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Presbyterian Church at Point

Douglas has been practically destroyed
by fire. Loss, $15,000. The congrega-
tion intend to rebuild and work will
probably start immediately. Pastor,
Rev. R. Boyle.

THE "PANAMA BOSTON" GRADER
(For 2 or 4 horses—Weight 1000 lbs.)

Built like a Battleship for Heavy Duty
Built to meet the requirements of a general purpose two or four-

horse machine. Constructed so as to be changed from Grader to Drag
by removing two bolts. Doing absolutely the highest class of work that

any Road Building Machine can do.

The exclusive devices upon this machine include our "Roller Bear-
ings." on all wheels, new worm and screw gear hoisting method and
economy of operation, comprising features and advantages that place
this machine in a class above any road making machine on
the market. Weight, 1,000 lbs.

We manufacture a complete line of Road Machinery,
Graders, Levellers and Drags; a full line of Concrete Ma-
chinery; and Cast Iron and Corrugated Culverts.

Our catalogues fully describe and illustrate (nir

difTercnt lines.

THE LARGEST LINE OF ROAD MACHINERY—"MADE IN CANADA "

The Exeter Mfg. Co., Limited, Exeter, Ont.
Ask for

ISlSCataloEUe
No. 25

J. L. Neilion, Winnipeg, Man., Western Agents H. S. Hancock. Ft. William, Agent N. Ont.

Ask for
1915Catsloaue

No. 25
Lacie Chas A. Paquet Ltree, Quebec, Que.
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This is No Time to Take Chances
The British Empire, of which Canada is an import-

ant part, is in a death-grapple with Germany.

There is no possible reason for doubting that this

same Germany will, if she can, destroy the power of

England.

The destruction of British power inevitably means
that Canada falls under the control of some other

nation.

Ultimately, if not immediately, that nation would
be Germany—for, if Germany wins this war and
cripples England, there is not sufficient world-power to

withstand her aggressions.

Neither is there any doubt that in starting this

war the ultimate ambition of the present German mil-

itary power was to subdue the whole world.

Of course this war has developed into a tiiuch big-

ger business than Germany dreamed when she willed

it on Europe. She hoped to achieve her ainbitions

step by step. But the Allies unexpectedly forced her
hand, and she is clever enough to grasp the situation.

She sees it clearly to-day—now or never—life with
power, or. death with shame.

Germany therefore fights to-day a fight for very
existence—the fight of a hungry, maddened jungle-
beast thwarted of its prey and driven to bay.

Can we Canadians, as sane beings, fighting with
such an opponent—clever, powerful, resourceful, un-
scrupulous, beast-like—can we, I say, afford to take
any chances? I don't say that any man of German
blood in the employ of the Government at Ottawa is

disloyal to Canada—I don't know. But I do say—it's

possible. I do say that in the breasts of these men
love of their native land would be only human. 1 do
say that, with the very best of intentions, these men
of German extraction are more likely to be the medium
through which important military information might
leak out. I do say that Germany's methods in the con-
duct of this war, in many directions, have led us lo
view with an irrepressible feeling of suspicion the acts
of even our closest friends who may have Germcn
blood in their veins. I am willing to admit that this
feeling is often unjust; but Germany has willed it so
—even as she willed the war.

The continuance of any men of German birth or
close German connection in any position of trust in
Canada is entirely indefensible. Remove them at once.
Treat them with all courtesy, pay their salaries if you
will, reinstate them when we've won the war, but
now—remove them.

Make it as impossible for them to do us harm as
if we believed them guilty of the desire.

We are taking a chance when our life is at stake.
It is a foolhardy chance, because there is nothing to
be gained. Remove them as a precautionary measure.

1 know that I express the sentiments of more than
ninety-nine per cent, of the people of Canada when
I demand from our Government the instant removal
of these men from office, the immediate institution of
adequate protection of all our public buildings and
works, and the immediate segregation of such small
elements in our population as give indication of Ger-
man sympathies and who, in so doing, may interfere
with our recruiting or may hinder the progress of the
war in the smallest measure whatsoever.

And this latter applies to Waterloo County as else-
where. Why should one of the most loyal sections of
the whole Dominion be singled out for the humiliations
of the past few weeks? "He that is not with us is

against us." High or low, rich or poor, let us not for-
get for an instant—it's a fight to the death.

Montreal Harbor Improvements
Two new main projects are dealt with in the an-

nual report of the Montreal Harbor Commissioners.
These are the erection of an eight-storey warehouse
and the electrification of the harbor railway terminals.
The Commissioners refer to the need of warehouse
accommodation so that goods can be received during
the summer months when freights are advantageous,
and -held in order to give speedy delivery when re-
quired. The Commissioners have had under consid-
eration plans for an eight-storey warehouse, to be
situated in a central position on the harbor. The
warehouse would have all the advantages of modem
design. A railway car elevator hoist would take cars
to the unloading platforms at each Hoor. The Com-
missioners would undertake to handle freight by rail-

way car from the sheds to the warehouse, or vice-
versa. Cars for delivery to outside points could be
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loaded at the different Hoors and shipped without any The disbursements ')n capital account in 1915 were
intermediary cartage. • $1,850,001.40, on the following works < i improvement:

With regard to the electrification of the railway Grain Elevators s> 636,950.65

terminals, the report states: "The increase in the rail- Wharves, Piers and Basins 565,683.72

way trafific of the port and the mileage of trackage in Harbor Dredging 269,704.48

operation makes it important to proceed with the Real Estate 158,636.07

utmost despatch in establishing facilities which will Harbor Railway 145,065.93

not only retain Canadian trade, but which, by their New Plant 37,265.17

superiority over those provided at competitive ports, Permanent Sheds and Hoists .... 36,695-38

will attract additional business- With this object in

view the Commissioners have, during the past year. Total $1,850,001.40

devoted much time and thought to a study of a scheme
for the complete electrification of the harbor railway ^ Conundrum of the Day
terminals, visiting and inspecting in the meantime the

electric freight terminals of the New York Central, ''Should the chief intelligence oflicer of the war depart-
.*'

, ,, A' 1 AT TT 1 IT ^ ment of Canada be a German, with brothers in the German
Pennsylvania, and i\ew York, New Haven and Hart- army?
ford Railroads, at New York, Oak Point, New Roch- "Should there be other Germans in the Government ser-

elle, etc., where the appHcation of electricity had vice here? A number there are.

proved successful in the movement of freight at the
"'^^

V^"^''!,'''
'^'"" "^'^^ Germany or playing marbles?"-

. . , T I A - J ii i - wtiawa journal,
various terminals. It was also ascertainea that, in r- ji i r u > i n r^»» i»ci.i._.i.io tv. liiw.c*

, Good! and for heavens sake will Ottawa cease playing
addition to the primary object of overcoming the

poijtjcs?
smoke nuisance, the application of electricity had

'

proved that it had, among many others, the following rp fH U C < C Tf
advantages over steam for railroad terminal traction :— * orontO Crancn L^. S. *^. C.

Economy in operation and maintenance; flexibility of The regular monthly meeting of the Toronto
control; availability for immediate service; fewer un- Branch was held in the Society's rooms at the En-
its required for equal service; elimination of corrosion gineers' Club, 90 King Street W^est, on Thursday, Feb.

of steel and galvanized iron by acid gases; fire danger 10th. The recently elected chairman Mr. G. A. Mc-
reduced ; and standby losses much lowered. As a re- Carthy occupied the chair. Mr. G. R. G. Conway,
suit of this investigation, an expert electrical engineer M. Can. Soc. C. E-, consulting engineer, Toronto, gave
has, for some time past, been engaged in studying, on an informal lecture on "Recent Dam Construction in

the ground, the railway conditions of the port, and British Columbia," with particular reference to work
preparing a report as to designs, types and estimates, with which he has been associated as Chief Engineer
upon receipt of which it is proposed, should the report of the B. C. E. R. Co.

confirm the conclusions arrived at by the Commission- jhe lecture was illustrated with a fine series of
ers, to proceed at once with the work of completely lantern views and described the construction of the
electrifying the Montreal Harbor terminals, upon the Bear Creek Dam on Vancouver Island which forms
consummation of which Montreal will have the dis- one of a number of dams built for the storage of water
tinction of being the first port in the world possessing at Jordan River, 40 miles west of the city of Victoria,
a complete system of electrified freight terminals." for the hydro-electric plants of the British Columbia

Included in the work to be done during 1916 is the Electric Railway Company. This dam is 1,020 feet

reconstruction of the Victoria Pier, which will be com- in length and 50 feet in height, with Zyi to 1 down-
pleted during the present year, the develo])ment of this stream slope and 3 to 1 upstream slope, and contains

pier and the market basin giving 2,700 lineal feet of 148,400 cubic yards of material. The dam was built

iiigh level quays for the ocean steamers, with a depth by the hydraulic process and impounds 328 million

of thirty-five feet at low water, and 4,000 lineal feet on cubic feet of water, the top elevation being 1,483 feet

low level quays for river vessels, ferries, etc. The above sea level.

program of the Commissioners also includes the Five miles below Bear Creek dam has been con-

lengthening of the King Edward, the Alexandra and structed the Jordon River dam of the "Ambursen"
Jacques Cartier piers to 1,200 feet each, continuation type, which is the highest dam in Canada, the extreme
of the high and low level wharves, very large works to height being 128 feet. It is so far the second highest

change the St. Mary's current, and a bridge across from reinforced concrete dam that has been built, the

the Mackay pier to St. Helen's Island and thence highest being the LaPrele dam in Wyoming which has

across to the South Shore. The proposed bridge will a maximum height of 136 feet. The Jordan River

he ninety feet wide and will provide two footpaths, a dam is 891 feet in length with a spillway 305 feet long

roadway, street car tracks, and railway lines, the latter provided with 8 feet of freeboard. It contains 21,200

being electrified in the same manner as the rest of the cubic yards of concerte and 380 tons of reinforcing

harbor railways, and connecting up with railways on steel was used in its construction. The dam im-

the South Shore. The electric engine used will.be of pounds 612 million cubic feet of water, the top eleva-

the d. c- 1,200 volt locomotive type. It has a length tion being 1,360 feet. From this dam the main water
of 39 feet 6 inches, a height over the cab of 12 feet 4 supply is delivered by flume to a forebay from which
inches, and from the trolley to the ground of 14 feet 6 the penstock pipes are taken so as to utilise a head of

inches. The width over all is 10 feet 1 inch. The 1,145 feet at the power house where impulse wheels
weight of the electrical equipment is 60,000 lbs., and have been installed to a capacity of 25,000 horsepower,

of the mechanical equipment 140,000 lbs. The haul- Mr. Conway also described the construction fea-

age capacity of the engine will be roughly about a tures of Coquitlam dam which impounds water for

thousand tons. A portion of the tracks along the the Coquitlam-Buntzen hydro-electric project of the

main frontage will be elevated, while the remainder British Columbia Electric Railway Company. This

will be surface tracks. (Continued on paee 160)
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Conference on Road Construction
For Road Superintendents and Engineers of the Province of Ontario—A four-
day lecture and discussion course, thoroughly practical in its nature, covering
the requirements of country road construction in all its various phases— Mr. W.
A. McLean, Deputy Minister of Provincial Highways, discusses "Road Laws"

delivered and very thoroughly discussed. The following

resume of the congress proceedings endeavor to cover
in the main the points brought out in discussion. Mr.
W. A. McLean, Deputy Minister of Highways for the

Province of Ontario, presided throughout.

The first conference on highway construction for

County Road Superintendents and Engineers, held in

Tcjroiito in February, 1915, met with such success

that it was decided to continue the course again this

year. The second conference was held in Toronto
last week, February 8th to 11th, and judging by the

good attendance, the vigorous discussions and inter-

change of ideas among the engineers from many On-
tario counties this conference will be even more fruit-

ful of results than the first.

Aim of the Conference

The organization covers more especially the south-

ern portion of the Province of Ontario. The need
for uniformity of methods, and for a close personal

understanding between the engineers of the Depart-

ment of Highways and the County Superintendents is

essential for the efficient prosecution of highway im-
provement. This has been very successfully met by
these conferences, at which practical lectures on high-

way ccMistruction, maintenance, etc., covering the

problems of the practical man on the road have been

ROAD CONSTRUCTION AS GOV iikNtU BY
TRAFFIC REQUIREMENTS

Mr. R. C. Muir, A. M. Inst. C. E., opened the con-
ference with a paper on "Road Construction as Gov-
erned by Traffic Recjuirements." The volume and
classes of traffic are governing factors in the choice
of the ])roper type of road. Traffic should be studied to

ascertain these conditions before attempting to build.

Great care should be given the sub-grade and the
foundation, for the foundation in reality carries the
load. In building the foundation careful attention
should be given to drainage. If this is not done the
bed becomes soggy and soft, with the result that heavy
traffic is apt to break throjigh the stirfacing. Grades

^KT^r^^S'Pl

St'cond .Annual ContcriTHi nn Ko.ul i.oii>iutitlon

of the Ontirlo Department of Public
for Road Supcrlntendcni* and En<lnccn under the auspice*
ihllc Workt.—Group photograph of d«lcgalc<K
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bear an important relation to pavement; the destruc-

tive effect of heavy traffic on steep grades is a serious

item. Also, damage is done to roads by horses' shoes

and narrow tires ; these may be remedied by the use

of a flat rubber shoe for horses, and widening the tires

in the case of vehicles. Again, the width of the street

bears an important relation to the life of the pavement

;

if the street is narrow and traffic heavy it must neces-

sarily congest, whereas if the street were wider the

load would be more widely distributed. There are

three general factors in the destruction of water-bound
macadam roads—effect from horses' shoes and nar-

row tires, crushing effect of traffic, and the shear of

fast, heavy motor trucks.

In choosing the type of pavement for a road the

engineer should be given a free hand. There are,

however, four facts to consider—trafiic, character of

foundation, existing grades, and the cost, both of con-

struction and material. This latter factor often lim-

its the type of road to be used ; but along with it

the factors of facility and durability must enter in.

For country roads for both rural and motor traffit

Mr. Muir suggested a double road, with a 2-in. asphalt

road in the centre, and concrete side roads for country
traffic.

Discussion

Mr. W. A. McLean, in discussion, said : "There was
a time when we thought we knew how to build roads,

with only one type of traffic to consider ; but the des-

tructive effect of narrow tires has passed into insig-

nificance ; the destructive effect from shear of the fast

auto and motor truck, in which the destructive effect

upon pavement increases as the square of the speed,

is a new and far more serious item. Ruts appear in

the road, partly as a result of this, and to obviate

this evil we shall have to restrict the load as well

as the speed ; educate the people to 'keep out of the

rut,' and build our roads wider where traffic is heavier."

A lengthy discussion, indulged in by several superin-

tendents from the different counties, followed on
"ruts," with the consensus of opinion that we will have
to widen our stone surface in cases of heavy traffic and
educate the people that the road is theirs, and they
should help preserve it by driving all over the road.

GRADING
"Grading" was discussed by Mr. A. H. Parker,

B.A.Sc. The sub-grade should be brought to the pro-

per shape and alignment before commencing to place

the surface material. I-n Ontario, roads follow certain

lines, as laid out, irrespective of the topography of

the country. With the location, which is the most
permanent part of the road, arbitrarily fixed, the sub-

grade or foundation, as the next most permanent fac-

tor, should be carefully built. In selecting the loca-

tion of a road, it should have as low gradients and as

direct a route as possible. By direct route, it may
not necessarily mean a straight line, a horizontal curve

is often shorter than a vertical one, as over a hill.

In Ontario many of our roads have grown up from
pioneer conditions and are very crooked. These should

be straightened. In building new roads the centre

line of the road should coincide with the. centre line

of the road allowance. Avoid deep cuts, if possible

;

they are expensive to build and easily drift full of

snow in the winter. In building side-hill roads, if

the centre line of the road is brought to the grade
level, when the road is widened out and finished, one-
half will be cut and the other half fill. This provides

a minimum of labor, and therefore cost. Ordinary dirt

soil will stand up with an angle of repose oi V/i hori-

zontal to 1 vertical. The slopes should be seeded to

preserve, as well as beautify, them. Drag the earth

from the ditches to the centre, remove all sod, because
if used it decays and leaves a soft spot. If this is un-
avoidable it should be allowed to dry out, then bury
two or three feet below the surface. Rolling the sub-

grade before the surfacing is placed is very essential

;

it compacts the sub-grade and shows up any weak-
nesses.

Drainage, perhaps, is one of the most important
things in road construction and upkeep. The sub-
grade should, if possible, always be built up above the

high-water mark. Build the crown in an arc of a

circle, and make the ditches or drains follow the gen-
eral water-course, being sure that they have an out-

let and are not just allowed to become an elongated
pond. In grading for a road it is important to study
the location, keep as low grades as possible, use sound
materials, provide good drainage, and build a good
foundation sub-grade.

Discussion

Mr. W. A. McLean said that in the early days it

had been hard to get a good alignment in grading,
but a good deal of importance was placed on it now.
The old idea of statute labor in road upkeep is pass-
ing out, and an organized system of county superin-
tendents and road engineers is taking its place. More
attention is being paid to drainage and its proper
outlet.

Major Sheppard, of Welland County, spoke of the
effects of water-soaked foundations, and the sudden
changes in climatic conditions, especially in the winter
season. Rapid rising and falling of the temperature
causes disintegration of the road surface. If water-
soaked, frost will heave the road up, and when the
weather moderates it falls back, simply breaking it

up. If proper drainage were instituted half our pre-
sent road troubles would be eliminated.

An interesting discussion followed on the new
Ditches and Water-courses Act, its application to spe-
cific cases, and how it should be interpreted.

* * *

THE ADMINISTRATION OF A COUNTY ROAD
SYSTEM

This question was discussed by Mr. G. C. Parker,
B. A. Sc. The success of a county road organization
depends almost entirely on the knowledge and execu-
tive ability of the superintendent. This knowledge
cannot be gained in a year and for this reason it is

to the advantage of the municipality that the office of
superintendent be retained by the same man year after

year. Referring to specific details, the speaker sug-
gested the early spring season as the best time of ob-
taining an accurate knowledge of local conditions.
Much information can be gained at this time regard-
ing the necessary drainage required. It is also the
proper time to have machinery repaired. Sheds can
also.be built during the off season—preferably at a
central point—for properly housing the machines. The
grader is the first machine to be taken out in the
spring, and should be used on all the roads. Simul-
taneously the drains should be attended to. Follow-
ing the grader, the roller should be placed in operation
just as soon as the ground is sufficiently dried out
to support the load.

Importance was also laid on the necessity of having
proper specifications drawn so that there may be no
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misunderstanding between the superintendent and the

men in charge, or with the contractor. Where roads

arc built by contract the superintendent should have
an inspector who will see that these specifications are

carried out closely. Attention was drawn to the fact

that municipalities do not appear to get as good re-

sults for the same amount of money expended as a

private contractor will do, and it was urged that the

policies followed by contractors should be more care-

fully studied. The contractor watches his costs care-

fully, replaces a machine which continually causes

trouble by a better one, sifts out his poorest teams
so as not to delay the others, keeps his horses well fed

and groomed, and for the most part figures according

to a unit cost system, so that from day to day he can

place his finger on the leaks. There is no reason why
the same principle should not govern the work in

municipal organization.

* *

THE USE OF OIL AS A DUST PREVENTIVE
Mr. Huber, As-soc. Mem. Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, addressed the Congress on the subject of

Dust Prevention. He first outlined the causes of dust,

which include the grinding and pulverizing action due

to the impact of horses' feet and vehicle tires; the

shearing action of self-propelled vehicle wheels ; the

physical actions of rain, frost and wind ; the chemical

actions set up in the weathering of stone ; and—usual-

ly most important of all—internal attrition, or the

grinding together of contiguous stones of which the

surface crust is composed. Of all these agencies only

the last-mentioned is preventable.

The lecturer outlined two methods by which dust

may be prevented from rising, which he classified re-

spectively as Cure and Prevention. The first was the

application of such substances to the road surface as

would hold down the dust already formed. The sec-

ond was the employment of such methods and materi-

al in construction that the formation of dust would
be practically prevented. The first method consisted

in applying various liquids such as water, salt solu-

tions, light oils, light tars, oil and tar emulsions, all

of which gave only temporary relief. The use of

granulated calcium chloride was also mentioned as

being feasible in very moist climates only. It was
pointed out, however, that in dust prevention very

much depends on the condition of the road. First-

class construction is the first and greatest essenti.il.

The application of oil to a thick coat of dust affords

only temporary relief, and is expensive. The lecturer

outlined the various methods of applying the differ-

ent kinds of oil, and pointed to the necessity of ob-

serving certain rules very carefully.

The second method of treating roadways—result-

ing in dust prevention—consists in covering the en-

tire surface with a carpet coat of heavy asphaltic oil

or medium-grade tar, filled with stone chips free from
dust. This results in a surface from one-eighth to

one-half inch thick, composed of stone chips and a

bituminous binder, the object of the stone being to

take the wear of traffic and of the bitumen to bind the

stone together and hold it on the road. This method
is more expensive than the application of oils, but is

usually more economical in the end, as an application

will last several times as long. The lecturer outlined

the proper methods of applying this carpet coat, and
emphasized the importance of following instructions

carefully so that best results may be obtained. The
cost of the carpet coat as described is estimated at

from eight to ten cents per square yard, and the life

from two to five years. Including maintenance cost,

the annual charge for this road should be from two to

four cents per square yard.

PAINTING AND MAINTAINING STEEL HIGH-
WAY BRIDGES

This subject was taken up by Mr. George Hogarth,
O.L.S., Assoc. Mem. Canadian Society of Civil Engi-
neers, Engineer of Highways for the Province of On-
tario. Mr. Hogarth emphasized the importance of

painting steel bridges as soon as they are erected, and
of inspecting them carefully twice a year for abrasions
or rust spots, which should be cleaned and repainted.

He emphasized, also, the necessity of using fre.sh,

bright steel in the erection of bridges, as where cer-

tain parts are rusted it is difficult to anticipate where
the weakest spots will develop. Great emphasis was
laid on the necessity of all rust, dirt and grease being
thoroughly removed from the steel before the first

coat of paint is applied. A new coat of paint should
be given to any bridge structure every four or five

years at least, not only for preservative reasons, but
also on account of the improved appearance to the high-

way of which the bridge forms a part.

Mr. Hogarth discussed also the different classes of

paint which are available at the present time for steel

work, and instanced some tests made during the last

ten years by the American Society for Testing Materi-

als. These tests indicated that the best paint was com-
posed of red lead and linseed oil, with the red lead in

ample proportions. Where the bright color of this

paint is considered objectionable, it may be darkened
by the addition of lampblack. The speaker also warned
the delegates of the necessity of watching the men
carefully who had charge of the painting work. The
proper cleaning of steel before the application of paint

required both patience and muscle, which discouraged
the average workman. It is well to pick out men of

recognized skill and dependability and confine them
to this particular work. The speaker illustrated his

lecture with a number of samples of angle steel paint-

ed under varying conditions of cleanliness, and showed
that the piece which was clean and new requires less

paint, less time to apply it, and presented a much bet-

ter appearance—to say nothing of the increased factor

of safety and the number of years added to the life

of the steel structure.

The second part of Mr. Hogarth's paper dealt with
the maintenance and ' inspection of steel highway
bridges. Many instances could be cited where inspec-

tion of a bridge has revealed a serious condition due
to broken sections. For example, in many of the older
structures, which were pin-connected, tension members
composed of square rods with welded eyes were fre-

quently used. Indifferent workmanship in forming the
weld frequently created a weak spot which, after a
few years of service, showed itself by the weld open-
ing. Such weak points should be noted and necessary
repairs made at once. Inspection should at least be
semi-annual, and should result in every portion of the
bridge—the handrail, the approaches, the river-channel,
etc.—being brought under the careful observance of
the inspector. Notice boards requiring traffic to slow
down should be placed in a prominent position, and
the printing kept legible. The bridge trusses should
be inspected to see that they are still in line, and the
chords examined for twists or deflections. The in-

spector should satisfy himself that all lateral bracing
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is taking its fair share of the stresses. All nuts should
be tight and sound. The whole structure should be
examined for cracks and corroding. All wooden de-
bris that might result in fire, and so eflfect the bridge,
should be removed to a safe distance. Careful atten-
tion should be given to the drainage of the bridge
floor, and care should be taken that the drip through
the drains does not strike any part of the steel work.
A few dollars spent on maintenance will often prolong
the life of the bridge many years, and so delay a
greater capital expenditure. To this, of course, is also

added additional safety to life and property.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN DRAINAGE
"Special. Problems in Drainage," by M- A. Kemp,

B.Sc. The use of tile in side drains, cross drains and
approaches often facilitates the removal of water
from the surface and subsoil and will render seemingly
undrainable parts of the road quite dry, and will often
change a very poor road into a very good one. In
early roads the subject of drainage was considered a
luxury rather than a necessity.

Points to consider in placing good drainage are:

—

1. Follow any water-courses, and use them as out-
lets.

2. Keep drains open, and at the proper grade
to allow water to get away rapidly.

3. Provide an outlet for every drain.

4. Use culverts, where necessary.

5- Keep the road well crowned to turn the water
off.

6. Dispose of the water in small quantities.

7. In case of deep ditches, use tile drains.

Under the new Ditches and Water-courses Act all

county councils must properly provide drainage for

county roads. In flat districts water lingers too long
in the ditches, which softens the road surface. • Swamp
roads, due to mud and vegetable matter, have been
specially hard to maintain. Drainage in swamp roads
should not be attempted without draining the whole
swamp. Near to towns, to obtain the proper slope,

deep ditches are often necessary. These ditches

should be tile drained to eliminate danger. It is

not advisable generally to drain sand roads. They
should generally be left in a concave' surface condition
to hold the moisture as long as possible, being in a

much better condition wet than dr\-. The usual
place for tile drains is on each side of the road, with
V-shaped drains from the centre to the road-side.

Tiles not less than 4 ins- in diameter should be used.

Clay roads need much more draining than ordinary
soils. Tile drains in clay roads at first do not always
pive best satisfaction, but it is generallv considered
that this increases with age. In a properly drained
road even frost will leave the road surface alone. The
destructive effect of frost is directly due to the mois-
ture contained in the road surface or subgrade. Where
quicksand and soft sogey foundations are met with,
they should be alwavs tile-drained, witli a good outlet
if possible. If not, straw and sawdust should be
placed around the drain, or even boards tised to lav

the drain on.

The essential feature of cood roads is drainage

—

better drainage—the best drainage possible—and keep
the drains in the best condition

Discussion

Mr. McLean: Too often the work is considered

finished when a drain is laid. This should not be.

They should be inspected regularly to see that they

are in proper condition, and that they are doing all

that is required of them. This is one of the advant-

ages of a county road superintendent, who can con-

tinually inspect them. In heavy clay soil, where an
outlet does not seem at once available, relief may
often be obtained by drilling through the clay and ob-

taining an outlet in a gravel or sand layer below the

clay bed. This is not always practicable, but is

often done. In counties where there is considerable

rock and stone a permanent ditch should be blasted

along each side of the road by the use of machinery-

Mr. Young: A systematic upkeep of roads will be
\'ery much more easily obtained by a good system ot

drainage. Especially on hills, drains are found to

l)e very satisfactory. Too much attention cannot be
paid to securing proper outlets for these drains, as

drainage seems to be the foundation of a good roads
system.

* * *

ROAD LAWS
Mr. W. A. McLean, Mem. C. S. C. E., Deputy Min-

ister of the Department of Highways for the Province
of Ontario, with a view to interpreting to the county
road superintendents more clearly the highway stat-

utes, delivered an address on "Road Laws" ; the legis-

lation imder which the Provincial Government extends
aid to municipalities for road improvements and the

statutes upon which municipal organization for road
])urposes is based, should be clearly understood by all

road superintendents and highway engineers. Road
laws have been simply a matter of evolution ; as require-

ments demanded they have been amended and revised
to fit the condition of existing affairs. One of the
first statutes passed in Ontario legislation, in 1793, was
that respecting statute labor on roads. This is an
old system, having been used in the United States and
Great Britain. It has done a lot of good, can still under
good organization do a lot of good, but it is giving
place to a system for good roads, properly organized
and maintained, by municipalities with the aid of the
Government.

Roads should be constructed according to the
traffic to be carried over them, should be paid for ac-
cording to construction, and assessments made in pro-
portion to the benefit derived.

There are three general sub-divisions of roads

—

main highways, market roads and township roads.
Along the main highways, which extend from towns to
cities, in the earlier pioneer days the settlers built
their homes and farms. One of these main highways
is the old road from Detroit, through Windsor, Chat-
ham, Woodstock, IngersoU, Brantford, Hamilton, To-
ronto, Belleville, Kingston, Prescott, etc., to Montreal,
and along this old highway or within twelve miles of
it is half the population of Ontario. At right angles
to these roads are the market roads, which are essen-
tially the heart lines of the municipality. From these
market roads branch off the township lines. These
latter roads carry very little traffic. The main roads,
comprising only 18 per cent, of the total roads, carry
78 per cent, of the total traffic.

It is planned to place the main and market roads
under a separate organization and to institute a good
maintenance system. Small farm side roads will still

be left in the hands of the township authorities. The
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counties will be expected tcj take over the market
roads and the main roads and will be encouraged to

improve and maintain them. There are some main
roads, such as the Toronto-Hamilton Highway, which
will be j)laced under separate control.

The priiici])le that cities shall pay their share in

the cost of highway construction and maintenance
ought to be inaugurated. Unfortunately, when a city

is incorporated it is isolated from the county, as a

separate unit, and is not assessed by the county. In

the United States and Great Britain this is not the

case. There they remain in the county and are as-

sessed for a county tax. The result is that in paying
for concrete highways the cities, which use them to a

great extent, pay as high as H5 per cent, of the cost

of construction. In. Ontario this is not so. Some
means has to be arrived at whereby the cities shall pay
their just share.

The plan proposed is to adopt a suburban area

around tlie cities. The roads in these suburban areas

will be county roads constructed by the county. The
city council will appoint a commissioner and the

county council one, and they in turn select a third.

Their first duty is to study the situation with respect

to how far out on the highway the city shall pay for

construction and maintenance and to determine the

expenditure or first cost and maintenance. When this

report is received and amended and adopted, both city

and county subscribe e(|ually. That is, as a county

road the Provincial (jovernment grants 40 per cent.,

the city and county each then paying 30 per cent, of

the cost—with a provision that the tax on the city shall

not exceed one-half mill in any one year. This pro-

vision in a way determines the mileage to be construct-

ed per year.

This in general constitutes the features of the On-
tario Highways Act, passed last session. It also pro-

vides for main roads, however. The province pays 20

per cent, of the maintenance cost of county roads.

Also, where any township provides a permanent over-

seer, the province pays 25 per cent, of his salary for

the first three years." The department is urging the

township to employ such men. He should be as es-

sential to the township as the clerk. This time will

come, but the public will have to be educated to it.

All the statutes on roads and road laws have been

compiled in a separate volume for the convenient use

of the superintendents and engineers. The difficulty

of getting laws made to cover what is wanted, and

nothing more, is very evident.

The department especially desire that the road sup-

erintendents and engineers in compiling their reports

for the department will make them as clear, concise

and accurate as possible. In last session's sitting we
had an amendment to the Highways Act passed which

gives county sui)erintendents power to act practically

as owners of the highways.

Discussion

Mr. Bowman: "Our coiigratutati<.)ns are due Mr.

McLean for the splendid work he has done. We arc

l)leased to know that he has been gazetted as Deputy
Minister to the new Highways Branch. We have now
a very good system of road laws, and all counties

should take hold and make themselves available of

the Government Grant." Mr. Bowman spoke on the

new suburban roads and stated that they were trying

to avail themselves of the new law to lay a concrete

road from Gait to Preston.

Mr. Fair suggested having each farmer looking

after his own section of road and promoting com-
|)etition to secure best results.

The subject of "farm approaches" drew forth a lot

of discussion as to who should put them in. It was
gener.-illy agreed that the municipality should take care
of everything between two fences—put in approaches
and charge the farmer with them. If left to the farmer
he does* not always understand the business properly
and is apt to do poor work.

The question of having the city pay some share
in the maintenance was also fully discussed. It was
felt that the city, either directly or indirectly, profited
by the highways, and as representing a large popula-
tion located at some point on it, they should in some
way contribute.

Mr. Pair suggested placing the auto fees in a sep-
arate fund for special work. Mr. McLean stated, how-
ver, that the auto department is to be incorporated in
the Highways Department and the fees will go di-

rectly to the road. The Toronto-Hamilton Highway
was the next subject. The province is only paying 25
per cent, of this road, which is not so much as it pays
for county road construction.

Mr. Talbot introduced a discussion on the division
of repair and construction of roads and the Govern-
ment subsidy in each case. In the case of repair the
Government pays 20 per cent., in new construction 40
per cent. Mr. Talbot spoke of the trouble in discrim-
inating between these, and thought that an average
of 33 1/3 per cent, would be better. Mr. McLean,
however, considered while it would be hard to draw
a hard and fast line between them, he didn't think it

would give any considerable trouble if the law were
judiciously administered.

Closing Roads Under Repair

Mr. Russ introduced the i|uesti(>n of closing roads
to traffic while under construction or repair. While
the superintendents have no real jMiwer to do so they
should use their good judgment in regard to eliminat-
ing trouble from damages during repair.

Mr. Anderson : The subject is one not very clearly
defined by the statutes, and we ought to have some pro-
tection for ourselves while the construction machinerv
is on the road.

» • »

BITUMINOUS ROAD CONSTRUCTION
There is a growing tendency in Ontario towards

the use of bituminous roads—that is, roads in which
tar, asphalt or asphaltic oils are used as a binder for
stone, gravel, sand and slag—or as a protective coat-
ing in forming the wearing surface. Mr. Muir, in
his paper on "Bituminous Road Construction." dealt
with the special features of a number of tyf)es of
bituminous construction. In recent years the advent
of the automobile and heavy traffic has evolved new
types of road construction.

Methods of using bituminous materials may be
classified as follows: (1) Penetration method;' (2)
Mixing method; (3) Carpet coats. In the first method
broken stone passing a 2 1/3 in. ring and retained by
a ly^ in. ring is spread evenly over the ground about
4 inches thick and rolled to an even surface. Into this
heated bitumen is jxiured in best manner available,
using about \^ gals, of bitumen per square yard. Over
this a light layer of stone chips is spread, and the sur-
face thoroughly consolidated by a steam roller. There
are a number of methods for pouring or placing the
bitumen on for this process—hand sprinkling, gravity
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sprinkling and pressure sprinkling. For best results

the bituminous material should be heated to properly

penetrate the surface.

The second method is a surface made by the mix-
ing method, and called "asphaltic concrete." This
system is well adapted for improving old macadam
roads ; it is more expensive than the penetration meth-
od, but is also more durable and desirable, and will

support heavier trafific. Over a layer of broken stone

is first sprinkled a light coat of tar as a binder coat

to unite the surface to the foundation. On this is

spread a layer of stone with which hot asphalt or tar

has been previously mixed, generally in a plant on the

roadside, in about the proportion of 15 gals, tar to

1 cu. yd. of stone. This coat is spread and rolled

to a depth of 2 to 3 inches, then treated with a layer

of stone chips to dry the surface and again rolled.

The materials should be uniformly proportioned, using
the various sizes of fine stufif, sand, stone and bitumen
in carefully and evenly graded quantities. The as-

phalt or tar should be heated to a uniform tempera-
ture, care being taken that it is not over-heated.

In the third method the "carpet coat," as the name
implies, consists of a thin layer of asphaltic materials

spread over the surface of a broken stone road. As-
phaltic oil, a fluxed asphalt, or a suitably fluxed tar

are, the materials generally used. The road surface,

before application, for best results, should be smooth,
free from ruts or holes, and thoroughly cleaned to allow

maximum adhesion. If the oil used is very heavy and
contains a high percentage of bitumen it is best to

coat it with stone chips or pea gravel to prevent sticki-

ness and give a better wearing quality to the coat.

This construction protects the surface of the road from
wear and effectively prevents dust.

Discussion

Bituminous construction has up to the present

been more especially adopted in the vicinity of To-
ronto but is now becoming more popular in other

vicinities. In Waterloo, according to Mr. Bowman,
on certain heavily travelled roads, the tendency is to-

wards concrete roads or concrete subsurface, with a

bituminous surface coat. Mr. Bowman also thinks

that for highways near towns or cities, with heavy
traffic, waterbound macadam has served its day. The
future roads have got to be cheap and easily main-
tained. In this respect concrete, while it has a high

initial cost, costs practically nothing for maintenance.

CARE OF EARTH ROADS AND USE OF LOG
DRAG

Due to the fact that eighty per cent, of our country

roads are dirt roads, the great necessity of ke;eping

them properly maintained is very essential. Mr. W.
H. Losee, B.Sc, in a paper on "The Care of Earth

Roads and the Use of the Log Drag," pointed out the

good results that can be obtained by the systematic

use of the drag on earth roads.

The grade, or crown, of the road depends a great

deal on the character of the soil. If it is heavy clay

the crown should be relatively high ; if sand, it should

even be inverted to retain the moisture. But in all

roads except sand, they should be crowned and ade-

quately drained. Clay roads may be improved by the

use of sand, and vice versa, by a thorough mixing
of the materials and dragging to a good crown.

Great care should, however, be exercised in the

time of dragging. The best time is generally immedi-

ately after a rain, when the earth will work well, yet

not cake. Clay should be fairly sloppy, to prevent

sticking. Or again, in real dry weather just before a

rain the soil is easily placed wherever required. Good
results can be obtained by dragging as early in the

spring as possible, and again, as near as possible be-

fore the frost sets in. Dragging should be done sys-

tematically, never trying to increase the mileage at

the expense of the quality of the work. Organize the

farmers to do their own section and stimulate com-
petition for best results.

Discussion

An exchange of ideas and methods used in drag-
ging in the different counties followed. General
opinion was that it produces the best of results, but
is not sufficiently used in the townships. New roads
are often necessary because of the neglect to properly
grade and maintain earth roads to make them passable
the year round. The relative merits of the split log
and the steel drag were also discussed. The steel drag
may accomplish more work but it requires ever so
much more power and in general is rather more cum-
bersome to handle—wonderful results can be accomp-
lished by the systematic use of a light split log drag
on earth roads.

Good Roads as Monuments
During the Thursday morning session Mr. G. S.

Hendry, secretary of the Ontario Good Roads Asso-
ciation, and Mr. K. W. McKay, expressed views in

regard to organizing and establishing a monument to
our returned soldiers, in the way of an improved sys-
tem of highways in Ontario. Their idea was to em-
ploy returned soldiers on highway improvement and
in so doing to improve both the soldiers' conditions
and those of the province ; to designate such improved
highways by names now before the world's eye, in

commemoration of the work done by our Canadian
soldiers.

• *

STONE FOR VARIOUS KINDS OF ROADS
With the rapid developments in highway engineer-

ing the growing demand for permanent construction,
and the increasing severity in conditions that our
roads are required to withstand, a careful choice of
materials is demanded. The careful selection of ma-
terials is of equal importance to careful methods of
construction if best results are to be obtained. This
was pointed out by Mr. G. C. Parker, m his paper
on "Stone for Various Types of Roads."

The foundation of the road is required to with-
stand the weight of the traffic and the action of the
frost, while the top or surface coat is required to meet
more severe and more varied conditions. Wear is

caused by abrasion of steel tires on a smooth surface
and impact on an uneven surface, impact of horses'
feet cause a dislodgement of stones or breaks them,
while the dislodgement of stones and the effect of
shear by auto traffic is serious. During dry weather
the rubber tire flattens out as it comes in contact
with the road surface and on leaving it picks up the
dry binder from between the stones and the strong cur-
rent of air, ever present under a swiftly moving ve-
hicle, carries it away in the form of dust. In order to
efficiently resist these effects the stone or rock must
be tough and the binder sufficiently strong so that the
road will not go to pieces quickly.

If the road becomes impregnated with water the
stone, as well as the binder, absorbs an amount of
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water and if frost falls it must be exceedingly tough
to withstand the frost action. The binder is more elas-

tic and is not so subject to frost. Trap rock and
limestone are the most universally used stone in On-
tario, the latter being the more so.

'J'hat the ])robable behavior of a road material on
the road can be largely determined, tests of its physical

properties are being watched more fully every day. In

testing stone the following properties are determined

:

wearing qualities, toughness, cementing value, absorp-
tion and specific gravity. These tests have been con-

ducted under the direction of Mr. McLean and the

equipment and methods used are almost identical

with those at Washington, D. C. The apparatus was
here shown on the screen and explained.

The power of withstanding the destructive agency
of climatic conditions is an essential factor in the

choice of stone to be used. Some rocks might give
good results in all the laboratory tests, but not be able

to withstand the weathering action. This is an im-
portant point in choosing surface material and can
only be decided by experience often. The size of the

stone and relation to the voids is another essential

condition. Some engineers specify one size and some
another, but the general size adopted is 2 in. stone,

that is, stone passing a 2j/2 in. circular opening and
retained by a 1^4 in. opening; such stone to have good
binding qualities, key well, and leave as small a per
cent, of voids as possible. The stone should carrj'

the load, the cementing material being present only as

a binder.

Discussion

In reviewing the paper Mr. McLean pointed out
the importance of it to the superintendents of the dif-

ferent counties. Most counties have their own stone

;

a few have to import it. It would therefore be wise
for the superintendents and engineers to know some-
thing of the stone they are using, or are contemplat-
ing buying. In concrete work, too much stress cannot
be placed on the importance of testing sand and bank-
run gravel in concrete work. Numerous failures can
be traced to poor grades of sand being used. Engineers
found the item of cost a big factor in choosing the

stone. Supplies may often be had near the site of

proposed work, which were not so good as samples
miles away, but the item of cost and earlier renewal
favored the closer quarry. The binding (|uaiities of

stone from several different quarries formed the basis

of a good discussion. In general the first cost only
comes once, while maintenance is, or should be, always
with you ; it would pay, therefore, to use a good quality

of material, probably slightly increase first cost, but
considerably reduce the maintenance cost.

Mr. J. F. Whitman, engineer in charge of trunk
line construction in Northern Ontario, gave a brief

talk on the rock and methods used in building and
maintaining roads in Northern Ontario around Sault
Ste. Marie.

* * *

TORONTO-HAMILTON HIGHWAY
"Construction Methods on the Toronto-Hamilton

Highway," by Mr. 11. S. Van Scoyoc, chief engineer
Toronto-Hamilton highway Commission, was an il-

lustrated lecture, both by slides and moving pictures,

on the methods of handling and placing the materials
on this large piece of construction work which is of
such great interest to all road builders and engineers.
A full description of this work appeared in the Con-
tract Record of fanuarv 5. After the talk Mr. Van

Scoyoc answered numerous questions put to him by
various superintendents.

(Jn this work, all materials, both sand and stone,
were inspected in the pits and quarries before being
shipped to site. Sand strong in quartz and silicate was
desired, but most sand in that locality was limestone.
No gravel was used, as it was not commercially feas-

ible as compared with broken stone and sand. All
cement was required to be in the mixer at least 45 sec-
onds. The maximum advance was 630 feet in twelve
hours with an average of 420 feet in ten hours.

THE CARE AND OPERATION OF QUARRYING
AND CRUSHING EQUIPMENT

Mr. R. M. Smith, B.Sc, dealt with the care of mcnl-
ern portable quarrying and crushing outfits and the
manufacture of road material for county roads.

The first operation in opening a new quarry is the
stripping. This factor varies with the nature of the
site, and is often eliminated where the rock is exposed,
but as a rule costs about 25 to 30 cents per cubic yard
to remove. .Mways some surface material should be
removed, even if it is stone, because better quality al-

ways exists lower down. With the stone exposed
the machinery may be erected. Crushers are either
jaw or gyratory type, the former being most used in

Ontario. The location of the crusher is one of the
fundamental factors in efficient operation. If the
crusher can be placed below the quarry face, the ma-
terial can be transported by gravity and dumped into
the hopper, thus eliminating extra handling, which, in

the case of a large quarry, would be no small item.
Always work down hill, never up, if it can be avoided.
It is well to emphasize setting the crusher on timber-;.

making it absolutely rigid. A crusher allowed to opcr
ate standing on the wheels is being hurried to the scrap
heap.

The shape, size, and composition of the crusher
jaws are the chief factors to consider in a good crusher.
Manganese jaws are preferable—they cost much more
than ordinary jaws, but they will outwear several sets.

of the latter, and require practically no attention.

Jaws approximately 12 x 16 to 10 x IK have been con-
sidered the correct size.

From the crusher, stone is carried to .screens bv
bucket elevators. These screens demand consideration
and attention. For limestone they contain two sizes,

134 in- -tkI 3 in., and for trap rock are somewhat
smaller, approximately 1 in. and 2>'i in. The storage
bin should have ample capacity with traps for loading
stone into wagons. Often stone in a limestone quarry
can be removed with little or no blasting; then the rock
becoming firmer requires powder or dynamite to re-

move it. Drilling may be done by hand, steam or com-
pressed air, with the former two the most common, but
being slowly replaced by the latter. The cost per foot
of hole drilled by the hand method is 35 to 45 cents
and by mechanical means 15 to 20 cents for Ij/^ in.

and IJ4 '1- drills.

Mechanical drills should be operated by capable
men—experience means efficiency. Great attention
should be paid in steam drilling to the apparatus. In
setting a drill great care should be taken to level the
rock so that the steel will strike square. When start-
ing a hole, short light blows should be used, the
strokes being gradually increased. Drills should be
changed approximately every 15 ins., depending on
the hardness of the rock. The operating pressure on
the drills in the mechanical process is approximately
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80 to 90 lbs. per square inch. Steam or air is not

only cheaper than hand but saves considerable man
power, and work is carried on at a faster rate. The

explosive used to break the rock which seems to give

the most satisfaction is gunpowder or low freezing

dynamite. A mild explosive causes fewer small frac-

tures and therefore prolongs the life of the road.

Stone is generally moved from the quarry face to

the crusher either by dump cart, hoist or the old fash-

ioned wheelbarrow. The hoist is probably the most

efficient, but in most portable t)utfits this does not

exist, and dump carts or wagons take its place. Of

the latter two the dump cart is certainly to be pre-

ferred. One horse will do the work of a team. Two
or three dump carts at most can keep a crusher busy

;

they are handy to handle in the quarry, quick to un-

load, no time being lost at the crusher platform, and

generally more efficient than any other method of

moving material, except probably in the case of the

gravity methods, previously explained. The crusher

should be run to full capacity at all times; the effici-

ency of the outfit and the speed of road building de-

pend upon the crusher, which, as a result, demands the

greatest attention.

In some counties large quantities of field stone and

gravel exist, which, when crushed, make a very good

road material, the only objection being its lack of uni-

formity. The life of a quarrying and crushing outfit

depends partly on the local conditions, but principally

on the kind of material it has to handle. Regardless

of the kind of material, a crusher will depreciate rapid-

ly if not properly handled; good management will

practically double its life.

Discussion

Mr. Talbot and Mr. Fair described their respective

outfits, illustrating with interesting lantern slides.

Mr. McLean in reviewing: Some counties have an

efficient supply of stone, but do not use the crusher as

much as they should. If the counties would use larger

crushers they would be able to get satisfactory finan-

cial returns out of the stone, the trouble often being

that they use too small a crusher. Speed in road con-

struction depends on keeping the crusher going. Keep

it in good repair, even at the expense of keeping the

engineer after hours to fix it up.

Mr. Wilson described the outfits used in Halton

County, and gave some figures on cost and output.

The discussion pointed towards lower cost by contract-

ing the quarries than operating them.

Major Sheppard was of the opinion that the per-

sonnel of the foremen had a great deal to do with the

daily output, records showing that one man would

double the output of another from the same quarry.

Mr. l^air : The variation in the work of manufacture

of road material demands a man of good insight, and

well able to handle men. Such a man, if he can be

got, should be paid such wages as will keep him per-

manently.
Mr. Sheppard : What do you consider good pay for

a foreman?
Mr. Fair : $3.50.

Mr. McClure wanted to know the relative merits

in size of openings and length of jaws. Finds a tend-

ency for some stone to fly out of the crusher.

Mr. Smith: The common sizes are 12 x 16 and

10 X 18, the former being the most common.
Mr. Anderson, of Lennox and Addington, who has

had considerable experience, places extreme import-

ance on the shape of the jaws, using a jaw somewhat

concave so it would grip the stone on closing. Some
discussion followed on crushing field stone and the

cost of opening quarries. In Prince Edward, according

to Mr. Cleminson, due to depth of rock below surface,

it costs approximately $300 to open a quarry.

RESURFACING GRAVEL AND STONE ROADS
Mr. A. S. Smith, in his paper on "Resurfacing

Gravel and Stone Roads," gave various methods which

may be used, each dependent on the degree of wear

which the surface has attained. Gravel comprises 75

per cent, of the improved new road construction. In

designing a new road, the nature and extent of the

traffic must be known ; these are determining factors

in the width and depth of the construction. Another

important factor is the proximity of material—which

is the most economical to use.

In early gravel road construction it was custom-

ary to dump on any kind of gravel, of any size avail-

able, and leave it to take care of itself. It was not

rolled, and soon rutted ; being soft, it absorbed a large

amount of water, and was invariably in time forced

out, to the extent of at least 25 per cent., into the

ditch. Now, with the advance of knowledge in this

respect, it could be done properly. When resurfacing,

it is also a good time to correct defective grades, and

place permanent culverts.

The proper method of resurfacing is to clean the

road surface of foreign matter, break up the surface

to a predetermined depth by the use of spikes in the

roller, or by a scarifier, bring to proper crown by the

use of the grader, add new material, and carefully

consolidate with the roller. The use of the scarifier

or spikes effects a very good bond between new and

old materials. Clean sharp pit gravel should be used,

60 per cent, of which will pass a i/^-inch screen. Rouild

beach, pebble gravel should not be used, because of

its low binding qualities. Great care should be given

to rolling, starting at the sides, and working to the

centre. Work from the pit away in order that traffic

may help consolidate the surface.

In resurfacing stone roads the nature of the traffic

will again determine the type of the material for re-

surfacing, the extent of the thickness of the coat and

the size of the stone. For heavy traffic, hard, tough

stone with good weather-resisting qualities, from IJ-2

to 3 inches, is the best size. Loosen the old surface,

grade, and add new stone in coats, rolling each coit

well. When the top coat is so consolidated that the

stone does not move under the roller, apply the dust

coat and water, in proper proportions, and roll into

the voids. Brooms can be used to good effect. An-
other method is to clean the old road, fill the ruts

first, then place the stone in the same manner, the

difference being that the scarifier is not used to effect

the bond.
In dry weather, water-bound macadam is apt to

be dusty—traffic loosening the dust—which blows
away, leaving the stone exposed. This can be greatly

remedied by the application of oils or tars.

Discussion

Mr. McLean : In some counties, construction is the

important item; in others, reconstruction. Some coun-

ties have been favored with i)lenty of material and
have made good progress in highway improvement.
Others, less fortunate, have stood still.

Mr. Fair, of Frontenac, did not consider the use of

the scarifier good policy. In Frontenac the majority
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of roads are old stone roads—some very old, with com-
paratively good foundations—and it was not consider-

ed wise to destroy such foundation by the use of the

scarifier. Good bonding results were obtained by fill-

ing into and placing a new coat. Material for resur-

facing is very plentiful in P'rontenac ; in one case a

mile and a (juarter of stone road was resurfaced 10 to

14 inches thick, 'i'he scarifier, however, was used to

good eiifect on hills, and side ditches, in repairing them.
Mr. Russ advocated the use of the roller with short

spikes, which, while it did not disturb the foundation,

broke up the surface sufficiently to effect a g(Jod bond.
Mr. VVheelock, of Orangeville, said the trouble is

roads do not wear even, and it is very difficult to get

.a good bond. Thinks the use of the scarifier gives

good results, lie also asked the o])inion of the con-

ference on the use of clay with gravel as a binder, his

own experience being that in wet weather it was
muddy, and in dry it dusted and flew away. This
seemed to be the consensus of opinion.

Mr. McLean: If only going to repair the road by
adding a 2-in. or 3-in. coat, break u]) the surface, but
if 7 ins. or 8 ins. is to be added, do not disturb it.

CONCRETE BRIDGES
"Concrete Bridges, Culverts and Floors," by Mr.

-Arthur Sedgwick. Efficient construction will effect

a great saving in the cost of all concrete work. The
adaptability of concrete to the construction of culverts

and short-s])an bridges is due t(j its permanency, sim-

jilicity of construction, and general availability and rea-

sonableness of cost. Portland cement concrete is prob-

ably the most durable building material known to-day,

a condition which is only realized, however, if the ag-

gregates are i)roperly mixed and the structure properly

designed and constructed. Ignorance and lack of ex-

l)erience in the past has led to bridges only lasting

a portion of the time they were normally capable of.

This condition ought not to exist to-day ; mechanical
skill of a high order is not necessary to design or

construct a concrete structure, the form work is not

difficult, neither are the precautions in mixing or lay-

ing the concrete. Yet unless the work is carried out

under men experienced in it the results are often

jeopardized.

The time has arrived in Ontario when we should

expect our local jniblic works to be constructed with

a neater and more finished appearance. In cities and
towns works are usually built to show a degree of re-

finement and finished design. This should be equally

true of highway structures. The causes for poor out-

ward appearance of so many of our bridges generally

are': (1) lack of sympathy on the part of the commun-
ity for something better; (2) failure on the i)art of the

engineer (jr road superintendent to enforce the specifi-

cations ; (.3) lack of efficient inspection; (4) incompe-
tence on the part of the contractor or foreman. Some
of the common defects in country structures are: the

structure is placed ofl" the centre line of the road, or

nt)t in line with it, broken corners and edges, distorted

walls due to forms being loosely built and insecurely

braced, trying to improve porous surfaces by the in-

judicious use of ])laster. In addition to these unsightly

effects, the following defects in methods and results

which lead to a materially weakenetl structure as wel'

as an unsightly one: the injudicious use of pit gravel,

insutlicient and jioorly Inixed cement, poorly supported
forms, which allow the concrete to settle in setting

,and misplacement of steel reinforcement. To avoid

these defects, a brilliant mind is not necessary, but
they do require attention by a thoroughly experienced
and common-sense foreman.

Wherever possible the forms should all be built

and braced before laying any. concrete. Many cul-

verts and some bridges are spoiled or endangered by
not having the finmdation footings carried down deep
enough. In sandy soils j>articularly, there is a danger
of water undermining the structure. In spite of these

the construction of a culvert should be an easy matter.
In point of efficiency the built-on-the-field culvert is

far superior to the ready-made variety. .\s compared
to the circular section, a square or rectangular section

has relatively higher water-carrying capacity at any
height of water.

With the advent of the new and increased traffic,

culverts and bridges should be built wide enough to

accommodate future develojiment. Small culverts up
to six or eight feet in diameter should be built to

allow for not less than a 24-ft. roadway. The increas-

ing occurrence of accidents from motors colliding with
handrails on narrcjw culverts makes it essential that
in future they be built to the width mentioned.

The present practice of placing floors in steel high-

way bridges is to lay the stringers on top of the floor

beams, uniting them lightly to the top flange ; placing
the concrete floor slab on these and relying on them
to hold the stringers together and prevent toppling
due to lateral forces and vibrations. The increased
use of the motor truck will necessarily put much se-

verer strains on the bridges and for future construc-
tion it is considered advisable to rivet the stringers

to the webs of the floor-beams as is done in railway
and building construction ; also to extend the concrete
floor half an inch below the top flange of the stringers
in order to stiffen them against lateral deflection and
movement.

Mr. Sedgewick pointed out, by the use of slides,

some examples of different defects and results of de-
fective construction, besides showing a number of in-

teresting views of concrete bridges and culverts.

Discussion

Mr. Bleaker: We are having trouble with our con-
crete floors rutting. What is the cause, and how can
they be remedied? One bridge is 300 feet long, has
heavy narrow tire traffic, and has been down five

years.

Mr. Sedgwick: If it has rutted in five year>. it

was poor concrete.

Mr. Connor: It is just a question, if it has rutted,

whether it sht)uld not all come off and be resurfaced

:

it is apt to break through any time. I have patched
ct)ncrete floor ruts by the use of a rich cement plaster
with a mixture of iron filings to give it good building
(jualities.

Mr. McLean: Have you had any experience with
creosoted wckkI blocks? It might be resurfaced with
them without increasing the load on the bridge enough
to render it unsafe.

Mr. Wheelock : We find the use of creosoted wood
block on creosoted planks and stringers very expensive,
an 18-ft. by 70-ft. bridge costing $1,400. It may give
a good long wearing surface if pro|)erly sanded, but
it dt>es not increa.se the strength of the floor. If a
floor ruts, take it up an<l resurface it—it is the l>cst

way and probably the cheapest.
Mr. Talbot described some experiences on placing

concrete, in both excessively hot and cold weather.
In one case the concrete became baked before setting,
and under traffic ground out. Concrete can be laid in
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the coldest of weather if not allowed to alternate

between high and low temperatures, which disinte-

grates it.

Mr. Connor pointed out the necessity of the pro-

per placing of reinforcing steel in concrete. The pro-

portion of the depth of the reinforcement to the depth

of the member has a definite bearing on the strength

of the structure. «

* * *

THE OPERATION AND CARE OF THE ROAD
ROLLER

This topic was covered by Mr. W. Huber, Assoc.

Mem. Can. Soc. C. E. : The quality and amount of

work produced by a road-building outfit depends on

the efficiency with which the roller is operated. While
the introduction of the grader and rock crusher have
reduced the time and cost of road construction, it can-

not be said that they have greatly raised the quality of

the work on macadam roads above that as practised

by McAdam. It remained for the self-propelled road

rollers to accomplish this. Just to what extent the

quality of the finished road will be improved depends
largely on the manner in which the roller is operated.

To secure a properly crowned surface of crushed

stone so compacted that further consolidation by
traffic is impossible, a surface bound with stone dust

or screenings filling all interstices so as to prevent

movement of the stone, and the whole cemented to-

gether in a solid mass capable of distributing the

weight of traffic over considerable area of sub-grade

—

it is necessary to consider methods of securing a maxi-
mum consolidation of stone with the least expenditure

of time and labor.

It must not be expected that satisfactory consoli-

dation can be expected where the sub-grade is not

Itself solid. Consolidation by a roller is due to its

weight alone—high speed is detrimental due to the

thrust of the roller. To secure rapid consolidation

the stone at the side should be confined to prevent

spreading.

Never roll too thick a layer at once ; better results

are got by doing it in thinner layers more often. Al-

ways commence rolling at the side and gradually work
towards the centre ; by rolling the sides first side

movement is prevented and the crown maintained.

Rolling should continue until the stone under the

roller shows no movement. Consolidation may be
hastened by a light si)rinkhng of water. Best results

will be obtained in rolling the road in sections of

definite length, being sure to thoroughly finish one
section before moving on. When the stone has been
thoroughly consolidated, and not till then, the screen-

ings may be applied. The application of screenings is

almost an art, and has much to do with the success

of the roadbed. Thoroughly wet the screenings before

rolling of the binder coat is commenced.
On his skill and attention to details by the operator

depends the success, of the finished road. He should

be a man of intelligence and good judgment, and a

student of his work, for his greatest source of know-
ledge will be his own experience

:

Discussion

Mr. McLean : County superintendents will save

themselves a great deal of trouble by properly educat-

ing the roller operator, in whose hands rests the suc-

cess or failure of the road.

Mr. Wilson stated that enough attention has not
been paid to rolling. He gave a description of rolling

operations in his own county of Halton.

A lively discussion took place on the relative merits
of steam and gas rollers. The gas roller, if properly
operated and maintained, claims distinctive advantages
over the steam roller—the necessity of getting up
steam in the morning, stopping for fuel and water, etc.,

are overcome ; but it was felt that the average operator
did not as yet know enough about gas engines to

operate them properly.
* * *

MAPS AND PLANS
"Maps and Plans," by Mr. T. M. DeBlois, S. B.,

Assoc. Mem. Can. Soc. C. E. Good maps are neces-
sary to systematic road development- The Depart-

.

ment is constantly preparing maps of counties and
townships, copies of which are available for the use
of county road superintendents and engineers. They
are a source of information on county roads, which can
be easily and quickly referred to for information. It

is proposed to have a standard legend for the difl:erent

constructions, kinds of roads, bridges, culverts, gravel
pits, and quarries, all marked on the map. The sup-
erintendents are urged to co-operate with the Depart-
ment in the use of maps, in correcting errors, and
notifying the Department of any changes made. They
should be of special use to the superintendents in

studying the profile of county roads, in determining
the amount of cut and fill necessary in building a pro-

posed road, estimating the grades, and from these the
cost of the construction.

Discussion
Mr. McLean pointed out the necessity of co-opera-

tion between the superintendents and the Department
in the use of maps. He also considered a course of

instruction in the use of field instruments would be
very beneficial to the superintendents in affording

them a better knowledge of road profiles and drainage
slopes, and in aiding them in laying out new roads.

Mr. Wheelock agreed with Mr. McLean in regard to

the use of instruments and the aid of maps and plans
in studying a location for estimates before starting the

construction of a road.

Mr. McLean, in reviewing the conference, and the

subjects discussed, asked the members to notify his

department if there was any ])roblem or subject they
would like discussed next year. At j)resent about
half of the counties were working under the provisions

of the Act, and it is expected that before long all coun-
ties would be included. The Department have tried

to make the papers as practical as iHissible, hut it is

often hard to discriminate Iretween theoretical and
])ractical. The theory of to-day will be the practice

of tomorrow.
Mr. Fair requested a paper on Sand Clay Roads

and the cheapest and best means of improving sand
roads.

Mr. Talbot suggested a discussion on the working
of the Compensation Act in regard to the munici-
palities.

Mr. Elison—With the increased traffic on country
roads something has got to be done with country
l)ridges. Would like to see the Department send out
engineers to inspect all bridges, and where necessary
have new ones built.

Mr. McClure would like to hear something about
snow fences, and the law in regard to placing them-

Mr. Young, on behalf of the superintendents pre-

sent, moved a vote of thanks to Mr. McLean and his

staff for the splendid work they have done in assist-

(Concluded on page 160)
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The Kaministiquia Power Company
Rapid development of Canadian Twi
ply of Dependable Power — Latest I

By p. R.

Penstock Gates

Two heavy wooden flap gates, built of 10 in. x 10 in.

timbers, having proved unsatisfactory owing to their great

weight and difficulty in handling, a set of five steel gates,

with 10-ft. diameter openings, were installed in front of the

bellmouths leading to each penstock, each of which supplies

its own generating unit with water through an iron pipe.

These gates, with their operating mechanism, weigh

just over twenty tons each, and were supplied by Messrs.

J. M. Voith, and erected under the supervision of their mech-

anic. The heaviest part of the shipment weighed T/2 tons

and consisted of the 10-ft. diameter gate, which was shipped

in one piece. The outer casing, in four parts, was bolted

together in place and concreted solidly into the walls of

the building and fastened with bolts into the vertical wall.

Owing to the outbreak of the European war the operating

mechanism was. not received and temporary expedients have

been adopted to open and close the gates.

It was the intention that the gates when normally open

might be closed by art operator in the power house press-

ing a button or by an excessive increase in the velocity of

water in the penstock. A storage battery placed near the

forebay, in a specially designed house, supplies current to

an electric motor mechanically connected to each gate.

Switching equipment automatically starts the motor for

closing the gate only when required; a clutch and a hand-

wheel serves to open the gates. An attendant is necessary

to fill the pipes in order to provide against over rapid filling

for the penstocks.

• Power House Superintendent.

n Cities Due Largely to Ample Sup-

nstallation Work at Kakabeka Falls

Farrow *

Penstock No. 4

The dimensions of this steel pipe are: length 740 feet,

diameter 11 ft., thickness of top plates ^ in., thickness of

bottom plates 1.3/16 in. Two 7 ft. 6 in. diameter bellmouth

pipes from the foreb^ wall, feed into the common 11 ft

diameter pipe about 60 'ft. from the forebay. The pipe then

slopes at 23 degrees for 250 feet and changes to a slope

of 9 degrees for 125 ft. and then forms a curve on a 2«8-ft.

radius, 365 feet long, with large concrete bulkheads at each

end to prevent movement. A sharp slope and a bend brings

it to a nine-foot diameter butterfly valve which terminates

the penstock. A drain discharges the water into the power
house tail race, when it becomes necessary to empty the pipe.

The joints in the steel work consist of double riveted lap

joints near the forebay, gradually changing to triple-riveted

butt joints at the power house.

From the forebay to the commencement of the curve

the pipe is carried on concrete saddles placed about 25 feet

apart and two feet wide. Around the curve steel saddles

are used, resting upon a steel base so that expansion 01

contraction may be absorbed by changes in the length oi

the curve.

Cover.—Over the penstock a concrete cover has been

built with a clearance of 18 ins. between the pipe and steel

work. Angle iron ribs, curved to radius and projecting into

a light concrete wall foundation are spaced three feet apart

by iron bars punched and riveted to them. These

bars in turn serve to hold poultry netting and tar paper

which forms a backing for the lyi-'m. thick concrete cover-

Interior of Power Houac (howlng 2 exdten, 3-5.000 h. p. direct connected units, and new U.SOO h. p. unit In backtround
- Operating room to left, transformer gallery In foreground.
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General View of the Kaministiquia Power Company's Hydroelectric Station at Kakal>eka Falls Shows Forebay and Spillwa>

ing, which was reinforced with triangle mesh wire. The
covering was placed by a cement gun to the required thick-

ness and is of the usual 1:2:4 mixture. It serves to pro-

tect the iron pipe against excessive temperature changes,

and prevents the water on the interior freezing in winter

time.

Doors are provided in the side so that inspection may
be made at proper intervals to prevent rusting.

Messrs. John Inglis Company, of Toronto, provided and

erected the penstock. All excavation and concrete work in

connection with erecting saddles, bulkheads and foundations

was done by the company. Shop and field inspection of

the steel work was in the hands of the R. W. Hunt Inspection

Company, of Montreal.

Valve House

Over the butterfly valve at the lower termination of

the penstock, a concrete building with drains was con-

structed, the floor of which has been made into a workshop
for repairs to machinery, etc. A small lathe and emery
grinder and an electric drill have been furnished. This

building has a concrete saw tooth roof, in two spans, which
gives good lighting, although the building is on the north

side of the power house proper, and lies so low that wall

lighting is practically impossible. Light is also admitted to-

Forebay and Penstocks—No. 4, to left, 740 ft. long, 11 ft. diameter.

-im^^^-m^r^t^
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:k(, Reinforced Concrete Power House and Tail Race—Kaminittiquia River in Foreground and Transmiuion Line to tlie Riglit.

the power Iiousc from tliis buildiiif;, through clear glass

windows. In this same building is a water motor with gear-

ing for operating the large butterfly valve of the penstock

and turbine. It is reversible and controlled by hand wheels

in tlie power house. The water supply to drive this motor
is obtained from an independent source, making the whole
installation reliable for use in emergency. The joint be-

tween the butterfly valve and turbine inlet pipe is a special

type consisting of a groove on tlie interior of the pipe into

which '/2-'u\. lead packing is caulked. Short steel fillers on
the outside, against which the flange bolts are drawn tight,

leaves the lead to be forced into all small openings by the

pressure of the water on the interior side and will also allow

the large valve to be removed in the future, should any repairs

become necessary.

Turbine
This unit, supplied by Messrs. J. M. Voith, is a twin

spiral, inward flow, Francis type wheel with a maximum
B.h.p. of 12,500. The supply pipe from the 9-ft. diameter
inlet valve is a tapered steel pipe embedded in concrete and
is furnished with a drain to take away leakage from the inlet

valve, and empty the turbine when the latter is closed down.
Water is distributed around the two cast iron wheel cases,

with arm inspection covers, through balanced steel gates,

the openings through the same being adjusted by the gov-
ernor in accordance with the load on the unit. From the

gates it passes to enamelled bronze runners attached to the
steel shaft, which is directly coupled at one end of the gen-
erating unit. The water then discharges into a central pipe
or draft tube gradually increasing in size until it reaches
the tailrace. This draft tube is steel for seven feet and then
concrete to the outlet and is curved to discharge the water
horizontally. It is seven feet in diameter at the point of dis-

cliargc from the turbine, and is rectangular in form at the
point of discharge, being nine by sixteen feet. The surface
was carefully smoothed to obtain proper discharge with a
maximum efficiency in the turbine.

A relief valve 5 feet in diameter s<?rves to discharge
the water when the load is suddenly thrown off the unit, and
prevents excessive rise in pressure in the penstock, or water
hammer. This valve is kept closed normally by oil pres-
sure from the governor pump, but open by means of a
piston valve, which relieves the pressure when the governor
gates close rapidly. The time and distance of opening and
closing are capable of adjustment by means of dash-pots.

The governor is of the fly-ball and relay type, operated

by oil pressure from a belt-driven rotary pump, at a pressure

of 280 lbs. per square inch. It serves, by means of mech-
anical connections to a cylinder and piston, to keep the tur-

bine gates at the proper opening to supply water for any

load which may be applied to the turbine, and to keep the

speed constant at all loads and within set limits under load

variations. A relay valve connection from the fly balls.

controlled through dashpots and a spetial regulating mech-
anism, admits and discharges oil from each side of the piston

in the main cylinder as required, thus adjusting the cylinder

and the gates as the load changes.

Foundations.—The foundations for such a heavy unit,

which weighs nearly 400 tons, arc necessarily very massive.

The generator, situated nearest the tailrace end of the power
house, is carried on a massive arch, 28 ft. span and semi-

circular, rising from the bottom of the excavation for the

discharge water, 31 feet below the level of the power house
floor and running 20 feet back from the wall of the building.

The remaining 37 ft. width of the building is taken up with

the various pits connected with the turbine inlets, outlets

and drains. The excavation runs from 13 to 31 feet below
floor level. An arch 10 ft. in diameter allows the penstock
to enter the building at the front of the building.

The forms and centres, for the arches, draft tubes, relief

valve, etc.. entailed much special work. Those for the curved
draft tubes were built on wooden ribs of 2-in. planking
spaced about 2 ft. apart and properly braced with j4-in. x 3-iii.

poplar strips nailed thereon to give the proper form to the

tube. Openings with small clearances were left for parts
of the machinery below floor level, which, after being placed
and secured in position were grouted in place in the usual
manner.

Generator

This machine, directly coupled to the turbine described,
was built and installed by the Canadian General Electric
Company, of Peterborough and Toronto. It is capable of
.generating 9,375 kv.a. at 257 r.p.m. and 4.000 volts, with a
continuous overload capacity of 23 per cent, or, 50 per cent.
for one hour. The total weight of the machine is 398.000
lbs., and the revolving field weighs l.'iS.OOO lbs. The armature
is wound in two separate circuits entirely independent of
each other, each connected to a bank of air blast trans-
formers. The unit is of the horizontal shaft type; the shaft
diameter being 13 inches.

The field is supplied with direct current from exciter^

(Conclodcd on pagr Ifill
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The Larger Use of Reinforced Concrete in

Sewer Construction
By W. W. Horner*

UP to 1900 sewers were constructed of brick and
stone, sometimes accompanied by concrete

baci<ing and occasionally of plain concrete.

From long experience with these materials,

certain typical sections had been developed of which
the circular and egg-shaped brick sewers in the smaller

sizes were more common. For larger sizes som.e form
of arch with a generally flat invert was used. In

much of the older work the base or bottom was actu-

ally a timber grillage, and contained lumber up to

12 X 30 in. sticks. In the later construction an inverted

arch of cut-stone or brick on a concrete bed, was sub-

stituted for the timber. Above the base the sewer
consisted of heavy sidewalls or abutments and a semi-

circular brick or stone arch, haunched with rubble

masonry and later with concrete. Occasionally on
projects of great magnitude, a closer study of the

lines of pressure resulted in modifications of this type

and some examples of elliptical, catenary and parabolic

arches were found. It appears evident that most
of the sewer arches in that period were not the result

of stress analysis but were proportioned by arbitrary

rules resulting from a study of existing structures.

About 1900 reinforced concrete had been taken up
in many fields of construction and had been applied

to long-span arches and the advantages of its use in

sewer construction were soon appreciated. During
the next five years, many examples of concrete sewers
are found, although with a few exceptions the rein-

forcement consisted of wire mesh or expanded metal
and there was an evident tendency on the part of the

majority of engineers to use rather heavy sections

similar to the plain masonry types. A few examples
are also found of extremely radical designs involving

very light sections heavily reinforced- These two
extremes suggest the difference between the sewer
engineer adaptmg his designs to reinforced work and
the concrete expert breaking into the sewer field. In

the last 10 years, all of these ideas have been through
the melting pot, and we are beginning to find certain

standard types of reinforced concrete sewers used
generally. These are the horseshoe type varying in

proportions from the semi-circular to those of about
equal height and width, and the elliptical usually con-
structed as a five-centered arch. Of exceptional ad-
vantage under certain conditions the box or slab sec-

tion is often employed, but under average conditions
it is less economical than the other types. The cir-

cular sewer is difficult to construct in what is known
as '''monolithic" work, that is, if built in place, but the
circular reinforced concrete pipe developed along other
lines has become standard construction in size up to

about 8 ft. It is unit work and may be considered as
a factory product, and for that reason a much more
satisfactory concrete can be secured through its use
than is generally obtained in monoHthic work.

Cross-Sections.

In many cases, the shape of the sewer will he con-
trolled by local conditions. In wet ground the invert

Engineer in charge of design, sewers and paving, St. Louis, Mo., before
American Concrete Congress, Chicago.

must be kept as high as possible and a broad shallow
section results. For such cases the semi-circular

shape is the most economical, and in fact is about the

limit of distortion in that direction, as computations
show that little further decrease in height can be ob-

tained by adopting a wider, flat segmental arch. For
such extremes where the semi-circular is not satisfac-

tory, it is possible to design a box section, and if ne-

cessary, a multiple box, though this latter should al-

ways be compared with a similar multiplication of

normal arches before being adopted.
Where the sewer is deep, and in particular, if in

rock, there is usually economy in making the heights
of the section greater than the widths, and if in deep
rock cut, it is possible to use plain concrete sides and
a flat arch abutting on the rock.

Under average conditions the most economical sec-

tion is undoubtedly one approaching nearly to the
circle, that is, having width and height about equal,

but on account of the difficulty of securing satisfactory

construction with a semi-circular invert, a segmental
invert (usually a 45- to 60-deg. segment) has-been
common.

Use of Arch Sections

For loads due entirely to earth pressure and for

sewers through fully developed territory where the
loading can be definitely determined, arch sections of

the semi-elliptical or similar types can undoubtedly
be used to advantage, as the concrete can be worked
in direct compression for the normal load and rein-

forcing put in to allow for unusual conditions. But
where the loads cannot be predicted with reasonable
accuracy or where extreme loads of opposite character
must be provided for, there will be little difference be-
tween the semi-elliptical and semi-circular sections and
there is undoubtedly a prejudice in favor of the latter.

The great advantage of the reinforced arch for use
in sewer construction lies in the economy in material.

Except in extreme instances where the box or slab

construction is employed, an equally satisfactory sewer
may be built of brick and mass concrete, but in large

sizes, 8 ft. or over, the reinforced concrete sewer re-

quires only from 60 to 80 per cent, as much masonry
as the "gravity" type. Also where the amount of con-
crete per foot is sufficient to warrant an efficient plant

the unit cost of the concrete should be somewhat less

than that of good brick masonry. In addition to the
saving in masonry, there is usually an accompanying
difference in excavation and in deep work this may be
a material consideration. Finally there may reason-
ably be a difference in required size of sewer due to

the greater smoothness of good concrete work, which
amounts to between 5 and 10 per cent, reduction in

mean diameter. •

It has been the writer's experience that for sewers
up to about 8 ft. in diameter, brick work is probably
more economical than concrete and that for larger

sizes the reverse is true, the saving in favor of con-
crete increasing with the size. This is, of course, in

the light of local conditions and might be modified for

other cities. The comparison is based on work in the

open where sufficient ground is available for plant and
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material storage, and the statement must be again

modified if the work is to be done in congested dis-

tricts. As an example, it was recently considered

economical to Iniikl a 14-ft- sewer of brick because of

its location throuf^h a solidly built up residence dis-

trict of the city.

There can be no question that reinforced concrete

is the natural engineering scjlution for the problem of

large sewers. If reasonably designed and carefully

constructed, it gives the best and chea|)est sewer. In

the hands of a designer not thorcjughly familiar with

the conditions surrounding sewer construction and
maintenance, or of a contractor not exiierienced in

reinforced concrete work, it is likely to be a dangerous
material and it is a much too common occurrence that

work is handled under just these conditions. The fact

that many of these sewers are built by contractors

whose experience has been with massive masonry, has

not tended to add to the safety of the finished work.
While some of the old sewer engineers have built

reinforced sewers that would be reasonably safe and
without reinforcement, there are many examples of

exceptionally thin sections. These, the writer be-

lieves, are the result of assumptions that concrete can

be placed in a sewer ditch with the same success as in

a building and that the loading can be accurately

forecasted. To eradicate this idea a brief description

of average construction conditions may be warranted.

Construction

There is no class of work in which so many difficul-

ties surround the successful placing of reinforced con-

crete as in sewer work. Sewers are usually con-

structed along public streets or alleys at considerable

depth below the ground, or if in shallow excavation,

are likely to be along the general trend of some water
course and may often cross and re-cross a running
stream. For these reasons, the excavation is usually

difficult and the sides of the trench hard to support.

Probably the best work can be secured in the open
country, where the sides of the trench can be sloped.

In this case, there is no cross bracing to complicate the

form work and outside forms can be used and removed.
Where the sides of the trench must be \ertical, it is

necessary to put in horizontal planking and cross brac-

ing as the excavation proceeds, and it is economy to use

as little lumber as possible below the spring line of the

sewer, as such lumber is necessarily concreted in and
lost. For the same reason, outside forms arc not cus-

tomarily used for the lower portion of the work-
When the excavation is complete, the invert is con-

creted. In rock or in dry ground, this can be done
efficiently but if water or mud is present, a pt)rtion of

the concrete is sure to be unsatisfactory. With very

bad bottoms, it is often necessary to place a raft of

extra concrete and allow it to set before attem])ting to

place reinforcement. If such conditions apiiear pos-

sible, good practice will i)rovide for this work in both

specifications and estimate and many reasonablj' pro-

vide for underdrains to relieve the new concrete of

damage from water tlowing from the trench ahead.

Unless the specifications are to provide that the work
is to l)e e.xiJensively dcl.'iycd, it should be noted that

there will i)e quite an amount oi working over and
across the new invert while the concrete is setting and
exposed bars left for splicing are likely to be bent and
jarred and their bond value in the invert concrete de-

creased. .Also because of these stub bars, it is usually

impracticable to protect that portion of the invert from

dirt and rubbish. While it is generally the custom to

leave the sides, of the invert rough to furnish a bond
with the arch, it is an open question whether the finish-

ing of this concrete smooth is not the lesser evil, as it

can then be thoroughly and efficiently cleaned before

additional concrete is laid.

Before the arch forms are set, it is necessary to re-

move cross bracing up to the crown level, and it must
be replaced with verticals bedded in the new invert

and cross-braced above the crown. Even with the

most careful work, this will produce some disturbance
with the sides of the trench and may even allow- a
bulging of the side plank enough to protrude within
the neat measurements of the sewer. To widen and
rebrace the section from the surface down may be ex-

pensive and hazardous as well as disorganizing, and the
engineer often faces the problem of modifying the sec-

tion instead. The writer recalls instances where the

contractor.s have even asked permission to fill the
whole trench to the top of the sewer with C(jncrete at

their own expense, rather than to attempt the re-ex-

cavation, and the construction engineer must be able

to decide whether the deficiency in thickness at the

sides can be compensated in this matter.

Collapsible steel forms are usually favored for the

arch, and if kept well cleaned and oiled produce the

best interior surface, but well-made wooden centers

carefully planned will result in more satisfactory work.
The choice will usually depend on the contractor's or-

ganization and schedule, as greater progress with one
outfit can be secured if the collapsible forms are used.

Under the conditions prevalent in this work, the

setting and holding of the arch reinforcement in ac-

curate position is especially difficult and the import-

ance of accuracy is rarely appreciated by foreman and
laborer. When properly set. the rods are difficult to

hold during concreting, as it is often neces.sary for the

men to stand on the reinforcing while spading the con-
crete- The cost of special chairs or holders for the
reinforcement is usually well warranted.

Breaks Up the Aggregate

The placing of the concrete is made especially diffi-

cult because of the double mat of reinforcing bars.

which tend to break up the stream of concrete and to

cause a separating out of the aggregate. The con-
crete is also likely to be lowered in quality by an al-

most luiavoidable leakage of water. The concrete is

also contaminated to some extent by earth and rub-
bish knocked from the surface into the forms. There
occurs, also, even in the best regulated work, certain

small slips of earth from between the side planking,
and it is possible that portions of the clay or loam may
be churned into the concrete before it can be cleaned
out from between the tangle of reinforcement

In view of the unavoidable construction contingen-
cies inherent in this class of work, the writer would re-

commend to the designer the following prescription : .

1.—Use the best grade of concrete and considerable
excess of mortar.

2.—Do not work concrete at more than 450 lbs.,

tuiless the construction conditions arc to be exception-
ally favorable.

3.—The concrete cover outside of the steel should
be at least 2 ins.

4.—Use a minimum thickness of concrete of about
'> ins. unless the work is close to the surface, or is to
be built under very favorable conditions, and increase
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this minimum and also the cover over the steel if the
conditions are likely to be very unfavorable-

5.—Specify the setting of the reinforcement with
especially designed holders. These might be made of

cast iron and left in the concrete.

6.—If there is any possibility that the trench will be
very wet or mucky, provide for a sub-case of concrete
and provide means of keeping the trench work away
from the work, if possible.

7.—To secure a concrete that will flow into place
with the least assistance, a specification for a 23/2 or a

3-minute mix should be seriously considered, as might
also the use of hydrated lime. This would naturally
result also in a denser and more waterproof concrete
and might be a very considerable factor in prolonging
the life of the reinforcement.

8.—Provide for a lining of vitrified brick for the

invert, or at least provide an excess internal area to

allow for such a lining at some later date. This is of

more importance in maintenance than in construction,

as under average conditions it is easier to obtain a
reasonably smooth invert with the brick than to

attempt to finish the concrete itself.

9-—Specify cold weather methods. Concrete can
be placed satisfactorily and economically at even a
zero temperature, if proper precautions are taken. It

should be noted, however, that it is quite easy to over-

heat the finished concrete and to drive out a portion of

the water.

In the St. Louis work, it Ifas been customary to

. heat the water by turning exhaust steam into the water
tank whenever the temperature goes below 40 degrees
or whenever there is frost in the materials. In colder

weather, steam coils are used in the said storage piles

and often in the piles of coarse aggregate. It is

also customary in freezing weather to place salamand-
ers inside the arches and to hang tarpaulins at each

end of the unit constructed. The top of the sewer has
generally been protected by a covering of tarpaulin

or plank, on top of which manure is piled

Loading

The. loads to be considered are first, direct weight
of the earth filling ; second, horizontal or inclined pres-

sures induced by the weight of this filling and the ad-

joining earth ; third, pressures due to transmitted sur-

face loads.

The relative values of these pressures will depend
on the depth and size of the sewer and on the use to

which the ground surface may be put.

Vertical Loads^—It is always safe and usualh' re-

asonable to design for vertical loads equal to the full

weight of the superimposed earth. Recent investiga-

tions of small sewers and pipes have shown that, due
to some arching action of the earth itself, the full dead
weight is not always applied to the sewer. The al-

lowable reduction, however, seems to be of little im-

.portance until the depth of the fill is at least equal to

the width of the trench and would only amount to

about 25 per cent, when this depth is twice the width.

The work of Marston and Anderson indicates that for

depths of 10 to 15 times the width only 30 to 40 per

cent, of the load is carried by the sewer- For a sewer
more than 8 ft. in width, the depth of cover will rarely

exceed twice the trench width, so that the reductions

are hardly worth taking into account. . There must
also be reasonable doubt whether the gradual settle-

ment does not finally increase the weight on the

sewers considerably above the values given.

Horizontal Pressure.—There is so much doubt as
to correct values of horizontal pressures, even for a
given soil condition, and the pressures will vary so
greatly in the different soils that the designer can
only attempt to make a safe guess at the correct
amounts to be used.

According to Rankin's theory, the intensity of hori-
zontal pressure cannot be less than one-third of the
intensity of vertical pressure for a particular depth and
in ordinary clay it is customary to consider it as one-
half of the vertical. For saturated ground, the earth
will approach the condition of a fluid and the horizon-
tal and vertical pressures would be equal.

Surface Loads.—Where sewers are constructed in

city streets, the heaviest surface load would be the
weight of a road roller, and this might be taken as 15

tons on an area of 5 sq. ft-, at the surface, distributed
downward along an angle of 30 deg. with a vertical.

At a depth of 10 ft. this would approximately be equal
to 200 lbs- per square foot on an area of 11 x 15 ft., or
roughly equivalent to an additional 2 ft. of fill. If

there are railroads crossing the line of the sewer, or
if it seems at all possible that such roads be built, the
sewer should be designed for locomotive loading in

the same way. A fair value for this loading would
be 80 tons on an area of 10 x 20 ft. at the surface. Dis-
tributed as above, this would be equivalent to about
300 lbs., per square foot over an area of 20 x 30 ft., at

a 10-ft. depth and would give the same pressure as 3 ft.

of additional fill.

For very light covers, these values would, of course,
be increased, and it might even be reasonable to pro-
vide for impact, but for depths of cover for 6 ft., or
more, it is usually satisfactory to treat such loads as
additional weight of earth and allow them to increase
both the vertical and the horizontal pressures. Allow-
ance for foundations and for piles of material may lie

handled in the same manner.
Combination of Loading.—For final conditions,

that is, after the backfill has reached a state of settled

equilibrium, the sewer will be subject to a direct com-
bination of horizontal and vertical pressures- It

should be noted that the greatest bending moments in

the arch will be due to vertical loads alone. Hori-
zontal pressures usually induce moments of the op-
posite kind. The combination of vertical and hori-

zontal pressures, therefore, while increasing the direct

normal compression in the arch, will give smaller
bending moments than those from the vertical loads.

While the .stress in the arch may finally reach the
values derived from a proper combination of the two
classes of forces, yet it is quite common for the sewer
to be subject only to pressure of one kind during the
construction period. Examples of this are as fol-

lows:

(a) A trench is excavated througli hard cla}'

\\hich requires little bracing and will stand \ertically

for some time. The trench is backfilled with the
same material. Then the full weight of the backfill

may act \ertically on the arch for some time before the
sides of the trench finally slip and add also a horizontal
pressure.

(b) In the example above, the sides of the trench
may slip in against the sewer before the backfill is

placed, producing heavy horizontal pressure and bend-
ing moments of reverse character.

(c) A trench through soft ground is held by sheet
piling. When this piling is pulled there may be an
appreciable time before the earth at the sides closes in
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and fills the v(jid left by the piliiiK. Duriiij; this time

the vertical loads only will act.

(dj In the above example, if the sheet pihn^; is

drawn before the backfillin},'^ is started, the earth at the

sides may cave in and prodnce horizontal pressure

with very little vertical load.

Loads of these kinds will only occur while the arch

Is new, possibly before the concrete has attained more

than half of its normal strength. If the design con-

tains a factor of safety of four for combination of pres-

sures, and the concrete is only 10 or 15 days old, the

arch would be about ou the point of failure for vertical

loads.

It would seem, therefore, that the design should

provide for vertical loads alone, or at least in combina-

tion with a very small horizontal pressure on the arch

only (not against vertical side walls.) This loading

will l)e critical and from it the dimen.sions of the con-

crete and one set of reinforcements will be determined.

The arch so determined should then be designed for

horizontal i)ressure in combination with as little verti-

cal loads as may seem possible. From this the re-

verse reinforcement may be calculated. Finally it is

of interest to compute the stresses under normal com-
liination of the two-

Three Fine New Schools for Municipality

of Kildonan, Man.
Three large schools base reccnlly been erected by

the Sutherland Construction Comi)any for the Munici-

pality of luist Kildonan, a suburb of Winnipeg, h'ach

of these .schools is of the .same design and practically

the same size. We illustrate one herewith—the Lord

Kitchener School.

These three schools are thoroughly modern and are

of absolutely fireproof construction. They each have

a stone and concrete foundation. The outside (inislj

i.s Fort William pressed brick, backed with hollow

load bearing tile, the division walls being ni the same
tile, which material was supplied by the Dominion
iMreproofing Company, Winnipeg. These tiles are

made in Medicine Hat, Alta. All windows throngh-

ont these buildings are steel sa.sh.

I'^ach school is two stories and basement high and

cost approximately $50,000. The basements, which

are 11 feet high, are used as playgrounds. The total

height of the schools is 52 feet. The interior finish is

r)ak, and the floors in the corridors are of mastic

asphalt. All floors in classr(X)ms are reinforced con-

crete covered with maple flooring. The rwiis of all

three schools are sheet metal The buildings arc

steam heated and electric lighted.

The electric light contracts on the three schools

were let to Scorer Bros., Winnipeg. The plumbing

and heating on two schools were let to Mates & Sons,

while on the third school this contract was let to J.

Thompson. The painting contracts were let to Robert

Crawford, while F.rown & Rutherford supplied all the

interior finish. The Al.sip Brick and Tile Company sup-

plied all the common brick used in these schools. The
Winnipeg Steel Granary and Culvert Company sup-

plied the sheet metal and calimini df)ors in corridors

The stone used was supplied by Tiillies & Son. The
mastic asphalt in the corridors was put in by the Can-

adian Johns-Manville Company, and the ornamenta'i

iron work and stairs were supplied by the Vulcan Iron

W^orks, Winnipeg. All these firms except the one

supplying the pressed brick belonjj to Winnipeg. J.

D. Atcheson & Co. were the architects for the three

schools-

Mr. John E. Russell, 307 LoKan .\vcnnc. has been ap-

pointed Toronto representative of the I'nion Cement Com-

pany, Limited, of Owen Sound. Ont.
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A Gyratory Foundry 'Riddle

The cost of labor is the largest item in the making
of castings, and the device described herewith materi-
ally reduces this cost. This device is a new and
unique foundry riddle of the gyratory type. The mo-
tion of the riddle is obtained by the inertia eiifect of an
unbalanced flywheel which causes every part to gyraie.

This motion is unusually well adapted for sifting sand,
since a lot of the energy is not wasted in throwing it

against the ends of the compartment, as is done in a

reciprocating type. Each particle of sand travels

around in a circle, so that the small particles reach
the sieve in the shortest possible time and the sifting

takes place with great rapidity. The outfit complete
weighs only about 90 pounds and so can be easih'

moved from place to place as it is needed. The riddle

is particularly useful suspended from a trolley run-
ning on a cable stretched parallel with the line of

moulders in the foundry. Owing to its design there
are no obstructions in the way of a shovel, and, being

supported from above, a wheelbarrow can be run under
the riddle for receiving the sand.

The riddle is operated by a Westinghouse totally

enclosed 1/6 h.p., vertical motor, made especially for

the Great Western Manufacturing Company, of Lea-
venworth, Kansas, who manufacture the cnitfit. As
the total power is obtained from the unbalanced eiifect

of the flywheel the horse-power to drive the riddle is

very low and a cord and plug fitting any lamp socket
is furnished with the motor so that no special wiring
is necessary for the installation of this machine. The
motor has a ball thrust bearing, and a total of only
three bearings are used in the drive, all of which are

dust proof. The sieve is 20 inches in diameter, and
with this size the riddle will do the work of, ten men
sifting sand by hand. In fact, the sifting is done so
quickly that it will riddle faster than one man can
shovel in the sand. As the sieve does not have to be

connected to the motor by connecting rods, etc., it

can be easily and quickly removed from the clamping
device for dumping. The machine mixes as well as
sifts, so that one turning of the sand is eliminated, and
not only the time of making the mold is reduced, but
a better mold is insured after drawing the pattern.

Conference on Road Construction
(Continued from page 152)

ing the superintendents in their work. Mr. Hogarth
replied on behalf of the engineers, expressing their

appreciation of the way the superintendents entered
into the discussion of their various papers, and the
interest .shown. Their aim had been to make the
conference as practical and useful as possible, and
from the interest displayed it was evident they had
to some extent succeeded.

Mr. Huber, member of the Department's staff,

spoke on the tremendous importance of having the
records accurately and clearly made out, and asked the
engineers to co-operate with them in this respect.

Mr. McLean Is Appreciated

On Friday morning, Major Sheppard, Mr. Talbot,
Mr. Wilson, and Mr. McClure, on behalf of the road
superintendents, presented Mr. McLean with a gold-
headed cane, suitably carved, to commemorate the
event and in appreciation of his services to the county
road superintendents in assisting them in their work

;

also as extending to him their hearty congratulations
on the appreciation of his merits by the Government
indicated in his appointment as Deputy Minister to
the new Highways Branch of the Department of
^Vorks.

Toronto Section C. S. C. E.
(Continued from pagre 142)

dam, which is the best and largest example of hydrau-
lic fill construction in Canada, is 99 feet in height, 950
feet in length exclusive of spillway. The storage ob-
tained by building this dam amounts to 180,500 acre
feet, or 7,873 milHon cubic feet. The lecturer de-
cribed in detail the hydraulic sluicing operations in

which 4 inch and 5 inch monitors were emploj^ed with
a nozzle pressure of 80 lbs. per square inch. Of the
550,000 cubic yards of material in the dam, 427,000
cubic yards was placed in position by sluicing, the
remainder—consisting of heavy rock toes—being
placed l)v electrically operated cableways- A de-
scription was also given of the intake works for the
suppl}' of water to New Westminster, and some in-

teresting data regarding the rainfall in this part of

ISritish Columbia which has varied at Coquitlam be-
tween the extremes of 132 inches and 190 inches, the
average being 153 inches per annum.

,

At the conclusion of the paper an interesting dis-

cussion took place and many questions were asked the
lecturer, after which a hearty vote of thanks was
tendered Mr. Conway for his very interesting and in-

structive address.

Tn\'itations have been sent to the governors of the
several states of the Union and to the lieutenant-gov-
ernors of the provinces of Canada, with, the request
that they attend and appoint delegates to the Thir-
teenth Annual Convention of the American Road
Builders' Association, to be held in Pittsburgh, Pa.,

during" the week beginning Februaiw 28th.
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Branch Managers' Convention Great Success

The last week in January was a notable one for the

Trussed Concrete Steel Company, as it marked the

first annual convention of the branch managers held

at their main plant at Youngstown, Ohio. Men
gathered from every section of the ctnmtry to co-

operate in formulating improved methods which

would render greatest service -to their clients. Not
only every section of the country was represented,

but representatives were present from far distant

countries, including Japan, Hawaii, South America
and Porto Rico, l-'ully one hundred men were in

attendance.

Mr. Mack's address occupied about an hour and a half

and was followed by the members with keen interest. Ar-

rangements were made for a party to visit the Croufe-Hind«

factory, at some date in the future, where, as Mr. Mack stated,

tlicy would be shown every step in the manufacturing process.

Calgary Branch C. S. C. E.

The Calgary 1! ranch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers held its first dinner of the season at

the Alexandra Hotel on January 13th. A. G. Graves,

Commissioner, City of Calgary, gave a very interesting

address on the "Administration of Public Utilities"

and showed that Calgary's public utilities compared
favorably in service and cost to the public with other

cities in the Donijnion and elsewhere. His Worship
Mayor Costello and Commissioner J. H. Garden were

also guests of the Branch. Mr. S. G. Porter is secre-

tary-treasurer of the Calgary branch.

National Iron Works get Contracts

The National Iron Works, Limited, of Tomnto,
have been awarded a very considerable contract by

the city of Ottawa. This contract consists in the

supply of 18-in., 20-in., 24-in., 30-in. and 36-in. cast

iron water-pipe, aggregating some four thousand tons.

'Phis contract is in connection with the city of Ot-

tawa's new water system, and delivery will have to be

made during the spring and summer of 1916. Mr.

R. L. Haycock is waterworks engineer of the city of

Ottawa, and has charge of the designing and con.struc-

tion of the new system.

Mr. Mack Lectures on "Condulets"

At a meeting of the Toronto Branch of the Ontario

Electrical Contractors' Association, held in the association

rooms on Wednesday evening, February 2, Mr. Ed. Mack.

of the Crousc-Hinds Company of Canada delivered an ad-

dress on his company's products. Mr. Mack illustrated his

remarks from the very complete catalogues i>ublished by

his company and also from an extensive line of samples of

the Crouse-Hinds condulets. He described in detail the pro-

cess of manufacture, pointing out the care taken at every

stage in order to insure perfect workmanship so as to avoid

ditVicultics when the material reaches the job. He also fully

explained the original system of catalogue numbers adopted

by his company, whereby a numeral is selected for each

size from Vi in. to 6 in., pointing out wliere this system

worked to good advantage when ordering condulets with a

multiple of outlets, such as T or X. Mr. Mack also pointed

out that in view of the fact that they carried at all times

three separate and distinct stocks—two at different stages

of manufacture and one of the completed article—they were

in a position to fill any order from either of these stocks,

stating that if the fittings required were not found in their

completed stock it would only take a few hours to finish

from the rough state and make delivery. Mr. Mack also

explained that the keynote of his company's policy was "Ser-

vice to the Trade," and they stood at all times ready to make

delivery of any special fittings or special drilling of fittings

or covers to meet any particular requirement.

The Kaministiquia Power Co.
(Continued from pave liS)

which were already installed, at 110 voltf, and i* regulated,

for constant voltage at terminus of transmission lines, by

means of a Tirrill regulator in the exciter circuit. The trans-

formers are of the air blast type and coiisist of three single

phase units installed over an air chamber, each of 1,475 kw.

capacity. Interconnacted between generator and transform-

ers are selector switches, with connections to a common
4,000 volt busbar, which enables the generator to supply cur-

rent to other banks of transformers in case of trouble.

Switchboard

The usual recording, indicating, and switching apparatiu

is installed in the generator circuits, being connected to the

switchboard through current and potential transformers to

eliminate high voltage on the switchboard. .-\n ammeter
is installed in one phase of each bank of three high tension

transformers, to indicate the proper equalized loads upon
each. The switching apparatus is installed in reinforced con-

crete compartment, with switches in front and current trans-

formers and wiring at the back; the latter, for all high ten-

sion work at 25,000 volts, is bare No. 4-0 copper on porcelain

insulators. Over-load, time limit relays guard the transform-

ers and generator against excessive short circuits. A motor
controlled generator rheostat adjusts the field, with a control

switch on the generator panel.

In view of the fluctuating voltage of the exciter

circuit, due to operation of the Tirrill regulator, a

small 80 amp. hour battery has been installed to connect to

the control circuit of the switchboard and provide a few lights

in the power house in case of short circuits or other trouble

cutting the generator and exciter supply down. This is

charged from a small motor generator set with a panel near

the main switchboard, so that the usual attendant may oper-

ate it. The same set also serves to charge the battery situ-

ated at the forebay, through a special overhead line. Push
buttons and indicating devices on one panel of the switch-

board indicate the position of the butterfly gates at the
forebay and control the closing of each gate. The power
house lighting, which previously had been from unshaded
cairbon lamps in lines along the walls, was changed to ceil-

ing tungsten lights with concentrating reflectors, with six

150 watt tungsten units in a space 28 ft. x 50 ft.; this gives

a more even distribution of light and. although at a height
from the floor of 32 ft., gives sufficient light for all ordinary
work.

Suff
The entire work was carried out under the direction of

Messrs. R. S. Kelsch, of Montreal, Consulting Engineer to

the company, and VV. L. Bird, manager. Mr. Geo. Lewis
was construction superintendent for all concrete work. The
writer was responsible for all preliminary engineering data
on aqueduct, penstock, generator foundations, etc., and for

designs for aqueduct forms, forebay battery house, valve
house and workshop and details of all small work, with in-

spection of electrical equipment and hydraulic work.

Montreal Tramways Company. Montreal, have awarded
a contract for the first unit of their announced addition to
their steam-generating plant. This will be a steam-driven
turbo generator of a capacity of 15.B30 kv.a.. considerably
the largest ever installed in Canada. It will be 60-cycle. three-
phase. 1800-r.p,m., and generate at 5600 volts. This unit is

being supplied by the Canadian General Electric.
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60,000 Kw. Units Contemplated
President E. M. Herr of the VVestinghouse Electric &

Mfg. Company, in a recent address before the Railway Club

of Pittsburgh, said, "Due largely to the wonderful develop-

ment in the steam turbine and its direct-connected electric

generator, and the remarkably flexible, efficient and easy

distribution of electricity, we are on the eve of notable

advances in the utilization of electric power.

'First—the modern steam turbo-generator makes it

possible to concentrate enormous amounts of power gen-

eration in one place.

"Second—this "makes possible and advantageous very

large individual generating units. The growth in the capa-

city of generators has really been enormous, made possible

by the steam turbine.

"Third—Electricity can be transmitted long distances

in large or small quantities and its characteristics changed

at will all with small losses and at comparatively low cost."

The speaker then proceeded to trace the development

of large generating units as exemplified by certain notable

installations of central stations, industrial, and railway

plants, and then discussed the eflect of the concentration of

such a large amount of power in one station. Mr. Herr

said the building of units as large as 50,000 and 60,000 kvv.,

was contemplated.

New Electric Railway in Three Rivers
With a fair amount of ceremony, the Three Rivers

Traction Company, a subsidiary of the Shawinigan Water

and Power Company, on December 11 inaugurated their

electric tramway service. The line, of single track, is

about three miles long, and runs in the form of a circle

around the city, starting at the Canadian Pacific Railway

station, taking in the residential district, along the river

front, and returning to the station via the chief business

thoroughfare. It has been decided to extend the system by

building a line to Cap Madeleine, (a popular pilgrimage

centre), which will also connect the Wayagamack pulp and

paper plant and other industries with Three Rivers. Power

i.s supplied by the North Shore Power Company, two Can-

adian Westinghouse 250 k.v.a. 550v. d. c. motor-generator sets

having been installed for the purpose of the line. The poles

are of steel in the residential and business sections and of

wood in other districts. A car barn to hold ten cars, with

repair shop, has been constructed. The six cars, manu-

factured by the Ottawa Ca.r Manufacturing Company, are

of the pay-as-you-enter type, each car being in charge of

one man only who acts as motornian and also regulates the

entrance and exit of the passengers. At the inauguration,

speeches were made by the Hon. J. A. Tessier, the Mayor of

the city and Minister of Roads for Quebec; Mr. Julian C.

Smith, the viqe-president of the company; Mr. W. S. Soper,

of the Ottawa Car Manufacturing Company; Hon. Jacques

Bureau, and others.

Trade Publications

Pumps—bulletin 108A, by the Wheeler Condenser and

Engineering Company, Carteret, N. J., describing centrifugal

pumps, single stage, double suction, up to 300-ft. head.

103. Steel tubes.—.\ Birmingham firm is open to purchase

close-joint steel tubes for bedsteads or electric conduit work.

Prices should include delivery Bristol or Liverpool, the

former preferred. Samples may be inspected at the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

Brownhoist—catalogue D, 1916, by the Brown Hoisting

Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, describing-, with com-

plete illustrations, tramrail systems, trolleys and electric

hoists for handling all kinds of material, as manufactured

by this company.

Dams and Weirs—by W. G. Bligh, Inspecting ICnginter
of Irrigation Works. Department of Interior, Canada. Am-
erican Technical Society, Chicago, publishers. An analytical,

practical treatise on gravity dams and weirs, arch and but-

tress dams, submerged weirs and barrages. The scope of

this work may be judged from the following chapter head-
ings: Gravity dams; Design of dams; Unusually high dams;
Notable existing dams; Special foundations; Gravity overfall

dams or weirs; Arched dams; Multiple arch or hollow arch
buttress dams; Hollow slab buttress dams; Submerged weirs
founded on sand; Open dams or barrages. Size, approxi-
mately 554 by S'/i inches; 206 pages; well illustrated.

Personal
Mr. Paul F. Sise, vice-president and general manager,of

tlie Northern Electric Company, has been appointed adjutant
of the- 148th, a battalion organized in Montreal by Lieut.

-

Col. Magee for overseas service. Mr. Sise was formerly
captain in the Victoria Rifles, and when the war broke out
joined the Canadian Officers' Training Corps, which is aftlli-

Capt. P. F. Sise

ated with McGill University. Later, when the McGill Aux-

iliary Battalion was formed, Capt. Sise was in command of

"D" Company, and afterwards of "A" Company, McGill Con-

tingent, Canadian Officers' Training Corps. Considering the

important executive position held by Capt. Sise, to say no-

thing of the responsibilities which such a position entails, it

is impossible to underestimate the effect such a splendid

example will have on his fellow Canadians. It typifies the

calibre of the man and the loyal motives which are inducing

our best citizens to answer the call of their country, and

gives us certain confidence in the ultimate outcome of this

great struggle.

Capt. Sise is only 36 years old. He was educated at

Bishop's College School, Lennoxville, and at McGill Uni-

versity, from which he graduated with B.Sc. degree. He
was one of the organizers of the University Club, Montreal,

and is also a member of St. James Club and a Governor of_

the Western Hosoital.

Mr. S. V. Kendall, Managing Director of Wm. Cowlin

& Sons, Limited, general contractors. Toronto, has recently

returned from England.

Mr. C. H. Rust, city engineer of Victoria, B. C, read

a very interesting paper on the Sooke Lake Water-works
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at the amiiial meeting of the Seattle branch of the American

Society of Civil Engineers held on January 31.

Mr. S. C. Wilcox, a former civil engineer with the

C. P. K. at Kcnora. Ont., and also at Winnipeg, has received

a commission as Lieutenant in the 100th Battalion now in

training at Winnipeg.

Obituary

Urgel Pauze, president of the Pauze & Fils Company,
Limited, contractors, Montreal, is dead.

The death occurred on February 4th of Mr. Donald A.

Munro, of Wolfvillc, N. S., at the age of 86. Mr. Munro was

a prominent business man in the town. He carried on the

business of carriage making for some years, finally taking

up contracting and building and mill work.

A pioneer railroad builder of the West died recently in

the person of Mr. N. P. Anderson. Mr. Anderson, who was

a native of Sweden, came to Canada thirty-five years ago,

and for twenty-nine years held responsible positions with

the C. P. K. He was engaged on the construction of the

C. P. R. through the mountains, and lived for many years at

Revelstoke, B. C.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

Tiic Jos. Denis Company, contractors, Montreal, Que.,

have registered.

The Advance Engineering Company, Limited, Toronto,

have secured a charter.

A charter has been granted to the Canadian Rock Drill

Company, Limited, Toronto.

The Delorimier .Architectural Steel and Iron Works,

Montreal, Que., have registered.

Hamilton is erecting a nurses' home in connection with

the Mountain Hospital at a cost of $30,000.

Forty-five building permits, of a value of $60,590, were

taken out in Medicine Hat, Alta., during 1915.

Engineering and Construction Company, Limited (Laur-

in & Leitch), Montreal, Que., have registered.

A contract for a fuse factory has been let to the Atlas

Construction Company, Montreal. The steel will be sup-

plied by the Dominion Bridge Company.

Mr. G. B. Mitchell, C. E. and general contractor, has

removed from the Jacobs Building, St. Catherine Street

West, to 509-10 New Birks Building, Montreal.

The value of the building permits issued by the city of

St. Catharines in January, 1916, is about three and a half

times the value of those issued in January, 1915.

According to a reported newspaper interview with Mr.

Grant Hall, of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the

Rogers Pass Tunnel will not be electrically operated at

present.

During the month of January, 1916, the city of Mont-

real issued 44 building permits, of a value of $174,160. In

the same month of last year 73 permits, of a value of $203,261.

were issued.

A company known as the Pembroke Iron Works, Lim-

ited, has been formed, with head office at Pembroke, Ont.,

and a capital of $100,000. The provisional directors arc J. F.

Munro, P. White, and T. Pink.

At the reguett of the Dominion Government, the Inter-

national Nickel Company have undertaken to establish a

plant for the refining of nickel in Canada. It is hoped that

this plant will supply the entire needs of Great Britain and

Canada.

Provincial Stone and Supply Company, Limited, have

opened an office at Room 200, McKinnon Building. Toronto,

for the purpose of dealing in crushed stone and builders'

supplies. Mr. Robin Boyle, formerly of Niagara Falls, is

manager.

Plans for a bridge over the Valley Inn, Hamilton, to

be used in connection with the entrance of the Toronto-

Hamilton highway to the city, will be considered shortly

by the Board of Control. It is estimated that the bridge

will cost $250,000.

In connection with the plans for reconstructing the

Ottawa Parliament Buildings, two architects. Mr. John A.

Pearson, of Toronto, and Mr. Marchand. of Montreal, have

been appointed to examine the old walls and see how far

they can be utilized in rebuilding.

La Fonderie -d'Acicr de Quebec, Limited, is the name of

a new Quebec concern incorporated by E. Massicottc, of

Sainte Anne dc la Pcrade, and J. A. Larue, E. Trudel, W.
Boulet, H. Groleau, E. Picher and N. Caouette, of Quebec.

The capital stock of the company is $149,000.

.\ccording to a reply in the House of Commons by Hon.
Frank Cochrane to a question by Mr. J. H. Sinclair, nearly

.$1.1,000,000 has already been spent on the Hudson Bay
Railway project, and it will take at least another $10,000,000

to complete the undertaking. On the railway itself $9,557,340

lias been spent in dredging, lighting, and other improvements
at Port Nelson.

The following officers have been elected by the Engi-

neers' Club of Toronto: president. W. A. Bucke; first vice-

president, E. L. Cousins; second vice-president, L. V. Rorke;
third vice-president. C. W. Power; directors. H. G. Acres,

J. R. \V. .Ambrose. Alfred Burton. J. B. Carswell. A. G.

Cumming, D. A. Dunlap. Arthur Hewitt. Chas. H. Heys, T.

H. Stevens, M. P. White, T. S. Young; secretary-treasurer.

R. B. Wolsey.

Mr. Burke, of Burke, Horwood & White, architects,

Toronto, has been in Orillia conferring with the Town
Council as to plans for the municipal building. He was
asked to prepare an estimate for the restoration of the old

building, with the addition of a foyer, to do away with the

winding stairs. By various modifications it is hoped to

reduce the cost of the building by $15,000 or more, com-
pared with the plans submitted last year.

The old summer residence of Mr. Charles M. Schwab
at Loretto. Pennsylvania, has been moved a distance of

more than 1,300 feet on a forty-foot high trestle, and despite

the fact that the building was moved over the tops of trees,

several gullies and hills, not a picture nor piece of bric-a-

brac in the house was shaken out of its accustomed place.

The removal, to make way for a modern stone mansion to

cost $750,000, is considered one of the greatest feats of house
moving ever undertaken in this country.

The Geo. A. Fuller Company, Limited. Montreal, have
obtained a contract for the construction of three mills for

the St. Maurice Paper Company. Limited, at Cap Madeleine.
P. Q. The company is a subsidiary of the Union Bag and
Paper Company. Hudson Falls. K. Y.. and is an amalgama-
tion of the Cres Falls Company. Three Rivers; St. Gabriel
r.uniber Company. Limited. St. Gabriel de Brandon: and
the Charlemagne and Lac Oureau Lumber Company. The
new plant comprises a news print mill, a sulphite pulp mill

and a kraft mill. The steel will be supplied by the Struc-
tural Steel Company, Limited, Montreal.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Collingwood, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of a steel

water tower and foundations and the in-

stallation of pumping machinery will be

received until 8 p.m., March 1st, by Hugh
A. Currie, Chairman of the Water &
Light Commission of the Town Council.

Plans and specifications at office of the

Consulting Engineer, W. Chipman, Mail

Building, Toronto, and of the Commis-
sion.

Listowel, Ont.
The Town Council propose to lay a

6-inch main on Main Street in the spring.

Clerk, M. M. Bright.

London, Ont.
Plans are to be prepared for an as-

phalt pavement to be laid on Hamilton
Road for the City Council. Approximate
cost, $50,000. Engineer, H. A. Brazier.

North Vancouver, B.C.

The District Council will endeavor to

secure permission to run a watermain

through the Lonsdale Estate to the pre-

mises of the Vancouver Creosoting Com-
pany. Clerk, J. Collins.

Ottawa, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for the con-

struction of a sewer on Scott Street at

an approximate cost of $3,500. Engi-

neer, F. C. Askwith.

Peterborough, Ont.
The construction of a sewage disposal

plant is contemplated. City Clerk, S. R.

.•\rmstrong.

Tilbury, Ont.
The Town Council propose to lay a

sewer on Queen Street. Clerk, W. A.

Hutton.

Toronto, Ont.
A Special Committee of the York

County Council have recommended the

improvement of 210 miles of roads dur-

ing the next four years, at an approxi-

mate cost of $750,000. Engineer, E. A.

James, 57 Adelaide Street E.

The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until February 29th for the construc-

tion of private drains in the City from
April 1st, 1916, to March 31st, 1917. Plans,

etc., at office of the Works Department.
City Hall.

Works Commissioner R. C. Harris has

recommended the reconstruction of a

number of sewers in the City, the con-
struction of a subway under the G. T. R.

tracks at Ashdale Avenue, estimated to

cost $33,370, and grading on Edna Ave-
nue at an approximate cost of $7,893.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
London, Ont.
The Webster Construction Company,

Bank of Toronto Building, have been
awarded the contract for construction of

sewers at Lome Heights for the City
Council. Approximate cost, $24,000.

Railroads, and Bridges Wharves
Brantford Township, Ont.
The Township Clerk, J. A. Smith,

County Building, Brantford, will receive

tenders until noon, February 26th, for

the construction of the Fonger and Bar-
ton Bridges. Plans and specifications

at office of the Engineer, A. M. Jack-
son, Temple Building, Brantford. Steel

and concrete construction.

Brighton, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have included in their estimates the

sum of $24,500 for the construction of a
wharf. Secretary, R. C. Desrochers.

Cockburn Island, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have included in their estimates
for the year the sum of $5,000 for an ex-

tension to the wharf. Secretary, R. C.

Desrochers.

Deport Harbour, Ont.
The Dominion Government Depart-

ment of Public Works propose to renew
the wharf at an approximate cost of
$5,000.

East Angus, Ont.
The Town Council propose to build a

bridge at an estimated cost of $37,000,

part of which will be provided by the
Provincial Government. Concrete and
steel construction. Clerk, R. C. Cowling.

Fort Frances, Ont.
The construction of a wharf estimated

to cost $5,000 is contemplated by the
Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

Huron County, Ont.
The County Council propose to lay a

new floor on the bridge at Brussels and
to erect several small bridges. Clerk,
William Lane, Goderich.

Kagawong, Ont.
The sum of $15,000 for the construc-

tion of a wharf has been included in the
estimates of the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa.

North Vancouver, B.C.
The Dominion Government have ap-

proved the plans of the Amalgamated
Dry Dock & Engineering Company for
the construction of a dry dock and ship-
building plant on the North Shore.
Works will include a graving dock,
buildings, marine railway and equipment,
and are estimated to cost $5,500,000. Man-
ager, J. L. Davidson.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have decided to have

plans prepared for a subway to be con-
structed on Robinson Avenue. Concrete
and steel construction. Engineer, F. C.
.\skwith.

Quebec Province
The Vercheres, Chambly & La Prairie

Tramways Company are applying to the
Provincial Legislature for a charter to
operate an electric railway in the Mont-
real District.

Renfrew County, Ont.
The County Council have accepted

plans for a bridge over Indian River, es-

timated to cost $4,000, and will call for

tenders shortly. They will have new
plans prepared for a bridge over the

Madawaska River at Burnstown, and will

take the matter up at the June Session.

Clerk, R. J. Rooney. Pembroke. Engi-
neer, J. L. Morris, Pembroke.

Windsor, Ont.
The Essex Terminal Railway are con-

sidering the construction of about one
mile of switches for factory facilities.

Particulars from W. Woollatt, Walker-
ville.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Alberta Province
The Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, Ont., have made provision in

their estimates for the following build-

ings:—Athabasca Landing, Public Build-
ing $5,000; Bassano, Public Building.

$10,000; Calgary, Drill Hall, $99,000
Post Office, $110,000; Castor, Public
Building, $16,000; Edmonton, Customs
Warehouse, $75,000, Post Office, $100,000.

British Columbia Province
The Dominion Department of Public

Works have provided in their estimates
for the following buildings:—.Ashcroft,

Public Building, $25,000; Coquitlam, Pub-
lic Building, $20,000; Courtenay, Public
Building. $20,000; Fernie, Drill Hall, $20,-

000; Golden, Public Building, $20,000;

Granges Harbour, Public Building, $5,-

000; kamloops. Drill Hall, $29,000, Pub-
lic Building, .$75,000; Kelowna, Public
Building, $30,000.

Caraquet, N.B.
The authorities of the Sacred Heart

College, which was recently destroyed by
fire, are having plans prepared for an
entirely new building, but are not yet
decided whether to rebuild on the old
site or at Campbellton.

Drummond Township, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until March 10th by
Richard Dowdall, R.R. No. 6, Perth, Out.
ad Public Buildings AWARDED $..

Ethel, Ont.
Alterations to the Methodist Church

are being considered. Pastor, W. John-
stone.

Grey County, Ont.
The County Council have decided to

hold over until the June Session the
matter of awarding contracts for an ad-
dition to the Registry Office. Clerk.

F. H. Rutherford, 863 Second Avenue,
Owen Sound.
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Haldimand Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 2

contemplate the erection of a school at

an approximate cost of $3,000. Secre-
tary, W. H. Johnston, Grafton.

Leamington, Ont.
The Essex County Council are con-

sidering: the erection of an addition to

the House of Refuge at an approximate
cost of $5,000. A report will be sub-

mitted by the Superintendent, Daniel
Kennedy.

Medicine Hat, Alta.

The hospital which is to be erected

on Crescent Heights for the Sisters of

the Charges of St. Louis will probably
be built in units. Financial arrangements
are now being made. The first building

is estimated to cost about $20,000.

Ontario Province
The Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, have made provision in their es-

timates for the following buildings:

—

Fort Frances, Public Building, $25,000;

New Hamburg, Public Building, $10,000;

New Liskcard, Public Building, $30,000;

Oakville, Public Building, $5,000; Pene-
tanguishene. Public Building, $7,000;

Picton. Post Office addition, $11,000;

Port Stanley, Public Building, $5,000;

Sauk Stc. Marie, Drill Hall, $25,000;

Southampton, Public Building, $20,000;
Stratford, Public Building, $20,000; Stur-
geon Falls, Public Building, $7,000; Syd-
enham, Public Building, $3,000; Wallace-
burg, Public Building, $25,000; Watford,
Public Building, $30,000; Weston, Pub-
lic Building, $10,000; West Lome, Pub-
lic Building, $20,000; Wiarton, Public
Building, $19,000; Windsor, Drill Hall
addition, $35,000.

Paris, Ont.
The Salvation Army are now raising

funds for the erection of a citadel at

an approximate cost of $4,000. Work will

not start until money is collected. Ar-
chitect, G. Miller, Albert .Street, Toronto.

Parry Sound, Ont.
The Board of Education are desirous

of receiving plans and specifications for

a six-roomed brick school. Particulars
from the Secretary, J. D. Broughton.

Repentigny, Que.
The Roman Catholic School Board

will receive tenders until February 37th
for the erection of a school. Architect,
R. Gariepy, 25 St. James Street, Mont-
real.

St. Remi, Que.
The general contract for alteration

and additions to the Roman Catholic
Church has been awarded to H. J. Bisail-

lon, St. Johns, Que.

Tilbury, Ont.
The Town Council propose to make

a number of alterations to the Town
Hall. Clerk, W. A. Hutton.

Winnipeg, Man.
It is proposed to build an annex to

tirace Hospital, Preston and Arlington
.Streets. Particulars from Commissioner
Sowton.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Halifax, N.S.
The Department of Militia and De-

fence have commenced the erection of a
hospital. The general, carpentry, roof-
ing, plastering, painting and interior fit-

tings contracts have been let to Col.

Lowe, Halifax Hotel, the heating to
Farquhar Bros., Barrington Street, and
the electrical work to J. Starr & Com-
liany, Granville Street. Frame construc-
tion, concrete foundation, asbestos roof-
ing.

Montreal, Que.
The Berlin Interior Hardwood Com-

pany, 72 Wilmot Street, Berlin, Ont., have
been awarded the contract for the in-

stallation of examining warehouse fit-

tings for the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa.

Murray Bay, Que.
The contract for installation of interior

fittings at the Post OfTice has been let

by the Department of Public Works, Ot-
tawa, to the Berlin Interior Hardwood
Company, Berlin.

Shawville, Que.
The contract for installation of interior

fittings at the Post Office has been
awarded by the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa, to the Berlin Interior
Hardwood Company, Berlin.

Business Buildings and Indus-
trial Plants

Calgary, Alta.
The Ford Motor Company, Ford City,

CJnt., have secured a site for the erection
of an assembling plant on Eleventh Ave-
nue, and will have plans prepared at
once. Work will start as soon as wea-
ther will permit. Approximate cost,
$300,000.

Coaticook, Que.
The Warrior Fabric Company propose

to construct extensions to their factory.
Manager, E. F. Tomkins.

Elmira, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for a busi-

ness block to be erected on Arthur St.
for William Moser. Tenders will be
called shortly. Brick construction, con-
crete and brick foundation. Estimated
cost, $4,000. Architect, John McMillan.

English Bay, B.C.
A company is being formed to build

a pleasure pier, similar to those used at
English holiday resorts. Particulars
from A. W. Coates, 445 Granville Street,
Vancouver.

Hepworth, Ont.
Victor Campbell plans to rebuild his

store, which was recently destroyed by
fire. Estimated cost, $6,000.

Montreal, Que.
Work has been started on interior al-

terations to a store at 327 St. James
Street for the A. F. Gault Estate, 20 St.
Alexis Street. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Hon. N. Perodeau, 506 Dominion Ex-
press Building. 145 St. James Street, pro-
poses to rebuild his factory and store at
St. Catherine and St. Urbain Streets, oc-
cupied by the Gold Medal Furniture
Manufacturing Company.
Ovila Provost, 1319 Cote des Neiges

Road, has commenced alterations to his
store and residence, estimated to cost
$4,000.

P. E. Bourassa & Son. 1495 Notre
Dame Street E., are making alterations
to their planing mill, estimated to cost
$3,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The electrical work required in con-

nection with the addition now being

built at the premises of the Capital Wire
Cloth Company, Armstrong Avenue, will

be done by the owners.

Prescott, Ont
The Newell Manufacturing Company,

Prescott, are receiving tenders for the in-

stallation of a heating plant. Specifica-

tions at office of the Company.

St John's. Nfld.
The Reid Newfoundland Company pro-

pose to build a large shed in the near
future.

Stratford, Ont
T. J. Hepburn, Architect, 29 Downie

Street, will receive tenders until 4 p.m.,

February 18th, for the erection of an
addition to the factory of the Avon Hos-
iery Company, Erie Street. Estimated
cost, $12,000.

Fire Chief A. S. Kappele, in the an-
nual report, has recommended the erec-
tion of two sub-stations, one in the
manufacturing district and one in the
west end. City Clerk, R. R. Lang.

Toronto, Ont
William Cowlin & Son, Mail Building,

desire to receive sub-tenders on trades
required in the rebuilding of the Prin-
cess Theatre.

The National Equipment Company. 1

Wabash .Avenue, are building a paint
shop, estimated to cost $17,500. Steel,

frame and galvanized iron construction,
felt and gravel roofing. Owners are do-
ing most of the work.

J. T. & H. Hutson, 43 Victoria Street
are building a store and office building
at 490 Yonge Street, at an estimated cost
of $20,000.

Work will start shortly on alterations
to a store at Yonge and Wellington
Streets for the Wilkes Estate. Archi-
tects, Denison & Stephenson, 20 King
Street West.

Vancouver, B.C.
Plans are being prepared for an office

and theatre building to be erected on
Hastings Street for Pantages Theatre.
Seattle. Architect B. M. Pretica, Pant-
ages Theatre Building, Seattle. Approxi-
mate cost, $250,000.

The Hudson's Bay Company propose
to make extensive alterations to their
store on Granville Street, and to pur-
chase a quantity of dining room, kitchen
and liinch counter equipment Work will
start in about one month.

Wiarton, Ont
Goldie Walker, Wiarton, is consider-

ing the equipping of a moving picture
theatre. Seating and interior fittings
will be required.

Windsor, Ont
.\. R. Bartlet, Windsor, is preparing

plans for a factory to be erected for the
Chalmers Motor Company. Detroit
Mich. The building may be erected
cither at Walkerville or Windsor.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hamilton, Ont
The contract for heating and plumb-

iiig required in connection with the ad-
dition now being built at the factory of
the Tallman Brass Company, Wilson St,
has been let to Drake-.\very Company, S3
John Street S., and the electrical work
to Culley & Breay, King Street West
The general, masonry, carpentry and

roofing contracts for the erection of
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stables for W. A. Freman Company, 181

Hunter Street E., have been let to W.
H. Cooper, Clyde Building. Brick con-
struction, concrete foundation, shingle
roofing. Estimated cost, $3,500.

Hespeler, Ont.
The contract for carpentry required

in the rebuilding of the factory of A.
B. Jardine & Company has been awarded
to Prestien & Bartles, Hespeler, and the
masonry to Grill Bros., Hespeler.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the repairs now

l)eing carried out at the business block
at 91 Notre Dame Street W.. the roof-
ing contract has been let to George W.
Reed & Company, Limited, 37 St. An-
toine Street.

In connection with the alterations be-
ing carried out at the factory of the
Brandram-Henderson Limited, 2983 St.

Urbain Street, the contract for tiling has
been awarded to R. S. Muir & Company.
92 Park .\venue. Remainder of work
will be done by the general contractor.

Ottawa) Ont.
T. A. & H. Brouse. Sparks Street, have

let the contract for alterations to a store
front to F. M. Derwin, Chateau Laurier.

Preston, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a store on Argylc Street for R. G.
Wurster, King Street, has been let to

N. Hiper, Waterloo Street. Work will

start early in the spring.

Quebec, Que.
In connection with the warehouse and

residence which have been built on I-a-

tournelle Street by C. E. Morissette,
Limited, the contract for heating has
been let to O. Picard & Fils, 199 St.

John Street, and the tilumbing and elec-

trical work to Tobin & Paquet, 73 Abra-
ham Hill.

Sherbrooke, Que.
The contract for electrical work at

the addition which has been built at

the factory of Walter Blue & Company,
Limited, S King Street, has been award-
ed to the Electric Repair & Supply Com-
pany. 71 Wellington Street.

Simcoe, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a garage

to be erected on Robinson Street for

E. Ramey. The general contract has
been let to R. E. Gunton and the mason-
ry to H. Weston. Reinforced concrete
and brick construction, concrete founda-
tion.

South Vancouver, B.C.
The contract for bulkhead work re-

quired in the construction of a creosot-
ing plant for the Vancouver Creosoting
Company has been awarded to Palmer
Bros. & Henning, 939 Main Street.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

alterations to a building for A. Puccini
& Company, 55 Front Street E,. To-
ronto, has been awarded to T. E. Riley,
James Street.

Toronto, Ont.
Work has been started on drilling test

holes preparatory to the erection of a
warehouse on Mutual Street for the Rob-
ert Simpson Company. The general con-
tractors are Wells Bros. Company of
Canada, Limited, Monadnock Building,
Chicago, 111. The contract for steel sash

has been let to H. Hope & Sons, Limited.
45 King Street W. General contractors
have opened an office at 96 Gould Street,
with W. G. Luce in charge.

The Toms -Contracting Company, Lim-
ited, have been awarded the contract
for the erection of an addition to the
premises of the Canada Metal Company,
estimated to cost $15,000, and for the
construction of a concrete and brick
building for the Brown Copper & Brass
Rolling Mills Company, New Toronto,
to cost approximately $25,000.

Work is about to start on the con-
struction of a store front at the premises
of the House of Hobberlin, Limited, 151
Vonge Street. The contractors are the
Kawneer Manufacturing Company, Lim-
ited, Kent Building. Estimated cost,
$3,000.

Work has been started on an addi-
tion to a factory at Browns Avenue and
Paton Road for J. A. Scythes & Com-
pany, 22 Church Street. The general
contract has been let to T. W. Gray.
Confederation Life Building. Brick
construction, felt and gravel roofing
Estimated cost, $3,500.

The masonry contract in connection
with the workshop which is being built
at 312 Simcoe Street for White &
Thomas. 139 Simcoe Street, has been let
to Tcagle & Son. 310 Davenport Road,
and the carpentry to Smith & McElroy.
208 Close Avenue.

Vancouver, B.C.
The contract for glass required in con-

nection with the addition to the store of
the Hudson's Bay Company, Georgia
Street, has been let to W. N. O'Neil
Company, Limited. 550 Seymour Street,
and the painting to C. H. Brawn, Third
.\venuc E.

The general contract for the erection
of an addition to the premises of the
American Can Company. 535 Railway
Street, has een let to the Dominion Con-
struction Company, 509 Richards Street.
Contracts for heating, electrical work
and installation of elevators will be let
later.

Residences
Brantford, Ont.

F. C. Bodley. 21 Temple Building, is

preparing plans for a residence to be
built at 45 Wellington Street for C. D.
Chapin. 37 Wellington Street. Tenders
will be called shortly. Brick construc-
struction. store and concrete foundation,
slate roofing. Estimated cost, $5,500.

Grey Township, Ont.
W. G. Hemingway. Concession 11,

Grey Township. Brussels, Ont.. is pre-
paring plans for a residence, estimated
to cost $3,500. White brick construction,
concrete and stone foundation.

Leamington. Ont.
F. C. Wheeler, Bells Point. Leaming-

ton, is preparing plans for a residence,
estimated to cost $3,500. Red pressed
brick construction, shingle roofing.

London, Ont.
Plans are being prepared by M. A.

-Thomas. 310 Dundas Street, for a resid-
ence to be erected on Cartwright Street.
Work will start in the spring. Stucco
:ind concrete block construction, concrete
foundation. Estimated cost. $3,500.

Meaford, Ont.
.Mexander Watson proposes to erect a

residence and will prepare plans. iJrick
construction.

The erection of a residence is con-
templated by William McCutcheon. and
plans will be prepared. Brick construc-
tion.

Montreal, Q 'e.

J. Gertlcr, 67G Drolet Street, has com-
menced alterations to a residence on Bcl-
Icchassc Street. Estimated cost, $3,500.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Mrs. C. W. Brown, 218 Bridge Street,

is considering the erection of a residence.
Plan: not yet prepared.

Ottawa, Ont.
The erection of a number of residences

is being considered by W. H. Craig, 245
Fourth Avenue. Stucco and brick
veneer construction, stone foundation,
shing'e roofing.

M. C. Neate, Rockliffe Park, has pre-
pared plans for apartments to be erected
on Creighton Street at an approximate
cost of $7,000. Brick veneer construc-
tion, concrete foundation, felt and gravel
roofing.

Richards & Abra, Booth Building, are
preparing plans for a tenement row and
apartment house to be erected for W.
A. Cole. 163 Sparks Street. Brick
veneer construction, concrete foundation,
felt and gravel roofing.

Rankin, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a parsonage

will be received until I'-ebruary 21st by
Rev. J. Alberti, R. R. No. 1 Rankin. Plans
and specifications at Fisher's store. Mur-
ray Street. Pembroke, and with the
owner.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
A. C. Boyce. M. P., is receiving tenders

on repairs to his residence. Frame and
l)rick construction. Estimated cost,
.$ I 5,000.

Thorold. Ont.
T. A. Thompson, Bo.x L, Thorold, is

receiving tenders on the installation of a
hot water heating system for a six-
roomed residence.

Toronto, Ont.
.\. MacLeod. 57 Benlamond .\venuc,

lias commenced alterations to a residence
at 45 Benlamond .-\venue. Estimated
cost, $4,500.

H. Pickering. 196 Robert Street, has
started work on the erection of a resi-
dence at 198 Rushton Road. Smaller
trades will be let. Brick construction,
shingle roofing. .Approximate cost.
$4,000.

N. Hicks, 612 Delaware Avenue, is

l)uilding several residences on Oakwood
and Highview Streets. Painting, wiring,
plastering, plumbing and heating not yet
awarded.

Hayward & Whitehorn, Hallam Ave-
nue, are building a residence at 19 Lauder
.Vvenue, estimated to cost $4,500. Plumb-
ing, heating, plastering and painting not
yet awarded.

Westport, Ont.
I!. Dillon. King Street. Brockville, is

preparing plans for a residence to be
erected for G. W. Castle, Westport. Esti-
mated cost. $3,500.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal. Que.

In connection with the flats which have
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bicii built at riTi Marlowe Strt-et by G.

li. lilackwcll, 1184 St. Caitlicrim; Street,

Westniount, the contract for tiliiiR has

been let to Labelle & Company.

The contract for roofing in connection
with the Hats which have been erected on
(irant 13oulevar<l for G. N. VV. ZwinRe,
ailG Madison Avenue, has been let to J.

Dunphy, .15 JJarrie Street.

Ottawa, Ont.
In connection with the residence which

is being built for (J. i!. Shortly, 11)7 Cle-

niow Avenue, the carpentry, plastering

and electrical work have been let to the

general contractors, Cuthbertson &
Clark, 706 Echo Drive, the painting to

Ritchie & Ninin. Sunnyside Avenue, an<l

the heating and plumbing to McKinley
fi Xorthwoo<l, Rideau Street.

Quebec, Que.
The contract for pluniljing and electri-

cal work at the residence which lias been
built on Lamontagne Street for F. Na-
ileau, 40 Crown Street, has been let to

A. Houde, 5;!3 St. Valier Street.

in connection with residences which
has been erected on LockwcU Street by
A. Grcnier, 204 Richelieu Street, the con-

trait for heating, plumbing and electrical

work has been let to P. Faradis, 2:!0

D'Agiiillon Street. Painting by owner.

The contract for painting required in

connection with the residence built on
Ucgin Avenue for G. Lambert, 3!)0 St.

Cyrille Street, has been awarded to

Siinard & Krere, 270 St. Joseph Street,

and the heating, plumbing and electrical

work to Asselin & I'rere, :!6 Jioulevard

l.angelier.

In connection with the residence which

has been erected on Eighth Street for

W. P.onchard, 18 Second Avenue. Linioi-

lou, the contract for heating, plumbing
and electrical work has been let to (j.

(iobeil, 15!) Ste. Marquerite Street.

Painting and plastering not yet awarded.

Sarnia, Ont.
William Kennedy, Front Street, has had

plans i>reparcd for a residence to be

erected on Proctor Street, and has let

the general, masonry and carpentry con-

tracts to G. A. C. .\ndrew, Marie Street.

iM-aine construction, concrete foundation,

shingle roofing. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Toronto, Ont
G. Bailey, 7'.l MacKay Avenue, is build-

ing three residences on MacKay Avenue
for J. Durham. Brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, .$7,000.

A. L. Sanagan, ]:t2 Balsam Avenue, has

comenccd the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $3,!>00. The contract

for plumbing and heating has been

awarded to J. K. Seager, 799 College

Street. Brick construction, shingle, felt

and gravel roofing.

West Oxford Township, Ont.

Plans have been drawn for a residence

to be built on Galway Street for George

Cook, and the general contract let to R.

Layton, Ingersoll, Ont. Smaller trades

will be sul)-lct. Red brick construction,

concrete and brick foundation, shingle

roofing. I'Istimated cost. $:t.000.

Westport, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Rev. Father O'Rourke.

Westport, has been awarded to J. C.

Scagcl. Westport. Brick construction,

stone foundation, slate roofing. Ap-

pro.ximate co.st, $10,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

CoUingwood, Ont.
Plans have been prepared lor the elec-

'

trilication of the paterworks pumps. If

the Ontario Railway & Municipal Board
approve, work will start at once. En-
gineers, Chipman & Power, Mail Build-

ing, Toronto.

Edmonton, Alta.

The Alliance Trust Company, 10 Clar-

ence Block, t,algary, Alta., propose to

form a separate company to supply power
to this city. This is a counter-proposi-

tion to the Farrell Hydro scheme which
recently passed the City Council but has

not yet been ratified by the Legislature.

President, R. B. Bennett, M. P.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The Ontario Power Company and the

Ontario Transmission Company, Ltd..

propose to make extensions to their

plant during the next two years, esti-

mated to cost $:i.000,000.

Speers, Sask.
A charter has been granted to the

Speers Rural Telephone Company, and
the system will shortly be constructed.

F;stimated cost, $12,000. Secretary, S.

Chivers Wilson.

Strathroy, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

extension of the lighting system on Mc-
Kellar and Caradoc Streets. Clerk, F.

\V. Atkinson.

Weyburn, Sask.
The City Council have applied for per-

mission to raise $:!5,000 for an additional

unit for the power plant. Clerk, E. H.
Phillips.

Fires

Belle Plaine, Sask.
The store owned by J. H. R. Dickson

has been totally destroyed by fire. Loss.

$30,000.

Brockville, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the business block

owned by W. E. Harding. Loss, $15,000,

covered bj* insurance.

Comber, Ont.
The store of James Jenkins has been

destroyed by fire. Loss, $7,000. Owner
may rebuild in the spring.

Edmonton, Alta.

The factory of the Emery Manufactur-
ing Company has been destroyed by fire.

r.oss. $100,000.

Montreal, Que.
The |>remises of the Gold Medal Fur-

niture Manufacturing Company have
been partially destroyed by fire. Loss.

$25,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
Fire has partially destroyed the Store

and residence of Thomas Clarey. Centre
Street. Loss. $4,000.

Quebec, Que.
Fire has partially destroyed the resi-

dential block at 27 Notre Dame .Street.

t)wncd hy .Mfred Roivin. Loss, about
$45,000,

Toronto. Ont.
The office building and warehouse at

19-23 Richmond Street W., owned by the
Imperial Trust Company of Canada, 15

Richmond Street W., has been damaged
by fire to the extent of about $20,000.

Fire has damaged the premises of the
Ideal Bedding Company, 10 jefTers<'>n

.\vcnuc, to the extent of about $.1,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
The cafe and apartments owned by J.

Hayes, f^sborne .Street, have been dam-
aged by fire to the extent of about $2,000.

Miscellaneous

Bentinck Township. Ont.
The Township Council are receiving

tenders on the supply of 12,000 feet of
cedar flooring in 14-foot lengths. Kccvc.
(icorgc Brown, Bentinck.

Brussels, Ont
The Town Council will shortly call for

tenders on the supply of stone for street

improvements. Clerk. F. S. Scott.

Burlington, Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have included in their estimates the
sum of $12,000 for the construction of a
revetment wall.

Dutton. Ont
The Southern Ontario Gas Company.

c|o W'. Gall, Dutton. propose to sink ad-
ditional wells in the spring and to lay
supply pipes.

London, Ont.
The .Southern Ontario Gas Company

are having plans prepared for the ex-
tension of their piping system and the
drilling of new wells in the spring.
Work is estimated to cost $200,000. Man-
ager. F. B. Tomb. 301 Central .\venue.

South Vancouver, B.C.
The Supplementary Estimates now be-

ing considered by the City Council in-

clude five sub-stations. $25,000, one com-
bination pump, hose and chemical car.

$12,200; one combination hose and chem-
ical car, $7,500; one city service truck.
$8,000, and ten fire alarms. $l,.tOO. Clerk.

J. B. Springford.

Stratford. Ont
l'"ire Chief A. S. Kappele has recom-

mended the installation of nine non-in-
tcrfering sig^nal boxes, one gasoline stor-
age tank and the purchase of 1.000 feet of
fire hose.

Torortto. Ont
J. B. Smith & Sons.. 53 Strachan Ave-

nue, arc in the market for one saddle
tank locomotive. 25 to 30 tons.

Welland. Ont
The Canadian Steel Foundries. Ltd..

intend to expend $100,000 on new equip-
ment, including one or two 35-ton open
hearth furnaces.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Bruce Township, Ont
The contract for .supply of tile and

cement has been let by the Township
Council to C. S. Woods. c!o the Clerk. J.

G. MacKay, I'nderwood.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Winnipeg .\queduct Construction

C"ompany have awarded a contract to the

London Concrete Machinery Company
for the supply of six centrifugal pumps,
gasoline operated, and two Batch Mixers.



Tenders for

STREET CARS
Tenders will be received by registered post only,

addressed to the Chairman, Board of Control,

City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, March 14th, 1916, for the supply anrl

delivery of

:

Tender
Numbers

One single-truck double-end street car, com-
pletely equipped, ready for operation, for

Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic Rail-

way 3^

One car body, double-end, single-truck, for

IJloor Street Division, Toronto Civic Ry. 37-A

Equipment for one single-truck for Bloor

Street Division, Toronto Civic Railway,

electrical equipment 37-E

Equipment for one single-truck car for

Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic Rail-

way, single-truck 3i-C

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. Speci-

fications and forms of tender may be obtained

at the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall.

Tenders must comply strictly with conditions of

city by-law as to deposits and sureties, as set

out in specifications and forms of tender. The

lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,

7.7 Chairman, Board of Control.

CITY OF MONTREAL

Refined Asphalt

Tenders, under sealed envelope, addressed to

the Board of Commissioners and deposited in their

office, at the City Hall, will be received until

noon, Thursday, Fabruary 24th, 1916, for the

supply and delivery of refined asphalt.

The quantity anticipated is about six thousand

(6,000) net tons. It is distinctly understood that

this quantity is but approximate, and the Board

of Commissioners reserves the right to increase

or decrease said quantity in any amount at Us

discretion without entitling the Contractor-to any

claim whatsoever.

Copies of specifications and forms of tenders

may be obtained by the interested parties at the

office of the Superintendent of Purchases and

Sales, and all necessary information will be given

at the Chief Engineer's Office.

All tenders not made on the form furnished

for that purpose by the City of Montreal, and

not sent in the printed envelope also furnished for

that purpose shall not be entertained.

No tenders shall be considered unless the same

be accompanied by a cheque accepted by an in-

corporated Canadian Bank payable to the City

of Montreal, for a sum representing 10 per cent,

of the total amount of the tender, which tender

and cheque shall be enclosed in said envelope.

The lowest or any tender will not necessarily

'be accepted.
The tenders will be opened m the presence

of the interested parties by the Board of Com-
missioners deliberating in its Meeting Room, at

the City Hall, at the first regular meeting of the

said Board, following the reception of the said

tenders or on the date above mentioned, if the

Board is sitting.

By order of the Board of Commissioners.

L. N. SENEGAL, Secretary.

Board of Commissioners' Office,

City Hall,
Montreal, February 1st, 1916. 6-7

To Contractors

Sealed bids will be received up to noon, Wed-
nesday, February 23rd, 1916, for all trades re-

quired in the erection of a warehouse building
in Church Street, Toronto. The lowest or any
bid not necessarily accepted. Plans and specifica-
tions may be seen at the office of the Architect,
F. S. Baker, Traders Bank Building, Toronto. 7-7

Board of Education

Sealed tenders, addressed to the Secretary-
Treasurer of the Board, will be received until

Thursday, February 24th, 1916
for

Electrical Work at Alexander
Muir and Bolton Ave. Schools

Drain Work at Kent School

Ash Hoist and Fire Doors at

Withrow Avenue School
Specifications may be seen and all information

obtained at the office of the Superintendent of
Buildings, City Hall, Toronto. Each tender must
be accompanied with an accepted bank cheque for
five per cent, of the amount of tender or its

equivalent in cash, applying to said tender only.
Sureties for all tenders exceeding four thousand
dollars must be furnished by Surety Companies.
Tenders must be in the hands of the Secretary

-

Treasurer at his office in the City Hall, not later

than 4 o'clock on the day named, after which no
tender will be received. The lowest or any ten-

der will not necessarily be accepted.

W. C. WILKINSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

7-7 MILES VOKES, Chairman of Committee.

TOWN OF COLLINGWOOD
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

Waterworks Extensions

Sealed tenders will be received by the Chair-

man of the Collingwood Water & Light Commis-
sion until S p.m. on

Wednesday, March 1st, 1916
for the following works :

—

(1) Steel Water Tower.

(2) Foundation for Steel Water Tower.

{'A) Pumping Machinery, comprising one mo-
tor-driven unit of 8(M* Imperial gallons capacity.

(4) Pump Well and connections.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the Engineers, 2()4 Mail Building, To-
ronto, or at the Water and Light Office, Colling-

wood.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted,

HUGH A. CURRIE, Esq., Chairman.

W. B. H. PATTON, Esq., Mayor.

STEPHEN BURNSIDE, Esq., Commissioner

E. J. STAPLETON, Esq., Superintendent.

CHIPMAN & POWER, Engineers. 7-7

WANTED
Six contractors' dump cars and dinkey. Give

particulars. Box 313, Contract Record, Toronto,
Ont. 6-7

I

Township of Brantford

Fonger and Barton

Bridges

Sealed tenders, clearly endorsed on the outside,
will be received up to noon on Saturday, February
2eth, 1916, addressed to the Township Clerk,
County Building, Brantford.

"A"—For reinforced concrete abutments for
Fonger Bridge, containing 225 cubic yards of
concrete, and 18,000 lbs. square cold twisted
steel reinforcement.

"B*'—For steel superstructure. Class "A" load-
ing, clear waterway 70 feet, clear roadway 16 feet,
with reinforced concrete deck and latticed hand-
railings.

"C"—For reinforced concrete abutments for
Barton Bridge, containing 165 cubic yasds of
concrete and 11,500 lbs. square cold twisted steel
reinforcement.

"D"—For steel superstructure, Class "A" load
ing, clear waterway SO feet, clear roadway 16 feet,
with reinforced concrete deck and three line
pipe handrailing.

Each tender must be on the prescribed form
and accompanied by a marked cheque for 5 per
cent, of the amount of the tender, made payable
to the Treasurer of the Township of Brantford.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the undersigned, R»om 4, Temple Build-
ing, Brantford, from whom tender forms may
be had.

ALAN MAIR JACKSON,
6T Township Engineer.

POSITIONS VACANT
Wanted by large concern developing electric

stoves and heaters, experienced man or school
of science graduate to act as foreman or engineer.

Further particulars. Box :t2fi. Contract Record.
Toronto, Ont. 7-7

AGENTS WANTED
Canadian sales agents wanted by large com-

pany manufacturing road making and contractors*
machinery. Box 297, Contract Record and En-
gineering Review, Toronto, Ont. 4-7

Quarry Machinery For Sale
1— No. 6 Kennedy Crusher with extra shaft and

head ; capacity 50 to SO tons per hour.
1—revolving screen.
1—main drive belt.
1—60-ft. elevator complete.
For particulars address Box 311, Contract

Record, Toronto, Ont. G-7

Fires

Cape Spencer, N .B.

The oil warehouse and fog alarm, be-
longing to the Dominion Department of
Marine & Fisheries, Ottawa, has been
totally destroyed by fire. Loss, $6,000.

Roebuck, Ont.
The Roebuck Cheese & Butter Fac-

tory has been completely destroyed by
fire. Loss, $10,000; insurance, $5,500.

Proprietor, F. Lindsay.

Smith's Falls, Ont.
The Elgin Ward School has been en-

tirely destroyed by fire. Loss, $25,000;
insurance, $16,000. Secretary to the
School Board, C. T. McBride.
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Gonstitution of Portland Gement

Till'" chemical constitution of Portland cement,
which up to the ])rescnt time has been more
or less of a conjecture, may now he said to

have been fairly definitely ascertained. This
subject is treated in a very comprehensive way in a

paper printed elsewhere in this issue on the subject
of "The Chemistry of Portland Cement." by G. A.
Rankin, in which he gives the results of his researches
on the constitution of cement and the various cement-

ing values of the different constituents. In view of
the increasing use of concrete in modern construction
and the demand for improved quality which has been
brought about in the past, chiefly through perfection
of mechanical contrivances and methods employed
rather than by any new ideas based on a knowledge
of the chemical constituents, further progress and de-
velopment may be confidently looked for.

Portland cement clinker is the result of chemical
combination of the oxides lime, alumina, and silica,

with a small percentage of magnesia and ferric oxide
The mixture of these substances, which have very .sim-

ilar properties, is exceedingly fine grained, and it is

consequently a very difficult matter to make a quanti-
tative analysis of the constituents. This problem was
approached by Mr. Rankin through synthetic treat-
ment of the oxides CaO. AlO. .Sift. Heat treatments
and microscopic examinations were made to the num-
ber of some 7,000 ri.adin..;s on mixtures of these thru;
o.xides to ascertain the melting temperature and optical
l)roperties of com|>ounds of lime, alumina, silica which
form when various mixtures of these three oxides
arc heated. The data thus obtained is plotted in three
dimensions, the concentration of each mixture is re-
presented by a point within an equilateral triangle on
the horizontal plane and the magnitude of the temper-
ature by the distance above this plane ; the surface
thus described represents the melting temperatures of
all products obtained when any mixture of the three
oxides is heated higher and higher.

The constituents of Portland cement clinker made
up only of the pure tjxides CaO, A1«0., .Sift are the com-
pounds CaO.Sift and Ca0.Al>0i; microscopic e.xamina-
tions show that 90 per cent, of Portland cement is

composed of these constituents.
The value of Portland cement as a cementing ma-

terial when mixed with water is largely due to one
or other of these compounds. The mixture of these
l)ure oxides when properly burned will produce good
Portland cement, with the rapidity of the reactions
depending on temperature and the amount of flux
formed at that temperature. The requisite amount of
flux depends on the fineness of the materials; the finer
they are ground the more readily will thev combine.
In commercial cement there is nearly always present
small amounts of magnesia and ferric oxide, alkalies,
etc., which have but little effect on the major con.sti-
tuents, but in burning play an important part in caus-
ing the formation of a flux at a much lower tempera-
ture, thereby accelerating the combination of CaO with
A 1:0. and Sift.

Good Portl^md cement necessitates that the materi-
als be properly ground, and heated sufticientlv high.
to complete the chemical reaction. Experience' shows
that cements containing any free lime are unsound
and will in time disintegrate, due to the expansion
of the free or unbound lime which reacts with water
to form calcium hydrate. The value of Portland ce-
ment depends upon the fact that when finely powdered
and mixed with water it forms a hard mass; the
strength and permanence of this mass depend upon
the constituents of the cement. Of these constitu-
ents, the compound tricalcium silicate, 3Ca0.Si0i, is
the one which hardens and develops the greatest
strength within a reasonable time. It may be said,
therefore, that the essential process for the manufac-
ture of Cortland cement is the formation of this com-
pound, and that any improvements in the process
yielding an increased percentage of this compound
will mcrease the cementing value of Portland cement
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Canadian International Roads Congress
A preliminary programme of the Third Canadian

and International Roads Congress, to be held in Mon-
treal, March 6-10, is now made public. The subjects
of the papers cover a very wide range, all of course
dealing with good roads and to be presented by men
who are experts in their respective fields. There will

. be papers on the construction of roads, methods, main-
tenance, bridges, machinery, materials, how to suc-
cessfully meet difficulties of various kinds, etc. Many
of the speakers will be practical men, who have had to
.solve problems either of construction or maintenance.

The Lieut.-Governor of Quebec has promised to
open the Congress, and invitations have been for-

warded to many prominent men associated with the
good roads movement. The following are some of
the speakers and their subjects: Messrs. Gabriel
Henry, chief engineer, Province of Quebec, "Gravel
and Stone Roads" ; E. Farfard, chief of equipment de-
partment. Province of Quebec, "Handling and Care of
Machinery"; Alex. Eraser, engineer, roads depart-
ment. Province of Quebec, "Highway Culverts"; J. W.
Levesque, M.L.A-, "Road Laws"; A. F. Macallum,
city engineer, Hamilton, Ont., "Creosoted Wood Block
Pavements"; J. Duchastel, engineer. City of Outre-
mont, P. Q., "Brick Highways and Streets"; W.
Huber, engineer, Ontario Highways Department,
"Maintenance Systems"; W. H. Connell, chief of the
bureau of highways, Philadelphia, "Maintenance Ma-
terials and Methods"; Frank Smith, consulting en-
gineer. New York, "Bituminous Macadam, hot mix,
using asphaltic binder" ; Prof. A. H. Blanchard, Colum-
bia University, N. Y., "Bituminous Macadam, hot mix
and penetration methods using tar binder" ; Major W-
W. Crosby, Baltimore, "Drainage and Foundations"

;

Elmer Thomson, Auto Club of America, "Motor Traf-
fic, its trend and effect"; Col. W. A. Sawyer, chairman
of the Massachusetts Highways Commission, "Differ-
ent Types of Development used under various traffic

conditions."

One of the subjects to be discussed will be the con-
struction of an Imperial Highway as a memorial to the
Canadian soldiers who are fighting overseas, while a
resolution on the subject of the necessity of a uniform
system of road maintenance will be brought forward.
Delegates from the East will be interested in the dis-

cussion of a proposed highway from Quebec to Camp-
bellton, and in the opening up of a new road between
Ste. Agathe des Monts and St. Donat de Montcalm.

The Significance of "Graphs"
As civilization advances there is, from time to time,

vividly brought to the attention of engineers the con-
stantly increasing volume of comparative figures and
general data of a scientific, technical, and statistical

nature ; and the need of a coherent and concise means
of arranging this enormous mass of information in a
form which will enable the average individual to re-

cognize the salient features of these facts and whicli

will serve as a guide in making correct deductions in-

stead of accepting ready-made conclusions is increas-

ingly evident. One of the most valuable instruments
in the hands of the man who desires to boil an amount
of information down to a point where its import can
be gathered at a glance or be understood by minds
which havanot been specially trained to grasp the

significance of figures is a simple and convenient sys-

tem of charts, curves and graphs.

Mr. F. H. Martin, in his talk before the Manitoba
Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,
printed in this issue, discussed at some length the
value of such a system to the engineering profession.
According to Mr. Martin, graphs are merely a "pic-
turization of facts"—that is, statements or results are
represented by diagrams or figures to picture or con-
vey information in a vivid and instructive manner.
Charts may be classified as "maps of results or facts,"

and statistics as "a collection of numerically tabulated
facts."

The graphical analysis of all these results and
facts gives a much clearer insight into their value and
allows the average individual to apply them to the
solution of what would otherwise appear to be com-
plex problems. Mr. Martin will, in a later issue, dis-

cuss the mathematical phase of this system.

Large Expenditures on Toronto Schools

The management committee of the Board of Educa-
tion of the city of Toronto have decided to recommend
the expenditure of some $600,000 in providing a new
high school and making necessary additions to many
public schools at various points in the city where the
overcrowding situation has become acute. The com-
mittee feel that this is the smallest possible sum that
will be needed unless the work of the Board in provid-
ing adequate facihties for the school-children of the
city is to be hampered. The chief item of expendi-
ture will be a new central collegiate to be built on
Bloor Street east, opposite St. Paul's new Anglican
church, and which will take the place of the present

Jarvis Street Collegiate; the cost of this building is

placed at $250,000. The balance of the money will be
spent on adding fifty-six additional class-rooms at an
estimated cost of $6,000 per room ; equipment will also

be added to a number of the schools for domestic
science and manual training.

Montreal Brickmakers Encouraged

The Financial Times prints an encouraging article

f)n the attitude of Montreal brickmakers toward the

outlook for the coming season. Building possibilities

in and around Montreal show indication of a healthy

recovery, though a fly in the ointment is likely to be
the shortage of skilled labor. The general feeling is

that the trade has reached rock bottom, and that the

accumulated building which has been delayed must,
some of it at least, be proceeded with during 1916.

It is felt that many fine residences will probably be
undertaken by men who have made money through
munition orders of various kinds, and these represent
no small proportion of the population of the city. The
article closes : "Already the Street hears of some very
large undertakings for the coming season. It is stated

that the Imperial Oil Company will build a mammoth
plant at Longue Pointe. Contracts are understood to

have been let for the building of the new St. Maurice
paper plant below Three Rivers, Que. This week the
Government announcement was made that the Imperial
Munitions Board had selected a site in Verdun for a

$325,000 shell ajid fuse plant. The next six weeks will

probably see the start of other notable building enter-

prises, though for the most part, as yet, it must be
admitted that the architects' offices are practically

idle."
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Edmonton Branch G. S. C. E.

The Edmonton Branch Canadian Society of Civil
Engineers had the pleasure of entertaininjj Mr. F. C.
Gamble, Engineer of Railways for the British Colum-
bia Government and immediate past president of the
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, at a dinner given
in his honour at the Macdonald Hotel on the 9th
instant- Mr. Gamble was stopping over in Edmon-
ton a few days en route to Victoria, B. C, from Mon-
treal, where he has been attending the Annual Meet-
ing of the Society. The branch chairman, Mr. A. T.
Eraser, District Engineer of the Canadian Northern
Railvvay, presided at the dinner, which was attended
by about twenty members of the Society resident in

Edmonton.

the corrugated asbestos roofing alone, shipment from
factory to be made within ten days receipt of the order,

were accepted by the coiripany on the spot.

Large Sum for Roadways
A committee of the York County Council have re-

commended to the Council the improvement of 210
miles of roads at a cost of some $750,000. The roads
aflfected by the improvements are known as "Vaughan,
Weston and Kennedy roads, and Yonge street, all run-
ning north and south.

This is the most comprehensive scheme drawn up
since the good roads legislation was passed by the On-
tario Legislature. In view of the heavy war expendi-
ture placed on the county this year, the committee will

recommend only a beginning in 1916. The road dealt

with is likely to be that portion of Yonge street lying

between Toronto and Lake Simcoe.

Discuss Elevator Construction

The Calgary Branch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers held its second dinner of the season at

the Alexandra Hotel at 6.30 p. m., February 3, 1916-

About 70 members and guests were present. After
the dinner Mr. C. D. Howe, Chief Engineer, Dominion
Government Grain Commission, addressed the Society
on the subject of "Government Elevator Construc-
tion." His address was fully illustrated with lantern

slides. It was listened to with much interest by the

members present and a general discussion followed.
The Calgary Branch expects to be favored with an
address by Mr. J. G. Sullivan, Chief Engineer, Canad-
ian Pacific Railway Company, on the Rogers Pass
Tunnel, at an early date-

Fireproof Building Materials

Municipal authorities in Colon, Republic of Pan-
ama, have established a strict supervision over the

building materials used in rebuilding and repairing

the areas devastated by fire in the early summer.
Colon, since it was first founded, has been built almost
exclusively of highly inflammable materials and de-
vastating fires have marked the years as it grew. Only
four years ago one of these, more virulent than the
rest, ate through the heart of the city, and again last

spring another conflagration reduced nearly the entire

city to a heap of ashes. At last the authorities have
taken stringent measures to obviate the necessity for

periodic re-building of the city. As a result the pro-

ducts which meet the stringent requirements set up
by the authorities are doing a maximum business and
among these are the H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
who report that they were deluged with requests for

immediate delivery. Orders for four car-load lots of

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers

At a special meeting of the Toronto Branch held
on Friday, February 18th, the subject of the reorgan-
ization committee was again discussed. Two of the

nominees chosen at the last meeting, Messrs. G. A. Mc-
Carty and J. R- W. Ambrose, withdrew their names,
and Col. R. W. Leonard was nominated for the Com-
mittee. The nominations for this Committee now
stand as follows :—Messrs. G. R. G. Conway, H- E. T.
Haultain, J. G. G. Kerry, E. W. Oliver, of Toronto; A.
F. Macallum of Hamilton; S. B. Clement, North Bay;
and Col. R. W. Leonard of St. Catharines. Prof. C.

H. McLeod, Montreal, Secretary of the Society, was
present and gave a short address and answered several

questions of interest to the members.

Why Not "Pebbles"?
If the crimes against concrete practice could be

classified, no doubt the majority of them would be
listed in the column set aside for faulty aggregates.

An examination of standard dictionaries, textbooks
in which definitions of materials may be found, and of

specifications, will show a wide variation of practice

in defining sand, gravel and boulders. Some diction-

aries define gravel as a material free from a content of

rock particles below a certain dimension, while others
consider such particles as in part composing gravel.

Definitions fail to be uniform in fixing a line of de-

marcation that limits particles of gravel to certain

maximum and minimum sizes; also in suggesting the

cleanliness and uniform grading that standard specifi-

cations recognize as essential to coarse aggregate for

concrete work- Confusion of "authorities" allows
gravel to consist of particles ranging from 1-10 of an
inch in smallest dimension to rocks or boulders.

Specifications no doubt owe their existence to a ne-

cessity compelled by faulty and conflicting definitions

;

yet good as the best specifications are, they do not
always impress concrete workers with the fact that

"gravel" means something entirely different from un-
graded material coming from a natural bank deposit.

There should be no excuse for variations of indi-

vidual interpretations. But as such variations exist.

there is urgent need that the idea of maximum and
minimum sizes for the particles of coarse aggregate be,

if possible, expressed by a word which will also sug-
gest the necessity for preparing the material to insure
cleanliness as well as uniform grading. One word
seems to have been overlooked, a word which takes
one away from the thought of fine material, suggests
cleanliness, and conveys an idea of limitation as to

maximum and minimum sizes.

Pebbles, in the minds of most people, are clean
rock particles made so by attrition in streams or other-
wise. If in specifying gravel as coarse aggregate,
"pebbles" ranging from a certain minimum to a certain
maximum were specified, the idea of cleanliness and
freedom from particles below and above certain sizes

would be implied at once. Such material being un-
obtainable in a natural deposit would necessarily have
to be prepared by screening or washing, or both, thus
rendering the material fit for use as coarse aggregat*.

Why "gravel"? Why not "pebbles"?—Cement
Worker.
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The Chemistry of Portland Cement
A research to determine the Chemical Constitution and Best
Method of Producion of this All-important Building Material

By G. A Rankin*

Portland cement is now amongst the most valuable

of manufactured products, its aggregate value being

probably only second to that of iron and steel. Forty

years ago its use wai limited and it was manufactured
on only a small scale; at the present time its use is so

widespread that the annual production in this country
alone is about 100,000,000 barrels. The chief use of

Portland cement is as a substitute for stone. In some
respects, concrete is superior to stone as a building ma-
terial but under many conditions it is not so durable

as the best building stone. There is reason to be-

lieve, however, that it may be possible to ])roduce a

cement which will yield a concrete of much greater

durability than the Portland cement now made does.

Indeed, as the demand for Portland cement has in-

creased and as the requirements of engineers have
called for material of better quality, the manufacturers
have been able to meet these demands and to improve
continuously the quality of their product. Now, it is

to be noted that this continuous improvement has been
brought about almost entirely by improvements in the

mechanical appliances and methods of the industry,

and owes very little to new ideas of how to make Port-

land cement based on a knowledge of what the consti-

tution of the product really is.

Constitution of Portland Cement
The following pages present the results of an in-

vestigation of the constitution of Portland cement
clinker and of the cementing value of the several con-
stituents ; these results enable us to indicate the nature
and direction of the research work now required to as-

certain the composition and best mode of production,
of the cementing material best adapted to any par-

ticular purpose.

Portland cement clinker is the result of chemical
combinations of the three oxides, lime, alumina, silica;

but beside these three—which are the essential com-
ponents—two others, namely, magnesia and ferric

oxide, occur to some extent in commercial cement.
The average of a large number of chemical analyses
of American-made Portland cement is, according to

Meade,
CaO 62.0 per cent. FeiO-n 25 per cent.

AbOs 7.5 per cent MgO 2.5 per cent.

SiO= 22.0 per cent. SOs 1.5 per cent.

From this it is evident that more than 90 per cent, of

an average Portland cement consists of the three
oxides, CaO, AbOs, SiO=; one would expect, therefore,

that its properties are due mainly to the presence of
the above three components and that the relatively

small admixture of the other oxides exerts at most a
wholly secondary influence. Indeed, it has been^hown
that good Portland cement can be made from the three
pure oxides, lime, alumina and silica, in the proper
proportions.

Now, ordinary chemical methods enable us to as-
certain the aggregate proportion of each oxide pre-
sent, but they yield us no information as to the manner
in which these oxides arc cunibined with one.another—

*Betqre Ameilgan Confret? iRstitvite Convention,

in other words, as to the substances which actually are

present in the clinker and are responsible for its char-

acteristic properties- The determination of this ques-
tion is very important, for this reason; that, until we
know what these substances actually are, we cannot
hope to improve the method of making Portland ce-

ment, or to improve the quality in any desired direc-

tion, except 1)y cut-and-try methods ; and it is generally
recognized that such empirical methods are much less

certain, and take a vastly longer time to reach the goal,

than methods based on a real knowledge of the factors
in the problem. The determination of this question
has been the object of a very large nun ber of investi-

gations; but the experimental basis of mo.st of this

work has been altogether insufficient to decide the sev-

eral questions at issue. There has been, in general, a

failure to realize the fact that a system so complicated
as this can be solved only by proceeding systematic-
ally, using as a guide the principle knriwn as the phrase
rule and establishing definite criteria for the recogni-

tion of the several substances which occur.

Cement Clinker

Cement clinker is a mixture of substances of very
similar properties, and is, moreover, exceedingly fine

grained, as a consequence of which it is a matter of

some difficulty to make quantitative determination of

the constituents; but this difficulty can be surmounted
by studying separateU^ each of the inesumable con-
stituents of the clinker and determining definite valuer
of certain properties which serve to charact-erize it an'd

to distinguish it from other possible constituents.

Accordingly the first problem is to isolate and deter-

mine all the possible compounds of lime, alumina and
silica which we may expect to find in Portland Cement
clinker, to establish their relations at high tempera-
tures and to ascertain their optical characteristics

which constitute the most convenient and satisfactory

criterion of the identity of the several substances.
These characteristic properties of the several solid

substances, containing only CaO, AbO.% SiO:, which
are likely to occur in Portland cement have been de-
termined at the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carne-
gie Institution of Washington in the course of a sys-

tematic investigation of all compounds formed when
any mixture of these oxides is heated to a high tem-
perature. In American-made Portland cements the
relative proportions of these oxides vary onl}' between
comparatively narrow limits : CaO-60 to 64 ; AbO^-S to

9; SiOj-19 to 25; in other words, in considering this

special problem we have to deal with a very restricted

portion of the field of the whole system CaO-AbOj-SiO:.

The Ternary System CaO-ALOa-SiO.
In order to work out this system completely it

proved necessar}- to investigate about 1,000 different

mixtures of these three oxides and to make about 7,000

heat treatments and microscopical examinations of the
resultant products. Each such mixture, which was
always made up of especially ])ure materials, was al-

ternately fused and ground to a fine powder, the fu-

sions being made in a platinum crucible to avoid con-
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tamination, in order to obtain a thoroughly combined

product. Each of these products was heated in an

electric furnace, the temperature of which was care-

fully controlled and measured, until all chanfjes had

ceased, when it was quickly chilled; and the resultant

material was subjected to a complete optical study.

This procedure, which was carried out systematically,

Fig. 1—A Model of the Concentration-Temperatures by
ttie Ternary System.

enables one to determine the crystalline phases pre-

sent at temperatures ranging from that at whicii

melting; begins to that at which the charge is com-

pletely melted ; and thus to ascertain the melting tem-

perature and optical properties of all compounds of

lime, alumina, silica which form when any mixture of

these three oxides is heated.

Data Plotted

The data thus obtained can l)e interpreted most

readily if they are plotted in three dimensions ; the con-

centration (composition) of each mixture is repre-

sented by a point within an equilateral triangle* on

the horizontal plane, the magnitude of the correspond-

ing temperature by the distance above this plane. It

would lead us too far to go into details of the construc-

tion and properties of such a model; suffice it to say

that the series of surfaces thus described represent

the melting temperatures of all products obtained when

any mixture of the three oxides is heated progressively

to higher and higher temperature. A photograph of

such a model is reproduced in Fig. 1. .^s can be seen

from the phot(\grapb, the model ixsembles a relief map
of a mountainous region ; each mountain peak is the

melting point of a pure component or of a pure com-

pound ; the mountain slopes represent the melting tem-

peratures of a component or compound in ternary mix-

tures ; the points where the rivers in the valleys meet

to form a lake are the lowest melting temperatuies.

known as cutoctic points. This model, when inter-

preted with the aid f>f the princi|)lcs imderlying such

equilibria. enal)les one to specify tlie order in whicli

the several crystalline substances will form when any

mixture composed entirely of lime, alumina and silica

is heated, and also to state what are the final products

when the reactions have gone to completion.

Let us consider the crystalline substances which

will form when a mixture composed only of these three

oxides in the proportions such that they will produce

a good Portland cement, is heated. For this purpose

a diagram such as Fig. 2 is useful. This diagram is

a projection on the horizontal plane of that portion of

the solid model necessary for our present purpose. The
corresponding temperatures are here represented by

isothermal lines, which are completely analogous to

the contour lines on an ordinary map. In this dia-

gram the group of dots represents mixtures of CaO,

AbQi, SiOj from which Portland cement of good

(|uality can be made.
This group of dcjts, it will be noted, are all included

within the triangular area formed by lines connecting

the compositions of the three compounds, tricalcium

silicate, dicalcium silicate and tricalcium aluminate-

For that reason, if any mixture of CaO, AliOi and SiO',

such as is represented by one of these dots, is heated

so that all chemical reactions are completed, the final

product obtained will be made up of the above three

compounds.
Characteristics of Constituents

The constituents of Portland cement dinkc: made

up only of the oxides CaO, AMJ., SiO. are therefore

the three compounds 3CaO.SiO=, 2Ca(J.SiO= and

3CaO.A1.0». Each of these compounds has optical

properties peculiar to itself which serve to distinguish

it from the rest. The several characteristic optical

and crystalligraphical properties were obtained by a

study of each compound itself. These values are con-

stants for the individual compounds in all mixtures

made up from pure CaO, Al^O. and Si< ' the

/
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final products resulting when such mixtures are heated,

are present as individuals of constant optical properties

and not as solid solutions.

Microscopical examination of commercial Portland

cement clinker shows it to be made up largely (over

00 per cent.) of these three compounds ZCaO.SiO:,

3CaO.Si(~). and 3CaO..\10.^ It would appear, there-

fore, that the value of Portland cement as a cementing
material when mixed with water is largely due to one
or more of these compounds. Before taking up the

cementing value of each of these compounds, however,

*ln such a diagram, the pure components. CaO. AUOt
.Sit)j, arc represented by the apices of the lrian>;le: the binary
system. CaO-.\lA. CaO-SiO. and .\I,0.-SiO.. by the sides of
the triangle, and ternary mixtures by points within the tri-

angle.
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let us consider their formation when Portland cement
is burned.

Chemical Reactions

For this purpose let us follow the reactions which
take place when a mixture whose composition is CaO
(as CaCOO 684 per cent., AUOa 8.0 per cent., SiO= 23.6
per cent, (point P, Fig. 2), is slowly heated. This
mixture, made up only of the pure oxides, lime,

alumina, silica, when properly burned, will produce a
.g^ood Portland cement. When such a mixture is

heated, the first change is the evolution of the CO:;
the lime then unites with the other components to form
the compounds SCaO.SAUOa and 2CaO.Si02 (both of

which form readily) probably in the order named, since

the former has a lower melting point than the latter

;

subsequently these two compounds unite in part with
more lime and the compounds SCaOSiO^ and 3CaO.-
AhOa appear. This formation of the last two com-
pounds—a process which goes on very slowly in mix-
tures of their own composition—is materially facili-

tated by the circumstance that in the ternary mixtures
a portion of the charge has already melted and pro-
motes reaction by acting as a flux or solvent. The
ternperature at whicli this flux first appears is 1335
degrees C. the cutectic temperature for the three com-

Table I.

—

Compositions and Burning Temperatures of Various
Portland Cements.'

Percentage Composition of Clinker.

Fortknd
Cemeotfl
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( cimiil as ^iveti in the table is 66.2 per cent, lime, 6.4

per cent, alumina, 25 per cent- silica, and 2.4 per cent.

mafrncsia, iron oxide and alkali. The clinker obtained

on burning the raw material for commercial gray cement

at 1425 degrees will consist largely of the same three

compounds found in the other two types of clinker, ex-

cept for small aniuunts of free lime, the compound
5Ca0.3AhO«, and iron oxide as fcrrites. The composi-
tion of this clinker is 63.2 per cent, lime, 77 per cent.

alumina, 22.4 per cent silica, 6.7 per cent MgO, Fc»0».

alkali and SO..

(To be conlinucd)

Cushions for Block Type Pavements
Introduction of Sand-Cement Cushion Due to the Need of

Making the Cushion an Integral Part of the Pavement
By Maurice B Greenough*

. The word cushion is defined as anything introduced

to relieve the shock or jar between parts. Its use in

paving practice rei)rescnts the application of a word
which was originally of ])opular siguiiicance only to

a highly specialized engineering function. As used

in highway practice, then, a cushion is that material

introduced between the bottom of the wearing surface

and the ttjj) of the artificial base in j)avements whose
surface is of a type rei>resente<l by wood, asphalt,

brick, or stone block. The nature (»f the filling materi-

al between individual blocks has no bearing upon the

use of the term, but serves to accentuate some of

the properties ascribed to the cushion. According to

the definition and to accepted practice, the primary
function of the cushion in pavements of the block

type is to relieve the shock of moving loads on the

surface of the pavement. Other functions may be at-

tributed to the cushion ; to provide a firm and uni-

form support for individual blocks; to compensate for

irregularities in the surface of either the base or the

blocks composing the surface, and finally to transmit

the effects of surface loads tf) the artificial base with
a uniform distribution of intensity.

Sand Cushion

A variety of materials have l)een used for cushions
at one time or another, but sand alone or in com-
bination with other materials has enjoyed the widest
application iot this purpose, l.ocal availability of

stone dust or granulated slag has determined their

use in a number of instances, but stone dust is similar

to sand in its physical characteristics and j)roperties

and granulated slag may approach a condition similar

to that obtained by the use of cement in the cushion.

Bituminous materials have been used to some extent,

particularly in wood block construction, but more for

the ]iur])ose of waterproofing the bottom of the blocks
than for providing an elastic cushion.

Sand-Cement Mixtures

Wood block pavements have been laid ui>on a

sand cushion for many years, but within the last de-
cade a mixture of sand and cement has su])erseded

plain sand to a large extent. Asphalt blocks have been
laid upon a saiul-cement cushion through the neces-
sity of providing a firm and uniform support for blocks
having so large an exjiosed area in proportion to the
depth. Up to 1913, sand was almost universally used
as the cushion material for both brick and stone block
pavements, and it is only since that time that sand-
cement mixtures have been employed to any great

•Presented before section D of the .\merican .-\Ksoctiition for the Advance-
ment of Science at the Columbus meeting.

extent, and in some cases that it has been dis|M.>nsed

with entirely.

Greater Intimacy

During the time that cushions have been in use
there have been two im])ortant and indicative tend-

encies developing that are worthy of attention. They
are, the increasing emjihasis laid upon the necessity
of securing a uniformly dense degree of compactness,
and the gradual reduction of cushir>n thickness. The
origin of both these tendencies lies in a desire to

obtain greater intimacy between in<lividual grains in

the cushion and between the surface and base of the

pavement as a whole. An unconfincd mass of sand
cannot be said to jjossess elasticity, the property which
must be develo])ed to make a satisfactory cnsliioii. The
minimum elasticity of sand exists when a multitude
of particles are in the free state and the maximum
obtains when those particles are bonded in the form
of sandstone or even pure quartz. Therefore, we
may say that the degree of elasticity that can be de-
veloped by sand is directly proportional to the intimacy
of contact between indivi<lual grains or to the extent
of its confinement. Jt is true that each grain may poa-
sess elasticity, but it may be overshadowed and ren-
dered unavailable by the lack of intimate contact.
Most s])ecifications for sand cushions seek to secure
maximum density bv laying stress upon spreading and
rolling, irrespective of any consideration as to the jmis-

sibility of ever producing a dense cushion with anv
amount of rolling in view of the granulomctric com-
|)osition of the sand.

Depth of Cushion
In early practice, cushions for both brick an<l stone

block pavements were as deep as three inches. There
has been a gradual reduction in depth until now wo
find most brick jjavements laid upon cushions from 1

to IJ'j inches deej). and cushions for stone bk>ck j>ave-
ments are usually limited to a maxinnnn of two inches.
Where sand is still used as the cushion material for
wood block pavements, one inch is the common depth.
One-half an inch is the customary depth for the mor-
tar cushion of wood and asphalt block pavements.
Doubtless the reduction in thickness of pavement
cushions has been brought about, in i)art. by smoother
surfaced concrete bases. The intricacy of the cushion
problem depends upon the nature of the joint filler in
the pavement surface. If the individual blocks com-
posing the surface are free to move without aflfecting
their neighbors, the effect of surface loading is local-
ized to that jKirtion of the cushion underlying okch
block. It is only when the blocks in the surface are
bonded to form a monolithic slab that the elastic func-
tion of the cushion reaches its maximum im|x^rtance.
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and it is in this connection that so much discussion

has recently arisen.

Pavements as Engineering Structures

The time has come when we should look upon a

pavement as an engineering structure and approach

its problems from the same angle that we approach

other engineering problems, namely by methods of

exact analysis, based upon the fundamental laws of

mechanics. That the problems of pavements are more
complex than those of other engineering structures

does not prevent the possibilities of an ultima.te solu-

tion. This complexity of elements has simply inhib-

ited the development of an exact analysis, not pre-

vented it. The stresses to which pavements are sub-

jected arise from two sources, the loads of traffic and

thermal changes. Under the latter may be grouped all

the stresses which are due to thermal conditions accen-

tuated by the presence of moisture. Stresses may be

set up at any time which arise from a single source or

they may be created by combined traffic and thermal

forces. An analysis of pavement stresses predicated

the fact that a structure is inherently weak whose com-

ponent parts are not so arranged as to meet stresses

from both sources in the most advantageous manner.

For the purpose of analogy a pavement subjected to

traffic load may be compared to an arch composed of

metal plates connected by rivets. In this case, the

plates are subjected to direct tension, compression, or

shear; the rivets are subjected to bending and shear.

In this analogy, the grout between individual blocks

may be compared to rivets, whose function it is to

transmit the stress from one unit to another. While

the rivets may be subjected to a true bending stress

in the transmission of stress between plates, the grout

between blocks in a pavement does not carry direct

bending, since the flexure of a pavement surface pro-

duces compression in the joints above the neutral axis

and tension below. It is further called upon to resist

the impact of moving loads upon each block which
introduces the element of shear.

Foundation Support

An incident came to the attention of the writer

recently in which the rear wheels of a loaded truck

weighing about twelve tons, proceeding at a rate of

about eight miles an hour, broke through the surface

of a four-inch cement grouted brick pavement laid up-

on a natural earth foundation, brought about probably

by lack of foundation support. The accident served

to confirm an opinion that we are working with a very

narrow margin of safety in our grouted block pave-

ments as far as shearing resistance is concerned, in

view of the fact that we cannot always be sure of ade-

quate support for pavement surfaces.

A series of experiments conducted at Case School

of Applied Science showed that the ultimate shearing

resistance of a four-inch brick perfectly grouted with

a 1:1 mixture of sand and cement is approximately

17,800 lbs. In the case of the truck mentioned we may
assume that the load was distributed in the proportion

of one-third to the forward axle and two-thirds to the

rear axles, making the load upon one rear wheel about

8,000 lbs. The tires on the rear wheels of the truck

were of the caterpillar type, so that it is reasonable to

assume that the load would have been transmitted to

individual blocks with impact. The pavement was
quite smooth on the surface so that on the principle of

mechanics that a suddenly applied load produces double
the equivalent of a gradually applied load both in the

load itself and in the intensity of the stress developed,

the probable load exerted upon the blocks \n this pave-

ment was 16,000 lbs., as a minimum estimate. The
ultimate load of 17,800 lbs. was obtained with a per-

fectly grouted joint, that may or may not have existed

in the case under discussion.

Elastic Resistance

The logical conclusion to be drawn from this illus-

tration is that unless the blocks in the surface of a

grouted pavement are adequately supported, stresses

may be set up in the joints far in excess of the safe

limit. If the pavement is constructed with a cushion

on an artificial base, it is the function of the cushion

to provide such a support and to contribute its elastic

resistance, both of which prevent an undue stressing

of the joint filler. There is a limit to the clastic de-

formation that a pavement may undergo and retain its

integrity.

Surface Deflection

The passage of a vehicle over a pavement produces

a deflection in the surface which is distributed over a

wide area. When the surface of a pavement is de-

pressed by loads, the work performed in any given in-

stance is the measure of the resiliency. When the in-

ternal stresses created are within the elastic limit of

the structure, or within the range through which the

deformation has a constant relation to the stress, the

amount of the elastic energy stored and recoverable

is equal to the resiliency. If, however, the elastic

limit of the structure is exceeded, some of the applied

energy is dissipated in the form of heat. In the former

case, the structure will resume its normal position

upon removal of the load, but in the latter there can

be no recovery and there exists a permanent deforma-
tion.

Elasticity of the Structure

It must be remembered that in pavements of the

block type, with the exception of wood and perlwii)s

asphalt, the materials involved are only slightly elastic,

and when combined in the form of a pavement, the

elasticity of the structure as a whole depends upon
the integrity of bond between the various elements.

Therefore, it is essential that there should be a slight

relief for applied loads, in order that the stresses cre-

ated may build up slowly, otherwise the pavement may
be subjected to stresses that are of double intensity

due to impact alone, which may be augmented by fur-

ther impact stresses caused by irregularities in the

surface. W^e may say, then, that to successfully with-
stand heavy loads, the elastic properties of all the ele-

ments of the pavement should be brought into play,

and to produce this condition the elements should act

in harmony.

Cement-Cushion Inherently Stronger

Thus we find the introduction of the sand cement-
cushion for block pavements to have been caused by
a desire to make the cushion such an integral ])art of

the pavement that there should be no chance of losing

energy needed to successfully bear heavy moving loads.

The presence of the cement assures a cushion of uni-

form density, and one that can perform all the func-
tions ascribed to cushions in general, leaving nothing
to chance. Not only is the cushion inherently strong-
er, but it stiffens the whole structure by its complete
bond to the surface and the base. In such a pavement,
the natural relief against suddenly applied loads is

found in the sub-grade itself, and the possibilities that
any one element of the structure will be overburdened
are lessened.
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Effect of " Roughs" on Brick Industry
Present stringent situation in the

temporary craze for rough-faced

By T. p.

The vogue of rough texture brick, particularly dur-
ing the last three years, has brought about an almost
complete revolution in the business, and it is the ob-
ject of this paper, by considering the efi'ect that this

change has had on the men who make and the men
who sell face-brick, to cast a little light, if possible, on
what we may expect from rough texture brick in the
immediate future.

Who Started the Fashion?

Six or eight years ago we frequently heard the
question asked—"Who started the use of rough tex-

ture brick?" 1 don't think that question has ever been
satisfactorily answered, but we all know that it got
its real start about that time and we know that a great
deal of money was expended by both face-brick manu-
facturers and dealers everywhere in establishing this

demand. And this was not alone through the use of

printers' ink, but more particularly by dealers in the

laying up of very elaborate panels of "rough brick" in

their display rooms, each trying to outdo the other,

and apparently with but small regard for expense.

The Additional Cost of Displays

The total amount expended in this way, owing to

the frequent changes in displays necessitated ^by

changes in the texture of brick, must have been en-

ormous. And if we add to this the money that has

been spent in laying up special panels of texture brick

for the individual inspection of special customers, the

total amount would actually run into the hundreds of

thousands of dollars.

This practice I believe goes a long way toward ex-

plaining why few dealers have made satisfactory pro-

tits during recent years, and also why so many of the

older and more conservative dealers, some of whom
may be said to have fathered the face-brick business

in this country, express dissatisfaction with present

conditions, for there were no such extraordinary ex-

penses connected with the sale of smooth face brick.

Six or eight years ago, when only "good" rough

texture brick were made, when quality was considered

rather than price, they were probably profitable to

both manufacturer and dealer. Since then, while the

cost of selling has steadily increased, both price and

quality have come in a straight line downward, until

the profits once made on these brick have reached or

passed the vanishing point, and the price obtained for

smooth face-brick has been pulled down, along with

the price for roughs.

Expected by the Older Dealers

Is there anything surpri.sing about present condi-

tions? It would seem not. We are getting just ex-

actly what we should have expected and what some of

our oldest face-brick dealers actually anticipated.

When you take a well made face-brick, wire-cut the

face, scratch it up into a so-called rug or otherwise

mutilate it, you destroy the very quaUties that make
it a face-brick ; it loses its class, and becomes an ab-

sorbent dust and dirt catcher. While on the other

• Before the Aincrioiin Face-Brick Association.

face-brick industry—Due to the

brick— Manufacturers to blame
Cuthberf

hand, if a common brick is treated in a similar manner,
its crudeness and the imperfections that identify it as
a common-iirick fit only for backing-up, are covered,
and it is elevated to a point where "rough texture"
face-brick and "rough texture" common-brick reach a
common level, and where both sell (or soon will sell)

for about the same i)rice.

This means an extra profit for some of the scores of
common-brick manufacturers, who have been boosted
into the face-brick business by this craze for rough
texture brick ; but it spells nothing less than ruination
for many of the best known men in the face-brick

business—the "Fathers of the Industry-"
liy the roughening process, the improvements that

have been made in face-brick during the last two gen-
erations, as well as the expensive equipment on many
face-brick plants in all sections of the countrj-, are

neutralized and made of little or no account.

Demand for Face Brick Growing
Some have been inclined to explain these conditions

by a general fall-off in the demand for face-brick, or

to depressed general business conditions, but this is

not correct ; it is a fact that the percentage of build-

ings, particularly houses, in which face-brick have
been used, has rapidly increased during recent years,

and the demand for face-brick has shown a corres-

l)onding increase in s])ite of general business condi-

tions.

Shipments of face-brick in this country have actu-

ally increased almost 33 per cent, during the last six

years and the largest three years we ever had, with
one single exception, have been the last three. Nor
can we give rough texture brick the credit for being
responsible for this increase, at the very largest year
the face-brick business ever enjoyed was 1909, when
rough texture brick made up a very insignificant part

of the total.

Prices Dwindle in an Upward Market

The business of most face-brick manufacturers has

shriveled up, not because of general business condi-

tions, but because of the craze for rough texture brick.

Hut this is not all of it—it is not even the worst of it.

The average price of all legitimate face-brick made in

this country, whether smooth or rough texture, has

come in a straight line downward, purely and simply

as the result of the influence rough texture brick have
had on the business, and in spite of the fact that the

price of practically every other manufactured article

has gone in a constant, straight line upward.
The tendency of common-brick for the last six

vears has been upward, with prices at their verj' best

during the last two years. The average price obtained

for paving-brick for the last six years has increased

constantly until the end of 1914, the increase from 1909

to 1914 being approximately thirty-two per cent., and
1*>14 was the best year in the history of the paving-

l)rick industry.

While the price of everything else has gone up and
is still going, the prices we have obtained for our pro-

duct have been going down, and we have not the
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slightest reason for supposing that they have struck
bottom.

Bad Business for the Industry

What excuse was there for this craze for "rough
texture brick"? To my mind there was very httle. We
will all grant that there are certain jobs where rough
brick seem to fit and with climatic and other condi-
tions taken into consideration, they are a good busi-
ness proposition for the home builder or investor. No
one admires such buildings more than 1, for even a
log house, or a bungalow built of cobble-stones looks
good in some locations—if the architecture fits the
material. lUit we don't find the lumber dealers try-
ing to create a foolish fad for log-houses.

In Pittsburgh a few years ago rough faced brick
were used in a house on a shady avenue and immedi-
ately adjoining it the same builder also used smooth
l)rick of the same shade. 1 saw these hou.ses while
they were going up and after they were finished, and
it was almost impossible even for a man in the face-
brick business to see any difference between the two
brick, even from across the street. These houses are
now about six years old—one job is of a greasy ap-
])earance and extremely dirty while the other presents
almost exactly the same appearance as it did when
finished. Cases that parallel this can be found in all

sections of the country, it makes no difference whose
rough texture brick is considered and it makes no
difference whether they are made on common-brick
plants or on face-brick plants, the story is the same

;

they get dirty, and if they are soiled and dirty at the
end of a very few years what will happen to them in

ten or twenty years?

How Many Manufacturers are Ahead
Leaving the future out of the question for the

moment, how many face-brick manufacturers and
dealers are ahead of the "rough brick" game? And,
if we are not ahead of it now, what can we expect from
it in the future, in view of present common-brick com-
petition? We are making our rough face-brick in ex-
actly the same textures as the common rough-brick
makers, and some of us are paying 25c per M. for the
privilege of doing it.

Do we have to stand for this common-lirick com-
j)etition? I think not, for there is still one kind of

brick that common-brick manufacturers cannot im-
itate, and that is a good brick,—with a good, smooth
face.

The Chicago Clay Show
About four years ago, practically every important

manufacturer of face-brick was called upon to con-

tribute to a fund for the making of elaborate brick dis-

plays in the Coliseum during the big clay show; in

spite of the fact that most manufacturers were then
cliieffy interested in smooth face-brick, many factories

making them exclusively, every important display of

face-brick, including all of the prominent panels, all or-

namental brick walls, gate ways, and even the "model"
brick house, were laid up exclusively with rough tex-

ture l)rick; not a single important display of smooth
face-brick was made. Practicall}' all of the architects,

])uilders, and dealers in face-brick in the Chicago dis-

trict during, and for two or three years after the clay

show, were rooting exclusively for rough texture brick.

They and brick people elsewhere talked "art" in rough
texture brick until they persuaded themselves that all

of the art in architecture began and ended in wire cut

face-brick.

And what was the result? They accomplished

what seemed impossible and brought about a complete,
revolution in the face-brick bu.siness; and I know that"
I am not overstating the facts when I sav that more,
much more than seventy-five per cent, of all face-brick
used in Chicago since the clay show have been roughs-

The Effect Upon Prices

Since the clay show, prices obtained for face-brick
in the Chicago district ha\e come tumbling down like
a house of cards, and the quantities of legitimate facc-
bnck that have been sliipped into the Chicago district
this year, whether rough or smooth, have been cut in
half, the big half now going to the concerns who, prev-
ious to the clay show, were manufacturers of common-
brick.

Have our friends the brick dealers been benefited
by the craze for roughs? 1 am in a position to know
that many of them have not. for I have discussed the
matter with a great many dealers during the past few
months. Many of them are old established concerns
whose names are known to all of you, and they, with-
out exception, have expres.sed dissatisfaction with the
conditions that have been brought about by rough tex-
ture brick. Several of them expressed their inten-
tion of openly opposing the sale of rough texture brick
this year, and of instructing their salesmen accordingly.

Can brick dealers bring their business back to the
old footing by pushing the sale of smooth texture
brick? I believe they can ; in fact it has already been
done in one of our largest cities.

The rough brick craze which started in Philadel-
l)hia was suddenly and efl'ectually stopped, with the
result that the average price now obtained for face-
brick in that city is higher than in any other important
eastern city, and the profit per M. is, also, correspond-
ingly high.

What has been done in Philadelphia, can be done
elsewhere. In sections where rough texture brick are
the fad, the manufacturers and dealers started the de-
mand by trimming their windows, so to speak, with
rough texture brick. But no expensive displays
would be necessary to bring smooth brick back to
their former popularity, for a comparison drawn be-
tween smooth and rough texture brick walls which
have been standing for a few years will serve all pur-
poses most admirably.

Buildings Themselves the Best Arguments
The smooth face jobs have, for the most part, re-

mained clean, but the rough texture jobs that have
aged a little, now resemble autumn leaves grown old.

In my opinion one of the best ways to kill ofi com-
mon-l)rick competition is for manufacturers of face-
brick. ])articularly manufacturers of red face-brick, to
make smooth face-brick in all the \arying shades in

which they have been making rough face-brick, in-

cluding the flashed brick with red cores and blue and
brown edges and other markings, and for them to
make them as smooth and perfect as possible.

Such a brick will lend itself to artistic bricklaying
quite as well as a rough texture lirick of the same
shade. The principal difference between the two
l)rick will be that the smooth brick will have a hetter

and cleaner cut appearance in the wall-

A brick wall built of hard burned, smooth face-

biick will stand the test of time and is the best possible

advertisement for brick, just as the poorest possible

advertisement is a brick job that is ruined by soot and
dirt, as most of the rough brick jobs in the country
« ill be in a mighty short time.
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The Organization of a Maintenance and
Repair System on Ontario Roads

By A. A. Smith

A valuable (japer oii the (jrj;aiiizatioii uf a main-

leiiaiice system was read i)y Mr. A- A. Smith l>efure the

recent 'i'Droiiti) (iood Roads Conference, 'i'he folluvv-

iiig points from Mr. Smith's i)ai)er were unavoidably
omitted from our last week's report uf this Conference:

There is a wide distinction between Maintenance
and Repair as applied to hij^hway operations. The
operations rc(|uired to constantly oppose the deteriora-

tion of a completed road by the elTect of traffic and

climatic conditions, and to keej) it as nearly as p<^ssible

in its initial condition, constitute maintenance. With-

out maintenance, the road tends to deteriorate and the

operations neces.sary to restore it constitute repairs.

Both processes are often similar in kind and may even

overlap. A well constructed road properly main-

tained should not need repair for some time, but a jn-op-

erly repaired road always needs maintenance.

All the railroads have adopted a strict maintenance

system on their road-beds, bridges, culverts, etc., which

has proven of the greatest value. This maintenance

system should prove equally beneficial in the case of

hi.t^hways.

There arc several schemes for highway mainten-

ance that have been adopted. One is to assign to a

certain individual a given length of road, credit him

with a certain sum, and leave him to his own devices

in its upkeep. This method does not usually give

l)cst results- Another method is to have one man
over a larger area and give him sufficient means to

maintain it. This man usually gets a gang of men and

teams together and does his share all at once, when the

farmers are slack—which again means that during the

balance of the year, when traffic is heaviest, the road

gets no attention at all. A third method is the patrol

system, after the kind adoi)ted in New York State

which appears to l)e a most satisfactory method for

maintaining roads. The patrol man. supplied with

tools and machinery from the municipality, is em-

ployed continuously to maintain from five to ten miles

of road. His work consists in preventing unneces.sarv

deterioration of the road surface, in the removal of

loose stone, the repair of the centre of the road due to

the wear from horses' feet, sanding the road and sup-

I)lying binder in wet weather to prevent ravelling,

cleaning out gutters, culverts, catchbasins and water-

ways, lowering the shoulders of the road, repairing

damages due to wash-outs and freshets on all slopes,

and making anv necessary repairs on wood floors of

culverts and bridges. He should report (Mice a week

on the location and nature of each day s work to a

highway foreman or inspector. This foreman should

liave sufficient knowledge and experience to justify

spending his entire time in supervising, planning, and

setting out the w..rk. This foreman is given a cer-

tain area or section, for the maintenance of which he

is held directly responsible. This area generally cov-

ers from sixty to one hundred miles of roadway, with

from eight to ten patrol men under the foreman. Ihe

foreman shall not have the power to engage or dis-

charge anv patrol man without first reporting to the

sunerintcn'dent, but otherwise shall have full control

'.

,vcr tJiem. The foreman is required to report weekly

to the superintendent on the work done, time spent,

materials used, and the need of larger necessary re-

pairs, such as resurfacing, rolling, (filing, and repairs

to bridges, culverts, etc., which are to be done under

the supervision of the superintendent

The duties of the road superintendent in connecliuii

with road maintenance are similar to those of a muni-

cipal clerk,—rep(jrting to and carrying out the instruc-

tions of the council. He shall attend all meetings of

the council which relate to work carried out by him.

and shall supervise all work and employ inspectors or

foremen as may be required, who shall also be subject

to dismissal by him. He shall employ and discharge

any patrol men, teams, or laborers required to carry

out the work, and purchase all necessary material and

tools. He shall keep an accurate record of men and

teams employed, work done, material used, and furnish

an O. K. pay-sheet account to a proper committee for

their approval before the municipal treasurer issues

any checks in payment thereof. The superintendent

must pay the foreman and men under him in accord-

ance with the time sheets and obtain a receipt for

the same.

One of the chief difficulties in the maintaining of

macadam roads is. perhaps, ravelling oU the stone in

dry weather when the road has not sufficient binding

material. One method of alleviating this trouble is.

by sprinkling the road with Vvater where water is con-

venient and plentiful, or by applying a thin coat «i

sharp clean sand or screenings thoroughly tamped.

Another evil is the tendency for the road to rut. due to

a greater wheel load than the road is capable of carry-

ing, inferior binding material, and the tendency of a

team to follow the wheel-tracks of the preceding

vehicle. The best remedy for this is to li>osen the

stone in and around the depressions and fill them in

with new material oi the same size and quality, tan.r^

well, leaving the surface slightly higher than the sur-

rounding surface in order to allow for compaction.

Dust prevention is a necessity in prolonging the

life of a macadam roadway. Dust can be overcome by

watering, sweeping, or by the use of oil. Proper main-

tenance of a road cannot be carried out without the

use of a rolfer. This should be used in the spring of

the year, when the road is .soft and pliable Ditching

is also a big item in maintenance work. All ditches

need constant attention. They should be kept free

from weeds, grass and rubbish, and given sufficient fall

to carry water oflf immediately. This patrol system

wherever used, has been found to give gt>od satisfac-

tion ; it keeps the road in good repair in all seasons.

Western Railway Building

An interesting announcenK'nt was recently made

in connection with the Dunvegan and Fort McMurray

railwav now under construction north of Edmonton

by the T. D. McArthur Co. 340 miles of railway

north ofEdmonton arc to be ballasted this vear. Plans

are being prepared for a big steel bridge over Peace

River at Peace River Cros^ing; this will include a
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traffic deck and the total cost will be about three-
quarters of a million dollars. The buildinj^- of the
bridge will enable the line of the Central Canada Rail-

way Company to be continued westward one hundred
miles, guaranteed by the provincial government.

Fifty miles already are constructed to Peace River
Crossing and the remainder—fifty miles—has been lo-

cated to the Waterhole district.

By the end of the present winter the total mileage
will be as follows

:

Miles.
E.D. & Ij.C. main line to Spirit River. . 357
Grande Prairie branch 60
Central Canada from McLennan to

Peace River 50
A. & G. W 250

Total mileage 717

These roads all were built under the guarantee
policy of the provincial government and run through
districts that were badly in need of railway facilities.

Mr. McArthur also announced that the Northwest
Lumber Company, of which he is president, is cutting
25,000,000 feet of lumber this winter, about 350 men
being employed. A cut of 10,000,000 feet is being-

made near Lac la Biche and another cut of 15,000,000

feet near Sawridge- The mills at West Edmonton will

reopen about the middle of March.

Progress on Breakwater, Victoria, B.C.

During 1915 work on the breakwater at Ogden
Point, Victoria, B. C, has i)rogressed so rapidly that

the structure, which, at the beginning of the year, was
not visible above the surface of the water is now two-
thirds finished. The breakwater is composed of three
arms, the first extending only 330 ft. from shore, the
main arm having a total length of 1,500 ft., and the
outer arm which will be 700 ft. long- On Jan. 1 the
work had been completed for a distance of 1,630 ft.

from shore. Over 1,000,000 tons of coarse and fine

rubble have been used in the construction thus far,

it is reported. J. S. Maclachan, Dominion govern-
ment engineer, has given out the following figured!

referring to total quantities thus far handled on this

contract: Coarse rubble dumped, 792,415 tons; core,

or fine rubble dumped, 241,925 tons; granite blocks
placed in position 93,279 tons ; concrete poured, 20,883
cu. yd. During 1915 273,000 tons of rubble stone were
deposited, 75,000 tons of granite blocks placed and
19,000 cu. yd. of concrete poured.

Mr. Jones Prophesies Good Year
At the annual meeting of the Canada Cement Com-

pany, held in Montreal, on February 15, Mr. F. P.

Jones, vice-president, stated that an entirely new plant
had been erected for the making of munitions, and that
the two orders received—one for machining and the
'other for manufacturing steel and forgings for mach-
ining

—

v\()uld keep them fully running until the end of
the year. He believed this year's sales of cement
would 1)e larger than during 1915. Cities and munici-
palities could not use less cement during the coming
season than they did last year, and were now in a

better financial position to carry on improvements. In
addition tcj this all the large Government works, in-

cluding the Welland Canal, would be continued.

Reinforced Concrete Buildings

In a paper on "Interesting Features of Reinforced
Concrete Buildings In and .\round Montreal," read at

a meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,
Montreal, Mr. C. M. Morssen, of the .Atlas Construc-
tion Com])any, gave a description of cracks in con-
crete walls, outside finish, winter made concrete, and
the adaptabilit}' of concrete to complicated structure.
As an instance of the latter he referred to St. Michael's
Church, corner of St- Urbain and St. Viateur Streets.

This building has no columns and is built of plain and
reinforced concrete. The basement ceiling is carried
by flat arches 54 ft. clear span, having a raise 30 in.

The arches are 18 ft. centre to centre and connected
with a flat slab 7 in. thick. The main auditorium is

covered by a dome, which is carried by four full centre
arches, each 52 in. diameter, and by four consoles,
which arches and consoles are carried down to rock
by four strong tower abutments. The donie is about
118 ft. above the sidewalk and 110 ft. above the audi-
toriiun floor.

The outside walls are covered with Greendale brick

and terra cotta ; the dome and roofs, however, are fin-

ished in concrete, the dome having received a col-

ored waterproof cement finish about an inch thick,

showing green shamrocks on a white field. The green
color was obtained by mi.xing a green pigment with
the ordinary cement and the white color was secured
by the Atlas white cement. The main cupola is carried

on a series of semi-circular arches fixed rigidly into a

heavy ring of concrete reinforced with steel bars in

the front of circular hoops. There are 12 semi-cir-

cular arches, which are 36 in. deej), 12 in. wide at the

bottom and 6 in. wide at the crown. At the crown
the arches are connected by a disc 4 in. in diameter and
36 in. dee]). Each arch carries l/12th of the load on
the cupola and its own weight.

For the computing of the stresses in the concrete

and steel the total weight of the cupola, including su.s-

pended ceiling, wind, snow, etc., was taken at 150

pounds per square foot. The twelve semi-circular

ribs are reinforced with four one in. twisted bars, two
near the top and two near tlie bottom, and connected
with stirrups about every 12 in. The cupola, which is

of a uniform thickness of 5 in., is reinforced with 1/2
round bars at 6 in. centre to centre.

Mr. Morssen briefly described the method b\' which
the stresses were ascertained. He stated that the

cupola was first designed without ribs and of a uni-

form thickness of 8 in. following the theory
given by E. Collignon, "Cours de Mecaniques," p. 631.

This theory is that in a spherical cupola the stress in

the material used are independent of the thickness of

the cupola and are determined only by the diameter of

th cupola and the specific gravit}^ of the material used
With hoops made of 1/2 sq. bars and placed at 9 in.

centre to centre the stresses in the steel and concrete

would be kept within the safe limits. The thickness

of the cupola will be rather governed by the stiffness

to be attained than by the safe stresses. However,
taking into consideration the large proportions of the

cupola it was decided to provide 12 ribs as described,

and making the assumption rather more severe than

the actual conditions warranted, the stresses in the

steel and concrete were ke])t within the safe limits. .As

built the cupola is about 40 per cent cheaper than a

Gostavino tile cupola and about .50 per cent, cheaper
than a steel structure firejiroofed with concrete or

tiles.

A half spherical cupola at the rear with a diameter
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of 52 feet, and a small 20 foot cupola at top of the
tower are of uniform thickness, and are reinforced with
hoops made of round half-bars. The four main
arches carryinj^- the cupola, the cantilevers, and the
arches in the basement were designed on established

methods. The winding; stairs and the larj^e windows
were nuulc of reinforced concrete, although no estab-

lished fiirmulac were available.

High Level Reservoir, New West-
minster, B. C.

The city of New Westminster, with the compfetion
of the new high level reservoir capable of serving a

population of at least 80,000 persons, have realized

their ambition of many years' standing to possess an
entirely modern waterworks system. The new reser-

voir was completed in November 1915, construction

work ha\ing occupied approximately a year. It is

situated adjacent to the old reservoir on the highest
point within the city limits and, together, they now

Discharge Chamber of Ruervoir, at New Westmlntter.

supply the whole area with water. The new reser-

voir has a capacity of 42,000,000 gallons.

Coincident with the construction of the new re-

servoir the embankment of the old high level reservoir

was raised, adding 500,000 gallons to its capacity. The
total capacity of both reservoirs is now 8,900,000

—

approximately seven days' supply for the present

population- The minimum discharge from the 25-in.

main is 6,250.000 gallons per 24 hours, with a maximum
discharge of 7.0(X),000 gallons under high-water level

on Lake Coquitlam. The 14-in. main has a minimum
discharge oi 600,000 gallons, with a maximum of about

DUe million. The reservoir was designed by Mr. J.

W. H. Rlackman, cit} engineer, at an estimated cost

of $40,200. and was built under his supervision with

the assistance of superintendent .\nkers.

Sand Molds for CSoncrete Steps

In certain classes of work it becomes convenient
to use a process of sand casting, for an irregular con-
crete form which is to be repeated over and over again.

The way this is done is in all respects analogous to the
casting (jf iron. Tiie wooden pattern used to prepare
the mold in sand is handled in exactly the same way
as the pattern for a metal casting. The sketch in Fig.

1 shows how separate sections of the step are i>laccd

upon the steel structure which supports them.

Step mold and method o( erection.

The molding is a simple matter, the pattern is

placed upon the drag (d). Fig. 2 and .sand is then ram-
med all around it (b) within the flask. .\ hol-
low wooden core, placed at one side of the flask as
shown, makes it imnecessary to use large quantities of

sand, and what is more important, largely reduces the
weight to be handled. Sand is then rammed up
around the top (cc). and the top board put in place and
clamped-

The whole thing is then turned upside down with
the aid of a small jib crane. Upon removing the
drag (d), and the wooden pattern, the form is ready
for the insertion of reinforcement in the same way as

a mold for an iron casting is completed by the inser-

ti<in of cores.

Wire cloth with a good-sized mesh is used, as

shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1. with a single twisted
rod at one corner, as indicated. The cement used is

the proportion of 1 :2'4. small-sized stone being re-

(luired because of the small space into which the
concrete has to be poured.

The hard i)acked sand gives a finish to the con-

crete steps which is final. Nothing more remained
to be done in preparing them for erection, with the

exception of a little smoothing in some cases at the

]>oints (t) at which they come in contact with each
other and with the steel structure.

The under side of the step as erected is the sur-

face which is free to the air when cast. .Any irre-

gularities appearing in it are hidden by the way in

which the steps are erected—Concrete.

The Citmmissioncrs of the Transcontinental Rail-

way have issued tlicir 11th aiuuial re[)ort. covering

the fiscal vear ending March 31, 1915.

A two days' convention of the Canadian Fairbanks-
Morse Company. Limited, was recently held in Mon-
treal. The convention was attended by heads of de-

partments, salesmen, and representatives of firms in

Canada and the United States whose goods are handled
by the Canadian Fairbanks Morse Company. The
representatives of these concerns spoke at the conven-
tion along the lines of familiarising the heads of de-

partments and salesmen with the various gcxxls. At
a banquet held in the St. James Club. Mr If. J. Fuller.

the president, referred to the large number of men in

the comt)any's service who had volunteered for over-

seas. Mr. Graham Drinkwater. vice-president: Mr.
C. W. \\'iggin. manager of the Montreal branch : and
Mr. C. J. Urittain. nianager of the Winnipeg branch.

also spoke.
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Stresses in Lattice Bars of Columns
By W

Explanatory

The Editor, Contract Record:

—

I send you herewith a discussion on the stresses in

lattice bars of columns.

In the Engineering Record of November 3, I'JOT, I pub-

lished an article on the same subject, in which I gave a

formula for the transverse shear as follows:^

232 A r

R=: (1)

n

Where A=area of column,

r:=radius of gyration, axis parallel to back of

channels,

n^distance from neutral axis to extreme fibre

Equation (1) was based on the New York law for columns,

as follows:

P 1

— = 15,200—58 — (3)

A r

Now if the American Railways Engineering Associa-

tion's formula is used, which is

P 1

— = 16,000—70 — (3)

A r

380 A r

(4)

W. Pearse. C.E.

Referring to Table 1 of the discussion I send you, it

will be noted that the stresses for different lengths vary.

Columns that are 9 ft. long have much less stress in the

lattice bars than columns that are 30 ft long.

It is also evident for the same reasons cited above that

the value .0351 given for the transverse shear in Bulletin No.

Tl; R

This value given in equation (4) is what has been adopted

by several authorities.

It will be noticed that the length (1) does not appear ,in

either equations (1) or (4).

Now, referring to equations (3) and (3), if we put

1 1

1^0, the quantities 58 — and 70 — drop out and there is

r r

no stress to be deducted due to the bending of the column

P
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i
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Fig. I.

or, in other words, as the length of. the column approaches

zero, the stress to be deducted due to the bending also ap-

proaches zero. There is a much greater stress in the column

clue to Ijendin;-;- when the column is long; it is only the stress

caused by the bending of the column that causes any stresa

in the lattice bars.

4

Fig. 2.

44 of the University of Illinois must only be true for values

1

of ratios — :^ 37.8 or thereabouts, and you will notice by

r

1---

referring to my Table that for values of 37.8 for — my
r

formula agrees very closely indeed with the tests.

For columns that are fixed top and bottom an entirely

new discussion and table would have to be worked up along

the lines outlined in my discussion.

In conclusion would say that of course there are stresses

caused by imperfections in fabrication, etc., that no formula

could ever cover.

Yours truly,

W. W. PEARSE,
City Architect and Sup't of Buildings.

Toronto, Feb. 5.

Stresses in Lattice Bars of Columns

The stresses in lattice liars of columns have always been

considered, at best, a very rough approximation.

Euler's column theory is universally accepted as a cor-

rect analysis of the subject. The following discussion of

the stresses in lattice bars is based on the same theory of

bending in columns and should be equally as correct.

In Merriman's Mechanics of Materials, 1894 edition, page

115, he gives for Euler's formula, for the resisting of col-

umns, the following equation:

—

X
y = A sin. n t — (1)

1

If it is assumed that the column is hinged top and bot-

tom and a load P is applied, then under these conditions,

n = 1 and equation (1) reduces to.

y = A sin. T _ (3)

1

See Figure I.

Let 1 = length of column in inches.

A = area of column in square inches.

S = safe stress per sq. inch (very short columns).

S' =: safe stress per sq. inch (long columns).

Then (S — S') .\ = total stress due to bending at centre

of column.
If equation (3) is plotted assuming 1 as any length of

column in inches, and divided into twelve equal parts, the

ordinates shown in Figure 3 will be found and will apply in

all cases. If for A we sulistitute (S — S") .\, we will get
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the stress strain curve in tlie column diie to bending uf

column.
Referring a^ain Xi> Mcrrinian's Meclianics of Materials,

1894 edition, he gives the following column formula:

—

Sc
S' =

bending of column in panel bd. Therefore the «trc»» in lat-

tice bars be is equal to y sec v. There arc two lattici-

bars be so

stress in each bar be :=
y ^iM

1 +
Sc 1'

X —
m Jf E r'

.(:i)

.lllrl the

Substituting usual values for the different quantities in equa-
tion (3) we get,

IGOOO

S- =
1 1' (4)

1 + X —
1 2000 r'

Referring to Figure ::, y = stress* in channel due to

''It should he noted here that this whole stress is taken up by one
channel when the axis of bending 's parallel to back of channels, for

when tiic cohunn bends one channel will be plus and one channel will

be minus, and it is only the plus side that adds any additional stress

to th5 colunui, and it is this stress that must be deducted from the cany
ing capacity of the cohunn due to bending.

But the angle v is usually taken at m/ ,,

of 60 degs. is 2,

Therefore the stress in the lattice bar be = y iti;

As the stress in the lattice bar be is a maximum, all that
it is necessary to do is to design one lattice bar ftir the end
panel and make the balance of the bar> the same length and
area. Each end lattice bar would have to be designed to
act as a column having a length equal to f and a load equal
to y.

Referring to Uulletin No. 44, University of Illinois, page
47, they give a formula for lattice bars as columns based on
actual tests:

—

P 1— = 21400 — 45 —
A r

Equation (7) gives the ultimate fibre stress per square inch.
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1

= ;i7.8 or thereabouts and having the lattice bars sloping
Thoref(jrc the safe load would be:

—

P , 1

— = 0000 — 43— (8) r

A r approximately 63 degs. 30 mins. should have a ratio of trans-

Equation (8) is using a factor of safety of ;iJ4. which is verse shear to compression load = .0251. Referring to Table
about the same as is given in equation (4). No. 1 herewith it will be noticed that for two 15-in. channels s

Referring now to Figure 3, it will be noticed that the at 33 lbs.. 20 ft. long, the stress given in the end lattice bar

y ordinate for the end panel, right hand side, is .26 A or 1

very nearly half that found for the second panel, which is is 4060 lbs. — = 42, which is reasonably close to what is

A, this shows that the curve is very nearly a straight line

at each end. Assuming that it is a straight line, the follow-

ing analysis may be made:

—

Referring to Fig. 3 we get the following:

—

.26 A 3.13 A
Tan z = = (II)

12

Therefore y = x tan z.

3.12 A X
or y =

1

(10)

If for A we substitute (S— S') A, equation (10) becomes
3.12 (S — S") Ax

y = (11)
1

Equation (11) will give the stress in end lattice bar be.

Fig. 3.

which will always be a maximum. \'aluc for S' must be

found by equation (4) or any other column formula that

may be' desired to find the safe load per square inch of

column.
From equation (11) Table No. I. was figured, which

gives the stress in the end lattice bars for channel columns
having lengths of 9 ft., 13 ft., 15 ft.. 18 ft., and 20 ft. For in-

termediate lengths it would be safe to interpolate. For dif-

ferent areas it will be directly proportional to the area, as

will be seen by referring to equation (11).

In figuring Table I. the values D, A, r, and x were taken

from Cambria Steel Company's Handbook, see Fig. 2.

If the angle v is not 60 degs. then equation (11) will

become,
3.12 (S— S') Ax sec. v

y= . (12)

1 2

which reduces to,

1.56 (S— S") Ax
y = sec. V. (13)

given in the tests to give approximately the same results.

Therefore we get for transverse shear the following, where
A = 19.8 and the compressive load per sq. inch = 13900 lbs.:

Transverse shear = 19.8 X 13900 X .0251 = 6880 lbs.

But there are two lattice bars,

6880
Therefore —— = 3440 lbs. transverse shear on each lattice

2

bar. see Fig. 4.

Th^ secant of 30 degs. = 1.155. Therefore 3440 X 1.155

^ 3973 lbs. = stress in end lattice l)ar. which is very nearly

what is given in Table 1. which is 4060 lbs.

Referring to Table 1 again, it will be noticed that for

1

two 7-in. channels at 9^ lbs., 9 ft. long; — = 40, S' = 14200
r

lbs. and stress in end lattice bar is 1160 lbs. And A = 5.7

square inches.

Therefore, transverse shear = 5.7 X 14200 X .0251 =
3030

2030 lbs., and = 1015 lbs. = transverse shear for each
2

lattice bar.

Then 1015 X 1.155 = 1170 lbs., which is within 10 lbs. of tiiat

|.;iven in the formula, which was 1100 lbs.

Referring to Table 1., two 10-in. channels at 15 lbs.,

1

13 ft. long. — = 38, S' = 14:!00 lbs. per sq. inch, .\ = 8.92

r

st|. inches, stress in the lattice l)ar ^ 1700 lbs.

Transverse shear = 8.92 X 14300 X .0251 = 3300 lbs.

:i300

Therefore = 1600 lbs. transverse shear for each lattice

2

bar. Then 1600 X 1.155 = 1848 lbs. stres.s in lattice Ixir,

which is within 88 lbs. of what is given in Table 1.

Referring to Table 1, two 12-in. channels at 30^^ lbs.,

1

15 ft. long. — = 39. S' = 14200. stress in lattice bar = 2560

Fig. 4.

lbs.. A =: 12.06 sq. inches, transverse shear := 12.06 X 14200
X .0251 = 4300 lbs.

4300
Therefore, = 2150 lbs. transverse shear for each lattice

1 bar. Then 2150 X 1.155 2480 lbs. stress in lattice bars,

Note:—Equations (11) and (13) are only true for the which is 80 lbs. less than Table 1 gives.

end panel. Referring to Table 1. two 15-in. channels at 33 lbs., 18 ft.

Now to prove that equation (11) and (13) are correct 1

and agree with experiments, refer to Bulletin No. 44, of the long, — = 39, S' = 14200, stress in lattice bar = 3937 lbs.,

University of Illinois, page 33, supplementary to Table 6,

where it gives in the last column of the table,—ratio of trans-

verse shear to compression load = .0251. This was the

result of tests on column marked I. By referring to page
10 of the Bulletin 44 a full description is given of Column

1

No. 1:—A = 18.76; L = 21 ft.; — = 37.8; angle of lattice

r

bar with axis of column = 03 degs. 30 mins.

It seems reasonable that all columns having a ratio of

A = 19.8 sq. inches, transverse shear = 19.8 X 14200 X .0251
= 7060 lbs.

7060
Therefore, = 3530 lbs. transverse shear for each lattice

2

bar. Then 3530 X 1.155 = 4077 lbs. stress in lattice bar,
which is 80 lbs. less than Table 1 .gives.

Sizes of lattice bars given in the last c(jlunin of Table 1

were figured by equation (8).
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The Practical Value of Curves
The Application of Curves, Charts and Graphs to Facilitate the
Analysis of Engineering Problems and Statistical Information

By F. H. Martin-

riic lalk this evening can liardly lie tc-inicd a paper —
il is more in the iiatnre of a resimie or collection of curves

and diaKrains that have been found helpful, especially in pre-

liminary (IcsIku work, and they are descril)ed in the hope

that they may be of value to some of you.

It was the intention originally to analyse the mathe-
matical side of the art of curve plottiuK, but mathematical

discussions are usually rather dry, so this phase has been

omitted and may be taken up later in the .season if desired.

The talk this evening will be conlined to the i)ractical

values of the curves which will be shown after a few intro-

ductory reinarks:

(iraphs are statements of results presented by means of

By reducinK the value of facts to properly proportioned

pictures or synibf>lic drawinff.s, and arran^jing these geomet-
rical diagrams in such a position that their relationship is

apparent, their relative values, arc instinctively appraised by
the eye, and the lesson they are intended to teach, promptly
and easily grasped.

Statistics arc a collection oi id<.i.-i tabulated numerically,

or, a group of facts brought out by collecting numbers; in

other words, it is the science of measurements of the social

organism.

Each year thousands of dollars are spent in collecting

all kinds of data, which is usually arranged in a tabulated

form, and anyone who has ever had an occasion to analyze

TRANSMISSION LINE
REGULATION DIAGRAM.
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diagrams, geometrical figures, or pictures to delineate or

convey information in a vivid, forcible, and instructive man-

ner; to put it tersely, il fnight be termed a picturization of

facts.

Charts are maps of results or facts, similar to, but slight-

ly more comple.v. than graphs.

• Dcsiicnint: HuKlncci . WinnipcK Kivi-r I'owerT'ompiiny. lioforo the KJcc-
triual Section of tlio Munitohn Urnnct) i-if tlic Cuniidinn ."^-u-ifrv -if Civil Ktifcrin-

cers.

this enormous iiiusa uI in formation will have felt the need
of a more coherent and concise means of arranging the

same, in order to enable the average individual to recognize
the salient features of these facts, and. to serve as a guide
in making correct deductions therefrom, instead of accept-
ing ready-made conclusions bunded to him.

If the average citizen, and, especially the business man
who usually dodges the simplest charts, obsessed with the
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Unit speed—Specific speed—Head—Power—R.P.M.—No. of poles—Frequency diagram for hydraulic turbine—Generator units.

idea that they involve higher niatlieniatic.s, or, some other

mysterious agency, knew how to interinet charts and curves,

it would be feasible to elucidate to him in effective form

those facts, relating to broad social and i)nl)lic improvements,

public-service operations, and international, state or muni-

cipal affairs.

To the ordinary person this does not seem to be a mat-

ter of great importance, and at first sight we cannot see its

relationship to engineering, but when we consider that dur-

ing the five years that the French engineers labored on the

I'anama Canal, they lost 23,189 men. while America has lost

5,000 in twice that time, and has also succeeded in trans-

forming the region from one of the most deadly to one

of the most healthy localities on this continent, due largely

to the praiseworthy efforts of Surgeon-General Gorgas, who
recognized how potent in the' reductions of the cause of

those losses are sanitary environments aiicl the separation

of the infected from the sound, we see how essential it is

to standardize all the facts that would influence an engineer-

ing project in such a maimer as to permit just comparison

being made and then analyze the results graphically so that

correct deductions can be made. Then there will no longer

be any excuse for acting in ignorance since the curves will

show exactly what is happening so that all conscientious

workers for social, sanitary and other reforms will be able

to discover at once the direction in which it is most desirable

to concentrate attention.

The two principal methods of elementary statistics which

ought to be understood by all students or infficials who
handle figures, and. which are easily within the .grasp of all

independent of mathematical training, but which are gen-

erally misunderstood, or ignored by the uninterested or un-

initiated, are, the method of averages, and the method of

diagrams, or the graphic method.

When we deal with large and complex masses of figures,

we arc unable to grasp them in their entirety, however clear-

ly they may be tabulated. A list of figures, as for instance,

the population of different cities, the wages of numerous
individuals, etc., becomes less comprehensive as its length

increases. A list of ten numbers can easily be grasped, of

twenty, only with an effort, even by the highly skilled reader,

while a series of figures for one hundred successive years

leaves hardly any impression on the mind at all—we cannot

see the wood for the trees—and we find that this also holds

true in all fields of endeavor.

As civilization advances there is being brought to the

attention of the average individual a constantly increasing

volume of comparative figures and general data of a scientific,

technical, and statistical nature. The graphical method per-

mits the presentation of such figures and data with a great

saving of time, and also with more clearness than would
otherwise be obtained.

If simple and convenient standards can be found and
made generally known, and adhered to, there will be possible

a more universal use of graphic methods, with a consequent
gain to mankind, because of the greater speed and accuracy

with which complex information may be imparted and in-

terpreted.

The graphic method is also used in solving problems
in every branch of engineering (which otherwise would in-
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volvc viTy complicated or laborious matlieinatical computa-

tion) by drawing vectors to scale, and estimating slopes

and arcars under curves. This method not only gives the

student a mental picture of the operation, but com|)cls him

to think of the refation between the various quantities in-

volved, instead of merely performing operation by fixed

rules, and the principles so illustrated are more deeply im-

pressed.

Much of the work of calculation done by engineers or

designers is in the repeated application of a limited number

of formulas to a variety of different conditions, which in-

volves merely the substitution of difTerent variables in iden-

tical equations. Any mechanical means for performing this

operation expeditiously will not only lead to a saving of

time and mental wear and tear, but will also minimize the

chances of error. Such a device is the calculating chart, or

monogram, and the increasing frequency with which it is

employed in the more recent publications, is a good evi-

dence of the growing recognition of its value.

Many excellent examples of these charts have appeared

WHERE THE NICKEL GOES

Believing that this subject should be |>ariicularly useful

to the practical engineer, who is often a trifle rusty in sonic

parts of his mathematics, an effort ha.* been made to sim-

plify the mathematical treatment, and a series of problems

has been worked out in detail, illustratini; the appliration of

all the chart forms herein explained.

It is thought that a study of these would afford a

clearer insight into the methods employed, and a belter un-

derstanding of the difTiculties likely to be encountered, than

would be possible from a purely theoretical analysis.

It will be observed that the corresponding metric di-

mensions have been added to the scales of some of the dia-

grams shown, this practically makes the charts international

in character and like music, they may be arranged and in-

terpreted in any language. This feature is greatly appreci-

ated by engineering organizations whose scope is internation-

al and frequently saves considerable time in translating and

converting from one system to the other.

The great advantage of the graphic method is that all

of mankind's observations and calculations may be arranged

INCH POUNDS ouwMrrcQ or shaft RCiqi/tQco imcmk^

Diagram showing distribution of revenue.

of late years and are availalile for use, but it is evident that,

to realize their full value as useful instruments, the engineer

slunild have a sufficient ac(iuaintance with their underlying

principles to construct charts suited to his individual needs.

Some of the chart forms employed to-day have been

known and used for many years, but il is only within recent

times that any systeniatic study has been made of the sub-

ject as a whole, or any attempt to properly classify and cor-

relate the different types.

In this work the French have been pioneers, and, it is

to one of theui, Maurice D'Ocagne. that we owe what is

probably Ihc most thorough and comprehensive text on the

subject, his "traite dc Noniographie." Soreau and others have

also produced very creditable work on this subject.

Although books on Nomography have been published in

many foreign languages, there does not appear to have been

anything written on the subject in )'"nglish, outside of a few

scattered magazine articles, which have covered only re-

stricted portions of .the field.

Books in F.nglisli <ui graphical calculus are by no means

uncomiuon, but this is generally looked upon as something

different from Nomography. although a strict line of de-

marcation between the two subjects would be somewhat

iliflicult Ici trace.

DiASRAM OF STRENfiTH OF ROUND SHAFTS, COMBINED TWISTIMQ AND QEND1NQ MOMENTS

or charted on co-ordinate paper, just as the hj^lrographor

charts the position of the coasts, islands, rocks, channels,

etc., on a chart, which is used to guide the mariner on his

voyage, so the graphic method may be employed as a guide,

especially for preliminary designs and estimates.

The prevailing tendency in engineering design is towards

projects of greater magnitude containing a minimum number
of units of maximum output, in making the initial layouts

the approximate dimensions of the various apparatus must
often be guessed at, and the uncertainty as to the exact re-

quirements to be fulfilled by the work when completed is

also a disadvantage, which cannot be escaped; but the more
dilVicult it is to reach absolute correctness, the greater need

we have of some guide which shall reduce the unavoidable

guess-work to its lowest terms, and to save us from manifold

hazards which result from not only guessing at facts, bnt

at the effects of those facts.

Whatever care we use we can never attempt with suc-

cess to fix the exact point where evonomy ends and e:<-

travagance begins, but the graphic method helps us to es-

tablish certain narrow limits in either direction, somewhere
within which lies the truth, and anywhere outside of which
lies a certainty of error.

The final results must, of course, always be modified ac-
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cording to the results desired, conditions of working, the

personal elements, etc., and accurate computations made for

each particular case. The whole value of the charts shown
this evening lies in their suggestive possibilities, as no at-

tempt has been made to apply them to any specific case.

The continuation of this article, which will appear in a

subsequent issue, covers the mathematical phase, starting

from the simple geonjetric definition of a point in space
moving in the shortest direction between two points gen-
erating a line, or one dimensional unit, movement of the
line generating a plane or two dimensional unit, motion of

the plane in a direction not contained within itself, generat-
ing a cube of three dimensions, and so on.

There will be explained more fully the two dimensional
planes, containing the X and Y axis, which divides the plane
into four quadrants, also positive and negative numbers,
rectangular and polar co-ordinates, complex quantities in-

volving the quadratic or square root of minus one quantities,

which are so helpful in solving alternating current compu-
tations, and the equations for the straight line, circle, para-
bola, hyperbola and higher curves; graphical calculus; in-

cluding integration and differentiation.

The graphical analysis of all of these gives a much
clearer insight into their value, and allows the average in-

dividual to apply them daily to the solution of what would
otherwise appear very complex problems. Until recent years

MONTH©.

Daylight-temperature-precipitation cliart for Winnipeg.

it was regarded as a very advanced and diificult branch of

pure mathematics, its knowledge being the possession of a

privileged few and especially endowed mathematicians.

The study of graphics is a common one, and no branch

of mathematics knowledge has a more practical application.

This is as it should be, for the fundamental ideas of graphics

are common possessions.

New Books.

Kidder's Architects' and Builders' Pocket Book—a hand-

book for architects, structural engineers, builders, and
draughtsmen, by the Ipte Frank E. Kidder, C. E., Ph.D.,

Thomas Nolan, Editor-in-Chief; sixteenth edition; John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, publishers; price $5 net.

CHART FOR ASSISNINS VACATION
YEAR I9ie.
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Haddin & Miles, Limited

It is announced tliat tlic nann- nt ilic J(jhn Gait
Rnj^ineering Company, Limited, has been changed to
IJaddin & Miles, Limited. The company have offices

in VVinnii)e;4 and Calgary, the Winnipeg address be-
ing the Curry Building. They will specialize in the
design and construction of waterworks, sewerage,
sewage jjurification works, electric lighting and general
nuinicipal engineering. Mr. John Haddin, M. Can.
Soc. C. E., A. M. L C. E., well known throughout the
Dominion in connection with his work in the John
Cialt lingineering Cf)nipany, Limited, is the chief mem-
ber of tlu' lirni.

Sub-contractors on Rogers Pass Tunnel Win Suit

for Bonus
Damages ftjr breach of contract in connection with

construction work on the Canadian I'acihc Railway
tunnel at Rogers Pass were recently awarded Mcllwee
& Sons, of Denver, Col., in their claim against Foley
15ros., Welch & Stewart, of Vancouver, B. C, by a
judgment of the Privy Council, delivered in London,
England- The exact amount of damages has not yet
been decided, but it is reported that the council upheld
the principle that Mcllwee & Sons were entitled to full

damages, including profits, just as if they had been
allowed to complete the contract.

After Foley Bros., Welch & Stewart secured the
contract for boring the five-mile tunnel at Rogers
Pass, they sublet the contract for the pioneer and
center headings to Mcllwee & Sons, offering as a
.special inducement for rapid work a bonus of $1,000
a foot for every foot over a stipulated advance to be
made each month. Mcllwee & Sons began work and
made such rapid progress that at the end of three
months they had a claim for bonus amounting to over
$200,000. Difficulties then arose between the en-
gineers on the work and Mcllwee & Sons were ord-
ered to stop work and vacate the contract for alleged
refusal to obey the orders of Foley Brothers' en-
gineers. After a period of six weeks permission was
given to Mcllwee & Sons to resume work, but instead
they quit work entirely and brought suit for $500,000
for breach of contract. The amount was later in-

creased to $800,000.

Bill to Include Outside Contractors Rejected
The Bill of the Montreal Council amendinir the by-

laws contained a clause imposing a tax of $50 on con-
tractors from outside municipalities doing work in

Montreal. When the Bill came before the Private
Bills Committee on Februar)' 11 it was very strongly

opposed and was rejected. Alderman Turcot spoke in

favor of the tax, pointing out that contractors from
outlying districts could come into Montreal and get

contracts wliile Montreal contractors had to pay a tax

beft)re seeking business in outside municii)alities, and
several comi)laints had been received of unfair treat-

ment of Montreal contractors. The Hon. Walter
Mitchell objected to the clause on the ground that it

might <lei)rive citizens of the advantages of competi-
tion and thus result in higher prices.

shall be defined as the finely pulverised prtxluct result-
ing from the calcinati<^>n to incipient fusion, of an inti-

mate mixture of properly proportioned argillaceous
and calcareous materials, and to which nu addition of
other material greater than 3 per cent, has been made
subsequently to calcination. Xo slag, pozzolana,
sand, nor mixed cements will be accepted under this
classification. In other words, the cement shall be
manufactured of a mixture of argillaceous and calcar-
eous material in definite proportions, and shall contain
no furnace slag, grcv limestone, hvdraulic lime or
trass."

Personals
Mr. F^. A. Macdonald, the recent appointee as Manitoba

I'ublic Utilities Commissioner, who succeeds Mr. H. A. Rob-
son, K.C., was born in Gananoquc, Ont., in 1857, and edu-
cated at Queen's University, graduating in 1876. Following
his graduation he studied law in Toronto and l>egan practis-
ing in Winnipeg in 1880. In 1888 he was appointed Master
and Referee in the Court of King's Bench, which position he
held until 1911, when he resigned to open an office for pri-

vate practice. The new Commissioner thus brings to his

work qualifications and experience which eminently fit him
for the position. His many years of service as Referee and
Master in the Court of King's Bench brought him in iouch
Willi law and business of various kinds. His appointment

Is It Any Wonder It Sets?

Here is a new definition of that prosaic material,

Portland cement, by Mr. Jerome Cochran, an .•\mcri-

can author of technical repute:
—

"Portland cement

Commissioner Macdonald.

on numerous boards of arbitration—notably the labor dispute
between the C. P. R. Company and its employees in 1908, of
which board Mr. Macdonald was chairman—also shows a
widely-recognized public appreciation of his sound judg-
ment.

Commissioner Macdonald will be assisted iii his work
by an engineering staff, who will not only be at the ser\icc
of the Commission in aiding investigations and settling
technical disputes, but will also he available for the pun>ose
of conferring with and advising upon the operation of tele-

phone, gas, electric, and water supply systems, whether pri-
vate or municipal, in any matters arising in the course of
business. By the aid of these engineers the Commissioner
will be relieved of the hearing of conferences between per-
sons interested in purely technical matters, and will thus be
relieved of certain burdens of office and left freer to devote
his time to larger administrative work.
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Mr. Seton Goes to Ottawa

Mr. Bertram W. Seton, a member of the Dominion En-

gineering and Inspection Company, has temporarily severed

his active connection with that company to take charge of

the Adjustment Department of the Imperial Munitions Board

for such time as the Board will require his services. He
commenced his duties on February 21, his headquarters be-

ing in Ottawa. Mr. Seton was born in Australia and ob-

tained his early mechanical engineering experience at the

Sydney Technical College in New South Wales. He also

gained considerable practical experience in mechanical en-

gineering shops in the same city. Later he spent some time

at sea in the capacity of engineer on steamships plying be-

• Mr. Bertram W. Seton.

Iween Australian ports, Japan and England. Following his

sea experience he held an engineering position with William

Beardmore & Sons' Naval Construction Works in Glasgow,

Scotland, and afterwards was inspecting engineer with E. G.

Carey, consulting engineer, Glasgow. Mr. Seton came to

Canada in 1911 and organized the Dominion Engineering

and Inspection Company jointly with Mr. H. J. Griswold,

of Montreal, and for some time has had charge of the Toronto

end of this firm's business. The position to which Mr. Seton

has been appointed is a responsible one, and his wide tech-

nical and mechanical experience will prove invaluable in

adjusting and overcoming any difficulties which may be met

with in the manufacture of munitions.

Obituary and Mainly Constructional

Precision Tool and Machinery Company, Limited. Mont-

veal, have registered.

Gilletz & Company, builders and contractors, Montreal,

Que., have registered.

Mr. Alphonse Venne, architect, has been re-elected

Mayor of St. Lambert, P.Q.

The Kingfisher Mining and Development Company, Win-

nipeg, Limited, have been incorporated.

The Canadian Highway Engineering and Contracting

Company, Montreal, Que., have registered.

Building permits to the value of .$12,810 were issued in

Toronto during the first eight days of February.

The contracting firm of James Worswich & Company,
Limited, Winnipeg, Man., have increased theit capital to

.$300,000.

Building operations in Quebec City are beginning to take

an upward trend. During the week ending February 12 ten

permit!?, of a value of $18,400, were issued.

The management and employees of the Canada Metal

Company, Toronto, on February 12 laid the foundation of

what will be one of the largest shot factories in Canada,

The death of Mr. F. W. Spencer architect, of Sydney, N.

S., occurred on the 9th inst. Mr. Spencer, who was 47 years of

age, had been engaged in his profession in Sydney for a

number of years, and had designed a number of the larger

buildings in that city.

Mr. Alexander C. Humphreys, president of the Stevens

Institute of Technology at Hoboken, N. J., and one of the

leading engineers of the United States, was the speaker at

the Canadian Club luncheon held in the Chateau Laurier,

Ottawa, on the 10th inst.

Mr. Walter R. Leavens passed away at his Jiome in

Hallowell Township, Ont., recently, at the age of .59. He
had been road surveyor for the township of Hallowell for

many years, and had superintended the construction of most
of the bridges in that district.

Mr. H. S. Van Scoyoc, chief engineer, Toronto-Hamil-
ton Highway, read a paper on Wednesday, February 16, be-

fore the American Concrete Institute at their Chicago Con-
vention. The subject of Mr. Van Scoyoc's paper was, "Con-
struction of the Toronto-Hamilton Highway by Day Labor."

The Board of Control of the city of Toronto have recom-

mended the expenditure of $60,000 on equipping the new
Registry Office building with steel filing apparatus and other

metal furniture, as well as the provision of electric lighting

fixtures. This equipment was not included in the building

specification.

Mr. Henry Brown, manager of the South Stukely Marble
Quarry, and formerly of Waterloo, Que., died recently. When
a young man he entered the lumber business, and later on
took tip marine diving, inspecting steamers in Montreal har-

bor for some years. Subsequently he opened up the marble
quarries at Fhilipsburg and South Stukely, Que.

Mr. W. G. Mackendrick, of the Warrefl Bituminous Pav-
ing Company, has been made a Captain in the British Army.
Mr. Mackendrick went to England and oflfered his services

to the Government in any capacity. He was granted the

rank of Captain and sent to France in connection with road-

way work, for which he is well qualified by experience and
training.

It is doubtful if any corporation in Canada has supplied

a larger number of recruits for military service in proportion

to the size of its staff than has the Nova Scotia Steel and
Coal Company, 731 of whose employees have volunteered for

military service in various units. This number is equivalent

to about forty per cent, of those m the employ of the com-
pany who are of military age.

Filion & Freres, Limitee, is the name of a company in-

corporated recently at Montreal "to undertake the construc-

tion of structures, buildings of all kinds, roads, streets, ways,
canals, wharves, sewers, aqueduct systems, warehouses, and
other works of a similar nature." Those interested are

D., A., O., and J. Filion and A. Laverdure, all of Montreal.
The capital stock of the company is $49,000.

The annual meeting of the Bricklayers' Union, Regina
branch, was held on the 11th inst.. and the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: president, G. Somersciles;

vice-president, J. Baggalay; financial secretary, George Alley;

treasurer, J. Farmer. The meinbership of the Regina local

has been well inaintained, largely owing to the fact that a

number of large buildings have been erected in the city dur-

ing the season.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Aldborough Township, Ont.
The Township Council will shortly

commence the construction of the Ca-
hill, Mumford and Watson Drains.

Clerk, E. A. Hugill, Rodney.

Brockville, Ont.
The Town Council will have plans

prepared for the diversion of the Thames
Street sewer. Engineer, G. H. Bryson.

Elma Township, Ont.
The Township Council intend to pro-

ceed with the construction and improve-
ment of the Peet Drain. Clerk, George
Lochead, Atwood.

Leamington, Ont.
The Town Clerk, R. M. Selkirk, will

receive tenders until March 10th for the

construction of approximately 16,000

square yards of concrete pavements.
Plans at offices of the Clerk and the En-
gineer, J. J. Newman, C. E., Windsor.

London, Ont.
The City Council have decided to have

plans prepared for asphalt pavement to

be laid on Dundas Street E. Estimated
cost, $30,000. Engineer, H. A. Brazier.

The City Council propose to lay an
asphalt pavement on Beaconsfield Ave-
nue and will shortly call for tenders on
the supply of tile for sewer purposes.

Engineer, H. A. Brazier.

Plans are to be prepared for the con-
struction of an 8-inch sewer on Linwood
Street for the City Council. Engineer,

H. A. Brazier.

Moncton, N.B.
The Town Council contemplate laying

a pavement on Main Street and propose

to issue bonds for this purpose. Clerk.

J. S. Mager.

Scarboro Township, Ont.
The Township Council will shortly

commence the laying of watermains on
Queen and Victoria Streets and Windsor
,\venue. Engineer, F. Barber. 57 Ade-
laide Street E., Toronto. Estimated cost,

$.5,000.

Tillsonburg, Ont.
The Town Council arc considering the

laying of sewers to the buildings used

by the soldiers, and the installation of

shower baths. Particulars from Coun-
cillor Conn.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal, Que.
The contract for the installation of a

pump at the Papineau Avenue Pumping
Station has been let by the City Council

to Canadian .-Mlis-Chalmors Ltd.. Rock-
liold, Que.

Sarnia, Ont.
The City Council have awarded a con-

tract for the construction of vitrified

sewers to P. Corrigan, 410 Brock Street.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Calgary, Alta.
The City Council propose to call for

tenders on the supply of 343 tons of
steel required for the completion of the
Centre Street Bridge. Clerk, J. M. Mil-
ler.

Detroit River.
The Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, have provided in their estimates
for channel improvements between Fight-
ing Island and the Canadian Side, esti-

mated to cost $57,000. Secretary, R. C.
Dcsrochers.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

British Columbia Province
The Dominion Government Depart-

ment of Public Works have provided in

their estimates for the erection of the
following buildings : — Merritt, Public
Building, $25,000; Mission City, Public
Building. $20,000; New Hazelton. Drill

Hall, $9,000; Penticton, Public Building,
$I.'>,000; Powell River. Public Building,
$30,000; Prince Rupert, Quarantine Sta-
tion, $8,000, Public Building, $147,000;
Rcvelstoke, Public Building. $50,000; Sid-

• ncy, Public Building, $17,000; South Van-
couver, Post Office, $60,000; Trail, Pub-
lic Building, $20,000; Vancouver, Postal
Station, $124,000, Drill Hall, $94,000. De-
tention Building. $55,000; William Head.
Quarantine Station, $75,000.

Orangeville, Ont.
Dufferin County Council have author-

ized the County Clerk to call for tenders
on re-wiring the Court House and Reg-
istry Office to comply with Standard Reg-
ulations. Clerk, J. C. Reid.

Orford Township, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

for the Trustees of School Section No. 7

will be received until March 10th by the

Secretary, J. D. Anguiss, Muirkirk.
Pressed brick construction. Estimated
cost, $5,000.

Peace River, Alta.

The Presbyterian Congregation have
purchased a site for a church and work
will start in the spring. Pastor. Rev. W.
Granan.

Peace River Crossing, Alta.

The Town Council are considering the
erection of a Municipal Office and Fire

Hall; but may not start work for two
months. Secretary, L. W. Divine.

Stamford Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 2

have decided to build a school and will

call for tenders shortly. Plans are be-
ing prepared by J. Upper Collin*. 49

Benson Street, Niagara Falls.

St. Marie, Que.
Repairs to the Roman Catholic Church

are being considered. Work will include

new roofing and installation of an electric
lighting system. Estimated cost, $25,000.
Curate, J. E. Feuiltaut.

St. Pacome, Que.
The installation of a heating system

at the Parish Church is being considered.
Curate, Rev. A. Caron.

Strathroy, Ont.
Work will start in the spring on al-

terations to the Methodist Church. Work
will include installation of a steam heat-
ing plant, painting and seating. Pastor.
Rev. A. E. Jones. Estimated cost. $5,000.

Sydney, N.S.
The School Board are considering the

erection of an addition to the Argyle
Street School. Chairman, W. A. Rich-
ardson.

Toronto, Ont
In connection with the .Administration

Building which has been erected on Col-
lege Street for the Board of Education.
the sum of $5,000 for electric fixtures and
furniture has been included in the esti-
niates and passed. Secretary, W. C. Wil-
kinson.

Property Vommissioner Chisholni ha.s
reported to the Board of Control that
$60,000 will be required for steel filing
cabinets and electric fixtures for the Reg-
istry Office. Plans are now being pre-
pared by the .Architect, C. S. Cobb 71
Bay Street.

Trail. B.C.
The erection of an addition to the

school is being considered by the School
Board. Secrefarv. Walter Cody. Esti-
mated cost, $15,000.

Walkerville. Ont
The Congregation of the Presbyterian

Church are considering the erection of
a Sunday School building at an approxi-
mate cost of $8,000. Pastor, Rev. P.
Taylor.

West Salisbury, Alta.
The Trustees of West Saliburv School

District propose to build a brick school
in the spring. Particulars from the Sec-
retary-Treasurer.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Fredericton. N.B.
The contract for the installation of

customs fittings has been awarded by the
Department of Public Works. Ottawa, to
.1. T. Schell Company. Kenyon Street.
.Alexandria. Ont.

Ottawa. Ont
The Carleton County Council have let

the contract for plumbing at the County
Jail to McKinley & Xorthwood. Rideau
Street. Electrical work not yet let.

Business Buildings and Indus-
trial Plants

Cobalt Ont.
Work by day labor has been started
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on the erection ol a hotel for J. O'Con-
nor. Estimated cost, $15,000.

Dundas, Ont.
Ellis & Oborne are preparing plans for

a brick store and residence to be erected

on King Street for Harry Cohen, King
Street. Estimated cost, $3,500.

Edmonton, Alta.

The Great West Garment Company.
10438 <JTth Street, propose to build an
addition to their factory.

Eltnira, Ont.
Tenders are now being received for

the erection of a business block on Ar-

thur Street for William Moser. Archi-

tect, J. McMillan. White brick construc-

tion, cement foundation, corrugated roof-

ing. Approximate cost, $4,000.

Halifax, N.S.
Tenders on the construction of janit-

or's quarters inside the market building

are being received by the engineer, Ma-
jor Doane, City Hall. Estimated cost,

$4,500. Architect, S. P. Dumaresq, St.

Paul Building.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Automobile Owner's Association,

1()« King Street W^. propose to erect

a garage shortly.

Hig^hgate, Ont.
George Oakes proposes to rebuild his

store, which was recently gutted by fire.

Lindsay, Ont.
The work required in the construction

of a chemical plant for T. Hodgson,
Tecumseh Street, Orillia, will be done

under the supervision of the owner.

Work will start in April.

Montreal, Que.
The Canada Car & Foundry Company,

120 St. James Street, are about to make
repairs to their foundry and machine

shop, and will employ their own staff.

North Vancouver, B.C.

Tenders are now being received for the

construction of the main buildings for

the projected plant of the Vancouver
Creosoting Company. Engineer, J. C.

Storey.

Quesnel, B.C.
The following parties have decided to

rebuild their premises, destroyed in the

recent fire:—Bank of British North Am-
erica, Strand Hotel, Occidental House,
Vaughan Realty Company. John Fraser

Company, Cowan Supply Company.

Spirit River, Alta.

Platzer & Eckler have commenced the

erection of a hotel and livery barn, esti-

mated to cost $3,500.

St. Catharines, Ont.
In connection with the factory which

has been built for the Marathon Tire &
Rubber Company. Limited. 45 King St.,

tenders are being received for the in-

stallation of a sprinkler system. Heat-

ing by owners.

Stratford, Ont.
Work will start in the spring on the

erection of an addition to the factory

of the McLagan Furniture Manufactur-

ing Company. 93 Trinity Street,

St. Thomas, Ont.
The St. Thomas Pure Milk Company

propose to erect a new plant, at an ap-

proximate cost of $10,000. Manager,
Alexander Andprson.

Tilbury, Ont.
The Crawford Block has been pur-

chased by Henry Benglct. Henry Hal-
lot and J. A. Magee, and will be con-
verted into three stores.

Toronto, Ont.
Tenders are now being received for

alterations to the old Central Prison
building, Strachan Avenue, for the W.
K. Kellogg Cereal Company, Battle
Creek, Mich. Local Representative, R.
R. Thomson, Room E.. Queen's Hotel.

City Architect, W. W. Pearse, City
Hall, has prepared plans for a Fire Hall
to be erected in the Wychwood District,

and will call for tenders in a short time.

Steel and brick construction.

Vancouver, B.C.
The erection of a picture theatre is

contemplated by F. Gow. Broadway The-
atre, lit Broadway E. Estimated cost.

$50,000.

In connection with the addition which
is being erected at the premises of the
American Can Company. 535 Railway
Street, tenders will be called shortly for

the installation of heating, electrical

work and elevators. Plans and specifi-

cations at ofifice of the Company.
Plans have been prepared for a large

shed to be erected for the Department
of Public Works, Ottawa. British Col-
umbia fir construction, composition roof-

ing. Secretary, R. C. Desrochers.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brandon, Man.

G. W. Vincent. 716 Rosser Street, has
let the contract for repairs to his stores

.

to Higgins Bros. .Approximate cost,

$16,000.

Fort Erie, Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the bakery and
residence which has been built for E.

Hawkins has been let to George Mann.
P'ort Erie.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Tallman Brass Company, Wilson

Street, have let the contract for laying
3,000 square feet of Sarco Mastic Floor-
ing at their factory to the Construction
Supply Company, Limited, Telephone
Building, Toronto.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for repairs to the

stores and offices at 238 St. James Street

has been awarded to George Roberts.
79 Lagauchetiere Street. No sub-con-
tracts will be let. Approximate cost,

$4,000.

In connection with the alterations now
being carried out at the planing mill of

P. E. Bourassa. 1495 Notre Dame Street

W., the contract for electrical work has
been let to Pepin & Normandin, 068

Mount Royal Avenue E.

Ottawa, Ont.
S. McClennaghan, Bank and Sparks

Streets, has let the contract for altera-

tions to his premises to Garnet Douglas,
382 Waverley Street.

Sherbrooke, Que.
The contract for painting in connec-

tion with the addition to the market
buildmg has been let by the City Coun-
cil to O. Lesperane, 39 Council Street.

Spirit River, Alta.
The general contract for the erection

of a store and warehouse for Race,
Hunter & Giddy has been let to W.
W^ade. Frame construction.

W. Wade has been awarded the con-
tract for the erection of a hotel on First
Avenue. Frame construction. Owner's
name withheld.

'J'oronto, Ont.
Work has been started on alterations

1o a store at 130 Yonge Street for J. J.
]''allett, 132 Yonge Street. The contract
for store front has been awarded to H.
J. St. Clair Company, Limited, 27 Yonge
.Street Arcade. Contracts for interior
decoration, fixtures, show cases, etc., will
be let by the tenants. Page & Shaw, Ltd..
610 St. Catherines Street W., Montreal.

The general contract for alterations to
the premises of the Sheet Metal Products
("ompany of Canada, Ltd., 199 River St..

lias been let to Brown & Cooper, Ltd.,
297 Carlcton Street. Steel and brick con-
struction. Estimated cost, $20,000.

Work has been started on repairs ti.

the store at 08 Queen Street West for the
.\. Manning Estate, Manning Arcade.
C^ontractor, S. B. Bagshaw, 477a Marion
Street.

The contract for the masonry required
in the erection of an addition to the
factory of the Carhartt Hamilton Manu-
facturing Company. 535 Queen Street E..

has been let to F. W. Wedle, 35 Lind-
say Avenue. Brick construction, felt and
gravel roofing. Estimated cost. $4,000.

Work has been started on alterations

to a building at 146 Bay Street for the
Dominion Automobile Company, 145
Bay Street. The general contract has
been let to R. G. Kirby. 539 Yonge Street,

and the masonry to R. Chalkley & Son.
Ltd., 34 Victoria Street.

Vancouver, B.C.
In connection with the addition to the

factory of the American Can Company,
535 Railway Street, the contract for

painting has been let to A. V. Lewis,
1202 Seventh Avenue W.. the mill work
to Cornish & Cooper. DufTerin Street,

and the glass work to Bogardus Wick-
ins & Bcgg. Ltd.. 1000 Homer Street.

Residences

Corinth, Ont.
T. Ford is considering the rebuilding

of his residence, which has been com-
pletely destroyed by fire.

Hi-nsall. Ont.
W. Dickson. Main Street, is preparing

plans for a residence, estimated to cost

$3,000. White brick construction, stone
and concrete foundation, shingle roofing.

Lindsay, Ont.
L. V. O'Connor and J. O'Reilly are

considering the erection of two resi-

dences on Queen Street. Red brick con-
struction, stone foundation, shingle roof-

ing.

London, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be built for John Putherbough.
1006 W'cllington Street. Architects.

Watt & Blackwell. Bank of Toronto
Building. Tapestry brick construction,

slate roofing. Estimated cost. $5,000.

Montreal, Que.
S. Frappier, 3238 Park .\venue, has
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prepared plans for a residence to be
erected on Belmore Avenue for Louis
Clement, :j,'f8 Garnicr Street. Tenders
will he called shortly. Brick construc-
tion, concrete foundation, felt and gravel
roofing. Approximate cost, $5,000.

Orangeville, Ont.
John Wilson. .Architect, Collingwood.

Ont., is preparing plans for a residence
to be erected for judge Fisher, at an
approximate cost of .$3, .'500. Dcnison
interlocking tile construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
Bower Bros., 133 Hopewell Avenue,

have commenced the erection of two
residences on Ossington .Avenue, esti-

mated to cost $4,500 each. Brick ve-

neer construction, stone foundation,

shingle roofing.

Frank Cowan, 1110 Somerset Street,

is considering the erection of a resi-

dence on Bethany Koad. Brick veneer
construction, stone foundation, shingle

roofing. Estimated cost, $4,000.

The erection of a number of residences

in the West F.nd is being considered by

J. Villeneuve, 164 Bayswater .Avenue.

Brick veneer construction, stone founda-

tion, shingle roofing. Estimated cost,
' $3,800 each.

J. Slack, Riverside Park, Ottawa West,
contemplates the erection of a residence

on Huron Avenue. Brick veneer con-

struction, stone foundation, shingle roof-

ing.

W. C. Leech, 140 Spadina .Avenue,

contemplates the erection of several res-

idences on Bethany Road, at an approxi-

mate cost of $4,000 each. Brick veneer
construction, stone foundation, shingle

roofing.

Leon I'etregorsky. 87 Goull)ourne St..

has commenced the erection of apart-

ments at Laurier and King Streets, es-

timated to cost $8,000. Brick construc-

tion, stone foundation, felt and gravel

roofing.

Quebec, Que.
George Montmagny. 313 Bagot Street,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence on Napoleon Street, estimated to

cost $3,000. Frame and brick construc-

tion, felt and gravel roofing.

Work has been started by J. Julien.

339 Ste. Helene Street, on the erection

of a residence on Fifth .Avenue, Do-
niaine Lairet. Frame and brick con-

struction, metal and asbestos roofing.

Estimated cost, $6,000.

J. E. Tremblay, 30 St. Nicholas Street,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence on Fourth .Avenue, Linioilou.

Brick construction, felt and gravel roof-

ing. Estimated cost. $5,000.

Shallow Lake, Ont.
Dr. Howes is considering rebuilding

his residence, recently destroyed by fire.

Stayner, Ont.
Plans of a residence to be built for T.

.\. McDonald are being prepared by John
Wilson, Collingwood. Tenders will be
called upon comi)letion of plans. Pressed
brick construction.

St. John, N.B.
Gandy & Allison have completed the

Van Guilder concrete house on Lancaster
.Avenue, and propose erecting three hiore

self-contained dwellings as soon as wea-

ther conditions permit. They will take

quotations on dimension lumber, hard-
wood flooring, metal lath, hot water heat-
ing, etc. Plans at their office, 3 and 4

North Wharf, St. John, N. B.

Toronto, Ont.
L. Speirs, 94 Glenholnic .Avenue, is

about to erect a residence, estimated to

cost $3,500. Smaller trades will be sub-
let. Brick construction, shingle roofing.

A. A. Mitchell, 503 Palmerston Boule-
vard, is about to erect a pair of two-
family residences at Gornilcy and Law-
ton Streets. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction, shingle roofing. Es-
limated cost, $6,500.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
J'orest, Ont.
Work will start shortly on the erec-

tion of a bungalow for Mrs. George
Webster. General contractor, Phil

I'rouse. Milton pressed brick construc-
tion, concrete foundation, felt and p;ravcl

roofing. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
Work is progressing on the erection of

two residences on Ossington .Avenue for

H. I-. Morrison, 15 Ossington .Avenue.

The general contract has been let to

Bower Bros., 133 Hopewell .Avenue, the

l)lastering to R. J. Patterson, 66 Rosedale
Street, and the heating and plumbing to

Gervin & IJltico, 1093 Bank Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,000 each.

The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the residence

which has been erected on Grove .Street

by McCallum, 54 Glen Avenue, has been
awarded to W. McCallum. 525 Bank St

In connection with the apartments
which are being built at I^aurier and
King Edward Streets for J. S. Wilson
& Petregorsky. 256 Kent Street, the

roofing contract has been let to J. Car-

nochan, 151 Fifth .Avenue, and the heat-

ing and plumbing to Coldrey & Chap-
man, 330 Rideau Street. Plastering by
day labor. Painting and electrical work
not yet awarded.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence built

on Centre Street for F. Carl, care of

Mc.Auliflfe Davis Lumber Company: —
carpentry, J. H. Saunders, Wcstboro;
plastering, .A. Bowman, Gilmour Street:

heating, J. Cameron, I^ewis Street:

plumbing. T. Walters, Booth and Somer-
set Streets; electrical work, A. L. Young.
335 First .Avenue.

Quebec, Que.
C. E. Morissette Ltd.. 208 Latourelle

Street, have commenced repairs to the
residence of Alfred Boivin. 27 Notre
Dame Street. .Approximate cost, $4,000.

Work has been started on repairs to a

residence on Remparfs Street for Rene
Dupont, Clarendon Hotel. General con-
tractors, E. Paquet & Company, 18 Couil-
lard Street. Estimated cost, $3,000.

D. Maranda. 812 St. Valier Street, has
commenced the erection of a residence
on King Street for .A. Drouin. 93 King
Street. Estimated cost, $3,000.

The contract for roofing the residences
which have been built on Dolbcau Street
for A. Demeules, 174 Des Stigmates St..

has been awarded^ to N. Barbeau, 30
Bridge Street. Painting by owner

Toronto, Ont.
The contract for plumbing and heat-

ing required in connection with the resi-

dence in course of erection on Astley
.Avenue for C F. Fell, 60 Ravina Cres-
cent, has been awarded to McNaughton
& Mackenzie. 1039 Shaw Street, and the
wiring to Hall & Dollcry Electric Com-
pany, 457 Delaware Avenue.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones
Amherstburg, Ont.

'J'he Town Council are considering the
installation of a street lighting systchi.
Clerk, G. E. Pulford.

Craik, Sask.
The Bennett Rural Tclephunc Com-

pany have been empowered to borrow
$3,000 for the construction of their sys-
tem Secretary. L. M. Bennett, Craik.

Brussels, Ont.
I he Brussels. Morris & (Jrey Tele-

phone Company propose to make ex-
tensive improvements to their system in
the spring. Secretary, M. Black.

Forest, Ont
The People's Telephone Company arc

• onsidering improvements and exten-
sions to their system. Secretary, William
Lawrie.

Grand Valley, Ont
.A by-law to authorize the installation

of a hydro electric system will be sub-
mitted to the ratepayers on March 14th.
Town Clerk, J. .A. Richardson.

Kindersley, Sask.
The C lover Hill Rural Telephone

Company. Limited, have been authorized
to borrow $T,.')00 for the construction of
their system. Secretary, Oscar Davis.
Kin<lersley.

Maidstone Township, Ont
The Township Council propose to

make extensions and other improve-
ments to the telephone system. Clerk
\\ . R. Phillips, Essex, Ont.

Noelville, Ont
\y. G. Daoust will start work in the

spring on the construction of eighteen
niilcs of telephone lines. Prices are be-
ing received on telephone equipment.

Rockhaven, Sask.
Permission has been granted to the

Rockhaven Rural Telephone Company.
Limited, to borrow $4,500 for the con-
struction of their system. Secretary, W.
B. Cruikshank.

South Churchbridge, Sask.
Permission has been granted to the

South Churchbridge Rural Telephone
Company. Limited, to borrow $3,000 for
the construction of their system. Sec-
retary. A. T. Penwarden.

Stratford, Ont.
The R. M. Rallantync Company. Lim-

ited, propose to make an addition to their
power plant.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Petrolia. Ont
The Town Council have let the con-

tract for equipment for the transformer
station to the Westinghousc Company,
Limited, Hamilton.
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St. Thomas, Ont.
The Hydro Electric Commission, City

Hall, have let the contract for the sup-
ply of two transformers to the Canadian
General Electric Company, 212 King St.

W., Toronto.

Fires

Campbellford, Ont.
The plant of the Northumberland Pa-

per & Electric Company has been entire-

ly destroyed by fire. Loss is covered by
insurance.

Carberry, Man.
The grist mill owned by J. E. McCor-

mack has been entirely destroyed by fire.

No insurance was carried.

Cobden, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the stores owned

by J. McDermott, Main Street. Loss,

$0,500.

Eastvicw, Ont.
The residence of Charles Aubry, Main

Street, has been destroyed by fire. Loss,

$3,500, partially insured.

Edmonton, Alta.

Fire has destroyed the Emery Blotk,

owned by J. Ramsay, First Street. Loss,

$25,000, covered by insurance.

Fairbank, Ont.
Fire has destroyed residences at 32 and

36 Fairbank Avenue, owned by William
Harris and Robert Blair. Loss, $1,300

and $2,000 respectively. Frame construc-

tion.

Fenelon Falls, Ont.
The stores owned by Frank McGee

and John Slater have been destroyed by
fire. Owners may rebuild.

Frobisher, Sask.
Fire has completely destroyed the

school. Loss, $8,000, covered by insur-

ance.

Granby, Que.
Fire has badly damaged the factory

of R. B. McComiskey & Company. Loss
partly covered by insurance.

Guelph, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the stores belong-

ing to L. E. Rowen. Loss is covered by
insurance.

HuU, Que.
Fire has destroyed a tenement build-

ing at St. Laurent and Maisonneuve St.,

owned by L Zumor. Loss, $16,000; in-

surance, $8,000.

Ingersoll, Ont.
The purifier of the Ingersoll Gas Light

Company, Charles Street, has been des-

troyed by an explosion.

Kedgwick, N. B.
The lumber mill of the Richards Manu-

facturing Company has been entirely de-

stroyed by fire. Plans are being pre-

pared for rebuilding on a larger scale.

Keene, Ont.
The residence of C. W. Ross has been

totally destroyed by fire.

Kelowna, B.C.
Fire has totally destroyed a residence

at Glenwood Avenue and Richter Street
owned by W. Chawford. Loss, $10,000,

partially insured.

Loretteville, Que.
The sawmill owned by Joseph Boulc

has been destroyed by fire. Loss, $6,000,
no insurance. Owner will rebuild and
will require machinery.

Little Bras D'Or, N.S.
The colliery engine house, briquette

plant and mine head, owned by the Col-
onial Mine Company, have been totally
destroyed by fire. Loss, $50,000. Man-
ager, G. B. Burchell.

MacLeod, Alta.
The Hotel Alamo, owned by Mrs.

Griffith, has been destroyed by fire. Loss,
$10,000, partially insured.

Matane, Que.
The residence and offices belonging

to J. Lyons, Matane, have been des-
troyed by fire. Loss is covered by in-

surance.

Middle Sackville, N.B.
The residence of Rev. A. V. Landry

has been partially destroyed by fire. Loss.
$2,000, covered by insurance.

Montreal, Que.
Fire has damaged the premises and

plant of the Canada Car & Foundry
Company, 120 St. James Street, to the
extent of about $25,000.

Fire has damaged the premises at 60
St. Paul Street VV., to the extent of
about $5,000. Owners, Masson Estate,
13 St. James Street. Repairs will be
made at once by the owners.

The kitchen, lunch room and restaur-
ant of the Hotel Prince, Windsor and
St. Antoine Streets, have been destroyed
by fire, causing a loss of about $7,000.

The owner, Joseph Pullam, 858 Tuppcr
Street, will call for tenders on repairs.

North Battleford, Sask.
Fire has destroyed the school belong-

ing to the Roman Catholic School Board.
The loss is heavy.

Ottawa, Ont.
The warehouse of the Grant-Holden-

Graham Company, Limited, Albert St..

has been destroyed by fire. Loss, $200,000.

Fire has destroyed the main block of
the Parliament Buildings. Estimated
loss, $3,000,000.

The residence of D. Tuftey, Main St..

has been destroyed by fire. Loss, $3,500.

Quebec, Que.
The factory on Desprairies Street,

owned by the G. A. Vandry Biscuit Com-
pany, has been badly gutted by fire.

Loss, $42,000, covered by insurance.

Fire has destroyed the biscuit factory
owned by G. A. Vandry, 50 Ste. Ursule
Street. Loss, $42,000, covered by insur-

ance.

The offices and freight shed of the
Quebec Central Railway have been des-
troyed by fire. Loss is covered by in-

surance. Local Agent, F. S. Stocking.

Fire has damaged the offices and bag-
gage rooms of the Quebec Central Rail-

way to the extent of about $10,000. The
company may rebuild. Head offices,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Ste. Sabine Station, Que.
The hotel has been destroyed by fire.

Owner, W. Brousseau, Ste. Sabine Sta-

tion.

Tomstown, Ont.
The Hotel, owned by Tough & Smith,

has been completely destroyed by fire.

Toronto, Ont.
The premises of S. Levinter, 413 Queen

Street, have been damaged by fire to the
extent of about $7,000.

Fire has gutted the American Club,
Wellington Street. Secretary, A. H.
McNeal, 17-19 Wellington Street West.

Valleyfield, Que.
Fire has destroyed the Methodist

Church. Loss, $7,000. The edifice will

be rebuilt. Stone and brick construction.
Pastor, Rev. J. A. Crane.

Miscellaneous

Belmont, Ont.
The Belmont Oil Company, care of

William Barrons, will start drilling for

oil and gas as soon as possible.

Brantford, Ont.
Fire Chief D. J. Lewis has recommend-

ed the purchase of one motor tractor,

one motor steam engine, re-wiring the
alarm system and installation of a new
heating system at the fire hall.

Davidson, Sask.
Prices and other information with re-

gard to the following materials are be-,
ing received by D. Wilkie:—air compres-
sor, store fronts, steam and hot water
boilers, wood paint, plumbing fixtures,

garage equipment and accessories.

Halifax, N.S.
The City Clerk, L. F. Monaghan, will

receive tenders until noon, February 29th,

on the supply of 2,000 feet of 2>^-inch
fire hose and 300 feet of 1-inch chemical
hose, with couplings.

Kincardine Township, Ont.
The Township Clerk, John Corbel t.

Armow, Ont., will receive tenders until

March 8th for the supply of tile required
during the year.

Kingston, Ont.
The City Engineer, R. J. McClelland,

will receive tenders until 3.30 p.m., Feb-
ruary 25th, for supply of the following
materials during the year:—portland ce-

ment, lumber, hardware, rubble stone,

sand, sewer pipe, manhole covers, light-

hole covers and street grates. Specifica-

tions at office of the Engineer.

London, Ont.
The City Council will shortly call for

tenders on the supply of cement required

during the year. Engineer, H. A. Bra-
zier.

Montreal, Que.
The Board of Commissioners will re-

receive tenaers until noon, March 2nd, tor

the supply of 6,000 tons (more or less),

of refined asphalt. Specifications at office

of the Superintendent of Purchases and
.Sales.

Nilestown, Ont.
James Grieves, Keyser, Ont., is con-

sidering the installation of new equip-

ment in the disused cheese factory. Es-
timated cost, $6,000.

Springbank, Ont.
The Springbank Creamery Company

propose to instal cheese factory equip-
ment at an approximate cost of $5,000.

Particulars from W. L. Wallace, Ford-
wich, Ont.

(Continued on page 48)
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PUMPS

Horlxontal Belt Driven Tiiii>in« Pump supplied the Univenity of Toionto. >

THIS Pump is hydraullcally balanced against end

thrust and in addition has a water cooled thrust

Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may
be operated with guide vanes or without for demonstration

purposes. Oil ring bearings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine

Pumps.

We make pumps of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS' PRODUCTS ARE "MADE IN CANADA''

Write lu for prices.

The John Inglis Company, Limited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave^ Toronto, Canada
Ottawa ReprcscnUtivc:—J. W.ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Ckambcn



Tenders and For Sale Department

Tenders for Paving

PaviTiR lenders are calletl for, to he in by
March 10, 1916, for Reinforced Concrete Pave
inenl, for .'l.S(;i> stjnare yards on Russell Street

:!,Ol:i s(iuare yards on Mill Street; 8,314 square
yards on Talbot Street ; together with the neces
sary excavation, curbs, etc. Plans and specifica

tions at the office of J. J^ Newman, C. E., Wind
sor, <'>nt., and at the office of the Town Clerk,

Aiidrcss tenders to the undersigned.

R. M. SELKIRK, Town Clerk.

Dated. LcaniiuKton. Feb. 17, 1910. f

Tenders for

Radial Brick Chimney
Bulk lenders will be received, by registered

post only, up to noon on Tuesday, March 7th,
1916, for furnishing and constructing Radial Brick
Chimney and Foundations for the Refuse Incin-
erating Plant on Don Roadway, Toronto. Ten-
ders must be addressed to the Chairman of the
]toard of Control, City Hall, and be plainly
marked on outside of envelope, "Tenders for
Radial Brick Chimney for Refuse Incinerating
Plant." Specifications and forms of tender may
be obtained from the office of the Street Com-
missioner, City Hall, Parties tendering must
comply strictly with conditions of City By-law,
as to deposits and stireties, as set out in speci-
fications and forms of tender. The lowest or
any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. T,. CHURCH, Mayor,
8-8 Chairman Board of Control.

Tenders for

STREET CARS
Tenders will be received by registered post only,

addressed to the Chairman, Board of Control,
City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, March 14th, 1916, for the supply and
delivery of

:

Tender
Numbers

One single-truck double-end street car, com-
pletely equipped, ready for operation, for
Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic Rail-
way 37

One car body, double-end, single-truck, for
Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic Ry. 37-A

Equipment for one single-truck for Bloor
Street Division, Toronto Civic Railway,
electrical equipment 37-B

Equipment for one single-truck car for
Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic Rail-
way, single-truck 37-C

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly
marked on the outside as to contents. Speci-
fications and forms of tender may be obtained
at the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall.
Tenders must comply strictly with conditions of
city by-law as to deposits and sureties, as set

out in specifications and forms of tender. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,
7-7 ' Chairman, Board of Control.

Department of Railways and Canals, Canada

Dartmouth Branch Line

BUILDINGS

Notice to Contractors

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned and
marked "Tender for Buildings on the Darmouth
Jtranch Line." will be received at this office un-
til 12 o'clock noon on Wednesday, March 16th,
1916.

Plans, specifications and form of contract to
be entered into can be seen on or after this date
at the office of the Chief Engineer of the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals, Ottawa, at the
office of the Chief Engineer, Canadian Govern-
ment Railways, Moncton, X.B., and at the office
of the Engineer in Charge, Dartmouth, N.S.

An accepted bank cheque on a chartered bank
of Canada for an amount equal to ten per cent,
of the total sum tendered made payable to the
order of the Minister of Railways and Canals,
must accompany each tender, which sum will be
forfeited if the parly tendering declines entering
into contract for the work, at the rates stated
in the offer submitted.

The cheque thus sent in will be returned to
the respective contractors whose tenders are not
accepted.

The cheque of the successful tenderer will be
held as security, or part security, for the due
fulfilment of the contract to be entered into.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
By order,

J. \V. PUGSLEY,
Secretary.

Department of Railways and Canals.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement with-
out authority from tlie Department will not be
paid for it. -92982. 8-9

WE ARE IN THE MARKET
for new or second-hand Aluminium Cable or Wire
in any size. Samples should accompany offers,

with price and quantity.

Box 315, Electrical News, Toronto, Ont.
8-9

Late News Items

Bathurst, N.B.
The stores owned by VV. J. Kent &

Company have been destroyed by fire.

Loss, $200,000; insurance, $90,000.

Beadle, Sask.
Tenders on the construction of the

proposed system of the Beadle Rural
Telephone Company will be received un-
til March 1st by the Secretary, J. Buck-
ingham, Beadle. Plans and specifications
at office of the Secretary and of the De-
partment of Telephones, Regina.

Bishop's Crossing, Que.
Tenders on the erection of a school

arc being received by the Secretary to the
School Board, H. Cunningham. Frame
and brick construction. Estimated cost,
$5,000. Architect, H. R. Bishop.

Quebec, Que.
Work has been started on the con-

struction of stock yards, stables and
o^ther buildings for the Quebec Abattoir
Company, Limoilou. The general con-
tractor is J. Gosselin, 96 St. George St.,
Levis. Approximate cost, $3.'),000.

St. Albans, Que.
D. Beaubien, 28 Royal Insurance Com-

pany Building, Montreal, will receive
tenders for the installation of the fol-
lowing 500 h.p. unit for the Portncuf
Hydro Electric Company, Portneuf,
Que.:—one vertical water wheel, one
generator, one switchboard and general
equipment.

Stanstead, Que.
Work has been started on the erection

of a factory for G. & G. Ltd., Stanstead.
The general contract has been let to
Loomis, Dakin, Ltd., St. Gabriel Street,
Sherbrooke. Metal siding construction,
concrete foundation, felt and gravel roof-
ing. Approximate cost, $15,000.

Sydney, N.S.
Tenders are being received by the Sec-

retary to the Knights of Columbus for

the erection of a hall in either frame or
concrete construction. Architect, R. A.
Frechette, 30 Bonnacord Street, Monc-
ton. Estimated cost, $8,000.

Torquay, Sask.
A. G. Vinge, Torquay, will receive ten-

ders until noon, March 10th, for the con-
.struction of the Marienthal Rural Tele-
phone Company's proposed system. Plans
and specifications at Department of Tele-
phones, Regina, and at office of Mr.
Vinge.

Vancouver, B.C.
Tenders will be received until noon,

March 6th, by the Purchasing Agent,
James Stuart, for the supply of cement,
sand, gravel and castings during the year.

Strauss Cantilever Swing Bridge

During the past fifteen or twenty years
improvement in movable bridges has
been confined largely to the very great
advances in bascule design. More re-

cently the vertical lift type has also un-
dergone extensive development. The
swing bridge or horizontal draw type,
however, has received comparatively lit-

tle attention. J. B. Strauss, consulting
engineer, Chicago, whose last contribu-
tions to bridge engineering was the
counterbalanced lever lift bridge, has
now developed a swing bridge which
lays claim to much originality.

This design, known as the Strauss
cantilever swing bridge, departs radically
from all existing types, while at the same
time having no elements which are un-
known and untried. Its characteristic
features are: First, the use of direct
driven trucks running upon ordinary rail-

road rails to effect rotation; and second,
the construction of the central portion
of the draw span as a cantilever project-
ing beyond the centre pier with the arms
pin-connected at their ends so as to con-
stitute simple spans from the ends of the
cantilever to the abutments.
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Long service at low cost
MANY buildings

have just "roofs".
The contractor says "I'll

build you a pitch and
gravel roof"— and he
does so.

It may be a good roof
or it may be a poor one

;

yet a pitch and gravel
roof is the best and most
economical roof for any
building

—

provided it is

built right.

There is one sure way to

eliminate all guess-work
and chance—incorporate
The Barrett Specification

in full in your building
plans and employ a re-

sponsible roofing con-
tractor to do the work.

The result will be a roof
which will give satisfac-
tory service for 20 years
and upwards, and that
will show a unit cost (the
cost per square foot per
year of service) of about
^ of a cent

No other roof covering
known can even approx-
imate this figure.

Remember that a Barrett
Specification Roof is not
a ready-made roofing. Jt
is constructed on the
building and is recog-
nized as 5/fl«^orJ by tech-
nical men generally.

These roofs take the base
rate of insurance and are

approved by the Under-
writers' Laboratories.

Special Note

We advise incor-

porating in plans
the full wording of
The Barrett Spec-
ification in order to

avoid any misun-
derstanding. If

any abbreviated
form is desired,

however, the fol-

lowing is suggest-
ed :

ROOFING — Shall

be a Barrett Specifi-

cation Roof laid as

directed in printed

Specification, revised

Aujjust 15, 1911,
iisinsf the materials

specified and subject

to the inspection re-

<|uirement.

Barrett Specification Roof
on tlie

NEW TOOL STEEL
PLANT

LONGUEUIL, QUE.
Owners— Armstrong-Whit-

wortli Company
London, England

Englneer-M. S. Butler.
Montreal, Quebec

General Contractor—
E. G. M. Cape. Montreal

Roofers- Metal Shingle &
Siding Co.. Montreal

A copy of The Barrett Specification, with roofing diagrams,

free on request. Address our nearest office.

THK PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY. UMITBD
.MONTRKAI. TORONTO WINNIPKii VASCOrVKB

THK (ARR1TTE-PAT?:KS0N MANUFACTLRING CO.. LIMITED
ST. JOHN, N. 11. ll.Xl.IF.\X. N. S. SmNRV, N. «.

I

i

I
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Miscellaneous

(Continued from page 44)

Tilbury, 6nt.
The Union Natural Gas Company,

Sarnia, propose to lay a ten-inch steel

gas main between Tilbury and Sarnia.
Work will start in the spring. Particu-
lars from S. L. McKay, care of the com-
pany. Estimated cost, $30,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until March 14th on the supply of
one single truck double end car and one
single truck double end car body, with
electrical equipment. Specifications at

Room 12, City Hall.

The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until March 7th for the construc-
tion of a radial brick chimney at the Don
Roadway Incinerating Plant. Plans and
specifications at office of the Street Com-
missioner, G. B. Wilson.

Vancouver, B.C.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-

pany, Montreal, contemplate the instal-

lation of a fifty-ton electric crane at Bur-
rard Inlet.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Niagara Falls, Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for waterworks supplies:

—

brass work, Mueller Manufacturing Com-
pany, Sarnia; hydrants, Doherty Manu-
facturing Company, Sarnia; gate valves,

James Morrison Brass Manufacturing
Company, 93 Adelaide Street W., Tor-
onto.

Committee Advocates Mortar Bed for

Wood Blocks

A mortar bed for wood-block paving,

instead of a sand cushion, is recommend-
ed by Clyde H. Teesdale, H. S. Loud
and Frank Cherrington in their commit-
tee report submitted at the annual meet-

ing in Chicago of the American Wood
Preservers' Association. A 1:4 mixture,

brought to a thickness of from >/i to 1

in. by templates, and containing just

enough water to insure a proper setting

of the cement, is advocated. The inten-

tion is to produce a granular mixture
which may be raked to the desired grade.

Under certain condition,'}, especially

where vibration may be expected, the

committee report specifies that a mortar
cushion may be omitted and a bitumin-

ous coating of one or two thicknesses,
spread upon the smoothly finished and
thoroughly dry concrete base, substitut-

ed therefor. A bituminous filler for the
joints is recommended.

In another report to the same asso-
ciation Mr, Cherrington gave the results
of a circular letter requesting informa-
tion as to wood block paving practice in

a number of cities. Of 155 cities circu-

larized replies were received from sev-
enty-nine. The majority called for a
bituminous filler, with pitch having a
slight advantage over asphalt. The fa-

fored cushion is shown to be about equal-
ly divided between sand and mortar. The
heavy creosote is by far the most popu-
lar preservative oil.

The data show that very few cities

install the blocks by ramming the rows
or courses tightly together. Most of

the pavements are laid with the blocks
in slight contact or by leaving interstices

of at least one-eighth of an inch between
the ends of the individual blocks. A
large majority advocate laying the blocks
at an angle of 90 degs. with the curb
line.

Slipperiness of wood block pavement
is retarded, up to six per cent, grades,

with either lug blocks, creosoted lath

strips or beveled blocks. Very few cities

specify expansion joints transversely;

most of them require a 1-in. joint par-

allel and adjacent to each curb. These
expansion joints are filled with asphalt,

pitch, fiber or sand, the preference being
in the order named. In only two in-

stances was a cement grout filler speci-

fied for wood blocks.

Excavation to Backfill in One Handling
via the Roof

In the east portal of the Twin Peaks
tunnel which the city of San Francisco
is constructing as a municipal venture, a

considerable length of the concreting

^wa^ done in open cut. It was found that

the last of the excavation in this section

could be expedited and that at the same
time the work of backfilling on completed
parts of the concrete arch could be

cheapened by cutting through the arch

and delivering muck direct to the back-

fill with one handling, using an inclined

railway through the finished roof.

Loaded dump cars were delivered by
gravity to the foot of the incline on the

right, were drawn up by an electrically-

driven endless-chain belt, and after being
dumped in fill were returned empty
down the incline on the left. About

10,000 cu. yds. of material were handled
over this incline improvised after the
work was under way. In making the
openings in the arch roof the reinforc-
ing was left in place so that the sec-
tions could be readily restored to normal.

While mucking was in progress the
electric motor ran continuously, cars be-
ing handled at about five-minute inter-

vals. The link belt operated by this mo-
tor carried dogs which engaged steel

brackets riveted to the running gear of
the dump cars, so that the mechanism
required no attention at either end of

the incline. From the top a slight des-
cending grade delivered the cars to the
dump by gravity. On the return incline

the link belt, which was not provided
with power, was controlled by a hand-
operated friction brake working on the

shaft that carried the link belt sprocket
at the head of the incline.

The most important problem that had
to be solved in getting the scheme to

work satisfactorily was the proper grades
for the inclines. The grades first se-

lected were too steep and a reconstruc-
tion of the track was required. As fin-

ally adopted the ascending grade was
made 28 per cent, and the descending
grade 40 per cent. The cars handled had
a capacity of 1J4 cubic yards.

The work is being done under the di-

rection of M. M. O'Shaughnessy, city

engineer. The escalator was designed
and built by the contractors, R. C. Stor-

rie & Company, of San Francisco.

Steam engine indicators for determin-
ing governor effort have been employed
successfully in the River Mill plant of

the Portland Railway, Light & Power
Company. Company engineers working
on this problem concluded that simultan-

eous pressure records, secured on each
end of the governor cylinder, form, the

most satisfactory basis of rating, because
under test the conditions are identical

with those of normal operation, and elab-

orate changes of the mechanism are un-
necessary. Graphic record pressure

gauges were used, equipped so as to in-

crease the speed of chart travel and pro-

duce a record with appreciable length

in the space required for the governor
to operate through a considerable part

of its travel. Charts were taken from in-

dicators on each end of the governor
cylinder so as to secure a continuous re-

cord on the cards of the varying pres-
sures from each side of the governing
piston throughout two complete strokes
or one cycle of operation.

1^ A ¥1 C! New and Relaying

t\.r\.iLii3 Switches, Turntables, Etc.

Carried in Stock

Locomotives and Cars

Jno. J. Gartshore, Toronto

Smith-Vaile Triplex Pumps
Belt Drive Chain Drive Direct Geared

Four bearings insure reliability for

day-by-day service in a practically un-

limited range of application. May be

belt driven from any available source

of power, or direct connected by coup-

ling, gears or chain to any form of motive power.

See Bulletin No. 741.

Standard Pumps for Every Service

PLATT IRON WORKS DAYTON, OHIO
Sales Representatives in Principal Cities
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Good Roads Enthusiasm

MONEY wisely invested in providing; good
road.s is one of the best legacies the people of
today can leave to posterity. Good roads
are an economic necessity, essential t<j all the

phases of our social and commercial intercourse and a
prime factor in the development of the province. The
highways we have always had with iis and always
will. Upon them we meet with a common feeling of
ownership and it is our duty to ourselves to improve
our economic conditions by paying greater attention
to the prosecution of highway improvements.

Road improvement is a matter of deep interest
throughout the farming districts of the Dominion.
Every journey is wholly or in part over the common
road, and the comfort and prosperity of the agricul-
tural community and, therefore, of the cities' and
towns, are closely reflected in road conditions.

Steam and electric railways are all-important. Vet
neither of these does away with the necessity for good
highways. They rather increase the demand. Kail-
ways bring development, and development means
more pcoi)lc on the land, and more production, with
an attendant greater use of local roads- Observa-
tion appears to bear out the .statement that good high-
ways are more generally found adjacent to steam
roads or suburban electric lines.

Appreciating the necessity of the situation, a num-
ber of Canadian Good Roads organizations have for
some years been endeavoring to accelerate the move-
ment towards better highways by every means in their
power and from the number of associations formed
throughout the Dominion of Canada, the keen in-
terest taken, and the enthusiasm shown, by the mem-
bers of the associations, it is evident that substantial
progress is being made. This is further evidenced bv
the greatly increased mileage of good roads thmugh-
out the Dominion. In Ontario, interest in the good
roads movement has been further stimulated by the
pas.sage of the Macdiarmid bill which now, we believe,
justifies this province in claiming that the road laws
of Ontario are the best in the Dominion.

That the Canadian people are becoming educated
and arc realizing the benefits of good' roads has been
amply evidenced by the co-operative spirit reported
throughout the various conventions recently held at
many points in the Dominion. Among these mav be
mentioned the Conference on Road Construction for
county superintendents and engineers recently held
l)y the Ontario Department of Highways at the Par-
liament Buildings. Toronto, to promote a closer rela-
tionship between the engineers of the department and
the county superintendents, and effect a more efficient
prosecution of highway improvements. The recent
successful meeting of the Ontario Good Roads .\ss.»-

ciation. a report of which is printed in this issue, also
tiearly demonstrated the great advances that are be-
ing made all over the province of Ontario. In .M-
bcrta, at a recent convention. Mr. Charles Steward.
Minister of Public Works, mentioned the decision of
that province to lay before the provincial authorities
a proposal for the appointment of a highway or good
roads ivmimission. as the best solution of the complex
aud diflicult problem of prcniding the province not
only with efficient and serviceable roads, but al.so with
an effective road maintenance system. .\nd last,
there is the work done by the Manitoba Good Roads
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Association and the Manitoba Government which,

under the efficient direction of Archibald McGilHvray,
Comissioner of Highways, have completed 266 miles

of roads out of 2i7i miles under construction. The
progress of the Good Roads Movement in Manitoba is

described by Mr. McGillivray in an article reproduced

elsewhere in this issue. The ^ood work of the Quebec
Department of Roadways, which, under a most en-

ergetic management, has done wonders in the past two
or three years, is also outlined in this number.

* * *

The climax is reached, however, in the interest

being taken in the Third Canadian International Good
Roads Association Congress to be held in Montreal,

March 6 to 11. The consensus of opinion is that this

International Congress is providing a long-felt want,

as all evidence shows that the information provided at

the last two congresses has been of inestimable value

to those interested in improving and developing the

roads of the Dominion.
Summed up, Good Roads are an absolute necessity

if the country is to continue progressive and the evid-

ence is that public opinion is being thoroughly aroused
to the advantages of good roads so that development
may proceed along the broad lines that are essential

to the continued progress and prosperity of the Dom-
inion. The success of the Good Roads Movement,
however, still depends on further educating the public

to its many great advantages, until they became con-

vinced that every dollar wisely and efficiently spent

for this purpose is an investment that will pay an in-

terest in gold dollars, to say nothing of the added
pleasure in life, the added pride the individual will

feel in his surroundings and the added comfort during
the hours actuall}' spent passing up and down the

highway.

Good Roads in War Time
Canadians at this time should be specially inter-

ested in the address by Major Amos A- Fries, corps of

Engineers. United States Army, oh '"The Value of

Permanent Highways for National Defense," deliv-

ered at the Second National Conference on Concrete
Road T?uilding held in Chicago, February 15th, 16th,

17th and 18th, 1916. He urged the increased value of

permanent roads under present methods of warfare

where motor vehicles play such a prominent part. He
declared that the use General Jofire made of motor
cars and good roads around Paris in August 1914

saved the city and halted the German ofifensive. He
spoke of the value to the United States of permanent
roads along the coasts and land boundaries. Even
when a considerable distance from the borders East

and West roads would be of great value if North and
South feeders were built as movements over them
could be made without the knowledge of the enemy
thus providing the surprise so essential to success.

Progress on Quebec Union Station

Considerable progress has been made in the con-

struction of the Union Station, Quebec, by the con-

tractors, W. S. Downing-Cook, of Montreal. The gen-

eral plans of this building were shown in our issue

of November 24, 1915. The exterior of the building

is now practically completed ; the power house is also

completed, the boilers are in position, and the general

building is under steam. The exterior is of Chateau-

vert stone, with Argenteuil granite. The window
frames and iron doors are in place, and the exterior

iron sashes ready for installation. The gypsum block

covering is now on, and the roof has only to be
sheathed and covered with copper.

In the interior the partitions are being made ready

for the plastering ; brick and facience work in the con-

course has been started, and work will be commenced
on the ticket lobby. The brick work here is of an un-

usually difficult character. Nearly all matters connect-

ed with the general office building have been settled,

including the re-arrangement of the ticket office; an
exception is the lighting fixtures, and this will shortly

be under consideration.

In the spring the old station will be removed and
broad sidewalks enclosing the plaza and road from
St.- Paul Street to the Henderson Street entrance, to-

gether with lamp standards, started on. The object

is to complete portions of the station to enable the

railway companies and the public to use them in June.
Mr. H. E. Prindle, of Montreal, is the architect.

triiiil
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Third Canadian and International Good
Roads Congress, Montreal, March 6-11.

B. Michaud, President

Evidence of the keen interest beinjj taken

in the Third Canadian and International

Good Roads Congress, which is to be held at

Sohmer I'ark from March 6th to March 11th

inchisive, is shown by the number of in-

quiries received daily by Secretary G. A.

McNamee.
The congress will have eight business

sessions, not including the official opening
and at each of these certain aspects of the

road question will be discussed by experts

in that line. It is the opinion of these

well-known men that the highway author-

ities wish to hear and profit by. The aim
of the congress is not to be the means of

advocating the construction of any one kind

of road, but to disseminate information as

to the value of good roads to all industries,

and the best methods of constructing and
maintaining them. There will be papers on
the construction of roads, methods, main-
tenance, bridges, machinery, materials, how
to successfully meet difficulties of various

kinds, etc. 'i'hc majority of the speakers

will be practical men, who have had to .solve

problems either of construction or mainten-
ance.

The Lieut.-Governor of Quebec has

promised to open the Congress, and invita-

tions have been forwarded to many prom-
inent men associated with the good roads

movement. The following are some of the

s])eakers and their subjects: Messrs. Gabriel

Henry, chief engineer, Province of Quebec,
"Gravel and Stone Roads"; E. Farfard, chief

of equipment dcp.nrttnent. Province f>f Q"*'"

G«o. A. McNimec, S«cretary

bee, "Handling and Care of Machinery";
Alex. Eraser, engineer, roads department.
Province of Quebec, "Ilighwav Culverts";

J. W. Levesque, M. L. A., "Road Laws"; A.
F. Macallum, city engineer, Hamilton. Ont.,

'Creosoted Wood Block Pavements"
; J.

Duchastel, engineer. City of Outremont, P.

Q., "Brick Highways and Streets"; W- Hub-
er, engineer, Ontario Highways Depart-
ment. "Maintenance Systems"; W. H. Con-
nell, chief of the bureau of highways, Phila-

delphia, "Maintenance Materials and Meth-
ods" ; Frank .Smith, consulting engineer.
New York, "Bituminous Macadam, hot mix,
using asphaltic binder"; Prof. A. H. Blanch-
ard, Columbia University, N. Y.. "Bitumin-
ous Macadam, hot mix and penetration
methods using tar binder" ; Major VV. W.
Crosby. Baltimore. "Drainage and Founda-
tions" ; Elmer Thomson. Auto Club of
.Vmerica. "Motor Traffic, its trend and ef-

fect" ; Col. W. A. Sawyer, chairman of the
Massachusetts Highways Commission. "Dif-
ferent Types of Development u.sed under
various traffic conditions " The Hon. T. H.
Johnson, Minister of Public Works. Mani-
toba, will deliver an address; Mr. P. C. Em
mett, secretary of the Manitoba Motor Lea-
gue. 'The Legislative .\spect of Road Con-
struction"; Mr. .^. W. Dean, chief engineer
of the Massachusetts Highway Commis-
sion; Mj-. T-. E. Allen, consulting engineer,
Belleville; Mr. Percy H. Wilson, consulting
engineer, Philadelphia; and Mr. .\. G-
I'atchelder of the American .^ntomobile
Association.
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General Types of Improved^ Roads—Methods
of Construction and Maintenance

By George Hogarth, Assoc. Mem. C. S. C. E."

THE program of road work to be undertaken

during the coming summer will shortly be giv-

en consideration by the different councils in

charge of municipal expenditure, and a short

discussion of the various types of roads which are

customarily built appears timely.

There are many details to be considered before

adopting any particular class of road in a certain lo-

cality, and the more prominent of these are the esti-

mated cost of the road per mile, the local material

available for construction purposes, the road-making
machinery or equipment possessed by the council or

the use of which can be obtained if a contract is let,

and the necessary local labor to accomplish the result.

A road used only by a small number of residents

does not warrant great expense, and the simpler con-

struction methods are usually employed. Where a

highway serves a larger population, a heavier traffic

is to be anticipated, and a type of road structure

capable of giving satisfaction under such loading is

necessary. A suburban road leading away from a town
or city may be subjected to a large traffic composed of

all the various sorts of vehicles usually met with, and
such traffic calls for stout road construction capable of

withstanding all the influences tending to destroy it.

Experience with the development of the traffic on

main roads between cities and towns has demonstrated

that the most substantial pavement is required in or-

der that the road may be easily travelled at all sea-

sons of the year. It is quite evident that roads must
be constructed to carry the traffic which naturally

reaches them, and to build a light surface on a high-

way subjected to a heavy traffic is hardly to be con-

sidered as economy. In many cases it is not difficult

to decide on the proper kind of road to build, but the

selection of a road surface to be placed on the more
important thoroughfares requires earnest considera-

tion, and it is suggested that where there is doubt as

between a light and a heavy type of construction, the

stronger be adopted, since traffic is expected to in-

crease on properly built highways.

The earth road is probably to-day the one type

cf construction with which everybody is well acquaint-

ed, and when such a road is given any reasonable at-

tention it gives fair satisfaction with light traffic. Such
a road is constructed at a low cost, and during the

dry months of the year it can be put to good use. No
other type of road is so seriously affected by bad drain-

age, and great attention should be given to the side

ditches and tap drains, to see that all water flows

rapidly away from the road allowance. Water lying

in the side ditches is an indication that the foundation

of the road is in a soggy condition and the entire sur-

face will soon be cut up and made into a mire. To
prevent such a condition developing, proper attention

should from time to time be given to the various parts

of the road. Ditches should be cleaned out and ren-

dered effective, and the split-log drag frequently em-
ployed to round up and surface ofif the crown of the

road. This maintenance of an earth road is of great

importance and every encouragement should be given

to those endeavoring to carry out improvement along
such lines. The results of such labor amply repay

* Chief Engineer Ontario Dept. of Public Highways.

those in charge, and the more efficient road surface

presented is much appreciated by the taxpayer.

In some localities sand roads are of frequent oc-

currence, and two methods of producing a good road
surface might be considered. The first would be to

endeavor to keep the road low and close to the water
level of the surrounding country. Should the damp
condition be maintained all summer a desirable road
is produced. Should a more permanent type of sur-

face be desired, the sand may be mixed with clay

and the crown shaped jjp. Thorough attention should
then be given to the drainage of side ditches, and by
keeping the road dry and shaping it up at proper
times a satisfactory result will be obtained.

Clay roads demand proper drainage from the first

day they are constructed, and their improvement can
be furthered by the use of an application of coarse
sharp sand and dragging with the split-log drag.

Good judgment and thorough working is necessary in

applying the sand ; surplus of either sand or clay be-

ing undesirable. Where heavy frost is experienced
during winter seasons a clay road may become very
soft in the spring of the year. A partial remedy for

such a condition is a well crowned surface and an
adequate depth and efficiency of drains and side
ditches. The construction of a sand-clay road is not
completed when the first effort is expended and fin-

ished. Such a kind of road is the only one obtainable
in many localities and perseverance in reconstructing
and maintaining it is essential to final success. With
intelligent work applied to rounding up the crown
and providing outlet for all water to run away from
the road, great improvement will soon be shown.

Value of Gravel Roads
The application of gravel to an existing road marks

a long step in advance in highway improvement.
Gravel is cheap in many sections of the country, and
the character of the surface which it produces is sec-
ond only to the more expensive stone roads. A gravel
road is easily constructed, readily repaired, and when
well built is capable of carrying fairly heavy traffic.

There are many methods of constructing such a road,
and the almost universal and undoubtedly the cheapest
appears to be to dump the gravel in a ridge in the
centre of the road and let the traffic beat it down and
consolidate it. Many people prefer to drive in the
ditch or along the fences of such a road, and in many
cases probably considerable damage is done to the
shoulders and ditches before all traffic will naturally
again keep to the centre. A better method to follow is

to round up the shoulders of the road and spread
and compact the gravel when placed. This practice
may cost a little more, but the results will usually
warrant the slightly larger outlay, and the people will
appreciate the convenience with which the new road
can be travelled. Careful maintenance of a gravel
road is real economy, since a better surface is con-
tinuously secured and more wear is obtained from the
one coating of gravel. Drainage also requires atten-
tion to prevent soft spots appearing in the road, and
a small amount of money intelligently spent along
these lines will be amply repaid in greater service.

To-day the stone or macadam road, composed of a
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layer of varying sized stones witli a top binder of

screenings or gravel, is receiving more consideration

than ever before. The earth and gravel roads being

weak in supporting power have crushed down under
heavy traffic and necessitated the use of a stronger

and more durable foundation. In the construction of

these roads it is customary to use the local rock near-

est to the site of the work. Some localities are pro-

vided with splendid road building rock of a hard and
tough nature, while in others a softer rock may be
all" that is available. The character of the material

composing the road is very important and if a hard,

tough rock, possessing good binding qualities be used,

it is natural to expect a very superior surface ; while

with a softer rock a grading down in the value of the

roadway is expected. In other lines of business a

lowering in the price of a commodity has resulted in

an increased volume of trade, and with a steadily in-

creasing demand for the better classes of road build-

ing material, a reduction of unit price would appear
to be the best advertisement the quarries could have.

Treating Macadam Roads

Where a stone or macadam road has become dusty
and worn, one method of repair is to clean it off, and
during warm dry weather apply a coat of tar or as-

phaltic oil to the surface ; this has the ciifect of elim-

inating the dust and furnishes a binder which for some
time will absorb the particles of dust worn from the

stone in the road. Should the road be subjected to

very heavy traffic, the wear may be considerable and
a smooth surface may be a necessity, in which case

a thin layer of new stone may be applied to the road
and the tar or asphaltic oil poured on and compacted,
thus creating a smooth bituminous surface which
gives a good wearing road. The application of the

bitumen and the new layer of stone may be made by
mixing the two in a mixer and then applying and roll-

ing onto the road in a coat of definite thickness.

The bituminous pavements are very popular at the

present time, and satisfactory results with this type

of construction are being obtained.

In busy highways carrying heavy traffic the con-

crete road furnishes at the present time a stout founda-
tion and a good surface i>ossessing many pioints of in-

terest. Concrete is not a new material of construc-
tion, and many stretches of splendid roads of this type
are in use. The accepted method f>f construction to-

day is to build a concrete slab probably six inches thick

at the sides and eight inches thick at the centre, and
having a width of a double roadway, which is now
usually eighteen feet. This slab may be of reinforced

or plain concrete, depending on local conditions, and
the steepest grade to which it is advisable to construct
it is four per cent. The completed roadway furnishes

a surface which is very even and pleasant to ride over,

and is to-day one of the accepted types of paving ap-
plied to heavy traffic highways.

In conclusion there are to-day various types of

roads such as earth, sand, clay, gravel, stone, bitumin-
ous and concrete, each of which requires adequate
drainage, proper maintenance and intelligent repairs

in a more or less degree. Drainage is a necessity in

every case, except in one class of sand road, and with
good side ditches almost any type of road furnishes

a relatively satisfactory surface. The maintenance and
repair of roads is now being encouraged in many ways
since such work is essential to preserve and keep the
surface in a satisfactory condition, and when such a
system is in proper operation all roads which are given
attention should be passable at all seasons of the year.

North Shore Marine Drive, West Vancouver
By W. H. Larson-

THE North Shore Marine Drive is the initial sec-

tion of that long-projected extension of the

Pacific Highway which will extend eventually

from Vancouver to Alaska. The municipality

of the district of West Vancouver was the first to take

active steps to carry their ambitions to a fruition.

Aided by the active co-operation, advice and financial

assistance of the Premier of the Province, Sir Richard

McBride, a good roads enthusiast, the municipality

has recently completed a magnificent section of per-

manent pavement.
On the 11th of August Sir Richard had the plea-

sure of formally opening this first section of the road.

In his address he expressed surprise at the easy grades,

the heavy rock cuts, the permanent and beautiful con-

crete bridges, and finally said that it was his convic-

tion that the North Shore Marine Drive had no super-

ior, in quality of construction and beauty of scenery.

The Drive has been in the development stage for

the last four years. In 1913 the Marine Drive by-law

was passed by the ratepayers of West Vancouver lo

provide for the permanent improvement. The war
caused a cessation of all plans for some time, but after

the municipality had failed in their attempts to finance

the work the Cotton Company, Limited, of Vancouver,
look up the work and accepted the bond issue in pay-

ment. The contract consisted of clearing and grading

• Bnclneer, M. D. Cotton Co., Ltd.

from Station to Station 67, a reinforced concrete

bridge, and four miles of asphaltic concrete pavement.
It was the original intention of the municipality to put

in a macadam roadway, but the contractors were suc-

cessful in showing the false economy of constructii^q

a macadam road, with a life of possibly three years,

to be paid for with forty-year bonds; the plans and
specifications submitted by the contractor for the pave-
ment proper called for permanent construction—that

is, one and one-half inches wearing surface of asphaltic

concrete on a four-inch hydraulic concrete base.

Concrete Base.—After a careful study a concrete
base was selected as more economical than a macadam
or a bituminous one. The type adopted consisted of

a four-inch base with the edges turned up to form a
monolithic curb. The mix was one cubic foot of ce-

ment to nine cubic feet of sand and gravel. The con-
crete was mixed in an eighteen-cubic-foot Foote Mixer
and hauled in Briggs concrete carts to extreme hauls
of fifteen hundred feet. The concrete crew was or-

ganized as follows: four men at the mixer, seven men
spreading, four single-horse carts hauling, two men
on water supply pipe-lines, two men setting screens,
and six men grading. This crew averaged one thous-
and s(|uare yards a day, and had a maximum of fifteen

hundred. As the mix was low in cement and the base
thin, extraordinary care was taken in workmanship
and in the mechanical grading of the aggregate. Daily
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tests were made, a short summary of which are tabu- Two kinds of sand were at first used, the mix being

lated : '^"e part of pumped sea sand, two parts of washed bank

Test of Cement—Vancouver Brand sand, and six parts of gravel. As a result of the above
High Low Average tests the pumped sand was discarded.

Specific gravity 3.168 3. 122 3.152 Asphaltic concrete wearing surface was mixed in a

Initial set 2hr. 45m. 4hr. 5m. 3hr. 30m. ,.,g^ ^yp^ q£ portable plant built on the concrete mixer
Final set 5hr. 40m. 6hr. 55m. 6hr. Om.

j^p^^ .^j^j^ ^ surrounding heat jacket with fire grates

Per cent, passing No. 100 sieve 99.1 98.5 98.9 beneath. The plants are most economically worked
Per cent, passing No. 200 sieve 89.0 97.2 87.7 jj^ pairs, one gang handling both. The gang is or-

Boiling test O.K. O.K. O.K. t^^anized as follows: 1 foreman, 1 steam engineer, 1

Tensile strength neat 24 hrs. 482 lbs. 362 lbs. 4i9.1bs. torch tender, 1 platform man, 1 dump man and fire

Tensile strength neat 7 days . . 758 lbs. 555 lbs. 678 lbs. tender, 1 wheelbarrow man for coarse fines, 1 wheel-
Tensile strength neat 28 days. . 813 lbs. 677 lbs. 739 lbs. ])arrow man for graded fines, 1 wheelbarrow man for

Tensile strength, 1 cement, 3 sand, 1 asphalt kettle tender, 1 asphalt carrier, 1 water
sand, 7 days "... 398 lbs. 312 lbs. 358 lbs, .j,^j chore team.

Tensile strength, 1 cement, 3 -j^j.^^ g^,.gg^ jg organized as follows: 1 fore-
sand, 28 days 483 lbs. 377 lbs. 420 lbs.

^^^^^^^ j ^.^jj^^. ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ 2 shovellers, 1 flush coat
Compression, 1 cement, 3 pump .^^^ squeegee man, 1 concrete sweeper, 1 asphalt tamp-

sand, 7 days 1591 lbs.
^^^ ^ tender for asphalt kettles and fire wagons.

Compression, 1 cement, 3 job -pj^^ sequence of operations is as follows: wheel-
sand, 7 days 2590 lbs.

^^^^^^^^ „ig,i ]oad the mixer with four cubic feet of
Compression, 1 cement, 3 Otta- coarse fines, four cubic feet of graded fines, and two
wa test sand 2576 lbs.

^^^^-^^ ^^^^ ^^ asphalt sand. The torch man now in-
Compression, 1 cement, 9 cu.

ggj.fg ^]^^ kerosene torch into the mixer and the min-
ft. sand and gravel, 7 days. 2107 lbs. 974 lbs. 1384 lbs.

^^^^ aggregate is heated by the combined action of
28 days. 2794 lbs. 1106 lbs. 1904 lbs,

the torch and the heat from the fire beneath the drum.
Mechanical grading of materials; Sand.

j,i ^jj^^jt gjgjj^ minutes the aggregate is thoroughly
Per Cent. Per Cent.

,iried and heated to a temperature of about 250 to 275
Passed Passed

dcgs. Fahr. The torch is now removed and the plat-
Sieve Pumped Sea Sand Job Sand

f^^^.,^ ^^^^^ p^^g 90 i^g ^f asphaltic cement at a tem-
^ 100 ... peraturc of about 275 to 300 degs. Fahr. The as-

/4 99 100 phaltic cement is i)assed to him in buckets by the kettle
No. 10 97.8 72.8 tender. The batch is now heated without the use of
No. 30 90.8 50.4 ,|.,g torch, so that the bitumen is not exposed to the
No. 30 48.2 28.6 direct action of a flame at aliy time. The mixing
No. 40 21.2 19.0 action of the machine is that of kneading or folding.
No. 50 4.4 9.0 'pjijg action is sujierior to that of the pug-miH or
No. 80 0.6 ;j.6 paddle mixer for the mixing of asphaltic concrete, as
No. 100 0.2 1.8 tin; paddles have a tendency to separate the larger
No. 300 0.1 0.4 ,.ock from the sand. This same point is noticeable in

I'cr Cent. Passed over-raked asphalt on the street ; the rakes bring the
i'ieve Job Gravel larger particles to the surface. The dump man now

2j4-inch 100 dumps the batch into the Briggs concrete cart and
2-inch 80.1 ^\-^(. recharging begins. The cart is now moved over
1/4-inch 42.7 (o the second mixer, which has followed up the same
i-inch 18.2 scciuence of operations, but with all operations two
^4-inch 2.5 minutes later. The cart is filled with the second batch
/"^-inch 0.0 and hauled to the spreading gang. The economic limit
>^-i"ch 0,0 of ],aul with the single-horse carts we foinid to be

Ten ton roller on surface work, Marine Highway, B, C. Reinforcement for river bridge, Marine Highway, B. C.
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TABLE I-GRADING OF MATERIALS USED IN ASPHALTIC CONCRETE TOP

Sieve:— No. 300 No. 100 No. 80 No. 50 No. 40 No. 30 No. 80 No. 10 '4-in. Yi-'in.

Asphalt sand 7.0 9.4 12.2 16.6 21.6 10.0 7.8 2.6 2.6 4.6

Coarse Fines 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(^ 0.0 0.6 0.6 28.4 76.4

Graded Fines 9.2 6.2 3.6 6.2 5.0 5.4 13.0 18.8 88.6 5.4

Ideal

Per cent, passing each screen .

.

6 10 14 23 gO 28 34 42 65 100

Per cent. retained on next

smaller sized screen 4 4 -8 4 2 6 8 23 35
First Trial

20 per cent, asphalt sand 1.52 1.88 2.44 ?,..'J3 5.32 2.00 1.56 0.52 0.52 0.92

45 percent, graded fines 4.14 2.79 1.62 2.79 2.52 2.43 5.85 7.56 12.87 2.43

35 per cent, coarse fines 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 O.OO 0.00 0.21 0.21 7.84 26.74

Per cent. retained on next

smaller sized screep 5.00 4.67 4.06 d.n 7.84 4.43 7.62 8.29 21.23 30.09

Per cent, passing each screen .

.

5.66 10.33 14.39 'iO.:,0 28.34 32.77 40.39 48.68 69.91 100.00

Second Trial

30 per cent, asphalt sand 1.52 1.88 2.44 3.32 5.33 2.00 1.56 0.52 0.52 0.92

40 per cent, graded fines ... ... 3.68 2.48 1.44 3.48 2.24 2.16 5.20 6.72 11.44 2.16

40 per cent, coarse fines 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0,00 O.OO 0,24 0.24 8,96 30.56

Per cent. retained on next

smaller sized screen 5.20 4.36 3.88 5.80 T.56 4.16 7.00 7.48 20.92 33.64

Per cent, passing each screen ... 5.20 9.56 13.44 19.34 36.80 30.90 37.96 . 45.44 66.36 100.00

Average grading of 56 samples on job

Per cent, passing each screen . . 5.97 9.93 13.55 17.68 33.48 28.93 38.47 48.34 72.69 100.00

Per cent. retained on next

smaller sized screen 5.97 3.90 2.62 .j.l3 5.80 5.4.') 9..)4 9.87 24.35 27.31

about two thousand feet : at this distance six carts arc

required ; at a thousand-foot haul two carts will keep
the plants working to full capacfty. The material is

now spread with shovels and raked to a true surface

and thorouf^hly consolidated by means of a ten-ton

roller. While the surface is still warm a seal cast of

asphaltic cement is spread and then covered with a

light layer of one-quarter-inch screenings which are

thoroughly rolled in. The elements of prime cost of

one thousand square yards of asphaltic wearing sur-

face one and one-half inches thick is as follows:

At the plant: labor, 229 hours; asphalt, 21,172 lbs.;

asphalt sand, 19.5 cu. yds.; rock fines, 58.5 cu. yds.;

coal, 3.4 tons; kerosene, 48 gallons; water team, 11

hours.

Hauling hot stuff : single horse 32 hours.

Street gang: spreading labor, 139 hours; sweeping
concrete, 31 hours; roller coal, 6.6 sacks; asphalt for

flush coat, 3.9 bbls. ; rock fines for squeegee, 2.5 cu. yds.

The method of obtaining the best grading of the
mineral aggregate for use in this type of asphalt plant
is somewhat different to that in use in larger and
more expensive plants. The scheme used is that of

blending two or more materials in varied proportions
to obtain the required amount on each screen. The
procedure is illustrated in Table I.

First, the various materials available are screened
and their respective gradings placed in the table.

The ideal and the various materials are now studied
with a view of selecting unit cubic feet or half cubic
feet to a total number of ten, which is the box or batch
size in use; which when combined will conform to
the predetermined standard. The calculations are
sini])le, and a few trials will at once show up the in-

herent ])ossibilities of the materials. The success of
this method depends upon the materials running uni-
form from day to day, and also upon the wheelbarrow
men geUtug the right amount in each load. As to the

first objection, the materials u.scd were very good, and
daily tests showed practically no variation. The sec-
ond objection is more serious, and called for careful
coaching of the laborer and frequent admonitions from
the foreman. However, an error of one-half cubic foot
is about the limit, and a study of the tabulation will
show that this would cause no serious injury to the
mix.

Daily samples were taken and analyses were made
by competent chemists, who reported to the plant fore-
man. The plant foreman varied his mix as indicated
by the daily tests. Tests as follows :

—

Analysis of Asphaltic Cement

High Low Average
Penetration 77 F. 5s. No. 2N. lOOG 64 43 57

% % %
Loss at 325 F. 20G for 7 hours . . . 1.21 0.55 0.87

Soluble in carbon bisulphide (25C
18 hours) 99.71 99.51 99.63

Soluble in carbon tetrochloride

(25C 18 hours) 99.57 99.40 99.46

Soluble in 86 Naptha (25C 18 hrs.) 78.12 75.36 76.80

Fixed carbon 10.8O 9.15 10.17

Per cent, of asphalt in asphaltic

concrete io.20 7.80 8.03

Reinforced Concrete Bridge

The east branch of the Capilano River was span-
ned by two thirty-foot girder skew spans, with filled

abutments and retaining walls. The girder type was
selected in preference to an arch, as the character of
the stream and the footings rendered the cost of the
arch abutments prohibitive in price, and the necessary
rise of the arch could not be obtained without undulv
raising the grade of the roadway. The design con-
sisted of main girders spaced six feet centre, con-
nected by a transverse stiffening girder and a con-
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Reinforced Concrete Bridge, Marine Highway, B. C.

Crete deck slab. The spans were designed to carry a

twenty-ton road roller, which gives an equivalent load-

ing of 1,300 lbs. dead load and 1,100 lbs. live load per

lineal foot or maximum moment of 255,000 foot-pounds.

The unit costs of construction are as follows:

—

Excavation for footings, per cubic yard $0.88

Fill in approaches, per cubic yard 0.:!!'

Reinforced Concrete:

Screening gravel and teaming,

per cu. yd.

Labor, mixing and placing

Reinforcing steel

Reinforcing steel, teaming

Reinforcing steel, placing

Forms erection labor

. Forms stripping labor

Forms, lumber

Cement

Total

Concrete railing, per lineal foot

of concrete
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Quebec Province Added Three Hundred
Miles Macadam Roads in 1915

TI 1 !•; proffress of tlie Good Kciads nioveincnt in

the province o{ Quebec is well evidenced by
tlie fact that during 1915 there was construct-

ed in that ])rovince under the direction and
with the aid of the local (iovernnicnt 295.6 miles of

uiacadani roads and 140.7 iniles of jjravel roads, in addi-

tion to a very large amount of maintenance work, par-

ticularly on earth roads. The Deijartment is well or-

ganized. The work of the instructors, contractors, and
inspectors is clearly outlined and vigorously prose-

cuted.

A report just to hand of the Minister of Roadways,
Mr. B. Michaud, indicates that the sentiment in favor

of good roads has undergone a marked change through-
out the province within the last few years. Instead
of it being necessary' for the Government to carry on
a campaign of education, the. people have actually

taken the matter in their own hands, and are tirging

the Government to the limit to s])end all the funds that

are available on the amelioration of the roads of tlie

province. The work is being carried out, as already
noted, in a most scientific and efticient manner. .\

testing laboratory, referred to below, operates con-

tinually in the interests of Good Roads problems.

Gravel Roads
The Minister (»f Roadways expresses his opinion

that while he is willing to admit the necessity of the

gradual substitution of hard surface roadways, he be-

lieves that the gravel road is capable of rendering very
distinct service. When it is properly made it affords

as favorable a roadway for automobile traffic as for

ordinary vehicular traffic, and it may well be em-
ployed in jjlace of macadam, especially on account of

its relative low cost—one-third to a ([uarter that I'l

macadam. Regarding the use of gravel there are, how-
ever, two princii)al points to consider—the distance it

has to be transported, and the c|uality of the gravel.

Up to two miles the carrying of gravel is economical,
especially if it is of a superior (|uality. Certain gravels
have a binding (jualil}', rec[uiring neither rolling nor
watering, and so their use saves a very considerable
expenditure. Much depends on the (luality of the

gravel and on its cleanliness .V gravel containing
more than twenty )-ct cent, of tarth matter should be
1 ejected, or the earth separated out.

Macadam Roadways
Regarding macadam roadways, the province is di-

\ itled into districts for purposes o{ construction and
inspection. The sujiervision of this work is import-
ant and costly, but is one of the features that the
Roadways Department considers most necessary.
They work towards greater efficiency in this direction

from day to day. and endeavor to keep their inspectors
at niaxiimun efficiency. This system of ins])ection is

indicated in the following instructions, which are
given out to the different inspectors:

Inspectors' Instructions

fiacli llu- iii-^itructors llu- )>ist nictlunl oi making the
iiiacailnm. draining. huildiiiK the ciilvcrt.s. proper manner of
ili.sposing of tlio men over the work, and the nece.ssary care
of Itie macliine.s. The inspector nuist assure himself that
the workmanship conforms with the specitications furnished
the instructor.

Re-set the machines in hctter position if necessary.

Make little adjustments, which ouf^ht to be made without
having recourse to repairers; have the mechanics make these
little repairs.

Inspect carefully the works at least two days to each
plant. If it seems wise to remain longer, advise the De-
partment ljy telephone or send telegram to obtain authority.

Work seriously towards reforming the organization, so
as to carry on the work economically; it is one of your most
important duties. Dismiss immediately the useless or in-
competent workman.

See that each cf)urse of stone is separately rolled.
See to it that the stone-dust is distributed over the

road with a shovel, an<l be sure that this dust is not used
to lill in depressions or left in heaps. See to it that the
roller does not roll more than sixty feet in length at one time.

It is the duty of the instructor-inspector to study the
instructions and duties oi the instructor, of the man who
operates the roller, and the man who operates the engine.
that he may be well advised of the various operations and
the better able to make his report. Every week it is his
diUy to fill in the blank report furnished and send it to the
Department every Saturday evening.

In each municipality where an inspection is made in-
spectors arc expected to get in touch with the superin-
tendent or overseer of the work appointed Ijy that muni-
cipality, as well as the (Government instructor, where there
is one.

In municipalities which have their own equipment, if

Montreal-Quebec Route, Macadam made in I91S.

llie instructors or the superintendents arc incompetent or
fail to do their duty, advise the Department immediately by
telegram and give explanations at length by letter. It is

the duty of inspectors. The greatest care is enjoined on
the inspectors as to the method of making their inspections,
and very complete written instructions are provided.

Provincial Roads

Montreal-Quebec Section.—This great highway, al-

ready the admiration of tourists, and which also has
a very great value for the agricultural interests which
it serves, is almost ctmipleted. The eastern division
has a length of 4i<J7 miles. On the centre division
26.4 miles are finished and ().63 miles well under way.
On the west division 27.94 miles are completed, and
the foundati(nis laid on the remaining 20.5 miles'.

Levis-Jackson Section.—This is a stretch of road-
way W.15 miles long between Levis and the frontier.
L'nusual difficulties have been met with over this
piece of roadway, but a total of 66.28 miles is complete.

Sherbrooke- Derby Line.—This is about thirty-two
miles in length, from Sherbrooke to the frontier, tt.b
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miles have been macadamized, 23.24 miles have been

gravelled, and a short distance in the village of Rock
Island has been gravelled and covered with tarvia.

This is a most attractive road, following the shore of

the beautiful Lake Massawippi, and constitutes, both

for the agriculturists of this section and for the tour-

ists from the United States, an improvement already

full of advantages and promise. Many difficulties

w^re met with on this work, but the contractors work-

ed with a will, so that in one single season another

artery of the Good Roads system of the province has

been completed.

Chambly Road.—This is about twenty miles long,

and is completed. It was constructed by the municipal-

ities interested, and opens direct communication be-

tween Montreal and the frontier by way of St. Jean.

Some of the fine roadways of the province of Que-
bec arc shown herewith.

The Testing Laboratory

The following interesting report by Gabriel Henry,
chief engineer of the Department of Roads for the

province of Quebec, indicates the care taken by this

Department in the efficiency of the work carried on.

It is headed "A Report concerning the examination,

tests, and analyses of materials made at the laboratory

of the Minister of Roadways of the Province of Que-
bec."

Materials generally sent to this laboratory consist

of stones', gravels, sands, cements, and concrete pipe,

which are examined from the viewpoint of their ac-

ceptability for roadway construction or for concrete

work.

Stone..—Samples of stone are sent either by the in-

structors and roadways inspectors, by the municipali-

ties, or by the owners of c|uarries who may propose

selling stone to the municipalities. The choice of a

sample of stone is an operation that requires consider-

able precautions. The quality of stones in one quarry

may vary greatly from the stones in another quite

close. Even in the same quarry one often finds stones

of quitg different qualities. In any c|uarry stones on

Banlieue to Three Rivers—Concrete laid in 1915.

the surface are not representative in general of those
found at greater depth. In the same quarry we find

different layers at different levels with stones of dif-

ferent natures.

Of course, the laboratory can only pronounce on
the samples which are sent to it, and it frequently hap-

pens that these do not represent accurately the stones

which it is intended shall be used. For example, a

municipality, or an individual, sends a sample of stone

taken from the surface of the quarry or from a layer

of inferior quality. The re])ort is unfavorable. Some
time afterwards the same individual may send another

sample taken from the same quarry but more carefully

chosen, and the report may be favorable. It is neces-

Cood Roads in Compton, P.Q.. Macadam built in 191S, Road before,
during and after construction.

sary that the attention of instructors, inspectors, muni-
cipalities, and quarry owners should be drawn to this

matter.

Again, a stone of fair quality may easily l)e ac-

cepted in one case and refused in another. For ex-

ample, one might accept a stone which is not very

hard, though quite sound, for a road where the traffic

is light or where automobiles do not pass, if the muni-
cipality is not able to procure better quality or may
not be in a position to pay the necessary price ; while

for a road with more traffic it would be more econ-
omical for the municipality to procure a better quality.

In this latter case the sample submitted would be
refused. Sandstone may be accepted when the sub-

structure of the road is very solid, but refused in

other cases because it would be absolutely impossible

to bind, employing a calcium binding. It will thus be

seen that a multitude of considerations regulate the

choice and acceptance of stone. In the laboratory the

stones are examined from the viewpoint of their geo-

logical production, their nature, their hardness, their

resistance to crushing and wear, their friability, and
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the facility with which they will bind themselves to-

fjether.

Gravels and Sands

I'^or the selcctifJii (if samples of gravel the same
remarks hold good as in the case of stone, (travels

and sands are examined either from the viewj)oint of

their employment in road construction or their use in

concrete work. In the first case the examination con-

sists in making note of the nature of the flints and
grains which com])ose them, of their hardness, their

size, and of the nature and ijrop(jrtion of the sand
and earth matter present. This examination jjermits

of issuing directions on the method of employing these

gravels and making a choice between several gravels

taken from different beds.

When the sands or gravels are to be employed in

concrete construction work, one examines their nature,

then establishes their granulonietric form by means of

sifting. The sifting determines the relative ])ropor-

tions of grains of different size. The granulometric

degree of a gravel or sand is extremely important. A
gravel or sand of which the relative proportions of

different sizes are just right gives a cement more re-

sisting than another in which the proportions are

wrong. The granulometric study oi sands and gravels

before their employment in concrete- means economiz-
ing cement in large measure, as well as t)btaining a

higher resistance.

The gravels to be used in the making of concrete

are also examined for clay, organic matter, and earth

matter which may be contained. Organic matters, even
in very small (piantities, ])revent the hardening of the

concrete. lMa(|ues and bricpiettes of cement are made

with the gravels and sands, and are tested with a
tension machine, which indicates their resistance to

comjiression in pounds per square inch. Certain tests

are made after allowing the plaques and briquettes
t<j stand in water for varying periods, if the resist-

ance, either to compression or separation, is tfK> low,
these sands and gravels ought to be rejected.

Cements

Samples examined cover generally cements em-
ployed by contractors or municipalities in the con-
struction of bridges and culverts or in the fabrication

of various concrete pipe. The cement tests are made
according to the method recommended by the Canadi-
an Society of Civil Engineers, and show the density,
the fineness, purity, the hardness in the early and in

final stages, the constancy of volume, and the resist-

ance of briquettes and plaqties to compression and
separation. Just as with sand, these two last tests

are made with samples seven days and twenty-eight
days old. These samples are made with tested cement
and with sand known as the "Standard Ottawa Sand."
This is a white sand which comes from Ottawa, 111.,

and is now employed in such tests by all laboratories.

Concrete Tiles

Manufacturers of concrete tiles for the most j)art

make their own pressure tests. The resistance to
compression ought to be that of a good concrete

—

that is to say, at least 200 pounds per square inch at

the end of one month. The concrete in these pipes is

also examined as to its constitution.

A register of all the tests is kept in the laboratory.
The samples submitted are also preserved.

The Good Roads Problem in Manitoba
By Archibald McGillivray*

DllSI'iri''. the fact that the year 1915 may be"

considered an off year in the expenditure of

large sums of money in public enterprises,

with the excejjtion perhaps of those directly

associated with a vigorous j)rosecution of the war,

municipalities in the province were able to carry out

such contracts as they were engaged in and others

have contracted for fairly large expenditures.

The Municipality of .\ssiniboia com])leted its con-

tract with the National Paving Company, of Winni-

l)eg, for the construction of 5.42 miles of asphaltic con-

crete pavement on the I'ortage Highway. The total

expenditure in connection with this contract was $163.-

000. This gives the above municipality 5..V^ miles of

continuous pavement 24 feet wide from the western

limits of the city of Winnipeg and 4.00 miles of the

16 ft. i)avement continuing from the end thereof, or

a paved road from the city oi Winnipeg to the village

of Headingly, 9.38 miles distant to the west. The
total cost of this mileage of road was $380,192.62, of

which $85,733.50 was borne by the provincial govern-

ment.
The numicipality of St. Vital entered into contracts

with the (inilbault Construction Company, of St. Boni-

face, for the construction of 0.8 miles of reinforced con-

crete pavement 1() feet wide, at the contract price of

$14,120; and with Thos. Jackson & .Sons, of the city of

Winnipeg, for 5.4 miles of concrete i)avement for the

sum of $94,594. This work is on St. Marys Highway,
leading from the city of St. Boniface to the south,

• Hlshway Commissioner for the Province.

along the east bank of the Red River. The first men-
tioned contract in the municipality was completed last

year, and a start made by the Thos. Jackson & S<»ns
on the grading of the second portion of the road, which
portion it is proposed to complete early in the pre-
sent 3-ear.

In the municipality of Wallace, situated in the ex-
treme west of the ])rt)vince, the prosecution of its

scheme to construct 194 miles of roads at the esti-

mated cost of $301,500 was continued last year. A
contract for the grading of an additional 58.0 miles
to that previously under way was let to A. R. Boivin.
of Winnipeg, last June, at the price of 20 cents per
cubic yard, pit measurement. Contracts were also let

for the construction of 9 reinforced concrete bridges
and 3 reinforced concrete culverts, all of which bridges
were ciinstructed last year. It is the intention to
gravel 105 miles of the roads included in the whole
scheme and to bridge the total mileage with permanent
structures.

The Municipal Council has just completed the sale
of $40,000 worth of 4(>-year debentures to carry out
its share of next season's programme of construction.
Tlie Provincial Government contributes fifty per cent.
of the total cost of constructing gravel r(.>ads and per-
manent culverts and bridges, and S3 1/3 per cent, of
the cost of graded roads.

The cost per mile for grading an 18-ft. roadwav in
this numicipality averages about $800, constructing
and placing pipe culverts about $110 per mile of road.
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and the average cost of gravelling with 525 cubic yards

of gravel per mile is about $425.

Upon the completion of this scheme in hand this

municipality will have what may be considered its

leading market roads in splendid shape, and will have

the foundation of a good system of main roads. The
Municipal Council has authorization from the ratepay-

ers to issue $150,000 worth of debentures bearing in-

terest at 43/2 per cent, per annum, $25,000 of which are

for thirty years and the balance for forty years. Of
this amount the proceeds $85,000 worth are as yet un-

expended, and $45,000 yet unsold.

The assessed valuation of the taxable area of the

municipality is $3,723,180, there being in all twelve

townships in the municipality.

Four other municipalities were also engaged last

year in constructing roads under the Good Roads Act,

but these operated on a much smaller scale than the

last mentioned municipality, although a well defined

plan has been laid out in each of the municipalities.

In the majority of municipalities in this province there

is an averseness as yet to the issuing of long termed
debentures for road construction purposes. The rate-

payers appear more satisfied to proceed on the "pay
as you go" plan. Whatever be the arguments in favor

of following such a course, it will certainly require a

number of years before the municipalities will have the

systems of well constructed roads that many of them
should have.

It is- the aim of the Good Roads Department of

the Government to induce the Municipal Councils to

avail themselves of the assistance, both financial and
engineering, provided in the good Roads Act, 1914, in

their expenditure of this amount. The acceptance by
the municipalities of this assistance and the direction

of the annual expenditure made by them, if devoted

along up-to-date and systematic methods, such as are
laid down in the Act, would result in decided improve-
ments in the conditions of the rural roads in

this province. From the applications now being re-

ceived from different parts of the province, it is ob-
vious that the municipalities will more generally avail

themselves of the assistance of the Act, and it is ex-
pected that the benefits resulting therefrom will induce
many of them to undertake larger and more compre-
hensive schemes.

The intent of the Good Roads Act of this province
is to formulate and assist municipal councils in build-

ing the main market roads in their respective muni-
cipalities, the construction of great provincial high-
ways across the province being as yet considered of

secondary importance to the establishment of local

main road systems,—the extension and development of
which would, of course, ultimately result in a pro-
vincial-wide system. The needs oi the municipalities
in providing the producer with better facilities in

reaching his market are more apparent than the neces-
sity of trans-provincial or even inter-urban communi-
cation, as there is no doubt but the improvement of
market roads will assist materially in developing im-
proved conditions between towns and villages.

The Act also provides for financial assistance to
municipalities of fifty per cent, of the cost of the con-
struction of permanent bridges and culverts. In many
municipalities where such structures in considerable
numbers are required, attention is being given to this

])hase of the road problem first. There is no doubt
much wisdom in ])ursuing such a course,, as a road can-
not be considered any better than its poorest portion,
and the existence of an improperly constructed bridge
in a road is more to be avoided than an indifferently
built roadway.

The Haldimand County Road System
By D. W. Burney*

IN
this county we have 123 miles of road under our

system, 25 miles of which has been graded and

metalled and the balance are clay roads. This

present season we expect to see them all graded

for the first time. Four years ago we organized a

maintenance system, dividing our 123 miles of road

into forty divisions. The Superintendent, assisted b}-

the Reeves of the different municipalities, made a selec-

tion of the best available men to act as foremen on

the forty divisions. This system has given us good

results. '

In March 'we hold a conference for one day with

forenoon and afternoon sessions. This conference is

composed of the forty Foremen, the seventeen Coun-
cillors, the Engineer and Superintendent. The Super-

intendent presides and gives the opening address, we
then have about six good practical lectures delivered

on the different kinds of maintenance work. A limited

amount of time is given after each lecture for discus-

sion.

Each foreman is furnished with two time books, in

which he keeps a record of the time of each person he

employs and how employed. At the end of each month
he forwards one of his time books to the Superintend-

ent, who checks it over and then transfers it to a time

sheet and certifies to its correctness. It ia then for-

* County Road Superintendent, Haldimand.

warded to the Warden, who signs it and forwards it

to the Treasurer, who issues a cheque to each person
on the time sheet and forwards them to the foreman
of the Division. The Superintendent in the meantime
returns the time book to the foreman, who compares
the cheques with his time book and then gives each
l>erson their cheque, having them receipt for same in

a column in the time book for that purpose. The Sup-
erintendent keeps in his office a maintenance ledger
in which is opened an account with each of the forty
divisions, with headings as follows :—Grading, Level-
ing, Draining, Weeds, Repairs to Entrance Culverts,
Road Culverts and Bridges, and Resurfacing and Re-
pairing Metalled Roads.

As early as possible in the spring the Superintend-
ent goes over each division with the foreman and de-
cides what work is to be done the coming season,
making an estimate of same. He submits his report to
the Road Committee, who check it over, making what
revisions they may think necessary, and hand it on to
the whole council for adoption.
We usually spend about $6,000 on the whole sys-

tem, averaging $150 to each division. This expendi-
ture keeps our roads in good shape and our foremen
take a keen interest looking after their division. After
four years of experience in this system the people gen-
erally are well pleased with the results.
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Latest Developments in Concrete Roadways*
By H. S. VanScoyoc. A.M.C.S.C.E.

POSSIBLY no stronger evidence of the increasing

interest in concrete road i)uilding could be of-

fered than the fact that the registered attend-

ance at the Second National Conference on
Concrete Road Building, held in Chicago, February
15th, 16th, 17th and 18th, 1916, was more than fifty per

cent, greater than that at the first conference, held in

February, 1914. College professors, highway engineers

and contractors spent four days in discussing commit-
tee reports, exchanging experiences, and outlining the

most satisfactory methods for future work.

In 1914 more than 14,000,(XX) square yards of con-

crete paving was laid on streets, roads and lanes in

Canada and the United States, a quantity just about
equal to the total yardage laid previous to that time.

In 1915 contracts were let for more than 19,000,000

square yards, but the extraordinary weather conditions

interfered so seriously with construction work that the

yardage completed amounts to about 15,250,000 square

yards. From present indications more than 20,000,000

square yards will be laid during 1916.

Few changes have been made in the standard speci-

fications, but there are certain tendencies that are well

worth noting.

Reinforcing

There is increasing evidence of the value of rein-

forcing, but it must be admitted that no rational basis

for determining the quantity required or the most de-

sirable form has yet been devised. Kx])erience seems
to be the only guide.

Joints

The serious difticulty experienced in installing some
of. the earlier forms of metal protection plates and

the discovery that improperly installed joints require

practically the same amount of maintenance as un-

protected joints has led to a very general use of un-

protected joints. However, certain localities have

found value in metal plates and, if the mechanical dif-

ficulties are overcome by the manufacturers, their use

may increase.

The space between joints is being increased, especi-

ally where the ])aving is reinforced. The use of a

poured tiller has been almost entirely discontinued, ex-

cept where a joint is used along the curb. A built-up

filler consisting of a bituminous central portion en-

closed in felt impregnated with bituminous material

* Chief Enirineer, the Toronto ami Hamilton Highway.

seems most satisfactory. The thickness is seldom
greater than one-quarter of an inch.

Increasing stress is being placed on the necessity
for careful testing of the cement, sand and stone. Sand
and stone must be carefully inspected before going in-

to the work and definite requirements as to grading,
strength, resistance to wear, etc., must be met before
the materials can be considered satisfactory.

Mixing
The unsatisfactory results from attempting to

speed up the revolutions per minute have led to the
setting of sixteen revolutions per minute as a maxi-
mum. Each batch should remain in the drum a full

minute.
Sloppy mixtures must not be permitted. The pro-

per quantity of water must be added to produce a
concrete of rather stiff consistency.

The advance in the construction of mixers with
chutes has been such that where sufficient slope is

given to the chute concrete of proper consistency can
be deposited in this manner. Where bucket and boom
is used the overturning bucket has been found more
satisfactory than the bottom-dump bucket.

Handling and Transporting Materials
Important savings can be eflfected, especially on

the larger contracts, by the installation of labor saving
devices. The value of any particular method depends
upon the conditions to be met. Unloading machinery
of the conveyor type and cranes or derricks with buck-
ets are satisfactory. Tractors with trailers, motor
trucks and industrial railways have all shown strik-

ing savings under advantageous circumstances.

Maintenance
The chief advance in this respect has been the use

in some sections of a repair outfit mounted on a light

motor truck. In some instances coSts have been re-

duced one-third in this way.

Width of Paving
The desirable width of concrete for single traffic

roads is ten feet, for double traffic roads eighteen feet

and for triple traffic roads twenty-four feet. While the
use of narrower widths may be justifiable in special

cases, the great increase in the number of vehicles and
the speed of the motor traffic that follow the comple-
tion of a good road usually lead to regret almost as
quickly as the road is opened to traffic.

Good Roads in and around Ft. William
By R. R. Wright'

FORT VVILLI.-VM besides being a distributing earth roads, the main feeders being mostly gravel and
centre for Canadian West grain is the centre of some few broken stone.

a well populated farming district. In the City of Fort William there are about 71

The Ontario Ciovcniment has provided a miles of improved streets. The following is a list

good system of roadways to serve the farming district showing the mileage of road improvements to date in

and the international highway to Dulutli is well on the Fort \\'illiam :

—

way to completion. u i. m in ^''"
The district roads are for the great part graded ,^^Sfks^^t ^S :;::::::: !

'
T,

• City Enjrinoer. Fort William. Ont Bituhthic Pavinjr .240
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Asphaltic Concrete Paving 2.159
Tarvia X Macadam 073
Rocniac Macadam 1 . 485
Macadam (earthbound) 5.365
Gravel Streets 25.51
Graded Streets .'i4 10

The high cost of pavements has been the cause of a

curtailed street improvement programme in the city

up to the beginning of the war, and in 1914 it was de-

cided to construct macadam roads at an average cost

of $1.20 per square yard or approximately .V per cent,

of the average cost of asphaltic concrete ])aving at $2.10

per square yard. The results obtained are highly

satisfactory and compare very favorably with a paved
street.

The construction was carried out as follows : The
surface was shaped and rolled with a 10 ton roller. A
course of blue sandstone and slate consolidated to 8

in. in thickness with a 15 ton roller furnished the base.

On this was s])read a layer of A]^ inches of 2 inch

gauge broken hard-trap rock, and 2 inches of binding

(earth) ; the whole was consolidated by a 10 ton roller

and well slushed with water to a fini.shed thickness of

3^ inches. After the surface had become smooth,

even, and to grade and camber a hose was played on

and the sirrface cleaned ofif free from dirt. The road
was then left to dry out and no traffic allowed o:i it.

As soon as it was drj' Tarvia B was spread by hand
brooms and }'% in. hard-trap screenings (sufficient to

conceal the tar) thrown evenh' over the top. The
street was then opened up for traffic.

After one month of traffic a second coat of Tarvia
B and screenings was applied and the street completed-

There is no doubt that a reasonably cheap and dur-
able road had been built. It is sanitary, waterproof
and of high tractive quality.

When it is realised that such excellent results can
be obtained by constructing macadam roads in a scien-

tific manner there should be no excuse for the extra

outlay upon pavements of difTerent kinds. Moreover
a macadam road can be dug up and repaired without
any real injury being done so that a good road may be
laid along a street without the extra capital outlay for

sewer and water connections being necessary at the

outset.

The general tendency under present circumstances
is to curtail expenditures and economise. The macad-
amised road ])roperly constructed and surface treated

should therefore come into its own.

Road Maintenance in Quebec
(Contributed)

During the last three working seasons the province

of Quebec has made tremendous strides in the matter

of road construction, and it is to be hoped that the

Government will not stay its hand until it has brought

to a measure of completion the work it has set itself

to do. When all the well settled portions of the. pro-

vince have been provided with a fairly complete sys-

tem of improved rural roads, the saving to the agrt-

cultiiral community in time and wear and tear of

horses and gear, will total a very large amcnmt. The
effect in retaining the young men and women in agri-

cultural pursuits l3\' improving their social and educa-

tional opportunities will also make for the solid pros-

perity of the province, the gains in this direction being

more than the original cost of the improvements. Fur-

ther, the effect upon local and tourist motor traffic is

not to be overlooked.

One feature, however, appears to have been left

out of consideration in the original scheme—a matter

which demands the immediate and serious attention

of the Roads Administration. This is the burning

((uestion of maintenance, or rather lack of maintenance.

Unlike the Portland cement concrete structure, which

improves with age from the day of its completion, a

macadam road is at its best within a very short ])eriod

after its completion, and thereafter is subject to decay

and disruption whether used or idle. The elements

conspire against it ; those who benefit by it and use it

often abuse it remorselessly, persistently, and with an

utter disregard of its value and service to them. A
farmer so shiftless and indolent, and a motorist so

careless and indifferent of their respective machinery
investments would be more or less of a scandal, to be

apologized for by their neighbors and friends. But
even without the inexcusable abuse to which it is usu-

ally subjected, a macadam road, no matter how per-

fectly designed and constructed, will not long remain
in a satisfactory condition without proper maintenance,

and in many cases will become utterly disreputable in

a surprisingly short time. Money ])roperly spent on
maintenance is money saved.

The province of Quebec has now a respectable mile-

age of macadam and gravel roads such as any country
might justly prize. Without any special publicity

campaign the people have embraced the opportunity
afforded by the Good Roads Act of 1912 so widely
that the newly organized Roads Department has been
swamped with such a volume of work as would well

have staggered a much larger, more thoroughly or-

ganized and experienced combination. The absolutely

necessary clerical work in the Department has con-

stituted a tremendous burden upon the shoulders of

the Deputy Minister and the heads of the various sub-
departments, and we have reason to know that these

responsible officials have worked overtime and nights

constantly through the whole construction season in

order to keep up with the great volume oi work.
Whether or not a re-organization or a simple exten-

sion of the personnel of the Department is necessary
we do not presume to suggest, but we believe that

the immediate organization of maintenance work on
an adequate and efficient basis is imperative. If it be
possible that the (lovernnient is not yet seized of the

vital necessity of this work, and has not settled upon
a plan of supervising and financing it, then it is high
time their responsible officials, backed by the undi-

vided and solid support of all interested in the ulti-

mate success of the Good Roads Movement in the

province, pressed it upon them in so impressive a man-
ner as will compel attention and action.

The approaching Good Roads Congress in Mont-
real will give a timely opportunity for a thorough dis-

cussion of this important matter. We look forward
to an official announcement being made that adequate
measures for maintenance are being taken, failing

which the Governrnent should take this opportunity
of memorializing the Government and supporting their

suggestions by a strong deputation.
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Better Highway Bridge Building
By A. W. Connor, B.A., C,

A good road and a poor bridge is an anomaly,
fn view of the large expenditure re(|uired for

bridges in Good Roads systems, a discussion

of some points in connection with bridge con-
struction may be of interest to municipal bridge com-
mittees and road superintendents.

The Old Bridge

Most of the old bridges in this country are of wood,
or of wood and steel, and were built for much lighter

loads than now prevail. In general their days are num
bered. The old steel bridges are mostly of the pin

connected type, and are too light. Some of these might
be rebuilt for shorter spans, with a new floor system,
but ])utting in a new floor system and concrete floor in

an old bridge, without a thorough examination as to
its carrying capacity, is very risky. It is very un-
likely to be capable of carrying a floor three times
as heavy as its original one. The investigation should
include measuring and examining all main members,
especially adjustable ones, all joints, sizes of pins, ar-

rangement of bars or pins and calculation of bending
moments in same, examination for rust around pins,

and, where water may collect, examination of shoe
plates and rollers.

The New Bridge

The kind of bridge, the span, the width of road-
way and kind of ])avenient should be determined by
local conditions, the nature of the foundations, water-
way required and relative costs. The (piestion of

aesthetics should in future receive much more atten-

tion than it has in the pioneer days of bridge ct)nstruc-

tion. The structure should conform to the surround-
ings, and be treated in a simple, not in an ornate, man-
ner. Reasonable extra cost is justified in permanent
structures, as "a thing of beauty is a joy forever,"
but a monstrosity is a perpetual eyesore.

The question as to how much more should be paid

• Bowman * Connor, Consulting Engineers. Toronto and Berlin.

E., A.M. Can. See. C.E.*

to obtain a permanent, instead of a temporary, struc-

ture may be figured out by computing the amount of

the difference in first cost and any annual difference

in maintenance at compound interest during the life-

time of the temporary structure, and equating it to the

cost of a new one. Thus (if difference in maintenance

be omitted) one might pay three-eighths more for a

permanent structure, if interest be at 4 per cent., or

one-third more at AlA per cent., than for one lasting

twenty-five years. In general one might pay more,

as the maintenance charge would likely be less. As
the i)remises are somewhat variable, the figures are

only approximate. Exception is sometimes taken, how-

ever, to building for posterity.

Substructure

Abutments, wing and retaining walls, and piers

are now nearly all built of concrete in mass, or of

reinforced concrete. A small amount of steel is,

however, advisable in the former, to prevent tempera-

ture or contraction cracks. The relative costs of con-

crete and steel at the site is the determining factor.

Stone masonry is now generally superseded by the

cheaper concrete. Steel cylinders, well braced to-

gether and filled with concrete may still be used, but

lack the stability of heavy piers against jams of ice

and floating debris. Wing and retaining walls are re-

quired to protect the earth fill in the approaches. They
may be flared out and have sloping tops to suit the

fill, or run back parallel with the road (forming a U
abutment). The latter are' now the most common, as

they provide for handrailings, are readily lengthened

if required, and have a better appearance. Where the

embankment is high, and there is little risk of erosion,

wings or core walls are built from the centre of the

T abutment, serving to steady the same. Retaining

walls should be tapered at least on the back, .st) that

frost action will force the earth up instead of spread-

ing the wall. Expansion joints should be made about

every 25 feet to 30 feet and drainage from the back
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of the wall provided for. A coating of water 1 inch

thick would exert as great pressure as if it were a

mile thick. If the stream does not strike the line of

the roadway square, it may he necessary to build the

abutment or pier on the skew, or lengthen the span.

This involves extra cost.

If solid enough foundations are not obtainable at

reasonable depths, it may be necessary to drive bear-

ing piles, or carry the foundations down to a solid sub-

structure by means of pneumatic caissons, if the depth
below water level is considerable. Wood and con-

crete piles (either cast separately or driven, or cast

in ])osition) are used. If provision against possible

undermining is required, steel interlocking sheet pil-

ing or the wood piling of the cofferdam may be driven

down. •

Superstructure

The materials available are steel, concrete, masonry
and wood. The last two are seldom used, masonry
on account of its cost and wood on account of diffi-

culty in getting suitable quality, and also on account

pearance', if properly treated. The flat surface of the

beam bridge, combined with the same in the abut-

ments is very monotonous and requires panelling, or

the use of an open type of handrail. An inexpensive

type of the latter, consisting of separately cast rail-

ings and posts has been used by the writer on various,

occasions.

The generally accepted advantages of reinforced

concrete are : permanency ; small cost for maintenance ;

greater adaptabilitj' to architectural treatment ; rigid-

ity with lack of noise under traffic ; employment of

local labor in construction and keeping most of the

money in the locality ; the cement is made in Canada,
while structural steel is all imported. These advantages
are however lost unless all work and materials are

in strict accordance with ])lans and specifications.

Careless inspection is more disastrous to concrete than
to steel. The advantages of steel are : it has no com-
petitor for very long structures, or for long beams
with limited depth ; greater adaptability to all kinds
of trusses and forms of construction : greater uni-

Tower Street Bridge, Fergus, Ont.

of its temporar\- nature. Steel and concrete are strong

competitors, both being excellent nuiterials when pro-

perly used. Local conditions in all cases will deter-

mine which is the best to use. Concrete structures

may be of either mass concrete or of reinforced con-

crete. The former is very much heavier than the

latter and is seldom used for superstructures. The
"raison d'etre" of reinforced concrete is the fortunate

provision of nature that both steel and concrete have
the same coefficient of expansion or they could not

be used together. Steel is our best material for ten-

sion, and concrete in general best for compression,

price considered. Concrete superstructures are of

slab, beam or arch type, and occasionally cantilevers.

On account of being cast as monoliths, concrete slabs

and beams are generally continuous, a distinct ad-

vantage both for economy and rigidity. Arches must
be built on unyielding foundations or provision made
for taking up the thrust by steel embedded in the

floor of the streain or through a concrete floor sus-

pended from the arch ribs. The latter type of arch is

getting to be very popular for spans too long for

beams, and where small headroom for waterway is

available. The arch has a decided advantage in . ap-

formity of material and consequent less danger from
faulty inspection. It is the lightest structure that can

be built.

The various types of steel superstructures are

:

beams, plate girders, trusses of various kinds, arches,

cantilevers, suspension and swing bridges.

Length of Span

The span is determined by estimating the total cost

of larger spans with fewer piers or shorter spans with
more piers ; by the location for the safest position for

piers, and by the consideration of the amount of

waterway required to take care of the greatest floods

likely to occur, in general, the most economical ar-

rangement is whfen the cost of substructure and super-
structure are about equal. The determination of

waterway necessary requires careful study. Enquiry
should be made from old residents as to how neighbor-
ing bridges carry the floods, having regard to their

spans and relative drainage areas. This can be sup-
plemented by calculations from drainage area, maxi-
mum rainfall, runoff" and slope of the stream. Maxi-
mum rainfall is subject to great variation and judg-
ment is required as to how much waterway should be
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provided for, without undue cost. Allowance should
be made for piers, causing jams of ice and floating

materials, and for the fact that floods are apt to be
greater now that the country is cleared and drained,

it is unwise to reduce the waterway, as a municipality

may thus be held liable by the courts for damage to

property through floods.

, Loads

The bridge should be designed to carry, with a fac-

tor of safety of 4, any loads likely to come on it, and
to allow for future increases. There has been a rapid

increase in the weight of traffic in recent years. It

is expected that the maximum legal weight that may
pass over bridges is to be twelve tons, so provision

for fifteen tons at least should be made now for coun-

try roads.

Width of Roadway
Likewise, greater width of roadway should l)e pro-

vided on permanent bridges, t^ountry bridges on im-

proved roads should be IS or 20 feet wide. The roads

may be widened when re^|uired. but the bridge can-

not be.

Duties of Engineer

It may be of interest to state the duties of the en-

gineer. He should examine the site, test the founda-

tions, make surveys and gather all available informa-

tion. He should make estimates of the cost of the

various propositions and advise as to the best. Pre-
pare plans, making all calculations as to stresses and
sizes of material required, stability of foundations, and
so forth. Prepare specifications, instructions, with es-

timates of quantities for contractors and forms of ten-

der. Advise as to the letting of the contract, draw
the contract and prepare any further drawings re-

quired, or check over any prepared by i«e contractor.
In the case of a steel bridge it is important that the
detail joints should be of full strength (a matter often

neglected). Inspect the work during construction and
generally see that everything is carried out strictly in

accordance with the contract. Issue certificates for

payment, and for the final acceptance of the work.
The too common practice of asking contractors to

submit their own plans should not be continued. The
only way to determine the best tender is to have all

bid on the same, unless the engineer reports on each
])lan (a rather laborious undertaking). It is assumed,
of course, that the engineer is an expert and that his

plans are both theoretically correct and practically

feasible and economical in construction. Cheap ad-
vice, as in everything else, may be very expensive in

the long run. There are a lot of weak bridges, said to
be standing only from the force of habit. There
should be some government inspection or regulation
requiring county engineers to report faulty structures
in all cases where human life may be risked.

A Satisfactory Paving Material
By J. F. Rhodes'

THE time has arrived when good roads must be

built. The people are now educated in re-

gard to road value from the standpoint of

financial gain and the social advantages of

the rural people. The graded earth or gravel road no
longer fulfils the demands of traffic. These types

provide only seasonal roads, which the public no
longer desire. This condition makes it necessary to

adopt durable roads of the hard surface type.

Formerly, farmers objected to hard surface roads,

claiming they were too hard on horses' feet, but they

now realize that a good hard surface road, usable

every day in the year, is such a great advantage that

this objection is negligible.

In adopting the hard surface road (that composed
of stones) the road builders' problem is to select a

binder that will keep the stones in place. The auto-

mobile, being driven by the rear wheels, soon loosens

the stones in a loosely bound road, causing the road to

ravel and rut. To overcome this trouble the binder

used must be rigid and permanent. Portland cement
is the only binder that meets these requirements.

Quality

Portland cement concrete makes a road of the high-

est quality. It fulfils all the advantages required of a

good road. By having a low crown, being smooth and
non-slippery, it forms a road surface which is very

favorable for travelling. As concrete wears very slow-

ly by abrasion, a concrete road does not form dust or

mud. The only dirt ever noticeable is that carried

upon it from adjoining earth roads, which is readily

removed by the wind and rains. Another valuable

(piality of a concrete pavement is its ease of mainten-

ance. The contraction joints and any defects which

' I>ubllclty Manacer Canada Cement Co., Ltd.

may develop due to poor construction, are repaired
with bitumen and sand or stone, and is a very simple
operation. Repairs are also very slight, seldom cost-

ing over $25 per mile per year, and can be done with-

out closing the roads to traffic.

Economy
Present conditions demand economy, not retrench-

ment, in expenditures. Money should be invested, not
spent. Roads should be constructed which are econ-
omical when considered as investments. Investigation
will show the high initial cost, cheaply maintained
road, to be an economical investment, and the low in-

itial cost, expensively maintained road, a costly ex-
penditure. Concrete roads can easily be maintained
for the life of at least twenty-year debentures for $50
per mile per year. Wayne County, Michigan, main-
tains their concrete roads for $25.50 per mile per year.

The average yearly cost for maintaining the macadam
types used in New York and Massachusetts is over
$600 per mile, and these roads require rebuilding every
ten years. Assume, for example, a concrete road sur-
face can be constructed for $14,000 a mile and can
be maintained for twenty years at a yearly cost of $50
per mile. The money to build the road is obtained by
issuing twenty-year debentures. It is essential that the
road be maintained every year, that the interest (as-

sume five per cent.) on the debentures be paid yearly
and enough money procured by yearly payments to
rebuild the road in twenty years. The total yearly
cost for this perpetual improvement is $1,173.40. A
road of the macadam type can be constructed for

$8,000 per mile, and can be maintained for ten years
at a yearly cost of $500 per mile. Ten-year debentures
are issued to build this road. The total yearly cost
for this perpetual improvement is $1,536.04. The com-
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Good Roads Movements. By courtesy Municipal Engineering,

muiiity by building concrete saves annually $362.04

per mile. Choosing this road would certainly be

economy.

Permanence

The permanency of concrete road is unquestioned

Concrete paving which has been in use many years

shows practically no signs of wear, as instanced in

Bellefontaine, Ohio, where it was introduced in 1893,

and Wayne County, Mich. Wayne County built 2^
miles on Woodward Avenue in 1909. This road has

had very heavy mixed traffic. A census taken in 1913

showed a daily average of 320 horse-drawn vehicles

and 2,290 automobiles. This road proves the perman-
ence of concrete roads for all classes of traffic. The
following paragraph is taken from their Ninth Annual
Report, dated Detroit, Mich, December 20th, 1915.

"With the exception of the finishing up of the small

stretch of brick roadway on Gratiot Road (let by con-

tract) and 643 feet of gravel construction on the F"ord

Republic Road, all of our work is of our standard
concrete construction and has been done under our own
supervision and jurisdiction by our own forces. We
have made no changes in our concrete specifications

as we feel that the manner in which our concrete roads

have stood the test of time and use during the past

seven year^ and the small amount spent annually on
their upkeep is ample justification for our adherence
to the specifications we have evolved and the methods
we have followed in their building. We have never
taken up and replaced a twenty-five foot section since

we have been building and developing this type of road,

and its freedom from ruts and holes has permitted us
to devote our energies and moneys to new work in-

stead of resurfacing and repair work, which forms so

large a part of the activities of other communities
where a less durable type of road has been built at

the outset."

Satisfaction

Concrete roads embody the three characteristics

essential for a satisfactory modern highway: quality,

economy and permanence. Permanent roads make the
country property more valuable. Economical improve-
ments make the people wealthier, and these advantages,
combined with the high quality of concrete roads, com-
pletely satisfies them. When people are satisfied with
an article they purchase it again. When the road
builders give the public roads which are satisfactory
the whole country will be lifted out of the mud in

record time.

Canadian Brass Company, Limited

The Canadian Brass Company, Limited, (jalt, Ont.,
are preparing a new catalogue covering their various
l)roducts which will be of great interest to the trade.

The products of this well-known company comprise
corporation brass goods and plumbers' supplies. In
connection with the first they make the well-known
line of "Canadian" main cocks and curb cocks, lead
unions, lead and iron unions and service boxes. Their
curb and main cocks are equal to the best quality pro-
duced in Canada. They are all ground key work, i.e.,

after the cock body is reamed and the key or plug is

turned on a lathe they are then put in what is called
a cock grinder and every plug is ground to fit the body.
This has to be done by a practical mechanic. When a
])erfect "ground fit" is accomplished the plug or key
is thinly coated with a specially prepared grease that
is guaranteed not to harden. The complete cock is

then subjected to an hydraulic test, and if it does not
show any leak, either through the metal body or
around the plug, it goes to the field. What such
careful work means to a corporation can be surmised
if one considers that it costs more to dig up and re-

place a defective cock than the article is worth.
The lead and iron unions and service boxes of de-

signs sold by this company for years have been univer-
sally accepted as high grade by many of the muni-
cipalities. In plumbers' supplies they also make the
"Adanac" bath and basin cock. These two lines are
probably as well known among the high-class plumb-
ing trade in eastern Canada and parts of the west as
any bath cock on the market. They are of red metal,
carefully polished, carefully assembled and then
nickel-plated, the majority of the trade buying them
with porcelain index handles. These articles are sub-
ject to two tests, one when the casting is rough and
the other when it is finished.

To fill out their line this company manufacture in

the same careful way compression bibbs, sink cocks,
drain cocks, comp. bath and basin cocks, gas cocks,
round and straightway service cocks, either lever or
tee handle, with the "Canadian" patent cap.

The plant of the Canadian Brass Company has been
in operation in Canada for about nine years, and is

splendidly equipped.

The Imperial Oil Company have awarded the con-
tract to the London Concrete Machinery Company to
supply two half-yard batch mixers to be used on their
new plant at Regina.
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Foundation and Fire Wall for Oil Tank
The acccjinpanying illustration shows the founda-

tion of a thirty thousand barrel oil storage tahk at the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway wharf at Vancouver,
for the Imperial Oil Company, Limited. The placing

of the concrete was handled in a very economical man-
ner, as described below

:

After the piling was all completed, the hoisting

tower was erected and the hoist motor put in place.

The sheave supporting beams were made longer than
usual and temporarily placed on the top of the tower
and allowed to project over the mixer platform; the

mixer and its motor were then hoisted in a few min-
titcs by the hoist motor. The height of the mixer plat-

form was so arranged that when the form-work for

the' fire wall was completed the mixer was at the cor-

rect height for discharging direct into buggies ; at the
same time it was of sufficient height to spout the con-
crete for the tank foundation, which is two inches thick.

The tower was placed just over the outer edge of the
wharf, so that the hoisting skij) can be lowered to suit

any stage of the twelve-foot tide. The scow was
brought direct from the gravel pit, and on it was

Concrete Pile Foundation for a tliirty thousand barrel oil storage tank.

placed the cement which was received from the ce-

ment boat, which brought cement straight from the

cement mills. The correct amount of aggregate and
two sacks of cement was then dumjied by wheelbar-

rows into the hoisting skip, which was hoisted and
discharged into the mixer.

The specifications for the material for the founda-

tion slab called for a mixture of 1-3-5. By measure-

ment it was found that three cubic feet of sand and
five cubic feet of gravel, when thoroughly mixed, mea-
sured seven cubic feet. .At the gravel i)it the correct

anioimt of gravel and sand were discharged from dif-

ferent hoppers on to a belt and loaded on the scow.

Care was taken, with the result that the material was
very evenly mixed. The result of having the material

mixed at the pit was that it was mucli more easily

handled at the job and also one yard of mixed materi-

al e(|uals one and one-seventh yards of separated ma-
terial. From the above description it will be noticed

that the only plant used was the hoist mixer, which
i-i; an important consideration when only handling a

thousand yards of material. The contractors were the

Dominion Construction Company, Limited, Vancouver.

Revision of Canadian Society By-laws

H. B. Muckleston, M. Can. Soc. C. IC, has been
nominated by the Calgary Branch and endorsed by
the Edmonton Branch as one of the members repre-
senting District No. 6 on the Committee to consider
the revision of the by-laws and other matters as
set forth in a resolution adopted at the last annual
meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
Mr. Muckleston is a past chairman and a present
member of the executive committee of the Calgary
Jiranch. He has always taken an actJve interest in

the affairs of the Society and will, if elected, make a
valuable member of the committee.

Good Roads Men Want Duty Removed
The Manitoba Good Roads Association, with S. R.

Henderson, president, in the chair, held a meeting in

the Industrial Bureau February 24, at which the fol-

lowing resolution was passed

:

"Whereas, it is to the interest of all residents in

the Dominion of Canada to secure at the lowest pos-
sible cost the best road-making materials available,

and as asphaltum oil and its by-products arc
valuable road-making materials and produced
chiefly in the United States of America, it is

the opinion of this association that this ma-
•m; terial should be admitted free of duty for road-
k l)uilding purposes ; and it is hereby resolved

to petition the Dominion Government to pass
such legislation as will allow the free importa-
tion of such asphaltum oil or any other oil

that may be used for road-building purposes."
It was decided to bring the foregomg reso-

lution before the attention of the Canadian
and International Good Roads Congress,
which meets in Montreal, March 6, when W.
F. Tallman will represent the Manitoba Good
Kt)ads Association.

Split-log Drag Competition

The question of split-log drag comjietitions
was also discussed at some length.

Mr. A. McGillivray, highways commis-
sioner, expressed the opinion that these com-
petitions should be treated from a purely
business standpoint and not entirely with the

idea of winning prizes. It should be in the interest of
all municipalities to maintain and improve their roads,
added the commissioner, who stated that the govern-
ment was ready at any time to help along the work
in every possible way.

It was ultimately agreed to appoint the following
gentlemen to wait on the Minister of Public Works
regarding some definite line of action : Mayor Waugh,
S. K. Henderson, A. C. Eramett and Reeve Haddow.

Mr. Thornton on "The Development of
the Mountain Park Coal Field"

Mr. N. M. Thornton. C. F... General Manager of the
Mountain Park Coal Company. Limited, addressed the
Edmonton Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, at their regular meeting held (.n the 16th
February. His subject was "The Develojmient of the
Mountain Park Coal Fiehl." This pro|)erty is located
about 75 miles south of Edson on the Grand Tnmk
Pacific Railway. Mr. Thornton's address was illus-

trated by numerous photographs showing the various
features of interest in the development of the field,

and was greatly enjoyed by those present.
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The Ontario Good Roads Convention
Most Successful in History of Association—Record Attendance and Splendid

Enthusiasm— Important Topies Discussed by Best Men in the Business

THE 14th Annual Meeting of the Ontario Good
Roads Association, which was held in the

York County Buildings, February 22, 23 and
24, was largely attended, the number of dele-

gates present from all parts of the province Ijeing the

largest in the history of the Association. The total

registration was upwards of two hundred.

President's Address

President S. L- Squire, of Watford, opened the

proceedings with a short resume of the work accom-
plished during the year and outlined the aims of the

Association for the future. Dealing with the expen-

diture of the people's money after the war, Mr. Squire

favored the erection of highway memorials at diilfer-

ent points throughout the province commemorating
the work done by our Canadian soldiers in the present

war and providing a means for employing a part of

the great army of men and immigrants who will re-

turn to Canada after the victorious termination of the

struggle. Even in a period of comparative financial

stress like the present the work of provincial improve-
ment should go ahead. Among other provincial

works suggested by Mr. Squire was the building of a

great through highway between Ontario and Quebec
which should conduce to mutual trade and better social

relations between the two provinces.

Limit Motor Loads

Mr. George S. Henry, M. P. P., secretary-treasurer

of the Association, presented a bill to limit the weight
to be carried on country roads and bridges by motor
vehicles. This bill was referred to a committee for

discussion and the wardens of the counties were ap-

pointed a special committee to forward legislation

looking to the improvement of county roads-

Afternoon Session

Alderman J. G. Ramsden, together with Acting
Mayor John O'Neill and Controller Thomas Foster,

represented the city council and welcomed the dele-

gates to the city. Alderman Ramsden, referring to

the Toronto-Hamilton Highway, said that Mr. Gooder-
ham had acted in good faith when he estimated the

cost of the Highway at $600,000, but he was not a prac-

tical road man and must have been poorly advised.

Mr. Ramsden expressed the opinion that before the

Highway was completed it would probably cost

$1,000,000, but whatever the cost, the work will have
to go through now.

Knowledge Gained by Experience

Knowledge gained by experience was the warning
taught by Sir John Hendrie. who spoke briefly, wel-

coming the Association, and, in passing, touching on
the cost of the Toronto-Hamilton Highway: "I can
speak feelingly of the cost of the Highway for I am a

taxpayer in Flamboro and have to pay my share of the

assessment. The province must soon spend millions

on its roads ; let us learn the lesson of the need of em-
ploying the best technical skill to estimate the cost of

the work and supervise the construction."

The Lieutenant-Governor also spoke of the cfTect

of good roads in improving social and farming condi-

tions in the country and hoped that it would nat be
long until every road in the province would be greatly

improved.

Why Counties Have Not Adopted County Road Systems
Mr. K. W. McKay, vice-president of the associa-

tion, touched on the splendid system of highway laws

as at present in force in Ontario, before calling on re-

presentatives of the counties, who had not adopted the

good road system, to tell why they had not. Mr.

John A. Best, M. P., speaking of the good roads sys-

tem in the county of DufTerin, partly blamed the past

relationship with Simcoe and Welland for not having
gone into the matter. Mr. Best spoke forcibly of the

good effect of better roads between the farm and the

market towns to the farmer. Perishable produce is

often spoilt, due to the fact that the farmer can't

market it immediately on account of the bad roads.

The system of statute labor should be a thing of the

past. Under the present system some parts of the

road are looked after better than others. War con-

ditions need not seriously interfere with the estab-

lishment of a good roads system. If the statute labor

system could be gotten rid of and the good roads sys-

tem applied, the question would be generally solved.

The question resolves itself into educating the people

to the benefits to be derived. Until recently the coun-

try people have been very much prejudiced against

the motors and have been averse to taking up good
roads, but they are beginning to see the benefits ot

them and it is the duty of this association to further

that education.

The item of the cost and the fear of the ballot box
has led many government members to play safe rather

than to take a stand on a question his constituents

might not understand, even though it be ultimately for

their own good- The Government pays 40 per cent,

of the cost of new roads and the people are doing
themselves a great injustice not to take advantage of

the opportunity. Everybody pospers when the farmer
prospers. It's up to the farmer to take advantage of

the opportunities offered.

Situation in Elgin County

Mr. N. F. Cornell, of Port Stanley, explaining the

situation in Elgin County ascribed the trouble to lack

of education on the part of some of the county coun-
cillors and to the mistaken idea held by some coun-
ties, where material was plentiful, that they could build

cheaper themselves than by contributing and working
under the supervision of the Government.

Owing to the lack of sufficient data on the cost of

roads in different counties, and the present financial

crisis due to the European war and the eternal fear of

the ballot box the system had not as yet been adopted
by the county council of Elgin—the home of the Min-
ister of Works and the Deputy Minister of Highway's.

Dr. Meek of Port Rowan, past member of the

county council of Norfolk, spoke of conditions there.
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Some well populated counties have lots of good readily

available material, witli which to build good roads,

while other sparsely settled counties lack not only
the money but also the material. This with the ad-

vent of motor traffic, the present war and the inade-

(|uate education of the county councillors, who feel

that good roads are a luxury rather than a necessity,

l)n)nipts the wait-and-see attitude, and is the reason
why many counties haven't been progressive enough
to take the stej) in advance.

Don't Know the Cost

Warden McDowell, of Norfolk, in defendinj^ their

"play-safe" ])olicy stated that they weren't sufficiently

informed on the cost of roads. Estimates had been
submitted to them, which when gone into were only
about one-third of what they should have been. The
big item was the expense of materials which were not
ver}' convenient and necessitated long haulage.

People Need Educating

Mr. Anderson, also of Norfolk, in behalf of good
roads mentioned the difficulties to be overcome, but
stated that they could be overcome if the government
would send a representative out to meet the peo]ile in

a convention and show them the benctits to be de-

rived.

Kent County Would Benefit

On behalf of Kent, a Hat low-lying country, Mr. G.
A. Frazer, of Thamesville, stated that no county
would beiietit more than Kent by a good roads system.
The increase in property value would more than re-

compense for the extra taxation. I3ut the people,

now under a heavy drainage tax on account of the low
llat nature of the country, could see nothing more than
increased taxation. They have to be educated to the

economical benefits to be derived in increased land

values, due to better production, from better drainage,

better transportation facilities, the increased comfort
and the moral effect on the rising generation. Kent
is somewhat in the position of the man who owned a

gold mine but wouldn't spend enough to buy a pick

and shovel to work it- Educate the peoplt^ who may
choose men whom they know will carry out their best

interests regardless of consequences.

Want Concrete Roads

Mr. Ilennigan, warden of Kent county, stated

that, due to the flat nature of the country, the onl)-

roads they considered at all permanent were concrete,

and so far they were marking time until they saw some
examples of it.

Proper Handling of Highways
Mr. W. A. McLean, Deputy Minister of Highways,

was loudU' a{)plauded when he rose to address a few
remarks. The public highways have always been
with us and always will be. Every man has to travel

on them. The great problem of the people is, there-

fore, the i)ropcr handling of these highways. "On
the highways of the province," said Mr. McEean. "we
all meet on a common level. There is no fee charged.

There is no ticket to purchase- There is a sense of

ownership when a man is on a higinvay to be found in

no other i)lace in this or any other country. Let us

make these highways the best we i)ossibly van."

Before January 18, 1916, the Highways Department
had never been able to ])resent a fixed policy with re-

gard to the aid they could extend. In 1910 the de-

partment was organized, which consisted of Mr, ^Tc-

Lean and his stenographer. The government paid
one-third of the cost of the construction of new roads.

In 1913 a commission was appointed but nothing
positive could be said in regard to their policy. In
1914 this commission handed in their report and in 1913
the act was passed, but up to January 18, 1916, nothing
definite could be said as to when it would take effect.

The first step taken on receiving definite authority was
to send out a statement to all the county councils,
showing how it would affect them From the re-

sponse the department feel it has been very beneficial

and this first step will be followed up by others.

.Answering a number of questions, Mr. McLean
mentioned how difficult it was to state ofThahd the
cost of any particular road. The trouble is, a county
asks for the cheapest road under the regulations, as
to cost- When it is started people recognize the room
for improvement and demand it, with the result that
the final part of the road may be twice as good as the
initial part and consequently cost in proportion, but
the people don't at once realize why. With good
roads a farmer can |)rodnce a maximum and sell it im-
mediately. I tut on poor roads he can only produce
what he can transport. It is evident that the good
roads will soon pay for themselves iii return. Start in

cautiously .iiul wDrk up to a -\ stem embracing all

roads.

The ><> stem is not perfect, no human xchenie known
is ])erfect, but its good features arc vastly in advance
of its disa(l\antages. There are obstacles, but they
have their compensation.

The European war casts its shadow, true, but we
are all confident of the outcome and should go forward
and prepare plans for the time when the war is vic-

toriously over and the great army of men, and jws-
sibly almost as large a one of immigrants, come back.
We owe them something and the opportunity of giv-
ing them employment on highway construction should
be our aim.

Mr. McLean assured those present that the De-
partment is always at their service, always ready and
willing to meet and advise anyone in regard to the
betterment of good roads.

Mr. Merrion spoke of the condition in Prescott
and Russell, and the hope they had of eflFccting a bond
between Ontario and Quebec.

Legacy for Posterity

.Money wisely invested in providing good roads is

one of the best legacies the people of today can leave
to posterity, was the keynote of an address by the Hon-
F. G. Macdiarmid. Minister of Pubhc Works. Good
roads were not only a provision for the future, but they
increased the value of the farm land and property in
ji^neral. "Let us make our highways the best we pos-
sibly can. Good roads are necessary from an econo-
mic point of view whatever the cost."

Mr. Macdiarmid said that in .spite of war. the cam-
paign throughout the province to secure more good
roads had made progress and it was possible even at
such a time that legislation to help further with the
work might be passed if the people of the counties
would work together and prepare the preliminaries.
There had been talk of the country passing through a
period of stress and strain, hut lie believed that the
stress was less today than 18 months ago. There was
being exhibited by British people evervwhere a ieeling
of confidence that was truly remarkable. Neverthe-
less it was not a time for reckless expenditure nor was
it a time for standing still on the matter of securing
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better roads. The Government asked for their co-

operation and hoped for a period of great prosperitj^

and great immigration after the war and wished to be

prepared for it. Highways, the best that could pos-
sibly be made, were essential to the success of the pro-
vince, both from point of view of utility and economy.

The Benefits of a County Roads System
This question was discussed on Wednesday after-

noon by a number of county representatives. Major
Sheppard, speaking on behalf of the county of Wel-
land, which was one of the last counties to come into

the new system, referred to the benefits derived from

the system. Since coming into the system Welland
has made 162 miles of good roads in the last four

years. i'efore these roads were improved the roads

in Welland were about the wonst in the province, but

since improvement the difficulty is now not to. get the

people's consent to build more roads, but where to

build them, each townsliip clamoring for more in their

particular division- Statute labor is unsatisfactory.

The time has come when an organized system is ne-

cessary throughout the province. The cost of road

Iniilding per mile is hard to determine without a syste-

matic estimate of local conditions ; every mile will cost

dififerent, depending on the convenience of materials,

length of haul, numl)er of culverts to be placed, and
grades and hills encountered. In the county of Wel-
land toda}', after a few years of Good Roads, there is

not a dissenting voice.

Untiring Efforts of County Engineer

Warden Campbell, of Middlesex, one of the first

counties to adopt a Good Roads system, in 1907, stated

that their success was due to the untiring efforts of

their county engineer, Mr. Charles Talbot. Up to tlie

end of 1915, 240 miles of improved roads had been laid,

and the programme for 1916 calls for 16,5 miles more.

The cost of good roads in Middlesex is from $1,000

to $1,.S00 where gravel is convenient, and $4,000 for

broken stone roads, the average cost being from $1,800

to $2,000 per mile. Mr. Campbell would like to see a

hmit put on the load for fast motor trucks. Due to

the increasing traffic, these motors are breaking up
the roads throughout the country.

Nothing But Praise

Mr. Wheelock, of Peel County, stated that after

eight years of experience under the Highway Im-
provement Act the people of the county had nothing

but praise for the system. Teople are insisting on

good roads at whatever cost. In Peel nearlj^ all the

roads have been reconstructed, and the question now
is mainly one of maintenance. The good effects to

be gained from Government supervision, in which
the Government pays forty per cent, on construction

and new machinery and twenty per cent, on mainten-
ance, should appeal to any progressive county.

The time is approaching when country traffic will

be done entirely with motors, carrying an average load

of from ten to fifteen tons, and roads must be built

now to maintain this heavy traffic in the near future-

Increased Property Values

Mr. W. Anderson, Prince Edward County: After

nine years under the county system land values in

Prince Edward have increased at least 2.S per cent.

This should be a big item in influencing those coun-
ties not yet under the system to take it up. The cost

in Prince Edward averages from $2,200 to $4,000 per

mile, depending on the kind of land over which the

road is built and the convenience of the building ma-
terial.

Wentworth County
The county of Wentworth, which receives some of

the heaviest traffic of the province, due to the fact that

it lies in the path of traffic passing between Detroit
and Niagara Falls, has been working under this sys-

tem since 1902, and have spent about $378,000 on
county good roads. The system now is in very
good shape, 153 miles of improved roads having been
laid. The social and moral advantages claimed for

this system, and the increased value in land, are great
assets to the county. When it is considered that

240,000 acres have increased in value from $2 to $50
an acre, one will see the good effects of such a sys-

tem.

Cost $1,500 to $4,000 a Mile

Mr. Pugsley, of York County, the pioneer county
in Good Roads systems, spoke of the attempt made
ten or twelve years ago to have good roads over all

York, and the subsequent division into north and
south when the system was turned down—the south-

ern portion adopting the system, and the northern
staying out.

Good roads in York have cost from $1,500 to

$4,000 a mile. The fact tliat most of these roads lead

to Toronto, and the excessive nature of the traffic, has
necessitated a very permanent form of construction.

About 115 miles of roads have been constructed, at a

cost of approximately $600,000.

North York, realizing the advantages of the new
SN'stem, were unanimous at the last meeting of the

council to adopt Good Roads. Mr. Pugsley would
like to see all the counties adopt this system, and have
good roads from one end of the province to the other.

It would not only be an economic benefit to the

people, but also a benefit from a military standpoint,

due to the great advantage of rapid transportation.

Hastings County a Pioneer

Ex-President Vermilyea, of Belleville, representing
Hastings County, which was one of the early pioneers
in the good roads movement on which it had spent two
millions of dollars before the Government had made a

grant, advised other counties to follow suit. Begin
now on roads nearest the respective market towns and
progress year by year as finances would allow and for-

get that it was a stupendous task, was Mr. Vermilyea's
advice, for in years to come, he said, the saving in

horseflesh, labor, and increase in farm values would
soon repay more than the roads would cost.

Land Values Increased 25 Per Cent.

Mr. Willoughby Anderson, Prince Edward County,
said his county adopted a good road system nine years
ago, and in farm centres the land values had since in-

creased as much as 25 per cent.

Good Roads Sign of Prosperity

Mr. C. R. Wheelock of Di:fFerin County, expressed

a similar view, and advised the counties to build their

roads to meet heavv traffic for heavy motors would
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he the chief means of transport in tlic near future. If

the counties, still years behind the times, would adopt
a ffood road system the townships would follow suit.

Good roads were a sure sij^n f)f tlie alertness and pro-

l^^ressive spirit of the farmer.

Financing Good Roads

Mr. K. W- McKay, St. Thomas : Good roads are

investments and must be paid for ; there are no barjjains

in road huildinf^. The question resolves itself into

(juc of Ici^islation and our present laws are evidence of

ciiir aim to provide better equalization; to derive the

fniuls from the projier source. That the llij^hways

Improvement Act has only been adopted in one-half ot

the comities suggests that increased legislation is

needed. With the improved county roads, both the

country and city resident benefits by the results of im-
proved transportation facilities.

Mr. McKay believed that the present legislation is

somewhat inadequate. Townships should pay accord-

ing to the benefits derived, and sliould assess the land

as they derive benefit from the road. A man on a

back road does not get as much benefit as the farmer
living on the improved highway. The assessments
should be made on benefits derived rather than on
frontage. Under the new regulation the government
pays 20 per cent, on maintenance and 40 per cent, on

new construction, also 40 per cent- on new machinery.
Provincial aid is extended in the ca.se of country roads,

suburban roads and main highways—that is between
cities. The Department encoiwages the adoption of

the .system and the apjwiintnient of road Mipcrinten-
dents.

Highways are classified by the traffic thereon, and
the ways in which they are improved. Maintenance
is the keynote of a gcwd roads system. It should start

as soon as the new road is fini.shed. Coimtics carry on
their road improvement financially in three ways

—

first, by an annual levy, which is employed by seven
counties; second, by a cf)mbination of annual levy and
debenture issues—three counties employ this system

—

and last, by debenture issues'alone, which seems to be'

the popular .system, ten counties having adopted it.

The time limit of the debenture is set by the depart-
ment. It would be unwise to extend them beyond the
reasonable life of the highway.

In conclusion Mr. McKay said. (1) Give the coun-
ties time to study the sy.stem and inaugurate it; (2)
Have proper provision in the Highways .\ct for the
township to pay in proportion to the benefits derived

;

(.3) Have the Department supervi.se the issue of de-
bentures and (4) Ruild the best road possible, as the
most expensive first cost highway is the cheapest in

the end-

When Are Gravel Roads Profitable?
By Chas

A good road gravel is composed of hard and
tough pebbles and stone of different sizes and
sufficient sand and binding material that when
consolidated in position on the road it will

form a solid mass.
Where large stones are found in a gravel pit they

should be removed before loading the gravel and
where a large proportion of the gravel is composed of

large stone the whole of the material should be run
through a crusher and screened, the excess of sand re-

sulting from the screening may be placed in the base
(if the road with the larger stone and on top of this the

smaller stone filled with sufficient filler from the small
screen. Where gravel deposits have not sufficient

binder to consolidate the necessary binder will be pro-

duced by j^assing the material through the crusher.

In the construction of the gravel road the subgrade
should be firm and the gravel deposited and rolled in

layers of four or five inches and finished by using a
moderate amount of rolling and watering. .\ gravel

composed of large stone and fine sand is very t)bjec-

tionable and results in inferior work. (Iravel composed
of small ])ebbles coated with an iron oxide or a clay

binder sets readily and produces a vcrv serviceable

road for light traffic.

The more difficult it is to (.oiixilidatc the gra\el

the harder and more durable is the surface formed.
The gra\el that has an excess of binder dissolves

easily under traffic in wet weather and ruts are formed ;

is may however be restored with a grader or log drag
if used at the proper time. This cannot l)c done with
the better class of gravel and the ruts and depressions
must be filled with fresh material.

In the construction of gravel roads the roller is

useful to Consolidate the grade and n^ll the gravel
sufficienth to form a reasoiiablv lirm surface- .After

* Road Engineer, Middlesex Connty.
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this is done I am inclined to the opinion that further
rolling is not beneficial as it apparently requires the
action of the traffic upon the small stone to produce
the binder that results in its final consolidation.

The .selection of suitable gravel, the treatment ne-
cessary and the quantity used must all be decided by
the person in charge of the work and his decision will

depend upon local conditions. When traffic is heavy
and liable to increase gravel should not be used in new
work.

Upon highways adjacent to cities such as Toronto.
Hamilton and lUiflfalo and throughout the counties
connecting these cities, traffic conditions are quite as
congested as they are on city streets. Consequently
they and all such roads must be treated in a class en-
tirely by themselves and as they at most represent less

than 2 per cent, of the road mileage of the Trovincc
they are of little importance to the people as a whole
except as an object lesson representative of the condi-
tions that will obtain in the near future through a
much wider area.

Eight per cent, of the total mileage has a traffic of
less than ^75 and more than 100 vehicles per day and
"*0 per cent, has a Ir.iffir of lc.;s than KXJ vehicles i)er

day.

l'2arlli and .•»aiul io;nl> compo>e >omc l'',000 miles
of the total road mileage of the organized portion of
Ontario, 20.000 miles are represented as gravel roads.
4.000 miles stone roads; the balance, some 12.(X10

miles, are unimproved.

I'rom the foregoing you mu>t conclude that while
.the problem of meeting conditions where traffic is

congested is large and ever increasing the subject af-
fecting the greatest number of people of Ontario ex-
clusive of those residing in the cities is the one that
<leals with the long stretches of country roads where
traffic is comparatively light and less expensive con-
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struction answers the requirements demanded of the

roads.

Conv'enience of Material

Where material such as stone and gravel must be

transported over the railways or by wagons or tractors

over long stretches of roads for the original construc-

tion of the road no material progress has been made,

the cost being considered prohibitive.

On the other hand marked improvement has been

made in every instance where gravel, stone or rock is

available within hauling distance of the highways-

As the people who control the matter consider the

importation of material for the road crust too expen-

sive, the question resolves itself for the present into a

consideration and treatment of the materials available

and a systematic use of them to produce economic re-

sults.

Where earth roads obtain because of lack ot

metal the roads will remain unsurfaced until the rate-

payer decides he can afford the cost of importing

stone or gravel for their improvement, or some method

is discovered whereby the clay and sand may be con-

verted into a suitable road crust.

With the gravel road, conditions are different; al-

ready long stretches of these roads are constructed

and are in serviceable condition, and with a Provincial

Department of Highways to supervise and direct the

organization plans for the systematic improvement in

both townships and counties marked advancement

must necessarily follow and at least the foundation

work of a complete system of highways in the near

future will be constructed consisting of properly

formed and drained grades strengthened by the ap-

plication of such local material as is available and for

the time being constituting both the base and wearing

surface of the present highway but which will in the

future constitute the foundation for the more expen-

sive road surface which will be demanded as the coun-

try increases in population and wealth.

For the present however we are compelled by the

magnitude of the work and the comparative un-

developed state of the country to utilize the material

immediately at hand and with them in so far as pos-

.sible meet the problems confronting us in the matter

of the constructing of new roads and the improvement

and maintenance of the old.

Drainage

As this paper is not supposed to treat with drain-

age or the construction of the grade I must assume

that in all cases before gravel is placed the water line

has been lowered to at least 3 feet below the top of

the grade and adequate provision made by a proper

under drainage system to keep the sub-grade free from

water; failing this no satisfactory results will be ob-

tained by placing gravel or stone on the road.

I stipulate the use of under drains because the

use of an unguarded open drain upon the highway is

unlawful and useful only to carry off the surplus water

from the adjoining lands. Farmers have long since

learned the open drain is serviceable only as an outlet

for his under drains and the road Superintendent will

after a series of expensive experiments discover the

open drain on the highway is useful and jealously

guarded by the farmer for the same purpose.

Assuming the drainage is good and the grade prop-

erly constructed you have what constitutes the only

foundation required for a light traffic- A surface coat of

best available gravel or stone is then applied using

from 800 to 1,800 c. yards per mile; this consolidated

with the road roller or lacking a roller consolidated by
the traffic with repeated leveling, produces a road that

will be serviceable and that will be maintained with

an expenditure of $50 to $100 per mile per year.

Such a class of construction will meet the require-

ments of roads where traffic does not exceed 100

vehicles per day and represents approximately 90 per

cent, of the total mileage.- There remains however
approximately 8 per cent- of the total mileage with a

traffic from 100 vehicles to 350 vehicles per day which

is a more serious and difficult problem.

Here as in the former case the drainage and grade

must be considered the most important part of the

foundation. In order however to sustain the in-

creased number of heavy loads, the most destructive

auto traffic and the excessively loaded and rapidly

moving auto truck, the foundation must be strength-

ened by a depth and width of metal suitable to the

"traffic requirements. Where traffic exceeds 200

vehicles or where the greater portion of the traffic is

composed of heavy loads a double track road should

be constructed say 12 or 14 ft. wide while on the roads

of less travel an 8 or 10 ft. road will suffice.

Subsoil

On the subsoil will depend the depth of metal re-

quired. Sand and gravel subsoil will require a hghter

base of gravel while open loam and certain clay sub-

soils require a greater depth. It is impossible with-

out extensive experiments to ascertain the approxi-

mate depth required. This however, is a matter of

no serious import as an additional depth may be added
where conditions demand at a price equal to the cost

of the original construction.

The most economic plan would be to err on the

light side provided the defect is detected and remedied

before the gravel is forced into or mixed with- the

subgrade which is a matter easily detected and pre-

vented. The piling on of gravel or stone to an ex-

cessive depth without first ascertaining what depth of

metal is necessary is a matter where thousands of dol-

lars may be wasted without a possibility of a return

for the expenditure.

After a roadway has become firm and ceases to

vield under traffic only sufficient new metal should be

used to maintain the crown to its original form and fill

the depression that may develop- Such a process will

require an expenditure of $75 to $150 per mile per year.

An old gravel road which has been properly con-

structed and reveals a considerable depth of gravel in

the foundation should be repaired bj- removing the

shoulders and adding a sufficient amount of gravel to

complete the crown. Where the old deposit of metal has

worn excessively or is mixed with the sub-grade better

results will be obtained by adding sufficient metal on

top of the old gravel to restore the crown. The gravel

required to construct a road 12 ft. wide at $1.00 per

cubic yard will cost approximately $3,000 per mile. A
road 8 ft. wide will cost about $2,000 per mile and the

resurfacing of the worn road about $1,000 per mile.

Until this year no systematic attempt has been

made to encourage or organize an effort looking to-

ward the maintenance of country roads. This year

the legislature has provided that where a .systematic

plan is adopted by a county they will contribute 20

per cent, of the cost, which is one half what they pay
toward construction.

The maintenance of a highway is admittedly more
important than construction or re-construction, conse-
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i|iiently were the larger percentage paid for mainten-
ance and the smaller for construction or had they been
|)laced on e(|ual basis we W(jnl(l conclude due consider-
ation had been given the matter bef(jre the tinal deci-

sion was made and a premium jjlaced u])on the neglect
of the more important phase of ,the work.

Where traffic exceeds 250 to 400 vehicles ])er day
and consists in part of auto trucks, a gravel road wiit

not maintain its binder and must be replaced by a bet-

ter class of road. Where such conditions have dc
veloped there is no hesitation u|)on the part of the
County Council to assume the responsibility and con-
struct the new and more expensive road-

The case with which such men adapt tiiemsch es to

the changed conditions and decide on the large ex])L'n-

diturcs necessary to finance the change is accounted
for by the fact that they have through the construc-
tion of the lighter class of road and its maintenance be-
come accustomed to the expenditure of comparatively
large sums of money and this has served as an educa-

tion to train them for the larger expenditure. This i.s

in marked contrast to the people living on the earth
road who have been inactive and their inactivity ha.s

not only left him without education along such Hnes
but has created a condition within themselves which
they are incapable of overcoming. When told by an
outsider or by one of their companions who has re-

mained normal under such conditions how they may
receive and finance a scheme to bring them out of their

difficulty, they will not believe, or if they do, the>
sicken at the thought of the expense like a young child
who has received an overdose of pap. They realize
their weakness and express a desire for strength. If

they take their nourishment in increasing quantities
ihey will soon be able for a full meal of solid food in

the f(jrm of gravel stone or concrete. Their first dose
must necessarily be a County road Bylaw.

(Jravel roads are profitable so long as they satisfy
the demands of the people who use them and can be
maintained ff)r less than the interest on the cost of a
now and better class of highway.

When is Crushed Stone Profitable?
By Lucius E.

Tllli subject, "When is Stone Profitable for

Roads," which I have been asked to speak
upon this morning is one which if thoroughly
treated in detail would require considerable

time, and in the time allotted for introducing this sub-
ject for discussi(jn, I can only outline some of the more
imi)ortant jjoints with reference to the use of stone
as a material for road construction.

The use of stone for the construction of ordinary
highways is of ancient origin, the remains of stone
metaled roads having been found in I'.gypt dating from
the time of the Pharaohs. The Carthaginians also
used stones bound with sand, and th(? so-called Roman
roads were mostly built of stone laid in various ways,
but probably the modern methods of using broken
stone and afterwards consolidating by natural or arti-

ficial means dates from the time of those forefathers

of Ciood Roads Mc.\dam and Telford in ICngland.

and Trcsaguet and I'olonceau in I'rance-

The systems of road construction as designed and
introduced by Tresaguet and Mc.Xdam differed only
in the matter of the foundation. The system as in-

troduced by Tresaguet consisted of a stone ft)undation

si.x to eight inches in depth formed up of stone blocks
laid on a bed whose surface was given the same cam-
ber as the finished roadway. These stone blocks
were placed i)y hand and the crevices tilled with stone
chips well hammered in. Upon this stone foundation

a layer of crushed sti)ne was placed of from four to

si.x inches in depth and thoroughly rolled, or con-
solidated. In modern |)ractice the surface metaling
is usually put down in two layers, each layer i)eing

well rolled, with the addition of fine screenings to act

as a binder. This type of roadway, while being rather

expensive in first cost, if i)roperly constructed has
been found to be a very durable type of r^)adway and
well ada|>ted for certain localities.

(In account of the heavy built up stone foundation
which takes up the impact and shock upon the metal
surface from heavy traffic, this type of roadway is

consequently well adapted for roads where the char-
acter of the traffic consists of heavy moving loads such

* Engineer Hastlnirs County.
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as trucks, tractors, etc. The metal wearing surface
when worn down can be renewed many times without
extra labor or material being expended on the stone
foundation.

Mc.Adani's .system is essentially the same as the
f'"rench system except that the stone foundation is

omitted, the roadway consisting of a more or less

dense layer of metal of varying sizes held together h\
a binder of fine material and well rolled. Polonceau.
a French engineer, in 1829 improved upon Mc.-\dam"s
system of construction by first making use of road
rollers to compact and consolidate the metaled surface.

Undoubtedly the macadamized road where the na-
tural sub-soil is good is the most economical type, as
the wear on a rf)adway is largely on the surface, and
as long as the metal surface is kept in gotxi repair
there is no necessitj' for an expensive stone foundation
similar to the original I'rench system. Where gixnl
gravel is difficult to obtain and a suitable crushed
rock is available, a road surface composed of from
four to eight inches of crushed stone, placed on the
old gravel or earth rt)adwa\-. after scarifj-ing same, and
well rolled down with a road roller is for our ordinary
highways the best type of roadway, provided they are
])roperly constructed and the best material used.

While a roadway constructed in this manner may
be adapted for districts where the traffic conditions
are not too excessive, it is no doubt advisable where
the conditions are favorable and warrant a more per-
manent road surface to adopt some form of bitumin-
ous binder or carpet which will bind the stone aggre-
gate into a more or less .solid mass that will withstand
the hammering action of heavy traffic

Where the motor traffic is considerable—and few of
oiu- main highways arc not now extensively made use
of by motor cars—a treatment with road oil on the
surface will greatly increase the durability of the road-
way, and decrease the dust nuisance.

It is not, however, within the scope of this paper
to enter into a discussion of tar or bituminous bound
macadam, or carpeted stone roadways, or oil treated
roads, but rather to refer to .several points which
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should be, and many times are not, carefully consid-

ered in selecting stone for roads.

Quality and Kinds of Stone Adapted for Roads

Too little attention is often j^iven to an examina-

tion of the kind and quality of the stone which is to

he placed on our roads. There are many instances

where a crushed rock has been carelessly selected and

used, which in the end proved to be far inferior to a

good |,n-avel. Within the Province of Ontario occur

a great variety of igneous, sedimentary and metamor-

phic rocks some of which make excellent material for

road metal, while others which may appear firm and

hard superficially soon weather or rapidly deteriorate

under traffic.

Within the past few years many of the Highway
Departments of the principal countries in Europe and

in America have realized the importance of a syste-

matic examination of those rocks best adapted for road

construction, by estabhshing testing laboratories for

this purpose.

To France must be given the credit for first estab-

lishing in 1878 a laboratory for testing road materijils.

Colonel Crompton, Consulting Engineer to the British

Road Board, established a few years ago at Tedding-

ton. England, an excellent testing laboratory for de-

termining the relative value of various road building

materials and designed and put in operation a machine

which subjects various types of roads and i)avements

to the actual conditions found in all classes of high-

way traffic, and most valuable information has been

secured from the results of his work.

The Provincial Department of Highways of On-

tario, under the efficient direction of Mr. Mcl^ean, is

also equipped to carry out the testing of rocks for road

building.

In addition to a chemical analysis of a rock, which

in many cases will indicate its suitability, there are

four essential physical tests which should always be

applied in determining the relative suitability of the

rock. These tests when applied will show:— (1)

The relative hardness; (2) Toughness: (3) .\brasive-

ness, or resistance to wear; (4) Cementing value.

It is obvious that a rock which best withstands the

destructive agencies of the atmosphere, water and the

severe wear and tear of traffic is under normal condi-

tions the most economical to use, and in many cases

it will be found that the use of a rock which happens

to be in close proximity to the work, and therefore

costing much' less for haulage or transportation, may
yet be far less economical than a rock found many
miles distant.

A determination of the hardness of a rock will indi-

cate its ability to withstand the displacement of its

surface particles by the friction caused by steel tyred

vehicles-

The relative abihty of a rock to resist fracture from

the hammering action of rapidly moving vehicles is a

measure of its toughness.

The abrasion test will show the relative degree

which a rock will withstand wear, or the grinding ac-

tion of the steel tyres and the steel caulks of horses'

shoes.

The relative degree to which a rock dust will ce-

ment or hold the rock particles together, thereby form-

ing an impervious and smooth road surface, is its

cementing value.

Just as a poorly burned or porous clay brick will

absorb a large amount of water, thereby tending to

disintegrate the brick structure, so a soft and porous

rock will tend to disintegrate under the continual ac-

tion of water and frost.

As a general rule the granites are much harder

than the limestones, but on the other hand have much
less cementing value. There is no doubt that for

toughness and ability to withstand severe wear the

trap rocks are the best for road making material, how-
ever on account of the excessive first C(jst of trap rock

in many localities the use of crushed granite, field stone

and limestone prove to be the most economical in

])ractice.

As a general principle it may therefore be stated

that a rock that combines to the highest degree the

]Moperties above referred to is the best adapted for

road construction. The following record of a large

number of rocks tested by the United States Bureau
of Roads will serve to show the comparative values of

the various rocks used for road construction.

Table

•Showing the average results of all of the tests con-

ducted on characteristic road building rocks up to Jan.

1. 1912, as carried out by the U. S. Department of

Roads.
Cementiny Per. cent

Hardness Toughness Value of Wear

Limestone .... 14.4 8 54 5-2

Sandstone .... 15.0 12 62 5.7

Granite 18.5 12 18 4.5

Trap Rocks. .. 17.6 17.4 95.4 3.1

Construction and Maintenance

The fir.st essential in the construction of a stone

roadwa\' is to provide pnjjier drainage. It is obvious

that if water is allowed to soak into and penetrate the

soil foundation of the roadway, the road crust will soon

be disrupted, the result being that the lower ])ortion of

the stone crust penetrates into the wet soil and gradu-

ally the .soil becomes mixed with the stone, causing

holes and eventually almost complete destruction to

the original roadway. Good drainage can be secured

by keeping the earth shoulders well down, and provid-

ing side ditches of sufficient depth and width to (piickl\-

remove the water.

Many times the lack of suitable culverts to carry

the water from a higher to a lower level underneatli

the roadway is the cause of serious destruction to the

road- In soft and boggy soil it is necessary in some
cases to construct lateral drains, leading from the cen-

ter of the roadway to the side ditches. Proper and
ample road drainage is just as essential as farm drain-

age and the initial cost will soon be repaid in the in-

creased life of the roadway-

Grades and Crown
As the ordinary constructed roadway surface is not

imiK'rvious to water i)roper crown should be given to

the road to prevent water settling on the road crust.

Ordinarily a crown of one-half to three-quarters of an

inch per foot is sufficient for macadam roads.

In the construction or reconstruction of so-called

main trunk roads reduction of excessive grades is also

im])ortant. The increased hauling power of heavy
loaded vehicles due to decreased grades on highways
will in many instances soon repay the initial cost of the

reduction of the grade.

Too much care cannot be exercised in rolling. It

should commence at the edge and work towards the

center, the roller at all times traveling parallel to the

center line of the roadway. W'ith proper .rolling the

consolidation of the crushed stone surfacing should be
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equal to alxiiit 33 1-3 per cent- ul the loosely deposited

stone.

The size of crushed stone best adapted for ruad

metal depends upon the type ol ruad under construc-

tion. Usually ^rger size stone up to three inches

may he used in the bottom or foundation "course, and
the liner stone for the top courses. The agj^re^ate

should be so f^raded as to furnish sufficient sizps to

consolidate into a ty|)ical mosaic under com])ression.

Sufficient fine stone screeninf^s shcjuld be used on the

finished road surface and watered to thoroujj;hly seal

and fill the voids in the compacted metal.

The question of niaintaininj( our stone roads is of

almost greater importance than new construction

work. Much thoufijht and attention has been j^iven the

matter of how best to keep our roads up to a high

state of repair. The use of narrcjw tyred heavy
vehicles should at once be prohibited. The cutting

action upon the metal road surface of such a vehicle

passing over a roadway during wet weather is one of

the most destructive agencies to roads. Once a rut is

formed, water immediately collects in the rut and pene-

trates transversely throughout the road surface, there-

by hastening the disintegration of the road surface.

Two general methods of maintenance are folKjwed

in various countries,^ namely the "J'atchwork .System"

and the "Periodic Renewal System."
It is truly said tliat maintenance should start as

soon as a roadway is comj^leted. The "Patchwork
System" as generally carried out involves the constant

and immediate repair of any portion of a stone road-

way as faulty spots develop. It can be carried out

by a system of ])atrols. who become responsible for a

given length of road section- The work of re|)airing

;iud tilling holes and bad ruts should bedone b\' men
familiar with and experienced in the work. The old

adage "A stitch in time .saves nine" aptly ai)plies to

road repair work. In the patrol repair system suit-

able (piantities of crushed stone should l)e kept at in-

ter\als on each road section. One man and a horse
and cart can keep in repair a considerable length of

roadway. .As to whether such a systein of road

maintenance would work out to the best advantage in

this country is not within the scope of this paper.

The "Periodic Renewal System" is based on the

princi])le of a general resurfacing of a given roadway
as soon as it becomes badly worn. The disadvantage
of the system is that it requires a much larger amount
of material to complete the resurfacing of an entire

roadway. The unit cost of carrying out the work
is no doubt less than in the "Patchwork System" as

materials can be handled on a larger scale and the work
is concentrated at one point.

It would a])pear that possibly a combination of

these two systems could be worked out to better ad-

\antage in this country than either the one or the

otlier.

As much depends on the amount and cliaiacler of

the traffic over a given highway as to the amount and
dci)th oi road metal and foundation that should be

used, it is essential that a careful census be taken ex-

tending over a considerable length of time. .\s

traffic, especially automobile traffic, will seek tile best

road, it is necessary to make due allowance for the

jirobable area from which new traffic will originate.

Conclusions

In concluding the introduction of the subject of

crushed stone for roads, it may be stated that no hard

and fast rule can be laid down as to when stone can be

used for road construction in general, neither can any
fixed figure be given for the cost of a macadam road-

way, as the cost of labor and materials will vary
greatly in different localities. It may be .stated, how-
ever, that in districts where suitable stone adapted for

road metal is found, it is generally preferred to other

material such as ordinary untreated bank gravel.

The uniformitj' of crushed stone as compared to

natural gravel is no doubt an advantage, as bank gravel

has been laid down in strata the result of glacial drift

or sedimentation and it is difficult to always obtain

sufficient uniformity to ensure the necessary binding

and wearing properties for road con.struction-

The salient i)oints to be considered in the construc-

tion or re-surfacing of a rock metaled roadway are:

—

1. Careful examination and selection of the

<|uality of the rock, taking into consideration the

relative durability and initial cost.

2. The i^njper preparation or scarifying of the

foundation. •

3. The drainage of the foundation by means of

ditches, drains or culverts and the removal of

the earth shoulders to secure surface drainage.

4. Consideration before construction is started

of the estimated amount and character of the

traffic, upon which the type of construction can
best be determined to meet existing or future

traffic conditions.

5. Due attention to the grade and crown of the

roadway to ensure uniform wear over the traveled

(lortion of the roadway.
6. .After construction is completed the im-

mediate and constant attention to repair and
maintenance, which will add to the ultimate life

of the highway.

In many sections of Ontario it will be many years

before the density and wealth of the population will be
such as to warrant the construction of so-called per-

manent highways, and the use of the cheapest and
most abundant natural road material such as gravel

and stone will have to be resf)rted to. so that the

methods of constructing stone metaled highways will

continue to be of greater importance to a larger num-
ber of people than the construction of more expensive
highways.

It is quite possible that as these materials and
methods arc further investigated the present methods
will be so improved upon that for a majority n( our
roads, the use of crushed stone will continue to l)C the
predominant road building material

When is Bituminous Material Profitable ?

Mr. E. A. James, County Engineer for York, states

that in some parts of York County the country roads,

as far as traffic goes, are regular city streets ; on some
roads as high as 200 vehicles per hour and 12 trucks
from 12 to 16 tons, pass i)er hour. Under such condi-
tions brick laid on 4^ in. concrete foundation, 18 ft.

wide, with stone shoulders on an old 24 in. stone
foundation, has proved the most, satisfactory- This
road in 1011 cost $22,000 a mile and. after four years
wear, has only cost $2.00 to $3.00 per mile mainten-
ance. Rocmac pavement, a preparation of silica, with
limestone dust, forming an insoluble chemical com-
pt>und, has been used to good advantage on some roads
in York county, giving much better service than water
bound macadam.

In 1^13 the county of York commenced building
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with bituminous pavement on old macadam roads,

which had about 9 in. of stone foundation. The old

macadam was first thoroughly cleaned with a rotary

brush, picked and swept and a four inch layer of 2 in.

limestone laid and consolidated. Ij4 to IJ^ gals, of

bitumen per sq. yd. was then sprayed on by pressure

tank and any excess taken up by stone chips, after

which the whole surface was consolidated to 3 in. in

depth. Yi to 1. gal. of bitumen per sq. yd- was then ap-

plied and the surface sanded and rolled again. The
average cost in 1913 and 1914 was 62c per sq. yd.;

stone costing $1.05 per ton, labor 20c an hour and

teams 45c per hour. On old gravel roads of 4 in. to

9 in. thickness, which are being subjected to increased

traffic, it is considered unwise to resurface with gravel,

but rather to reshape the road with a 5 in. coat of Vfy

to 134 in. stone with some tarvia, similar to a water

bound macadam construction. This costs about 85c

to $1.00 per sq. yd. On grades over 7 per cent, it is

found extremely difficult for heavy traffic to pass up on

bituminous surfaces, without sanding. Brick is

passable up to 8 per cent, grade without sanding. The
advantages of these surfaces is the elimination of dust

—present in water bound macadam roads. The ap-

paratus needed in the penetration method is very

simple and very cheap. In the mixed method, of mix-

ing the material and the bitumen, then placing, the

apparatus is more expensive, but the type of road is

also superior to that built by the penetration rtiethod.

The cost for the latter method is about ten per cent,

in advance of the penetration method. Mr. James, in

replying to the questions of bridges rutting and the

effect of frost in spring on surfaced roads on clay soils,

said that he had found a mixture of, bitumen with ^
in. stone thoroughly comjiacted in the road rut to give

thorough satisfaction. Improved roads have always
been well drained and being waterproof have kept dry

and have given no trouble.

When is Concrete Profitable

Mr. H. S. Van Scoj'oc, chief engineer of the Tor-
onto-Hamilton Highway, addressed the convention on
"When are Concrete Roads Most Profitable?" Mr.
\'an Scoyoc spoke of the various items to be carefully

considered and pro])erly balanced in deciding upon anj'

particular type of surfacing for any locality. While
improved roads create values that cannot be measured
in dollars and cents, the commercial standard is the

one most readily set up. Mr. Van Scoyoc spoke of

the cost of different types of highways, and common
factors of cost in different types. He also gave spe-

cific examples of roads of different widths in township,
county and suburban road construction and the pro-
portion of cost to be borne by the province, county,
city, or municipality. Also a few words on deprecia-
tion and maintenance of different types of roads. Mr.
Van Scoyoc's paper will be printed in full in an early
issue of the Contract Record.

The Importance of Road Maintenance
By Major J. M. Sheppard*

THE problem of maintaining the 42,000 miles of

highways in the Province of Ontario will for

all time to come, tax the energy and resources

of the Road Engineer and call for an increasing

and continuous expenditure.

When we realize that from one and a half to two

millions of dollars in cash is expended annually by

the Townships, and that an equal amount or more is

worked out in a more or less useful way by .Statute

Labor, we begin to realize that it is time that a more
practical and intelligent system of Road Maintenance

should be inaugurated. Present conditions which are

bound to increase and become exacting, demand some-

thing more efficient than Statute Labor, or the hap-

hazard work that has tided us over in the past.

In addition to the large sum above mentioned,

there has been expended since 1902 approximately

$5,000,000 on different County Road Systems, the

annual expenditure being now about $800,000. As it

is the province of the County Road System to build

roads that will be a stimulus and example to the

Townships, so it must be the duty of the Counties to

so maintain and care for the County Roads, that the

townships whose roads are the feeders of the system.

will build and maintain their roads in a like manner.

In most of the counties we are still in the construc-

tive period and no doubt, further large sums will be

expended on construction in the near future, but we
must not forget in our enthusiasm for new roads, that

the $5,000,000 already expended must be protected and
the only way this can be accomplished is to carefully

maintain the roads already built. To do this, it has

* Road Superintendent, Welland County.

been found in every case that some plan of perman-
ent and continuous patrol must be organized.

Circumstances must, of course, determine what is

necessary but the princijile that someone is in charge
of the road and responsible for its maintenance and
that suitable material and tools are always available,
.so that repairs can be promptly made and damage and
accidents avoided, must be kept in mind.

In .some cases on the roads where the traffic is

iieavy and continuous, it is necessary to at once divide
the highways into suitable divisions and employ per-
manent men to take charge. In other cases, men
might be engaged and paid for the time actually em-
ployed. No matter which plan may be adopted,
something must be done to preserve the original con-
dition of the roads, folhjwing construction. The gen-
eral public have too much interest and the taxpayers
too much money invested to allow the roads to get
into such a condition that they would have to be re-

built in a few years.

A few of the main features of* Highway Mainten-
ance are noted as follows

:

Drainage
As drainage is the first principle of construction, so

it is the first to consider in maintenance. All side

ditches culverts and outlets should be kept free from
obstructions at all times, ice and snow removed when
needed, and if possible underdrains laid where the
road seems to have a tendency to heave ; outside the
metal or gravel kept smooth and shoulders thrown
outside the ditch or removed so the water can flow to
the side ditches and not sink into the road.

Weeds, brush and other obstruction of that kind
ought to be kept down ; not alone is it against the law
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U) allow noxious weeds to grow on the highways, but

weeds, grass and other objectionable matter growing

on the side of the road give it an untidy appearance

and hold snow and water and prevent quick drying.

Too many trees also keeps the road wet, a heavy row
of trees especially on the south side prevents the sun

drying out the road. An efifort should be made to

have part of them removed or have them well trimmed
up.

Hills

Hills require constant attention ; the crown must
be kept higher than on level stretches, as the water

will follow the wheel tracks and wash out ruts. Side

slopes also require to be watched to prevent slides

filling up the ditches and turning the water into the

road bed.

Culverts

Culverts also need care to prevent floating material

from obstructing the openings ; brush leaves, grass,

etc., form dams which prevent the water passing

through freely. When freezing follows the pressure

of the ice cracks or breaks the tile or side walls and
damage follows, which a few minutes attention would
have prevented.

Guard Rails

Another matter that often needs attention is the

guard rails which protect approaches to bridges and

other dangerous places. Nothing looks worse than

old broken and out-of-line rails that have been al-

lowed to get out of repair, not alone the neglected ap-

pearance but the danger to the municipalities from
their liability in case of accident. We know from ex-

perience that every one that goes on the highway is

insured and the only way the public can be protected

is to have all bridges, cuhcrts and other dangerous
places fool proof.

Finally

•We must provide for an ever-increasing and con-

tinuous-wearing traffic. Ten years ago, it was a curi-

osity to meet a motor car, now on many roads it is

just as rare to meet a horse-drawn vehicle, except it be

a team doing farm work. The radius of travel is in-

creased four-fold, before the era of the motor car ten

miles was considered quite a journey to go and return

in an afternoon, now forty miles is onlj- a little spin.

A few years ago, a farmer passed along his team mak-
ing 3 miles an hour drawing fifty bushels of wheat
weighing 1J4 tons. Now the motor truck rushes past

carrying four or five tons at a s])eed of 15 miles an
hour. .Ml these changes may make for the business

and pleasure of tlic community, but they provide many
problems for the future Road Huilder.

Report of Committees

The committee on resolutions reported the follow-

ing and recommended their adoption :

—

1. That t'le Minister of Highways be requested to con-
sider the advisability of making provision for supplyinpt road
l)uildinK material at a minimum of cost.—Carried.

2. That wo approve of the action of the Legislature in

increasing their contribution towards the construction ol

county roads and by making provision for maintenance and
express the hope that additional assistance will be granted
when the provincial revenues warrant it.—Carried.

;i. That we approve of the Rill to regulate the load of

vehicles operated on highways, with the addition of a clause.

aiUliorizing municipalities to place notices on bridges al-

ready constructed specifying tlie load that they will carry,

and that this notice lie operative to protect municipalities for

ten years or until a bridge is strengthened to carry the
weight specified in the Bill.—Carried.

4. That the Highways department be requeated to con-
sider the advisability of supplying standard bridges to coun-
ties working under the Highway Improvement Act.— Lost.

:>. That the section of the Municipal Act providing for

the a|>i>roval of County Bridge plans by the I'rovincial High-
ways department be extended to include the plans of bridges
of 2."; ft. or over in townships.—Carried.

C. That a uniform system of accounting for highway
improvement should be considered by the IJepartment of
Highways, so that information showing the comparative
cost of highways in the various counties receiving aid from
the Province will be available.—Carried.

7. That the Good Roads Association arrange with the
Department of Highways for a campaign of education in all

countries that have not adopted a country road system under
the i)rovisions.—Carried.

8. That the Minister of Highways be requested to com-
l>lete the construction of sample roads in the counties that
iiave not adopted a county road system.—Lost.

'.».—That the executive of the Good Koads Association be
requested to continue their efforts to obtain lower freight

rates for all road building material used by municipalities;

and other matters pertaining thereto.—Carried.
10. That the secretary of this association convey to

Major T. L. Kennedy, past president who is now on the fir-

ing line in I'Vance, their pride and satisfaction in knowing
that one so long associated with the Good Koads movement in

Ontario, is now upholding the honor of his country in its day
of trial and express our sincere hope that he may live to
return to us in victory, and that we may again have the
pleasure of his presence among us and his sympathy and
advice in the cause he has so much at heart.—Carried.

11. The Minister of Highways be requested to consider
the advisability of amending the Highway Improvement Act
by providing for the assessment of lands adjoining and con>
tiguous to county roads, for benefit derived from the con-
struction of said roads.—Carried.

Mr. G. S. Henry brought in the treasurer's report,

which was accepted.

New Officers

Mr. J. A. Sanderson, past president, chairman of
the nominating committee, presented the following
list of new officers which was accepted : Honorary
Presidents, N. Vermilyea, Belleville, and J. .\. Sander-
son, Oxford station; Pres. S. L. Squire. Watford;
First Vice-President. C. R. Wheelock, C^rangeville;

Second Vice-President. J. J. Parsons, Haldimand;
Secretary-Treasurer, George S. Henry. M.PP. ; Direc-
tors; W. H. Pugsley, York; Major Kennedy, Peel; I-.

E. Allen, Ha.stings; F. A. Seneca). Prescott ; David
Clow, Leeds, and K. W. McKay, St. Thomas.

Mr. A. T. Laing, secretary of the School of Science,
Toronto, spoke of the road-builder as being almost as
great a factor in the building of the Empire as the
soldier in the trenches. Mr. Laing also spoke on the
system of accounting in the counties under the High-
way Improvement Act, and looks to see the time when
people will see the advantages of a Good Roads sys-

tem over and above the financial considerations.
Mf. George Hogarth, chief engineer of Highways,

commented on the enthusiasm and interest shown in

the convention, and extended an invitation from the
Highways Department to the delegates present to

consult them on any matters whatsoever in regard to
highway improvement, at anj- time.

Major Kennedy. Past President of the Ontario
Good Roads Association, who is now somewhere in

Helgium. in a letter to the Secretary. Mr. Geo. S.

Henry, M. P. P.. described some of the roads over
which he has passed on tiie way to the firing line.

The Raymond Concrete Pile Company. Limited,
have been awarded the contract for the foundations
and new additions to the Belgo-Canadian Pnlp and
Paper Company. Limited, plant at Shawinigan Falls,

P. Q.
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Aggregates for Concrete Roads
Important advances made in the knowledge of concrete aggregate which com-
pose 80% of material in a concrete road— Life of concrete roads depends on
the durability, grading, cleanness and chemical composition of the aggregates

By D. A. Abrams*

A permanent road must be designed and built

to withstand three different destructive agen-

cies; namely, traffic, weather, and structural

stresses. All of these agencies must be

adequately provided for. It is generally im-

possible to distinguish between the effects of

traffic and weather; the combined effect of these two
agencies requires the most careful consideration on

the part of the road builder. Assuming that weather

resistance and structural stresses have been properly

considered in the selection of the type of road to be

built, and in the design and methods of construction

to be used, the total eft"ect of all other desirable quali-

ties of a permanent road may be expressed as its

wearing resistance.

The wearing resistance of a concrete road sub-

jected to given conditions of traffic and weather will

depend upon the following factors, named in the order

in which they are encountered : The properties of the

concrete materials; proportions and consistency of

mix; thoroughness of mixing; method of placing; sur-

face finish; conditions of seasoning: and age of the

concrete.

The wearing surface of a concrete road is subjected

to a most severe usage. The aggregates constitute 73

to 85 per cent, of the material in a concrete road ; hence

the resistance to weather and traffic, and the final in-

tegrity of the .structure, depend largely on the proper-

ties of the aggregates- Aggregates of the highest

quality are essential. It is the function of this com-

mittee to report on the present state of our knowledge

of concrete aggregates.

Properties of Concrete Aggregates

Important advances have been made in our know-

ledge of concrete aggregates and in the practices gov-

erning the selection and use of these materials since

the adjournment of the First National Conference on

Concrete Road lUiilding. The carefully compiled

specifications for aggregates formulated by that Con-

ference and other bodies have been widely adopted and

used with results which have been most beneficial.

Greater care in the selecting and testing of aggregates

has been a characteristic feature of recent practice in

concrete road construction.

Experience has shown that, other factors being

equal, the life of a concrete road depends on the fol-

lowing qualities of the aggregates :

Durability of particles. (Toughness, strength,

hardness, brittleness, density, resistance to weather,

impact, abrasion, etc.)

Grading. (Size and shape of particles, amount of

voids, etc.)

Cleanness, (Amount and character of impurities.)

Miscellaneous properties. (Chemical and mineral-

ogical composition, structure, etc.)

These properties are named in the order of their

importance for usual conditions.

All tests of concrete aggregates are made for the

purpose of classifying the materials with reference to

* Chairman of Committee on Concrete Aggreeates, before National Con-
ference on Concrete Road Building, Chicago.

one Qr more of these qualities- Since wearing resist-

ance is an important property of concrete for road
building, we are principally interested in those quali-

tie,'? of aggregates which combine to produce a con-

crete of high resistance to wear.

Testing Concrete Aggregates

All tests of structural materials are made for the

purpose of enabling the constructor to learn in ad-

vance of use whether the material is suitable for tht

purpose and to determine the relative utility of differ-

ent available materials. The knowledge gained from
the experimental studies of aggregates has not kept

pace with the demands of construction. Most of our
knowledge of the requirements for aggregates for use
in concrete roads has been derived from observation of

the behavior of the materials in service.

Due largely to the recognition of the necessity for

careful scrutiny of the materials which are proposed
for use in concrete roads, a wide-spread interest has
arisen during the past few months, in the study of ag-
gregates and the tests which may be expected to indi-

cate their suitability for this and other service. Ag-
gregate testing as jjractised at the present time is of

recent origin, hence standard methods for conducting
many of the tests have not been developed. Several

of the leading engineering societies now have technical

committees which are actively engaged in studying
these problems. The testing of concrete aggregates is

receiving more attention at the present time than ever
before. It seems probable that these materials are

now the subject of a larger number of experimental
studies than any other group of engineering materials.

Many of the materials testing laboratories are carrying
out researches which will prove of the utmost value in

arriving at a rational basis for proper specification re-

(|uirements and tests.

It may be expected that long experience would in-

dicate the relative merits of different materials and
methods of constructing concrete roads. It is the

function of careful tests and experimental researches

to replace evolution and accomplish the desired re-

sults without the costly errors and delays which gen-

erally result, if the lessons of experience in service arc

to l)e our only guide. The tests of service will, of

course, continue to be the court of last resort in de-

termining the fitness of a material and the value of

methods of construction, as well as to furnish a guide
to proper laborator}^ tests-

Aggregate Tests

Tests of concrete aggregates may be made on the

materials as delivered for use, or on mortars and con-

cretes made from the materials.

Concrete is a manufactured product which results

from mixing cement, water and suitable inert materials

in the proper proportions and allowing the mass to

season under favorable conditions. Recent advances
in materials testing show the advantages of testing the

tinislied product or the completed structure, rather

than attempting to determine the quality of the pro-
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duct solely from information gained by a study of the
component materials.

The wearing resistance of concrete is its most im-
portant characteristic for use in roads. Wear on a
road surface is due to the comI)ined action of stresses
such as im])act, abrasion, crushing, etc. l^xperience
shows that concrete which will withstand street traffic

will give a good account of itself in other respects.
These considerations suggest a wear test of concrete
as the most direct method for studying the relative

merits of different materials and methods. h'xperi-

nicutal work of this kind is in progress in several
laboratories.

The Talbot-Jones Rattler, which was originally de-
signed for tests of paving brick, has betn used for ex-
posing the concrete surface to the tuml)ling action of

a heavy charge of iron shot or l)!ocks. Tliis test is

the most promising which has come to the attention
of the committee. The Deval Abrasion Testing
Machine has also been used for tests on small mortar
speciments. These metliods of testing have not been
studied sufificicTitly to fully establish standard methods
and to indicate the exact relation between the indica-
tions of the tests and the behavior of similar concrete
in service. The data now available on wear tests

of concrete do not justify the attempt to formulate
specification requirements for aggregates on the basis
of such tests.

In the absence of a satisfactory wear test of con-
crete, we must continue to depend upon the tests of
materials and concrete which Have been shown to be
significant in furnishing information on the quality of

the aggregates.

On account of the great economies which result

from utilizing materials that are readily available, and
the absence of well-developed sources of supply in

many localities, it is of prime importance that all ag-
gregate materials for cf)ncrete roads be tested before
use- All engineers of wide experience in concrete
road building agree as to the importance of careful

selection of aggregates.

In the following discussion only the more import-
ant tests are mentioned. A complete discussion is

not attempted.

Under the heading "Dur.'ihility," a number of the
fundamental physical properties of aggregates have
been grouped. It is difficult to discriminate between
the cfTect of toughness, strength, hardness, brittleness,

an<l resistance to weather, impact, abrasion, etc., in

aggregates. It has not generally been considered ne-
cessary to make tests for the purpose of determining
the effect of each of these i)roperties. However, even
though no tests arc made, we must consciously or un-
consciousl}' weigh and pass judgment on all these fac-

tors before we can reach a conclusion as to the suit-

ability of a given aggregate for use in concrete roads.

No satisfactory method of meibsuring the hardness
of an aggregate is available. The exact influence of

difi'crent degrees of hardness of the aggregates on the

wearing resistance of concrete has not been deter-

mined. However, it would seem that the hardness of

the aggregate should be well in excess of that of the

cement itself after it has thoroughly set and seasoned,
to the end that the impact and abrasion of traffic may
be fully resisted. Ihiiformity in the qualities of an
aggregate is of the utmost importance.

A direct determination of the compressive strength
of an aggregate is seldom necessary, .since the ultimate

value of a material f(jr concrete road buildin)^ {generally
depends on other factors.

Certain tests for determining the toughness, abra-
sive resistance, etc , of crushed rocks have been used.
'I'hese tests were introduced in this ccjuntry by the
United States Office of I'ublic Roads. They have
heretofore been carried out with particular reference
to determining the suitability of rrjcks for use in ma-
cadam road construction. It is not cle^r now just
what relation the evidence of these tests has to the
suitability of a crushed rock for u.se as a concrete ag-
gregate. Some of the tests which generally have
been made cannot readily be applied to material of the
size used for aggregates ; none of them is applicable to
natural sands and gravels. Modified forms of the
standard abrasion test with the Deval Abrasif)n Testing
Machine have been used by some engineers as a basis
for specification requirements for concrete aggregates.
In these tests charges of cast iron or steel shot have
been placed in the test chamber with the aggregate
sample. The proportion of materia) reduced below
a given size is taken as a measure of the abrasive re-
sistance of the aggregate. This form of test de-
serves further study. There is a great need for a
simple standard test which will serve to distinguish
between aggregates which are too soft or too brittle
for use in concrete roads, and tho.se which may be
expected to give satisfactory result.s.

Weather resistance is an important property of
materials which are to be u.sed in the wearing surface
of concrete roads. A laboratory test which will fur-
nish a reliable guide to the weather resi.stance of
rocks under different climatic conditions has not been
discovered, although many tests have been proposed
and used. Alternate freezing and thawing, acids and
disrupting agencies represent the most commonly used
tests for this purpose.

The appearance of natural sands and gravels and
a consideration of their origin and geological history
will frequently furni.sh an indication of their probable
resistance to weather. The examination of portions of
the same stratum which has been exposed to the
weather for several years will generally furnish a sat-
isfactory criterion of the weather resistance of a
crushed rock.

Grading
The division of aggregates into fine and coarse is

ah arbitrary one. The distinction arose, no doubt.
from the practice of securing the fine and coarse ma-
terials from different sources, and has been preserved
largely for convenience in proportioning. It is almost
universally customary to consider particles smaller
than I4 inch as tine aggregate and larger material as
coarse aggregate.

Experience in the u.se and testing of concrete has
shown that with a given proportion of cement, wide
variation in the quality of the concrete results from
differences in the grading of the aggregates.

.\ study of tests of sands and sand mortars indi-
cates that the grading of the material, or the relative
proportions of the particles of different sizes, is one of
the most important factors which influence the mortar-
making qualities of natural sand.s. .\|| tests empha-
size the advantage of using .sands in which the coarse
particles predominate and the fine are reduced to a
minimtim. A coarse, well-graded sand gives low-
Voids, hence correspondinglv high strength and im-
proved wearing qualities. The so-called straight-
line grading of sand conforms closelv to that giving
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the highest strength in mortar tests. However, a

certain degree of "workabiHty" is essential; hence a

larger proportion of fine sand than that indicated by
the straight-line grading is generally desirable and is

nearly always found in natural sands.

It seems probable that a more thorough study of

the effect of grading of sands will demonstrate econo-

mies which may be effected by more accurate grading,

and make it desirable to specify the required grading

within narrower limits than is now customary. It is

frequently found that a high-grade, fine aggregate can

be produced by combining in the proper proportions

two lots of material, neither of which is satisfactory

for concrete roads if used alone. The mixing of fine

sand with a coarse sand or screenings from crushed

rock of good quality is sometimes an economical pro-

cedure.

It seems probable that the grading of coarse ag-

gregates exerts an important induence, although the

relative variation in grading is generally much less

than in natural sands.

The earlier builders of concrete roads used coarse

aggregate graded from about V4 to 1 or lj4 inches- It

has long been recognized that concrete of greater den-

sity and strength can be produced by using coarser

material. A saving in the cost of crushing can be

elifected by using aggregates as coarse as the nature

of the work will permit. With the richer mixes that

are now common in concrete road construction no

difficulty is encountered in placing and finishing roads

with aggregates graded up to 2 inches. It is believed

that this size of material will produce a superior con-

crete for use in a one-course road. In two-course con-

struction or where required by .local conditions of

supply, finer material may be used.

In certain instances it may be desirable to consider

fine aggregate as material graded up to % inch instead

of ^ inch. In this case corresponding changes must

be made in the specification requirements for the grad-

ing of aggregates and in the proportions used. The
use of fine aggregate graded up to j4 inch is recom-

mended.
Owing to the wide variations in practice in screen-

ing coarse aggregates, it does not seem feasible to

specify the sizes to be required, within too narrow

limits.

There is great need for a standardization of sieve

sizes and of the methods of conducting sieve tests both

of fine and coarse aggregates.

The voids in aggregates are largely a function of

the shape and grading of the particles. Low voids

should be secured, since the strength and "work-

ability" of the concrete will thus be greatly improved.

A well-graded natural sand will show voids as low as 28

per cent. ; in a poorly graded sand the value may be as

high as 38 per cent- The voids in crushed stone fre-

quently run to 50 per cent.

Cleanness

The impurities in aggregates generally consist of

clay or loam. The presence of a small percentage of

clay in a loose, finely divided condition is not usually

found to be harmful. Clay which coats the particles

is likely to prove injurious. A large percentage of

clay in sands or gravels suggests the presence of clay

pebbles. The presence of vegetable loam or other

organic materials always has a deleterious effect. Mica

in sand reduces the strength of the mortar. The pos-

sibility of the presence of other impurities should not

be disregarded.

The term "silt" is used to designate all foreign ma-
terial which may be present in an aggregate in the

form of a coating on the grains or in a finely divided

state, or which is of a soft or soluble nature. It is in

tests of natural sands that a study of the silt is most
important. Various methods of determining the

amount and nature of the silt are in use.

\\'ashing a given weight of sand in a glass percola-

tor with running* water under a constant head until

the wash water becomes clear, and determining the

amount of silt on the basis of the loss of weight, seems
to be the most accurate and scientific method for lab-

oratory use. For a discussion of another method,
see Appendix A, on "Field Inspection of Aggregates."
A chemical analysis of the silt frequently indicates

the presence of injurious materials. The strength test

of mortars and concretes generally furnishes a safe'

criterion of the efifect of such impurities as are con-

tained in the silt.

Miscellaneous Tests

The exact bearing of the chemical and mineralogi-

cal composition of an aggregate on its suitability for

use in concrete roads has not been definitely estab-

lished. In so far as variation in these properties af-

fects the toughness, resistance to weather, wear, etc.,

the\' will influence the final value of the material. The
form of fracture, and the nature of the surface of the

particles, have an important bearing on the road-mak-
ing quality of aggregates.

Tests of Mortars and Concretes

A discussion of the properties of concrete aggre-

gates must of necessity deal largely with tests of mor-
tars and concretes. A wear test of concrete, stand-

ardized with reference to the behavior of concrete in

service, would furnish the most direct indication of the

\alue of different aggregates for concrete road con-

struction. Such a test would be of assistance in

studying the effect of other variables such as the pro-

portioning, mixing, and seasoning of the concrete.

.\ suitable strength test of a mortar or concrete

made up from cement and the aggregates in question

is without doubt the most reliable single determina-

tion which can be made in view of our present know-
ledge. This test gives information as to whether or

not the aggregate affects the setting and hardening of

the cement—a consideration of prime importance. It

also indicates what may be expected from the stand-

]>oint of strength. If the form of test specimen, pro-

portions, method of mixing, seasoning, etc., are stand-

ardized or are made to approximate those used in the

work, an excellent indication can be secured of the

jMobable strength of the concrete in the structure. It

is apjiarent that tests of concrete furnish the best cri-

terion of the concrete-making quality of either a fine

I ir a coarse aggregate.
(Continued in next issue.)

Damage to Sooke Lake Waterworks
Twelve lengths of pipe were swept away and con-

siderable water wasted owing to a break in the con-

crete flow line of the Sooke Lake waterworks system

Jan. 22. This is the first accident which has occurred

to the line. It was caused by a landslide. The dam-
age is slight, it is reported, and until re])airs can be

made a temporary wooden trestle liearing a wooden
flume will be used. The water stored in the Hump-
back reservoir is reported to be more than sufficient

to supply the city while repairs are being made.
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Developing the Export Trade of the Dominion
A special luncheon of the Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation was held on February 33rd at which the members

were Riven an opportunity of heariuK an address by Mr.

F. C Armstrong, European manager of the Export Asso-

ciation of Canada, Limited. Mr. .Armstrong is on a brief

visit to Canada, after making a careful study of the general

liusiness situation in ICngland and France. While abroad he

had exceptional opportunities for o1)taining reliable informa-

tion regarding the fiscal policies likely to be adopted by the

allies in the near future. Mr. Armstrong said that he had gone

to England to look over the situation there and on the con-

tinent, in l)elialf of the Export .Association of Canada. He
liad now returned to report upon the position as he found

it, and to consult with the directors and shareholders of the

Association as to future steps.

The speaker stated that the subject of export trade was

of the most vital importance to every Canadian. Next to

the winning of the war the most important thing for Canada

and for all the allies was to organize their manufacturing

industries, transportation facilities, etc., so thoroughly that

after the war the prosperity of the country would go on with-

out interruption. When one spoke of "after the war" there

had fcfrmerly been a great deal of misunderstanding as to just

what war meant. During his visit to England and France

he had realized that a great unanimity of opinion was de-

veloping as to what this term involved. The people of the

allied countries had come to realize that they could not be

satisfied with winning the war, but nmst rid the world of

German aggression after defeating Germany's army in the

field. If they allowed Germany, after the war, to build up

her commerce and wealth, they would be giving her power

once more to forge another weapon with which to renew her

scourge upon civilization. Therefore it had become a matter

of the salvation of humanity that Germany should not again

be entrusted with the power to repeat the damage which she

had been inflicting during the present war.

It was necessary, first of all, to crystallize public senti-

ment into some concrete and definite understanding of the

method by which they could put it beyond the power of any

individual to buy German goods, or, if he bought them, to

make the price so high that the goods would no longer be

attractive. The ordinary machinery for accomplishing such

a result was that of tariffs. Mr. Armstrong had spoken with

many representatives of both political parties in Great Brit-

ain and had become convinced that all were now a unit upon

the subject of dealing with the tariff question on national

and economic lines. Prominent Liberals had told him that

there would be no resumption of the tarifl fight. The free

trade and conscription fights in (ireat Britain had gone into

the melting pot. England would deal in future with the

tariff problem from an entirely new angle, so that the way

would be clear for working out a plan for consolidating and

strengthening the whole Empire.

The British Government and nearly every important com-

mercial association in Great Britain had taken the matter

actively in hand and were calling for some form of preferen-

tial trade arrangements which would be effective along these

lines. Sir Richard Musgrave, secretary of the London Cham-

ber of Commerce, had put the matter in a very definite form,

saying that what they had in view was, first of all, to make

arrangements for looking after the interests of the Empire,

then to do all they could to promote the interests of the

allies, then to treat with neutrals as they had deserved, and

finally to deal with the enemy and to take the necessary

steps to exclude his trade from allied countries. Invitations

had been sent out. Mr. Armstrong said, for a meeting on

June 4th. of the Imperial Chamber of Commerce, to be held

in London, the chief object of which would be to get the

best business opinions from the different portion* of the

Empire to aid in working out the commercial problems

which would develop after the war. Firgt of all, he believed,

there would be a trade preference given within the British

F'mpire,

It was important, therefore, to perfect their representa-

tion in all the countries which make up the Empire, in Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, South Africa, the Crown Colonies, India,

etc. The Export Association of Canada had already been

able to make arrangements for representatives in New Zea-

lan<l and Australia, both of which organizations were work-

ing extremely satisfactorily, except for the difficulty in se-

curing transportation. These representatives would no

doubt become distributing machinery of great value. In

England Mr. Armstrong had been able to conclude arrange-

ments for promoting Canada's trade with the Crown Col-

onies. He had even been able to secure orders for many
thousands of dollars worth of material, which, in most cases.

unfortunately, we could not supply because we were so

heavily engaged in the production of war order materials.

Canada, however, could count upon a very large field for her

manufactured goods in these colonies in the future.

In regard to India and the east it had appeared to him
to be inadvisable to open up connections there at present

when they were unable to furnish either the goods or the

transportation. The promotion of trade in these countries

might be left in abeyance for the time being.

In South Africa they were being pressed by the Trade
Commissioner, Mr. Egan, to extend their organization and
lo help in building up Canada's trade with that countr>'.

Perhaps the most difficult country of all to deal with

was Great Britain, especially under the present restrictions

in regard to transportation. The recent statement by Mr.
Lloyd George that the Government of Great Britain had
made a mistake in not taking complete control of shipping

at the beginning of the war was of great importance. Mr.
.\rmstrong believes that if the Government should take con-

trol of shipping, Canada would really be benefited thereby

because, when tonnage is scarce it is inadvisable to tie up
shipping in carrying goods from very distant countries such
as .Australia and the .Argentine, when the necessary materials

can be had from countries such as those of North .America

which are so much nearer Great Britain.

.At the beginning of the war Great Britain had lost con-
siderable confidence in the ability of Canada to supply war
materials. In those days the manufacturers of Canada had
not been organized, nor had they been able to study all the
important aspects of the problem.

Mr. Armstrong drew attention to Germany's former
strong position in regard to international trade. After the
war, many countries would be urgently in need of article*

which formerly were only made in Germany. The allied

countries could only complete Germany's economic defeat by
supplying these materials. Russia had been buying 300 mil-
lion dollars worth of goods from Germany annually, in fact

over fifty per cent, of the manufactured goods she imported.
She could not produce these goods herself. .As soon as the
war was over she would have to get them. She would not
be able to buy them from France or Belgium, because all

of Belgium and the finest manufacturing districts of France
had been devastated by Germany. She would have to turn
lo Great Britain, which country, being fully occupied, would
only be able to take care of a portion of the demand. So
Russia would have to come across the .Atlantic. She would
come to Canada, beyond any doubt. But she would not
come to Canada to anything like the possible maximum ex-
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tent unless we went to Russia first, and showed her our

ability to furnish such materials as she required. We must

therefore study the markets of Russia and organize our pro-

duction, distribution and finance, otherwise this business

would go to the United States, which was already organiz-

ing for the purpose in the most thorough manner possible.

Mr. R. J. Young, Joint Manager of the Export Associa-

tion of Canada, Limited, also spoke briefly, emphasizing what

Mr. .Armstrong had said regarding the importance of organ-

ization and stating that he intended to call upon as many
Canadian manufacturers as possible, chiefly those directly in-

terested in the export situation, so as to urge upon them

the necessity for joining the Association. Some time in

June or September they intended to hold a Canadian Na-

tional Export Trade Convention which would bring together

the carriers, the financiers, the manufacturers and every other

national interest which was a factor in the building up of

export trade.

Personal

Mr. M. J. Costello, of Seattle, traflSc manager on the

Pacific division of the Great Northern Railway, stated re-

cently that the railway would proceed this year to con-

struct more concrete snow sheds in the Cascades.

Mr. W. W. Pearse, city architect of Toronto, favors a

new type of revolving door, which, upon cross pressure be-

ing applied, collapses, thus creating two clear openings with

the collapsed door in the centre. The old type of revolving

door is not condemned by Mr. Pearse, but he points out

that in cdse of panic it would certainly be a source of danger.

Mr. Christopher J. Yorath, civic manager of Saskatoon,

Sask., delivered an interesting address before the Ottawa

Board of Trade on February 18th, his theme being Civic

Government. Mr. Yorath, who is an expert on this sub-

ject, outlined the various systems of conducting municipal

administration. The impression his remarks made on his

hearers was evidenced by the discussion which followed.

Mr. A. F. Macallum, city engineer of Hamilton, Ont.,

has been elected president of the Society of Engineers of

North America. He also received another tribute to his

abilities recently in being asked by the Canadian Fire Un-
derwriters' Association to act as their arbitrator in connec-

tion with hydraulic disputes in several Canadian cities. Stress

of local business made it necessary for Mr. Macallum to

decline this oflfer, however.

Messrs. Forrest & Lightfoot, consulting engineers and

contractors, have opened an office in Morin Block, Mountain
Hill, Quebec. Both of these gentlement have had much ex-

perience in their work. Mr^ Lightfoot has been connected

with the contracting business for eighteen years. He was
an engineer on the staff in connection with the construc-

tion of the immense Transcona shops at Ottawa. Mr. For-

rest is well and favorably known in Quebec. He was but

recently Government engineer in charge of the construc-

tion of the St. Malo shops in Quebec. He has also been

connected with railroad and building construction work, both

in the United States and Canada.

Mainly Constructional

Rees & Hawken, builders, Toronto, have dissolved part-

nership.

The Eastern Machinery Company, Montreal, Que., have
registered.

The Phoenix Building Company, Limited, Quebec, Que,
have been granted a charter.

The Andrews Wire Works of Canada,' Limited, Watford.

Ont., suffered loss by fire recently.

Maclntyre Granite Quarries & Manufacturers, Limited,

have been incorporated, headquarters in Winnipeg.

Phoenix Iron Works, Limited, is the name of a new
Vancouver concern incorporated with a capital of $10,000.

Thomas Tomlinson, proprietor of the iron foundry busi-

ness of Tomlinson & Son, Toronto, died on February 22.

The Western Ontario Clay Workers held their nineteenth

annual convention in the Builders' Exchange, London, Ont.,

on February 23 and 24.

It is announced that, as the entire staff of the firm of

Chadwick & Beckett, architects, Toronto, are now on active

service or making munitions, the office has been closed.

Building permits issued by the city of Chatham, Ont.,

in the month of January, 1916, totalled $9,500—an increase of

$6,525 over January, 1915, when the value of the permits

issued was $3,975.

The H. P. Peterson Construction Company, Limited,

has been incorporated, and will carry on a general contract-

ing and engineering business in Vancouver, B. C. The cap-

ital stock of the company is $10,000.

A fire causing a loss estimated at between fifty and one

hundred thousand dollars occurred on the 10th ult. ,at the

premises of the Record Foundry and Machine Company,
Moncton, N. B. The loss is covered by insurance.

The partnership which existed between John Hastie and

McPhcrson & Fullcrton Bros., as contractors in the city of

Victoria under the style of the British Columbia Construc-

tion and Engineering Company, has been dissolved by mutual

consent. Mr. John Hastie will continue the business.

Hayden, Stone & Company, of Boston, have organized

under Massachusetts laws the Cuban Portland Cement Com-
pany, to manufacture and sell Portland cement in Cuba. The
new company will have an authorized capital of 200,000 shares,

par $10, of which 100,000 are to be sold by the company at

$15 a share.

Plans are being prepared for a big steel bridge over the

Peace River at Peace River Crossing, Alberta. It will in-

clude a traffic deck, and the total cost of construction will

be about three-quarters of a million dollars. The building

of this bridge will enable the line of the Central Canada
Railway Company to be continued westward.

The annual meeting of the Manitoba Good Roads As-

sociation was held in the board room of the Industrial

Bureau, Winnipeg, on February 14. The president, Mr. S. R.

Henderson, submitted his sixth annual report, showing the

excellent work accomplished by the association during the

year in all matters pertaining to better roads.

The annual convention of the Provincial Builders' and

Supply Association was held on February 22 and 23 in the

rooms of the Builders' Exchange, Hamilton, Ont. There was
a good attendance. Mr. George Gander, of Toronto, presi-

dent of the association, presided. On the evening of Febru-

ary 32 the delegates were entertained at a banquet held in

the Wentworth Arms.

The Princess Theatre, Toronto, is to be rebuilt. If ar-

rangements can be made, the work will be started at once, in

the hope that the theatre will be ready for the season com-
mencing in September. The seating capacity will be in-

creased from 1,850 to 2,200, and the building will be made
twenty feet wider. The work is expected to cost in the

neighborhood of $200,000.

W. A. McLean, Deputy Minister of Public Works for

Ontario, reports that in accordance with the provisions at-

tending increased Government grants to municipalities under-

taking schemes of roadway construction, plans for an im-
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proved system of roadways" are beiriK prepared by the fol-

lowing counties:— Brant, Lanibton, Kent, Victoria, Elgin,

Prescott, Dundas and Stonnont and Glengarry.

The expenditure during the past fiscal year on the Que-
bec Bridge was $3,810,305, paid out of capital, making the

total capital expenditure on the reconstruction of the bridge

.$7,7(i4,:i'j:i. The total expenditure by the railway department

up to the end of the year in connection with this bridge

is given as $8,11)8,748, irrespective of the subsidy of $374,253,

paid by the Quebec Bridge Company, and of the sum of

$6,975,260, paid for the guaranteed bonds of that company.

"Better Roads for Alberta," was the subject of an ad-

dress given by the president, Mr. J. H. Lamb, at the recent

convention of the Alberta Association of Local Improve-
ments, held in Edmonton. Mr. Lamb said that the Govern-
ment had spent over six million dollars since 1905 on road;

and bridges in the province, but a great many miles ol

roads were to-day in the ditch. He urged the maintenance
of the roads, and the construction of permanent roads

throughout the province—particularly on behalf of the farm-

ers, who, he said, did not receive benefits commensurate
with the vast sums expended on roads.

Messrs. I'earson and Martm . the architects who were
asked by the Government to examine the condition of the

Ottawa Parliament Building after the fire, report that with

the exception of the central interior and the rear walls the

structure itself can be repaired without entirely rebuilding.

Most of the walls are still intact, and what is left of the

l>uilding represent a value in labor and material of approxi-

mately two million dollars, or considerably over half of the

original cost. ,'\ tentative ground plan of the main Parlia-

ment Buildings has been prepared, and it is probable that an
early start will be made on the work of reconstruction.

Saskatoon is in a fair way for adding another to its

industries, in the form of reinforced concrete products, which
is likely to commence operations this spring. Mr. A. C.

McKown has an incorporation with extensive powers known
as "Sand and (iravel Deposits, Limited," the object of which
is to manufacture concrete chimneys, fence posts, window
sills, ornamental work, etc. Mr. McEown is now showing
a reinforced concrete block for chimneys, which will be
made in different sizes. This chimney, it is contended, will

not sweat or drip, and will give perfect ventilation. When
built, the chimney has a double wall with an air space be-

tween, and is reinforced with wire running through each
wall and the connecting walls.

The opening proceedings of the annual convention of the

International Association of Master House Painters and
Decorators of the United States «ind Canada, which was
held in Cincinnati last month, were delayed for thirty min-
utes because no British flag bearing the coat-of-arms of
Canada was displayed in the decorative scheme of the hall

where the meeting was held. There were two .\merican
flags draped above the speaker's stand, and between them
was the United States shield, with an insert of the Can-
adian coat-of-arms. Many Canadians are members of the

Association, and those present at the convention refused to

consider any business until a British flag bearing the Can-
adian shield was included in the display. A committee ap-
pointed for the purpose succeeded in linding such a flag

after spending half an hour in visiting many stores.

Mr. James H. McKechnie, president of the Canadian
Consolidated Rubber Company. Limited, and also president
of the Canadian Consolidated Felt Company, Lin\ited, passed
away on February 8, following a brief illness of ten days. In

1877 Mr. McKechnie commenced the manufacture of water-
proof clothing, and in 188;i, in company with the late S. H. I".

Miner and others, organized the Granby Rubber Company,
of which he became general manager. When that company

was amalgamated with the Canadian Consolidated company
Mr. McKechnie became vice-president of the latter, and in

April 1915 was elected president. His sterling qualities and
fine character exerted an influence for the betlfrment. not
only of business conditions, but of the community in which
he lived. That his death is sincerely regretted is evidenced
by many messages of sympathy that have been received from
all parts of Canada and the United States.

The men who have been engaged in making charts of
the different channels in the Fort William. Ont.. harbor will

finish their task shortly, according to Mr. Craig, the local

government engineer. Each winter, after ice has formed up-
on the water, a chart is made of the channels, showing the
• lepths, widths, and other particulars, so that the government
is able to strike an estimate of the amount of money required
to carry on the harbor work during tHc months of naviga-
tion. It is too early yet to get any line on just how much

.
work will be done in the harbor this year, but it will likely

be of considerable quantity. Some of the old channels have
to be deepened, and it is probable that eflForts will be made
to complete the turning basin in the Kaministiquia River
above the Grand Trunk Pacific railway bridge. Between ten
and fifteen acres of land remains to be dredged out. An-
other undertaking which most likely will be completed this

summer is the new breakwater at the Mission. Part of
this huge concrete wall was seriously damaged last fall in

a big snow storm, when it was cracked and part of it shifted.

The special committee appointed by the Quebec Health
t ommittce to make a test of the city's water supply and to
confer with experts on the best means of purifying it have
recommended the adoption of a sterilizing system of chlor-
ination as the most practical for the time being, in view
of the vast expenditure which a filter .system would entail.

Tlu- latter system, it was pointed out. would cost about
$300,000, besides an additional $35,000 a year for upkeep.
On the invitation of the special committee Mr. George A.
Johnson, expert sanitary engineer, of New York, has been
in Quebec making a thorough inspection of the water-works.
In his report Mr. Johnson says that the water shows the
presence of bacteria of sewage origin, and strongly recom-
mends the immediate construction of a filtration plant as the
only. means of rendering the water pure. He points out
that sterilization by chlorination will not do more than
kill a large proportion of the bacteria, but advises the in-
stallation of such a plant pending the construction of a
filtration plant. When the filtration plant has been built
and put in operation, says Mr. Johnson, the chlorination
plant can be made a part of it, and be continued as a de-
sirable adjunct to the filtration process of purification.

New Books
The Colorado Industrial Plan—by John D. Rockefeller.

Jr. This booklet contains a complete copy of the Plan of
Employees' Representation—or "Industrial Constitution"—
and the agreement between the company and its employees
adopted at the coal and iron mines of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company. In order that the scope and purpose of
the plan may be more clearly understood, there are also
included an article entitled "Labor and Capital—Partners."
reprinted from the .\tlantic Monthly for Januarj-. 1916. and
two addresses delivered by John D. Rockefeller. Jr.. while
in Colorado in October. 1915.

Altitude in Canada—by James White. F.R.S.C. F.R.G.S..
assistant to chairman and deputy head of the Commission
of Conservation of Canada. The report is accompanied by a
number of valuable maps, showing the profiles and altitudes
along the transcontinental lines. C. X. R., C. P. R. and
G. T. P. .\n interesting map also is that showing the high
and low levels since 1866 of the four Great Lakes.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and
Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Anderdon Township, Ont.
The Township Council contemplate a

large amount of drainage this season.

Clerk, A. C. Mailloux, Amherstburg.

Brant County, Ont.
The County Council, in conjunction

with the Ontario Highways Board, are

considering the establishment of a good
roads system. Engineers, Jackson &
Company, Temple Building, Brantford.

Brantford. Ont.
G. A. Ward, Chairman of the Board of

Works, will receive tenders until noon,

March 13th, on the supply of vitrified

sewer pipe, sizes 6 to 24-inch. Specifica-

tions at office of the Engineer, T. H.

Jones.

Drummondville, Que.
The Town Clerk, W. A. Moisan, will

receive tenders until 7 p. m., March 15th,

for the construction of a pumping sta-

tion and mechanical gravity filters. Plans

and specifications at office of the Clerk

and of the Consulting Engineers, M. M.
Ouimet & Lesage. 76 St. Gabriel Street,

Montreal.

Dudswell, Que.
The Municipality propose to spend

$4,000 during the year on the construc-

tion of roads. Secretary, H. Cunning-

ham.

Humberstone, Ont.
The Village Council propose to spend

$3,000 on roads and sidewalks. Clerk,

John J. Wichman.

Leeds & Lansdowne Township, Ont.

The expenditure of $8,000 on roads is

being considered by the Township Coun-
cil. Clerk, J. D. W. Darling. Lansdowne,
Ont.

Lindsay, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

expenditure of $2,300 on sewers, $2,500

on sidewalks and $2,500 on waterworks.

Clerk, D. Ray.

London, Ont.
The City Council contemplate the

laying of asphaltic concrete pavement on

Waterloo Street and Carfra§ Crescent,

at an approximate cost of $23,200. Clerk,

S. Baker.

The City Council propose to purchase

an asphalt plant and to submit tenders

on all paving required during the year.

Engineer, H. A. Brazier.

Moncton. N. B.
The City Council contemplate the ex-

penditure of $60,000 on sewers and
$50,000 on pavements. Clerk. J. S. Magee.
Engineer, J. Edington.

Napanee. Ont.
Work by day labor will start in the

spring on the construction of cement

walks for the Town Council. Clerk, W.
.\. Grange. Estimated cost, $5,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Tenders will be received until noon,

March 8th, by B. Carr, Secretary to the

City Council, for excavation and back-
filling of trenches for watermains.

Pelee Island, Ont.
The Township Council will shortly

call for tenders on a quantity of ditching

and rock blasting for Big Marsh im-
provements. Particulars from C. Par-

sons, Pelee Island.

Port Credit, Ont.
The Village Council have passed a by-

law providing for the construction of a

number of sidewalks. Clerk, F. W| Oft.

Preston. Ont.
The Town Council propose to spend

$33,000 on pavements and $5,000 on sew-
ers and sidewalks. Clerk, H. C. Edgar.

Quebec, Que.
The City Council contemplate pur-

chasing an asphalt plant at an estimated

cost of $12,000 and the installation of a

filtration plant. Engineer, W. D. Bail-

lairge.

Regina, Sask.
Tenders will be received until noon,

April 1st, by the Division Engineer, T.

C. McNabb, Moose Jaw, for paving ap-

proaches to the freight sheds. Plans,

etc., with the Division Engineer, with

J. G. Sullivan, Chief Engineer. Winni-
peg. M. McKenzie, Resident Engineer,

Regina, C. S. Moss, Resident Engineer,
Moose Jaw, and E. A. Kelly, Resident
Engineer, Saskatoon.

St. Francois, Que.
The expenditure of $5,000 on sidewalks

is proposed by the Municipal Council.

Clerk, J. D. Jutras.

Toronto. Ont.
Commissioner of Works R. C. Harris

has recommended the construction of an

asphalt pavement on Pacific Avenue at

an estimated cost of 47,800 and a brick

block pavement on Lansdowne Avenue
at an approximate cost of 5.821.

Truro, N. S.

The Town Council propose to con-

struct about 1,300 yards of concrete side-

walks this season. Clerk, H. McDougall.

Valleyfield, Que.
The Town Council are about to start

work on the laying of a macadam pave-

ment, estimated to cost $5,000 and the

construction of cement walks at an ap-

proximate cost of $4,000. Engineer,

Oscar Viau.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have let the contract

for the supply of pipe required in the

construction of the distribution system
to the National Iron Works, Ltd.,

Cherry Street, Toronto.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Esquimau, B. C.
The sum of $200,000 for improvements

to the dry dock is included in the esti-

mates of the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa. Secretary, R. C. Desro-
chers.

Marieville, Que.
The Town Council are considering the

erection of a concrete bridge, estimated
to cost $4,000. Clerk, J. E. Ostiguy.

North Vancouver, B. C.
The District Council have instructed

Engineer A. M. West to prepare esti-

mates of the cost of repairs to the
wharves at Cove Cliflf and Woodlands.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until March 14th for special
track work, etc., for the Civic Railway.
Plans at Room 12, City Hall.

Vancouver. B. C.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have included in their estimates
the sum of $350,000 for harbor improve-
ments.

Victoria, B. C.
Provision has been made in the esti-

mates of the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa, for improvements to

the harbor. Approximate cost, $100,000.

Warwick Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to

spend about $6,000 on bridges through-
out the Municipality. Clerk, N. Her-
bert, Watford, Ont.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Victoria, B. C.
The Canadian Northern Railway Com-

pany, Toronto, have awarded the con-
tract for the construction of a wooden
bridge over Selkirk Water to S. Doe, 532
Sayward Building.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Alberta Province.
The Department; of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have made provision in their esti-

mates for the erection of the following
buildings:

—

Grand Prairie, Immigration Hall,
$3,000.

High River, Public Building, $30,000.
Macleod, Public Building, $25,000.
Medicine Hat, Immigration Hall,

$20,000.

Red Deer, Public Building, $34,000.
Vegreville, Public Building, $25,000.
Vermillion, Public Building. $30,000.
Wainwright, Public Building, $20,000.

Bracebriidge, Ont.
The School Board are considering

the installation of lavatories at the
schools. Estimated cost. $4,000.
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Cayuga, Ont.
The Boarfl of Education propose to

build a new wing to the school. Brick

construction. Secretary, E. B. Davis,

Cayuga.

Davidson, Sask.

The erection of an office building is

contemplated by D. S. Hutch.eon.

Delia, Alta.

The erection of a school is contem-

plated by the Trustees of School District

No. 3261. Estimated cost, $:!,000.

Emerson, Man.
The School Board are considering the

erection of an addition to the school.

Exeter, Ont.
Alterations to the Sunday School

rooms of James Street Methodist Church
are being considered. Estimated cost,

$4,000.

Fitch Bay, Que.
The School Commissioners are having

plans prepared for a school, estimated to

cost $3,000. Secretary B. H. Kider.

Fort William, Ont.
It is intended to rebuild St. Luke's

church, which was recently destroyed by
tire. Pastor, Rev. Canon Burt, 213

Cameron Street.

Joliette, Que.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be called in about one month. Stone,

brick and frame construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $20,000. Secretary to the

School Commissioners, J. M. Mondor.

Masonville, Ont.
The erection of an addition to the

school is being considered liy the Lon-
don Township Council. Secretary,

Mary Grant, 110 Dundas Street, London.

New Dundee, Ont.
Work oil the erection of a Town Hall

will start shortly under the supervision

of Charles Beckman. I'^ranie construc-

tion.

North Ridge, Ont.
Plans are being prepared by J. C.

Pennington, La Belle Building, Wind-
sor, for a school to be built for the Pub-

lic School Trustees. Concrete block

and brick construction, concrete founda-

tion, shingle roofing. Estimated cost,

$.'.,000.

Stamford Township, Ont.
Tenders will be received until March

14th on the erection of a school for the

Trustees of School Section No. 2. Plans

at ofTice of the Architect, J. U. Colhns,

49 Benson Street, Niagara Falls. Red
brick construction, stone foundation.

Approximate cost. $0,000.

Stanstead, Que. ^ , . ,

Loomis, Dakin Ltd., St. Gabriel

Street, Sherbrooke, Que., general con-

tractors for the Registry Office and

Municipal Hall now in course of erec-

tion, will do all work except heating,

plumbing and electrical work.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Berlin, Ont,
The contract for installation of elec-

tric wiring and fixtures at the Post Office

has been awarded by the Department of

Public Works, Ottawa, to A. Lockhart

& Company, Berlin.

Hull, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a church on Chaudiere Street for the

Parish of the Holy Redeemer has been
let to Noel & Monettc. St. Patrick Street,

Ottawa. Estimated cost, $150,000.

London, Ont.
The contract for installation of wiring

and electric fixtures at the County
Buildings has been let to the Benson-
Wilcox Electric Company, 264 Dundas
Street.

Business Buildings and Indu -

trial Plants

Arkona, Ont.
H. Johnson is having plans prepared

for barns to cost about $3,000. Work
will start in the spring. Frame con-
struction, concrete foundation, shingle

roofing.

Barrie, Ont.
The Bell Telephone Company propose

to build an office building on Elizabeth
Street. Manager, A. G. Price.

Bathurst, N. B.

W. J. Kent & Company, Ltd., intend

to rebuild their premises immediately.
Brick construction.

Brampton, Ont.
The Omeka Farms have purchased

about 300 acres and intend to build a

number of cottages, workships, chapel
and school. Architect not yet ap-

pointed. Superintendent, J. A. Mundell,
Box 38, Brampton.

Campbellford, Ont.
The Northumberland Paper & Electric

Company are making arrangements for

the rebuilding of their plant, and work
may start shortly.

Davidson, Sask.
The erection of a garage is contem-

plated by E. R. Mann & Son, Railway
Street.

Chatham Township, Ont.
Gordon Mayville, Chatham Gore, is

considering the erection of barns to re-

place those recently destroyed by fire.

Dungannon, Ont.
The erection of a store and residence

is contemplated by Allen & McFarlane,
R. R. No. 1 Dungannon. Estimated cost,

$4,000.

East Branch. Ont.
W. McKarl, Wallaceburg, Ont., is pre-

paring plans for barns to be erected in

the spring. Estimated cost. $3,000.

Fort William, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a feed

mill to be built on River Front for the

Ogilvie Flour Mills Company, Ltd.

Architects. Barnett & McQueen, Chris-
tina Street. Reinforced concrete con-
struction, pile and concrete foundation.
Estimated cost, $150,000.

D. A. Gordon, Luci Court, is preparing
plans for an elevator to be built for Guy
& Company, 406 Grain Exchange Build-

ing. Crib construction, pile and con-
crete foundation. Estimated cost.

$20,000.

Kodgwick. N. B.
Work will start shortly on the erec-

tion of a lumber mill for the Richards
Manufacturing Company. Plans have
been prepared by R. McLean, builder.

l-'rame conatruction, fireproof roofing.
Estimated cost, $4,000.

Lindsay, Ont.
Home Bros.. William Street, are hav-

ing plans prepared for woollen mills.

Manager, .Alexander Home.

Loretteville, Que.
Work is about to start on the erection

of a sawmill for J. Boule. Wood, ce-
ment and metal construction. Esti-
mated cost, 10,000.

Mimico. Got.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company

propose to build a station and a confer-
ence will be held to decide upon site and
other details. Clerk to the Village
Council, A. J. Telfer.

Moncton, N. B.
Albert Sincennes, 642 Main Street, is

preparing plans for a store building to
be erected for W. S. Smith. Main Street.
Tenders will be called early in March.
Approximate cost, $8,000.

Ottawa. Ont.
Horwood, Taylor & Horwood. 130

Sparks Street, are preparing plans for a
rink to be erected on Argyle Street
Work may proceed in the near future.
Owner's name withheld.

Pelee Island. Ont.
Sketch plans of a store and warehouse

are being prepared for Norman Mac-
Cormick by J. C. Pennington, La Belle
Building, Windsor. Concrete and
brick construction.

Peterboro. Ont.
I'lans arc in course of preparation for

a store house and elevator to be erected
on George Street for the Campbell Flour
Mills, Company, Ltd., George Street.
Concrete foundation, galvanized corru-
gated iron construction. Head office of
Company, Cawthra Avenue. Toronto.

Quebec, Que.
The Quebec Central Railway. Sher-

br()oke, Que., are building an office and
freight shed by day labor under the sup-
ervision of J. .\. Shield, .14 Dalhousir
Street. Frame construction, metal and
asbestos roofing. Approximate cost
$s,ooo.

Saskatchewan Province.
Tenders on the erection of stations at

.•\dmiral, Scotsguard and Meyronne for
the Canadian Pacific Railway will be re-
ceived until noon. .April 1st, by the Di-
vision Engineer. T. C. Mc.Vabb. Moose
Jaw. Plans, etc., with the Division En-
gineer and with the following Resident
Engineers:—J. G. Sullivan, Winnipeg, M.
McKenzie. Regina. C. S. Moss. Moose
Jaw and E. .A. Kelly, Saskatoon.

Selkirk. Ont
J. W. Holmes contemplates the erec-

tion of a store at an approximate cost of
$5,000.

Smooth Rock Falls. Ont
The Mattagami Pulp & Paper Com-

pany, Ltd., arc about to start work on
the construction of a sulphite mill. The
company also propolse to build a sawmill
and a model town for their employees.
General Manager. .A. G. Mclntyre. 706
Traders Bank Building. Toronto.

SoreU Que.
The City Council are considering the

erection of a Fire Hall. Particulars
from Clerk.
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Stratford, Ont.
T. G. Hepburn, au Downie Street, is

preparing plans for an addition to the

premises of the Williams Trow Knitting
Company, St. Patrick and Erie Streets.

Work includes the installation of a
freight elevator.

St. Jerome, Que.
The St. Jerome Manufacturing Com-

pany, Ltd., will call for tenders in the

early spring for the erection of an addi-

tion to their factory. Stone, brick or

cement block construction.

St. John, N. B.
F. Neil lirodic, 4.2 Princess Street, is

preparing plans for alterations to the

premises of J. M. Roche, King Street.

Three Rivers, Que.
The Canada Iron Corporation propose

to make an addition to their plant.

Toronto. Ont.
Work is about to start on alterations

to the theatre owned by John WoUson,
1184 Queen Street W. Seating capacity

is to be more than doubled.

Vancouver, B. C.

The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, will receive tenders until 4 p. m..

March 33rd, for the erection of a freight

shed on the Government Wharf. Plans

and specifications at office of the District

Engineer, Victoria, with the Postmaster,

Vancouver, and at the Department.
Specifications only at office of MacLean
Daily Reports, Ltd., 25 Charlotte Street,

Toronto.

Wainwright, Alta.

Tenders on the erection of a flour mill

for the Wainwright Milling Company
will be called early in April. Architects,

C. E. Bird & Company, 616 Corn Ex-
change, Minneapolis. Approximate cost,

$35,000.

Walkerton, Ont.
Frank Antona is considering the

erection of a brick warehouse and store.

Walsingham, Ont.
D. A. Langfield is having plans pre-

pared for a barn, estimated to cost

.$3,000. Timber construction, stone and
concrete foundation.

Weston, Ont.
The recently incorporated Weston

Golf Club, Ltd., will build a club house

in the spring and make alterations to ex-

isting buildings. H. J. Church, Main
Street, is an interested party.

Windsor, Ont.
Walker & McPhail, Tuson Building,

are preparing plans for alterations to a

store on Ouellette Avenue for the

Heintzman Piano Company. Estimated

cost, $3,000.

. J. C. Pennington, La Belle Building,

is preparing plans for a warehouse to

be built on Glengarry Street for Salzen-

stein Bros., Erie Apartments, Erie

Street. Concrete block construction,

concrete foundation, composition paper
roofing. Estimated cost, .$3,000,

Wingham, Ont.
W. Leppard is considering remodelling

his hotel and the erection of new stables,

at an approximate cost of $4,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Belleville. Ont.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, have let the general contract for

the erection of a freight shed, etc., to E.
Conroy and H. Hickey, 417 Stewart
Street, Peterboro.

Dundas, Ont.
The Public Utilities Commission have

let the general contract for the erection
of an office and store to the Dickson
Building Company, Ltd., King Street.

London, Ont.
The contract for plumbing required in

connection with the car barns which
liave be'en built for the London, Port
.Stanley Railway Board has been let to
Noble & Rich, 337 Queen's Avenue, at

$4,195.

Montreal, Que.
The sub-contract lor reinforcing steel

required in connection with the erection
of a grand stand at the Blue Bonnets
Race Track has been awarded to VV. H.
W'ardwell, 413 New Birks Building.

The general contract for repairs to

the Hotel Prince for J. Pullam, 858 Tup-
per Street, has been let to M. B. Shaw,
151 Metcalfe Street.

In connection with the store and re-

sidences which have been erected for E.
Gagnon, 525 Dandurand Street, the
brick work contractor is J. Perron, 393
First Avenue, Rosemount, and the elec-

trical work has been let to Lafreniere &
Bissonnett, 377 Fifth Avenue, Rose-
mount.

Work has been started on the erection
of five stores and residences on Mount
Royal Avenue. The general and mas-
onry contracts have been let to William
Boivin, 317 Fourth Avenue, Rosemount,
and the brick work to Primiano Lopa,
c|o the general contractor. Tenders on
smaller trades are now being received
by the general contractor. Owner's
name withheld.

Rock Island, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a factory and store for G. &. G. Ltd.,
Stanstead, has been let to Loomis, Dakin
Ltd., St. Gabriel Street, Sherbrooke, and
work has been started. Estimated cost,

$15,000. This work has been previously
reported as being at Stanstead.

Stratford, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the factory of the Avon
Hosiery Company, Erie Street, has been
let to Kalbfleisch Planing Mill Company,
106 Milton Street, the brick work to F.
Marson, c|o the general contractors, and
the plastering to W. Soeder, 210 Huron
Street. Estimated cost, $12,000.

The general contract for alterations
and additions to the Sunday School of

St. Andrew's Church has been let to R.
L. Oman, 24 Earl Street. Work in-

cludes the erection of a gallery.

Toronto, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of an addition to the engine room of the
Harris Abattoir Company, Ltd., Union
Stock Yards. The contract has been let

to Wells & Gray, Confederation Life
Building. Brick construction. Esti-

mated cost, $7,000.

The general contract for alterations
and additions to a factory on Strachan
Avenue for the W. K. Kellogg Cereal
Company, Battle Creek. Mich., has been
awarded to J. Rees, 705 Manning Avenue.

Whitebread, Ont.
X. Young and T. Kilbride. Wallace-

burg, Ont., liave let contracts for steel

Ijarns to H. A. MacDonald. Whitebread.
Steel frame construction.

Windsor, Ont.
The Windsor & North Essex Agricul-

tural .Society have let the following con-
tracts for the erection of an addition to

the agricultural building at the Race
Track:—masonry, R. Wescott, 55 Oak
Street; carpentry, W. Dupuis, 147 Dou-
gal Street; roofing and plumbing, Pen-
nington & Brian, Sandwich .Street E.

;

painting, Lossing & Harris, 109 Church
Street.

Residences

Aldershot, Ont.
Tenders will be called shortly for the

erection of a residence for F. W. Easter-
lirook. Architect, J. A. Armes, 68 Fed-
eral Life Building, Hamilton. Pressed
brick construction, tile foundation,
shingle roofing. Estimated cost, $5,000,

Ameliasburg Township, Ont.
W. W. Anderson, I^ossmorc, Ont., pro-

poses to rebuild his residence this sea-
son. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Atwood, Ont.
George Gordon, Main Street, is hav-

ing plans i)repared for improvements to

ris residence. Work will include ven-
eering with white brick.

Exeter. Ont.
Mrs. T. Brock is considering the erec-

tion of a residence, estimated to cost
$3,000. White brick construction.

The erection of a residence is con-
templated by H. Jones & Son, Brick
construction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Fred Brock is considering the erection
of a residence. Brick construction. Es-
timated cost, $3,000.

Charles B. Snell contemplates the
erection of a residence at an approxi-
mate cost of $3,000. Brick and concrete
construction.

London, Ont.
George Mills, 527 Dundas Ctreet, pro-

poses to build a residence in the spring.
Estimated cost, $3,000.

Albert Vincent, do R. C. Struthers &
Company, is considering the erection of
one or two residences in thespring, and
will prepare plans. Estimated cost,
$3,000 each.

Frank Moore, 25 Kensington Street,
contemplates the erection of two residen-
ces, estimated to cost $5,000. Plans will

' be prepared.

Meaford, Ont.
The erection of a residence is con-

templated by William McCutcheon,
Garryowen, Meaford. Owner will pre-
pare plans.

Montreal, Que.
Henri Demers, 1379 De I-a Roche

Street, has commenced the erection of
four flats, estimated to cost $5,000, and
is receiving tender^ on roofing, heating,
pluml)ing and electrical work. Brick
construction, stone foundation, felt and
gravel roofing.

E. Pepin, 129 Marlowe Street, is re-
ceiving tenders on roofin.g, heating,
plutnbing and electrical work required in

connection with the flats which he is

l)uilding. Brick construction, concrete
foundation, felt and gravel roofing. Ap-
l)roximate cost, $4,000.
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Orford Plains, Ont.
Joliif H. McUonald, Orford Plains,

Rodney, Ont., proposes to remodel his

residence. Work will include veneer-
ing.

Ottawa. Ont.
Work is about to start on alterations

to ai)artnients on Laurier Avenue W. for

Donald I'Vaser, 82 O'Conncr Street.

Most of work will be done by owner.
Estimated cost, .$;!,000.

The (Oakland Land Company, 1111

Bank Street, arc considcrins the erec-

tion of a number of residences at an
average cost of $4,.')00. iirick veneer
construction, 'stone foundation, shingle
roofing. Plans will be prepared.

Outlook, Sask.

J. .'\. Kraser intends to build a resid-

ence this summer. Kstimated cost,

.1!5,0()0.

Quebec, Que.
.\. /. i.(fel)vre, I0!» Marie Louise

Street, has ounimenced the erection of a
residence, estimated to cost $."),000. Hrick

and frame construction, stone foundation.
metal and asbestos rooting.

St. Jerome, Que.
.\. X'ailhincourt, Labelle Street, will

call for tenders early in the spring for the

erection of a residence. Brick and
frame construction.

St. John. N. B.
A bill will be presented at the next

sitting of the Provincial Legislature to

authorize the City to build homes for

working men. Clerk, H. E. Wardropcr.

Sutherland, Sask.
Tenders will be received until 4 p. m.,

March 3:ird, by R. C. Desrochers, De-
partment of Public Works, Ottawa, for

the erection of a boarding house at the
Forest Nursery Station. Plans and
specifications at offices of W. T. Mollard.
Clerk of Works, Regina. the Superin-
tendent. Forest Nursery Station, Suther-
land, with the Postmaster, Brandon, and
at the Department. Specifications only
at office of MacLean Daily Reports, Ltd.,

2.5 Charlotte Street, Toronto.

Toronto. Ont.
Tenders on wiring and lathing re-

iiuircd in connection with the residence
which has been erected at 1238 Kings-
wood Road are being received by G. H.
Wallace, 2:!f> Kingswood Road.

Tenders are being received by W. B.

Galbraith, 32 St. Leonards Avenue, for

the erection of a residence at Lawrence
Park. Hollow tile and brick construc-
tion. Estimated cost. .$7. .500.

Warwick Township, Ont.
Malcolm Perry, R. R. No. 2, Watford.

Ont., contemplates the erection of a re-

sidence.

Wesley McKay, R. R. No. 2, Watford.
Ont.. is considering the erection of a re-

sidence.

Windsor. Ont.
IVtor Octerbout, 23 Pitt Street E., is

lireparing plans for a number of bunga-
lows to be built on Pierre and Lincoln
.Streets. Frame construction, concrete
foundation, shingle rooting. Estimated
cost. $3,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal, Que.
W I. I'loyart. 1S1 Harvard Avenue.

has let the general contract for the erec-
tion of a residence on Grosvcnor Avenue
to Anglin's Ltd., 65 Victoria Street.
Work will start in the spring. Brick
construction, concrete foundation, felt

and gravel rooting.

Ottawa. Ont.
In connection with the residence in

course of erection for William Eastman,
24 Ossington Avenue, the contract for
plumbing has been let to Gervin & Lil-

lico, JOil.l Bank .Street, and the electrical

work to the Dominion Electric Com-
pany, 477 Sparks .Street.

The general contract for the erection
of a cottage on Williard Street for Mc-
Leod McAllister, 22 Glen Avenue, has
been awarded to J. E. Cooper, 514 Mc-
Leod Street. Brick veneer construction,
concrete foundation, shingle roofing.
Estimated cost, .$3,000.

Walkerville, Ont.
In connection with the bungalow to be

liuilt on Lincoln Road by the Burns &
Walker I'onstruction Company, Tuson
I'.uilding, Windsor, the plumbing has
been awarded to Roy Hicks, l.'i!) Wyan-
dotte Street E., Windsor.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Chesley, Ont.
Krug Bros. Company, Ltd., are in the

market for electric motors. 500 volt.

d. c, 5 to 10 h. p.

Dungannon, Ont.
The Goderich Rural Telephone Com-

pany. Ltd., propose to make extensions
to their system this year.

Emerson, Man!
The Town Council are considering the

installation of an electric lighting plant.

Clerk. W. W. llnsworth.

Marieville, Que.
The Town Council are considering the

installation of an alarm system at an ap-
proximate cost of $2,000. Clerk. J. F..

Ostiguy.

Pelee Island, Ont.
Albert Muir, do Pelee Island Tele-

phone Company, has been appointed to

look after extensions and other improve-
ments to the Company's system.

Saskatchewan Province.
The Beadle Rural Telephone Company

have been empowered to borrow $4,300
for the construction of their system.
Chairman of the Local Government
Board, A. J. McPherson.

Whitby, Ont.
The Town Council have instructed the

Property Committee to report on the
installation of a new fire alarm system.
Clerk. Joseph White.

Fires

Beauport, Que.
The Parish Church has been destroyed

by fire. Loss, $3,000, partially covered
by insurance. Curate, L. .\. Deziel.

Bowden, Alta.
The business block owned by C. .X.

Johnston has been destroyed by fire.

Loss, $30,000, partially covered by in-

surance.

Fort William, Ont.
St. Luke's Presbyterian Church has

been damaged by fire and the organ en-
tirely destroyed. Total loss, $5,000.

Moncton, N. B.
The plant of the Record Foundry &

.Machine Company has been damaged by
tire to the extent of about $100,000. Im»»
is covered by insurance.

Sherbrooke, Que.
l-'ire has ilamagcd the interior of the

Queen's Hotel to the extent of about
$4,000. Owner, 1). McManamy, 6 Gor-
don Street.

Sydney Mines, N. S.

_
The residence of John Barrington,

Street, has been destroyed by fire.

Toronto, Ont.
I'ire has damaged the warehouse of

the William Rennie Company, Ltd., 130
.\delaide Street E.. to the extent ol
about $7,000. Loss is fully insured.
The building owned by James Carnell.

1022 Dundas Street, has been damaged
by fire. Loss. $2,100.

Miscellaneous

Brantford. Ont.
'l"he Chairman of the Board of Works

will receive tenders until noon. March
13th, on the supply of road oil during the
year. Estimated quantity, 120.000 gal-
lons. Specifications at office of the En-
gineer. T. H. Jones.

London. Ont.
The Fire Chief has recommended to

the City Council that an auto tractor
and combination waggon be purchased.
as well as 1,000 feet of 2J^ inch fire
hose. Clerk. S. Baker.

Merlin. Ont.
- The Town Council are considering the
purchase of fire fighting equipment.
Particulars from Dr. Bell.

Moose Jaw, Sask.
Tenders on the excavation of a re-

servoir abovr the dam for the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company will be re-
ceived until noon, April 1st. by the Divi-
sion Engineer, T. C. MacNabb, Moose
Jaw. Plans, etc.. with the Division En-
gineer, with J. G. Sullivan, Chief En-
gineer, Winnipeg, M. McKenzie, Resid-
ent Engineer. Regina. C. S. Moss, Re-
sident Engineer, Moose Jaw. and with
E. A. Kelly. Resident Engineer. .Saska-
toon.

New Glasgow, N. S.

The Department of Public Works. Ot-
tawa, have extended the time for re-
ceiving tenders on the construction of
lock gates for the East River Lock until
March 13th.

Peace River, Alt*.
The Town Council have secured a loan

lor the purchase of fire fighting equip-
ment. .Secretary A. E. Carlisle.

Saanich. B. C.
I'ire Chief Davis will recommend the

establishment of three or four fire sta-
tions equipped with reels, short ladders
and hose. Municipal Qerk, Hector S.
Cooper. Municipal Hall.

WalkerviUe. Ont.

_
The Canadian Hoskins Ltd.. Sandwich

Street, are considering the purchase of
machinerv for the manufacture of wire
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goods. Estimated expenditure, $10,000.

Manager, R. H. Cunningham.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Cornwall, Ont.
The Town Council have let a contract

for the supply of a boiler and pump to

John Inghs Company, Ltd., 14 Strachan

Avenue, Toronto, at $3,800.

Montreal, Que.
The Harbor Commissioners, Common

Street, have awarded the contract for the

supply of Douglas Fir to Mason, Gordon
& Company, 80 St. Francois Xavier

Street.

The Harbor Commissioners have let

the contract for the supply of elm and

maple timber and hemlock railway ties

to VV\ H. Kelly, Buckingham.

The City Council have let the con-

tract for the supply of 15,000 tons of sand

to J. Aybram, Ste. Emelie de Joliette,

Que., and for 200 tons to the Touzin

Sand Company, Ltd., 7ti Common Street,

Montreal.

Tilbury, Ont.
The Union Natural Gas Company,

Sarnia, Ont., have let the contract for

supply of gas pipe to the National Sup-

ply Company, Queen Street E., Tilbury.

Approximate cost, $300,000.

Late News Items

Campbellton, N. B.

The Town Council are considering the

expenditure of $2.5,000 on the erection of

a Town Hall, and of $5,000 on a street

lighting system. Clerk, J. T. Keid.

Dundee Township, Que.
Tenders on the construction of six

small concrete bridges will be received

until 10 a. m., March 6th, by the Secre-

tary to the Township Council, T. W.
F'raser, Dundee. Plans and specifica-

tions with the Secretary.

Flos Township, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

for the Trustees of School Section No.

5, Flos Township, will be called very

shortly. Architect. J. Wilson, Colling-

wood, Ont. Brick construction, asbestos

roofing. Estimated cost. $21,000.

Fort William. Ont.
Fire has destroyed the store and other

premises owned by J. Weisner, 132 Og-
den Street. Loss, about .$8,000. Owner
will probably rebuild.

Halifax, N. S.

The School Board, Sackville Street,

will probably call for tenders shortly on
the erection of a school. Architect, H.

E. Gates, Queen Building.

The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for the erection of a re-

sidence on Grafton Street:—general con-

tract. Falconer & MacDonald, St. Paul

Building; painting. David Roche, ;15

lilowers Street; heating. Longard Bros.,

313 Hollis Street; pluml)ing, M. Day, 73

Cornwallis Street; electrical work. J.

Starr, Son & Company, Granville Stree.t.

Approximate cost, $4,.500.

Lachute, Que.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for the construction of a bridge

over the North River to Lafieur &
Berniquer. Steel construction. Esti-

mated cost, $10,750.

Quebec, Que.
La' Banque Nationale, 75 St. Peter

Street, have let the contract for the erec-

tion on St. Foye Road to C. E. Moriss-
ette Ltd., 208 Latourelle Street. Esti-

mated cost, $6,000. Brick construction.

West Wawanosh Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a school for the Trustees of School
Section No. 4 has been awarded to J.

W. Henderson, Lucknow, Ont. Seat-
ing, slate blackboards, hot air heating
system and other equipment will be pur-
chased by the Secretary, William Mc-
Quillan, R. R. No. 4. St. Helens P. O.

Weston, Ont.
A. J. Barker will shortly start work on

the erection of a garage on Main Street.

Estimated cost, $10,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
Work IS expected to start immediately

on the erection of the first unit of the
proposed store for the T. Eaton Com-
pany, head office, Yonge Street, Toronto.
The structure will be erected in four
units, the last of which will be a new-
building on the site of the present store.

Approximate cost of first unit, $300,000.
Fireproof construction, stone facings.
Chief Engineer, George W. Thomson,
cio the Company.

Wood-Block Flooring Said to Have
Proved Its Worth

It is only a few years that creosoted
wood blocks have been used for the
flooring of factories, warehouses and
other buildings. Yet they have already
proved their worth, judging from infor-

mation presented at the wood preservers'
convention in Chicago by C. H. Teesdale
of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory.
Mr. Teesdale has summed up and tabul-
ated the answers to questions submitted
to a large number of users of wood-
block flooring, as well as the manufac-
turers of the creosoted blocks. His
summarizin.g of the data received is as
follows:

The results of this investigation indi-

cate that treated wood block makes a de-
sirable type of flooring for many pur-
poses, and it is likely that its use for in-

terior work will increase. Since its

large use for these purposes is just be-
ginning, one might expect that unforseen
trouble would develop. The records of
160 floors indicate, however, that serious
trouble has developed in a very low per-
centage of cases.

Most of the trouble has come from
shrinkage or expansion of the blocks. To
prevent these troubles it is necessary to
study each case where blocks are to be
laid, and to treat the blocks accordingly.
For dry situations the blocks should be
well seasoned before treatment and laid
in the floor while thorou.ghly dry. In
wet or alternately wet and dry situations
dry blocks would give expansion trouble,
hence the timber should be .green or only
semi-air-dry when laid. Even dry in-
teriors are liable to be accidentally sub-
jected to water, however; hence it would
seem desirable as a rule to use bitum-
inous fillers instead of sand filler.

Sand cushions were probably a source
of trouble in several cases. If there is

any vibration, or if the sand is at all

liable to shift, a bituminous or cement
grout cushion is to be preferred. Sand
cushions are also liable to cause uneven

floors if the blocks shrink, and it seems
likely that many cases of shrinking
would not give serious trouble where
bituminous filler and bituminous or ce-
ment grout cushions are used. '

Bleeding caused very little trouble. In
dry and very warm situations, where it is

most likely to occur, it would be desir-

able to consider carefully the method of
treating and handling the blocks in order
to avoid objectionable bleeding.

In a few cases it seems likely that
good block should not be used. For
example, it should not be used where but-
ter or tobacco products are stored. In
some foundries, where hot castings are
thrown upon the floor, the blocks have
burned through to the foundation. Wood
blocks may be objectionable where the
soiling or staining of certain classes of
merchandise would lower the value, and
ini one case where used in a tennis court
wood blocks were a failure and had to

he removed.
Wood block has been found to be very

satisfactory in many cases where heavy
castings are thrown about or where
heavy trucks are moved, and it is liked

by workmen because it is warm and easy
on their feet.

The replies from the users of wood-
block floorin.g indicate quite strongly
that when new wood-block floors are to

be laid a careful investigation of all the
conditions existing or likely to develop
should be made by the manufacturer.
The method of treatment and construc-
tion of the floor should then be adapted
to the special conditions found. If this

is not done many cases of dissatisfaction
are very liable to develop.

Deflector Gives Direct-Reading of
Building Settlements

A direct reading deflectometer was
used in determining the cause df the
usual initial settlement in buildings be-
ing underpinned along the New York
subways. This deflectometer was never
used in this country before according to
Maurice Deutsch, consulting engineer.
New York City, who used it to make
some original tests of piles on this work
in September last year. In consists of
a steel tape about i/i in. wide attached to

the pile being tested and run vertically
up and along a small wheel at the end
of a horizontal shaft. .A.t the other end
of this shaft an index needle is set and
revolves around a calibrated dial marked
in millimeters, thus giving very exact
indications of pile movement.

Light-Soil Roads Not Suitable for
Traffic Unless Surfaced

When highway trafiic exceeds 2,000
tons per year on roads constructed of
light soil it is time to adopt some form
of hard surfacing, according to a state-

ment by A. P. Anderson, highway en-
.gineer, in the Reclamation Record.
Dragging many of these roads has not
the cumulative effects, such as obtain on
clay roads, as the only binding power is

the capillary moisture lost wlien the road
gets dry. The maintenance must be
directed toward retaining the moisture
by incorporating with the surface soil

some natural binder, such as clay or
adobe, or adding some temporary fib-

rous binder, such as straw or sage brush.
In irrigated districts flooding is worth
considering, one side at a time, or, where
the rate of lateral percolation is rapid,
flooding the side ditches.
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Proper Consistency of Concrete

UNSATISFACTORY concrete will result from
tlie very best of ajjgregates if they are not

properly proportioned. The too prevalent

uiisiictititic nictiu)d of arbitrary .selection, at

preseiii in t^eneral ii.se. would .scarcely .seem to have
lieen jtistitied even by the added facility with whicii

the work can be constructed.

W. .S. (iearhart, Cliainu;in of tiic Committee on
l'riil)oitioiis of .Materials and Idnsistency of C"oncrcte,

recently jjointcd out to tiie Conference on Road lUiild-

iii!,; held in Chica.tjti that if concrete were specified to

withstand certain tension, ct>mprcssion, abrasion and
aij.sorption tests, and to be subjected to expert inspec-

tion, most of the difficnlties and failures from fanltv

pro|>orlionin}^ of aj^nrcKatcs coiihl be removed. 1 he
requirements for consistency should be more definitely
specified- The present terms used in defining consiji-

tcncy are alto<^ether too indefinite to the ordinary
contractor. Consistency could probably best be de-
fined by de.scribinjj how the concrete should :i< t ;tnd

the form it should take when deposited.
Until some form of apparatus is devised an.i .1 nv.>-

tcmatic method of inspection established little can be
done to. overcome the present unsatisfactory consis-
tency specifications, i laving concrete tmj wet should
be esi)ecially guarded against, since wet concrete gives
a material inferior in (juality and strength to concrete
of a medium or (piaking consistency. Experiments
with hydratcd lime in concrete seem to indicate that it

decreases the percentage of voids, produces a more
impervious concrete, reduces cxi)ansion and contrac-
tion under moisture changes, and prevents segrega-
tion. In spite of the wonderfid progress that has
been made in concrete work we are evidently still very
considerably in the dark as to its scientific preparation.
The report of Mr. (iearhart mentioned above, pub-
lished elsewhere in this issue gives interesting and
\alnalde information on this important subject.

Advantages of Winter Building

The question of winter building is one that of ne-
cessity must be decided by the owner himself, and he
is generally not sufficiently informed to take the
chance. .Mi kinds of mason work are now carried on
.successfulh' at all times during the winter. Ruildings
of reinforced concrete, depending almost entirely upon
concrete for support, are erected in the dead of winter.
Mortar will not set as rapidly in winter as in summer,
but mortar used in winter will become more durable
than mortar used in summer. One rea.son for this may
be that brickwork laid in simimer ab.sorbs the moisture
from the mortar before it has had time to set.

It is an accepted opinion of the public that con-
tracts for winter work can be let at a lower price than
at any other time of the year, all things being normal-
It is probable that about 10 per cent, of the cost of the
building can be saved if contracts are let during the
winter.

The man who erects his building in the winter has
the advantage of securing the higher class of workman-
ship represented by the more competent mechanics
who are kept on the pay-roll during that period. Fur-
thermore, as the contractor and architect are not
rushed with the same amotmt of work as in the sum-
mer, each can dvvote more of his individual time to
the construction of the building.

All woodwork which enters into the construction
of a building is far superior when installed during cold
weather, the atmosphere being much dryer than in
summer. Much of the moisture in the form of rain,
which is ab.sorbed by the rough wxxxiwork during
warm weather, becomes sn<nv in winter and is easilv
cleaned off before any material damage can be done.
The UKiisture absorbed by the rough wcnxlwork in
siunmer will not dry out until some time after the
building is completed and decorated. When this
moisture dries out floors and partitions often settle.
cau.sing cracks and other defects.

One of the greatest objections to summer building
is the absorption of moisture from the air by the in-
terior wtwd finish. This interior finish is one of the
most important features of a building, and greater care
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and skill must be employed in its installation than

with any other part of a building. It is always sub-

ject to more close inspection as long as a building

stands, and it is important that every precaution

should be employed to preserve the highest class of

workmanship in the building as a whole. The mois-

ture absorbed by the finish woodwork in summer will

dr5r out later and cause joints to open, doors to shrink,

panels to crack, and the work to assume the character

of a building that literally has been thrown together.

On the other hand, heat is maintained in the build-

ing erected in the winter, and, as a result, moisture is

kept out and the finish remains in a first-class condi-

tion.—The Plumber.

plant will be of concrete and pressed brick, the build-

ings being made fireproof as far as possible. The
former structure will be heated by a hot water sv'stem.

Unloading Stone Economically
Editor, Contract Record:

—

One of the most troublesome and expensive prob-

lems that confront the Road Superintendent where

stone has to be shipped in by rail, is the unloading.

Few men are willing to go in a car, especially on a

warm day and shovel stone, and except men are used

to the work, not much progress is made. Many de-

vices have l)een invented to overcome this difficulty,

some have been tried out with more or less success.

The Toronto and Hamilton Highway Commission

have a steam derrick with a Clam Shell flipper which

is fairly successful, but this device is too expensive

and not portable enough for county work.

It has occurred to me that a light derrick worked

by a Gasoline engine with a Clam Shell Dipper that

could be easily taken down and moved from station

to station, would be a great help. This device could

be set up some distance from the loaded car to give the

boom room to work and the crushed stone discharged

into the wagon or a bin from which it could be loaded.

It is strange that some enterpri.sing firm has not put

something of this description on the market. Der-

ricks of all designs and capacity are manufactured by

many firms but none I have examined seem to be what
is required for this particular work.

Yours truly,

James M. Sheppard,

Oueenston. Welland Co. Road Superintendent.

Gravity Filter System for Drummondville
Messrs. Ouimet & Lesage, engineers, of Montreal,

have designed a pumping station and mechanical

gravity filter system for the town of Drummondville.
P. Q., to replace the present one which has been found

inadequate to meet modern conditions. The plans pro-

vide for a plant of 1,500,000 U. S. gallons capacity per

twenty-four hours, but it is proposed to now install

two of the three units, each with a capacity of 500,000

gallons ; the existing reservoir will be utilized. The
water will be taken from the St. Francis River, and will

be automatically purified by filtration, alum solution,

and liquid chlorine. The chlorine is to be fed through
a Venturi meter into the filtered water. The sedi-

mentation basin will have a capacity of 140,000 gal-

lons, and the clear water basin one of 80,000 gallons.

Each filtering imit will be operated by hydraulic

valves, the action being on marble tables in front of

each unit. The four pumps—two high lift and two
low lift—will be driven by electric and gasoline motors,
the latter to be used as auxiliary forces. The electric

current will be supplied by the Southern Canada
Power Company. The pumping station and filtration

Moldless Concrete Construction
A new phase in l^ortland cement concrete construc-

tion which should prove of practical value to cf>ntrac-

tors and builders has recently been developed, and
many ingenious details of construction have been
worked out to take care of jjractical problems which
the contractor encounters on the job. This new plan
is the erection of reinforced concrete without the use
of forms or molds of any kind ; the only special equip-
ment necessary being a few inexpensive gauge strips

and tamps. The walls in this construction are made up
of concrete panels, molded flat on the ground and con-
fined within light steel channels (known as metal lum-
ber). The channels are held apart by steel rods which
also serve to reinforce the concrete. When the panels
are assembled, the channels come together back to

back, and are easily locked in place. The method of
concrete building construction is claimed to Ije revo-
lutionary in its simplicity, low-cost, and adaptability.

"Ladies Night" in Calgary
The Calgary IJranch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers held its third dinner ol the season at

the I^alliser Hotel, Thursday evening, February 24th.

An innovation was tried at this meeting. It was de-
signated as "ladies night" and all present agreed that

it was a success.

After the dinner Dr. J. G. Rutherford, Superin-
tendent of Agriculture and Animal Industry, C. P. R.,

Department of Natural Resources, addressed the
Branch on the subject "Some Thoughts on the Present
World Situation."

In his remarks the speaker referred to the remark-
able development in the world during the past hundred
years, which might justify one in saying that the
world as we know it is not more than a hundred -vears

old.

Within that time there had been the wonderful
spread of transportation facilities, the development of

the lighting system and the spread of education, for

about one hundred years ago the number of people
who could read and write was about equal to those
who could not do so now. Dr. Rutherford first saw
the electric light in 1880 and the telephone, which is

now in such general use, he first utiHzed in 1878.

While this development was going on there had
been an era of wastefulness which he said would com-
])are to a financial drunken s])ree. The resources of

the country had been wasted and now the penalty must
be paid. Had we husbanded our wealth instead of
wasting it Canada would have been better prepared for
the present struggle.

In the absence of William Pearce, Chairman, .V. S.

Dawson, Chief Engineer, Department of Xatural Re-
sources, C. P. R., occupied the chair.

Toronto Section C. S. C. E.
The regularly monthly meeting of the Toronto

branch of the Canadian Societ}' of Civil Engineers will

be held in the Society's rooms at the Engineer's Club,
90 King Street West, on Thursday, March 9, at 8 p.

m. The work of the Committee appointed in 1915 to

suggest desirable changes in. or additions to. the pre-
sent bv-Iaws will be discussed.
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The Clays of Southern Saskatchewan
Canada Well Supplied With an Abundance of High Grade Clays— Suitable for
Manufacture of Refractories, Stoneware, White Earthenware, Structural Products

By N B. Davis*

IN
the southern part of the ])rovince of Saskatche-
wan there is located (jne of the most vakiable and
extensive clay fields of the Dominion of Canada.
I'rom the vicinity of listevan, westward along the

international boundary some two hundred and fifty

miles, and north to make a triangular area with the
apex west of Moose Jaw, the country is underlain by
a series of clays, silts, sands and lignites, comprising
what is known to geologists as the Fort Union forma-
tion. West of this again, smaller detached areas of
this same formation outcrop in those elevated areas
known as Boundary Plateau, White iMud River IMat-

cau, and the Cypress Hills.

Mtliough the ]M)rt Union formation is known to
generally underlie these areas, the valuable clays are
not available everywhere over them. It is only in the
escarpments of the plateaus, and in the large river val-

leys, with their tributary coulees, that good workable
sections of the clays are to be found.

The most important beds of this formatic^n, to the
clayworkcr, are the white and grey refractory clays
and clayey sands, constituting what are locally known
as the "white muds." The white plastic clays are of

stoneware character, fusing around cone 15. 'J'he more
sandy beds are (piite refractory, some of them standing
up to cone 30.

'Ihese refractory clays are followed in im])ortaiu:e

by yellow calcareous clays and clay silts, which are
suitable for common clay ware, such as brick and drain
tile ; and for mixing with the stoneware clays to reduce
the temperature of vitrification in making sewer ])ipe

and hollow blcjck.

Dark grey, brown, and black, gumbo-like clays oc-
cur in the .same formation, but their drying defects are
so bad that they cannot be used without special pre-
liminary treatment, such as the pre-heating practised
at l'".stevan.

Lignite beds of fair quality are here and there asso-

* Mines Branch, Ottawa, before C.N.C.P.A., Toronto.

elated with the clays, and their economic aspects arc
of great importance to the future f)f the clayworking
industry. The accom])aiiying sketch map (Fig. 1)

shows the general distribution of the clay-bearing F'ort

Union formation, the important clay ontcro|>s fieing

suitably indicated.

It will be nf)ticed that the largest area includes the

elevations known as W<Kid Mountain and the Dirt
Hills, and in the folhjwing notes these localities, along
with other |)rominent to]>ographical features, such as
the I'Venchnian X'alley, Souris \'alley, and Cypress
Hills, will be use<l as hearlings.

Cypress Hills

The section of clays found in the Cyj)ress Hills is

(he m<jst complete one in the province. The hill t(»ps

are protected at the highest elevations by ijuartzite

gravel, the ])ebbles of which shoidd prove of value for

grinding pur|>oses. Helow the gravel there is a great
thickness of fine, plastic, greyish white, to mottled red
and green clays. They arc best exiK)scd near the
western end of the hills. Some of these are slightly

calcareous. Their working qualities are excellent.

The white refractory clajs are not exposed here, but
continuing eastward, easily worked outcn)ps are to be
found near old Fort Walsh, on Battle Creek, and in

the valley of the White Mud or FVenchman River,
the most important locality being the last named.

From Palisade to South l-'ork the Canadian Pacific

Railroad follows the deep valley of the Frenchman
River and Swift Current Creek coulee. F'or most of
this distance, some fifteen miles, the white clays can
be seen outcropping in the valley sides within a mile
or so each side of the railroad.

A typical section measured in the vicinity of Ra-
'

venscraig resulted somewhat as shown in Fig. 2.

It will be noted that the white clays are underlain
by a considerable thickness of greyish-white quart/

Y/^i /i Fof"* Union Formsttmn

im CImy Outcrop 9r*d toc^ticn of important ciay outcrops
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sands, which may prove of value for moulding or glass

making.
The yellowish calcareous clays, silts and sands

overlying the white clays are quite thick, but erosion

has here and there made the white clays available

without undergroiuid mining operations being neces-

sary.

The beds are all more or less lenticular, all through

the Fort Union formation ; they thicken and thin from

place to place. Along the Frenchman River the good
clays appear to increase in thickness eastward, while

to the west the beds are more sandy.

In the vicinity of the town of Eastend, where the

railroad leaves the valley of the Frenchman River, the

best workable outcrops are to be found. To the north

and south of the town, erosion has bared considerable

quantities of the valuable white clays ; in one outcrop

the following section was measured: (1) glacial drift,

1 to 10 ft.; (2) brown clay, 8 ft.; (3) fine yellow sand,

2 ft.; (4) plastic white clay, 5 ft.; (5) purplish grey

clay, 2 ft.; (6) white plastic clay, 6 ft.

The clays below the glacial drift at this point have
good working qualities, with shrinkages within prac-

tical limits. They burn to dense, greyish bodies at

cone 5, and do not soften until the deformation of cone
15. The Albany slip, Bristol, and salt glazes have
been applied, with success, to these bodies.

The glacial clay silt of the valley bottom near East-

end burns to a fine deep red color at cone 010. A small

quantity of sand would have to be added to the clay,

y^///OlV n^Sa^r^£jr:^^

Fig, 2—Section of Fort Union Bed.<i near Ravenscraig, Sask.

however, to dry it without cracking. It could then be

used for the manufacture of hollow building block

and common brick.

Wood Mountain

Between Eastend vicinity and the northwest slope

of Wood Mountain the country is heavily covered by
glacial deposits, and the Fort Union clays are hidden.

In the coulees tributary to the Wood River ami

around Twelve Mile Lake the white clays again appear.

A sample of a sandy, white clay, collected on the north

shore of Twelve Mile Lake, stood up to cone 28.

Further northeast, in the Lake-of-the-Rivers valley,

near Willows Station, on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, the Alberta Clay Products Company is working
a fine section of the refractory clays, and shipping
the run-of-bank some 450 miles, via Weyburn and

Fig. 3—Alberta Clay Products Co.'spit near Willows, Sa»l<.

Moose Jaw, to Medicine Hat. At this place it is worked
into sewer pipe, flue-lining, wall coping, etc. Fig. 3

shows the pit being worked during the summer of 1915.

The run-of-bank burns to a dense, vitrified body at

cone 9. A sample of a fifteen-foot bed in this section

reflects the properties of a ball clay.

Dirt Hills

The white clays appear further north again in the

Lake-of-the-Rivers valley, near Mitchellton, on the

Canadian Northern Railway, and. again along the

north-facing escarpment of tlie Dirt Hills. It is here

at a place called Claybank that the Saskatchewan Clay
Products Company is opei'ating the only plant in Sas-

katchewan, using the refractory white clays.

The plant consists of the usual pit equipment of

cars hauled by cable, a large storage shed, one dry
pan, one dry press machine, and eight round down-
draft kilns. Power is supplied by a 150 h.p. Diesel oil

engine. The white, greyish-white and sandy clays are

blended to make dry press face brick of plain buflf and
flashed colors.

Mr. George Shoemaker is manager of the plant,

and at present is carrying on experimental work with
the intention of placing fire brick on the market, tests

on some of the clays hav-ing shown them to stand up
to cone 30.

Big Muddy Valley

In the Big Muddy Valley, from Willowbunch Lake,
southeast to the international boundary, the white
clays outcrop here and there all down the valley. The
best exposures are located near the boundary line in

the vicinity of Big Muddy post office. Tests on a num-
ber of samples from this locality show the clays to be
in all respects similar to those found in the other areas

described.

Souris Valley

East of the Big Muddy Valley, the white clays are

not known to outcrop. The whole thickness of the
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I'Oit I'nioii beds consists of dark grey, broken and
yellow clays and numerous lignite seams. The best

outcro])s occur in the S(niris Valley, and more particu-

larly in the vicinity of I'^stevan, where nvimerous plants

are working the red and buff burning clays for making
common and face brick, and h(jllow block. The red

burning clay has to be pre-heated to overcome check-

ing, and is then made into dry ])ress bricks.

The industry is fairly well established in the h'ste-

vau field, there l)eing some five i)lants equipped for

(il)eration at the present time.

Railroads and Fuel Supply

I'ntil l)ut recently rail Ir.iiisportation has been lack-

ing to the most valuable clay areas. The Portal-Moose

Jaw branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway has served

the Ivstevan field for a number of years, but the im-
portant refractory clays do not occur there.

Just two years ago the Canadian Northern Railway
coni])leled its AvonIea-( iravelbourg branch as far as

Clayhank in the Dirt Hills, and made the high-grade
days of this locality available. However, the market
for high-class face brick broke about the time the rail-

road arrived, and the plant at Claybank suffered ac-

cordingly. During the i)ast year the same Canadian
Northern Railroad branch has been cfinstructed west,
and made available the clays of the north end (if Lake-
of-thc-Rivers, near Mitchellton.

Three years ago the Canadian Pacific Railway start-

ed its Weyburn-T.ethbridge line, and since then has
tapped the clays of the south end of Lake-of-thc-Rivers,
and of the White Mud River Valley. The line is now
completed as far west as the Alberta boundary, and it

is ho])ed that the time will not be far distant when
connection will be made with the construction cast

horn I.ethbridge.

South of the Canadian Pacilic Railway the Canadian
Northern Railway has a branch line extending west-
ward to near thesoutheast end of Willowbunch Lake.
If this line is completed along the j)roposed route it

will open uj) the clay and lignite areas immediately to

the north of Wc^od Mountain.
.\t present most of the fuel used is brought in by

rail over the Canadian Pacific Railway from Alberta.
It is mostly a semi-bituminous coal, and, because of the

long liaul, the price is high. In the Estcvan field a cer-

tain amount of the local lignite is utilized, but its full

efficiency it not realized.

Extensive tests, carried on at the fuel-testing plant

of the Department of Mines, in Ottawa, have shown
the lignites to be ideal for making producer gas for

))ower generation in a gas engine. No steaming tests

liave been made, but the analyses |>oint to its success-

ful applicatir>n in this way under suitable mechanical
conditions.

The gas producer has come to the clay-working in-

dustry to stay, and the clayworker of Saskatchewan,
and the West generally, should not be slow to adopt
it as an economical means of converting a poor fticl to

a high-grade one.

Natural gas has not been struck, as yet, in commer-
cial quantities anywhere in the southern part of the

province. Preparations are being made to sink a well

at ICastend in the hope of getting a cheaj) fuel to aid

in the local development of the clays.

The Future of the Clay Industry

The importance of the clays of southern Saskatche-
wan to the whole Canadian West cannot be overesti-

mated. There is an abundance of high-grade clays

suitable for the manufacture of refractories, of stone-
ware, Rockingham ware, and white earthenware, as

well as for all varieties of burned clay products for

structural purposes.
Mefore the outbreak of the war in Europe, the im-

mediate future of the clay industry in Saskatchewan
promised well. The railroads were spreading lines of

transportation over the country, crops were fair, and
the Western farmer was beginning to appreciate some-
thing better than a sod shack to live in. Lumber had
to be hauled great distances, and the price was, accord-
ingly, high. Prairie fires were teaching the builders
with wood the value of more fireproof construction.
.Altogether, the country was ripe for a better supply
of burned clay products.

With the war on, needs have not materially changed.
Business is simply marking time for a better monetary
condition. The country is essentially a farming one,
and with wild-boom days over, and the war at an end.
normal conditions should soon return.

Proportioning and Mixing Concrete
Better Proportioning of Aggregates and More Efficient Inspection Necessary to
Procure Best Results from Concrete— Effect of the Addition of Hydrated Lime

By W. S. Gearharf

It is the common ])ractice at the present time to

])roportion materials for concrete roads and streets

by the method of "arbitrary selection"; that is. by
specifying the nund)er of ])arts of different ingredients.

.\lthough this is one of the most unscientific methods
of ])roportiouing materials, its general use has seemed
to be justified by the facility with which the work can
be handled under existing conditions. Hut unless the
character of the aggregates to be used and the (|uality

of concrete made with the speciliecl projiortions of in-

gredients are carefully determined, this method should
not be used, for a 1:2:.? mixture in one case may be
identical in quality with a 1:2:4 mixture, or even a

* Chairman of Commltleo, before Nullonal Conference on Concrele Koitd
RuildinK.

1 :2j-j :5 mixture ot another, on account of the varia-

tion in si/e of aggregates.

Proper Mixing

Unsatisfact«)ry concrete will result fron> the best
aggregates if they are not properly i)re)|)ortioncd.

Therefore a careful investigation of aggregates may
mean the difference between the success or failure of
the road. The general adoption of a more scientific

method of i)roiK>rtioning the materials is very much
to be desired.

By specifying that the concrete be of a standard
(|uality which would withstand certain tension, com-
pression, abrasion, and absorption tests. |>robably sim-
ilar to paving brick specifications, and then l>y reqnir-
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ing high-class expert inspection to eliminate the per-

sonal equation as much as possible, and so that fre-

quent field tests could be made, most of the principal

objections to the scientific methods of proportioning

materials for concrete could probably be eliminated.

Recommendations

The recommendations for the proportions of the sev-

eral classes of concrete for roads and streets represent

the best practice at the present time. However, they

should not be used without a thorough appreciation

of the defects in the method of arbitrary selection.

These recommendations are therefore made with the

understanding that the I'ortland cement used complies

with the Standard Specifications of the American So-

ciety for Testing Materials ; that the fine and coarse

aggregates will meet the standard specifications for

concrete roads and pavements of the American Con-
crete Institute for 1914 ; that the character of these

materials and the quality of the concrete made with

the specified proportions of these ingredients will be
determined by careful tests ; and that the coarse ag-

gregate shall consist of sound, hard stone or gravel

having a coefficient of wear of not less than ten for

one-course construction and for the wearing course of

two-course construction ; and not less than seven for

the base of two-course construction.

One-Course Concrete.—For a one-course concrete

pavement the materials should be mixed in the pro-

portion of one sack of Portland cement, two cubic feet

of fine aggregate, and three cubic feet of coarse aggre-

gate ; and a cubic yard of the resulting concrete in place

should contain not fewer than six and eight-tenths

sacks of cement.
Two-Course Concrete.—For the base of a two-

course pavement the materials should Lc mixed in the

proportion of one sack of Portland cement, two and
one-half cubic feet of fine aggregate, and five cubic

feet of coarse aggregate ; and a cubic yard of the re-

sulting concrete in place should cfjntain not fewer than

five and six-tenths sacks of cement.
If the base is to consist of cement and fine aggre-

gate the material should be mixed in the proportions

of one sack of Portland cement to not more than four

cubic feet of fine aggregate ; aiul a cubic yard of the

resulting concrete in place should contain not fewer
than eight and two-tenths sacks of cement.

For the wearing course of a two-course pavement
the materials should bt mixed in the proportion of one
sack of Portland cement to not more than two cubic
feet of fine aggregate ; and a cubic yard of the result-

ing concrete in place should contain not fewer than
eleven and eight-tenths sacks of cement.

Whenever it is economical to do so the materials
in the wearing course should be mixed in the pro-

portions of one sack of Portland cement, one and one-
half cubic feet of fine aggregate, and two and one-half

cubic feet of coarse aggregate which would be re-

tained on a quarter inch mesh sieve and which would
pass a three-quarter inch mesh screen, in order to re-

duce the difference between the expansion and con-
traction in the base and wearing courses to a minimum.

Hydrated Lime.—Many experiments in concrete
road construction have been made recently with hyd-
rated lime added to the concrete in amounts ranging
from five to ten per cent, by weight of the cement.
Information available at the present time seems to in-

dicate that the addition of a small percentage of some
inert material such as hydrated lime may be of value
in concrete road construction for it decreases the per-

centage of voids and prt>duces a more impervious con-

crete, and reduces the expansion and contraction un-

der moisture changes ; but at this time your committee
does not feel warranted in making any definite recom-
mendations.

Consistency of Concrete

The terms used in defining the proper consistency

of concrete are generally indefinite and to one man may
mean one thing and to another something else. The
following exam])les taken from the replies to the in-

quiries sent out are representative of the present prac-

tice :

"Plastic."

"Plastic enough to retain its shape when screeded,

and not to be so plastic that a flow of mortar will be
produced on the toj), or in which any segregation can

take place."

"Mixture must be plastic and of such consistency

that it can be troweled and will quake slightly under
the trowel."

"Concrete wet enough so that it can be worked
easily, yet dry enough to retain its shape—a quaking
mixture."

"A quaking mixture that can be made even by
tamping."

"A quaking mixture which can be struck oft with
template."

"Like thick cream."
"Such that a light tamping will bring mortar to

the surface."

"Wet enough to produce a concrete that will Hush
readily under light tamping."

"Dry enough to require slight tamping to settle in-

to place."

"Wet enough to settle in flat mass but not to .run

on subgrade."
"Works easily under template."
"Requires use of hoe to keep concrete moving."
"Wet enough to flow into ])lace with assistance of

laborers and work easily imder tem])late."

"A concrete which will hold its shape when struck

ofY with a template."

"Holds its shape when struck with template, but
such that the materials will not separate."

"A consistency such that concrete can be conveyed
and deposited without separation of coarse aggregate
from the mortar."

"No excess water to appear after a thorough tamp-
ing."

"Consistency such that when walked onto the foot

is removed with effort and the remaining liolc does
not run full of mortar."

Amount of Water
The amount of water necessary to produce the re-

quired consistency varies from about six to twelve
per cent, by weight, or from fourteen to thirty per
cent, by volume of concrete, and from eighteen to

thirty-five gallons, or from one hundred and fifty to

three hundred pounds per cubic yard of concrete. This
great variation is largely due to : the amount of moist-

ure in the aggregates, the character of the materials,

and the atmospheric conditions.

Requirements for consistency should be specified

in a more definite way than is usual. It is evident, how-
ever, that a standard consistency cannot be expressed
in terms of the percentage of water used.

The re(|uired consistency can probably be expressed
in the most satisfactory terms by describing how the

concrete acts and the form it takes when thoroughly
mixed and deposited un the subgrade. I'roni this it

would seem that some laboratory consistency require-
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jncnts might be worked out; and it is recommended
tli.'it extensive investigations be made to devise ap-

paratus and a method of testing concrete which may
result in establishing some standard consistency. Un-
til such an investigation is made little can be done to

overcome the ])resent unsatisfactory consistency speci-

fications. •• • nff
The objections to mixing concrete too wet should

be especially emi)hasized. There is practically no

danger f)f having the concrete mixed too dry for the

workmen soon learn that by using an excess of water

the concrete can be mixed with less effort, and handled,

placed and fuiished more readily than when it is of the

proper consistency, and this ])arlly accounts for the

general practice of. mixing concrete for road work too

wet.

It is a matter of general observation both in the

field and the laboratory that with the same materials,

other things being equal, a wet mixture is inferior in

(|uality and strength to C(jncrete of a medium or quak-

ing consistency. The infcjrmation available to date

also indicates that the expansion and contraction of

concrete may be materially affected by the amount of

water used in the mixing.

Wet, slushy concrete has the further disadvantage

of bringing to the surface any small pieces of wood,
bark or other light perishable material that may have
gotten into the aggregate. This causes unsightly pit-

ting of the surface and necessitates immediate repairs.

The c<jnsistency of concrete for road or street work
should be such that when deposited from a chute or

bucket it will settle in a flat mass, but will not flow

on the subgrade. No tamping should be required and
no separation of the mortar from the coarse aggregate
should occur in handling the concrete or in finishing

the surface.

Handsome New Buildings in Montreal
By E. F. Dartnell*

IN
Montreal and the immediate vicinity there are

many fine buildings either under construction, or

just recently com])lete(l which are a credit to Can-

ada's largest city. The following are typical.

The new High School on upper University street,

completed during 1914 and illustrated as Fig. 1. The
building is trimmed with Indiana Limestone and faced

with light grey Kittanning vitrified brick of Norman
size, these lend themselves remarkably well to the de-

sign of the building and show conclusively that ex-

cellent artistic effects can be produced by the use of

a .smooth bricj< of the one shade, provided the archi-

' President. Dnrtnell. Limited, Montreal.

tect bears in mind the texture and color of his ma-
terial, getting his tones altogether from the light and
shade, which has been very successfully carried out in

this case. Architects, Messrs. E. & W. S. Maxwell;
general contractors, the Geo. A. Fuller Co., I^imited.

Almost opposite to the High School, but a little

further up the street, is the Wesleyan Theological Col-

lege, Fig. 2, a hands(mie building faced with grey,

rough textured Caledonian brick, in mingled shades,

laid up in Flemish bond. .\rchitects, Messrs. Ross &
.Macdonald

;
general contractors, C. E- Deakin, [..imited.

The new Southam Office Building, Fig. 3. on
lUeury street, recently completed, is a striking, well
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Fig. 2—Wesleyan Theological College, University Street, Montreal.

desii^iied structure, faced with grey Caledonian brick,

.similar to those used in the Wesleyan College, with
white terra cotta trim. Architects. Messrs. D. R.
Brown & Hugh Vallance

;
general contractors, the

Atlas Construction Co., Limited.

The Roman Catholic parish of St. Arsene, has re-

cently completed a Presbyter}' at the corner of
Christopher Columbus and Daniel streets, this is

faced with a light grey, rough Caledonian brick.

Architect, Mr. Zotique Trudel ; contractor for brick-
work, Mr. Paul Labelle.

The Civic Library at the corner of Montcalm and
Sherbrooke (East) streets is shown in Fig- 4, Archi-
tect, Mr. Eugene Payette ; contractors, Messrs. John
Quinlan & Co. This is a very handsome structure.
The front is of stone from Queenston, Out., with a
white Kittanning \itrified brick for facings of the rear
wings of building.

The Customs Examining Warehouse, on McGill
street, built of Xova Scotia sandstone of a light color,

is a large and handsome building. In the interior the
lining is all of dry pressed buff brick, about a half

million of which were supplied from the work of the
Toronto Pressed Brick & Terra Cotta Co., of Milton,
Ont.. for the purpose. The building was designed by
the chief architect of the Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, with Mr. A. H. Lapierre, of Montreal, as as-

sociate architect. The P- Lyall & Sons Construction
Co., Ltd.. were general contractors. It is the inten-

tion of the government, in the near future, to extend
the building north along McGill street to Youvillc
square, making the building when completed fully

double the size of the present section, and thus have
the custom house and examining warehouse under the
one roof. This will be a great convenience to those
of the public who have business to transact with the
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Customs, as at present the two departments are some
distance apart.

The new home for Loyola College, at Notre Dame
de Grace, is a handsome group of l)itildings from the

design of Architect W. J. Murray, with whom Messrs.

Peden & McLaren are associated. The buildings are

faced with a rough textured brick of a reddish-brown

Fig. 5-Rejldence of J. S. Archibald. Architect. Corner of W. Dor-
chester St. and Bruce Ave.

color, in many shades, laid up with a wide, white mor-
tar joint. The buildings are situated to the north of

the C. V. R. tracks, between Montreal West and West-
mount, and will be a conspicuous feature in the land-

scape. The general contractors are Messrs. .-Xnglins,

Limited. A handsome radial buff chimney, erected

by H. R. Heinicke, Inc., is included in this group.

In the .same neighborhood, but nearer to the city,

on Decarie Boulevard, is a Catholic Orphanage from
the plans of Mr. Alphonse Piche, architect, with the
peakin Construction Co., Ltd., as general contractors.
This will be a prominent building, built of grey Cale-
donian brick of rough texture-

Mr. J. S. Archibald, of the architectural firm of Saxe
& -Archibald, has erected a handsome dwelling for
him.self at the corner of Dorchester West and Urnce
streets. Fig. 5. This is of red "Tapestry" brick.

The Sun Life Assurance Co.'s large and imposing
office building is built of Granite, with rear walls of
grey Kittanning brick. It is situated on the East
side of Dominion square, facing the Windsor Hotel.
.Architects, Darling & Pearson. Toronto; contractors,
the P. Lyall & Sons Construction Co., Limited.

The new home of the Liverp<iol, London & Globe
Insurance Co., at the corner of Dorchester street West
and Union Avenue is a fine, handsome structure of
grey Ohio sandstone- -Architects, Messrs. Nobbs &
Hyde and Mr. I. Rawson Gardiner, contractors,
Messrs. E. G. M. Cape & Co., Limited.

The Royal Victoria Hospital are erecting another
large building, which they have been enabled to do
through the late Mr. James Ross, who left them a
legacy of a half million dollars for the building and
equipment of .same. .Architects, Mes.srs. Stevens &
Lee, with Mr. Kenneth (i. Rea. associate; contractors,
Messrs. E. G. M. Cape & Co., Limited.

St. Michael's Church at the corner of St. Viateur
and St. Urbain Streets, now in course of erection, will
be a hand.somc building, a dull red brick in many
shades and of rough texture is being used. This will
be one of the first of large Catholic Churches to be
built of brick in this Province- .Architect. Mr. Beau-
grand-Champagne; contractors. The -Atlas Construc-
tion Co., Limited.
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Mineral Production of Canada, 1915
Output of mines largest on record— Ontario stands highest in value
44% of total — British Columbia shows biggest per cent, increase

The following extracts are taken from the annual
preliminary report on "The Mineral Production of

Canada in 1915" prepared by John McLeish, B.A., Chief

of the Division of Mineral Resources and Statistics.

The figures for production in 1915, while subject to

revision, are based upon direct returns from mine and
smelter operators and arc fairly complete.

Effect of the War
As a result of the demand created by the war, the

metal mining industry has, in 1915, shown the highest

production ever recorded and notwithstanding the

greatly decreased production of materials of construc-

tion, such as cement, cfay and stone quarry products,

a very large increase is still shown in the total mineral
output, over that of the previous year.

The total value of the metal and mineral production
in 1915, as shown in the preliminary report presented
herein. Table I, was $138,513,750, compared with $128,-

863,075 in 1914, and $145,634,812 in 1913, the latter

being the highest production recorded. The increase

in 1915 over 1914 was thus $9,650,675, or 7.49 per cent. .

but the output is still less than that in 1913 by
$7,121,062.

TABLE I.

THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF CANADA IN 1915.

SUBJECT TO REVISION

Product.
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iiioiiy (ordiiKiries) an increase of 246 per cent., silver

a decrease of 9.4 per cent, and tin an increase of 12.2

per cent.

Metal Prices

Tlic t(jtal value ui the non-metallic prcjduction in

1915 inchuiin^^ clay and quarrv i)roducts, etc-, was
$61,467,668 as against $69,476,456 in 1914; $79,273,461

in 1913. Compared with 1914 the decrease was
$8,008,788, or 11.5 per cent., while compared with 1913

the falling off was $17,805,793 or 22.5 per cent.

It will be seen that the largest decreases in 1915 oc-

TABLE III.
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highest average monthly price since 1907, when 20.004

cents per pound was reached.

Exports of copper according to Customs records

were; copper fine in ore, etc., and copper in pigs

102,729,579 pounds valued at $12,460,356, there were
also exports of old and scrap copper amounting to

4,161,600 pounds valued at $616,553.

The total value of the imports of copper in 1915

are recorded as $3,467,586 as against $4,256,901 in 1914.

Tlie imports in 1915 included 16,818,116 pounds of

copper in pigs, ingots and manufactures, valued at

$3,104,382; other manufactures valued at $263,922, and
copper sulphate 1,854,850 pounds, valued at $99,282-

The imports in 1914 included 26,280,815 pounds
crude and manufactured copper valued at $3,983,322,

copper sulphate 1,143,039 pounds valued at $53,802 and
other manufactures of copper valued at $219,777.

Nickel

Refined metallic nickel is now being recovered in

Canadian refineries but only in small quantities and as

a by-product in the smelting and refining of the silver-

TABLE V.

Prcxluction of N'ickel in Canada.
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antimony or ref,niliis of, etc., 1,962,194 pounds valued

at $344,918 and antimony salts 67,956 pounds valued

at $10,320.

The price of antimony, ordinary j^rades, in Xevv

York ranged between a minimum of 13 cents in Janu-
ary to a maximum of 42 cents in December, averaging

about 30 cents for the year.

Cobalt

Metallic cobalt is now being recovered as well as

cobalt oxide at the smelters at Deloro and Thorold.
'J"he silver-cobalt-nickcl ores of tlie Cobalt district are

reduced in these smelters, silver being the principal

jjroduct with arsenious oxide, metallic cobalt and
nickel, cobalt oxide and nickel oxide as by-products.

I^'eturns received showed a production in 1915 of

211,610 pounds of metallic cobalt and 379,219 pounds
of cobalt oxide, equivalent to a total of 477,063 pounds
of metal. In 1914 the production was reported as

899,027 pounds of cobalt oxide and 242,572 pounds of

cobalt contained in residues sold outside of Canada or

equivalent to a total of 871,891 pounds of cobalt.

Molybdenum
A production has been reported of about 28,600

pounds of molybdenite valued at $28,460, including

cobbed molybdenite and molybdenite contained in ore

shipped to concentration plants- There were also

about 50 tons of low-grade ore sent to the Mines
I 'ranch Ore Testing laboratories for experimental
concentration.

Platinum
Efforts are being continued to recover platinum

from tlie gravels on the Tulameen river in the Simil-

kanu'cn district of British Columbia and there is also

occasional recovery of small (|uantitics from the gold
gravels of Ouesnel division. Cariboo district. A re-

covery of about 20 ounces is reported in 1915. There
was no recover}' of platinum from the Sudbury nickel-

copper mattes.

Customs records show an export of platinum of 236
ounces valued at $11,052, but this may possibly in-

clude old metal.

The price of refined ])latinum in New York which
was about $41 per ounce in January fell to $38 in June
and July, but increased to an average of $85.50 in De-
cember. The year's average was about $47.

Iron Ore

Iron ore shipments in 1915 amounted to 398,112

short tons valued at $774,427 as compared with 1914

shipments of 244,854 short tons valued at $542,041.

Mine operators report 93,-144 tons of ore exported
to the United States and 304,668 tons shipped to Can-
adian furnaces.

According to tlie records of the Customs Depart-
ment exports of iron ore amounted to 79,770 tons

valued at $206,823 and imports of iron ore to 1.499,722

tons valued at $2,320,066.

Pig Iron

The total production of pig iron in Canadian blast

furnaces in 1915 was 913,719 short tons, valued at ap-
proximately $11,592,819 as compared with a produc-
tion of 783.164 short tons in 1914 valued at approxi-

mately $10,002,856. The 1915 output shows an in-

crease of 130,555 tons or 16.67 per cent, over that of

1914, and compares favorably with the average of re-

cent years.

Of the total production in 1915, 13,692 tons were
made with charcoal and 900,027 tons with coke.

Included in the ore charged to blast furnaces there

was 293,305 short tons from Canadian mines and

1,463,681 tons of imported ore. Of the imported ore

naces of 10,794 tons of ferro-alloys (chiefly ferro-sili-

There was also in 1915 a production in electric fur-

naces of 10,794 tons of ferro-alloys chiefly ferro-sili-

con with a very small tonnage of ferro-phosphorus)

valued at $753,406 as compared with a production in

1914 of 7,524 tons valued at $478,355.

The exports during 1915 of pig iron were 17,307

short tons valued at $231,551 or an average per ton of

$13.38, and of ferro-silicon and ferro-compounds 9,238

tons valued at $537,081, an average of $50.81 per ton,

or a total of 26,545 tons valued at $768,632 as com-
pared with a total in 1914 of 19,053 tons valued at

$486,366. The imports were 47,482 tons of pig iron

valued at $624,200, or an average of $13.15 per ton.

and 13,758 tons of speigeleisen, ferro manganese and
ferro-silicon valued at $807,312, or a total of 61,240

tons valued at $1,431,512.

Steel Ingots and Castings

The production of steel ingots and castings in

1915 including 5,626 tons from electric furnaces, was
1,020,335 short tons, as compared with a production in

1914 of 828,641 tons. The 1914 production included

open-hearth ingots 608,383 tons ; bessemer ingots

203,184 tons; direct open-hearth castings 15,315 tons;

and other steel castings 1,759 tons.

Asbestos

The asbestos production in 1915 was obtained from
the same field in Quebec as heretofore. The output
was less than in 1914, but sales showed an increase of

about 17 per cent. Stocks on hand at the end of the

year showed a noticeable decrease.

The total output in 1915 was 106,558 tons, as

against 107,668 tons in 1914, showing a decrease of

1,110 tons or 1.03 per cent. The sales and shipments
during 1915 were 113,115 tons valued at $3,491,450. or

an average of $30.87 per ton, as against sales in 1914

of 96.542 tons valued at $2,892,266 or an average of

$29.92 per ton. The total sales were larger in quan-

tity than those of 1914 by about 17 per cent, and in

value by about 20 per cent.

Exports of asbestos during the calendar year 1915

were 84,584 tons valued at $2,734,695 or an average of

$32.45 per ton. as against exports of 81,081 tons in

1914 valued at $2,298,646 or an average of $28.35 per

ton- There was also an export of asbestos sand
amounting to 25,103 tons valued at $157,410 or an av-

erage of $6.27 per ton and of manufactures of asbestos

valued at $125,003.

Imports of asbestos manufactures for the year
amounte'd to $168,894.

Coal
The total production of marketable coal for the

year 1915 (comprising sales and shipments, collierj'

consumption, and coal used in making coke, or used
otherwise by colliery operators), was 13,209,371 short

tons valued at $31,957,757, as against 13,637,529 tons
valued at $33,471,801 in 1914 showing a decrease of
428.1.58 tons, or 3.14 per cent, in quantity, and of

$1,514,044 or 4.52 per cent, in total value.

The exports of coal in 1915 were 1.766,543 tons
valued at $5,406,058 as compared with exports of
1.423.126 tons in 1914 valued at $3,880,175. an increase

of 343,417 tons or 2.41 per cent-

The imports of coal in 1915 were made up as fol-

lows: bituminous round and run of mine; 6,106^94
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tons, valued at $7,564,369, or an averaf>e of $1.24 per

ton, bituminous slack 2,286,916 tons valued at

$2,027,256, or an average of $0.89 per ton, and anthra-

cite 4,072,192 tons valued at $18,753,980 or an average

of $4.61 per ton, making a total of 12,465,902 tons

valued at $28,345,605.

The apparent consiimption of coal during 1915 was
23,849,040 tons, as against a consumption of the pre-

vious year of 26,852,323 tons. Canadian mines con-

tributed 48 per cent, of the domestic consumption, and
the balance was imported. The total Canadian pro-

duction was equivalent to about 53.4 per cent, of the

consumption.
Coke

The output of oven coke during 1915 was 1,200,766

short tons made from 1,856,393 tons of coal of which

1,425,172 tons were of domestic origin, and 431,221

tons were imported. The total quantity of coke sold,

or used by the producers during the year was 1.168,921

tons valued at $4,253,536 or an average of $3.64 per

ton.

In 1914 the total output was 1,015,253 tons, and the

quantity sold, or used by the producers, was 1,023,860

tons valued at 3,658,514 or an average of $3.57 per ton.

By-products from coke ovens which included 10.448

tons of ammonium sulphate, 7,365,931 gallons of tar,

and 4,089,602 thousand cubic feet of gas, made in 1915

were in excess of the production in 1914; there was
also for the first time a production of benzol and asso-

ciated compounds. The production of trinitroto-

luene near the close of the year was reported by Col.

Carnegie of the Shell Committee, as 110,000. pounds

per week.
Imports of coke during 1915 amounted to 637,857

tons valued at $1,608,464, and exports were 35,869

tons valued at $160,053.

Other Non-Metals

Graphite: Shipments of milled and refined graphite

amounted to 2,610 tons valued at $121,023 or an aver-

age of $46.37 per ton. The 1914 production was 1,647

tons valued at $107,203. Operators report a greatly

increased demand with higher prices owing to the

shortage in supplies in the United States from sources

outside of America.
Gypsum : The production of gypsum of all grades

in 1915 is reported as 470,335 tons valued at $849,928.

This is lower than for several years, previous produc-

tion having been 516,880 tons in 1914; 636,370 tons in

1913; and 578,454 tons in 1913.

Exports of crude gypsum were 292,234 tons valued

at $336,380 being the smallest reported since 1908.

Exports of ground gypsum which were valued at less

than $10,000 vearlv for many vears rose to a value of

$35,490 in 1914 and to a value'of $80,933 in 1915-

Magnesite: The production of magnesite in 1915,

chiefly crude but including some calcined, was 14,779

tons valued at $126,535 in contrast with a yearly aver-

age production from 1908 to 1914 inclusive of 621^
tons. The increased production was due largely to

the urgent demands of steel companies and manufac-
turers of refractory brick.

Manganese Ores: In 1915 there was according to

returns received to date, a production of 47 tons of

manganese ore (90 per cent. Mn 0=) valued at $5,460

or an average of $116.17 per ton, as compared with a

production in 1914 of 28 tons, valued at $1,120 or an

average of $40.00 per ton.

The records of the Customs Department show ex-

ports of manganese ores amounting to 255 tons, valued

at $6,855, which would seem to indicate shipments ad-

ditional to those reported.

Natural Gas: The 1915 production of natural gas

was approximately 18,319,710 thousand cubic feet

valued at $3,300,825.

The production of the previous year was reported

as 21,692,504 thousand cubic feet valued at $3,484,727.

Pyrites

The production of pyrites in 1915 was 296,910 tons

valued at $1,028,678. The 1914 production was 228,314

tons valued at $744,508.

Exports of pyrites in 1915 were 137,598 tons valued

at $527,318, or an average of $3.83 per ton, as compared
with exports in 1914 of 89,888 tons valued at $377,985,

or an average of $4.21 per ton.

Cement
The general decrease in production of structural

materials and clay products which was a feature in

1914 was repeated in 1915, the production in the latter

year being valued at $18,712,074, as against a produc-

tion in 1914 valued at $26,009,227.

The total quantity of Portland cement, including

natural Portland, made in 1915 was 5,153,763 barrels

T.\BLE VI.

Production and Sales of Portland Cement.
^

Portland Cement mM of u«*d . . .

" manufectured..
Stock on hand Jan. In

" Dec. J tat

Value of cement told or uaed

.

Wagea paid
Men employed

,132. T32
.141.404
•94.822
903,094

% 9,106.356
t 2,623,902

3.461

«.«5S,S05
8,886.333

862.067
I. 089. 593

(11,019.418
S 3.466,451

4.2T6

BrU.

7.172.480
8.727,269
1,073.328
2,628,117

( 9,187,924
t 2,271,006

2.977

5,681,032
5,153,763
3,620.022
2.062.961

$6,977,024
$ 1.180.SS2

1.679
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Welland and Georgian Bay Canals
Economic and Strategic Aspects of Enlargement of Wel-
land Canal and Construction of Georgian Bay Canal

By R. W. Leonard, M. C. S. C. E."

This is a most important subject for debate by the water at a cost of $3,911,700, which system they sub-

Caiiadiaii Society of Civil Engineers, because it in- sequently gave to Canada free of cost.

volvcs vitally the probability of continued existence The Department of Railways and Canals has since

of our international boundary, as well as the question nearly com[)leted the Trent canal system from Tren-
of the economic expenditure of vast sums of money, ton on Lake Ontario to Georgian Baj', for barges

and because it is a question that should be solved by drawing about five feet of water at a cost to date

civil engineers. (1914) of $13,611,035, exclusive of interest.

Internationally, the question involves the use of '^hese fast two systems—however interesting to

constricted water-ways at Sault Stc. Marie, St. Clair the summer tourist as canoe and yachtmg routes—are

River, Detroit River, Welland Canal and St. Lawrence "ot of great economic or strategic importance under

River by both peoples, some of which water-ways are modern conditions-

on one side of the boundarv and some on the other, The cost, maintenance, operation and repairs for

and the effect of such a condition in case of friction the year 1913 being $309,822.63. and the tonnage pas-

unhappily arising between Canada and the United sing through (mainly pleasure boats, cord wood, him-

t;j3tgg_ ber and sand) amounted to 227,023 tons.

Commercially, the economics of the projects can Ottawa-French River Route
be compared with transportation by rail and with one About 1904 the Dominion Government ( Pubhc
another. The expenditure involved and where it is VVorks Department) started a survey of the Ottawa-
spent, and the effect of the expenditure upon the coun- French River route for the purpose of arriving at the
try as a whole, are most important. cost of a 22 ft. ship canal. The result is embodied in

Civil engineers alone can make the surveys and de- a very voluminous report, dated 1908, including esti-

termine the physical possibilities of construction, the mates as follows:

—

cost of construction, and the relative engineering ad- Total length of canal .... 440 miles, including:

—

\antages or disadvantages in the construction, main- Free navigation .^46 miles
tenance and operation, as compared with railway Improved channels 66 miles
transportation on the one hand, and the one canal Excavated canal 28 miles
project with the other on the other hand. ,

This question is apparently of such wide scope, and Total 440 miles, 22 ft. deep.

involves technrcal detailed knowledge of so great var- Co.sting $100,000,000.00

iety that the writer submits it affords ground for much The system is estimated to be capable of deveiop-

vaitiahlo discussion, which it is to be hoped will -be ing 1,000.000 h.|). on the direct canal route, and this

elicited by this paper, contributed with diffidence but estimate might i>robably be doubled by figuring the

in good faith by the writer as his view. power developed in regulating the tributary streams.
It is significant that about the same time the De-

Canal bystems partment of Railways and Canals commenced to make
The present canal systems of commercial import- surveys to determine the possibility of enlarging the

ance consists of:— Welland Canal from the present 14 ft. draft to 30 ft.

(1) Sault Ste. Marie Locks:—one on the Canadian draft. These surveys were completed in 1913 and the
side 900 ft. x 60 ft. x 19 ft draft, one on the United parliamentarv estimate for that vear included
States side 600 ft. x 100 ft. x 14 ft. draft, one on the $2.000.000.00 "for the enlargement of the Welland. Canal
United States sides 800 ft. x 100 ft. x 19 ft. draft, one and $500,000.00 for canalizing the French River from
on the United States side 1,250 ft. x 80 ft. x lAVi ft. Georgian Bav to Lake Nipissing.
draft, opened October 21, 1914, one on the United The total' estimate of the cost of enlarging the
States side expected to be ready shortly, Welland Canal (26 miles) is reported to be

(2) Channels in United States territory below locks $50,000,000.00, probably two-thirds of which is ex-
in Sault. pended in the United States for fuel and machinery,

(3) Channels in Canada and United States in St- and in various foreign countries in the form of wages
Clair River. sent home bv labourers.

(4) Channels in Canada and United States in De- The lift of 325 ft. is overcome bv 7 locks of 46.5 ft.

troit River. lift, 800 ft. long x 80 ft. wide x 30' ft. draft.

(5) Welland Canal, including 24 locks, 270 ft. x The St. Lawrence canals enlargement has not been
45 ft. X 14 ft. draft. surveyed and no information is therefore available to

(6) St. Lawrence canal system, 26 looks. 270 ft. indicate whether corresponding enlargement to suit
X 45 ft. X 14 ft. draft. that at the Welland Canal is phvsicallv possible at

After the War of 1812 the British Ci.v.inuKMU-- a„v cost of Cimstruction. and the people of Canada
recognizing the necessity of having a line of com- have not been informed of anv treaty with the United
numication for military purposes away from the States sanctioning such deepening of international
boundary—canalized the Ottawa River from Mmitreal waters with the probable construction of intornnli..nal
to Ottawa, and the Rideau and Cataraipii Rivers from dams, etc-
Ottawa to Kingston f<ir barges drawing five feet of During 1913-14 coiiuacts \x ore let lor the con>truc-

• Before c«n. soc. c. K. Montreal. tioti of about tcii milcs of the Welland Ship Canal, in-
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eluding all the locks at a cost of probably $35,000,000.00

and the work of excavation is possibly half done.

Internationally considered, this question is of

supreme national importance, as involving such ques-

tions as national defence and the very possibility of

holding Canada for the Empire.

In this connection, it must be borne in mind that

New York State is enlarging the Erie Canal from Troy
to Oswego and to BufTalo, from six or seven feet draft

to twelve feet with a lock length of 311 feet, and
width of 45 feet, to accommodate barges of 1,500 tons

capacity, these canals will open Lakes Ontario and
Erie to formidable United States war vessels giving
them absolute control of these lakes at all times, un-
less Canada be supplied with similar transport facili-

ties apart from the boundary waters of the St. Law-
rence River from Kingston to Prescott.

The enlargement of the \\'elland Canal will also

carry a great preponderance of large United States

steel freighters into Lake Ontario, thus giving to that

country an undisputed control of that lake.

Canada has enjoyed a century of peace with her
powerful southern neighbor, and it is the wish of all

good citizens to enjoy another one, even avoiding in

the coming century such incidents as the "Trent Af-
fair," the Fenian Raids, Venezuela messages and the

Panama canal question, and serious boundary dis-

putes, fishery disputes, international water power
questions., etc., to say nothing of United States Senate
Reports, 1889-1890 (testimony of Joseph Nimmo, Jr.),

etc. Such questions having arisen in the past, how-
ever, they will naturally arise in the future, and the
peaceful settlement of them depends largely upon the
temper and temptations at the time. So long as an
international boundary is to be retained, so long should
the policy of Canada l)e to preserve peace while safe-

guarding her honor and interests.

Canada's Most Expensive Commercial Problem

It is not apparent to the public that this canal
problem (probably Canada's most expensive commer-
cial project under construction) has been considered
by the Canadian people from the national point of

view, though pamphlets have been published, ad nau-
seam, by Boards of Trade of various municipalities
treating the subject in a spirit of parochial politics,

each exaggerating the advantages of one route and
the disadvantages of the other, the very apparent in-

centive In each case being the exi)enditure of public
money on construction in the immediate vicinity of the
municipalities interested.

If the ciuestion be api)roached from a purely
economic point of view, it is probable that freight (and
grain from the prairies to the Atlantic seaboard in

Canada is the most important commodity at present)
can mo.st cheaply be handled by rail from Winnipeg to
Fort William and Port Arthur, by ship to Georgian
Bay, and by rail over a direct line with easy gradients
to Montreal, than by any canal at present built or
proposed. On this route the C P. R. has a double
track from the West to Fort WiUiam ; the G. T. P.
and the C. N. R. have each a single track between the
same points. There is a large fleet of United States
steamers engaged in the coal, grain and ore trade on
the lakes, and the Canadian fleet is growing rapidly.
The C. P. R. has a line with easy gradients from Port
McNicoll, on Georgian Bay, where it has built large
grain elevators, to connect with its Toronto-Montreal
line, with a view to carrying grain in competition with

the canals, and they probably have estimates of com-
parative cost warranting the exi^enditure, even under
the unequal conditions that the traffic by the railway

must pay interest, depreciation and upkeep, while the

Government assumes these enormous sums in the case

of the waterways making the canals free to all ships

alike. Canadian and foreign.

Water Transportation Regulates Freight Rates

The people are educated to demand water transpor-

tation "to regulate rail freights," and to what extent a

larger canal than the present 14-foot Welland-St. Law-
rence system will result in a reduction of rates is a

question that can be figured in many different ways
with varying results. Figures have been prepared by
competent authorities showing that the maximum sav-

ing in freight on wheat from Fort William to Mon-
treal by the enlargement of the Welland Canal will be

He. per bushel, which will amount to $187,500.00 per

year on 50,000,000 bushels—at a cost in interest on
$50,000,000.00 of say $2,000,000.00 per year plus depre-

ciation, upkeep and operation.

Return cargoes of coal are obtained in Lake Erie

ports. Probably few will contend that 14 ft. draft

ships are not economical for package freight from
Lake Ontario or St. Lawrence points.

It will be of interest in this connection to have a

report on the feasability and cost from an engineering
point of view of lengthening the existing locks on
Welland and St. Lawrence canals 100 ft-, and the

economic results of such lengthening if it be practic-

able.

To analyse and compare the respective advantages
and disadvantages of these two routes.

Assuming that the Government enlarges the AVcI-

land Canal and i)roposes to canalize the French River
to North Bay only

:

The estimate for the enlargement of the Welland
is generally stated to be $50,000,000.00; which amount
at 4 per cent, interest, together with amortization, up-
keep and supervision of the two existing canals and
the proposed canal, may be estimated at another
$1,000,000.00, or a total of $3,000,000.00 per year, which
sum is probably under the mark unless all past ex-

perience in cost of Government contracts be reversed.

Assuming the distance from Port McNicoll to Mon-
treal to be 400 miles, and a paying freight rate to be
four-tenths cents per ton mile, or $1.60 per ton, or 5c

a bushel, then $3,000,000.00 per year would pay the
rail freight from Georgian Bay to Montreal on
60,000,000 bushels, which is much greater than the
amount of grain and flour shipped in the past from
Montreal in any one year, and 50 per cent, greater
than the greatest Canadian tonnage through the Wel-
land Canal botmd down in one year.

Water Rights

This enlargement of the Welland Canal will not
materially increase the water power development, as

that is regulated by international treaty and w(jrks out
so that, though Canada owns two-thirds of the water
flowing over Niagara Falls, she gets the use of only
one-third of the power development therefrom, the

United States getting two-thirds.

It is manifest that the only saving effected by en-
larging the Welland will be that effected bv the dif-

ference in freight rates between 2,000-ton ships from
Port Colborne to Montreal vs- 8,000-ton ships from
Port Colborne to Prescott, plus 2,(XX)-ton ships from
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Trescott to Montreal, estimated above at ygc per

bushel on wheat.
Oswego is about 150 miles nearer (by Erie Canal)

to Troy than is I'.uffalo, and, as the enlarged Welland
Canal will be, by treaty, free tt) United States shi])s,

their largest lake shii)s will deliver grain cargoes to

1,500-ton United States barges at Oswego, in the New
York State Barge Canal for New York instead of into

200 or 300-ton barges at P.uffalo as at j)resent, and
thus compete with large Canadian ships discharging

into 2,000-ton barges at Prescott or Kingston for Mon-
treal.

In the past the little Erie canal boats taking grain

from Buffalo to New York have been very keen com-
petitors against the St. Lawrence route. What will

be' the result of the new conditions when in operation?

Tt would appear that the expenditure on the proposed

Welland Canal enlargement when com])leted will be

(|uite as much to the advantage of the United States as

to Canada, and during construction jjrobably much
more than half the co.st goes to the United States for

coal and machinery.

Canalization of French River

The canalization of the French River t(i North Bav
to a depth of 22 feet, a distance of 82^4 miles, is esti-

mated to cost $14,275,000.00. and would develop 35,000

h.p.

It could l)ring coal and coarse freight to North Bay
for railway distribution, and return i^ulji-wood and
probably ores from that district, and partially develop

a lot of jfower for whicli there is probably no immedi-
ate market in sight, but the value of which will doubt-
less be very great in a few years if we judge from the

l)henomcnal increase in the use and value of hydro-
electric power during the past twenty years. Prob-

ably this construction is warranted only in anticipa-

tion of the completion of the entire canal to Montreal.

Assuming that the appropriations in the estimates

for the W^elland and I'reiich River works are ijrelimin-

ary to the extension of each system through to Mon-
treal :

The W^elland-St. Eawrence system (unless an en-

tirely new route inland to the north of the St. Law-
rence can be found) jiasses through international wat-
ers from Kingston to Cornwall, and i)rol)ably nothing
can be done toward enlarging this portion without iii-

tern.'itional agreemen.t. including a natural demand by
the United States for a share of the i)ower development
(loosely estimated at 2,000,000 h.p- by some writers in

the press.)

Would the United States, having the free use of

the enlarged Welland to carry their big ships to Os-
wego (the end of their E.rie canal) consent to the en-

larging of the St. Lawrence system to divert the trade

from Troy and New York to Montreal? What share
of the expense would they bear? What share of the

power developed would they demand?
Sufficient information is nt)t available to indicate

the nature or cost of such an enlargement of the St.

Lawrence canals, to a depth of 22 feet.

Ottawa-French River System

In the case of the ( )tta\\a-b'rench River system,
careful surveys and estimates have been made by the
Public Works Department. The total length of the
canal is 440 miles, of which 346 miles is free naviga-
tion, 66 miles in improved channels and 28 miles in ex-

cavated canal. The cost is estimated at $100,000,000.

The system is estimated to be capable of developing

one million h.p. on the direct route and 3,000,000 h.p.

including the tributaries which probably within twenty
years will (if carefully conserved and utilized by the

nation) be worth from twenty to <jnc hundred dollars

I)er year per horse power utilized over the cost of pro-

duction from coal, depending nprjii the purpose for

which it is used.

In the absence of authentic estimates and rep<jrts

on the St. Lawrence route, it is impossible to compare
the two routes as to practicability, co.st, time of tran-

sit and economy of operation. It is not known
whether the St. Lawrence enlargement is at all pos-

sible due to international questions. If it be possible,

then the two systems can be compared in regard to

length and total height of locking only.

I'Vom Lake Superior to Montreal the Ottawa route
is 661 miles long, and the total lockage up and down is

780 f«et.

The Welland-St. Lawrence route is 943 miles Ion;;.

and the total lockage is 578 feet.

Both routes pass through United States waters in

the St. Mary River. The St. Lawrence route parses
through contracted international waters at St. Clair

River, Detroit River and St. Lawrence River.
The deepened Welland-St. Lawrence Canal would be

found to have probably three times the length of actual
excavated canal and about the same length of re-

stricted river navigation, as compared with the Ottawa
route.

Much has been written aijuut logs, rock-excavated
channels and sharp curves on the Ottawa route. Any
Canadian knows that the St. Lawrence probably suf-

fers cpiite as much as the Ottawa from fogs. About
half of the existing Welland Canal is in rock excava-
tion and the new canal will not have less. It is not
known how much of such channels the proposed St.

Lawrence enlargement will include. The Ottawa
route has sharp curves, .so has the Thames below Lon-
don, and it is not known what curves will be required
on the proposed St. Lawrence enlargement. There
are, however, sharp curves in swift currents in St.

Mary River at Neebish and other point.s.

Without surveys the distances through restricted

waters cannot be compared and therefore neither the
time neccssarj- to pass through, nor the dangers of
navigation.

The St. Lawrence route is known to he longer and
will demand greater fuel consumi)tion per ton of
freight, and probably more time in transit-

The weeks per year when they will be open for

navigation will probably not greatly diflfer. although
the St. Lawrence system would doubtless have a slight

advantage in this respect.

If. as shown above, the annual expense of enlarging
the \Velland Canal alone would (Say the freight on
double the quantity of wheat and flour at present car-
ried per year from Lake Huron to Montreal, it is un-
necessary to prove that (commercially speaking)
neither scheme can be defended as a canal .solely

Without further information they cannot be compared
])hysically, nor is the possibility of the St. Lawrence
enlargement even sure.

Conclusion

Pending the result of discussion the writer can-
not avoid the following conclusions:

—

(a) Neither canal system can be made, as a canal,
a commercial success;

(b~> On account of the geographical position and
abundance of power capable of being developed along
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tlie Ottawa-French River system, that canal and power
development (if undertaken by the Government) can
probably be made a commercial success in a few
years and will be a very valuable asset in case of in-

ternational disputes, giving- Canada a chance for de-

fence on the Upper Lakes that she can never enjoy
without it. This canal might be considered by the

Dominion Government on the same basis as coloniza-

tion railways which have been freely encouraged all

over Canada.

(c) The possibility of the enlargement of the St.

Lawrence system is as yet undetermined, as it requires

the co-operation of the United States

;

(d) The cost and value of the power development
thereon is imknown as no international agreement, sur-

veys or estimates have been prepared
;

(e) The enlargement of the Welland Canal with-

out a corresponding enlargement of the Welland-St.
Lawrence system will at least benefit United States

quite as much as Canadian interests, and it is ques-
tionable if it will not divert trade from Montreal to

Ne>v York.

(f) It will give the United States control of Lake
Ontario in case of international trouble, and be an im-
portant factor contributing to the probable loss of the
wealthiest and most populous ])art of Canada.

The Dominion Government has recently appointed
a Commission to report on the proposed Ottawa Ship
Canal. -which doubtless will add much to the present
knowledge of the commercial feasibility of this project,

and it is to be hoped of an alternative project of a 14

ft. barge canal.

It is to be hoped that it will also give some similar

information regarding the enlargement of the Welland
Canal and the proposed extension of the enlargement
to Montreal that will guide the Government in decid-
ing on the wisdom of such vast expenditures of public
money before the projects are actually undertaken-

It is to be regretted that a similar Commission had
not been appointed before the Government committed
the country to the expenditure of several hundred mil-
Hons, on the simultaneous construction of two addi-
tional transcontinental railways, and numerous other
expensive projects.

The Chemistry of Portland Cement
A research to determine the Chemical Constitution and Best
Method of Production of this All-important Building Material

(Concluded from Feb 2:il

By G. A Rankin

Three Types of Cement

The similarity of these three types of cement clink-

ers is not surprising if we consider their chemical com-
positions. The content of lime, alumina, silica of each

type is over 90 per cent-, while the composition relative

only to these three oxides approaches a constant, the

maximum difference being 2.5 per cent, in the case of

alumina, since there is 6.5 per cent, in white cement
and 9.0 per cent, in gray cement. We should expect,

therefore, and it has been found experimentally to be
true, that these three types of cement clinker are made
up largely of the same constituents ; these are, as we
have sliown, tricalcic silicate, dicalcium silicate, and
tricalcic aluminate, all compounds of the three major
components of cement.

Having shown that the components of Portland

cement are CaO, AbO^, SiO= in certain rather definite

proportions and that the constituent substances are

definite compounds of these oxides, let us consider the

])ercentage of these compounds in the clinker. For ex-

ample, let us take the average gray cement whose
chemical composition has been given in Table I. If

the clinker for this cement has iDcen perfectly burned,

it will consist of about 2i6 per cent. SCaO.SiOs. 33 per

cent. 2CaO-SiO=, 21 per cent. 3CaO.AbO., and 10 per

cent- of the minor constituents.

In the actual manufacture of Portland cement, how-
ever, the clinker is not always perfectly burned, that

is, the raw materials are not always ground fine enough
or heated to a sufficiently high temperature so that

the chemical reactions are completed. The propor-

tions of the constituents in commercial cement will

then be somewhat different from those given. With
our present knowledge of the nature of the chemical

reactions, however, it is possible to state which of the

constituents will not be completely formed. It will be

remembered that, in the discussion of these chemical
reactions, it was shown that 3CaO.SiOj is the last con-
stituent to form completely and this compound is

formed by combination of CaO with the compound
2CaO.Si02- It is evident, therefore, that when com-
mercial clinker is not perfectly burned, there is less

3CaO.Si02 and more 2CaO.SiC3j and CaO will be pre-
sent as an individual constituent- In the example
given there will be less than 36 per cent 3CaO.SiO:,
more than 33 per cent. 2CaO.Si02 and there will be a
certain percentage of free CaO. The exact percent-
ages will of course depend upon how near to comple-
tion the reaction, CaO-|-2CaO.SiO==3CaO.SiO= has
been carried.

Complete Reaction

That the manufacture of good Portland Cement ne-
cessitates that this reaction be carried practically to

completion is evident if we consider certain facts in re-

gard to the influence of lime on the physical properties
of Portland cement- Practical experience has shown
that cements containing much free lime are unsound
and that concrete made from them will in time disin-

tegrate. This is due to the expansion of free or un-
combined lime, when it reacts with water to form cal-

cium hydrate. If, however, the lime in cements is all

combined, they are sound and of good strength. The
importance of the reaction CaO-t-2CaO.SiO!^=3CaO.-
SiOj is, therefore, apparent, since this reaction must go
practically to completion in order that a sound cement
may be produced. It has long been recognized that

anything which will promote the combination of lime
(luring burning will promote soundness in cement and
that the greater the percentage of combined lime the

greater the strength of the cement.

The average lime content of cement today is about
62.5 per cent., which is largely combined as 3CaO.Si03,
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2CaO.Si(J= and 3CaOAK().. If the ijcrcciitajie of CaO
were increased, it would tend to combine with the

2CaO.SiOa to form more 3CaO.SiOj and would so com-
bine if the time of bnrninf,' were lonj; enough and the

temperature suffu-icntly hif^h. Since ])ractical exper-

ience has shown that increased iierccntajje of lime in-

creases both the percentaf^e of 3CaO.Si(> and the

strength of cements, it may l)e inferred that the

strcnf;th of cements is largely due to the compound
3CaO.Si02. If this is true, it is desirable that Port-

land cement should contain as high a percentage of this

coniixjund as is possible. An average Portland ce-

ment contains ab(Kit 30 to 35* per cent, of this con-

stituent. That Portland cement contains such a small

amount of 3CaO.SiO" is due partly to the fact that this

constituent is formed with great difficulty and also to

the fact that about 40 per cent- is the maximum yield

which could I)e ol)tained from raw materials having the

same CaO, AbOi, SiO= composition as are now used.

Before taking u|), however, a discussion of the prob-

able value of 3CaO.SiOj as a cementing material and

the possibility of increasing its percentage in Portland

cement, let us consider what is known as to the ce-

menting value of the constituents of Portland cement,

taking up first the changes which take place when
Portland cement is mixed with water and hardens.

Chemical Action With Water

When Portland cement is finely pulverized and

mixed with water, a hard mass is formed by chemical

action between the water and the constituents ok the

cement. While there is still much to be learned as

to the chemistry of the hardening of Portland cement,

sufficient data on the hydration of the individual major

constituents have been obtained to enable us to account

for the gradual hardening and increase in Strength and

to indicate the relative value of tlicsc constituents as

cementing materials.

Let us now consider the hydration of the three

major constituents 3CaO.AUO.. 3CaO.SiO.. 2CaO.SiO.

in the order named. When pure 3CaO.AUO» is mixed

with water, an amorphous hydrated material is first

formed. This material sets and hardens very rapidly-

The compound 3CaO.SiO: when mixed with water, also

sets and hardens rather rapidly. Tn the case of this

compound, as in the case of 3CaO.AhO.., the setting and

hardening is due to the formation of an amorphous

hydrated material on the individual grains which arc

thus cemented together. The extent of the hvdration

or the percentage of amorphous material which each

grain will vield depends upon the percentage of water

used and the time. With a given percentage of water

the amount of amorphous material formed from

the amount of the compound 3CaO.Al=0» in a

£riven time is much greater than for the compound

3CaO.SiO«. that is, the compound 3CaO.AUOi

reacts with water much more rapidly than the

3CaO.SiO'- The compound ZCaO.Sift reacts very

slowly with water and it is only after a long

period of time that sufficient amorphous hydrated

material is formed to cement together the grains of

this compound and so form a hard mass.

The amorphous hydrated material formed by the

action of water on the constituents of cement, does in

time, no doubt, crvstalli/.e to some extent. From the

data available it would appear that the crystals formed

arc calcium hvdralc and some crystalline hydrate de-

rived from 3CaO. \1.C^=. Apparently n<^ crystalline

hvdr.itc of the calcium silicates is formed.

From this brief description of the action of water on
the constituents of Portland cement, it will be seen
that the .setting and hardening of Portland cement in-

\oIves the formation of an amorphous hydrated ma-
terial which subsequently partially crystallizes; that the
initial set is probably due to the hydration of 3CaU.-
.\b()»; that the hardness and cohesive strength at first

are due to the cementing action of the amorphous ma-
terial produced by the hydration of this aluminatc and
of the 3CaO.SiOj; and that the gradual increase in
strength is due to further hydration of these two com-
pounds together with the hydration of the 2CaO.SiO..

Of the three compounds which thus take part in the
setting and hardening of Portland cement, the 3CaO.-
SiOi appears the best cementing constituent; that is,

this compound is the only one of the three which when
mixed with water will set and harden within a reaso-i-

able time to form a mass which in hardness and
strength is comparable to Portland cement. The
compcnmd 2CaO.SiOs requires too long a time to set
and harden, in order to be in itself a valuable cement-
ing material. The compound 3CaO.AliO«. while it

sets and hardens rapidly, is rather soluble in water and
is not particularly durable or strong.

From this, again, it follows that the compound tri-

calcium silicate is the essential constituent of Portland
cement, consequently the higher its percentage the
better the cement. Granting for the time being that
this is true, let us consider the nature of an investiga-
tion which might lead to the production of a cement
containing a much higher percentage of 3CaO-SiC)i
than is contained in Portland cement as made today.

Effect of Lime
In the discussion of the constitution of I'ortland

cement we have shown that an average Portland
cement contains about 30 to 35 per cent, tricalcium

silicate, a proportion which closely approaches the
maximum yield if the components arc in the propor-
tions of an average Portland cement. It has also been
shown that an increase in the lime content of an aver-
age cement will increase the percentage of 3CaO.SiO»
if the conditions of burning arc such that the reaction
CaO-F2CaO.SiO.=3CaO.SiOi goes to completion. This,
however, necessitates finer grinding of the raw ma-
terials, as well as burning for a longer tinie and at an
increased temperature, factors which materially affect

the cost of production. Now the data discussed above
were obtained by applying the results obtained by an
investigation of the equilibrium relations found to exist

in the system CaO-AliO>-SiO', to the actual manufac-
ture of Portland cement ; but this by no means implies
that in presence of other components the conditions re-

(juired for the production of an adequate amount of flux

should not be more favorable and economical. In other
words, the study of other systems may establish the

economic possibility of producing a cement containing
a high percentage of tricalcium silicate. For example.
if some substance were substituted for the component
Al.O., in the system CaO-AI.O.-SiO.. the study of the
ct|uilibrium relations found to exist in this new system
would enable one to determine whether or not it would
be economically possible to produce a cement contain-

ing a high percentage of 3CaO.SiO> from raw materials
of which the components are CaO. SiO>. and this third

substance. Thus if FcsO* were substituted for AI«Oj.

wo could from the studv of the system CaO-FeiO»-SiO>
ascertain the fineness of the raw material, and the time
and temperature of burning, necessary to secure a
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clinker containirifj the highest percentage of 3CaO-
SiQj which could be economically produced from raw
materials of which the major components are CaO,
Fe:Oj, SiOs. This would require that one determine

the nature of all compounds formed in mixtures of these

three oxides which, when burned, contain 3CaO.SiO=,

and that we establish the identit}', melting temperature,

and rate of formation, of 3CaO.SiO= in such mixtures.

Instead of substituting a single substance, it would un-

doubtedly be more desirable to substitute a number oi

different substances, since the presence of several pro-

duces a lower melting flux and thus makes possible the

formation of SCaCSiO^ at a lower temperature. By
proceeding in this way to determine systematically the

various mixtures of substances, which, when burned,

give high percentages of SCaCSiO^, it would not seem

at all improbable that we may discover some mixture

which could be economically manufactured and which

would result in the production of a cement far superior

, to the Portland cement now made.

Essential Constituent

In this discussion we have assumed that tricalcium

silicate is the essential constituent of Portland cement.

If subsequent investigation should show that other

constituents possessed superior cementing qualities,

the nature of an investigation to determine the mix-

ture which would economically produce the highest

percentage of such a constituent, would be of the same

general nature as that described for tricalcium silicate.

Indeed, the determination of the constituents (com-

pounds) which possess the best cementing qualities for

various purposes may be determined in just this way,

since the systematic study of the components found in

cements enables one to isolate the separate compounds
formed and to determine their cementing qualities pure

and in mixtures.

In conclusion, let us recapitulate the main points

contained in this paper. The value of Portland cement

depends upon the fact that when hnely powdered and

mixed with water it forms a hard mass; and the

strength and permanence of this mass depend upon the

constituents of the cement. The major constituents

are tricalcium .silicate, dicalcium .silicate and tricalcium

aluminate- Of these constituents, the ccjmpound tri-

calcium silicate is the one which hardens and develops

the greatest strength within a reasonable time. This

most important constituent, which is the one formed

with the greatest difficulty, makes up only about 30 to

3,S per cent, of an average normal Portland cement. It

may be said, therefore, that the essential i)rocess for

the manufacture of Portland cement is the formation

of this compound, and that any improvement in this

process yielding an increased percentage of tricalcium

silicate will increase the cementing value of Portland

cement. In order to determine the most economical

process for producing tricalcium silicate in the highest

percentages, it will be necessary to study the rate of

formation of this compound in series of mixtures of

various substances; this, in turn, necessitates the de-

termination of the equilibrium relations of tricalcium

silicate at high temperatures in such mixtures. Such a

procedure will lead sooner to the discovery of the op-

timum composition in various cases and for various

purposes than the empirical cut-and-try methods which

hitherto have been the only method tried.

Prof. E. Brydon-Jack read a paper entitled "Mov-
able Bridges" on February 3 before the Manitoba

Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

Protection of Concrete During Hot
Weather

It is not at all uncommon to hear prominent en-

gineers say that concrete placed during periods of ex-

treme hot weather is in general weaker than that

placed in winter, says the Contractor, if the materials

are heated and the surface protected after placing. If

it could be forcibly impressed on the minds of inspec-

tors and contractors that protection of concrete sur-

faces from the direct rays of the sun during hot days is

just as important as protection against cold in winter,

this probably would not be true. There seems to be an
erroneous idea prevalent among construction men that

concrete should harden as rapidly as possible. They
believe that concrete dries out in hardening similar- to

the action of lime mortar and therefore they provide

no ijrotection while the concrete is hardening. This
state of affairs is no doubt due to the passing of many
masons and helpers from their original field into the

concrete field. Some of these so-called |)ractical men
wilyl not be converted from this erroneous view and a

vigorous campaign should be started against such
ideas.

The very name "hydraulic" as applied to cements
conveys the idea that water is required in the process

of hardening. Exposed surfaces of fresh concrete

should be protected from the direct hot rays of the

sun by boards, building paper, or tarpaulins until final

set has taken place; after this it is important that the

concrete be kept moist for a period of a week or more
after placing. If not kept moist and protected, there

is danger of the water which is required for the pro-

cess of setting and hardening becoming evaporated
and the concrete "dried out" before the cement has
set. Concrete that has prematurely set or dried out
is never as strong as if kept moist while setting,_and

many times ultimate failure is laid to poor cement or

aggregate when in reality the cause was lack of water
while hardening.

The statement that the strength of concrete in-

creases with age does not hold go(jd if sufficient water
is not supplied throughout the first stages of the hard-

ening process- If the moisture is withdrawn from the

concrete the increase in strength is arrested ; and even
if water is applied later it will do no good toward in-

creasing the strength.

When concrete is unprotected and hardens rap-

idly, the tendency toward contraction is greatly ag-

gravated and the outer surface is very likely to become
'"crazed" or covered with "hair cracks" and rendered
otherwise unsightly. If concrete dries rapidly the

color will be much lighter than if ke[)t damp and al-

lowed to harden slowly.

-After an exposed concrete surface has received its

final set, it should be covered with burlap (not cement
sacks, they are too valuable) or wet sand spread over
the surface to a depth of about one inch and kept wet
by sprinkling. Where surfaces are not exposed but
the concrete section is thin, the forms are likely to be
very light, and if exposed to the sun will dry out
quickly and absorb moisture from the concrete next to

the forms. For this reason it is important to see

that such forms are thoroughly soaked daily for a per-

iod of a week or more. Impress upon the contractor,

inspector and workman that water is an essential ele-

ment in the proper curing of concrete and better con-
crete will result.
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Aggregates for Concrete Roads
Important advances made in the knowledge of concrete aggregate which com-
pose 80% of material in a concrete road— Life of concrete roads depends on
the durability, grading,, cleanness and chemical composition of the aggregates

(Concluded from March iKt)

By D. A. Abrams

i'lxpericncc in the selection of materials for con-

crete roads has indicated the importance of strenjjth

tests, particularly of fine agRres^^ates. For strength

tests of line af^^regates a 1 :3 mortar mix has become
standard, larLjcly for the reason that differences in the

niortar-niakinj4 quality of the aj^^regate are empha-
sized by a comparatively lean mix. 'I'he standard

tension briquet has been generally used for such tests.

Recent ex])eriences in the testing of aggregates have
suggested that the briquet test of mortars may be of

cpiestionable value as a criterion of the concrete-mak-

ing quality of any material. This has led to inquiry

as to whether compression tests of sand mortars or

concretes in which the aggregates in question are used

may not be a .safer guide.

It should always be recognized that mortar
strength tests of fine aggregates are purely comparat-
ive. The actual values obtained in the test will de-

j)end largely on factors whch cannot be covered by
si)ecification requirements, such as the proi)erties of

the cement used and minor differences in manipula-
tion. Comparison of mortar strength with that of

standard sand mortars seems to give satisfactory re-

sults.

In the "Proposed Specification for Concrete Aggre-
gates," which accompanies this report, no mention is

made of the form of specimen to be used. The pro-

posed test for fine aggregate gives a direct comparison
with standard sand mortar. The only requirements
are that a 1 :3 mix shall be used, that the plasticity of

the mortar be similar, that the parallel sets of s])eci-

mens be made by the same operator using the same ce-

ment, and that they be made, stored, and tested in the

same manner. This leaves the form of specimen op-

tional. It is suggested that compression tests be

made on 2 by 4-inch or 3 by 6-inch mortar cylinders

until a standard procedure for comi)ression tests is

agreed ujion-

'I'here is great need for a standard comjjression test

for concrete which will enable com))arisons of coarse

aggregates to be made. Studies have already been

directed toward the selection of a graded gravel or a

crushed stone which may be used as a "standard coarse

aggregate." Such a material would then bear the same
relation to strength tests of concrete made of ditTerenl

coarse aggregates that standard Ottawa sand now
bears to tests of mortars from fine aggregate.

Aggregate MateriaJs

Information furnished by the Association of .Xmeri-

can Portland Cement Manufacturers indicates that the

coarse aggregates used in concrete roads built in the

I'nited States to date may be classified as follows:

crushed rock, all kinds, 5.'^ i)er cent.; gravel, 40 per

cent. ; miscellaneous materials, 5 per cent. Natural

sands account for nearly all the fine aggregate.

Ciranites and traj) rocks, (piartzite. conglomerates,

hard limestones, sound, clean sands and gravels, close-

grained sandstones and dense blast fmiiace slag of

i)roper chemical composition are excellent aggregates

f<ir concrete roads; soft limestones, inferior sands and
gravels, and other questionable materials should not
be used in concrete roads.

ft has not been considered feasible to present data
on the distribution methods of production and cost of
concrete aggregates.

Aggregate Specifications

Specifications for aggregates for concrete road
building should be based up<m definite requirements
which arc defined by tests of such an exact nature that
only high-grade materials will be admitted. The ideal
specification would define certain qualities by which
all materials could be measured. This would prob-
ably imply carrying out a wear test of the finished
concrete. (Jur present knowledge of the effect of
variations in the materials used and the methods em-
ployed in making and handling concrete do not enable
us to do this. The tendency has recently been in the
opposite direction ; namely, to fix different specifica-
tion requirements for each class and size of aggregate
material-

In the absence of information upon which to base
a general specification, certain requirements for grad-
ing, cleanness, and mortar strength are found service-
able. The proposed specification for aggregates pre-
sented is based on the requirements of line and coarse
aggregates for one-course concrete road construction.
A change in the maximum size of the coarse aggregate
will be necessary to adapt the specification to the re-

quirements for the top course of a two-course road. In
the base of a two-course road, materials of a .somewhat
lower quality may be used, if it is economical to do .s«i.

Some phases of the specification requirements for

asgregate were discussed under "Aggregate Tests.

'

The fine aggregate specification is directed with par-
ticular reference to natural sands.* The form of spe-
cimen to be used is left optional for the reason that
both tension and compression tests are in use. The
present trend of practice seems to be in favor of a
compression test. The sliding scale of ratios between
the strength of concrete sand an<l standard Ottawa
sand mortars is based on the desirability of placing a
premitnn on the results of the older tests.

Proposed Specifications for Aggregates for One-
Course Concrete Roads

Aggregates: .Ml aggregates used shall conform to
the requirements of these specifications. Before de-
livery of material at the site of the work the contractor
shall submit to the engineer a sample weighing not
less than fifty (50) pounds of each of the fine and
coarse aggregates proposed for use. The engineer
shall determine, by means of tests, whether said
samples comply with the requirements of these specifi-

cations. The acceptance of samples shall not be con-

* Mr. Mattimore voleii "no" on thelochiaion of acrccninnnadcrtiwsMct-
Hcations for flnc asKT«ratrs : and "no" on tb« vahw of I.IOTor the ratio ofHic
ratio of the strcnclh rf fine acrreffatc mortan to standard Ottawa taad
mortar at the age of 7 days.
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stnicd as a guarantee of acceptance of other lots of ma-
terial from the same source. The engineer may make
tests on all lots of aggregate delivered on the work in

order to determine whether specification requirements
are met.

Fine Aggregate: Fine aggregate shall consist of

natural sand or screenings from hard, tough, durable
rock or gravel consisting of quartzite grains or other

equally hard material graded from coarse to fine with
the coarse particles predominating-

Fine aggregate, when dry, shall pass a sieve having
four (4) meshes per linear inch ; not more than ninety

(90) nor less than fifty (50) per cent, shall be finer

than a sieve having eight (8) meshes per linear inch.

Not more than twenty (20) per cent, shall be finer than

a sieve having fiftyt (50) meshes per linear inch, and
not more than five (5) per cent, shall be finer than a

sieve having one hundred (100) meshes per linear inch.

The above-mentioned percentages shall be computed
on the basis of weight. Une aggregate shall contain

no vegetable or other deleterious materials, and not

more than three (3) per cent, of the clay or loam, by
weight.

Fine aggregates which give a mortar strength equal

to or higher than the minimum value at any of the

ages named below, shall be considered as fulfilling the

mortar strength requirements of this specification.

Minimtim Strength of 1:3 Fine
Age at Test Aggregate Mortar

73 hours 1.2.5 times (A)
7 days 1.10 times (A)

28 days " 1.00 times (A)

(A) equals the strength of 1:3 standard Ottawa sand mor-
tar specimens of same form and size, of similar plasticity,

made by the same operator using the same cement.

The tests shall be made on mortars composed of

one (1) part Portland cement and three (3) parts, by
weight, of fine aggregate or standard Ottawa sand.

The test specimens shall be made, stored, and tested in

the same manner. All mortar strength tests shall be

made under laboratory conditions in accordance with
recognized standards. Each value shall be the aver-

age from tests of not fewer than three (3) specimens.

Coarse Aggregate: Coarse aggregate shall consist

of cle^in, hard, tough, and durable crushed rock or

gravel- Coarse aggregate shall contain no vegetable

or other deleterious matter, and shall be free from soft,

flat, or elongated particles.

Coarse aggregate shall be graded from two (2)

inches down. The coarsest particles shall pass a two
(2)-inch round opening. Not more than five (5) per

cent., by weight, shall be finer than a sieve having four

(4) meshes per linear inch.

Ready-Mixed Aggregates : Run-of-crusher stone,

run~of-bank gravel, or other ready-prepared mixes of

fine and coarse aggregates, shall not be used.

Field Inspection of Concrete Aggregates

Field inspection of concrete aggregates is under-

stood to include visual inspection and all determina-

tions which can be made by means of the physical

senses and such apparatus as may be found ready at

hand or conveniently carried about. It is recognized

that the value of field inspection depends entirely upon
the experience and training of the individual making
such inspection. It is usually assumed that field tests

are of such a simple character and of such an approxi-

mate nature that they can be carried out a;id properly

t The No. 48 sieve has openings of the same size as the usual No. .S()

sieves.

iiitciprcted by men of little or no experience in the use
and testing of such materials.

The field tests which may be applied to advantage
depend upon the nature, location, and previous treat-
ment of the material. A careful examination of the
surroundings from which a material comes and an in-

spection of the operation of the plant producing it fre-

quently furnish valuable guides.

Field tests are frequently relied upon to give infor-

mation as to the probable durability of a material, its

cleanness, and grading. A sand which consists largely
of soft particles, or is too fine, or contains a large per-
centage of impurities may pi-operly be rejected on the
basis of field inspection.

The grading of aggregates with reference to the
amounts passing certain sieves can be determined
roughly by means of a set of portable sieves. In the
case of coarse aggregates a visual inspection will re-

veal the presence of large amounts of clay, loam, or
soft pebbles in a shipment of gravel, and will indicate
whether the material deviates largely from the proper
grading.

A fairly exact determination of cleanness of sand
may be made in the field by filling a cyHndrical glass
jar or bottle about half full of sand and adding suffi-

cient water to cover the sand to a depth of 2 or 3
inches. Close the top of the vessel and shake vigor-
ously for a few seconds; then set aside and allow the
suspended material to settle on top of the sand. The
length of time required for the water to become clear
and the depth of the deposit on the surface of the sand
give a measure of the foreign material present. If a
graduated glass cylinder is used for this purpo.se a
more accurate determination of the silt content of a
sand can be obtained. This method sometimes fails

in the tests of sands, which, on account of the colon or
grading, do not show a line of separation between the
silt and sand. It should be noted that the results of
/this test cannot be compared directly with those ob-
tained by the usual laboratory methods made on the
basis of the loss of weight. In the field test men-
tioned above, the silt is determined on the basis of

volume; the results are also influenced by the fineness
of the silt and effect of the buoyancy of the water. This
test will show a silt content varying from 60 to 200
per cent, of that found by the laboratory method in

which nuining water is used and in which the loss is

determined on the basis of weight.

Certain engineering organizations have provided
their field inspectors with oiitfits consi.sting of two or
three sieves, a glass graduate, rule, etc., which in the
hands of intelligent men may be expected to give fair

indications of the literature on the use and testing of
concrete aggregates

:

While the evidence of field inspection and tests

should never be overlooked, it is generally recognized
by progressive engineers that such tests are not suffi-

cient for the purpose of discriminating between several
lots of available materials, all of which may be of a

good grade. Field tests may enable the engineer to
determine whether a material complies with certain
minimum requirements of a specification, but they give
no reliable indication of the relative merits of different

materials, and may prove wholly misleading. Field
tests such as those described above reveal the presence
of impurities, but they give no indication of their effect

on the setting and hardening of the cement and on the
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final .streiif,nh of the concrete. These remarks apply

with particular force to natural sands.

A few engineers have carried field tests to the ex-

tent of making up blocks of mortar or concrete. By
notinf,' whetiier the concrete hardened satisfactorily,

and by brcakinfi; with a hammer after a few days, or by

loading to failure as a beam, they are assured that no

serious mistake is being made. This, however, is a

recognition of the value of tests of concrete aggregates,

and amounts to conducting makeshift laboratory tests

in the field.

Differences in the grading, hardness, silt content,

etc., of sands, exert such an important influence on the

strength, durability, and watertightness of concrete

that the selection of suitable aggregates cannot prop-

erly be left to makeshift methods. Most engineers

are now agreed as to the importance of properly-made

laboratory tests for determining the relative value of

aggregates for use in concrete roads.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The Alabastine Hardniortar, Ltd., have been succeeded

l)y the Toronto Builders' Supply Co. Ltd.

The Toronto Plaster Company, Ltd., has been succeeded

hy the Toronto Builders' Supply Co., Ltd.

The Montreal Quarry Construction Supply Company,

Ltd., Montreal, Que., have been granted a charter.

Plumbers' Exact Supplies, Limited, is the name of a

new concern at Fredericton, N. B., with a capital stock of

.$a(),000.

The value of the building permits issued in VVcUand, Ont.,

up to the end of February was $4,993, as against $:),270 for

the corresponding period of 1915.

Vancouver building permits for the week ending Febru-

ary 20 numbered thirteen, and totalled $14,T24 in value. This

indicates greater building activity than for many weeks past.

Mr. Tiionias L Jackson, a well-known contractor of Ot-

tawa, has enlisted, and will go to the front with the 156th

Battalion, now stationed at Brockvillc. Two of Mr. Jack-

son's sons have also joined the colors.

The Callander Foundry and Manufacturing Company,

Limited, has been formed with a capital of $40,000 and head

office at Guelph, Ont. The provisional directors are J. M.

Ferguson, J. P. Walsh, and A. C. Rutherford, all of Toronto.

The New York State Assembly recently passed a bill ap-

propriating $10,000,000 for highway work in upstate counties.

The money will come out of the second $50,000,000 highway

bond issue, which has been apportioned among all the coun-

ties of the State except the five counties in New York City.

The Standard Marble and Tile Company, Limited, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $150,000 ^nd head

office in Toronto. Tlic incorporators are F. C. Dunham,

G. R. Sproat, F. M. McDowell. C. 11. Kemp, and R. Shep-

pard, all of Toronto.

The members of the Toronto Section of tiie Ontario

Architects' Association have expressed their strong com-

mendation of the action of Mr. W. W. Pearse, city architect

of Toronto, in refusing to set aside the building restrictions

by granting a permit for the enlargement of the Gem Picture

Theatre. Tlie city by-laws of Toronto say that all houses

seating over .lOO must be of fireproof, first-class construction.

The city council apparently overlooked this bylaw and votid

by 14 to 5 in favor of allowing alterations to be made to thi»

theatre whereby the seating capacity would be incrca<ied

from 471 to 771, without making the building of fireproof

construction. The matter was quickly adjusted however

when Mr. Pearse explained the situation.

The painters and paperhanger* of Kegina, who have

been out on strike for over a week, have returned to work.

The strike was holding up two large contracts—the Simpson

Building and the Kegina College. It is understood that the

men have returned to work pending a satisfactory arrange-

ment regarding the scale of wages at a later date.

There were 165 building permits applied for during the

month of February in the city of Toronto. These involved

an expenditure of $627,329. In the same month of 1915 the

number of applications was 149, with a value of $3e4,H31.

The number of permits issued during the month was 156,

representing an expenditure of $191,459, as against 136 and

$199,600 in the same month of 1915.

Until the independent commission appointed to investi-

gate the aqueduct on the Greater Winnipeg Water District

line has fully inspected the cracks that have appeared, and

reported on the best method of procedure, there will be no

more work on the project, according to an announcement

rrjade by Mayor Waugh, of Wmnipeg. It is hoped that this

report will be ready by May 1. The commission was ap-

pointed on February 85.

At the annual convention of the Western Ontario Clay

Workers, held in London, Ont., last month, D. Wigle, ol

Kingsville, and R. Wehlan, of Windsor, were appointed a

committee to investigate conditions at border points, espe-

cially Windsor, where it is claimed Detroit brick manufac-

turers are shipping in huge quantities of bricks, and after pay-

ing duty, selling at a much lower price than Canadians. The
Government will be asked to increase the tariff.

The Mainland Engineering Company, Limited, Victoria,

B. C, has been incorporated to take over the plant and

goodwill of the Mainland Iron Works, in liquidation, from

the purchaser, Mr. Charles R. Gordon. The consideration

for the purpose is 32,000 shares in the new company, fully

paid up, and the assumption by the company of $18,000 owing
by Mr. Gordon on the purchase price of the plant. The
new company does not take over any of the liabilities of the

Mainland Iron Works.

With the prospect of an improvement in building condi-

tions, and a consequent demand for cement, the Union Ce-

ment Company of Owen Sound, Ont., have a number of

their employees busy overhauling the plant with the object of

starting operations early next month. The contract for a
hundred thousand barrels just closed with the city of Tor-
onto, will supply something definite to work on for the

start. The company have a large quantity of gravel on
hand from Griffith's Island, and a contract has been let for

the coal supply.

The longest made road in the world is just now nearing
completion. It is 3,384 miles in length, and extends from
New York to San Francisco. It is designed primarily for

motor traffic, but other vehicles will not be debarred from
using it. Its average width is about 60 feet, and it passes in

a direct line through twelve States and more than 200 coun-
ties. It has been christened "Lincoln Highway," after Pre-
sident Lincoln. The famous "Exiles Road," which runs
across Siberia from N'ishni-Novgorod to Ke-akh-ta, a dis-

tance of about 5,000 miles, is, of course, longer than the

above, but it is not, strictly speaking, a "made road," having
been beaten originally into a trail by the feet of the poor
exiles in the pre-railroad days.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

1 wonder what Premier Hearst and his friends think

now of J. R. Fallis, and at the same time I would like to

know whether Sir Robert Borden has seen the handwriting

upon the wall. Fallis is the man who used to represent

Peel county, Ontario, in the local legislature. The David-

son Commission showed him up in connection with profits

he is said to have made in purchasing horses for the Gov-

ernment. Many a man has disappeared from public life for

dealings of this kind, but Fallis did not see it this way;

neither did Premier Hearst. Fallis simply resigned and

sought vindication by the re-election route. Peel county

electors took a different view of it, however, and turned

Fallis' former majority of 627 info a Liberal majority of over

300; a turn over of about 1,000 votes. They have given the

first public reply to profiteering methods.

Fallis' defeat is a lesson for Fallis, and a pretty clear an-

nouncement of the downfall of any others who follow his

ideals. If Fallis had made his commission honestly on the

horse deals he should have kept it. Handing it over for a

patriotic purpose and then seeking re-election was too much

for independent Conservatives to stomach. They simply

felt that a member of the Government, in his own interest

even, should keep his skirts clear, and they went out and

voted against Fallis.

When will political leaders in Canada realize that hon-

esty is the best policy and that clean Government would re-

main in power indefinitely? That is what I have been trying

hard to hammer in, but the task grows more and more diffi-

cult, and the Government, instead of taking my good inten-

tions at their face value, has been misconstruing them and

classing me with its enemies. If Sir Robert Borden would

rise above party politics he would realize that behind these

criticisms there lies the best friend the Government couhi

have—the independent citizen who would gladly see him

measure up to the stature of a clean and a great political

leader.

If Sir Robert Borden fails to see the Peel result in the

light of a warning closely related to the Shell Committee

situation* he ought at least to recognize it as a public as-

surance that the people will stand behind him if he tries to

stamp out the profiteering business. The defeat of Fallis

cannot be taken as a Conservative defeat or as a Liberal vic-

tory. It is an announcement of the public temper about

profiteering and what it means to any party which fails to

stamp it out.

Here is the opinion of a strong Conservative paper (The

Montreal Star) on the events in Peel County:

—

The electors of Peel County, Ont., are worthy of public

congratulations and universal gratitude from the entire peo-

ple of Canada.
* * *

When Colonel J. Wesley Allison gave evidence some

time ago before the Davidson Commission he stated that he

"was not the agent of any company which sold pistols to the

Government" and did not profit "in any way, directly or in-

directly," by such sale. Major General Sir Sam Hughes,

however, now classes him as his special confidential agent in

securing munition supplies in the United States, and in cut-

ting down war combine prices charged there. The latest

evidence about this special confidential agent was read before

the commission a few days ago. Samuel M. Stone, vice-

president of the Colt Patent F'ire Arms Company of Hart-

ford, Conn., tells of an order ior 5,000 pistols given to the

company, after a conference between the chairman of the

company's board. Colonel Allison, and General Hughes at

'

Moira, N. Y. He states that the Canadian Government paid

$18.50 for each pistol, while the U. S. Government has for

years been able to buy them for $14.50, and that dealers

could buy them nearly 20 per cent, cheaper. Mr. Stone

adds that the company gave Col. Allison a "present," a very

small one indeed considering his services, but a "present"

for all that, and that he "would not like to consider Colonel

Allison one of our regular staflf."

At present Colonel Allison is in Florida for his health.

When he comes back we are told he will be called' upon to

give more- information. Perhaps we will then get at the

facts—learn how much he got for a "present" and just w^hat

he considered his duties to be, as Major-General Sir Sam
Hughes' special confidential agent for keeping down war
combine prices. Perhaps too, we shall be given an inside

account of the conference at Moira between Colonel Allison.

General Hughes and the chairman of the Solt Company's
Board.

* * *

And, by the way, it is decidedly encouraging to note the

evidences of independence being shown in our western pro-

vinces. In Manitoba and Saskatchewan the honest electors

are beginning to make themselves heard. In British Colum-

bia, two ministers in one week is a fine record against the

"corrupt combination," as Sir Hibbert Tupper puts it. Sir

Hibbert's active participation in this campaign is all the more
significant when we recall that the name Tupper has stood

for many j'ears in Canada for staunch Conservatism and

rugged honesty.

The handwriting on the wall is becoming crowded. Does
Sir Robert Borden still persist in closing his eyes to it?

—SEARCHLIGHT.

Personal

Mr. Philip J. Turner. F.R.I.B.A.. recently gave an inter-

esting address on "Belgium; Its People and Its Architec-

ture," before the St. James Literary Society, Montreal.

Mr. C. E. Fowler, C. E., the well-known engineer of

Seattle, Wash., delivered an address on Bridge Architecture

before the Victoria Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers on February 22. The address was illustrated by

a fine series of photographic slides. Mr. Fowler made a

plea for the utilization of art and symmetry in design.

Mr. D. H. McDougall has been appointed general man-

ager of the Dominion Steel Corporation, of Montreal. Mr.

McDougall is a Nova Scotian. He began his career at the

bottom of the ladder in the service of the Dominion Iron

and Steel and Dominion Coal Companies, being employed

in various capacities in the mining, mechanical, and civil en-

gineering departments. Subsequently he spent two years

in the study of mining and steel works engineering in the

United States, and was for a time employed in the engineer-

ing department of the New York Central Railway. He re-

turned to Nova Scotia to accept the position of superin-

tendent of the extensive iron ore mining operations of the

steel company.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Assiniboia, Sask.
'I'lu' 'I'dwii I'lnilicil uri; cuiisidering the

constructionOf a waterworks system this

summer. Clerk. .1. R. Nolan.

Calgary, Alta.

The estimates for the year include
$().'>.000 for an a<l<lition to the reservoir.

$.5l.(iO() for re-arrangement of the reser-

voir mains and $.'>4,")(>0 f(jr pavinn and
grading, l-'ngineer. (',. \V. Craig; Com-
missioner. F. (/arden.

Elma Township, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of the

Feet Drain will he received until March
llth hy the Reeve, William Scott. Monk-
ton, Ont.

Humboldt, Sask.
The Town Council will shortly call

for lenders on the construction of a

concrete reservoir. ICstimated cost,

$4,000. Clerk. W. H. Stiles.

London, Ont.
The City Council are ahout to lay

5.000 feet of watermains hy day labor.

Estimated cost. .$11. .100. Ceneral Man-
ager. E. \". Buchanan.

The City Council will shortly lake up
the proposal to. extend the breakwater
at West London and to construct side-

walks on it. Engineer. II. .\. Hrazier.

New Waterford, N.S.
The Town Council i)ropose to expend

$2.'). 000 on the construction of pavements,
sidewalks and sewers during the year.

Clerk, James L. McKinnon.

Ste. Anne de Sorel, Que.
Frank Cole has >tarted work on the

construction of a waterworks system for

the Milage.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The City Council jiropose to construct

the following works during the season:

—

brick pavements, $7..')00; concrete pave-

ments. $1."...")00; bitulithic pavements,
$19,000; relief sewer. $40,000; tile sewers,

$8,000; concrete sidewalks. .$8,000. En-
gineer. W. P. Near.

St. Martine, Que.
The Town Council proi'ose to lay

about two miles of nuuadam road this

summer. Secretary. X. Malleltc.

Toronto, Ont.
The fojiowing sums are included in

the current estimates of the Works De-
partment:—sewers. $14r..">00; storm sew-
ers. $121. .">00; watermain extensions.

$C:!.20:i; extensions to the high pressure

system, $500,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Lachute, Que.

The Town Council have awarded a

contract in Robert Mc \rlbnr. I.acluite,

for the construction of an 8-inch water-
main through the west end of the Town.
.Approximate cost. $:i.200.

Ottawa, Ont.
The t ity Council have awarded a con

tract for the supply of pipe for exten-
sions to the watermains to the National
Iron Works, Cherry .Street, Toronto.

The City Council have let the follow-
ing contracts for supplies:—special pipe
castings. Thomas Lawson & Son. Wel-
lington Street; lead pipe. McKinley &
Northwood. Ridcau Street. $I.'>.000; 4-

inch and 24-inch valves, McDougalls
Ltd.. Sussex Street. $2.96.'>: .l-inch and
:i0-inch valves, Ciencral Supply Company,
Sparks Street. $2..')46; pipe. National Iron
Works. Cherry Street. Toronto; brass
work. C/eneral Supply Company. Sparks
Street. $2.H20.

Peterborough, Ont.
The City Council have let contracts

for the supply of tile pipe to R. Hicks
& Company. Murray Street, and H. Ti.

Taylor & Son. 100 .\ylmer Street.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Alfred, Ont.
The X'illage t ouncil propose to con-

struct a bridge at an estimated cost of
$1:3.000. Clerk. B. C.. I'arisien.

Blandford Township. Ont.
The erection of a bridge is being con-

sidered by the Township Council. C"lcrk.

George Oliver. Bright.

Lambton County, Ont.
The County Council have passed a by-

law providing for the construction of a
bridge over Bear Creek at an approxi-
mate cost of $7,000. Clerk. John Dnl-
zicl. Sarnia, Ont.

Normanby Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to con-

struct two or three steel bridges this

season. Clerk. R. H. Fortune. .Xyton.

The Pas. Man.
The Dominion Government Depart-

ment of Public Works are considering
the expenditure of $.10,000 on the docks.
Secretary. R. C. Desrochers. Ottawa.

Toronto, Ont.
The \Vorks Department have included

the following sums in their estimates
for the year:—Spadina Road bridge.
$.'50,000: Glen Road bridge. $1II.0{»0;

Sumnierhill .\venue bridge, over the
C. P. K. tracks. City's share. $188,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Biddulph Township, Ont.
The contract for the construction of

a bridge over the Saubic River has been
let by the I'ounty Council to D. Withcr-
spoon. Craig Street. London. Estimated
cost. $.1,000.

Brant ford Township, Ont.
The following contracts for the .vic-

tion of the FonRcr and Oarlon liridK<-«
have been let by the Town<ihip Council:
concrete abutments of both bridges,
George Thomson. Brantford. at (4.64S;'
>tecl superstructure of Fonger briilge.
Hamilton Bridge Works Company. Ltd..
Bay Street \., Hamilton, at $2.42.'>: steel
superstructure of Barton bridge. Domin-
ion Bridge Company. Ltd.. Imperial Life
Building. Toronto «' ".to.

Calgary, Alta.
The contract for the supply of steel

required in the completion of the Centre
Street Bridge has been awarded by the
City Council to the Western Foundry
& Supply Company, f-td., Calgary, at
$.'I.10 per 100 pounds.

Rimouski, Que.
The general contract for the ci.)nstruc-

tion of a wharf has been awarded by
the Department of Public Works. Ot-
tawa, to Raymond & Talbot, Rimouski.

St. Jerome, Que.
The Town ( ouncil have let the con-

tract for repairs to the Vaillancourt
bridge to .\. P. Belair, St. Jerome. Work
has been started Steel and wood con-
struction.

Wardsville, Ont
The .Middlesex County Council have

let a contract for remodelling a hridce
to the Pctrolia Bridge Company, Petrolia.
at $4,100.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools
Arnprior. Ont.

Plans have been prepared for iron and
reinforcing for the fire escapes at the
Town Hall. Tenders will be called by
the Mayor. .Vrchitect. I. P. Macljtren.
104 Sparks Street. Ottawa.

Basswood. Man.
Frank R. Evans. 170 Pacific .\venue.

Winnipeg, is preparing plans of a school
for the School Board. Four rooms. Es-
timated cost. $14,000.

Beamsville, Ont.
Work may start in the spring on the

erection of a high school, estimated to
cost $30,000. Plans have not yet been
prepared. Secretary to the School Board.
James .Sinclair.

Breeshwood, Sask.
The creclii>n of a frame school is be-

ing considered by the Tnistees of School
District No. .ififiH. Breeshwood. Secre-
tary. Everett Simpson, St. Brieux. Sask.

Byron, Ont. .

The London Health .Association are
considering the erection of an addition
to the Sanitorium. .Approximate cost
$10,000. President. Sir .Adam Beck. 169
Albert Street. London.

Cameron. Man.
The <. ii... 1 Bviard are considering the
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erection of a school at an approximate

cost of $5,000. Secretary, J. W. Hal-

penny. Minnedosa, Man.

Chinook, Alta.

The School Board contemplate the

erection of a school to cost $5,000. Sec-

retary, M. J. Hewitt.

Dominion City, Man.
The School Board propose to build a

school at an approximate cost of $30,000.

Architect. Frank R. Evans, 170 Pacific

.\venue, Winnipeg.

Florence, Ont.
The \'illage Council contemplate the

erection of a hall and have had plans

prepared by James L. Wilson & Son.

SO'/i King Street W.. Chatham. Esti-

mated cost. $.•5,000.

Frobisher, Sask.

The erection of a school is ben)g con-

sidered. Secretary to the School Board.

C. S. Chappell. ?:stimated cost. $5,000.

Hilliard Township. Ont.

The Trustees of School Section Ko. :i

are considering the erection of a school.

Secretary, Charles Pratt. Thornloe P.O.

Humber Bay, Ont.
Tenders are now being received tor al-

terations and additions to a school for the

Trustees of School Section No. 11. Eto-

bicoke. .Architect. J. A. Thatcher. 37

Cowan Avenue, Toronto. Approximate

cost. $1,000.

Kenora, Ont.
,, , ,

Tenders will be called for the erection

of a hall and store building for Harmony
L O L. No. 1080. Secretary. H. C. King.

Estimated cost. $5,000. Architect. F. A.

Hudson.

The Ruthenian Roman Catholic Con-

gregation propose to build a church.

Secretary. VJ. Poranski.

Kingston, Ont.
]•- K Beckwith. Cooper Street, is pre-

paring plans of a hall for the Orange

Eodge. Pressed brick construction. Es-

timated cost. $11,000.

Montreal, Que.
Tenders will be received until March

15th for the erection of a school for the

Cote des Neiges Roman Catholic School

Board. Architect. George A. Nonettc.

Power Building. Craig Street. Brick

construction, felt and gravel roofing.

Niagara Falls. Ont.

Plans are being prepared bv C. M-

Borter. Main Street. Niagara Falls SouUi.

for repairs to the Parish Hall of Christ

Church which was damaged by fire.

North Sydney. C.B.

The School Board are considering the

erection of a school, to cost about $10.-

000. Work many not start this year.

Secretary, Neil McLean.

Nova Scotia Province
The School Boards of Central Ons-

low. Upper Onslow and Onslow Moun-

tain ar^ considering the erection of

schools. Secretaries. D. McNutt. Cen-

tral Onslow. Henry Hisloo. Onslow

Station, and C. W. McCully. Onslow

Mountain.

Ottawa, Ont.
Tliu Ottawa Collegiate Institute are

having plans prepared for alterations to

the Ladies College, .\lbert Street, which

is to be used as a Collegiate. Architect,

J. .\ll)ert Ewart, Booth Building, Sparks
Street.

Saskatchewan Province
The erection of a school is contemp-

lated by the Trustees of School District

No. 3667. Cavell. Secretary, H. Wright.
Sturgis P. O.

The Trustees of Malonick School Dis-

trict No. ;!669 are considering the erec-

tion of a school. Secretary. J. D. La-
ittre. Malonick.

The Trustees of School District No.

130. Pachonan. propose to build a school.

Secretary. J. Strachan. Glen Mary.

The erection of a school is proposed by

the Trustees of Langniarch School Dis-

trict No. 308.1. Secretary. L. R. Fawcett.

Advance. Sask.

Smith's Falls, Ont.
The School Board oontemi)late the

rebuilding of the school which was re-

cently destroyed by fire. Estimated cost,

$30,000. Secretary. C. T. McBride.

St. Alphonse de Thedford, Que.
The School Board will call for tenders

very shortly for the erection of a frame

school. Estimated cost. $3,000. Secre-

tary. .\chille Therrien.

Stratford, Ont.
James Russell. 21 Downie Street, is

preparing plans for a school to be built

on Downie Street for the Public School

Board. Chairman. A. W. Fisher. Esti-

mated cost. $35,000.

Thamesville, Ont.
The School Board iiropose to install

fire escapes and a quantity of seating.

Secretary, K. Kistruck.

West Lome, Ont.
Plans for an addition to the school are

lieing prepared by W. G. Murray. Do-
minion Savings Building. London. Ten-

ders will be called soon. White brick

construction. Approximate cost. $7,000.

Whitebread, Ont.
The School Trustees propose to build

a school at an approximate cost of

$4,000. Inspector, J. H. Smith. 47 Vic-

toria Street. Chatham, is in possession

of plans and other information.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Glen Robertson, Ont.

In connection witli the Roman Cath-

olic Church now being built, the con-

tract for steel has been let to P. J. Po-

wert. Bridge Street. Ottawa, and the

roofing to Ludowie Siladin Company,
Chicago.

Hamilton. Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for painting at the City Hall

and House of Refuge to F. W. Kirk,

305 Charlton Avenue W.

Joliette, Que.
The basement of the proposed church

for the Roman Catholic congregation is

now being constructed. The contract for

piling and concrete work has been let

to W. A. Wood. 315 Hutchison Street.

Montreal.

London, Ont.
The Department of Militia have let

the general contract for the construction

of a Soldier's Hospital to S. Willis &
Son. 705 Tall>ot Street, at $13,000. Ar-

chitect. .K. E. Nutter. Dominion Bank
Building.

London Township, Ont.
The Trustees of .School Section No. 33

have let the contract for the erection

of an addition to the school to M. J.

Morrison, Dundas Street E., London.
Estimated cost, $3,000.

St. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a chapel at the College of St. Anne
Pocatiere has been awarded to J. St.

Hilaire. St. Ronald. Que.

St. Hyacinthe, Que.
The contract for alterations to the

heating system at the Seminary of St.

Hyacinthe has been awarded to Hector
Lorange. 354 Cascades Street. Work
will include the repairing of iron pipes

by copper ones.

Toronto, Ont.
The following contracts have been

awarded in connection with the chapel

which is being built for the Monastry of

Our Lady of Refuge;—slate roofing,

Douglas Bros.. 134 .Adeljiide Street W.;
painting. A. Richards. 403 Spadina .Ave-

nue; plumbing. D. Glynn & Son, 156 Ar-
thur Street. Heating, plastering and
wiring not yet let.

Business Buildings and Indu -

trial Plants

Burquitlam, B.C.
The Bur(|uitlam .\gricultural Society

are to have plans prepared for enlarge-

ment of their buildings. .Architect. F.

Horrel.

Drummondville, Que.
Work is expected to start very sliortly

on the construction of a sulphuric acid

plant for the Aetna Chemical Company
of Canada. Ltd.. Drummondviile. Esti-

mated cost, $300,000.

Guelph, Ont.
New plans are being i)repared for a

theatre to be erected on St. George
Square for the Griffin .Amusement Com-
Ijany, Ltd., 8 Queen Street E.. Toronto.

Estimated cost. $13,000. .\rchitect. W.
A. Mahoney. Telephone Buildin.g.

Halifax, N.S.
The City Council contemplate the

erection of an abattoir at an api>roximate

cost of $30,000. Clerk. L. F. Monaghan.

IngersoU, Ont.
Work has been started on the remodel-

ling of a building on King Street for M.

J. Clear. Frame construction. Work
by day labor.

Joliette, Que.
The Joliette Steel Company are build-

ing an addition to their plant, and will

require machinery for steam and elec-

trical power.

London, Ont.
John M. Mppre. 343J/2 Richmond St..

is preparing plans for remodelling stores

for T. C. Duffield. care of City Gas Com-
pany. Estimated cost, $7,000. Work will

include store fronts, steam heating- and

interior decorating.

The London Foundry Company are

considering the erection of an addition

to their premises, to cost about $10,000.

Manager, E. Grobb.

The Department of Miltia & Defence

are preparing plans for a building to be

erected at Carlings Heights, at an esti-
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Mialcd cost of $4,000. I'articiilars from
Major Bishoi). Wolsdcy Barracks, Lon-
don.

Montmorency Falls, Que.
The Dominion Textile Company, l.ini

itcd, i)ro|)0,se to erect a lar^e mill.

Montreal, Que.
.lo.scph (urlkr. liro Drolet .Street, ha.s

eonirnenccd repairs to his iron works
on Hellechasse .Street. Kstirnated cost
$;f.500.

The Fairnian Instate, care of F. W
Fairman. 2:!3 St. James Street, will call
for tenders on repairs to a business
hlock on St. Catherine Street West as
soon as plans and specifications arc pre-
pared.

Montrose, Ont.
The Michi.uan Central Railroad Com-

pany, Delroil, contemplate the erection
of a ronnd house, coal dock, etc., at an
approximate cost of $250,000. Work may
start very shortly.

Mt. Brydges, Ont.
The Crow Motor Car Company pro

pose to hnild an addition to their fac^
tory, at an approximate cost of $10,000
Manajrer. John Stuart.

New Westminster, B.C.
The Canadian Northern Railway c:om-

pany, Toronto, propose to build a rail-
way station at an approximate cost of
$.">0.000, and plans have been submitted
to the City Council by the (General. Man-
ager of the Western Division, M. II
MacLeod. Vancouver. Brick and slone
construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
I'ians for a store and resilience lo be

built on Bank Street have been prepared
by James «£ Frank Wilson. S .Mian
Place. Brick veneer construction, con-
crete foundation, felt and k'ravel roofinjr.
F.stimaled cost, $(>,000.

Port Elgin, Ont.
Tenders will be called immediately on

the erection of a garage for John t.oul-
ter. Brick construction. I'ians prc|)ared
by owner.

Sorel, Que.
A. Chapdelaine. Royale Street, con-

templates rebuilding the stores and resi-
dences which were destroyed by fire last
fall.

Spirit River, Alta.
rians for an elevator will be prepared

by F. Gillipse. Structure will be built
this year.

Stratford, Ont.
Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of an addition to the premises of the
George McLagan Furniture Manufactur-
ing Company, Ltd.. Trinity Street. .\r-
chitect, James .S. Russell. 21 Downic St.

Toronto, Ont.
W. C. Charter.s. M),s Kingston Road,

proposes to build a block of stores on
the Kingston Road, at an approximate
cost of $2r,.ooo. .Architect, P. H. Finney.
711 .Vdelaide Street E.

The Property Committee have grant-
ed permission to the Militia Department
for the erection of a bunk house at
Stanley Barracks. Frame construction,
tolonel Coldwoll, Isxhibilion Grounds.
is in charge.

The Properly Committee have ap-
l)roved plans for a tire hall in the Wycli-
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wood District, estimated to cost $34,0<Nl.
'I"cn(lcrs will be called shortly. Brick
and steel construction. I'ians prepared
by City Architect \V. W. Pcarse. City
Hall.

Tenders arc now being received for
the erection of a store an<I apartments
at St. Clair .Avenue and Vaughan Road
for Rowcll & Company. 74 Vaughan Rd.
Brick construction, felt an<l gravel roof-
ing. Kstirnated cost. $7,000.

The United CJgar Stores, Ltd.. 384
Kmg Street West, contemplate altcra-
lions to a store at 167 Yongc Street.

J. A. Thatcher, .Architect, .'l? Cowan
•Avenue, is receiving tenders on the erec-
tion of a store and bakery on King St.
near Portland Street. Brick con.struc-
lion, felt and gravel roofing. .Approxi-
mate cost, $10,000.

Tenders on the erection of a i)rivate
hotel at r,r,'.i Sherbourne Street will be
received until March 14th by N. G. Beggs.
Architect. Cosgrave Building. Brick
construction. Kstirnated cost, $250,000.

In connection with the erection of a
^rarage and showrooms at 243 Siincoc
Street for the .Automobile & Supply Com-
pany, a permit has been issued for an
additional storey. F.ngincer.s, Harkness
& Oxiey. Confederation Life Building.

Prices on material required in the erec-
tion of a warehouse and factory on
Princess Street for the Laura Second
( andy Company are being received by
the Superintendent of Construction. H.
T. Ilickey, 00 Princess Street.

Victoria, B.C.
The ( anadiaii Northern Railway Com-

pany, Toronto, are considering the erec-
tion of an office building at Fort and
Government Streets. .A two-storey build-
ing will be erected, but provision will be
made for raising it to six storeys when
desired. Purchasing Agent, K. Langhan.
Winnipeg.

Whitebread, Ont.
I high Turner proposes to build a barn

ill the spring and will prepare plans.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Georgetown, Ont.

Ill connection with the factory which
has been built by the Glass Garden
Builders. Limited. 201 Church Street.
Toronto, the contract for wiring has
been let to R. .A. L. Gray & Company.
85 York Street. Toronto.

Lanigan, Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of a creamery for the Lanigan Creamery
Company. Limited, has been let to
Miner Ball Company, 614 Ninth Street.
Frame construction. .Approximate cost,
$5,500.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the machine shop

which is being erected for the Williams
Manufacturing Company. Ltd.. 1789 St.
James Street, the contract for installa-
tion of a sprinkler system has been let
to W. J. McGuire. :t;t2 Craig Street W..
and the plumbing, heating and painting
to the general contractors.

The following contracts have been
awarded for extensions to three stores
on Laurier .Avenue W.. for G. A. Titlin.
care of John Hyde. 205 St. James Street:
brick work, S. Roclion. 470 Outremont
Avenue; roofing, heating and plumbing.
J. J. Briard. 1277 St. Dominique Street:

4$

plastering, J. t hainberland. 55:» Du-
rochcr Street; painting. T. Peladcaii. I9Ta
Champ de Mars; electrical work. Pen
less Lighting Company. 319 St. I^k
rcncc Street. Foundations and carpen-
try by the srenerat contractors. J. B.
Gratton, Ltd.. fiOO I^brrcque Street.

The contract for electrical work r.

quired in connection with the machine
shop which has been built for the Wil
liams .Manufacturing Company. Limilt-d
1789 St. James Street, has been awarded
to Philip Lahce & Company. 2081 St
Nicholas .Street.

Peterborough, Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the addition
now being built to the premises of thf
Auburn Woollen Mills. River Road, ha
been let to F. R. McPher.son CompanN
Limited. George Street.

Quebec, Que.
Ibe contract for heating and plumb

ing required in connection with the th<
atre which has been erected on I^brcqii
Street for the Quebec Theatre Compan
has been awarded to Jobin & Paquct. ;

Cote d'.Abraham.

Shawinigan Falls, Que.
Plans arc being prepared for the con-

struction of a paper mill for the Belffo-
Canadian I'ulp & Paper Company. The
contract for concrete foundations has
been awarded to the Raymond Concrct.
Pile Company. New Birks Building
.Vlontreal.

St. John, N.B.
Work is about to start on alterations

to the premises of the W. H. Thome
C ompany. Ltd.. Market Square. The
contract for masonry and carpentry has
been let to R. A. Corbet. Douglas Ave-
nue, and the painting to lames Pnllm
Horsefield Street.

Toronto, Ont.
The general contract for alterations

to a store at Kecle and Dundas Street*
for the United Cigar Stores. Limited
2M4 King Street West, has been let to
I). Mann. 11 Hayter Street. Tenders for
wiring are being rcccive<l bv the gen-
eral contractor.

The following contracts have been let
for the erection of a warehouse on
C hurch Street for the Club CofTec Com-
pany. 27 Church Street:—masonry. Orr
Bros.. Ltd.. 29 Queen Street E.; car-
pentry. T. J. Sproulo. 54 Shanley Street:
steel. Dominion Bridge Company. Vic-
toria Street: roofing. Reggin & .Spcnce.
MO Front Street VV.: painting and glaz-
ing. J. McCausland & Son. II Nelson
Street; plumbing and heating. R. Jor-
dan. .37 Hazelton .Avenue; wiring. Ben-
nett & Wright Company, 72 Queen Street
East.

Vancouver, B.C.
In connection with the premises in

course of erection at Granville and Pen-
der Streets for the Merchants Bank of
( anada. Montreal, the contract for heat-
ing and plumbing has been let to Kydd
Bros.. 1.55 Pender Street \V.. the elec-
trical work to Mundy. Rowland & Com-
pany, Standard Bank Building, and the
painting to j. S. .Abbs. 212.% 1.1th .Ave. \V.
The general contract f.ir the erection

.•f a theatre for C. M. Bowman. Albert
Street. .Southampton. (Int. has been
awarded to Adkinson S: Dill. Wellingtoo
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lUock. Some trades will be sub-let. Ap-
l)roximate cost, $40,000.

Welland, Ont.
The general contract fur the erection

of an addition to tlic plant of the Union
t'arbide Company has been awarded to

J. C Diflfin. Reinforced concrete con-
struction. Estimated cost. .$20,000.

Residences

Chatham Township, Ont.
The erection of a residence is con-

templated by T. Makiosi, Wallaceburg,
Ont.

Chesley, Ont.
W. G. Murray. Dominion Savings

Building, London, is preparing plans for

a bungalow to be built for Wellington
Krug. Chesley. White brick construc-
tion. Estimate cost, .$4,.500.

Dashwood, Ont.
William Held has had plans ])repared

for a residence, estimated to cost .$3,000.

White brick construction.

Easthope Township, Ont.
Charles Cook, (iravel Road, Stratford,

is |)reparing plans for a residence, esti-

mated to cost $3, ,500. Milton pressed
brick construction.

Eastview, Ont.
Charles ,\ubrey. Main Street, is about

to l)uild a residence, estimated to cost

$:!.,jOO. Frame construction.

Hagersville, Ont.
Charles Robins. R. R. No. 4, Hagers-

ville, contemplates the erection of a resi-

dence.

Hamilton, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for a Nurses'

Home in connection with the Mount
Hamilton Hospital, and tenders will be
called very shortly. Architect. W. P.

Witton, Hamilton Provincial & Loan
Building.

Ingersoll, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be built on Thames Street for

E. Wright, care of Wright Dry Goods
Company. Red brick construction. Es-
timated cost, $3,.';00.

Knowlton, Que.
F. S. Mallory. 05 Adelaide Street E.,

Toronto, is preparing plans for a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $10,000. Ten-
ders will be called later.

Levis, Que.
Plans of' a residence are now being

prepared for R. Roy by L. E. Auger,

39 St. Jean Street, Quebec. Estimated
cost. $13,000.

Cherrier Bunville is having plans of

a residence prepared by L. E. Auger, 39

St. Jean Street, Quebec. Estimated cost,

$4,000.

London. Ont.
W. G. Murray. Dominion Savings

Building, is preparing plans for remodel-

ling a residence for W. Parr. 464 York
Street. Work will start shortly. Esti-

mated cost, $5,000.

R. H. Smith. 157 WharncHfife Road,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $3,000. White
brick veneer construction.

A. Dickenson, 4 Ingleside Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence

on Duchess Avenue. Estimated cost,

$3,000. White brick veneer construction.

Bert Weir, 493 .Adelaide Street, is pre-

paring plans for three residences to be
built on l^eyburn Street at an approxi-

mate cost of $0,000. White brick con-
struction.

William Riley. Glebe and King Streets,

is preparin.g plans for two residences,

estimated to cost $3,800. White brick

construction.

Mandaumin, Ont.
W. Storing. Brown Homestead, Man-

daumin, Wyoming, is considerin,g the

erection of a residence.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a residence on Bridge Street for Al-

bert E. Goring, 4 Pine Street. Brick
and shingle construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
John Wilson, care of F. Wilson. 793

Somerset Street, contemplates the erec-

tion of two residences on Irving Street

and anotlrer on Bethany Street. Brick
veneer construction, stone foundation,
shingle roofing. Estimated total cost,

$9,500.

W. J. Spratt, 157 Sunnysidc .\venue,

contemplates the erection of a residence,

to cost about $4,500. Brick veneer con-
struction.

B. A. Grison. 83 Bank Street, is hav-
ing i)lans prepared for a bungalow to

be built on Fentiman Avenue at an es-

timated cost of $3,500, and is also con-
sidering the erection of a number of

residences to cost about .$4,000 each.

.Stucco and brick construction.

Quebec, Que.
L. E. .\uger, 39 St. Jean Street, is

preparing plans for two residences for

J. and .Mcide Samson. Estimated cost.

$7,000 each.

Raleigh Township, Ont.
George Davidson has had plans of a

residence prepared by Tames L. Wilson
& Son, 80!^ King Street West. Chatham.
Estimated cost, $3,000. Brick veneer
construction.

Sorel, Que.
L. S. Robitaille. Phipps Street, con-

templates the erection of four flats to

replace those destroyed by fire.

St. Jerome. Que.
Charles Jouivet. 377 Rue Notre Dame.

Maisonneuve. is building an addition to

his residence, estimated to cost $-'.900.

Frame and plaster construction.

Thedford Mines. Que.
E. Lacerte, Thedford Mines, contemp-

lates the erection of a residence, and is

having- pTans prepared by L. E, .'Kuger.

39 St. Jean Street, Quebec. Estimated
. cost. $12,000.

Toronto, Ont.
P. H. Finney. 79 .\delaide Street E.,

is preparing plans for three residences

to be built on Kew Beach Avenue,, for

E. Elliott, 77 Vermont Street. Frame
construction.

W. C. Charters. 808 Kingston Road.

Ijroposes to build a large number of

residences on the Kingston Road, at

an approximate cost of $50,000. Plans

are being prepared by P. H. Finney.

79 Adelaide Street E. Frame and brick

construction.

]'.. R. Machon. 108 Oakmount Road,
has commenced the erection of a pair

of residences on Boon .\venue. Brick
construction, shingle, felt and gravel

roofing. Estimated cost. $4,200.

Mrs. C. Ray, 583 Spadina .\venue, con-

templates alterations to her residence

for conversion into apartments.

E. J. Crokcr, 21 .Mton .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a pair of

residences on Orchard Park Boulevard,

estimated to cost .$3,500. Smaller trades

will be sub-let. Brick construction,

shingle, felt and gravel roofing.

E. A. Wilkinson. 151 Balsam Avenue,
is receiving tenders on the erection of a

residence, estimated to cost $4,000. Brick

construction, shingle roofing.

Ellis & b.llis. Manning Chambers, will

receive tenders until March 15th for the

erection of a residence on Radford Ave-
nue for Dr. Gilmour. Estimated cost,

$7,500. Brick construction.

Walkerville, Ont.
The erection of a residence on Kil-

dare Road is contemplated by F. E. .Al-

lum. Detroit. Mich. Stucco construc-

tion.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Georgetown. P.E.I.

Work will start in the spring on the

erection of a residence for Benjamin
.Stewart. The general contract has been
let to P. Bradley, St. Teresa, P.E.I.

Frame construction, concrete foundation,

shingle roofing. .Approximate cost,

$3,000.

Hamilton, Ont.

J. W. Ga«e, 507 Bank of Hamilton
Building, has let the contract for mason-
ry required in the erection of two resi-

dences on Belmont .\venue to .\. Barnes.

53 Cheener Street, and the carpentry and
roofing to George Culp, 227 Glcndale
.\venue. Estimated cost, .$3,500.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the apartment house
which is being built for G. .'\. Rivett.

811 King Street E. :—masonry and steel.

D. Tone. 191 Robinson .Street; carpen-

try. W. Bell. 113 Sherman Avenue N.;

heating and plumbing. P. .\. Moore, 939

King .Street E.: electrical work, Culley

S: Breay. King Street West.

Ottawa, Ont.
D. L. Campbell. Driveway West, is

building a residence on Wilton .Avenue,

estimated to cost $8,500. and has let

the contract for electrical work to E.

Headly. 045 Echo Drive. Brick veneer
construction, stone foundation, shingle

roofing.

W. H. Craig. 345 Fourth .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a residence

on Carlyle .Street, and has let the mason-
ry contract to Beattie & Davidson. Ren-
frew .Avenue, and the brick work to Peer-

less Brick Company, Ottawa South. Es-
timated cost, $4,500.

. The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the apartments
ill course of erection for W. H. Tate.

Bank Street, has been let to P. Ack-
royd. 410 Bank Street.

Westmount. Que.
.Anglin's Limited. 05 Victoria Street.

Montreal, have commenced the erection

of a residence on Willow Avenue for T.

.A. Hubley, 4 Windsor Avenue. Tenders
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ail' liciiiK rcci-ivtd for olcctrical work.
ICsliiuated cost, $0,800. Trrra cotta and
|)laslic brick construction.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Beckwith Township, Ont.
I lie 'l'owiislii|j Council are consider-

ing the construction of about twenty
miles of telephone lines during the year.
Clerk, j. \V. Robertson. Carb-lon Pine.

Blenheim, Ont.
The Blenheim & South Rent Tele-

phone Company propose to make exten-
sions to their system. Particulars from
C. li. T.anp;ford, Blenheim.

Calgary, Alta.
riic City Commissioners will receive

tenders until 1 p.m., March l")th, for the
supply of underground cable. Specifica-
tions at ofllce of the City h'lectrical F.n-

fiinccr.

Castleton, Ont.
Tlie Cramahes Municipal Telephone

Company propose to construct their sys-
tem this year. Secretary. Herman Rey-
nolds, Morganston.

Dashwood, Ont.
Plans are to be prepared at once for

the construction of a transmission line

between Dashwood and I'.xeter, with
branches to Zurich and Crediton. Own-
er, H. Eilbcr, Dashwood.

London, Ont.
The City Council will shortly con-

sider the installation of an ornamental
lighting system on the breakwater at

West London. Clerk, S. Baker.

Mersea Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to con-

struct a Municipal Telephone System
throughout the Township. Clerk, .\.

Hairsinc. Leamington.

Niagara Falls, Ont
The Hydro Electric Commission pro-

pose to let a contract for the supp'y of
lamps and transformers during the year.

Superintendent. George Foster.

Toronto, Ont.
Kerry & Chace. Limited. .I.'JO Confeder-

ation Life Building, desire to receive
prices and other information with regard
to the following:—one generator, three
transformers, two belted induction or
synchronous motors, two air compres-
sors, and one Lydner sharpener. Imme-
diate flelivery at Cordova Mines. f)nt., is

recpiired.

Yamachiche, Que.
The Brunelle Furnace & Boiler Com-

pany, Limited, propose to install electric

motors and to equip their machinery for

electrical operation. Manager, .A. Her-
oux.

Fires

Bout de L'Isle, Que.
The residence owned by Oscar Kibet

has been destroyed by lire. Loss, about
$!<.oo(). Owner will reliuild.

Bridgeburg, Ont.
Fire has destroyed the residence of

\V, M. Hogg. Loss. $4.00(1.

Calgary, Alta.
hire has ileslniyed the t cntral Meth-

odist Church. Loss, $.'>U,000, partially

covered by insurance.

Chatham, Ont.
Fire has entirely destroyed the resi-

dence of .Ahram Turner and the residence
and barn owned by John 'I'urner.

Clarkson, Ont.
\ large barn, belonging to W. G.

(iooderham. 42 Elm Avenue, Toronto,
has been destroyed by tire. Loss, $.30,-

000, covered by insurance.

Dover Township, Ont.
'l"he Presbyterian ( hurch has been

destroyed by tire. Loss, about $8,000.

Pastor, Rev. Norman Lindsay, Conces-
sion H, Dover Tov/nship, C'hatham.

Lake Rosseau, Muskoka, Ont.
F'ire has destroyed the Maplehnrst

Hotel, owned by Mrs. I. B. Brown.

Moncton, N.B.
.\ residence owned by Dosite LeBlanc.

l'"mnierson .Street, has been entirely des-
troye<l by fire.

Montreal, Que.
A business block on St. Catherine St.

West has been destroyed by fire. Own-
er. Fairman Estate, care of F. VV. Fair-

man, 2:12 St. James Street, l-oss, $20,000.

The residence at ;iI3 Beaudry Street,

owned by Edmond Porcheron, 6:i0 St.

Denis .Street, has been destroyed by fire.

Loss, about $.1,000.

l-'ire has damaged the premises of the
Canadian Metal Manufacturing Com-
pany, Limited, St. James and Richmon<l
Streets, to the extent of $t.'>.000.

Fire has destroyed the Bonaventurc
Station of the Grand Trunk Railway
Company. Loss, $300,000.

Orillia, Ont.

J. .\. Orton's planing mills have been
<lestroyed by lire. Loss. $7..')00, partially

insurc<l.

Fire has destroyed the Grand Trunk
Railway Station.

Ottawa, Ont.
h'ire has damaged the foundry of the

Ottawa Steel & Iron Works. 1.17 Broad
Street, to the extent of about $:i,000.

Owners will rebuild.

Port Hope, Ont.
Fire has destroyed five residences

owned by W. R. Chisholm. Church St.

Loss, $1,">,000, partially covered by in-

surance.

Sarnia Township, Ont.
The residence of .Xduni Storing, Con-

cession 3, has been destroyed by fire.

Loss, $3,000. Owner is considering re-

building.

St. Catharines, Ont.
Two stores, owned by Marshall's,

Limited, have been destroyed by fire.

Loss, $18,000, covered by insurance.

Thorold, Ont.
The residence owned by Mrs. C. Bax-

ter, Iteidal .\venuc. has been destroyed
by fire. Loss. $.">.000, partly insured.

Toronto, Ont.
Fire has badly damaged the premises of

the Toronto Wood Turning Company
and the Builders' Moulding Company.
!).> Richmond Street West.

WelUnd, Ont.
The planing mills beloniiiiur '•> ^ I.

I-ambcrt has been destroyed by fire.

Loss, fVt.OOt). partly insured.

Winnipeg, Man.
Fire has destroyed a factory buildmK

owned by J. A. Mullabcrry. 70 Smith Si.

I,„^^ -.l.,..ii $9,(K»0.

Miscellaneous

Assiniboia, Man.
The .Municipal ( IcrW, Frank Ness,

Kirkfield I'ark P. O., will receive ten-
ders until noon, March 15th, for all lum-
ber required during the year.

Calgary, Alta.
The sum of $13,000, for the erection of

two comfort stations, has been included
in the estimates for the year. City Clerk,

J. M. Miller.

London, Ont
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until 4 p.m.. March 13th, for sup-
piles required during the year, including'
cement, tile, lumber, gravel and iron cast-
ings. Specifications at office of the En-
gineer, H. .\. Brazier.

Toronto, Ont.
S. A. Hagcr & Son, 703 C. P. R. Build-

ing, are receiving tenders on the supply
of 3,000,000 of birch. 1-inch. 1^^-inch and
2-inch.

Triple Island, B.C.
The Department of .Marine & Fisher-

ies. Ottawa, propose to build a lighthouse
and fog alarm. Deputy Minister. .\.

Johnston, Ottawa.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
London, Ont.
The London Concrete Machinery Com-

pany. Limited, have been awarded a con-
tract for the supply of two batch mix-
ers for use at the new plant of the Im-
perial Oil Company at Point .\ux Trem-
i)les. Que.

Commission Appointed to Advise on
Panama Canal Slides

In compliance with a request from
President Wilson, who is desirous that
General Gocthals have the benefit of the
best assistance possible in solving the
problem he has in hand, the National
.Academy of Science has designated a
commission to investigate the subject of
slides on the Panama Canal and to make
a report to the President concerning
them. It is expected that the commis-
sion will sail for the Canal Zone to-day.

Those appointed on the commission
arc: Charles R. Van Hise. president of
the University of Wisconsin; Brig.-Gcn
Henry L. .\bbot, hydraulic engineer, of
Cambridge, Mass.;' John C. Branner.
president of Leland Stanford. Jr.. Uni-
versity; Whitman Cross, of the U. S.
Geological Survey; John F. Hayford. di-

rector of the college of engineering.
Northwestern University; Harry F. Reid.
professor of geology at Johns Hopkins
University; Dr. Charles D. Walcott. pres-
ident of the Smithsonian Institute; Rolla
C. Carpenter, professor of experimental
engineering. Cornell University; .Arthur
P. Davis, chief engineer U. S Reclama-
tion Service, and John R. Freeman, con-
sulting hydraulic engineer, of Providence.
R. I.



Tenders Wanted
Tenders are invited for the erection of a Ilrick

Veneer School House on the Town Line of Moore
and Sonihra, l-ambtoii founty. Plans and speci-

fications can be seen at the house of F. K. John-
son, Secretary-treasurer, or C O'Connors, Chair-

man of tiie School lioard, liickford. Tenders to

he opened March 2iHh, lOlO. 911
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

Notice IS

reception <

eipiipnient,

Classow, i;

Department
9!>

hereby given that the time for the

f tenders for Lock Cates and their

at Kast Kiver Lock, X.S., near New
extended to Monday. March 13. 1916.

My order,

R. C. UESROCIIERS,
Secretary.

of Public Works,
t)ttawa, Feb. 24, 1010.—0:{42:i.

CITY OF BRANTFORD

Tenders for Road Oil

and Sewer Pipe

Sealed tenders, addressed to Aid. Geo. A. Ward,
( hairman of the Hoard of Works, in care of the

City t'lerk, lirantford, Ont., will be received till

12 o'clock noon on Monday, March 13th, 1916,

for the supply of Road Oil and Sewer Pipe re-

ipiired by the (.'ity of Hrantford during 1910.

Specifications may lie seen and forms of tender

obtained on application to the City Engineer.

Kach tender must be accompanied by a marked
che.pie payable to the City Treasurer for the

amount called for in the form of tender.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

ccrited. „
T. HARRY JONES,

City Engineer.

City Hall, Brantford,
February 2Hrd, 1910. 910

Tenders for

Special Track Work
Tenders will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the Chairman, Board of Con-
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, March 14th, 1918, for the supply and
delivery of

—

Special Track Work, for St. Clair Avenue Barn.

Extension, Toronto Civic Railway, No. 36 (Recall)

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. Specifica-

tions and forms of tender may be obtained at

the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall. Ten-
ders must comply strictly with conditions of City

liy-law as to deposits and sureties, as set out in

specifications and forms of tender. The lowest

or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. I.. CHURCH, Mayor,
9-1) Chairman, Board of Control.

TOWN OF BARRIE

Tenders for Road Oil

Sealed tenders, addressed to the under signed,
will be received until Thursday, March 30th. fo:

the supply of Road f*il for the year I'JKi.

llarrie. Mar. 0th. 1916.

J. S. LAIXG.
Town Knfdoeer.

10-11

For Quick Sale

( )nc 1 yd. Steel Side Dump Car, never used;
for 24 in. track, ;i/10-in. i)late body and
hand brake !f70.0«>

One 1 yd. Steel Side Dump Car for 24-in.

track, used only one month, 12 ga.

plate body, with roller bearing boxes. 40.tHt

Two 2 yd. Steel Side Dump Cars for ;tG-in.

track; never used, 10 ga. plate bodies,

roller Iiearing boNcs. Each 65.00

r.. E. IlECHTEL,
9.1(1 Waterloo, Ont.

POSITIONS WANTED
Experienced Contractor and Practical liuilder

desires change. Would accept position as super-

intendent of construction, or travelling salesman.

Thorough knowledge of all building material and
contractors' supplies. Box .'i-fO, Contract Record
& Engineering Review. Toronto, Ont. 9-12

Late News Items

Charlottetown, P.E.I
Tender.s are now lieing received for

the installation of a heating system at the

First Methodist Church. Secretary, E.

H. Beer. 134 Richmond Street.

Louiseville, Que.
Tenders on. the erection of a church

will be received until March 22nd by
Rev. Canon P. N. Tessier, Louiseville.

Architect, P. Levesque, 115 St. John St.,

Quebec. Steel, terra cotta and stone con-

struction. Estimated cost, $1.50,000.

Merlin, Ont.
W. A. Barr is clearing the site pre-

paratory to the erection of a store, esti-

mated to cost $10,000. Architect not yet

appointed.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
M. H. Buckley, 20 Ontario Street, will

receive tenders until March 12th for the

erection of a garage. Reinforced con-

crete construction. Estimated cost,

$6,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for supplies;—plank and
cedar, W. C. Edwards, Sussex Street,

$<),310; vitrified clay pipe. Barrett Bros.,

Catharine Street, and T. Sidney Kirby
Company, Sussex Street; sand, W. E.

Beaton, Canal Basin; stone. Federal

Stone & Supply Company, Sussex Street;

castings, Thomas Lawson & Sons, Wel-
lington Street.

The general contract for rebuilding the

factory of Grant, Holden & Graham, 147

All)ert Street, has been awarded to

Charles Holbrook & Son, 42.5 Somerset
Street. Brick construction. .'\pproxi-

mate cost, $30,000.

Sarnia, Ont.
R. W. Fawcett, 152 Essex Street, is

preparing plans for an addition to the

school of St. Paul's Presbyterian Church.
Estimated cost, $8,500,

St. Augustin, Que.
The School Board propose to erect a

school at an approximate cost of $15,000,

and are having plans prepared by L. E.

Auger, 39 St. Jean Street, Quebec.

St. Hilaire de Dorset, Que.
L. E. .-\uger. 39 St. Jean Street. Que-

bec, is preparing plans for a church to be

erected for the Roman Catholic congre-

gation. I'^stimated cost, $14,000.

Wheeled Spout Aids Concreting of

Levee Slopes

Concrete protection for the river base

of a 1,000-ft. levee has recently been

poured economically in alternate up-and-

down strips by a light, sectional wheeled
chute which delivered concrete from a

mixer moved along the top of the em-
bankment.
The dike will protect a thickly-settled

section of Binghampton, N. Y., from
floods on the Chenango River, which
four times in recent years has inundated

this part of the city. The entire levee

is 2,600 ft. long, the earth portion being

built across the smaller, westerly chan-

nel of the river to Comining's Island.

The east channel and part of the is-

land was dredged out with a dragline

and removed with a steam shovel and
cars to provide material for the em-
bankment. Most of the bank required a

20-ft. fill, the maximum being 35 ft. This
brings the top of the levee to 26 ft. above
low water and 6 ft. above the highest re-

corded flood. The remaining section of

the dike consists of a steel-shcet-pile

section 475 ft. long and a 500-ft. concrete

wall.

The 6-in. reinforced concrete slabs of

the river face of the embankment were
cast in alternate 10-ft. strips, using forms
similar to sidewalk forms. They are

carried down 4 ft. below low water mark.
.Although it was expected that dry mix-
ture would have to be used, it was found
possible to hold a thoroughly wet mix on
the 2-to-l slope. The sectional chute,

designed and furnished by the Foote
Manufacturing Company, which supplied

the mixer, was supported on wheels
which rolled on scantlings laid at inter-

vals across the top of the forins. The
slabs for this section of the work were
reinforced 2 in. from the bottom with

No. 41-gage woven wire mesh to minim-
ize damage from ice jams. The 1,800

cu. yd. of 1:2:4 concrete laid on the levee

slope cost $7.90 per cubic yard, according

to John A. Giles, city engineer of Bing-

hampton. who had charge of the project.

Arthur L. LaRoch, engineer in charge,

supervised the conversation of both sec-

tions, while H. W. Fitzgerald was con-

tractor for the embankment section de-

scribed.
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Alphabetical IndexToTAdvertUers ^'"8:le country in the whole world will be in the same

Pade •• advantageous position as Canada. When the war is—
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over, having borne her share of the struggle she will
^°'-30 March 15, 1916 '**'•"

j,e favored by the allied countries whenever there is a

Pi-:n/«:nal Cnntonta possibility of Conducting trade with her. In the mar-
^""*^'P^' '^onienis Page ^^.^^ ^f (j^eat Britain and France this will be a great

Editorial ... _ ~ • advantage to Canadian manufacturers. It will give
Wlun arc Concrete Roads Most Proiltahle? •.'i^ them the whip hand in all transactions in which Can-

By H. S. Van Scoyoc adian goods can stand any chance at all.

Tests on Canadian Commercial Brick 250 Even when one looks at this question in a broad
By W. W. Pcarsc and general way he cannot fail to be convinced that

Setting the Pace in Contracting 251 of all the countries in the world, the one which will

t> 1
< „„-.oo ...,1 i.-„i,:ku;^„ oKt develop most rapidly and most substantially after theKoad Congress and exhibition iai ,, , f ., ^ ,

, ^ , ,,. , „ war will be Canada. Our agricultural and manufactur-
Methods and Costs «' Garbag^ Disposal 207 j,,^ products are nearly all of a class that will be in

By W.
.

Capes demand in Great Britain, France, Belgium and other
Personal, Mainly Constructional, etc 270 luiropean countries. Our manufacturing and prtxiuc-

ing capacity will be strained to the utmost, and those

The War's Effect on the Trade Policy of )^'.'^' '.^^^'^ foreseen the situation and placed their af

, p • . 1 p . ' fairs in such shape as to take part in Canada s great
tne Uritisn umpire expansion will reap a greater harvest of business pros-

0\"F of the mo.st rcvnhitioiiary results of the war. jierity than they ever dreamed of in the days before
so far a.s tlie British iMiipire is ct)ncerned, will the war.

he the utter uprooting of the old ideals of free * *

trade, which have l)een so great a factor in 'To put the matter in as brief and siinpiu .i lomi a-,

the political and iiulu,strial life of Great Britain. .M- possible, Canada will, more than ever before, be the
ready the chief exponents of free trade in Great Brit- Land of Promise and the Land of Fulfilment. Her
aiii have thrown their former beliefs to the winds and plants will be running night and day, her merchants
come nut (lelinitcly in favor of radical changes of fiscal will be busy from morn till night, fler farmers will

policy, so as to enable the iMupire, after the war, to be able to sell at good prices everything that they pro
maintain the objects for which it has been lighting duce, and this prosperity will attract to the shores of
and to make it impossible for (lermany ever again to Canada a great tide of immigration. From all parts of
obtain that international industrial and commercial the world people will set »mt for Canada to share in

l)rei)oiiderance that has enabled her to i)lunge the its expansion. The immigration from the United
world into war. States to Canada which started on an extensive scale

There is now no room for doubt that Great Brit.iin only a comparatively few years ago will be renewed
will never again return to the position she occupied be- and greatly increased. Moreover, from the United
fore the war as an isolated free trade nation. Her eyes States we will then draw not only farmers in large
have been opened to the danger of free trade so long as numbers, but a far greater number of merchants and
there are, among others, nations like Germany that manufacturers than we formerly drew. Manufactur-
will take advantage of it to increase their strength and ers in the United States will be quick to realize that, if

I>reparedness for war. The rulers of luigland to-day they want to share in the trade of tJreat Britain and
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the allied cQ|i,iP|ti;-jes. 1jo_ the fullest extent, they must
establish jilants in Canacla so as to l^e entitled to the

preferential treatment which Canada ^yilj then obtain.

These are no idle dreams dictated by desire and
nnfonnded on fact. Anyone who reads what is appear-

ing daily in the press of Great Britain regarding the

fiscal problem, knows that these views are warranted
by the trend of public opinion in Great liritain. Free
trade has been killed. The Manchester Chamber of

Commerce, the historic hot-l)ed of free trade, has

voted against it by 998 to 527. The greatest exponents
of free trade in Great Britain have thrown it over.

From now on, every man who thinks about the fiscal

problem in the Old Country will think of it in terms
of tariff jirotection. The working out of protection will

involve many differences of o])inion, but the great

change has come about. The war has made protection

the only logical jjolicy for (ireat Britain, .\fter the

war, and to a considerable extent during the war, ])ro-

tective' tariffs will come into effect and the\- will im-

questionably include preferential treatment for the

Overseas Dominions and reciprocity between the Al-

lied Nations.

Cement Bricks

The following inquiries have been recei\ed fmni
one of our readers :

—

1. Do vnu think cement bricks and block are to

stay?

2. Have the\- anv advantage over the common clav

brick?

3. Is a cement l)rick the better by being made on

a machine of heavy pressure?

4. What is the advantage of a frogged brick? Do
they lay better than plain pressed brick?

It Is always dangerous to prophesy, but Mr. W. W.
Pearse, C. E., city architect of the city of Toronto, has

been good enough to ])ass an opinion on these C[ues-

tions, which we j)rint herewith. We also invite fur-

ther discussion in the hope that further light may be

thrown on these interesting questions. Mr. Pearse is

of the opinion that cement blocks are here to stay, be-

cause they appear to have several advantages over

.solfd brick. Being hollow, they are warmer and drier,

though the joints when filled in solid act as fair con-

ductors and offset to some extent the effect of the air

spaces. It is \ery generall}' accepted that a hollow

cement brick wall is warmer in winter and cooler in

summer than solid brick. Cement block has the dis-

advantage, however, of not having as good a bond as

solid bricks because it has not the same amount of

bearing surface. Therefore much depends on the type

(jf building. If a heavy load is to be carried solid

blocks should be used. Hollow cement blocks should

be laid in cement mortar on account of the small bear-

ing surface.

Cement brick or block should be better if made
under pressure. They will be denser, with the result-

ant greater resistance to crushing, and should absorb
less moisture.

Frog brick properly laid give a better key to the

wall than plain brick. The trouble is, however, that

unless he is watched the bricklayer will lay the brick

frog side down, to save mortar. For this reason it

is generally accepted that a wall of plain brick is prac-

tically as good as an ordinary wall laid with frog

bricks. It is the general practice in the United States

to use bricks without frogs.

When Are Concrete Roads
Most Profitable?
By H. S. Van Scoyoc, A.M.S.C.E.'

Concrete roads are most jjrofitable when the\' give

better value per dollar of expenditure than any other

tv'pe of satisfactory surfacing material. While im-
])roved roads create valucs'that cannot be meastn-ed in

dollars and cents, a commercial standard is the one
most readily set up.

Constant Costs

With any type of improved highway there are cer-

tain expenditures which should remain ]iractically con-
stant regardless of the surfacing used. In all cases
the cost of right of way and grading should be a per-

manent investment : if bridges and culverts are con-
structed with proper regard for future requirements
and of suitable materials they should be practically a

permanent investment. Drainage work and foundation
courses usually require exjienditures other than that
of the first cost. Surfaces can never l)e considered as
permanent; while there has been a tendency to neg-
lect some of the preliminary work, where concrete is

used it is not to be commended. In the opinion of the
speaker the initial cost of concrete highways justifies

more careful grading and drainage work than where
a less permanent tyjie of construction is used. For
the jnirposes of this discussion, however, it will be
considered that all types of permanent surfacing should
have the same amount of money ex])ended on the
])reparatory work.

Concrete roads are made up of cement, sand, stone
and labor. The first cost of the concrete will vary as
any or all of these items vary. The labor cost for

mixing and i)lacing will show the least variation pos-
sible. The materials will increase in cost chiefly as
the distance from their source to the point of construc-
tion increases. For example, the cost in Wayne
County. Michigan, where the same materials and same
methods are used throughout the county, has varied
from $1.04 to $1.70 i)er sc|uare yard, depending upon
the length of haul.

Concrete Cheaper than Macadam

There arc exceptional cases where concrete roads
have been built for lower first cost than waterbound
macadam. This happens where no suitable local

stone is available for macadam, but local sand and
gravel are suitable for concrete. It would also usually
presuppo.se a thickness of macadam greater than that
of the concrete. The first cost of cement concrete will
usually be less than that for bituminous concrete, brick
or other types of permanent paving. It may or may
not be less than that for bituminous macadam. In
any case, however, the initial cost is a small part of
the whole stor}' and should be considered as such. The
total road cost can be considered as comprising: first,

interest on the first cost; second, depreciation, and
third, maintenance, which should include overhead
charges for administration and use of machinery as
well as the repair charges for materials and labor. In
special cases other considerations than the j'early cost
on the basis just mentioned may be deciding factors
in the selection of the material, as the value of a com-
])aratively noiseless pavement in the vicinity of hos-
])itals or schools. In cities and towns ease in cleaning

Chief Engineer Toronto Hamilton Hiehway. before Ontario CSood
Roads Association.
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is im|)ortaiit. In any case case of traction is (Ifsiral)li-

as aflecting not only the actyal cost of transi)t)rtatioii,

lint also tlic I'xpeiuiittirc for repairs to V-ehiclos.

Cost Depends on l-Ocality

Any ])articnlar locality ])rcsents a i)roI)lcni that will

jjive a clefniitf fifjure if solved alonj^ tlie lines men-
tioned, y\s a fjeneral proposition, however, certain

fiji^nres will have to he assumed. A single track road

will he considered as nine feet in width and a douhle

track one eighteen feet. Interest will he taken at five

l)er cent., which is possibly low just at the present

time, hut ought to he sufficient in ordinary cases. In

estimating de])rcciation the concrete will he considered

to he satisfactory for use as a suh-hasc at the end of

twenty years. Cases considered will he where local

municipalities may he responsible for the entire cost

of construction and of the maintenance as well as the

other cases that may arise under the new Highways
Act. As previously mentioned, the first cost oi con-

crete highways will show a considerable variation, de-

])ending u])on local conditions. I'^or present purposes

a figure of $1.35 per scjuare yard will be used. It

should be reasonably safe for most localities where re-

inforcing and steel protection plates are not used.

Depreciation and Maintenance

,\ word of explanatit)n as to depreciation and main-
tenance. Concrete roads arc a comparatively new
type. Their life is not definitely known. I have seen

one street laid twenty-three years ago on which the

maintenance cost i)er year has been considerably less

than $50 per mile ])er year, and there is no present

intention of using it as a sub-base for any other tyi)c.

Some of the Wayne County roads under very heavy
traffic are nearly ten years old and are still in good
condition. It seems to me that imder average traffic

conditions limiting the use of concrete to sub-base
purposes after twenty years is conservative.

Cost Figures

As to maintenance cost, few figures arc obtainable
for twenty-year periods, but the report of the Commit-
tee on Methods and Costs of Maintenance ])resented at

the .Second National Conference on Concrete Road
Building states that from present returns one-half cent

])er square yard seems a conservative estimate.

Roadway Nine Feet in Width

Township Koail:

First cost is, .^.ano X .$1.;!.-. $7,128.00

liUcrcst at '> per cent $:i.ifi.40

.).2so X (.$l.:^.^ — 0.75)

Depreciation = 1,')H.40

30

Maintenance z^ ;i.'>.00

Total !il.'>40.80

.Snlmrhan Roads:

First lost Depreciation Maintenance Total

Province 40'/r $142.,'>(> $(>:!. 36 20% .$7.00 $212. tt2

City ,10% 106. <)2 47..">2 4(l'< 14.00 168.44

(^innly iiO'-'' 106 !)•; 47 ..>:• 40'; 14.00 168.44

Road Eighteen Feet in Width

't'dwnxhip Roads:

First cost, 10..',r50 X $1.35 *u,25«.oo

Interest at 5% $712. «0

10..'>«0 X ($1.3.'.— 0.75)

Depreciation = 316. HO

20

Maintenance = 50.00

Total $1.07».»0

Suburban Roads:

Say total cost is $20,000 per mile. Province is limited Ut

$4,000 per mile, or 20 per cent, of construction cost.

First Cost Dcprc'n. Maint'ce. Total

Province 20% $142. .16 $63. 3« $10.00 $213.92

City 30% 213.84 95.04 15.00 323.88

County 30% 213.84 95.04 15.00 323.88

I-ocal Imp. 20% 142. .'.6 63..16 10.00 213.92
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Tests on Canadian Commercial Brick
Obtaining reliable data on
to facilitate estimating

By w. w.

[Some interesting tests were recentl}^ carried out

under the supervision of Mr. W. W. Pearse, C. E.,

city architect of Toronto, on the compressive tensile

strength and absorptive quaHties of various kinds of

building brick. The results of these tests are contained

in the following paper read by Mr. Pearse before the

annual convention of the Canadian National Clay Pro-

ducts Association. It is understood these tests were

made with a view to obtaining information on which

a suitable building by-law for the city can be based.

—

Editor.]

Three bricks were taken in each case, one of which

was planed down to an even surface and then i)laced

in a machine and crushed. If there was any chance of

it being uneven, it was embedded in plaster Paris.

Then, when it came to the bending test, the bricks

were taken and supported on supports 7 ins. apart and

a central load applied. Following this there was an

absorption test made. The samples were put into a

furnace, dried, weighed, put into water, taken out and

weighed again. (I may say here that the man mak-
ing the test was not aware whose brick he was test-

The committee of the American Society for Test-

ing Materials classify the bricks under the following

headings

:

Class A.—Vitrified Brick—Compression not less

than 5,000 lbs. per sq. inch ; absorption not more than

5 per cent.

Class B.—Hard Burned—Compression 3,500 to

5,000 lbs. per sq. inch; absorption not more than 12

per cent.

Class C.—Common Brick—Compression 2,000 to

3,500 lbs. per sq. inch; absorption not more than 18

per cent.

Class D.—Common Brick, seconds—Compression
not less than 1,500 lbs. per sq. incli ; absorption no
limit ; not to be used in exposed work.

Class C and Class -D are more the type of brick

which I had tested. It was not necessary to test the

ordinary hard brick, for I knew it was safe. We wanted
the mercantile brick. This comes under the heading
"Class C, common brick." For results, see Table I.

In this table the number of brick tested is given first,

Canadian Building Materials
and eliminate failures

Pearse, C.E.

then the percentage of absorption, the fibre stress and
the crushing strength per square inch.

Now, taking the two difYerent tests, we have the
crushing stress and the bending stress. If you have
what is called lime mortar, which is 1 to 3 mixture, it

is very little use paying any attention to the bending
stress. The wall would more or less act the same as
a beam and have a tendency to open up at the bottom.
Lime mortar is of no value in tension, therefore it

would be no use considering the tension in the brick.
In using lime mortar, you need not take into considera-
tion the tensile strength of your brick, because lime
mortar would give way in tension before the bricks
could be pulled apart. The stress on the bricks would
therefore come down to an angle of about 60 degrees.
If, therefore, you are using lime mortar you can ex-
clude the idea of fibre stress and get down to crush-
ing. If you are using cement mortar of 1 to 3 mixture
it will work very well. If you had a wall of this
nature you could treat it as a beam and make it of
much less thickness and depth, because cement mortar,
if of good quality, would have an equal strength, ap-
proximately, of the ordinary brick in tension and ad-
hesive value, and this would make the brickwork a
more or less homogeneous mass.

Referring again to the American tests, they found
that a brick wall well laid in lime mortar only sus-
tained 13 per cent, of the crushing value of the brick.
For cement mortar you could allow 25 per cent. It is

therefore a question of cost. I found, on consulting
with diflferent contractors, that the matter of cost was
one of importance. On 1,000 bricks laid, $1.70 was
the cost of the extra sand, cement and labor ; that is,

llYz per cent, extra cost on 1,000 of bricks at the pre-
sent market value. But you get an extra strength of
923^ per cent. If you could act as pioneers to get the
best value out of your products it would be good to
have you advocate using as much cement mortar as
possible. We had a bad accident recently at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, and it was the opinion of some
of the experts that if cement mortar had been used
in place of lime mortar it might not have happened.
However, this was not proven. It seems to me, how-
ever, that for very little extra cost (you can add 10
to 15 per cent, of lime to make the cement mortar
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work easily) you would pet that much additional

strength.

Referring to the Western Brick Company's Un-
hurncd, Table I., we find that there were 16 tests

made, which pave 3,920 lbs. per square inch for the

crushing strength. You will notice that Canadian
brick comi)ares (|uite favorably with this. By com-
l)arinp the cnishinp and tensile strcnpth with the ab-
sorption percentape, it was found that there was no
relation between them.

The important thinp to this department is,—how
much will a brick carry in a wall? There is a dif-

ference wliether you use lime mortar or cement mor-
tar. We have had no tests made of our larpc walls,

so 1 had to fall back on the United States. One was
by the University of Illinois. The authorities all

aprced so very closely on 25 ])er cent, for cement mor-
tar and 13 per cent, for lime mortar that I adopted
this standard.

If, therefore, we want to know what each brick-

will carry in the wall all we have to do is to multiply
the crushinp stress per scjuare inch by 144 ; this will

pive crushinp load in pounds per square foot. Then
if cement mortar is used, take 25 per cent, of this

value and it will pive the approximate crushing load

l)er square foot in a wall that is about nine feet high.

Then this result must be divided by whatever factor

of safety you may desire to use. I think for a con-
centric load a factor of safety of five would be a fair

figure.

Now, if lime mortar is to be used, it would be
safe to take just half of the results given for cement,
as we found that for brick laid in lime mortar that you
could only use about 13 per cent, of the crushing value
of the brick, or ap])roximatcly half of what you can
use when cement mortar is used.

1 want you to understand that when we select

these bearing tpialities, I would like to not only sub-
mit the ((uestion to your orpanization, but also to the
Canadian engineering societies, so that we can get the
very best thoughts on the subject.

Erosion or Weathering

ICrosion, so prevalent in many of our public and
residential buildings, calls for some explanation of the

cause. Almost invariably the material in question is

;i red sand face brick. The clay from which the bricks
are made is either a surface clay or an interglacial

deposit ccmimon to the neighborhood of Toronto. Like
the stratified glacial buff burning clays, they contain
a high percentage of combined lime carbonate ; in some
deposits over seventeen per cent, is present. The buft'

burninp clay is easily vitrified under oxidizing condi-
tions, and does not yield to the decomposing influence

of the converted carbonate. The interglacial and sur-

face red burning clays are not vttrifiable under oxidiz-

ing conditions, hence the erosion .which is so prevalent.

'i"o render the lime contervt impotent in these clays, re-

ducing conditions must l)c established in the kiln, and
continued, until an incijjient metallic fusion (often

mistaken for vitrificatiftn) takes place, but as the fire

range is s<( short greater care must be exercised in

the burning of the ware. It would be well to note
here that buff burning shale bricks are showing signs
of distress through erosion in different buildings in

the city owing to what might be termed underburned
ware. Although the shales are highly vitrescible it

is necessary that a temj)erature be maintained high
enough to vitrify the ware. Incipient decom|K>sition
betrays itself in loss of color. Red or dark red bricks
gradtially change color until they assume the appear-
ance of underburned ware which they really are. At
this st.'ige the sand face is lost and they absorb moist-
ure from the air greedily and if not coated with a
filler, as paint, <|uickly waste away. Needless to say
that moisture absf)rbed from the atmosphere quickened
the lime content into action which reduced the brick
back to its original state, minus the carbonate.

Summary
1. Face brick, being of extra (piality, were excluded

in deducing the av-erages. Table I.

2. All the samples secured of brick made from Hud-
son Lorraine shale by the dry i)ress process are

face brick.

3. The weakness of the dry press shale bricks in

centre load test in comparison with the wire cut
shale bricks is noticeable.

4. The superiority of the shale hollow brick over the
glacial clay hollow brick is sufficient to make a

second classification advisable.

5. The great variation of the strengths of the bricks
made from the glacial stratified clay by three dif-

ferent processes is so noticeable as to require a
separate class for each, although but one sample
of each was tested.

6. The Iroquois clay when burned in stove kilns gives
an inferior grade of brick, the stiff mud bricks be-
ing apparently stronger than the soft nmd bricks.

7. The interglacial stratified clay when burned in

any form of down-draft kiln, gives good bricks by
either the stitT or the soft mud process.

S. The sand lime bricks come from plants in which
the materials used vary widcLy in quality. The
average is therefore scarcely a reliable criterion for
this class of brick.

9. The cement brick that was tested was not \cry
old. A new test will be made.

10. Test No. 73 A, made upon a brick similar to that
used in test No. 73 after being allowed to age
for a longer time, shows that cement bricks tend
to become stronger with age.

Setting the Pace in Contracting
An exceptionall)' expeditious piece of brick and

concrete construction is just being completetl by
,\nglin's. Limited, Montreal. The Williams Manu-
facturing Conqiany, Limited, Montreal, recently de-
cided to erect an addition to their factory on Bourget
Street. IMans were drawn by Mr. J. Cecil McDougall,
A.R.1.B..\., and it was desired to erect the building in

the shortest possible time. The floor area of the ad-

dition is 6,600 square feet, and the building has.

a

frontage of 71 feet. The original plans provided "for

a structural steel frame, Hvith the steel fireprobfed, an{l

mill construction floors. After consideration, '^md in

order to save time, it was decided to change the design
to a brick and concrete structure, that is. a reinforced
fl.it slab construction. In this way the firm were able
to occupy the two lower floors by the time that would
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have been taken to manufacture the steel had the

original plans been adhered to.

The contract was signed on January 4, one of the

conditions being that the ground and first floors were
to be ready for occupation on February 15, and the

entire five storeys to be completed on March 15th.

Operations were commenced on January 5, and the

two first floors were ready three days ahead of the

scheduled date, when the company commenced in-

stalling their machinery. Concrete was poured for the

first floor on January 20 and 21 ; second floor, January
25 and 26 ; third floor, January 31 and February 1 ;

fourth floor, February 4 and 5 ; and roof slab, February
11 and 12. The brick work was commenced on Janu-
ary 25, and the work was completed as follows : ground
floor, bricked in on February 2 ; first floor, February 9

;

entire building, February 24. Present indications point

towards the completion of the contract well in advance
of scheduled time.

During prevailing cold weather the necessary pre-

cautions were taken to prevent the concrete freezing.

All the materials for the concrete were heated by being

placed over perforated pipes, through which steam was
forced, the concrete being placed hot. The interior

of the building was heated by salamanders, and in

order to retain the heat the building was closed in with
tarpaulins as the work progressed.

The building will, when finished, be an exceptional-

ly good type of factory construction. The exterior is

faced with Laprairie National brick, and the interior

is lined with terra cotta, furnished by the St. Lawrence
Brick Company, Limited, Montreal, and has a i)laster-

ed cement finish. The cut stone used was furnished

by John Quinlan and Company, Montreal. The floors

are hardwood, laid on sleepers embedded in cinder

concrete. White enamelled brick is used for the in-

terior finish of all lavatories. All windows are metal,

and were supplied by the Steel and Radiation Com-
pany, Limited. Darling Brothers, Montreal, supplied

the freight elevator, and the Otis-Fensom lilevator

Company, Limited, the autotnatic electric elevator. The
iron stairs were manufactured by John Watson and
Son, Montreal, Limited. The fire doors were supplied

by the McFarlane-I^ouglass Company, Limited, Mont-
real.

The construction work was carried t)ut by Anglin's

Limited, with the. exception of the roofing, which

was sub-let to G. W. Reed and Company, Limited,

Montreal, the sprinkling system and the electric

lighting, the former being let to W. J. McGuire and
Company, Limited, Montreal, and the latter to Philip

Lahee and Company.
Anglin's Limited have also recently completed sev-

c-nil other contracts before the dates specified. Sim-

Brickwork completed-Fcb. 28, 1916.

ultaneously with the work described above, the 'firm

l)ut up a three-storey building for the Walter Blue

Com])any, Sherbrooke, in six weeks, or two weeks
ahead of time, and have also constructed a five-storey

bale warehouse for the Canadian Cotton Company,
Cornwall, in a very short time. Another instance is

that of the plant of the Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Com-
pany, Limited, Sherbrooke, where an extension was
finished five days prior to the contract time of ten

weeks.

Buildings closed in with tarpaulins—Feb. 11, 1916. Concrete for first floor being poured— Feb. 19, 1916.
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Good Roads Congress and Exhibition
Third International and Good
Week in Montreal- Delegates

judKi'iR l>y tilt; attendance at the Tliird Canadian

and fnternational Good Roads Congress and Kxhibi-

tion, held in Sohmer Park, Montreal, from March 6 to

10 inclusive, there is a very decided awakening as to

the vahie of good roads. Delegates were ])resent from
all i)arts of the Dominion, although naturally the ma-
jority were from the province of Quebec. The dele-

gates included representatives of municipal authori-

ties, contractors, engineers, members of governments
and associations, government officials, and experts

from o\er the b<jrder.

Throughout the Con\ention the attendance was ex-

ce])tionally large, the papers, in iMiglish and French,

were followed with interest, and the (piestions asked
several of the speakers indicated that the problems
dealt with were of real value to the delegates. .'\s

will he seen from our rejjort. the papers covered a wide
range of subjects: materials, construction, and main-
tenance being \ery prominent, .'-^ome of the best known
ex])erts from the United States were present, and their

co-o])eration was cnrdially welconied and acknow-
ledged.

B. Michaud, Chairman

Mr. B. Michaud, Dejjuty Minister of R<iads. I'ro-

\ ince of (Juebec, the i'residcnt, occupied the chair :it

the o})ening, and in welcoming the delegates said the

hearty co-operation which they had given at ])ast

congresses was bound to be instrumental in carrying
nut one of the most important objects of good roads,
which was the linking together not only of towns and
cities, but also the citizens of the Dominion wlm had
a common love for justice and true ci\ ili/.ation. lie

especially welcomed the Ontario and .\merican dele-
gates, and said that the methods which were in opera-
tion over the border had been an incentive to the
Canadians to carry out similar good work on the roads.

In formally declaring the Congress open, the Hon.
I'. E. Leblanc. the Provincial Lieut.-Governor, said
that he did not know of any two agents greater in

liieir effect u])on human progress than good schools
and good roads. The Provincial Government was en-
gaged in imi)roving the roads, and it was of special
and valuable assistance to them to have such a Con-
gress held s(i that they might be able to formulate ;i

series of pro])ositions regarding road-building on which
could be based further building of roads with the aim
of directing its road policy in the interests of the i)ro-

\ ince.

Everybody Interested

Monsignor Roy, on behalf of .\rchbishop Hruchesi,
and Hishop h'arthing, both pointed out that their re-
spective churches were interested in the good roadis
movement. '

I ho lion. j. A, Tessier. Provincial Minister of
Roads, spoke of the benefits that accrued to the farmer.
the merchant, the manufacturer, and the whole com-
munity through the improvement of the means of
coninuniication, and he was sure that the prosperity
whieli niarked the province would continue to increase
^is its highways were improved.

I he lion.
J. I'.. Caron. Minister of .\griculture, said

Roads Congress Spent Busy
from All Parts of D( minion

that the good roads policy was first initiated under his

department. The (iovcrnmciit liad gone about its road

])olicy in a systematic way, preparing the public for

imjjrovements by a system of education <jn the value

of good roads, and the results liad been more than

gratifying. The congresses that liad been held in the

jmst had i)een a valuable aid in tiiis respect.

The Hon. Jeremie Decarie, Provincial Secretary.

Controller Cote, and Mr. I'. M. Dan<hirand also spoke.

During the session the Presi<lent read a telegram
from Mr. W. A. McLean. Dei)Hty Minister of High-
ways, Ontario, exiiressing regret at being unable to be
])resent (jwing to illness, lie declared that to make
Canada famous for good roads was :i work of patriot-

ism worthy oi the greatest sui)port, and rc(|uiriug the

earnest cooperatitjn of every i)rovince and municipal-
ity from the Atlantic to the Pacific; to that end the

Good Roads Congress had his best wishes for success.

At the bantjuet in the evening, the President stated

that the I'rovincial (jovernment's roads department
was always willing to receive road engineers froni all

over the province, feeling that if they were advocates
of the construction of certain roads they were jMitting

forward something that would benefit the countr\ .i-

well as themselves.

Honesty of Public Contracts

The Hon. Jeremie Decarie emphasized the import'
ance of everyone connected with the movement being
honest. He would like to see on the order (jf the day.
a pa])er read on the honesty of public contractors.

l*2vcry public administration needed workers and they
needed experts, but more than that they needed that

the contractors should have a conscience that was equal
to the task they had to jjcrform for the public. Let
their work be honest, whether it was for roads, or

public buildings, for the sake of national security.

Roads were something common to all ; let the con-
tractors be fair and honest to the country that awarded
them the contracts.

Mr. .S. I,. Squire, president of the Ontario Goth!
Roads .Association, referred to the inij)ortance of a
national system of good roatls linking all the provinces.

Mr. T. Adams, town jilanning expert of the Conser-
vation Commission, said the Federal Government
should be in closer touch with the roads movement.
The Commission of Conservation was interested and
anxious to help in every way. Problems of standani
road construction and other details needed to be thor-
oughl)- discussed, and above all there was the need for
system in ])lanning roads. The public authorities
were spending a vast amount of money without hav-
ing a properly considered scheme for the planning of
the roads. They had no settled principles on which
to proceed, and had no regard to future developments.

The Presitlent ex|)lained that the province had a
plan in its building of roads, that tliere was a .system
of trunk roads between cities for heavy and constant
traffic, and secondary roads in the municipalities in
addition. Ffe pointed out that at the connnencenient
of the (Jovernment's (iond Roads caujpaign it was
faced with a situation where the need of Voads was
desperate, and it had to have roads built where thev
were neeiled by the citizens. Tn spite of that handicap.
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it had linked up the needs of the province in this way
with a general plan.

Mr. Adams mentioned that his reference to the lack

of planning referred to the cities more particularly

—

the provincial authorities were carrying out their road

policy on a good plan.

Mr. J. W. Levesque, M.L.A., Hon. J. A. Tessier,

and Alderman Boyd were among the other speakers,

the last named referring to the good work done in

Montreal by Mr. Paul Mercier, the city's chief en-

gineer.

The real business commenced on March 7, when
the morning session was presided over by Mr. B.

Michaud. The first paper was by Mr. J. W. Levesque,

M.I-.A., who spoke on "Provincial Aid for Road Build-

ing." He reviewed in detail the road programme of

the Province of Quebec during the last fifteen years,

stating that the chief work in road impr<)\ement had
been accomplished during the last ten years. In 1841

they commenced the decentralization of the laws gov-
erning roads with the creation of municipal councils,

and from 1845 to 1860 the laws formed the base of the

actual system. Mr. Levesque spoke of the excellent

work of the Provincial Government in making main

highways, notably the King Edward Boulevard, and

the Sherbrooke-Derby, Montreal-Quebec, and Levis-

Jackson roads. He insisted upon the urgency of pro-

vincial governments giving aid to local authorities in

making and maintaining roads.

Mr. S. L. Squire briefly discussed the difference

between the systems of Quebec and Ontario ; in the

fi)rnier the niunici])ality was the unit, and in Ontario

the county was the unit. The roads problem was a

vital one. In addition to the contribution of 40 per

cent, paid to such Ontario counties as went into the

scheme, there was one of 20 per cent, for upkeep, the

balance being paid by the municipalities. The fact that

Mr. W. A. McLean had been apjjointed Deputy Min-
ister i)i Highways indicated that Ontario was looking

ft)rward to the province taking its place in the sun so

far as good roads were concerned. There was a quick-

ening of interest in that province. At a future con-
gress it might be possible to compare the results under
the different systems of Ontario and Quebec.

Macadam Road Maintenance
By W. Huber, A.M.C.S.C.E.

MR. VV. Huber, A.M.C.S.C.E., Ontario High-
ways Department, Toronto, opened the

morning session with a paper on "Macadam
Road Maintenance." The changing char;ic

ter and the increased intensity of modern traffic have
brought about a marked change in the methods of

maintenance, and have advanced the question to a

position of equal importance with that of construc-

tion. Formerly the road builder looked on the com-
pletion of the road as the end of his work. To-day
it is only the beginning. The present tendency is to

consider no road or ])avement permanent, for no build-

er of highways w oukl claim the ability to construct a

road or pavement that will withstand the severe strain

imposed on it by present-day traffic.

Commence Maintenance

Maintenance should begin on the day the road is

opened to traffic. Realizing that a well-built road will

require much less expenditure to keep it in good con-
dition than one built to a lower standard, it will be
well, before commencing construction, to consider care-

fully the relation between original cost and the cost of

subsequent maintenance. It is well to remember that
a moderate increase in the cost of construction n:ay
materially lower the annual maintenance charges. It

will, for instance, permit an increase of from two to
three inches in the depth of stone, and a corresponding
increase in the strength of the road, or it will provide
an extra inch or two of stone, and in addition a bi-

tuminous car))et coat to protect the surface and pre-
vent dust. The latter will result in an improved road,
and it cannot be denied that the annual maintenance
cost of such a road will be materially reduced.

Annual Cost of Maintenance
The annual cost of maintenance of macadam r(jads

may be quoted roughly as from one to ten cents a
square yard, depending on conditions such as the na-
ture and intensity of traffic, the (|uality of material,
character of subgrade, excellence of drainage facili-

ties, and principally the efficiency of the maintenance

organization. Efficient maintenance consists of more
than keeping the travelled roadway smooth ; it must
include careful protection to the metal surface, and al-

so the earth shoulders and subgrade from the numer-
ous agencies which tend to destroy them. Such a pro-
gramme will alsf) include careful attention to the drain-

age facilities and the imjjrovement of these wherever
l)ossible. The use of the split log drag is being em-
j)hasized in connection with the maintenance of. earth
roads. It may also be used with profit on earth should-
ers of macadam roads, both in keeping them smooth
and maintaining a proper camber and in preventing
the growth of weeds.

Destructive Agents
Some of the destructive agencies to which the road

is subjected are almost entirely preventable, and may
with ])roper construction be almost eliminated. Of
these the chief is probably the action of water and
frost in the subgrade. With proper drainage there
will be no water under the road, and where there is

no water there is no damage from frost. Other
agencies, however, such as abrasion and pulverization,
caused by horses' feet and vehicle wheels, the shear-
ing action of fast-moving automobile tires, and the
chemical actions set up on the weathering of the stone,

cannot be entirely prevented, and protection against
them consists mainly in minimizing their effects. Much
of the wear and damage sustained by roads subjected
to increasing heavy traffic are due to the inconsidera-
tion of users of the road. To counteract this negligence
education will in some cases be necessary, while in

others legislation will have to be brought into play.
In the former class may be mentioned a tendency to
drive in a single track, thereby hastening the forma-
tion of ruts. This is frequently encouraged by build-
ing narrow roads with high crowns, and a partial

remedy is found in widening the metal ])ortion and re-

ducing the crown. In the latter case the assistance
of the law to limit the speed of automobiles and the
weight and speed of motor trucks would be justified.

When all is said on the causes of road deteriora-
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tioii, and the metliods of preventing^ it, the fact re-

mains that road maintenance consists largely of labor
ex])ended on the road surface itself. No matter how
good the construction, wear will occur, and it is the

cliicf object of maintenance to take care of this wear
before it goes so far as to re(|uirc repair work. Ruts
and dc])ressions will form, especially in a newly-built
road which has been laid on an earth subgrade. The
second season is usually the road's worst time.

Repairing Ruts

There arc two general methods of repairing ruts,

either of which will be found effective and inexpensive.

The first consists in spiking up the ruts with a road
roller, using short s])ikes, and refilling with new stone
from 1 inch to 1^ inches in size, carefully placed and
ill sufficient (]uantity to restore after consolidation the
old cross-section. This is then rolled and bound with
screenings and water, as in the case of the original

road, 'i'he second plan eliminates the loosening of

the road surface, and depends on the use of tar or as-

phalt to keep the new stone in place. Ruts are first

thoroughly swej)!, the surface painted with bituminous
material, new stone placed, and the whole rolled. A
small (luaiitity of bituminous l)iiider is then api^lied,

and the whole surface finished with stone chips and
rolled again.

Oil as a Maintenance Material

The use of oils on road surfaces is usually con-
sidered in connection with the prevention of dust, but
the systematic treatment with a good asphaltic oil

ranks with the most efficient methods of road main-
tenance. The most lasting, and generally the most
satisfactory, treatment of a macadam surface—particu-

larly when subjected to much motor traffic—is foiuul

ill the carpet coat. .This consists of a thin covering
of bitumen filled with stone chips, pea gravel, or
coarse sand, ap])lied in a layer of froiii one-eighth to

one-half inch thick. While more expensive than a

treatment with light oils, a carpet coat is usually
cheaper in the end, owingto the greater durability of

a single application aiid the better condition in which
the road is preserved. When ])roi)erly apjjlied a carpet
coat will last, with a small amonnt of maintenance,
from two tq'five. seasons.

Use of a Carpet Coat

The ct)st of a heavy carpet enat such as described
will usually be from eight to ten cents per .square yard.

Iiu-luding the cost of maintenance, the actual cost <if

this form of road protection in ordinary cases will be
from two to four cents per square yard. This co.st will

be somewhat increased on main travelled and subur-
ban roads, in which case it may be as high as from
six to eight cents per square yard per annum.

The size of stone chips required will vary with the

grade of bitumen used, from coarse sand to ^-in. stone.

Whatever size is used, it must be free from dust. Since
it is to constitute the actual wearing surface of the

road, it should be carefully selected and properly ap-
plied. 'J'rap or granite chips should be used wherever
obtainable at a reas«jnable price. First-quality lime-

stone is next in preference, while pea-gravel and
coarse sand may also be used.

In order that the benefits of the carpet coat as

described may be continued, great care must be taken
to keep the surface completely covered. The bare
spots must not be allowed to develop, or pits will (orni.

When the bitumen has worn or peeled oflf the surface,

the stone beneath, robbed of its bond, will ravel, and
a pit is the result. The scheme of maintenance should
provide for a frequent and systematic inspection of
all treated roads, and the application of a small quan-
tity of bitumen and stone chips of the same grade as

those originally used to any s])ots where bare stones
are showing.

Patrol System

The mention of constant attention introduces the
subject of patrol work in connection with road main-
tenance. The employment of patrol men on the main
roads is now quite general, and it remains to have this

system extended to cover the less important roads,

which must also, in the interests of economy, be kept
in a state of first-class repair.

At the first sign of wear or deterioration steps
should be taken to rejjair it in order that the work may
be done as cheaply and expeditiouslj- as possible.

While attention to the travelled roadway is perhaps the
most important of the patrolman's duty, the mainten-
ance of drainage, and its improvement where practic-

able, are also of vital importance. All side ditches an<l

culverts must be kept open and free from rubbish

;

weeds on any part of the road allowance should be kept
down, guard rails repaired, approaches t" bridges and
other property promptly repaired.

In efficiency the patrol system has already proved
its worth, and the organization of such a system, suited
in detail to local conditions, will result in better kept
roads at less cost.

The Town Planning Movement
Bv Thomas Adams

Mr. T. Adams spoke on the subject of town plan-

ning. The good roads movement in Canada, he said,

was chiefly concerned with roads in rural municipali-

ties. The time seemed to have come when considera-

tion should be given to the need for extending the

scojjc so as to include all authorities and municipali-

ties interested in road transportation in any class of

area. The chief trouble in road transjiortation was
perhaps concentrated in- the semi-rural areas, where
all surrounding traffic radiated towards a given centre.

Co-operation between the city aiid the rural municipal-

ity was needed. That was why the city a.s well as

the country districts should be interested in the good
roads movement, and why the extension of the scope

of the organization was desirable. Referring to the in-

terest the farmer had in good roads. Mr. Adams said

that more must be spent in future in getting good
roads, and the farmer would have to bear his share
of the cost. Up to the present the fault had been
largely in the direction of providing tiK> many roads.
It had seemed as if they thought by putting road re-

servations on the map and calling them roads they
would become roads without artificial aid. Provincial
planliiug must precede town planning. The farmer in

Canada had not yet begun to interest himself in town
planning because he had not seen how it affected him.
'riic planning of road widths was required so that more
importance would be attached to the principal thor-
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oughfares and less space given and money spent on
minor roads in sub-divided districts. They could not

afford to give a greater average width to streets than

60 to 65 feet, but they could arrange so that more
width would be thrown into main thoroughfares and
less width into streets of short length not required for

through traffic. The question of width should have
relation to the traffic purposes of a street, and farmers

would gain as much as any other class from the pro-

per planning of the roads. Whatever standard of

width might be fixed in a given area, they could vary
the width of the building lines so that no building

should be erected nearer than 100 feet to a main thor-

oughfare, thus enabling them to widen such a thor-

oughfare in the future if necessary. In most rural

municipalities there was still time to plan so as to

secure a most sensible adjustment of road widths ac-

cording to their needs and ability to pay. If 60 feet

or 66 feet was a sound minimum for minor streets it

was an absurd width for main thoroughfares. The

use of road frontage for different classes of buildings

should be considered with more care. Manufacturers
selected sites in rural areas without regard to the

effect of their traffic on roads or the increased burden
of taxation they would put on the community. The
fixing of certain areas for residences and others for

manufacturing was even more important in rural

areas than in cities.

After discussing other aspects of town planning,

Mr. Adams stated that they should all receive urgent
consideration by rural municipalities in town planning
schemes. He suggested that the Province of Quebec
should pass a compulsory town planning law, giving
local authorities power to lay down schemes which
would fit in with the general schemes of roads in the

province. He also suggested that a department of

municipal affairs should be created which should give
its especial attention to finance, unemployment, stand-
ards of value, planning and construction.

Hot Mix Method of Bituminous Construction
By F. P. Smith, C. E.*

"The Hot Mix Method of Bituminous Construction,

Using an Asphaltic Binder," was the subject of a pa-

per by Mr. Francis P. Smith, Ph.B., M.A.S.C.E., M.A.I.

C.E., New York, on Tuesday afternoon. Due to the

wide variety of bituminous pavements known at the

present time, it is always possible to select one type

which will satisfactorily answer any given set of cli-

matic and traffic conditions. Bituminous pavements,
therefore, come nearer to being the universal ideal type

of pavement than any other which have yet been de-

vised.
,

Bituminous Pavements

Bituminous pavements are smooth, non-productive

of dust, almost noiseless, waterproof, non-absorbent

and easy to clean. They are capable of sustaining very

heavy traffic, and last well under light traffic. They
are easy to repair, and oft'er slight resistance to traffic.

Their slipperiness in moist, drizzly weather is largely

due to the presence of a thin film of mud. While sheet

asphalt will sustain a very heavy traffic, this statement

applies more especially to traffic largely composed of

quick moving, light to medium loaded vehicles.

Wood block and granite block pavement will last

longer under dense, slow-moving, heavily-loaded traf-

fic. On account of its smoothness, sheet asphalt pave-

ments are not suitable for use on excessive grades.

With a fair amount of traffic it can be used as high six

per cent. Where traffic is heavy a three or four per

cent, grade is usually considered the limit.

Mineral Aggregate

Depending upon the size of the mineral aggregate

used, sheet asphalts may be considered as bituminous

mortars or bituminous concretes differing from ordin-

ary mortars and concrete in having a cementing ma-
terial which is plastic and which may be classed as a

semi-fluid or semi-solid. Great care should be taken

in the selection of the mineral aggregate and its grad-

ing. Pavements produced by these mixtures are to

a certain extent malleable and yielding. This quality

of flexibility or plasticity makes it necessary to pro-

vide a stable foundation. If the foundation is unstable

* Consultingr Engineer, New York.

and sinks, the pavement will gradually sink with it,

thus forming a depression where water will collect

and eventually destroy it.

Hot Mix Bituminous Pavements
Hot mix bituminous pavements differ from each

other chiefly in the size and kind of mineral aggregate,
the bituminous cement or binder being substantially
the same in each case. The coarser the aggregate used
the rougher will be the surface of the finished pave-
ment. Generally speaking, the heavier the traffic the
finer should be the mineral aggregate used, owing to
the fact that the coarse particles are more liable to
fracture than the smaller particles. When fracture
takes place to any considerable extent rapid deteriora-
tion of the pavement will ensue.

Foundation

The character of the foundation required will de-
pend upon the traffic, climate, and character of sub-
soil and drainage conditions. In cold climates, where
the ground freezes to a considerable depth in the win-
ter, and the spring thaws produce unstable conditions
in the subsoil, the foundations required must be strong-
er than in climates where there is little or no frost. A
number of different types of foundations have been suc-
cessfully employed, such as old macadam, broken stone
rolled dry or cemented together with some form of
bituminous cement, old cobble stone, old brick or as-
phalt blocks, bituminous concrete, natural cement and
Portland cement concrete. Before using any of these
types its history, and more particularly its condition
in the spring of the year, should be investigated. A
sufficient number of test holes should be put down
to determine the depth of the foundation, and pro-
vision made for a proper under and side drainage.
Where depressions are to be filled the road should
be cleaned and slightly loosened to ensure a proper
bond with the filling material.

Selection of Aggregates

The mineral aggregate constitutes from 75 to 80
per cent, of the pavement, and takes practically all the
wear resulting from traffic. It must therefore be se-
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lected with a great deal of care. It must have clean

grains or particles, which should be graded from coarse

to fine so as to make the pavement a maximum density.

The surface of the grains or j)articles must be of such

a character that the bituminous cement will adhere sat-

isfactorily to them. Sand, gravel, broken stone, or

slag, (jr combinations of these, are the materials gen-

erally used in this type of pavement. Sand should be

clean-grained, hard, and moderately sharp. Gravel

should be clean-grained, hard, and free from adhering

clay, with a rough, pitted surface, and gravel contain-

ing a large percentage of flinty particles should be

avoided. Broken stone should be freshly crushed,

])referably in cubicle-shaped particles, the size and
hardness required depending upon the traffic. Hard,
dense, basic slag is to be preferred ; it should be stable

when exposed to the weather, and not show any tend-

ency to disintegrate.

Filler and Binder

The filler should be a finely-ground limestone or

Portland cement, the latter being preferable for mix-
tures designed to carry heavy traffic. The bituminous
binder, or asphaltic cement, must posses such proper-

ties that it will firmly bind together the mineral par-

ticles and resist the disintegrating action of traffic

and the elements.

Mixing Plant

The plant used in the manufacture of paving mix-
ture is a very important clement in the success of the

pavement. A uniformly good mixture cannot be turned
out by an imperfect plant. Great care must be taken

not to overheat either the mineral aggregate or the bi-

tuminous cement, as t!iis will injure and harden the

latter, while too low a heat will result in imperfect
coating of the mineral particles.

The standard sheet asphalt construction of the pre-

sent day is one and one-half inches of binder and one
and one-half inches of wearing surface. The binder
should be of a close type—that is, should contain ap-
proximately 25 per cent, of material passing an 8-mesh
sieve. The binder should, of course, be thoroughly
compressed with a steam roller before laying the wear-
ing surface on it. Lack of compression will produce
an unsatisfactory foundation for the wearing surface.

and binder which is too cold, or made with too hard
an asphaltic cement, or an insufficient quantity of as-

phaltic cement, cannot be properly compressed into a
dense, tough mass. Before laying the surface mix-
ture on the finished binder course the latter should be
dried and swept clean of dirt, otherwise the laying of
the wearing surface will not adhere properly to it.

Extra care should be taken to ensure a proper union
between surfaces laid on successive days. The joints

should be bevelled and freshly cut away, unless the
rope joint or similar method is employed. Great care
should be taken not to leave any lumps or depressions
where the joint is made.

Handling and Care of Machinery
Mr. E. Fafard, superintendent, plants branch, High-

ways Department, Province of Quebec, read a paper
on "The Handling and Care of Machinery." He re-

ferred in detail to the plant at Quebec, and to the
methods by which the machinery was cared for and
protected from the weather when not in use. He out-
lined the routine of his department, and insisted on
the importance of carefully looking after repairs so
that machinery could be economically handled.

Road Maintenance, Materials and Methods
By W H. McConnell

William H. McConnell, Chief of the Bureau of

Highways and Street Cleaning, Philadelphia, delivered

an address on "Road Maintenance, Materials and Meth-
ods." A good organization is essential in maintenance,
as it is practically impossible to continuously and sys-

tematically maintain pavements and roads in first-

class condition in an economic manner without good
working organization. Maintenance organization and
construction organization should not be separated, as

separate organizations are apt to shift responsibility as

to whether the construction or maintenance division is

responsible for any unsatisfactory conditions that may
arise relative to the pavement.

Success Depends on Details

It is the intimate knowledge of the details of both
construction and maintenance, not considered separate-
ly, but in their relation to one another, that is so desir-

able as a future guide in highway engineering. Every
engineer engaged in highway work appreciates the
fact that there is no such thing as a permanent pave-
ment for either city streets or country roads ; conse-
quently, in addition to the cost of construction, main-
tenance repair charges during its life must be included
in the final cost, and is a most important factor in the
selection of a pavement. The main and most perplex-
ing problem of a highway department is, or eventually
will be, that of maintenance. If a large percentage of
the roads or pavements are already constructed, then
maintenance predominates.

Maintenance Organization

It is of course a much simpler matter to cope with
this problem of maintenance where the work involved
is such that it can be controlled from a central office

without delegating the responsibilities to divisions and
subdivisions of the organization. This is due to the
tendency among the engineers to be lax in attention to
details of an apparently simple and routine nature.
They are apt to overlook the fact that it is no trick
to construct a pavement, as in supervising this work
they are simply following a standard well-defined speci-
fication ; whereas in maintenance work there is no such
specification to follow, the success depending upon
attention, to a certain degree, to the daily routine
and petty details that present themselves. The diffi-

culty of impressing upon the supervising force the im-
portance of this close personal attention to detail in
connection with the care of pavements is probably the
most important single factor in the operation of a
large highway department.

Classification of Work
Road maintenance may be grouped under the fol-

lowing classifications: Routine maintenance, general
maintenance, and emergency maintenance. Routine
maintenance includes such work as the regular street
cleaning in municipalities, or the cleaning of country
roads and gutters, or any work that is more or less
routine, and should be performed under a definite
schedule. The amount and schedule of work and the
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force necessary to perform it can be determined upon
in advance and carried out in a systematic manner
under a regular organization, more or less military.

General maintenance includes repairs to streets and
roads, and involves different characters oi work, each
requiring special knowledge on the part of those en-

gaged in the actual performance. This branch is gen-
erally classified under the three following heads for

repair work: (1) Block pavement repairs; (2) Bitumin-
ous pavement repairs (mixing method), sheet asphalt,

bituminous concrete, etc.; (3) Country roads, macad-
am, gravel, etc., bituminous surface treatment, and
earth road repairs. Further sub-divisions can be
handled by those directly in charge of the different

classes of work coming under these divisions by train-

ing laborers for the particular character of work to

which they are assigned.

Emergency Maintenance

The third classification, or emergency maintenance,
consists of such work as snow removal and taking care

of extensive washouts, both of which require an emer-
gency force, as work of this character must be per-

formed at once, and necessitates putting on an in-

definite number of men, depending upon the volume
of the work, usually for only a short period of time..

These are some reasons why the maintenance prob-
lem is the most difficult one in the highway depart-
ment. Construction work, in the first i)lace, is usu-
ally carried on under contract, and all the cares and
troubles relative to the labor situation are put up to

the contractor, while in the maintenance work the bur-
den of responsibility is up to the officials of the de-
partment, not only in so far as the character of the
work is concerned, but also for the control of the or-

ganization engaged in its performance.

Maintenance Systems

The general methods employed to maintain a sys-

tem of highways in good condition arc the patrol
method and the gang method. The patrol method
usually consists of having a man with a team and a
repair equipment control and be responsible for mak-
ing repairs to a certain definite length of highway. The
gang .method consists of sufficient gangs being em-

ployed and equipped with' all the materials to make
repairs wherever ordered. It would seem that the re-

porting of the necessity for repair by a special patrol

inspector, and the making of these repairs by a speci-

ally trained gang, would be the better method.
Mr. McConnell dealt at some length with the meth-

ods of bituminous surface treatment used in the city

of Philadelphia suburban and country macadam and
dirt roads, giving figures as to cost and upkeep for

the year 1915.

Road Maintenance in Canada

In conclusion Mr. AlcConnell pointed out that be-

fore long the maintenance problem in Canada would
be looming up larger and larger every year. He point-

ed out the splendid ojjportunity Canadians had to

avail themselves of the experience gained from the

failure in other localities where there has been a great

deal of highway construction. Summing up, he said

it would not be an imfair statement to say that the

failures in highway construction have been very much
exaggerated. The trouble has been principally, how-
ever, the failure to maintain the roads and pavements
after they have been constructed.

Cost of New York's Roadways

Mr. Fred W. Sarr, Deputy Highway Commission-
er, New York State, read a paper on "The Cost of

Maintaining New York State's Highways." After
pointing out that the State had paid in 1915 the sum
of $4,210,575 under the head of maintenance and re-

pairs, Mr. Sarr gave the following statistics of the
average expenditure for maintenance, repair and re-

construction per mile per year for each of seven types
of road ; 193 miles of gravel roads cost $955 per mile

;

2,298 miles of water-bound macadam roads cost $1,055
per mile ; 2,387 miles of bituminous macadam, penetra-
tion method, roads, cost $510 per mile; 63 miles of bi-

tuminous macadam, mixing method, roads, cost $181
per mile ; 295 miles of bituminous concrete roads cost

$1,050 per mile; 84 miles of first-class concrete roads
cost $129 per mile ; 291 miles of block pavement roads
cost $190 per mile. The 5,611 miles of all tvpes cost

$750 per mile.

Legislative Aspect of Road Construction
By A. C. Emmett

Wednesday, March 8

y\t the first session, on March 8, the chair was taken
by Mr. L. Howland, of Toronto. The first sjieaker was
Mr. A. C. Emmett, Winnipeg, whose subject was "The
Legislative Aspect Regarding Road Construction."

I'or many years, he said, the road grants made were
very meagre, but many provincial governments had
now passed Good Roads Acts and the various muni-
cipalities could obtain substantial grants towards the

carrying out of a definite and well defined plan of road
improvement in the country districts. In the Pro-
vince of Manitoba the Government gave a grant of

.50 per cent, of the total cost of construction of all

permanent roads, and paid one-third of the cost of dirt

roads. No provision was made, however, for mainten-
ance, which was a weak spot in many Road Acts, and
the result was that often roads that were well con-

structed were ruined through the lack of funds to

maintain them. There should be a provision in the

.Vets compelling municipalities to make some provision

for maintenance for a ])eriod of time equal to that of

the bonds which were issued in payment of the con-

struction work.

There was no pro])er expert supervision of the

road work, and to obtain this there must be an abso-
lute change of system. He suggested that the roads
of the country be divided into three classes: (1) Do-
minion roads—main highways—which should be built

and maintained at the expense of the Federal Govern-
ment, the money being paid from the Consolidated
fund ; (2) main roads but of secondary importance,
which should be under the control of the Provincial

Governments and i)aid for by them: (3) municipal
roads, which would be feeders, and connected with the

two other classes. In Manitoba they had annual split

log competitions, supported by the provincial (iood

Roads Association. The Government this year were
giving a special grant enabling the competitions to be
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extended over an area of 1,000 miles of demonstration

roads. There was a difficulty under the Statute labor

law in getting work done at the time it would give

the best results.

A paper on "Gravel Roads," by Mr. Gabriel Henry,

chief engineer of highways, Province of Quebec, was
then read.

Highway Bridges

Mr. Lucius IC. Allen, C. E., engineer for Hastings

County, Ontario, read a i)aper on the construction of

highway bridges. Mr. Allen dwelt on the considera-

tion of the design and construction of highway bridges

as a component part in any scheme of highway de-

velopment.

Hridgc structures shouhl be so restricted as to be

practically permanent. This requires not only care-

ful designing at the start, but also the judicious selec-

tion of the materials to be used. Mr. Allen spoke of

the lack of attention paid to securing a g»XKl founda-

tion, with its resulting effects, and also on the deter-

mination of the size and type of piers and abutments.
The balance of the ()aper was given over to the selec-

tion of the type of bridge, its cost, maintenance, and
artistic design. It is gratifying to note that great ad-

vancement has been made within the past few years in

the methods of bridge construction, and when the

great highway from the east to the west is begun (as

we believe it will be) the construction of these bridges
will conform in beauty and permanency with the high-

way itself. Mr. Allen's paper will appear in full in

an earlv issue of the Contract Record.

Gravel Roads vs. Macadam
By Gabriel Henry

Gravel Roads

"Gravel Roads" was the sul)ject of a paper read by

Mr. Gabriel Henry, Chief Engineer of Highways, Pro-

vince of Quebec. The nature of the top course to be

adopted for a road depends more than anything else

upon the traffic which it is destined to accommodate.
The cost of top courses varies according to their (juali-

ties and powers of resistance, and the more solid and
durable they are made the more expensive, as a gen-

eral rule, they are. Outside of cities and trunk roads

there are a number of less important roads, generally

known under the name of earth roads, gravel roads,

and—the most important of them—stone, or macadam-
ized roads, according to the nature of the top course

employed. When the soil is of good <iuality and stoney

they are maintained as earth roads. Where there is

good gravel, as frequently happens, it is sometimes
I)referal)le to make use of it. Yet, even when stone is

abundant, it may be advantageous in some cases to

])rcfer gravel—provided, of course, that the volume of

traffic does not exceed certain limits.

Drainage

Hcfure gravelling a road, and when all the principal

earthworks have been made, and the road straighten-

ed, the curves improved, and the l)ridges and culverts

constructed, a ])erfect drainage of surface water, and
the suitable drainage of subterranean water, should be

provided. These two conditions are indispensable for

any n>ad, no matter what covering may be chosen for it.

Laying the Gravel Covering

Tliere are two principal ways of laying gravel: (1)
covering the entire road width between the ditches

with one layer, which is given a ti.\c(l thickness in

the centre, gradually diminishing towards the sides

:

(2) spreading a layer of gravel over the centre of the'

road for a determined width with earthen shoulders
three or four feet wide at each side to keep the gravel
in place. In this case the thickness of the layer is uni-

form over all its width, or only slightly dee])er in the

centre. Eor heavy traflic this latter system is the best,

but is more exiiensive. The average thickness of the

layer of gravel depends ui)on tiie resistance of the soil

and the importance of the traffic. A good gravel on
good solid ground may lie reduced to an average thick-

ness of four or five inches, measured after settlement.

In cases of ground with less power resistance the gravel

may be as thick as twelve inches or more.
When stone of a good quality and of moderate size

(say four to six inches) is plentiful in the fields, and
when it is difficult to advantageously procure goo<l

gravel, a foundation of stone may be interlaced between
the bed of gravel and the prepared surface of the road.

With light traffic this system gives good results, and
will prove a good foundation for future macadam.

Qualities of Gravel

The gravel to be employed should not contain too

large a proportion of sand, from 20 to 25 per cent,

being sufficient. It should not be too earthy, and the

small pebbles should be hard and of good quality. Some
gravels contain a certain proportion of very soft peb-

bles, which crush under the wheels of vehicles. Such
gravel should be completely rejected^t is not worth
the transportation even for a short distance.

Certain gravels bind with difficulty—others more
easily. Quartz gravel, from the bed of rivers, is very
difficult to bind. However, some silicious gravel, com-
ing from the banks outside of water-courses,. bind well
with time. When a hard gravel does not bind well a
certain portion of clay or marl or limestone dust may
be employed by incorporating it with the layer of

gravel by the use of a harrow or by an\- other econ-
omical means.

The average distance that it pays to transport gravel
depends upon its quality. First-quality gravel which
makes a well resisting wearing surface is worth haul-
ing three miles without too much loss. For pt>orer

(pialities this distance is much reduced. The cost of
labor and of horses also has an influence on the niini-

nunu haul to be adopted.

Maintenance of Gravel Roads
The permanent part of gravel roads, that is to say.

the ditches, the drains, the foundations, the slopes of
fills and excavations, bridges and culverts—should be
maintained in the same manner lor gravel n^ds as for

other improved roads. The surface covering is kept
in repair by the use of the split log drag, which should
be used often, especially during the first year, to fill

in the ruts, to level the surface, and to re-establish the
crown. When the covering becomes too thin, and
commences to break up from long usage, it is neces-
sary to re-cover it with a sufficient layer of gravel to
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support the existing traffic without injury. Coverings
constructed with hard gravel of good quality will last

a long time without the addition of new material, but
those which are constructed with sandy or earthy

gravel wear more quickly and require more frequent

additions.

Unscreened Gravel Roads
Roads with coverings of unscreened gravel are a

special type. They must not be confounded with
gravel or macadam coverings—that is, those made of

screened gravel. They may be utilized in a large mea-
sure, and very economically, to improve earth roads,

at the same time diminishing the cost of their main-
tenance. They are very suitable for local roads where
the traffic is not very important. The maintenance of

these coverings is very easy and inexpensive. It does
not call for the use of costly machines or special labor,

and the materials are usually close at hand. However,
the}' support an active automobile traffic badly ; they
are generally dusty in dry weather ; and if not looked
after they are very muddy in wet weather. They are
suitable only for local roads. In a general manner,
however, these roads may play a very important part
in the improvement of the roadways of the country.

Brick Pavements
By J. Duchastel

Mr. J. Duchastel, engineer of the city of Outremont,

read a paper on "Brick Pavements." He said that the

main principles governing the construction of a brick

pavement were as follows: (1) the proper and efficient

character of the sub-soil, most important in this cli-

mate
; (2) the careful compacting of the sub-soil and

the shaping of same to a grade to correspond with

that of the finished pavement; (3) the construction

of a proper concrete foundation, most necessary in

cold climates and in localities where the drainage of

the sub-soil was sluggish
; (4) the adoption of a cush-

ion layer between the concrete foundation and the

bricks; (5) the careful laying of the bricks with the

smoothest surface up and lugs laying in the same direc-

tion
; (6) the thorough rolling of the ungrouted bricks

to an even surface; (7) the thorough application of a

proper cement filler; (8) the protection of the filler

from rapid setting; (9) the prevention of traffic over

the new pavement for a period of two to three weeks

;

(10) the competent supervision of the whole work by
efficient men.

Mr. Duchastel then described the process by which

a Dunn wire-cut-lug brick pavement was constructed

on Laurier Avenue, Outremont, 'last year under his

supervision, by day labor. The main advantage in

using these bricks, he continued, was that the joints

were all uniform in width on account of the presence

of the lugs, which maintained the bricks at an equal

distance from one another, and also the fact that the

bricks had square corners, and that the joints could

be filled from top to bottom at a uniform width with-

out any danger to the grouting being chipped at the

surface as in the case of bricks with chamfer corners.

It was well recognized that many failures in brick

pavements could be traced to the non-uniformity of

the sand cushion or the lack of proper compactness of

same. It was claimed by some that a brick pavement
should have a cushion so as to keep it resilient under

heavy traffic. It was very doubtful to his mind if the

sand contained between concrete foundations and the

brick pavement had really any elasticity; his opinion

was that the brick pavement itself might spring some-

what under the heavy traffic, but the sand cushion

would not follow and small air spaces between the

sand and the brick pavement might be formed, intro-

ducing weak spots which might cause serious trouble

later. It had also been claimed that the sand cushion

l)revented the crushing of the brick payement under

heavy traffic; this idea, to his mind, was not well

founded. If bricks well grouted were not able to sus-

tain the load of modern pavement, the sooner they

were discarded as paving materials, the better it would
be. ,

The advantages now claimed in using a cement
and brick bedding were as follows : elimination of the
hazard of the sand cushion during construction, as
the pavement would not be injured at any time by rain,

the wearing surface, with the exception of the filler,

being completed each day. If a rainstorm intervened
no damage was done as there was no sand to become
saturated and cause worry about rolling the brick 'sur-

face. Each brick in the wearing surface would be as-

sured a cement bond its entire depth, for if the cement
sand should work in the joints, it would set up and
prevent the shearing action which tended to crush the
top of the brick. There was no chance for the bed to
shrink or shift away from the bottom of the brick
wearing surface, as the brick was firmly bedded in the
cement sand or held in the mortar of the concrete base.

The advantages of brick roadways were as folldws

:

when properly constructed with the right materials
they wore smooth without being slippery ; they were
the most sanitary pavements known, being easily

cleaned and absolutely dust proof; they were practic-
ally noiseless ; they were economical in the long run
as they required very little attention and maintenance

;

they could be cut through when required, and easily
repaired at small cost without any cumbersome plant.

Mr. F. A. Snyder, chief engineer, town of Mount
Royal, asked how contraction and expansion were
cared for. In Philadelphia they put in cement grout
expansion joints along the gutter of y^ in. to Yz in.,

then one through the centre, and also transversely for

25 feet. When not jjut in, there were cracks of about
25 feet blocks. Mr. Duchastel replied that they put
in expansion joints, for the curb lines, 4 in. high by
y, in. thick ; no transverse joints were used. He be-
lieved the concensus of opinion was that a transverse
joint was the weakest part of a pavement, and it was
hard to prevent bricks crumbling away at this joint.

.He thought that any variations of temperature would
be disseminated right through.

Mr. Edwards, of Sherbrooke, enquired what was
the reason why this particular class of brick was se-
lected. Mr. Duchastel answered that the various
points he had mentioned in his paper, together with
the fact that no elaborate plant was required were
the determining factors.

On the motion of Mr. J. Ballaiityne, Mayor of Mont-
real West, seconded by Alderman Munro, of Outre-
mont, a resolution was passed in favor of establish-
ing national labor bureaus.
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Highway Culverts in Quebec
By Alexander Fraser

A i)aper on "Highway Culverts," prepared l)y Mr.
y\lcxaiuler Fraser, lligliways Department, I'rovincc of

Quebec, was read. It stated in part

:

The limits of application of the word culvert is not
exactly established. In the following few words I

will a|)ply the word somewhat arbitrarily to all work
of whatever type, from the circular culvert of 12 in.

diameter, to the bridge or culvert of 8 ft. spans. In

the province of Quebec these culverts are considered
as an integral part of our roads and their permanent
improvement is made in accordance with the ])lans and
s])ecifications furnished or approved by the Depart-
ment of Roads. The construction of bri<lges of greater
dimensions is generally carried out under the control of

the I)e])artment of Public Works. But here again,

naturally, when the question arises of making of a

work of a permanent character on the probable line of

a proposed provincial road, there is an understanding
between the engineers of the two departments as to

the location of the bridge in view of securing the best
possible alignment. As the culverts constitute a per-

manent part of the improvement of our roads and their

cost forms an important item in the total cost of that
improvement, special attention to them is therefore
necessary, together with method and economy.

On our provincial roads in the province of Que-
bec the average cost of the permanent culverts from
12 in. diameter to 8 feet span has varied from $800 to

$1,500 per mile.*

Circular Culverts.^—In the province of Quebec we
make circular culverts of 12 to 36 in. diameter on our
provincial roads. All the circular culverts are of con-
crete and of all the other circular culverts made in the
province a little more than two-thirds are of concrete,
the rest being of corrugated steel, iron or vitrified clay
pipe.

I believe that the concrete culverts will give the
most satisfactory results if the materials used and the
methods of construction are those commonly known
as the best.

Concrete to-day, although it may still improve in

the future, has passed the exjierimcntal stages as to
the certain results expected. But our manufacturers
of concrete pipes, at least as far as the province of
Quebec is concerned, do not all use the best methods
of manufacture. Fortunately, a movement is now un-
der way with a view to the formation of an associa-
tion of all the concrete pipe manufacturers like that
existing in the United States, whose main purpose will

un([uestionably be to jiut on the market a more uniform
product and of the very best quality.

The quality of the ])ipes is not, however, the only
consi<leration that can assure to the culvert its j^-^r-

mauency and its efliciency. It is also absolutely neces-
sary that they are ])ut in place with care if we want
them to give good results. The need of intelligent

and experienced foremon is greater than we are com-
monly let to believe, because it is often very expensive
to repair a culvert when the roller has passed or the
pavement is sometimes nearly linished, breaks or dis-
locations are noticed.

A culvert has two main purposes to perform—to
provide a safe passage to tlie tratVic iHul to secure a
perfect drainage while protecting the road. To provide

a safe jjassage to the traffic we will have to give the
culvert a length equal to the width of the travelled way.
This is specially important at the intersections of the
roads. The addition of one or two pipes to a culvert
in order to provide an adequate length can be done in

most cases without increasing the cost of the culvert.

The alignment of the culvert must be so as to provide
a rapid flow of the waters. To that end the introduc-
tion of two or four right angles in the lines of a ditch
for the laying out of a culvert, as it frequently hap-
pened in the old structure, must be avoided. If the
line ditch at the upstream and downstream sides of the
culvert hajjpens to be on two different lines of not
more than 25 feet apart we generally prefer to place
the culvert at a certain angle with the centre line of
the road, so that its two ends will meet the two lines

of the line ditch at each side of the road.
We must specially care not to place the culvert at

right angles or nearly so with .the centre line of the
road and between the two line ditches. If those two
ditches were too far apart, it will be better then to
place the culvert on the produced line of the upstream
and ditch. By so doing we will get one of the two
angles and we will reduce to the minimum the under-
minings which may be caused during the flooding
season.

The trench to be excavated for the culvert ought to
be at least two feet wider than the external diameter
of the sheets to be laid. If the trench has but a width
equal or nearly equal to the external diameter of the
culvert it will be difficult to sufficiently ram the earth
in the lower part, and the latter will seldom be rammed
at all. Consequently, the culvert will not be held firm-
ly in place, and when the rolling starts it will tend to
move, and the joints will be dislocated.

Important Details

We must be careful to give the bottom of the trench
a concave form suitable to the sheets to be placed so
as to insure to the latter a greater bearing surface and
of a more uniform resistance. The minimum grade of
the bottom of the trench will have to be at least 5 in.

per 100 ft., and be made so as, when the culvert is in
place, to allow the water to flow freely on a regular
grade inside as at the upstream and downstream ends.
It is very important to have all the joints cemented
on both sides, so as to avoid all washouts and caving
in of the soil around the culvert.

.\ very important detail, which is too frequently
put aside in practice, is to make the backfill by par-
allel and successive layers of not more than 6 inches
thick and to ])erfectly ram each of them. The back-
filling material must be carefully selected. It is neces-
sary to i^ave the bottom of the ditch at the upstream
and downstream end of each culvert, especially if. on
accoimt of a steep grade or of a break in the'profile,
there is danger of erosion occurring.
We must be careful to leave at least 12 inches of

earth over the culvert, especially if we have to deal
with vitrified clay, corrugated steel, or concrete pipe.
If it is not possible to give the 12 inches, it will be
better to lay a cast iron pipe culvert.

Other Descriptions of Culverts.—Most of the re-
marks made with regard to circular culverts apply to
the other styles of culverts of plain or reinforced con-
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Crete, quadrangular culverts, slab culverts, with or

without beams, and arch culverts. A control which
cannot be exercised in the case of circular culverts,

v;ontrol of the mixture, of the quality of materials and
of all the other details in the making of concrete, can

here be exercised freely. To this end it is important

to permanently keep a competent foreman or inspector

on the work being carried out. His duty should not

be limited to the supervision of the proportion of the

mixture and the time of mixing each batch.

The width of the roadway on these culverts should

be of 18 feet on local roads, and of 24 feet on trunk

roads. The bed of the creek where the culvert is

located must be paved with dry stone, if on account

of the grade, it is exposed to erosion.

The alignment of the road in view of the location

of these culverts must be made in a judicious way.
Except where unavoidable, they should not be located

on curves, especially on short radius curves. Too fre-

quently culverts have been located to suit the creek,

and not enough consideration has been given to pro-

vide a judicious alignment satisfactory to traffic.

Mr. A. E. Cunningham, representing the Lethbridge

Board of Trade, alluded to the importance of high-

ways to the country, which, he said, would be under-

stood when it was remembered that practically every

bushel of Western Canada's 300,000,000 bushel yield

must now pass over some highway in its first stage of

transportation.

The session concluded with an illustrated lecture

by Mr. J. S. Crandell, of the Barrett Manufacturing
Company, and formerly Professor of Highways at the

Pennsylvania State College, on the Use of Refined Tar
on Roads, both in penetration and treating systems.

Thursday, March 9

The opening paper of the first session on March 9,

when Mr. B. Michaud presided, was by Major W. VV.

Crosby, C. E., consulting engineer, Baltimore. Prior to

the reading of the paper, the chairman discussed at

length the various types of roads in the province of

Quebec, including natural, sand, gravel, macadam, con-

crete, and bituminous. He spoke of the advantages and
disadvantages of the different types, their cost, and
methods of construction. So far they had not found
either in this country or in the United States a road
which might be described as final in regard to perfec-

tion, but they were making progress along that line.

Mr. E. A. Snyder, referring to the dirt road, urged
the importance of keeping the drainage ditches open.
They ought to start work in the fall, and enable the
water to run off quickly. Places where there were
bad and spongy spots should be replaced with good
hard material. He advocated the use of light instead
of heavy machinery ; the work would go further and
the cost would be less. He would like to see the road
drag more largely used, and had obtained very satis-

factory results from a light road grader. The patrol

system was to be preferred to the gang system. On
no account should roads be allowed to deteriorate ; en-

gineers must keep up maintenance all tlie time.

Mr. C. D. French, of the Kinney Construction Com-
pany, referred to his experiences in constructing the
Montreal-Quebec highway. Macadam, he said, cost
practically the same as concrete, owing to the expense
in the foundation of the sub-soil. Immediately after

the building of a macadam road it was necessary to

commence repairs, but this was not so in the case of

concrete roads. After four months' wear of macadam
roads," he found there were sags, and that, despite
special precautions for the pipes and culverts, detects
developed ; in the concrete roads, however, there weie
no depressions whatever.

Road Drainage and Foundations
By Major W. W. Crosby

"Road Drainage and Foundations," was the subject

of a paper by Major W. W. Crosby, consulting engi-

neer, Baltimore. Drainage referred to is that ])rovi-

sion made for taking care of water so as to improve

the foundation of a road or protect it from injury.

iHuindations may be divided into two classes—natural

and artificial. y\ natural foundation must ultimately

be that portion of the earth's crust on which the be-

ginning of the artificial structure rests. It may 1)e

sonic distance below the surface of the roadway, and
be sejjarated from the latter by various layers of con-

struction, including an artificial foundation.

Requisites of a Good Foundation

The requirements for a good foundation are (a)

that it shall be capable of supporting under the most
adverse conditions likely to surround it the loads com-
ing on it; (b) that it shall be homogeneotis and uni-

form to an extent sufficient for the probabilities of the

case; and (c) that the above ((ualities shall be obtain-

able at a minimum cost in the long run. There may be

need, however, for considering the {|uestion of the

probajile permanence of the sujiporting ])ower of the

material under such conditions as may later arise.

For instance, the incomprcssibility and supporting

])ower of sand may be extremely high as long as there

shall be no chance for the sand to flow. The tendency

of the sand to flow may be tremendously increased
by the presence of water. Precautions should lie taken
by provision for drainage to prevent the existence of

such dangerous conditions. Drainage thus enters in-
,

to consideration of the foundation, if for no other rea-

son than to provide means that water shall not, by
its advent into the foundation, injure the supporting
power of the latter seriously. Drainage jirovisions

should not be merely sufficient for the conditions ex-
isting at the time, but should be ample to take care
of any conditions that may seem possible of occur-
rence.

Most natural materials can be made into sufficient

foundations for pavements if they are of the so-called
"mineral kingdom." The question, however, as to
whether to use the natural mineral material in place,

or whether to substitute something else for it, is often
mairdy an economic one. Modern tendencies are to-

wards the more severe use of roads and streets, with
greater demands on their foundations than heretofore,
and these tendencies must be properly met.

Artificial Foundations

Artificial foundations include all layers of foreign
material not naturally found in place, and specifically

provided for the purpose of interposing a layer of some
sort between the natural material and the pavement
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suvfjiciiiti. Under this head will come saiul, gravel

or similar material, old or new macadam, old or new
paving, as well as concrete slab. A layer of sand or

gravel as an artificial foundation is used to good ad-

vantage (jn subgrades whoso sup])orting power is

relatively weak. i'"urther advantages of such a layer

are that it assists in ])roviding drainage and in increas-

ing the stability of the suligrade. \Vell-com])acted

macadam is high in its sup])orting jxiwers and in its

stability in place. 'The difficulty of using an old arti-

ficial foundation is to get it surfaced sufficiently even

s(j that the final surface shall be tnio(Jth, and at the

same time have the same degree of requisite uniformity

and thickness.

Concrete Foundation

.\]il)arently the highest type of artificial foundation

is the concrete slab. The power of such a foundation

to distribute widely stresses coming through it is very

high. Little has been actually determined as to its

distributing power and its ability in pavement founda-

tions to carry indefinitely beamlike strains. Cement
concrete slab, h<jwever, has proven its ability to aid

weak subgrades to carry satisfactcjrily continuous
heavy traffic. T(m> often the practice has been to con-

sider no care necessary in the selection and prepara-

tion of the subgrade where a concrete slab was to be
interposed between it and the pavement surface. The
contrary should be the real practice.

The standard concrete foundation pavement in

America is si.\ inches in thickness, and a greater thick-

Jiess lias been advocated as desirable, and even neces-

sary, under certain extreme traffic conditions.

Surfaces and Materials for Roads
By Col. Win. D. Sohier

C'ol. VVilliani i). .Sohier, C'liairnian oT the Massa-
chusetts Highway Commission, gave an interesting

paper on "Selection of Surfaces and Materials for

Roads as Governed by the Traffic that they must
carry." Col. Sohier's paper included extensive statistics

on traffic in different parts of the state, and the in-

creased use of the motor vehicles.

The selection of the best materials and the proper

use of those materials in the constructi(jn of a rt)ad

surface that will remain in go(.)d condition for a rea-

sonaljle length of time, and will economically carry the

traffic that uses that particular road, is the most im-

portant as well as the most difficult problem which the

highway engiui'cr and road builder has to solve. (3ften,

due to the lack (if funds, he canudt build the class of

road he wants to, or use the materials which he knows
would give the best results. The engineer therefore

has to take into consideration every time the money
available, the best materials that can be secured with-
in a reasonable distance of the road, and the Ijcst

method (if using these materials in constructing the

ri)a<l.

In the near future, n(j doubt, the heavy traffic of

(inr roads will increase greatly, and will be carried
by motor truck instead of wagon. Road builders must
Cdusider, therefore, not only the trafiic that is now
using any given r(iad to be built or re-surfaced, or even
maintained, but also what the traffic will be in the
near future, and how much it will increase, and what
changes will come in its character and volume. Col.

Sohier dwelt at some length on the traffic census of

roads in Massachusetts since 1909 up to the present,
giving tabulation of the increases and changes in

traffic in both motor and horse-drawn for the years
1909, 1912, and 1915; figures which are very interest-

ing, and show conclusively that our highways must
be strong enough to withstand heavy motor-truck
trafiic. He also dwelt with the pleasure traffic around
Hoston and metropolitan parks in the state. He also
showed the increase in travel caused by building new
good roads, <|U(iling as illustrations the increased
traffic on the Newburyport Turnpike, the Mohawk
Trail, and other shorter popular ])leasure drives about
the state. Motors are always trying to find an easier
route and to see a new country wherever the roads
are fairly decent. When a really good nxid is built
they come in hundreds and thousands, especially if

the scenery is attractive.

Road Practice in Massachusetts

Dealing with the width of the road surface. Col.

Sohier said that the standard practice for over fifteen

years had been 15 ft. with a 3-ft. shoulder on each
side, but with the increased motor traffic the present

practice was 18 feet in width of hardened surface, with
21 feet width on all curves. Col. Sohier sjM»ke of the

present method used in road construction in Massa-
chusetts, the selection of the type of road and the

materials used, giving figures and statistics of their

experience in road.building in that state. Speaking oi

the growth of the better road sentiment in Massa-
chusetts in the last eight years, he said that at pre-

sent the Massachusetts Highway Commission is spend-
ing about three million dollars a year for construction
and maintenance of State roads, while eight years ago
they were only spending some $600,000 a year. In

conclusion Col. Sohier pointed out that the best argu-
ment for a road is the road itself: "Get busy: build the

best roads you can afford to build: locate well: secure
sufficient width of location ; drain it well, and grade it

with i)ro])er materials : then keep the road constantly
shaped and always in a passable condition. Show what
a little care, attention, and money will do. One mile
of good road in good order is a better argimient for

good roads, and will produce more votes and more
money and more Good Road advocates in one year,
than all the conventions and learned s])ecchcs that have
ever been held and delivered in the last thirty years."
Tn closing Col. Sohier mentioned the great pleasure it

bad been to him to attend the Conference and meet
with the several engineers there—particularly Mr.
McLean and Mr. Michaud. who are well-known in

the States, and who.se advice on questions affecting
Go'-id Roads is always valuable.

Mr. Snyder took u]) the question of road and found-
ations. In most cases, he said, it pai<l to put in side
ditches to keep the water away from the roads. He
advocated very strongly underdraining. this being an
economical expenditure. In planning a new road, it

was wise in the spring to carefully go over the route,
which would minimize trouble when the work was
commenced in the summer.

Mr. I'aul Mercier, chief engineer of the city »)f

Mimtrcal, presented an illustrated paper, giving par
liculars of the civic departments, having s|)ecial rela-
tion to the engineering, sewerage and road depart-
ments.
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Concrete Roads and Pavements
By P. W. Wilson, M.A.S.C.E.

iMr. P. W. Wilson, M.A.S.C.E., consulting engineer

of Philadelphia, read an interesting paper on "Con-

crete Roads and Pavements." The two most import-

ant items to be considered in road building are the

selection of the type of road to build and the raising

of the money to build such roads. In selecting the

type the first cost of the road is a matter of considera

tion, and in many localities those having to do with

the road construction have permitted their anxiety

to stretch the amount of money available over as

great a mileage as possible, and caused them to lose

sight of the fact tllat the road was being built on

borrowed money and that the time would come when
the munici]>ality would be forced to pay the money
back.

The type of road should, therefore, be moderate in

first cost—not necessarily cheap—and further, of the

ty])e of construction where the need of additional

money accruing from taxes would not have to be ex-

pended in maintenance, but could be expended from

year to year in extending the road system.

The present trouble seetns to be to build too great

a mileage of an inferior grade, rather than building

less mileage of greater ])ermanence, which would not

require continuous repair. For those having nothing

but dirt roads it seems a big jump to pass to hard-

surfaced roads from a cost of practically nothing for

the dirt road to a cost of about $10,000 per mile.

Items entering into the construction of the road are

the consideration of cleanliness, non-slipperiness in wet

weather, and dustlessness. These several conditions

seem to be very well fulfilled in a concrete road.

The permanent character of concrete roads is best

illustrated by the condition of the road after several

years. They require an extremely low maintenance

cost. Roads in use for over twenty years have been

maintained for less than $30 per mile per year. Tn

no case on record has the maintenance charge ex-

ceeded $50 per mile per year.

In building a concrete road great care should be

tak<;n to select the aggregates to secure the best re-

sults. Also, careful attention should be given to the

question of drainage. The majority of the cracks in

concrete roads are produced by tlie lack of proper

drainage and the lack of proper preparation of the

foundations, rather than from the efifect of expansion

and contraction. In selecting the materials the sand
should be well graded in size from fine to coarse to

give a minimum of voidage, and the coarse aggregates

slioidd be hard, durable, and clean, since they are de-

])ended upon to take the wear in any class of road

construction. Bank-rvm materials should never be
used without first separating by screening its coarse

and fine aggregates so that the exact amount of each

may be known.
In finishing the surface of a concrete road wooden

floats are used to give a road a rough finish.- As thin

a coat of cement and sand as possible should be drawn
to the surface, since this coat under traffic rapidly dis-

aDpears, leaving the coarse aggregates to take the wear.

The most common mistake in finishing a concrete road

is in overfloating. Green concrete shcmld not be ex-

posed to the hot rays of the sun.
;

The time of opening a concrete road to trafific varies

to a great extent with the time of the year the road

is built. A road built in cold weather sliould be kCpt

closed to traffic a much longer length of time than

one built in warm weather.

The cracks which ap])ear in a concrete road are due
in almost every case to lack of drainage or the proper
])reparation of the sub-base. These cracks are, with-
out doubt, unsightly, but they arc not a serious detri-

ment to the road provided they are properly cared for.

'Jlie use of reinforcement is suggested as an insurance
against poor drainage, and the lack of proper compact-
ing of the foundations.

One of the most satisfactory tributes which can l

paid to the concrete road is that where municipalities

have one laid they continue to lay more of them.

Mr. W. A. Magtjr, in a brief paper, advocated the

construction of a road from Montreal tf) Ste. .-\nne

de Bellevue, giving a thoroughfare from one end of

the Isle of Montreal to the other.

Winnipeg Next Year

The reading of three papers, the election of officers,

and the selection of Winnipeg as the next meeting
place of the Convention, comprised the proceedings at

the concluding session on March 10. Mr. B. Michaud
])resided.

Roadways Legislation

After a paper by Dr. E. M. Desaulniers on "Legis-
lation on Roads in Canada before Confederation," Mr.
Arthur H. Blanchard, Professor in charge of graduate
course in Highway Engineering, Columbia University,

spoke on "Recent Developments in the Course of Con-
struction of Bituminous Macadam and Bituminous
Concrete Pavements." He dealt with the two types
of bituminous pavements and gave details of construc-
tion and design. Three points were to be considered in

connection with bituminous macadam pavements—the
f|uality of broken stone to be used, the sizes of broken
stone employed, and the character of the bituminous
material used. The broken stone to be emplo3ed and
the bituminous materials to be used w-ere most im-
portant factors in the construction of bituminous con-
crete pavements or paving built by mixing methods.
Professor Blanchard referred in detail to many classes

of bituminous concrete and bituminous macadam pave-
ments, and advocated the more general use of alternate

specifications, instead of blanket specifications, in re-

ference to various types of bituminous material. Un-
der the former contractors had to bid on specific ma-
terials, instead of leaving it to them to adopt one of

the many kinds of material on the market. By means
of slides. Professor Blanchard gave many practical

hints on the construction of bituminous roads. One
slide showed a specification, in which there was a
clause to the effect that the work should be carried out
to the satisfaction of the engineers. This kind of

specification, said the speaker, did not meet with his

approval, although the particular job was carried out
satisfactorily, owing to the broad-mindedness of the
engineers and contractors. The matter of seal coat was
of great importance, and under present conditions
should alwavs be used.
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On behalf of CDiitractiiij? and supply linns, Mr.

M. J. Stack, of Montreal, presented Mr. Micltiudj wjtlj

a gold mounted cane, stating that tlio giff wds an

'

expression of their appreciation of Mr. Michaud's' ser-

vices. The President, in re])lying, stated that his work

had been a pleasure, and he intended to do what he

cmild for the progress of the good roads movement.

Creosoted Wood Blocks

Mr. A. F. Macallum, city engineer of Jlamiltoii,

read an interesting paper on the use of creosoted wood
blocks \n street i)avements. Mr. Macallum has had a

wide experience in wood block paving and is satished

of their value. His experience 'is that where traffic

has the choice between wood block and other pave-

ments that the former is used to a much greater extent.

The first cost of w(jod block ])avement is higher than

most other paving materials, averaging in the city of

Hamilton from $2.85 to $3.00 i)er square yard, exclusive

of grading. However, when its cheapness of main-

tenance, ease in cleaning, low tractive resistance and

durability, are taken into consideration it will in gen-

eral prove ultimately cheaper than a roadway of lower

first cost. Mr. Macallum's ])ai)cr will be treated more
fully in a later issue.

Highway Bridges

"Higlnvay Bridges," ])articularly those in the i)ro-

vince of Ontario, were exhaustively discussed l)y Mr.

(jeo. Hogarth, chief engineer, Highways Department,
Trovince of Ontario. Mr. Hogarth referred in detail

to various ty])es of bridges, ivom those in rm-al muni-
cipalities and sparsely populated districts [<> ttumc in

large cities. Methods of construction and material

\ycre enlarge<l on, ao(l. some (Jefects in the old types

|iointcd ovit.
.' •

'

Mr. J. Duchastel, President

This concluded the reading of papers, and the re-

port of the nominating committee was then taken up.

This rejjort recommended the following names as

officers for the ensuing year, the rejKjrt being adopted

:

}Ion. Presidents: Messrs. U. H. Dandurand, Montreal;

W. A. McLean, Toronto; B. Michaud, Quebec; O.
Hezzelwfjod, Toronto; President, J. Duchastel, city

engineer, f)utremont, P. (J.; vice-president. S. L.

Squire, President Ontario Good Roads Association;

secretary-treasurer, G. A. McNamee, Montreal ; com-
mittee: Messrs. .\. E. Cunningham, Lethbridge, .Mta.

:

A. C lunmett, Winnijwg; Howard Pillow, Montreal;

J. A. Sanderson, Oxford Station, Ont. ; K. S. Hender-
son, President Manitoba fjood Roads Association ; T.

.Adams, town |)Ianning expert, f)ttawa; E. M. Des-

aulniers, M.L..-\., Chambly County; J. W Levesque,
M.L.A., Laval County ; Paul E. Mercier, chief engineer,

city of Montreal ; A. E. Macallum, city engineer. Ham-
ilton ; Cieorge Hogarth, chief engineer. Highways De-
|)artment, Ontario Provincial Government.

On the motion of Mr. I'^mmett, representing the

Manitoba Government, seconded by Mr. Cunningham,
it was decided to hold the next convention in Winni-
peg. The conventions have hitherto been held in the

Ivist, and the idea is to give them a wider sc<»pe, and
to stimulate Western interest in the movement.

.\ \()te of thanks to the retiring president, Mr.
Michaud. oncluded the proceedings.

Exhibition of Machinery and Road Supph'es

.\s comi)ared with the previous exhibition of ma-
chinery, road su])i)lics, materials, etc.. the one just con-

cluded showed a considerable diminution in heavy ma-
chinery, but a more diversified number of road materi-

als. The booths, including those of "The Contract

Record and Engineering Review," and other trade pa-

|)ers, were tastefully decorated with red bunting, flags,

and palms, and well furnished, and as the building was
particularly well lighted, the effect was i)oth business-

like and artistic. I'.ach 1)ooth was distinguished by a

large card placed at the end.

Canada Cement Comi)any, Mt)ntreal.—.\lmost the

entire stage of the hall was occupied by the exhibit of

this conipau)-, being the largest amoimt of sjiace taken

by any of the exhibitors. In the front of the stage was
a large ornamental concrete fence made by Mr. De-
(irclle, of Montreal, and behind was a model concrete

roadway, 30 feet long by 16 feet wide, showing the

method of construction. The road was reinforced with

the Kahn system of the Trussed Concrete Steel Com-
pany of Canada, Limited, and with Clinton fabric re-

inforcement manufactured by the Pedlar People, Lim-
ited. The Canada Cement Company had on view a

number of pictures of concrete roads built through the

Dominion.
The Pedlar i'eo|)le. Limited.— The exhibit of this

company, occupying a portion of the stage, was a

little out of the ordinary. One feature was, as above
mentioned, Clinton fabric reinforcement in a roadway
built by the Canada Cement Company. The Pedlar

People had on show ferro dovetail plates for bridge
floor reinfiM-cenicnt. rib f;d)ric lath for reinforcing floor

slabs, roofs, and partitions, and also Toucan metal cul-

verts.

Paterson Manufacturing Company. Limited. Mont-
real.—In addition to many .samples of Tarvia. this

company showed a large number of illuminated pic-

tures of roads in yuebec, ( )iitario and the United
-States treated with their well-known specialty.

Dunn Wire-Cut-Lug Brick Comjjany, Conneaut.
Ohio.—This firm have now 29 companies, operating
46 ])lants. under license manufacturing this class of
brick. The brick is extensively used in Outremont.
Lachine, \ erdun, and Toronto*. The exhibit consisted
of wire-cut-lug bricks laid up, this brick being 4 inches
in depth. 3;/. inches in <lepth. and 3 inches in depth.

.\sphalt and .Sup()ly Com|)any. Limited, Montreal.—(Juite a large show was made of this company's pro-
ducts. There were samples of I'luxphalte—with views
of the King Ixlward highway covered with this ma-
terial, a job which will be finished this season. Be-
sides Fluxphaltc, there were samples of Eagle asphalt
and asphaltic concrete, together with photos of Mexi-
can oil wells, including the largest well in the world.

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited,
.Montreal.—In jjoint of numbers, this company had the
most extensive exhibition of machinery on view. Two
machines were loaned to the company by the city of
Outremont—a combined tank wagon and distributor,
and a distributor, the latter being used for the pene-
tration method on loose macadam roads. Three Wett-
laufer mixers, a crusher, a kerosene n>ad roller by the
Ohio Tractor Conipany. a Star reversible traction wag-
on and a contractors' dump wagon (both by the Glen
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Wagon Company), a Maney four-wheel scraper, horse

scrapers and road ploughs, and a contractors' gaso-

line-driven pump, were also shown.
Canadian Tar Products Company, Limited, ]Mt)nt-

real.—This concern is a comparatively new comer in

the Canadian field. Its ])roduct is known as Tarmac,

a ])reparation used as a binder for macadam roads and

also for the re-surfacing of macadam roads. The com-

jjany had also on exhibition i)aving pitch for block

])aving. The i)roducts arc purely Canadian, and are

manufactured from Canadian produced tar. The com-

l^any is operating at Ville La Salle, near Montreal, a

very complete tar distilling plant, one of the latest on'

the American continent.

The Philip Carey Company, Montreal.—At this

booth there were samples of the Carey lUastite ex-

pansion joint—"The Sandwich joint"—which consists

of a heavy body of special asphalt compound sand-

wiched between two layers of a special grade of as-

phalt-saturated wool felt,—the whole being firmly

bonded together by a combining process of the com-

|)any. The feature of this joint is the increased com-

])ressibility secured by increasing the volume of the

asphalt compound, and keeping it in a solid body in-

stead of distributing it throughout the joint in sev-

eral thinner layers.

Imperial Oil Company, Limited, Montreal.—The
))roducts, as shown, were those which will be made
in the new plant of the company now being construct-

ed at Montreal East at a cost of a million and a quarter

dollars. They will be manufactured from the finest

Mexican oil which will be brought by tank steamers

to the port. 'JMie exhibit consisted of asphalt for hot

mix pavements—sheet asphalt and asphaltic concrete;

asphalt binders, for the laying of jjcnetration asphalt

pavements : asphalt binders for re-surfacing macadam
and gravel roads ; light asphalts for re-surfacing and

dust prevention on macadam and gravel roads ; as-

l)haltic liquids for dust prevention ; and block filler for

sectional pavements—wood block, brick and granite

setts.

Creosoted Block Paving Company, Limited, To-

ronto.—Here were shown paving blocks, bridge floors,

factory floors, and creosoted hmiber. The company
have a fine factory at Trenton, Ont., and their pro-

ducts cover a wide range in their jiarticular field.

J. B. Dore and Fils, Laprairie. P.Q.—Road mach-

inery is the specialty of this firm, who make road

crushers, rock crushers, steam road rollers, road grad-

ers, portable and traction engines, scarifiers, etc. They
had on show a "Little Ideal" road grader, which can

be operated with two or four horses. They also had

specimens of cast iron culvert pipe.

Elder Ebano Asphalt Company, Limited, Montreal.

—At this stand there were samples of asphalt mac-

adam, mastic asphalt for sidewalks, rock mastic as-

phalt, Paterson and Shawmut paving blocks, Norway
pine creosoted blocks, and granite blocks—a very com-

prehensive exhibit.

Sawyer-Massey Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

—The company exhibited a steel reversible road grader

of which there are over 2,000 in use in Canada ; a port-

able rock steel frame crusher with folding elevator;

and a double cylinder steam road r(jller with all-steel

gears, dififerential gear, and renewable gear rims. The
latter is, it is claimed, the only steam road roller built

in Canada which is equipped in this manner.

The Montreal Concrete Works Company, Limited,

Montreal.—The compau}- showed numerous samples

of their different styles and sizes of concrete pipe made
at their plant at St. Francois de Sales, Que.

Canada Ingot Iron Culvert Company, Limited,

Guelph, Ont.—Specimens of their rust-resisting "Ar-
maco" culvert pipe in sizes <S in. to 84 in., were shown.
The company claim this pil)e is particularly adapted
for permanent highways as it will not break from traf-

fic or frost.

Kinney Manufacturing Conq)any, Boston and Mont-
real.—A combination ])ower-o])erated kettle for bitum-
inous materials was on view. It will heat for any
tenii)erature desired. The material is put on under
pressure through a hand nozzle or spray pipes. The
other exhibits were a horse-drawn distributor for light

oiling or dust laying, and a ])ortable loading outfit from
tank cars to distributors. In Canada the company is

re])resented by Mussens, Limited, Montreal.
Quinlan & Robertson, Limited, Montreal.—This

firm of contractors had on view a large number of

photos, showing ])rogress of various road, conduit,

canal, railway, etc., contracts carried out in all parts

of the Dominion.
Rigaud Granite Company, Limited, Montreal.—Ex-

hibit demonstrated methods of constructing "Durax"
pavement ; samples oi "Durax" paving, which is "Made
in Canada," were also shown. It is claimed that this

type of pavement is used extensively in the United
States and Europe.

.-\ztec Oil and Asphalt Refining Company of Can-
ada, Montreal.

—

A display was made of samples of

Aztec liquid asphalt, road binder, and refined asphalt.

These are natural asphalt ])roducts. and are made from
Mexican raw material.

J. H. McCarty & Company, Montreal, and Rene
Talbot, Quebec.—A working model of a Champion
crusher, made by the Dominion Road Machinery Com-
pany, Limited, Goderich, Ont., was shown in this

booth, together with a gasoline fire engine manufac-
tured by the Waterous Engine Works Company, Lim-
ited, Brantford, Ont. Besides these, there were ])hoto-

graphs of a complete line of road making machinery,
street cleaning machinery, and fire apparatus.

Comet Motor Company, Limited, Montreal.—Ex-
hibited a New Packard worm driven truck and a
Chalmers "30."

T. A. Morrison & Company, Montreal.^—Exhibit
showed samples of "Tamco" Banc Rouge Trap for

macadam roads ; also samples of river sand and Mil-
ton pressed brick.

Stack and Leger, Montreal.—Photos of various road
and paving contracts carried out.

G. .Aybram, St. Emile Junction, P.Q.—Exhibition
consisted of samples of Silex gravel sands.

Kennedy Construction Company, Limited, Mont-
real.—Various photos of concrete roads built by the

firm in the vicinity of Montreal were on view.
Trussed Concrete Steel Company of Canada, Lim-

ited, W'alkerville, Ont.—Featured Kahn road mesh,
Kahn armor plates and Kahn curb bars. It is claimed
for the Kahn road mesh that it is extremely rigid,

easily placed and W'ill stay where placed without be-
ing staked. Kahn armor plate is used in protecting
edges of contraction joints, and as it is made of dead
soft steel it wears down with the road. Kahn curb
bar is used to protect the wearing edges of concrete
curbs.

The Province of Ontario loaned a number of models
showing the construction and materials of various tvpes
of roads, while the city of Montreal displa}ed a num-
ber of plans and also loaned some road machinery.
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Methods and Costs of Garbage Disposal
Different Systems of Final Disposal Fmployed by U. S. Cities- Incin-
eration and Reduction - By-Products — Methods of Financing Cost

Till". State Bureau of Municipal Information of

the New York State Conference of Mayors
and other city ofilicial.s—W. P. Capes, director

have recently issued their report No. 52 on
"Methods and Costs of Collectinj^; and Disposing of

(iarhage in Cities." This re])ort describes the difTer-

ent systems of collection and disposal now used hy
the larger cities in America, points out the factors

which alTect the cost, and gives the opinion of experts

for and against the various systems. All the informa-

l)art of the refuse will not be oflfensive to neighboring
property owners. When the garbage is deposited in

sufficient quantity oflfensive odors due to fermentation
may create a nuisance. Unless special attention is-

given to the treatment of these dumps, the methcKl will

not be found desirable. A thorough mixing of gar-
bage with ashes and rubbish will prevent the nuisance
and the fires that are otherwise liable to occur, creat-
ing odors and nuisance from the smoke and uncon-
sumed gases. This method is one that cannot be de-

tion has been recently collected and published as a fended either from an aesthetic or sanitary standpoint
guide for thf)se cities desiring either to establish sys-

'*'''"
' - '— -it

> • • <
a-

tenis or to improve existing ones. The following ex-

tracts covering the disposal of garbage are taken from
the report :-

The methods that may be a<lopted by a city for the

disposal of its garbage are as follows:—feeding to

swine, dinnping on land, dum])ing into large volumes
of water, disposal by sanitary fill. l)urial, incineration,

and reduction.

In selecting its disi)osal system a city should at the

same time consider its collection system. Some cities

collect and dispose of their garbage by contract, others

collect by contract and dis])ose of it themselves, or

vice versa, and still others have all the work done by
city employees.

Feeding to Swine

Most of the smaller cities in this country dispose

of a part or all of their garbage by feeding to swine.

The others either collect their garbage by contract and
sell it or give it to farmers or those operating piggeries,

or maintain a municipal collection and sell to a con-

tractor who maintains a ])iggery. The necessity for

sterilizing the garbage before it is fed to hogs is dis-

l)uted.

Kansas City, Providence, Denver, and other cities

have their garbage fed to hogs, with the uniform re-

sult that the cost of removal is reduced to some ex-

tent to the city and that the contractor, according to

his business capacity, is able to make more or less

profit from the feed so obtained. There is no danger
in this system under proper handling. .\ny danger to

the hogs can be prevented by prompt handling of the
garbage to prevent unnecessary fermentation, and by
the use of hog cholera senmi to prevent disease. The
proper cleaning of the i)ens, if in the city, eliminates
any danger to man. There should be some method
of sorting the garbage before feeding it to pigs so that
the stale garbage may be discarded and buried or
burned. Some jjlaces disinfect it by boiling in large

cauldrons before feeding. In sucli cases tlie cooked
garbage is commonly used only as a base for the feed
given to the pigs. The method is a most profitable

one and warrants consideration in small cities where
isolated farm sites are available.

Dumping on Land

It is the concensus of opinion in all reports and of

all experts that this method is objectionable, especi-
ally where there is a large ((uantity to be disposed of.

.\ long haul is necessitated by the location of the dumps
at a remote distance, where the decomposition of any

The dumps become an ideal breecling place for flies.

Dumping in Large Bodies of Water
Only a few cities use this method. In most places

where it has been tried, it has been prohibited because
the material is washed fin the neighboring shores.

Disposal by Sanitary Fill

This method {•< |)ractised by some cities, among
them Seattle, Davenport, and New OFleans. which re-

I)ort its success. It is being given more serious con-
sideration than heretofore by several large cities. The
method is different than that of burial, in that it is

carried on by filling excavations, vacant low lying
ground and natural ravines.

The garbage, rubbish and ashes arc dumped and
then mixed with sufficient earth to insure oxidation
and thorough digestion of the decomposing wastes.
The activity of the bacteria of the soil breaks down
and mineralizes the organic matter and when there is

sufficient oxygen, i.e., air, no putrefaction or other
odors result. Success dei)ends upon the following
treatment

:

(1) The garbage must not be buried so deep that
bacteria activity is reduced.

(2) The garbage must not be spread in a thick
layer on the surface of the ground.

(3) The ground must be sufficiently open and
drained so that air can penetrate to a sufficient depth.

(4) The garbage must not overload the soil, but
niust be sufficiently diluted with earth, ashes and rub-
bish, so that putrefaction may take place, due to the
presence of an ample supply of air in the pores of the
soil.

This method has been demonstrated to be not onlv
.sanitary, free from nuisance when properly carried out,
but economical as well. The Health Commissioner of
Seattle describes their system and results as follows:

"This method of filling works very satisfactorily in
this climate, but I believe it necessary to include all
waste materials, as ashes, boxes, tin cans. etc. These
all assist oxygenation and nitrification. 1 do not be-
lieve pure garbage can be handled in this way.

"We also find that it is best to keep as little of the
face of the fill exposed as possible. It is always best
to keep a man constantly on the job. whose duty is
to rake down to the bottom of the fill all boxes, rough
niaterials, etc., thus leaving the ashes to form a cover-
ing on top. When this is not sufficient, we cover with
a layer of earth about five inches thick.

"The success lies in the proper mixture of waste
materials, and next the fill must be properly covered
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to protect from flies. Chemicals can alsd he used tn

protect same. This covering alsn prevents the slight

sour odor' of fresh garbage and by keeping out the

sunlight, at tlie same time encourages bacterial growth
by increasing the warmth inside of the fill. People
residing within one hundred feet of these fills make no
complaint, but the public has to be educated when
you first adopt this method. We aim to fill citj^ pro-

perty, as ravines, swampy lands or docks on the lake

or salt water front.

"Our laboratory- findings show that the ]jrocess is

simj)ly one of slow incineration by nature, instead of

the expensive method' of burning l)y incinerators, and
at the same time help prove that there is nothing detri-

mental to public health in these fills.

"We have eleven fills distributed over our city, thus

making short hauls, and these are taken care of by
eleven laborers, disposing of approximately three hun-
dred and fifty tons per day by this method alone, while
one incinerator with about an equal pay-roll will only
dispose of sixty to seventy-five tons per day, running
twenty-four hours. A fill increases the value of pro-

l)erty, while the refuse from our incinerator has to be
hauled away at an added cost."

The Health Commissioner in ,1913 reported that

after spreading, there was applied an antise])tic spray
of crude carbolic acid, rosin and caustic soda to kill

eggs and larvia of flies, nios(|uitoes and other insects

that might breed.

Burial

Garbage may l)e buried either by putting it in shal-

low trenches and covering with the excavation from
the trenches for the next day's dei)osit, or l)y jjloughing

under. It digests and is thoroughly taken u]) or oxi-

dized by the action of the soil.

A summary of the opinions indicates that disposal
by burying when properly conducted and when the
point of disposal is suitably located gives no cause,
for objection from a sanitary stand])i)int. The prin-

cipal objections are the extremely long haul, the
amount of land necessary and no direct income. In
small communities this method is entirely satisfactory.

It is usually not applicable to large communities.

Disposal Plants

There are two methods of disposing of garbage
in plants; incineration and destruction. There is a

wide diversity of o])inion among ex])erts and city offi-

cials as to which is the better from a sanitary and
financial standpoint. There is, however, nearly luii-

versal opinion upon the following:

1. That the revenue from the by-i)roducts of muni-
cipally owned and operated plants will not ])ay the
combined cost of collection and disposal.

2. That with only a few exceptions, the revenue
from the by-products of municipally owned plants pays
the cost of disposal.

3. That the price received by cities from contrac-
tors is, with a very few exceptions, not sufficient to

pay the cost of collection.

4. That the disposal of garbage by the reduction
process is uneconomical for a city with a population
of less than 100,000. Some experts increase the size

to 150,000 and one to 200,000.

5. That incineration is better than reduction for a

city with a population less than 100,000.

In the report of the Chicago Waste Commission,
some general rules are laid down for the design of a
disposal works, irrespective of method. It says that

the design should jiermit the plant to be operated as

a whole, or in part, so that each ])art can be operated
as an independent unit. This will permit one or more
parts to receive attention and be repaired during the
season when the minimum quantity of refuse is to be
disposed of. The details of the plant should be such
as to permit cleanliness at all times and hosing and
washing so as not to permit garjjage dust or dirt to

accumulate, flies to breed and material to decompose.
All material, so far as possible, should be enclosed
during the process of disposal and the odors elimin-
ated or confined and deoderized. The handling of ma-
terial in the plants, so far as possible, should be elim-
inated, where mechanical means can economically be
adopted. Special attention should be paid to ventila-

tion and the eliminatifin of dust where men are re-

quired to work.
The odors or nuisances caused from disposal plants

will usually arise from one or more of the following
sources: Garbage or refuse, incomplete combustion or
combustion temperatures not sufficient to eliminate
odors, congestion of carts in one locality and creation
of dust. The odors arising from raw garbage which
are found in all plants are mostly local and will not
create a nuisance a short distance from the ])oint of
handling and the housing of equipment used in hauling.

Incineration

Two kinds of plants are used for this method of

disposal,—crematories and destructors. Many des-
tructors are in operation in America, but of the cre-

matories which have be6n built, many have been
abandoned. Heat for destruction must be obtained not
only from the garbage itself, but also from ashes and
other combustible waste. It is here that the difference
between destructors and crematories enters. In the
former, heat is obtained from the refuse itself; in the
latter, garbage is burned at the expense of coal, wood
or oil. It seems to be the ])revailing opinion that in

order to make incineration a success the material must
be burned at a high tem])erature and rapid rate of
combustion.

Morse claims that destructors require twenty per
cent, less area of ground, cost fifteen per cent, more for
boiler and machinery ; that the construction is more
durable ; no addition of fuel ; that the gases of com-
bustion are consumed, and that this method has by-
products of clinker and power and destroys all com-
bustible refuse, and that the net cost of operation is

less per ton.

Crematories, he says, require more ground and
more time for disposal, but cost less. They are less

durable, require addition of fuel, gases are incomjdeteh'
destroyed, cannot develop power, the residue has no
value and they can burn (jnly garbage and rubbish.
The gross cost of operation is a trifle less, but the
net cost is more.

Tests of garbage crematories in Ohio, according to
the State Board of Health, show that "the plants as
operated fail usually to disjjose of the garbage at a
temperature high enough to avoid the production of
odors." This, says J. T. Featherston, is significant and
conclusive.

Regarding mixed refuse destruction, Featherston
says

:
"Three features may be noted : No added fuel is

required, steam power is produced and quite a residue
(clinker) results. Compared with tests of garbage
crematories the average destructor temperatures in
connection with the gas analyses indicate freedom from
odor due to unconsumed gas. Thus the mixed refuse
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type nf plant ic'irci-ts the inluTcnl defects of the Rar-

bafj'c crematory."

Cost of Incineration

'I'lu: cost 111' iiicineralioii |)laiil.s depends upon tlie

.sj;arl)af,U' to he handled. 'J"he variotis incinerator coni-

])anies u.sually estimate the capacity of the plant at

about one ton per 1,000 i)o]>nlation.

Reports show that disposal by incineration in Ohio
is confined to cities of from 20,00() to XO.OOO jKjpulation,

and that its success has been confined to the very large

and to the rather small cities of the country. Some
assert that it is ap])lical)le in the very large cities onh'

when the collection systems are suitable to provide

for the burning of mixed refuse. In small cities it is

the custom to cremate the garbage alone, the other

classes C)f waste being dinn])ed or buried.

The cost of construction, reports show, ranges iroin

$()00 to $1,000 per tcju capacity. The Worcester Spe
cial Waste Commission says that "from a calculation

based on some thirty incinerators it has been foiuid

that the cost ])er ton daily capacitv varies frf)m $250
to $1,000. the average ])eiug between $600 and $700."

The by-products are clinker and the steam gener-

ated.

Robert W. Wylde says that the cost of o])eratiug

destructors "is in a great measure oft'set and fretjuently

(|uitc overbalanced by the rexenue" from the sale of

ste.im and clinker. One hundred tons of refuse burned
dining 1() hours a day produces SOO engine h.p. Clinker

from 1(X) tons might amount to 30 tons per day and
would bring $1.00 a ton in many localities. Another
expert says that one pound of refuse has been found
to j)roduce Vi to 1^ j)ounds of steam. The value of

refuse .as a fuel is estimated by one ex])ert to be 49
cents per ton.

The Chicago Waste Commission report i)oints out,

"that experience in connection with the development
of i)Ower from, refuse furnaces demonstrates that it

is not easy to find an available use whereb}- the jjowcr

develoi)ed can be utilized regularly as produced and
the furnace ojierated continuously. h\ the majority
of |)lants constructed, it has not been possible to utilize

all the i)ower available, and in most cases the use is

limited to the operation of the plant. When power de-

veto]jed is used in lighting and power stations, the de-

mand only conies during a part of the day. Supple-
mentary coal-fired boilers are usually found in con-
nection with destructor-electric lighting stations, or

else the destructor is nnich larger than woidd be rc-

(|uired to deal with the refuse alone. The power pro-

(luccd from refuse furnaces will best be utilized b)'

some local industry, such as ice-making ])lants or elec-

tro-chemical plants, which require continuous opera-
tion. When power is used in connection with jiump-
ing plants, it is found good practice to operate the re-

fuse ])lant only as an au.xiliary to the power ])laut of

the i)umping station. The saving that results or credit

that can be given the destructor plant will amount to

the value of the fuel ecjual to that which it requires
to ])roduce the amount of steam developed and used.
The fluctuating amount of power developed in most
cases can be depended upon only for the average mini-
nnim production. In selecting a site for the location
of a refuse disposal ])lant from which power is de-
veloped it is not always profitable to utilize the power
where tiie demand is not constant and where the de-
mand would be constant, suitable sites are not always
available."

\'enable says that if a city has a steam power plant,

it will pay. but it will not pay to build one for that

purpose. . ,

In a suburb of Montreal, the refuse destructor i.<s

constructed in connection with a municipal electric

light power station and j)ower is used in generating
electricity for lighting purposes. The plant is oper-

ated only during the time when lighting load is in de-

mand, and the material as delivered is stcjred during
the day and burned at night, f )nly a part of the power
is furnished by the refuse furnaces, the remainder be-
ing obtained from a coal-fired boiler plant.

In Savannah, CJa., the waterworks boilers arc kept
in service, with banked fires, to use in ca.se of shortage
of garbage.

(Concluded In next Usnel

Personal
Mr. George Herrick Duggan, recently elected presi-

dent of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, has
had a wide experience as an engineer. He is a native
of Tf)ronto, born in IS62. He was educated at Upper
( anada College, an<l at the .School of Practical .Science.

Coartesy Intematlnnal l*rp«»

Mr. C. H. Dugflan.

University of Toronto, taking a post graduate course
in 1884-86. Mr. Duggan joined the engineering de-

partment of the C. P. R. in 1886. From 1891 to 1901

lie was chief engineer of the Dominion Bridge Com-
l)aiiy. Later he was appointed assistant to the presi-

dent and consulting engineer of the Dominion Steel
Company and Dominion Coal Company, and from
1904 to 1910 was second vice-president and general
manager of the latter company. In 1910 Mr. Duggan
was appointed vice-president and general manager of
the Dominion Bridge Company, a position he still
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holds. He is also chief engineer of the .St. Lawrence

Bridge Company, the contractors for the steel work

of the Quebec bridge; vice-president of the Montreal

Ammunition Company; and director of the Montreal

Trust Company. He joined the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers in 1888, became a member in 1890,

and was for ten years a member of the Council. In

1906 he was vice-president of the Canadian Mining

Institution, being on the Council of the same society

during 1911-13. He is also a member of the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers, England, and of the American

Society of Civil Engineers.

Mr. Duggan takes a great interest in sport, parti-

cularly in yachting, and is a member of several yacht

clubs; he has designed and sailed winning yachts

in the Seawanhaka International Cup races. In 1893

Mr. Duggan was awarded the Royal Humane Society's

bronze medal and certificate. In October last Mr.

Duggan lost one of his two sons, H. S. Duggan, R. K.,

who was killed in action.

Steel Bridge over Sauvage River, P. Q.
The general contract for the constructi(jn of a

Ijridgc over the Sauvage River at Lambton, County
Frontenac, P. Q., has been let to Messrs. Galbraith &
Cate, Limited, Montreal, the steel being supplied by
the Dominion Bridge Company. Tenders sent in were
for a wooden bridge and a steel bridge, and the Que-
bec Streams Commission, for whom the work will be
done, decided on a steel structure, which will replace

the present one. The new bridge will have three spans

of 180 feet each, supported on two concrete piers and
two abutments resting on solid rock. The piers will

be 52 feet high from rock bottom, or 31 feet above low
water. The bridge will contain 200 tons of steel, War-
ren truss spans being adopted, designed to specifica-

tions of the Public Works Department. The contract

price of the work is $46,734. Mr. C). Lefebvre is the

chief engineer of the Commission.

Colonel Stewart, of the 86th Machine Gun Bat-

talion, now on active service, is the senior member of

Stewart & Witton, the well-known architects of the

city of Hamilton.

George T. Evans, architect, Hamilton, has received

a commission in the C. A. S. C, and will go to Quebec
shortly to qualify.

New Monitor Transit

The C. L. Berger & Sons, manufacturers of survey-

ing, engineering, and astronomical instruments, .^7

Williams Street, Boston, have developed a new type of

transit and level known as the "Monitor,"' which is

claimed to be a distinct improvement both in design

and construction of field instruments. These new in-

struments include several new features, the most strik-

ing of which are the exceptionally rugged, strong, and

rigid standards. The manufacturers also claim the

following characteristic features for these instruments

:

outer forms rounded, of greater stiffness, and water-

shedding; tripod heads of rigid construction; centres

long and stout ; non-cramping levelling head ; unyield-

ing and quick-acting clamps ; improved vernier arrange-

ment ; water-tight compass box ; simi)lifie(l combina-

tion of needle lifter with arrangement for instantane-

ously setting against declination east or west; tele-

scope standards and vernier plates of great lateral

stability ; eye piece cap of large diameter ; arrange-

ment of centering instrument from point above ; level-

ling instruments set low on tripod ; ])rotection to spirit

level and slides ; and so on.

Montreal Wages Schedule
At a joint meeting of the Builders' P'xchange and

the Building Trades' Council held in Montreal recently

the following schedule of rates was suggested to the

Board of Control for the year 1916: Stone masons, 40c.

;

bricklayers, 45c. ; structural iron workers, 30c. ; orna-

mental iron workers, 27^c.
;
plasterers, 40c. ; lathers

—

metal, 40c. ; lathers—wood, 35c. : hoisting engineers,

35c. ; tile setters, 45c.
;
plumbers, 40c. ; steam fitters,

40c. ; steam fitters' helpers, 25c. ; carpenters, 35c.

;

stone cutters, 45c. ; marble cutters, 40c. ; marble set-

ters, 40c. ;
painters, 30c. ; sheet metal workers, 35c.

;

roofers, 35c. ; electrical workers, 35c. ; cement finishers,

40c. ; elevator constructors, 35c. ; laborers—common,
20c. ; laborers—hod carriers, 22i/2C.

In order to take care of its rapidly increasing busi-

ness, the Osgood Company, of Marion, Ohio, manufac-
turers of steam shovels and dredges, has found it neces-

sary to double its capacity and has purchased the man-
ufacturing plant of the Ohio Tractor Company. The
larger machine tools, for which crime service is de-

sirable, will be moved to the main plant of the Osgood
Company, while the smaller tools and the foundry will

be operated at their present location. The Ohio Trac-

tor Company has acquired a new site in the south part

of Marion, and is making arrangements to increase its

output.

Only one company, the National Brick Company.
fif Laprairic, Limited, tendered for the supply of three

million bricks required bv the city of Montreal. The
price was $8.25 per l,000'f.o.b. cars or $9.50 delivered

on the job. The Controllers accepted the latter liid.

The London Concrete Machinery Company have
secured the contract to furnish the Chatham Cement
Tile Company with one 10 cu. ft. batch mixer to be

used in their tile plant at Chatham.

New Books

Elevators—by John H. Jallings ; American Tech-
nical Society, Chicago, publishers. This is a practical

treatise on the development and design of hand, belt,

steam, hydraulic and electric elevators, written by an
author who has had nearly fifty years of actual ex-

perience in elevator building and who has been a wit-

ness of all the wonderful changes that have taken place

during this time, as well as a contributor to the de-

velo])ment of man)' of them. The book is divided into

three sections
;
part one deals with hand-power ele-

vators, belt-power elevators and worm and gear : part

two deals with steam elevators, and hydraulic elevat-

ors
;
part three, motor elevators. As the available lit-

erature on elevator construction and design is very
meagre it is believed that this volume will find a popu-
lar place in the elevator field and satisfy a real de-

mand. 217 pages; well illustrated; size 83-'2 x 5

bound in red cloth.
/^:

Building Blocks—booklet issued by the Cast Stone
Block and Machine Company, Limited, Windsor, Ont.,

describing the cast stone system of manufacturing
granite veneered cement building blocks. The book-
let is well illustrated throughout with various types of

block and machinery manufactured by this companv.
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Mainly Constructional

Tilt London Concrete Machinery Company, of London.

Ont., have secured the contract to furnish six y^-yard batch

mixers to be shipped to Lcs Fiis <le Jules Wcitz, of Lyons,

France.

The Doty Engine Company, Limited, of Toronto, has

been incorporated with a capitalization of $100,000. The

company will carry on a general mechanical engineering

business. •

The value of tlie building permits issued by the city of

London in February was $18,705, as compared with $i:i..'>00

for the same month of 1915. The total for January and Feb-

ruary was $37,995—nearly $i:t,000 more than for the same

period of 1915.

Lieut. George T. Evans, architect, Hamilton, Ont., has

gone to Quebec to qualify for his commission in the .\rniy

Service Corps. Lieut. Evans is a graduate of the University

of Pennsylvania, and a member of the Ontario Association

of Architects. He has been practising his profession for

about two years.

What is said to be the first highway for the exclusive

tise of automobiles ever built was finished recently between

Tampico and Panuco, Mexico, a distance of about thirty-five

miles. The highway was constructed by the oil companies,

and is for the use of motor trucks and automobiles in ex-

tensive oil operations at Panuco.

It is announced that the National Construction Com-
pany, Limited, the contractors for the new Law Courts Build-

ing at Winnipeg, have made an assignment, and are found

to have a deficit of approximately $101,000. A committee,

of creditors, assisted by Mr. C. H. Newton, official assignee,

are investigating the company's affairs.

A Winnipeg company has been formed to open a granite

quarry in the district east of Winnipeg traversed by the

Greater Winnipeg Water District Railway. Former Con-
troller McArthur a^nd A. L. Mclntyre, a stone worker, arc

interested in the enterprise. It is said that the granite in

the deposit is equal to tliat now being imported from Eastern

Canada.

Former members of the city of Vancouver's engineering

staff who have joined the Empire's military forces since the

war began are: Private B. E. Spencer, 1st Australian Brigade;

Lieut. P. O. Spiccr, Royal Engineers; Sergt. W. W. Sayer,

Canadian Engineers (died at Comox) ; Private W. L. Rail-

ton. 67th Battalion; Private H. Whillicr, 72nd Highlanders,

and Private M. Stanbridge, 73nd Highlanders.

Members of the Legislature paid a visit to the limestone

quarries and stone-cutting plant of the Wallace Sandstone
Quarries, Limited, near Tyndall, on February 24. From these

quarries comes the well-known Tyndall stone, which is be-

ing used in the construction of the new Parliament Buildings,

Winnipeg. The party, which was composed of thirty mem-
bers of the legislature, several Winnipeg architects, and two
professors of the University, were conducted over the plant

by Messrs. Peter Lyall and A. U. Cote, respectively director

and manager of the Wallace Sandstone Quarries, Limited.

The city of Quebec issued thirty-six building permits.

of a value of $57,020, during the month of February. This
is an increase over the same month of last year of $3,722.

There is a large increase for the first two months of

1910 over the corresponding period of 1915. Last year from
January 1st to March 1st there were 79 permits issued for

the sum of $82,20:). while from January 1st to \(arch 1st

of the present year 02 iicrmits have been given out to the
sum of $118,565. While the number of permits arc fewer
this year so far, the value of the work being done is ron-
~i<bM-;ibly in excess of that of last year.

A detailed description of the Government'* great float-

ing drydock at Prince Rupert was given on March 2 by Mr,

Pillsbury, of the engineering staff of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way, and engineer in charge of the construction of the north-

ern dock, before the members of the Vancouver Branch of

the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. The dock has a

lifting capacity of 20,000 tons—about the tonnage of a steam-

er of 050 feet. It is in three sections, each one capable of

being sunk and lifted independently for the accommodation

of smaller vessels. In connection with it there is a very

complete plant, including light and power plant, machine

shop, and shipbuilding plant. The cost of the whole plant.

dock and all, had been $2,600,000, but the cost of the dock

and its accessories was about $800,000.

.\n interesting departure from the ordinary methods of

home-building is being introduced into Quebec by Mr. \'. R.

Lamontagne, real estate broker and architectural builder.

Mr. Lamontagne has bought outright, at a low figure, a

Ijlock of city land, which he has divided into lots forty feet

wide. Special arrangements have been made with regard to

building material whereby a substantial reduction in price

can be offered. In order to facilitate the building up of this

district, Mr. Lamontagne is prepared to asist his clients in

every possible way, and to this end has secured the services

of an experienced architectural designer and construction ex-

pert. Artistic appearance is to be combined with economical

construction, and the purchaser of a lot and house has at

his disposal the best advice as to design and arrangement
of his home, and obtains all the most modern conveniences,

every need being supplied from one source at moderate prices.

The municipal officials of Ladner, B. C, are considering

the advisability of inaugurating a new style of road con-

struction in the Delta. Recently a representative of the Col-

umbia Bitulithic Paving Company, of Vancouver, made a

proposition to the council for the laying of a blanket paving
on a mile of road as an experiment. The roadway which it

is proposed to treat with this material, if a decision is arrived

at, is the main highway for one mile from Garvey Road to

Benson Road. Some of the councillors arc of the opinion
that under present conditions tlie expense would be too heavy.

The efforts of the Toronto-Hamilton Highway Commis-
sion to secure a number of special privileges for the new in-

ter-city highway, as embodied in their bill which will be pre-

sented to the Legislature at this session, are not acceptable
to the members of the York County Council. At a meeting
of the Legislative Committee, held on March 3, in the County
Municipal offices, Toronto, the members, after a lengthy dis-

cussion, decided to strenuously oppose the granting of any
special legislation to the Toronto-Hamilton Commission.

The Montreal papers state that the city of Montreal is

saddled with three million brick that they do not want A
requisition for bricks came in from the Sewer Department.
on the representation that there were none on hand. The
Board of Control called for tenders, and on March 3 last gave
an order for three million brick to the National Brick Com-
pany. Later it was discovered that there was an uncom-
pleted order for two million brick, of which a million were
available for immediate delivery. To complicate matters fur-

ther, at a meeting of the Board of Control held on March 6,

Controller Giroux presented a letter from the L'IsIet Brick
Company, which declared that company's willingness to fur-
nish the city with brick at lower prices than any other firm
was charging. The letter was dated February 26, and stamp-
ed "received" that date. Mr. Giroux wanted to know why
it had been held back until the brick contract has been award-
ed. The Mayor denianded an investigation. Failing to find
the culprit, the Board took the next move, and asked the
Law Department to sec if there was any way of cancelling
the big contract, or of reducing it.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, Engineers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Aylmer, Que.
Tlie Town Council have been ordered

by the Provincial Board of Health to

construct a filtration plant. Estimated
cost, $30,000. Clerk, A. Malherbe.

Bienville, Que.
The Municipality have had plans pre-

pared for the construction of water and
drainage systems on Wolfe Street, esti-

mated to cost $4,000. Engineer, C. Les-
sard. City Engineer, Levis.

Hull, Que.
The City Council have been instructed

by the Provincial Board of Health to in-

stal a mechanical filtration plant, esti-

mated to cost $200,000, Engineer, J.

P. A. Laforest.

Lethbridge, Alta.

Work will start shortly on the con-

struction of a sewer to connect the Duff
addition sewers with the disposal plant.

Estimated cost, $7,500, Engineer, W.
S. Harvey.

London, Ont.
The City Council propose to spend

$4,000 on the construction of sanitary

and storm sewers on Grand Avenue, and
also to lay a sanitary sewer on Inker-

man Street. Engineer, H. A. Brazier.

Orillia, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

installation of new machinerjT at the

sewage pumping station. Engineer, W.
K. Greenwood.

Rougemont Village, Que.
The Municipal Council intend to con-

struct cement sidewalks, estimated to

cost $8,000. Secretary, A. Ledoux.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Elmira, Ont.
The Town Council have let the con-

tract for extensions to the waterworks
system to A. M. Baunian, Floradale

Street. Contractor is now receiving

prices on iron and lead piping, brass fit-

tings and pig lead. '

Ottawa. Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for waterworks construc-

tion:—buildings, Doran & Devlin. 104

Sparks Street, .$,>4,000: pipes and spe-

cials, Victoria Foundry Company, 44

Booth Street, $9,23.3; valves. General
Supply Company. 356 Sparks Street,

$7,066; plumbing and heating, A. Guthier

& Company, 247 Dalhousie Street. $3,375.

The contract for the supply of pipe

for the sewer to be constructed on Lyon
Street has been awarded to T. Sidney

Kir1)y Company. Ottawa.

to cost $15,000, and the Village Council
will arrange for new roads. The matter
has been submitted to the Dominion
Railway Board.

Dunville, Ont.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company

propose to construct a siding in the
spring. Superintendent, W. R. David-
son. London.

Edmonton, Alta.
The Canadian Northern Railway Com-

pany intend to complete the St. Paul de
Matis line by the end of June. Parti-

culars from J. McLcod or G. Brown,
McLeod Block, Edmonton.

Lacombe, Alta.
.i^n eflfort is now being made to hav«

tlie Blind Man Electric Railway com-
pleted. Particulars from W. Puflfer, M.
P. P., Lacombe..

London. Ont.
The London Street Railway contem-

plate double-tracking on Dundas Street

E. previous to the laying of the asphalt

pavement. Manager, C. B. King.

Port Hope, Ont.
Plans of a bridge to be constructed

over the River at Peter Street have been
prepared by Bowman & Connor, 31

Queen Street W., Toronto, for the Town
Council. Tenders will be called shortly.

Victoria. B. C.
The City Council have made satisfac-

tory arrangements with the Railway
Companies and the Government with re-

gard to the proposed Johnson Street

bridge and will submit a by-law shortly.

Clerk. W. J. Dowler.

Wainfleet, Ont.
The Grand .Trunk Railway Company.

Montreal, propose to construct a pas-

senger siding in the spring. Superin-

tendent, W. R. Davidson, London.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Renfrew County, Ont.
The County Council have awarded the

contract for the construction of a bridge
over Indian River to J. M. Kennedy, R.

R. No. 7, Pembroke. Approximate cost,

$4,000.

Bank of Hamilton Building
cost, $30,000.

Estimated

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves

Agincourt, Ont.
The Canadian Pacific Railway have

agreed to construct a bridge, estimated

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools
Elmvale, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

for the Trustees of School Section No,
5. Flos, will be received until March
31st bv the Secretary. W. J. McGuirc.
Elmvale. Architect. John Wilson. Col-

lingwood. Estimated cost, $21,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Board of Education will receive

tenders until 4 p.m.. March 20th, for the

erection of an addition at the Robert
Land School. .Architect, J. G. Hutton,

Low Point, N. S.

Work may start in the spring on thu
rebuilding of the Roman Catholic churcli.
Concrete construction may be used.
I'astor, Rev. Father McAulay.

Mission, B. C.
The Municipality propose to build a

school at an approximate cost of $3,000.
Secretary, J. A. Lampard, Mission.

Mt. Dennis, Ont.
lenders will be received until March

20th for the erection of a school for the
Trustees of School Section No. 28. Arch-
itects. S, B. Coon & Son, Ryrie Build-
ing, Toronto. Estimated cost, $25,000.
Brick construction.

Orillia, Ont.
A by-law will be sul)mitted to the

ratepayers on March 2!)th to authorize
the raising of $35,000 for the erection of
a Municipal Building. Town Clerk, C.

E. Grant.

Portage La Prairie, Man.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be called shortly. Estimated cost,

$78,500. Architect, F. R. Evans, 130
Selkirk Avenue. Winnipeg.

Quebec, Que.
The t)epartment of Public Work, Ot-

tawa, have had plans prepared for an
addition to the Post Office, estimated to

cost $100,000. Architect, J. P. Ouellet, 28
St. Famille Street.

The Roman Catholic School Board
are having plans prepared for a school to

be erected on St. Luc Street. Estimat-
ed cost, $10,000. Architects, Tangua\
& Lebon, 20 d'Aguillon Street.

Rimbey, Alta.
The erection of a school is 1)eing con-

sidered. Secretary to ine School Dis-
trict, William Saunders. Rimbey.

St. Antoine De Bienville, Que.
Tenders on interior work at the Par-

ish Church will be called about 1st April.

Architect. P. Levesque, 115 St. John
Street, Quebe.

St. Edouard DfeFrampton, Que.
Plans for an addition to the convent

are being prepared by P. Levesque, 115

St. John Street, Quebec.

St. Jean De Dieu, Que.
Tenders will be called about 1st .April

for the erection of a church. Estimated
cost. $60,000. Architect, P. Levesque.
115 St. John Street, Queljec.

Ste. Peppetue, Que.
Sketch plans of an addition to the

Parish Church are being prepared by P.

Levesque, 115 St. John Street. Quebec.

Toronto. Ont.
P. H. Finney, 79 .Adelaide Street E .
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has prepared plans for a lodge hall for
the East Toronto Lodge No. 263, I. O.
(). ]'. Estimated cost, .'i!4,0()(). Frame
and hrick construction.

The IJickic Construction C'(jnipany,
Kyrie Uuilding, are receiving sub-tend-
ers on trades reipiired in the erection of
a Home at lirockville, school at Elmvale
and a clul) building on University Ave-
nue, Toronto.

The Separate School Board have liad

new plans prepared for the proposed
scliool in St. Monica's Parish, Architect,
('.

J. Read, 20.\ Confederation Life Build-
ing. Estimated cost, $25,000.

Plans have been prepared l)y C. J.

Read, 20:i Confederation Life Building,
for an addition to St. Peter's School for

the Separate School Board. Estimated
cost, $10,000. Tenders will be called
-shf)rtly.

West Vancouver, B. C.
Tlie Municipality propose to erect a

school at an approximate cost of $4,000.

Secretary, J. S. Yates, Hollyburn, B. C.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Saltfleet Township, Ont.
The Burlington Beach Commission

have let the contract for the erection of
a frame school to Coates & Son, Burling-
ton.

St. Antoine de Pontbriand, Que.
The School Board have let the con-

tract for the erection of a school to L.
Pomerlcau, Jr., St. Antoine de Pont-
briand.

West Flamboro Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a school in Union School Section No.
: has been let to M. H. Hewitt, Dundas,

' )nt. Contractor is receiving quotations
in lumber.

Business Buildings and Indus-
trial Plants

Aylmer, Que.
\V. E. Noffke. Plaza Building, Rideau

Street, Ottawa, is preparing plans of a
toll house for the Aylmer Road Com-
pany. Concrete and brick construction.

Bathurst, N. B.
W. C. Barnes, Wyse Building. Monc-

ton, is preparing plans for rebuilding the
store of William J. Kent & Company,
Ltd. Brick construction.

Berlin, Ont.
Tlu' Regal Aulo Company i)ropose to

build a factory. Manager, R. Nyberg.
is preparing plans for a large barn,
branie construction.

Coatsworth, Ont.
Levi Coatsworth is consick-ring the

irection of a store.

Cobden, Ont.
J. McDermott, Main Street, is rebuild-

ing his stores, recently destroyed by lire.

I'Vame construction.

Dalhousie. N. B.
The erection of a store is being con-

sidered by William llyman & Son. Esti-
mated cost, $,-1,000. Architect, P. B. Troy.

Fenelon Falls, Ont.
James I'Vaser intends to Iniild lliree

stores to replace tliose destroyed by tire.

(ement block construction.

Hamilton, Ont.
The E. T. Wright Company, Calhcari

Street, propose to erect an addition to

their factory and also contemplate the
erection of an office on Wellington
Street.

Levis, Que.
A number of changes have been nia<Ie

in the plans (jf the proposed' station for
the Intercolonial Railway Company, and
the contract will not be let until the
summer. Architects, Ross & McDon-
ald, 1 lielmont Street, Montreal.

London, Ont.
Watt & Blackwell, Bank of Toronto

Building, arc preparing plans for an
arena to be erected on Richmond Street
N. at an approximate cost of $50,000.
Jicinforced concrete construction.

The Grand Trunk Railway Company
propose to build coal chutes, estimated
to cost $25,000. Steel and concrete con-
struction. Particulars from John E.
Dalrymple, Head Offices of the Com-
pany, Montreal.

McBride & Gilbert, Edge Block, arc
preparing plans of a club house to be
built on St. George Street for C. S. Hy-
man & Company. Estimated cost, $10,000.
Construction, reinforced concrete, hol-
low tile and brick.

The International Harvester Company
have had plans prepared for a warehouse
to be built on York Street, at an ap-
proximate cost of $75,000. Work may
proceed this year. Manager, S. Mc-
Convrey.

Loretteville, Que.
I". Renaud contemplates the erection

of a store. ."Vn existing building on the
site will be demolished.

Merlin. Ont.
Z. Sales will have plans prepared at

once for a blacksmith shop and carriage
factory, estimated to cost $3, .500.

Montreal, Que.
Plans have been prepare^ for a bank

and residence to be erected at Mt. Royal
and Delorimicr Streets for the Banque
d'Hochelaga, St. James Street. Archi-
tect, L. A. Amos, 78 Crescent Street.
Estimated cost, $4,000.

Nootka, B. C.
W. R. Lord, Tenth Street W., Van-

couver, proposes to build a cannery.

Ottawa, Ont.
The projected addition to a -warehouse

on Slater Street for the Henry Bate
Realty Company will be erected by day
labor. Concrete block construction.
h:stimated cost, .$8,000. .\rchitect. W.
E. Noffke, Plaza Building, Rideau Street.

James and Frank Wilson, 8 Allan
Place, have conmienced the erection of
stores and a residence, estimated to cost
$0,000. Prices are being received on
the smaller trades.

Port Arthur, Ont.
Work hs been started on the erection

of an addition to an elevator for David-
son & Smith Elevator Company under
the supervision of D. F. Fegles, c|o Bar-
uelt & McQueen, Christina Street. Fort
William. Estimated cost, $250,000.

Prince Albert, Sask.
The Codville Company, Ltd.. First and

:Mth Streets, Saskatoon, are considering
the erection of a large store. Manager,
K. Sinclair.

Quebec, Que.
TIio St. Lawrence Paper Bag Com-

pany, io;t Marguerite Street, contem-
plate the erection of stores, estimated to

cost $0,000. Architect, /. P. Ouellet, 28
St Famillc Street.

Ruthven, Ont.
Holly I'"ox contemplates the erection of

a garage and will have plans prepared.

Shawenegan Falls, Que.
The Canada Carbide Company, Ltd.,

propose to construction an addition to
their plant in order to double the capa-
city.

Sparta, Ont.
Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of two dairy barns for John Rundle,
Sparta Road, under the supervision of
Charles does. Frame construction.
Estimated cost, $7,000.

Tilbury, Ont.
Bcdard Bros, have purchased a site for

a store and will have plans prepared.
White brick construction. Estimated
cost, $5,000.

Toronto. Ont.
Plans have been prepared for a stable

and wagon house to be erected at the
Island Incinerator for the Board of
Control.

Plans will be prepared by P. H. Finney
79 Adelaide Street E.. for three stores
and apartments to be built on Danforth
Avenue by G. \. Ferricr, 303 Danforth
-Avenue. Estimated cost, $10,000. Brick
construction.

Maurice Thaler, 350 College Street,
will probably be in the market shortly
for seats, generators and machines for a
picture theatre.

The current estimates of the Property
Department include $14,000 for an addi-
tion to the Civic Abattoir, including two
boilers.

A. W. Wolfe. 163 Adelaide Street W..
proposes to build a warehouse at Spadina
.\venue and WellingKm Street, estimated
to cost $50,000. Brick and mill construc-
tion.

Tenders will be called shortly for ad-
ditions to the premises of t. YoUes. 379
Queen Street W. Architect, H. S. Kap-
lan. 75 Macdonell Avenue. Brick con-
struction.

B. Brown, 317 Queen Street W., is re-
ceiving tenders on the erection of an
addition to a store for Charles Lauder
Company, 99 Ontario Street. Brick con-
struction.

Turin. Ont.
Peter Mc.Alpine proposes to erect a

barn in the spring.

Wingham, Ont.
C. E. Lepard will call for tenders about

the 1st .\pril for remodelling the hotel
Work will include cement walls and
roofing, and is estimated to cost $4,000.

A. M. Crawford will receive tenders
until March 27th for the erection of a
garage and sales room, estimated to cost
between $3,000 and $7,000. .\rchitect. D.
C. Smith.

Winnipeg, Man.
P. M. Clemens. 4'.is Maryland Street, is

preparing plans for a hall and oflice
building to be erected for the Royal
Templars Hall Company. Estimated
cost $10,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Aylmer Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a garage and alterations to a residence
for .v. Fournier, 323 Wellington Street.
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has been awarded to E. WeiUzleff, 349

McKay Street, Ottawa. lirick and con-

crete construction. Approximate cost,

$6,000.

Brantford, Ont.
Work will start shortly on the erection

of a storage building for the American
Radiator Company, Ltd., South Market
Street. The greater part of the work
has been let to P. H. Secord & Sons,

Ltd., 13;! Nelson Street. Estimated cost,

$10,000. Brick and mill construction.

Chatham, Ont.
The contract for pluml)ing in connec-

tion with the stores which are being built

for Fred Bates, William Street, has been
awarded to Robert Mitchell. Fourth
Street.

Copper Cliff, Ont.
The Canadian Copper Company, Cop-

per Cliflf, have let the general contract

for the construction of a store and a

large number of lodging houses to J. B.

Laberge & Son, Sudbury. Work has

been started.

Lindsay, Ont.
F. R. Wilford & Company, Ltd., have

prepared plans for an addition to their

factory on Kent Street and have let the

general contract to Reese Williams, Wil-

liam Street. Brick construction.

Montreal, Que.
L. Lebel, Sault au Recollect, has com-

menced the erection of a residence and
store for L. D. Gagnon, G490 Lajeunesse

Street. Estimated cost, $5,500. Brick

construction.

The general contract for the erection

of a store and residence for Pierre Duch
arme, 6404 Lajeunesse Street, has been

awarded to L. Lebel, Sault au Recollect.

Brick construction. Approximate cost,

$5,000.

In connection with the construction of

a steam plant for the Montreal Tram-
ways Company, 78 Craig Street W., the

contract for steel has been awarded to

the Dominion Bridge Company, Ltd.,

Lachine.

Ottawa. Ont.
Bonnell Bros., Slater Street, have let

the general contract for alteration to

their store front to R. E. McKinstrey, Ul

Second Avenue.

The general contract for alterations to

a store for Robert Kennedy, 221 Sparks

Street, has been awarded to P. J. EUe-
ment. 624 Cooper Street. Estimated

cost, $4,000.

The following contracts have been let

for alterations to a store for The Two
Macs, Ltd., Bank and Sparks Streets:

—

carpentry. Garnet Douglas, 383 Waver-
ley Street; copper front and lead work,

McFarlane & Douglas, 250 Slater Street;

glass work. Colonial Art Glass Company,
840 Bank Street; metal ceilings, R. J.

Cameron, 488 Lewis Street.

Peterborough, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the factory of the Bon-
ner-Worth Company has been awarded
to William Langford, Water Street. Esti-

mated cost, $8,000. Brick and mill con-

struction.

In connection with the addition to the

premises of the Auburn Woollen Mills.

River Road, the contract for the installa-

tion of a high pressure steam heating

system has been let to R. G. Sturgeon \-

Company, Charlotte Street.

Toronto, Ont.
The proposed bank at Vaughan Road

and St. Clair Avenue for the Canadian
Bank of Commerce will be built by the
Dominion Realty Company, 34 King
Street W., who are also preparing the
plans. Estimated cost, $30,000. Steel
and brick construction.

Westboro, Ont.
J. Hamilton has commenced the erec-

tion of a store and residence on Rich-
mond Road, and has let the masonry to

Beattie & Davidson, l^enfrcw Avenue,
Ottawa. Estimated cost. $4,000. Brick
veneer construction.

Windsor, Ont.
The contract for rooling recjuired in

connection with the plant which is being
constructed for the Curtis Company,
Chatham Street W.. has been let to

A\'elsh Bros., 40 Sandwich .Street W.

Winnipeg, Man.
The general contract ior the erection

of a warehouse at Hargrave -Street and
Graham Avenue for the T. Katon Com-
pany has been let to Carter-Halls-Ald-
inger Companj-, 1010 Union Bank Build-
ing. Estimated cost, $300,000.

Residences

Aylmer, Ont.
Clarence M. Smith, cio Milan Powers,

proposes to build a number of residences
on Spruce and John Streets this summer,
and will prepare plans.

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Chappell & Hunter, Des Brisay Block,
are preparing plans for a residence to be
built on North River Road for A. E.

Duff, Great George Street. Estimated
cost, $0,000. Frame construction.

Chatham, Ont .

Work will commence very sliortly on
the rebuilding of the residences of Abram
and John Turner. Particulars from Har-
vey Armstrong, Sixth Street.

Dalhousie, N. B.
Earl Annett proposes to erect a bun-

galow this summer and has had plans

prepared by P. B. Troy.
P. B. Troy has prepared plans of a re-

sidence for Mrs. Troy. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Hamilton, Ont.

J. A. Arnies, Federal Life Building, is

preparing plans for a residence to be

erected for T. S. Orr, Main Street. Esti-

mated cost, $12,000.

Kingston, Ont.
William Newlands & Son, 258 Bagot

Street, are preparing plans of an apart-

ment house for James Elder, 307 William
Street.

Kingsville, Ont.
W. T. Conklin proposes to alter a re-

sidence into a two storey bungalow.

London. Ont.

J. F. Orme, 175 James Street, has plans

prepared for a number of residences to be
built on Hydro Street, at an estimated

cost of $10,000, and is also considering

the erection of several residences in the

North End of the City.

Loretteville, Que.
Tlie erection of a residence on Haniel

Street is contemplated 1iy J. Linteau.

Montreal, Que.
A. Goudreau, 155 Joliette Street, has

commenced the erection of four flats on
Chambly Street, estimated to cost $3,000.

Brick construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
Donald L. Campbell. 6 Driveway West,

has prepared plans of a residence, esti-

mated to cost $6,000. Stucco and double
brick veneer construction.

Parry Sound, Ont.
George White, Bowes Street, proposes

to build four residences in the spring.

I'Vame construction.

Peterborough, Ont.
William P.lackwell, Water Street, is

preparing plans for a residence to be
l)uilt at 454 Weller Street for Dyson
Worth, 476 Cedar Street. Estimated
cost, $5,000. Brick construction.

Port Credit, Ont.
W. G. Hunt. 17 Queen Street F., Tor-

onto, is preparing plans of a residence,

and will call for tenders very shortly.

Quebec, Que.
Work has been started on the erection

of an addition to a residence at Durocher
and Ste. Therese Streets for P. D. St.

Michel, 29 Sous le Fort Street. F>ame
and brick construction. ,\pproxiiTiate

cost, $3,000.

Riverside. N. B.
Leonard Heans, 84 Germain Street, is

prei)aring plans of a residence for R. W.
Roach, clo Brock & Patterson, King
Street, St. John. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Concrete block construction.

Rougemont Village, Que.
J. B. Blanchard proposes to build a re-

sidence, at an approximate cost of $3,000.

A residence will be erected by D.
Malo, at a napproximate cost of $4,000.

Sarnia. Ont.
R. W. I'awcett, 153 Essex Street, is

l>rcparing plans for a residence for John
Dawson, Postmaster. Estimated cost,

$3,400.

St. John, N. B.
E. J. Fleetwood, 111 Carmarthen

Street, contempltes the erection of a re-

sidence, estimated to cost $4,000. Plans
will probably be drawn by I'". Neil Bro-
dic, 43 Princess Street. Brick construc-
tion.

Toronto, Ont.
Plans have been drawn for a pair of

residences to be erected on Donlands
Avenue by L. H. Lankin, 124 Hampton
.\venue. Estimated cost, $3,000. Rough-
cast and brick construction.

Tenders are now being received on all

trades except painting required in altera-

tions and additions to a residence for

Mrs. S. Davies, 560 Spadina Avenue.

J. H. Bone, 18 Toronto Street, is re-

ceiving tenders on the erection of a re-

sidence, estimated to cost $5,000. Arch-
itect, W. G. Hunt, 17 Queen Street E.

Tapestrj' brick construction.

Walkerville, Ont.
Plans of a residence to be built on Kil-

dare Road for F. E. Allum, Detroit,

Mich., are being prepared by Williams
Bros.. Detroit. Stucco construction.

Westboro. Ont.
.\ Gather, Royal .Avenue, is building a

residence, estimated to cost $3,000. Brick
veneer construction.
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Whitby. Ont
I'lans will Ije prepared by I'. II. I'iii-

ney, 7!) Ailelaiilc Street K., Toronto, for

a residence to be built for K. Thompson,
Whitby, Estimated cost, $3,000. 13rick

construction.

Tenders will be received until March
33nd for the erection of a residence ft)r

Koliert Jlutcliison, I'liblic .'-'cliool Inspec-

tor. Architects, Harber ^ Tilley, Temple
liuildinK, lirantford. i'".slinial<'<l cost

$(i,n()fl.

Winnipeg, Man.
William I'.rucc, 12X0 WDl.sek-y .Vvenue.

lias prepared i)lans for a residence to be
built for David VVark & Son., 70'J Merch-
ants Bank liuildinj?. Estimated cost,

$6,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brantford, Ont.

'J"hc Reneral contract for the erection
of a residence for L. D. Chapin, ;!7 Wel-
lington .Street, has been awarded to Na-
thaniel Kew, ii7 Erie Avenue, and the
heating and plumbing to H. It. Ballan-
tync, 347 King .Street. .Approximate
cost, $8,300.

London, Ont.
A contract has been let to J. I'". Orme,

175 St. James Street, for the erection of

a residence on Oxford Street, estimated
to cost $5,000. Red pressed brick con-
struction.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The general contract lor the erection

of a residence for Mrs. C. \V. lirown, 2IH

Bridge Street, has been awarded to Field
Bros., 80 Third Street. Brick construc-
tion.

Ottawa, Ont.
Leon I'etregorsky, 87 Goulbourne Ave-

nue, has commenced the erection of
apartments at Laurier and King Streets,

and has let the roofing to John t'arno-

chan, 151 Fifth Avenue, and the heating
and plumbing to Coldrey & Chapman.
330 Kideau Street.

Quebec, Que.
IC. Bertrand, 2HH Third .Vvenue, Limoi-

lou, has commenced the erection of a re-

sidence, estimated to cost $3,000, and
has let the contract for masonry to J. B.

Verret & Son, Limoilou. Brick con-
struction.

Strathroy, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. R. Alexander has
been let to W. Hartford. Estimated cost

$8,000. Architects. Watt & Blackwell,
Bank of Toronto Building, London.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have awarded

contracts for the installation of sanitary

conveniences in a number of residences

to F. R. Maxwell, 367 Queen Street W.,
and to Sheppard & Abbott, 78 Harbord
Street.

Westboro. Ont.

J. Hamilton has commenced the erec-

tion of a residence, and has let tlie

masonry to Beattie & Davidson, Ren-
frew Avenue, Ottawa. Estimated cost,

$3,800. Brick veneer construction.

the installation of a hydro electric »y«-

lem. Clerk, John Irving.

Bedford Mills. Ont.
The Bedford Mills Electric Company,

Xewboro, Ont., contemplate the installa-

tion of a flO-k.w. dynamo, connected t<>

water wheel, with transformers and all

other equipment. Estimated cost,

$ti,O00. Manager, U. 1'. Tett.

Calgary, Aha.
1 he City (_>>uncil have let the contract

for the supply of switch board equipment
to the Canadian Wcstinghousc Com-
pany, Hamilton, Ont., at $«,773.

Mt. Forest. Ont.
The Mt. I'Orest, WellinRton & Grey

Telephone Company propose to extend
their lines to (ileneden from I'ike Lake.
.Manager, J. Corly. Mt. I'orest.

South Woodslee, Ont.
'I'ho Rochester Telephone Company in-

tend to construct a line between I'leas-

ant Park and Belle River. Secretary.
Oscar Ray, cjo the Company, Belle

River, Ont.

St. Thomas, Ont.
The City Council intend to secure es-

timates on transformers. Clerk, W. B.

Doherty.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Alvinston, Ont.
The Town I ouncil are considering

Fires

Ashburn, Ont.
Residence, owned by !•'. V'arcoe, com

pletely destroyed.

Beauport, Que.
Residence of Jean Baptistc Giroux

totally destroyed.

Cobden, Ont.
Residence of D. Tuffy, Main Street.

Loss $3,300. Previously reported under
Ottawa.

Fairbank, Ont.
Residence of Thomas Whitehead, H

Slral>ton Avenue. Loss, $3,000.

Ford, Ont.
Boarding house owned by Samuel

Tisner. Loss, about $3,000.

Fort William, Ont.
lilevator of the Grain Growers Grain

Company, Hardisty Street, conjplctcly

destroyed. Loss, $60,000,

Gait. Ont.
imperial Hotel, owned by J. A. Mac-

donald, damaged to extent of about
$33,000.

Goderich, Ont.
Planing mill of the Buchanan Planing

Mills Company. Damage estimated at

$6,000.

Hamilton. Ont.
Stores on St. James Street N., owned

by T. H. Gould. Loss. !p3.000.

Markham. Ont.
-Agricultural buildings at b'air Grounds

;iii(l Skating Rink completely destroyed.
L<iss, about $13,000.

Melita, Man.
(.'anadian Pacific Railway Company's

station completely destroyed.

Moose Jaw, Sask.
Packing plant of the Gordon Ironside

& Fares Company. Ltd.. Lilloot Street

W. Loss, *30,00().

Ottawa, Ont.
Planing mill, owned by .\ldcric ( liar-

pentier, 141 .Main .Street, Ottawa East.
Damage, *.l,0(H).

Oxford. N. S.
Business block, owned by J. R. Gil-

ruy, totally destroyed.

Quyon, Que.
Hotel owned by J. Laviolctle and re-

sidences of W. McLean and Arlliur
Kecder. 'I'olal loss about Jto.ooo.

Renforth. N.B.
Residence of Jaiiic> <>iiiiiiii», t •> Man-

chester Robertson Allison Ltd.. King
Street, St. John, .V. B, Loss. $3,0(Ml.

Renfrew, Ont.
Still house and machinery owned by

O'Briens Ltd.. completely destroyed.

Rodney, Ont.
Residence of Benjamin Miller totally

destroyed. Owner is considering re-

building.

St. Camille, Que.
Sawmill, owned by Gaudias Maurice.

Loss, $3,000.

St. John, N.B.
Warehouse of Dearborn & Company.

Ltd. Loss, about $35,000.

Trenton. Ont.
Garage owned by Graydon & CIcRg.

ICstimated loss. $10,000.

Welland, Ont.
I'urnitnre factory of the Jeffries Furni-

ture Company completely destroyed.
Loss, $4,800. Company will rebuild as
soon as possible.

Westmount, Que.
Stables, owned by D. Harrison, Prince

Albert Street. 1-oss. 95.000. Owner
will rebuild.

Miscellaneous

Burlington, Ont.
The Town Council will shortly sub-

mit a by-law to authorize tnc expendi-
ture of $3„500 on lire e<|uipmcnt. ("lerk.

James S. .\llen.

Calgary, Alta.
I'ire Chief .Smart has recommended

the purchase of 5,000 feet of fire hose
immediately. City Clerk, J. M. Miller.

Lethbridge. Alta.
The City Council propose to purchase

a motor-driven pump for pressure-rais-
ing purposes. Estimated cost. $4,000.

Clerk, W. A. Stevens.

Listowel, Ont.
Nathan Calder proposes to instal

equipment at his planing mill, to be op-
crated by hydro power.

London. Ont.
The Department of Militia & Defence

propose to enlarge the rifle ranges in

the spring, at an approximate cost of
$10,000. Timber and steel construction.

Ottawa. Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until March 28th on the supply
of two motor-driven flu$hers. Specifi-

cations at office of the Engineer, F. C.
.\skwith.

Toronto. Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

lenders until March 26th for the supply
of treated wood blocks and crushed
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stone. Specifications at Room 12, City
Hall.

Victoria, B. C.

J. E. Griffith, Deputy Minister of Pub-
lic Works, Victoria, will receive tenders
until noon, March 21st, on the supply of
()75 school desks. Specifications at the
Department.

Windsor, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the purchase of a tractor and two service

trucks for the Fire Department. Esti-

mated cost. $15,000. City Clerk, S. Lus-
ted.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Montreal, Que.
The City Council have awarded a con-

tract for the supply of about 3,000,000

brick for sewer work to the National
Brick Company of Laprairie, Victoria
Square, Montreal.

Peterborough, Ont.
The contract for supply of cement has

])een awarded by the I'ity Council to the

Peterborough Hardware Company,
George Street, and for sewer pipe to R.

Hicks & Company, Murray Street.

Pointe Aux Trembles, Que.
The Imperial (Jil Company have let a

contract for the supply of about
:!.000,000 brick to the National Brick
Company of Laprairie, Victoria Square,
Montreal.

Subsurface Land Slip Causes Building
Collapse at Baltimore

A subsurface earth movement in

connection with nearby dredging
brought about the settlement of a large

area of ground and the collapse of a

stock slied of llie American Agricultural
Chemical Company in the Canton pier

district. Baltimore. Dredging was in

progress at the time in preparation for

the erection of a new coal pier for the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
The stock shed faces on Clinton Street,

and runs back about .iOO ft. to a bulkhead
near the pier head line of the harbor. It

is one of a group of light timber sheds,
consisting of a series of open Ijays with
about 30 ft. between rows of timber
columns, which rest on concrete ped-
estals. The shed floor is paved with a
bituminous concrete.
The level of the shed floor was about

11 ft. above mean tide. On the side
where the settlement occurred, there was
originally a plot of open land, several
hundred feet wide, and extendin.g from
the l)ulkhead to the street; that is, cov-
iring the inshore end of the new coal
pier site. The specifications required
that the site be excavated to a ^.l-ft. depth
in the slip at the side of the pier, it being
planned to leave the excavated bank on
a slope of about i;4 to 1 without bulk-
heading, since adjacent cuts in the local
strata of sandy clay, hard sand and iron
stood almost vertically, and other slopes
within 500 ft. had stood up for years.
The shoulder of the slope was fixed
about 15 ft. outside the line of tlie chem-
ical stock shed, which brought its toe
about 75 ft. away.
The dredges had been working in the

pier slip prior to the settlement, princi-
pallly beyond the toe of the slope, but,
shortly beforehand, one of them had been
trimming the slope at a depth of aout
IC feet. About three or four weeks be-
fore the collapse of the building a crack
was noticed in the floor of the shed. No

special significance was attached to tliis.

since it was from 30 to CO ft. back
from the shoulder line of the dredgin!4

and nearly 300 ft. from the harbor bulk-
head. The crack widened somewhat as

the work progressed, and some settle-

ment occurred. Several shed columns
were sliimmed up, but it was taken to

c only a small local settlement whicli

could be adjusted after the dredging was
completed.
On I'"ebruary 2 an area of the shed

Hood, 60 ft. wide by about 200 ft. long,

dropped to a maximum depth of 8 ft.,

taking the building with it. The greater
depth was on a sheer perpendicular
cleavage along the line most remote from
the water. The slope was thence up-
ward to the original ground level near the
outer line of the shed. A tonnage of

land at original level, tapering from 15

ft. wide at its inshore end to nothing at

its outshore end, remained undisturbed
between the sunken area and the pier site,

leaving the shoulder of tlie excavation
practically intact for a distance of about
50 ft. from the harbor bulkhead, where
it had also sunk under water. The sunken
area was then landlocked for a distance
of 150 ft. There was apparently a move-
ment from beneath the area of the shed
diagonally out toward the harbor. It is

thought this was due to the gradu^'
bleeding of a large pocket of sand,
though most of the material taken out by
the dredges had been noted to be clayey,
with no undue amount of loose sand.
The situation will be met by driving

sheet piling along the inland line of the
break to check any further tendency to-

ward movement, then bulkheading the
slip after dredging, and finally filling

back of the bulkhead.

Now Ready

—

Bridges and Culverts
Vol. Ill of the Series

Reinforced Concrete Construction

Sold separately

By G. A. Hool, Associate Professor of Structural
Engineering, L'niversity of Wisconsin.

This is the first treatise on practical design and construction of

bridges and culverts. It completes this remarkable series. You prob-

ably know something about these books

—

How they came out without the advantage of a widely known name
as author.

How the leading civil engineering papers hailed them as the best

on the subject.

How they were at once recognized as the most useful and practical

books that have appeared.
They are today standard amon.g engineers, architects and con-

tractors, as well as in colleges.

Vol. I—Fundamental Principles. 2.j4 pages, G x 9, SS

illus., $3.50 net. pustpaid.

Vol. II—Retaining Walls and Buildings, (175 pages,
() X 9. 412 illus., 34 jjUites, $5. 00 net, postpaid.

Vol. Ill—Bridges and Culverts, 088 pages, G x 9, over
GOO illus., 41 plates, $5.00 net, postpaid.
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Tenders Without Gompetition

Tl 1

1'", tuwn of Driimmondville, P. Q-, is asking ior

tenders on a pfravity filtration plant. This in

itself would scarcely call for editorial com-
niciit if the method of procedure were along

usual lines, hut the fact is tliat tenders are heing callecl

—competitive tenders—on specifications prepared hy
a firm of consulting engineers, that are worded so de-

liherately that competition in certain parts of the work
is entirely eliminated. So much so that these specifi-

cations definitelv state the manufactin-er from whom
the various ecniiinneiits must I)e jjiirchased—the pumps
must he .so-and-so's make, the gas engine so-and-so,

tlie motors so-and-so. This holds throughout the en-

tire list. They even go so far as to give the name of

the suh-contractor who must supply and install certain

of the equipment. Indeed, the only thing that seems
to have heen omitted in these specifications is the name

of the general contract<jr who will be awarded the con-
tract for which so-called tenders are now being asked
^doubtless merely an oversight.

It is scarcely pos.sible, we believe, to condemn in

too .strong terms stich a pernicious and imbnsincsslikc
way of conducting municipal matters. It must be
condemned on four counts at least: (1) there is no as-
surance that the most suitable equipment for the pur-
pose, considering operating conditions, manufacturers'
guarantees, price, etc., is being installed; (2) there is

a possibility, to put it mildly, that the price paid for
this equipment, purchased under compulsion, a fact

known to the manufacturer, will be unduly high; (3)
there is the unfairness to competitors of go<Kl standing
in the field who have earned the right to be heard

;

and (4) there is the almost certain result of doing pub-
lic business in other than an entirely open and above-
hoard way—that there will be charges and su.spicions

of graft.
* • •

To the first it may perhaps be answered that the
best in each case has been selected. With all due
consideration for the names mentioned in this parti-

cular case, we do not think this argument can reason-
ably be advanced in the present highly developed state
of our commercial life. To-day it is not a matter of
choosing the best, but rather a question of choosing
from among the best. .\nd this condition, it is only
fair to recognize, has been brought about, more than
through any other agency, by competition- .\s a mat-
ter of recognized fact, the conditions surrounding
counts 1 and 2, that is, both high quality and reasonable
price, are directly due to the very principle of compe-
tition that this municipality is so deliberately ignoring.

For this reason too, if for no other, competitors
have a just right to be heard in favor of the particular
equipment they manufacture and sell. Manufactur-
ers and salesmen must to-day be recognized as special-

ists, each in his own particular line. The history of
the past few years has taught us that merit more often
than not is democratic, and may be found as intimately
associated with some of our younger industries as
with those of time honored names. F5ut this can, in

general, only be learned through investigation and de-
monstration and it is for this purpose chiefly that
salesman specialists are employed—to demonstrate
the merits of their goods. It follows then that these
men must be heard before the merits of their goods
can be properly appreciated.

On the fourth count, public opinion, there is per-
haps little that can be said that is not mere repetition.
Honest men and crooks look alike from the outside
and apparently about the only way the public have of
defending themselves from dishonest officialdom is to
suspect everybody. The onus of proof thus rests with
the officials and in consequence the wiser course is

surely to so conduct public business that the light of
day has free access to every item. The people pay
the bills. Is it not their right to know how and why
the monev is spent?

* * «

The only reasonable course for Drummondville. or
any other municipality, to pursue in such a case is to
get away, as far as possible, from this idea of doing
things in an arbitrary way. To-day we are fighting
for freedom, at home and abroad—freedom of thought,
freedom of action, freedom from dictation by any indi-

vidual or group of individuals who would force their
opinions upon us. It is the basis of our national
strength—the right of men to be heard—the right of
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every individual to be .i^jiven a chance to convert others

to his way of thinkinj^. The Dnnnmondville council

will be well advised to reconsider their present course

and to start all over again, call for tenders for equip-

ment in the usual way and give everybody a fair

chance- The rights of the citizens of Drummondville

demand this, and, no less, the rights of those men
whose competition is responsible for the present fav-

orable conditions of quality and price surrounding, in

general, machinery equipment on the Canadian market.

Disposal of Garbage

DIFT^ERF.NT systems of collecting and dispos-

ing of garbage, and the factors which affect

their cost, form the basis of an extensive in-

vestigation and a subsequent report just to

hand by the State Bureau of Municipal Information

in the New York State conference of mayors and city

officials. This report, extracts from which appear

in this issue, has been prejjared as a guide for cities

desiring either to establish garl)agc systems or im-

])rove existing ones.

The garbage problem falls naturally into two divi-

sions—collection and disposal. Treating these sep-

arately, collection may be either combined or separ-

ate, or some combination of the two—for instance,

separate collection of garbage and combined collection

of ashes and rubbi.sh. Reports agree that if all

wastes are collected together the cost of collection

will be less than if collected sc|)arately- The method
of collection may be either l)y licensed cartmen, those

served paying the expense ; by contract, where the

city pays a fixed sum annually to some contractor ; or

by the municipal system, where the city does the

work. Experts are agreed that the last named sys-

tem is the best. Service is rendered as desired, the

system is under better control, is cArried on with bet-

ter equijmient and is generally much cheaper to the

tax-payer.

The kind of equipment, location of receptacles, and
frequency of collection are l)ig factors which vitally

affect the cost of collection. Most cities specify the

size of can, and where it must be left for collection.

No standard type of wagon has so far been adopted in

the U. S, cities, different cities employing different

designs such as suit their ideas and requirements.

The almost universal practice is to collect during the

day. The frequency of collection depends entirely

upon the amount of garbage, the density and char-

acter of the population, and the season of the year.

The cost of collection is vitally affected by so many
different factors that any attempt to compare the

cconom}' of a system in one city with that in another
would generally be unsatisfactory. The cost of col-

lection depends on the cost- of loading, length of haul,

capacity of wagon, rate of travel, grades, and traffic

obstruction.

The methods adopted by different cities for the

disposal of their garbage are: feeding to swine; dump-
ing on land; dumping into large volumes of water;
disposal by sanitary fill ; burial ; incineration ; and re-

duction. Most of the smaller cities dispose of all or

part of their garbage by feeding to swine The
method is a most profitable one, and warrants con-
sideration in small cities where isolated farm sites

are available. Dumping on land, especially where
there is a large quantity to be disposed of, is objec-
tionable. Dumping in water is generally prohibited
because the material is washed on a neighboring

shore. 'i"he method of sanitary lill, in dumping the

garbage and mixing with it sufficient earth to ensure

oxidation, is not only satisfactory, and free from nuis-

ance when properly carried out, but economical as

well in filling excavations and ravines. Disposal by
burial, when properly ct)nducted, is sanitary, but is not

applicable for large communities, on account of the

large area of land required.

The system generally employed by large cities is

a disposal plant, either by incineration or reduction.

Incineration is favored for a city of less than one
hundred thousand inhabitants. From estimates it

has been found that the average cost of incineration

is between $600 and $700 per ton daily capacity. The
by-products of this process are clinker, used in brick

manufacture and road-making, and heat that can be

used for steam generation of light and power.
In the reduction method of disposal two processes

are used—cooking and drying. In the former the

garbage is cooked in large closed retorts by means of

steam under pressure. In the drying process the

grease is extracted by some volatile solvent like

na])tha- Reduction is a method that to be financially

profitable can only be adopted in large cities. The
cost of reduction will vary from $1,500 to $3,000 per

ton daily capacity. Besides being sanitary, the re-

duction process is profitable in the intrinsic value of

the com])onents restored—grease, tankage, hides, etc.

The rci)ort is specially complete and valuable with
regard to disposal by incineration and reduction.

Liberal extracts from the data furnished under the

headings are printed elsewhere in our issue of March
15 and of the present date.

The Recent Road Congress

The i)roceedings of the third Canadian and Inter-

national Roads Congress, held in Montreal, were, indi-

cative of a strong interest in the good roads move-
ment, partly due to the spirit created by the first Con-
gress, also held in Montreal two years ago, but alscj

very largely to the Good Roads legislation of the Pro-

vincial (iovernments. These governments gave the

("ongress very strenuous support ; several members
attended, and .some of the speakers were officials in

the highways departments. The efforts of the Gouin
Ministry have clearh' had very beneficial results in

awakening interest in the improvement of roads, as

was evidenced by the large number of delegates from
that province. This was scarcely less noticeable in

the case of Ontario and also Manitoba. The execu-
tive of the Congress met the desires of the section of

the community in which the Congress was held by
arranging for several papers to be read in French and
by prominent French Canadians ])residing at some of

the sessions-

As compared with the First Congress, there was a

marked all round improvement. The proceedings
were more enthusiastic, the exhibition more attractive,

and there was a general atmosphere of quickened vi-

tality. The Congress was of real educational value,

and will undoubtedly further stimulate the Good
Roads movement. Rural municipalities are very
hard to move, often looking upon such subjects as

good roads in the light of unnecessary expenditure;
the feeling expressed in the saying that what was good
enough for their fathers is good enough now is still

widely held l)y many men in farming districts, and it

is difficult to upset deep rooted prejudices of this

character. Such congresses as that held in Montreal
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.III' vvDithy of support, if only from the point of sliow-
inj^ that j^^ood roads are profitable investments for the
farmer, and the delef,'ates who j^^o back to their towns
and villaf^es imi)ressed with this knowledf^e will hel])

to remove one of the chief obstacles to the advance of
the 'movement. Show the farmer that he is s])endinf,'

money to his linancial advantaj^jc, and yon have made
a coiuert.

'I'liere were two or three points about the conj^ress
in connection with wliich one heard an occasi(jnal cri-

ticism. One was that the majority of the papers
were too technical. To the enj'ineers such i)apers
are of great value, but the majority of the delet^ates
were not of this cla.ss. and it is sif^niticant that the
most popular speakers were men who mixed their

technical data with more jjeneral observations. Then,
again, several of the papers were criticised as being
too long; they were weighted with too much detail,

so that interest was apt to be lost by reason of the
mass of information read off at a rapid rate. Dele-
gates are a])! to become wearied when a paper exceeds
a rcasonal)le limit, (except perhaps a few who have
made that ])articiilar subject a study), es|)ecially when
they have |)eriiaps .sat for an hour and a half listening
to other papers. And finally, the discussiinis were
on the whole, disa])i)ointing. Most of the pa])crs

passed without comment This may in a degree be
l)artly accounted for by the disinclination of the
l-'reuch Canadians to discu.ss the pa|)ers written in

iMiglish, and vice ver.sa, but even the |)apers in French
were followed by little comment. The language
question was one of dififtculty, but it was met as fully
as possible by Mr. ]?. Michaucl, the president, alternat-
ing his speeches in French and Knglish.

A Conference of Toy Manufacturers
With a view to encouraging the mainifacture of

toys in Canada, both for home markets and for ex-
port, a toy conference has been arranged to take place
in the Royal Hank iinilding. King and \'onge .Streets.

Toronto, on the 28th of March. .\ large number of
samples of Ciernian toys, such as were formerlv im-
ported into Canada, will be on exhibition to show-
Canadian mainifacturers what the (iermans supplied,
and there will be a collection of U. S. toys also, which
will indicate what oin- neighbors to the .south have
been doing to replace the (ierman article. It is al.so

expected that Canadian manufacturers of toys will
send sanii)les. There has been a very considerable
de\elo|)ment of toy manufacturing in Canada since
the outbreak of the war, and it is known that there
are not less than twenty-four toy factories in Canada
at the |)resent time. The importance of the industry
and the wonderful demand at certain times of the year.
would indicate the necessity of Canadian manufac-
turers attending this conference as a ])reparatory step
towards holding this particular trade permanently.

Good Roads in Quebec
The Hon. L. A. Teschereau, Minister of Public

Works, has i)rcsentcd a Bill before the J.egislative .Xs-

sembly of Quebec to abolish toll-gates on some sixty-
four miles of road around the city of Quebec. The
roads are at jiresent owned by the Quebec North Shore
Turnpike Roads Company, l)nt the revenue from the
tolTgates has not been sufticient to maintain the roads,
and the company is practically insolvent. The Bill

dissolves the company, and the roads and bridges are
to be municipalized and become the jjroperty of the
nnmiciiialitics through which they run.

The Lieutciiant-(iovernor-in-Council is empowered
to create a commission of three men who will lfX)k

after tlie road for ten years, at the end of which time
the municipalities themselves will take charge. The
money for repairs and construction is to be secured by
the nninicipalities under the provisions of the Ckx>d
Roads Act,—half the cost of maintenance is to be paid
by the municipality, one-quarter by the city of Que-
bec, and the balance by the province, and the total cost
of maintenance is not to exceed $40,000 a year.

Mr. Dunlop Before Ottawa Branch
The Ottawa i)ranch of the Canadian Society of

( ivil Fngineers held their third mid-day luncheon for
the season in the (ireen Room of the Russell House
on March 17th at which Mr. K. A. Dunlop, M. L. A.,
I'embroke, Out-, delivered a brief addre.ss. Mr. Dun-
lol) has just returned from a trip to F.urope where
he visited the Canadian front line trenches. He was,
therefore, specially fitted to give an account of the
life and condition of our soldiers at the front.

Manitoba Branch G.S.G.E.
-At a meeting held on March 3 of the General Sec-

tion of the Manitoba I'.ranch of the Canadian Society
of Civil Engineers. Messrs. W. G. Chace and M. V.
Sauer gave an interesting review of the present and
proposed hydro-electric development in the Niagara
I'alls di.strict. The differences in the various plants
were pointed out. si)ecial features were discussed, and
the advances made in electric i)ower transmission
within the last twenty years were dealt with.

The following list of members of the Manitoba
l>ranch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers
have enlisted for active military service:

—

Lieut. Louis .\nnereau, A.M.; T. W- Clark. A.M.;
W. S. Collins, S. ; Major F. .\. Creighton, M. ; W. j!
Dickson, S. ; C O. Donnellv, M.; Lieut. E. P.
I'etherstonhaugh. A.M.; J. A.' Hesketh. M. ; Lieut.
n. A. Johnston, S. ; C. N. Mitchell, S. ; Lieut- J. M.
L. (i. Mullon, A.AL; R. II. Mulock. A.M.; Vv. H.
Richardson, S. ; C. A. Millican, A.M.; L. M. H.
Rime, A.M.; Major D. A. Ross, M.; C- Rowan, S.;
Col. 11. X. Ruttan, M.; G. L. Shanks, J.; W. H.
Shillinglaw. M. ;

\'. 11. Tait. S. ; Lieut. A. J. Taimton,

Monthly Meeting, Toronto Branch G.S.G.E.
'J'he regular monthly meeting of the Toronto Branch

of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers was held
in the Society's rooms at the Engineers' Club, 90 King
Street West, on Thursday, March .9th. The meeting
was devoted to the discussion of j)roposed amendments
to the present by-laws as formulated bv the Com-
mittee appointed in 1915 to consider this matter. While
the attendance was not what the inij>ortance of the
subject should warrant, a very interesting discussion
took place, and many good suggestions were made.
A stenographic report of this discussion will be avail-
able in a short time for members wishing to consult it.

Mr. G. A. Mountain, of the Ottawa Branch, was pre-
sent at this meeting, and contributed to the discussion.

Canada's total revenue to February K, for
the eleven months of the fiscal year, is

$154,348,809. This is an increase of about
134,000,000 over a year ago.
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The MonolithicType of BrickPavement
The advantages of this

struction — Description

By Maurice B

THE development and successful application of

the monolithic type of construction for brick

pavements is a decided step in advance in

improved highvv'ay construction. It promises
the end of building roads by rules of thumb and pre-

cedent, and the beginnings of truly economical design

and construction.

At the present time, the monolithic type is of two
kinds, both representing a breaking away from the

practice of constructing brick pavements in two parts,

separated by a layer of foreign material, but one more
gradual than the other. In one we have no radical

change in the relationship of the various elements of

the structure. It differs from the sand cushion type

only in the addition of cement to the cushion course,

producing a part which might more properly be called

a cement mortar bedding course. A union is made
with the finished surface of the concrete base, but it

is only such union as may be obtained by bonding a

thin layer of cement mortar to a prepared concrete

surface, and to the bottoms of vitrified paving brick.

The other, as typified by the newly built roads at

Paris, Illinois, is a complete divorce from the old or-

der. It represents the final step in consolidating the

wearing surface and the foundation, so that both con-

tribute their luiited strength to the structure.

All semblance of a cushion or s])ecial bedding
course is done away with, and the vitrified

wearing surface is completely bonded to the

green concrete base.

Before proceeding to a critical analysis of

the results obtained by the two methods <if

monolithic construction, let us examine in de-

tail the steps involved. I'irst, that type in

which the bricks are laid directly on the green
concrete foundation, developed originally for

country roads, but since applied to city streets.

The "preparation of the subgrade differs in no
respect from that of any improved road. Thor-
ough drainage must be insured and a uniform-
ly compacted subgrade created as the founda-
tion.

When the work begins, concrete of a quak-
ing consistency is deposited from a conveyor
on the subgrade between the forms. It is then
roughly struck off by means of shovels to a

de])th about two inches greater than the re-

(|uired dej)th of foundation. The concrete hav-
ing been deposited, roughly struck off, and
spaded along the side forms in order to allow
only mortar to come in contact with them,
the foundation is struck oflf to a true surface
and luted by means of a double template, in

which has been placed a dry premixture of sand
cement in the proportion of one to four.

The character of the double template is of the ut-
most importance and may well be called the salient
feature of this method of construction. As developed
at Paris, 111., and very successfully used there, it con-
sists of a forward cutting edge, an I-beam, and a rear
cutting edge, a channel with the flange placed out-
ward. The I-beam and the channel are spaced from

•Instructor Highway Engineerine, Case School Applied Science. Cleveland,
before Ohio Engineering Society.

type over cushion con-
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two to three feet apart. The bottom of the rear cutter

is about three sixteenths of an inch higher than the

lower edge of the forward cutter. With the space

between the two filled with dry sand and cement, a

forward motion of the temj)late first cuts off the con-

crete and then fills all irregularities in the surface with
the luting mixture.

Sufficient water is used in mixing the concrete so

that enough will work to the surface and be absorbed
by the luting mixture to insure its thorough hardening.

The surface thus created in the rear of the tem-
plate is remarkably smooth, entirely free from depres-

sions, and is ready to receive at once the brick surface.

No difficulty has been experienced in laying the l)rick

in the usual manner, having them brought in on ])al-

lets with the best edge upward, the dropper standing

upon the brick just laid. There is sufficient rigiditj'

in the green concrete base even at this stage to resist

the formation of any depressions in the surface by
workmen moving about upon it. It is well, however,
to have boards laid for the men to walk upon.

The brick setting is immediately followed by roll-

ing. A light hand roller weighing from four to five

hundred pounds has been found entirely adequate to

obtain a remarkably smooth surface, in fact, the sur-

an<l

Fig. 1.—Brick pavement without curbing.

face obtained before rolling is as smooth as many sand

cushioned streets after rolling.

The chief endeavor of highway engineers is to ob-

tain economy in construction, to build pavements for

the minimum cost that will promise the maximum of

durability, consistent with all the elements that gov-

ern pavement construction such as drainage, traffic,

and freedom from excessive maintenance and repair.

If we compare the two methods of building monolithic

brick pavements on the basis of results already demon-
strated, we find that the sand cement mortar type has
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increased the cost of constnictioii, while that

method by which the bricl< are placed on the

green concrete base has decreased the cost of

construction.

In the sand cement mortar bed type, the

base is prepared in advance and allowed to

harden exactly as if the sand cushion type were
to be built, 'i'he same depth of brick is used

and the same concrete edging or curb has been

retained that were formerly employed. The
increase in cost arises through the introduction

of the cement in the cushion material. Any
saving in the amount of sand used and in al-

lowing faster dropping of the brick is offset

by the cost of the cement and the cost of pre-

mixing the cement and sand. The net result

is an increased cost per S(}uare yard for the

construction. The sand cement mortar l)ed

type has had its widest appreciation in city

practice. One of the advantages of the I'aris

type is found in the elimination of the curb-

ing or edging for C(nintry roads, so that from
the point of view of effecting economy in ma-
terials tliis type has the advantage over the

sand cement mortar bed type.

Any innovations in pavement construction

methods are of interest to the engineer particularly,

since it is he who forms the connecting link between
the contractor and the taxpayer. But the contractor

is vitally concerned in these innovations since it is

he who must ada|)t his organization to them in order

to meet successfully the requirements of the engineer.

The ])ublic is interested by reason of the fact that it

is tliey who ])ay for all |)avements constructed and
enjoy the use of them. Therefore, in order to satisfy

all of these interests, a pavement must be of practical

construction in the o[)erations and organization in-

vcjlved, it must meet the requirements of all pavements,
that is, ease of traction, ease of cleaning and durable
under the wear and tear of traffic, and finally it should
be attained at the minimum expenditure of money
consistent with good service.

Executives are agreed that the maximum efficiency

L
Fig. 2-Complcte(l brick pavement, Paris, III.

Fig. 3— Briclu removed from pavcmenl.

in operation and organization obtain when the same
men continue to exercise the same functions, in other
words, specialization of effort. What holds, for ex-

ami^le, in productive industry, is equally applicable to

the construction of pavements. Effective effort on the

part of workmen building a road is obtained when each
man becomes thoroughly familiar with the work which
he has to perform, and particularly if he has but one
kind of work to do.

Again, economy in materials, which decreases the

amount of money which must be tied up during the

])rosecution of a contract, appeals strongly to the con-
tractor. A type of construction which promises to be
a credit to the man performing the work and one in

which the hazards of unknown and unforeseen circum-
stances are reduced to a minimum commends itself

strongly to the contractor.

All of these conditions are satisfied by the

Paris type of monolithic construction. The
entire force engaged in building the [wvement
is distributed over a distance of less than
seventy-five feet along the road, encouraging
economy by making possible street supervi-
sion of all the work. The same men perform
the same operations continually. For instance,

certain men are always engaged in roughly
striking od the concrete base and spading it

about the forms ; others are mixing the sand
and cement luting course and keeping the
template well filled; still others arc constantly
bringing in brick for the drop|)ers, and so on.
Thus the entire operation proceeds at a uni-
form rate of speed throughout the day. There
is no ciMifusion or loss of time by changing
duties. I'iconomy in materials is effected by
the elimination of the curbing or edging in

country ri>ad construction. .\ saving is made
in the amount of sand and cement required for
the luting course over what would be required
for a sand cement mortar bedding course, or
even a plain sand cushion.

Xo time is lost in waiting for a concrete
base to harden before brick laying may com-
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mence. In other words, there is no call for equipment
to be brought on to the work until actual operations

of constructing the pavement begin. Of course, the

subgrade must be prepared, but except in unusual

circumstances that may be going on simultaneously

with the construction of the pavement only far enough
ahead so that no time will be lost by breakdowns or

other unforeseen delays in preparing the subgrade.

In the use of the special template which both strikes

olif and lutes the concrete foundation is found the

critical point in construction. No make-shift template

should be employed, it should be substantial and de-

signed particularly for the work to be performed by it.

The cost of the template is very small in proportion

to the economy effected by its use.

Every engineer hesitates to commit himself to new
methods of construction, involving the expenditure of

large sums of money without being certain of the

ground upon which he stands, in order that his name
shall not be lent to any plan which may later result

in discredit to his professional judgment. This is a

natural and justifiable attitude and it serves as a check

on exploitation and over zealous attempts to improve

methods which have been in use for many years. Un-
fortunately, we do not as yet have in highway engi-

neering the criteria for predetermining pavement be-

havior under the diversified conditions of application

which surround them, so that opinions upon the future

perf(jrmance of pavements must be based upon "a pri-

ori" reasoning, with past performances of accepted

methods in view.

The principal defects of the sand cushion

type of brick pavements have been longitudin-

al cracks and surface depressions, caused by
soft spots or shifting in the sand cushion, by
imperfect grouting, or combinations of the two
effects. The presence of moisture in the sand

cushion which may freeze and expand during

cold spells may also be a contributing factor

in the formation of longitudinal cracks. One
thing is certain, that the elimination of the sand
cushion eliminates its hazards as well, and de-

fects that develop must be attributed to some
other source. So far, no longitudinal cracks

have developed in monolithic pavements.
The opinion of engineers has been ex-

l)ressed from time to time that they feared
that at the end of five or six years, the bricks

would become broken and battered on account
f)f the anvil effect of the base when the surface
is subjected to moving loads.

We know that the ability of any structure
to withstand the shock of suddenly applied
loads depends upon the ability of the material
to yield slightly and to store within itself in-

ternal energy equal to the amount of the ex-
ternal energy applied to produce the given
state of distortion. This storage of internal
energy is evidenced by the elastic recovery of the
structure to its original position upon removal of the
load. We commonly describe this function of a pave-
ment as its resiliency. Just what the resiliency of a
four-inch brick surface firmly united to a four-inch
concrete base will be, is something to be determined
by actual measurement.

A careful study of monolithic pavement leads to
the conclusion that they are inherently stronger, and
better suited to withstand successive deflections with-
out injury than is that type having the \vearing sur-
face and the foundation acting separately, the only

connection between the two being dependent upon a

layer of sand which may or may not establish a contact.

The taxpayer's interest in improved roads lies not
only in having a smooth and comftjrtable road over
which to ride, but also in how much he must pay to

secure such a road. His interest in monolithic con-
struction is quickened by the knowledge that a type
of construction for brick roads has been developed
which promises to be equally and probably more sat-

isfactory than the sand cushion type, and as has been
indicated by work thus far performed, it is secured at

a cheaper price.

Cost of Applying Mortar with the

Cement Gun-
The upstream face of the lilephant lUitte dam of

the United States Reclamation Service is being water-
proofed with Portland cement mortar mixed in the pro-

portion of one part cement to two parts sand and ap-
plied with a cement gun in a coating about 1 in. thick.

Advantage has been taken of rising water in the re-

servoir to work from rafts specially constructed for the
purpose. There are two of these, each 'Jxl3 ft-, made
of planking on a framework laid on and attached to 16
oil barrels. One raft contains the machine, operator
and helpers, small mixing box and a few sacks of ce-
ment and sand, while the other is loaded with cement
and sand.

The coating is applied in horizontal strips about
10 ft. high and the length of the dam at water level.

Fig. 4-Laying brick, Paris, 111.

The surface is first cleaned thoroughly with scrapers
and wire brushes and is then gone over with a sand-
blast, using coarse sand, passed through the machine
to obtain the necessary pressure. This roughens the
surface sufficiently to cause the mortar to adhere to it.

The surface is then thoroughly moistened with a hose
and the mortar immediately applied. The mortar is

put on in four layers, each about !4 in. in thickness. It

was found that a thicker coat than this applied on a
vertical wall, without reinforcement, would, on ac-
count of its weight, slough off before setting. Each
'From tlie Reclamation Record.
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layer follows tiic ])recc(linf,'- one before it has at-

tained its final set, and s(j far there is no indication of

a i)artinf( of the layers. Numerous samples taken
from the face showed perfect adhesion to the con-
crete, it hein<r impossible in every case to break the
mortar from tlic concrete at the line of contact. The
Cost per s(|tiare foot for llie first 1(X),(KX) s(|- ft. of this

coating is as follows

:

(Jl)eratinf,r and repair work, inchidiiif^ cost of

air and water $ 0.015
.StaginJ,^ cleaninj;- wall, moving, etc .006
Cement 024
Sand, including labor, screening and hauling

(sand only 20c per cu. yd.) 007

Depreciation of Kun and equipment OZ)

.Subtotal $ 0.072

( ) verhead 007

iotal cost per s(|uarc foot $ 0.079

In using the cement gun the sand must be clean,

sharp and n(jt too tine. It must not be bone-dry, or

trouble with feeding will occur. The air pressure

should be abt)Ut 30 lb. in the gtm and the water pres-

sure over 00 11). It has been figured at Elephant Hutte

that 30 ft. of free air at KX) lb. pressure at the |H>int ni

delivery to the gun and 10 gal. of water are required

per minute.

Efficiency in Municipal Engineering
By R. O. Wynne-Roberts

I\
tiie article published in the issue of February are given as to the number of actual customers sup-

9th the writer dealt with the question of efificiency i)lied. The following table furnishes the main items
in munici|)al engineering in general. Since then of the year's operation at the above two places, based
r have had the opportunity of studying the finan- upon (a) per million gallons supplied and (b) per

cial returns of nearly 60 (Ontario waterworks as pub- capita:
lished in a government rei)ort for 1913. which is the <"* •'" "»"'<>• naUons—

latest available. lito»» Fuclur salaries (Jros. perbead

The returns do not appear to be rigorously stand-
,

j'"*^ "^^^^ °'
.^i^' "*SS'""^'2J*

**'4^'

ardised because in a number of instances the repay- a '.'.'.'.'.'.'...'. lasioo 9!oo ».ao 62.00 213.00 S3

meiit of loans or debentures is included in the annual ^
( ) per c»piu—

_^_^^ ^^^^ ^^_^ ^_^^ ^^ ^^
working cxi)enditure. It would also appear that these 2 ::::::.:.: i.nr, 0.1078 o.-Tsa <..-« a.rv. 33

rei)ayincnts are included in other returns although the It will be observed that Xo. 2 would appear to

fact is not stated. Furthermore the disseciion or al- have a very costly water supply if the cost per million

location of the accounts in .some of the returns do not gallons is taken as the standard, but when compared
conform to the standard and, therefore, must l)e on the basis of cost per capita it is the most satisfac-

omittcd. These conditions are to be regretted, inas- tory on almost every score. These two places are re-

nuich as the data given would be of great value to the latively small, one has a population of over 2,000 and
authorities in t)rdcr to compare the results obtained in the other over 4,000.

one place with those in another. Such a compari- If the same analytical method is applied to larger

son, however, is not always reliable unless ample in- towns we get the following results:

formation is available as to the nature of the power <"> ''"• """"" K»"on5-
GaUoo.

Cmploved, cost of fuel, type and condition of the Cros,-! Fuel or Salaries Oross per head

pumps, average height to which water is raised, man- c°»« «»•'«' ".TT" ^T^7u"'"^T ^"^V
agement and operating organizations, and so on. 4 4aoo 5.20 eo* •x.«t>* .'.".an* h.t

A ])roiessor addressing the Koyal Canadian Insti- (b) per capita—

tute in Toronto recentlv,' referred to "the mendacity J
*

Jl?! JJi? ofu a^t -iM* iS
of statistics," and without doubt he was stating a tru- ° .•.•.••j'"' '-'•2** ','-^'' "'-^ '

"** •'•'^' ""'
r ,- • 1 , ,

• r ^ t Includes repayment of loan.
ism. tor hgurcs witliout explanations are often most

. , e -i

misleading. I'or example, the cost of providing water I" these instances again the cost of water per mil-

bv pumping in Ontario municipalities including all ex- ''O" gallons supplied is inversely proportional to the

penditures, excepting the repayment of loans or de- .''veragc daily con.sumption
;
whilst if based upon the

bentures. ranged from $14.00 to about $138.00 |)er mil- number of inhabitants the cost was lowest where the

lion gallons.
'

This great dififerencc needs explaining consumption was low. There are. however, many

an<l when the average dailv consumi)tion is taken into lo^al circumstances which would tend to alter the

account it is found that it will give a little light. Where above figures, but m the absence of particulars it was

the total cost of pumi)ingwa.s onlv $14.a) per million impossible to consider them. In ^most Canadian

gallons pumiied. the average daih' (juantitv of water ><>wns and cities there arc some people who have in-

per head was as high as 437 gallons, but where the dependent water supplies from wells etc.. the nnm-

cost was $1.18.00 the consumption was onlv 33 gallons, 'x^r "' ^^'"'^'i "^ "f^"-"" proportionately greater in a

The ratio of the two consumi)tions was as 13 is to 1
small town than in a large city Stnnc towns use

but the cost of production of water was as 1 is to 10.
'«•»'.'.'<-' quantities of water for public punwses and the

The cost of water production, however, does not industrial use of water in small towns is frequently

mount ui) in the proportion of the cjuantitv used and .y;reater in small towns than m large ones, when corn-

wasted. Labor, repairs, salaries, interest, etc.. will P^red on the per capita basis.

remain nearly the same. i)ut fuel or electric energy will The financial returns from Ontario towns were
cost nearly in the same ratio as the quantity of water analyzed in several ways so as to ascertain the relative

supplied. Suppose the working expenses, etc.. are cost in diflferent places. The tables built up in this

analysed on the basis of the population, which is the way are too extensive for publication but they indicate

only other basis available in this case, as no statistics that some authorities could save money and at the
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same time probably have a more efficient water sys- the investigation further it was found that with a

r- J .,
daily consumption of 100 irallons and less 3 water-

Ihe average daily consumptions, according to the works were run at a loss and 11 with profit, whilst in
returns, range in a crescendo scale from 29 to 437 gal- those towns where the people required more than
Ions per head. Out of 39 towns who reported the 100 gallons per day there were 6 waterworks run at a
consumption loss and 14 profitably. It will thus be seen that as

35 consumed over 40 ga Ions per head per day the consumption per capita m..unted up the undertak-
32 consumed over ^0 ga ons per head per day ings operated at a loss increased in number. Out of
31 consumed over 60 ga ons per head per day 54 towns 19 had suffered losses and 35 made profits.
28 consumed over /O ga ons per head per day The capital expenditures on waterworks based upon
2/ consumed over 80 gallons per head per day the reported assets were as follows
23 consumed over 90 gallons per head per day capital Daily
20 consumed over 100 gallons per head per day expenditure consumption

7 consumed over 150 gallons per head per day cities over 10,000 inhabitants^
Percapita percaplta

5 consumed over 200 gallons per head per day Mfn'fmum ;:::::;;::::;:: [3^ * ESw ^fr
4 consumed over 250 gallons per head per day Average ...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

33.45 H3
Tliofo ivi.,,r K„ <»^,.a11„„<- , , r r it.

Cities or towns under 10,000 inhabitants—
J nere may be excellent rea.sons for some of the Maximum (7) $51.00 145

high consumptions, such as industries requiring large
Minimum (8) 7.55

quantities of water which are metered and paid for. .

Unfortunately, as already stated, the information
If certain U. S. and European manufacturing-towns ^'^en in respect to the annual capital charges is in-

can prosper on 40 gallons or less per head daily, it is
definite, but if we eliminate those returns which spe-

evident that 50 gallons should suffice in Canada.' As ^^ificaHy state that repayments of loans or debentures
the daily consumption is allowed to mount up it is '^^ included in the cost of production we find that the

palpable that the waterworks plants must be sufficient '"terest charges ranged from $1070 to $82.20 per mil-

in capacity not only to cope with the regular require- ''°" gallons, that is as 1 is to 7.70, or from $0.13 to

ments but also for fire purposes. If the ordinary flow ^^-^ P^'' ^apita, that is as 1 is to 28. It is known
of water through the pumps, filters, reservoirs and ^^^^ certain towns have not installed or maintained
mains is two or three times that which is actually ne- adequate and efficient water supplies and the above
cessary, it is easy to anticipate the conditions obtain- 'iSures tend to prove it.

ing when a large supply is required for fire extinction. ^^}^ '^°st 9^ ^"^1 and energy in cities of over 10,000

The capital neces,sary to be spent to satisfy all these '^habitants differed considerably but in smaller places

requirements must be great or an inadequate service ^'^^ range was much greater, as will be seen below:
is provided. It does not matter which, because the ^S%l°JS"ll^°r^l"S'^^i"" FS*',

consumption
. , .^, . . ,. and tnergy per per Head of Fuel per head

ratepayer must pay either in interest or expenditure MiiimnGais. perday percap. pcrday

and for operation exi)enses. or as surcharge on fire ,3) .$17.50 57 gais."^'"" MaximuT '""'(6)
»o.5i) 120 gals.

insurance. iUit if the waterworks system is in a <'•' ^.20 .143 gals. Minimum o) 0.25 100 gals.

„ ]•- ,1 ^ 1 -.I ,
Cities under 10,*KK) non.

proper condition tlie ratepayer has neither excess to (lO) $50.00 29 gals. Maxinmm (12)$104 ."5 gals

pay, because by maintaining the plants in a high state '"' ^"^ ^ s^"'' Minimum (13) o.iio 150 gail.

of efficiency they are capable of meeting all contingen- Ihe cost of fuel and energy varied greatly. Some
cies at the minimum of cost.

towns have water power available to operate the

By allowing the water consumption to mount up PU'"Ps and as far as the writer's information extends

not onlv has the ratepayer to bear the extra cost of '^"^^ '^^^^ "°t been included in the analyses. When
pumping and extra interest on plant, but tlie extra '^'^}^^ power is utilized the cost of energy and fuel is

water that is allowed to be used and misused simply ''educed but in the absence of figures as to the ratio of

adds to another burden, namely that of disposing of ^'^^^'^ Power to steam, electric, oil or gas power no

the sewage. The quantity of sewage to be dealt with «'^°^ purpose can be served by pursuing this study.

is more or less proportional to the volume of fresh Salaries and wages amounted to an average of

water supplied, but the organic matter in sewage is $10.31 per million gallons in cities of over 10,000 in-

roughly proportional to the population served. Cer- habitants. They ranged from $4.24 to $20.00. When
tain features of sewage treatment plants depend more distri!)uted over the poi)ulation they amounted to an
upon the strength of the sewage rather than upon the average of $041 per capita ranging from $0.28 to $0.62.

volume, but this subject need not be discussed further I" smaller cities and towns this expenditure ranged
in this connection. ' from $2.36 to $42.50 per million gallons, or .$0.13 to

The ratepayers have always to pay for these ser- $1.19 per capita,

vices, and the jjoint the writer desires to emphasize In conclusion it must be clearly understood that

is that it pays directly and indirectly to avoid waste the data obtained from the published government re-

of water, energy, fuel, labor, and therefore money, port may be subject to considerable revision when the
Preventable waste, and efficiency are two elements

—

balance sheets for 1915 are analysed. Furthermore
like oil and water—they will not blend well, if at all. the figures quoted herein are used to illustrate the

Unfortunately the returns are incomplete in sev- possibilities for reductions in cost of operating water-
eral respects, consequently it is not possible to include works, especially in smaller towns. The ratepayers

all of the waterworks in this discussion. It is never- a'x ordinarily favorable to the municipalising of pub-
theless interesting to note that out of 20 towns which I'C utilities, on the supposition that the services are

gave no data as to the daily average consumption i)er rendered at cost price and evidently they are. But
head. 10 had made a profit on the year's operation and '" many places it is also evident that some of the

10 had deficits. Where the daily consumption was waterworks would be operated by companies in a

under .SO gallons per capita one concern had a deficit, different manner and at less cost to the consumers,
four had surpluses. In the towns where the con- The writer has during his professional career con-
sumption was under 75 gallons per head there were sistently advocated the municipal ownership of pub-
losses in two and surpluses in 7 of them. Carrying lie utilities, but according to some of the returns there
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are occasions when the pubHc would receive better
service at a lesser cost. In view of the jjresent finan-

cial situation when thrift, economy and efficiency

count as they have seldom done before, it is important
that the exhortations of the jjjovernments should be
lespccted even in the manas^ement of i)nblic utilities.

Hut apart from the need for public fruijality it is the

natural attitude of customers to strive and get their

supplies of commodities at the most economical terms.
Water is an absolute necessity ; public health, private
amenity and jjeneral requirements are such that its

supply should be pure, ai>undant and cheap, but such
conditions are difficult to maintain without efficiency

in the several departments of water undertakinj,'-.

Shot Tower for Canada Metal Go.
The Canada Metal C'omi)any, of Toronto, have let

to the Ontario Wind luif^ine and I'ump Comi)any the

contract for a shot tower to be built in connection
with their new factory. The tower, which is still in

the latter company's shops, will, when erected, be 160
ft. hif^h, 12 ft. square, and be closed in with a corru-

j,'ated iron sheathinj^^. Erection will be commenced
as soon as all the members are fabricated in the shops.

In designing;;- the tower special attention had to be

paid to bracinji; for wind loads—a factor very seldom
considered in lar<(e flat l)ui!dini>s. This is necessary,

not S(j much from any excess of weij^ht, i)ut from the

excessive height of the tower relative to the width
of the base. In fact, in designing; the tower the wind
load was the determining' factor in the size of the
members.

On account of the limited foundation space, the

tower was built 12 ft. square and was kept uniform
throughout, rather than using a larger base with a

design tapering towards the top- This necessitated

using heavier members, esi)ecially in the bottom pan-
els, to get the same strength. The tower is built in

an exterior corner of the factcjry, and is accessible

from the difTerent floors of the factory. This fact

eliminated any bracing in the lower panels on that

side as high as the factory roof. To overcome any
danger from failure, the columns were built heavj-

enough to ensure a large factor of safct)'. To meet
these several conditions the column members, as high
as the factory roof, were each built of four 6 in. by 6
in. by ^ in. angles plated together, star connection,

see figure. Beyond this two angles riveted back to

back were used.

To meet the heavy overturning ctTect, the founda-
tion for the shot tower, which was built simultan-
eously with the factory foundation, was made fairly

massive, and to distribute the load uiuler each |)ed-

estal over as large an area as possible, was built of

concrete iron grillage. The foundation walls are 12

ft. square, S'/i ft. thick, and nearly 20 ft. deej)- lught
2-in. bolts were embedded in the concrete to firmly

secure the tower. The total estimated weight of the

tower is about 90,000 pounds.

On the top floor (see section C'-D) is placed the

melting |)ot and screens, with sufficient floor space for

workmen, and around the tower is built a three-foot

lialcony. Material is elevated by means of an eleva-

tor, apjiroximatcly 3 ft. by 4 ft., operated by machinery
placed just to the north of the shot tower. .\ |)air of

stairs also leads to the top floor. .Shot metal, on be-

ing elevated to the top floor by the elevator, is Tuelted

and i)oiired through screens of the proper mesh, ac-

cording to the size of slu)t required, and caught in a

tank of water at the bottom. The liquid streams, in

dru])ping through s|)ace, form into spherical globules,

and are hardened when thev hit the water.

,XIX.

.v,«**tf-vr

Plans and section* for Shot Tow«r. showing wind load* In the
dlffer»nl members.
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Greosoted Wood Block Pavements
Preparation of Blocks — Methods of Laying —
Maximum Grades— First Cost and Maintenance

By Andrew F. Macallum, C. E.'

For a number of years untreated wood block pave-

ments were laid in this country and the States and

after repeated failures attention was directed to the

use of preservatives. The first experiments made
simply placed thorouj^hly dried blocks in a bath of

creosote heated to a temperature of about 210 de-

grees F. until three pounds per cubic foot of creosote

had been absorbed. While these pavements were

fairly successful it was soon realized that the best re-

sults could not be secured by merely dipping the

l)locks and they were then treated with creosote under

pressure until they absorbed from ten to twelve

Ijounds of oil per cubic foot. Such a pavement laid in

Indianapolis in 1898 gave such good results that city

engineers began to appreciate the possibilities of

treated wooden blocks and l)etter results were ob-

tained.

A small piece of wood block, treated with the

creo-resinate process composed of one half creosote

oil and one half resin, was laid on the west side of

Yonge Street, Toronto, at Front street opposite the

head office of the Bank of Montreal in 18% and was
still in good condition when taken up for a new pave-

ment about two years ago. In the City of Hamilton
probably more treated wood l)lock paxements have

been laid than in any other city inCanada and the

first pavements put down in 1909 are as good yet as

when laid, and although subjected to the heaviest kind

of traffic have not to (late cost a cent for maintenance-

it has also been laid on residential streets where the

residents assume its greater cost to asphalt for the

added comfort through its quietness under traffic.

Types of Wood Used

The wood principally used has been Long Leal

(yellow) Southern pine which from experience has

been found to give excellent results. ^lost specifi-

cations, now, however, admit Norway pine and tani-

arac as a result of experiments made on pavements
laid in Minneapolis, which showed the suitability of

these woods. No doubt other species of wood make
satisfactory pavements but on account of the incom-

plete knowledge of their value as paving blocks city

engineers as a rule prefer a wood that has been proven

"satisfactory. Jilocks are generally from three to four

inches wide and vary in depth from three to four and
one-half inches and in length from 5 to 10 inches. The
depth of blocks should not vary more than one six-

teenth of an inch for a gixen size. As for all timber

specifications the blocks should l)e sound, free from
large or loose knots, shakes, worm holes and other

similar defects. The annual rings are usually speci-

fied to average not less than six to the inch and the

blocks to average 80 per cent, of heart wood or one
block not to have less than 50 per cent, heart wood.
The preservative used is usually a pure coal tar ])ro-

duct free from i)etroleum oil or its products having a

specific gravity of 1.10. Water gas tars have not

proven satisfactory and should not be u.sed-

With a view of obtaining opinions as to the most

• City Engineer. Hamilton, Ont. Before Good Roads Congress, Montreal.

.satisfactory amount of treatment required per cubic

foot of block according to the experience of each city

the writer has ascertained from replies from twenty
cities in the United States that six of these cities use

16 pounds, two of them 18 pounds, and twelve of them
20 pounds depending to some extent on local condi-

tions. The percentage of treatment will vary with the

block as the denser and heavier the block the smaller

is the quantity of oil which it absorbs. The sapwood
will absorb a large percentage of the oil but if the

block has not had the moisture first removed from the

sapwood the oil will not be able to penetrate the block.

Thus it is invariably found that a block which fails

does so in the sapwood and the cause is an insufficient

amount of oil or poor penetration of the sapwood.

Laying the Pavement

The base for wood block pavements should be of

concrete from five to six inches deep, having the crown
parallel to the required finished crown on the blocks.

An uneven or irregular base is detrimental to any
pavement as it is liable to cause a depression in the

surface which the repeated impacts of waggon wheels
is certain to increase, giving an uneven surface. Upon
this concrete base is placed either a sand or mortar
cushion, usually one inch deep with its surface struck

by templates to a surface parallel to the contour of

the finished pavement. Where sand is used it should

be such that it will all pass through a quarter inch

screen, besides being clean. When a mortar cushion

is used, some engineers use a proportion of one
of cement to three of clean sand to which sufficient

water is added to insure the proper setting of the ce-

ment, while other engineers obtain good results by
mixing and placing the cement and sand dry. This
cushion is simply a means of securing a uniform sur-

face for the blocks to rest u]5on and distribute the load.

Alongside or between street car tracks, however, or

on grades, sand cushions are apt to become uneven or

flow due to the vibration of the rails or by water get-

ting in alongside the rails, and washing the sand

out, so that under these circumstances a concrete

cushion should l)e used. Away from the car tracks

the question of whether a sand or mortar cushion

should be used is a matter of opinion. Sand gives

a better cushioning effect and the blocks do not have
to be rolled so soon after laying as when a mortar
cushion is used, but the present tendency seems to

favor a mortar cushion-

Euro])ean ])ractice does away with this cushion al-

together, but the concrete base is finished off as smooth
as a concrete sidewalk and to the exact contour of the

surface of the pavement. This extra care and work-
manship obtain results that are excellent in as much
as the finished surface of the blocks have no depres-

sions and consequently 'the wheels cause no impacts.

In some cities it is not always possible to lay the

blocks shortly after coming out of the treating plant,

and the hot sun and wind, during shipment and the

idle period before laying, is apt to check the blocks

and cause the oil to exude. The blocks should be
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piled cldscly when delivered on the street and sprinkled

oi' dipped in water before layiiifc.

Expansion Joints

(loieratly the blocks are laid at rij^lit aiifj;lcs villi

the curbs with an exjiansion joint at each curb of

from three quarters to an inch and a half acccirdinj;

to the width of the pavement. Alonj^side the curbs

three rows of block are laid parallel to the curbs with

the expansion joint next to the curb. I'lacinjj a

louf^itudinal row of blocks with an exjiansion joint on
each side is sometimes done, but is not <^tH>(\ i)ractice

as the sinj.(le rcjw i)f blocks between the joints will al-

most certainly rise up above the level of the adjoining

l)avement as the joints close up. Cross expansion
joints have been used also by thj writer when the

treated blocks had l)een jiiled on a street for several

months, but for fresh blocks properly treated they are

not necessary on streets of heavy traffic. On streets

of light tratific, however, there shoukl be cross expan-

sion joints i>laced from thirty to fifty feet apart and
having a width of al)out three cpiarters of an inch. It

is hardly necessary to say that the l)U)cks should be

laid with the grain vertical and having the joints in

adjncL'ut rows, broken by a lap of about 2 inches. The
blocks should be laid neither too loose nor too tight,

about one-eighth of an inch apart, so that a block can

be raised without disturbing the surrounding blocks.

Roll the Surface

After the |)avement is laid it should be rolled thor-

oughly with a roller varying fnmi three to five tons

until a perfect surface has i)ecn secured with no de-

pres.sions and the blocks firmly in ])lace. There

should be no difficulty in this as the usual si)ecifica-

tion for blocks allows of a variation of but one six-

teenth of an inch in depth so that if the foundation

and cushion have been proi)erly laid there is usually

very little trouble about dejith of the blocks. Along-

side street railway tracks and about manholes s])ecial

care should be taken in laying the l)]()cks. It is usual

in such cases to thicken the cushion so that the blocks

shall be about one quarter of an inch above tlie wear-

ing surface of the rail or cover and in a very short time

the traffic will rub these blocks down to the level of

the rail. . Alongside rails, to prevent water (lowing

down and under the blocks, two methods are used:

one is to place specially cut creosoted plank under the

rail head to give a vertical surface against which the

blocks are i)aved and the second and usual method is

to i)laster the web with a rich mixture of sand and

cement to the width of the rail head and the blocks

are then laid against this. .As with other pavements

it has been found that the girder lip rail is more .satis-

factory than the ordinary tee rail, unfortunately in u.se

in most towns, for the permanence of the block on the

inside or gauge side of the rail. Incidentally it may
be said that no pavement will be satisfactory along-

side a street railway track if the rails lack sufficient

weight, stiffness and foundation to jirevent movement
especially at the joints.

Joint Filler

'fhere is a diversity of opinion among engineers as

to the best joint tiller to be used. The .\merican So-

cietv of Municipal lmi>rovements recommend a suit-

able bituminous filler when the blocks are laid upon a

sand cushion and a sand tiller when laid on a mortar

cushion. It is claimed ior the bituminous tiller,

which tills the joints between the blocks about two-

thirds their depth (the remaining depth being filled

with sand^ that it makes an ab.solutcly waterpuxii

pavement and that it eliminates all expansion difficul-

ties as such block is surrounded with an individual ex-

pansion joint. Unless the filler is a suitable asphaltic

cement with a high melting point and low penetration

there is apt to be a sticky surplus left on the surface.

This filler will cost about l.S cents per .square yard
more than a sand filler.

A cement grout filler has been used but unless tlu-

traffic can be kept off the pavement for at least ten

days it is little better than a sand filler. The sand
filler is generally used on streets of heavy traffic; the

sand being coarse and sharj) grained, and preferably

heated before placing. The writer has u.sed with ex-

cellent results a bituminous filler between, and one
foot outside, of street railway tracks and a sand filler

to the curb where three rows are again treated with a

bituminous filler I*"rom results obtained he does not

consider the extra expense in using bituminous filler

justified for such streets unless the traffic be very

light. On bridge floors it is better practice to use a

bituminous filler with the blocks. .After the pave-

ment is rolled sand to the depth of about a quarter of

an inch is sjiread over the surface and the street is

thrown open t<i traffic.

Maximum Grades

This method of construction is satisfactory up to a

three per cent, grade, beyond which the blocks arc

laid in a different manner. The crown should be as

light as possible, being just sufficient to shed the water
freely, which applies also to the pavements between
street railway tracks. When the grade of a proposed

pavement exceeds three per cent, the question of a

suitable pavement, and the method tt) be adopted in

laying it, to meet the requirements of the traffic, be-

comes of interest. With the variability of conditions

to be met with due to our climatic changes the limits

of most paving material are .soon reached, so far as the

inclination of grade is concerned unless specially

manufactured.
The writer inquired from twenty-four cities to as-

certain the maximum grades upon which creosote*!

\\<iod block had been laid and found that one city had
laid this pavement on a seven per cent, grade, one on
six per cent., three on five i)er cent., and five on three

per cent, grades. The five to seven per cent. |)ave-

mcnts were laid under two methods: The first method
used was probably originated in the city of Hamilton
and was used on u])per James street where a block

])avement was laid in I'W on a five and a half per

cent, grade. F.ach block ha<l a strip one half inch in

width and one half inch in depth cut off one face so

that when the blocks were laid at right angles to the

centre line' of the street there was a space of a hall

inch between each row of blocks giving a good foot-

hold for horses drawing traffic. These blocks were
pitch filled and the cross grade oi the street was suf-

ficient to drain out any water. The same methi>d

was adopted on King Street west in the same city.

during the same year, and I may say that both of

these pavements have been very successful in meet-
ing the conditions of heavy traffic on two of our main
streets without a cent being spent for repairs or re-

newals since being laid.

Special Type of Blocks

The special cutting of the blocks in the manner de-

scribed added considerably to the cost of the pavement
and to obviate this the ordinary rectangular bUn-k was
used with creosoted laths jijt in. x 2 in. laid between
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each cross row of blocks. This was pitch filled as in

the first method and has b«en just as successful, being
today in first class condition although subjected to

fairly heavy traffic for four years.

On Ravensclifife Avenue, Hamilton, a purely resi-

dential street, having a 6 per cent, grade, blocks spaced
in this manner were laid. The reason for putting
such a pavement on a street like this having very little

traffic was that the residents insisted on a creosoted
wooden-block pavement because of its quietness as

compared with other pavements suitable for such a

grade and it has fulfilled expectations.

Slipperiness

One of the criticisms made of treated wood block
pavements is that it is slippery, but in the writer's

experience he has found that there is very little dif-

ference between these blocks and sheet asphalt pave-
ments. When covered with a light frost or snow, or

when the weather is foggy and damp the pavement
may become objectionably slippery. In traffic ob-

servations made at Philadelphia, Newark and other

cities the evidence shown by the engineers at these
places indicated that where treated wooden block and
granite blocks were on parallel streets 70 per cent, of

the teaming went on the wooden block. On Stuart
street in the city of Hamilton the writer laid treated

wooden blocks between the street car rails and granite

block between the outsid-e rails and curbs, the pave-
ment being on a 5 per cent, grade. Although most of

tlie traffic was of a heavy truck teaming nature it was
foiuid that fully 80 per cent, of the traffic except on
wet days was on the wooden block.

First Cost and Maintenance

The first cost of wood block pavement is undoubt-
edly higher than that of most of the other paving ma-
terials ; averaging in the City of Hamilton from $2.85

to $3.00 ]5er square yard, exclusive of grading. When
its cheaiJness of maintenance, ease of cleaning, low
tractive resistance and durability are taken into con-
sideration this pavement with its relatively high first

cost will compare favorably and prove ultimately

cheaper than one lower in first cost.

New Administration Building for Board of

Education, College Street, Toronto
The fine new Administration lUiilding, the new

home of the Board of Education which is to be ready

for occupation this year, is well ahead of its schedule.

The Building is practically completed under the ex-

isting contracts which include the general construc-

tion, and the City has been asked to appropriate fur-

ther for completion of the interior finish and fittings.

The building is situated on College Street, with
the Main Facade directly opposite the University
Group of Buildings, with a side entrance oflf a private

driveway on the west.

The architecture is of a simple Classic Greek de-
sign. The feature of -the main Facade is an Ionic

Portico surmounted upon the heavy rusticated base

Fig. 1—Front Elevation, Administration Building. Toronto.
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eiiclosiiif^ the principal floor. This Portico is Hanked
by two end iiavilions, the whole su])portinj.j an attic

storey.

Immediately under this I'ortico, the main entrance
is situated which is a handsome modern adoption of

the fanKjus I'^rechtheion d(jorway. The spandrils be-

tween the stone columns are treated in Ornamental
Cast Iron fitted with metal casements-

The buildinfj which is of fire proof construction is

of skeleton steel frame, fireproofed with hollow tile

and carried on concrete piles far below the surface of

the ground, owing to the site being over the old
Slee])y Hollow Creek. All flcxjr and interior parti-

tions are of hollow tile.

'J'lie material used throughout i^ a cmunion irrev

stock brick with a recessed joint relieved with trim-

mings and I'ortico of Indiana limestone which makes
a very successful combination.

The general treatment of the iniciioi i> very plain

except the main entrance hall on the principal floor,

the Members room and the Board r<K>m, which are
treated to suit their respective importance.

The main hall has a simple plaster wall treatment
relieved by ante-pilasters and supporting an entabla-
ture and deep panelling ceiling.

The axial line of the entrance leads to the hand-
.some br(mze enquiry wicket ; adjacent to this is the ele-

vator and staircase.

The entpiiry wicket will be in touch with all parts
of the building with an up-to-date telephone system.

FIS. 2-Cround Floor

Plan. ShoMtln< Board

Room uid Mcmbcn-
Roon.
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On tile rii^lit and left of the entrance are situated

the medical inspection and supph- departments.

The members room is approached through an or-

namental doorway on the left of the enquiry wicket.

This room is designed as a comfortable meeting place

for the members, being finished with panelling witli

stucco frieze over and a heavy fjeamed ceiling.

The lockers and telephone booths for the members
are arranged in the wall panelling with special toilet

accommodation directly ofT this room.

The special feature of this room is the large open
brick fire place, over the shelf of which is a marble

panel with bas relief carving symbolical of Education-

The woodwork finish of the walls, ceiling and furni-

ture will be of walnut.

A private entrance oi)ens frc)m the Members room
into the Board room. The lioard room is Italian Re-

naissance in design, the walls being treated with twin

fluted pilasters of the Corinthian Order surmounted

by an enriched Entablature with panelled frieze and

supporting an ornamental segmental ceiling.

The focal point in this room is the Walnut Dais

which is raised upon a platform. The desks and

seats for the Members of the Board are arranged in

horse shoe form, the space in the centre being oc-

cupied by tables for secretary and the press.

Ample provision for the pul)lic is arranged on the

main floor and also in the gallery which is accessible

from the main stair landings. These doorways are

adjacent to the side entrance of the building.

The gallery is sujjported on the cantilever system

so as not to obstruct the view with columns.

The general finish of the furniture and wood trim

will be walnut.

The second floor is given up to two Committee

rooms and the Secretary-Treasurer's Department,

while the third floor is occupied by the Inspector's de-

partment, with ample accommodation for a j^rivate

office for the Chief Inspector, and de^k rooms and an

])roviding ample light l)y installing skylights in addi-

tion to the windows.
The basement is given over to the beating and

ventilating apparatus, fuel .storage, caretaker's apart-

ments, and kitchen and lunch rooms for the stafT.

.\ si)eeial feature of the building is the firejiroof

\ault, which is l»iilt on a separate foundation and is

Fig. 3.—steel Erection-Administration Building, Oct. 21, 1915

inspection room for the Junior Inspectors. The lib-

rary is also here, and a room for supervising teachers.

Use is also made-<)f one room on this flat for a con-

tractors' office in -connection with the building depart-

ment, which will wliolly occupy the next floor, with

suitable rooms for the various needs of the work. Spe-

cial care has been given to the draughting room in

Fig. 4.—Administration Building, Toronto. Erection Prrgiess Jan. 6.

entirely independent from the skeleton construction of

the building. Other notable aspects are the modern
sanitary lavatories on the different floors, and the s])e-

cial ventilation system in the I'>oard room, Members
room and Committee rooms. Steam heating and fan

ventilation are used throughout. An electric elevator

Avill ])rovide accommodation to all floors.

The building, which will cost about $140,000.00 in-

clusive of the interior finishings, was erected under

the supervision of the department by the following

constructors:—Masonry, H. N. Dancy & Son; Steel,

Dom. Bridge Co. ; Fireproof floors, J. A. Wickett,

Ltd.; Roofing, W- E. Dillon Co. Ltd.; Carpenter, E.

Armstrong; Painter, F. A. Ovens; Plasterer, A. D.

Grant; Wiring, A. R. Rice & Co.; Plumbing & Heat-

ing, John Ritchie P. & H. Co. Ltd.; Iron work. Can-

Orn. Iron Works; Heat control, Johnson Temp. Reg-

Co.; Marble & Terrazzo,-Can. Glass.

Metal for Shells

Specifications for Russian 3-inch shells call for a

loading of 2S& to 260 half-inch bullets, consi.sting of 4

parts lead and one of antimony. This requires practi-

cally 4-908 lb. lead and 1.217 lb. antimony per shell. In

addition, fine stibnite mixed with magnesium powder
is used to produce the smoke that enables an observer

to register the point at which the shrapnel bursts.

This calls for 0.0238 lb. stibnite and 0.02322 lb. mag-
nesium per shell. British 3.3 inch shrapnel uses even

more lead, the total weight of the bullets being 7.92

lb. and the composition 7 parts lead to one of anti-

mony. This shell also requires 4.04 lb. copper and

1.87 lb- spelter.

The London Concrete Machinery Company have secured

the contract from the Imperial Oil Company to supply two

21-cu. ft. batch mixers with gasoline power. Both mixers

are to be used in the erection of the concrete work on the

Imperial Oil Conipany's new plant at Pointe Aux Trembles,

Que,
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Methods and Costs of Garbage Disposal
Different Systems of Final Disposal Employed by U. S. Cities— Incin-
eration and Reduction — By-Products — Methods of Financing Cost

(Concluded)

destroyed. The maintenance is from nothing to $1.00
per ton, according to the design and material employed.
and the degree is from 10 per cent, to 50 per cent, per
annum. In seme furnaces a less cost of operation is

claimed, but the claim of each builder should be sub-
ject to a careful investigation before being accepted as
justifiable. The maintenance and depreciation charges
are large in all crematories, but they depend to a great
extent upon the character of the workmanship, and the
quality of material used, as well as the designs. A
poorly constructed crematory, even if of meritorious
design, will not last a year, while a well constructed
one of good design should last ten years or more with
occasional replacement of worn parts."

The following are some of the reports from cities

which receive a revenue from by-products:

Minneapolis.—The steam generated lights and heats

hospital and workhouse buildings, also lights 31 miles

of streets. Estimated annual revenue, heat, $6,293.89;

light, $1,080.62; street lights ($60 per arc), $4,657.48;

total, $12,031.99.

Borough of Richmond.—West New Brighton in-

cinerator uses clinker in manufacture of brick by mix-

ing cement with ground clinker.

New Orleans.—Plans perfected to light streets and

])ublic l)uildings. Claimed that from 500 tons of gar-

bage daily, 30,000,000 kw. can be generated a year.

Savannah.—Ninety-five per cent, of coal fuel pre-

viously used at pumping station is now saved by des-

tructor. To operate waterworks pumping station it

cost $81.90 ])er day. To operate the station and des-

tructor it costs $46.50 per day, or a difference of $12,921

per year, this being 10 per cent, of the cost of the plant.

This is expected to provide for repairs and amortiza-

tion charges. Besides, the city has all of its refuse

dis])osed of without cost at a central point and in a

sanitary manner with freedom from nuisance. The
clinker is used for road building and is estimated to

have a value equal to the cost of hauling it from the

])lant.

All reports and experts agree that destructors are

very successful from a sanitary standpoint and have

the advantage over other methods in that the different

classes of waste can be destroyed by one process and

gathered in one collection. Several also agree that the

destructors when properly constructed and operated,

may be centrally located, thus reducing the cost of

haul. Another point mentioned is that there is some
revenue. The disadvantages pointed out by experts

are that, if not properly designed and operated, thert:

will ))e dust and odors, all refuse must be hauled to

the plant and expert workmen must be employed.

The cost of operation varies from city to city, and

in each city from month to month, depending upon

tlie season of the year, composition of the garbage and

climate. Most incinerator companies guarantee to

operate their furnaces at full capacity at about 50 cents

per ton. Milwaukee ()))erates for about 57 cents per

ton. The cost, including maintenance, depreciation

and fixed charges, and operating expenses, averages

from $1.50 to $2.50 and sometimes $3.00 per ton. The
State Board of Health of Ohio found in its investiga-

tion that incineration cost from $1.97 to $2.50 in Can-
ton, Ohio; $2.00 to $2.66 in Marion; $1.00 to $1.84 in

Steubenville, and $2.58 in Zanesville, during a period

of several years. These figures include interest, de-

preciation, maintenance and repair charges.

J. W. Turrentine, of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, who has just completed a study of garbage
<lisposal plants, says in a recent bulletin that the aver-

age net cost of incineration per ton as obtained in a

number of instances, is- $2.11 per ton, and that in one
of the cities considered there is a credit for power
generated of 22 cents per ton of garbage incinerated.

Venable says, "the operating expenses are in the

neighborhood of 50 cents ])cr ton of kitchen garbage

Life of Plant

Most garbage incinerator manufacturers claim a
life of twenty years for their plants with reasonable
renewals.

Morse claims that when fuel is necessary the cost
of destroying refuse and garbage in crematories is ap-
proximately 50 cents per ton. He also says that the
cost of operating destructors is from 50 cents to 70
cents per ton for actual labor expenses, while the cost
of operating the modern high-temperature destructor
will not exceed from 50 cents to 60 cents per ton.

Deducting credit for power, the cost will drop, he
says, to 30 cents or less per ton. Depreciation and
capital expenses are not included in Morse's calcula-

tions.

Greeley asserts that the cost of operation will range
from about $1.00 to $1.50 per ton, "but local conditions
may alter these limits."

C. O. Bartlett says : "So far as disposal of garbage
is concerned, in incinerators, it is coming to be gen-
erally understood that this method is far from sanitary
and is essentially wrong in that it neglects to obtain
tlie value for the products so collected."

Rudolph Herring says: "In incineration, if suffici-

ent fuel is added, the combustion can be made perfect
and the garbage can be destroyed without offense and
converted into unodorous gases, ashes and clinker.

Whatever sanitary objection has been made to this

process has resulted from preventable causes. Unless
ashes and rubbish are combined with garbage in suffi-

cient quantities to produce the necessary heat, the
steam production is deficient and other fuel must be
added."

Robert H. Wylde says of incineration at a high
temperature : "Here we have a methixl that is at once
sanitarj-, expeditious and economical in first cost and
maintenance." He also points out that this method
is free from nuisance, the plant may be centrally lo-

cated, cost of collection minimized owing to the re-

lative shortness of hauls, not necessary to maintain a
separate collection, nor is there any necessity to keep'
refuse in separate cans.

W. F. Goodrich maintains that modern destructors
are perfectly satisfactory and that there may be no
fear of nuisance wherever they are located. He main-
tains that it should be the aim of officials to utilize
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the power produced for the best interests of the com-

munity.
William M. Venable says that cities of from 10,000

to 40,000 population should burn garbage and refuse,

the problem to be solved being the advisability of at-

tempting to utilize the heat generated by burning.

Reduction

When this method is used only garbage and dead

animals can be destroyed, but when these kinds of

wastes are broken down by means of heat, valuable

by-products are recovered. This may be done in two
ways, the progresses being known as cooking and dry-

ing. In the first, garbage is cooked in large closed

retorts by means of steam under pressure. It is then

pressed, leaving grease and a dry cake known as tank-

age, which is used for fertilizer. In the drying method
the grease is extracted by some volatile solvent like

naphtha. The relative advantages of these two meth-

ods is disputed. At the present time the majority of

plants are operated by the cooking method. C. O.

Bartlett says that the cooking method does not per-

mit of the recovery of any considerable i)ortion of

grease, but does provide for the retaining of most of

the solids in dry form, after which they may be ground

up to serve as a base for fertilizers. He also says it is

open to some objection on account of escaping gases

from the stack unless there are sufificient scrubbers.

Irwin S. Osborn sums up as follows the advantages

and disadvantages of each process

:

Drying Process
Advantages.—Cost of plant is less, due to equip-

ment and building space required ; the operating costs

are less, due to amount of labor and power required.

Disadvantages.—Carbonizing of the grease in the

dryer, due to high temperature required, so that the

maximum amount of grease is not recovered ; the ma-
terial is not broken down so that solvent will act as

readily on grease particles to allow maximum recovery

;

the mechanical condition of by-products is not as de-

sirable without additional treatment ; there is a greater

volume of gases to be deodorized.

Cooking Process
Advantages.—The cells of the material are more

completely broken down so that a larger amount of

grease can be more readily recovered : all material is

enclosed during the process so that the gases are more
readily deodorized with less volume to be deodorized

:

in the modern plants the mechanical condition of the

by-j)roducts is better.

Disadvantages.—Increased fixed cost of building

and equipment : increased operating cost ; increased

maintenance cost.

He says that by-products produced by either have
the same relative market value. In plants that have
been operated by both methods, the experience has

been that the additional amount of grease recovered

by the cooking method has more than oflfset the in-

creased costs and at the same time the odors were
eliminated to a larger extent.

In- establishing a reduction plant, Rudolph Herring
says that the great fear is creating a nuisance. He
further says that, owing to unpleasant odors apt to

arise at the works, it is necessary to have good ventila-

tion and also a subsequent treatment of some of the

vapors and liquids which result from the process.

These contingencies make it advisable, he believes, to

locate the plant in a neighborhood where the possi-

bility of occasional unpleasant odors will not materially
injure value of adjoining property.

The Chicago Waste Commission contains this sug-

gestion as a solution of the odor problem: "In addi-

tion to the steam and electrical power that can be fur-

nished from a destructor plant to operate a reduction

plant, the exhausting of all gases carrying odors from

the reduction works and passing them through the

destructor would prove one of the greatest advantages

from a sanitary and economical standpoint to be de-

rived from a combined method of disposal of all muni-

cipal wastes."
Osborn says : "Economical results may be obtained

by utilization of heat in the disposal of garbage mixed
with other refuse, by burning, but to prove satisfactory

the maximum sanitary results must be obtained at a

minimum cost, and when the quantity is such that it

will warrant utilization the reduction method will con-

tinue to show more economical results, and with pro-

per attention given to details and sanitary features the

work can be conducted without nuisance."

Reduction is a method which can be adopted only

by large cities. It seems to be usually agreed that

cities with less than 100,000 population and produc-

ing less than 75 tons of garbage daily will find the re-

duction process will not pay as a business venture.

One writer says in no place of less than 150,000 popula-

tion can these kinds of plants be operated successfully.

Venable places the minimum population at 100,000.

He says that as ap])roximately 80 ])er cent, to 90 per

cent, of kitchen garbage is water and only 10 to 20

per cent, is composed of grease and other substances

it takes a large amount of garbage to make a reduction

plant profitable.

Parsons fixed the minimum population at 200,000.

He points out in his book on "The Disposal of Muni-
cipal Refuse" the following advantages and disadvant-

ages of the method

:

Advantages.—The organic or ])utrescible matter

of the garbage is extracted into compounds which are

harmless,—grease and tankage : it thus saves those

components which have a material intrinsic value ; the

garbage is cared for in a sanitary manner ; the cost is

about $1.80 to $2.00 i)er ton to the city and no revenue
from the grease and tankage ; as the works are situ-

ated some distance from the city the haulage is only
on the garbage ; when properly designed and carefully

operated, the process need not be a nuisance, and its

adoption adds a new manufacturing industry.

Disadvantages.—The first cost is high ; exjjensive

machinery and apparatus are recjuired ; ilie cost of re-

newals and repairs is large : the odors and smells are

apt to be given off and the expense to prevent such
an annoyance ; the distant location of the plant from the

city in order that odors may be least objectionable

;

being a manufacturing ])lant it should be erected and
operated by private interests; being operated for jjrofit

there is danger that the works may become a nuisance

;

requiring skilled labcjr, there is some danger of strikes

;

the garbage must be separately collected ; there will

always be some foreign material, tin cans and the like,

which must be sorted out at the works ; there being
but one plant the system would be crippled by fire or
by any cause stopping the plant ; the plant cannot be
divided, as small plants do not pay; the jjrocess cares

for the garbage only, leaving the remaining refuse to

be otherwise treated.

Cost of Reduction
The cost of a reduction plant will range from $1,500

to $3,000 per ton of daily capacity, according to pub-
lished reports.

The gross cost of garl)age destruction by the redug-
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tion method varies from $1.50 to $2.50 per ton (jf raw
garbage. In only a few instances does the sale of the

by-()roclucts meet or exceed expenses. In a majority

of cases, the process is carried on by private companies,
the most being sul)si(lized by cities to amounts varying

from 50 cents to $2.50 ])er ton. A few companies pay
the city for all garbage delivered to the plant.

The by-products of the reduction method are grease

and tankage. It is generally agreed that ordinary gar-

bage contains from 2 to 3 per cent, by weight of grease

and must yield from 200 to 400 lbs. of tankage per ton.

J. W. Turrentine says that on the basis of figures

obtained in the operation of a number of reduction

.plants, it is shown that the average cost of reduction

is $2.41 per ton, and the gross receipts $3.30 per ton,

giving a profit of 89 cents per ton raw garbage. He
asserts that when consideration of cost of collection is

excluded, the rendering of garbage is distinctly more
profitable than incineration.

Cleveland and Columbus have been the cities most
successful in operating reduction plants. In 1914 the

Columbus plant received 21,628.97 tons (jf garbage, or

211 lbs. of garbage per capita. From this and the 183

large dead animals received, the actual i)roduction was

as follows: Grease, 1,186,985 lbs.; tankage, 1,753 tons;
hides, 183. The value of these by-products were:
(Jrease, $52,672.21; tankage, $12,987J<4; hides, $1.-

Of>2.30, or a total of $66,772.35.

Each ton of garbage produced 54X7 lbs. of grease
and 162.1 pounds of tankage. The grease value per
ton of garbage was $2,435 ; the tankage, 60 cents, and
the hides, 5 cents, or a total of $3,085 per ton of gar-
bage. The actual cost of operation was $40,220.78, or
$1,859 per ton. The net profits were $26,501.57, or
$1,226 per ton of garbage.

Cleveland, in 1912, produced 2,940,000 lbs. of grease
and 10,016,000 lbs. of tankage, the city receiving for

them $151,162.48. This reduction cost per ton of green
garbage was $1.97^, and the earnings per ton of green
garbage was $3.47, making the net earnings per ton of

garbage, $1.49>i.
New York City sells its garbage to a private com-

pany. It made a contract for 1914 to 1916, inclusive,

and the right to renew the contract for two more years
on the same terms and conditions. The city receives
at the rate of $62,500 for the first, $87,500 for the sec-

ond, and $112,500 for the third and each of the succeed-
ing two years.

The Practical Selection of Aggregates
for Concrete Construction

It is not the intention of this article to deal witli

the hardness, angularity, roughness, roundness, or gen-

eral fitness of any given aggregate. The aggregates
are supposed to be clean and of such quality that

the work at hand can be performed by ])roperly com-
bining them to get tlie desired result. The article is

also based on the assumption that the reader has an
intimate knowledge of the proper degree of wetness
or dryness necessary to attain the best results ; also

that the dangers of inefficient mixing and placing of

concrete will at times cause disastrous results, no mat-
ter how good the materials.

Sand
It would not be amiss to state that the best sand

(or stone) is that which has grains of all sizes pre-

sent, such that the smaller grains lill the voids of the

larger, the ])ercentage of any ])articular size being only
sufficient to fill the voids l>etween the grains of the

next larger. Sand is generally considered to be the
finer aggregate, having grains }4"i"- diameter or less.

iMoist sand occupies more space and has more voids
than dry or saturated sand, this difi'erence ranges from
5 per cent, to 10 i)er cent., and is entirely dependent on
amount of moisture. The maximum size of sand grains
can only be determined by the size and graduation of

the large aggregate. The larger the aggregate, the
larger the sand (the coarser sand). When we com-
bine small gravel or stone 1 in., 44 in. or less, with
coarse sand ^ in. to 1-20 in., we get concrete, "that's

all." When we combine 1 in., ^ in., etc., aggregate
with fine sand graded through all sizes ('/i in. max.
size) down to the finest, we get maximum strength
and maximum density. The smaller the coarse ag-
gregate the smaller the sand grain.

The best sand for 2'/.-in. stone varies from 1/3 to 0.-3

meshes per lin. inch.

By R. J. Borbek in Engineering & QoqtntctiOK.

The best sand for 1^-in. stone varies from 1/5 in. to

0.-5 meshes per lin. inch.

The best sand for 1-in. stone varies from 1/6 in. to 0.-6

meshes per lin. inch.

The best sand for )4-in. stone varies from 1/10 in. to

O.-IO meshes per lin. inch.

The best sand for 3^-in. stone varies from 1/14 in. to

0.-14 meshes per lin. inch.

This can readily be established by trial. These
sand sizes mixed with graded stone of above-mentioned
sizes will give least volume, maximum densit_v, great-
est weight per cubic foot. After you have once estab-
lished this fact, use all the cement necessary to attain
the re(|uired strength. Sand cement tensile tests are
not a true index to the compressive strength of con-
crete, unless we grade the sand to the size necessary
to give maximum density for the coarse aggregate to
be used.

Large Aggregate

Now take up the large aggregate, which we will
consider as gravel. The same distinguishing line will
have to be drawn as to what constitutes gravel.

2-in. to 1/4-in. graded gravel has an average of
.^.^ per cent, voids.

lyi-in. to 1/5-in. graded gravel has an average of
35 per cent, voids.

1-in. to 1/6-in. graded gravel has an average of
i7 per cent, voids.

-V4-in. to 1/10-in. graded gravel has an average of
40 per cent, voids.

'/i-'m. to 1/14-in. graded gravel has an average of
45 per cent, voids.

You cannot combine small gravel 1 in. or less with
sand, no matter how you grade it and get so few voids.
so heavy a mixture, so dense a mass, as when vou use
the larger size gravel. The reason for this is vou can-
not get the proper graduation of sizes, and on' account
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uf the displacement of the liner particles due to the

large sizes of gravel. For maximum density your pro-

]K)rti(Mi would be for the diiTercnt sized stone, consider-

ing sand 34 i'l- ^"^1 under

—

2-in. stone graded to %-\n., ^^ per cent. sand.

V/t-m. stone graded to Yn-'m., 38 per cent. sand.

1-in. stone graded to YA-'m., 47 per cent. sand.

^-in. stone graded to y^-\n., 54 per cent. sand.

J/2-in. stone graded to Y^-'m., 66 per cent. sand.

Use of Coarse Sand

One very common failing is when small gravel or

stone is used the sand is too coarse or else not enough

of it is used. The voidage in fine gravel or stone, even

though the grading be scientifically correct, cannot

l)ossibly be as low as when a large graded aggregate

is used.

The reason for the denser and harder concrete is

this : The coarse particles having a larger volume dis-

place a large proportion of the tine, thus afifording an

excess of mortar.

We might illustrate this by comparing the volumes

and surface areas of particles of different sizes and

diameter. The argument will at once be brought forth

that the gravel particles are not perfect spheres. That

is true enough, but consider also that a 2-in. diameter

sphere is equal in volume to two ellipsoids having a

2-in. long axis by 1-in. short axis. Choose any other

figures approximately the shape of a particle of gravel,

spherical sector, segment or zone, measure up the

actual surface area by forming a plastic mould around

same, planimeter the area and you will conclude that

the average gravel particle passing through a given

screen approximates a sphere in volume and surface

area. Now, with this assumption proceed as follows

:

In volume 1 particle 2 in. in diameter equals 8 par-

ticles 1 in. in diameter. In surface area 1 particle 2 in.

in diameter contains one-half the surface area as the

8 particles 1 in. in diameter. -Theoretically it would

require but one-half the amount of mortar to cover

the 2-in. particle as it would to cover an ecpial volume

of 1-in. particles. In practice this is not (juite true be-

cause of the voids in the volumes of smaller particles,

and also because the particles are not perfect spheres^

Mortar Required

By actual practice and a measurement of densities

of a mass of sand and gravel it is absolutely established

that the volume of 1-in. particles cited in the above

case will require 1J4 times more mortar than the vol-

ume of 2-in.
'

For a comparison : determined by actual measure-

ment :

—

1 cu. ft. IJ/^-in. gravel has l.l.S times the surface

or contact area of 1 cu. ft. 2 in.

1 cu. ft. 1-in. gravel has 1.3 times the surface or

contact area of 1 cu. ft. 2 in.

1 cu. ft. y^-'m. gravel has 1.75 times the surface

or contact area of 1 cu. ft. 2 in.

1 cu. ft. 3^-in. gravel has 2.00 times the surface or

contact area of 1 cu. ft. 2 in.

One reason for the excess of mortar required is

l)lainly seen. One reason for the more cement required

is established. The advantage gained by using the

largest aggregate possible for reinforced concrete work

is very evident. You have less surface contact, more

bond adhesion, and stronger concrete.

The arguments brought against the use of the

larger aggregates will be : honeycombing and pocket-

ing, can't be done. The objection can be dismissed

on the ground that in intelligently mixed and placed

concrete, pocketing and honeycombing do not occur.

Two-inch aggregates can be used in 12-in. col-

umns and 8-in. beam, the large gravel is merely dis-

placed by the finer gravel and mortar, and when ])ro-

perly agitated will always flow into place. What do
you care whether you have 2-in. aggregate in the core

of a 12-in. hooped column or whether the finer material

flows to the outside to act as a protective coating?

Concretes richest in cement are least permeable. Mea-
sure the permeability of neat cement. Measure the

permeability of 1 to 1 mortar. Measure the perme-
ability of 1 to 2 mortar. The 1 to 2 mortar is about
100 per cent, more impermeable than the neat cement
and about 50 per cent, more impermeable than the 1

to 1 mortar.

Permeability of Mortar

Measure the permeability of neat cement, of 1-1-1

concrete, and of 1-2-5 concrete. The 1-2-5 concrete is

100 per cent, more impermeable than the neat cement
and about 40 per cent, more impermeable than the 1-1-1

concrete. The permeability of concrete is much in-

fluenced by grading of aggregate, particularly the sand.

Using the same gravel and sand a 1-2-7 concrete is

more impermeable than a 1-2-4, and this can be demon-
strated, even with a poorly graded and fine sand.

In considering mortar—mortar to be permeable
should contain a large percentage of fine sand, sand
below No. 50 and nothing above No. 20. A coarse

sand mortar is not nearly so impermeable as a fine

sand mortar. Crushing gravel does not add to the

strength of the concrete. Crushing merely increases

the voidage due to the angularity of particles. Tests
in crushed gravel XY^ in. to ^4 i'l- showed an increase

of voidage for 35 per cent, natural material to 42 per

cent, for crushed.

Graded crushed stone weighs less than graded nat-

ural gravel, the specific gravity being the same. Why?
More voids. The particles of crushed stone are more
nearly cubical than the gravel—mf)re surface area

(more contact area)—more voids.

Crushed limestone 1^4 -i'l- to 1/20-in. voids i7 ])er

cent, weight 98 lbs. per cu. ft.

Crushed granite l34-in. to 1/20-in. voids 41 per

cent, weight 95.3 lbs. per cu. ft.

Screened gravel l34-i'i- to 1/10-in. voids 33 ])er

cent, weight 102.4 lbs. per cu. ft.

Crushed limestone 1-in. to %-\n. voids 45 per cent,

weight 85 lbs. per cu. ft.

Adhesion

A roughened and jjitted gravel has the same ad-

hesion for cement as that of crushed stone. Some
river gravels on accoimt of the smoothness, jKirticularly

quartsite pebbles, which are not only smooth, but hard

to wash free of slimy accumulation, are not as good as

crushed stone of the same hardness. The advantage
of using gravel over broken stone is that gravel con-

crete works smoother (flows easier) and is more dense.

The writer would suggest that in analyzing sand
for concrete purposes, sieves of 4 mesh, 14 mesh and
40 mesh be used, 100 per cent, to pass No. 4, not more
than 70 per cent, to pass No. 14, not more than 30

per cent, to pass No. 40; this would assure a grading
having enough sizes present to give an excellent mor-
tar.

The Mainland Engineering Company, Limited, has been

incorporated with head office in Vancouver and a capital of

$50,000.
•
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Gothic Church Work in Toronto
By Walter J.

Among the many and varied Ijranches of wood
work practised in tliis coimtry none have suffered from
an ignorance of its technique as has Gothic work.

One would have thought that a craft which has
been eulogized for ages by all sorts and conditions of

men—antiquaries, historians, architects, philosophers,

scientists, travellers, etc-—would have reached, in some
sense, the exalted plane it rightly occupies in all civil-

ized countries of the world.

Our neighbors across the line have long gained
the pseudonym of "globe-trotters" ; but the result of

this "trotting" around the ancient cathedral churches
of the Continent and Britain is reflected in some of the
fairly magnificent churches of the United States

—

notably, perhaps, in the cathedral church of St. John,
New York.

Allen, R.S.A.

There are not wanting .signs that Canada is slowly
awakening to the peculiar richness and beauty of the
true Gothic style. This is shown by the accompany-
ing illustration, which, though small, sufficiently con-
veys the idea referred to. It is known as a "reredos,"
and was constructed by L. Rawlinson, Limited, for
St. Simon's Church, Toronto. It is in the "Decorated
Style" (or i3th-14th Century work). The three sub-
ject panels are surmounted by pierced canopy work,
which finishes with a cap mould, the chief member of
which is pierced enrichment, and finally the cresting.
also pierced, and carries the dedicatory "Sanctus."

It is often asked, "Why do you pierce the tracery?"
"Do you always cut it through?" etc. The answer
is: All the finest examples of medieval work arc .so

treated ; the reason being that the "hallowed twilight"

I'ili. I Reredos, St. Simon's Church, Toronto. A beautiful example of church woodwork.
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prevailing' in the interiors of most of the old cathed-

rals and churches necessitated such treatment, if the

richness of line and beauty of contour were not to he

lost in the sacred gloom. In any case, however,
whether interiors are dim or coldly light, the beauty
of the work is much enhanced by a free use of the

"open work" wherever possible- This will be espe-

cially noticeable in the general eiifect.

Exquisite examples of this jnerced, or open, work
in wood and stone were to be seen in the never-to-be-

forgotten cathedral churches of Louvain, Lille, Rhe-
ims, etc. There are, of course, other fine examples
still extant, some of which show the advantage of

this particular treatment in other directions—as, for

instance, the magnificent reredos, forty-six feet high,

built in front of an equally magnificent stained glass

window, each lending to the other a charm more
easily imagined than described. This open worked
reredos is in English oak, and cost £1,600. It is in

St. Alban's Cathedral, Hertford.

Fig. 2 shows one of the two "wings," or sides, to

the reredos shown in Fig. 1. These connect the

reredos with the north and south walls, respectively.

They are necessarily less elaborate than the centre

Fig. 2.—Side view of one wing of Reredos.

piece, or reredos proper, yet are in strict harmony
therewith. The angels carry forward the idea ex-

pressed in the centre panel, Gloria in Excelsis-

This and a few other exami)les were wholh' ex-

ecuted in Toronto-

The Sovereign Lime Company, Limited, has been in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $.50,000, to carry on busi-

ness as manufacturers of and dealers in lime, terra-cotta.

brick, cement, mortar, concrete, asphalt, marl, tiles, drain

and sewer pipes, stone and artificial stone, etc. The head

office of the company is in Montreal

A Mixer for the Small Contractor

The London Concrete Machinery Company, Lim-
ited, London, Ont., have brought out the "Handy
Mixer" suitable for the brick contractor, the plaster-

ing contractor, or for the smaller jobs in concrete

work. It is claimed that in any job requiring less

than 40 cubic yards of material per day this kind of

mixer will prove an economy. There is no need of

hauling a large mixer around for these small jobs.

while at the same time the expensive hand mixing
method is done away with. The low cost of moving
and operation make this mixer a valuable part of the

equipment of all small jobs. The mix turned out by
this machine is claimed to be equal to that of the large-

size machines and, of course, vastly superior to hand
work. One man can mix as much mortar with the

"Handy" mixer as four men can by hand. In addi-

tion, it is claimed that around 2S per cent, of the lime

or ceinent is saved. The illustration herewith shows
a side view. The machine is operated by a 2 h. p.

gasoline engine.

The Turbine liciuipment Co. recently secured a

contract from the Imperial Oil Company, Limited, for

their new refinery at Montreal, for ten De Laval

steam turbine-driven centrifugal pumps; also a con-

tract from the Standard Chemical, Iron and Lumber
Company for a one and a half million gallon De Laval
niotor-driven centrifugal pump.

There are now employed a number of processes

whereby wood can be so altered in character that it

becomes almost fire-proof, and is, no longer liable to

dry-rot or any of the disintegrations that come under
the head of decay-

Under what is probably the best method, the wood,
after having its sap extracted by air-suction in a closed

vessel, is charged with a solution of metallic salts, the

entire treatment occupying about four hours. It is

said that green wood thus treated neither shrinks nor

warps, thus obviating the seasoning generally neces-

sary, and that soft woods become so hardened that

they can be utilized for purposes for which they were
c|uite unsuited in their original condition, and become
almost incombustible and capable of receiving a high
polish.
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Barn Building Catalogue

Bcatty Brothers, Limited, l*"erf,nis, Ont.. are

distributing a very attractive catalogue, called Book
No. 26, covering barn construction and e(|uipment.

The book is s])lcndidly illustrated with barns (exterior

and interior) and various ec|ui])nient as installed at

many jxjints in Canada by this comjiany, and includ-

ing such well-known names as Colonel Robertson, Wil-

liamstown, Ont.; Ciordon Gooderham, Clarkson, Out.;

William Innes, Headingly, Man.; C. 1'. R. barn, Strath-

Col. RobarUon's barn at Williamstown.

more, Alta. ; Ottawa Dairy Company, Ottawa, Ont.

;

Robert Kelly, Vancouver, B.C.
; James Dunsmuir, Vic-

toria, B.C.; and many others. The illustration shows
the fine barn recently erected and equijjped by Beatty
Brothers for Colonel Robertson.

Montreal's Asphalt Contracts

Last year the city of Montreal had considerable

trouble over its supply of asphalt ; legal proceedings

followed the award of contracts, and for a time the

city was tied up in the matter of completing its road
programme. Tt was expected that this year the bids

would be on a higher scale, and when the tenders for

about 6,000 tons were opened it was found that about

$5 a ton above last year's cpiotatitins was asked. The
tenders received were : W'arner-yuinlan Company,
$19.33 per ton; Elder Ebano, $21.98, delivered at the

north end yards, $23.23 deli\ered at the eastern yards,

and $22.43 delivered at the (Irand Trunk station;

United States Asphalt Refining Company, $22.73

;

Sicily Asphalt, $26.40 for the Trinidad grade, and
$32.40 for the Bernnida grade. The Board of Control
referred the bids to the engineers' and law departments,
and also asked that the samples be analyzed. The Im-
perial Oil Company wrote the Controllers asking that

the city buy only tpiantities needed for immediate use,

as the company intended to complete in .August next
a large as])halt refining plant at 1 Ointc-aux-Trembles,
and woulil then be in a {)t)sition to sui)i)ly the city.

Famous Picture Ads.

WOrd has just come from New York, which would
indicate that a decided compliment has been paid to

the Dunlop Tire & Rubber (ioods Co. .\ large

agency who keep a jxirt folio of the worlds l)est ad-
vertising matter gathered together from everv part
of the ma]) include in that portfolio the Dunlop
"Famous Picture" series which appeared in Canadian
newspapers last September. The "Famous Pictures"

were the first ads. of the type ever, run in America, or

any other part of the world so far as can be traced,

and that is pr<jbably the reason why the agency in

question selected the series for their portfolio, as their

big endeavor is tf> get new treatment on any subject
or, in other words, originality all along the line.

Grouting at 700 lbs. Pressure

(jrouting is now an established metluxl rtf stopping
Hows of water in shafts, adits, and drifts. A mixture
of cement and water, say a bag of cerhent to three 12-

qt. pails f)f water, with .sometimes a little sand, is

forced by a grout-machine into hfdes drilled in the
rock, the pressure being furnished by compressed air.

Pressure of 100 to 200 lb. above the hydrostatic head
is used in difficult shaft problems. The Nova Scotia
.Steel & Coal Co., in its iron mine at Bell Island. New-
foundland, where the mine workings are several miles
out luider the ocean, has a grout-car run on wheels
that can force grout into rock at pressures as high as
7(X) lb. per square inch. By use of this grout-car the
workings, although under the Atlantic ocean, are kept
fairly free from large flows of water.

Fireless Steam Engine
A fireless steam locomotive is used for switching

cars and tie trams at an Ohio creosoting plant. The
locomotive is of a type which was developed in Eur-
ope some years ago and is used around distillation

plants, where cinders and live ashes would constitute
a fire danger. This locomotive operates by steam,
the boiler being charged about seven times every
twenty-four hours at the main boiler, at 130 lb. pres-
sure. The maintenance cost of this type of switch-
ing engine is very low. and its use is said to be very
satisfactory in a treating-plant yard. Its tractive
p.ower is fully equal to that of the usual type, and al-

though it weighs only 22 tons it has pulled as many
as twelve loaded gondola cars at a time. Perhaps
there are construction contracts on which a locomotive
of this ty])e would be an economv.

Hamilton Gets Another Factory
The Ontario Yarn Co., Markham. have leased a

building on Stuart Street, West. Hamilton, for a
branch factory to manufacture knitting and hosiery
yarns. .About 25 or 30 hands will be employed and
the plant will run 24 hours per day. Carding, spin-
ning and winding machinery is being installed now
.ind they expect to start operations bv the first part of
\pril.

Mr. H. P. Borden, Member of Commission
Mr. H. P. Borden, C. E., has been ap]>ointcd a mem-

ber of the Government commission which has charge
i>f the construction of the new Quebec Bridge. This
.ippointment is to fill the vacancy left by Mr. C. C.
.Schneider, of Philadelphia, deceased. Mr. Borden is

well-known to the engineering profession, as he has
been connected with the board since its inception, the
last few years as assistant to the chief engineer.

The Canadian Facts Publishing Company, 588
Huron Street. Toronto, have just issued their 1916
edition of "Five Thousand F'acts About Canada," com-
piled by Mr. Frank Yeigh, of Toronto.
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Street Railway Track Construction
Development of Modern
Tracks—Concrete Base th

By R. Keith

' Importance of Construction.—One of the most difficult

problems which a municipal engineer faces in street improve-

ment of today is the premanency of the street railway track-

construction. On this point hinges the durability and in-

tegrity of that portion of the pavement immediately in the

railway area and adjacent thereto. Even in outlying suburban

sections, pavements on streets where railway tracks exist arc

more difficult to construct and maintain than on streets where

no tracks exist. The situation is intensified when similar

streets are to be improved in heavy traffic sections of busy

cities.

Early History.—The speaker takes tlie liberty of introduc-

ing into this subject his experience in the City of Baltimore,

where this matter has been given most careful attention, both

l)y the municipal authorities and the street railway officials.

In collecting data on this subject from the principal cities

of this country we find that other cities have passed through

similar experiences. Some lifteen years ago it was the prac-

tice of street railway companies to lay the ties directly on the

original earth foundation of the street, tamping up with

whatever local material was convenient. Consequently track

structures had absolutely no stability other than that given

by the natural earth foundation existing in the street, so

that within a few months after the street vvas improved and

opened to traffic the rails would vibrate under the movement

of cars and heavy trucks, with the result that cracks would

develop in the paving adjacent to and for several feet on

either side of the rails, causing rapid disintegration of the

paving, particularly in the case of sheet asphalt. If the pave-

ment were of stone or vitrified block, cracks would develop

and the paving l)locks would soon begin to "work" and loosen

up. Within twelve months the paving in the railway area

would be in such condition as to seriously impair the use-

fulness of the street. This disintegration did not confine

itself to the railway area, l)ut would gradually encroach upon

the city area.

The next development in this construction was the installa-

tion of gravel ballast. This was somewhat of an improvement

over the original construction, the only difference being that

the development of cracks and disintegration was somewhat

postponed. Gravel, l)eing round and smooth, would shift

under the strain of passing traffic, with results most damag-

ing to the paving.

The crushed stone ballast was then used. On suburl)an

streets with light car and vehicular traffic this was a de-

cided improvement, and in some instances the results ob-

tained, both as to track construction and maintenance of pav-

ing, were most dcsiraiile. Care, however, bad to be taken l)y

the track gangs to see that most careful tamping was done.

The rock ballast construction, however, in heavy traffic

downtown streets, did not give the results desired, so that in

the past few years many cities have been installing a con-

crete slab, from 6 to 8 ins. in depth, under the ties, then

brought up and completely enveloping the ties in concrete,

and the concrete foundation for the paving installed on top

of this.

Right here it may be well to note the following list of cities

which have used or are using concrete as a foundation for

track construction, in whole or in part. Most municipalities

do not use it exclusively, but use concrete in the heavy traf-

• Chairman and Consulting Engineer, Paving Commission, Baltimore,

before American Good Roads Congress, Pittsburgh.

Methods of Laying Car
e Only Permanent Form
Compton'

fie sections, and rock ballast in the suburban sections where
car and vehicular traffic is light, or where the paving or

streets may not be regarded as permanent on account of the

surrounding property being undeveloped. This information

was obtained in 1911! and 1914 through correspondence with

municipal officials in the respective cities. These cities are

as follows: New Orleans, La., Chicago, 111., Buffalo, X. Y.,

St. Louis, Mo., Norfolk, Va., Boston, Mass., Detroit, Mich..

New York (Brooklyn), Cleveland, O., Nashville, Tenn..

Memphis, Tenn., Springfield, Mo., Birmingham, .-Ma., Dayton.

O., Cincinnati, O., Baltimore, Md.
It is a fact that traction engineers as a rule object to

concrete under the ties, claiming three distinct disadvantages:

Objections of Traction Officials.—First, that concrete

under the ties makes the track construction entirely too

rigid, and that rock Ijallast gives equally good results and
overcomes this rigidity in that it allows a certain amount of

resiliency, and that such resiliency is. necessary, ouierwise un-

due wear will take place on the rails from passing cars, and
that rigid track construction is hard on the equipment.

Second, that in case of reconstruction the railway com-

pany is put to an unnecessary expense removing the con-

crete so as to replace defective or disintegrated ties with

new ones.

Statistics show that there is no real ground for the firsc

objection, and even if there were, this can be overcome by

keeping the concerte base an inch or. so low and bedding the

ties in a thin bed of loamy sand on top of the concrete slab.

Care should be taken, however, to brjng the concrete up_on

the ends of the ties so as to confine the sand and prevent its

shifting.

Replacing Ties

The second objection can be overruled l)y the fact that in

replacing worn-out or disintegrated ties, the railway com-

pany does nf)t have to remove any more concrete than it

would otherwise remove were the pavement only on a con-

crete foundation of the usual thickness, as will be hereafter

shown by the method of construction followed by the City

of Baltimore. Furthermore, statistics compiled by the Board

of Supervising Engineers in the City of Chicago, who have

been giving this matter most tRorough study for the past

eight years, show that sound yellow pine ties, thoroughly

embedded in concrete, are almost indestructible.

.'\nother and third objection made by the traction officials

is that the car lines have to be diverted, either by means of

laying a third and temporary track on the street to be im-

proved, or if the street is so narrow as to prohibit this, there

lias to be an entire re-routing of the cars, causing by either

method serious inconvenience to the public and disorganiza-

tion of the car company's traffic schedule. This claim can

also be overruled by a method which the speaker wilt outline

to you later, as followed by the City of Baltimore.

The experience of all municipal engineers along this line

has probably been the same.

Baltimore Work.—Owing to the flat refusal of the trac-

tion authorities to install permanent construction, many of us

have had to resort to legislative bodies for relief. In the

lieginning of the year 1914 the situation in the City of Bal-

timore was thoroughly studied, l)oth by the municipal en-

gineers and the traction officials, with the result that the

State Legislature of Maryland was appealed to by the muni-
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cipalily and a law was jjassed putting the character of foun-

dation under the ties of the several street raiiway companies

and steam railroads under the jurisdiction of the PavinR

Commission, with power to decide whether such foundation

should he of plain ballast or concrete. The commission de-

cided that in heavy traffic downtown streets concrete con-

struction, 6 ins. thick, under and around the ties, was neces-

sary, but that in the outlying sul)ur1)an section where the

traffic was liRlit and street development more or less of an

uncertainty, awaiting property development, rock ballast

could be used.

The traction officials were informed that they could in-

stall the ties immediately on top of the concrete or install a

cushion between the top of the concrete and the bottom of

• the ties. They chose the former.

It may be interesting to note here that in the down-
town business section of Baltimore the streets are exceed-

ingly narrow, not over 40 ft. in width between curbs, and

there is no room for a temporary third track. I'^urthermore,

the gauge is of odd dimension, namely r> ft. 4^. ins., so that

the track area takes up more space than in most cities. It

was also impossible, owing to congestion, to divert the cars

to other streets. In order, therefore, to meet this, the

thir<l objection of the traction officials, it became necessary to

install the concrete without interruption to car traffic. It

was at first thought that this could be done by blocking up

the tracks an inch or so above the exact grade, installing the

concrete, allowing it to set and lowering the tracks to the

proper and exact grade. The conclusion was reached, how-
ever, that this would not only be very expensive, l)ut hardly

feasible, so that it was then determined to pursue the pene-

tration method. This was done by bringing the tracks to the

exact grade and ballasting with crushed stone from 1^ to

2^2 ins. in size, free of dust and sinall particles, and tamping
the same thoroughly as in ballasting ordinary track, care

being taken to thoroughly tamp the l)allast and make the

same carry the strain of passing cars, then applying a thin

cement grout.

In improving streets containing railway tracks the forces

of the railway company and that of the paving contractor

have to work in conjunction. The railway area is first graded

out to the subgrade of the paving l)y tlie i)aving contractor.

The railway company then takes charge and grades out to a

point (> ins. Iielow the bottom of the tics. \ew rails and
ties are then installed where necessary, together with any
new special work. The ballast, of the size and depth pre-

viously noted, is then placed and thoroughly tamped under

the ties and up to a point 2 ins. above the bottom of the

ties, the rails brought to the proper grade and line, and when
the entire construction is "tight" the penetration begins.

Grouting Mixture

The grouting mixture is composed of 1 part cement to 2

parts sand, and is about the consistency of thin cream.

The operation is readily done without interruption to car

traffic by the use of a small continuous mixer (known as the

C'oltrin nlixer) placed just outside of an<l paiailel with the

railway tracks, with a llexible chute, in two sections, to con-

vey the grout from the mixer to the ballast. Starting on the

down-grade end and working up-grade, the thin grout is pen-

etrated into the stone ballast, which, as previously noted, has

already been securely tamped an<l made to carry the strain

of the passing cars. .\s already noted, the chute is flexible

and in two sections. When a car comes along the first sec-

tion is thrown out of service and the sccon<l section is low-

ered to the ballast at about the ends of the ties and the mixer
kept in service. After the oar i>asses the first section is

thrown back in service.

It is true that during this operation some movement oc-

casionally occurs in the tracks, but there is a city inspector
on the work at all times who hunts for and locates loose ties

and they are immediately tamped up with green concrete.

The natural supposition is that sufficient movement of

the ties and track would occur to injure the concrete while
setting, but this is not true if the work is carefully handled
and executed. On one street in Baltimore this work was
successfully handled with five difTerent lines of cars passing
up and down the street with but 20 seconds headway at times
during the day, while on another piece of work it was suc-
cessfully installed with eleven diflferent lines of cars passing
over the special work with less than 20 seconds headway at

short intervals during the day. The resultant mixture is

about 1 of cement. 2 of sand and r,'/, of stone, with the con-
crete very dense, as the ballast has been thoroughly tamped
and voids reduced to a minimum.

This ends the work of the railway company, as after this

section of concrete is installed, the paving contractor again
takes charge, installing the concrete base for the pavement
immediately on top of the railway base, and then the paving.

Bond Between Slab and Base

As a rule, there is no bond between the paving slab in-

stalled by the railway company and the paving base installed

by the paving contractor, because generally the former is

several blocks ahead of the latter, and in the meantime the
concrete slab has set. This therefore overrules the second
claim of the traction officials, and the penetration method
pursued meets the third claim.

One of the principal points gained by this form of con-
struction is that it shows up very clearly every weak place
during the progress of the work. .MI loose or poorly tamped
ties are made apparent by the bubbling or oozing up of the

grout as a car passes over. l-"ailures in finished pavement
are avoide<l by immediately tamping such ties, which in

many cases would otherwise have been overlooked. It has
been found by careful cuts made in the finished work that

this grout when properly applied penetrates the ballast to

the subgrade, forming excellent concrete, and insures solid

track construction, free from vibration, upon which the life

of any pavement in the railway area depends

From records kept and compiled by the I'aving Com-
mission it has been found that the total extra cost of this

construction over plain ballast, including labor and material.
is about .'>2 cts. j>er lin. ft. of single track.

In the last two years about 10 miles (single track) of

such construction has been installed in the City of Kaltimore
by this process, in the busiest streets of the city, and car
traffic interfered with to such a limited extent that you hear
no complaint whatever from the traveling public during the
course of the work. Included in the 10 miles of single track

will be found all classes of paving within the railway area

—

sheet asphalt, wood block, granite block, vitrified blcck and
scoria block.

Type of ravenunt.— It has been suggested that this sub-

ject could properly include a discussion as to the type of
pavement between and adjacent to the rails which has been
found most satisfactory. The most satisfactory type of
pavement in the railway tracks on heavy traffic streets is

granite block, with a cement filler. Excellent results have
been obtained in Ualtimore with the recut granite. The
old blocks are from S to 14 ins. in length. The «-in. blocks
are re-headed, while the 14-in. ones are split, making alto-

gether, blocks smaller an<l mnch more uniform in size than
the standard new block. The result is a very unifonn. even
surface, an excellent pavement for track areas.

On streets which may be half business and half resi-
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dential. or in the retail districts, vitrified blocks should be

used.

All block pavements should be laid on a cement-sand

cushion.

On strictly residential streets of very light traffic sheet

asphalt has been used, but the speaker rather deplores the

use of this material within the track areas.

The block pavements are usually laid between the ex-

treme outer rails, including the dummy, with two rows of

liners on the outside of each outer rail. Selected granite

block, on a mortar bed, is most desirable as liners on heavy

traffic streets. On streets of lighter traffic and residential

streets, wood block, 4J4 ins. deep, thoroughly embedded in

the concrete and on a mortar bed, give most excellent re-

sults as liners and an excellent finish to the street, particul-

arly where sheet asphalt is laid from the rails to the gutters.

In order to cheapen the cost of track paving our policy

the latter part of last year was to install sheet asphalt in

the dummy strip, where there is very little traffic, and which

will give good results if the track work is stable. We will

follow this policy almost exclusively this year, as a modifi-

cation of our former standard, where asphalt is used be-

tween the rails and curb.

Track Details.—The rails are usually of the Trilby type,

105 lbs. to the yard. 7 ins. deep, with a slight bevel on the

outer paving edge. With this rail, and the use of steel tie

plates and screw spikes, tierods may be eliminated, and by

the elimination of the rods better results from a paving

point of view are obtained. Tierods are a nuisance in track

paving, causing a great amount of cutting if a block pave-

ment is used, and usually have to be placed below the center

of the rail in case sheet asphalt is used in order to have them

in the concrete instead of in the binder.

Comparison of Mixing and Penetration Methods.—Good
construction could unquestionably be obtained by the re-

routing of the cars, either by means of a third track and

cross-overs or by diverting the cars to other streets, thereby

allowing the concrete to be placed by the ordinary mixing

method and at the same time allowing time for the concrete

slab to set before car traffic is again restored. While this

method is a safer way, it is much more expensive than the

penetration method. Unquestionably excellent results have

been obtained by the latter method such as has been de-

scribed, its attractiveness being that it is cheaper as to first

cost, owing, principally, to the economical manner in which

the materials can be handled, and it overcomes the principal

objection of traction officials, namely interruption to car

traffic, which is of course a serious objection.

In order to ol)tain good results with the penetration

method, every detail must -be carefully looked after by the

inspectors, such as the quality and size of the stone com-

posing the ballast, the tamping, and the mixing and placing

of the grout. Frequent test holes should be cut in order

to see that thorough penetration is secured, and wherever

possible the penetration should be started at the down-grade

end of a block and proceeded with up-grade.

Conclusions.—Under the old system of earth foundation

or ballast, failures and troubles were numerous. Under the

new system of concrete under the ties, installed as has been

described, the percentage of trouble is infinitesimal, the

principal defects being at crossings and around special work.

It proves conclusively that for strictly up-to-date permanent

construction, both for the street railway system and the

pavement, the ties should be laid on a concrete base, from

6 to 8 ins. in thickness, and completely enveloped in the

same.

Trade Inquiries

Names and addresses of inquirers may be obtained on

application from the Department of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa.

177. Asbestos cement building sheets and roofing

shingles.—A Glasgow firm would like to have direct quota-

tions from manufacturers.

178. Trinidad asphalt felt roofings.—A firm in Glasgow

is open to receive direct quotations from Canadian firms.

191. Steel products.—A Glasgow firm wishes to receive

quotations for mild steel billets, blooms, slabs and sheet

bars, mild steel round bars, etc., Siemens-Martin wire rods,

Siemens-Martin soft drawn wire, bolts and nuts, rails, nails

and kindred products.

303. Mild steel.—A Glasgow firm wishes to receive

quotations c. i. f. Glasgow on mild steel butt welded tubes

1'4-inch o/d by 10 W. G. thick in lengths i:! feet, 1.3 feet 6

inches, and 14 feet, cut to dead lengths; also mild steel sheets

from 13 to 17 W.G. to length and width which will be given,

and mild steel hars 1 inch by 3-16 inch; 1 inch by ii inch; 1J4

inch by 5-16 inch; IJ/j inch by H inch; and 2 inches by H
inch, also 15/16 diameter.

204. Mild steel sheet bars or billets.—A Glasgow firm

wishes to receive quotations c. i. f. for the al)Ove 8 inches, 10

inches and 12 inches wide by 11 pounds to 50 pounds per

lineal foot from 15 to 16 feet long. Are open to negotiate

business to the extent of 1,000 tons weekly.

206. Galvanized iron.—A Scotch firm asks to receive

quotations from Canadian exporters.

207. Steel wire—A Renfrew firm desires to hear from

Canadian exporters of steel wire.

209. Agency for iron and steel.—A Glasgow firm form-

erly representing German exporting houses, wishes the agency

of a Canadian iron and steel manufacturer with a view to

future business. Territory: Scotland and the North of

England. Best references.

The Western Canada Marble and Tile Company. Limited,

Winnipeg. Man., have been incorporated.

Pro Patria

Lt.Col. Stewart, senior member Stewart & Witton,
Architects, Haoiilton.

Col. Stewart is O. C. 86tli Machine Gun Battery.
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Personal

Mr- W. H. Fairchild, of Brantford, Ont., lias been ap-

pointed city engineer of Gait, Ont.

Mr. S. C. Oxton has been appointed deputy minister of

public works for the province of Hritish Columbia in suc-

cession to Mr. (' II Dancer, who has retired-

Lieut. Col. Henry E. Lordly, engineer in charge of con-

struction of the Lachine Canal, Montreal, has been appointed

as O. C. to organize a battalion of pioneers- The head-

<iuarters are at the Engineers' Armory, Point St. Charles.

Mr- J. L- Busfield on March 9 gave an interesting address

before the Montreal Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil

Kngineers on the importance of architecture and exterior

design in railway stations. Mr. Busfield was formerly as-

sistant engineer in charge of the department of design when
the Canadian Northern were preparing plans for their new
terminals-

Mainly Constructional

Omer Krecliette, contractor, Montreal, Que., is dead.

The Stanley Steel Co., Ltd-, Hamilton, Ont-, have ob-

tained a charter.

The Frost Steel & Wire Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont., have
obtained a charter.

The London Gas Power Company, Limited, London,
Ont., have been granted a charter.

The Modern Heating & Engineering Co., Ltd. Mon-
treal, Que., have been incorporated.

The D. B- Fegles Engineering & Construction Company.
l'"ort William, Ont., have commenced.

Mr. Koss Thompson, a prominent builder and contrac-

tor of Simcoe, Ont., died on March 10.

The Phoenix Iron Works, Limited, has ])cen incorpor-

ated; head office Vancouver, B. C; capital stock .$10,000.

The Security Engineering and Contracting Company,
Limited, is a newly-incorporated Montreal concern with a

capital stock of $25,000.

Mr- Charles H- Conery, of Guelph, Ont., who was well

known all over Ontario and the West as a successful paving

contractor, died on March 10th.

The Montgomery Faultless Hose Reel Company, 47 Gore

Vale Avenue, Toronto, have been awarded the contract for

18 hose reels for the Koyal Victoria Hospital, Montreal, Que.

A fire of unknown origin destroyed the old pier No. 3

at Halifax. X. S., on March 14, and the shipping facilities

of the port will be somewhat hampered for a short time. The
loss is estimated at $50,000.

The Compagnic Saint-Louis, Limitec. has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $20,000 and head oflice in

Montreal, and will carry on business as general contractors

and builders. The company will also deal in engineers',

builders', ai)d contractors' supplies.

Edward Pelletier & Son, Quebec, have secured the con-

tract for the construction of a chimney in segment blocks

on Monnoyer's system, for the Monastry of the Franciscan

Fathers, Quebec. The height of the chimney will be 70

feet, with a <liameter of 30 inches at the top.

Plans to make Niagara Falls a city that will be in keep-

ing with the world-famous scenic wonder already provided

by nature were discussed at a recent meeting of the council

of the Niagara Falls Board of Trade- Mr. Thomas Adams,

the town planning expert of Ottawa, is to be consulted-

According to Richardson Builders, the contractors, the

new University residence at Saskatoon, Sask., is to be com-

pleted in time for the fall term. Plastercm have been di>-

ing portions of the work for some time, but a larger force

is now to be engaged so that the work may be pushed ahead.

La Compagnie Castonguay, Limitee, is the name of a

newly-incorporated firm of general contractors with head
office at Pointe-aux-Trembles and a capital stock of 910,000.

Satisfactory progress is being made on the new bridge

.spanning the Trent River at Trenton. Ont. The steel frame
work is about completed and in position. It is confidently

expected that the bridge will be in shape for travel when
the river breaks up. It will be an up-to-date structure in

every respect.

R. H. Fair, road superintendent, Frontenac County, re-

ports an expenditure of $21,416 during 1915 on the Good
Roads system. Major J- M. Sheppard, of Welland, states

that that county expended last year $231,.367. of which the

Government grant amounted to $77,222; about 83 miles have

been completed out of a total of 133, at an average cost of

$5,000 a mile.

The sum of $240,000 has been voted by the Quebec
Legislature for iron bridges. It was stated by the Hon. L.

A. Taschereau that since the Government commenced its

1)olicy of helping municipalities. 356 bridges had been con-

structed at a cost of .$2,200,000; 37 are in course of construc-

tion, at a cost of $500,000; and grants have been made for

another 27. While the contracts are let by the municipali-

ties, the Government usually make grants of half the cost,

and in 'some instances these are on a higher scale.

A new bridge over the Niagara River is projected in

the bill incorporating the Ontario-Niagara Connecting Bridge

Company. Mr. E- R- Wood of Toronto heads the list of

incorporators, which includes Robert P- Slater, merchant,

of Welland; W. E. D- Mackenzie, merchant, of Chippewa;

.Mexander Eraser, barrister, of Niagara Falls; Edward G.

Counette, president of the International Railway Company,
Buffalo; F. O. Dudley, attorney. Niagara Falls, N.Y.; and

A. J- Porter, president of the Shredded Wheat Company.

Niagara Falls, N. Y. The bridge is not to be constructed

until approved by the Canadian Government and the U. S-

Congress, but the company may in the meantime acquire the

lands and submit their plans to the Government.

At the 13th Annual Convention of the .\merican Road

Builders' .Association held in Pittsburg recently the follow-

ing resolutions were passed: That this association invites

the attention of State, county and municipal authorities to

the value of traffic censuses as a means of determining the

relative values of various forms of pavement and road con-

struction and would strongly recommend that systematic

traffic censuses be taken from time to time on all classes of

roads and pavements in order that more definite knowledge

of the economic value of the different types of construction

may be obtained. That this association urges that laws be

passed and enforced in each state establishing reasonable

limits for the weight, diinensions and speed of heavy motor

vehicles.

Mr. George Bury, vice-president of the C. P. R.. in the

course of a short visit to Toronto recently. looked over the

progress of work on the new Union Station site and the new
station of the C. P. R. at North Toronto. Mr. Bury ex-

pressed himself as well satisfied with the work at both sta-

tions. He said that the contractors arc expecting to com-

mence installing the steel work about April 10, after which

the remainder of the work will be rushed ahead. The sta-

tion, said Mr, Bury, will be one of the finest on the North

.Vmerican continent.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Bromptonville, Que.
'I'lio Municipal Council intend to spend

$:!,()(«) on gravel roads this season. Sec-

retary J. A. Ouellette.

Contrecoeur, Que.
The \'illaKe Council propose to spend

$8,000 on macadam roads this season and
the Parish Council $G,000. Secretary, J.

B. Dupuy.

Donnacona, Qu.e
The Municipal Council have had plans

prepared for a drainage system, esti-

mated to cost $14,600. Engineers, Hamel
& Tcssier, 51 St. Pierre Street. Quebec.

Humberstone Township, Ont.
The Township Council have had plans

prepared for drainage work, estimated to

cost $4,000. Engineer, George Ross, Mc-
Caw Block, Welland.

Ottawa West, Ont.
C. H. Phinney, C.E., 110 Wellington

Street, is preparing plans for a road, es-

timated to cost $:i,000.

Sarnia, Ont.
The City Council are considering the

remodelling of the waterworks system
and have appointed as Consulting En-
gineers K. S. and W. S. Lea, 10 Cath-
cart Street, Montreal, and 1'. W. Thor-
old, 2 Toronto Street, Toronto.

St. George, Que.
The Municipal Council propose to

spend ^f4,000 on roadwork this season.

Secretary, George Picher.

St. Jacques Le Mineur, Que.
The Municipal Council are considering

the construction of cement sidewalks.

Secretary, J. A. Tctrault.

Welland, Ont.
George Ross, McCaw Block, has plans

in course of preparation for the follow-

ing works:—drainage, $.5,000; sidewalks,

$1,500, pavements, $10,000, sewers $1,000.

Wickham West, Que.
The sum of $8,000 will be expended on

macadam roads this season. Secretary
to the Municipal Council, L. de G. Dag-
nault, St. Nazaire d'Acton.

Willowdale, Ont.
- Wrights Ltd., 22 College Street, Tor-
c^nto, propose to lay a large quantity of

macadam roadway in Kingsdale Sub-
division this summer.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Elma ownship, Ont.
The contract for the construction of

the Peet drain has been let by the Town-
ship Council to Joseph McDonnell, Ros-
tock.

" Willowdale, Ont.
The following contracts have been kl

bp Wrights Ltd., 22 College Street, Tor-

onto:— 14.000 feet of cement sidewalk in

.\orth Kingsdale Subdivision, Else &
Tiplady, 30',) Weston Road; 7,000 feet of

cement sidewalk in Duchess Sub-division.
South Kingsdale, A. Simonc, 414 Balliol

Street, Toronto; 20,000 feet of sewer in

Duchess Sul)-division, A. Simone.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Alberta Province.
The Provincial Deiiarlmcnl of Public

Works have included in their estimates
the sum of $215,000 for bridges. Min-
ister. J. R. Stocks, Edmonton.

Arthur, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a con-

crete bridge for the Township Council
will be received until March 27th. En-
gineers. Bowman & Connor, 31 Queen
Street W., Toronto.

Culross Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to

build a bridge over the Teeswater River
on Concession 6. Clerk, C. Button, Tees-
water.

Peterborough, Ont.
The City Council are having plans

prepared for a bridge over the Otonabec
River, estimated to cost $3,117. En-
gineer, R. H. Parsons.

Port Hope, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of a con-

crete bridge for the Town Council will

be received until March 25th. Engineers,
Bowman & Connor, 31 Queen Street W.,
Toronto.

Simcoe County, Ont.
Tenders will be received until March

27th for the construction of concrete
abutments for a steel bridge to be erect-
ed over the Nottawasaga River for the
County Council. Consulting Engineer,
1'". Barber, 37 Adelaide Street E., Tor-
onto.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Acton Vale, Que.
The School Board j)ropose to build a

convent. .Secretary. J. C. St. Pierre.

Avon, Ont.
The School Trustees are considering

the erection of a school to replace that
recently destroyed by fire. Estimated
cost. $0,000. Secretary, Gilbert Wind-
sor, Avon School, Putnam.

Bathurst. N. B.
The Eudist Fathers, West Bathurst,

contemplate the erection of a college,

estimated to cost $200,000. Particulars

from Rev. Father La Bastard, Bathurst.

Cwston, B. C.
The erection of a High School has

been recommended by Inspector Dove,
Xelson.

Fairbank, Ont.
The Congregation of Oakwood Meth-

odist Church propose to erect a new
building. Pastor, Rev. 11. Pawson, 1

John Stearne Street.

Fitzroy Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to sub-

mit a by-law to authorize the raising of
$10,000 for the erection of a school at
Kinburn. Clerk, William Boyle. Kin-
l)urn.

Fort William, Ont.
Ilic Board of Education have had

sketcli plans prepared for an addition to
the Collegiate Institute. Architect, R.
E. Mason, Room 13, Victoria Block.
Approximate cost, $75,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
Jlie Hamilton Public Library Board

l)ropose to build a number of branch
libraries and to issue $.50,000 debentures
for this purpose. Secretary Adam
Hunter, 126 Duke Street.

Kinburn, Ont.
J. P. MacLaren, 104 Sparks Street, Ot-

tawa, is preparin.g plans of a school for
the Public School Board. Estimated
cost, $10,000. Brick construction.

Leclercville, Que.
The School Board propose to build a

school at an approximate cost of $8,000.

Particulars from M. D. L. Filtean. Le-
clercville.

Ponoka. Alta.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works have made provision in their
estimates for alterations to the Asylum,
estimated to cost $30,000. Architect, R.
Blakey, Parliament Buildings, Edmon-
ton.

Red Deer, Alta.
Provision has been made in the cur-

rent estimates of the Provincial Depart-
ment of Public Works for alterations to
the Court House, estimated to cost
$3,000.

St. Agathe, Que.
The Roman Catholic Congregation

propose to build a presbytery, estimated
to cost $12,000. Curate. Rev. A. Tur-
cott.

St. Evariste De Forsyth, Que.
The School Board contemplate the

erection of a school, at an approximate
cost of $10,500. Secretary, J. Boutin.

St. Madeleine, Que.
The .School Commission may erect

two schools this season. Estimated
cost, $5,000. Secretary, T. D. Rain-
ville.

St. Rose Du Degele, Que.
Plans have been prepared for interior

alterations to the Roman Catholic
Church. Architect. J. P. Ouellet, 28 St.

Famille Street. Quebec. Estimated
cost, $20,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Bishop's Crossing, Que.
The School Board have let the general
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contract for tlic erection of a scliool to

C. H. Parkt-r, Lt-nnoxville Street, Shcr-

hrooke. Work will start early in the

sprinK- Estimated cost, $7,000.

Cartierville, Que.
In connection with tlic cliiircli base-

ment which is now l)einji; constructed f<ir

llie l-loman t'atholic CongreKatioti, the

contract for temporary heatin;?. pUmil)-

inK and roofing has heen let to (.'amille

LeRault, Cartierville.

Moncton, N. B.
Tlic contract for the supply and instal-

lation of seating and desks at the Aber-
('een School lias lieen awarded to B. E.

J'mith, S14 Main Street, at $:i,178.

Montreal, Que.
The Konian Catholic School Comniis-

sioners have let the general, heating,

plnmliing and ventilating contracts for

tlie erection of a school on J'apinean

,\venue to J. Laurier, :!55 I'rovidence

Street. Approximate co»t, .$17(),.700.

Orford Township, Ont.
'I"hc general contract for the erection

of a school for School Section \o. 7 has
been awarded to llorton Bros., St.

Thomas, Ont. .Approximate cost, $.").000.

Repentigny, Que.
The contract for the erection of a

school for the Konian Catholic School
Board has been let to Telesphore Rivet.

Stanstead, Que.
The contract for electrical work at the

new Registry OITice has been awarded
to the Electrical Repair & Supply Com-
pany, 71 Wellington Street. Sherhrooke.

Toronto. Ont.
The Military Hospital Commission

have let the general contract for altera-

tions to the old Knox College to W. B.

Charlton, 412 Indian Road. Building
is to be converted into a Hospital and
tloniv.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Alberta Province.
Tlie .\lbcrta I'armers Co-Operative

I'^levatcir Company, Ltd.. Loughee<l
Building. Calgary, propose to build
about tliirty elevators in various parts
of the Province.

Anderdon Township, Ont.
John lieaudoin proposes to erect fire-

proof farm l)uil(lings in the spring, to
replace those recently destroyed by tire.

.Approximate cost. $;!,.">00.

Banner, Ont.
H. Thornton will erect a cement silo

ill the spring.

Brantford, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a garage

to be liuilt for C. J. Mitchell, .>."> Darling
Street. .Architect, L. II. Taylor. 13 St.

George Street. Brick and mill construc-
tion. Estimated cost, $20,000.

Bi;ockville. Ont.
K. Johnston is building an addition to

the Revere Hotel. Stone and brick
construction. Work by day labor,

Chatham, Ont. 6
Plans are being prepare<l by .Adams »"t

.Adams, Market Chambers, for a ware-
house estimated to cost $12,000 and two.
residences.

Freeborn, Ont.

J. J. Carson, i-'reeborn, Millbank, is

considering the erection of a large ce-

ment silo.

Gesto, Ont.
The following parties propose to buihl

new barns in the spring; Mark lleaton,
( larcnce Ballen, |. (alhouii. I'rcd llow

Grey Township, Ont.
I'hc erection of a drive shed is being

considered by D. Machan. Grey Town-
shii), Brussels. Cement construction.

Hamilton, Ont.
iMcPhie. Kelly iV Darling. Bank of

Hamilton ISuilding. are preparing plans
for a number of factory extensions. Es-
timated total cost, $4:t,000.

The .Stanley Steel Company, recently
iiicorp<irate(l with a capital of $2. .'.00,000.

will have plans prepared at once for .i

steel plant. Vice-President. A. I'.

Hatch. 7,'{ Sherman .Avenue.

Plans are being prepared for altera-
tions to an elevator at King and Hugh-
son Streets for Thomas C. NVatkins. .ISO

Jarvis Street. Toronto. .Architect, .A. W.
Peene, Clyde ISuilding. Estimated cost,
$:!.ooo.

Plans and specifications are being pre-
pared for the erection of a knitting fac-
tory for the Mercury Mills, Ltd.. 80 Park
.Street N., and tenders will be called
shortly. .Architect, C. T. Main, 201
Devonshire Street, lioston, Mass. .Ap-
proximate cost, $2.'.0,()00.

Kirkdale, Que.
.\. B. Gow proposes to edect a steel

liarn this season, at an approximate cost
of $(i,000.

Manseau, Que.
Savoie & Cie., Manseau, P. ()., inten<l

to build a sawmill this season. Esti-
mated cost. $4,t)00.

Markham, Ont.
The Markham .\gricultural Society will

call for tenders for the erection of an
.Agricultural Building at the Pair
Grounds. Estimated cost, $0,000. Sec-
retary. .A. W. Milne.

Montreal, Que.
The Metropalitaii Columbus .\N>ocia-

tion 2")3 Mountain Street, contemplate
the erection of a Club House, at an ap-
proximate cost of $1(10,000. .\rchitect
not yet appointed.

Ottawa, Ont.
John Soublien, 207 Booth Street, is

about to commence the erection of a
bakery. Brick construction.

The Knights of Columbus propose to
erect a Clul) building in the West End.
-Secretary, P'raiicis E. Higgerty, ."•4 Som-
erset .Street.

Blackburn Bros., I'nion Bank Building,
have applied to the Board of Control for
permission to build an additional two
storeys to an oftice building at Sussex
and Uideau Streets. Estimated cost.
$18,000.

Russeldale, Ont.
.Mexander Park, proposes to build a

large cement silo in the spring.

Sebringville, Ont.
.Aaron Werner proposes to build a

store in the spring, at an approximate
cost of $3,000.

Spirit River, Alta.
Owens & Johnson have let the general

contract for the erection of a store, but
will supervise construction themselves.

St. George, Que.
J. (iagnon propo.ses to build a oiurv, at

an approximate cost of $10.(NN>.

G. P. Gonthier will build a foundry, at

an approximate cost of $4,)M)0.

.\ store will be built by (icdeon Gagne.
at an approximate cost of (6,000.

The erection of a store is being con-
siilered by (Jclavc Papillon. Estimated
cost. $4,000.

Mathias Eournicr proposes to rebuild
his hotel, at an approximate cost of
$:t.r.oo.

Staffordville. Ont.
file erection of farm buildings is be-

ing considered by Vern Gunstone. Tim-
ber and cement construction.

Tillsonburg, Ont
The Tillson Company, Broadway

Street, will shortly make repairs to their
premises.

Toronto, Ont.
W. H. Gibbs, Brock .Avenue, is re-

ceiving tenders on alterations to stores
at :12.> Symington Street.
Harry Webb Company, Ltd., 23 Buch-

anan .Street, contemplate the erection of
a warehouse and bakery.

J. V. Hartz Company. Ltd.. 24 Hayter
Street, propose to build a warehouse
shortly.

Plans are being prepared by the Tor-
onto Hydro Electric System, 226 Yonge
Street, for additions to their sub-stations
on Junction and Duncan Streets, and
tenders will be called shortly. Steel
and brick construction. Estimated cost.
$:t.-..000 and $75,000.

Walkerton, Ont.
John Ward, Walker House, is consid-

ering the remodelling of his premises, at
an estimated cost of $.'>.000.

Welland, Ont.
f. L. .Vichols. 18 Main Street S., is pre-

paring plans of a business building to be
erected for Elio Sogovac. Estimated
cost. $7,000.

Westboro. Ont.
I. .A. Clark. Richmond Koad, has com-

menced the erection of a store. Brick
veneer construction. Estimated cost,
$4,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
The erection of a large mail order

warehouse is being considered by the
(jallowav Mail Order Company. c|o
Stewart & Walker. Ltd.. 202 Sterling
Bank Building.

Wyoming, Ont.
William Travis is considering the con-

struction of a planing mill, at an esti-
mated cost of $4,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Colquitz, B. C.
The general contract for the erection

of a building lor the British Columbia
Telephone Company. \'ancouver. has
been let to James Smethurst. 1110 Prin-
cess .\venue, Victoria.

Guelph. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a stove factory has been let to J. W.
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Oakes, Kathleen Street. Approximate
cost, $7,000. Architect, W. A. Mahoney,
Telephone Building.

Lake Louise, Alta.

The general contract for the erection

of a kitchen and stores building at the

hotel owned by the Canadian Pacific

Railway has been awarded to Carter-

Halls-Aldinger, 1010 Union Bank Build-

ing, Winnipeg.

London, Ont.
The contract for installation of a re-

frigerator plant at the premises of Small-

man & Ingram, Dundas Street, has been
let to the Canadian Tee Company. Chest-

nut Street, Toronto.

Merriton, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the mills of the Inter-

lake Tissue Mills. Ltd.. has been awarded
to W. J. Trimble, 76 Adelaide Street W.,
Toronto. Steel, concrete and brick con-

struction. Approximate cost, $40,000.

Montreal. Que.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the factory now being

built for Darling Bros.. 130 Prince

Street:—cut stone. J. Quinlan & Com-
pany, 4414 St. Catherine Street; reinforc-

ing steel. Trussed Concrete Steel Com-
pany, 59 Beaver Hall Hill; roofing.

Hickey & Aubut. 90 Dominion Street;

metal sash, David McGill. 320 Lagauche-
tiere Street; plumbing. Thomas O'Con-
nell, 183 Ottawa Street.

The contract for the erection of a fac-

tory for Darling Bros.. 120 Prince Street,

has been awarded to A. F. Byers & Com-
pany. 340 University Avenue, and work
has been started. Estimated cost,-

$19,000. Brick construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for marble work in con-

nection with interior alterations to the

premises of the Merchants Bank of Can-

ada has been let to Smith Marble & Con-
struction Company. Ltd., Van Home
Avenue. Montreal.

Port Aux Trembles, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of an office Iniilding for the Imperial Oil

Company has been let to James Shearer

Company. Ltd.. 225 St. Patrick Street,

Montreal, the contract for reinforcing

steel to W. H. Wardell, New Birks

Building, Montreal, painting to Nash &
White, Ltd., 397 Victoria Avenue, West-
mount, heating and plumbing to M. J.

Quigley, 4228 St. Catherine Street. West-
mount, and roofing to Sibley & Huot, 34

St. Martin Street, Montreal.

Prescott, Ont.
The contract for the installation of a

heating plant at the premises of the

Newell Manufacturing Company has

been let to George Appleton, Prescott.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a store for J. N. Rondeau, 6 Lache-
vrotiere Street, has been awarded to J.

Breton. 175 St. Olivier Street. Frame
and brick construction. Approximate

St. Hubert, Que.
The following contracts have been let

for the construction of an auto race track

for the Canadian Speedway Company,
Ltd.. 67 Dandurand Building, Mon-
treal:—erection of garage and machine
shops, A. F. Byers & Company, Ltd., 340

University Street, Montreal; fireproof

partitions, Hoors, etc., Douglas Milligan

Company, 609 New Birks Building, Mon-
treal; steel work. Phoenix Bridge & Iron
Works, Ltd., 83 Colborne Street, Mon-
treal; construction of speedway, Ray-
mond Construction Company, Ltd.. 145

St. James Street, Montreal; plumbing
and drainage. R. G. Williams & Com-
pany, St. Lambert, Que.; construction of

club house. Deacon Construction Com-
pany, Ltd., 37 Mayor Street, Montreal.

St. Rose, Que.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the premises now in

course of erection for the Provincial

Bank, Montreal:—electrical work, J. A.

St. .\mour, 2173 St. Denis Street. Mon-
treal; painting, B. Navert, 1228 St. Denis
Street. Montreal; wood and tile work,
Lacroix & Vezeau, 291 Dc Montigny
Street. Montreal.

Toronto, Ont.
In connection with the factory which

has been built at 725 King Street W. for

R. G. Long & Company, 439 Wellington
Street W., the contract for electric wir-

ing has been let to Rogers Electric Com-
pany, 145 Queen Street W.
Work has been started on the erection

of a mill for the York Knitting Mills,

Ltd.. 993 Queen Street W. The con-

tract for excavation has been let to E.

Corner, 698 Manning Avenue, and the

masonry to Brown & Love, 46 Price

Street.

Vancouver, B. C.
The general contract for repairs to the

store and apartments at 872 Granville

Street for Evans, Coleman & Evans has

been let to Baynes & Horie, 836 Howe
Street. Approximate cost, $10,000.

In connection with the theatre which
is being built at Broadway and Main
Streets for C. M. Bowman, Southampton,
Ont., the following contracts have been
let:—sheet metal work. New Idea Sheet

Metal Works; electrical work. Jarvis

Electric Company. Ltd., 570 Richards
Street; heating, Moscrop Bros., 861 Sey-
mour Street; plumbing, Barr & Ander-
son. 1060 Homer Street.

Windsor, Ont.
Work is about to start on repairs to a

dairy lunch on Sandwich Street W. for

Ernest White. The contract will be let

to R. Wescott, 55 Oak Avenue. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
The contracts for masonry, carpentry,

steel work, roofing and fireproofing re-

quired in the erection of the Eaton ware-
house have been awarded to the general

contractors.

Residences

Acton Vale. Que.
N. Gagnier contemplates the erection

of a residence.

Brantford. Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a residence

for E. L. Gould, 103 Darling Street, will

be called about the end of the month by
the Architects, Barber & Tilley, Temple
Building. Estimated cost, $8,000.

Britannia Bay, Ont.
H Shipman, Hope Building. Ottawa, is

building a residence, estimated to cost
$3,000. Frame construction.

Elora. Ont.
Fred Daub, c|o Tlora Furniture Com-

pany, proposes to build a residence in the

spring. Approximate cost, $3,500.

Fonthill, Ont.
A. E. Nicholson, Queen Street, St.

Catharines, has prepared plans of a re-

sidence to be built for F. Wellington.

Cio Stone & Wellington. Tenders will be

called shortly.

Hamilton. Ont.
R. S. Mason. 43 Kensington Avenue, is

about to start work on the erection of

three residences, estimated to cost $2,500

each. Brick construction.

La Tuque, Que.
G. Harvey proposes to rebuild his re-

sidence, at an approximate cost of $4,000.

Frame and l)rick construction.

London. Ont.
George Churchill. Barrington Street,

West London, is preparing plans for two
residences, estimated to cost $3,600.

Frame construction.

D. J. Ferguson, 503 Quebec Street, is

preparing plans for a residence to be
erected on DufTerin Avenue, at an ap-

pro^cimate cost of $4,000. Red pressed
brick construction.

Plans of a residence to be built on Col-

borne Street are being prepared by
James R. Haslet. 521 Richmond Street.

Red pressed brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,500.

C. J. Pink, 451 Hamilton Road, is con-
sidering the erection of a residence, at an
estimated cost of $3,500.

The erection of a residence is being
considered by T. Dixon, c!o London Post
Office. Estimated cost, .$3,000.

Marieville, Que.
.Agenor Fontaine proposes to erect a

concrete residence. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Montreal, Que.
J. Bissehop, 201a Wilfe Street, is about

to start work on the erection of two re-

sidences, estimated to cost $3,500. Brick
construction.

Ottawa, Ont.

J. P. Rady, 482 Lisgar Street, is con-
sidering the erection of a number of re-

sidences in Ottawa South at an epproxi-

niate cost of $3,800 each. Brick veneer
construction.

J. B. Younghusband, 6 Spruce Street,

is about to erect apartments on Nelson
Street. Estimated cost. $10,000. Smallet

trades will be let. Brick veneer con-

struction.

Raleigh Township, Ont.
Adams & .\dams. Market Chambers

Chatham, are preparing plans of a re-

sidence for George Davidson. R. R. No.
6. Chatham. Estimated cost. $3,000.

Russeldale, Ont.
Plans of a residence are being prepared

by John Sawyer. Pressed brick con-

struction. Estimated cost, $3,500.

St. George. Que.
George T'icher intends to erect a re-

sidence this season, at an approximate
cost of $3,000.

Theodule Drouin contemplates the

erection of a residence, estimated to cost

$3,000.

Charles Grandin contemplates build-

ing a residence, at an approximate cost
of $4,000.
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St. Joseph, Que.
The erection of a residence is being

considered by Valerc Gilbert.

Odilou Chche contemplates the erec-
tion of a residence. Estimated cost,
*4.00().

Toronto, Ont.
T. Robertson, 89 Ehn Avenue, has

had plans drawn for an addition to his
residence, and will start work shortly.
Estimated cost, if:J,O0O. Brick construc-
tion.

The erection of a residence on Warren
Koad is contemplated by H. E. O'Ncil,
211 Howard Park Avenue.
Hayward & Whitehorn, 6 Hallani

Street, arc receiving tenders on heating,
plumbing and electric wiring required at
the residence at 1!) Lauder Avenue. Par-
ticulars on job.

The erection of a residence is being
considered by P. L. Spiers, 95 Gladstone
Avenue. Appro-ximate cost, .154, 500,
lirick construction.

Welland. Ont.
S. L. Lambert, 172 Main Street W.,

proposes to erect an apartment house on
North Main Street, and is having plans
prepared by T. L. Nichols, 18 Main
Street S. Approximate cost, $10,000.
Cement and brick construction.

Willowdale, Ont.
f. P.. McKenzic proposes to erect a re-

sidence this spring in the Kingsdale
Sub-division.

Wolseley, Ont.
A. Abell proposes to build a residence

in the spring.

Plans of a residence will be prepared
by W. Ward. Estimated cost, .$3,000
Work will start in the spring.

Woodstock. Ont.
H. McNichol, Architect, Mary Street,

has prepared plans for three residences,
estimated to cost .$5,200, .1:4,600 and
$2,900 respectively.

Yamaska County, Que.
I he erection of a residence is being

considered by i\ntonio Lemire, St. An-
toine de la Hie du Febvre.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hamilton, Ont.

Plans have been drawn for two resid-
ences to be built on Garfield Avenue for
J homson & Thomson, Federal Life
lUiilding. The masonry contract has
been awarded to D. Jones, 220 Maple
.'vvenue, the carpentry and roofing to J.
A, Jones, Station No, (i, TTamilton Beach,
and the plastering to J. L. Wallace,
Stoncy Creek. Approximate cost, $4,600.

Montreal, Que.
Ihe general contract for alterations to

a residence on Pearl Street for A. P.
Stuart. 27 Sumiiicrhill Avenue, has been
awarded lo D. F. Des Lauricrs, :i43 Rich-
ilieu Street, Montreal West, Sub-con-
tracts will be let.

Ottawa, Ont.
I'he general contract for alterations to

the residence of W. M. Southain, Rock-
litfo Park, has been awarded to A. Chris-
tie & Son, 353 Frank Street.

Quebec, Que.
I'he .neiieral cimtract for the erection

"I a residence for C. K. Falardeau, 225
Ste. llelene Street, has been let to T
Malhieu. 109 Third Street, Limoilou,

, I'ranie and brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $3,000.

Thorold. Ont.
The contract for rebuilding the resid-

ence of Mrs. T. Baxter has been let to
H. W. Stickle, Thorold. Estimated cost,
$5,000.

Toronto, Ont.
J. Durham has let the general contract

for the erection of three residences to
George Bailey, 79 McKay Avenue. Ap-
proximate cost, $15,000. Brick construc-
tion,

Woodrooffe, Ont.
In connection with the residence which

IS being built by F, Harry, the contract
for electrical work has been let to P
Ackroyd, 416 Bank Street, Ottawa

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Alberta Province.
The Department of Public Works, Ed-

monton, have made provision in their
estimates for telephone construction, es-
timated to cost $250,000.

Kintore, Ont.
The Village Council propose to con-

struct a transmission line from Thames-
ford to Kintore. Clerk. William Crellin.

Lyiidhurst, Ont.
G. E. Roddick intends to construct a

transmission line from Lyndhnrst to Del-
ta, a distance of five miles, and will re-
quire transformers and No. copper
wire.

Mt. Forest Ont.
The Mt. Forest, Wellington and Grey

Telephone Company propose to build a
number of extensions to their system.
Manager, J. B. Moon, Mt. Forest.

Port Dover, Ont.
The Town Council will ask the Hydro

Commission lor estimates on the instal-
lation of a light and power system. Clerk
James Sloan.

'

Toronto. Ont.
The Toronto Hydro Electric Commis-

sioners 226 Yonge Street, will receive
tenders until March 28th for the supply
of Watt Hour Meters. Specifications at
ofhce of the Purchasing .Agent. 15 Wil-
ton .Avenue.

The Toronto Hydro Electric System,
226 Yonge Street, propose to do a con-
siderable amount of underground con-
duit work tliis summer. Estimated cost
$85,000.

'

CONTRACTS AWARDED
St. Albans, Que.
The Portneuf Hydro Electric Com-

pany have let the contract for hydro
eqmpment for their new plant to William
Hamilton, 470 Reid Street, Peterborough,
Que,

Fires

Birchcliffe. Ont.
Residences of A. I'artridge and

Thomas Holm. Loss. $l..5O0 and $1,200.

Calgary, Alta.
Incinerator owned l>y the City. Loss

between $10,000 and $15,000.
'

'

Campbellton, N. B.
Hotel Waverley. Water Street, owned by
A. J. Gorman. Totally destroyed.

College Bridge N. B.
Residence of P. D. Vinneau, totally de-

stroyed. Loss, $2,soo. Will rebuild at
once.

Cjrrville, Ont.
Convent of the Sisters of Wisdom, to-

tally destroyed. Loss, $«.0O0.

Forest, Ont.
Marble works owned by J. Rupp.

Fruitvale, B. C.
Hotel owned by W. R. Mellard, com-

pletely destroyed. Loss. $8,000.

Gleichen, Alta.
Business block, tenanted by Beach Sad-

lery. Bray's Hardware Store, Cosgrovc
Hardware Store, Farmers Supply Com-
pany, Masonic Rooms. Corey Law Office,
Central Telephone Office. F-oss, about
$100,000.

Grafton. Ont.
Residence owned by the Misses Cam-

eron totally destroyed.

Halifax. N. S.

/'''=';,->'"• f owned by the Department
of Public Works, Ottawa. Loss, about
$50,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
Factory of the Diamond Glass Com-

pany. Loss, about $4,000.

Montreal, Que.
Sawmill owned by Pauzc & Gohier

1822 Cote des .\ieges Road. Loss, $7.00o!

Neepawa, Man.
Store owned by John Brown & .Sons

x-oss. about $14,000.

New Liskeard. Ont.
Hall owned by J. Grills and used as a

Salvation Army Barracks, totally de-
stroyed.

Renfrew, Ont.
Factory of the Renfrew Machinery

Company totally destroyed with con-
tents. Lo.ss estimated at $100,000. Will
rebuild inimediatelv,

St. Andrews. Ont
Cheese factory owned by S, G Law-

son. Loss, $.5,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.
Cuthbcrt Pattern Works, Brewery

Street. Loss, $3,000.

St. GeorKe, Ont
Storage building owned by R. Bell &

Son Company. Ltd, Loss, $10,000.

St. Remi De Tingwick, Que.
Parish church entirely destroyed. Loss

$23,000. Will rebuild at once. Curate'
Rev. J. O. Melancon.

Stoney Point, Ont
Residence of Peter Maillonx.

Stettler. Alta.
Barracks of the Royal Northwest

Mounted Police entirely destroyed.
Owned by the ncpartmcnt of Public
Works. Ottawa.

Stratford, Ont
Office, furnace room and store room at

the factory of the Macdonald Thresher
Company. Loss, about $5,000.

Tillsonburg, Ont.
Shoo store of H. Swartz, Weeke'<

barber shop and Gerow's restaurant.
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Miscellaneous

Elmira, Ont.
Otto Rudisluela is receiving prices on a

lianci-power freight elevator. Capacity,
4,000 pounds.

Gait. Ont.
Tlie Town Council arc considering the

purchase of a motor fire engine. Clerk,

Joseph McCartney.

London, Ont.
Fire Chief John .'\iken has been auth-

orized to purchase 1,000 feet of rubber
lined hose and a number of tire alarm
boxes.

Montreal, Que.
Tenders on tlie supply <jf cement, sand,

concrete, stone, gravel, rails and angle
bars will lie received until noon, March
24th, by the Secreary to the Harbor Com-
missioners, David Seatli, t onimon .Street.

Engineer, R. VV. Cowie.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Hamilton. Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

following contracts for supplies:

—

vitri-

fied brick. Metropolitan I'aving Brick
t'ompany. Campden, Ohio; cement, Al-

fred Rogers, 28 King Street W., Toronto;
asphalt. Warner Quinlan Company, 7!)

Wall Street. New York; creosoted wood
blocks. Creosoted Block Paving Com-
pany, C. P. R. Building, Toronto; sewer
pipe Hamilton & Toronfo Sewer Pipe
Company, Ltd.. Wentworth Street .. and
Sackville Hill, 52 Elgin Street.

Kingston, Ont.
The following contracts for supplies

have been awarded by the City Council:

—cement and lumlier, b'rontenac Lumber
& Coal Company, Ontario Street; hard-
ware. W. A. Mitchell, Princess .Street;

rubble Stone, Rody & Monk, Patrick

Street; sand, Kingston Sand and Gravel
Company, Raglan Road; sewer pipe,

Hamilton & Toronto Sewer Pipe Com-
Ijany, Hamilton; one concrete and as-

phalt mixer, F. D. Cummer & Son Com-
l)any. Cleveland, Ohio, at $0,,'>00.

Quebec, Que.
The contract for tlie construction of a

monnoyer ferro-concrete chimney for

the Franciscan Brothers. 180 Grand .Vl-

lee, has been awarded to Edouard Pel-

letier & I'ils. Ill Colomb Street.

Vancouver. B. C.
The City Council have let the following

contracts for supplies:—cement, Balfour,

Guthrie & Company, 739 Hastings
Street W., Evans, Coleman & Evans,
Ltd., 407 Granville Street, and Winch &
Company, 739 Hastings Street W.; cast-

ings, Vancouver Engineering Works, 519

Sixth Street W.

Gasoline Locomotives Safe in Tunnel
Work if Properly Run

Gasoline locomotives used in mine and
tunnel work may develop a quantity of

carbon monoxide as great as 5^ per
cent, of the piston displacement, which
makes them dangerous to health if oper-
ated in headings where a good ventilat-

ing system is lacking. This occurs, ac-

cording to O. P. Hood and R. H. Kud-
litch, who have just completed a careful

series of experiments announced in Bul-
letin 74 of the U. S. Bureau of Mines,
only when the locomotive is running at

full load on an excess of gasoline. The

maximum efliciency l<ir the weight of
gasoline consumed, and also the least

amount of carbon mono.xide. was reached
when the locomotives tested were run-
ning at 85 per cent, of capacity on a mix-
ture just rich enough to avoid back-fir-

ing. Consequently it appears that if

locomotives of excess capacity be oper-
ated so as to obtain the greatest fuel

economy, there is no danger, in using
them in tunnel headings, from the highly
poisonous gas, carbon monoxide. The
quantity of this grfs given off under
these conditions amounts to one-third of
1 per cent, of the piston displacement.
To reach this condition for any given
load and position of throttle the oper-
ator should close the needle valve until

occasional liackfiring occurs and then
open it just enough to prevent further
l)ackfiring. If a first-class ventilating
sj'stem exists there is little <langer from
carl)on monoxide poisoning in any case,

but the locomotives should be operated
in the manner outlined liecause of other
considerations. When running as de-
scribed the cylinders stay cleaner. When
Ihe cylinders liecome coated with carbon
it interferes with the cooling system,
causes trouble with the spark plugs, and
induces overheating. This in turn re-

sults in disagreeable "smoke" from
l)urning lubricating oil. In addition to
fuel economy the life of the locomotive
is increased by careful operation.

.'\ccording to these men, American
gasoline locomotives are not entirely
safe in headings where gas or dust is

present in sufficient quantities to form
an explosive mixture with the tunnel air.

.\merican manufacturers have not yet
appreciated the demand for a locomotive
that is entirely proof against the emis-
sion of flames from the muffler or car-
l)ureter. and against sparking outside
the cylinders. Such locomotives, hav-
ing closed ignition circuits and other de-
vices, are in use in Europe, and are con-
sidered perfectly safe under any condi-
tions in which men are able to work.

Gasoline for locomotive use should
not be stored untjfergroijnd in pump
chambers or other places where the ven-
tilotion is poor. These experiments
show, however, that where there is a
.good current of air the gasoline, even if

spilled in quantities, will not evaporate
fast enough to produce an explosive
mixture.

Improvised Blow Torch Heats Concrete
Inside the Mixer

An improvised kerosene blow torch
with its flame directed into the mi.xed
barrel employed for heating the con-
crete aggregates on New York subway
work during cold weather was described
by Robert Ridgway, engineer of subway
construction for the Public Service Com-
mission, in a paper read before the
twelfth annual convention at Chicago of

the y\nierican Concrete Institute. The
paper quoted a report by Andrew Veitch,
assistant division engineer of the com-
mission, on this device.

The U. S. Realty & Improvement Com-
pany and the Rapid Transit Subway
Construction Company, contractors on
-Seventh Avenue for routes 4 and 38, sec-

tions 5 and 6, are using, as described in

this report, an attachment placed on the

mixe*- which forces a flame or hot blast

directly into the mixer, thus raising the

concrete to the desired temperature
while it is being made. .'\lmost any de-

gree of heat may be obtained by leaving

the materials in the mixer different
lengths of time. If the heat tends to
dry out the mix. sufficient water may be
added to maintain the right consistency
for use.

The apparatus itself consists of the or-
dinary kerosene blow torch inserted in a
large pipe placed at the hopper through
which the heat is forced and directed
into the mixer. A 30 gallon kerosene
tank is placed on top of the mixer, from
which the oil feeds into the burner. Here
it is vaporized and burns, the flame be-
ing forced into the mixer by a blast of
compressed air. This air is supplied by
a direct connection to the contractors'
air lines feeding the rock drills. It is

evident that in using this method the
contractors are able to make a consider-
able labor saving in eliminating rebandl-
ing of the materials to heat them. A1s(j
it is possible to save much space form-
erly required on the street for this pur-
pose, as with this arrangement materials
can be mixed and placed as fast as they
are delivered from the docks or store
vards.

Concrete Pavement Struck Crosswise at

Steel Expansion Joints

In l)uilding a concrete road at Tono-
wanda, X. Y., a novel method was
used to bring the Baker steel ex-
pansion joints at the exact level of
the surface of the concrete, or slightly

l)^low it. The men operating the strike
l)oard were instructed not to work
closer to the joint than 2 feet, but to be
sure to leave the concrete around the
joint a little high. The clanqis liolding
the several parts of the point together
were left in place for more than half
an hour. The finishers were then re-

quired to wade in the unsurfaced strip

of concrete next the joint, and, by the
use of 3 foot straightedge, cut the con-
crete down to the level of the finished
pavement adjoining, using the top of the
steel joint as a template to support one
end of the straightedge. In this way
no abrupt changes in level were possible
at the joints, and the concrete was made
to meet exactly the top of the steel.

Submit Report on Building District and
Limits for New York

The commission on building districts

and restrictions appointed by the Board
of Estimate of New York City to con-
sider and report on a districting plan for
the purposes of regulating the height of
Iniildings, the area of courts and yards,
and the location of trades and industries
has just issued a progress statement of

its plans and hied detailed maps showing
the suggested districts and proposed
limitations.

_
If the report of the com-

mission is adopted by the Board of Esti-

mate after public hearings, it will be-
come law.

The commission desires thorough
study of the proposed plans, and urges
property owneds and civic organizations
to inspect the proposed district maps
with reference to their particular local-

ities, so that mistakes can be avoided
and the proposed maps perfected before
submitting them to the Board of Esti-
mate. Edward M. Barrett is chairman
of the commission and Robert H. Whit-
ten is secretary. George B. F'ord is con-
sultant to the commission, which has in

its membership representatives of the
real estate and civic interests of the
city.
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The all-important work of the British Empire to- call of duty are of course the men who recognize their
day is a vigorous, systematic, well-organized prosecu- duty. They are thus the men who count for most at
tion of our war. This applies equally to Canada, as home—the men who can least be spared—the meo
the most important colony of the Empire. Yet Lord whose removal causes the biggest rift in our indus-
Shaughnessy says he is not satisfied of the wisdom of trial life.

raising a half-million men at the present time and by And our Government sits quietly by. Young men.
the present methods. with no ties and no responsibilities and in many cases

Now, people are apt to listen when Lord Shaugh- occupying positions from which they could readily be
nessy talks. Some way or other we Canadians have spared, stand back and allow the ranks to be filled by
got into the habit of believing in this big man who our artisans, our captains of industry and our profes-
does things. So. when he makes a public statement sional men. It is this the Government is defending.
(which isn't often) we have felt that it carries the It is this also Lord Shaughnessy, no doubt, has in
weight of a tremendously wide and ripe experience mind when he criticizes,

backed by sound C(^mmon sense. If there is any one Of course we are going to win this war—why
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shouldn't we? We are immensely richer both in men
and money. But are our enemies goi"? to force us to
use all our men and all our money just because we are
badly organized? It begins to look that way. Will
it then be a victory in which we can take pride in after
years—a victory of mere weight of men and superior
wealth? Will it even be a victory which we can fol-

low up to advantage? Are we going to allow Germany
to issue from this war, as she entered it, the best-or-
ganized nation in the world? Will we be ready to
meet her competition ? Or are we actually going to be
too weak from lack of present organization to count in

the commercial war that is only just beginning, and
which will be fiercer and more prolonged by many
times than the present war of men?

What Canada cries out for to-day is organization
—for war, present and future. What business man
goes on year after year, for example, without taking an
inventory? Yet our Government takes no inventory,
knows nothing about the stock in hand. Is this

business? What Canada needs most urgently at the
moment is an inventory of her man resources—the
capacity, the responsibility, the experience, the fitness

for this or that work, the ties—of every one of her
citizens. Next we need an organization that can say
to each man, "Your place is—there." What Canada
needs is, if you like, moral conscription, which does
not curtail the liberties of the citizen in an\' way, but
simply points out in an authoritative way the path of

duty. No one would oppose it; few would fail to

answer such a call. It would mean the highest con-
servation of all our resources. It would mean pre-

paredness, not only for this year and next, but for the

years which follow. It would mean winning this war
without the feeling that Germany, even though
crushed, will laugh up her sleeve at the tremendous
sacrifices she has forced us to make and at the ex-

hausted condition she has left us in.

Lord Shaughnessy is right when he warns us
against impairing our industrial strength. It is a

vitally important question—scarcely less important
than the war itself, because the two are so closely in-

ter-related. Whatever the outcome of this struggle
may be, if we come out of it badly organized, indus-
trially weak, bereft of our most useful men, over-

crowded with slackers and incapables, even when we
reach Berlin—we've lost.

from this source. The joint general manager of the
Association in London is placing the Association in

touch with important buying channels in France, Rus-
sia, Italy and Belgium, so that at the conclusion of the
war, Canadian firms may have knowledge of the re-

(|uirements of these markets. The Association is

preparing for large business abroad when the scarcity
and high rates of ocean tonnage have been overcome.

Canadian Industrial Campaign
The Export Association of Canada Limited, em-

bracing over one hundred of the larger Canadian
Manufacturers, is actively engaged in a campaign to

create a favorable position in world markets for Can-
adian industry as a whole. The Association, which
has been assisted and encouraged by the Prime Min-
ister of Canada, the Minister of Trade and Commerce,
the Canadian Manufacturers Association, the C. P. R.,

G. T. R., leading representatives of the Press, and
many others who recognize to what extent the future

welfare of the Dominion depends upon the building up
of a sound and profitable export trade, has already
opened ofiices in Montreal ; London, Eng. ; Auckland,
New Zealand ; and Melbourne, Australia. Represen-
tation is about to be established in South Africa.

Through the connections which it has made for

manufacturers, the Association has placed regular
shipments for Australia and New Zealand. The Asso-
ciation has been appointed Purchasing Agents in Can-
ada and the United States for the Crown Agents of

the Colonies. Important orders are being received

Cement Bricks

Windsor, Ont., March 21, 1916.

Editor, Contract Record :

—

In reference to your article on "Cement Bricks," in

the March 15th issue of your valued paper, which is

always a welcome visitor to our office, the writer
wishes to take advantage of the invitation therein and
make a few remarks concerning the same. The writer
has had several years experience with all kinds of

building materials, especially those made of cement
and burned clay, and any remarks made here are based
on a knowledge of the facts as found in twenty-six
years in the business.

First.—Cement blocks have come to stay ; because
they afford a cheaper first cost construction than brick

—and there will always be those who will use and ad-
vocate cheapness regardless of any other or future
consideration, or disadvantage.

Second.—Cheapness is the only advantage over a
hard-burned clay brick that a cement block possesses.
They are neither as dry nor as warm as a brick wall
of the same thickness laid with blind headers. In fact

you cannot keep iron, steel or leather goods in a ce-

ment building without keeping them well packed, un-
less the walls are lathed and plastered.

Cement concrete has a cold nature and condenses
the moisture in the air near it.

Third.—I would think that the greater the pres-
sure applied to a pressed cement brick the better it

would be. Although not having any experience with
pressed brick I have made enough cement brick for

four houses with a machine that tamps them, and we
tamped them to the limit to be sure they were solid.

In spite of this we found they would stand very little

teaming as they wore their corners and faces off. One
very bad feature with a cement brick or block is the
fact that the least settlement in a wall will cause the
cement brick or block to crack straight down, whereas
a clay brick wall upon settling will crack along the
mortar joints only, making it much easier to remedy.

Fourth.—There is no advantage to the consumer or
contractor in a frog brick, except that it is easier for
the bricklayer when he has to get down to a tight .

joint. The bricklayer does not lay the frog down to
save mortar. Generally the mortar is spread in such
a way that it makes no difference whether the frog
is up or down ; but in laying the frog down it leaves
a level surface on which he spreads his mortar, in that
way making it easier to keep to the line. Another
feature of the frog, is that the struck side or top
side when it is in the mould, dries straighter than the
frog side, and when the bricklayer strikes the joint
he presses the bottom of the joint back from the face
of the brick, in that way leaving that edge exposed to
the view as to whether it is straight or not, generally
the joint is more nearly straight where frog is laid

down.
The frog was placed in the brick, not as most people

think, to make the wall stronger, but to save claj' in

the making and burning less fuel in the kiln. The
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fact is, that it is much easier to get a frogged brick

out of a wall than it is to get a plain brick out ; the

result being that the plain brick makes the strongest
wall, although either will and have met with highest
success in ail walls for the general building. The
clay brick will stand a great deal more heat and pres-

sure than a cement brick.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) William Thompson,
Thompson Bros.

Pure Iron Culverts

Montreal, March 17, 1916.

I"!ditor Contract Record :

We have read with interest the I'^nglish translation

of a paper jirepared by Mr. I'^raser of Ouebec, and read
at the Gt)od Roads Congress under the title of "Cul-
verts and Maintenance" and we wish to draw your at-

tention to a common error in translation.

This refers to our Corrugated I'ure Iron Culverts,

There isn't the slightest doubt that in preparing his

])aper, Mr. ]'"raser intended to refer to I'ure Iron Cul-

verts, and in the English translation the reference is

made to Corrugated Steel Culverts.

Our Company has never sold any Steel Culverts
in the province of Quebec, all our product being made
from l)ure iron Toucan Metal, which is nothing more
or less than pure iron, from which all the corrosive

elements have been practicall eliminated.

Trusting you will publish this correction in as

early an issue as possible, we beg to remain.
Yours truly.

The Pedlar People Limited.
(Signed) W. K. Ramsay.

Committees Toronto Branch C.S.C.E.

At a recent meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Toronto Branch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers, the following members were appoint-

ed to the several working committees named below :

—

Roads and Pavements.—M. A. Stewart, Chairman;
S. G. Talman, G. G. Powell, H. S. Van Scoyoc, W.
Iluber. Subject—Investigation of sand for concrete

highway construction.

General Clauses for Specifications.—Willis Chip-

man, Chairman ; E. W. Oliver, E. L. Cousins, Wm.
Cross, D. Molitor. Subject—To consider last year's

report and suggest modifications if desirable.

Steel Bridge Specifications.—A. H.Harkness, Chair-

man; Erank Barber, H. L. Steenbuch, David Molitor,

Thos. Taylor. Subject—Steel highway bridge specifi-

cations.

Reinforced Concrete.—Peter Gillespie, Chairman
;

I'Vank Barber, A. W. Connor.
Sewage Disposal and Sanitation.—A. Macallum,

Chairman ; P. Gillespie, W. Chipman, F. W. Thorold.

J. H. Nevitt. Subject—Report on Commercial Success

of treating sewage by aeration.

New Members.— f. R. W. Ambrose. Chairman; 11.

E. T. Haultain, A. II." Macallum, G. A. McCarthy, J. 11.

Curzon.
Legislation Committee.— 1'-. W. < diver, Chairman ;

J. G. G. Kerry, H. E. T. Haultain.

Track.— IC. G. Hewson, Chairman ; A. F. Stewart,

A. L. llertzberg, E. B. Goedikc. Chairman to choose
work to be done by Committee.

Power Plants.— L. M. .\rkley, Chairman; A. A.

Bowman, Peter Bain, E. T. [. Brandon, E. G. Clark.

A. G. Hill, Jas. Milne, .\. I.'. Mudge. Subject—Uni-

form Steam Boiler Specifications for the Dominion of
Canada.

Library Committee.—A. L. Mudge, Chairman ; W.
A. Hare, A. A. Bowman, Eraser F". Keith.

Hydraulics.—N. K. Gibson, Chairman ; T. H. Hogg,
H. C. Acres, E. C. H. Dowson, C. L. Fellows, D. Mol-
Pipe.

Parliament Buildings, Ottawa
Plans for the remodelled Parliament Buildings, Ot-

tawa, have been completed and i>Iaced on exhibition to
the Members of Parliament in the office of the Minister
of Public Works by Messrs. Pearson of Toronto and
Marchand of Montreal. Plans and profiles of the in-

terior and exterior are more or less tentative, and have
yet to receive the formal endorsation of Parliament.

The main features of the new plans are the pre-
servation of the present architectural scheme of the
whole front elevation as it now stands, the tearing
down of the new west wing, which was undamagecl
l)y fire, but which did not preserve the original archi-
tectural harmony of the whole building ; the construc-
tion of a new rear elevation following the lines of the
original architectural scheme,, but with a three-storey
elevation corresponding to the front ; the construction
of chambers for the Commons and Senate at the west
and east sides respectively, of the building, instead of
in the centre, as was the case before the fire; a re-
arrangement of the office space in the interior, which
will give 38 per cent, increased accommodation with-
out sacrificing light or ventilation, and a main en-
trance hall and Court of Fame extending from the
main entrance beneath the central tower clear through
to the Library in the rear. This latter wide corridor
will give a much more imposing vista on entering,
and will afford opportunity for a national gallery of
statesmen in oils and in marble or bronze.

The new Commons chamber will occupy practically
the whole of the new west wing. It will be consider-
adly larger than the former chamber, being 102 x 63,
and providing ample space for some 320 members.
The Speaker's chair, instead of being in the centre of
the west side as in the old chamber, will be at the
north end, and the gallery seating will be much better
arranged, both in regard to acoustics and in regard to
accommodation for a much larger number of spectators.

The members' lobby and post office will be along
the front of the building, with a big lounging and smok-
ing room running along the ground floor on the west
side of the Commons chamber. Committee rooms and
reading rooms will be situated on each side of the main
entrance hall, running from the front entrance back
to the Library.

On the Senate side the new chamber will be at
the extreme east end, following the same line as the
Commons chamber, but somewhat smaller. Fireproof
construction and an adequate system of ventilation
are being provided for. The plans will be gone over
carefully by a committee of the House representing
both sides before they are finally approved. It is ex-
pected that the work of reconstruction will be begun
this spring.

Total imports for the twelve months ending Janu-
ary, 1916, were valued at $502,772,844. This is less
than we purchased during the twelve months ending
January, 1915, when the total was $603,771,358. For
the year ending Januarv. 1914. our purchases were
valued at $661,272,527.
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Bridge Construction in Ontario
The Evolution of Building Practices— Present Traffic Require-
ments—Choice of Location and Type—Inspection and Maintenance

By George Hogarth*

There are to-day sections in the south of the pro-

vince that have been settled for over a hundred years

;

and in the north, there are vast areas where the axe
of the first settler is only now being heard. Bridge
construction in Ontario, therefore, varies from the

primitive types of timber construction suitable for the

lightest of traffic to the more enduring structures of

concrete and steel, which are capable of safely sustain-

ing the weight of a twenty-ton road roller.

Conditions in Northern Ontario

Our rivers of the north are usually broad and deep
with nothing more secure than a shifting, slippery

clay bank upon which to build abutments or piers.

The crossing of such rivers is an expensive undertak-
ing, since the river bottom is frequently soft and very
liable to be deeply scoured if the current is in any
way deflected by a pier. In Ontario a large number
of bridges are required each year, and those large struc-

tures which are more expensive and serve only a small
population must frequently give way to less costly

smaller structures or ferries, which furnish communi-
cation till bridges are warranted. In deciding on the

type of bridge to build, consideration must be given
to the lumberman who is bringing sawlogs down the

river, and piers must be located or omitted with a

view to avoiding log jams. The safe location of the

piers usually governs the length of bridge span to use,

since the crowding of logs cannot always be prevented,
and a heavy jam will often pull timber piers clean out
of the river, piles and all. There is also the ice to

contend with, and it works almost unceasingly to des-

troy any timber structure with which it comes in con-
tact. Late in the fall, when the water is low in the
river, the ice forms and sticks solidly to the piles or

cribs for a depth of probably three to four feet. Should
a sudden thaw come in February, the water lifts the
ice and gives the piles a heave that throws the entire

structure out of grade. For these reasons, it has been
found advisable to. bridge the rivers with one span
wherever possible, and to place the abutments or piers

out on the banks of the stream. The placing of piers

in the river channel is usually an expensive piece of

work, and the maintenance money that must be spent
to protect them from logs and ice in the spring of the
year is frequently considerable. The use of long span
bridges is often therefore an economy.

Building Materials

There is very little gravel or rock to be found in

some sections of Northern Ontario, and concrete abut-
ments or floors cannot be considered. Practically

everywhere, though, there is standing timber of fair

size and quality which can be quickly cut into piles

and roughly hewn to form portions of the piers and
flooring. The design of structure has thus developed
along the most economical lines, and to-day, you will

see on the highways of the north steel bridges rest-

ing on timber piers and having a sawn or hewn plank
floor. On the smaller creeks and rivers, the timber
Queen Post bridge is still built, and is supported by
pile piers or timber rock filled cribs ; but where the

Chief Engrineer. Ontario Highways Department.
Congress. Montreal.

Before Good Roads

bridge must be 60 feet or over in length, a steel span
is the best and cheapest type of structure that can
be built. The cost of labor in remote sections of the
north is sometimes out of all proportion to the work
done, and these types of construction have been de-

veloped from actual experience as being the most ec-

onomical under present conditions. With such a type
of bridge, the building of the pile piers requires com-
paratively little work, and four or five men and a team
will finish the timber work, erect the steel span and
lay the floor of an ordinary structure in about three
weeks' time. Many such bridges are built in locations
which are 25 and 30 miles from a railroad, and local

men accustomed to the country must be employed,
since the ordinary discouragements of life on that class

of work drive the newcomer out of the business.

Bridge to Meet Traffic Conditions

The traffic on some of the newer roads of the north
does not warrant an expensive bridge across a broad
river, and in such a case a wire rope is stretched from
bank to bank and a scow provided, by means of which
travellers may ferry themselves across the stream.
Such a contrivance is cheap and is of great use during
the summer months of the year, but the crossing will

be impassable to all ordinary travel for a week or so
during the spring and fall.

The highway bridges built in the settled districts

and counties of older Ontario are of a more advanced
type of construction. They must be capable of carry-
ing heavier loads and be built so as to withstand the
wear and tear of greater traffic. Since good sand,
gravel, and crushed stone are easily obtained and ce-

ment is cheap, it is economical to build the structures
of concrete. For the longer spans where concrete is

not as serviceable, the steel bridge is used, and it is

customarily supported on concrete abutments and pro-
vided with a concrete floor.

Type of Bridge

For short spans, the concrete beam bridge is a very
desirable structure, and for spans of medium length,
where local conditions admit of its use, the concrete
arch is of pleasing appearance. Such work, when well
designed and properly built, is very durable, but great
attention must be given to the foundations and to the
surrounding conditions in order that damage to the
structure may be prevented. Concrete is easily adapt-
ed to almost any foundation, but it is not in the best
interests of such construction to use it in important
locations where settlement of the piers is to be antici-

pated, or where the river channel will be cramped, due
to a low bridge being required. The safety and en-
during qualities of a concrete structure depend to a
great extent on the stability of the foundations. The
slightest movement of the footings will result in cracks
opening in different parts of the structure, and while
such cracks may not seriously afi^ect the strength or
safety of the bridge, they are unsightly and indicate
an undesirable condition of affairs. Concrete is a
splendid building material and will give good results
even with very indifferent workmanship. It is par-
ticularly well adapted to certain locations and designs,
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but if used indiscriminately failures are bound to oc-

cur. In the case of small concrete bridges, the placing

of the footings at a sufficient depth below the ground
or water surface is frequently disregarded. As a re-

sult, the rush of water during a freshet undermines the

foundations and the entire structure may be lost. It

is good i)ractice to carry all footings down to a depth

of at least four feet below low water level since at that

depth the foundation will be safe from frost, as well

as from the scouring action of the water. There are

so many vital considerations entering into the design

of a highway bridge that the selection of the type

and nature of the bridge should be left entirely to

the engineer and his decision should be final.

Heavier Riveted Construction

Within the last fifteen years there has been a grad-

ual develoi)ment and improvement in the general de-

sign and construction of steel bridges. The tendency

has been toward strong and rigid riveted construction,

and the light types formerly built have been abandoned.

This progress is best illustrated in the cities by the

use of heavy plate girders, and in the country by the

building of fully riveted bridges in place of the pin-

connected structures formerly erected. With riveted

details, a longer life is to be expected of such bridges.

There is still, however, room for further improvement
in the design of typical connections, but the overcom-
ing of prejudice against new methods along such lines

is a slow process. Details that were considered good
design twenty years ago, but which are now obsolete,

may be used in structures built to-day, if care is not

exercised in checking the plans. Our highway bridges

are now designed to carry a concrete floor and a 15 or

20-ton road roller, or a live load of 100 pounds to the

square foot of floor surface. The structure which is

built to carry such loading is of good proportions with
fairly stout members. In the past, insufficient quan-
tities of metal were used in many bridges, and they

were built so light as to be unable to sustain for many
years the wear and tear to which they were subjected
i)y the traffic and the elements.

Maximum Load
The tendency of the times indicates that a 20-ton

road roller will be the maximum load for bridges for

some time to come. In some localities it is proposed
to limit the weight of road rollers and auto trucks

allowed to ])ass over highways and to make the maxi-
mum permissible weight of such machines ten or

twelve tons. Legislation along such lines appears
to be advisable, since with an unrestricted weight of

auto trucks we would soon see excessively heavy ve-

hicles doing considerable damage to highway bridges.

Some timber and concrete floors have already received

severe treatment and have been partly destroyed by
the heavy rear axle weight of loaded trucks, and un-
less steins are taken to curtail such weight the damage
will greatly increase. It is advisable, therefore, to enact
laws which will set a limit on these heavy loads so

that the highway bridges can be built in the security

of knowing the heaviest load they will be called upon
to carry. Otherwise, great confusion may result, and
a condition might arise where all our bridges would
be too weak the moment an auto truck manufacturer
increased the capacity and weight of his product. The
ostablishing of a definite maximum load gives the auto
l)uil(ler and the bridge engineer a basis upon which to

develop and improve all designs.

While we now build what is believed to be a fairly

stout bridge, the required, minimum thickness of metal

of 5/16 inch causes nearly all highway bridge work to

be known as tinwork in the shop where it is fabricated.

If durable structures are to be constructed, no skimp-
ing or trimming out of metal should be allowed. It

would appear to be a step in the right direction if no
metal less than 3/8 inch thick was permitted to go into

a highway bridge. Steel highway bridges are still

built too light and flimsy to give a long length of life.

Many steel bridges in use 25 years urgently require

renewal to-day because of the serious rusting of the

thin material, and if our work is to be enduring and
have a fair length of life, it is absolutely essential that

a sufficient quantity of metal be used in the new bridge.

Flooring

There are several types of flooring used on high-

way bridges built to-day, and probably the one most
frequently placed and which gives good satisfaction is

the reinforced concrete floor. The plank floor and the

creosoted wood block floor are also used in cases

where concrete materials cannot be had, or where it

is desired to lighten the dead load on a long bridge.

In laying a concrete floor, too much care cannot be
exercised to see that all stone, sand, or gravel is clean

and the best to be obtained, since otherwise the result

will be a poor concrete which will soon show sig^s of

wear and disintegration. ,

The office methods and specification data used in

the design of bridges call for little or no comment,
but many of the methods of obtaining first hand in-

formation in the field during the original survey or in-

spection of the site of the bridge, might be profitably

revised. Inexperienced men should not be sent to

measure up the location of a proposed bridge. Each
crossing of a river is surrounded by widely different

conditions, and an engineer well versed in building

and maintaining bridges should make the original sur-

veys and examinations.

History of Location

When a bridge is to be built, accurate information

is required respecting the width of the river, the depth

of the water, the height of high and low water, the

navigation or log driving to be provided for, the man-
ner in which the ice goes out in the spring, the quantity

of driftwood brought down by the freshet, the nature

of the banks of the river, the character of the founda-
tions that will be required, the local material available

for concrete or timber work, and the distance to the

nearest railway station. This information is necessary,

be the bridge small or large, and in addition the judg-
ment of the engineer comes into play when the question
is put as to what structure is best adapted to the site.

Many instances could be cited where, owing to in-

complete information, a bridge pier was placed

in the middle of a river. The amount of money re-

quired to protect and maintain that pier, together with
its first cost, would have paid for a steel bridge long
enough to completely span the river. In some cases,

bridges of insufficient length have been placed at cross-

ings of wide rivers, and as a result they have been
swept away on the crest of the first serious flood. The
position of the banks of a river is very significant.

They are standing evidence that, at one time or an-
other, the river possessed sufficient force and power to

sweep away everything between those banks, and a
structure which cramps that wide waterway is put-
ting up a losing fight with nature. The pages of our
engineering journals continually record the washing
away of bridges, and the lesson frequently placed be-
fore us is that the waterways provided at bridges
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should be of a sufficient size to pass the floods. The
creek of to-day may be the roaring torrent of to-

morrow, and provision should be made for that ex-

cessive rush of water. It is only natural to build

bridges as small as possible, and to construct them
with the least expenditure of money, but in building
a bridge the first consideration should be the safety

of the completed structure and the size of the water-
way to be provided must govern the design.

Foundations

The nature 'A the foundation on which the abut-

ment of a bridge is to be placed deserves mention.

An engineer is called upon to construct bridge foot-

ings in every kind of location from one that is a bot-

tomless bog to one that is splendid solid rock. There
are between those extremes a number of different

classes of material, all of which require close attention

in order that a secure footing may be obtained. A
solid rock foundation is ready for the concrete as soon
as all the loose and decayed rock has been blasted and
cleaned away. It is well to have the rock footing fairly

level and yet rough enough to give the concrete a good
bond to prevent any possibility of sliding. With a

foundation of gravel, boulders, or hardpan, the con-

crete of the footing may be deposited when the excava-

tion reaches a depth of four or five feet, since at that

depth scouring of the material cannot occur and frost

will have no effect.

Use of Piles

Where the foundation is sand, silt, muck, or soft

clay, the bottom will require that piles be driven, and

soundings should be made to ascertain the 'depth or

length of pile required to bring up against hard ma-
terial. In driving piles, good judgment and experience

is required to know just when a pile is sufficiently

driven. Many specifications require that driving shall

be continued to refusal, and this is much to be pre-

ferred to under driving. The preparation of a pile

foundation requires just as much care as any other

nart of the design of a bridge, since with improper or

insufficient driving settlement will occur and the abut-

ment or pier will be destroyed.

In some locations where an exceptionally soft

foundation occurs, it is advisable to divert the road to

a better crossing, where a more secure bottom can be

obtained. With a highway bridge, however, there is

a lack of vibration and impact and the loading is com-
paratively light, so that in almost all soft locations a

good pile footing will be found to be all that is required

to safely carry the abutment.

For short bridges up to, say, 40 or 45 feet in length,

and where the bottom is soft, a steel beam bridge gives

a very satisfactory structure. The small cost of the

entire work does not justify expensive pile foundations,

and a mat composed of long timbers may be laid in

the bed of the river so that each timber extends under
both abutments. A slight settlement is to be expected

with such a structure, but no harm or damage to the

bridge will occur.

Maintenance of Bridges

The maintaining of the many steel bridges now on

the highways is a work requiring considerable experi-

ence and attention. A bridge is like any other struc-

ture built by man, it is not everlasting. In the case of

steel structures, it has practically been a custom to

neglect them and they are seldom painted. This neg-

lect hastens the rusting and decay of the metal, and
the day soon comes when another bridge is necessary.

It is frequently a difficult matter to have councils ap-

propriate money for painting bridges when they have

seen indifferent and expensive work done on bridges in

their own or in an adjoining municipality. There is

no doubt whatever that money spent for painting is

real economy, and there is no defense that can be of-

fered for allowing a bridge to go to ruin. If a struc-

ture is painted every four years, it will take five com-
plete paintings to protect it for 20 or 25 years, and at

the end of that time it should be in a good state of pre-

servation. It could then be removed to a highway hav-
ing lighter traffic and would probably be of good ser-

vice in that new location for a number of years. Ex-
perience with bridges that have been uncared for for

25 years, indicates that they are just about ready for

the scrap heap, whereas a proper painting carried out

at comparatively small cost would have rendered them
still useful for an indefinite period.

Inspection

A competent inspector should examine all bridges

at least twice a year. The inspections should be in

the spring and fall, and every portion of the structure

should be examined to discover any defects. The older

bridges have many welded members, and experience
has shown that such details are liable to fail while in

service. Where there are two bars in a member and
one breaks there is still sufficient strength available to

carry the structure, pending immediate repairs, but no
chances should be taken, and if there is any doubt
as to the ability of the structure to stand up it should
be closed till repairs can be completed. Notice boards
calling attention to a speed limit on the bridge may
be in place, but are, in all probability, illegible, due to

disappearance of the paint. Such boards are still neces-

sary. They should be ])ainted with easily read type and
I)laced conspicuously in order to obtain compliance
with the stated request. The fact that a notice board
cannot be read usualh' results in a lack of observance
of a very necessary restriction on the speed- of horses
crossing a bridge.

Repairs
The practical test of observing the bridge during

the passage of a heavy load may result in the dis-

covery that the various parts appear to be loose and
that the entire structure appears to be working or mov-
ing. If there are a number of adjustable members in

the trusses and lower laterals, it is probable that the
tightening of such while no load is on the structure
will cure any ai)parent looseness, while if the bridge is

fully riveted it is desirable that close attention be given
the various joints to see that rivets are still tight. If

a number of loose rivets are found, it is best to cut
them out and re-drive so as to produce a tight joint.

In Ontario we have many concrete bridges, and
where such structures were originally well built there
are no maintenance charges and little or no inspec-
tion required. The first concrete arch bridge built by
the De])artnient of Public Works was constructed in

1907. It is founded on solid rock, and to date not one
cent has been expended for maintenance.

In conclusion it may be said that the highway
bridge is to-day in an important stage of development.
The knowledge gained in using the various materials
of construction is tending to modify and improve the
design and general appearance of such structures, and
a more artistic type is being aimed at. With an estab-
lished system of loads for all structures, and a greater
public demand for permanency in construction, a con-
siderable improvement in the character and type of
bridges is to be expected.
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Concrete Foundations for Asphalt Pavements
and Roads Subject to Heavy Travel

By Clifford Richardson'

The first essential in road construction of a per-

manent character is a dry and firm subsoil upon which
to build. This being assured, another and more essen-

tial factor in the satisfactory construction of the high-

est type of asphalt pavement, country highways, and,

in fact, for all forms of road surfaces to carry heavy
trafific, is a suitable foundation. This is emphasized
by the weights which our main arteries of communica-
tion are called upon to sustain owing to the advent of

the motor vehicle, more especially the motor truck,

the latter rapidly increasing in capacity to such an ex-
tent that means of regulating its use are being con-
sidered. Portland cement will, therefore, find an ex-

tended use as travel on our roads increases, for the
purpose of affording adequate support for any type of

surface. The only satisfactory substitute therefor has
been found to be an old, well-compacted broken stone
road which, in this country, is not often available, but
of which good examples are found in England.

Foundation Supports the Load
Tn the case of asphalt surfaces, these, in themselves,

possess no inherent strength to support heavy loads
and, like all other surfaces, recpiire an adequate support
when subjected to concentrated travel. Whatever type
of pavement or road surface, of a character to carry
heavy travel, may be selected, it must, unquestion-
ably, be given such support by a proper foundation,
and this can be accomplished in no more satisfactory
way than by a suitable Portland cement concrete.
While this has been recognized for some years, in

certain instances, it is plain that it must have a general
acceptance in the near future, at least as applied to our
main arteries of communication, while it is generally
desirable as a matter of permanence, where funds are
available, in view of the much longer life which any
form of construction will have if ])laccd thereon. The
primary difficulty ig, of course, the availability of funds
for this purpose. As a well constructed Portland ce-
ment foundation needs no maintenance its cost may be
met by the issue of long term bonds. Such a proced-
ure would violate all ]irinciplcs of economics as ap-
l)lied to the surface itself, the life of which, for any
tvpe, cannot be such as to justify a bond issi!e for a
longer period than ten years.

Thickness of Concrete

The thickness of coiicrete which is called for as an
adequate support for a road or street is, of course, de-
pendent upon the character of the travel it will be
called upon to carry and upon the support which it

receives from the sub-soil on which it is placed. In
London, England, on one of the streets of the heaviest
traffic, TTigli Holborn, it has been proposed to place 11
inches as being a thickness necessary for the conditions
to be met there. The usual thickness in this country
for our most important thoroughfare has been six
inches, but with the enormous disturbance which is

continually going on for underground operations and
with the increasing weight of the motor truck this will,
in the near future, have to be increased in proportion.

At the same time, it is becoming recognized, at least

* Before American Concrete Instlhite, Chicago.

by experts, that there must be a great improvement in

the methods employed in the selection of the aggre-

gate, especially the sand, of which concrete is made.
Testing the sand is as important as testing the cement
if work of the highest character is expected. It has
also been demonstrated that one brand of cement will

give more satisfactory results with one sand than with
another, although each cement will yield the same re-

sults with standard sand. It is evident, therefore, that

there is a great opportunity for improvement in the
character of concrete and it is encouraging to know
that the United States Office of Public Roads and Rural
Engineering and several specialists on the subject are
making extended investigations in this direction.

Permanent Investments

A Portland cement concrete foundation may be
looked upon as a permanent investment and, to a cer-

tain extent, concrete road surfaces may be also con-
sidered in the same way, as when they bedome too
rough with age to be used as such they will, with
adequate repairs, become available as a foundation for

an asphalt surface or one of some other type.

California, under the policy pursued by its State
Highway Commission, is expending millions of dollars

in the use of Portland cement concrete for highways,
and looks upon this expenditure as an asset for many
years. Upon this concrete an asphaltic surface, com-
posed of sand and fine pea-grit, is laid for the pur-
pose of obtaining one ^vhich is more agreeable for

travel at a cost of but 8 cents per square yard. This
is a temporary expedient where the travel is light and
funds are not available for a more suitable form of

construction. It is expected to last for three or four
years and give an adequate return for the money ex-
pended. Where travel is more concentrated, an as-

phalt surface mixture containing fine stone is employed,
costing about 50 cents per square yard, which may be
looked upon as having a higher degree of durability.

Probably there is no State where as satisfactory a com-
bination of Portland cement concrete and bitumen has
been used, looked at from the point of view of econ-
omics, as in California, although it may be regarded
as too thin, having a thickness of only 4J<J inches. This
is, of course, due in part to the favorable climatic con-
ditions which the form of construction employed there
is called upon to meet.

It is worthy of note that where Portland cement
concrete is protected by a bituminous or other form of
surface, a much smaller proportion of the hydraulic
binding material and a lean concrete is called for. than
where it is exposed to travel and is, consequently, much
less expensive.

Careless Mixing and Placing

Experience has shown that our ])rcsent methods of
mixing and placing concrete for road construction may
be improved to a very large extent. Too much work
of this description is carried out carelessly, without a
proper study of the mineral aggregate of which the
concrete is composed and without devoting sufficient
time to its thorough mixture, but engineers are awak-
ening to their shortcomings in this respect and there
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will no doubt be a great improvement in this direction

in the future.

Of course, the characteristics of the Portland ce-

ment in use in concrete foundations for road surfaces

and the degree of fineness to which it is ground, form
an element of great importance in the success with
which concrete is employed for any purpose, although
it is recognized that the product of our American in-

dustry is generally of a very high quality.

Climatic Conditions

Climatic conditions and the great extremes of tem-
perature, at times ranging from 130 degs. F. to 40 degs.

F. below zero, result in the formation of cracks in

Portland cement concrete when used as monolithic

foundations for asphalt surfaces, and these are often

reproduced in the surfaces themselves, but the effect

of such cracks usually disappears within the first few
years of the life of the surface and are not subsequently
manifested to any disagreeable extent. That these

cracks are largely due to contraction, due to extreme
temperatures, is demonstrated by the fact that they are

far less apparent in such a climate as that of California

where extreme temperatures do not occur. In certain

instances expansion of Portland cement concrete, at

joints between different day's work, have been ob-
served, but this happens but rarely and, again, is not
manifested after the expiration of a few years' time.

Progress Report on Nova Scotia Water Power Investiga-

tions—Establishment of Meteorological Stations
By K. H. Smith'

PROBABLY more small water power develop-

ments, such as saw mills, grist mills, and card-

ing mills, have existed in Nova Scotia than in

any other part of Canada. However, in com-

mon with all other countries, before the advent of long-

distance electrical transmission, interest in water

powers was purely local until the year 1909, when
public interest in water powers was sufficiently aroused

to influence legislation. Previous to 1910 no reserva-

tions had been made of the waters of the beds of rivers

or lakes comprised within land grants. Moreover, by

that time the greater part of the public domain had

passed into private hands.

In the meantime the activities of the Hydro-Elec-

tric Power Commission of the province of Ontario,

as well as those of private concerns in other parts of

the country, did not go unnoticed in Nova Scotia, and

in 1909 an act was passed indicating that public in-

terest was alive at least to that particular phase of the

possibilities of utilizing hydro-electric energy in Nova
Scotia. A culmination of public discussion and in-

terest in hydro-electric energy so far as Nova Scotia

is concerned seems to have occurred during the 1914

session of the local House of Assembly.

Appointment of Commission

The consideration of bills passed at that session

led to considerable discussion along general hydro-

electric lines, and the concensus of opinion seemed to

be that something should be done in Nova Scotia to

determine whether or not a hydro-electric policy sim-

ilar to that carried out in Ontario by the Hydro-Elec-

tric Power Commission could be inaugurated to good
advantage in Nova Scotia. Accordingly an Act was
passed in the latter part of the session which provided

for the appointment of a Nova Scotia Power Commis-
sion to make certain investigations and recommenda-
tions.

The Commission was organized in accordance with

the Act, and met on July 31, 1914. Following several

conferences between officials of the Dominion Water
Power Branch and representatives of the Commission,
a co-operative agreement was reached. The Commis-
sion was to have the services of an engineer of the

Dominion Water Power Branch, with his expenses and
necessary field equipment, while the Commission was
to make available the sum of $3,000 for the first year's

Resident Engineer Dominion Water Power Branch, Halifax.

work. The writer, K. H. Smith, as engineer of the

Dominion Water Power Branch, was instructed to

proceed to Halifax as resident engineer in charge of

all work to be undertaken.

Conferences were held in Halifax on April 20 and
21, 1915, between Mr. J. T. Johnson, chief hydraulic
engineer of the Dominion Water Power Branch, the
resident engineer, and the members of the Commis-
sion. Active work was begun on May 10, 1915, when
gauging stations were established on some of the
rivers, and since then both field and office work has
progressed without interruption.

Available Power

It is apparent that an adequate estimate of the
water power possibilities of any stream depends main-
ly on two things ; first, the head or fall available ; sec-

ond, the amount of water available. The amount of

water available may be influenced by the possibility of

storing flood flows to increase the low water flow. The
first factor, that is. the head or fall, as also the ques-
tion of storage in lakes or artificial basins, is constant,
and may be determined absolutely by instrumental sur-

veys. The second factor, that of the amount of water
available, is variable, and depends entirely on the rain-

fall, the amount of water which runs off in the streams
being further influenced by local conditions of tem-
perature, wind, geological formation and vegetation.
A gauge is installed at a suitable location, indicating
the height of the surface of the water at its various
stages. By means of an instrument, known as a cur-
rent meter, registering its revolutions electrically, the
velocity and depth of the water is obtained, at various
stages of the stream as indicated by the gauge. Hav-
ing determined the area of the cross-section of the
stream and the velocity of the water, the volume of
the water flowing at each of these stages can there-
fore be computed by a simple multiplication of these
two factors and this result or "run-off" is usually
indicated in cubic feet per second or as it is frequently
abbreviated, "second-feet." By tabulating in a special

way a relatively small number of these measurements,
distributed from low water to high water, the amount
of water flowing in the river may be determined for
all stages, by merely reading the gauge. For this

purpose, local observers are employed at small ex-
pense, who read the gauges on the various streams,
usually once a day and more often at special seasons.
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The amount (jf rainfall is measured in a cylindrical

vessel suitably located, and requires attention from
an observer at each period of rainfall.

Gauging Stations

So far as possible, j^auginj^ stations are established

not only on representative streams in the district,

but also on streams which are of themselves important.

At most of these stations daily gauge heights are ob-

tained with additional records at critical periods of

flow. In one or two cases, records twice a day are

obtained. In addition to this all the larger water
power developments of the province with one or two
exceptions, and including all i>u!]) mills and all hydro-
electric plans supplying various municipalities through-
out the province have been personally examined. From
every possible source data with res])ect to existing

water p<iwer developments is being collected and tab-

ulated. C'onsiderable ])rogress has been made in this

work. A rough reconnaissance has been made of

nearly every ])art of the province, in order that the

detail work might be more intelligently distributed.

A small map is appended showing approximately the
locations nf all precii)itati(in and stream gauging sta-

tinns.

Satisfactory Progress

Jt is tiiought that with the exceptidu of the island

of Cape Breton, representative stream flow statistics

are being obtained throughout the whole province.

The ])resent system of Stream flow recording stations

should, however, be considered merely as a framework
with many parts to be more completely filled in as

time and funds permit. Several additional stream
gauging stations will be established during the immedi-
ate future under arrangements with the Meterological
Service, or by means of voluntary observers already
available. Fun-ds will also probably be available for

one or two additional paid observers.

A report will be prepared for the Dominion Wa-
ter Power Branch covering the work accomplished to

the end of March 31st, 1916. This will contain com-
plete and detailed information of stream flow avail-

able to that date. It will also include detailed re-

ports on the power possibilities of a number of streams,
which reports will be as complete and comprehensive
as data available to that date will permit. It is be-

lieved that in the beginning that has been made, foun-
dations have been laid for satisfactorily carrying the

work to completion, and it is hoped that arrangements
will be made whereby the present run-off and power
studies will be continued until the entire province has
been systematically covered and its water fMJwer re-

sources, conclusively determined.

New Union Station, Toronto

Satisfactory ()rogress is being made on the new
Union Station, Toronto. The excavations for the

foundations have been completed, and the concrete

caissons and piers have been entirely installed. Ma-
chine rooms, furnace rooms, boiler rooms, etc., have
been excavated, and the east and west wings are ready
for steel. The centre section will be completed and
ready for steel in about two weeks.

The foundation work was done by Peter Lyall &
Sons, the general contractors. All foundations were
carried down to bedrock ; there are no clay-bearing
foundations in the whole plan. In excavating, water
was encountered in practically all the foundations, due
to the proximity of the site to the lake. These were
kept dry by the use of pumps and siphons. Service
tracks for superstructure erection are already laid, and
some of the structural steel and the erection derricks

are already oh the ground. Setting the steel bedplates
is expected to commence on April 1, and the erection

of the structural steel about April 20.

New York a Gilded Tragedy
(Sydney Brooks in North American Review)

To come from RiiRlarnl to Manhattan Island, from
a country strung "P as never before in its annals to

the heroic pitch, lull of the spirit of sacrilice and en-

durance and in daily touch with the grimmest facts of

life and death—to come from such a country and to

land in New York is to make a change indeed. For
New York, always a feverish and pleasure-loviiiK city,

is to-day simply drunk with money. Even during the

height of the steel boom of twelve or thirteen years

ago, wlien every train from the west seemed to bring

fresh carloads of brand new millionaires, the metropolis

was not so openly reeling with dollars as it is at this

moment, when the gayest "season" of its history is

drawing to a close.

It almost appals an Englishman to find there in full

swing the old rotten life that we in England have put

completely behind us. .\nd it appals him still niore

to reHect that a bare two years ago he was leading, if

one allows for the extra intensity that New York
throws into all its activities, very much the same life

himself. One despairs of ever being able to convey

to one's American friends how completely the war and

its conditions and consequences has become not merely

a part of, or a side issue to, but literally the whole
r.ritish existence. They are so dominant, have so

utterly swallowed up everything else, that no other

lorn\ of life, least of all the trivial carelessness of

peace, seems normal or even credible.

I catch myself in New York, if 1 enter a lighted

room, instinctively reaching out to draw down the

blinds lest a Zeppelin raider should note the glare;
and of all the sights that crowd in upon me. that of
multitudes of young men who are not in khaki strikes
me as the strangest and the most repellent. It may
he one more proof of our demented state, but it is

the bare fact that not for anything would we in Eng-
land change places with you in .America or part with
the waste and misery of the war to receive in return
the "blessings" of such a peace as yours. Stay-at-
honie .Americans simply cannot enter into or even con-
ceive the atmosphere of the belligerent nations in this
struggle; and conversely, so long as it lasts, a visitor
from any one of the countries at war will continue to
be shocked by the atmosphere of .America as something
uni\atural to the point of being grotesque.

In New York the fact and the vastness of this
chasm of sentiment assail the visitor with the sharp
finality of a bayonet thrust. Louvain and Rheims are
among the stricken victims of the war, but New Y'ork
is its supreme and gilded tragedy, and has. I fear,
neither the sense nor the soul to know it. .Americans
must by now have heard of the English charwoman
whose husband was at the front and who was drawing
her weekly separation allowance. She was asked
what she thought of the war.

"What!" she replied. "A pound a week and no
'usband! Why. it's 'eaven! It's too good to last!"

There is something in New York's attitude towards
the war which reminds one of this simple soul.
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Ammonia in the Chlorination of Water—Effect
of Color, Turbidity and Temperature

By Capt. J. Race*

In the course of some experiments on the effect of

color, turbidity, and temperature on the chlorination

of water, the author thought it would be interesting to

determine the relative efficiencies of various hypoch-
lorites. Nothing worthy of mention was observed
until ammonium hypochlorite was used ; this was pre-

pared in solution by the double decomposition of cal-

cium hypochlorite and ammonium oxalate, and great

care was exercised to prevent the addition of an excess

of oxalate, which, if present, would introduce a factor

of unknown value. It was anticipated that the re-

action would proceed somewhat along the lines repre-

sented by the following equation :

Ca (OCl)= + (NII.)^C=04 = CaC=0. + 2XlhC)Cl
calcium ammonium calcium ammonium

hypochlorite oxalate oxalate hy])ochlorite

The calcium oxalate was deposited by centrifuging at

a high speed and the supernatant liquid removed for

experimental work.

In testing the effect of this solution on a culture of

B. coli communior seeded into raw Ottawa River
water, the author was very surprised to find that the

germicidal value was very much in excess of the hypo-
chlorites of calcium, sodium and potassium. The
velocity of the reaction as calculated by the formula

N.
log—

N=
K = —

t= — t.

in which N> represents the number of organisms at

ti, and N2 at t^, showed that, with 0.3 parts per million

of available chlorine in each instance, the value of K
for ammonium hypochlorite was twenty to thirty

times as great as that of calcium hj-pochlorite. Tliis

experiment was confirmed by others, which gave sim-

ilar results.

In searching for an explanation of this phenomenon
it occurred to the author that it was probable that

ammonium hypochlorite was exceedingly unstable in

dilute solution, and spontaneously decomposed into

chloramine and water, as represented by the following
equation :

—

NH-OCl = NIICl + H.O
ammonium chloramine water

hypochlorite

Chloramine has been shown by Rideal (Journal of the

Royal Sanitary Institute, 1910, 31, 33-45) to have a

much greater germicidal action than an equivalent of

chlorine. Rideal deduced this fact from experiments
on the chlorination of sewage, in which he found that

"the first rapid consumption of chlorine or hypochlor-
ite was succeeded bj' a slow action which continued
for some hours—even days— and was attended by a

germicidal power after free chlorine or hypochlorite
had disappeared. ..." "It became evident that

chlorine, in supplement to its oxidising action, wliich

had been exhausted, was acting by substitution for

hydrogen in ammonia and organic compounds, yield-

ing products more or less germicidal." Rideal sup-
ported this by determining the carbolic coefficients of

hypochlorite, and of hypochlorite with the addition of

* Canadian Army Hydrolofjcal Corps, in " Surveyor."

an equivalent of ammonia; these gave values of 2.18
and 6.36 respectively. Although Rideal seems to have
made this experiment merely for the purpose of ex-
plaining an observed phenomenon, it is curious that
the i)ossibilities of its practical application to water
and sewage disinfection seem to have either been en-
tirely overlooked or discarded on account of economic
considerations.

Ammonia Content

After noting the above-mentioned facts in connec-
tion with ammonium hypochlorite, the author followed
u|) Rideal's work and produced dilute .solutions of
chloramine by the addition of ammonia to calcium
hypochlorite solutions. These had the .same germi-
cidal power as the chloramine produced by double de-
compo.sition, and were approximately three times as
efficient as an equal quantity of hypochlorite.

The next step was to determine the relative propor-
tions of hypochlorite and ammonia that would yield
the greatest efficiency. The results obtained, though
not entirely conclusive as to tha most efficient ratio,

showed that an increase in the ammonia beyond an
equivalent of the chlorine (available chlorine: am-
monia as NH3 = 2: 1 by weight) did not produce re-

sults Commensurate witli the increase of ammonia.
Half an ecpiixalent of ammonia, or chlorine: ammonia
= 4:1 gave inferior results, but the reduction in effi-

ciency wa.s very much smaller than the reduction in

the ammonia. The relative proportions of chlorine
and ammonia must also be considered from the econ-
omic standpoint, and when this process is carried out
on a large scale these various considerations will de-
mand a rather fine adjustment.

A remarkable feature of the treatment of water
with a mixture of hypochlorite and ammonia is the al-

most entire absence of absorption. On adding bleach
to the Ottawa River water, so as to produce a mixture
containing 10 parts per 1,000,000 of available chlorine,

about 35 per cent, is absorbed in five minutes at 60
deg. Fahr., and 60 per cent, within one hour. If an
equivalent of amounts is first added to the bleach, only
1.4 i^er cent, of the available chlorine is absorbed in

one hour and 3.2 per cent, in twenty hours. As there
is practically no absorption of the germicidal agent,
the longer the contact period the better will be the re-

sults obtained. For instantaneous sterilisation, the
relative efficiency ratio of 3 : 1 for the mixture of

chlorine and ammonia as compared with chlorine can-
not be obtained, but with increase of contact period
the efficiency ratio also increases, and after about forty

minutes the ratio becomes greater 3:1. The germi-
cidal action of the mixture continues to persist on ac-

count of non-absorption, and for a comparatively long
time, and as a consequence of this, no after-growths
are produced.

Cost

Basing the calculations on a ratio of one equivalent

of ammonia to one equivalent of avaliable chlorine

(0.5 part per 1,000,000 NH3 to 1.0 p.p.m. available

chlorine), a very conservative estimate of the most
efficient ratio, this process becomes economical when
the price of hypochlorite exceeds $2.00 per 100 lb.
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'I'liis statement is based on the niixtnrc produced l)e-

inj,' three times as efficient as hypochlorite ; that 33
|)er cent, of availaljle chlorine can be obtained from
bleach, and that ammonia can be purchased for Is. per
lb. The efficiency ratios of 3: 1 can be obtained un-
der the conditions of chlorination usually found, and
no alteration in the point of application will be re-

(piired. Bleach containing- more than 33 per cent, of

a\ailable chlorine can be obtained, but very few plants

actually extract more than this amount, as there are

certain losses which are unavoidable. The present
price of ammonia aqua. 16 dej.^. B, is (ptoted in the

U. S. A. at 234 to 2Yz cents per lb. This solution

contains 10.3 per cent, of NITa, and the anhydrous am-
monia is therefore worth 22 to 2.S cents—or a))proxi-

mately Is. ]ier lb. \\\ Ottawa, bleach can be obtained
for $3.50 ])er 100 11).. and, by the adoi)tion of the am-
monia process, the heavy dosaj^e of 1 part per 1,000,000

of available chlorine recpiired to treat the Ottawa River
water (color, 40 p.]).m., ])latinum scale) can be reduced
to 0.33 )).]).m.. with a savinjj of about $6.70 ])er day, or
$2,400.00 per annum, if the laboratory results can be
duplicated under service conditions. In the United
States, where much hif;her i)rices ])rcvail for bleach,

the advantajfe to be gained by the substitution of the
ammonia ])rocess is. of course, even greater.

Aesthetic Consideration

For some years it has been considered as at least

jirobablc that the fishy odor and taste of heavily

chlorinated water was caused, not by the chlorine or

lltypochlorite, but by substituted nitrogenous com-
pounds. \\. first sight it w(juld ap])ear that by the

addition of the sub.stJtuted nitrogenous c<inipoiind.s

contained in the ammonia mixture this objection would
be accentuated and deprive the process of its practical

value. In practice no such result is obtained, and
no trace of the added mixture can be detected. As
the total amount of chlorine added to the water is only
about one-third of the usual dosage, the total amount
of chlorine compounds, nitrogenous and otherwise, is

only one-third also, and complaints rcganling taste and
odor should be reduced, and not increased, by the adop-
tion of the new process, unless the compounds pro-
duced are totally different in the two cases.

Since writing the above the author has applied the
above process to a small ))lant treating 200,000 Im-
perial gallons per day, and has met with unexpected
difficulties. When a 10 per cent scjlution of bleach
was made and strong amnmnia (0.880) added, a rapid

loss of available chlorine resulted. This was reduced
considerably by diluting the hypochlorite solution l>€-

forc adding the ammonia, but even then the results

were not satisfactory. Laboratory experiments con-
firmed the loss produced by mixing comparatively
concentrated solutions, and also that the loss could
be obviated by immediate dilution with large volumes
of water. The arrangements in the experimental
plant are now being altered so that the ammonia and
hypochlorite will only mix for a few seconds before
dilution with the raw water in the intake pipe.

.Although various details have yet to be worked
out, these notes are published in the hope that others

will take up this work and endeavor to work out a
process that will give some relief from the present ex-

orbitant price of hypochlorite.

High Level Air Lift Pump at Quebec Bridge Discharges

5,000 Gallons per Hour Against a Head of 500 ft.

THE interesting air lift plant here to be described

has been installed for sui)plying the Transcon-
tinental Railway yards at the Quebec Uridge.

The neighborhood of the magnificent St. Law-
rence would seem to be an anomalous location, but

several considerations operated to determine the in-

stallation. The rise and fall of the tide, the height of

the embankment and the unsuitabilit\- of the river

water were imi)ortant ])oints, and besides this the use

of the river water would ha\e necessitated the con-

struction of a pumping plant at a distance from the

power house, and would ha\e increased the cost of

attendance.
Work was started in September, 1912. Forty-

three feet of 8 in. wrought iron pipe was driven from
the surface to the rock, and from that point a 3-in.

bore hole was started. The well was drilled entirely

in shale, red and grav alternating.

On Se])tember 30th a dci)th of 4a) ft. had been
reached, and a rough i)umping test yicldeil 200 imp.

gal. per hour. .\t 280. 520 and 700'ft.. jespectively.

dry crevices were encountered, while at 77ti feet water
was struck in considerable (piantity. The hole was
then reamed to a diameter of 8-in., and a subsccpicnt

test yielded 3,2tX) \\w\^. gal. per hour.

At a depth of ^80 ft. another water crevice was
opened up and at a dei)th of 1.012 ft. drilling was dis-

continued. The whole well \yas then reamed out to

8-in. diameter. A large plunger pump was used for

* Compressed .Mr.

a 24-hour test, and with 400 ft. of rods in the well a

yield of 5,400 imp. gal. per hour was maintained. This
pump was afterwards operated for eight days to clean

out the well, and a sample of water was analyzed and
reported satisfactory for both boiler and domestic pur-

poses.

When the well is not being pumped water rises

to the surface ; when being pumped to capacity it

drops, however, to a depth of 400 ft. from the surface.

!K joint contract was awarded to Canadian Inger-
soll-Rand Co., Limited, and ^^'illiams and Wilson,
r.imited, of Montreal, for furnishing and installing a

suitable pumping plant. The air-lift system was
adopted owing to its numerous advantages over other
.systems of deep-well pumping, as with this system
there are no moving or wearing parts in the water,

and the air-comj)ressor may be located at any distance

from the well.

In k)wering the i)ipes and f(K)t-piece. which were
extra heavy, great care was required because of the
weight ; but there was no mishap of any kind.

The air-compressor is a Canadian Ingersoll-Rand
tandem compound steam-driven machine, designed for

a terminal pressure of 250 pounds, and the air cylind-

ers are fitted with a new type of valve known as the
circo-leaf valve, which is absolutely noi.scless in op-
eration. The frame is fullv enclosed, and the moving
parts work in a constant flood of oil. .\ combined
speed and pressure governor controls the compressor.

The air-lift foot-piece was manufactured by the
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Harris Air Pump Co., of Indianapolis, wiiose pumps are

extensively installed throughout Canada. The col-

umn of water is carried by an air-jet situated below a

choker, which arrangement eliminates slippage and
causes the air to be distributed through the water in

small bubbles. The booster pump was also furnished

by the same firm.

Water is discharged into a steel tank 24 ft. in di-

ameter, and the total capacity, including the leg, is

61,170 imp. gal. The level of the water in feet is in-

dicated by a marker on the outside of the tank, and by
this means it is possible to accurately gauge the capa-

city of the plant. The tank is supported by a steel

frame resting on a concrete base, in which are located

the valves and connections to the service mains and

to the main drain. Steam is furnished to the com-
pressor at 110 lbs. pressure.

Owing to the depth to which the water drops in

the well three air lines are used, two being tapped

into the water discharge line at different depths, and

the third entering the Harris foot-piece. Each of

these three air lines is controlled by a gate-valve in

of 90 ft. into the top of the steel tank. For this work
a Harris booster operates in conjunction with the air-

lift.

This booster consists of a steel tank resting on the

top of the well-casing and receiving the water as it

discharges from the well. The operating parts con-

sist of a float and valve located inside the tank. The
water and air are separated in this tank, the air rising

to the top and maintaining sufficient pressure to force

the water to the elevated tank. As the solid column
of water discharges the float drops, allowing the sur-

the power-house, and the engineer operates the sys-

tem without going near the well, which is 250 ft. from
the power-house. A gauge over each line shows the!

pressure and indicates the fall of the water in the well.

Air discharges from the compressor into a high-

pressure air-receiver and from there to the well. The
first air line starts the water flowing and continues to

pump until the well lowers as far as this line is cap-

able of lowering it. Then the first air line is gradu-

ally turned off until the second line begins to act.

When this line has lowered the water as far as it is

capable of lowering it the work is taken up by the

third line and the second line is closed. The third

line, which is the main pump line, then continues to

furnish air as long as the system is in operation.

The object of the first two lines is to enable the

accumulation of water in the well to be pumped away
without resorting to an abnormally high air pressure.

These lines are only used in starting the system.

The yield of the well is 5,400 imp. gal. per hour

delivered into the tank, and under continuous opera-

tion the air pressure at the receiver is about 160 lbs.

When the system is first started the yield reaches a

total of about 6,000 imp. gal. per hour, this being due

to the accumulation of water filling the well to the

surface. The yield gradually decreases under con-

tinuous operation until the normal capacity and pump-
ing head are reached.

At the surface the water has to be pumped horizon-

tally a distance of 60 ft., and subsequently to a height

Air-lift pump at the

Quebec Bridge—pumps
5,000 gals, per hour

against a head of .500 ft.

plus air to exhaust from the tank. This whole opera-

tion requires only a few seconds, as a discharge takes

place every time the booster is about two-thirds full.

In fact, practically a constant flow is maintained.

The surplus air may be piped back to the compres-
sor intake or discharged into the vertical riser to

lighten the column of water and reduce the operating
pressure. This latter ])lan was followed in the case

of the plant at Quebec. The booster is automatic in

operation and requires no attention. It also operates

without noise. This apparatus is located in a con-

crete sump below the ground and is reached through

a door in the roof. A by-pass is connected to the

main drain so that the- well can be pumped directly

into the sewer for cleaning purposes.

The plant was operated by the contractor for sev-
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€r:il days under the supervision of Mr. Alex. Porter,

Assistant JCnj^Mnecr of the Transcontinental Railway,

who at the completion of the test said the plant was
entirely satisfactory, and the most reliable of the var-

ious railway divisional pumping units.

The hiffh lift in this case is a noticeable feature,

amountinj^ to about 500 ft. vertical and 60 ft. horizon-

tal. It demonstrates as far as it goes that there is

practically no limit to the height to which the air lift

will raise water if a fair amount of submergence is ob-

tainable.

On a test recently the plant pumped nearly 6,000

gal. (Temp.) per hr., but this capacity was due to ac-

cumulated water near the well. The normal capacity

(5,000 gal. per hr.) was developed continuously after

the level dropped to 400 ft. At this point the running
pressure was 160 lb. per sq. in. The highest pressure

required for starting was 225 lb.

The Functions Performed by Stone in

Bituminous Concrete Pavements
By R. B.

• If the maximum amount of service is to be secured

from any bituminous concrete pavement, it must not

only be constructed by experienced men using first-

class equipment, but the various ingredients compos-
ing it should be so proportioned and blended that on
the one hand the benefits to be secured by the use of

each will be the maximum, while on the other the in-

jury that they may cause will l)e reduced to a minimum.

An examination of some of the specifications now
in use describing this particular class, shows quite

plainly that some of the pavements defined therein will

not give as efficient service as could be secured by using

the same ingredients in different proportions. These
variations in grading are not the result of careful pre-

liminary determination of the conditions to which the

pavement will be subjected, with a subsequent selec-

tion of the particular grade best suited to combat these

conditions. The usual object is to secure a pavement
that can be constructed at a very low initial cost and
yet possess all the merits of a first-class bituminous
concrete pavement.

If the real value of such pavements is to be deter-

mined by the service rendered, it will be necessary to

wait until their merit has been thus demonstrated be-

fore passing judgment. It is seldom that they begin

to show any serious signs of failure before they are

three or more years old, unless they have been laid on
very inadequate foundations or were of exceedingly

bad construction, louring this interval a large ([uantity

of this same grade of pavement may be laid if the

firm or contractor representing the same is very ag-

gressive. When failures begin to appear in the orig-

inal pavement laid, the contractor may have gone out
oi l)usiness or have disappeared. Another grade is

then substituted for that previously laid which may at

the end of three to five years, prove to be equally as

unsatisfactory as the former.

Selection of Ingredients

If errors of this kind are to be prevented, it is neces-

sary to determine before selecting the grading just

what functions arc performed by the ingredients to be
used. Once these have been determined it becomes
possible to so pro])ortion the ingredients that the maxi-
mum amount of benefit will be secured by their use.

That this type of pavement possesses merit, when the

ingredients are properly blended, has been repeatedly

demonstrated and quite conclusively proven even when
subjected to very adverse conditions. The numerous
premature failures have also shown that if the ingredi-

Bcfore the .\mcrican Koad Builders' .\ssociation. Pittsburgh.
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ents used are not properly blended the life of these

])avements will be shortened accordingly.

In the surface of a sheet asphalt pavement but three

ingredients are needed, i.e., sand, filler and asphalt

cement. The diameter of the largest size sand grains

seldom exceeds 0.1 in. These grains have a hardness

of 7 and will absorb little if any water. With a given

sand the percentage of asphalt cement used is con-

fined to fairly narrow limits. The same is also true

of the filler. The life of such a surface is 'greatly

lengthened, and its ability to resist creeping and de-

composition, caused by water attack from beneath,

is much reduced by laying the same on a binder

course. The thickness of these surfaces varies from
1 in. to 2 ins., being generally about IJX ins. It is not

uncommon to find pavements of this type in fairly good
condition after twenty years of service. Even when
subjected to quite severe traffic they will last from
10 to 15 years with very little repairs, yet the original

surface was not over 2 ins. thick and contained no
ingredients over 0.1 in. in diameter. It is thus seen

that the life or wearing properties of a bituminous
pavement is not dependent upon the use of stone in

the wearing surface.

Defects

If this pavement could be judged by its durability

and resistance to abrasion, it would be ideal, but un-
fortunatel}- it possesses certain inherent defects. It

is slippery when wet and quite brittle during cold

weather. On account of this brittleness a very rigid

foundation is required. The grading of the aggregate
calls for the use of a greater quantity and of a harder
asphalt cement than is used in a bituminous concrete

l)avement. A greater quantity of filler is also needed.
These are the most expensive ingredients used in bi-

tuminous pavements. The use of a binder course also

increases the cost of construction and makes the re-

pairing of holes more difficult than with a single course
pavement.

When a certain per cent, of the aggregate of a bi-

tuminous pavement consists of broken stone larger in

size than 0.1 in. in diameter, it possesses more inherent
stability and density than a pavement, the aggregate
of which is all smaller than 0.1 in. in diameter. The
amount of inherent stability thus imparted to a pave-
ment will vary with the size and quantity of the stone
used and its thickness. On account of the added sta-

bility thus given the pavement a much softer asphalt
cement can be used than in a sheet asphalt pavement
and a binder couse is not necessary to prevent creep-
ing. The percentage of voids and surface area of the
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aggregate can also be so reduced that about 4 per cent,

less asphalt cement will be required. By using a fairly

soft asphalt cement such a pavement is given sufficient

elasticity and pliability during cold weather to safely

allow the use of a base having a limited amount of

movement. The stones contained in these pavements
also prevent their surfaces from becoming as smooth
and slippery as a sheet asphalt surface.

It is thus seen that the principal function of the

stone are

:

First, to give the pavement increased stability.

Second, to allow the use of a softer asphalt cement.
Third, to reduce the percentage of voids and surface

area of the aggregate.
Fourth, to eliminate part of the slipperiness in the

surface during wet and cold weather.

The first allows us to dispense with the binder

course ; the second admits of the use of a base that is

not altogether rigid ; the third reduces the quantity of

asphalt below that required with a pure sand mix. All

of these reduce cost.

The influence of all of these factors will naturally

change with the stone content. If the maximum sta-

bility and minimum void content should be fixed be-

tween fairly definite limits. The larger sized compon-
ents of the aggregate should be present in sufficient

quantity to form the skeleton or framework of the

pavement. The quantity required for this purpose
will vary with the size, shape and grading of stone

used. The greatest density is secured when the smaller

sizes of the aggregate are present in sufficient quantity

to just fill the voids in the larger sizes. This is best

accomplished by using a fair proportion of stone whose
largest dimension is about one-lialf the thickness of

the pavement. The percentage of voids in the stone

will generally be between 30 and 45 per cent., conse-

quently the stone content of the aggregate should be
from 55 to 70 per cent.

Percentage of Voids

If the line aggregate is not present in sufficient

quantity to fill the voids, the pavement is not as dense
as would otherwise be the case and may not be water-
proof. As the quantity of the fine aggregate is in-

creased over that needed to fill the voids in the stone,

the inherent stability is decreased and the vond con-
tent in the total aggregate is correspondingly increased.

If there is a considerable excess of the fine aggregate
the stone simply floats in the mortar aggregate and
the principal reason for its use is thus destroyed. If

the use of stone did not introduce conditions injurious

to the pavement, little harm would be done by its use
excepting to increase the cost of the pavement. How-
ever, since a danger is thus introduced which may
shorten the life of the pavement considerably, it be-
comes very important that the quantity of stone used
should be such that the maximum benefits will be se-

cured by its use.

The sand grains in a sheet asphalt pavement, as

above stated, are practically impervious to water, have
a hardness of 7 and are practically free from any defi-

nite planes of cleavage. The stone used in a bitumin-
ous concrete pavement will not meet the requirements
of such a standard. Trap rock has a hardness of about
6, shows planes of cleavage and is not impervious to

water. Granite, limestone and dolomite are softer yet,

have more pronounced lines of cleavage and are much
less impervious to water.

When in use, the thin bituminous coating is worn
off the faces of the stone. The porosity of the stone

is increased by being more or less shattered by the
shocks of travel. When unprotected faces are thus
exposed, the stones become saturated whenever the
pavement surface gets wet. Moisture is thus carried
into the body of the pavement and attacks the bitu-

men. The rapidity of decomposition of the bitumen
depends first upon the porosity of the stone, and sec-

ond upon the ability of the bitumen to resist hydra-
tion and oxidation. The bond between the bitumen
and the stone is first destroyed and then the layers of

adjacent bitumen are decomposed. When the bond
between the stone and asphalt cement has been thus
ruined the stones will drop out of a section of pave-
ment when it is broken open like nuts from their shells.

No trace of asphalt cement can be seen on them and
their surfaces are usually bright and clean.

Quality of Stone

Certain types or grades of stone are often selected

for an asphalt pavement on account of their open tex-

ture or porosity which allows the asphalt cement to

penetrate into the surface of the stone to a slight ex-
tent. In this manner a better bond is supposed to be
secured between the asphalt and the stone. This ap-
pears to be a step in the wrong direction, for the more
porous a stone the more moisture it w^ill absorb. A
good asphalt cement will adhere to sand grains even
when they are fairly smooth. No broken stone pos-
sesses any such polished surfaces. The denser, harder
and tougher a stone is, the better it is adapted to fulfill

the functions required of it in a bituminous concrete
pavement. No trouble has ever been experienced in

securing a good bond between an asphalt cement and
'

the hardest and closest grained trap rock found in

New Jersey.

In the original Topeka-Sterling specifications, if

the aggregate retained on the 10-mesh sieve is desig-
nated as stone, we find that not less than 8 nor more
than Z2 per cent, of stone can be used. In the modified
Topeka specifications recently adopted by the Ameri-
can Society of Municipal Improvements, the stone con-
tent may vary between 20 and 30 per cent. Each of
these specifications gives a bituminous mixture in
which the stones simply float in the sand aggregate.
Both of these gradings give a pavement which pos-
sesses all the defects inherent in a bituminous concrete
pavement and some of those peculiar to sheet asphalt,
with few if any of their respective virtues. They have
not the stability or density of a properly graded bi-

tuminous concrete, require a greater quantity of as-
phaltic cement, are more brittle and slippery, and lack
the uniformity and endurance of sheet asphalt. It is

claimed for these pavements that they do not infringe
on certain patent rights. This certainly is not suffici-

ent to justify their use. If their value is to be deter-
mined by the service rendered, much time and expense
will be saved by selecting types of construction who'se
value has been definitely proven, even if the initial

cost be somewhat higher. The saving in initial cost
which may be made by using an improperly graded
pavement is soon lost if the pavement fails premature-
ly. In such cases those responsible for its selection or
construction are usually severely criticized and not
without reason.

Exports from Canada were valued at $85,559,782
during January of this year. In January, 1915, the ex-
ports were $30,830,337, and in the same month in 1914,
$29,861,359.
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More Artistic Designs for Concrete Bridges

The time has arrived when we should expect our

local public works to be constructed with a neater and
more finished appearance, to show a degree of refine-

ment and finish that all citizens can aspire to copy in

their private undertakings. It is only too common to-

day to see a highway bridge recently built in an ex-

tremely rough-shod and slovenly fashion.

The causes for the poor outward appearance of

many of our bridges are : lack of sympathy on the part

of the community for something better; failure on the

An Artistic Concrete Bridge with Simple yet Graceful l.ines —A Direct
Contrast to Many of our Highway Bridge!).

part of the engineer to enforce specifications ; lack of

efficient inspection ; incompetence on the part of the

contractor or foreman. Some of the most prominent
and flagrant defects so far as appearance are concerned
arc : the edges and corners not being chamfered off,

they become broken and jagged ; the forms are built

loose and insecurely braced, and the surface of the

concrete improperly spaded, the result being distorted

walls, with rough, honeycombed surfaces ; and the use
of mortar to j)atch up or plaster honeycombed surfaces.

These results are generally due to the use of poor ma-
terials, and poorly supported forms, which allow the

concrete to settle while setting, lack of care to obtain

a i^roper foundation, and misplacement of the steel re-

inforcement.

In direct contrast to these flagrant defects, the

artistic possibilities of concrete are clearly set forth

in the illustration, artistic in its simplicity of design.

Concrete bridges can be moulded with pleasing lines

at a slight increase in cost over a structure with plain,

straight, ungraceful lines.

The structure shown is designed with two slightly

arched girders, having a span of 54 ft. 5 ins. and a
width of 14 ft. between parapets. The abutments are
founded on ferro-concrete piles extending up to the

under side of the girder span, where they are con-
nected by capping, being monolithic with the decking
of the bridge. The main girders are combined with
the parapets, the total depth of the two being 5 ft. 7
ins., thus providing great depth and strength in the
most economical manner possible. Transverse beams
connect the main girders, and the structure is com-
pleted by a continuous decking slab 4 ins. thick, the
whole being a monolithic connection throughout.

Water Softening by Electricity

Water softening by electricity, especially as re-

gards boiler feed water, is attracting the close attention

of American engineers. After the softening compound
has been added to the water it is circulated past parallel

electrodes which are placed close together in order

that as much of the water as possible may be brought

in contact with the surface of the plates. The ionising

properties of electricity separate the compounds into

their components, thereby hastening the recombination

to form precipitates, which are easily removed. Ten
million gallons of water per day, it is stated, may be
treated with only 480 watts per million gallons.

Cast Stone System of Manufacturing

Cement Blocks

The illustrations herewith represent the products
f)f the Cast Stone Block and Machine Company, of

Windsor, Ont., who manufacture machinery for do-

ing this work, and also operate a large cement block

plant in that city. By the cast stone system you can

make waterproof blocks with granite veneered facing,

either rock or smooth, at less cost, it is claimed, than
you can turn out an interior block by any other pro-

cess. The manufacturers state that these have greater

strength and durability. The appearance, as shown in

the illustrations, is also very attractive. The granite-

faced blocks are not an imitation product, but are ce-

ment veneered with pure granite, possessing strength
and hardness equal to a solid granite block. The man-

Cast Stone Block. Veenered with Granite Crystals.

ufacturing of granite veneer is an interesting process.
A face plate is first coated with thin glue, then covered
with crushed granite. This company procure their
granite from the quarries at Crown Point, on the Hud-
son River, N.Y., which is claimed to be the most beau-
tiful and practical for this purpose of any rock or
facing material known. After the glued plate is cov-
ered with granite it is turned over so that all loose
particles may drop off, after which the plate is set
away for a short time while the glue hardens. The
moulds are then set up in the usual way, but just be-
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fore they are filled the granite crystals that are now
firmly held on the face plates by the hardened glue

are given a coating of pure cement mixed with water
to the consistency of a thin paste. This coating is

applied with a brush, the purpose being to embed the

crystals in a layer of pure cement. The moulds are

then filled with slush concrete and the mixture left

to harden. While the cement is setting the water
from the wet concrete softens the glue, and the blocks
when taken from the moulds are just as shown in the

Granite Rock Faced Block,

Size 24 X 8 X 8 in., weight 70 lbs.

Smooth Faced Granite Block

direct from mold.

illustrations. The purpose of the glue is to hold the

crystals in place and protect one side of them from

cement while the block is being cast. The glue all

comes away with the face plates in granular form. This

method of producing building block is claimed to be a

decided improvement over the dry process, in that the

product is more beautiful in appearance, has greater

strength, is impervious to moisture, and costs less.

Activated Sludge Defined

The best definition of the activated -sludge process

of sewage treatment which he has ever seen, said T.

Chalkley Hatton, chief engineer of the Milwaukee

Sewerage Commission, in a paper read before the In-

diana Engineers' Society on February 3, is the one

given by William R. Copeland, chief chemist for the

Milwaukee Sewerage Commission, and is as follows:

"The sludge embodied in sewage and consisting of sus-

pended organic solids, including those of a colloidal

nature, when agitated with air for a sufficient period,

assumes a flocculent appearance very similar to small

pieces of sponge. Aerobic and facultative aerobic bac-

teria gather in these flocculi in immense numbers

—

from 12,000,000 to 14.000,000 per c.c—some having
been strained from the sewage and others developed by
natural growth. Among the latter are species which
possess the power to decompose organic matter, especi-

ally of an albuminoid or nitrogenous nature, setting the

nitrogen free ; and others, absorbing this nitrogen, con-
vert it into nitrites and nitrates. These biological pro-

cesses require time, air and favorable environment,
such as suitable temperature, food supply and suffici-

ent agitation to distribute them throughout all parts of

the sewage." The activated -sludge process, Air. Hat-
ton points out, should not be confused with the kind
of artificial aeration of sewage, attempted from time to

time in the past, which made no use of the sludge,

as an aid to oxidation. The new process, Mr. Hatton
states, "preserves the aerobic bacteria by keeping the
sludge, which is their natural food, in intimate contact

with air at all times and keeps them supplied with
fresh food from the raw sewage, throughout the whole
body of which they are in intimate contact."

A New Expansion Joint

A new material for the expansion joints of con-
crete, brick or block pavements is now being offered

by The Barrett Company. It is a mastic which
comes ready to lay, in ribbon form, in a varietj' of

widths and thicknesses. It contains no felt or paper
reinforcement. A new process known as the "Fibre
Weld" process gives to the bituminous mastic the re-

quisite cohesiveness to stand handling and storage in

the ribbon form, without affecting the elasticity that

is necessary for expansion requirements. It seems to

Barrett's New Fibre-Weld-Process Expansion Joint.

possess all the elasticitj- of a poured bituminous joint

with all the advantages of easy handling. The ma-
terial is waterproof and weatherproof and is not in-

jured by street acids or automobile oils. It does not

become brittle with age or cold weather and does not

soften or run in hot weather. Its chief advantage

over the usual poured bituminous joint is the elimina-

tion of heating or pouring apparatus and a great re-

duction of the labor item—as it takes only a moment
to unroll the joint and cut and put it in place. It will

be marketed under the name of "Barrett's Expansion
Toint."
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London - Port Stanley Electrification
Former Steam Road Being Successfully Operated
by Electricity — Description of Main Features

After several months of operation by electricity the Lon-

don & Port Stanley railway system appears to he fully justify-

ing the hopes of the promoters of this scheme and gives

promise of working out so successfully from an engineering

and financial standpoint that the dream of a network of

hydro radials, covering the whole of the province of Ontario,

may now begin, with good reason, to take definite shape.

Though, as yet, a separate unit in itself and as such, it is

believed, able to show a balance of profit over operating and

fixed cliargcs, there is no doubt that this road would find

its greatest usefulness as the nucleus of a larger system of

radiating lines, which would act as feeders and distributers

throughout considerable areas in south-western Ontario.

Indeed it is the expressed policy of the engineers of the

Ilydro-electric I'ower Commission of Ontario that in seek-

ing to standardize their equipments and system of opera-

tion they had prominently in mind the conditions that

would have to be met in the years to come when Hydro
radials shall be as common as Hydro transmission lines

are today. For this reason practice that would naturally

have been followed on a 35 mile line as a separate unit has,

in many cases, been departed from, and plans substituted

having in view a network of possibly ten times tliat amount
of road in the near future.

The essential difference between the London & Port

Stanley electrification and that of the earlier systems in

Canada which have been considered the standard up to the

present time is that the operating voltage is 1,500 d.c. in-

stead of 000. This change of course has demanded higher

factors of safety at every point and the variations in design

have been worked out and undertaken largely on this ac-

count. It is of particular interest to note that the increased

voltage, as such, is causing no greater operating difficulties

than were experienced with the lower voltages.

Though this road is spoken of in general as an electrifi-

cation of a steam line, it is, in effect, a new road from the

bottom up. For many years the line has been leased to

various steam railway companies and when it reverted to

its owners, the city of London, in 1914, and it was decided

to electrify, it was found necessary to overhaul the road-

way from one end of the line to the other. To this end
the old 50 pound rails were replaced by 80 pound standard

steel, ties were replaced by new untreated cedar and the

track was reballasted throughout. Fortunately the bridges

were found, for the most part, to be in good condition but

a considerable amount of concrete curbing had to be built

along various parts of the line.

The Rolling Stock

Up to the present time the rolling stock acquired con-
-iists of three GO ton electric locomotives, five 61 foot steel

motor cars, three 61 foot trailers and one 61 foot expres.s

car with motor equipment. This latter car is well adapted
to give a rapid delivery of farm produce into St. Thomas
and London. Further equipment includes five 36 foot

steam road box cars, four 36 foot steam road fiat cars and
three 34 foot steam road cabooses.

The specifications of the various cars are also given be-

low in detail.

The locomotives are of the type 404 G. E. and arc

carried on two swivel trucks, bringing all the weight on the
drivers. Kquipment is housed in steel box type cab ex-
tending over practically the entire length of the locomotive.
Each locomotive is provided with four G. E. 351, 750/1500

volt motors, designed for 750 volts across each armature

but insulated for 1,500 volts. Two motors arc connected

permanently in series and the two motor groups thus formed
are capable of connection in scries or parallel for speed

control as desired.

The cab is divided into three compartments, one at each

end for accommodating the operator, with an intervening

compartment to house the control equipment and access-

ories. 1,500 V. electric radiators are used for heating.

Each of the motors has an hourly rating of 254 h.p. with

1,500 volts on the trolley. At this rating the locomotives

exert a tractive effort of 21,500 pounds. Control is by
double-end Type M. standard equipment, a master con-

troller at each operating position actuating the main 1,500

volt contactors by means of a 600 volt circuit supplied from
a dynamotor. Multiple-unit train operation is arranged for

so that the simultaneous control of all three locomotives
coupled together can be accomplished from any master
controller. The equipment is designed that the locomotive
may haul a train of passenger trailer cars and provide
illumination for them.

'

Current is collected by pantograph slider trolleys having
two coritact pans pressing against the trolley conductor.
Both ends of the locomotives, are provided with panto-
graphs. The pantographs are electro-pneumatically con-
trolled from any operating position with 1, 2 or 3 loco-

motives hauling a train. The pantograph equipments on
the motor-cars and express car are identical with those on
the locomotives.

Express Car
Body—Length of body, 59 ft. 6 in.; length over-all, 61 ft;

width over-all, 9 ft. 2^ in.; height from top of rail to top
of trolley board, 13 ft.; truck base, 40 ft.

Truck—Type, National Steel Car Co.; wheel base, 7 ft.;

diam. of wheel, 36 in.; tread of wheel, 4 11-32 in.; type of

Fig. l.~ Standard steel polecarrying trolley, feed and signal system wins.

wheel, steel tread; size of journal, 5 in. by 9 in.; diam. of
axle. 6 in.

Electrical equipment—Motors, type G. E., 225 B. 750/
1.500 v.; motors, 4-125 h.p.; control system. Sprague. type
M.; controller, hand control; gear, number of teeth. 57;
pinion, solid teeth, 21; type of air compressor, G. E., C. P.,

37-A.; swe of air compressor, 35 ft.; size of brake cylinder.
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14 in.; type of governor, M. L., Form A., G. E. Co.; type

of car heater, 1,500 volt Consolidated Car Heater Co.; type

of pantograph, G. E. slider trolley; type of pilot, steam

locomotive type; type of snow scraper, H. E. P. Comm.;
type of headlight, U. S. Incandescent; type of hand-brake,

Peacock.

General—Weight of body, 33,000 lbs.; weight of trucks

—
1
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end and vestibule framing has special provision against the

destructive effects of collision; corner posts and side posts

are of channel construction; side sheathing and roof, steel

plate; inside trim of car is solid mahogany inlaid in quarter-

cut finish; the vestibule is finished in steel with ash trim

with the exception of the doors and windows, which are

mahogany. Each vestibule has two drop windows, a 26-in.

end door, and two 29-in. side swinging doors.

The interior finish is green, with plush seats of high-

back design in the main compartment, and pantasote imita-

tion leather, high-backed seats for the smoking compart-

ment. Solid bronze metal trimmings are used in the main
compartments. The toilet rooms are of white sheet steel

with white enamel and white steel fittings. The exterior

finish of the car is black.

At each end of the car is placed a steam locomotive

type iron pilot, on the top of which is a steel plate snow
plow controlled by levers from the operating platform.

Lighting and Heating Circuits for Cars

The voltage for the lighting and heating circuits is cut

down from 1,.')00 to 600 volts d. c. by means of a dynamotor.
The lighting arrangement consists of five three-cluster semi-

indirect ceiling fixtures in the main compartment, one light

in each cluster being in series with the corresponding light

in the next cluster; also there is a sixth three-cluster semi-

Pig. 4. —Special design trolley wire hanger.

indirect ceiling light near the toilet room with its three

lights in series with the two lights in the toilet rooms. The
baggage room and vestibule lighting consists of two series

circuits of five lights each, these circuits being controlled

by two three-way switches, one in the baggage room, the

other in the vestibule. All lights are controlled from a

switchboard in the baggage room. All circuits are 600

volts d.c, grounded, with five lights in series.

The car is heated by means of thirty-six electric

heaters, placed on the walls, two in the vestibule, one in

each toilet, twenty-eight in the main compartments, and
four in the baggage room. The heaters are connected in

two circuits of 18 each in series, and are supplied from the

switchboard in the baggage room.

Lighting Arrangement in Passenger Cars

One of the figures shows the complete wiring diagram
of the passenger cars. The lighting arrangement consists

of six three-lamp semi-indirect ceiling clusters in the main
compartments, five lights in the baggage room, four lights

in the toilet rooms, and three lights in the vestibule. The
lighting arrangement is to operate five 120-volt lamps in

series on the 600-volt service. To obtain this number one
lamp in each of the first five main clusters is connected in

series with the corresponding lamp in the next cluster. This
makes three complete circuits, but if any one of the circuits

lu'conu-s (load only one lamp in each cluster goes out. The

three lamps in the sixth cluster arc all in series, together
with two lights in the toilets. For the vestibule and baggage
room lights a unique scheme has been worked out whereby
the motorman may light the vestibule or the baggage room
at his convenience for the accommodation of passengers en-
tering or leaving the car. By means of two three-way
switches, one in the vestibule and the other in the baggage
room, the motorman can, from whichever end he happens to
be operating from, turn out the lights in that end without
interfering with the lights at the other end, and can, during
stops, illuminate both ends.

Control System

The system of control is the non-automatic type M,
two-speed multiple unit, arranged to operate the motors in

series and series parallel. The two pairs of motors, with
their resistances, are all in scries on the first point of the
controller, the resistances being varied through the first nine
points on the controller and short-circuited on the tenth or
running point. An electro-pneumatic operated change-over
switch is used to make the transition between series and
series parallel. Either pair of motors may be cut out by
means of a separate handle on this switch. The control
system is so arranged that at least six motor cars can be
operated as a unit from cither end of any car.

The Pantograph

The current collectors are the sliding pantograph type
of trolley, two pantographs per motor car. These panto-
graphs are pneumatically rai.sed and automatically lower
themselves when the pressure is released. Each panto-
graph can he raised or lowered from any operating position
in either the motor or trailer car. Each is provided with a
cut-out plug to render it inoperative without interfering with
the other pantographs. The design of the pantograph is

practically standard, with the exception that the legs extend
downward through the common hinge. This construction
permits of a greater vertical range.

The Source of Supply

The supply of electric energy is taken from the lines of
the Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario at London
and St. Thomas. At these two points arrangements were
made for housing the converting equipment in sub-stations
already built, so that no new sub-stations were required for
the railway system. In London the equipment was installed
in one of the sub-stations of the local hydro commission and
m St. Thomas space was available in the high tension station
of the Ontario Commission. In each of these two stations
two 500 kw. rotary converters 13,200 a.c. to 1,500 d.c. were
installed. Feed wires are 500.000 cm. aluminium.

The Overhead Line

The overhead work is carried on triangular steel poles
which are utilized for the combined purpose of supporting
the feed wires, the trolley wire and the wires of the dis-
patching system. A pole drawing with cross-arm and
showing relative location of the various circuits is shown
herewith. Specifications of poles are as follows:—Weight.
800 lbs.; material, galvanized structural steel angles; height.
35 feet; base, concrete, 7 feet in depth, one foot exposed
above surface, Fig. 2. cross arms. 4 in. channel: height of
cross-arm, 36 ft. above rail; distance apart of poles. 140 to
180 ft.; strain test at top of polos. 2..100 lbs. In yards
wooden poles arc used with span wires, the standard spacing
being 90 feet.

Anchoring aiK] Sectionalization

The details of the overhead are shown for the most part
in the accompanying line drawings and photographs. The
line is anchored every three-quarters of a mile by steel poles.
One of these is placed on the other side of the track opposite
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a standard pole and connected by anchored wire to the next

adjoining standard pole.

The trolley and the supply system are sectionalized

about every four miles; the sectionalization arrangement is

as indicated in one of the illustrations herewith.

Contact System and Type of Suspension

On all main line work catenary suspension is used. The
catenary wire is 300,000 cm. copper, and the trolley is 4/0

grooved. A special design for the trolley wire suspension

was developed by the Commission for this contract. A
clip with a lip, see figure, fits into a groove on each side of

the trolley wire, and is clamped into place and suspended by

a hanger to the catenary. These suspension clips are placed

every 30 ft. on the main line. In yards, where the poles are

most closely spaced, direct suspension is employed as shown.

Rail Bonding

Bonds are of 4/0 copper, welded to the outer side of

the rail heads. The oxy-acetylenc process was used. In

practice, the bonds together with a tank each of oxygen and

acetylene gas were carried on a light hand car, the whole

outfit being operated by one man. Both rails are bonded.

Operating records of such equipment and apparatus are

Fig. 5. Type of semi-indirect unit used on passenger cars.

interesting, and it might be pointed out that during the last

five months since this road was placed in operation, interrup-

tions to service have been negligible.

New Books
Irrigation Practice and Engineering—by B. A. Etche-

verry, head of the Department of Irrigation, University of

California. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York,

publishers; price $4 net. This is Volume III. of a series of

text-books, of which the two latter volumes are devoted to

a presentation of the fundamental principles and problems

of irrigation engineering. The present volume is devoted

particularly to irrigation structures and distribution systems.

Illustrated by twenty plates and 18G figures; 438 pages; bound
in the usual type of this publishing house; approximately

9 by 6 inches.

Personal
Mr. Jules Alexander Duchastel, B.A.Sc, the new pre-

sident of the Canadian and International Roads Congress, is

engineer for the city of Outremont, P.Q. He took a lead-
ing part in the recent congress, reading a paper, and speak-
ing on several subjects. Mr. Duchastel, who comes from
an old French family, graduated in 1901 at Laval University.
For a short time he was with the Phoenix Bridge and Iron
Works, and then for five years was on the engineering staff

of the C. P. R., construction of bridges and elevators de-

Mr. J. Duchastel, Mem. Can. Soc. C. E.

partment. In 1907 he was appointed engineer for the town
of Outremont, then a comparatively small suburb of Mon-
treal. Under Mr. Duchastel's supervision extensive works
liave been laid out, including a new sewage system, a light-

ing system and road programme. Last year Outremont ob-

tained a city charter; it is one of the finest outlying districts

of Montreal, with a beautiful park, wide streets, and splendid

residences.

Mr. K. H. Smith, of the Nova Scotia Water Power Com-
mission, delivered an address on "Some engineering features

of the Pan-Pacific International Exposition, with particular

reference to the lighting arrangements and the Canadian

exhibit," before the Nova Scotia Society of Engineers at their

regular monthly meeting held at the Technical College, Hali-

fax, on March 15. The lecture was illustrated by a large

number of slides specially prepared for the purpose.

Mr. Hugh Watkins, of London, England, who is the

quantity surveyor for the Manitoba Parliament Buildings,

and in this capacity is required in Winnipeg to arrange and
prepare the quantities for the tenderers, tried recently to

leave for Canada, but was forbidden to do so by the military

authorities, being eligible for military service. The Hon.
T. H. Johnson, however, wrote to Acting High Commission-
er Perley in London, asking him to assist Mr. Watkins in

getting away, and has now received word that the matter

has been satisfactorily arranged. Mr. Watkins will bring

with him designs for a dome drawn by S. Bylandcr, an Eng-
lish engineer. •

The Western Canada Lime Company, Limited, has been

incorporated with a capital of $100,000 and head office at

New Westminster, B.C.

Obituary

Mr. W. L. McGiverin, vice-president of Dartnell, Lim-
ited, builders supplies, Montreal, died suddently on March
17, at his residence. Regent Avenue, Montreal, aged 40. He
was operated on a short time prior to his death for varicose
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veins; the operation was apparently successful, but he be-

came suddenly ill, and died within a day or two of taking to

his bed. Mr. McGivcrin, who served in the Boer war, was

a native of Toronto.

Mr. C. H. Conery, who carried on a cement and con-

tracting business in Guelph for many years, died on March 10.

Mr. Charles Sellers, head of the Peerless Furniture Com-
pany. Toronto, died suddenly on March 20, at the age of 83.

Mr. Sellers was born in (ilasgow, .Scotland, and came to Can-

ada when about eighteen years of age.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

Machineries, Limited, Montreal, have been incorporated.

Rochefort & Normand, plasterers, Montreal, Que., have

registered.

The Deakin Construction Company, Quebec, Que., have

registered.

V. Marcotte & Cie, bricklayers, Montreal, Que., have

registered.

.Dussault & V'errall, contractors, Montreal, Que., have

registered.

Theodule Lessard & Fils, general contractors, Montreal,

Que., have registered.

The Renfrew Machinery Company, Limited, Renfrew,

Ont., were burned out recently; loss insured.

There are indications of considerable building activity in

.\mherst, N. S., during the spring and summer.

The Ottawa Board of Control at a recent meeting de-

cided to advertise for a Commissioner of Works.

It is reported that the Bell Telephone Company will

erect a new exchange building in Barrie this summer.

The Dominion Salvage & Wrecking Company, Limited,

has been organized, with head office in Toronto and a capital

oi $25,000.

Canadian Welding Works, Limited, is the name of a

newly-incorporated concern with head office at Montreal

and a capital stock of $10,000.

Ice conditions at Port Arthur seem favorable to an early

opening of navigation. Grain in the elevators at the head

of the lakes totals approximately 35,000,000 bushels.

The Dominion Bridge Company have been awarded the

contract lor the steel work for the T. Eaton Company new
building at Winnipeg. The cost of the steel alone is esti-

mated at $200,000. The building will be 300 feet long by

123 feet deep and eight storeys high.

The first steps are now being taken towards rebuilding

the Northern Navigation wharf at Sarnia, Ont. A steam

pile driver will start at once to drive the piles which will

support the structure. Owing to the great depth of water at

this point, long piles arc required for the work.

Leading dealers in building supplies in Saskatoon, Sask.,

report having been called on for more estimates in the last

three month.s than in all the year of 1915. The demand is

very considerable from the farming communities, where

many good buildings will be erected this season.

Montreal will have to pay a considerably higher price for

its asphalt this year. The tender of the Warner-Quinlan As-

phalt Company for 0,000 tons at $19.33 per ton has been

accepted by the Board of Control. This is nearly $5 per

ton above that of last year, when the contract was the sub-

ject of much legislation. The bids ranged from $19.33 to
$33.40 per ton.

Under the patronage of Their Royal Highnesses the Duke
and Duchess of Connaught, the Ottawa Chapter of Architects,
during the week beginning March 27th. will hold an exhibi-
tion of architectural drawings, paintings, sculpture, etc.

Messrs. Darwin's, Limited, have placed at the disposal of the
Association the shop at No. 43 Sparks Street, in the Union
Bank Building. The ])roceeds will be devoted to patriotic
purposes.

That German prisoners of war confined to Fort Henry
were employed by a Kingston contractor at the rate of 75
cents a day to do work inside the walls of the fort was a
matter which came up for discussion at a meeting of the
Trades and Labor Council of Kingston. Ont. The con-
tractor claimed that the men were employed because no
other labor was available. The Trades Council declared that
there were sufficient local men available. The members of
the Council have been given assurance that these prisoners
will not be employed again.

The Conley Frog and Switch Company, of Memphis.
Tenn., have agreed to have complete and in operation by
July 31 the plant which they started between Port Arthur
and Fort William in 1913, and which they were unable to
carry on because of the financial conditions created by the
war. They will manufacture frogs, switches, bolts, puts, and
all railway accessories, and will employ at least fifty men.
They have agreed to expend $100,000 on the works, and the
city of Port Arthur is to allow them a bonus of $25,000 when
the plant has been in operation for thirty days.

The full pamphlet copy of the annual report of the Beth-
lehem Steel Corporation for 191.5—the first full year of the
war—is just being issued. A summary of the chief feature
of the report, made public recently, shows the total net earn-
ings, from operations of the corporation and its subsidiary
companies, after deducting expenditures for ordinary and ex-
traordinary repairs and maintenance—"approximately $4,391.-
000"—amounted to $24.821.408.3.5, compared with $9,649,667.71
in 1914. The orders on h.ind on December 31, 191.5, amount-
ed to $175,432.89.5. against $46,513,189 on the corresponding
date in 1914.

The Roman Catholic School Commissioners of Montreal,
having awarded a contract to Mr. Joseph I^urier for the con-
struction of a school at a price of $176,700. Mr. F. A. Grothe
asked Mr. Justice Dugas. in the Practice Court, for an inter-
locutory injunction, to prevent the execution of the contract.
The contention was that Mr. Grothe. being the lowest bid-
der, ought to have secured the contract, and that there was
nothing in the plea of the Commissioners that Mr. Grothe
was not a resident of the city. The Commissioners, it was
stated, had given the contract to the successful bidder on
condition that he executed the work at the price asked by
the petitioner. The judge dismissed the petition on the
ground that the Commissioners were not bound to accept
the lowest tender.

The Ontario Government, in making good its pledge to
develop actively the resources in Northern Ontario, has spent
in the last three years close on three million dollars. Up
to the end of the provincial year of 1914 the province had ex-
pended $2,076,833. while last year the expenditure totalled
$689,910. of which $582,914 was spent on road construction.
Commissioner Whitson reports that 597 miles of new road
were cut out of the virgin forest during the year. 281 miles
of new and old roads were graded and surfaced with gravel
or stone, and 113 miles of old roads were partly graded or
improved. In all 872 miles of road were undei construc-
tion. In addition to this a dam was built 450 feet in length,
across the Frederickhouse River to improve navigation on
Night Hawk Lake and tributary streams.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Berlin, Ont .

The City Council will receive tenders
until April 13th for the construction of

about 6,000 square yards of concrete
pavement. Engineer, H. Johnston,

Chatham, Ont.
Work will start as soon as weather

permits on the construction of reinforced

concrete pavement on King Street East
and Lansdowne Avenue. .Approximate
total cost, $13,360. Engineer, F. P.

.\dams.

Collingwood, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 8 p.m.,

.\pril 11th, for the following:— (1) pump-
ing machinery, consisting of two motor-
driven units, with a capacity of 1,000 Im-
perial gallons each; (2) pump well and
connections. Engineers, Chipman &
Power, Mail Building, Toronto.

East Farnham, Que.
The Secretary to the Village Council.

M. Stevens, will receive tenders until

noon, April l.'Sth, for the gravelling of

the main road through the Municipality.

Halifax. N.S.
The Mayor. P. F. Martin, will receive

tenders until .\pril .5th for the supply of

.'i.OOO feet of cast iron pipe. Specifica-

tions with City Engineer.

Lethbridge, Alta.

The City Council are considering the

installation of a filtration plant. Engi-

neer, A. M. Grace.

London, Ont.
Tenders are now being received for

the construction of about 00,000 square
yards of asphalt pavement. Engineer,

H. A. Brazier.

Moncton. N.B.
The City Engineer. J. Edington, has

been instructed to prepare specifications

and to obtain estimates on the following

kinds of pavement:—crcosoted pine block

on concrete foundation; bitulithic on con-

crete; asphalt on concrete.

Quebec, Que.
Tenders will be received until April

4th by the Waterworks Engineer for the

following supplies:—pig lead, lead pipe,

cast iron pipe, iron and brass castings.

cement, brick, drain pipe.

Toronto. Ont.
A by-law has been passed authorizing

the construction of a foot subway under
the Grand Trunk Railway at Ashdale
Avenue. Commissioner of Works, R. C.

Harris.

The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until -April 11th for electrically oper-

ated driving gear for a 36-inch gate valve

at the Main Pumping Station. Plans at

Room 12, City Hall.

Commissioner of Works. R. C. Harris,
has recommended the following works:
—cement sidewalks. .$1,587; rocmac mac-
adam pavements. $22.83,'): asphalt pave-
ments, $.5,320.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Wallaceburg, Ont.
The Town Council have let the con-

tract for the supply of water service
equipment to Mueller Bros. Company.
.Sarnia.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Alberta Province
\ delegation has urged the Govern-

ment to comnlete the projected portion
of the Canadian Northern Railway be-

tween Medicine Hat and Hanna.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Edmonton. Alta.

The Kdiiionton. Dunvegan &: British

Ciilumbia Railway have awarded con-
tracts to McPhcrson & Quigly. 119 .Ad-

ams Block, for the construction of a

bridge over Burnt River and for the
niers and abutments for the bridge to

I)e built over .Smokey River.

Public Buildinifs, Churches

and Schools
Brampton, Ont.
The Town Council have nassed a grant

of $18,000 to the School Board for the
erection of a four-roomed school. Sec-
retary to (he Board. John D. Gordon.

Dalroy. Alta.

Tenders on the construction of a frame
school for School District No. 2690 will

be received until noon. .April .")th. by the

Secretary. F. W. Gardner.

Harcourt Township. Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 1

will call for tenders about May 1st for

the erection of a . school. Estimated
cost. $9,000.

Hesoeler. Ont.
The Roman Catholic Congregation

propose to build a new church as soon
as possible, at an approximate cost of

$10,000. Priest. Rev. Father Meyer.

Mimico, Ont.
\'ictoria Industrial School Board have

approved plans for a school, estimated
to cost $4,000. Work will be done by
day labor and material purchased by
Superintendent C. Ferrier. Steel and
brick construction.

Montreal, Que.
The Protestant Board of School Com-

missioners. Belmont Street, are receiv-

ing tenders on the erection of a brick-

school on De Jumonville Street. Closing
date, .April 3rd.

North Vancouver, B.C.
The .School Board propose to build an

addition at the North Lonsdale School,
estimated to cost $3,500.

Parry Sound, Ont.
The Board of Education have appoint-

ed Angus & -Angus, of North Bay, as
Architects for the proposed school.

Raleigh & Tilbury, Ont.
Charles Tompkins. Merlin P. O., will

receive tenders until -April 8th for the
erection of a school for Union School
Section No. 2. Architects. .Adams &
-Adams, Market Chambers, Chatham.
Approximate cost, .$4,000.

St. Julienne, Que.
Tenders on interior work and the in-

stallation of furniture and fixtures at the
Parish Church are being received by the
Architect, J. O. Turgeon, 55 St. Francois
Xavier Street, Montreal.

Tavistock, Ont.
The School Trustees propose to build

an addition to the school, at an approxi-
mate cost of $5,000. -Architect, J. S.

Russell, 21 Downie Street. Stratford.

York County, Ont.
The ratepayers of School Section No.

14 are considering the erection of a
school, at an approximate cost of $6,000.
Secretary. F. I. Mulholland, Eglinton
R. R.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Cayuga, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the school has been let

to William Rolston. Brick construction.
-Ajiproximatc cost. $7,000.

Fort William, Ont.
The contract for installation of heating

and plumbing at St. Luke's Church has
been let to -Anderson & Company, Don-
ald Street.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Board of Education have awarded

the following contracts for the erection
of an addition to the Robert Land
School:—masonry, G. F. Webb. Went-
worth Street. $13,829; carpentry. John
Poag. 685 Main Street E.. $6,469; steel,

Hamilton Bridge Works. Bay Street N..

$4,750; roofing. M. V. McLean. 314 Hess
Street; plastering. Hill Bros., 307 Emer-

ald Street; painting. William Dodson.
131 A'ictoria -Avenue N.; plumbing. .Adam
Clark. 7 Main Street W., electrical work.
Electric .Supply Company, 65 James
Street South.

Montreal, Que.
The Cote des Nieges Roman Catholic

School Commissioners have let the fol-

lowing contracts for the erection of a
school and residence:—general, mason-
ry, wrought iron, carpentry, plastering,

painting and glazing, E. N. & U. Boileau,

313 Fabre Street; steel. Phoenix Bridge
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& Iron Works, Limited. 83 Colboriie

Street; roofing. ptunibinK and cdectrical

work. Thomas O'Conncll. 183 Ottawa
Street; steam heat in jj and ventilating. T.

Lcssard & Sons. Limited. 191 Craijr

Street East.

Ottawa, Ont.
In connection with alterations to the

County Jail, the contract for electrical

work has hecn let to Stanley Lewis.
Richmond Street. W'esthoro.

Rimouski, Que.
Tlie contract for interior work at the

Chanel ha.s been awarded to .\. M. Mor-
in, Trois Pistoles, .\rchitect. P. Leves-
que, 1].'> St. John Street. Quebec. Ap-
proximate cost. .$.5,000.

St. Julienne, Que.
Tlic contract for plumbing at the Par-

ish Church has 1)ecn awarded to Hickev
& Aubut. 93 Dominion Street. Montreal.

Woodhouse, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a school for the Trustees of School
Section No. 12 has been awarded to Wil-
liam Rankin. Port Dover. Approximate
cost. $r).()00. White brick construction.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Bathurst, N.B.
All work required in the erection of

a .store for W. J. Kent & Company. Lim-
ited, will be done by day labor. .Ap-

proximate cost, $8,000.

Berlin, Ont.
Plans arc beiuR prepared by W. C.

Cowan. 200 \'ictoria Street, for a factory

to be built for the Canadian Regal Mo-
tor Company. Limited. 433 King Street

K. Tenders will be called shortly. l".s-

timatcd cost. $IS.OOO.

Brampton, Ont.
The Acme Rubber Company propose

to build a factory, at an approximate cost

of $30,000. and a by-law will be submit-
ted to authorize certain concessions to

the Company. F. D. Law. 471 Yonge
Street. Toronto, is interested in the pro-

ject.

Brantford, Ont.
The Waddell Preserving Company are

considering the erection of a factory.

President. F. W. Ryerson, 167 West St.

Bromptonville, Que.
The Model Dress Company intend to

rebuild their premises, which have been
destroyed by fire.

Clarkson, Ont.
Si)roatt & Rolph. 30 North Street, To-

ronto, are preparing plans of a barn for

W. G. Gooderham. 43 Elm Street, To-
ronto.

East Branch, Ont.
George McCreary proposes to build a

barn in the spring. Frame construction.
Estimated cost, $3,000.

Grand Prairie, Alta.
C. H. Foster is considering the erec-

tion of an elevator, with a capacity of
30,000 bushels.

Hamilton, Ont.
Work will be started as soon as pos-

sible on the construction of a coke oven
plant for the Hamilton By-Products

Coke Ovens, Limited, Sun Life Buibl-
ing. Estimated cost, $2,000,000. Plans
will consist of 00 ovens and buildings for

the manufacture of by-products.

Listowel, Ont.
Hydro Electric Radiation. Limited, are

considering the erection of a factory.
Manager, G. E. Harrison, 704 Traders
Bank Building, Toronto.

Marieville, Que.
The erection of a store is contemplated

by J. P. Leduc. Estimated cost. $5,000.

Markham, Ont.
The Markham .Agricultural Society

propose to erect two buildings at an ap-
proximate cost of $12,000. Secretary.
A. W. Milne.

Moncton. N.B.
Plans are beine nrcpared by W. C.

Barns, Wvse Building, for stores and
offices to be built for G. V. Steeves. 104
Park Street. Estimated cost, $1 ,'5,000.

Nelson. B,C.
The British Columbia Telenhone Com-

pany. Vancouver, are considering the
erection of an exchange building.

Niagara Falls. Ont.
The Perfection Tire & Motor Com-

nany of Canada. I-imited. Fort Madison.
Towa. will have plans prepared for a
factory. A site has been selected.

G. Hutton. Rank of Hamilton Build-
inir. Hamilton, is urenaring nlans of an
addition to the premises of the Bank
of TTamilton. Qucn .Street and Erie
Avenue. Work will start shortly.

North Vancouver. B.C.
T^. E. Ross, care of Capilano Cedar

Company. North X'ancouver. is consider-
ing the erection of a shingle mill.

Ouawa. Ont.
Jackson Booth. Booth Street, proposes

to build a five-storcv addition to an office

buildinir. .Steel and brick construction.

Tenders will be called shortlv for the
Toctioti of an addition to an oflice build-
intr for Blackburn Bros.. Union Bank
R-'ildini". Architect, W. E. Noflfke.

Plaza Buildinir. Rideau Street. Esti-

mated cost. $18,000.

Jackson Booth. Booth Street, proposes
to build a two-storev addition to an
office building on Rideau Street. Steel
and brick construction.

Outremont, Que.
Tenders will be received until .\pril

0th for the erection of a garage for Wil-
frid Duquette. 339 .St. Joseph Boulevard
West. .-Xrchitect, S. Frappier. 2338 Park
.\venue. Reinforced concrete and brick
construction.

Perth, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a garage

to be built on North Street for James &
Reid. Gore Street. Estimated co.«"t. $.'i.000.

Port Arthur, Ont.
Work will start in the spring on the

construction of an elevator for the Sas-
katchewan Co-operative Elevator Com-
pany, Limited. 12th and Smith Streets.
Rcgina.

Quebec, Que.
The Quebec Harbour Commissioners,

I'ointc-a-Carcy Wharf, will receive ten-
ders until .\pril I.Tth for the erection of
a freight shed and grain galleries. Chief.
Engineer, St. George Boswell.

A site on St. John Street hag been ac-

quired by a Syndicate for the erection
of a summer garden theatre. S. H.
Kippan, 75 St. Louis Street, is an inter-

ested party.

Renfrew, Ont.
O'Briens Munitions. Limited, propose

to rebuild their factory, at an approxi-
mate cost of $75,000. Plans will be pre-
pared by the Company's Architect.

Sault Ste. Marie. Ont
The .Mgoma Steel Corporation have

made arrangements for the erection of a
large addition to their olant. Estimated
cost. $50,000. Steel will be supplied by
o'wners.

Spirit River, Alta.

F. Brown has commenced the erection
of a store.

The Union Bank are about to start

work on the erection of a bank on
Centre .Street.

Sguamish, B.C.
H. Butterfield. Squamish. will start

work in the spring on the construction
of a shingle mill on the Pillchuck River.

Estimated cost. $10,000. Dry kiln equip-
ment will be purchased.

St. Catharines, Ont.
T. H. Wiley. 128 St. Paul Street, is

receiving tenders on various trades re-

ouired in the erection of a factory for

the Dominion Food Company. Russell
.\vcnue. .Approximate cost, $80,000.

Toronto. Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

<lers until March 38th for the erection
of a fire hall on Hendrick .Street, esti-

mated to cost $34,000. Plans at office

f>f the City .Architect.

Plans have been preiiared for an addi-
tion to the candy factorv of Robertson
Bros.. 103 Oueen Street East, estimated
in cost $25,000. Steel and brick construc-
tion. Superintendent of Construction.
William Robertson.

G. C. Briggs. 34 Victoria Street, is

preparing plans for alterations to a
warehouse at 40 Front Street F-ast for
the Canadian Northern Railway Com-
pany. 1 Toronto Street.

Tenders arc now being received for
the erection of stores and apartments
at 1307 Dulferin Street for \. E. Cor-
nelius. .50 Walker .Avenue. Brick con-
struction.

Tenders are being received for the
erection of a earage at Vongc and Baxter
Streets for W. J. Fennell. De Lisle
.Avenue. Estimated cost. $10,000. Con-
crete and brick constniction.

Tenders are now being received for
the erection of four stores and ajixrt-

ments for J. R. Gibson. Bank ot Com-
merce Building. St. Clair .Avenue and
Duflfcrin .Street. Estimated cost. $30,000.
Architect. J. G. Ure. Bank of Commerce
Building.

The Board of Control will receive len-
ders until .April 11th for the erection of
a barn at the Tail Farm, estimated to
cost $35,000, Revised plans at office of
the City .Architect.

Tenders will be received until .April

11th by the Board of Control for the
erection of a stable and wagon house
at the Island. Plans at office of the
City .Architect. Estimated cost. $4,000.

(Continued on page 47)



Tenders for

Concrete Pavement

Sealed tenders, addressed to A. H. Millar, City
flerk, will be received up to 5 o'clock p.m.,

April 13, 1916, for the construction of approxi-

mately (i.OOO square yards of concrete pavement
in the City of Berlin.

Plans and specifications can be seen at the

otHce of the City Engineer.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily

be accepted.

HERBERT JOHNSTON,
City Engineer.

Berlin, March 21, lOlG. l.'M4

Tenders for the Purchase of Scrap

Metals Removed from the

Parliament Buildings

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the under-

signed, and endorsed "Tender for Scrap Metals,"

as the case may be, will be received until 4.00

P.M., on Tuesday, April 4, 1916, for the pur-

chase of :

—

Lot No. 1.—Mostly flat iron, approxi-

mate weight 8.000 lbs.

Lot No. 2.—Conduit and gas pipe, ap-
^^

proximate weight 800
Lot No, 3.—Miscellaneous wrought and

cast iron, approximate weight 20,000
Lot No. 4.—Wrought iron pipe, ap-
proximate weight 7,000

Lot No. 5.—Gas pipe and conduit, ap-

proximate weight 600
Lot No. 6—Galv. iron pipe and wrought

iron pipe, approximate weight 1,600

Lot No. 7.—Structural iron (straight),

approximate weight 12,550
Lot No. 8.—Structural iron (twisted),
approximate weight 32,000

Lot No. 9.—Rod iron, approximate
weight 1.000 "

Lot No. 10.—Sheet copper, approxi-
mate weight 23,800

Lot No. 11.—Brass, approximate weight 100 "

Tenders may be made for either the whole or

any number of lots, and must be accompanied
by an accepted cheque on a chartered bank, pay-
able to the order of the Honourable the Minister
of Public Works, for 10 per cent, of the amount
of the tender, which cheque will be forfeited if

person tendering refuse to implement his tender.

Tenders require to be signed in full by the
names of the actual tenderers.

The above material can be examined any week
day, between 10 A.M., and 4 P.M., on the Par-
liament Grounds, to the rear of the Parliament
Buildings, by applying to the Public Works Of-
ficer-in-Charge of the Buildings, Room 21, House
of Commons, west side.

Material must be removed by purchaser with-
in two weeks of acceptance of offer.

Purchaser must make cash payment before re-

moving material.

Price per pound to be quoted for the different

scrap items.
The Department reserve the right to reject

any or all tenders.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, March 20, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-
ment if they insert it without authority from the
Department.—94970. 12-13

Wanted

Tenders for

Church Building

Sealed lenders will be received by the inider-

signed, or by Mr. C. M. Borter, Architect, Niag-
ara Falls, Ont., endorsed "Tender for St. James'
Church, Port Colborne," until 6 o'clock p.m.,

April 16th, 1916, for all work in connection with
the erection of a stone church at Port Colborne.
Plans, specifications and form of tender may
be obtained from the architect or the undersigned.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

E. P. JOHNSON,
Secretary St. James' Church

13-13 Building Committee.

Town of Collingwood
Province of Ontario

Waterworks Extensions

Sealed tenders will be received by the Chair-

man of the Collingwood Water and Light Com-
mission until 8 p.m. on Tuesday, April 11th, 1916,
for the following works :

—

(1) Pumping Machinery, comprising two motor-
driven units, 1,000 Imperial gallons capacity each.

(2) Pump Well and Connections.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the Engineers, 204 Mail Building, To-
ronto, or at the office of the Water and Light
Commission, Collingwood,
The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

HUGH A. CURRIE, Esq., Chairman.

W. B. H. PATTON, Esq., Mayor.

STEPHEN BURNSIDE, Esq., Commissioner.

E. J. STAPLETON, Esq., Superintendent.

CHIPMAN & POWER, Engineers. l.-i-l:i

E.xperienced Estimators on Plumbing, Heating,
Electrical and Sprinkler work. Address Box 378
Contract Record, Toronto, Ont. 12-1

TENDERS
for Electrically

Operated Gear

Tenders will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the Chairman, Board of Con*
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, April 11th, 1916, for the supply and
delivery of-

—

Tender
Number

Electrically Operated Driving Clear for op-

erating 3(>-inch Gate Valves, at Main

Pumping Station, John Street 39

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. Specifica-

tions and forms of tender may be obtained at

the Works Department, Room 12. City Hall.

Tenderers must comply strictly with conditions

of City By-law as to deposits and sureties, as set

out in specitications and forms of tender. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,
13-13 Chairman Board of Control

TENDERS
For a Barn

at the Men's Industrial Farm

ALSO

For a Stable and

Waggon House
at the Island

Bulk tenders only, for all trades required in

connection with work on the above, will be re-

ceived by registered post only, addressed to the

undersigned, up to noon on Tuesday, April 11th,

1916,

Plans and specifications may be seen and forms

of tender and all information obtained at the

office of the City Architect, City Hall, Toronto.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. The usual

conditions relating to tendering, as prescribed by

the City Bylaws, must be strictly complied with,

or tenders may not be entertained. Tenderers

shall submit with their tender the names of two

personal sureties, or the bond of a Guarantee

Company, approved by the City Treasurer. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,
13-i:! Chairman Board of Control.

Wanted to Purchase

Ten miles 30-lb. rail with plates. Box 88,

Contract Record, 119 Board of Trade, Montreal

Wanted to Purchase

Locomotive crane to operate grab bucket. Box
100, Contract Record, 119 Board of Trade, Mont-

real.
13-13

Locomotive Crane Wanted

Wanted 1.^ or 20 ton Locomotive Crane, sec-

ond hand, American make preferred. Must be

in good condition. Address Box 376 Contract

Record, Toronto, Ont. 1--1-1

Salesman Wanted
for Montreal district. One acquaint-

ed with Engineering and Contracting

preferred. Must be of good address,

aggressive and resourceful. State ex-

perience and salary required. Box

33, Contract Record, 347 Adelaide

Street West, Toronto.
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Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants
(Continued from page 46)

Truro, N.S.
R. (). McCiirdy, Willow Street, pro-

poses to build a store and office on
Prince Street, and is having plans pre-

pared by L. B. (iray. Estimated cost,

$8,000.

Vancouver, B.C.
Tin- Ford Motor Company of Canada

have purchased a site at Fifth Avenue
and Fir Street for their assembling
plant. They will erect a four-storey

brick structure. Local Manager, W. (i.

I'africk.

The Department of Militia & Defence,
Ottawa, are making arrangements for

the erection of an Ordnance Depot to

replace that at Victoria.

Weyburn, Sask.
Work will start soon on the construc-

tion of a warehouse on Sixth Street for

the Winnipeg Oil Company, Railway
Street East.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Aylmer, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a toll house for the Aylmer Road Com-
pany has been awarded to S. Smith, 448

McLcod Street, Ottawa. Approximate
cost, $3,500.

Fort William, Ont.
The Mutual Elevator Company, Lim-

ited, have awarded the general contract

for the erection of an elevator to the

Fegles Engineering Construction Com-
pany. Appro.ximate cost, $250,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The contract for excavation and

foundations required in the erection of a

factory for the Mercury Mills, Limited,
80 Park Street N., has been awarded to

W. H. Cooper, Clyde Building.

The Canada Wire & Iron Goods Com-
pany, King William Street, have award-
ed the general and masonry contracts

for the erection of an addition to their

premises to G. H. Mills, King Street E..

and the carpentry to tieorge White. 105

Main Street E. Approximate cost, $3,500.

The general, carpentry and steel work
contracts for the erection of an addition

to the factory of E. T. Wright & Com-
pany, Cathcart Street, have been let to

George Conglon, 31 Inchbury Street, and
the masonry to Mitchell & Riddell,

Head Street, .\pproximate cost. $4,000.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a block of stores and flats on St.

Dominique Street for Miss D. Zudick.

829 St. Urbain Street, has been let to

G. Zudick. 829 St. Urbain Street. Brick

construction, .\pproxiniate cost, $00,000.

The general contract for repairs to

the premises of the Canadian Consoli-

dated Rubber Comnany, Limited, 950

Notre Dame Street E.. has been awarded
to E. G. M. Cape. Limited. New Birks

Building. " ^
W. C. Ball. 3101 \ervillc Street, has

commenced the erection of stores and
flats on Beaumont Street, and has let

the roofing, heating and plumbing to

Daniel Kochenburgcr Frere, 2739 St.

Hubert Street. ..Vpproximate cost. $6,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in the erection of a building for

Jackson Booth & Syndicate, Metcalfe

Street, has been awarded to the Electric-

al Repair & Contract Company, 317 Craig
Street West, Montreal.

Port Arthur, Ont.
The contract for alterations to an ele-

vator for Davidson & Smith Elevator
Company has been awarded to the

Fegles Engineering Construction, Fort
William.

The general contract for re-building

the Walsh Block has been let to J. L.

McKae, 279 John Street, and the heat-

ing and plumbing to the Barnes Com-
pany, 243 Park Street.

Quebec, Que.
In connection with the theatre which

has been built on Fabrique Street for

the Quebec Theatre Company, the con-
tract for painting has been let to Mar-
chant Bros., 122 Artillery Street, and
the electrical work to the Quebec Elec-
tric Company, 137 St. John Street.

The following contracts have been
awarded for the erection of a bank and
residence on Ste, Foye Road for La
Banque Nationale, 75 St. Peter Street:

—

masonry and carpentry, general contrac-
tors; roofing, E. Falardeau, 143 Dor-
chester Street; plastering, A. Frenettc.

260 St. Cyrille Street; painting, B. Vail-

lancourt, 92 Sauvageau Street; heating,

plumbing and electrical work, Vandry
& Matte, 169 St. John Street.

J. B. Laliberte, 145 St. Joseph Street,

has awarded the general, masonry and
carpentry contracts for the erection of

a glove factory to M. Cauchon, 307 Rich-

ardson Street. Brick and frame con-
struction. Approximate cost, $5,000.

Work has been started on interior

office work for the Canada Steamship
Company, 48 Dalhousie Street. The
general, masonry and carpentry contracts

have been let to L. H. Peters. Limited,

10 Ste. Angele Street, and the painting

to J. M. Tardivel, 4 Abraham Hill. .Xp-

proximate cost, $0,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The general contract for repairs to a

store for Mrs. McMaugh has been award-
ed to George Wilson, 10 Wiley Street.

St. Rose, Que.
In connection with the premises being

built for the Provincial Bank. Montreal,

the contract for plastering has been let

to J. Lefebvre. 150 Ontario Street, and
the roofing, heating and plumbing to the

general contractors.

Sudbury, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of offices, stores and other buildings for

F. M. Staflford, Durham Street, has been
awarded to the Laberge Lumber Com-
pany. Notre Dame Street. .Approximate

cost, $40,000.

Three Rivers, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the plant of the Can-
ada Iron Corporation has been awarded
to Loomis, Dakin, Limited, St. Gabriel

Street, Sherbrooke.

Toronto, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a garage at the premises of the Sheet
Metal Products. Limited. River and Ger-

rard Streets, has been awarded to Brown

& Cooper, 397 Carlton Street. Concrete
and brick construction. Approximate
cost, $10,000.

The contract for carpentry required in

the erection of an addition to the prem-
ises of the Carhartt Hamilton Manufac-
turing Company, .535 Queen Street E.,

has been awarded to William Bell, a

Brookmount Road.

The contract for masonry required in

the erection of stores and apartments
for Rowell & Company, 75 Vaughan
Road, has been let to Elliott & Brown,
132 Ellsworth Avenue, and the heating
to R. C. Mansell, 85 Quebec .Avenue.
Approximate cost, $8,000.

Residences

Adolphustown, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a rectory

will be received until April 1st by \. S.

Dickinson, R.M.D. Bath. Ont. Plans
and specifications with Mr. Dickinson.
Robert Wright, R.M.D. Bath. Ont.. and
H. M. Johnston, R.M.D. Sillsvillc. Ont.

Chatham, Ont.
Louis Palmer. Patteson Avenue, is

now receiving tenders on the erection
of a residence, estimated to cost 93,500.
.Architect, .S. G. Kin.sey. Fifth Street.

Dundas, Ont.
H. C. Clark. King Street, is consider-

ing the erection of a brick residence,
estimated to cost $3,000.

Fonthill, Ont
.A. E. Nicholson. 46 Queen Street, St.

Catharines, is receiving tenders on the
erection of a residence for F. Welling-
ton, in the following types of construc-
tion:—(1) brick; (2) stucco on hollow
tile: (3) frame. Approximate cost.
$10,000.

Halifax, N.S.
John McKay, 2 Lockman Street, is

receiving tenders on the erection of a
frame residence, estimated to cost $4,500.

.Architects. Harris & Horton. Keith
Building. Barringtun .Street.

Listowel, Ont.
John Reihni. Wallace Street, proposes

to build a residence, estimated to cost
$3,000.

The erection of a residence is being
considered by Ezra Reihni. .Vpproxi-
mate cost. $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
J. Hupe. l.")0 Duqucsne Street, has

commenced the erection of three resi-

dences, estimated to cost $3,000.

E. L. Judah, 81 Durocher Street, in-

tends to make alterations to a residence
at 97 Durocher Street, at an approximate
cost of $3,000. Architect. T, Trotter, 28
Fort Street.

Niagara, Ont.
Green & Wicks. 110 Franklin Street.

Buffalo, N.Y.. are preparing plans of a
residence for H. V. Grant. Clark Hill.

Estimated cost. S.iO.OOO. Stone and brick
construction.

Niagara Falls South. Ont.
C. M. Borter. Main Street, is prepar-

ing plans of a residence for Ernest Bax-
ter, 5 West Barker Street. Brick and
shingle construction.

Oshawju Ont.
Darling & Pearson, 3 Leader Lane,
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Toronto, will receive tender until April

8th for the erection of a residence for

R. S. McLaughlin. Estimated co.st,

.$100,000. Hollow tile construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
A. E. Shaver, 45 Powell Avenue. h;is

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $5,000. and is receiving

prices on plastering, painting, heating,

plumbing and electrical work.

H. A. Charlebois, 237 Daly Avenue, is

about to build an addition to a residence

on Osgoode Street.

W. J. Spratt, 157 Sunnyside Avenue,
will shortly call for tenders on the erec-

tion of a residence, estimated to cost

$4,000. Brick veneer and stucco con-

struction.

Oxford, N.S.
The following parties propose to build

residences this spring:—James Horton.
Arthur Myatt. Frank Myatt, Wilbert
Thompson.

Port Lambton, Ont.
David Hinnegan. Lambton Line, pro-

pose to build a residence to replace that

destroyed by fire.

Quebec, Que.
Tenders are now being received for

the smaller trades required in the erec-

tion of a residence on Mountain View
Boulevard for P. J. Moran. Architect,

A. G. Noesworthy, care of V. R. Lamoti-
tagne. Quehec Railway Building. Esti-

mated cost, $4,000. Brick construction.

Plans are being prepared by A. G.

Noesworthy, care of V. R. Lamontagne,
Quebec Railway Building, for a residence

to be built for Adelard Dorval. Frame
and brick' construction. Approximate
cost, $4,000.

N. Leblond, 38 Carillon Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $3,000. Brick con-

struction.

W. Bouchard, 18 Second Avenue,
Limoilou, is building a residence, esti-

mated to cost $9,000. Frame construc-

tion.

Sawyerville, Que.
G. C. Chaddock proposes to build a

residence, estimated to cost $3,000.

Sherbrooke, Que.
Plans of a residence to cost about

$15,000 are being prepared by Philip J.

Turner, 49 Beaver Hall Hill.

St. Catharines, Ont.
A. E. Nicholson, 46 Queen Street, is

preparing plans for alterations and ad-

ditions to the residence of A. F. Fifield.

157 Ontario Street. Approximate cost,

$10,000.

Stirling, Ont.
Rev. Father J. J. Connelly, Trenton,

has had plans prepared for a rectory,

estimated to cost $8,000. Brick con-

struction.

Toronto, Ont.
E. Elliott, 77 Vermont Avenue, is

about to start work on the erection of

three residences on Kew Beach Avenue.

Estimated cost, $4,000. Frame construc-

tion.

Tenders are being received by J. T.

Wright, 535 Lansdowne Avenue, for the

erection of three pairs of residences on
Rutland Street for L. Smith. Brick con-

struction. Approximate cost, $10,000.

H. W. Bowles, 151 Broadview Avenue,
is receiving tenders on the erection of a

residence, estimated to cost $3,800. Brick
construction.

Tuckersmith Township, Ont.
Plans of a residence are being pre-

pared by A. Buchannan, Tuckersmith
Township, Hcnsall. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Ville St. Pierre, Que.
Philip J. Turner, 49 Beaver Hall Hill,

Montreal, is preparing plans of two
residences.

Zurich, Ont.
Alexander Foster is considering the

erection of a residence, at an approximate
cost of $3,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hamilton. Ont.
The following contracts have been let

for the erection of four residences on
Rosemont Street for Thompson &
Thompson, Federal Life Building:—gen-
eral, masonry, carpentry, stee land roof-
ing, MacKay Bros.. 104 Lister Building;
painting, T. A. Thompson & Company,
30 Edward Street; heating. H. Day, 34
Huron Street; plumbing. J. Saynor. 173

John Street S.; electrical work, John
Dines. 18 Avalon Place. Approximate
total cost, $8,000.

McKay Bros.. 104 Lister Building, are
building two residences on Avalon Place,
and have let the following contracts:

—

painting, T. A. Thompson & Company.
36 Edward Street; heating, H. Day, 34
Huron Street; plumbing, J. Saynor. 173
John Street S.; electrical work, John
Dines, 18 Avalon Place. Estimated cost.

$2,500 each.

The following contracts have been let

for the erection of apartments for J. H.
Robinson. 19 S. John Street N.:—general
contract, E. & J. Buscombe. Hyde Park
Avenue; carpentry and steel work.
George Preston, 20 Stanley Avenue;
roofing, George Smith, King Street W.;
plastering, J. Tramello. Cannon Street
E.; painting. A. MacKenzie, 43 Ferguson
Avenue S.; heating and plumbing, J. N.
Luxon, 60 Leeming Street; electrical

work, Synder Bros., 37 King Street W.
Approximate cost, $3,000.

Kingston, Ont.
The contract for the erection of a res-

idence for Byron Derbyshire, 163 Union
Street, has been awarded to the Kingston
Cement Products Company, Patrick and
Charles Streets. Approximate cost,

$3,800.

Lachine, Que.
The Lachine Land Company, Limited,

Dominion Express Building. Montreal,
have let the contract for the erection

of seven cottages to Valmore Saurette.
197 Gait Avenue, Verdun. Approximate
cost, $2,000 each.

Maisonneuve, Que.
In connection with the residences

which are being built for M. & O. Du-
fresne, Ontario and La Salle Streets, the
contract for rough carpentry has been
let to A. Choquette, 170 Bourbonnier
Street, and the mill work to Damien
Lalonde Limited, 1,000 Christopher
Colomb Street, Montreal.

McKellar Township, Ont.
Bower Bros.. 133 Hopewell Avenue.

Ottawa, are building a residence on
Fourth Avenue, estimated to cost $3,500,

and have let the electrical work to E.
Headly, 645 Echo Drive, Ottawa.

Montreal, Que.
F. L'educ, 314 Melrose Street, has let

the following contracts in connection
with the flats which he is building:—ma-
sonry, H. Lachance, 1154 Chabot Street;
roofing. J. Duquette, 266a St. Catherine
Street E.; heating and plumbing, Ernest
Labelle; electrical work, Walter Roy,
.591 Centre Street.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with alterations to a resi-

dence on Peel Street for A. P. Stuart,

27 Summerhill Avenue:—brick, C. L^-
francois. 525 St. Emelie Street; cut stone
work, John Quinlan & Company, Lim-
ited, 4412 St. Catherine Street. West-
mount; roofing, heating and plumbing.
T>, Ducharme & Company. 1995 St. James
Street; painting. W. D. Rufiance, 91 Rose
de Lima Street.

The contract for heating and plumb-
ing required in connection with the resi-

dence being built on Ossington .\venue
by Bower Bros.. 133 Hopewell .\venue.
has been let to Gervin & I-illico, ]095
Bank Street, and the electrical work to

G. W. Matthews, 700 Albert Street.

In connection with the residence be-
ing built on Oakland Street by Donald
Campbell, 6 Driveway West, the con-
tract for plumbing has been awarded to

E. Williams, Glenora Avenue, and the
electrical work to E. Headly, 645 Echo
Drive.

W. A. Cole, 163 Sparks Street, is build-

ing apartments on Russell Street, esti-

mated to cost $7,000. and has let the
plumbing to E. Williams. Glenmore Ave-
nue, and the electrical work to E. G.
Tressider, Third Avenue.

In connection with the residences be-
ing built on Irving Street by John Wil-
son, care of F. Wilson. 793 Somerset
Street, the electrical work has been let

to H. L. Allan, 373 Somerset Street.

The contract for heating and plumbing
required in connection with the bungalow
being built by B. A. Grison. 63 Bank
Street, has been awarded to J. P. Band,
775 Bank Street, and the electrical work
to E. T. Headley, 645 Echo Drive.

Port Credit, Ont.
William N, Allin. 19 Balmuto Street.

Toronto, has been awarded the general
contract for the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $9,000. Architects. Ed-
wards & Saunders. 18 Toronto Street,

Toronto. Stone and lirick construction.

Quebec, Que.
V. R. Lamontagne. Quebec Railway

Building, has been awarded the general
contract for the erection of a residence
on Mountain View Boulevard for R.
Wright. Approximate cost. $3,500.

.Smaller trades will be sub-let.

Spirit River, Alta.
McLean & Company are building a

frame residence for F. McEwen.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Edmonton, Alta.
The City Council propose to extend

their electric and telephone lines to Bev-
erly, the cost to be borne by the Town
of Beverly. Clerk. C. E. Cox.

(Continued on page 50)
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PUMPS

Horlsontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the Univenity of Toronto.

THIS Pump is hydraullcally balanced against end

thrust and in addition has a water cooled thrust

Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may
be operated with guide vanes or without for demonstration

purposes. Oil ring bearings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine
Pumps.

We make pumps of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS' PRODUCTS ARE "MADE IN CANADA"

Write us for prices.

The John Inglis Company^ Limited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada
Ottawa RcprcMntatlve :—J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chamber*

J
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Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones
(Continued from page 48)

Grand Valley, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the construction of a hydro electric sys-
tem, at an approximate cost of $11,000.
Town Clerk, J. A. Richardson.

Sarnia, Ont.
The Town Council and the Hydro

Commission are considering a lighting
system for the waterfront. Clerk, J. D.
Stewart.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The Great Lakes Power Company

have taken over the power department
of the Algoma Steel Corporation, and
propose to develop 30,000 horse-power.
Mayor J. A. McPhail is interested in

the proposition.

Toronto, Ont.
The Toronto Hydro Electric Commis-

sioners, 23fi Yonge Street, will receive
tenders until April 4th for the laying of
cable ducts and constructing manholes
and transformer vaults. Specifications at

office of the Purchasing Agent, 1.5 Wilton
Avenue.

The Commissioners are also having
plans prepared for the following work:

—

sub-station on JeiTerson Avenue, $8,000;
addition to Front Street Station, $6,000;
addition to Stanley Park Sub-Station,
$12,000.

Vancouver, B.C.
The British Columbia Telephone Com-

pany, Vancouver, intend to construct
copper circuits between New Denver,
Kaslo and Nelson, and separate circuits

from Nelson to Rossland and Midway
to Penticton.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Davin, Sask.
The Davin Rural Telephone Company

have awarded the contract for the con-
struction of their system to Brander &
McGuay, Regina, at $8,890. Contractors
require material.

Fires

Albert, N.B.
Residence of Frank Geldart totally

destroyed.

Bromptonville, Que.
Factory of the Model Dress Company.

Loss, $25,000.

Residence of O. Lambert entirely des-
troyed.

City View, Ont.
Residence of John Daoust, Raden Ave-

nue. Loss, $3,500. May rebuild.

Residence of S. Cousineau, Raden
Avenue. Loss, $4,000. May rebuild.

Glencoe, Ont.
Store owned by C. Dean. Main Street.

Loss, about $10,000.

London, Ont.
Work shop at Asylum on Dundas

Street, owned by Provincial Department
of Health. Loss, $5,000. Will be rebuilt.

Moncton, N.B.
Store owned by Duncan Brace, Rail-

way Avenue, totally destroyed.

Montreal, Que.
Factory of the Canadian Rubber Com-

pany. Loss, $50,000.

Quebec, Que.
Bowling alley owned by L. A. Can-

non, 3 Ferland Street. Loss, $10,000.

Raymond, Alta.
Cafe and store owned by Charles Mac-

Carty totally destroyed.

Regina, Sask.
Roundhouse of the Canadian Northern

Railway, Toronto. Loss, about $15,000.

St. George, Ont.
Agricultural plant owned by B. Bell

& Sons. Loss. $10,000.

St. John's, Que.
Furniture factory of D. H. Langlois

& Company. Loss, $16,000. Will rebuild.

and asphalt pavement on Dalhousie St.

Tenders will be called early in April.
Estimated cost, $12,000. Engineer, F. C.
.Askwith.

Miscellaneous

Cottam, Ont.

J. A. Jackson, contractor, is in the
market for cement, weainer strips, lum-
ber, wood paint, asphalt shingles and
screens.

Hurdville, Ont.
James Hardie is in the market for

three saw edger and portable sawmill
machinery, as well as a 40-h.p. boiler.

Kingston, Ont.
The City Engineer, R. J. McLelland,

will receive tenders until 5 p.m., April
3rd, for the supply of 300 tons, more or
less, of refined asphalt, f.o.b. Kingston.

Ottawa, Ont.
Tenders will be received until April

3rd by William Kearns, 110 Wellington
Street, for hardware, lumber, cement and
sand required by the Ottawa Improve-
ment Commission.

Quebec, Que.
The City Engineer, W. D. Baillairge.

will receive tenders until April 5th for the
supply of broken and nnl)roken stone,
sand, deals and nails.

St. Thomas, Ont.
Horton Brothers are receiving prices

on brick, sheet glass, skylights and ven-
tilators.

Westmount, Que.
Tenders will be received until noon,

April 5th, by the City Secretary, A. F.
Bell, on the supply of the following ma-
terials:—cement, sand, crushed stone,
sewer pipe, quarried stone, farm tiles,

brick. Engineer, P. E. Jarman.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
London, Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for supplies:—iron cast-
ings. Owl Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,
351 Glebe Street; gravel and screenings.
G. Alexander, 516 Piccadilly Street; ce-
ment; W. Buchanan, Bank of Toronto
Building; vitrified tile, William Copp, 93
York Street.

Montreal, Que.
The City Council -have awarded the

contract for the supply of 6,000 tons of
refined asphalt to the Warner-Quinlan
Asphalt Company, 745 St. Catherine St.

W;, at $19.33 per ton.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council are having plans pre-

pared for laying creosoted wood block

Late News Items

Iluberdeau, Que.
The hotel owned by O. Duclos has

been totally destroyed by fire. Loss,
$25,000. Owner will rebuild.

Leamington, Ont.
The Town Council have let the con-

tract for laying concrete pavements on
Mill and Erie Streets to F. Sniithson,
care of the Town Clerk, R. M. Selkirk.
Approximate cost, $15,000.

London, Ont.
A. E. Nutter, Dominion Bank Cham-

bers, is preparing plans for two resi-

dences, estimated to cost $8,000 and
$(>,000 respectively.

Montreal, Que.
Alexander McKay, 498 Argyle Street,

is building a block of flats on Addington
Street and another on Minto Street, es-

timated to cost $15,000 each. Contracts
will be let for marble and tiling work.

Napanee, Ont.
The Town Clerk. W. A. Grange, will

receive tenders until April 3rd for sup-
ply of the following materials during the
year:—pine plank, nails, stone, broken
stone, rubble, gravel, cement and sewer
tile.

Ottawa, Ont.
In connection with the erection of an

addition to an office building for Black-
burn Bros., Union Bank Building, the
contract for steel work has been let to
I he Dominion Bridge Company. Sparks
Street. Tenders on painting, heating,
plumbing and electrical work 'will be
called by the Architect. W. E. NofTke,
Plaza Building, Rideau Street.

Port Colborne, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of St. James

Church will be received until 6 p.m.;

April 15th, by the Secretary, E. P. John-
son, or the Architect. C. M. Borter, Main
Street, Niagara Falls South. .Approxi-
mate cost, $15,000.

Regina, Sask.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for supply and installation of

an electrically driven pumping plant at

Bogg Creek to Eraser and Chalmers of
Canada, Limited. 59 Beaver Hall Hill,

Montreal. Approximate cost, $12,000.

St. Andre D'Acton, Que.
The contract for concrete work re-

<|uired in the construction of a bridge for

the Municipal Council has been awarded
to Grise & Houle, St. Christine. Que., and
the steel work and flooring to the Do-
minion Bridge Company, 145 St. James
Street, Montreal.

Three Rivers, Que.
In connection with the factory which

is being built at St. Roche and St. Mar-
queret Streets for the City Council, the
contract for heating, plumbing and elec-
trical work has been awarded to N. De-
chene, 106a Desforges Street, at $13,000.

Whitby, Ont.
Robert Hutchison. Public School In-

spector, will receive tenders until April
15th, for the erection of a residence, es-

timated to cost $6,000. .Architects. Ear-
lier & Tilley, Temple Building, Brantford.
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universally recoj^jnized that some cities have crys-

tallized the movement into an ordinance, making it

unlawful to deposit within the city limits rubbish of

any description. A tonr through any city after

"clean-up week" would convince the most incredulous

that in promoting this movement municipalities have
materially lessened their fire risk and improved their

sanitary conditions. Some of the good results con-

ceded to a "clean-up" campaign are—improvement of

housing conditions, reduction of fire loss, elimination

of unsightly lots, stimulation of civic i^ride, and the

development of the community s])irit in a movement
for improved pul)lic welfare.

Change of Name
The Regina branch of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, recently organized, are considering the ad-

visability of changing their name to the "Saskatche-

wan liranch" so that it may be more apparent that all

members of the engineering profession in that prov-

ince are members of the C. S. C. E. and included in

the organization. The following letter is being sent

out to Society Members throughout the province by
the secretary of the Regina branch and is self-explan-

atory :

Dear Sir:^—Only a few months ago the Members
of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers residing in

Regina and its vicinity followed the example of nearly

all eastern cities and most of our western centres in

forming a branch of our Parent Society here. Dur-
ing its short existence, it has proved a valuable med-
ium of professional intercourse, giving an opportunity

of meeting representatives of our profession in its

many dififerent branches of work.
While it is true that we all belong to one Society,

yet the considerable distance which separates the

members residing in Saskatchewan from the head-

quarters at Montreal prohibits a very active and per-

sonal interest being taken by them in the afifairs of the

Society and therefcrfe decreases considerably the ser-

vice and useTulness of our Society. In order to over-

come this difficulty and to give our members living in

this Province a centre for periodical meetings for the

exchange of their views on various professional sul)-

jects and eventually perhaps for the formation of a

small provincial Library, etc.—it is the intention to

follow the example of the Branch at Winnipeg and to

extend our scope, so as to include all members resid-

ing in Saskatchewan. We propose therefore with the

support of a majority of those members to change our

name into "Saskatchewan liranch."

The vmdersigned Secretary therefore would thank

you to advise him as soon as possible of your views on
the subject.

Sgd. J. H. deStein,

Seer.-Treasurer Regina l>r.

Make Specifications Clear

Recently the Montreal Catholic Schocjl Commis-
sioners rejected a tender for the erection of a school

on the ground that the person tendering was not a

citizen or ratepayer of Montreal. The Montreal
Builders' Exchange has taken up this matter and in a

letter addressed to the Commissioners point out that

the advertisement calling for tenders contained no
stipulation of any kind ; consequently it was e.xpected

all tenders would be considered and adjudged on their

merits. "My board, however," says Mr. I). K. Trot-

ter, the secretary of the Exchange, "were surprised to

learn that at the meeting at which tenders were opened
the question was raised whether certain of the tend-
erers were or were not citizens and ratepayers of the
city of Montreal. I have been in.structed to sugge.st
that in future advertisements calling for tenders, your
board should specify clearly and definitely the class of

contractors whose tenders will be accepted. Should
your board, however, persist in the method I have re-

ferred to the Builders' F.xchange is advised that this

will tend to discourage reputable firms from tendering
on future work, and thus de])rive your board of some
of the benefits to be derived from competitive sealed
tenders. You, of course, are well aware that when
any general contractor submits a tender to your board,
money and time have been consumed in its prepara-
tion, and there is no apparent rea.son why this work
should be done without an op])ortunity being aflforded

of having its merits tested alongside its competitors."
The Exchange asks that in future advertisements the
Commissioners should define more specifically the con-
ditions on which tenders will be considered and ac-

cepted.

Toronto Harbor Work
It is understood that the Toronto Harbor Commis-

sion will spend $700,000 in connection with this sum-
mer's work. The work started by the Government in

Ashbridge's Bay and the Humber Bay will be com-
pleted, and in addition the transformation of the old
harbor and water-front will be proceeded with. An
order-in-council has been passed at Ottawa establish-

ing a permanent headline in the Toronto harbor be-
tween Bathurst Street and a point opposite Yonge
Street.

The plans provide for the establishment of seven-
teen acres of industrial area at the foot of Bathurst
Street, which will be served by 800 feet of dock and
20 feet of water. There will also be modern freight

sheds and factory buildings. In connection with the
extension of the pier-head and bulkhead line, the C.

P. R. and G. T. R. have waived their riparian rights

to water lots between Bathurst and John Streets, and
will join the Commission in application to the Govern-
ment for approval of the new lines.

Edmonton Branch G. S. C. E.

Through the courtesy of the National Electric

Light Association of New York City, the Edmonton
Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers had
the opportunity of showing a series of lantern views of

the Panama Pacific Exposition at their regular meeting
on Friday evening, March 24th. These views showed
very clearly the wonderful lighting efifects secured by
the Engineers in charge of the illuminations at the Ex-
position. The chair w^as occupied by Mr. G. H. V.
i'ulyea. Chairman of the Public Utilities Commission
for Alberta. The Lecturer for the evening was Dr.

J. A. Allan, of the University of .Alberta, who spent

Some four weeks at the Exposition.

Toronto Branch G. S. G. E.

The regular monthly meeting of the Toronto
Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers will

be held in the Chemistry and Mining Piuilding of the

University of Toronto on Thursday, April 13th, 1916.

Professor A. P. Coleman, Ph.D., will give an illustrated

address on "A \^isit to the Mountains of Northern
Labrador."
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Shall I Build Now, or Wait? Comparative
Prices Today and at Outbreak of War

Does it cost more to l)nil(l to-day than it did at

.the outbreak of war? This is the question repeatedly

and persistently asked almost daily of the contractor,

the architect and the manufacturer. Is the price of

materials hij^^her? Is labor dearer? Shall 1 l)nild now
or wait?

This is, in reality, a nK)re complex i)rol)lem than

may appear on the surface and the answer is not

easily found. One of the bif^f^est difficulties is that

conditions vary fjreatly with diiTerent buildinj^s.

Plainly, much will depend on the type of construction.

I'or example, a building in which brick bulks larpe

will benefit more by the low price of that material

than (Mie to be constructed chieHy of stone or steel.

The most ai)parcnt fact of the whole situation is that

the variation in the |)rices of tlie thinj^s that f^o to

make a buildins; has not been uniform. This will

j)robably mean a readjustment of i)lans in many cases.

Quite often, no doubt, it will be found that certain ma-
terial, which ordinarily would be specified, has in-

creased in price correspondingly more than another

material that will serve the ])uri)ose almost equally

well. This mij^ht lead to a re-])lannin|.; of the whole
structure. It is evident then that instead of the

owner ])lanninj^ his building; to-day on the basis of a

couple of years aj^o he will do well to consider the

trend of prices in the meantime and so determine

whether some other type of construction formerly

more expensive may not now have become more eco-

nomical.

The subject of varying prices in buildinij- materials

looms up so prominently on the construction horizon

to-day, and the question is raised so frequently, that it

has occurred to us that ])ossibly a more or less com-
l)rehensive review of the price situation, as it affects

tlie different elements of the building trade, might

l)rovc of interest and value to our readers. With
this in mind we ha\c been endeavoring to collect,

from many sources, during the past few weeks, com-
])arative figures and prices now and, say, a year ago
or at the outbreak of the war. These figures we are

now placing at the disposal of our readers in the hope
that they may prove helpful. 'J'he (piantity of ma-
terial collected makes it almo.st necessary that we
should spread it out over more than one issue. This

week we are dealing more particularly with what may
be considered the coarser construction materials and,

generally speaking, those which represetit the largest

percentage of the cost of building, namely : stone,

i)rick, cement and lime and sand. In following issues

it is our purpose to deal with other more or less

closely associated groups.

Stone

The |)rice ol" building stone and sand is practically

the same as it was in I'>13— if anything a little easier

—

and cpiarry owners re]>ort that unless tlie lalxir situa-

tion becomes more acute they do not look for any im-

mediate advance in prices. The cost of imported

stone iias been increased by the extra war tax. whicii

amounts to three cents i)er cul)ic foot, but this is ap-

parently olit'.sct by the keener competition which is the

result of the slowing up in building operations. it is

a peculiar fact that tlie price of .stone has remained
pvacticalh the same during the last decade, no doubt

due to the imjjroved machinery and equipment for

quarrying which, to a large extent. oflFsets the in-

creased labor cost. Crushed stone al.so stands today
at the same price as at .August 1, 1914. .Approxi-

mately a year ago lower prices, from 10 to 15 per cent.,

were quoted for cru.shed stone l)Ut it has recently l)een

ff)und necessary to re-establish the former prices.

Rubble stone has been unchanged thnjughout.

Brick

Without doubt, of the larger industries, brick has
l)een iiit harder by the war than any other Ixiilding

industry.' The manager of one of the largest brick

works in Canada writes us that their i)rices to-day are
fully twenty-five per cent, less than prices received

I)revious to the outbreak of the war." .\nother man-
ager writes us of a case where brick is being delivered
on the job about two miles from the brickyard at

$7.50 per thousand. This is for a kiln run stock of

brick that would have cost at least $9.50 in 1913 and
lrf)m $10.50 to $12.00 in 1911. It will thus be seen that

l)rices on common brick are away below what they
have sold at for several years. The price of face

l)rick is probably about $2.00 less than at the outbreak
of war.

It must be understood that these are conditions
apparently brought about by many of the works being
(jver-stocked when war broke out and that present
prices result from their determination to keep their

businesses going at almost any ct)st. With any con-
siderable increase in building it is believed that prices

are due for an advance anywhere up to 20 per cent.

.\s there is unmistakable evidence of much greater
building activity this year than in 1915 the advice of

one manufacturer to prospective buyers "buy their

material at once if at all, otherwise thev will be un-
al)le to take advantage of the prevailing low prices"

would seem to be sound and worth heeding.

Cement
The price of cement has varied from constant to

about ten cents lower. One western Ontario rtmi

places the reduction at 15 cents a barrel since the war
liroke out. It is i)ointed out, however, that the de-
mand has been less than half of normal and that this

reduction will not likely hold as soon as the demand
increases. So far as cement is concerned there are
many reasons why building should go forward this

year. In the use of concrete in buildings or else-

where a large percentage of the men on the job are un-
skilled laboring men who. at the present time, need
work and are willing to wt>rk at the same or even
reduced wages. This is probably more true in the
I)roviiice of Quebec than el.sewhere. This means that
concrete construction can be carried out at a lower
price than was ])ossible during l'M3. 1914 or 1915. In
no case have we been quoted an increased price for

cement, though it is frequently pointed out that all

indications are that prices of building materials will

advance owing to a possible scarcity of lab<ir. in-

creased demand for buildings, and the uncertainty of
the price of coal.

Lime

I.ime also has stood at exactly tlie >ame price for
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the last two years. One dealer quotes us 38 cents per

hundred pounds on August 1, 1914, March 1, 1915, and
March 1, 1916. Neither in bulk or in the hydrate
form has there been any increase in price whatever.

It is evident, therefore, that so far as these four

items are concerned building may be carried on during
the present year, providing today's prices are main-
tained, at a cost may be 10 to 20 per cent, less than

last year or the year before. The importance of the

figures discussed above will of course depend on the

percentage of the total cost of the Iniilding which these

four items represent which, as already pointed out, will

vary greatly with the type of building to be erected.

There is evidently no change in price in immediate
prospect, with the probability, in case of any change
at all, that prices will increase.

The Engineer in Peace and War — The
Increasing Value of Trained Men

At a sacred and patriotic concert, organized by the

Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers, held in the Dominion Theatre, on March 26,

Mr. Walter J. Francis, of Montreal, read a paper on
"The Engineer and the War." After a reference to

the relation of the engineer to the normal conditions

of the present day life, Mr. Francis alluded to the part

Sir P. Girouard played in the Soudan and South Afri-

can wars. Col. H. S. Greenwood and Mr. A. F. Stew-
art, both of the C. N. R., also took a leading part in the

Boer war. He proceeded :

"The Right Honourable David Lloyd George, the

Minister of Munitions, in a speech delivered last sum-
mer is reported to have said that the present war is

a terrific contest between engineers of the warring na-

tions. The object lesson so tragically taught by Ger-
many has aroused the other nations of the world to

a keen appreciation of the result of the a])plication of

engineering energy to military purposes. While Ger-
many was, as we all think, so misapplying a great part

of her engineering talent, the other nations had been
devoting their efforts to the development of the arts

of peace. We have been forced to meet the exigencies

of the situation, and to our military engineers and to

the engineers in civil life has fallen the task of over-

taking Germany's forty years of preparation not only
on the fields of battle, but in the workshops at home.
Two of the most eminent military engineers of the

world are in foremost places—Lord Kitchener and
General Joffre.

A Cold, Calculated Programme
"The war is an immense work of cold, calculated

programme. Let us draw an analogy. A building
contractor, let us say, determines to carry out a piece

of work in a certain time. He calls his superintend-
ent and explains what is to be done and when it is

to be finished. The superintendent in turn calls his

foremen and the various interests to whom he looks

for co-operation and assistance. The materials arc

ordered. The laborers and artisans start their work

—

and the work is completed according to the wishes
of the master mind. It is all a matter of mature fore-

thought and cold calculation. There is' nothing of

accident or haphazard trust-to-luck haste. It is all

carefully thought out ahead. The proceedings in the
war are quite analogous, only on a stupendous scale.

Nothing happens by chance. The constant care is to

be in readiness at the necessary or appointed time.
I would not modify my analogy but would point out
that Germany stands in the position of a contractor
with an organization complete and ready, while the
Allies have to be likened to one who may be without
any organization and have to build it up. Thank the

Lord, King Albert and the Belgian engineers and the

engineers of France and the British Navy were partly

prepared, or we should not have the privilege of dis-

cussing the subject this evening.

Lt.-Col. Charles H. Mitchell, G.S.O.

"There was one at least of the Canadian engineers

who specially prepared himself in his spare hours
for the service of his country in time of need, and
I hold in my hand a card received from him not long
since. He is a close friend of a number before me
and an acquaintance of very many not only in Canada
but in Europe—I refer to Lt.-Colonel Charles H.
Mitchell, General Stafif Officer in charge of the Intel-

ligence Department of the Canadian Army Corps in

France. It happens to be a card of felicitation, and he
starts out "All goes well at this end." Later he pro-

ceeds, "The nice feature about my work is that after all

it's pretty much the same in its type as consulting

engineering—in fact is the same if you substitute the

Huns for the forces of nature." Colonel Mitchell's

reference is, of course, thoroughly well understood to

many of you, but for the uninitiated let me explain

that there is a definition of engineering which des-

cribes the engineer as one who deals with the forces

of power in nature. Colonel Mitchell finds that the

process of handling is the same, only instead of deal-

ing with water powers and all the rest of it his prob-

lems are with the enemy. In a letter just received he
says, "It is strange and yet very forttmate what an
analogy there is between this work and my own pro-

fessional work at home. The general character of the

work, hours, life and thought is similar, the assistants

similar and one's activities are quite the same—office

work, reports, analysis, correspondence, direction of

investigations, deductions, maps, outside tours of in-

spection, constant telephone activity—all the same if

you substitute the enemy for the forces of nature.

There is a difference, though. It is seven days a week
from 9 a.m. until 11 p.m." The Colonel goes on "Our
headquarters are in the Hotel de Ville of this little

city (about 12,000 people normally) and it is really

quiet and peaceful if one gets used to the passing to

and fro of thousands of men and hundreds of motor
lorries, motor cars, wagons, and so on, in the day,
and the recent aeroplane activity by the enemy, in

which he has been dropping bombs on various parts

of the town, railway station, flying aerodrome locality,

and not forgetting the cemetery. I had the misfortune
last Sunday to lose one of my best draughtsmen, killed

on the street on his way to a noonday meal." All this

is a specific up-to-the-minute statement from an inti-

mate friend at the front, who went to the front at the
start, won the Distinguished Conduct Medal at Lange-
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niarck and has since been decorated with the Legion
of Hojiour of France.

Railway and Forestry Corps

"Canada is to be coiisratulated on the sj)ecial ser-

vices required of her sokliers. Lil<e Sir Percival Gir-

ouard, Colonel Ramsay of the C'. I'. R., has been called

to the front with a corps of railway constructors, every

man a s])ecialist in a particular branch of railway con-

struction, lie has since been followed by a second
corps, and now other engineering parties are being
called for tt) render special services at the front. One
of the most uni(|uc of these parties is one armed with

broad-axes and recently ins])ected by His Royal High-
ness in this city. In Flanders we can see them per-

forming their task fearlessly and faithfully. Under
the fire of the enemy they unflinchingly construct their

bridges and prepare their highways. With tireless

energy they minister to the needs and convenience of

the men in the trenches. Anywhere, everywhere, their

services are required and the special skill stands them
in good stead, for it must be remembered that in these

bodies of men are artisans of all classes. Let me quote

you some of the classes recjuired by the engineer corps

now being recruited by Captain Charlebois : bricklay-

ers, carpenters, draughtsmen, mechanics, masons,
wheelrights, shoemakers, clerks, drivers, chauffeurs,

saddlers, plumbers and tailors. In this connection you
will doubtless have noted the similarity between these

organizations and the work of the engineer in private

life. To every engineer there are many assistants all

the way through the various grades to ordinary labor.

"The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, of which
the Ottawa branch is such an important part, has

nearly five hundred of its members on the field of

honor, and some have made the supreme sacrifice. We
all congratulate the Ottawa branch on the fact that it

is taking a systematic military engineering course.

The Struggle at Home
"This reference naturally leads me to the fact that

the whole of the struggle is not on the battle fields nor

indeed in Euroi^e. Soldiers must not be without am-
munition. At the t)utbreak of the war nobody in Can-
ada knew how to make ammunition on a commercial
scale. Metal manufacturing industries were paralyzed
by the interru])tion of normal conditions. The Allies

needed shells. The Canadian manufacturers in a body
rose to the occasion and transformed the shops of the

Dominion into shell factories. The speed with which
this transformation was accomplished probably stands

without a parallel in the history of manufacturing. The
Government aj)pointed as the head of a commission an
engineer whose knowledge of the machine shops of

Canada had been gained from a lifetime in the work
following his father and in a few months the shops of

Canada had learned their lesson and were exporting

shells to the Allies. In recognition of his services Alex-

ander Bertram was knighted by His Majesty King
George at the New Year.

"The celerity with which new methods, new pro-

cesses and accurate measurements were put into prac-

tice; is a standing monument to the skill of Canadian
manufacturing engineers. Let me by a few figures

illustrate the transformation which has taken place

in one s)iop alone. Prior to the war this engineering

firm employed about twelve hundred men and had a

daily output valued at about $30,000. To-day the

emplf)yecs number five thousand men and the value

of the daily output is $200,000. It is a signfficant fact

that the President of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, as well as two of the immediate Past-Presi-

dents, are all directly or indirectly engaged in the

manufacture of ammunition.

The Future

"Naturally from the present conditions in Canada
we pass to the thought of the future. When the war is

over and when German militarism will have been
crushed, what of Canada? Already a new word has
been coined in the United States, 'preparedness.' Pre-

sident Wilson recently said 'there may come a time
when I cannot preserve both the honor and the peace
of the United States,' and the outcome of this move-
ment has been the appointment of a consulting board
of specially chosen engineers, composed principally

of the representatives from the five foremost engineer-

ing institutions of the United States, the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Electric-

al Engineers, American Institute of Mining Engineers.

and the American Chemical Society. Its immediate
work will be to make an inventory of the facts neces-

sary to be known to the army and navy relating to

the resources of the nation for the supply of munitions
of war in case of need. The French Republic has or-

ganized a similar civilian board and has raised it to

the dignity of a ministry, 'Le Ministcre des Inven-
tions.' Great Britain has also enlisted the services of

civilian scientists and technologists with a view to the
development of the utmost of the nations' industries

for the prosecution of the war.
"Meanwhile the world struggle is becoming fiercer.

The engineers in civil life must attend to the produc-
tion and the transportation. The mines must be kept
producing the raw materials, and the factories the
finished products. The railways and the steamships
and the motor cars must take them to the front, where
the military engineers amidst the inferno of shell and
machine gun fire are doing their part under the old
motto of the Royal Engineers? 'Ubique,' 'Every-
where,' and continuing the fight led by the stirring

war cry, 'Quo fas et gloria ducunt,' 'Where right and
glory lead.'

"

The Toronto and York Highway Commis-
sion's Specifications for Road Tars

The specifications given herewith are those used by
the Toronto and York Highway Commission, and have
been prepared by Mr. 1-'. .\. James, of James, Loudon
i't Hertzberg. chief engineer of the Commission.

['"or a number of years tar products have been useil

by the York Highway Commission, and these specifi-

cations represent what is considered by Mr. James the
products best suited for urban and suburban road work.

The light tars may be used as dust preventives
where there is a predominance of iron tired traffic.

The medium tars are well suited for blanket cover-
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ing of water-bound macadam roads where there is

heavy rubber tired traffic.

The heavy tars are suitable for bituminous-bound
macadam roads by either the penetration or the mixed
method.
Specifications for Coal Tar Cement for Road Purposes

The following s])ecifications cover the re(|uirements
of the Toronto & York Plighway Commission for 1916
delivery.

The tar products required by the York Highway
Commission will fall into three general grades:—

•

(I.) Light Tars.

(11.) Medium Tars.
(III.) Heavy Tars.

Material

(1) The tar cement shall be a residue of the distilla-

tion of coal tars only, and shall be refined for the spe-

cial |)urpose of making a paving cement.

(2) No mixture of hard pitch with the lighter oils

of coal tar will be permitted.

(3) It shall be uniform in its grade as to its physical

characteristics and chemical composition.

(4) It shall not contain over 0.5 per cent, of water
soluble materials.

(5) The product shall be free from water as deter-

mined by distillation.

(6) The product shall show complete ignition in

UKjre than 0.5 per cent, of inorganic matter.

I. Light Tars

The specific gravity shall not be less than 1.10 nor
more than 1.20 at 60 degs. F. The viscosity tested by
the standard Engler viscosimeter shall not be more
than 250 sec. or less than 100 sec. for 100 c.c. at 104

degs. F. On distilling 100 grams of the material to

?ii7 degs. F. not more than 10 per cent, shall distill

over. On containing the distillation to 600 degs. F.

the residue shall not be less than 65 •grams. This resi-

due shall be a soft pitch at 60 degs. F. If the residue
appears hard it shall be tested for melting point and
the melting point shall not exceed 140 degs. F. by the

1/2 inch cube method in water. The specific gravity of

the entire distillate shall be not less than 1.01 at 60
degs. F. The free carbon shall be not less than 4
per cent, nor more than 12 per cent.

II. Medium Tars

The specific gravity shall be not less than 1.18 or

more than 1.28 at 60 degs. F. The viscosity tested by
the standard Engler viscosimeter shall be not less than
125 sec nor more than 200 sec. for 100 c.c. at 212 degs.
F. On distilling 100 grams of the material, no dis-

tillate shall come over below 328 degs. F. On con-

tinuing the distillation to 600 degs. F. not more than
25 per cent, of distillate shall come over. The specific

gravity of the entire distillate shall not be less than

1.03 at 60 degs. F. The residue from the foregoing
distillation shall have a melting point not greater than
165 degs. F. The free carbon shall be not less than
12 ])er cent, nor more than 24 i)er cent.

III. Heavy Tars

The si^ecific gravity shall not be less than 1.22 or

more than 1.30 at 60 degs. F. The material shall have
a melting point, determined by the ]/i inch cube meth-
od in water of not less than 100 degs. F. nor more than

110 degs. F. On distilling 100 grams of the material,

no distillate shall come over below 338 degs. F. On
continuing the distillation to 600 degs. F. not more
than 15 ])er cent, of distillate shall come over and the

specific gravity of the entire distillate shall be not

less than 1.03 at 60 degs. F. The residue from the

foregoing distillation shall have a melting point not

greater than 165 degs. F. The free carbon shall be
not less than 12 per cent, nor more than 25 per cent.

Delivery

The material will be delivered by the manufacturer,
freight prepaid at any siding in York County at a

|)rice per Imperial gallon (railway weights not ac-

ce])ted). Measurement to be made when tar has a

temperature of 77 degs. F.

Payment
Eighty per cent., thirty days after delivery. The

balance sixty days after delivery upon the estimate of

the engineer. In all cases payment will be withheld

until a certificate has been presented showing the

grade of the material and that it is accoi-ding to speci-

fications. If the material is according to said specifi-

cations said certificate will be supplied within the pay-
ment dates.

I'rice per Imperial gallon :

—

Brand
In carload lots Cents

Cents
Cents

In five barrel lots Cents
Cents
Cents

On the Road Cents
Cents

The Commission is to swee]) the road and later

su])ply the sand.

Name of Company

Address

Location of Plant

The Deterioration of Creosoted Wood
Block Pavements

The following article is based on a ]japer presented
before the American Society of Municipal Imi^rove-
ments at a recent convention in Dayton, Ohio. The
paper contains a collection of data gathered from an
extensive investigation of existing wood block pave-
ments.

Heretofore, discussion of wood-paving block speci-

fications have l)een largely theoretical. These discus-

sions have dealt with the relative advantages or dis-

advantages of straight coal-tar creosote, additions of

refined coal tar to creosote, water-gas taiM, etc.—theor-

ies unsupported by experience and clouded by a gen-

eral lack of knowledge as to what the various terms
meant ; even at the Dayton convention there was a

difference of opinion as to just how to define commer-
cial creosote.

Actual Experience With Creosote Preservatives

A study ul ICuropean specifications for \vo()d-])i"c-

serving oils has likewise shown wide \ariation in re-
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quirements, but at the same time iitiiformly satisfac-
tory results. All these specifications, however, dis-

tinctly require that the oil shall be a coal-tar creosote
derived from strictly pure coal tar. luiropean exper-
ience has further shown that any jijood creosote de-
rived from pure coal tar injected in pi-o])er quantities
into sound seasoned timber i)rotects the timber from
decay for 2.t or more years. The particular ])ercent-

age of nai)htha!ene, tar acids, etc., appears to have very
little to do with results.

The results of examinations clearly show tiiat in

the majority of cases—i)ractically universally—failures

and defects in streets paved with creosoted yellow-pine
blocks could be attributed to improper laying, poor
foundations, omission of expansion joints, want (jf

• proper drainage, etc. Failures caused by decay of

the blocks were far less numerous, and such failures

were usually in com])aratively old i)avements.
Very thorough examinations were made of two

wood-paved .streets in St. Louis, Mo. In addition to
removing many of the decayed blocks a careful exam-
ination was made of the sound blocks in the immedi-
ate vicinity of those decayed. Oil was extracted from
the sound blocks and analyses made, which were com-
pared with the analyses of the oils originally used. On
both streets what are usually known as extremely light

oils were used; one showed evidences of petroleum
adulteration.

The causes of failure in these blocks are laid to one
or more of the following: (1) Insufficient amount of

oil; (2) poor ])enetration. ])articularly of the sapwood

;

(3) use of oil containing |)etrolcum comiiounds instead
of one of strictly coal-tar origin; (4) insufficient ab-
sorption due to high water content in the sapwood

;

(5) use of a very light naphthalene-containing oil, a

large percentage of which had evaporated from the
blocks.

None of the blocks treated with a straight coal-tar

oil showed decay in any of the sapwood which still

contained the preservative, which could not be said of

the blocks treated with the oil containing petroleum.
Similar examinations were made of streets in Tol-

edo, Ohio, which served to indicate even more strongly
than those in St. Louis that the two factors—poor
quality of oil (that containing petroleum additions)

and insufficient |)enetration—had in all probability

caused the failures. The failure of blocks in a pave-
ment in Charleston, S. C, was traced to the use of a

straight water-gas oil and very poorly penetrated
blocks. Efficient penetration depends on the condi-

tion of the timber—its water content and soundness;
on the character of the wood treated ; on the volume of

oil injected; to a slight degree on the character of the

oil used—that is, the percentage of insoluble matter

;

and on the temperature employed during the treating

. process.

In treating paving blocks the absorption and pene-
tration are determined by two factors— (1) The indi-

N idual characteristic of the piece of wood to be treated,

that is, the natural density and the percentage of

water contained in the individual stick, and (2) the

\t)lume of the oil injected.

The densest piece absorbs the least quantity of oil,

the most porous piece the highest ijuantity, when
both are treated in the same charge under the same
conditions. Pieces with high water content absorb
less oil than those with low water content. A charge
into which an average of 20 lb. per cu. ft. of creosote is

injected shows better penetrati(Mi than one in which
only 10 lb. per cu. ft. is injected.

In order to determine the law of penetration for

paving blocks, a number of experiments were made,
using both a solution of coal tar and creos<ne oil and
a straight creosote oil. Five different tests were con-
ducted, each at a difTerent treating plant. In each
case 100 paving blocks, picked at random, were care-

fully weighed individually before treatment. Each
block was carefully numbered for identification.

These 100 blocks were treated in a regular charge,
and immediately after the treatment the blocks were
weighed again, to determine the amount of oil ab-

sorbed. The results of these five tests were plotted

on diagrams. There were two diagrams for each test,

one set showing the variation in absorption in the 100
blocks, without relation to the weight of the individual

blocks before treatment. At the bottom of the dia-

gram two scales were given, the lower one sh«jwing
the number of ounces absorbed, the upper shcjwing the
number of pounds per cubic foot. Individual crosses

were used to show the number of paving bhjcks which
absorbed the quantity oi oil indicated by the figures at

top and bottom.

A study of these charts shnw.-^ that no matter what
kind of oil was used, no matter at what i)lant the

blocks were treated and irrespective of the condition

of the timber at the time of treatment, there was a
small number of blocks in each case which absorbed a

comparatively small quantity of oil. Similarly a small

number of blocks absorbed a comparatively large

quantity of oil, and between these two there were var-

ious degrees of absorption ; but the largest number of

blocks invariably fell near the point which gives the in-

tended average absorption.

The other set of charts shows the relation between
the weight of individual blocks and the amount of oil

absorbed per cubic foot in those blocks. These charts

also show that irrespective of the kind of oil used or

the kind of timber, there is a definite relationship be-

tween the weight before treatment and the amount of

oil absorbed. The denser and heavier the block the

smaller is the quantity of oil which it absorbs. That
there is an important relation between the amount of

oil absorbed per block and the penetration is of course
obvious. Blocks which absorbed only 2 oz. of oil

showed a far different penetration from those which
absorbed 30 oz.

Conclusions from Accumulated Data

The conclusions drawn from all these experiments
and the examinations of actual conditions in the street

are that a thorough penetration of every block is im-
possible, but that a thorough penetration of the sap-

wood is absolutely essential for the preservation of the

block. This can be easily obtained, provided suffi-

cient quantities of oil are used and provided that the
process of injection is properly conducted, irrespective

of whether a straight creosote distillate oil or a solu-

tion of a reasonable amount of coal tar and creosote is

used for preservative.

As to bleeding of newly laid wix)d-bKKk pave-
ments, both the straight creosote and the coal-tar solu-

tion stand on identically the same basis, provided the
method of treatment is faulty. The criterion to be
used in specifying the preservative ought to be only
availability and cost. Hoth creosote oil and creosote
oil mixed with coal tar are available and should be
used. .X reasonable addition of coal tar to creosote is

held to be good i)ractice. but a straight coal-tar pro-
duct free from the admixture of other substances
should be specified.
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Municipal "Glean -Up" Campaigns
Various Methods and
Cities— Organization —

Plans as Employed by U.S.
Programmes— Benefits Derived

The season of "clean-up" is about due. Sj'stematic
spring campaifjns have of late become more and more
popular and are receiving recognition in all parts of
the world. Not only among towns and villages has
the idea taken hold, but in some of our largest cities

extensive work is undertaken each spring to beautify
the streets and parks. Clean-up week is generally set
for some time in April or early in May.

In this connection we are just in receipt of a re-

port, "Municipal Clean-up" by the State Bureau of
Municipal Information of the New York State Confer-
ence of mayors and other city officials. This report
describes various methods and plans adopted by U. S.

cities for municipal "clean-up" campaigns, their or-
ganization, literature used, programmes, etc. As indi-

cating the wide-spread interest among our neighbors
to the south in city cleanliness we print the following
extracts from this report. Many Canadian towns
would, we believe, do well to become more conversant
with this subject.

In 1914 more than 2,500 cities and towns in the
United States took an active interest in "clean-u])
week." As many cities use practically the same plans,
the Bureau has attempted in this report to give only a
resume of the various methods and plans adopted.

That clean-up week docs not mean simply clearing
the streets and vacant lots of rubbish and waste is

shown by the extensive programmes carried out in

most of the larger cities: Committees on fly extermina-
tion, mosquito extermination, vacant lots, school
grounds, parks, back yards, front yards, fences, grass
seed, flower seed, plants, railroad yards, manufacturing
districts, business districts, alleys, public dumps, garb-
age, inspection of tmsanitary conditions, fire preven-
tion, etc., all enter into the clean-up element. Un-
sightly abandoned buildings, old houses and factories

must be inspected and razed
; combustible materials,

wooden boxes, paper, furniture, etc., to be collected

;

chicken yards, stables, and railroad yards with their

litter of scrap iron must all come in for their share of

attention if the clean-up campaign is to be a success.

Propaganda
At the head of propaganda as well as publicity

stand the insurance companies. Thev reach the indi-

vidual citizen and endeavor to get his co-oi)eration in

the movement for more sanitary laws and conditions.

Unlike the press they reach the foreigner, and the class

of people who do not read the newspapers, or at best
only the Simday editions. One insurance company,
which maintains an extensive welfare department, has
ten millions of industrial policyholders in the United
States and Canada. A collector^makes a weekly visit

to every one of these homes, and at the same time dis-

tributes leaflets and circulars disseminating sound
ideas in regard to public and private health.

It is not possible to over-rate the value of the press

as a factor in the clean-u]) movement. Its work does
not stop with the spreading of information both before

and during the campaign, but in some instances has
taken part in the activities. Its colunyis have been
open to everything of a news nature that would ma-
terially assist—news stories, special articles, editorials,

daily programmes, cartoons, advertisements, etc.

AVhile the removal of rubbish is essentially a muni-
cipal affair, it would appear that it has been left, in .

most instances, to civic organizations, chambers of
commerce, women's clubs and school clubs to stir up
the agitation in regard t(3 the collection of it.

Regular Programmes
Some cities have a regular programme for eachi

day, such as paint day, fire prevention day, front yard,
back yard, vacant lot, dandelion day, lawn-making, etc,.,

Although clean-up programmes vary in length from
two days to a month, two weeks is the usual length of
time, and the following is the two weeks' programme: '

I

Monday and Tuesday (fire prevention days): Iil-'
duce all merchants, manufacturers and property own^'
ers to give special attention to cleaning up accumula-t
tions of rubbish out of attics, cellars, hallways, base-
ments and barns. Make a special cfifort to get rid of
ajl material that will cause fire.

'

Wednesday and Thursday (repair days) : These'
days should be devoted to repairing porches, porch fur-

niture, lawn swings, sidewalks, fences, screens and'
screen doors. ,,

Friday and Saturday (paint-up days) : These daysf •.

are set apart for painting porches and porch furniture,
(

doors, windows, screens, etc.
, j

Second Week
Monday and Tuesday (front yard days) : Give spc- ,

cial attention to beautifying lots. Rake off all rub-
bish and clean sidewalks and gutters, plant flowers and
make concerted effort to get rid of dandelions.

Wednesday and Thursday (back yard days) : Clean
yards, sow grass and flower seeds, plant trees, general '

clean-up. .rP

Friday (vacant lot day) : This is the day when peo*^ii

pie living in each neighborhood should help clean upni
vacant lots. ,,

,

Saturday (inspection day) : This ends the campaigi^,.,
and should be given over to public celebration, parades,,
inspection, etc. Usually a parade of school children, .

headed by a band, motors carrying the mayor, super- ,''

intendent of schools and other persons having charg^
of the campaign. '

'^''

(The report here deals with the organization or"
committees by the mayor and the adojHion of a plan of'''

action or procediu'e to be followed bv anv particular*'''

city.)

Publicity
In the Philadelphia campaign the total space de-

voted to newspaper ])ublicity amounted to 14.225 lines,

or 88 full length columns of printed matter, or one
column a day for eleven days in each of the daily

papers. For the benefit of the foreign born the same
information was printed in every foreign newspaper
published in that city. Cartoonists depicted "clean-u|)

week" as a family affair and showed it to be a real

|)Ieasure as well as a necessity. The editorial writers
in a more serious vein urged the necessity of co-opera-
tion and pointed the way to communal benefits to fol-

low.

Cincinnati reports tliat no other factor contributed
to much to the success of the campaign as the news-
paper. B}' giving daily reports of the progress of the
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work duriiifj clean-iip week the newspapers create a
rivalry amonj( the various wards.

('J'he report publishes here a number of sample
bulletins and posters as employed by different cities to

excite public interest in their campaigns.)

Circular Letters

Over the signature of the director of the department
of public works letters were sent to all advertisers, and
every concern known to manufacture, advertise or sell

any kind of an article used for cleaning purposes; busi-

ness men's associations, women's clubs, civic organiza-
tions, theatre managers and real estate agents. The
l)urpose of these letters was to request co-operation
and secure local publicity. Neighborhood meetings,
prize competitions for boys and girls, window displays

and local newspaper advertising, were ideas suggested.

Circulars

Four million circulars printed in five languages, five

municipal dei)artments co-operating, in the municipal
house cleaning in New York City. (Jne ofHcial cir-

cular reads as follows

:

"To every owner, occupant, representative of any
building, ai)artment, room, yard or vacant lot: You
are hereby notiiied to prepare and place within the

stoop line for removal all rubbish and waste material,

from lots, lofts, fire escapes, cellars, yards, alleys, air

shafts, rooms and apartments. Old bedding, rugs,

|)aper, furniture, broken-up boxes and barrels; glass-

ware should be placed in barrels, boxes and bundles.

It is against the law to throw materials in the streets.

Neglect to comply with this notice will result in pro-

secution. The wagons will call at X A. M. Wednes-
day, May 20, l'>14."

Placards

Placards bearing the silhouette figure of William
I'enn majestically swinging a broom over the city from
his dizzy perch on top of the city hall a])iJcared in every

one of Philadelphia's 3,20(J trolley cars. The.se were
placed in the front and rear entrances in such a way
that only the figure was visible from the outside. The
appearance of the black and white sketch minus title or

descriptive matter of any kind was perplexing to the

passengers on entering the car and they would im-

inediateJN' look at the reverse side for an explanation.

They got it in the form of an announcement for the

annual "clean-up week," with just enough information

and advice to be profitable, and most effective. This

same figure was also distributed among the schools,

lil)raries. railroad stations and other iiroininent ])laces.

.M),(K)() badges and blotters bearing sketches and
jingles applicable to Clean-Up week were distributed

among the schools.

School children dressed as little White Wings car-

ried banners with the following inscription, in Toledo:
r.righten up.

200,(XX) 14 X 16-inch show cards, featuring the

figure of William I'enn, and below, the four words,

"Soap, Water, I'aint, Polish."

A large poster, 20 x 30 inches, along the same lines

as the show card, was given space by the posting com-
panies in more than .SOO places throughout the city.

Street cars, elevated trains and platforms are utiliz-

ed in an effort to attract the attention of citizens to

their duty of cleaning their premises:

1. Remember the time—April 25.

2. Help us clean up Philadelphia.

3. Soap—Water—Paint—Polish.

Small leaflets, with applicable inscriptions, dis-

tributed by retail stores on packages.

Motion pictures and lantern slides showing the
ravages of the fly, actual conditions existing from dirt,

etc., have been a large factor in bringing the necessity
for cleanliness before citizens and school children.

Rochester, one of the pioneer cities in the organiza-
tion of the clean-up movement, arranged its publicity

for 1914 thus:
1. The co-operation of the daily press.

2. The exhibition of slides in motion picture

houses.

3. Sending letters to all lodges and orders asking
for co-operation.

4. Printing by the local railways and light com-
panies on the backs of their bills a fire warning. The
same company also displayed similar information on
their electric signs.

.S. Use of the Boy Scouts to distribute dodgers to

householders.
6. The co-operation of the clergy in preaching

proper sermons.
7. Co-operation of the real estate exchange in

cleaning up and keeping clean all buildings which the
exchange have charge of.

8. Inducing manufacturing concerns to print suit-

able copy on pay envelopes.

9. Sending the fire warning in printed form to

cigar stores. ,

10. Arranged that all caps for milk bottles during
clean-up week be printed with a fire warning.

11. .Secured the co-operation of all concerns selling

lire-proof materials, such as cement, asbestos, fire-proof

paint and roofing to advertise heavily during the clean-

up week.
Commissioners of public works consented to allow

posters put on the back of the rubbish wagons and the
commissioner of public safety offered the use of the
big fire engines for the same purpose.

Private Advertising

In all the large cities there is much private advertis-

ing during the clean-up campaigns: In Philadelphia the

regular advertising pages of the newspapers for weeks
ran individual advertisements of department stores,

calling attention to the reduced prices of articles used
for cleaning purposes. The more enterprising man-
agers tried to outrival each other in the amount of

space covered.

Special two-page sections contained nothing but
advertisements on "clean-up week."

2,648 square inches of space were paid for by pri-

vate advertisers, counting onl}- single appearances.
The majority of the advertisements, however, appear-
ed at least three times, and in many cases daily for a
week or longer.

The Metropolitan Insurance Company distributed

150,000 circulars to their policyholders through their

agents, who in making their weekly premium calls

went into the homes of thousands of foreigners and
told them in their own tongue what "clean-up week"
meant and why it was necessary for them to do what
they were asked to do. This work is handled through
the district agents in each city.

Miscellaneous Activities

It is impossible to include in a condensed report of
this kind a full record of the help received from every
source—by means of personal and telephone com-
munications. No record is kept of such communica-
tions. Individuals and organizations all over the
country have accomplished great results which have
not come to the notice of the public through the news-
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papers. It is only possible to give here a partial list

of the workers and organizations taking important
part in these campaigns: The Press, Mothers' Clubs,

Women's Clubs, Federation of Women's Clubs, Y. M.
C. A., Advertising Clubs, Federation of Churches,
Rotary Club, Civic Clubs, City Improvement Associa-
tions, Public Schools, Chambers of Commerce, Paro-
chial Schools. All have done their utmost to make
their cities more livable. Even the City Officials

themselves have not been backward about taking part

in the actual work. In the case of one Mayor it was
said that anyone calling him on the telephone in the

morning during clean-up week would be told that he
was out shoveling.

1. The names of 600 owners of unimproved prop-
erty which required cleaning up were obtained and to

each one was sent a written request to remedy condi-

tions. Approximately the entire number replied say-

ing they intended to clean up, and they did so.

2. The city repainted its hydrants and the gas
company repainted its street lamp posts.

3. The City Commissioners of Mu.skogee, Okla.,

planned to sow Bermuda grass on all vacant lots, and
the committee appointed was to canvass all owners
of vacant lots, urge them to sow grass and keep it

closely cropped.
4. 4,500 tons or 6,136 cubic yards of miscellaneous

waste were deposited at the dump during clean-up

week in Washington. Not only city dump wagons,
but contractors and private teamsters were pressed

into service to haul it away.
5. Brooklyn, divided into 40 districts, cleaned

eight sections a day ; local organizations distributed

150,000 pamphlets printed in three languages; the

Housewives' League posted 22,000 clean store pla-

cards through the city; lectures were given by mem-
bers of the City Departments which were illustrated

by moving pictures and lantern slides.

6. An agitation has been started in Chicago to

clean the roofs of the downtown district, as it is

claimed that most of the dirt filling the air and streets

is blown from the roofs which had not been cleaned

since they were put up. The Street Cleaning Bureau
is considering the complaint.

An Inexpensive Split Log Drag for Maintaining
Country Roads

Any road construction is without permanent value
unless a proper system of maintenance is established.

An earth road, unless well cared for, is sure to rut

and spread because of its soft surface in wet weather.
This is especially true in the spring of the year, when
the frost is leaving the ground. The surface of the

road ruts easily, and unless repaired while still in a

soft condition presents added difficulties later on. A
systematic use of the split log drag at the proper sea-

son is one of the best and easiest methods of efficient

maintenance.

The split log drag is easily and quickly made, and
should be included in every township's road machin-
ery. ' A light log from 5 to 7 ft. long, preferably of

cedar, pine, or basswood, such as can easily be handled
by a team, is split or sawn in halves. Place the halves

parallel to one another, somewhat offset, edges down,
with the flat face to the front, secure them firmly in

this position with three 2-in. oak or elm crossbars,

wedged into 2-in. holes bored in each half. These
holes should be made somewhat above the centre line

to allow the earth being dragged by the rear half to

l)ass under the crossbars. Place two planks about

the same length as the log on the crossbars ; this en-

ables the operator to stand on the planks and regulate

the draft at either end, simply by moving to that end

—

for instance, if he desires to drag some material out

"~a:_i:

Road maintenance with a steel drag.

Details of a simple split log drag.

of the ditch and place it in the centre of the road, by
moving to the ditch end the draft is increased there,
and the other end of the drag sufficiently elevated to
allow the earth to pass under. To fill a low spot or

a mud-hole, step quickly to the opposite end.

The length of the draw-chain also changes the line

of draft ; lengthening the chain is equivalent to putting
a weight on the drag. If the drag is too heavy,
shorten the chain; to remove more earth, lengthen the
chain. Use some sort of catch clevis so that the drag
may be drawn at any desired angle.

The drag may be either built with square ends or
with the rear half offset, so that when the drag is

ilrawn at an angle the ends of both halves are parallel

with the axis of the road. There are arguments in

favor of each design. If the road is soft and the lat-

ter type is used the front half takes all the draft, where-
as if the halves were square and drawn at an angle each
half would take a share of the material being moved.
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Tlie use of a strip cjf steel along the cutting edge not
only gives the drag a better cutting edge, but also pre^

serves the face. J'"asten a strip of steel 2x4 ins. wide
and ^ in. thick along the lower edge of the drag, and
secure with stove bolts t)r heavy screw nails properly
countersunk. Handles on the drag are often a de-

cided advantage.
I'y dragging this implement up one side of the

road and down the other the edges of the log |)lane of?

the ridges and rough ])]accs, drawing the material side-

ways and forward, lilling in the ruts and hollows, and
crowning it rit the centre of the road. Use the drag

when the road is very wet and slushy, or when very
dry. There is an intermediate stage when the earth
sticks and rolls up in lumps. If a clay road is drag-
ged in a wet state a tough, rubber-like surface is pro-
duced. By means of this drag, together with a plow
and harrow, much can be done to create a new road
and keej) C)ld ones in good repair.

The steel drag is also very extensively used in

some parts of the country, and while it may be more
efficient for certain types of roads, it is often too heavy
for a team (if horses, and is not so cheap or easily

handled as the split log drag.

Progress Report, Imperial Oil Building,

Church Street, Toronto
I'^xceiJlionully rapid progress is being made on tiic

new Imperial Oil building, located at the corner of

Court and Church Streets, Toronto. Work on the

new building commenced on December 8, 1915, when
excavations were begun, the foundations being carried

down 22 feet below street grade. Steel erection, in-

cluding all riveting and painting was completed on

Imperial Oil Building, Church and Court Streets, Toronto.

Marcii 31. The contract lor the steel was placed on
December 10, 1915, and steel was on the site ready for

erection in two months' time. The arches were com-
menced on March 13. and are all in as far as the third

floor at the ])resent time. The exterit)r stone work
started on March 25, and will be comiileted on or

about Mav 10. riumbevs, electricians, and steam fit-

ters are alreadv oii the job, and the work is well ahead
of schedule.

The building occui)ies a fiontage ol 7h leet o\i

Church Street, and extends back 115 feet on Court
Street. It is of fireproof construction, steel framework
with limestone exterior walls, and is seven storeys

high, including the basement. The building was de-

signed by Clinton & Russell, architects, and the con-

tract was let to the Thompson-Starrett Company, of

New York.

The exterior of the building will be Bedford lime-

stone, in the Italian Renaissance style. The main en-

trance is on Court Street, which opens into a large hall

leading to the three elevators and tower staircase. The
ground floor will be given over for a banking room and
stores, and will not at present be partitioned off. All

the upper floors will be occupied by the Imperial Oil

Company and its subsidiary companies. The rear of

the building, adjacent to a 23-ft. driveway on the west
side, will be taken up by storage room and display

rooms for the products of the company. In the base-

steel erection, March 31. 1916.
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ment provision is made for a gymnasium, a court,

shower baths, and locker rooms for the convenience
of the occupants of the building".

The interior trim will be most elaborate, the build-

ing being finished in marble with marble mosaic floors

and steel doors and trim. The board room of the Im-
perial Oil Company will be finished in panelled ma-
hogany with ornamental plaster ceiling. Contractors
are as follows: structural steel, Dominion Bridge Com-

pany ; masonry and fireproofing, Witchall &Sons;
steel casings and trim, A. B. Ormsby; plumbing and
heating, W. J. McGuire, Limited; ornamental iron

works and bronze, Architectural Bronze and Iron
Works ; electric wiring, L. K. Comstock Company

;

hardware, American Hardware Company ; elevators,

Otis-Fensom Elevator Company
;
plastering, A. Petrie

;

marble, Missisquoi Marble Company; vaults, J. & J.
Taylor.

Modern Methods of Garbage Collection by
Wagons and Motors

FOR collecting garbage in the larger cities of the

United States many types of vehicles are used.

Most cities are at present using a steel tank
wagon, with either a bottom or a rear dump, de-

pending upon the house treatment of garbage and
whether the system is combined or separate. To be
clean and sanitary any garbage vehicle should be
metallic, fitted with covers, easily cleaned and disin-

fected, and as large as is convenient with the grades
and conditions of the route traversed. Particular at-

tention should be paid to the loading height, which
should be at a convenient distance from the ground
so that the collector can easih' dump the garbage.

Type of Cover

The type of cover is also important. The most
satisfactory type is the light, ribbed roof, arched over
the top of the wagon at sufficient height to give a free

space above the whole of the garbage, and to allow
trap doors in the side of the wagon for emptying cans.

The use of wooden or iron doors is impracticable, be-

cause they do not allow for expansion of the load.

Wooden covers warp, do not fit tightl}-, need repairs

often, and are in the way during collection. Iron cov-

ers are almost universally condemned on account of

their weight and noisiness. Most cities use canvas
covers.

Whatever the type of vehicle, the dumping arrange-

ment should be quick and simple. The bottom dump-
ing wagons give good results, but the}' cannot be used
for town garbage unless wrapped. Many cities suc-

cessfully use a rear dump wagon whicli is tilted by a

hand-turning gear at the front.

Motor Truck vs. Wagon
The use of the motor truck for garbage collection

has not always excited favorable comment in cities.

There are several motor trucks in service in U. S.

cities, but practically all of them are used for hauling
from transfer stations over long distances to the place

of disposal. The general concensus of opinion is that

for distances less than a mile horse-drawn vehicles are

best, while above that a motor truck is most economi-
cal, and that the electrically-driven motors are cheaper
to operate than the gasolene-driven where the haul is

short and many stops have to be made.
St. Louis recently made computations comparing

the existing cost of hauling garbage from the longer

haul distances with mule teams and by tractors. The
distance was seven miles, and the saving in adopting
the motor truck system was $3,500 a year. The Wor-
cester Commission reports that for heavy long hauls

imder conditions where the truck can be kept moving
the motor truck is the more economical. The city of

Seattle hauls its garbage by motors from bunkers to

place of final disposal and claim that they save from
one-fiftli to one-quarter of the time consumed by horse-
drawn vehicles.

New York's Gas-Electric Trucks
The New York City Department of Street Clean-

ing recently made a test on motor trucks and proved
their efficiency over the present system, giving a pos-
si])le 18 per cent, for time lost in hauling, loading, and

iNew \ovk garbage collection One of the 12 gas-electric trucks with trailer.

returning light, as against 43 ])er cent, under the exist-

ing system.
The twelve motor tractor-and-trailcr units now em-

ployed in the model street-cleaning district of New
York cit}^ under the . supervision of Commissioner
Fetherston, are designed to do all the work in that

district, including the collection of garbage, ashes and
paper refuse in the day, the sweeping and flushing of

the streets at night, and the cleaning off of snow in

winter Aside from the multifarious work which thev
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are designed to do and the elimination of all horse-
drawn vehicles in the area in which they work, the
tractors are featured by the use of jjas-electric drive

and by the fact that they haul huge 20-ton detachable
trailers.

Cheapness and Simplicity

The selection of the jjas-clectric type of drive on
the tractors was made for cheapness and operating
simplicity. While the electric tractor was highly de-

sirable from the standpoint of ease of operation, the

fact that each unit has to work 16 out of the 24 hours
every day made its use impossible except by the em-
]iloymcnt of two sets of batteries, because of the mile-

age limitations imposed upon it by the storage battery

equipment. On the other hand, the gasoline tractor

with gear transmission, clutch and spark and throttle

controls was impracticable because of the great num-
ber of stops in collection work, averaging from 60 to

100 per hour, and the subsequent slow acceleration be-

tween stoics, the comparatively large consumption of

gasoline during these periods, and the resulting ne-

cessity for drivers of a higher class.

The gas-electric type of drive, comprising a gaso-
line motor directly connected to an electric generator
whose output is used in motors driving the rear wheels,
coml)ines the desirable qualities of both the purely
gasoline and the purely electric tractor. The mileage

Unloading at docks by electtic hoist.

limitation of the latter is overcome through the gen-
eration of the current by means oi a gasoline motor in-

stead of being taken from a storage battery. The
simplicity of the electric is retained through the elim-

ination of the gearset and the conventional controls of

the gasoline tractor, while the comparatively large

gasoline consumption of the latter, when the motor is

run at normal speed during the many short .stops, is

eliminated by the use of a special device which auto-

matically cuts the speed of the motor in half when
there is no load on the generator.

Governor Devic?

The governor device consists of a solenoid of the

l)lunger type, which is connected in the throttle lever

of the gasoline motor by linkage. It is wired in mul-
tiple across the generator terminal through a contrac-

tor on the driver's controller shaft, which in turn is so

arranged that a slight movement of the controller

handle from neutral position in either direction will

close the circuit, automatically speeding up the gaso-
line engine before the driving motors at the rear wheeLs
begin to draw current. Conversely, throwing the con-
troller to neutral automatically reduces the gasoline

motor speed to half that when there is a load on the

generator.

The solenoid device is lucked to be tamper-proof.
From the moment the gasoline motor is started at the

beginning of the day's work, it is kept nmning without
any attention on the part of the driver, its speed being
regulated by the .solenoid apparatus. All the driver

has to do is to steer the vehicle and operate the con-
troller, which gives five speeds forward and two re-

verse.

Trailers

Periiaps of equal imi)ortance with the design of the

tractors is that of the trailers for the collection of garb-

age, ashes and paper refuse at the same time. The
trailers make use of eight double-decked steel buckets,

as shown in the accompanying illustration depicting

the electric crane at the river-front dump lifting off the

u])per deck. The lower buckets are arranged in two
longitudinal rows of four each, set into the trailer

frame. On top of these are two other buckets with V-
shaped bottoms and side doors. The latter are opened to

permit the men to dump the cans of garbage or ashes
into the eight buckets on the lower deck, the paper and
other refuse collected being thrown directly into the

upper buckets from the sidewalk.

In unloading at the disposal pier, the upper buckets

aie lifted off first, dumped into scows and then .set

down on the pier floor. Then each of the lower buckets

is hoisted out and dumped in a similar manner. They
are then loaded back onto the trailer in the reverse

manner, when the unit is ready to return to its next

point of collection.

Snow Removal

The sweeping and flushing of the streets and the

plowing of snow in the winter is to be done by special

tiailers, but the city authorities have not yet appro-

priated the money for the purchase of these. The
tractors were used to plow snow during the recent

storms, however, by uncoupling the trailers and apply-

ing the conventional front-end plows.

Spring
With the fine weather of the last week contractors

are putting their machinery in shape preparatory to

the active commencement of construction work. The
next five or six weeks will see more excavations com-
l)leted than in the balance of the year. On the foun-

dations depends very largely the life of a building.

They should be broad and deep, going down suffi-

ciently far to reach a good bearing surface, and in any
case should be below the frost-line, (.'oncrete for

footing^^ and foundations should receive special atten-

tion, should be well mixed, and carefully tamped in

the trench to insure the maximum density. Build-

ings built on such foundations will never settle.

The Metals Coating Company of Canada are oper-

ating a detnonstrating Laboratory at 90 St. James
Street, Montreal, for the purpose of showing the highly
efficient method by which metals of all kinds may be
deposited on any surface. This is of particular in-

terest to the sheil manufacturers for building up short

weight shells or covering iron shell clips with copper
or zinc.
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Road Construction and Maintenance
The Different Methods of Construction and Repair of High-
way Pavements—The Necessity of a Good Organization

By W. H. Connell*

A GOOD organization is essential particularly

in so far as maintenance is concerned, as it is

practically impossible to continuously and
systematically maintain pavements and roads

in first class condition, in an economical manner, with-

out a good working; organization built up along the

lines best adapted to cope with the conditions involved

in this important branch of work coming under the

jurisdiction of a highway department. By this it is

not intended to give the impression that the mainten-

ance organization should be separated from the con-

struction, as separate organizations are apt to result

in an overlapping of jurisdiction and a tendency to

shift responsibility, and open up a field for unlimited

excuses as to whether the construction or maintenance
division is responsible for any unsatisfactory condi-

tions that may arise relative to the ])avements. Fur-

thermore, it is obvious that the logical organization to

maintain the pavements is the one that saw them laid

and is familiar with every detail of the construction,

as very often a knowledge of apparently trivial condi-

tions in connection with the construction bears an im-

portant part in the futtire maintenance.

Knowledge of Details

It is the intimate knowledge of the details of both

construction and maintenance, not considered separ-

ately but in their relation to one another, that is so de-

sirable as a future guide in highway engineering; con-

sequently the combination of the two organizations in

one will accomplish far better results than they would
working more or less independently of one another,

each with a limited responsibility. Highway en-

gineering may be considered a specialty, but further

specializing in construction and maintenance is not

logical as the two are dove-tailed and cannot be con-

sidered separately. Every engineer engaged in high-

way work appreciates the fact that there is no such

thing as a permanent pavement for either city streets

or country roads, consequently, in addition to the cost

of construction, the maintenance repair charges during

its life must be included in the final cost and is a most
important factor in the selection of a pavement.

The main and most perplexing problem of a high-

way department, no matter whether the department

be a State, Municipal, County or Town Department,

is, or eventually will be, that of maintenance. If a

large percentage of the roads or pavements are con-

structed, which is usually the case, then the main-

tenance predominates, and in fact it is only in locali-

ties where there are practically no roads or pavfements.

that the maintenance is subordinated to the construc-

tion.

The activities coming under the jurisdiction of the

Municipal and State Highway Departments are not

similar in every respect, but the principal functions do

not diflfer sufficiently to affect the problem in the

main.
A large Municipal Department embracing street

cleaning, collection and dispo?ral of ashes, garbage and
rubbi.sh- and snow removal, together with the general

Chief, Bureau of HiErhways''and Street Cleanine. Philadelphia, before
Third Canadian and International Good Roads Congress.

problems such as construction and maintenance of

pavements, etc., embraces a greater variety of work
than does a State Department, l)ut priiici])ally of a

nature that is essentially maintenance work. Like-
wise in a large State Department, with an active or-

ganization controlling a large area of improved high-
ways, the maintenance problem is more involved and
complicated than in a County or State Department
with a less mileage of jKivements or roads mider its

care, so that the perplexity of the problem increases
not only with the number and variety of activities, but
with the area of the territory and the mileage of roads
and pavements coming under the jurisdiction of the
department. It is, of course, a much simi^ler matter
to coi^e with this problem where the work involved is

such that it can be controlled from a central office,

without delegating the responsibility to divisions and
sub-divisions of the organization. This is especially
true in maintenance work, as there is always a tend-
ency among engineers to be lax in attention to details

of an apparently' simple and routine nature. They are
apt to overlook the fact that it is no trick to con-
struct a pavement, as in supervising this work thc\'

are simply following more or less standard and well
defined principles, where, in maintenance work, there
is no set specification to follow, the success depending
upon attention, to a certain degree, to daily routine
and principally to petty details that present themselves
in the actual physical work, and in this there is an un-
limited field for initiati\e. Persona! experience in

observations of the wear and peculiarities of the dif-

ferent types of pavements and road surfaces is in-

valuable as a guide in research work, as there is not a

pavement today that cannot and should not be im-
proved upon. The difficulty of impressing upon the
supervising force the importance of this close personal
attention to detail in connection with the care of the
pavements is probabh- the most important single fac-

tor in the operation of a large highway department,
and must be reckoned with and especially in these
times when the public are becoming more and more
exacting and virtually demanding that the roads and
pavements be kept continuously in good repair. This
should be obvious to all engineers in charge of high-
way organizations.

Classification of Maintenance

For convenience the different branches of mainten-
ance work will be grouped under the following classi-

fications :

1. Routine Maintenance.
2. General Maintenance.
3. Emergency Maintenance.
Routine maintenance includes such work as the

regular street cleaning in nninicipalities, and the clean-

ing of country roads and gutters, and any other work
of this character that is more or less routine and
should be performed under a definite schedule. The
streets in the thickly populated sections of the city

should be cleaned every day ; in less thickly populated
sections, every other day; every third, and so on until

we come to the country roads which should be cleaned
once a week, once e\'ery two weeks, and some only
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once a month, clependinj^ upon the amount and char-
acter of the traffic wliich largely governs the frequency
with which the cleaning should be done. 'J'hc amount
and schedule of work and the force necessary to per-
form it can be determined u|>on in advance and carried
on in a systematic manner under a regular organiza-
tion, more or less military.

General Maintenance

General maintenance includes repairs to streets and
roads, and involves difTerent characters of work, each
requiring special knowledge on the part of those en-
gaged in the actual performance of the physical work
for which special gangs have to Ijc organized. Stone
block, wood block, and brick repairs, for example, re-

quire skilled laborers who have made a specialty of

this work and are employed under the title of pavers
and rammers; while repairs to asphalt and bituminous
pavements must be performed by men specially trained
in this line of work, in addition to the necessary force
engaged at the mixing plants. Macadam road re-

pairs, the care of earth roads, and bituminous surface
treatments, also require men specially trained, and
while it is desirable to train the gangs for each par-
ticular branch of this work, such, for example, as bitu-

minous macadam built by the penetration method,
waterbound macadam, l)itiUTiinous surface treatments,
and tlie care of earth roads, the three classifications

below are the three branches into which the organiza-
tion is usuall)' divided. Ftirther sub-divisions can be
handled by those directly in charge of the different

classes of work coming under these divisions by train-

ing the laborers ior the ])articular character of work
to which they arc assigned.

1. Block pavement repairs,

2. Bituminous pavement repairs (mixing method),
sheet asphalt, bituminous concrete, etc.,

3. Country roads, macadam, gravel, etc.. bitum-
inous surface treatments, and earth road rei)airs.

This illustrates the difficulty of handling the work
-coming under the heading of general maintenance,
which not only requires sei)arate organizations made up
of men specially trained in the different branches of

the work, but the character and amount of the work
itself is of such an indefinite quantity that it is very
hard to control, and. furthermore, can only be per-

formed in seasons of the year when weather condi-
tions arc suitable, all of which tends to make it difficult

to maintain a good working organization, as is always
the case when men arc not regularly employed all year
round.

The ()rincipal element leading to success in this

work is the application of the theory that "a stitch in

time saves nine." Thi.s not onh- applies to the patching
of different characters of i>a\emcnts. but to bituminous
surface treatments, i>articularly when the treatment
only consists of a i)aint-coat lightly covered with
washed gravel or chips, which is only intended to last

for a year or two. Very often when a treatment is

rc(|uired (tu a road and the performance of the work is

|)ostponc(l for a couple of weeks, the road will deter-

iorate and re(iuire resurfacing, so that it not only ne-

cessitates a more or less flexible organization for the

actual performance of the work, but a very thorough
study of the probable amount of material required,

which should be imrchased sufficiently in advance to

avoid any delay in furnishing the material. This re-

quires in additiiMi to an efficient <iverhead organiza-

tion composed of engineers well versed in the art of

carrying on the work, a thoroughly systematized pro-
cedure suited to bring about the best results under the
conditions to be met.

Emergency Maintenance

The third classification, or emergency maintenance,
consists of such work as snow removal and taking care
of extensive washouts, both of which require an emerg-
ency force, as work of this character must be per-
formed at once and necessitates putting on an inde-
finite number of men, depending upon the volume
of work, usually for only a short period of time. This
makes it necessary for the organization to keep in

touch with all available sources where men can be em-
ployed on short notice.

These are .some of the reasons why the maintenance
problem is the most difHcult one in a highway depart-
ment. Construction work, in the first place, is usually
carried on under contiact and all the cares and troubles
relative to the labor .situation are up to the contractor,
the department requires the contractor to perform a
specific piece of work under definite conditions and is

only charged with the inspection, and the responsibil-
ity of seeing that it is performed in accordance with
the requirements of the specifications. While, in the
maintenance work the burden of the responsibility is

up to the officials of the department not only in so far

as the character of the work is concerned, buj for the
control of the organizations engaged in its perform-
ance.

The details of the difTcrent characters of repair
work including the methods and materials used are, of
course, very important, but nothing like as important
as the length of time that elapses between the origina-
tion of the necessity for the repairs and the perform-
ance of the work. Repairs should be made as soon as
the defects, no matter how slight, present themselves,
and not weeks afterward. The secret of success in

highway work is continuous and systematic mainten-
ance. The up-keep is the real problem. The high-
ways should be patrolled every week and oftener if

necessary, and all defects reported and repairs made at
once.

Patrol and Gang Methods

The general methods employed to maintain a sys-
tem of highways in good condition are the patrol
method and the gang method. The patrol method
usually consists in having a man with a team and the
repair equipment patrol and be responsible for making
repairs to a certain, definite length of highway. The
gang method consists in sufficient gangs being em-
ployed, equipped with all the materials to make re-

pairs where ordered, the difference between the two
methods being that in the first method the man who
makes the repairs also patrols the highways, while the
gang method is dependent upon the reporting of de-
fects being made by special patrolmen, who may be
inspectors, engineers, etc. There is some diflfercncc

of opinion as to the better method, but it would seem
that the reporting of the necessity for repairs by a spe-
cial patrol inspector and the making of these repairs
by a specially trained gang would be the better
method. A detailed description of the niethi»ds of
making repairs to the various types of roads and pave-
ments would ct)nstitute quite a voluminous diKument.
Consequently, it will only be possible to discuss the
fundamental principles.

Dirt roads should be well crowned and drained.
The shoulders should be kept clear, and the drainage
ditches open. Road drags and road scrapers must
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also be used from time to time in order to keep dirt

roads in good condition. An application of about a

20 Beaume gravity road oil once a year will not only

lay the dust, but will help to compact the road surface

under travel and form a sort of crust.

Gravel and waterbound macadam roads should be
well crowned, well drained, and the shoulders and
drainage ditches kept clear. The most effective method
of maintaining gravel and macadam roads is through
the use of bituminous surface treatments. The method
and type of treatment used, however, will depend upon
whether it is to be used for a gravel or macadam road

and the character of gravel and stone used in the con-

struction of the respective types of roads. On other

classes of roads and pavements, such as bituminous
pavements by the mixing and penetration methods, ce-

ment concrete, brick and stone block pavement, it

is also important to keep the roads well drained, the

shoulders clear, and the drains and ditches open.

The methods of bituminous surface treatments used

on the City of Philadelphia suburban and country

macadam and dirt roads are as follows

:

Suburban and Country Roads

The suburban and country streets and roads re-

ceive bituminous surface treatments of the character

best suited to the respective roads, which are selected

only after making a study of the type of construction,

the traffic and social and local conditions in each in-

stance. Generally speaking, two methods of treat-

ment ai^ used on the roads. For convenience they

are divided, first, into bituminous surface treatments,

intended to eliminate the dust nuisance and preserve

the roads, and secondly, a cheaper method of bitumin-

ous surface treatment, used simply for the purpose of

laying the dust on macadam, cinder and dirt roads,

and not intended to preserve the road to any great

extent.

The first method of treatment is u-sed only on

macadam roads that have been put in good condition,

as it is a waste of money to put a high class bitumin-

ous surface treatment on a road that is full of ruts and

pot holes and not properly .shaped up.

The bituminous materials used in the City of Phila-

delphia consist of coal tar treatment, hot application,

known as Tarvia A, coal tar treatment, cold applica-

tion, known as Tarvia B, water gas tar treatment, hot

application, known as Ugite No. 2, water gas tar treat-

ment, cold application, known as Ugite No. 1, and

asphalt cut-back treatments which consist of a mixture

of 60 per cent, to 65 per cent, of 80 to 100 penetration

asphalt, conforming to specifications adopted by the

Association for Standardizing Paving Specifications at

Pittsburgh in 1913, and 35 to 40 per cent, of 53 to 60

commercial naphtha. All of these materials are applied

in quantities ju.st sufficient to paint the road and to

avoid possibilities of building up a pad. In other

words, the purpose is simply to have a film coat of

bituminous material on the surface of the road and to

re-treat the road as often as is necessary to maintain

the film coat, and in this way eliminate the pushing

and rolling under traffic, which occurs with bitumin-

ous pads.

Method of Application

The method of applying these bituminous mater-

ials, when the road is in proper condition to receive

such a treatment and the material to be used on the

respective roads has been selected, is as follows : The
roads are first lightly sprinkled with water and then

swept with a horse-drawn broom. They are then

swept with hand brooms until the surfaces of the stone

are free from dust. This sweeping, however, should
not be done in such a manner that the stone dust or

binder will be removed from between the stones. The
bituminous material is then applied with a i)ressure

distributor at a certain rate per gallon which \aries on
different roads, depending upon their condition, and
also whether it be a first, second or third treatment.
The bituminous material is then allowed t(3 remain on
the road for about twelve hours or over night, after

which fine washed gravel

—

Passing Yz inch screen 100 ])er cent.

Passing No. 4 screen 50 to 60 per cent.

Passing No. 6 screen 20 to 30 per cent.

Passing No. 10 screen not over 10 per cent.

is spread over the road at the rate of 13 to 18 ])ounds

to the square yard, depending up(jn the amount of

bituminous material applied. In some cases clean

trap rock chips passing a .)^-inch ring and maintained
on a 3/^-inch ring are used.

The theory of using fine washed gravel in place of

stone chips is two-fold ; first, to use a covering that

will grind up and pulverize before the bituminous ma-
terial has set up, and thus incorporate with it and build

up a pad, such as is the case with the stone chips as

they pulverize very quickly under any appreciable

amount of traffic ; second, it only contains 10 per cent.

of the fine sand and the pebbles constituting the rest

of the material are so hard that they do not grind up
and pulverize for from three weeks to two months, de-

pending upon the traffic. The process of pulverizing is

so slow that the fine material is washed off the road
after each rain, thus doing away with the necessity of

sweeping the road to eliminate the dust, which is ne-

cessary where stone chips are used.

These treatments last for a year and have proved
to be not only the most economical method of pre-

serving roads of this character, but the cost is less

than the cost of sprinkling with water provided the

roads are sprinkled three times a day and this, by
the way, is not sufficient to lay the dust, and. of course,-

it must also be understood that the sprinkling with

water will not preserve the roads under automobile
traffic.

Use of Asphaltic Oil

The second class of treatment generally used con-

sists of asphaltic road oil from 18 degrees to 23 de-

grees Beaume gravity. This material is ap])lied to

all of the macadam roads that are not in fit condition

for the first-class bituminous surface treatment and
to all dirt roads, and is applied at the rate of 2/10 to

54 gallon to the square yard. On some roads, de-

pending upon the amount of traffic and whether or not

the road is shaded, it is necessary to treat the road in

May and treat it again in September. Such roads,

however, are the exception. In most cases this

method of treatment will last for one season. The
roads as a rule are not swept before the application,

nor is any covering put over this bituminous material,

as it is applied in such small quantities that there is

scarcely any necessity for covering. The purpose in

putting on this small quantity is to insure its disap-

pearing from the road before the winter sets in, in

order to avoid the mushy condition that prevails when
there is too much oil on the road in this season of the

year.
^"^

The paint coat method of tar bituminous surface

treatments on first-class macadam roads has been a

success for seven or eight years in this country, and
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it has also been used to a very fjreat extent for a mini-
ber of years in ICnp^land.

'I'he asphalt ciil-hatk paint coat treatments arc
somewhat new, and have been larj^ely developed in

Philadelphia during the last four years. The suc-
cessful results in Philadelphia have led to its use in

other localities in the cast this year, notably by the
Highway Deiiartincnt of the State of Pennsylvania,
where a lari;c niilcige of roads have been treated using
this method.

The asphalt cut-back bituminous, surface treat-

ment, was evolved through research work carried on
with a view to linding some way to utilize an asphalt
in the paint coat metliod of treatment which had been
so successful with the tars. In order to do this, it

Was necessary to use a comi)aratively stiff asphalt so
that it would set up cpiickly on the road. This ne-
cessitated cutting back an asphalt of about 100 per
cent. |)enctration with from 35 per cent, to 40 per cent.

of najihtha. The purpose of the naphtha is to make
the material of such a consistency that it can be a))-

|)lied to the road when it is moderately warm. in

other words, the naphtha simply acts as a carrying
agent and after it has done its work, it evaporates and
leaves the iiainl coat of asphalt on the road.

This material has proved to be a success under a
four year test, re-treating, of course, every year or
two, or as often as is necessary, as is also the case with
the tars.

The methods of bituminous treatments (k'scribed.

however, are not applicable to all conditions. The
roads treated must be built of comparatively hard
stone, and the traffic conditions must be taken into

consideration.

Range of Application

The method of bituminous surface treatment de-
scribed for macadam roads built of hard stone and in

good condition can also be used on gravel roads con-
structed of materials similar to what is commonly
called Poughkeepsie gravel, which consists of large

and small sized stones with tine gravel for a binder.

Where the gravel is composed of any appreciable
amount of clay, this method of treatment would not
give very satisfactory results. The dust layer re-

ferred to, however, would benefit such roads to a ct)n-

siderable extent. In discussing these bituminous
surface treatments it will be noted that great stress

has been laid on a paint coat or film coat tt) be re-

newed each year or so, or as often as necessary. The
object of this i>aint coat or film coat is to avoid the
formation of a ])ad, but where the road is built of soft

stone that would naturally be affected more by traffic

liian would the hard stone, this paint coat or film coat
would not be satisfactory. In such cases, it would
be necessary to use a larger amount oi material and
build up a Ys to X'-i"^"'i P^'d. It is practically imini.s-

sible to give any general description for bituminous
surface treatment work that will api)ly to all condi-
tions, but there is no road that cannot be benehted by
the ai>plication of bitimiinous surface treatments. It

is, however, very important that all the details of the
cleaning, etc., previously described should be given
very careful attention, and the roads should be re-

treated before they have gone into a condition of bad
repair. After these re-treatments have been applied,
that does not mean that they will not require any at-

tention until the following year. Some roads, of

course, will not require any attention until the time for

the re-treatment, but a great many of the roads where
the traffic is heavy will require patching all through

the winter. The methods n.sed in patching these bitu-
minous surface treated rf)ads in Philadelphia arc as
follows: Where the surface treatment has worn off in
si)ots and there is likelihood of a pot-hole forming,
the road is j)ainted with tar used for c<»Id treatments
or asphalt cut-back, depending upon the character of
material the road was originality treated with, and
chips or gravel spread over the area of the surface,
that has been painted. Where pot h(»les have formed,
a mixture of •>4-inch stone and a heavy tar .-iomcwhat
similar to Tarvia A or an asphalt of about 100 i>enc-
tration is placed in the hole and tamped, and dry
gravel or chijjs spread over the surface. This can be
done by heating the tar or asphalt on the road and
mixing it with the stone. P.ut a more effective and
better way to handle this kind of patching is to make
up a mixture of the tar and stone and the asphalt and
stone and place it at different locations along the line
of the -sy.stem of highways. P>y the u.se of a suitable
mixture of asphalt or tar cut back with naphtha, it is

|)ossiblc to prepare large quantities of patching ma-
terial which will not set up so that it cannot be re-
handled and used for repair work during the winter,
without the neces.sity of re-heating. This is known
as the cold mixing method of patching bituminous
macadam and bituminous surface treated roads. Such
materials as Amiesite and Bicomac are also adopted
for winter patching and have given very satislfactorv
results. The main point that should be. and has bceii.
brought out in connection with repairs to roads and
pavements of all de.scriptions is to make the repairs
I)romptly when there is the slightest indication of the
necessity for repairs, and thus avoid pot holes in the
country roads and necessity for making extensive re-
pairs to roads and pavements of all descriptions.

Now that you are building a large mileage of high-
ways in Canada, it will not be long before vour main-
tenance problem will predominate as it will be looming
up larger each year, and you have a splendid oppor'^
tunity to avail yourself of the experience gained by the
failures in other localities where there has been a great
deal of highway construction. In conclusion, it will
not be an unfair statement to say that the failures in
highway construction have been very much exagger-
ated. The trouble has been principally, however, the
failure to maintain the rr>ads and pavements after their
having been constructed.

Trade Inquiries
Names and address may be had on application to

the Department of Trade & Commerce, Ottawa.
260. Reinforcing rods for concrete construction—

A New York firm of exi)orters desires to be placed in
touch with Canadian manufacturers of reinforcing
rods for concrete construction for shipment to Grea7
Britain and Indian ports.

271. Wire.—In 22K'. 2.^ and 24 gauge. Quota
fions for ten tons c. i. f. Glasgow.

*

273. Boiler tubes.—Either lap-welded or sohd
drawn. A Glasgow firm is prepared to receive quota-
tions for the above.

277. Scrap-iron.—A Glasgow firm wishes to im-
port heavy wrought-iron scrap, used iron or steel
railway axles, shipyard steel scrap.

27S. Steel wire, nuts and bolts.—.A large Glasgow
concern, at present importing from the United States,
will be pleased to receive quotations for bright, mild
steel wire, bright hexagon and square nuts, smallbolts
etc. Would prefer to give Canada preference.
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The Use of Vitrified Clay Segment Blocks

in Sewer Construction
By J. M. Egan. Jr.. C.E.*

At the present time, there are (.)ii the market two

vitrified sewer blocks of different design, one being

a single-ring block and the other a two-ring block.

The single block has a ship-lap joint on the ends and

a tongne and groove joint on the sides, while in the

donble block, the laps and joints are made in the

construction of the sewer and the blocks are placed

one on top of the other as in a two-ring brick sewer.

The blocks are hollow longitudinally with web braces.

They are made for sewers varying in size from 30 to

108 inches in diameter, and according to size, weigh

from 40 up to 120 pounds, are 18 and 24 inches long,

are from 9 to 15 inches wide, and are from 5 to 10

inches thick. Short lengths are also made for con-

venience in construction and for use on sharp curves.

.Special blocks are also made for connections and

junctions and consequently this type of sewer is as

flexible as any pipe, brick, or concrete sewer. The
blocks are also made for use in egg-shaped sewers, in

which case, an extra heavy base block is furnished.

Excavations

In constructing the sewer with the blocks, the

method of excavating the trench does not vary from

methods used in constructing sewers of other types.

If the soil excavated is stiff enough to permit, the

bottom of the trench should be shaped to conform to

the outside of the sewer, thus forming a good founda-

tion and eliminating excessive tamping. A template

may be used to procure this shape as well as a means

of guidance for laying the blocks. The first block is

laid in the centre of the trench to line and grade and

the blocks comprising the invert are laid to it. As the

blocks of the invert are laid up, care in back-filling

behind the blocks must be practised. The joints, both

end and side, must be mortared about Ya, in. thick,

and the blocks must be laid broken or staggered. The
joints of the invert may be pointed up as they are

laid. Careful tamping on each side of the spring line

behind the blocks will give much added strength to

the sewer and this tamping should continue to the

second course above the spring line. Wooden forms

are used for the arch and are usually placed a little

bit higher than the required diameter in order to allow

a little wider space for the key block. The blocks are

.then laid up on either side of the form, the key block

finally inserted, the form immediately removed, and

the arch will then settle into place and form the cor-

rect diameter. Back-filling can then be started at once.

In laying these blocks, experienced bricklayers are not

needed, as the ordinary pipe layer can soon pick u])

the art of laying the blocks. If wet and quick sandy

conditions prevail in the trench and sheeting is neces-

sary, it must be driven low and cut off and left in the

trench below the s])ring line. In cases where steel

sheeting would be used, very careful backfilling must

be resorted to and as the sheeting is slowly pulled,

water flushing must be carried on as it is very neces-

sary that a good bearing be given the invert. In cases

where the soil conditions in the trench bottom are very

bad, planks may be laid under the first block or a cradle

may be used for holding the first few blocks. How-
ever, there are no disadvantages in using the block in

Before Illinois Society of Engineers and Surveyors.

bad trench work not encountered in using other ma-
terials and it is claimed by .S(jme of the engineers that

have used them in bad trench conditions, that they are

to be i>referred to any other tyi)e of material.

Cost

The cost of laying the blocks, of course, varies with

the efficiency of the contractor and his organization,

and with the varying labor conditions. It should not

exceed 1 cent per inch in diameter of the sewer per

lineal foot; this to include labor of laying, cost of

mortar, and backfilling up to the sjjHng line. The cost

of the block is moderate and has the advantage over

the large sewer pipe in that it takes a smaller freight

rate, the breakage in transit is exceedingly small, and

the cost of handling from cars to trench and in the

trench is low as it is easily a one-man job. The cost of

the block sewer complete is undoubtedly lower than the

cost of either the brick or reinforced concrete sewer,

and on account of its lower coefficient of friction, small-

er sewers may be used with as good results as larger

sizes of the other two materials with a consequent

lowering of cost. There is only 7 per cent, of surface

exposed to the jointing material in the block sewer as

against 28 per cent, in the brick sewer, and the highly

glazed impervious block is certainly superior to the

ordinary sewer brick. Good speed in construction can

be made and it is not necessary to have much trench

open ahead o{ the block laying and, as mentioned be-

fore, backfilling can be done as soon as forms are

lowered and the work cleaned up generally as it pro-

gresses. All of these points tend to lower the cost of

this type of sewer with the advantage of giving a more
efficient structure.

Good connections can be made between segment
block sewers of different size as well as between seg-

ment block sewers and ])ipe lines. The segment block

sewer can also be adjusted to fit sharp curves with

very Httle loss of efficiency. Special blocks are made
for the small connections with the pi])e molded to the

block and in the large sizes, four or six adjacent blocks

are so molded in the manufacture to permit of the

entrance of the large pipe and thus saves any cut-

ting or chipping of the block on the construction

work.

Adaptability of Segment Blocks

These blocks, while being particularly adapted for

use in constructing storm and sanitary sewers, are

also coming into use as outlet drains for large farm

drainage projects instead of small open ditches. They
can also be used for service tunnels as well as for

highway culverts. Sewers of vitrified clay segment
l)locks have been constructed during the past few years

in many large cities.

Both internal hydrostatic pressure an<l loading tests

Iku'c been carried on in comiection with this type of

sewer and the rcsidts of these tests may be obtained

from the manufacturers and testing laboratories, it be-

ing enough to state here that the strength of the blocks

have proven ample and sufficient for the use for which
they are made. Examinations of segment block sewers

have been made after they have been in use for some
time and the reports are that they are in good shape.
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New Steel Bridge, Trenton
Siil).sl;intial |)roj<rcs.s is beinj; iiiacie on tlic new steel

brid^'c over the Trent River at Trenton, Ont. This
structure will rcjilace an ol<l covered-in' wooden cause-
way with a liK'it steel swinj; span, and is beinj^ built

on the same site as the old bridge.

The substructure was commenced early in October,
1915, and, favored with mild weather, excellent pro-
j^ress was made, considerins^ the obstacles to be over-
come in ])lacin}j the concrete piers in 16 to 18 ft. of
water. Due to the fact that this brid.y^e oflfers the

The Old Bridge at Trenton, Ont.

only means uf communication between the eastern re-

sidential section and the western business section, the
erection of the superstructure was held up. due to mild
weather in January, until traffic could be maintained
over the ice. Steel erection commenced on Jaiiuar)'

15, and was com|)]cted in forty days, includiui;- lost

time.

The total len<;th of the bridge between abutments
is .560 ft., which includes three fixed spans 119 ft. cen-
tre to centre of pins, and one .swinj;^ .span 200 ft. centre
to centre. There is a 24-ft. 'roadway between trusses,

and two 5-ft. sidewalks. The floors on the fixed spans
are concrete, while a double wood floor is i^laced on the
swinjj^ span. 'J'he cajiacity of the bridtje is s^iven as
twenty tons on two axles with 10-ft. centres. The
swing span is operated either by hand or by electricity.

'J'he general contract for the entire structure was
awarded to the Ontario Bridge Company, Limited. A
more detailed descriptitin will he furnished on com-
pletion of tlie work.

Regent Theatre, Montreal
The Regent Theatre is the latest addition to the

suburban moving picture houses in Montreal. It is

situated on Park .Avenue, in the nortii end of the city,

and is by far the best c(|iiipped of any similar jilacc of
amusement in Montreal's outlying districts. The
dimensions arc—frontage .50 feet ; depth 104 feet ; and
height 60 feet. The building is of reinforced con-
crete on the Kahn system ; the roof is of 48 in. steel

girders, while the span of .=^0 feet is without intermed-
iate support, thus giving an uninterru])ted view of tlie

stage. The front portion of the theatre is faced with
terra cotta, with just sufficient ornamental detail to

emphasize the lines and proportions.

On entering the foyer, which is lined with marble
and has a vaulted roof, there are two marble stair-

ways on the right and left landing to the gallery which
gives accommodation for about 500 ]>eop]e. Two

wide stairways, with stone steps, provide entrance-
ways to the seats. The front section oi the gallery
constitutes the family circle, fitted with ca.sy chairs and
.sej)arated by brass rails from the position. Between
the main floor and the gallery is a me/zaninc flo<jr,

above the entrance, on which is .situated the hoard
room and secretary's office. The auditorium has
three aisles, and has accommodation for nearly 70()

spectators. Under the overhang of the gallery is a
vaulted dome, with concealed lighting in the ceiling.

Two small flights of stairs give access to the boxe.s on
either side at the stage end. The internal plaster de-
tails were designed by Mr. Hubert Tompkins of Mon-
treal. The walls and ceilings are panelled and de-
corated in green, cerise, and (jld gold, with the glare of
the lighting softened with green and amber leaded
glass shades.

The main heating and ventilation c(|uipment is

situated in the basement, the system being designed
by Mr. Fred Hoadlcy, of Montreal. The blast sys-
tem of ventilating is used with an exhaust fan on the
roof. Heat is provided by two low pressure steam
boilers.

The building is made as fireproof as is practicable;
there is very little lumber used, all the flo<jrs being
either of concrete or terrazzo, and the stairways of
marble or stone.

The architect was Mr. D. J. Crighton, of .\fontreal.

who designed the theatre for the Independent .Amuse-
ment Company.

The general contractors were the Nicholson Con-
structions, Limited, Montreal, and the sub-cf)ntractors :

structural steel. Structural Steel Company, Montreal;
roofing, Douglas Bros. ; heating and ventilation. T. H.
IIiggin.son, Limited. Montreal

; plumbing. John A.
Gordon, Montreal

;
plastering, Geo. H. Knott and Com-

pany, Montreal; painting, Castle and Son, Montreal;
ornamental iron work, Union -Architectural Iron

New Steel Bridge complttrd March 9lh.

Works. Montreal ; lighting fixtures and marble and tile

work, the Robert Mitchell Company, Montreal; wir-
ing. I'hili]) Lahee and Company.

List of Manufacturers for Russia
The Russo-British Trade Exchange. Limited. 16

Regent Street. London. England, recently published in
book form a list of English manufacturers, which has
been distributed throughout Russia. This Exchange
now announces that a .similar b(X)k covering Canadian
manufacturers is in course of preparation, and that in-
formation may be obtained from the McCann .Adver-
tising Agency, Toronto.
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Paid Visit to Battle Front Hudson Bay Railway Progress
Mr. E. A. Diinlop, M.L.A., of Pembroke, was the The total expenditure on the Hudson Bay Railway

Ruest of the Canadian Society of Civil luigineers at and terminals to December 31st, 1915, was $13,465,304,
a luncheon in the Russell house, after which he gave according t(j a statement ])v Hon. Dr. Reid, made up as
a very interesting address on his recent trip to the follows :

—

western l)attle front. General expenses, engineering, etc $ 721,974
Mr. Dunlop while at the front was the guest of 1-e Pas bridge and terminals 388,172

the Canadian Army Headquarters stafT and thus had ^-e Pas Thicket Portage

:

special opportunities of observing the organization On contract account $3,229,994
and condition of the British Army, and more parti- Rails, bridges, etc 2,680,8%
cularly the Canadian troops. The speaker graphically 5,910,890
described his trip across the English channel in a tor- Thicket Portage to S])]it Lake Junction. . . . 1,661,291

pedo boat destroyer and the organization the British Split Lake Junction to Port Nelson 1,815,869
navy has for protecting the channel. In describing r'ort Nelson terminus 4,977,208
the very efficient measures taken at the front to look The length of the line frt)m Le Pas to Port Nelson
after the welfare of the men in the trenches the >s 424 miles, and the road has been graded to mile 378.

speaker paid a very high tribute to the efficiency of Steel has been laid, including sidings, to mile 242, at

the engineering service. which point erection is proceeding with the Manitou

r^ T7
Rapids bridge over the Nelson River. This work, it

Work of Canadian C. E. is expected, will be completed in April when track

The work of Col. Mitchell, a member of the Can- work will be resumed. The track is surfaced to mile
adian Society of Civil Engineers, and head of the Can- 225. The telegraph line keeps pace with the steel and
adian Intelligence Department, was specially men- has now been laid to mile 242.

tioned. Mr. Dunlop had the unique experience of The work is divided into three sections, and all

entering front line trenches during daylight, and on three contracts are held by J. D. Mc.^'^rthur and Corn-
Hill 63 he had an opportunity of seeing the German pany. On section 1 $3,229,994 has been expended
trenches as well as portions of the ground held bv to date, on section No. 2 $1,602,300, and on section No.
them. Mr. Dunlop contrasted the view taken by the 3 $1,865,795, a total of $6,698,089. The total value of

people of France with the people of England and Can- the work under contract is estimated at $9,629,605.

ada. In France the old men and boys and the women During the coming summer the track will be carried

are doing all the work keeping the roads repaired, etc. forward to the second crossing of the Nelson River at

In Paris places of amusement are all closed, hotels. Kettle Rapids at mile 332. Here there is a large

etc., are turned into hospitals and all privately owned bridge to construct and it is not expected that track
automobiles are given over for war purposes. work can proceed beyond this point until the spring

The Need for Economy

In conclusion Mr. Dunlop particularly pointed out Mr. D. H. McDougall
the absolute necessity for every one in this country '

>

to economize and give up all unnecessary luxuries in ^r. D. H. McDougall. the newly-appointed general

order, not onlv that the cost thereof may be .saved, manager of the Dommion Steel Corporation, has

but that the labor used in the production of same may achieved his present position by dint of unremitting

be utilized for the production of munitions and other '^bor, by tactfulness and courtesy under the most try-

defensive purposes. '"& circumstances, and by a most characteristic

The meeting was presided over bv Mr. John Mur- '"°t.t^ ^Vt t-> n i r-i t^ xt

phv, chairman of the branch. A very hearty vote of . ]^'- McDougall was born in G ace Bay, Nova

thanks was moved by Mr. C. R. Coutlee and seconded ^'^"^r f?u
^"""'- 7'^ the Dommion

bv Col. Anderson, after which Sir Mackenzie Bowell,
^""^^ Company and the Dominion Iron and Steel Com-

,

the veteran Canadian .statesman, made a short address If"^ ^'"'^^
^,

^°y- The new' general manager entered

in which he impressed upon the members the neces-
^'^^ ""'^^>' ^.^^^ °^ ^'^^ Coal Company afterwards jom-

sity of everyone contributing his share to the defence '"- the engineering staff of the Stee Company. He
of the Empire spent several years m the employ of the New York

Central as an assistant engineer, coming back to the
Steel Com{)any to become field engineer. Mr. Mc-

The Town of Mount Fore,st, Out., have just Dougall was then appointed as superintendent of mines

awarded a contract to the Turbine Equipment Com- 'i"^l quarries in charge of the Steel Company's ore and

panv, Toronto, for one million Imperial gallons a dav hmestone mines, and the general provision of raw ma-
De "Laval centrifugal pump, to be operated by a 50 terials. In the beginning of 1910 Mr. McDougall was
h. p. Canadian Westinghouse motor. This equipment appointed as assistant general manager of the Domin-

will be installed in the Mount Forest Waterworks! "'" Coal Company, Mr. M. J. Butler being at that time

pumping station. general manager of the Dominion Steel Corporation.
On Mr. Butler's retirement from this position, Mr. Mc-
Dougall was appointed general manager of the Coal

Mr. Ernest McCullough, for many years a well Company, having throughout also retained his position

known consulting engineer who has specialized largely as superintendent of mines and quarries of the Steel

on reinforced concrete design and construction, has re- Company.
cently become identified with the Portland Cement Mr. McDougall's position now involves direction

Association, 111 West Washington Street, Chicago, of the coal mines at Glace Bay, and at Springhill, of
Mr. McCullough will be known officially in his new the Steel Company's operations in Sydney, of the ore
connection as Chief Engineer, Fireproof Construction mines at Wabana, the limestone quarries at Marble
Bureau. Mountain and Georges River, C. B., at Port-au-Port,
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Newfoundland ; of extensive lumbering operations and
saw mills around Sprin^liill and in New Brunswick ; of

two railways, namely the Sydney & L(niisburg Rail-

way and the Cumberland Railroad.

Mr. McDougall is president of the Mining Society

of Nova Scotia, a vice-president of the Canadian Min-
ing Institute, a member of the Institution of Mining
ICngineers (iMigland), and a member of the Canadian
.Society of Civil Engineers.

Mr. A. W. Wheatley
Mr. A. W. Wheatley, president of the Lima Loco-

motive Corporation, Lima, Ohio, was born October 12,

1870, at Ashford, Kent County, lingland. lie is a son
of William Wheatley and of Agnes (Holly) Wheatley,
both of luiglish birth and ancestry. At the age of

fifteen years he began as a rivet boy in the shops of

the .South I'-astern Railroad, and in 1«S87, apjjrenticed

himself as a machinist, attending night school. In
1K92, he came to America and entered the employ
of the Northern Pacific Railroad at Hrainerd, Minn.,
as machinist ; in 1893 was transferred to Staples, Minn.,
in the same position. In 1895 he was made foreman,
occupying that ])Osition until 1900 ; transferred to Liv-
ingston, Mont., as general foreman in December, 1902,

and later was made master mechanic of Yellowstone
Division, headcpiarters at Clendive, Mont. In June,
1903, was api)ointed shop superintendent at Brainerd,
Minn., and in April, 1904, was ajjpointed general
master mechanic of the entire system of the Northern
Pacific Railway. In February, 1905, he accei)tcd a

position on Rock Island Railway as shop superintend-
ent at Moline, 111.; March 1906, accepted position as
assistant superintendent of motive power of Union

Mr. A. W. Wheatley.

Pacific Railway with headquarters at Omaha. June,
1907, entered the employ oi the American Locomotive
Company at Schenectady as general inspector. De-
cember, 1907, was transferred to Montreal, Canada, as

manager of American Locomotive Company's {)lant in

that city. November, 1910, was transferred to Dun-
kirk, N. Y., in charge of that plant. June, 1911. ac-

cepted an oflfer from the Canadian Locomotive Com-
l)any at Kingston, Ont., and was chosen as vice-presi-

dent and general manager of that company, which
position he resigned March 1st of this year to accejit

the presidency of the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

Pro Patria

Lieut. Hugh Heaton prior to the war was a stud-
ent in the School of Practical Science in the 1916 class

and he was serving his apprenticeship in the office of
Mr. F. S. Baker. In May, 1914, he went to England
to join Martin Baldwin, of the office of .Sproatt &
Rolph and the two spent the early summer on a bicycle
trip throughout England, sketching and studying arch-
itecture. On the day war broke out they were both
in London and immediately enlisted as privates in the
King Edward Horse. Early in 1915 Heaton obtained
his commission in the 8th Battalion King's Own Royal

Lieut. Hugh Heaton.

Lancaster Regiment and Martin i'aldwin obtained his

commission in the 9th Lancashire Regiment. Earl)-

in September Lieut. Heaton went over to France and
since then he has been stationed near Ypres. News
has just been received giving particulars of his wound-
ing at the ^'pres Salient. His Battalion, after a long
stay in the international trench had been relieved and
during their absence the relieving Battalion lost the
trenches. ( )n their return the King's ( )wn proceeded
to retake the trenches and it was during these opera-
tions that Lieut. Heaton was wounded. He was in

command of a machine gun section. A mcmorandimi
has been received from a Tommy who saw him fall.

He says that he was on the edge of a dyke and fell,

badly wounded, into water, which was knee deep. He
offered to help him. but Heaton refused to allow him
to remain and sent him on fearing that the gun sec-

tion was being cut off. He reported the incident and
Lieut. Heaton was taken to the Relieving Station at
Abeele. He was badly wounded by several bullets
across the stomach, in the buttocks and in the left

arm. For his conduct in these operations he has
been awarded the Military Cross. For ten days he
was reported by the War Office to be in a dangerous
condition, but latest reports from the Red Cross Hos-
pital at Le Touquet state that he is "wonderfully bet-
ter and daily improving."

Mr. .\. G. Hillberg, hydraulic engineer. New York
City, is distributing reprints from the Engineering Re-
cord covering his papers on the design of intakes,
scroll cases, and turbine draft tubes for single-runner
turbines.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

Are not the indications pretty strong that the govern-

ment we have in Canada to-day is about the rottencst we
ever had, and that it is led by about the weakest leader

imaginable? Such is the genera! opinion on the street to-day.

While we in Canada have been straining every nerve and

every muscle to do our share as a part of the Empire, to

lead cleaner lives, and to help along the great task of defend-

ing the Empire against her foes, some of our trusted repre-

sentatives in Parliament appear to have been bending all

their energies and using every favorable opportunity for

private profiteering.

My friends have been wondering what has become of

me recently, and enquiring about my silence. I have not

been asleep. I have been very much awake, watching with

wide open eyes the course of events at Ottawa. I have seen

the storm clouds gathering for an outbreak that is likely

to end at an early date in a political cyclone. But what was

the use of continually hammering away and telling about

crooked letting of contracts for shells and shell boxes? I

just got sick and tired of the job, but I could see the chickens

poking their heads over the horizon on their way home to

roost. So I settled down to wait until they began to flutter

into the government coop and start something. A good

many of the flock have reached home already and others are

on the way.

"I told you so"—that is the way I feel about it all just

now. When I began saying things about profiteering and

crooked contracts generally in connection with supplying

war materials, perhaps some readers thought I was going it

pretty strong. I only wish I could have gone it a good

deal stronger. However, this paper takes a good deal of

pride in the fact that at a time when the public knew very

little about the real state of affairs it was the first paper in

Canada that had courage enough to come out clearly and

draw public attention to what the Shell Committee was doing.

From that day to this, every single day has been adding to

the justification of our course.

Today we are told on the responsibility of a member
of parliament that things appear to be even more rotten

than vve had thought. The latest charges are briefly as fol-

lows:

—

That while Canadian firms were imable to get contracts

for the production of time fuses, two United States companies,

which were simply middlemen, received fuse orders amount-

ing to $33,000,000 and were given cash advances amounting

to .$3,252,900 as an inducement to take the contracts;

That one of these companies was the American Ammuni-
tion Company, a mushroom company, with capital of $1,000,

having no plant, which received orders for about $12,000,000

worth of fuses and an advance of $1,,'505,400 in cash;

That the other company was the National Arms and

Fuse Company which got a contract for $11,250,000 worth of

fuses and an advance of $1,687,500, being also a mushroom
company, with capital of $3,000, and no plant;

That one E. B. Caldwell, president of the International

Arms and Fuse Company; one B. F. Yoakum, New York,

and one E. N. Bassick, Bridgeport, Conn., entered into a

written agreement to divide $1,000,000 for getting contracts

from the shell committee, before such contracts were in

writing;

That Col. J. Wesley Allison was in an agreement with
Yoakum and one Eugene Lignanti, an orchestra leader of

Montreal, to secure contracts, and that Lignanti disposed of

his one-tenth interest for $50,000;

And lastly, that General Hughes gave his formal ap-

proval of Allison's transactions.

There are many other things besides these war con-

tract matters that the country wants to learn about. Many
of us would like to know, for instance, about those Canadian

officers now in England, some 1,500 I am told, who are doing

nothing, so far as we can learn, but draw their i)ay just the

same—living at the expense of the country.

Now that possibly the most strenuous period of the war
is over, the Government seems to be willing to make some-

thing in the way of a bluff at protecting the Canadian people,

by appearing to prohibit the export of nickel to our enemies.

Just what this bluff is based UDon we mav not know, but it is

said that the government's nickel policy is really rontrolled

by two ministers, one at Ottawa and one at Toronto. I do

not know about this, hut would like someone to ask the

government about it.

* * *

It must not be lost sight of that a strong Liberal vote

—

the silent vote—placed the Borden party in power.

This vote is not going to be satisfied with anything but

the fullest investigation of the Shell Committee. Sir Rot)ert

Borden may think that by throwing dust in the eyes of the

country he will save the party, but the "silent" vote waits

round the corner.

Sir Sam Hughes as the "goat" will not satisfy. It is

difficult to imagine Hughes so openly grafting (?) as claimed.

The egotism of the Minister of Militia-—appears an ass to

the public—is equally distasteful to all of us, but there are

many works and deeds to his credit.

* * *

It is folly for Borden and his cabinet to claim ignorance

of what is going on. Did Hughes carry on these tremendous
transactions unknown to the Cabinet? Did he draw those

enormous sums of money unknown to Sir Thomas White,

drop the Customs barrier unknown to Hon. J. D. Reid?

Surely Hon. A. E. Kemp, under obligation to Sir Sam and
the Shell Committee for many large orders, must have known.

Sam Hughes may come back and deny the charges. He
has nerve enoup'h to face any old charge, but will he stand

being made the "goat." I don't believe he will and I don't

believe the government dare make a goat of him.

No man should be in the Cabinet who is interested in

contracts.

SEARCHLIGHT.

Personal
Mr. R. C. D. Tempest, resident engineer of the sewer

section, Toronto, has resigned on account of ill health.

Mr. H. G. Girvin, chief chemist of the Steel Company of

Canada, delivered an interesting address on Iron and Steel

before a large and appreciative audience at the Technical

School, Hamilton, on March 27. .

Mr. Tom Moore, of Niagara Falls, Ont., organizer for

the Carpenters' Union, says that members of this trade are
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enlisting in large numbers, tie estimates that 13 per cent,

of the organized carpenters have enlisted already. There are

about 8,000 carpenters in the Union at present.

Obituary

Mr. Jolin Flook, of Chatham, Ont., one of the best-

known marine contractors in western Ontario, died sud-

denly on March 2G. He had been a contractor on pier and
breakwater construction for nearly half a century. He con-

structed the Tecumseh Park breakwater at Chatham and
the first piers at Erieau, as well as many other works.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The Canadian Welding Works, I.imited, Montreal, Que.,

have registered.

The Union Cement Company, Owen Sound, Ont., have

commenced work for the season. They have a contract to

supply 100,000 barrels of cement to the city of Toronto.

The work of rebuilding the Princess Theatre at Toronto,

which was burned to the ground a year ago, is to be begun

immediately. It is planned to open it on September 15.

Work on the Bloor Street Viaduct, Toronto, was stopped

by the unusually heavy flood on the Don River last week.

There was no loss around the viaduct, however, all the low-

lying concrete having been finished.

According to figures compiled from tests -made a year

ago at the new waterworks plant at Sarnia, Ont., the city at

the present time is losing close on $25,000 a year from water

wastage.

Preparations -are being made by the Canadian Stewart

Company to proceed with the Harbor Improvement work at

Toronto. The ice in the bay is expected to break up shortly,

and construction work will proceed as soon as the tugs can

get out.

It is stated that the Empire Hippodrome Company has

taken out a charter for $1,000,000, and as soon as plans arc

perfected will erect a mammoth theatre at the corner of

College and Teraulay Streets, having a seating capacity of

from 4,000 to 5,000.

The Economy Foundry Company, of Portage la Prairie,

Man., have received a contract to furnish all the ornamental

iron work required in the new building for the T. Eaton Com-
pany at Winnipeg. The contract is worth about $25,000, and

work on it is to begin immediately.

Some thirty-five members of the Calgary Branch of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers attended the fourth din-

ner of the season, held on March 16, and after the repast en-

joyed an address by Mr. G. N. Houston, of Denver, on the

legislative control of civil engineering.

The Bloor Street Bridge over the Humbcr River, To-
ronto, lias been swept away by the ice carried downstream
by the swollen and swiftly-flowing current as the result of

the spring thaws. The bridge had a span of tOO feet. It

will probably be replaced by a new steel bridge.

At a recent meeting of the Toronto Bricklayers' Union.

No. 3, of the International Union, the members decided cacli

to give a day's pay for the purpose of keeping in good stand-

ing those of their number who arc fighting the Empire's

battles. Twenty-five per cent, of the members have enlisted.

Trail, B. C. will he the scene of considerable activity

in the building line this spring. Projected plans include a

new fire hall, a school building costing about $15,000, and a

building for the Trail Mercantile Company at a cost of

from $8,000 to $10,000, in addition to a number of residences.

The Laberge Lumber Company, Limited, of Sudbury,

Ont., have secured frorn the Canadian Copper Company, of

Copper Cliflf, contracts for the building of twenty-one lodg-

ing houses and a store at Mileage 17 on the .Mgoma Eastern.

A start has been made with three gangs, and the work is

being rushed to completion.

The town of Mount Forest, Ont., have just awarded a

contract to the Turbine Equipment Company, Toronto, for

one million Imperial gallons a day Dc Laval centrifugal

pump, to be operated by a 50 h.p. Canadian Westinghousc
motor. This equipment will be installed in the Mount Forest

waterworks pumping station.

The Ottawa Board of Control have recommended to

the City Council that the building by-law, limiting the height

of buildings to 110 feet, be amended to make the maximum
height 130 feet. There is some opposition to this, on the

grounds that the Board of Control are violating their agree-

ment with the Town Planning Commission.

The Builders' Exchange of Stratford and Perth County,
Ont., which meets each week, reports the organization to be
in a very flourishing condition. A membership of over thirty

has been secured already, and this will reach the forty mark
in time for the annual meeting, which will be held shortly.

.\11 branches of the building trade are represented.

'

A defective flue was the cause of a fire which partly

destroyed the oldest building in Truro, N. S., "The Cottage."

tlie residence of the late .Sir Adams .\rchibald. The building

was of quaint architecture, in the old English style, and was
erected nearly one hundred years ago by the Rev. John Burn-
yeat, an Anglican missionary in Truro from 1880 to 1835.

.\n asphalt road is planned to be built between the city

of Quebec and the concentration camp at N'alcartier. The
cost will be around $3,000 a mile, or a total of some $125,000.

the larger part of which will be borne by the Provincial

Roads Department. Work is to be started as soon as the

snow melts, and alien enemies will be employed principally.

The Municipal Building of Walkerton, Ont., which was
built in 1897, is showing many defects as the result of the

sinking of the foundations. The council have condemned
the hall for use, and the architect was asked to report on it.

He recommends the building of two buttresses each on the

west and north sides, which work will be carried out at a

cost of $1,500.

It is reported in Calgary that the cement plant at Daunt-
less, south of Medicine Hat, Aha., which has remained in

an unfinished state since the collapse of the building trades
business some few years ago, is now to be completed. This
plant was started by Mr. Leigh Hunt, of Kansas City, who
is well known in Canadian circles, and who was employed by
Sir Max Aitken interests.

St. John, N. B., is preparing to enter the housing busi-

ness for the benefit of the city workmen. The first step
was taken at a recent meeting of the common council, when
a bill giving the city power to expropriate required lands, to
erect houses suitable for homes of working men. and to issue

bonds to cover the cost of purchase and erection, was for-

warded to the Legislature.

Mr. Jackson Booth, of Ottawa, has a large building
programme for this spring. He intends to raise his new
Ridcau Street Building to ten storeys, and to make a six-

storey structure out of the building on Sparks Street occupied
by the Standard Bank, removing the present two storeys
over the bank and substituting five modern storeys. Mr.
Booth also intends to build on vacant property at the comer
of Bank and Slater Streets.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and
Roadways

Barrie, Ont.
It is probable that the Town's pump-

ing plant will have to be replaced in the

near future with electrically driven equip-

ment and a standpipe constructed at the

head of Bayfield Street. Engineer, J. S.

Lang.

Leamington, Ont.
Tlic Town Council i)ropose to lay

waterniains on a number of streets.

Clerk. R. M. Selkirk.

Ottawa. Ont.
Tlic City Council arc considering the

laying of asphalt and stones block pave-

ment on Somerset Street, at an approxi-

mate cost of .$11,440. Engineer, 1<". C.

Askwith.

Quebec, Que.
The Provincial Roads Department will

commence the construction of an asphalt

road between the City and Valcartier

Camp as soon as weather permits. Es-

timated cost. $:i,()0() per mile. Work by
day labor.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The City Council are considering the

construction of a waterworks system,
estimated to cost $:!0(),00(). Clerk, R.

G. t'ampbell.

St. Cesaire, Que.
The Municipality propose to spend

.$8, ."500 on macadam roads this season.
Secretary, 1'. Dussault.

Toronto. Ont.
The Hoard of Control will receive

tenders until April 11th on the construc-
tion of sewers on various streets. Plans
at Room S. City Hall.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Dalhousie, N. B.

The Sydney Lumber Company propose
to construct a wharf and piers this sum.
Manager, E, McEvoy, Dalhousie.

Saskatoon. Sask.
riie C ity Council have had plans pre-

pared for asphalt paving on a new con-
crete bridge. Engineer, J. H. Archi-
bald.

St. Boniface. Man.
It is understood that the Municipality

of St. IJonifacc and the City of Winni-
peg have agreed as to the apportionment
of the cost of the proposed Provencher
Avenue bridge, and that work may pro-
ceed shortly. Approximate cost,

$264,000. Engineer, VV. P. Blair.

York County, Ont.
The old wooden bridge over the Hum-

ber River at Bloor Street has been de-
stroyed, and will be replaced by a steel

bridge, estimated to cost $30,000. County
Clerk, W. R. Phillips, ,'i7 Adelaide Street
E.. Toronto.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Arthur, Ont.
The Township Council have let a con-

tract for the erection of a concrete arch
truss bridge to J. Kilker, Harriston, Ont.

Ottawa. Ont.
The Ottawa Electric Railway Com-

pany have awarded the contract for ex-
tensions to their tracks on Rideau Street
to the United States Steel Products
Company, Bank of Ottawa Building.
Montreal.

Port Hope, Ont.
In connection with the construction

of a bridge on Peter Street for the Town
Council, the contract for cement work
has been awarded to Thomas Garnett &
Sons. Port Hope, and the steel work to
the J'ctrolia Bridge Company, Petrolia.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Amabel Township, Onv.
The Trustees of School Section No. T

will receive tenders until .April 29th for
remodelling the school. Work will in-
clude l)ricking of building, erection of
porch and interior alterations. Secre-
tary. H. W. Kobinson. Hepworth.

Avon. Ont.
VV. Murray, Dominion Savings Build-

ing, London, is preparing plans of a
school for the School Board. Estimated
cost. $(>.000. Red pressed brick con-
struction.

Calgary, Alta.
Central Methodist Church, which was

recently destroyed by Hre, will be rebuilt.
Pastor. Rev. R. Fallis.

Dauphin, Man.
Plans of a Court House, estimated to

cost $H(l,00(), have been prepared for the
Provincial Department of Public Works
by J. H. Bossoms, Dauphin. Tenders
will l)c called shortly. Brick and cut
stone construction.

Hull, Que.
Charles Brodeur, (V.i City Hall Street.

is preparing plans of a convent for the
(irey .\uns of the Cross, Ottawa, Ont.
Pressed brick veneer construction with
limestone trimmings. Estimated cost,
$18,000. Tenders may be called in about
one month.

Kinburn, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until April 6th by the
Secretary to the Public School Board.
I'lstimated cost, $10,000. Architect, J.
P. MacLaren, 104 Sparks Street, Ottawa.

Middlesex. Ont.
A. E. Nutter, Dominion Bank Chamb-

ers, London, is preparing plans of a
school, estimated to cost $4,000.

Orillia. Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the raising of $35,000 for the erection of

a Municipal Building. .Architects, Burke,
Horwood & White, Kyrie Building, Tor-
onto.

Port Arthur, Ont.
E. J. Blaquier. 200 Arthur Street, is

about t<j start work on the erection of a
school at Jumbo Gardens.

Renfrew, Ont.
The by-law to authorize the erection

of a Collegiate Institute has been de-
feated.

Sacre Coeur, Que.
Tenders are being received for repairs

to the Roinan Catholic Church. Cur-
ate, Rev. L. d'.\nteuil.

Simcoe. Ont.
The Board of Education will select

sites and have competitive plans pre-
pared for two schools, estimated to cost
$30,000 each. Secretary, F. E. Curtis.

Smith's Falls, Ont.
The Public .School Board have pur-

chased a site for a new school to replace
that recently destroyed by lire. Esti-
mated cost of building, $30,000. Secre-
tary, C. 'J". Mc Bride.

St. Cesaire, Que.
The X'illage School Board propose to

build a model school, at an approximate
cost of $8,000, and the Parish School
Board are also considering the coiistruc-
tion of two schools, estimated to cost
$3,000. Secretary. P. Dusseault.

Toronto. Ont.
The Congregation of .\orth Parkdale

Methodist Church are raising funds for
the erection of a Sunday School. Work
is not likely to start this year. Pastor.
Rev. J. S. Speer, 112 Sorauren .Avenue.

Westboro. Ont.
lenders on the erection of a school

are being received by the .Secretary to
the .School Board. Estimated cost,
$25,000. Architects, Richards & Abra,
Booth Building, Ottawa. Closing date,
.\pril 10th.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works will probably call for tenders
about the end of the month for the com-
pletion of the Parliament Buildings.
.Architects, Smions & Paddington, Par-
liament Building. Estimated cost.
$1,000,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hull, Que.
The contract for steel work required

in the e&ection of the Church of the
Holy Redeemer has been let to the
Phoenix Bridge & Iron Works, Ltd., 83
Colborne Street, Montreal, the painting
to R. Jacques, 50 Champlain .Avenue, and
the sheet metal and ornamental iron
work to McFarlane & Douglas, 250
Slater Street. Ottawa.

London, Ont. '

In connection with the construction of
a Soldiers' Hospital for the Department
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of Militia & Defence, the contract for
plastering has been let to W. Scott &
Son, H7 IJruce Street, the painting to J.

(Juick, 1!)() Colborne Street, and the
phinibinK to Noble & Rich, 237 Queen's
Avenue.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for electrical work rc-

(piired in the erection of a school on
I'apineau .\venue for the Roman Catholic
.School Cdniniissioners has l)een awarded
to VV, J. O'Leary & C onipany, ;iO Kecol-
let Street.

Mt. Dennis, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

school for Section .\"o. 2H, the contract
for masonry has been let to Albert
Webb, i:i Shirley Street. Toronto. Tend-
ers on excavation are now being received
l>y Mr. Webb.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for alterations

and additions to the City Hall has been
awarded to A. K. Parley. I -a Haiuiue \a-
tionale lUiilding.

St. Michel, Que.
I'lie .School Commissioners of St. Her-

nardin Ville. St. Michel, have awarded
the contract for the erection of a .school
to Valin & Hail. 2 Lanioriciere Street,
Montreal. Brick construction.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Bridgewater, N.S.
Work will start shortly on the re-

l)uilding of the I'airview Motel for VV. E.
Await. .Architects. Hoehnier Bros.,
West Lahave. I'famc construction. Ap-
pro.ximate cost. $12,000.

Calgary, Aha.
The All)erta I'armers Co-operative Ele-

vator Company Ltd.. Louglieed Building,
will receive tenders until April 15th for
llie supply of lumber rc<|uirc<l in the con-
struction of fourteen elevators.

Crinan, Ont.
Jacob Zoller. Concession A, Crinan.

will prepare plans for a large barn, esti-
mates to cost $:!.noo.

Elmira, Ont.
Flans are now being prepared for re-

building the sash and door factory of
Hauman & Lctson. A large quantity of
machinery will be required. I'articulars
from Xoali Ucringer. .\rthur Street.

Grand Prairie, Alta.

J. Thompson is about to erect a store
and warehouse on Third .Avenue South.

Halifax, N. S.

The Halifax Electric Tramway Com-
pany, Lower Water Street, are receiving
tenders on the erection of a cold storage
building in connection with their gas
plant. Steel and brick construction.
I'.ngineer, II. K. Barrett, c|o the C'oni-
pany.

The Halifax Electric Tramway Com-
pany, 'I.ower Water Street, are receiving
tenders on the construction of the By-
I'roduct Building in connection with
their gas plant.

Harrow, Ont.
The W. Clark Company. Ltd., 8;t Ani-

lurst Street, Montreal, are considering
the erection of a cannery. Estimated
cost. $15,000.

Lethbridge, Alta.
I'. Burns & Company, Edmonton, have

purchased a site for an abattoir, and may
start work shortly.

London, Ont.
A. E. Nutter. Dominion I'lank Chamb-

ers, is preparing plans of a dining hall,

estimated to cost $;t,000.

Middleton. N.S.
The Dominion .\ttantic Railway, Kent-

ville. |)ropose to build an engine house,
(ieneral Manager, G. E. Graham, Kent-
ville.

Montreal, Que.
L Ortiz. :)70 l-'alire .Street, is consider-

ing the erection of a store and two flats,

estimated to cost $3,500. I'rick con-
struction.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
J. .\. J. r|)per Collinn, v.) Benson

Street, is preparing new plans of a gar-
age to be built on Bridge Street for M.
H. Buckley, 20 Ontario .Avenue. Ap-
proximate cost, $6,000.

Orillia. Ont.
The Canada Builders. Ltd.. will shortly

commence the erection of planing mills.

Brick construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
Sul)-tenders on roofing, painting, heat-

ing, plumbing and electrical work re-

<iuired in the erection of a factory for

Grant, Holden & Graham will be re-

ceived until April 8th by the general con-
tractors. Charles Hilbrook & .Son. 425
.Somerset Street.

Peterboro, Ont.
William ISlackwell. Water .Street, has

almost completed plans of a storehouse
and elevator for the (^ampbell Elour
Mills Company. I,td., George Street.
Tenders will be called shortly. Esti-
mated cost. $5,500.

Regina, Sask.
The I'rairie Biscuit & Confectionery

Company, Ltd.. have had preliminary
plans prepared for a factory, estimated
to cost $00,000. Manager. H, W. Fox.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Th(' City Council will sli.orlly call for

tenders on the erection of a power and
pumping station on Gore Street, esti-

mated to cost $7,500. Engineer, A. E.
Pickering.

Plans are being prepared by B. Mc-
Phail. Tuson Building. V\'indsor. for a
theatre to be built on Brock Street for
S. W. Fawcett. Estimated cost, $20,000.

St. George, Ont.
The factory of R. Bell & Son Com-

pany. Ltd.. will be rebuilt under supervi-
sion of the Company. .\pproxinintc
cost. $5,000.

Steelton. Ont.
Tenders are now being received on the

erection of a storage building for the
Algoma Steel Corporation. Wilde .\ve-
nue. Sault Ste. Marie. Estimated cost,
$11,000. Steel and frame construction.

Sutherland. Sask.
The erection of a factory is contem-

plated by the Trussed Wall & Concrete
I onipany. Saskatoon. President, .A. C.
(iohn. Saskatoon.

Timmins, Ont.
Charles Pierce will receive lenders un-

til .April 15th for the erection of a the-
atre, estimated to cost $25,000.

Plans are being prepared for a statiun
to be built by the T. & N. O. Railway,
Toronto. Estimated co«t. $12,000. En-
gineer, S. B. Clement, North liay, Oiil.

Toronto. Ont.
B. L. Slayer. 4'J6 IJIoor Street VV.. ha«

commenced the erection of an addition
to a store. Brick construction.

C. J. Reail. Confederation Life Build-
ing, is preparing plans of an arena for
the Old Orchard ( lub. ;i7.'. Dovercort
Road. Steel and brick construction.

VVilliam Long. 400 Vongc Street, is

considering the erection of an office and
warehouse building.

Work is about to start on the erection
of a factory building for VVilliam Neil-
son. Ltd.. 277 (Gladstone .\venue. Plans
have been prepare<l by Sproatt & Kolpli.
36 North Street. .Approximate cost,
$25,000.

The Comfort Soap Company. Eastern
.Avenue, have started work on the erec-
tion of an adilition to their premises,
estimated to cost $4.(»00. Reinforced
concrete construction.

Trail, B. C.
The erection of a store is being con-

si(lere<l by the Trail Mercantile (oni-
pany. Estimated cost, $10,000. Con-
crete and brick construction.

,

Walkerville, Ont.
'I he erection of a factory is contem-

plated by the Canailian Brush Machinery
Company. Ltd, Secretary. W. Elsey.

Wilkie. Sask.
The Saskatoon Pure Milk Company,

Saskatoon, are building a creamery, es-
timated to cost $(i.()00.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brantford. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a station for the Canadian Pacific
Railway has been awarded to Schultz
Brothers & Company, Ltd., 47 .Albion
Street. Approximate cost, $33,000.

The general contract for an addition
to the premises of the Waddell Preserv-
ing Company, Ltd., 131 Clarence Street,
has been awarded to Schultz Bros. &
Company. Ltd., Albion Street.

The general, masonry, carpentry, steel
work and rooting contracts for altera-
tions to a building on Market Street for
VV. T. James. 52 Marlboro Street, have
been awarded to the Purdy & Hender-
son Company, Ltd.. 916 New Birks
Building, Montreal. .Approximate cost,
$10,000.

Dartmouth. N.S.
The Department of Railways and

Canals. Ottawa, have awarded the con-
tract for the erection of buildings on
the Dartmouth Branch Line to Denton
& Condon. Digby, N. S.

Edmonton. Alta.
The Department of Indian .Affairs. Ol

tawa. have awarded the contract for the
erection of a number of houses to
Pheasy & Ratson, 203 .Alexandra Block.
Edmonton. .Vpproximate cost, $16,285.

Fraserville, Que.
The l-"rercs Dionnc have lei the general

contract for the conversion of premises
into a restaurant to Francois Lachance.
.Vpproximate cost. $5.(H»0.

(Continued on page 47)



Tenders and For Sale Department

Tenders for

Concrete Pavement

Sealed tenders, addressed to A. H. Millar, City

Clerk, will be received up to 5 o'clock p.m.,

April 13. 1916, for the construction of approxi-

mately (i.UOO square yards of concrete pavement
in the City of Berlin.

Plans and specifications can be seen at tlie

office of the City Engineer.
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily

be accepted.

HERBERT JOHNSTON,
City Engfineer.

Berlin, March 21, 191G. 1:M4

Tenders Wanted
Temleis for ll>e erection of Cochrane (Ont.)

I'ublic School, according to plans and specifica-

tions of Angus and Angus, will he received up to

(J p.m.. April 26, 1916. Plans and specifications

can be seen at .Secretary's office, Cochrane.
_
Con-

tractors to view present building and price to

include wrecking and salvage. Marked cheques
for live per cent, of tender, iiayable to School

Hoard, to accompany eacli tender.

14 14 W. Mel). DOIICI.AS, Secretary.

TENDERS
for Second-Hand Rail

and Switches

Tenders will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the Chairman, Board of Con-
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon
on Tuesday, April llth. 1916. for the purchase
from the city of the following:^

200 Long Tons .'iO-pound Rail;

20 only No. 5 x :iO-pound Switches.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. Specifi-

cations may be obtained at the Works Depart-
ment. Room 12. City Hall. Tenderers must com-
ply strictly with conditions as to deposits, as set

out in specifications.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,

1414 Chairman, Board of Control.

City of London
Ontario, Canada

Sealed tenders, addressed to the "Chairman and
Members of the IJoard of Control," will be re-

ceived at the office of the City Clerk, up to 10

a.m.. on Friday, the 14th day of April, 1916, for

the supply of

(a) Motor-Driven Street Klusher.

(b) Road Oil Distributer.

Specifications and plans can be obtained at

the City Engineer's office.

Tenders to be accompanied by a marked cheque

or a cash deposit for .5 per cent, of amount of

tender.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
H. A. STEVENSON, Mayor.

H. A.' BRAZIER, City Engineer. 1414

Tenders for Paint

Tenders will be received by registered post only,

addressed to the Chairman, I'.oard of Control.

City Hall, Toronto, up to l',i o'clock noon oii

Tuesday, April llth. 1916, for the supply and

ilelivery of Field Paint for Bloor Street Viaduct.

No. 40.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. .Specihca-

tions and forms of tender may be obtained at the

Works Department, Room 12, City Hall. Ten-

derers must comply strictly with conditions ol

City Bylaws as to deposits and sureties, as set

out in specifications and forms of tender. The

lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. I.. CHURCH, Mayor,

14. J4 Chairman, Board of Control.

Locomotive Crane Wanted

Wanted l.'i or 20 ton r.ocomotive Crane, sec-

ond hand, American make preferred. Must be

in good condition. Address Box 376 Contract

Kccord. Toronto, Ont. 1.-14

Board of Education

Scaled tenders, addressed to the Secretary-Trea-

surer, Board of Kchication, will bo received until

THURSDAY, APRIL 13th, 1916,

for t'le following trades:

FOR COMPLETION OF
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,

C.dlese Sticct.

Concrete Walks and Driveway.

Cabinet Work, Counters, Screen Parti-

tions, Doors, etc.

Ornamental Iron Work, Spiral Stairs,

Iron Railings, etc.

Leaded Lights.

Elevator.
Ash Hoist.
Vault Doors.
Hardware Trimmings.

al.so

For Furniture for Sundry Schools, in-

cluding Teachers' Desks, Tables, and

Chairs, Pupils' Desks, Kindergarten

Furniture, Folding Chairs, and
Lounges.

and
For Temperature Regulators for Dewson

Street School.
Specifications may be seen and all information

obtained at the office of the Superintendent of

Duildings, City Hall, Toronto. ?:ach tender must

be accompanied with an accepted hank cheque for

five per cent, of the amount of tender or its

equivalent in cash, applying to said tender only.

Sureties for all tenders exceeding four thousand

dollars must be furnished by Surety Companies.

Tenders must be in the hands of the Secretary-

Treasurer, at his office in the City Hall, not later

than 4 o'clock on the day named, after which no

tender will be received. The lowest or any tender

will not necessarily be acceptcil.

MILES VOKES, Chairman of Committee.

W. C. WILKINSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

1414

For Sale

Concrete Plant and Ctiavel \'ards for sale, at

Wallaceburg, Ont. New. up-to-date, fully equip-
ped with dry kilns and machinery: good location;
four hundred feet along main street river front

;

block building .'M x l.*}7 ft., one storey high, iron
roof ; good stock of sand and gravel. Reason
for selling, death of owner. .\pply Mrs. Anna
Mae McDougall, T!ox 0, Wallaceburg, Ont. 14-l.'j

Motor Squeegee Street Washer Removes
Impacted Filth

A molor driven street washer that is

said to clean a street as a rubber squeegee

cleans a window, and which, it is claimed,

will remove impacted dirt and filth in a

manner impossible l)y ordinary methods
has been put on the market by the Sterl-

ing Motor Truck Company, of West
AUis, Milwaukee, Wis., under the name
of the Sterling-Kindling motor squeegee

sfreet washer.

The machine consists of a special
Sterling worm-driven chassis upon which
is mounted a 1.000-gallon steel tank. Im-
mediately in front of the front fenders
are two flusher nozzles controlled by the
driver by means of a lever. The nozzles
by sprinkling the surface of the street

prevent the agitation of dust, and also

dampen the attached matter so that the
squeegee roller can force it loose from
the pavement, and wash the surface clean.

Supplementing the function of the noz-
zles in loosening the attached matter,

and to prevent the squeegee from being
compelled to handle too large a mass of

material, a pair of heavy pavement sweep-
ing brooms are fitted behind the front

nozzles, the purpose of which are to

force aside the large refuse so that it

will be suspended in the water, leaving

the squeegee to wash up the tightly ad-

hered material by frictional action.

Mounted near the centre of the chassis

frame, and underneath it, is a squeegee
19 inches in diameter, and 8 feet long.

Each rubber spiral is easilv detachable,

and is mounted in a special kiln-dried

wood holder of large wearing surface.

The squeegee attachment is flexibly

mounted and counterbalanced in such a

way that when adjusted to a certain pres-

sure, it is impossible for the roller to

work loose, and the pressure against the

surface of the street is uniform, the rub-

ber strips being 6 inches deep and afford-

ing large wearing surface. A toggle joint

linkage terminating in a lever in the

driver's cab, enables him to easily and
quicklv place the squeegee attachment
in and out of engagement with the street

and, when returning from washing a sec-

tion of street, to lift the roller out of con-

tact with the pavement.

The tank is fitted with a water meter
which indicates the amount of water
flowing through it. It contains four

valves near the front end for distribut-

ing water to the front and to the side

nozzles near the squeegee roller.
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Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants
(Continued from page 46)

Halifax. N. S.

In connection witli the construction of
car i)anis for the Halifax Electric &
Tramway t'onipany, Lower Water
Street, the contract for switclics and
froKS has been let to Loraine Steel Com-
pany. 21 State Street. New York, the
steel work to the Nova Scotia Con-
struction Company, Upper Water Street,
and the roofing to the Canadian Asbes-
tos Company, 44 Youville Square, Mon-
treal.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Skedden Brush Company, i:t()

KinK Street N., have let the general,
masonry, carpentry and steel work con-
tracts for the erection of a factory to G.
H. Gayland, r>i Lamoreaux Street. Esti-
mated cost. .$.i,oon.

Hull, Que.
The Kcneral contract for an addition to

the premises of tliellidl Iron Ik Steel
Company, Ltd., Montcalm Street, has
l>een awarded to H. 1'. Heck, 12(> Sparks
Street, Ottawa. lirick construction.
Estimated cost, .f4,5()0.

Leamington, Ont.
The Leamington, Mersea & Gosfield

ARricultural Society have let the gen-
cral contract for the erection of a hall
at the Fair Grounds to Lewis Campbell,
LeaminH:ton, at $5,430.

Maissoneuve, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a store for Dufault & Reed. r,75 Notre
Dame Street, has been awarded to A.
Cho(|uette, 170 Bourbonniere Avenue.
.Approximate cost, .$10,000. Brick con-
struction.

Montreal, Que,
The Montreal Locomotive Works

Ltd., LouKUc Pointe, have awarded the
peneral, masonry and carpentry contracts
for an emergency hospital to A. F. Byers
& Cotupany, :i40 I'niversity Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $7,000. Tenders are be-
ins received for the remainin>r trades.

The Reneral contract for the erection
of an abattoir for A. Lcduc, 202 Green
Avenue, Westmount, has been let to R.
Laberge, 141 Convent Street.

Anglins Ltd., r>r> \'ictoria Street, have
been awarded the seneral contract for
an addition to the central exchange of
the Bell Telephone Company, IIS .Notre
Dame Street W. The contract lor steel
work has been let to the Dominion
Bridge Company, Ltd., Lachinc. Esti-
mated cost, $52,000.

In connection with repairs to stores
for the Fairman Estate, the fjeneral,
masonry, carpentry, rooting, plastering
and painting contracts have been let to
McRobert & Gibeau. 10 Benoit Street,
the heating and plumbing to Whytc fc

Delaney. 51 City Councillors Street, and
the electrical work to Collyer it Brock.
i:!l St. .Mexander Street.

The contract for steel work re(iuired
in connection with the stores and resid-
ences being built for E. De Hivcrs has
been let to the Dominion Bridge Com-
pany, Ltd., Lachine.

The contract for oruanunlal iron work
required U\ the erection of a factory for
Darling Bros.. 120 I'rince Street, has
been let to Fred .\. McKay. 14 St.
George Street.

North Vancouver, B. C.
The contract for pile driving required

in the construction of the plant of the
Vancouver Creosoting Company has
been let to Palmer Brothers & Henning,
939 Main Street, the contract for supply
of boilers to Vancouver Engineering
Works. 519 Sixth Street W., and for

tanks an<l condensors to Ross & How-
ard Iron Works, Woodland.

St, Catharines, Ont.
The general and masonry contracts

for an addition to the premises of the
McKinnon Dash & Hardware Company,
Ontario .Street, has been let to Newman
Bros., 71 St. Paul Street, and the steel

work to the Hamilton Bridge Company,
Bay Street N., Hamilton, .\pproximate
cost. $:i,500.

Steelton. Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in C(mnection with the addition now be-
ing built at the plant of the Algoma
.Steel Corporation, Wilde Avenue, Saidt
.Ste. Marie:—masonry. D. J. Jannison &
Sons. fi:i5 .Albert Street. Sault Ste. Marie;
roofing, Mel 'hail & Wright, Gouin
.Street, Sault Ste. Marie. Roofing by
owners.

Toronto, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a factory for L'.Air Li(|uide Society.
1(> Boler Street, has been let to J. D.
Young & Son, 8:i5 College Street, and
for the concrete footings and fl<iors to the
Ramsay Construction Company, .'19 In-
dian Road Crescent. .Approximate cost.

$:!.550.

The lioard of Control have- awarded
the general contract for the erection of
a I'"ire Hall on Hcndrick Street to .A. I.

Pemberthy. 272 Booth .Avenue, at

$2;!,52:!.

In connection with the erection of
premises at Queen and Crawford Streets
for the York Knitting Mills. Ltd.. the
carDentry contract has been let to R. G.
Kirby. 5.19 Yonge Street.

The following contracts have been let

for the erection of a store and bakery for

I lie Standard Box Lunch. 503 King
Street W. :—masonry. W. Montgomery.
Lake Shore Road. Mimico: carpentry.
S. R. Hughes, 79 Portland Street: steel

work. Reid & Brown. Esplanade Street
E. ; glass, ("onsolidated Plate Glass Com-
pany. 241 Spadina .Avenue.

Woodstock, Ont.
The contract for brick work required

in the erection of a business block on
Dundas Street for .Arthur Patrick. Mar-
ket Square, has been awarded to Charles
Lewis. Greater part of work by day
labor. .Approximate cost. $15,000.

Residences

AldborouKh Township, Ont.
Charles Dodfe, Concession .*<. is con-

sidering the erection of a rcsi<lcnce to
replace that recently destroyed by tire.

Anderson Township, Ont.
The erection of a residence is being

considered bv John Odette, .\mherst-
burg. Ont. Estimated cost. $:i,0(M).

Belmont. Ont.
W. Murray. Dominion Savings Build-

ing, is preparing plans of a bungalow
for .A. W. Beattie Estimated cost,
$5,000 Red presse<l brick construction.

Brownsville. Ont.
.A. Rutherford is considering the erec-

tion of a residence.

Camrose. Alta.
.Antoni Pintowski js receiving tenders

on the erection of a residence, estimated
to most $3,000. Frame construction.

Essex. Ont.
John T. Rogers proposes to build two

residences on Centre Street, at an ap-
proximate cost of $:<..'iOO.

Falmouth. N. S.

Stafford .Akin (iroposes to build a re-
sidence, and will probably start work
shortly.

The erection of a residence is being
considered by Charles Manning, c'o the
Hants County Fruit & Produce Com-
pany, Windsor, N. S.

Fingal, Ont.
The erection of a residence is being

considered by .Samuel Lethbridge. Es-
timated cost, $:t.000.

Hagersyille, Ont.
Vy. C. Vanhoon proposes to build a

residence, and will probably call for
tenders. Brick construction.

Leamington. Ont.
Walter White is about to prepare

plans of a residence, estimated to cost
$:i.50o.

Lindsay, Ont. '

Plans are to be nreiiared for two re-
sidences for L. V. O'Connor and I

ORcilly. Architect. M. H. McGeough.
Simcoe Street. Red brick construction.

Listowel, Ont.
Henry Karges contemplates the erec-

tion of two residences, estimated to cost
$4,000.

London, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for residen-

ces to be built on Windsor .Avenue for
Hyatt Bros.. Egerton Street. South Lon-
don. Estimated cost. JIS.OOO. Red
pressed brick construction.

Charles Dyson. 779 Dufferin .Avenue, is
preparing plans of a residence, estimated
to cost $4,000. Red pressed brick con-
struction.

G. C. Raymond. 2 Erie .Avenue, pro-
poses to build a residence on Windsor
.Avenue. -Approximate cost. $4,000.

London. Ont.
P. Lizmore. 211 Ridout Street, has

commenced the erection of three resid-
ences on Duchess .Avenue, estimated to
cost $11,000. Red pressed brick con-
struction.

London Township. Ont.
The erection of a residence is being

considered by Thomas Guest. R. R. No.
2. London. Estimated cost. $3,500.

Mt. Elgin, Ont.
Plans of a residence arc being pre-

oarcd bv Walter Ellery. R. R. Xo. 2
Mt. Elgin. Estimated cost. $3..'>00. Red
l>ressed brick construction.
F Harris. R. R. No. 2. Mt. Elgin, in-

tends to erect a residence, estimated to
cost $3,200

Niagara-on-the-Lake. Ont.
Charles Bufton proposes to build a re-

sidence on Gate Street.

Outremont. Que.
A. Gamelino C. P. R. Motel, has pre-

pared plans of lour cottages to be built
by A. Claude, 196 De I'Epee Avenue Ap-
proximate cost. $24,000. Brick con-
struction.
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Peterborough, Ont.
James Lewis, c|o Oriental Barber

Shop, is receiving tenders on the erection

of a residence on Stewart Street. Archi-

tect, William Blackwell, :!73>/l Water
Street. Estimated cost, $5,000. Brick

construction.

Port Elgin, Ont.
D. J. Izzard will probably erect a re-

sidence on Gustavus Street this sea.son.

Charlie Gilbert proposes to build a

Iningalow and may start work shortly.

Port Hope, Ont.
Ellis & Ellis, Manning Chambers, Tor-

cnto, have prepared plans for a resid-

ence to be built on King Street for J. .A.

Hume. Estimated cost, $10,000. Arti-

iicial stone, steel and pressed brick con-

struction.

Quebec, Que.
!•:. Larcher. 1245 St. Valier Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $H,000. Brick and frame
construction.

Work has been started on the erection

of a residence on H ermine Street for

Leon Dolbec. 152 Lockwell Street. Brick

and frame construction. Approximate
cost $.i,000,

St. Catharines, Ont.
Plans of a residence to be l)Uill on

Glen Kidge for A. H. Wallace. 07 St.

Paul Street, are lieing prepared by A. E.

Nicholson, 46 Queen Street. Approxi-

mate cost, $10,000. Hollow tile and
stucco construction.

St. Marys, Ont.
Stafford & Henderson propose to build

a residence on James Street, at an ap-

proximate cost of $:i,500. Red pressed

brick construction.

F. H. Smith intends to prepare plans

of a residence to be i)uilt on James
Street at an approximate cost of $4,000.

Red pressed Ijrick construction.

Thorndale, Ont.
Plans of a residence are being pre-

pared by James H. Murphy, R. R. No. 2.

Thorndale. Red pressed brick con-

struction. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Toronto. Ont.
• Tenders have been received for the

erection of a residence for P. Morgan, 68

Bellefair Avenue, and contracts will be

let shortly. Approximate cost, $9,000.

Architect, A. J. Stringer, 53 McLean
Avenue. Brick construction.

W. H. Avison, 573 Indian Road, is

about to start work on the erection of a

residence, estimated to cost $3, ,500.

Smaller trades will be sub-let. Brick

construction.

Plans have been completed for a re-

sidence to be erected on Glendale Street

by J. Carroll, 223 Garden .Avenue. Brick

construction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Plans are being prepared for two pairs

of residences to be built on Kecne Street.

York Township, by J. Gifford. 190 Pape
.\venue. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $8,000.

P. McMaster. 97 Woodycrest .Xvenue,

intends to build a pair of residences on
King Edward Avenue, at an approxi-

mate cost of $4,500. Brick and rougli-

cast construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
London, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for I. B. Whale, 21 Elm-

wood Avenue, has been awarded to A.
Dickinson, 4 Ingleside Place. Red
pressed brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost. $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for plastering in connec-

tion with the flats lieing built by F. Le-
duc, 314 Melrose Avenue, has been let

to J. A. Lacombe, 914 Papineau Avenue.

The general contract for alterations to

a residence for M. Larue, 402 Lagauche-
tiere Street, has lieen let to Lacroix it

Vezeau, 491 DeMontigny Street.

In connection with the residences

which are Ijeing built by D. Peloquin,
447 Old Orchard Avenue, the contract
for rooting, heating, plumbing and elec-

trical work has been let to Ducharme.
Blais & Company, 1995 St. James Street.

The contract for roofing, heating;

])lumbing and electrical work required in

connection with the flats now being built

l)y C. E. Pepin, 129 Marlowe Street, has
been let to Ducharme. Blais & Company.
1995 St. James Street, and the plastering
to Donat Perron, 524 Moreau Street.

Niagara Falls South, Ont.
Work has been started l)y J.

1". Lang-
ley, McRae Street. Niagara hails, on the

erection of a residence for I'". Macintosh.
.Approximate cost, $3,000.

Peterboro, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Dyson Worth. 476

Cedar .Street, has been awarded to Eph-
grave & Barrett, 492 Cedar Street, the

masonry to W. J. Mein, 427 Mark Street,

and the plumbing and beating to George
Brenton, Hunter and Queen Streets. Ap-
proximate cost, $5,000.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for F. Gingras, 108 .'\rtil-

lerie Street, has been awarded to Odina
Nolin. 113 Des Stigmates Street. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $5,000.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence being
built by J. E. Tremblay, 72 Second Ave-
nue. Limoilou;—carpentry, A. Drouin.

Canardiere Road; rooting, plumbing and
electrical work, U. Gauvin. Limoilou;
plastering, J. Villeneuve & Son, 295

Prince Edward Street.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Pierre Bertrand, 134

Napoleon Street, has been awarded to J.

Noel. 1237 St. Valier Street. Brick and
frame construction. .Approximate cost,

$3,000.

St. Catharines. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of four cottages for W. H. McCordick.
199 St. Paul Street, has been awarded to

G. M. Elson, 98 Henry Street. Cement
block construction. Approximate cost,

$4,000.

Three Rivers, Que.
The general and masonry contracts for

the erection of a residence for Jules
Briere have been let to .\nselme Dulce.
Bellefeuille Street. W'ood and brick

construction. Approximate cost, $5,000.

Toronto. Ont.
Work has been started on an addition

to the residence at 110 St. George Street
tor Mrs. R. T. Gooderhani. 331 Sher-
1)ourne Street. The contract for mas-
onry has been let to T. Cannon & Son,
75 Brock -Kvcnue. .Approximate cost.

$11,000.

-Work will start shortly on the erection

of a pair of residences for W. Hughes, 59

.Amroth Avenue. The general contract

has been let to A. Binns, 50 Amroth Ave-

nue. Smaller trades will be sub-let. .Ap-

proximate cost, $4,000.

William Yokes, 228 Rusholme Road,

has been awarded the general contract

for the erection of a residence for J. H.

Bone. 18 Toronto Street. Estimated

cost, $5,000. Smaller trades will be sub-

let.

The contract for masonry in connec-
tion with the residence and garage being

built by A. E. Whatmough, 491 Keele

Street, has been let ta Purton & Chen-
nells. 158 Ellsworth Street. Other
trades will be let by owner. Estimated

cost. $3,500.

The contract for masonry required in

connection with the erection of a resid-

ence and garage for C. James, Nanton
Court Apartments, has been awarded to

Booth Bros., 51 Kingswood Jload. Tend-
ers have been received for carpentry, and
other trades will be let later. Estimated
cost, $5,000.

Westboro, Ont.
W. C. Leech. 140 Spadina .Avenue,

Toronto, is building a residence, and has

let the contract for electrical work to

Charles Presby, 138 Irving Avenue,
Ottawa. Brick veneer construction.

.Approximate cost, $3,000.

Westmount, Que.
Tlie contract for most of the work re-

quired in interior alterations to a resid-

ence for .A. A. Larocque, Linton Apart-
ments, Sherbrooke Street W., has been
let to C. Thibault, 553 Henri Julien Ave-
nue, and the electrical work to F. Wil-
son. Estimated cost, $5,000.

Windsor. N. S.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence on King Street for D. N.
Slack has been awarded to R. H. Cana-
van. Frame construction. .Approxi-

mate cost, $5,000.

R. H. Canavan has been awarded con-
tracts for the erection of a residence on
King Street for D. N. Slack and another
on Park Street for Mrs. A. Forsyth,
r'rame and brick construction. Esti-

mated cost, $5,000 each.

Wolfville. N.S.
Charles E. Wright, Wolfville, is about

to start work on the erection of a re-

sidence for Olto Foshary. Estimated
cost, $3,000. Concrete and stucco con-
struction.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Appin, Ont.
The Village Council are considering

the installation of an electric lighting
system. Clerk, Dugald Mclntyre.

Boston Creek, Ont.
The R. .A. P. Syndicate, Boston Creek.

|)ropose to instal a 100-h.p. motor when
the power line froin Cobalt is built. Man-
ager, John Papassimakes.

Cobalt, Ont.
The Northern Ontario Power Com-

pany, Cobalt, will shortly call for tend-
ers on the construction of a transmission
line to Kirkland Lake, a distance of sixty

miles. Transformers and other cquip-
nicnt will be required.

Easthope Township, Ont.
Tlic installation of a hydro system is

(Continued on page W
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FUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the Univcnity of Toronto. •

THIS Pump is hydraullcally balanced against end
thrust and in addition has a water cooled thrust

Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may
be operated with guide vanes or without for demonstration

purposes. Oil ring bearings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine
Pumps.

We make pumps of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS' PRODUCTS ARE "MADE IN CANADA"

Write us for prices.

The John Inglis Company^ Limited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada
Ottawa RepresenUtive:—J.W.ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chambers
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Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones
(Continued from page 48)

being considered by the Township C'oiin-

cil. Clerk, J. D. Fisher, Slratford.

Gait, Ont.
A by-law to authorize the installation

of an electric tire signal system at an ap-
proximate cost of $10,000 will be sub-
mitted on April 2Sth. Town Clerk,

Joseph McCartney.

Glencoe, Ont.
The Town Council propose to obtain

estimates on the installation of a hydro
system. Clerk, George Wilson.

Kirkland Lake, Ont.
Tenders on the supply and installation

of motors for running a day mill and
compressor will ))C called shortly l)y the
Buffalo Mines, Cobalt.

Vernon. B. C.

Fire Chief MolTat has recommended
the installation of a tire alarm system,
estimated to cost $0,000. City Clerk 1).

J. Tate.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until 10 a.m., .\pril 17th, for the
supply of material for overhead and in-

door construction, watt hour meters and
three transformers for the City Light &
Power Department.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Emerson, Man.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for the installation of an elec-

tric lighting system to the Dodge County
Power Company, Hayfield, Minn.

Fires

Aylmer, Ont.
.\'airn Block, owned by J. J. Xairn,

damaged.

Berlin. Ont.
> I'avillion in Victoria Park, owned by
the Citv Council. Loss, $0,000.

Blenheim, Ont.
Garage owned by the Springsteen

Company. Loss, $16,000.

Bryson, Que.
Mining mill and store owned by the

Calumet Zinc and Metals Company, to-

tally destroyed. Will rebuild.

Dauphin, Man.
Town Hall. I^oss, about $5,000.

Elmira, Ont.
Sash and door factory owned by Hau-

man & Letson. Loss, $10,000.

Fassett, Que.
I'actory of the Standard Cliemical Iron

& Lumber Company. Loss. $75,000.

Will rebuild.

Granby, Que.
{•tesiilence of J. Brodeur destroyed.

Halifax, N. S.

I'actory owned by James Roue, 121

Lower Water Street. Loss, about $14,000.

McKay's Corner, N. S.

Residence of Hu.gh McPhee totally de-

stroyed.

Montreal, Que.
Three flats belonging to Mrs. Lepail-

Icur, l.iiiS St. Denis Street. Losjn -'000.

Ottawa, Ont.
Residence of Edward Pieche, Kock-

liffe Annex. Loss, $:t,000.

Port Burwell, Ont.
Livery barn owned by George Riddell.

Loss, $5,000. Rebuilding is contem-
plated.

A. R. Wright & Sons' warehouses.
Loss, about $6,000.

South Bay. N. B.
Residence of Jolin !•". Moore. Loss,

afjout $:i,<)0().

St. Clothilde, Que.
Sawmill owned by C)mcr Bergeron

Loss, $7,000. Will rel)uild.

Toronto, Ont.
Otitice and warehouse at 77 Bay StrecJ,

tenanted by Brown & Stainton, Station-
ers, Joss Ltd., I'urriers, and L. Babayan,
Rug Merchant. Loss, aliout $00,000.

Trenton, Ont.
King George Hotel, owned i)y H.

Cook. Loss, $25,000.

Welland, Ont.
Residence of Fred Ciuido. Loss, $:!,500,

May rebuild.

Whonnock, B.C.
Store owned by J. H. Methot com-

pletely destroyed.

Miscellaneous

Arnprior, Ont.
Maurice Sullivan, Contractor, Harriett

Street, desires to receive prices and other
information with regard to all kinds of
l)uilding material.

Blenheim, Ont.
The Union Natural Gas Company pro-

pose to lay an 8-inch main on Talbot and
South Hall Streets. Manager, T. E. Bas-
sett, Charles Street.

Gait, Ont.
The Town Council will submit a by-law

on April 28th to authorize the purchase
of a motor hre engine, nt an approxi-
mate cost of $12,000. Clerk, Joseph Mc-
Cartney.

Halifax, N. S.

The Halifax Electric Tramway Com-
pany, Lower Water Street, are receiving
tenders on elevating and conveying
machinery for their new gas plant. En-
gineer, H. R. Barrett, c|o the Company.

Montreal, Que.
The Miner Lumber Company, Ltd.,

Coristine Building, are in the market for
wood-working lathes.

Ottawa, Ont.
The \\ orks Department will purchase

several tank cars of tarvia for use this
spring. Engineer, F. C. .-Xskwith.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for the supply of asphalt to the
Barber Asphalt Company. Philadelphia,
and for brick to the Ottawa lirick Com-
pany, Castle Building.

Late News Items
Dartmouth, N.S.
Tenders on the completion of a foundry

for the Williston Steel Foundry Com-
pany are 1)eing received l)y the ICngineer,

C. Hedley Williston. 504-Robie Street.
Halifax, .\ppro\imate cost, $16,000.

Dover Township, Ont.
Tenders will be received until April

nth for the erection of a church for the
Presbyterian Congregation. Architect,
S. G. Kinsey, 14 Fifth Street, Chatham.

Kinburn, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until April 12th by F.
Stackhouse, Secretary to the Public
School Board. Estimated cost, $10,000.
.Architect, J. P. MacLaren, 104 Sparks
Street, Ottawa.

London, Ont.
The Board of Control have awarded the

contract for laying 52,000 square yards
of asphalt pavement to the Standard
Paving Company, Central Chaml)ers,
Ottawa, at $104,000.

Nassagaweya Township, Ont.
S. B. Coon & Son, Ryrie Building, To-

ronto, will receive tenders until April
8th for the erection of a school, estimated
to cost $5,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the Bank of Hamilton.
Queen Street and Erie Avenue, has been
let to John Blair. Morrison Street, the
painting to J. Smith & Sons, 168 Ontario
.\venue, and the plumbing and electrical
work to the Niagara Electric Company,
Niagara Falls .South. .Approximate cost,
$15,000.

Quebec, Que.
Tenders will be received until 4 p.m.,

.Vpril nth, by the Secretary to the City
Council for the supply of between 2.000
and 4,000 feet of fire hose, battery zincs,
sulphate of copper and waterproof .wire.
Specifications at office of the Fire De-
partment.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a power and

pumping station will be received until
5 p.m., .April 10th. by the City Clerk. Es-
timated cost, $15,000. Engineer, .A. E.
Pickering.

Toronto, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a machine shop for Whitfield & Com-
pany. ,S,S Sherbournc Street, has been
awarded to Davidson & Company. 188
Duke Street, and work has been started.
Approximate cost, $12,000.

A. R. Clarke & Company, 6;i.'i Eastern
Avenue, are receiving tenders on the
erection of a workshop, estimated to cost
.$.'50,000. Concrete, steel and brick con-
struction.

The Board of Education will receive
tenders until April llth on the supply of
four motors for the Technical School,
Lippincott Street. Plans and specifica-
tions at Principal's Office.

Tenders on the supply of field paint
for the Bloor Street \'iaduct will be re-

ceived until .April llth by the Board of
Control. Specifications at Room 12, Citv
Hall.

Tenders will be received until .April

nth by the Board of Control for quan-
tities of asphalt, brick and bitulithic

pavement and concrete curbs and side-
walks. Specifications at office of the
Works Department. City Hall.
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Made in Cnnadti

Pninte Claire Road. Quebec.
Tar>'ia Pilled Macadam.

An Economical

Roadway—
T 1 ERE is a handsome, economical
- •• tarviated road. It will take a lar^e

amount of traffic without developing a

dust nuisance in dry weather or a mud
nuisance in wet, without getting rough or

changing contour.

This road has been constructed with

"Tarvia-X" as a binder throughout.

Once a year, or once in two years, it

would be advisable to go over this road

and spray it with "Tarvia-B", a lighter

grade, which requires no heatin.g to pre-

pare it for use on the road.

.-V light coat of screenings should, per-

haps, be spread down at the same time,

and with such inexpensive attention this

road will keep its contour and perfect

waterproof surface for many years.

The cost per year of the Tarvia treat-

ment will be very much less than the

ordinary maintenance expense of a plain

macadam road and the results will be

vastly more satisfactory.

Modern engineers have given up building

plain macadam roads and expecting them

to withstand modern automobile traftic.

They recognize the need for a bitumin-

ous binder. The cheapest, the simplest

and the best binder is Tarvia.

Illustrated booklets describing the treat-

ment free on request. Address our near-

est office.

Special Service Department.
This Company has a corps of trained engineers
and chemists who have given years of study to
modern road problems. The advice of these men
may he had for the asking by anyone interested.

If you will wiite to the nearest office regarding
road problems and conditions in your vicinity the
matter will have prompt attention.

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITBD
MONTRKAL TOROfTTO WINNIHKO VANOOUVKR

THE O ARRITTE
8T. JOHN, N. B.

PATERSON MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
HAUFAX. N. S. SYT>KKT. N. P.

llllllllllll1lllllllll!IIIIIIIII!lillIIIIII[|||llillllllllllllllllllllt)»IM
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Chicago Issues New Rules for Sewer
Trenching

'Utilities in the space to be occupied
by sewers in Chicago are subject to new
rules recently put out in standard specifi-

cations by the board of local improve-
ments of that city. The principal fea-

tures of interest to contractors relate to

trenches dug by excavating machines and
are as follows:

Utilities in the way of trench mach-
ines of the steam-shovel type used to

excavate for a sewer 3 feet in diameter,
or larger, must be removed and replaced

without expense to the contractor. This
diameter is reduced to 24 inches when
machines of the endless-belt type are
used. Below 24 inches the utility must
be left in place and maintained at the
expense of the contractor. Utility com-
panies must take care of their lines when
rock is to be blasted, provided five days'
notice is given.
Where sewer trenches are excavated

without the use of excavating machinery,
except in rock, all utilities will be left

in place and maintained at the expense
of the contractor.

In paved streets utility companies must
replace disturbed pavement areas outside
the limit of the sewer trench.

Service lines, except water services, to
buildings, must be removed without ex-
pense to tin; contractor on 48 hours' no-
tice, when excavating machines are used,
also all interfering aerial equipment must
be removed or altered. The latter, how-
ever, will not be removed to accommo-
date backfilling machinery, except at the
expense of the contractor. Somewhat
similar rules are in effect with reference
to water mains.

It's 4.30. Night i.s comino- on. The sockets are clicking^ one by one and the

liu<^e buildings are Hghting up. The load's going up. What's to be done?

Shut something off? No, not with the

TRADE MARK

Forced Draft Equipment and Fuel Economizers

In Sturtevant-equipped plants the evening peak is not dreaded. It is not a

catastrophe. The forced and induced draft fans speed up automatically as

the load comes on. The boilers are enabled to carry tremendous overloads

—

sometimes as much as 200 per cent. New boilers may prove unnecessary.

Sturtevant Fuel Economizers in conjunction with mechanical draft is a com-

bination installed in hundreds of up-to-date modern plants. Here are some

l)ig points on Sturtevant Economizers

—

(1) staggered pipes (a patented feature)
;

(2) metal-to-metal joints; (3) built for 300 lbs.

working ])rcssure.

Adopt the Sturtevant way; it is flex-

ible, economical and wasteless —
Our Bulletin 187- Z on request.

B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Gait, Ontario

Toronto Winnipes VancauTer
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Fade 16 for their experience, so that in our road work of the
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future we shall obtain definite advice on two points

'- before committing ourselves to large expenditures.
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(l).the cost of the work shall be carefully figured by

p,ljjorial 345 engineers of ample experience and facilities for learn-

Shall I Build Now or Wait' . 347 " 'ng all the conditions and, (2), the men who have been
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^
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Design of Modern Power House Foundations 3.53 fompelled to slioillder arms. But in the face of what
By J. N. Hatch 's happening in Canada, if we look right at the facts

Good Roads at Lowest Cost for Modern Traffic 305 we cannot but feel that there is much to be said in

By F. E. Everett favor of conscription.

Reinforced Concrete Causeway, Corpus Christi 367 What is the situation in Ontario? Recruiting has
Mainly Constructional 3«o been carried on to such an extent and in such a hap-

hazard manner that our industries are crippled, pro-

Bad Management of Toronto-Hamilton duction is at low ebb. labor for the factory is unobtain-

Hichwflv '''''^' ^""^ contracts which rightly belong to us aremgiiway going to the United States. Ontario is suflfering as

TlllC Board of CoiUitil of tlic city of Toronto the result of her activity in recruiting, a statement
have taken the only possible course in agree- which cannot be made of certain other provinces of the
ing to recomnieiul the payment of an extra Dominion. Conscription would remedy this iu-

hundred thousaiui dollars to complete the equality.

roroiUo-llaniiltou liiglnvay. It would be exceedingly This war is a business and should be ci>nducted in
unwise to hold this work uj) at the present lime when a businesslike way. Have we not recruited bevond
it is two-thirds completed and cc|iially unwise to re- the requirements? If we have not, why are battal-
\ise the original plans to the extent of saving money ions wliich were in camp at Niagara last year prepar-
1)\ constructing an inferior roadway. The whole ing to return there this summer? The time neces.sarv
sclienie has apparently been badly managed, con- to train a soldier is surely not a satisfactory answer—
ceived in ignorance and carried forward in a way that and all the time our industries crving for men.
tliesc sanu' men wtnild never dream of handling their Sir Robert Borden offered to send .^W.CKX) men if

own prixatL' atTairs. The management of this work, required, but it would seem that the Minister of Mili-
l>y the commission entrusted with it. is open to the tia's call for the second 250.000 has not yet been justi-
,t;ra\est censure and road building in Ontario has been fied.

discredited to such an extent that it will take years to If we are recruiting more men than are required, it

recover. The only ray of sunshine in the whole mat- means a 1os< ti' the countrv and to the Empire. Every
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man's time should, in this crisis, be employed where it

will be most effective.

The scarcity of labor is.serious. The suggestion
has been made that women take the place of men in

the banks and offices and other business places, and
that the men thus replaced who do not join the colors

go to the farms. Yet in the face of this situation we
find the Government appropriating $100,000 for a cam-
paign in the daily newspapers to encourage increased
production and thrift on the farm, where the supply of

labor is already totally inadequate. There are grave
economic problems before us. Can they be satisfac-

torily worked out under the i)resent system of recruit-

ing? What are the fipinions of our readers?

The Brick Industry
What's the matter with the brick industry? This

question has been raised very frequently of late, yet

no one manufacturer seems prepared to say just what
the reason is for the slum]) in the demand for brick

as a building material, but each is willing to say what
has happened in his own locality.

Brick today are fully 2S per cent, less than before

the outbreak of war, while many other building ma-
terials have advanced, or remained constant in price.

Lack of organization among brick manufacturers may
be cited as the real difficulty in the brick industry

—

"United wc stand ; divided we fall" seems to be apt

and timely.

Mr. W. B. Wreford, in a paper before the National
Brick Manufacturers' Association, published in this

issue unreservedly tells the brick manufacturers to

l>ull together—advertise, create a demand for brick,

and the price will very shortly adjust itself. He ad-

vocates a National Building-Brick Bureau to encour-
age advertising on the part of the brick manufacturer,
to assist in preparing advertising material and in

directing the lines of exploitation work, and to collect

and furnish specific data for its members that would
be of value in the promotion of brick as a building

material against all competitors.

Speaking on the organization of the cement and
lumber industry, Mr. Wreford quotes figures to show
the annual expenditure in publicity campaigns spent
each year by these industries. As a result the field of

cement and lumber is world-wide, while that of the
brick industry is usually confined to local communi-
ties where brick is manufactured. The cement indus-

try has a department whose function it is to furnish

such data as architects may require for their consid-

eration of reinforced concrete, and to lend such aid as

may be desired in preparing designs in which the rein-

forcing is very detailed. Such information is given
free.

This seems to be the solution to the question—be
alive, get together, create a demand, make people talk

brick then they will buy and use it.

Toronto Branch C.S.G.E. to hold Luncheon
The Secretary of the Toronto branch of the Can-

adian Society of Civil Engineers, Mr. L. M. Arkley,

has mailed the following notice to members

:

The regular monthly meeting of the Toronto
Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers
will be held in the Chemistry and Mining Building of

the University of Toronto on Thursday, April 13th,

1916. Professor A. P. Coleman, Ph.D., will give an
illustrated address on "A Visit to the Mountains of

Northern Labrador." Come and hear this very in-

teresting address.

The executive of the Toronto Branch propose
holding a luncheon at the St. Charles Hotel on Thurs-
day, .April 27th, inst., at 1 p. m., if we are assured of

a sufficient attendance to justify our getting a good
speaker for the occasion. Please state on the ac-

companying card if you will be able to attend, and re-

turn to the Secretary at an earlj' date.

We have been asked by the Secretary, of the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers, Prof. C. H. McLeod,
to ascertain the names and standing of as many pros-

pective members as jjossible in the vicinity of our
Branch. liach member is therefore requested to re-

turn a list of such names to the secretary of the
branch as soon as possible. \o\\\- ])rompt and hearty
co-operation in these matters will be much appre-
ciated.

Barge Replaces Trestle in Making Rock
Fills at Halifax

By using a dumping bridge supported between the

end of the fill and a large scow by an A-frame boom,
the difficulties of building a trestle on rock bottom
and maintaining it while making a rock fill have been
avoided in constructing the Halifax ocean terminals

in Nova Scotia. The stringers of the bridge are of

timber, and are suspended from the A-frame at the

centre of the bridge on the same principle as is used
in swinging the gang plank of the familiar river steam-
er. Two 18-yard side dump cars at a time can be
dumped from the bridge into clear water between the

barge and the end of the fill. In order to save switch-
ing, the track extends the full length of the barge to

accommodate four cars that have been dumped while
the fifth and sixth are dumping. Thus the only loss

over operation on a trestle is that the whole train can-

not be dumped simultaneously. This is more than
made up by saving the time and expense of building
and maintaining a trestle on rock bottom in 30 to 60
feet of water.

The fill for the breakwater has been finished, that

for the centre of pier B is now being completed, and
that for the centre of pier A will be made in this way.
All three are long, narrow fills built out from the end.

Material from a heavy cut on the railroad approach-
ing the terminal, for which the Cook Construction
Company and Wheaton Brothers are contractors, is

being used.—Eng. Record.

The Engineer at the Front I
The Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers, are holding their fourth luncheon for

the season at the Ladies' Cafe. Chateau Laurier. on
.\\n\\ 13 at 12:45. Lieut.-Col. Melville, O. C. En-
gineering Training Depot, Ottawa, will address the

members on the subject: "With an Engineer Battalion

at the Front." Lieut.-Col. Melville has just returned
from active service to assume charge of the luigineer

Training Depot at Lansdowne Park in the city of

Ottawa. He will describe the work and duties of the

Engineer Forces at the front.

The cost of street cleaning at Victoria, B. C, is

now 13.4 cents per 1000 sq. yd. This does not include

plant rental and overhead charges. All the work is

done with hand brooms, pick-up carts and cans. No
Hushing water is used.
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Shall I Build Now, or Wait? Comparative
Prices Today and at Outbreak of War

(Continued from April 5|

111 our last issue we printed the first of a sh(jrt

series of articles which have for their object the pul)-

lication of information which may enable the pros-

pective builder, the architect or the general contractor,

to coni])are the cost of building to-dav with the cost

a year ago or at the f)titbreak of the war. We discussed
in that article more particularly the elements that

enter into the initial stages of the ordinary building

—

stone, brick, cement and lime. Our figures for these

items pointed to a considerable reduction in price,

twenty-five ])er cent., and over in the case of lirick

and averaging anywhere from ten to twenty i)er cent,

decrease. So far as these materials go to make up
a building, therefore, it is less expensive to build to-

day than it was at the date of the outbreak of war.

just to what extent these four items enter into the

cost of a building depends, of course, on the type of

construction. In a steel structure it would be much
less than in an ordinary brick dwelling or a factory
or warehouse built chiefly of brick or cement, or both.

Hrick being the material that has shown the greatest
decrease in price, it follows that those buildings that

use a maximum of hrick will profit the most by pre-

sent conditions, in a residence, for example, where
the cost of the hrick alone may run from 15 to 20 per
cent, of the total cost, the saving should be very con-
siderable.

Labor

We must not overlook the important place occupied
in this discussion by the item of labor cost. Gener-
ally speaking it probably would not be too liberal an
estimate, on the average building contract, to allow
one-third for the cost of the labor, as compared with
two-thirds for material laid down at the job. For the
purpose of argument anyway this estimate is near
enough. Carpenler lal)or would run nearer one-half;
painting, tinwork, etc., still higher. Now what is the
condition with regard to labor?

It may truthfully be argued that labor is scarce,

but equally truthfully that building work is scarce.

The war, so far as the workman who has stayed at

home .goes, has been a godsend in sidetracking what
would otherwise have been one of the most trouble-

some labor jjroblems of recent years. Even at the

moment it is by no means proven that there is a short-

age of labor for such building work as there is in hand.
For exaiiiple, it was announced only the other day that

twelve per cent, of a certain trade had responded to

the call to arms. This still leaves HS ]>er cent, to attend
to construction work that does not run to more than
half, and in many cases to not more tlian ten per
cent, of what was going forward three years ago.
Many of these men have, of course, changed their

occu])ation, but it is not characteristic of a mechanic
to want to do other work than his own exce])t under
compulsion. The result is that labor to-day in very
many lines of the building trades is easier to get than
it was a year or two before the war and consequently
costs less. A comparison between labor costs to-day
and at the outbreak of war probably shows that wages
have advanced but slightly. The labor market, how-
ever, is uncertain and subject to influences from the
L^iited States. It docs not ai)pear that the removal

of a half million men from this continent should cause
any serious shortage in mechanics, though it may
cause us a little temporary delay and inconvenience.

Lumber
The other big item is lumber, under which mill-

work is generally included. Lumber, not including

carpenter's wages, usually accounts for somewhere be-

tween 15 per cent, and 20 per cent. f)f the tfital cost of

a private residence. In a factory it may be less, in

an office building more, all depending on the individual

requirements. Lumber prices shortly after the war
f)roke out showed signs of weakening, but it seems to

be a fact that the lumbering trade, though they do
not deal to any great extent in war materials, have
been able to adjust their business to conditions with
a fair degree of satisfaction to themselves. The result

is that prices to-day are about the same or slightly in

advance of what they were in August, 1914, though
still considerablv less than in the boom vcars of
1912-13. '

/

Mill-work stands in about the same position as

lumber—slightly advanced over prices of two years
ago. The future of mill-work prices is dependent to a

more considerable degree on labor conditions, material
being a less important item.

However, though both of these items are inclined

to show slight increases it must be taken into con-
sideration that contractoi-s are eager for contracts to-

day and willing, rightly so, we believe, to accept work
at actual cost so as to be able to take care of their

overhead and keep their organization together. This
may, or may not, ofT.set the increase in the price of

lumber and mill-work. We are inclined to think it

would.
(To be continaed)

Irrigation Dam
Arrowrock Dam, in Idaho, is the key to an irriga-

tion system that is transforming 234,000 acres of bar-
ren Sagebush desert—adjacent to Boise, the State cap-

ital—into fruitful gardens, orchards and farms. By
throwing a dam across a gorge in the canyon twenty-
two miles above the city the channel of the river is

converted into a reservoir running back eighteen miles
into the mountains. It holds, when full, 244.000 acre
feet of water, enough to cover 381 square miles to the
depth of one foot. It will reclaim 234,000 rich acres
in the Boise Valley. Arrowrock is the highest dam in

the world to-day, 348.5 feet from the low point in the
foundation to the sixteen-foot driveway over the top.

It is 240 feet thick at the base and 1,060 feet long. The
great mass is below the bed of the river ; it was neces-
sary to go down 91.5 feet through volcanic rock to
reach a solid foundation in granite. In its construc-
tion 530,000 cubic yards of concrete were used.

I'he Department of the Interior. Ottawa, have just
issued a report of the progress of stream measure-
ments (hydrometric surveys I for the calendar year
1''14. prepared under the direction of F. H. Peters.
Commissioner of Irrigation, by I'. M. Sander, chief
hvdrometric engineer, as.sisted bv G. H. White and G.
R. l-:iliott.
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Dale Presbyterian Church, Toronto
The "Roofless" Church finally becomes one of Toronto's
most beautiful edifices — Capacity 2000 — Cost $90,000

THE culmination of seven years of unceasing en-

deavor and self-sacrifice by the Rev. J. D.
Morrow and his congregation came on Sun-
day, April 2nd, when the new Dale Church

was dedicated and the "roofless church" became a

thing of the past.

In 1873 "New" St. Andrew's Church, King Street,

started a mission on the then outskirts of the city, at

King and Tecumseh Streets. In 1889 this small wood-
en structure, known as St. Mark's Mission, was moved
to one side and St. Mark's Church, a plain red building,

became the house of worship. At first St. Mark's was
not very prosperous, being situated in a district where
honest poverty was the rule and prosperity the excep-
tion. But in 1905, with the advent of the Rev. J. D.
Morrow, things brightened so considerably that in

1908 the condition of affairs proved the dire necessity

of a larger church.
Robert F. Dale, a retired baker, and a member of

St. Mark's for some years, showed his appreciation of

Rev. J. D. Morrow's work by giving the present site

at the corner of Bellwoods Avenue and Queen Street

to the congregation. The old building was sold and
on July 24, 1909, the first sod of the new site was
turned.

"Pay as you go" was the principle upon which the

Rev. J. D. Morrow insisted, and the "going" was no
faster than the "paying"—which was pretty slow. But

J. D. Morrow never wavered ; he worked on with faith

and persistence ably supported by his congregation,
and his efforts were finally rewarded in the dedication
of the new church last week.

The church is situated on the corner of Queen
Street and Bellwoods Avenue, fronting on Queen
Street. Entrance is made tlirough two large en-
trance vestibules in the south-east and south-west
corners, and through two side vestibules in the north-
east and north-west corners. The main vestibules
have double entrances—one off Queen, and one on a
side street.

'I'he church, which is 90 ft. by 106 ft., is in the
i'erpendicular Gothic style, built of brick for the main
body, with stone for the Sabbath school, the whole
being set on concrete foundations. Difficulty was ex-
])erienced with the foundations, which were laid in

1909, the western portion of the site being composed
of artificial fill over boggy ground. This necessitated
sinking the foundations very deep to procure a good
bearing. The east side of the site, however, was
good clay, necessitating only a relatively shallow
foundation. The foundations cost approximately
$2,000.

Auditorium
The auditorium, or church proper, has a seating

capacity of 1,700—probably the largest percentage
per square foot of floor space of any church in Tor-
onto. One of the special features that attracts the
attention is the fan-shaped choir loft, situated in front
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Fig. 2—General Floor Plan Auditorium, seating capacity 1700.

of the platform. The latter, 44 ft. by 10 ft., is acces-

sible on both sides from both tiie auditorium floor and
the gallery.

'Pile origan loft is directly behind the s|)eaker"s

platform, and is closed in by an artistic open screen.

This screen work is backed in the lower larjjer arches

by heavy curtains, and in the upi^er smaller ones by
bronze netting and entirely excludes all view of the

organ pipes. The screen is artistically decorated

and streaked with jjold, addinsr materially to the

beauty of the church.

The vestry on the west side of the orji^an loft is

about 12 by 12 ft., and is completely fitted with all

modern conveniences. On the east side is a similar

r(H>m used for a study. .Another special feature has

been installed at the back of the auditorium where

the space between the main vestibules under the gal-
lery can be completely closed off by means of rolling
doors and used as a prayer room or baptistry. The
same system has been adopted in the Sabbath school
below. The gallery extends completely around the
auditorium, and is accessible from the main entrance
vestibules, the side entrance vestibules, and from the
choir loft. It is supported by marble pillars with or-
namental cappings, and faced with an oak railing.

The floor of the auditorium is reinforced concrete
supported by pilasters, and is probably the only one
of its kind in a church in Toronto. It has a slope of
between 4 and 5 feet front to rear, and is covered with
"ji-in. oak flooring. The interior trim and fittings

throughout the church are oak. Special attention has
been given to the design of the pews, which are most
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comfortable. Individual choir chairs have been pro-

vided in the choir loft.

Acoustic Properties

The roof of the building is a steel truss, with prob-

ably the largest unsupported span of any Canadian
church, being 90 ft. between walls. The steel work
is entirely closed in, and the decorated ceiling presents

an e\en, unbroken surface, free from any obstructions,

which has made jjossible the remarkable acoustic

properties of the church. AVith the excei)tion of ten

small marble pillars supporting the gallery, tiiere are

no obstructions of any kind in the church, which is

probably unparalleled in Toronto for the remarkable
ease with which the speaker can be heard in any
corner of the l)uilding.

capacity of 1,000. Above the vestry and study rooms,
on the gallery floor, are two choir rooms, and above
these, across the whole north end of the building, are

large recreation rooms and work rooms for young
men, and across the south end similar recreation

rooms and committee rooms for young women.
The church was designed by Herbert G. I'aull,

architect, 395 College Street, Toronto, and was built

by E. T. C. Poole. The building was constructed by
day labor, at a total cost, including material, of $90,000
—financial matters being left in the hands of the

architect. Sub-contractors on the work were : con-
crete foundations and reinforced floors, John Leach &
Company ; stone work. Cement Products ; steel, Hep-
burn & Disher; brick. AN'alker Morley

;
plaster, Halmer

& Blakeh' ; interior decorations, Doxee ; windows.

/
^^JT^^D.PAl.^•.»qSliIBlW(^^o:n3
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Pig. 3—Queen Street Elevation and Section, showing choir and organ lofts, also section of roof-span.

The steel roof is covered with asbestos shingles.

Steel lath is used throughout, and the windows arc

leaded art glass with cut-stone sashes. The stairs

are of fireproof, iron construction, with mastic treads.

Light and Ventilation

Every attention has been given to the lighting,

heating, and plumbing. Semi-indirect lighting is

used in the auditorium, light 1:)eing diffused uniformly

from forty-five suspended indirect lights. Heating
and ventilation is by hot air heated by direct steam

;

cold air is drawn in by a large fan, heated, and distri-

buted throughout the building through openings in

the walls and ceilings, foul air being drawn ofif by
automatic ventilators. A complete change of air is

effected every ten minutes.

The church is finely and lieautifully decorated in

soft, pleasing tints—bright, yet not gaudy—providing

a sense of restfulness and comfort.

Other Features
The Sunday school in the basement, which has

been used in the meantime as a church, has a seating

(Jucen City Glass Company ; lighting fixtures. Knight

Brothers; iron stairs, liver Hardwood Company: mas-
tic treads, Johns Manville ; rolling doors, Watson ^
Smith.

The buying movement in structural steel is now
])robably greater than it has been at any time since

1906. According to a Pittsburgh press dispatch con-

tracts for fully 500,000 tons of this material were pend-

ing last week. Bridge contracts placed in February
were the largest in a single month for the last six years,

and it is expected that the tonnage ordered in March
will be even larger than that of the previous month.
The steel industry is having the greatest period of pros-

perity in its history.

In the Contract Record of March 29 we jirinted a

brief description, with illustration, of a new expansion

joint recently placed on the market by the Barratt

Company of New York. This material may now be

obtained from the Paterson Manufacturing Company.
Limited, of Toronto and Montreal.

il
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The Determination of the Physical Properties
of Road-Building Rock

By Provost Hubbard and F. H. Jackson, Jr.*

It is now generally recognized that any stone, to
be .suitable fur nse in macadam coiistrnction, mnst
possess to a certain degree, depending on circum-
stances such as character of traffic and method of
construction, three distinct physical properties, which
may be briefly defined as follows

:

(1) Hardness, the resistance which a rock offers to
the displacement of its surface particles by abrasion

;

(2) Toughness, the resistance which a rock offers
to fracture under impact

;

(3) r.inding power, the ability which the dust from
the rock [)ossesses, or develops by contact with water,
of binding the larger rock fragments together.

Of these, the first two are of particular interest
from the standpoint of the present discussion, and
they may be very briefiy described as follows

:

The degree of hardness of a rock is determined by
what is known as the Dorry method. It con.si.sts es-
sentially of subjecting a cylinder. 2t> mm. in diameter,
of the material to be tested to the abrasive action of
crushed (|uartz sand fed upon a revolving steel disc,

against which the test specimen rests. The end of
the specimen is ground away in inverse' ratio to its

hardness, so that the hardness may be computed by
determining the loss in weight after any given number
of revolutions of the disc. The coefficient of hardness
discussed later is obtained by subtracting one-third
of the loss in weight in grams from 20. after 1,000 re-

vtjlutions of the disc.

Toughness

The degree of toughness is determined by the Page
impact method. A cylinder 1 in. in diameter and 1 in.

high, cut from the rock specimen, is subjected to the
impact caused by the free fall of a 2-kgm. weight
(Iropjied from successively increasing heights until
the energy of the blow is sufficient to fracture the test
specimen. The test consists of a 1-cm. fall for the
first blow, followed by falls increased by 1 cm. after
each blow until failure occurs. The height from which
the weight drops when failure takes place is used as
a measure of the toughness of the material.

Since the establishment of the rt)ad-material labor-
atory by the United States Government, upwards of
3,000 samples, representing every known variety of
road-building rock, and obtained frt)m every State
in the Union, as well as from foreign countries, have
been subjected to the tests outlined above. The re-

sults of these tests are plotted in graphic form, in a
curve in which the coefficients of hardness are plotted
as abscissae and the factors of toughness as ordinates.
Small circles represent the corres])onding hardness
and toughness of an individual rock sample. l,arge
circles represent the average of all the coefficients of
hardness for each value of toughness. Hardness
values range from to 20 and toughness values from 1

to 47.

A study of this cur\c brings out the following
points

:

(1) That the average toughness for all tests made
is about 9.

(2) That the average hardness increases with

• ResMctively Chemical Ensrineer and Assistant Testins Engineer, rnitml
States Office of Public Roiids ami Rural Kngrineerine In Sur\-eyor.

toughness, and that the rate of increase becom«"i I*-*-;

as the toughness values become larger.

(3) That individual values of hardness \.ii,»

through wide limits for low values of toughness, and
that the variations from the average decrease uniform-
ly with the increase in toughness up to a certain point,
about 20, after which they remain constant with very
little variation from the average.

(4) That, when any given value for toughness falls

within certain limits, which define the suitability of
the material for macadam-road construction under
different traffic conditions, the corresponding value
for hardness will fall within similar limits for hard-
ness.

The first three facts are clearly indicated, but in
order to substantiate the last deduction it will be
necessary to define the limiting values of hardness
and toughness which experience has shown should be
applied when judging the fitness of stone for use in
macadam construction under different traffic condi-
tions. Such limiting values for toughness are shown
on the curve in the ordinates at 4.5, 9.3. and 18.5. and
the corresponding limiting values for hardness at 10,

14 and 17. In other words, after making all allow-
ances for variations due to local conditions, it may be
fairly assumed that stone for use under light, hor.se-
drawn, steel-tired vehicles should show a toughness of
from 5 to 9 and a hardness of from 10 to 17; for mod-
erate traffic a toughness of from 10 to 18 and
a hardness of over 14, and for heavy traffic a tough-
ness of 19 or over and a hardness of 17 or over. The
terms "light," "moderate" and "heavy" in this con-
nection refer to the total volume of traffic upon the
road^ calling, say, under 100 teams a day "light," 100
to 250 "moderate," and over 250 "heavy."

Practically all the values of hardness shown in the
figure are above the various lower limits set by the
best water-bound macadam-road practice.

For light traffic conditions. 94 per cent, of all the
samples tested have a hardness of more than 10; for
moderate traffic, 95 per cent, have a hardness of more
than 14; and for heavy traffic, 94 per cent, have a
hardness of more than 17.

Light Traffic

A large number of hardness tests appear above the
upper Hmit of 17 set for light traffic conditions. Al-
though on its face this would indicate that a deter-
mination of the hardness is necessary in this instance,
reference to test records show that by far the greatest
nifmber of these tests (about 75 per cent) are on
granites, quartzites, and hard sandstones, which are
unsuited for use in the wearing course of water-bound
macadam roads, owing to their lack of binding power,
as shown by actual test.

Finally, the results of 2..500 individual routine tests
made by the Office of Public Roads and Rural Engi-
neering show that for practical routine work the
hardness test adds nothing to our knowledge of the
value of any particular rock sample for use in water-
bound macadam-road construction over that obtained
from the toughness test.

While the binding or cementing value of a r«Kk is

a most important consideration from the standpoint of
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ordinary macadam construction, the same is not true' advisable to set a minimum toughness of 6 or 7 for

of broken stone roads which are surface treated or light traffic roads instead of 5, in order to insure

constructed with an adhesive bituminous material. against the possibility of the fragments of rock which
The hardness of the rock is also of relatively less im- ha\e been coated with bitumen being fractured under
portance, owing to the fact that the fine mineral the roller during consolidation, and of 12 or 13 for

particles produced by the abrasion of traffic combine moderate and heavy traffic, instead of 10 and 19, as

or should combine with the bituminous material to in the case of water-bound macadam roads,

form a mastic, which is held in place and protects the For broken stone roads which are to be maintained
underlying rock from abrasion so long as by proper with dust palliatives, it would ai^pear that the same
maintenance it is kept intact. The toughness of the limits of toughness should hold as for ordinary mac-
rock, however, is of more importance, as the shock of adam.
impact is to a considerable extent transmitted through For easy reference the following limits of tough-
the seal coat, and may cause the underlying fragments ncss are given in Table 1, as representing facts de-

to shatter. It would therefore seem that the mini- t.\bi.e i.

mum toughness of a rock for use in the construction ''•"'"' <<" toUKlmcss for , ock^ used _^in ti.e construction of broken-

of a bituminous broken stone road, or a broken stone i.igin Moderate iicayy

road with a bituminous-mat surface, should for light Type of road. Mini" Maxi- Mini* M'^axi- Min? Max!

traffic be no less than for ordinary macadam subjected Macadam
""""' """"" """ "'"'"' '""'"' '"""''

to the same class of traffic. For moderate and heavv .Macadam «itii dust palliative— ,'i ".» 10 is la —
rr i .1 • ,1 ' Macadam with liituminous mat

traffic, however, the same mmimum toughness may uituminou.s broken stone with

probably prove sufficient, owing to the cushioning ef- niutEo't™ concVeie with oV Withoui
'' ~ ^" ~ ^^*

feet of the bituminous matrix. No maxnnum limit of carpet coat 7 — la — 1:1

toughness need, however, be considered for any traffic. \eloped in the foregoing discussion. It is, of course,

In the case of bituminous concrete roads, where the (|uite probable that these limits will require modifica-

broken stone and bituminous material are mixed prior lion as the correlation of laboratory tests to service re-

to laying and con.solidation, it would perhaps appear suits becomes more perfect.

New Monnoyer Type of Cement Block
Chimney at Quebec

A contract for a new cement block chimney for the

Monastery of the Franciscan Fathers, Quebec, was re-

cently awarded to Eduoard Pelletier & Fils, Quebec.

The chimney will be 65 feet in height above the

ground level, with an inside diameter at the summit
of 2 ft. 6 ins., and at the base of 5 ft. 3 ins. Founda-
tions for the chimney will be carried down to rock,

about 5 ft. below the ground level. The flue opening

will be above the ground level, and will be 3 ft. high

by 2 ft. 6 ins. wide, to be built of reinforced concrete.

The vertical reinforcing rods of the foundation will be

extended into the footing almost to the base, and will

be continued above the substructure, overlapping and

bonding with the vertical reinforcing of the substruc-

ture for four or five feet.

The shaft of the chimney is to be constructed on

the Belgian "Monnoyer" system. Blocks are cast ten

inches in height, for average diameters, with a hook

or hollow projection at one end, as shown. The op-

posite end is tapered at an angle fixed by the diameter

of the chimney and the number of blocks per course.

Blocks are cast in a steel form, being mixed rather

dry, and on removal from the form are sprinkled re-

gularly for about a week before being used in con-

struction. Blocks are reinforced horizontally, as

shown in the lower cut, and are mtnilded with a hori-

zontal groove on the top face, in which horizontal re-

inforcement is laid every course.

The method of erection is to i)lace a course of

blocks, the number of which vary according to the

diameter of the chimney, the blocks being set with the

hook around the vertical reinforcement, and the square

end set into the head of the adjoining block, as shoW'U.

The head room is sufficient to allow considerable lati-

tude in setting to permit of adjustment in the diameter

of successive courses, thus making it possible to obtain

a conical shape, which is so much more desirable than
the cylindrical form.

The operation of erecting is effected very rapidly

;

masons working in the interior of the chimney, re-

ceive their blocks ready to lay, put them jn place, mor-
tar the 10 inches in the interior of the rib, prepare the
joints for the new blocks, and continue \ery rapidly

to lay them.

The chimnev will be terminated at its summit b\'

^=
Monnoyer Type of Cement Block—Showing shape of block and

manner of laying.

two bands of .specially constructed blocks and a cast'"

iron coping.

The concrete for the blocks consists of a 1-2-4 mix-
ture and is placed in the steel forms in a semi-drv
state, the reinforcing rods inserted and the whole well
tamped. For the mortar forming btjnds between the
blocks, a mixture of one of cement and two of sand
is used. The chimney will be lined inside with 4 ins.

of lire brick set in fire clay, to a height of 15 feet be-
low the smoke flue. .\ sectional steel ladder will be
built up along with the erection of the chimney, the
supports being tied into the vertical reinforcing rods.
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Aerial Cableway over Niagara River
Torres System of Constant Tension Steel Gables Supports a

46 Passenger Gar over Whirlpool Rapids — Cost $60,000

ANEW scenic pleasure device in the form of an
aerial cableway over the Whirlpool Rapids,
Niagara River, has recently been completed
at Niagara l-'alls, Ont. Tlie span is said to

be the lonfjcst in the world, bcinj^; approximately 1,800

feet. The Niagara whirlpool is about three miles be-

low the Falls, and is almost entirely in Canadian terri-

tory. The cableway has both anchorages within the

province of Ontario; yet it crosses a point in the

boundary line, and for that reason international con-
sent was necessary for the promotion of the project.

The cableway, which is based on a Spanish patent, was
built by the Niagara Spanish Aerocar Company, Lim-
ited, Gonzolo Gorres y Polanco, C.E., chief engineer
and vice-president of the company, to whom we are

indebted for the following information.

Anchorages

The design of the anchorages, both of which are

on the Canadian side, one at Colt's Point and the other
at Thompson's Point, was governed largely by the

fact that the cableway was not allowed to cross the

tracks of the Niagara lielt Pine Railway, that the ap-

pearance of the cliffs on neither side of the whirlpool
should be altered and that no towers or structures

should rise above the level of the track of the railway
which runs along the cliff.

The passenger car is suspended from a running
gear which travels on six parallel track cables of 1-in.

crucible steel rope. Each cable is anchored securely

at Colt's Point by means of a 2-in rod bent into an
anchorage in a 740-ton concrete block. At the other

terminus each track cable passes over a sheave and
is fastened to a counterweight or stretcher. Boxes 12

ft. high by 6 ft. 7 in. wide by 11 in. deep, made of

riveted steel, contain cast-iron w-eights sufficient to

make a total of 10 tons for each track-cable counter-
weight.

ICach track cable is entirely independent of the

others. The breaking of any one of them would not

be serious, as the other cables would support all the

weight of the car without any increase in their ten-

sion. The car would drop several feet suddenly,
and, after a few vertical oscillations, would assume a

new position of equilibrium.

Thus, the breaking of one cable does not imperil

the passengers, and the breaking of two cables at the

same time would be nearly as improbable as the sim-
ultaneous breaking of two cables belonging to totally

sci^arate installations.

Central Tension System

The simplicity and safely of this system lie in the

fact that each cable is put into fixed tension from the
start of operations, that this tension never varies, that

the resistaTice of tlie cal)les can be verified at any time
by increasing the load on the weight boxes, that if any
cable or fastening is faulty it will |)robably break when
heavily weighted for trial or inspection trips, and that
if a cable does break practically no extra strain is put
upon the other cables.

The car built for Nia.gara provides seats for 24 pas-
sengers, and standing room, in a raised aisle in the
centre of the car, for 21 more, besides the conductor.

Ihe weight of the car empty is S'/i tons, fully loaded
7 tons. It is 10 ft. 10 in. wide, 24 ft. long and 23 ft.

high. It was manufactured complete in Spain, and
assembled here.

The car is propelled by a Ji-in. 6 x 19 plow-steel
traction cable, fastened to one end of the car. This
cable passes over a sheave on Colt's Point, runs back
across the Whirlpool, over a sheave in front of the

Thompson's Point station, and to the driving sheave.
I'Vom here is passes around three sheaves, to one of

which is fastened a 10-ton counterweight box. ar-

ranged in guides similarly to the track cable counter-
weights, and this creates a tension in the cable which
adjusts any slack caused by the rising and falling of

the car. After passing around another groove in the
driving sheave, the traction cable passes out to the
other end of the car.

Motive Power

The 8-ft. driving sheave is turned by a 7/5-h.p.,

3-phase, 440-volt, 480 r.p.m. Westinghouse motor,
through a 30 to 1 Mindley worm gear, giving a speed
to the car of about 400 ft. per minute when the con-
troller is at full speed. The trip can be made in about

Fig. 1- Sketch showing location of Cableway.

\yi minutes, but it is planned to permit it to occupy
six minutes by running at half speed part of the time.

To provide against breakdown of the motor, or in-

terruption in the power supply, there is a clutch in the
driving shaft by means of which the motor can be
disengaged, and a 5-h.p. Gray gasoline engine engagetl
both through a worm gear and through sprocket
wheels. The speed at which the gasoline engine
wtnild haul in the car would be very slow, but it would
be ample to meet the emergency.

If the traction cable were to break during a trip,

the car would oscillate backwards and forwards along
the track cables until it would come gently to rest at
the lowest point of the .sag of the cable, which would
be about the centre of the span, as the two terminals
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are nearly at the same height, one being 249.5 ft. above
the river level, and the other, 246.5. To bring the

car back to Thompson'.? Point in such an emergency,
a relief car and a relief traction cable are available.

Attached to the driving sheave shaft, and running idle

ordinarily, there is a drum on which a J/^-inch wire

rope is coiled, with one end fastened permanently to

the drum. After the breaking of the traction cable,

the free end of the relief cable would be fastened to

the relief car, a light basket which holds one man and
which hangs from pulleys that can be readily thrown
over two of the track cables. The driving sheave
would then be reversed slowly, paying out the relief

cable until the man reaches the car. After the relief

cable is fastened to the car by chains ])rovided for

Fig. 2-Aero car and cableway. Fig. 3—Automatic control stop.

the purpose, the driving sheave would haul the car

back to Thompson's Point.

One thousand cubic yards of earth and 2,500 cu.

yds. of rock were excavated for the two .stations. The
station at Thompson's Point is cut out of the solid

rock and lined with concrete and buff tapestry brick.

Two flights of concrete steps provide entrance to and

exit from the landing platform. The footings for

the track sheave towers and for the traction sheave

tower are concrete. The towers are steel.

At the opening of the station a horizontal steel

platform, 9 ft. 10 in. long by the full width of the

opening, is hinged. At the outer edge of this short

platform there is hinged another platform, 38 ft. long,

extending over the edge of the cliff. The latter plat-

form is suspended from the track cables by wire ropes

and pulleys at the outer corners and at the hinged

corners, each rope being fastened to three pulleys, one

on each of three track cables. All four ropes are of

the same length, so that the long platform always

hangs parallel to the track cables, whatever inclina-

tion the latter may take; the four ropes are of such

length that the platform clears the bottom of the car

by 6 in. ; therefore, the car always comes right onto

the platform. The platforms are guarded at the sides

by railings.

At Colt's Point a similar landing extends from the

foot of the anchorage, and two flights of concrete steps

lead up to the ground level.

Automatic Control .

An automatic control stop is provided at each ter-

minus which stops the car without jar within 3 ft. 4 in.

The stop can be seen extending from the face of the

concrete block in Fig. 3. The traction cabl^ runs

longitudinally through the 5-in. pneumatic cylinder

and through the centre of the piston. A clamp on
the traction cable, just ahead of the car, strikes the
face of the piston, and also engages with it in such
manner that the car cannot slip back from the landing
platform. There are gates at both ends of the car,

operated by the conductor by means of a crank, and
these gates cannot open until the clamp has engaged
with the stop piston, releasing a ratchet under the
car. Even then, only the right gates can be opened

;

that is, the gates at the end of the car where the
clamp has engaged. When the car starts, the clamp
is disengaged by another crank, but this cannot be
done until the gates are shut. This is contrived by
interlocking discs, enclosed in a locked box on the

car.

After the traction and track towers and sheaves
had been erected, a very long rope was carried around
the face of the cliff from Thompson's Point to Colt's

Point. This rope was then hoisted over the tops of

the trees imtil it could be pulled taut from Point to

Point. A J^-inch wire rope was pulled across with
the aid of a hoisting engine, and then the %-in. trac-

tion cable was pulled into place.

Cables

The strength of the track cables is 92,000 lbs. each,

allowing for bending over sheaves, and the working
tension is 20,000 lbs., so the factor of safety is 4.6.

The maximum torque of the motor is 2.5 times the

torque required to haul the car when fully loaded.

The ma.ximum ])ull on the traction cable idler at

Colt's Point is 28,000 lbs. The pull on each of the
six carrying cables is 20,000 lbs., For any position of

the car, the tension in the lower traction cable between
the car and the transmission sheave equals half the
counterweight, or 10,000 lbs., neglecting friction of

counterweight and sheaves. The tension in the re-

maining part of the traction cable depends on the po-
sition of the car, varying from 6,000 lbs. when the car

is at Thompson's Point to 14,000 lbs. when the car is at

Colt's Point. The traction cable has a strength of

70,000 lbs., so this allows a factor of safety of more
than 4, after deducting from strength of cable for

bending over sheaves.

The sag of the track cables unloaded is 47.6 ft.

The maximum sag when loaded with car and passeng-
ers is 100.1 ft. The car will still be 148 ft. above the

surface of the water at the point of maximum sag.

The cost of the Niagara project was nearly $60,000
for labor and materials alone, being exclusive of the

cost of engineering and other expenses, and exclusive

also of the loading platforms and car, both of which
were built in Spain.

The general contractors were Norman McLeod,
Ltd., Toronto, on a cost plus percentage basis. The
superintendent in charge of the construction was
Lewis S. Roy. J. E. Taylor was resident engineer,

representing Wright & Howard, consulting engineers,

Toronto, who were employed by the Spanish company
to adapt their design to local conditions, and who pre-

pared the plans and supervised the construction.

Building operations in connection with the Jeffrey Hale

Hospital, Quebec, will probably be commenced some time in

May. The amount involved is ,$70,000. It is intended to ex-

tend the already existing wards, to remove the old power

house and erect a new one. Another building project in

Quebec is the erection of a structure for the Young Women's
Christian Association on Ann Street. Tenders have been in-

vited, and it is expected that the work of construction will

be begun shortly.
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Municipal "Clean -Up" Campaigns
Various Methods and Plans as Employed by U. S. Cities
— Organization — Programmes — Benefits Derived (Con.)

Tl 1
1'- greatest factor in the "clean-up campaigns"
is tlie children, for ntJthing that lias been done
could have been accomplished without their

help. Of the limidreds of cities interested in

the clean-up campaigns very few can be found where
the school children have not been actively identified

with the work. And the co-operation of the school

children is most important. No stone has been left

unturned to encourage the teachers to give the child-

ren the clean-up spirit. One of the best means of

reaching adults is through their children, and the

education of the children themselves along these lines

will contribute materially to their sense of proper com-
munity conditions when they become men and women.
It is acknowledged that what is most needed in a boy
nowadays is the right spirit, to insure him of a clean

life in talk, habits and associates ; keei)ing the city's

streets clean is a certain responsibility that makes him
more careful in his own habits. The State of Ohio
spends $3,000,000 a year to produce such a boy.

Children have been pressed into service in many
ways—through clubs composed of boys and girls, boy
scouts, camp Hre girls, city clubs, junior league clubs,

junior civic clubs, etc.

There are various ways of rewarding the children

for their wt)rk. Some cities believe that money
prizes appeal to the children more than medals, badges,

etc., and .so have created special funds for that pur-

pose, usually collected by some civic organization.

Other cities give medals, buttons, puzzles, school

equipment—stereopticon with lantern slides, maps,
pictures, plans ; sporting equipment—baseball and foot-

ball masks, balls and bats ; cameras, free tickets to

moving pictures theatres, etc.

In some instances the school children have become
enthusiastic to the point of organizing magazines in

the schools, devoted entirely to the "clean-up" cam-
paign.

Boy Scouts

Everywhere the l)oy scout has found his level in

the "clean-up" cami)aigns. It is a scout law that he
must be clean, and he is an expert in sanitation. Al-

most every troop of scouts has done its full quota in

civic, local or county clean-ups. In patrol (8 boys)
or by trooj)s (24 or more), they care for school

grounds, public grounds, make systematic campaigns
against flies and moscputoes, destroy their breeding

places; plant trees, bushes and shrubs; in general,

keep the streets free of litter and waste of all kinds.

Divided into squads, they do much for city better-

ment. N'acant lots, waste ])roperty, fields and streets

are rid of tin cans, bottles, scrap iron, weeds, and in

their i)laces Howers, vegetables and shrubbery planted;

unsightly billboards removed.

In many cities the Scouts have done jjarticularly

splendid work in inspectit>n duty, reporting all un-
sanitary conditions. In patrols, troops or companies
('W) they are assigned to investigate and report to

the superintendent of streets or the organization having
charge oi the "clean-up". The inspection is done day
by day as the clean-up progresses, and any oversight
or unsanitary condition reported at once.

City Clubs

Another method of interesting children is the or-

ganization of boys and girls into what is known as
City Clubs, whose duty it is to keep the streets clean.

The clubs are limited to 25 members each. The mem-
bers wear buttons and each one is provided with
blanks on which to report. In some instances these
clubs work throughout the year, but usually their

work is confined to the s])ring clean-up, in which event
they attend to the general clearing up of vacant lots,

back yards, school property, and cart it to the curbs
for the city dump wagons to haul away. Chicago is

one of the cities using these clubs.

In I'oston, the Junior Municipal League, under the
auspices of the \Vomen's Municipal League, loaded
with posters reading, "Do you have pride in your
city? Then clean it up," and armed with brooms,
shovels and rakes, jjroceeded to clean up.

Clean-up Plays:

A school in one city presented a one-act play
typifying the following characters: Fly, waste paper,
fire, soot, dirt, microbe, sickness, death, sorrow, pov-
erty, cleanliness, swatter, refuse pail, fire protection,
paint, scrub brush, soap, water and flowers. Lines
were fitted to each character, and in the end cleanli-

ness and happiness overcame sickness and dirt.

Although not always taking an active part in the
cleaning up, women's clubs have been a great factor
for good in instigating general clean-up. There is

scarcely a cit\' in the country where the women in

one way or another have not done much propaganda
work, and in many instances offered active service
and financial support. Taking pictures of unsanitary
conditions is a favorite method of bringing such con-
ditions to the notice of citizens and health officials.

Lectures on home and community gardens was one of
the features of Cincinnati's campaign. One of these
lectures was furnished by the National Cash Register
Company.

To meet the demand for lecturers in Cincinnati,
the Speakers' Committee secured the services of a
luimber of speakers, who addressed the welfare asso-
ciations, mothers' clubs, business associations, district

organizations, etc.

Some cities use wire incinerators for burning paper
rubbish in parks. The cage with a top prevents the
paper blowing away, and a match applied reduces it

to ashes in a moment.
Under the auspices of the City Improvement Com-

mittee of the Akron, Ohio, Chamber of Commerce, a
successful yard campaign was carried on. Three
prizes of $20, $10 and $5, and four prizes of $2.50 each
were given.

Wichita Falls, Texas, oflfered a prize of $100 for
the best kept back yard.

A prize of $25 was offered for the best "Clean-Up
and Paint-Up" song in Cincinnati.

Prizes to children range from $2.50 to $5 in gold,
with diplomas for honest effort, buttons with suitable
inscriptions, badges, etc.

Through tireless energy the Director of Social Cen-
ters of the Public Schools in Cincinnati succeeded in
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having^ hundreds of school gardens planted. Many
of these were planted in vacant lots which had form-
erly been the abiding place of heaps of rubbish. One
was upon what had been for years an objectionable
public dump adjacent to the Windsor School. Sev-
eral loads of dirt were applied to this in the fall and
the cost defrayed from the campaign fund.

In September an exhibit of school garden product
was held and prizes offered. $25 was appropriated
from the campaign fund for this purpose.

Prizes of school equipment to the children making
the best showing in the growing of vegetables during
the summer were given in Kewanee, Ills.

Fire Prevention and Inspection

Taking into consideration the fact that in 1914 the

loss in Philadelphia alone from combustible materials

was $300,000, 'the question of fire prevention is a big

factor in the clean-up work, and at least one city, Cin-

cinnati, has laid special emphasis upon safety as well

as sightliness and cleanliness—as a result of the clean-

up campaign. The efforts of Cincinnati in this direc-

tion will bear repeating:

"The success attained in the Cincinnati campaign
in 1914 so impressed the State Fire Marshal that he
assigned one of his assistants to spend his entire time
in the 1915 season going about the state organizing in

the different cities clean-up campaigns based upon the

Cincinnati plan, and in which inspections by the State

Fire Marshal's department played an important part.

Since it is estimated that 80 to 90 per cent, of all fires

are caused by accumulation of rubbish or trash of some
sort, a thorough renovation of all premises in the

city must decrease the risk of fire. Therefore the

more thorough the Clean-Up Campaign the more work
done toward fire prevention. The $600,000 reduction

in fire loss, from $1,341,348 in 1913 to $793,796 in 1914,

may be traced largely to the result of the Clean-Up
movement. This means a reduction of insurance

rates in the business district of from 5 to 8 per cent,

and an annual saving of perhaps $160,000 in fire insur-

ance premiums."
Inspection

Another distinctive feature of the Cincinnati cam-
paign was that of inspection of the city, which became
an important factor. In order to assist in the work-
ing out of the system to be used, the State Fire Mar-
shal, with the Chief Inspector, made a special trip to

Cincinnati for a conference, and later the General Sec-

retary went to Columbus to examine the system of in-

spection at the office of the State Fire Marshal. The
report card printed below was finally adopted. The
inspection was laid out as follows:

1. Inspection in the downtown business district to

be made by deputy state fire marshals and members
of the State Fire Prevention Association.

2. The rest of the city to be inspected by firemen

and policemen.
3. All inspection cards, when turned, in by in-

spectors, to be sent to the office of the Cincinnati Fire

Prevention Bureau, where the particular department
to which each defect should be referred for correction

might be indicated upon the card.

4. The cards then to be sent to the office of the

general secretary for (1) tabulation to be made of all

defects reported, (2) the department interested in the

defect to be notified, (3) copy of the notice to the de-

•l)artment to be mailed under two-cent postage to the

person responsible for the defect.

5. After re-inspection by the various departments,

and correction of the defects, the notices to be re-

turned to the office of the general secretary with a
statement in each case as to just what had been done.

6. The general secretary then to tabulate the acts

of the various departments, thus making possible to

set forth statistics in regard to things accomplished,
something that was impossible in 1914.

The improved conditions found in the downtown
section in 1915 are reflected in the fact that in both
campaigns the Ohio State Fire Prevention Association

followed up its work by a bulletin to the fire insur-

ance companies upon which all defects were listed in

detail. In 1914 it covered 38 pages, and only 7 pages
in 1915, the district inspected being practically the
same for both years. This indicates most clearly the
improved conditions of 1915, and the eiifectiveness of

the 1914 campaign toward permanently better condi-
tions. When the time for inspection arrived Zl non-
resident members of the Ohio State Fire Prevention
Association came to Cincinnati and remained for sev-

eral days. Their services, together with the help of

the local members, were invaluable. In 1914 the in-

spections made by the members of the Association
were handled by them alone, but in 1915 all their in-

spection cards took the regular course. Of the to-

tal inspections made in the city (43,424), 61 per cent,

were reported free from defects. The Cincinnati Fire

Prevention Bureau made inspections in the congested
district during the campaign which other inspectors

were unable to cover.

(To be continued)

Drainage for Wetness and Drought
The Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, is send-

ing out notices calling attention to the importance of

proper drainage of farms and to the assistance rend-

ered by College, when requested. The following- in-

formation is taken from one of their circulars

:

The great factor in moisture control is drainage,

natural or artificial. Few farms are .sufficiently

drained by natural means. Nearly all require some
artificial drainage. The problem then is, "Where shall

we place our drains?"' "'How deep shall we ])ut them?"
"What size of tile shall we use?" The position of the

drains depends largely on the slope of the field ; the

depth, on the kind of soil ; the size of tile, on the ex-

tent drained and the fall or grade given the drain. If

any farmers are uncertain about these points or anti-

cipate any difficulties the Ontario Agricultural College

will send a drainage surveyor who will, if necessary,

prepare a map of the farm showing the location of the

drains, the size of tile to use and the grades and depths

of the drains. The cost for these services will be the

travelling expenses of the surveyor, and as several

surveys are made on one trip the charge is seldom over

three dollars for each survey. Those who have had
their farms surveyed and have installed part or all of

their drains may have a new plan prepared free of

charge if they will return the old plan after marking
in all changes made in the original system. On the

same terms as those for surveys, the College will send

a man to give any farmer a start on the installation of

his drains if he has had no previous experience. He
will show how to set grade .stakes, grade the ditch

l)Ottom, make the junctions of main and lateral, lay

the tile and assist in any way required.

If you contemplate draining during 1916 or are

planning for 1917 and need assistance write to the De-
partment of Physics, O. A. College, Guelph, or your

District Agricultural Office, state your difficulties and

request assistance.
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Clay Qualities"Testing and Sampling
To Overcome Difficulties in Manufacture and
Ascertain the Possibilities of a Profitable Business

By H. B. Henderson*

THE purpose of a laboratory test is to determine

the ciualities of the clay, the troubles which
will have to be overcome in the manufacture of

any type of ware, the process best adapted to

the material, and the possibilities of a profitable busi-

ness.

With this end in view, we will )j;ive some observa-

tions from the experience of a number of years and

based on the examination of a wide ranj^e of materials

cominj;- from i)ractica]ly every state in the Union and

a number of foreif>n countries. During this time we
have observed many peculiarities in materials used in

the clay-workinjj industries. Such observations as I

shall present may not be new to all of you ; some, prob-

ably, will not be new to any one. But why should we
concern ourselves about the new thinjijs when it is the

same old set of troubles that the clayworker is up
against whether his factory is located in the United

States, Canada, Argentine or Africa. Therefore, our

first observation is: The best way to keep out of

trouble is to avoid it. Adopt the principle of prepar-

edness by first finding out the limits of your material,

then stay within the boundary.

Physical Defects in Clay

This paper is limited to a discussion of clay testing,

but equally important is the clay sampling. We test

the clay that is sent to us, but it may or may not fairly

represent the working bed of material. The physical

properties of the clay affect the working behavior, and

the i)articular difficulty is lamination, the bete noir of,

many clayworkers. This is a machine trouble but

oftentimes it does not show its etfect until the drying

and then it is attributed to the drying. l<"requently it

will not devek))) its harmful ctTects until the burning,

and then the fault is ascribed to the burning. I.am-

ination, in brief, is simply the slippage of the clay on

itself, forming planes or "slickensides" in the clay

mass. If the clay is a sticky one and of an adhesive

character rather than a cohesive, it will stick to the

dies, retarding the tlow of the clay next to the dies,

while the clay within the mass flows ahead. This is

die lamination and very connnon iii the manufacture of

thin-walled ware, such as fireproofing, drain tile and

sewer pipe.

In an auger machine the auger cuts the clay into a

spiral, which is jjacked into and forced through the die.

If the clay is lacking in cohesiveness and in binders the

layers may not bond together and under the strains of

shrinkage in drying and burning they may separate.

This is auger lamination, and its seriousness depends

upon the degree to which the layers bond together in

the burning. Badly laminated ware, such as drain tile

in the green state, is simply a .series of layers which

niav be easily peeled off. In the drying, or burning.

esi)ecially if conducted too ral)idly, the outer layer will

shrink and crack and curl oft', which we call "slabbing."'

If the outer la> er does not crack and i>eel otf in the

burning, it often happens that during freezing weather,

after the ware is piled on the yard, the layers are forced

off, one by one, and the ware goes to pieces. Ware
of larger mass, such as brick, has both die and auger

• Before National Brick Manufacturers' Association, Cleveland.

lamination and may be a series of more or less concen-
tric layers from the surface to the center.

The only test for these troubles is a machine test,

although often tests are made by simply working up a
mass of clay by hand, drying and burning it. Such a
test gives some information but misses the difficulties

which might arise in machine work. The practical

test is to make up ware on a machine, and in the course
of this operation determine whether the clay has suffi-

cient strength to stand factory handling, both in the
green state and when dry. It is not important to de-
termine the degree of strength ; in fact, we have no
standard of comparison.

Plasticity

A number of methods have been proposed and de-
vised to determine the degree of pla.sticity, and while
of scientific interest and value, yet they do not rheet the
requirements of a practical test. They may show the
degree of plasticity, each method having a range of its

own, but the most plastic or the strongest clay because
of lamination difficulty may be the least valuable for
clay-working.

The machine operation alone determines one thing
the clay-worker wishes to know, namely : That the clay
will make good machine ware, and that the ware will
be strong enough to stand factory handling. Objec-
tions are frequently rai.sed against laboratory tests, but
these tests are most important in determining the lim-
its of the material. In this connection, the operator's
experience and knowledge of the working qualities and
peculiarities of a wide range of different materials be-
comes most valuable. Only bj^ relating the material
under examination with other materials of a similar
laboratory behavior and which have later been proven
in factory practice, can he form a correct judgment as
to the value of the material.

Kaolin or kaolinite is the clay base and is highly
refractory. Our pure fire clays are really kaolin, al-

though we do not use this term, but instead call them
flint clay. No. 1 and No. 2 plastic fire clay. The melt-
ing point of i)ure kaolin is cone 5 and is lowered with
increasing content of other minerals. The most com-
mon and predominating mineral associated with the
clay base is silica, which is also highly refractory. It

sinters about cone 26, but retains its shape above cone
3tO. perhaps as high as cone 34. Here, then, are two
highly refractory minerals, but any mixture of the two
IS less refractory than either alone. In general, any
mixture of refractory minerals will fuse at a lower tem-
perature than the minerals alone.

Silica Clays

Silica plays an important part in clay ware manu-
facture. We use it to overcome lamination, to reduce
plasticity, and to counteract shrinkage. Some highly
silicious clays swell in the burning instead of shrinking
and the increase in size is due to the mineralogical
changes in the silica under heat treatment. These
changes in volume within our kiln temperatures may
amount to nearly 15 per cent. The condition of the
sand, fine or coarse, has material effect on the be-
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havior in dj'ying' and burning and upon the resulting

product. To go into a discussion of the effects in de-

tail would too greatly expand this paper, and it need
only be said that in testing the material, consideration

must be given to the generally c(jnsidered inert ma-
terial sand. Particularly is this true in salt glazed

ware, because the glaze is dependent u])on the quantity

and degree of fineness of the silica.

Feldspar is another common mineral in clay and a

more active one than silica, but there are few troubles

traceable to it, at le<ist in the more common wares. It

is an alkali alumina silicate and is valuable in giving a

permanent bond to our burned ware. It fuses from
cone 4 to cone 9, depending upon its purity—probably

at lower temperatures with other minerals, bringing it

within an average kiln temperature for common wares.

We count it as a fluxing material and it ha.' the ad-

vantage that it acts slowly, thus giving us a safe burn-

ing range. It is not necessary to determine the feld-

spar in making a practical test, except for pottery

wares. We are chiefly concerned wit'^ the burning

behavior and need only look, out for those minerals

which give trouble in the burning.

Mica is also common in clays, and some clays are

largely mica, as, for instance, the micaceous sands of

New Jersey, formerly known as "kaolin." Some mica-

ceous kaolins cannot be distinguished by casual ex-

amination from kaolin, yet may be 80 to 90 per cent,

mica. Its determination is very important in tests

for pottery bodies, but of little importance in common
clays. It fuses at temperatures above that of ordin-

ary kilns and frequently passes through the fire with-

out any appreciable change. Mica is al.so an alkali

alumina silicate and illustrates the point that chemical

analyses, upon which many rely, are of little value. A

micaceous clay and a feldspathic clay might have the

same ultimate composition and yet behave widely dif-

ferent in the burning.

Popping

Lime minerals are very common and very trouble-

some. The effect of limestone pebbles is well known.
The stone burns to caustic lime at about 1,600 F. and
when exposed t(j atmospheric agencies, hydrates,

swells and pops off flakes of the surface of the ware
called "popping."

Clays which "pop" after burning in up or down
draft kilns, often will not "pop" when burned in a con-

tinuous kiln, especially if the kiln has no advanced
heating flue. The sulphur gases of the continuous
kiln convert the lime into sulphate which does not hyd-
rate. Lime in an extremely fine condition or as a con-

stituent of a mineral which dissociates at kiln tempera-
tures is extremely troublesome in the burning. It

does not act as a flux at a low temperature nor until

disassociation takes place and then it seems to act

suddenly and completely. A clay bed must not al-

ways be condemned because of the presence of lime

pebbles, some limestone, likely because they are earthy
or perhaps dolomitic. do not cause "popping." The
shale beds near Buffalo and Toronto, Ont., have inter-

satisfied streaks of limestone six to twelve inches thick,

yet the ware made from this shale does not "pop." The
ware may be soft up to a point when the lime begins to

act as a flux, then hardens and begins to fuse all with-

in a range of one or two cones. We consider three

cones the minimiun kiln range in practical work with-

out excessive fuel consumption, but many limey clays

will harden and fuse within two cones, even within one
cone range and are impractical in commercial kilns.

((To be continued)

Quarrying and Cutting a Granite Block
Weighing 225 Tons

What is believed to be the largest piece of granite

ever quarried in this country for any (^articular pur-

pose is the bowl, or basin, of a large fountain on the

estate of J. D. Rockefeller at Tarrytown, N. Y., which
was cut from a granite block measuring 22 ft. square

by 5 ft. 3 ins. thick, weighing approximately 450,000

lbs., taken from the J. J. Goss Corporation's quarries

in Maine. The Rockefeller fountain stands 32 ft.

high, is 20 ft. 8 ins. across the bowl, and is an exact

reproduction of the beautiful La l'\)ntana Del 'Oceano
in Florence, Italy. The method of cutting the block

is graphically described by Mr. Goss in the American
Stone Trade.

"We enjoyed a ])eculiar advantage in the execution

of this contract since the distance from our quarry to

tide water in Penobscot bay is but 1,000 feet and down
grade all the way. We had a ledge of granite in our
quarry 10 feet thick and large enough otherwise to get

out the rough block, which was done by putting in a

lateral row of plugs and "feathers" clear around the

two exposed sides of the sheet at a distance of about
five to six feet down from the top ledge. In addi-

tion, we drilled three horizontal holes one and one-

quarter inches in diameter and six feet deep into both

the exposed sides of the ledge directly in line with the

plug holes. Blasting powder was exploded in the six

deep holes (three on a side) and the rough block was

successfully split lotjse from the main ledge, but with

a very une\en bottom.
"By dri\ing iron wedges in the crack split by

blasting, the block was raised high enough to take the

lips oi \arious jacks, after which it was moved from
its natural bed bv iron rollers to a roadway built up for

the purpose, when some 70 or more knotty, spruce,

wooden rollers about eight feet long and from 10 to 12
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inches in diameter were employed to roll tlie stone

about 600 feet to a position on level ground for work-
ing. A p(jrtal)le engine securely anchored sup])lied the

])ropelling jjower.

"Once in |)osition, the upper or concave side of the

howl was first hewed out, leaving the rim j)artly finish-

ed. Our next step was to turn up the bottom side to

which there was yet attached about 100 tons of grout
or waste granite that would have to come ofT. This
was done by digging a hole wide enough to take the

block in the ])rocess of turning 15 feet across the top

and 13 feet deep, the end of the stone projecting about
ff)ur feet over the edge of the excavation. Into this

we piled loose dunnage, level full, to cushion the

nearly finished rim of the basin which was heavily

padded with felt. This rim of the' basin had to take

the impact of the enormous strain in turning the bot-

tom side up and the basin at the stage must have
weighed fully 125 tons, .so you will understand that

we had to be exceedingly careful.

"When all was ready, the side farthest from the

excavation was bridled with the tackle of a 60-ton

derrick and, by starting the mass with jacks, the strain-

ing cables of the derrick bv degrees caused the block

to slide ponderously into the hole, pressing down the

dtninage about eight feet, and come to rest on the edge
of the excavation at an angle of about 45 degrees.

From this position it was slowly jacked and i)ulled to

a perpendicular, rising over 20 feet in the air. A pier

of railroad ties intended to trip the bowl on its over

and downward course had been already built up in

the hole to a level with the ground. Loose dunnage
mixed w^ith tree saplings to break the shock of the fall

\\cre then piled up almost as high as the bowl itself.

which was then given a tilt by the cables of the der-

rick and with a crash came to rest bottom side up for

further work.
"All the exposed surface of the bowl had to be

honed or rubbed smooth which was accomplished by
making a wheel-shaped wooden frame and attaching to

it a series of carborundum bricks, one to follow the

other and cut to fit the contour of the surface. A six-

inch hole had been drilled through the exact center of

the basin to admit the water pipes and into this hole

was thrust an iron pin. around which the frame re-

volved like a great wheel driven by the power from a

portable engine. .After a section of surface or race-

way equal to the width of the carborundum bricks was
rubbed smooth, a series of new bricks were inserted in

the frame overlapping the smooth race-way already
made and so on until the work was completed.

"In order to finish the upper or concave side which
was now down, it was necessary to turn the bowl back
to its first position. This was done by filling the
excavation made for the first turn, after which the
bowl was rolled back to its original working position.

The hole in the ground was again dug out and the
second turning of the bowl was accomplished by fol-

lowing the method employed at first when the inner or
concave side was completed and rubbed smooth down
to the water line bv means of the revolving /frame
which our workmen facetiously dubbed the 'Merry-go-
round.'

"When finished, the bowl measured 20 feet and
eight inches in diameter, three feet three and three-
eighths inches from the top of the rim to the bot-
tom joint with a thickness of one foot and three inches
in its center, where the water pipes come through."

A Contractor's Suggestionto Engineers and
Building Inspectors

By J. H. Gordon'

DIM'" consideration of the title of this jiaper and
an ade(|uatc stud\- guided by the ex])erience of

the average contractor leads us to the conclu-

sion that "suggestions from the contractor to

the engineer and insjjector" must reach him through
the highway commissioner and his immediate depu-
ties in order to be effective. For the ))olicv of the

commissioner becomes immediately ui)(>u his accession
the policy of the rank and file; his ojiinions, his point

of view, his very idiosyncrasies are at once reflected

in his subordinates. If he be perchance a believer in

brick construction for state highways, the department
immediately uncovers a hc>st of advocates, exponents,
and ex|)crts for this form of construction; but should
he l)e succeeded by a commissioner who is in favor of

bituminous macadam, the erstwhile brick advocates
subside and are replaced or join the ranks of the ad-

vocate of the bituminous roads. This reflection of

])olicy is carried out even in detail, and if we find one
administration with a hobby for nice looking culverts

it will lea\e behind culverts with a finish that woidd
do justice to a household mantel; but should this com-
missioner retire and his successor be particular about
shoulders and sloi)es we will find the culvert work re-

suming its proper importance in construction and now
we have a modeled and molded shoulder and a mathe-

• Before American Good Koncis Conference. Pittsburjr.

matically correct slope. This attitude upon the part
of the subordinates is very natural and very normal
There are, of course, some intrepid spirits, generally
among the older and more experienced men, who al-

ways bear in mind the fundamental and are respect-
fully but not unduly impressed by the various hob-
bies that they are confronted with. We are therefore
led, us stated in the lieginning, to the inevitable con-
clusion that if the contractors are to make their posi-
tion plain and their experience of value and effect they
must address themselves fo the highway ci>mmission-
ers and their deputies.

Form of Contract

The form o( contract in use in most of the states
and municipalities is a relic of the dark ages and con-
tains certain stock sentences and paragraphs that are
absolutely unfair to the contractor and are never in-

cluded in contracts between individuals. These
clauses seek to make the contractor liable not only for
his own mistakes and misfortunes, and the ordinary
hazards of construction, but. in unmistakable terms,
fasten upon him the liability for the errors, inefficiency,

or carelessness of the state's agents and employees.

We find in many of these contracts the clause:
"The Contractor further agrees that he will make no
claim against the State by reason of estimates, tests.
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or representations of any officer or ag^ent of the State."

We find further in this same form, that the "contractor

assumes all responsibility for damages through the

negligence of himself or his agents or employees"

—

all proper enough, but we find added, "or for any other

cause." I might cite further, but from these two
quotations it is apparent that there is a one-sidedness

to this form which is revolting to every man's sense

of justice and fair play. The phrases are old offend-

ers, but it is time they were finally removed. The
whole form of contract needs revision ; it should be

made modern ; it should be drawn with due regard to

the rights of both ])arties. and the great states and
municipalities should assume for their agents that re-

sponsibility which they demand of the contractor for

his employees. The inexperienced and timid in office

too often take refuge behind these clauses, and the

contractor's only recourse is the courts where he has

been met before now with the charge of the judge,

that having signed a contract carrying these clauses

he is liable, however unjust the clauses themselves

may be.

Inspection

The inequality in inspection is as marked as it is

deplorable and much of it could be eliminated if care

were taken to accurately state what is meant and in-

tended.

This care should begin with the preliminary sur-

vey which is too often made hurriedly or under ad-

verse weather conditions, and when the actual con-

struction begins the contractor finds that his work is

radically different from his idea as derived from the

plans and specifications. Final surveys of excavation

and embankment at times show as great a discrepancy

at 25 per cent., although no great departure has been
made from the plans—a result scarcely excusable. The
preliminarj' survej' should be made with the utmost
care and the plans and specifications drawn therefrom
should be the subject of the most careful thought and
stud}', and when finally adopted should not be lightly

c4ianged. The location of the material to be used

should be definitely and exactly stated and the respon-

sibility for these locations and quality of material

should rest with the state. Should these sources of

supply be exhausted or deteriorate in quality it should

be the state's burden to hear the loss and not. as now
in many contracts, the contractor's. No impartial

tribunal could rule otherwise.

Quality of Materials

A word here as to the c)uality of materials : The
rise and progress of the testing bureaus has been rapid.

Has too much weight been given to their reports
"-

And is it not true that actual results in construction

have been disregarded because of conflict, even slight,

with theoretical test reports? Has not this insistence

on exact compliance with a fractional standard added
greatly to the cost of construction without adcciuatc

return?
The commissioners of highways would receive

much and valuable information by more frequent con-
sultations with intelligent and experienced contractors.

No specifications should be drawn without the opin-

ions of contractors being given due consideration,' for

it is the contractor and not the engineer who builds

the road. Look over the records of your dei^artments.

You will find that a contractor, Mr. A, has been build-

ing good roads for many years, that his roads endure,
that the repairs on them are the minimum. You will

find that Mr. B, who has been building roads for a

like period, has usually poor roads, requiring early and

constant repairs, and yet both men were working
under the same specifications and under the same en-

gineering force. There is emple evidence to support
the claim that the contractor is the one to whom we
must look for results and that his judgment and ex-

))erienced opinion should l)e given more weight than
they have, in most instances, in the past.

The solution of the questions of the disposition and
handling of the engineering force, and a proper ecpial

and fair supervision of the work of the contractors is

difficult and trying. The complex human equation
always confronts us. In the vast volume of work in

highway construction it is necessary many times to

place young and inexperienced engineers in charge.
Their opinion should not be given the weight of the
opinion of the experienced engineer as it so often is

when in conflict with the contractor. For his own pro-

tection the division engineer is apt to place the inex-

perienced man in charge of the work of the reliable

contractor, and the more experienced and diplomatic
engineer with the inexperienced and perhaps trouble-

some contractor, with the result that the good con-

tractor's work is more costly to him, and as a conse-
quence we see today many of the best men being driven

from the business.

Organization

The position of commissioner of highways in a
great state spending vast sums of money is arduous
and trying and I know of few positions more difficult

to adequately fill. The highway laws are often loo.sely

and hastily drawn and the commissioner is hedged in

with so many restrictions that he is at times almost an
automaton. There are few points that I have brought
out here that are not in accord with the judgment of

the experienced commissioner, but until the laws are

changed and he is given more discriminating power he
is helpless. Politics ha\-e been the bane of road build-

ing both from the .standpoint of the contractor and
the engineer, and yet if the leaders of both great par-

ties will review the past and consider the future they
must conclude that as a political asset highway pat-

ronage is a boomerang.

In my opinion the ideal highway department would
have three commissioners, one engineer, one contrac-

tor, and one man of affairs, with terms of office of two.
four and six years. This would give a continuity to

the policy of the department without making it too in-

elastic. It would secure the position of the engineer-

ing force, it would enable the commissioners to be-

come acquainted with their work and their dei)art-

ment. with the engineers under them and the contrac-

tors doing business with them. It would give time
for the tests of materials and forms of construction.

It would develop experts. Politics should be re-

moved. Only under a continuous and stable policy

can good and permanent work be done.

In a few short years an organization could be ])er-

fected that would be of incalculable benefit to the

cause of good roads, and would be a source of pride to

the citizens of the commonwealth, for the raw ma-
terial is there. Taken all in all. as a body the men
engaged in the engineering profession are as fine, de-

^oted and conscientious a body of men as adorn any
profession or walk of life. And may I say for the

contractors that most of them value their reputation

highly and are anxious to do good work at a reason-

able profit, and only ask from the states and munici-

palities that fair, equal and proper treatment which
they would demand and be granted if contracting with

an individual?
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Go-Operation in the Brick Industry
The need of unity among manufacturers to restore
the demand for brick as a building material

By W. B. Wreford*

Ilic brick iiuliistry tcjday is ])i()l)al)ly at tlie lowest Xotilicatioii was sent out to all brick manufac-
ebl) it has known for several years. The demand is turers, memberships and subscriptions solicited. Up
lif^ht, and many manufacturers, to keep their plants to date somethinj^ less than $5,000 has been subscribed,
in operation, have cut their i)rices so much that the The main idea underlyinjj the formation of the
|)rice of brick is from $2 to $.S per M. lower than in I'uildinfj Brick Bureau is to make of it a power sta-

1911. The (|uestion naturally arises, "What is the tion and clearinjj house for the development of local

matter with the brick industry?" Mr. W. B. Wrc- advertisin}^ and publicity all throUfi;h the country,
ford, of Detroit, in a i)ai)er before tiie National Brick The bureau has a three-fold task mapped out for

Manufacturers' Association in a recent convention al itself in this connection and others can be added from
Cleveland, points out the lack of unity in the brick time to time. The three primary lines of activity arc
industry, and the necessity of workinjj; together in to encouraj^e advertisinjf on the part of the brick
order to restore the demand for brick as buildinp ma- manufacturers, to assist in preparing advertising mat-
terial. ter and directing the lines of exploitation work, and to

What's the matter with the brick industry? The collect and furnish specific data for its members that
daddy of all building material is in excellent health, vvill be of value in the promotion of brick as a build-

but if you took an able seaman, fireman, engineer or ing material against all competitors,

any other human being with a trade and told him The bureau is organized along proper lines and has
that he must set back absolutely and not complain, no intention of going into a wild campaign of money
whether you gave him anything to do or not, he would spending, but proposes, by systematic effort, to place
fret himself into an illness. The same thing can be before the building public facts, figures and selling

done with an industry, for industry is life itself. There talks to aid the sale of brick. One of the first ser-

is an old saying, "you cannot make money without vices of the bureau is the publication of a booklet, en-

spending it." There never was a truer axiom written. titled "Distinctive Brick Homes." If money enough
Trade conditions have proven it over and over again, ^an be raised, the booklet will be placed in the hands

I do not think any one man in the country could \'l P^'^O" architect, builder and contractor in the

tell "what's the matter with the brick business." Each Limted States. If you will secure a copy of the book-

of us can tell what has happened to it in the particular '^t. you will see m a moment the advantage such a

locality in which we are working, each of us can point campaign would have. It takes money to do this.

to instances of success here or there, caused by certain which means that every brick manufacturer should

circum.stanccs, peculiar to that localitv. We go. ^'ytrilji'tc something, a $.->0 or $100 check would help,

however, into the realm of theory when we say that ^P.""*-'" " '^ ""* *-""<J"Sli to gain the actual results de-

the principles aiiplfed anywhere will produce the same •''"co.

results. 1 on all know how thoroughly the cement industry

While a man may talk pleasantly upon theories, he '"! orRanized. .\nnually they expend in their publi-

talks convincingly only upon such subjects as he has *^'*y campaign twelve millions of dollars, which, as

touched with his'hand or seen with his eye. There- V't?' 'J^-^'
""^^I''''-'':'^"^^ '"'^ ''» fraction of a cent of each

fore, T am going to endeavor to deliver a message t'oHars worth of business done. The market value of

which 1 hope will be more convincing than pleasant, '"aterial has gone steadily upward, yet the market

and confine myself to organization work.
'•'''"f

o* cement, as shown in the following table, never

I once rode on the front seat of a stage-coach with 'cached the market value of brick in any one of the

a typical old driver, who amused me for some time g'^ en years.

killing bees by the snap of his whip. I watched him .Amount Manufactured. Market \ahie.

kill over a dozen in as many tries; finally, I spcjtted ,, . , "?r, _
*"

a I)ee-hivc with at least twcn'ty-flve bees afound it and ':'''* 11. 1 94,/'b,000 $ 91,30.?.-W8

asked him if he could kill them; his reply was: "Noth- ^ement 8.\92.^,6.->l bbl.s. 69.534,385

ing doing, lad, them's organized." The story very '-"mber .^39.1.->8.414,000 ft. (01.081.645

clearly illustrates the position of the brick manufac- ,, .

i ear IJl.S

turers. This is not a new condition nor a new state- l'"^^"^
10,892,434,000 $ 93.849.649

ment, but stands out so clearly as a fact that it bears ^«-'ment 89,M1,348 bbl.s. 89,550.52"

repetition.
Lumber 38,387.0O'),000 ft. 5S9.142.588

I would like to sei.- every building i)rick manufac- ., . ^t^ i"^

turer. big or little, materially assist toward the making ':'"'ck 9./04.8/4.000 $83,187,045

of a national campaign for brick. Ask any paving brick \ ^'"t.'" ,- ^i'-^^-^^-
'»'>1^- 80,5.^33)3

manufacturer if he' would Uke to see the National '-"'""^ '" 3/ ,88/ ,142,000 ft. 580,557.62')

Paving Brick Manufacturers' Association die. ^„ .

., ^ . ,, f 11 • . 1 .• *r-stimatcd.
About SIX months ago, following out a resolution c.;ii .i i •....-,

passed at the last convention of tiie National B.rick ,„.,k.
', 'n[ ^'^ t"ii "'"«^'V^^''

J'"''''^-"> f""d "^

Manufacturers' As.sociation. a group of brick manufac- :,'""""'''
1" m

•'"> which does not represent

turers met at Indianapolis, organized and incorporated 1'^ '"^r" "'^ \ ^ individual hrms tor advertising

the National Building Brick Bureau, and elected of- ^,3''rn„„S^«;nS^ ^ lumber mdustrv which

l^j.gjg
spends annually $.iO,000 through its National Lumber

^_ Manufacturers .\ssiKiation. and is after more money
• Before the NuMonal Brick Manufacturers Association, Cleveland. and unquestionably they will get it. They have the
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jiimji on the brick manufacturers, and while $50,000 is

not such a bi.q; jump when all the brick manufacturers
in the United States are considered, it's a lead that

must be overcome. The ever present reason that

brick men must organize is the fact that brick is sold

in communities, especially common brick, whereas the
cement and lumber interests have the entire country
for their market. This fact alone makes it especially

vital that the brick interests should organize for pub-
licity and advertising purposes. Just stop to think
what a wonderful assistance a semi-monthly magazine
published by the National Building Brick Bureau
would be to you, containing suggestions for advertis-
ing and publicity copy. It would not be expensive
and if a start were made bv all brick manufacturers
agreeing on an assessment, for organization purposes,
of one-half cent per thousand on all brick manufac-
tured it would stimulate the brick market to a degree
almost unbelievable. However, there can be no half

way station. No small group of brick manufacturers
can make a success of such an imdertakinsr. One
and all must realize its imnortance. Tt is simplv a

case of "United we stand, divided we fall
"

You will sav that what T ha\e alreadv stated can
be done in on» communitv necessanlv cannot be done
in others. However, there are thousand'^ of thines
that can be worked out for the brick manufacturer, no
matter in what section of the countrv he might be in.

No effort need be made to tell vou bow to nm your
business, but sugg-estions could be offered that would
materiallv assist the individual manufacttu'er.

Here, for instance, is a sample of what one of the
big cement concerns are doinsr. The letter which
I am about to read has been received by every live

architect in the United States.

New York, N.Y., January 3, 1916.

My Dear Sir

:

Beginninf Januarv. 1916. an unusual and. we be-
lieve, a significant series of our advertisements will ap-
near in the iournals of the architectural profession.

They will deal with the merits of reinforced concrete
for industrial buildings. And also for the first time thev
will extend to architect'^ the services of our Reinforced
Concrete Engineering Department.

The function of this department is to furnish such
data as architects may renuire for their consideration
of reinforced concrete, and to lend such aid as mav be
desired for preparing designs in which the reinforce-

ment is completely detailed. This service is free.

Simultaneously there will appear a series of ad-
vertisements to prospective owners in the standard
magazines, directing their attention to the merits of re-

inforced concrete for industrial buildings. They will

not recommend reinforced concrete indiscriminately
for buildings not suited to its use. Thev will em-
phasize the advantaires for certain kinds of industrial

buildings. They will tell owners that it is permanent,
fireproof, economical, sanitary and that it carries the
lowest insurance rates.

The result of this we hope to make the owner see

the wisdom of permanent construction, so that he may
be the better prepared to receive his architect's recom-
mendations.

The object of this entire campaign is obviously to

increase the legitimate use of cement. We naturally
want you to use Atlas, but the whole purpose of this

letter will be missed, and our project itself not under-
stood, if you are left with the impression that in order
to obtain the services of our Engineering Department

you must use Atlas. We can well afford to be satis-
fied with our .share of the increased business that
should result.

Yours very truly.

The Atlas Portland Cement Co.,

John R. Morron, Pres.

Just think at what a little cost could be maintained
a brick bureau for the disseminating of ideas to archi-
tects concerning brick.

With your indulgence I am going to tell you what
has been done through a local organization in Detroit,
known as The Detroit Brick Manufacturers and Deal-
ers Association, operating since a year ago last Sep-
tember. Partly as the result of the work of this as-
sociation it is necessary for every brick plant in De-
troit to work full force all winter in order to prepare
for the present demand and the rush of the spring
building sea.son. There is nothing very difficult about
the work of the association. Here are a few of the
lines of endeavor that are being followed

:

During the first year thev paid for 1.000 inches of
new.spaper advertising and as the result of this they
had 2.000 inches free publicitv published. Let me
call vour attention to the fact that names of brick
manufacturers are not used in any of the conv.

Thev also have a buildinrr sip-n. a card 22x2^ inches,
which is placed on everv brick building under con-
struction. These signs cost $2.80 per hundred. Then
there is the road si"-n. These siens are placed on all

roads leading into Detroit with the arrow pointing to-

ward Detroit. These signs are 14x22 inches and cost
$2.00 per hundred.

The wagon sign i"; used on all wagons that haul
l)rick. They cost $.=i.00 per hundred.

The back of the Detroit building code carries the
Build with Brick advertisement. The cost is $3.00
per year. 5.000 copies being printed bv the publishers.

Our test booklet, known as "Practical Tests," con-
tains facts pertaining to brick and hollow tile con.struc-
tion. These tests were conducted under the supervi-
.sion of Professor F. N. Menefce, in charge of the Ma-
terials Testing Laboratory at the LTniversity of Michi-
gan. These tests cost about $3,200, a copy of the
booklet has been supplied to all architects, contractors
and builders in the city of Detroit.

Space has been retained at the Builders and Trad-
ers Exchange permanent exhibit at a monthly cost of

$35. .An architect is now at work drawing plans for

a miniature brick house to build of miniature common
brick. The size of this space is 10 feet bv 11 feet.

Last, hut not least, the booklet supplied by the Na-
tional Brick Bureau. This booklet contains informa-
tion relative to the history of the brick making indu.s-

try, in addition to the twelve designs for brick homes.
These designs were selected from among the ones that
were submitted to the Indianapolis Star during its re-

cent competition for the best drawings for brick homes
to cost not over $7,500. All Detroit architects and
contractors have been supplied with a copv.

This gives a general outline of our activities in De-
troit, which you see is simple publicitv and advertis-
ing work that can be successfully handled in any com-
munity.

Summing up, what answer do we get to "What's
the Matter with the Brick Business?" As I see it the
answer is, "Be Alive." Make them talk brick and
they will buy and use it.

The last word I have to say is on the everlasting
question of price. My suggestion along this line is to
create a demand and the price will take care of itself.
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The Design of Mo
Foundations

dern Power House
and Footings

By J. N. Hatch*

IN the early uses of electricity before Ujiijj-distaiice

transmission of energy had developed, the amount
(if power recjiiired from any one station was small.

Therefore the rec|tiirements in the way of build-

ings for housinjjf the f^eneratinj^ machinery were
simi>lc. Today, however, with the centralization of

l)ower in larj^e units, the ])roblcm of workinff out a

proper dcsij^n for the l)uildin<r and foundatiens has be-

come an important branch of engineering.

The layout of the machinery is the fundamental
determination in planning a power station, but if this

is made arbitrarily without any special reference to

the building design, it often becomes difificult, if not

impossible, to design a neat well-balanced building to

inclose the machinery. For any power-station design

it is desirable that the mechanical, electrical and build-

ing engineers work closely together so that the mach-
inery and the electrical layout can be arranged with

some reference to the building features. To accom-
plish this it is generally necessary to make a number
of preliminary studies and then by a process of elim-

ination and rectification work out a design that will

best serve the end of all. As soon as a design that

will determine the main features of the building is ten-

tatively decided upon, the work of the real design of

the building can be started.

Site

CJne of the lirsl things to be decided is the kind of

foundations that will be required. The site for a

power station may be on the lake shore, where the

high waves and shifting sands make a problem of one
nature; or on salt water, where the corrosive condi-

tions are severe; or on the bank of a river, where the

rise and fall of the stream between extreme high and
low water is 60 or 70 ft. ; or it may be along a river

where the quicksands are extremely treacherous, or

along a river where the foundations will be on solid

rock. If the site of the i)roposed building is in a

city or town, it is often jiossible to gain considerable

knowledge from the investigation of structures that

have been built in the vicinity and from an inquiry of

the nature and character of the underlying .soil. Hut
it often hapi)ens that a power station is built far away
from any other building and the engineer in charge

must make all preliminary determinations from his

own investigations.

Generally it is necessary to have a number of bor-

ings made, and in addition it is often advi.sable to have

a few test holes dug down as deep as the earth can be

conveniently excavated. These test holes will afford

a means of examining the nature of the different strata

of earth. From this examination a good idea can be

obtained of what loads the earth will .safely bear per

.square foot. Whether the foundation is simply to rest

upon the earth or must have piles or caissons is a

matter to be decided by the building engineer from his

investigation of the soil and surroundings.

It is generally necessary to bring a large intake

and discharge tunnel into the center of the building.

This complicates the foundation problem. If the un-

derlying material is solid rock, the tunnel can be

driven through it, but if it is sand and gravel to an

Before Western Society of Knitinecrs.J

indeliiiite dei)th. the i)roblem is much m«»re difficult,

particularly if the tunnel must be .sunk to a depth of
50 or 60 ft. .so that it will always be below the low-
water level of the river on which the station is located.

Foundation Ma;terials

Next to solid rock, sand and gravel arc about the
best materials upon which to place a foundation for a
heavy building, but they must be confined and must
not be undermined by deeper foundations near-by.
Clay is always a treacherous sub.stance on which to
place a heavy foundation, especially if it is subject to
alternate saturation and extreme dryness. It is difficult

to judge of the load that clay will .safely bear, as it

seems that almost any clay is subject to some compres-
sion, which, although taking place slowly, may con-
tinue for many years and become a significant amount
in time.

If, upon an examination of the site, the engineer
thinks that the underlying materials will not car/y the
building safely, he must resort to some method of in-

creasing its bearing power sufficiently to make it safe.

If there is a hard underlying stratum at a reasonable
depth, it may be determined to drive niles. but if the
underlying materials do not become solid until a depth
<if 80 or 100 ft. is reached, so that piles cannot be
utilized, it may be desirable to use so-called caissons.
These arc made by digging wells 5 to 8 ft. in diameter
to a solid footing, and then filling with concrete and
distributing all loads to them.

If a heavy building is to be placed on soil of a
(|uick.sand nature where piles would not be practicable.
a method considerably used is to place the entire struc-
ture on a reinforced-concrete mat. generally 5 or 6 ft.

thick and thoroughly reinforced in both directions,
both top and bottom, in the hope that if there is settle-

ment it will be so uniform over the entire building as
not to be noticeable. One serious difficulty with the
arrangement is to know what is going to happen where
the tunnel joins the mat. If the entire mat settles^

con.sidcrablv. it is likely to break away from the tun-
nel where the two join.

It is clear that the determination of the style of
foundation best adapted for any particular location is

a problem of itself and must be .solved for that par-
ticular site and the particular building which is re-

(|uired.

Design of Foundations

As soon as the L'eneral arrangement of the mach-
inery has been decided upon and a skeleton plan and
cross-section of the building has been worked out and
the elevation of the exterior has been tentatively fixed
upon, the detailed location of all walls, piers and
columns must be decided, so that the foundation walls
and footings can be designed. .\ fairly close estimate
can be made of thicknesses of walls, sizes of piers and
outside dimen.sions of columns ju.st from a study of the
skeleton of the building, and a fairly close approxi-
mation can be made of what the weight of the mach-
inery will be from the weiehts of similar machinery
u.sed elsewhere. It is therefore pos?!ible to figure the
load from the roof downward that will be transferred
to the walls and columns and piers. A careful schedule
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should be made of these loads, showing at what eleva-

tion they come and what each is from. These should
be put on an outline plan of the building and on a

cross-section, so that they can be readily checked over
and so that if, after more data are received, there are

chanjjes required, it will be easily seen how the orig-

inal assumption will be affected. This loading sched-

ule will l)e referred to until the building is completed,
and should be carefully made and checked. With
the schedule completed, the design of the foundation
can be undertaken.

Foundation walls and footings for l^uildings and
machinery are made at present almost without excep-
tion of concrete. If below the high-water level the

basement floor must be carefully l)uilt and joined to

the walls so that there will be no leakage.

In the modern large station the smoke-stack is

frequently carried on a steel structure over the boilers.

This has a number of advantages—it permits a saving
in land and in the size of the building and allows one
uninterrupted row of boilers. The argument against

this arrangement is its extra cost. In some the

stack structure is joined rigidly to the building struc-

ture and in others it is not connected in any direct way
to the building.

Power-Plant Chimney Foundations

Stacks and chimneys that rest directly on the earth
d(j not involve any special features that need to be
dwelt upon. It is necessary to remember that under
the maximum wind conditions the earth pressure at

the toe of the foundation on the leeward side of the
chimney may become as much as twice the average
earth pressure over the entire base with no wind blow-
ing. Care must be taken to insure there being no up-
lift under the toe of the foundation on the windward
side.

While the purely architectural features should be
given careful study and the whole design of the sta-

tion should be made with the architectural sclieme in

view, still the usefulness of economy of the plant
should not be appreciably hampered to carry through
some preconceived scheme. In fact, this is not ne-

cessary, for a building of good appearance can be
worked out in harmony with almost any well-planned
machinery layout, especially if the two are worked out
together.

Work Started on Papineau Roman Catholic
School at Montreal, P.Q.

On instructions of the Roman Catholic School
Commissioners, Montreal, Messrs. Marchand and Ker-
oack and Messrs. Doucet and Morrissette have drawn
up plans for a new boys' school, to be constructed on
a site on Papineau Avenue and Lafontaine and La-
londe Streets, Montreal. The general contract has
l)een let to Laurier & Rondeau, Montreal.

The total site is 36.S feet long and 1.S7 deep, tliis

including a large playground at the Lalonde Street

end. The dimensions of the building are 65 feet by
164 feet, the area being about 22,000 square feet. The
structure is to be set back 30 feet from the main front-

age on Papineau Avenue, there being the same amount
of free land at the rear, forming another play ground.

The building will consist of a basement and three
stories. The foundations are tn be of concrete, with

Architect's perspective of Papineau School, Montreal, P. Q.
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a granite l)ase, and grey canyon sand stone to the

(list floor. From here the exterior will be of Kittan-

ninfj brick, sandstone trimmings and terra cotta corn-

ices.

There are to be si.x entrances, the tw(j main ones
on I'apincau Avenue, one each on l.alonde and I-afon-

taine .Streets, and two at the rear of the school. The
stairways will be constructed of slate for the ste])s

and landinjTs with cast iron risers.

I'lie basement will contain a storajijc room, coal bin

and ciiiiipnu-nt for Iieating and ventilation, incliidinj^

a Ixjiler for the hot water system.

The plans show a large recreation in the centre of

the ground floor with toilet adjoining; on one side are

to be the caretaker's (|uarters and store room, and on
other administration ofificcs. The floors on the re-

creation room and in the toilet will be of ceramic tile,

while in the caretaker's quarters and the offices they
will be of concrete slab covered with hardwood.
Throughout the building there are to be suspended

ceilings on metal lath. Terra cotta will be used for

all interior wall linings.

The next two floors will give accommodation for in-

struction. Ivach floor will contain seven class nxjms,
with a ch^ak room adjoining each class room. There
will also be toilets, and on the first fltKjr a teachers'

room is to be provided. C.)n the second floor a steno-

graphers' room takes the i)lace of the teachers' rfxjm.

The class rooms are to be divided by a main corridor

ten feet wide running the entire length of the building.

The rooms are finished in chestnut, while the flfKjrs of

the corridor and of the ro(jms are to be <jf maple. Cera-
mic tile will be used for the floors of the various toil-

ets. The class rooms will be reached frcjm the main
entrance by two wide staircases.

The roof is to be of tar and gravel. A fire escape
with iron stairways, will be provided on the Lalonde
•Street side of the .school. The building, it will be
noticed, is to be exceptionally well lighted as the site,

being open on four sides, gives facilities for the provi-

sion of a large number of windows.

How to Build Good Roads at Lowest Cost
for Modern Traffic

By F. E.

IN
these days of modern road building, when large

sums of money are being expended for highway
improvement, when any sort of so-called perman-
ent type of pavement will cost from $10,000 to

$30,000 ])er mile, many engineers and commission-
ers are brought face to face with the cpiestion of how
the mileage necessary to complete their highway sys-

tem can be built without bankrupting the state or

county which they represent.

'J'here is no doubt that the high class types of road
are most essential and necessary on trunk lines or

main roads between cities or countv seats, that are

subjected to all sorts of traffic from horse-drawn
vehicles to motor trucks. I'ut, outside of these main
arteries, is it not necessary that a cheaper type of road
i)e constructed? Even if a commonwealth can ar-

range a bond issue ample to construct its whole sys-

tem of ])ituminous macadam, concrete or brick pave-
ment, is it not economy for it to construct a less ex-

|)ensive road? 1 say emi)hatically, yes.

With our i)resent couipleted system the tourist

can reacii the mountains l)y any one of three routes

and return by either of the other two, but had we been
()l)liged to confine ourselves to a high class type of con-

struction, we could have made but a poor showing on
any one of these routes, to say nothing of building

three. In the building of these three lines we have
resorted to the material we had at hand. In a good
many localities there are dejjosits of good gravel and
where this occurs it has l)een conn)aratively easy to

get good results. , In numerous other places gravel

could not be found or if found it was of an inferior

(|ualily lacking in some important feature, perhai>s in

binding material, perhaps as is more often the case, in

metal.

Under these conditions we resort to a combination
of material tt) get the desired eflfect. If the gravel is

sandy, with no binding material we alternate the lay-

ers of gravel with clay or marl or sometimes mix the

• state Hlirhway CommUsioMr of New Hampshire, before Amerlcta
Oooit Roads Conference. Pittsburgh.

Everett*

two materials thoroughly by harrowing or some such
other method. If there is not enough metal we have
found that with a stone foundation, material of a very
inferior quality can be used for surfacing and with
\ery satisfactory results.

We have in .Vew Hampshire a mixture of clay and
sand and gravel called hardpan. This is probably
more common than any other native material. This
material mixed with sand or sandy gravel or even laid

directly on the stone foundation or telford is quite
satisfactorv under our system of maintenance.

Construction

In construction we pa\ due attention to the essen-
tials—alignment, grading, drainage and foundation.
In connection with the alignment it may not be out of
place to say just a word as to our methods of survey.
Contrary to the general practice adopted by most
states, we do not make a plan of the road first and
then plot the new road on paper.

The first procedure is to estabh.sh the center line of
the new road on the ground, correcting the old align-

ment where possible. With this as a base line we arc
enabled to stake out the new layout and also make a
survey of the existing conditions. Stakes are .set every
50 ft. on an offset from the center line. When the
cross sections are takcH an elevation is obtained of the
top of these oflFset stakes so that when the finished
grade is obtained it is easy to determine the cut of fill

from the top of these stakes.

If for any reason it is desired to change the align-
ment after the survey is plotted on the plan, the
stakes are on the ground and it is an easy matter tt»

figure the oflfset cither way from them. 1 believe
this method of survey and staking out .saves the e.v-

l>ense of one engineering operation in the field.

The essentials of drainage and foundation, we give
l>articular attention to, for with these gravel or dirt
roads it is very necessary that the water be thoroughlv
taken care of. .\ great many of our roads have the
telford foundation, especially if the gravel is of an in-
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ferior quality with a tendency to be heavy or sticky

in wet weather.

We have built most of our roads 21 ft. wide from
ditch to ditch. No doubt many of you will say that this

is not wide enough. In some cases I am inclined to

think so mj'self. However, they have answered very
well for the traffic they are subjected to. Our orig-

inal specifications called for 15 ft. of metal and 3-ft.

dirt shoulders. The gravel was laid in three courses

of sufficient thickness to make the whole compacted
mass 8 ins.

Today we believe that we can get better results by
sub-grading the entire width of 21 ft. in practically a

fiat section. If, however, the stone foundation is used
we crown it slightly. On this section the .surfacing

material is placed in two courses, using a dumping
board or dumping the loads in such a way that all the

material will be handled over.

We desire to roll each layer, using in most cases

a horse-drawn corrugated roller. Some of the larger

towns, however, use a steam roller and some of the

smaller ones have no roller and depend on the traffic

to do the compacting, keeping it in shape by dragging
and raking. Of course we get results quicker where
we are able to use a sprinkler and thoroughly wet
down the separate layers, but in most cases we have to

depend upon nature for the wetting. The finished

section has a thickness of metal of about 10 ins. in

the center and practically nothing on the edges. This
gives a crown to the road of about 1 in. per ft., which
we believe is necessary for roads of this nature.

We have built in the ten years that the department
has been in existence, 1,171 miles of road of which 558
is trunk line, outside of the compact portion of towns
having a population of over 2,500. Of this latter

amount 422 miles are of gravel construction and repre-
sent an expenditin-e of $1,614,503, or an average per
mile of $3,826.

Maintenance

After any road has been properly rolled and the
surface has been made compact and smooth, it is de-
sirable that it should always l)e maintained in that
condition. It is a common rule that the finest roads
are the result of good construction and system of

maintenance whereby every defect is corrected before
it has time to cause serious damage. This rule is

chiefly applicable to a gravel road for the very obvious
reason that if we are to build gravel roads and expect
them to give their users the same satisfaction that
the more expensive types would give, we must main-
tain as near a true section as is possible, free from ruts
and holes.

The question next arises what kind of maintenance
will accomplish this result. As we all know there are
two general forms of maintenance, which may be
called continuous maintenance and periodical repairs.

It is not my purpose to analyze the merits or de-
fects of the.se sy.stems. Both have their advocates
and critics and both their strong and logical argument.
Personally, I feel that both systems are correct. The
type of road to which they are ap]>lied should regulate
their selection. It would certainly be a waste of
money to employ constant maintenance upon a high
class pavement which we have every reason to e.xpect

will wear uniformly until such time as to need resur-
facing. On the other hand it would be poor policy to
let a gravel road go until it needed resurfacing.

It is important that every rut and IkjIc be tilled as
soon as they appear for they will hold water which

will soften the gravel bed and cause the road to wear
rapidly.

The question now arises: What is the best method
to adopt to accomplish this continuous maintenance?
There could be only one answer to this so far as the
gra\ el road is concerned, namely the patrol system. A
patrolman equipped with a one-horse hitch, shovel,
rake and drag, etc., given a mile of road per diem, will
find plenty to do. A gravel road to insure the main-
tenance of its cross section should be dragged after
every rain. Under the periodic system we could not
do this as it was impossible to have the maintenance
gang at the proper places at the proper times.

Dragging

As we all know, a gravel road can be too wet or too
dry to drag. In other words there is a certain time
after a rain when the road is in the best possible condi-
tion to work and obtain results. The patrolman con-
stantly on the road is going to know just when this

time arrives. He is going to discover the weak
places. He will see the small hole when it starts and
before it has developed into a large one or a series of

small ones. He can patch the roads in the early

stages of disintegration without serious trouble or ex-

cessive cost.

Theoretically, if a patrolman gives his gravel road
proper attention it should never need resurfacing. He
will cart on and distribute enough new gravel to take
the place of that which has been worn out under
traffic. The patrolman fully illustrates that old adage,
"A stitch in time saves nine."

As an illustration of the favor in which we hold the

patrolman's services, I will cite the increase that has

been made in this branch of our organization. I.n the

year 1911 tliere were two men employed as patrolmen
on one of our trunk lines for about two months. This
was our first attemj^t with the patrol system. We
have already appointed, for the year 1916, 225 patrol-

men. These men will be emjiloyed from April 1. or

sooner if the weather conditions permit, until Decem-
ber 1. Their average pay will be $3.25 per day. Now
arises the question : How mucli money can be justifi-

ably expended in the maintenance of a gravel road?

Assuming the cost of a modern country road pave-

ment of the so-called permanent type at $15,000 a mile

(conservative) and supposing this to be paid for by
20-year bonds at 4J/2 per cent., the annual charges for

interest on and redemption of the bonds amount to

about $1,150 per annum. It is safe to assume that

even the most permanent type of country road pave-

ment will require rejjairs and maintenance of at least

$.S0 per mile per year, or in round figures we have a

minimum of $1,200 per mile per year as the cost of the

improved road.

Assuming that a good gravel road may be built for

$4,000 per mile (which we have shown is more than

the average cost of New Hampshire roads), the an-

nual charges for interest on and redemption of bonds
(if the roads are built by liond issues) at the end of 20

years would amount to about $310. Therefore, it is

theoretically economical to spend nearly $900 per mile

])er year for the maintenance of gravel roads, if for

that sum the roads can be maintained in a condition

equal to a pavement in the $15,000-a-mile class.

Our claim is, that in New Hampshire, we are able

to maintain this condition on four-fifths of our roads.

This four-fifths carries an average traffic of about 3(X)

urn
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to 600 vehicles, mostly motors, per day during the va-

cation season.

From the comparison just cited, we find that we
can economically spend $'XX3 per mile per year for

maintenance. Under the patrol .system we do not
find this expenditure necessary. Taking forty towns
in New llami^shirc whose state roads have been built

of gravel and maintained by the jiatrol system, we find

that in the year 1915 our -average cost of maintenance
])er mile was $240. This cost includes in some cases

the surface ap|)licati(5n of a light as])halt or non-asphal-
tic oil. 1 will leave it to your judgment if this type
of road is not the most economical for moderate traffic.

A doubt will probably exist in the minds- of some

when they take into con.sideration the amount of traffic

that these roads carry and compare it with some of

the elaborately worked out theories as to the wearing
qualities of plain gravel roads, but we have the exper-
ience of several years of this type of maintenance and
construction as a refutation.

In fact any of these gravel or >o-called comI)ination
roads, which were originally built of necessity, have
worn so satisfactorily that today we are advocating
this sort of construction as a principle. We believe

that for four-fifth of our trimk line roads this type of

construction is absolutely satisfactory for moderate
traffic, if properly maintained, and !)y far the most
economical road to build.

Completed Reinforced Concrete Girder
Causeway at Corpus Christi, Texas

Nueces County, Texas, have completed, at a cost of

$166,500, a causeway, 8,700 ft. long ccjnnecting the city

of Corpus Christi with San Patricio County across the
Corpus Christi J^ay. The following details of the
work are taken from Engineering Record. The
causeway forms an important link in the system of

roads connecting San Antonio with a number of re-

.sorts on the Texas Gulf coast.

The construction adopted consists of 6,200 ft. of

protected fill, and 2,532 ft. of short reinforced concrete
spans, providing sufficient waterway for the passage of

high waters and Hoods of the Nueces River. It also
includes a small bascule bridge with a 32-ft. clearance.

The bridge portion, consisting of 76 reinforced

concrete girder spans, with 30-ft. clear openings, and
the draw span were placed at the south end where the

deepest water existed, and provides a total waterway
at high tide of 8,600 square feet. The piers consist of

a bent, creosoted long-leaf pine piling, 24 lbs. treat-

ment, with a concrete cap 2^/2 ft. wide, extending down
to the existing bottom. The top of the piers is an
elevation of 3 ft. above low-water datum. The con-
crete was placed in the water with a tremie. Piers

are reinforced with four rods, two on each side on the

row of pile heads, to avoid danger of cracking opposite
the piles.

The piles vary in length up to a maximum of 55 ft.

They were driven to a penetration of '/j in. under a
6,800 lb. gravity-drop, steam hammer, striking sixty

l)lows per minute.

Reinforced-Concrete Girders

The sj)ans are composed (jf four reinforced-concrete
girders 32 ^ ft. center to center and 30-ft. clear span.

The bottoms of the outer girders are in elliptical arch
form, and the inside girders are corbelled. The gird-

ers and the concrete floor slab were run continuously
through five spans; at every fifth pier the entire sup-
erstructure was completely cut by a contraction joint.

The roadway is 19 ft. 10 ins. wide between concrete
railings of ornamental type, top of floor slab being 9
ft. above low-water datum. Provision for continuity
in both floor slab and girders is made by bending up
reinforcement.

The roadway is drained by cast-iron gratings and
scuppers through the curb. A wiring conduit and
anchor bolts were provided for future installation of
light brackets over alternate piers.

Concrete and Form Work
The concrete was composed of washed crystalline

limestone gravel 1 :2:4 mix, and was reinforced by de-
formed square rods of medium grade structural steel.
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A field testing^ laboratory was maintained throughout
the work. Tests of 4-in. cubes of concrete for girders

and floor showed an average strength of 2,800 lb. per
square inch at 30 days.

Placing Paneled Knockdown Forms

The forms for the spans were carried without false-

work upon eight lines of 10 x 20-in. timbers 32 ft. long-

resting on the piers in pairs on either side of the four
girders. 'J'he forms were composed of dressed lumber
screwed together in panels and oiled. The panels
were supported on the aforesaid timbers and held in

position by a system of knockdown framing requiring
no nailing, and wired only for the outer girder sides.

The forms were used eight times with very little re-

working.
The drawspan is of the Strauss bascule lift type.

The girders have a span of 42 ft. from center of main
trunnion to bearing of moving leaf, and provide a clear

span between fenders of 32 ft. The floor is a 4-in.

slab of reinforced concrete carried on steel floorbeams
and stringers and with 2 in. of trap-rock granolithic for

the wearing surface.

Oyster Shell Approach Fills

The approach fills, 200 ft. long at the south end and
6,000 ft. at the north end, are composed entirely of
oyster shell dredged from the shell reef which under-
lies the greater portion of the entire structure. The
top width is 40 ft. and the side slopes 6 to 1, making a
base of approximately 120 ft. width. A berm of 100
ft. was left between the toe of the slope and the dredge
pits. The fill was dredged in to elevation 6.00 above
low water and subsequently crowned to elevation 6.50
for the roadway.

The fill is protected by very shallow water on the
west side ; by a bar and by comparatively shoal water
on the outer or eastern side fronting on Corpus Christi
Bay. The anticipated shoaling action due to stoppage
of cross currents as above mentioned has already de-
veloped to a noticeable extent. Although the fill is

30 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico and is exposed
to no. severe storm nor wave action, it was thought
best to' supplement the protection from natural condi-
tions by the following construction precautions : First,

the use of oyster shell for building the entire fill; sec-
ond, the adoption of very fiat side slopes comparable to
the slopes of the adjacent sand beaches; and third, by
the use of bru.sh faggots and riprap to protect the toes
of the fill.

Brush Faggots and Riprap

'llie faggots consist of liundles of mesquite brush
somewhat over 8 ft. long and 12 in. in diameter bound
securely and tightly by four wire stays. These fag-
gots were placed at right angles to the center line with
brushy ends out and in continuous rows, simultaneous-
ly with the placing of the fill. Two rows of faggots
were placed on the outer side and one on the inner .side,

except near the abutments, where three and two rows
respectively were used. The fill, and especially the
finer particles of shell, settled into the crevices of the
faggots to form a solid toe. On top of the other slope
as tlnis constructed was ])laced the riprap composed of
.SO per cent, one man and 50 per cent, two man stone
placed by hand in an apron one layer thick and 14 ft.

wide. The heavier rocks were placed at the foot of
the slope. Eighteen thousand faggots and 2,600 tons
of riprap were used.

The abutments and bulkhead wings protecting the
ends of the fills at the junction with the bridge are of

concrete extending down to the existing bottom and
resting on creosoted bearing piles and a line of 6 x 12

in. creosoted sheet piles forming a continuous bulk-

head.

Road Surface and Approach
The road surfacing o\cr the concrete slab is com-

posed of a mat course of tarviated trap rock, and the

surface of the shell fill after it becomes thoroughly
compacted by traffic will be treated likewise. All

materials for the construction of the bridge had to be

imported from distances in excess of 125 miles. The
Causeway was constructed by W. L. Pearson & Co.,

Houston, Texas.

Clamps for Pulling Steel Piles

In pulling steel sheet piling the use of a hook in

a hole in the pile is not always effective, as the hook
may tear through the metal without loosening the pile.

Two forms of clamps designed to give a sure grip

on the pile are shown herewith.

In the design shown at A the web of the pile is

gripped between the eccentric cams formed by the ends
of two levers journaled in a heavy steel forging. A
chain sling is attached to the outer ends of the levers;

and as the pulling strain is applied to the sling, -the

serrated faces of the cams grip the web between them
In the second design B the arrangement is more com-
pact. The two jaws, or grips, are carried by arms
pivoted in the horseshoe frame, so that the downward
pull on the jaws (due to the resistance of the pile)

tends to draw the arms inward, thus forcing the jaws
together.

Slate is generally quarried on the gallery system,

that is to say, terraces are cut out of the hillside at

regular intervals one above the other, each terrace

forming a vantage ground from which the adjacent

rock-face may be worked. The terraces are connected

by inclined planes, up and down which the slates and
quarry debris are hauled in small .trucks by means of

winding gear. Where a large amount of worthless rock

overlies the slate, the latter is often more economically

obtained by running galleries into the valuable bed,

the workings being thus underground.

Road surfacing, as distinguished from applications

of oil for dust laying, is covered in principle and prac-

tice in a booklet, Trinidad Liquid Asphalt, just issued

by The Barber Asphalt Paving Company (Philadel-

.phia). The essentials of successful "carpet coating"

with asphaltic materials are fully explained. As il-

lustrations the pamphlet c<)ntains photos of park

drives, city boulevards, suburban streets and country

roads resurfaced with liquid asphalt bj^ both hot and

cold applications. Full specifications, in the form of

explicit directions for the laying of carpet coats, are

included.
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Personal
Mr. K. H. Lee has been appointed city engineer of Kani-

loops, B. C'.

Mr, Jolin Pender West, a Winnipcu: architect, has enlist-

ed as a private in tlie 44th Canadian Battalion. He lias been
recommended for a commission.

The city council of Fredericton, N. B.. have offered the

position of city engineer to Mr, George McKnighf. an ex-

aldernian, Mr. McKnight is engage<l at present as an en-

gineer with the St. John and Quebec Railway Company, hav-
ing been engaged in the construction work on the St, John
Valley Railway from the cominencement of that project.

Obituary
Mr. Henry llartung, a well-known sewer contractor, of

Hamilton, Ont., died on April 2 at the age of 51 years,

Mr, George Smith, engineer, Lindsay, Ont,, died sud-

denly while on a visit to Toronto, He was sixty years of age.

Mr, W. D. Baillarge, chief engineer of the city of Que-
bec, has suffered a sad bereavement in the loss of his wife,

who died on April ,1, Mrs, Baillarge was a sister of the

Hon, L. A. Taschereau, Minister of Public Works for Quebec.

Mr. W, E, Mann, a civil engineer, and formerly divisional

engineer for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, Edmonton,
Alta,, died on March .'ilst as the result of a fourteen-foot fall

to the bottom of an elevator shaft in the Alberta Hotel, Ed-
monton, He was about 45 years of age, and unmarried,

Mr, H. N, Dancy, a member of the firm of H, N, Dancy
& Sons, masonry builders and contractors, Toronto, died on
the 4th inst,, at the age of 70, Mr, Dancy was associated

with many important buildings in Toronto, among them be-

ing the new Knox College, the administration building of

the Toronto General Hospital, and the Lumsden Building,

He was born in- England, and came to Canada at ten years
old, spending practically bis whole life in Toronto.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The indications are that Winnipeg's building in 1916

will be at least double that in 1915,

The Grand Site Construction, Limited, is the name of a

new Montreal concern capitalized at $49,000,

The Robert Simpson building at Regina, Sask,, is ex-

pected to be completed by the middle of April,

The Hamilton Stock Brick Supply Company. Limited,
Hamilton, Ont,, have been granted a charter.

The Chadwick Brass Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont,,
have changed their style to the Wentworth Brass Company,
Limited.

Twenty-five l)uilding permits, of the value of $26,2.10.

were issued by the city of Quebec during the week ending
April 1,

Messrs, Leonard Foulds and A. B. Bowes have opened
an office at 166 Bay Street, Toronto, as structural and civil

engineers.

,
The Brown Copper & Brass Rolling Mills, Limited, are

erecting a brass rod and shape mill in Xew Toronto, Ont.,
at a cost of $125,000.

A two-storey building, finished and ready for occupa-
tion in eight days' time, has just been completed in Trail
B. C, by Mr, W, K, Esling,

The Robidoux Sand Company, Limited, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock 6f $30,000. The head office

of the company is in Montreal.

The Port Hope Manufacturing Company, Port Hope,
Ont,. expect to start operations at once, and will probably
employ about two hundred men.

Construction work on the new building at Winnipeg for

the T, Eaton Conipany is progressing rapidly. .Ml of the

caissons are to be completed by April 15.

The Leary Brick Company, of Carman. Man., who have
an order for 750.000 bricks for the dome of the Winnipeg
Parliament Building, are now turning out 20.000 bricks a day.

During the month of March the city of Montreal issued

119 building permits, of a value of $24.3.345. In the corres-
ponding month of 1915 174 permits, of a value of $34e,({95

were issued.

\ plan is on foot to revive the granitc-guarrying industry
on Grindstone Island, in the St. Lawrence River. It is stated
that New York parties have leased the property for the pur-
pose of operating it.

F. E. Rivard. A. J. Violette. C. L. Cyr, F. I, Cyr. R.
Devost. and E, P. Nadeau, all of .Saint Leonard, N, B., have
formed a co-partnership to carry on business in Saint Leon-
ard under the style of the Saint Leonard Brick Company.

To overcome the difficulty in securing a proper entrance
to the city of Hamilton. Ont,. a bridge 1,400 feet 'in length
is planned by the Toronto-Hamilton Highway Commission,
The highway and the Hydro radial will both run over the
bridge.

During the month of March the city of \ ancouvcr issued
4H building permits, of a value of $205.48.5. compared with 75
permits, value $:iO,915, for the corresponding month of last
year. For the three months of 1916 the figures are $293,749.
as against $271,037 for the same period in 1915.

Figures showing the progress made on the enlarging and
finishing work of the Rogers Pass Tunnel from January 27
to February 26, are as follows: East end, main tunnel, 603
ft., total 10.151 ft.; west end, main tunnel. 619 ft., total 8.868
ft. The main tunnel faces, at February 26, were 7,381 feet
apart.

lixtensive improvements to the water supply of Mac-
Donald College, Montreal, have been completed, and the
new plant was placed in operation on .\pril 2. The im-
provements consist of an elevated steel water-tank, holding
100.000 gallons, supported on four steel columns. A mech-
anical gravity filter plant has also been installed.

.\rrangements for the building of the rear portion of the
new City Hall. Winnipeg, are now being seriously considered
by the Board of Control. The work is expected to cost in
the neighborhood of $200,000. which, covered by a loan at
5<A per cent., would cost the city $ll.000 per annum, but
would bring all the departments under one roof.

The cornerstone of the Salvation Army's new traininR
college on Davisville Avenue. Toronto, was laid on April 1
by Commissioner W, J, Richards, in the presence of a large
gathermg. The College, which is being erected as a memorial
to the late General Booth, will be one of the most up-to-date
institutions of its kind in the country. It is estimated to
cost $150,000. an<l the site comprises eight and a half acres.
The building will be four storeys high.

The construction of a twenty-million-dollar bridge across
San Francisco Bay. connecting San Francisco and \lamcda
IS a possibility of the near future. The proposed bridge would
be four miles long, and of an average height of 30 feet above
the water. The greatest altitude of the bridge would be 125
feet at one place, to permit the passing of lofty-sparred sail-
ing vessels. The plans provide for four railway tracks andtwo roadways-one for automobiles, the other for slower-moving vehicles.
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Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Clarence Township, Ont.

Jules Bolieu. Clarence Creek, will re-

ceive tenders until May 1st on excava-

tion and reinforced concrete work re-

quired in the construction of a drain.

Plans and specifications with Mr. Bolieau

and the Engineers, Magwood & Stid-

well, Pitt Street, Cornwall.

Glencoe, Ont.
The Town Council are considering tlie

construction of cement sidewalks on

Simpson Street. Clerk, George Wilson.

Leamington, Ont.
The Leamington Electric Railway pro-

pose to pave the track allowance with

vitrified Ijrick. and will start work short-

Iv. Manager, F. Eastman.
' The Town Council contemplate laying

a coating of Tarvia on the existing Roc-

niac pavement. Clerk, R. M. Selkirk.

London, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until 10 a.m., April 14th, for the

construction of 4,520 feet of sanitary

sewer with private connections, etc.

City Engineer H. A. Brazier has pre-

pared plans for sewers, estimated to cost

$60,000. Tenders will be called shortly.

Metcalfe Township, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of the

• Ward Drain will he received until May
1st. Clerk. H. Thompson, R. R. No. 2,

Kerwood. Ont.

Nanaimo, 6. C.
The City Council propose to construct

sewers at an estimated cost of $24,000.

Engineer, W, A. Owen.

Ottawa, Ont.
Waterworks Engineer R. L. Haycock

is preparing plans for a 15-inch high pres-

sure main on Rideau Street, estimated to

cost $6,000.

Pelee Township, Ont.
Tenders on ditching, removal of rock

and other work required in the construc-

tion of a drainage system will be received

until April 28th by the Township Clerk,

William Stewart, Pelee Island,

Preston, Ont.
It is probable that the Town Council

will shortly commence the construction

of a sewer on Fountain Street, estimated

to cost $25,000, Engineer, C, S. Mc-
Kenzie.

Saskatoon, Sask.
City Engineer G. D. Archibald is prc-

jjaring plans for the construction of a

force watermain under the river, at an

approximate cost of $20,000.

Vancouver, B.C.

The existing watermains across the

First Narrows have to he removed for

Government dredging purposes, and the

City Council propose to replace them by
12 or 18-inch mains. Engineer, F, L.

Fellowes.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brantford, Ont.
The City Council have let the contract

for supply of s^lt glazed sewer pipe to

the Dominion Sewer Pipe Company,
Swansea, Ont., at $3,407.

Burlington, Ont.
The Town Council have let the con-

tract for the supply of 30-inch concrete
pipe to B. Blair & Company, Riddell

Street, Woodstock.

Leeds and Lansdowne Twps., Ont.
The Township Council have awarde<l

tlie contract for road work to F. J. War-
ren, Lansdowne, Approximate cost, $8,-

000, Stone has been purchased.

Maiden Township, Ont.
The contract for the supply of 140,000

tile has been awarded by the Township
Council to G. H. Leslie, Amherstburg.

Nova Scotia Province
The Department of Public Works, Hal-

ifax, have let the contract for the con-
struction of culverts in Hants County to

Arthur Hood, Shelburne, at $11,123.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Calgary, Alta.

Tlie City Council arc considering the

extension of the street railway to .Sarcee

Camp. Approximate cost, $10,000. Clerk,

J. M. Miller.

Newtonbrook, Ont.
The dam at the Empire Mills, owned

by H. Schmidt, has been destroyed by
flood, and will be rebuilt.

Nova Scotia Province
The Department of Public Works. Hal-

if;Lx. are having plans prepared for a con-
crete and steel bridge to be constructed
between Annapolis and Granville, at an
approximate cost of $80,000. Engineer,
W'. G, Yorston, Halifax.

Ottawa, Ont.
Plans arc to be prepared by the De-

partment of Public Works, Ottawa, for

a bridge over the Ottawa River below
the Chaudiere Falls.

Victoria, B.C.
The City Council have authorized the

construction of a swing span bridge, es-

timated to cost $9,500, and work will

now proceed. Engineer. C. H. Rust.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Charlotte County, N.B.

Tlic Provincial Department of Public

Works, Fredericton, have awarded the

contract for steel required in the erec-

tion of a bridge over the Waweig River

to the Canadian Steel Company. 120 St.

James Street, Montreal.

Normanby Township, Ont.
The Township Council have awarded

a contract for the construction of a steel
and concrete bridge to Alexander Hill.
Approximate cost, $4,600.

Simcoe County, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

bridge over the Nottawasaga River for
the County Council, the contract for
concrete abutments has been let to J. T.

Dumond, Brentwood. Ont.. and the steel
work to the Sarnia Bridge Company,
Limited, Sarnia,

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Brampton, Ont.
The School Board have appointed W.

Connery, Manning Chambers, Toronto,
as Architect for the proposed school.
Plans will be prepared for a four-roomed
brick building.

Cochrane, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 6 p.m..

April .25th. on the erection of a school
for the School Board, including the
wrecking and salvage of the existing
building. Estimated cost. $40.006. Ar-
chitects. Angus & Angus, Angus Block,
North Bay. Secretary, W. D. McDoug-
las.

Exeter, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for altera-

tions to the hal! of James Street Meth-
odist Church, to include re-arrangement
of basement and installation of a heat-
ing system. Approximate cost, $4,000.

Montreal, Que.
Tenders on the construction of fire-

escapes at the City Hall will be received
until .^pril 15th by \. Chausse. City Hall.
Hogle & Davis, 80 St. Francois Xavier

-Street, are preparing plans for an addi-
tion to the Hervey Institute. 500 Clarc-
mont .Avenue. Estimated cost, $20,000.

Orillia, Ont.
Work by day labor will start soon on

the erection of a Municipal Building on
West Street, estimated to cost $50,000.
Material will be purchased by tender.
.Architects, Burke. Horwood & White,

Ryrie Building, Toronto.
The Town Council are having plans

prepared for an addition to the General
Hospital, and tenders will be called short-
ly. Brick construction, three storeys.

The Town Council have appointed W.
H. Croker, Atherley Street, as Architect
for the projected addition to the pencral
Hospital.

Portage la Prairie, Man.
The by-law to authorize the raising of

$65,000 for the erection of a school has
been defeated, and the School Board
propose to submit another for $64,500.

Chairman, A. P. MacKinnon.
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Quebec, Que.
The Aiiti 'I'ubcrculosis League are in-

viting competitive plans for a hospital
to cost about $1()().()0(). I'lans to be in

by May 1st. President. Arthur Rousseau.

Rapide de L'Original, Que.
The .School Hoard projHise to build twf)

schools, at ail approximate cost of .$:i,000.

Secretary, E. H. Sabourin.

Regina, Sask.
The City C'ouiuil have h.id ijlans pre-

pared by .'\. F. Rowley for an addition
to the Ivibrary, estimated to cost $8,000.

Richmond Hill, Ont.
A by-law will be submitted early in

May to authorize the purcha.se of a site

for a Municipal Building. Village Clerk,
A. J. Hume.

Shenley, Que.
The School Hoard are considering the

erection of a Model School, at an ap-
l)roximate cost of $<l,000,

St. Edourd des Mechins, Que.
Tenders on the erection of a church

for the Roman Catholic congregation
will be received until /\pril 2!)th by the
Curate, Rev. J. A. Langlois. .Approxi-
mate cost, $;i:i.OOO. Architect, Thomas
Raymond, 4:i Caron Street, Quebec.

Timmins, Ont.
The l'rcsl)yteriaii Congregation pro-

pose to build a church. Pastor, Dr.
Allen.

Toronto, Ont.
The I'rovincial Department of Public

Works have included in their estimates
the sum of $14,000 for construction of
fire escapes at the Parliament Buildings,
Secretary, H. F. McNaughton.

Tweed, Ont.
A by-law will be submitted shortly to

authorize the erection of a High School,
at an approximate cost of $1.5.000. Chair-
man of the School Board, ,T. F, Hauston.

Vaudreuil, Que.
The erection of a Convent is being

considered by the School Board. Scc-
retarj-, I'.variste Shuve.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Hull, Que.

In connection with llie erection of a

church for the Parish of the Holy Re-
deemer, the contract for terra cotta floor

arching has been awarded to the Mont-
real Terra Cotta Company, Limited, 43
.St. Sacrament .Street. Montreal.

Maisonneuve, Que.
The contract for installation of seat-

ing at the Church of St. Jean Baptiste de
LaSalle, has been let to Louis Caron S:

Fils, l^imited, Nicolet, Que.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the erection of a

school and residence for the Cote des
Neiges Roman Catholic School Commis-
sioners, the contract for tile work has
been awarded to the Smith Marble it

Concrete Company, Limited, 14r> \'an

Home .'\venue, and the electrical work
to \V. J. O'Lcary Sc Company. ;it> Re-
collet Street.

In connection with the church which is

being built for the Parish of St. Pierre
Claver, the carpentry contract has l)een

let to J. Marcotle, 11(i Third .\venue,
Maisonneuve, the plastering to Pascal

Larocque, :ni DeLanaudicrc Street, and
the painting to the general contractor.

In connection with the school now in

course of erection on Lavcrdure Street,

the contract for plumbing, electrical

work and roofing has been awarded to
Vaillancourt & Bastien, 692 Papineau
.\vcnue, and the plastering to H. Mail-
hiot, 0303 St. Charles Avenue.
The Roman Catholic School Conimii-

sioners have let the following contracts
in connection with the school on Papin-
eau Avenue:—concrete foundation. Se-
curity Engineering & Contracting Com-
pany. Limited, 203 St. James Street; car-

l)entry, Ciuertin & Bouchard, 410 Par-
thenais Street; cut stone, Mcgantic Gran-
ite Company, Limited, Lake Megantic,
Que.

Mt. Denis, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section No. 28

have let the following contracts for the
erection of a school:—carpentry. Hud-
son & Mosely, 5 Jerome Street Toronto;
heating, George Sainsbury, Coulter .•Xve-

nue, Weston; steel, McGregor & Mcln-
tyre, ll,'t9 Shaw Street, Toronto; steel

sash, H. Hope & Sons, Limited, 4,'; King
Street West, Toronto; plastering, George
White, 088 Kingston Road, Toronto,
.Approximate cost, $3.'),000.

Pointe aux Trembles, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a portal at the Parish Church has been
awarded to Emile Cote. .l.">8 Richelieu
Street, Quebec. Estimated cost, $6,000.

St. Luc, Que.
The contract for heating in connection

with the Parish Church now in course of
erection has lieeii let to J. .'\. Fournier,
3 Abraham Hill, Quebec,

St, Narcisse, Que.
The general contract for alterations to

the Roman Catholic Church has been
awarded to Anselnie Dube. Bellefeville

Street, Three Rivers.

Stamford Township, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

for the erection of a school for Union
School Section No. 2:—general contrac-
tors. W. Utting & Sons. 5 Florence .Ave-
nue. Niagara Falls South; masonry. R. J.

Jolly & Company, Stanly Street, Niagara
Falls .South; plumbing, Payne & Nesbitt,
122 Main .Street. Niagara Falls South.

Stanstead, Que.
The contract for installation of heat-

ing at the Registry Office now being
built has been let to E. Conley, 6' .Alex-
ander Street. Sherbrooke. and the plumb-
ing to the general contractors.

Business Buildings and Indu -

trial Plants
Barrie, Ont.
W. J. Carmichael. Bell Telephone Com-

pany, Montreal, is preparing plans for
the proposed office building for the Bell
Telephone Company.

Brampton, Ont.
A by-law has been carried granting cer-

tain concessions to the .Acme Rubber
Company, and plans arc now being pre-
pared for a factory, estimated to cost
$30,000. F. D. Law. 471 Yongc Street,
Toronto, is interested.

Forest, Ont.
John Baldry is preparing plans for a

store, estimated to cost $.'S,000. Concrete
block construction.

Gait, Ont.
The Perfect Machinery Company,

Water Street N.. are having plans pre-
pared for a factory, estimated to cost
$.'),000. Red brick construction.

HaUfax. N.S.
S. P. Dumaresq. St. I'aul Building, is

preparing plans for alterations to the
theatre of the .Academy of Music, Ltd..
Barrington Street. Estimated cost,
$35,000. Tenders will be called by the
.Architect early in May.

Hamilton, Ont.
Ford & Feathcrstone, .55 King Street

W., are considering the erection of a fac-
tory for the manufacture of safes, vault
doors, etc.

Leduc, Alta.
The Co-operative Elevator Company

are considering the erection of an ele-
vator. Particulars from F. Sangster.

Lion's Head, Ont.
Sclby Fries is considering the re-

building of his store, recently destroyed
by fire.

Merritton, Ont.
The Moulton Engineering Corpora-

tion, 120 Exchange Street. Portland. Me..
arc preparing plans for a factory addi-
tion to be built for the Riordon Pulp &
Paper Company. Tenders will be called
shortly.

Mitchell, Ont.
The Mitchell Woollen Mills propose

to erect an addition to their premises and
are negotiating with the Council with
regard to the closing of a street.

Montreal, Que.
Tenders will be called shortly for the

erection of a factory for L. Wisintainer
& Sons, 58 St. Lawrence Boulevard. .Ar-
chitect. L. I. Bigonesse, 92 Notre Dame
Street E. Trussed concrete construc-
tion.

New Westminster, B.C.
Mosscrop & Whitburn, Western Trust

Block, have prepared plans for a theatre
for the .Alhambra Theatre Company.
London. England. Estimated cost, $!".'>.-

000. Steel and reinforced concrete con-
struction.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Tenders are now being received for

the construction of a greenhouse for W
H. SchoellkoflF, Falls \iew P. O.

The Pollard Manufacturing Company.
Wclland .Avenue, are about to start work
on the erection of a foundry, estimated
to cost $10,000, Construction will be
superintended by F. LeBombard.

Port Rowan, Ont.
.A. Ferris has commenced the construc-

tion of a packing house. Frame construc-
tion.

Quebec, Que.
L. .A. Cannon has sold a destroyed fac-

tory on Collins Street to La Cie de Lith-
ographic de Quebec, and re-building is

contemplated. Manager. J. \. Beriault,
180 Cartier .Avenue.

Tanguay & Lebon. 20 d'.Aguillon St..
will call for tenders privately on the
erection of an addition to premises on
Ste. Helene Street for the Dominion
Corset Manufacturing Company. Dor-
chester Street. Estimated cost. $50,000

(Continued on page 4S)



CITY OF SHERBROOKE

TENDERS FOR

One Power Pump
and Water Wheel
for the City of Sherbrooke

Tenders addressed to the nmlersigned will he

received until April 29th, 1916, at noon, for a

power pump of the capacity of four million Im-
perial gallons per twenty-four liours at not more
than thirty revolutions per mirnute, to work sat-

isfactorily imder a dynamic head of 2Wl feet

;

also a vertical water wheel (give the name of the

maker) flume, shaft, brackets, etc.. of sufficient

size under a head of eleven feet, to operate the

above mentioned pump; the whole to be erected

on the foundation made by the city of Sherbrooke.

at its waterworks plant "Drummond," on Magog
River, a distance of about three and

_
a half

miles from the centre of the city. Specification

and plan of the power foundation can be seen

at the office of City Engineer Tremblay, Sher-

brooke, P. Q.

Plan and description of proposal must accom
pany each tender.

The work to be completed five months after

the signing of the contract.

Each bid must be accompanied by a certified

cheque et|ual to five per cent, of the total bid.

The city council reserves the right to reject

any or all bids.

E. C. GATIEN,
15-15 Secretary -Treasurer.

TENDERS WANTED

Department of Railways and Canals
Dominion Canals

Notice to

Dealers in Cement
Sealed tenders, en<lorsed "Tender for Cement."

will be received by the undersigned up to 10
o'clock on Tuesday. April 18th, 1916, for the

supply of some 4*J.O<.iO barrels of cement, more
or less, required for tlie construction and main-
tenance of the various canals of the Dominion.
and to be delivered in such quantities, at such
places, and at such times as may be directed.

Dealers in cement may tender for the total

quantity required, or for such portions thereof

as may suit their convenience.
Specifications, forms of tender and full informa-

tion can be obtained from the Purchasing Agent
of the Department of Railways and Canals, Otta-
wa, on and after this date.

The Department docs not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

By order,

J. W. PUC.SEEV,
Secretary.

Department of Railways and Canals.
Ottawa, April, 1910.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement with-

out authority from the Department will not be
paid for it.~l'21. OIHG. 15-15

FOR SALE

One twelve-ton Austin gasoline road roller,

11*14 model. Worked three months. In perfect

condition. IjOX 380, Contract Record, Toronto,
Ont. 15-10

Hydro
Tenders Wanted

Sealed tenders for extension to svib-station build-

ing at Edwin and Ruskin Avenues, addressed to
Ihe Secretary of the Toronto Electric Commis-
sioners, will be received until noon of Wednesday,
April 19th. 1916.

Separate tenders will be received for and should
lie marked as follows: Structural steel work; gen-
eral and ornamental iron work; roofing and
\\ aterproofing ;

plumbing ; painting and glazing

;

excavating; masonry work.

Specifications and form of tenders may be
obtained and plans consulted at Engineering
Oftice. corner Duncan and Nelson Streets. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

Tenders for Supplies
for the

Toronto and York Highway

Commission

Tenders will be received up to o'clock p.m.,
on' April 19th, 1916, by E. A. James, Engineer,
Toronto & York Highway, 57 Adelaide St. East,
Toronto, for the supply of Stone, Sand, Road Oil,

Road Tar, and Cement during the season of 1910.
Specifications and a statement of requirements

may be had at the office of the Engineer.

R. W. PHILLIPS, Secretary.

T. FOSTER, Chairman of the Board. 1515

For Sale

Concrete Plant and Gravel >'ards for sale, at

Wallaceburg, Ont. New, up-to-date, fully equip-
ped with dry kilns and machinery ; good location

;

four hundred feet along main street river front

;

block building 'S4 x I.'IT ft., one storey high, iron
roof ; good stock of sand and gravel. Reason
for selling, death of owner. Apply Mrs. Anna
Mae McDougall, Bo.\ 0, Wallaceburg, Ont. 14-15

Late News Items
Laval, Que.
The Town C ouncil will receive ten-

ders until April 25th for macadamizing
the roads of Bout de I'lle. Plans and
specifications at office of the Secretary,

Richmond Delelles, T'ointe aux Trembles,
Que.

Levis, Que.
J. Blais is building two residences for

J. Samson and Alcide Samson. Approxi-
mate cost, $7,000 each. Architect, L. E.

.-\uger, 39 St. Jean Street, Quebec.

Port Colborne, Ont.
The Canada Cement Company, Mont-

real, will receive tenders until April 20th

for the construction of about 7,000 square
yards of concrete roadway at the Com-
pany's plant. Plans and specifications

at the Port Colborne office.

St. Albans, Que.
The contract for concrete foundations

for the plant of the Portneuf Hydro
Electric Company has been let to Archi-
bald & Conway, 333 Bleury Street, Mont-

real, and tlie contract for equipment to

the Electric Company, Minneapolis, Ind.

St. John, N.B.
The contract for sash required in al-

terations to the premises of the W. H.
Thorne Company, Limited, Prince W^il-

liam Street, has been let to A. B. Orms-
by Company, Limited, King Street West,
Toronto.

St. John's, Nfld.

A. D. Swan, 10 Phillips Place, Mont-
real, Engineer to the Anglo-Newfound-
land Development Company, is in the
market for cranes, transporters and elec-
tric conveyors for harbor equipment.

St. Louis de Terrebonne, Que.
The Municipal Council propose to

spend $9,000 on roads during the season.
Secretary, .'\ime Masson, Terrebonne.

Toronto, Ont.
Purton & Chennels, 150 Ellsworth

.\venuc, propose to build duplex resi-

dences on Frederica Street, at an ap-
proximate cost of $8,000, and may start
work shortly. Brick construction.

The following sub-contracts have been
let in connection with the erection of a
warehouse for the Ro])ert Simpson Com-
pany, Limited. 176 Yonge Street :--plumb-
ing, heating and sprinkler system, Purdy
Mansell, Limited, 63 Albert Street; glaz-
ing and glass. Imperial Glass Works, 35
Mutual Street; painting, F. G. Roberts
& Coinpany, 106 Wells Street; ornainent-
al iron, fireproof doors, etc.. Ornamental
Bronze & Iron Works, 83 Ryerson Ave-
nue; elevators, Otis Fensom Elevator
Company, Ltd., 50 Bay Street.

The Toronto & York Highways Com-
mission will receive tenders until April
19th on the supply of stone, sand, road
oil, road tar and cement during the sea-
son. Engineer, E. A. James, 57 Ade-
laide Street E.

C. H. Pickerinfi, 300 Rushton Road,
proposes to build duplex residences, es-
timated to cost $8,000, and will let the
smaller trades. Brick construction.

West Lome, Ont.
Tenders on the erection qf an addition

to the school will be received until .\pril

15th by D. McPherson, Secretary to the
School Board.

Miscellaneous

Gait, Ont.
The Shuriy Dietrich Company, Ltd.,

are in the market for 100.000 feet of
beech. Prices f.o.b. Gait.

Three Rivers, Que.
Prices and other information with re-

gard to the following materials are de-
sired by Anselme Dube, Contractor:

—

brick, cement, fireproofing. granite, hol-
low tile, steel, metal lath, metal sash,
plumbing fixtures, woodworking mach-
inery.

Victoria, B.C.
The Purchasing Agent, W. Gait, will

receive tenders until April 17th for the
supply of 225 tons of mineral dust, 1,400

cubic yards of sand for asphaltic p.iving,

and 300 tons of asphaltic cement.
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Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants
|Oontiniu-(l from page 47)

Rossland, B.C.
Till- Fraternal Order of Eagles arc

coiisifleriiiK the erection of a hall.

St. Helene de Breakeyville, Que.
John Breakey i.s considering the con-

struction of a sawmill, at an approxi-

mate cost of $7,000,

St. Honore, Que.
The erection of a convent will be

commenced in June, under the supervi-

sion of the Curate, Thomas C'loutier.

Approximate cost, .fS.OOO.

St. John, N. B.
F, Neil Brodie, 43 Princess Street, is

preparing plans for alterations to the

premises of T. Mc.Xirty Si Sons, King Si.

St. John's, Que.
Work has started on the re-building

of the furniture factory owned by D. H.
Langlois & Company. .\pproximate
cost, $8,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The Toronto Electric Commissioners,

226 Yonge Street, will receive tenders

until April 19th on the following trades

required in the erection of an addition

to the sub-station at Kuskin and Edwin
Streets:—structural steel, general and
oranmental iron work, roofing and water-
proofing, plumbing, painting, excavating
and masonry. Plans and specifications

at Engineering Office, Duncan and Nel-

son Streets.

Work has been started on the erection

of an office building for the Toronto Sub-
urban Railway Company, 936 Keele St..

under the supervision of the Architect.

G. C. Briggs, 34 Victoria Street. .Steel

and brick construction, .\pproximate
cost. $1.5,000.

Plans are being prepared for a block

of stores and apartments to be built by
Adam Walker. 169 Lauder .\venue. at

an approximate cost of $2.5.000. Brick

construction.

J. Crang. 900 St. Clair Avenue W., pro-

pose to build a block of stores and apart

ments. at an approximate cost of $12.00n.

Brick construction.

Trail. B.C.
F. G. Ouimby lias prepared plans for a

Fire Hall for the City Council, and ten-

ders will be called shortly. Brick con-

struction. Estimated cost. $.5,000,

Welland, Ont.
lohn Cooper, Dexter House, will re-

ceive tenders until April 1.5th for the

erection of a laundry on Patterson .\ve-

nue. Estimated cost. $.3,000. .Xrchitcct.

D. F. Forbes. Temple Building. Brick

and tile construction.

Weston, Ont.
A. B. MofTatt, Main Street, has ap-

plied to the Township Council for fixed

assessments contingent upon the erec-

tion of a factory, estimated to cost

$60,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ailsa Craig, Ont.
The general contract for reniodcllitig

a store for Mrs. Munro, Main Street, has
been let to W. D. Yelf, and the carpentry
to Gibson & Son, Lucan.

Brantford, Ont.
Most of the smaller contracts in con-

nection with the erection of a station

for the Lake Erie & Northern Railway
Company have been let to the general

contractors. Schultz Brothers Company.
IJmited.

Drummondville, Que.
The general contract for the construc-

tion of a sulphuric acid plant for the

Aetna Chemical Company of Canada,
Limited, has been awarded to the West-
inghouse Church Kerr Company, New
York City. Approximate cost, $300,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The general, masonry and steel con-

tracts for an addition to the premises of

the Canadian Hart Wheels Company,
Burton Street E., have been let to Wil-
liam Yates, Jr., 24 Leeming Street. .\\>-

l)roximatc cost. $7,000.

Kingston, Ont.
The City t ouncil have let the general

contract for the erection of a store-

house to A. McCartney, University .\ve-

nue. Brick and reinforced concrete con-
struction. Approximate cost, $10,000.

Lindsay, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a factory on William Street for Horn
Brothers has been let to Reese Williams.
William Street. Architects. T. Pringle

& Son, Continental I^ife Building, To-
ronto.

London, Ont.
The contract for heating and plumbing

in connection with the erection of a

dance hall for Halls. Limited, has been
awarded to T. F,. Partridge, 430 Welling-
ton Street.

H. Hayman. 491 Ontario Street, has
been awarded the general contract for

the erection of a store and residence on
Dundas Street for Charles Dyson. 779
Dufferin .Xvenue. .\pproximate cost.

$7,000.

The contract for remodelling the

premises of Miss F. A. Mitchell. 114 Dun-
das Street, has been awarded to John
Putherbough. 1006 Wellington Street.

Estimated cost. $10,000.

Macksville, Ont.
The general contract for alterations

to the barns of Neil Carruthers, Macks-
ville. has been awarded to Dougal Black.
.\ppin.

Maisonneuve, Que.
In connection with the store which is

being built on Ontario Street for Du-
fault & Reed, 57:5 Notre Dame Street,

the contract for brick work and masonry
has been let to J. P. Desjardins. Limited,
102 St, Jeanne d'.\rc .\vcnue. and plaster-

ing to E. Tessier, 270 William David
Street, and the carpentry and interior

fittings to the general contractor.

Montreal, Que.
Work has been started on the con-

struction of a garage for Williant .Scully.

320 University Street. The general con-
tract has been let to J. Wighton, 19 Sus-
sex Street. Estimated cost. $3,000.

The contract for foundations and sub-
structure required in the erection of a
boiler room for the Montreal Tramways
Coinpany has been let to Laurin &
Leitch. ,5 Beaver Hall Square.
Montreal West, Que.

F. J. Friedman. 3.57 St. Catherine St,

W., Montreal, is building a refrigeration
plant for the Elmhurst Dairy Company.
Limited.

Ottawa, Ont.
in connection with the stores which

are being built by James and Frank VV il-

son. S Allan Place, the heating and
plumbing contract has been let to Ger-
vin & Lillico. 1093 Bank Street, and the
electrical work to P. .Ackroyd, 416 Bank
Street.

• Quebec, Que.
The contract for roofing, heating.

plumbing and electrical work required in
connection with the store now being
built for J. N. Rondeau, fi Lachevrotierc
Street, has been awarded to A. Noreau.
Fifth .\venue. Domaine Lairet, and the
painting to Garneau & .Xrtean. 2.30

<r.\guilIon Street.

J. A. Voyer, 63 Scott Street, has let
the general contract for the erection of
a store and residence on .\rtillerie .St. to
W. Boucher, 42 Bayard Street. Esti-
mated cost. $.5,0(H). Brick construction.

St. Catharines, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a factory for the Dominion Food Com-
pany. Russell Avenue. The general con-
tract and masonry have been let to New-
man Brother;!. St. Paul Street, and the
carpentry to C. F. Monk, Wilson Street.
Approximate cost. $20,000.

Stratford, Ont.
The general contract for an addition

to the premises of the Williams Trow
Knitting Company, St. Patrick and Erie
Street, has been let to the Metal Shingle
& Siding Company, Preston.

The contract for plumbing and sheet
iron work required in connection with
the addition to the premises of the .\von
Hosiery Company. Erie Street, has been
awarded to J. R. Myers & Sons. 99 On-
tario Street, and the painting to \. Cash,
168 Ontario Street.

Toronto, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a garage for W. J. Fen-
nel!, 6 DeLisle Street, has been let to
the Britnell Contracting Company, Bax-
ter Street, and the steel work to Can-
adian Allis-Chalmers Ltd.. 212 King St.
W. .Approximate cost, $10,000.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a business block at Blobr
and North Streets for F. Nicholls has
been awarded to William Edwards. 337
Rusholme Road, and the carpentry to
Hudson & Mosley. .5 Jerome Street.
The general contract for re-building

the Princess Theatre has been let to Far-
rington Construction Company. Detroit.
Mich. Smaller trades will be sub-let.
-Approximate cost. $200,000. .Architect.
C. Howard (.rane. Ford Building. De-
troit.

Residences
Brigden, Ont.
John Poland is preparing plans of a

residence, estimated to cost $3,000. Frame
and white brick construction.

K. Johnston has commenced the erec-
tion of a residence, estimated to cost
$3,000. White brick construction.

City View, Ont.
John R. Daoust, Raden .\vcnue, is

about to rebuild his residence, at an ap-
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proximate cost of $3,000. Electrical

work may be let. Frame construction.

Exeter, Ont.
The erection of a residence is con-

templated l)y Ernest Davis. Estimated
cost, .$3,000.

Georgetown, P.E.I.

John Stewart proposes to build a resi-

dence, at an appro.ximate cost of $4,000.

The erection of a residence is being

considered by John Dalziel. Estimated
cost. $3,500.

Grafton, N.B.
The erection of a residence is beinpr

considered by H. Smallcy. ,\pproxi-

niate cost. $3,000.

Halifax. N.S.
The I'astern Investment Corporation.

Craa« Buildinn;. will receive tenders un-

til May 1st for heating, plumbing and
electrical work required in the erection

of a residence on T-arch Street.

H'milton, Ont.
Plans have been drawn for three resi-

dences to be built by D. Hamilton, 1306

King Street E. Frame construction. .Ap-

proximate cost, $3,600.

Ingersoll, Ont.
New plans arc being prepared for the

residence to be built on Thames Street

for F. Wright, care of Wright Dry Goods
Company. Red brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,000.

Tenders on the erection of a residence

are being reccfved by G. C. Wright, care

of Wright Dry Goods Company. Ap-
proximate cost, $5,000.

Kingston, Ont.
Thomas Andre, 240 Earl Street, is

about to commence the erection of two
residences, estimated to cost $5,200.

Brick construction.

London, Ont.
Hyatt Brothers, 288 Egerton Street,

will shortly commence the erection of

three residences on Ridout Street South,

estimated to cost $10,000. Tapestry brick

construction.

Plans of four bungalows to be built on
Windsor Avenue are being prepared by

Norman S. Roberts, care of Roberts En-
graving Company, Dundas Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $11,000. Stucco con-

struction.

Max Lerner, 502 Hill Street, is about

to prepare plans for an apartment house

to be built on Dundas Street, at an ap-

proximate cost of $25,000. Carbex brick

construction.

J. C. Anderson. Industrial School, is

preparing plans of a residence to be built

on Duchess Avenue, at an approximate

cost of $3,500. Red pressed brick con-

struction.

Plans will be prepared by T. H. Janes,

Market Lane, for three residences to be

built on Bruce Street. Approximate
cost, $10,000.

Watt & Blackv.'ell. Bank of Toronto
Building, are preparing plans of a resi-

dence to be built for H. N. Abel. 61

Craig Street. Approximate cost, $10,000,

Tapestry brick construction.

D. A. Graham, 3 Perry Street, proposes

to build three residences, and is prepar-

ing plans. Red pressed brick construc-

tion. Approximate cost, $10,000.

Plans are being prepared for a number
of residences to be built on Hamilton
Road for Mrs. Mary Graham, Marmora
Street. Estimated cost, $10,000. White
Brick construction.

R. H. Smith, 191 Wharncliflfe Road, is

preparing plans for a bungalow, estimated
to cost $3,500. Tapestry brick construc-
tion.

A. Evans, 905 Queens .Avenue, has pre-

pared plans for a residence, estimated to

cost $3,000, and will shortly start work.
Brick construction.

H. Pocock, 552 King Street, will short-
ly commence the erection of two resi-

dences. Red pressed brick construction.
.Approximate cost, $7,000.

Lynnville, Ont.
The erection of a residence is con-

templated by William Walmsley. .Ap-

proximate cost, $3,000.

Middle Sackville, N.B.
Rev. A. \. Landry proposes to re-

build his residence this spring.

Montreal, Que.
F. .A. Job. 163 Jacques Street, has com-

menced the erection of a residence. Ap-
l)roximate cost, $3,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
Mark Wilson, 61 Irving .Avenue, is

considering the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $4,000. Brick veneer
construction.

Port Colborne, Ont.
Russell .Adams is considering the erec-

tion of a residence on Elm Street, to re-

place that destroyed by fire.

Quebec, Que.
Lavoie & Frere. 52 Jeanne d'Arc St.,

are preparing plans of a residence to be
built on Cartier .Avenue, at an estimated

cost of $10,000. Brick construction.

M. Cauchon, 309 Richardson Street,

will shortly start work on the erection

of five residences, estimated to cost

$20,000. Artificial stone construction.

Roundhill, Alta.

M. M. Burkholder, Dodds, Alta., is

about to start work on the erection of

a residence and barn.

Seaforth, Ont.
James Watson is considering the erec-

tion of a residence and will prepare plans.

Estimated cost, $3,000.

St. Elie de Caxton, Que.
Denis Brodeur is considering the erec-

tion of a residence, at an approximate
cost of $3,000.

Toronto, Ont.

J. Lucan & Company, 508 Dupont St..

are receiving tenders for finishing three

residences on Arlington Avenue. Work
includes carpentry, plastering, painting,

glazing and galvanized iron work.

J. G. Hough, 346 Parliament Street, is

receiving tenders on concrete founda-
tions for five residences in the Tod-
morden District.

J. F. .Alexander, 8 Temple .Avenue, is

about to commence the erection of a

duplex residence at an approximate cost

of $7,000, and requires tenders immedi-
ately on excavation. Brick construction,

W. P. Levack. 519 Roxton Road, has

started work on the erection of a resi-

dence on Gothic Avenue, estimated to
cost $3,800. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction.

A. A. Mitchell, 502 Palmerston .Ave-
nue, has commenced the erection of a
duplex residence, estimated to cost
$6,500. Smaller trades will be let.

Work has been started by William
Davis, 3 Scarboro Road, on the erection
of a residence, estimated to cost $3,500.
Smaller trades will be let.

H. Lucas, 118 Felstead Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a pair of
residences, estimated to cost $4,000.

Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-
struction.

Mcllroy & Lowry, 105 Clendennan
.Avenue, have commenced the erection
of two residences, estimated to cost
$6,000. Smaller trades will be let.

E. Gagnon, 2359 Queen Street E., is

receiving tenders on all trades required
in the erection of apartments, estimated
to cost $20,000. Brick construction.

J. D. Naylor, 129 Glenholme Avenue,
has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $3,500, and is

receiving tenders on smaller trades.
Brick construction.

Work has been started by S. B.
(jreen. 111 Evelyn Crescent, on the erec-
tion of a residence on Conduit Street.
.Approximate cost, $3,000. .Smaller trades
will be let.

Walkerville, Ont.
Harold Wilson. Windsor, will shortly

start work on the erection of two resi-

dences at Windermere and Cataraqui
Streets,

Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be erected for Mrs. E. C.
Walker, Willistead, Walkerville. \Vork
may start this season.

Welland, Ont.
D. F. Forbes. Temple Building, is pre-

paring plans of a residence for D. Dick,
jr. Estimated cost, $10,000. Brick con-
struction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Fonthill, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

for the erection of a residence for F.

Wellington:—masonry. F. Hoare, St.

Paul Street, St. Catharines; carpentry,
C. F. Monk, Wilson Street, St. Cath-
arines; electrical work, Clifford Electric
Company, Ontario Street, St. Catharines;
heating and plumbing, J. Peart, King St.,

St. Catharines; painting, Rachar & Hyatt,
86 Main Street.. Welland; plastering,
Dakers & Hemphill, 51 St. Catharine
Street, St. Catharines.

Halifax, N.S.
The Eastern Investment Corporation,

Limited. Cragg Building, have awarded
the following contracts in connection
with the erection of a residence on Larch
Street and flats on LeMarchant Street:

—

heating, Longard Brothers, 213 Hollis

Street, plumbing, W. S. Craig. 316 Upper
Water .Street; electrical work. J, Starr.

Son & Company, Granville Street.

Hamilton, Ont.
The following contracts have been

awarded in connection with the resi-

dences which are being built by J. H.
Somerville, 166 Prospect Street:—mason-
ry, Lemington & White, 140 Rosslyn
.Avenue: plastering, Fred Mountain, 35

(Continued on page 52

i
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PUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the Unlvertity of Toronto. .

THIS Pump is hydraulically. balanced against end

thrust and in addition has a water cooled thrust

Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may
be operated with guide vanes or without for demonstration

purposes. Oil ring bearings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine
Pumps.

We make pumps of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS' PRODUCTS ARE "MADE IN CANADA"

Write us for prices.

The John Inglis Company, Umited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachaii Ave., Toronto, Canada
OtUwa RepresenUtlvc :—J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bulk Street Chunt>cn
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Residences
West Avenue N.; heating and plumbing,
H. Barnes, 93 Clyde Street; electrical

work, T. Thornton, 174 Balmoral Ave.

R. S. MaSon, 43 Kensington Avenue,
is building five residences, estimated to

cost $3,000 each, and has awarded the

contract for masonry to Lemington &
White, 140 Rosslyn Avenue.

The general contract, masonry and
carpentry for the erection of residences

for R. Sharp, Alexandra Street, Moun-
tain Top, have been awarded to .\ndrew
Spittal, 489 Concession Street. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $3,500.

Kingston, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. Connor, .57') Prin-

cess Street, has been awarded to James
Gough, 170 York Street. Pressed brick

construction. Approximate cost, $3,500.

Work will start shortly on the erec-

tion of an apartment house for James
Elder, 207 William Street. The masonry
has been let to H. W. Watts, 98 Fron-

tenac Street, the carpentry to Henry
Hunter, 332 Barrie Street, plumbing to

Elliott Brothers, 77 Princess Street, elec-

trical work to H. W. Newman Electric

Company, 79 Princess Street, and paint-

ing to T. Milo, Princess Street.

Lachine, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of residences for G. Guzzi, 43 Notre
Dame Street, has been awarded to B.

Lacolli, 70 Tenth Avenue. Brick con-

struction. Estimated cost. $3,000.

Levis, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for A. Cherrier, Bienville,

has been let to J. Blais, Levis. Esti-

mated cost, $4,000. Brick construction.

London, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for James R. Haslett. 521

Richmond Street, has l)een let to H. Hay-
man, 491 Ontario Street, .\pproximate
cost, $3,500.

Work is about to start on the erection

of a residence for D. J. Ferguson, 503

Quebec Street. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Hyatt Brothers, 288 Egerton Street,

are about to start work on the erection

of a residence for Charles Gilbert. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,000. Red pressed

i)rick construction.

The general coptract for the erection

of a residence on Hill Street for Charles

Lee has been awarded to Hyatt Brothers,
288 Egerton Street. Red pressed brick
construction. Approximate cost, $3,500,

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for D. C. McNaughton.
care of McCormick Manufacturing Com-
pany, has been let to Harry Hayman.
491 Ontario Street. .Approximate cost,

$4,000.

Work is about to start on the re-build-

ing of a residence for James Black, care
of Grigg House. The general contract
has been let to Jones Brothers, Hamilton
Road. Estimated cost, $3,000.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for George Mills, 527 Dun-
das Street, has been let to Harry Hay-
man, 491 Ontario Street. Red pressed
brick construction. Approximate cost.

$3,000.

C. J. Pink, 451 Hamilton Road, has
awarded the general contract for the
erection of a residence to Tutt & Mc-
Rae. 90 Chesley Avenue. Red pressed
brick construction. Estimated cost.

$3,500.

Maisonneuve, Que.
The contract for carpentry in connec-

tion with the residences in course of
erection for M. & O. Dufresne has been
let to L AUard. 1360 Des Erables Street,

and for asphaltic mastic roofing to H. H.
Symmes & Brothers, 42 St. Sacrament
Street.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with alterations to

a residence for A. P. Stuart, 27 Summer-
hill Avenue, has been let to E. A, Greg-
ory, 1594 Cadieux Street. ^

Quebec, Que.
The contract for carpentry required in

the erection of a residence for James
Brown, 71 Fleurie Street, has been award-
ed to E. Morissettc Ltd.. 208 Latourelle
Street, the roofing to N. Barbeau, 30
Bridge Street, and the heating, plumbing
and electrical work to D. Cote, St. Louis
de Courville, Que.

The contract for painting in connec-
tion with the erection of a residence
for Boisvert & St. Laurent, 56 d'.\rtigny

Street, has been awarded to A. S. Bedard.
116 Des Stigmates Street, and the heat-
ing, plumbing and electrical work to .\.

Fournier. .\braham Hill.

Raleigh Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for George Davidson.

R. R. No. 6, Chatham, has been let to

Robert Lewis, 120 St. Joseph Street,

Chatham. Estimated cost, $5,000.

Sarnia, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for W. A. Watson, Front
Street, has been let to David Giffin, the

masonry to E. McDonald, and the plumb-
ing to F. Goodwin & Company, 215

Christina Street. Frame and stucco con-
struction. Approximate cost, $4,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence in

course of erection for A. F. Fifield, 157

Ontario Street:—masonry. Newman Bro-
thers, 71 St. Paul Street; carpentry, steel

work and roofing. R. B. Williams,
Beecher Street; heating and plumbing.
H. A. Bald Company, Academy Street;

plastering, Dakers & Hemphill, 51 St.

Catharine Street; painting. Leach &
Jones. James Street; electrical work,
Sandham & Roberts, St. Paul Street.

Toronto, Ont.
Work is about to start on alterations

to the residence of F. G. B. Allan. 6

VVellesley Place. The contract has been
let to F. Browning. Tenders are being
received for excavation. Approximate
cost, $4,1500.

W. R. Maton, 173 Glenholme .\venue,

lias been awarded the general contract

for the erection of a residence for F.

Trelford, 1036 St. Clair Avenue West.
Stucco and tapestry brick construction.

Approximate cost, $5,000.

Walkerville, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence on Kildare Road for F. E.

.\llum. Detroit, Mich., has been awarded
to Euclidc Jacques, 87 Assumption -St..

Windsor, and the masonry to Cross Bro-

thers, 25 Louis .\venue, Windsor.

Westmount, Que.
.Anglins. I^imited, 65 Victoria Street,

Montreal, have commenced the erection

of a residence on Willow .\venue N. for

Harding & Heward, and are receiving

tenders on roofing and electrical work.
-Approximate cost, $14,000.

Windsor, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of flats on Dougal Avenue for Mrs. G.

Hallett, Langlois Avenue, has been
awarded to Lambert & Braithwaite, 10

Riviera Street, Sandwich. Approximate
cost, $8,000.

Science is Applied to Brickmaking in the

Elkco, Elk Steel, St. Marys,
Keystone, Rotex

brands of

FIRE BRICK
Our booklet on " Refractory Efficiency Engineering"
contains details about grades and shapes we manu-
facture. Send for it.

Elk Fire Brick Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Federal Life Building. HAMILTON, ONT.

Tenders
A few dollars spent in advertising

your proposals in

The Contract Record
would result in additional competition,

which might save your city or town or

your client many hundreds of dollars.
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Stwajjc Treatment at Milwaukee... Wis 38'j a way as to conserve in the best possible manner our

By T. Chalkl.ey Hatton fighting resources—present and future. There is not
Roman Catholic School, Cote des Neiges 385 a man of these who is not ready to go when and where
Municipal "Clean-up" Campaigns 386 'i«^ i'' ttild— if the authority who gives the order

The Schoop Metal Spray Process 387
^now^.W hy doe.sn t our Government find out ? Why

By T. S. Worthington !
-''^

\ '/
''^" '"^^"*°^>: °^ ^^^.'>' '^'^'zen of Canada, that

^
«t could say to him. "Here is your place !" ? But in-

Clay Qualities-Testing and Sampling 389 ^tcad of acting, our Government delegates this author-
By H. B. Henderson jty to the illiterate private in the ranks, and, indirectly

Personal, Mainly Constructional 394 at least, authorizes the man of small intelligence to
badger and coerce the man who sees his duty clearly

Decent Consideration i'"^ '.^ doing it. Why cannot our Government move

D , ., . ,

.in this matter? Why cannot they give so important aRAN Cappon, of Queen s University, voices the (piestion at least "decent consideration"?
sentiments of a very large percentage of thc

Canadian people when he says : "Let there

be decent consideration for those who think
they have good enough reasons not to go. at least as
yet, to the war."

Possil)ly, if Dean Cappon spoke all tiiat is in his

mind, lie would ]nit it more strongly. Doubtless he
has seen tiic ill-;ulvisetl methods of recruiting that are
being utilized from day to day by the rank and file

of various battalions. Doubtless he realizes that the
present system of semi-coercion has little to commend

Mountains of Northern Labrador
The regular monthly meeting of the C. S. C. E.

was held in the Chemistry and Mining Building of
thc University of Toronto' at S p.m. on April 13. A
very interesting descriptive address was given by
Prof. A. P. Coleman, entitled "A Visit to the Moun-
tains of Northern Labrador."

The speaker described how. to reach Torngat Moun-
tains in Northern Labrador, 1,300 miles from Toronto
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as the crow flies, he had to travel a roundabout way
of 4,000 miles—by rail to Sydney, N.S., ice-breaker

"Bruce" to Port aux Basques, NHd., railway (3^ ft.

gauge) to St. John's, steamer to Main on Labrador
coast, motor boat to Hebron (last Moravian settle-

ment) ; balance of the way to Komaktorvik Bay, lati-

tude 59 degs. 30 min. in a fishing skiff with two Eski-

mos.
Prof. Coleman mapped the country in the neigh-

borhood of Komaktorvik Bay. The highest mountain
was 4,700 feet—which, of course, the Professor, as

usual, climbed : one of Dr. Coleman's recreations is

reaching the highest point of the highest mountains.
Proceeding southward, Nakvak Fjord, which the

speaker described as comparable in beauty with the

fjords of Norway, was also explored. In this neigh-

borhood the highest summit reached 5,000 feet.

Various items of keen interest to his listeners were
noted by Dr. Coleman as the lecture proceeded. He
spoke ot the fine trout in the northern rivers, the largest

he had ever seen, golden and copper color, and more
than two feet long. He spoke also of the great num-
ber of ice-floes encountered on the journey to and
from the north land, and the influence these must
have on future navigation possibilities in and around
Hudson Bay. On the various mountains glaciers were
very frequently met with.

Bids, Bidders and Bidding
By G. Alexander Wright

To bid or not to bid? That is the question

—

whether it is better to be idle and save money, or take

a job and lose it?

Is it any use to figure? That is the perplexing

question of today for the competent and careful bid-

der, for he knows that the more competent and careful

he is, the less chance he has of competing and getting

a job with any profit in it. It certainly looks as if

our present estimating methods are a failure from the

bidder's standpoint. What is to be done?

Is it that there are not jobs enough to go around?
Or, are there too many bidders? And are they too ag-

gressive, too eager for the good of the business? One
thing is certain, that so-called competition among the

building industry has degenerated largely into cut-

throat practices, and trade destruction.

If bids to owners are so low that the contractor is

unable to make a profit legitimately, what happens,

and whose fault is it? Is it the owner's? Is it the

architects's? We think not. It is well known that

many architects do not favor such conditions. They
will, when about to invite bids, prepare their list of

bidders, say eight responsible and well-known con-

tractors, sufficient competition surely, one would think

{especially as the owner is not paying for the time and
study these eight men will give to his plans and speci-,

fications). Then see what happens! First the subs

get wind of it, then the material men ; these tell their

friends, their customers and other material men that

such and such an office is taking figures on a job.

Those in the game know what follows. By the time

bids are actually received the architect is unwillingly

swamped with bids, good, bad and indifferent. Prob-

ably fifteen or twenty. The usual result is that the

better, or rather more competent type of contractor,

is badly beaten by the '"uninvited" bidders, who force

their way in and crowd them out, by submitting ridi-

culously low bids, based, generally speaking, upon in-

correct quantities, and not incorrect prices.

Such methods destroy what the better class of

architects seek, viz: "legitimate" competition. Where
in the name of common sense, is the logic of this? No-
body is benefitted by such methods, not even the un-
invited bidders themselves. Such men, however, are
largely responsible for the ruinous and demoralized
condition of the building business today. These men
will beg almost for the chance to figure a job, regard-
less of anything. There are architects who realize

the conditions and will try and stand such bidders off,

at the risk of making an enemy. But it is no use. They
take it as a personal affront if refused. Sometimes
other means have to be adopted, to save these bidders
from themselves, to save them wasting their time, but
this is seldom appreciated.

Some way must be found of identifying these kinds
of bidders, if they belong to an organization, and of
convincing them of their folly, and of the great injury
they do the building business as a whole. Should
this prove insufficient, then other means might be
adopted. Something must be done, and soon. That
is certain.

It is so easy to blame architects for the conditions,
but the truth is the remedy lies among the bidders
themselves. If the latter want a square deal, they
can get it. If they want better conditions, it is with-
in their power to get them. But they must act, and
co-operate. Other objectionable features of present
loose practices are a source of inconvenience to the
architects, the majority of whom would appreciate
better methods among contractors. If the architect
selects a sufficient number of bidders for a job, why
should bidders compel them, almost, to increase their
list two and three fold? Then there are the numerous
and entirely unnecessar}- interruptions the architect
experiences answering inquiries after bids are opened.
Not from the bidders originally selected, nor even
from the uninvited bidders, but from the almost' end-
less number of sub-bidders, specialty men, material
men who have given figures to the bidders, and who
afterwards keep the architect's office busy answering
inquiries about the bids, instead of getting their in-

formation direct from the bidders for whom the}' fig-

ured. Even if bids are to be opened at a fixed time in

the presence of bidders, it is found that even this does
not obviate these objectionable features, as it cer-

tainly should.

The whole question is a complex one, it is true, but
the bidders themselves can do something, and a great
deal, if they will but co-operate towards improving
conditions. It is up to the men in the business.

' These columns are always open to a discussion of

these subjects, and to suggestions in aid of better-

ment. W^e shall be glad to publish our readers' opinions
concerning "Bids, Bidders and Bidding" in future is-

sues, either with or without their names appearing.

All we want is practical facts and suggestions for

betterment. Every reader has some ideas, and all

are at perfect liberty to express them. Let us hear
from you. Address "Editor" Contract Record, Tor-
onto.

The Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., are distributing a new illustrated booklet
on railway service tanks. There is considerable in-

formation in this booklet which' will be of interest to

our readers. One of the illustrations, which are num-
erous, shows a 100,000-gallon-capacity tank installed

for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway at Melville, Sask.
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Shall I Build Now, or Wait? Comparative
Prices Today and at Outbreak of War

[Continued from April 12]

Ar.THOUCJJl, generally speaking, the two main 1915, and the price today as compared with that of
items entering into the cost of a building, 1914 is an advance of 120 per cent. Brass rod and
other than steel construction, are the masonry sheet brass advanced 100 per cent, between August
and the carpentry, there are a variety of mis- 1914 and August 1915, and present prices are 165 per

cellaneous items to be considered which in the aggre- cent, of that of August 1914.
gate are as important as either of these. Indeed, one "ip„„„,j;„„ „ „.„.„i ^...u „..,,«, »:„ »»^ .i,«.

, , . 1 r -I f ^1 1 -f , J- -J 1
Kegardmg raw metal, such as copper, tm, etc., thewou d not he far wide of the mark if he divided -rii t im-

,, , 111- t .u .u , J. average price of lake copper in January 1913 was
the ordinary building inner these three headings- 13.89 ^^^ents per lb.; in December 1915 it was 20.37
mason, carpenter miscellaneous-allowing each of

,ents per lb. The price of pig tin January 1915 aver-
them one-third of the total cost. t ta 1 » iu j • r» u ton 10-7:aged 34.3 cents per lb., and in December 19K-), 38.7s

Under miscellaneous, fall such items as heating, ^ents per lb. This metal reached a price during the
plumbing, painting, glazing, trimming, hardware, year as high as 57 cents per lb.
l)lastering, wiring, and so on. How does the price of '

,._,, . , . . , . t w., r »-».

these items tndav compare with prices at the outbreak The price of P'^^ ead in January 1915 was 3.74

of war?
'

cents; in December 1913, 5.34 cents. During the in-

In two previous issues we have published informa- \^'^^\ '* reached as high as 7 cents per lb. Spelter

tion with respect to the mason and carpenter con- (2'"'^) was sehng at 6.d2 in January 1913. and m De-

tracts. Roughly summarized, the masonry cost, one- member 191 d the price was 16.91
;
in the interval it had

third of the total cost, has been reduced anywhere ^""e as high as 22.6 cents.

from 10 to 20 per cent: carjjenter work, another third. This company state that the prices covering cop-
remains practically the same, with a slight tendency to per, tin, zinc, and lead have advanced still further dur-
iiicrease. Therefore, if the cost of the items which fall ing the present year; tin was as high as 55 cents per
under the head of "Miscellaneous" have not increased lb. a few days ago; copper, 28.5 cents per lb.; zinc-

more than 10 to 20 per cent., to offset the saving in spelter and lead were also proportionately higher. This
masonry costs, it is evident that building today is at gives a fair idea of the trend of the metal market.
least no more costly than at the outbreak of war.

^^^^ interesting figures have been furnished by
Hardwall Plaster another firm. This information is in the form of per-

The prices of hardwall plasters, now generally rentage advances. The items illustrated in the table

used on better-class buildings, were exceptionally low l>elow cover pretty fully the requirements of the aver-

for some months after the war broke out. Within the "Re plumbing or heating in.stallation :—

last few months, however, one manufacturer reports Advance Advance

that a considerable advance has taken place, until to- 1915 1916

day neat hardwall plaster will perhaps average 15c to P.C. P.C.

20c per ton higher than in August 1914: this represents Enamelled ware 10

an increase of only 3 or 4 per cent, however. Another Earthenware 12J4

manufacturer states: "We have made very few Soil pipe and fittings 82

changes in our i)rices, and where we have there has Lead pipe 20 55

been a slight reduction. There is every indication Lead traps and bends 20 40

that, instead of prices advancing because of the high Galv. range boilers 30 52}4

cost of production, 1916 prices will be lower than last Brass pipe 25 100

year, due to the keen competition caused by the ne- iron pipe (black) 45

cessity of each manufacturer securing a fair share in iron pipe (galv.) «0

a shrinking market so as to keep his organization to- iron pipe fittings 10 45

gether." Compression work 10 33 1-3

Price conditions in this material vary somewhat in Brass valves 10 50

various localities, however. In the city of Montreal Iron valves 7J^ 30

the competition was so keen for a time that a reduction Radiators 12 22

from $11 to $6.50 held for several months. In the Heating boilers lyi 17

maritime provinces, on the other hand, we are ad- /fo be continued)
visedthe price of hardwall plaster has just been in-

creased 70 cents per ton, and the trend of prices has

been upward. The tariff, too, has been a contribu- The average strength of Douglas Fir .stringers, sub-

tory factor, as manv of the materials used in the manu- jected to a process of creosoting involving boiling un-

fac'ture of hardwall plaster come from the United der vacuum and resulting in the removal of 35 per

States. cent, of the total moisture in the specimen, has been

Plumbing and Heating shown to be approximately five-sixths of the original

There are manv items which enter in these con- strength, compared to a one-third decrease with other

tracts and we are indebted to the James Morrison processes.

Brass Manufacturing Company. Toronto, for the fol-

lowing interesting information :

—

Messrs. Peden & McLaren, architects, have moved
"The price of seamless drawn brass tubes advanced from 20 St. Alexis Street to 54a Beaver Hall Hill,

about 100 per cent, between August 1914 and -August Montreal.
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The Use of Oil as a Dust Preventative
Methods of Treating Road Surfaces With Asphahic Oils
as a Cure or Prevention of Dust. Some Cost Figures

By W Huber, A. M. C. S. C. E.'

The problem of dust prevention on rural roads has

become acute only since the advent of the automobile
as a serious factor in transportation. Prior to that

time neither the nature of the traffic nor its speed was
such as to cause serious inconvenience to travellers

on the roads or the inhabitants along them. It is

not to be denied that the deterioration of properly con-

structed stone roads before this time was due in a

large measure to the formation of dust, but it was not

nearly so rapid as it has been since the use of auto-

mobiles has become general. It is now generally ad-

mitted that if the formation of dust can be prevented,

by removing the causes of this formation, the life of

the road will be increased, to say nothing of the added
comfort and convenience to the users of the road.

Dust

Dust may be defined as the detritus resulting from
the abrasion or pulverization of the material compos-
ing the road surface. It may result from a number of

causes, including the grinding and pulverizing action

due to the impact of horses' feet and vehicle tires, the

shearing action of self-propelled vehicle wheels, the

physical actions of rain, frost and wind, the chemical

action set up in the weathering of stone, and, usually

most important of all, internal attrition or the grind-

ing together of the individual stones of which the sur-

face crust is composed. Of all these agencies, only

the last mentioned is preventible
;
protection against

the others consists in minimizing their effects.

The term dust as applied to roads usually implies

such of the material as is raised from the road and
blown about, and the objectionable features of the

dust situation are largely in this connection. If it

were possible to confine the dust to the road surface

it would act as a cushion between the road and the

traffic, and protect the road from many of the agencies

tending to its destruction. The annoyance caused by
the clouds of dust now lifted and transported from
the road would be eliminated, and the dust would be
a benefit to the road rather than a nuisance. As it

is, the dust generated on many heavily travelled roads

is so offensive as to make driving along them or living

near them, unpleasant and unhealthy, and to render

unfit for use the products of fields and orchards ad-

joining them. Apart then, from the increased life of

the road and the decreased cost of maintenance there

are other benefits resulting from the suppression or

prevention of dust, and these benefits are most felt

by those who come into daily contact with the roads.

Suppression of Dust

All being agreed that the prevention of dust is very

desirable, the means by which this object may be ac-

complished may next be considered. The problem of

the selection of suitable dust preventives and the most
economical and effective employment of such materi-

als as are chosen, form one of the most important

subjects of modern highway engineering practice. Not
only must the formation and dispersion of dust be pre-

vented, but such methods must be employed as will

give the greatest returns for the money spent. As

' Asst. Enifr. Ontario Department o( Hiehways.

the benefits of many of the methods of dust prevention
in common use are of a temporary nature, it follows
that before any comparison can be made, the items
of cost of treatment, life of results, and effectiveness
in dust prevention must be carefully considered in

their relation to each other. Generally speaking, for

a given finished road surface requiring treatment, the
material and the method of application which will

maintain it in as nearly a dustless condition as pos-
sible at the least cost per Square jard per annum, is

to be chosen.

Cure and Prevention

There are two methods by which dust may be pre-
vented from rising, which may be classified respect-
ively as cure and jirevention, firstly the application of

such substances to the road surface as will hold down
the dust formed, and secondly the employment of such
methods and materials in construction, or the treating
of the finished road surface in such a way that the
formation of dust will be reduced to a minimum.

The first method consists of applying various liq-

uids such as water, salt solutions, light oils, light tars,

and oil and tar emulsions, to the road, the particles of
dust being held together by the surface tension of the
liquid. Benefits resulting from thus treating the road
are only temporary, and repetitions of the treatment
are necessary at intervals depending on the character
of the liquid, the condition of the road surface, the
nature and intensity of traffic, etc. Water has long
been used as a dust layer, but its rapid evaporation,
and the comparatively high cost of obtaining continu-
ously satisfactory results render its use on country
roads both unprofitable and unsatisfactory. Granu-
lated calcium chloride has been used as a dust pre-
ventive for a number of years, and under certain favor-
able conditions, has given excellent results as a tem-
porary dust layer. It is purchased in the powder form
and is applied in the dry state or in solution. Its dust-
laying qualities depend on its ability to absorb and
hold moisture from the atmosphere, thus keeping the
road surface constantly moist. In humid climates its

use is attended with considerable success, but in dry
localities subjected to little rain, and a dry atmosphere,
additional sprinkling with water will frequently be
necessary.

Oils and Tar
Emulsions of oil and tar have been used to a con-

siderable extent as dust layers. In the process of
classification the oil is treated with some alkali or
other saponifying material, which renders it capable
of mixing with water. In this way the oil may be
diluted and applied to the road in small quantities, at
the same time covering the entire surface. Results
of such treatment are, however, not lasting, and sev-
eral applications per season are required. Light oils
having either a paraffin or asphaltic base are also used
for dust laying, their benefits also being only tem-
porary, the length of time during which an application
will retain its effectiveness depending on the factors
mentioned.

The foregoing materials for dust prevention are
now giving way largely to the use of heavier asphaltic
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oils, which, in addition to their dust-layinp properties,

contribute to the bond of the road. The asphalt,

which is usually from 40 to 60 per cent, of the total,

remains on the road and i)enetrates the surface to a

certain extent after the volatile constituents have evap-

orated, and assists in bindinfj the surface. With a

go(xl grade of asphaltic oil, on a moderately travelled

road, one or two ai)pHcati()ns per season will usually

suffice, and later ap])licatiuns, owing to the retention

of a i)art of the oil on the road may be made lighter

than the first.

The value of an oil as a dust preventive is gauged
largely hy the quantity and (juality of the bituminous
base retained by the road after the evaporation of the

volatile ])arts. The base of mineral oils used for this

purpose vary from almost pure ])araffin to almost pure

asphalt. The parafifin in these oils has no value as a

permanent binder, and oils containing a pure paraffin

base or one containing a relatively high proportion of

])araffin to asphalt, are used only as temporary binders

or dust layers. The asphaltic base is, however, a true

binder, and each application of oil containing an as-

phalt base provides the road with a certain amount of

real binding material. The lightest grades of refined

tar are also used extensively in the surface treatment

of roads. Tn the case of tnese materials there is also

a certain degree of penetration into the road surface

and the results of such treatment may be considered

as partially permanent.
For best results and lowest costs in dust prevention

and road preservation it is necessary to start on a well-

built road. Thorough consolidation and binding of

the stone will prevent the internal movement which is

so productive of dust, while a good crown will shed

the water which would otherwise lie on the surface

and soften the stone, making the work of attrition by
traffic so much easier. First-class construction is the

first and greatest essential as a basis for efficient and
econonn'cal maintenance.

Sweep Before Oiling

The practice of ai)plying oil to a thick coat of dust

on a road surface, while aflfording temporary relief, is

not economical financially nor will it yield satisfactory

results. A small aiiplication of oil to the dust will keej)

it down only until the traffic has brought the dry dust
to the surface, while the use of sufficient oil to hold
down the whole layer of dust will entail unnecessary
expense, and worse still, will i)roduce a surface with
objectionable features almost, if not quite, as bad as

those of the untreated dust. In wet weather the (hist,

oil, and water will churn into a most offensive and
injurious mixture that will indelibly soil any cloth-

ing, cari)ets or other textile goods with which it may
coiiie in contact. In ci^mmencing the oiling of a stone
road the dust should be removed as com])letcly as
possible. Not only s\vei)t off the road, but in cases
where it is liable to be blown back it should be carted
away. I'or the ])urpose of cleaning the road of dust
preparatory to oiling, a horse-drawn rotary sweeper
which may be i)urcliased at a cost of about $275 is

almost indispensable. The actual cost of sweeping is

very little, and will soon be rei)aid in the saving of
oil and the better results obtained.

Oil the Second Season
Oil must never be applied when the road is wet

or even damp. An almost insignificant amount of
moisture on the surface will prevent adhesion between
the oil and the road and failure is sure to result.

Neither should oil be applied to a newly built mac-

adam road until the stone has become thoroughly set.

While protecting the road after setting has taken place,

it appears to retard this setting when applied before
it is complete. Best results arc frequently obtained
from leaving the road to thoroughly harden durinjj

the first season and commencing the oiling during the
second. Whenever jjossible oil should be applied in

warm weather. Whether the oil is heated or not, the
heat of the road will increase its fluidity and permit
greater penetration. When applied during cool wea-
ther it thickens on the road surface and is picked up
by vehicle wheels and horses' feet, and its benefits are
largely lost.

Penetration into the road surface is one of the
most important factors in road oiling, and all means
should be adopted to assist it. After the oil has been
ap|)lied the road should, if at all possible, be closed
to traffic for several hours in order that this f>enetra-

tion may proceed undisturbed, and the maximum bene-
fits derived from the oiling, with the minimum incon-
venience to the users of the road.

Application

Methods of applying oil are numerous, the original

one being that of sprinkling bv hand with ordinary
sprinkling cans. This method is slow, inefficient and
wasteful of oil and labor. It is impossible to secure
a uniform treatment without using more oil fhan
would be necessary to obtain like results when the
oil is distributed by mechanical means. Mechanical
sprinklers are of two kinds, gravity and pressure. The
gravity sprinkler is the more common, probably be-
cause the cheaper. For the lighter oils an ordinary
water wagon with sprinkler attachment will serve.

With the heavier oils and tars, a pressure sprinkler

should always be used. The pressure sprinkler is

usualh' o()erated by a puni]) driven bv the axle of the
wagon or truck carrying the tank, and the oil or tar is

delivered in the form of a spray. The velocity at which
the oil strikes the road assists the penetration and
much better results are obtained than with the ordin-

ary gravity methods.

Heating

Whether an oil will require to be heated will de-

]>end partly on its percentage of asphalt, and partly

on the weather. On a hot day an oil containing as

much as forty per cent, asphalt may be applied cold.

but even when the oil will run freely, better results

will be obtained by heating it. In heating oil, care

must be taken not to overheat it. Specifications for

the use of a given oil u.sually state the temperature at

which it should be applied, and this temperature
should never be exceeded.

Quantity Necessary

The quantity of oil applied should be carefully

watched. .\n insufficient <iuantity will not accomp-
lish the desired results, while too much is not only
wasteful, but leaves a surplus on toji which is harm-
ful to anything it touches. The quantity should be
such that the surface is completely coverc<l. and no
more. This (piantity will vary with the fltiiditv of

the oil and the condition of the road surface. On a

smooth surface, from which the dust has been well

cleaned, the aniount required will be a minimum

:

with a light oil, the entire surface may be covered with
an application of one-eighth gallon per square yard.

It is hardly to be expected, however, that such an ap-
plication will prevent dust for an entire season : sev-

eral ajjplications may be necessary, but the cost will
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still be reasonable, owing to the moderate quantity
used at each application.

A light sprinkling of sand over the oil when first

applied will take up any excess of oil and prevent it

adhering to vehicle wheels, etc. When the oil has
penetrated the road any excess of sand may be swept
off. Costs of dust suppression with light oils vary
between wide limits, owing largely to the indiscrim-

inate manner in which they are frequently applied.

On many country roads a single application of forty

per cent, asphaltic oil will keep them fairly dustless

for an entire season, at a cost of from one to one and
one-half cents per square yard.

Disintegration of Bare Spots

In order to continue the benefits of road oiling,

care must be taken to keep the surface covered. Bare
spots must not be allowed to develop or pits will form.

Experience has shown that where the stone be-

comes bare, disintegration is more rapid than in the

case of the untreated road. This is due to the fact

that the oil has prevented the penetration of moisture

to the road. In the case of an untreated road, the

surface will absorb a certain amount of moisture which
is necessary to maintain the bond. Proof of this is

seen in the ravelling of many macadam roads during

continued hot, dry weather. When oil is applied it

takes the place of the moisture and the surface bond is

maintained, and even improved. When the oil is

worn from the surface, the stone beneath, robbed of

its bond, will rapidly ravel, and a pit in the road is

the result. The scheme of road maintenance should

provide for a frequent and systematic inspection of

all oiled roads and the application of a small quantity

of oil to any spots where bare stone is showing.

Carpet Coat

The second method of dust prevention on finished

roads is prevention in fact as well as in name. Where-
as the materials already enumerated are more for the

purpose of holding down dust which has already

formed, the more effective plan aims at preventing the

formation of the dust. This consists of covering the

entire surface with what is known as a carpet coat of

heavy asphaltic oil or medium grade tar, filled with

stone chips free from dust. This results in a surface

from one-eighth to one-half inch thick composed of

stone chips and a bituminous binder, the object of the

stone being to take the wear of traffic, and of the

bitumen to bind the stone together and hold it on the

road.

While more expensive than the application of light

oils, the carpet coat is usually more economical in the

end, since a single treatment will last several times as

long. When properly applied a carpet coat of bitumen
and stone chips may last, with a small amount of main-
tenance, for from two to five seasons, providing a

road which has many advantages equal to those of a

bituminous macadam road. In some respects a pro-

perly constructed macadam road with a bituminous
carpet coat is to be preferred to one with several

inches of bituminous-bound surface. The cost is less,

being equal to that of an ordinary macadam road, plus

eight or ten cents per square yard. The body of the

road, if built on a firm subgrade is perhaps more rigid

than the bituminous macadam, owing to the danger
in the construction of the latter type of using an ex-

cessive quantity of bitumen. This is particularly true

of country roads, where experience in the use of bi-

tuminous binders is not so extensive as in the case

of city streets. If the road is systematically main-

tained, the only work and material necessary are those

required for keeping the carpet coat in good condition,

the correct practice being to mend any defects in the

surface before the body of the road is injured. This
follows the principle of maintenance of city streets,

where the concrete base is considered permanent, and
the wearing surface, of whatever character, is renewed
as occasion requires.

Application

The successful application of a carpet coat depends
on a number of things, among the most important of

which are the thorough cleaning of all dust oflf the

road so that the bare stone is exposed over the entire

surface, and the taking up of all the bitumen with
stone chips. The first condition is necessary to se-

cure the adhesion of the coat to the road, while the

second prevents the creeping of the carpet coat in

hot weather and the consequent formation of lumps.

Of recent years the tendency has been to apply the

carpet coat as thinly as possible in order to prevent

any danger of creeping. This is accomplished by using

a somewhat lighter oil or a lighter grade of tar, which
permits of distribution in a thinner layer.

In order to obtain best results, a warm day should

be selected for the application of the bitumen. If the

application is made in cool weather it will be found
to have become cold and thick before it has had an
opportunity to penetrate the road, and peeling will

probably occur. Also, the stone chips used in cover-

ing will not go into the bitumen as they should, and
much "bleeding" on subsequent warm days will result.

The application is best made by means of a pressure

sprinkler, which assists penetration by forcing the bi-

tumen onto the road at a considerable velocity. Both
horse-drawn sprinklers and motor-trucks are used for

this purpose, the latter giving the better results, being
more easily regulated as to speed and discharge, and
covering the ground more expeditiously.

Adhesion to Old Surface

As results are to a considerable extent dependent
on the degree of penetration, or at least on the adhe-

sion between the bitumen and the road, it should, if

possible, be left undisturbed for some time after being
applied. This is where a warm day assists materially

in the operation. On no account should any traffic be
allowed on the road before the application of the stone

chips. The bitumen will adhere to wheels and horses'

feet, and when permitted, the results may usually be
seen in the subsequent removal of; that part of the

bituminous coat which has been disturbed. Frequent-
ly, where such disturbance has occurred, the tracks of

vehicles may be distinctly seen, several weeks later,

in bare strips where the carpet coat has worn off or

scaled off. Most of the bare spots which develop
shortly after a road has been treated in this way are

due to one of two causes : insufficient cleaning of the

stone before application of the bitumen, or disturbance

of the bitumen before it has had a chance to adhere
firmly to the surface of the stone. If it is impracticable

to keep the traffic entirely off the road, only one-half

the width should be treated at a time.

The size of stone chips required will depend on
the grade of bitumen used. For the heavier grades of

asphalt and tar used for this purpose half-inch chips

are preferable, while with the lighter tars and asphaltic

oils, quarter-inch stone or coarse sand will give better

results. Whichever size of stone is used it must be
free from dust. As the stone chips or sand is to com-
pose the actual wearing surface of the road it must be
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carefully selected and as carefully applied. Wherever
obtainable at a reasonable price, trap or granite chips

should be used. First quality limestone is next in pre-

ference, while pea gravel and coarse sand, if of good
quality, may also be used.

Oil Content

Considering first the application of the heavier oils

and tars to road surfaces, the bitumen is distributed

at the rate of one-third to one-half gallon per square

yard, and after allowing it to ])enetrate to as great

an extent as ])ossiblc, half-inch stone chips arc spread

over the entire surface, in quantity sufficient to provide

a layer from one-third to one-half inch thick. Since

the success of the treatment and the prevention of

creei)ing depend on the consolidation of the stone, it

must be rolled, and warm weather dtiring the period

of rolling is of great assistance in obtaining a maxi-

nuini consolidation. During the process of rolling the

stone is forced into the bitumen, which comes to or

near the surface. The principle on which the rolling

is done is that the voids in the stone shall be reduced
1o a minimum, and these voids be filled with bitumen.

If the voids are not as small as possible there is an

excess of bitumen which will come to the surface and
cause "bleeding" of the road in hot weather, when,
assisted by the crown of the road it will tend to run

toward the sides and cause lumps. The roller should

make several passages over each portion of the road,

and fresh stone should be a])plied wherever the tar

or oil comes to the surface.

Tn order that miming oi tlie bitumen may not oc-

ctir, a number of conditions must be complied with.

First, the bitumen must not be a]ii)lied in larger quan-
tities than just sufficient to cover the road. Care must
be taken that it is heated to the correct temperature,

else its viscocity will require a larger amount to be
used than is necessary or advisable. Sufficient stone

must be used to take up all this bitumen, so that no
free bitumen will remain f)n the surface. Rolling must
be thoroughly done in order to reduce the volume of

the stone to a minimum, and the rolling must take

place before the road has cooled to such a degree that

the bitumen will not flow freely between the particles

of stone. If work of this character is done in cool

weather the surface is almost sure to run and bleed
badly in ensuing hot days. If the foregoing precau-
tions are observed, a satisfactory surface should re-

sult, with creeping eliminated.

Cost

The cost of a heavy carpet coat such as described
will usually be from eight to ten cents per square
yard, and the life of such a coat, with careful though
not expensive maintenance, is estimated at from two
to five years. Including the cost of maintenance, the

annual cost of tViis form of road protection in ordin-

ary cases will be from two to four cents per square
yard. The cost will be somewhat increased on main
travelled and suburban roads, in which case it may
be as high as six or eight cents per square yard per
annum.

As the tendency to creep depends largely on the

thickness of the carpet coat, and as this tendency con-
stitutes one of the main obiections to this form of road
preservation, recent practice has changed somewhat
to a preference for a thinner coat composed of a lighter

grade of asphaltic oil or tar, filled with smaller stone
chips or coarse sand. The durability of such a treat-

ment is not nearly equal to that of the heavier, carpet
coat, but the lower cost at which it can be applied
will ])ermit of more frequent re-surfacing. It possesses
the additional advantage that rolling is not absolutely
neces.sary, and the cost of this item may be eliminated.

The cost of the latter treatment, using approxi-
mately one-quarter gallon per square yard and cover-
ing with sand is ordinarily from three to four cents
jjer square yard. With ordinary country road traffic

this treatment will last a full season, and in most
cases a moderate amount of repair work will make
it good for a second, making an average cost of from
one and one-half to three cents per square yard per
season, or somewhat less than the usual cost of the
heavier treatment.

The Increasing Use of Electricity
The Electric Road Roller in England Proves to be Cheaper,
Cleaner and More Economical than Steam or Gas Rollers

By A. Jackson Marshall

The subject of electric road rollers is one which
has had but slight consideration in this country.
England, more keenly alive to the possibilities of elec-

tricity as a motive power than ever before, has favored
the electric vehicle for municipal service in many and
varied ways, and an eminent English engineer has
published in a recent issue of the London Electrical

Times an accoimt of his investigations and study of

the feasibility of the electric road roller. England is

growing accustomed to the electric vehicle and finds

it satisfactory. That it is an ill wind that blows no
good is quite ap])licablc to the electric truck situation

in luigland at the present time, and while horses and
gasoline trucks during the early part of the war were
commandeered in great numbers for transport service,

electric truck installations have been greatly increased

and many concerns that had formerly employed either

horse or petrol equipment, have come to realize the

superiority of electricity as a motive power for

vehicles used in urban delivery and trucking indus-
tries of all kinds. With the cost of gasoline always
high and now rising to prohibitive prices and the dras-
tic measures which the English government has taken
to prevent the gasoline supply from being entirely ex-

hausted, it is rea.sonable to expect that England will

turn to the electric vehicle which is dependent for its

power on the great natural resource—England's inex-

haustible coal supply. Municipalities have been
forced to recognize the economy, simplicity, ease of op-
oration and cleanliness of the electric and the result

has been the adoption of this type for many forms of

municipal service. As a result of the action taken by
the board of health of the City of Manchester to for-

bid the maintenance of stables in urban areas, electric

vehicles have been adopted in the place of horses in

several branches of municipal work. Electric omni-
buses, electric fire apparatus, electric vans for the col-

lection of refuse, electric street sprinkling carts are all
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very extensively used in England already and now
comes the electric road roller.

Increased Use of Electricity

During the past decade many material conditions
have changed, though in every respect they are favor-
able to the utilization of electric road rollers in city
and town areas. One of the changes is the greatly
increased use of electricity, and another is the im-
provement of all common roads resulting from the
increase of power propelled vehicles. Naturally in

congested areas the unit stress on pavement is more
acute, while the business aspect calls for a much higher
degree of engineering capacity than that entailed by
rural highways. Before 1865. when the steam roller

was a nine days' wonder in Paris, horse rollers had
been used which were for many rea.sons quite unsatis-

factory. In 1869 and 70 the first discussions on the

steam roller took place in Birmingham, England.

Weight and Speed

The pressure per square inch imposed on the road
surface by the weight of the roller must, with water,
be greater by 25 per cent, than that of the heaviest
vehicles using finished roads. Where a 30-ton steam
roller supplied this condition, the effect with water
lubricant was to unduly crush the metal. With a 15-

ton roller this destruction did not occur, but the pres-

sure was insufficient. As a lubricant and binding
agent, bitumen has modified very considerably these
considerations.

The speed of rolling should not exceed 2.5 miles

per hour, and the horse-power, for which no indicator

diagrams seem to be available, appears to be roughly
one horse-power per ton gross. If the commercial
efficiency of an enclosed traction electric motor is

taken at the convenient figure of 74.6 per cent., then
for a 15-ton roller a 15 horse power motor equipment
would require a specific discharge rate for its accumul-
ator (storage battery) of 15 kilowatts. The weight
of the battery carried by any vehicle, states the Elec-

trical Times, depends upon the specific discharge rate

of the cells employed. But in this case the ten hour
rate favored by battery makers fits in with a ten hour
working day favored by road roller attendants.

Today the first demand is for an 8 and 10-ton rol-

ler for bituminous work, partichlarly for a roller with
short road base for transverse work and patching.

Such a roller, if electrically operated, can stand and
charge all night. It can be worked with one attend-

ant with the utmost simplicity and the minimum of

effort. At any time it is ready instantly to go out to

its work, without that one hour to get up steam which
is necessary for a small steam patching roller, and it

can be designed to travel at a good speed when run-

ning from job to job over normal roads where traffic

resistence is lower than upon the actual work.

Battery Capacity

Allowing for a minimum discharge at a ten-hour

rate and a maximum, when rolling upon hills, at a

three hour rate, an equipment of .75 kilowatts per ton

is estimated. As the roller advances and oscillates

over a given piece, there is a point of stop and reverse.

This point has puzzled the steam roller makers and
led them to produce at great ])ains a quick reversing

link motion or other similar gear, whereby the halt at

the change of direction may be reduced to the mini-

mum. On this point electric control is especially

favorable, and the point is most important because

undulations form in the roadway where these halts

have occurred. In electrical working, it is possible to
cut off the current and allow the roller to decelerate
while the motor has been switched to that connection
which has changed its direction of rotation and started
it to accumulate its effort in the reverse sense, all ready
for an instantaneous reverse movement.

Even Surfaces

Because of the tendency to the formation of undu-
lations or corrugations which develop later in traffic,

due initially to these halts and reverses in rolling,
three rolls in tandem have been advocated, instead of
the time honored two side rolls and one center leading
roll. In addition to this, the halt point, which, with
a good operator should not be a repeated point, should
also be varied by different pressure upon the three, or
upon two rollers. Thus the unit downward pressure
upon the leading roller would be appreciably lower
than upon those succeeding it. This can of course be
easily arranged in the design.

For city work neither steam nor gasoline propul-
sion could compete with the electric automatic road
roller. All automatic controls undoubtedly increase
efficiency and precision. The electric road roller

lends itself to automatic control. .'Kt the same time
automate control is likely to be a strong feature in

urging common adoption of electric rollers. With
steam and gasoline there are other inherent complexi-
ties, and automatic controls cannot be nearly so
simple as in the case of electricity. The real reason,
however, why automatic rollers have never been pro-
posed is probably that only in the case of electric road
rollers is the attendant not required continuously on
the vehicle for purposes other than nmning control.

Once the simplicity of electric driving and control is

considered there follows naturally the simplicity of
various means of setting the reversal distances and
cross feeds, and the automatic road roller, with its

obviously higher efficiency than with hand-feed and
control, is the progressive result.

Advantages of the Electric

In addition to a type of electric roller weighing
eight or ten tons, there is a demand in most cities for

a four to six ton type. The latter would almost cer-

tainly be a one-man machine equipped with suitable

materials as well as with hcatinf and mixinp' trays and
spraying devices, all complete for the renair of those
numerous holes and ruts of one square foot upwards,
which automobile drivers discover to their cost in

e\'ery nart of the road. There are few towns that

would benefit markedly by two or three of these one
man electric automatic repair rollers dressing con-
tin uallj' the small pot-holes in the streets which are so

injurious. These four ton rollers would be of about
the same weight in the frame as the eight ton type, but
lighter all around in the cells, rollers and motors.

On the whole there is no doubt that the low speed
of rollers and short radius of service within a given
area favor electric cells and propulsion. There is

every evidence now of a demand for electricitv in

England to supersede steam and the more modern
gasoline and oil types of road rollers. It is not a

question of first cost of plant, or of operating costs,

for modern cities are prepared to pay without excep-
tion, even should there be an increased charge, for

healthful improvements and silent workings and
cleanliness, to say nothinf^ of more uniform wear
after automatic rollin?. Electric road rollers consti-

tute an improvement over and an advance upon, the

noisy and dirty working of steam rollers.
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Troubles in the Engineering Profession
Stricter Qualifications to Protect Both the PubJic
and the Qualified Engineer from the Quack

By G. N. Houston. M.C.S.C.E.*

There is a growing tendency among certain en-
j,Mneers to attempt to remedy some of tiie troubles in
the enKineerint; profession by means of legislation,
limiting those wlio can legally i)ractise to engineers
having certain qualifications.

The reasons advanced for advocating the licensing
of the profession come under two classes—self protec-
tion and ])ul)lic protection.

Self Protection

We are all familiar with the Rodman, who having
been endowed by nature with a vivid imagination, a
suiK'rabundance of sclf-conlidcnce and a glib tongue,
hires an ofifice, hangs out his shingle, fakes his exper-
ience and ])oscs as a consulting engineer.

Should not the competent engineer be protected
from this class of fakers? Doctors, lawyers and even
school teachers are required to have certificates before
they can practise. Why not the engineer?

The only grounds upon which we should ask the

l)ublic for legislative control of the engineering
practice is that of public protection. The public
need protection because they are not in a position to

judge of the ability of an engineer.

An engineer's ability must be inferred from either

his education, his works or his membership in the
strictly engineering societies.

Experience Necessafy

If the problems of engineering design, construction
and oi)eration were merely matters of figures the man
fresh from college would usually qualify as the best

engineer. Many men leave our institutes with this

view but soon find that long before the time for a|)ply-

ing formulae is reached the scheme must be viewed
by an engineer of sound judgment based upon long
experience.

Diplomac}', tact and good judgment are so essen-

tial in all engineering operations that any attempt to

judge an engineer by mere degrees and diplomas is

likely to i)rove a failiux'. Can the public judge his

ability by his works? Unfortiniately popular descrip-

tions of engineering works do not find their way into

the public press except occasionally and the public

does not read the engineering press. An engineer's

works do not always indicate his ability. A badly
designed bridge may stand for years a menace to the

public and finally go down when the critical load

comes on it. A dam may stand until a flood conies.

It takes time to demonstrate the ability of an en-

gineer by his works. Membership in Engineering

Societies should be a good criterion by which to judge
the ability of an engineer. In other words how does

he stand in the profession? What do his associates

think of him? They are in a far better position to

correctly estimate his ability than the public in gen-

eral.

Licensing Engineers

The Committee of the .American Society of Civil

tuiginccrs, ap|)ointed to consider this matter, while

reporting again.st the general i)rincii)le of licensing

• Irrieatlon Branch Department of the Interior. CalKar>-, Alta.

Abstract of an Address before the Calsary Branch Can. Soc. C. K.

engineers, realized that there were many engineers
who favored the idea and that many very inferior
acts had been drawn up and submitted to the law mak-
ing bodies for enactment. Should some of these pass,
licenses would be issued to men totally incompetent,
thus deceiving the public instead of protecting them.
The Committee, therefore, draughted a Model Bill to
be used as a basis for proposed legislation. The
Acts which have been proposed come under two
classes.

(a) Those which attempt to license all in the
profession.

(b) Tho.se which apply to engineers practising
only in certain lines.

Many difficulties are encountered in draughting an
Act. The first trouble comes in defining to whom the
Act applies. Especially is this true under the first
class of bills.

In the Colorado Act submitted to the Legislature
in 1910 the definition of the Civil Engineer was 'very
broad.

Civil Engineering Defined

In 1914 the proposed definition of Civil Engineer-
ing was modified as follows:

—

"The profession of Civil Engineering, within the
meaning of this Act, embraces the design, inspection
and supervision of construction, and reports on the
safety, of public or private utilities which require ex-
perience and the same technical knowledge as en-
gineering .schools of recognized reputation require for
graduation

; provided, however, that none of the pro-
visions of this -Act .shall apply to the practice of sur-
veying, and, provided further that the provisions of
this act shall be limited to the services of engineers in
the design, inspection and supervision of construction,
and reports on the safety, of any structure or works
on any of the following kinds or classes of structure
and works.

1. Bridges 16 feet or more in length or other struc-
tures requiring a determination of stresses and .strains
for their proper design, on public highways or roads
open to the use of the public, or on steam or electric
or other railroads.

2. Structures built of stone, plain concrete or re-
inforced concrete.

3. Structural steel structures including steel in
buildings and similar structures when said buildings
or structures are three or more stories in height, also
.steel in mill buildings, steel in grain elevators, steel in
mine and mill structures, steel in industrial buildings,
and steel in plants and steel in structures on ditches,
canals, sewers, waterworks and power plants.

4. Canals, ditches and conduits having a capacity
of fifty cubic feet per second or more.

.^. Sewers and sewer systems and sewage disposal
plants; water supply plants for domestic use, and
power plants including power plants for irrigation.

6. Dams and reservoir embankments of a height of
ten feet or more.

7. Mill and power plant buildings of timber, brick.
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concrete or any combination of these materials and
electric transmission lines.

8. Timber bridges, trestles or structures for mill,

mine and industrial plants, grain elevators, ditches,

canals, sewers, waterworks and power plants.

9. No maps, plans, designs, reports, statements or

filings to be certified or approved by an engineer shall

be accepted or filed by any State official unless the
certification or approval is executed by a person duly
licensed in accordance with the provisions of this act.

It is a serious question whether a license law
really excludes the incompetent man from the profes-

sion. There are quacks still practising in the medi-
cal profession and incompetents in the legal profession

in spite of the Acts governing the practice. It is

suggested that strict government supervision of plans,

specifications and construction of all structures where
the safety of the public is involved, combined with
laws requiring a high qualification for engineers at the

head of the departments, will result in a more effective

public protection than any legislative attempt to con-

trol the engineering practice.

The qualifications for the heads of departments

requiring engineering knowledge should provide for

(1) a minimum residence in the country, province or

state in order to ensure familiarity with local condi-

tions. (2) Membership in one or more of the three

National Engineering Societies—Can. Soc. C. E., Am.
Soc. C. E. or British Institution of Civil Engineers.
The requirements for admission to the grade of Mem-
ber in all of these Societies are high and the tendency
is to stififen the requirements. (3) A minimum amount
of experience in the particular line of engineering, a

knowledge of which is required in order to fill the po-
sition. The above suggestion has greater possibilities

in it for public protection than any system of licensing

engineers. The proper method of handling the fake

engineer is through the local branches of these na-

tional societies. His record can be investigated by
them and shown up.

In addition to the above these local branches can

do a considerable amount of advertising which would
be considered unprofessional on the part of the indi-

vidual to the end that the public may be kept in touch
with engineering matters and be made to realize that

membership in these societies represents high quali-

fications as an engineer.

New Eight Room Public School for

Cochrane, Ont.ricif-TH tf^f d SxjPtyJfS-

In spite of frequentlj' repeated statements that

building is at a very low ebb, there are very encourag-
ing evidences that many private individuals, munici-

palities, school boards, etc., are now going forward
with work that has been temporarily delayed. This
is no doubt due to a gradually increasing confidence

in the outcome of the war, but even more, we believe,

to the quite remarkable demonstration of Canada'.?

stability, both financially and industrially, which has

been so much in evidence since the war began.

A good example of this renewal of building, tem-
porarily held up, is that of the public school in Coch-
rane, Ont. This was planned in 1914, architects were
appointed, and everything was in readiness when the

war decided the municipality to wait. The returning

confidence is shown in the call for tenders which has

just been sent out. This town, too, is itself typical of

Canadian development, in that, though quite recently

placed on the map. and known to most of us only b}'

hearsay, an eight-roomed school building is being
erected.

The school is appro.ximately 96 by 65 feet over-all

dimensions. The main exterior and interior carrying
walls are solid brick ; the construction is wood joists

with bearings on steel or brick walls in every case.

The exterior facing is red pressed brick with galvaniz-
ed iron copings and cornices.

The foundation walls are concrete 20 inches thick,

on 48-in. concrete footings. The basement floor and
interior carrying walls to a height of 4 ft. are also

concrete, the remaining walls being solid brick.

The building is two storeys and basement, laid

Fig. 1.— Front elevation of an eight room Public School for Cochrane, Ont.
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PlK. 2. -Ground floor plan. Cochrane School.

out uniformly with a main corridor on each floor

across the buildinp^, with class-room in each corner.

The basement plan shows four large play-rooms,
each approximately 25 by 33 ft., fuel room, boiler room
with two boilers for the one-pipe, gravity, low-pres-
sure steam heating, and the individual lavatories.

Wooden steps, a small portico surmounted with
wooden pillars and a cast-iron coping, lead to the main

entrance which opens into a large vestibule somewhat
below the ground floor level. There are also two
side and a rear entrance. The principal's room is

directly opposite the main entrance, on the opposite
side of the corridor. Four class-rooms il ft. 6 ins.

by 24 ft. 6 ins., with separate cloak-rooms for each,
account for the remaining floor space.

(Continued on page 3911
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Sewage Treatment at Milwaukee, Wis,
Results of Two Years Exhaustive Practical

Experiments on the Activated Sludge Process
By T. Chalkley Hatton

Exhaustive experiments on the activated shidge

process of treating sewage to determine the best

method of securing a uniform diffusion of air have

been carried on at Milwaukee, Wis., for the past two
years, under the direction of T. Chalkley Hatton and

W. R. Copeland, of the Milwaukee Sewerage Com-
mission. The following notes, giving a short sum-
mary of the process and the results of experiments,

are abstracted from a paper by Mr. Hatton before

the Illinois sections of the American Water-works
Association and the Society of Engineers and Sur-

veyors.

The plant has been equipped with the best ap-

paratus available to determine the volume of sewage
treated, volume and rate of air applied, and the mak-
ing of the chemical and bacteriological investigations.

It has been run continuously night and day, always

with skilled supervision on duty.

Early in March of 1914 laboratory experiments

were begun by using two glass tubes 6 feet long and

lyi inches in diameter. At the bottom of one a filtros

plate was inserted through which the air was passed

and diffused. A small glass tube was placed inside

of the other tube, and carried to near the bottom of

the latter. Through this smaller tube the air was dis-

charged from an orifice and diffused throughout the

mixture of sludge and sewage contained in the large

glass tube.

Experimental Plant

This experimental plant was erected and operated

simply to secure information necessary to design a

larger outside tank for trying out the process, and also

to observe the difference of the effect of diffusing the

air through a porous plate and open orifice.

The second series of experiments were conducted
in a tank (improvised from a chemical precipitation

tank), 32 ft. long, 10 ft. 6 ins. wide and 10 ft. deep,

having a volume, when in operation, of 22,200 gals.

In the bottom of this tank there are 51 filtros plates

set in castings. The plates are 12 ins. square and Ij.'^

ins. deep. The ratio of plate surface to tank surface

is about 1 to 6.6. The coarse screened sewage is dis-

charged directly from an orifice box (in which its

volume is measured), in one end of the tank. The
effluent is drawn off by means of a floating circular

weir.

This tank was put in operation on May 6, 1914,

and was continuously operated until November 24.

Numerous variations were made in the cycles, volume
and rate of air, but, under normal conditions, the cycle

was as follows

:

Filling 1 hour, aeration 83/2 hours, settling
J/^

hour,
drawing 1 hour. As soon as filling began the air was
always turned on for the purpose of blowing the pre-

cipitated sludge off of the top of the filtros plate be-

fore the full head of water, when the tank was full,

made the operation more difficult ; thus the average
aeration period was 3 hours only.

The third line of experiments was conducted in

two inspection tanks 10 ft. deep, 5 ft. wide, by 1 ft.

between sides. In each of the sides glass windows

were inserted to permit of observing tlie action of the

liquid during the several operations.

These experiments were conducted from June to

the middle of November and gave us some very valu-

able information.

The fourth line of experiments was carried out to

test the process by the continuous flow method. The
tank used was the same size as, and built alongside of,

the tank in which the second series of experiments was
conducted by the fill and draw process. It was 32 ft.

long, 10 ft. deep and 10 ft. 6 ins. wide. One-sixth was
divided off at one end for the sedimentation chamber,
and the balance was divided into a continuous chan-
nel about 3 ft. 4 ins. wide and 81 ft. long, at the bot-

tom of which 42 filtros plates were set in castings,

and air delivered to the underneath side of the plates.

This tank was put in operation (after securing acti-

vated sludge), the first of August, and has been in

continuous operation to date, with the exception of

necessary shut downs due to the break down of the

main sewage pumping station.

Many series of experiments have been conducted
with this tank. The volume of air has been varied
from 1 to 3 cu. ft. per gallon of sewage treated. The
rate from 75 to 200 cu. ft. per minute. The rate of
flow from 22,000 gals, to 74,000 gals, per 24 hours, or
from 14 hours to a little less than four hours' running
through period, and a great many observations made
for controlling the sludge feed and the effects upon
the process by varying volume of activated Sludge.

The sewage treated has been taken from the main
intercepting sewer serving a population of about 275,-

000, to which is added the liquid wastes from the
packing house district, tanneries, jjreweries, and other
large and varied industries.

Its average characteristics for the year have been
as follows : 16.3 cu. yd. of solids per million gallons
settleable in 2 hours; 259 parts per million of suspend-
ed matters, varying from 150 to 600 parts, 1,109 parts
of total solids ; 32.9 parts of organic nitrogen, 125 parts
oxygen consumed ; 2.2 parts of dissolved ox^'gen, and
1,461,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter at 20 degs. C.
Temperatures have ranged from 44 degs. to 70 degs.
F. The variation of flow and strength of sewage
throughout the average week is approximately 82 per;

cent.

Air Diffusion

We feel that the best method of diffusing air has4
not been determined, although there are many avail-;

able. As the use of this process becomes general thisj

problem will no doubt be satisfactorily solved by pro-;

gressive means.
The open air jet reduces the loss of air pressure,

but reduces its ef^ciency owing to the size of the airi

bubbles produced. This objection may be overcome|
by reducing the size of the orifice. a

Another objection we found to the open jet is its.'

tendency to clog the air feed pipes with sludge drawn
into the pipe when the air is shut off for any reason.

The monel metal cloth has only been tried out for

about a month, and has proved quite satisfactory. Al-
though, much more porous than the filtros plate, it
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produced smaller bubbles, due probaI)ly to tlic fact tliat

the surface of the cloth was suiootii and the air, while

buildiiifi' the Ijubble, could not adhere to the surface

as it does to the rougli granular surface of the filtros

plate.

Kisselghur was tried out. 'J'his gave the smallest

l)ubl)le of any otiier agent tried, but the initial fric-

tional loss sustained in getting the air through a plate

i/^-in. thick was 20 ll)s., which made this diffuser im-

practicable owing to cost.

Filtros Plates

The filtros plates, if furnished of uniform porosity,

have given the most satisfactory results, but they have

a few characteristics which should be realized.

It is of the greatest importance that the agent used

shall ditTuse the air uniformly per cubic foot of liquor,

therefore great care should be taken in getting a dif-

fuser of uniform porosity. So far this has not been

possible with the filtros ])late. Out of 780 plates test-

ed for our new 2,000,000-gal. plant, where we specified

a plate which would pass 2 cu. ft. of air per minute
under a 2-in. water pressure, and allowed a 5 per cent,

variation either way, 35 per cent, of the plates received

were rejected and only 27 per cent, came within the

strict terms of the specifications.

Tests made with the plates used showed that when
wet the initial loss of i)ressure due to passing the air

through the i)late under 5 lb. pressure was }i lb., and

for every cubic foot of air per minute per square foot

of surface i)assing the i)late there was an additional

loss of % lb.

There are two ways of overcoming this great fric-

tional loss, and the factor is an important one to con-

sider in large ])lants. One is by reducing the thick-

ness of ])late to, say, J/ in., and reinforcing it with

wire similar to window glass reinforcement ; and the

other is by .soaking the plate, before use, in a mixture

of paraffin and benzine, blowing with air until the

I)araffin appears at surface of plate. This establishes

fine pores through the plate, which are coated with a

non-absorbent, i)ermitting the air to pass with the least

friction and the ])ararfin impels the water so that the

plate does not become waterlogged.

We have been operating filtros plates for nine

months under all sorts of conditions, and have ob-

served no difficulty in keeping the plates from absorb-

ing the solids in the sewage, or becoming clogged on

the underneath surface. It may be possible for the

])ores to become filled in time with bacterial growths,

which may be removed by forcing heated air through
them.

It is neces.sary, however, to filter the air before de-

livering it to the plate to prevent dust and dirt from
reaching it. This is done by i)assing the air through
a filter com])osed of excelsior built into the feed line.

The efficiency of the air varies almost directly as

the size of the bubbles. We call the critical diameter

% in. Below this size the efficiency increases very
rapidly and the reverse is true for bubbles over this

size.

There are three factors of special importance to

be considered in choosing a ditTuser agent. First, the

smaller the air bubble produced the greater the effici-

ency. Second, greater density increases the frictional

losses, and hence the cost. Third, the tendency to

absorb and retain sludge, or to permit it to reach the

underneath surface of tlie diffuser tends to reduce the

efficiency of the diffuser, and allows sludge to precipi-

tate on the top surface of the diffuser.

Functions of Activated Sludge

Activated sludge accomplishes four principal func-

tions: The clarification of the liquor, removal of the

putresciblc organic matter, reduction of bacteria and
finally, if the j)rocess be continued for a sufficient per-

iod, oxidizes the amnioniacal compounds into nitrates.

Therefore, one of the first steps in designing a plant

in which this process is to be employed is to determine
the degree of purification required, following which the

question arises as to efficiency, volume of air required,

l)eriod of application and volume of activated sludge
necessary to be kept in retention with the raw liquor.

Our jjroblcm in Milwaukee embraces the clarifica-

tion of the liquor, securing an effluent stable for five

days, the reduction of the suspended matters 90 per

cent, and 95 per cent, removal of bacteria at 20 degs.

C. With our continuous flow tank we have secured

this average effluent for months by using 1.75 cu. ft.

of air per gallon of sewage with 4 hours' aeration, 20
l)er cent, activated sludge and from 10 to 15 minutes'

sedimentation j)eriod. Basing these results ujxjn the

operation of a 50,000,000-gal. plant, the estimated cost

will be $4.38 per 1,000,000 gal., including all overhead
and boiler room charges, but excluding engine room
and plant attendance, and the cost of disposing of the

sludge.

There appears to be no difference in the results

obtained by carrying out the process either by' the

"fill and draw" or "continuous flow" methods consider-

ing volume of air applied per gallon, cost of aeration

and volume of activated sludge required ; but mea-
sured in terms of cost of construction and operation

the "continuous flow" is the superior method. With a

wide variation in strength of liquor and rate of flow

a more uniform standard of effluent can be obtained

from the "fill and draw" method because it is suscept-

ible of better control, which is true of all "fill and
draw" processes.

In order to maintain clarification and stability, and
remove at least 95 i)er cent, of the bacteria from the

Milwaukee sewage we have found it necessary to carry

on the nitrogen cycle far enough to develop from 3 to

5 parts of nitrates. This has not been at all difficult

to maintain.

Effect of Low Temperature

Low temperatures are not going to affect the pro-

cess as much as we had anticipated. We believe, how-
ever, that the effect of such low temperature continu-

ing over long periods may be easily overcome in one
or two ways ; either by adding more air, or a higher
degree of activated sludge, or both. Thus the trouble

can be overcome without excess tankage.

If more air is applied for a greater period, of course
the nitrates are greatly and rapidly increased. This
increases the value of the sludge. Whether this in-

crease will pay for the additional air used is a mat-
ter yet to be determined.

The most economical ratio between diffusing sur-

face and tank surface has not been definitely deter-

mined. Our ratios run from 1 to 5.0 to 1 to 8.5. There
appears to be no appreciable difference in the results

obtained. We are inclined to the belief, however, that

a much greater ratio would reduce the efficiency by
permitting more air to escape without giving the liquor
the ma.ximum opportunity to absorb it.

While all of our experiments have been made upon
tanks holding 8 to 10 ft. of liquor, our supplementary
experiments indicate that more efficiency of air can
be obtained in deeper tanks by reason of the longer
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contact period between the air and liquor, and the

tendency of the air, as it escapes from the diffuser, to

break up into smaller bubbles because the pressure

head upon it has been increased. Local conditions

might, and probably would, largely control the depth

of tank.

Volume of Air

The purification of sewage obtained varies decided-

ly with the volume of air applied. Small volumes
applied for five or six hours do as well as larger vol-

umes applied for three or four hours ; but the time of

aeration required to obtain a like effluent does not

vary directly with the volume of air applied per unit

of time. For instance, air applied at a rate of 2 cu. ft.

])er minute purifies the sewage in less time than 1 cu.

ft. of air per minute, but will not accomplish an equal

degree of purification in one-half the time.

There is also a limit to the volume of air applied

j)er period of application below which it is not pos-

sible to secure any significant degree of purification.

If less than 1 cu. ft. of air per gallon of sewage treated

be applied for a period of four hours the degree of

purification of the Milwaukee sewage rapidly decreases

until little or none is effected ; but, if the period of ap-

plication is continued long enough, this rate of air will

produce any degree of purification required.

In view of the fact that the air is the most import-

ant item of cost in the operation of the activated sludge

process, we tried out many experiments with a view

of determining the eflfect of decreasing the period of

aeration and rate of application.

Data on Unit Quantities

Our experiments so far indicate that with 15 ft.

deep rectangular tanks 15,000,000 gals, of sewage can

be treated per acre of ground covered, which includes

influent and effluent conduits, sedimentation and sludge

tanks, and that the cost of such tanks, including in-

fluent and effluent conduits, pipe foundations and all

piping, will be approximately $18,000 per 1,000,000 gals.

This cost is based upon our local conditions where the

tanks have to be built out into the lake and supported

upon piles 40 ft. long with 4 ft. centres.

The sedimentation period required to reduce the

suspended solids to 10 to 12 parts per 1,000,000 is from
10 to 25 minutes ; the latter seeming to be a maximum
with low temperatures.

We now come to the consideration of the sludge,

and it is interesting here to describe how the percent-

age of activated sludge in contact with the liquor is

determined.

We speak of maintaining a certain percentage of

this sludge with the sewage during aeration, and in

order to establish a unit which is easily determined
we have fixed on that volume settling during one-half

hour. It is true this is an arbitrary determination, but

it is logical, nevertheless. From a great many deter-

minations it has been found that 78 per cent, of well

activated sludge will settle out of the mixture in one-

half hour, and that during the next one-half hour the

addition is but 4 per cent. It is desirable in operating
the plant to determine frequently the volume of this

sludge in contact with the liquor. One hour is often

too late to get the most benefit from any change de-

manded. This sludge, so settled out, has about 98
per cent, moisture content, and it is desirable to return

this sludge to the raw sewage with as little water con-

tent as practicable, because the more water the more
tank area required.

To get this result it is necessary not only to let

the sludge settle for at least one-half hour, but to put

it under a pressure due to a head of water over it.

In our new tanks we let the sludge from the sedimenta-

tion tank settle to the bottom of a 4-ft. chamber built

under the tank 35 ft. deep, from whence it is pumped
out after being compacted by a head due to 34 ft. of

the liquor over it. Then it is further aerated in reser-

vation sludge tanks, again settled, and pumped from
,

the bottom of the second sludge settling tank to the

raw sewage.

From our experiments we find that under a 26-ft.

head of liquor the sludge will be de-watered in one-

half hour from 98 per cent, to 94 per cent, and lose 40
]ier cent, of its volume. If a 94 per cent, rich activated

sludge can be mixed with the raw sewage as it enters

the aerating tanks, the size of these tanks can be ma-
terially reduced. By extra aerating the sludge to be
returned to the raw sewage it is believed that the vol-

ume of air required to treat the raw sewage will be
diminished. Thus the cost will be decreased because
it will require only one-fifth of the volume of air to

give this sludge the extra aeration (providing 20 per

cent, of activated sludge is being maintained in the

sewage tanks) as to give the whole body of sewage
treated the same air treatment.

It has been demonstrated beyond doubt that the

richer the activated sludge in nitrates the quicker the

])urification of the sewage and less air is required.

The sludge produced is quite brown in color, ap-

pears like pieces of finely divided sponge, and settles

out of the quiet liquor very rapidly: 65 per cent, will

settle in 10 minutes. It is readily drained on the or-

dinary sludge drying beds, requiring about one-half

the time of well digested Imhofif sludge, but it acts

quite differently. During the first hour the liquid

drains through the bottom, the sludge gradu'ally set-

tling upon the surface seems to close the interstices

of the bed and the liquid rises to the top of the sludge
from which it can be titrated without disturbing the

settled sludge.

With two days of dry, warm weather its moisture
content will be reduced on drying beds from 98 to 82
per cent., and in two weeks the moisture will be re-

duced to 65 per cent.

The sludge seems to absorb the colloidal matter
very rapidly. Highly colored liquor introduced into

it will be decolored in a few minutes. It has no ap-
])arent odor. When well activated the sludge pro-

duced by the Milwaukee sewage contains from 14,-

000,000 to 18,000,000 of bacteria per cubic centimeter,
from 5 to 6 per cent, of fats and total nitrogen in the

form of NHj from 4.4 to 9 per cent, based upon 10

per cent, moisture. At the present market the value of

this sludge when degreased and reduced to fertilizer

,

that is, dried to 10 per cent, moisture and ground,
ranges from $10 to $20 per short ton.

The Milwaukee sewage produced on an average
about 3,000 gals, of sludge per 1.000,000 gals, at 98
])er cent, moisture. On the basis of 10 per cent, moist-
in-e it produces about 3^ ton ])er 1,000,000 gals.

The cost of dewatering, degreasing and drying the
sludge has riot yet been definitely determined, but
from a careful study of this question it is believed
this cost will not exceed $6 per dry ton. Apparatus
for performing this portion of the work has already
been arranged for and will be installed in our new
2,000,000-gal. plant during the coming month.
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General Conclusions
As far as we have progressed with our experiments

ii])uii the treatment of sewage by tlie activated sludge
process nothing has occurred which indicates that the

process is unrehable, unworkable or unduly expensive.

We feel, however, that there are many engineering

problems yet to be solved before the ideal plant can

be designed. We cannot hope to solve all of these in

the first plant built, but expect this to be done pro-

gressively as other plants are built and operated.

Roman Catholic School and Residence
for Cote des Neiges, P. Q.

A contract for the construction of a boys' and girls'

school and teachers' residences for the Cote des Nei-
ges Roman Catiioiic School Commissioners has been
let to Messrs. E. N. and U. Uoileau. Montreal. The
school, designed by Mr. G. A. Monette, architect,

Power Building, Montreal, wfll be on a site on the
Cote des Neiges Road, measuring 234 feet by 65 feet.

The school proper is to l)e 162 x 65 feet, the residences
for the teachers being situated one at each end. The
building is to consist of a basement and three storeys.

The exterior will be constructed of rustic brick, (sup-

plied by the National fJrick Companj' of Laprairie)

and stone trimmings, on a steel frame ; the foundations
will be of concrete, with a Megantic granite base up to

the first floor.

The three storeys will contain a total of 22 class

rooms, each, on an average, accommodating 40 pupils.

The school is to be separated into two sections, one
for boys and the other for girls, and the division will

be made by means of a terra cotta wall constructed

through the centre of the building. There are sep-

arate entrances for each section.

The floors are to be of Seigwart concrete beams,
covered with maple. The partitions of the class rooms
will be of plaster over terra cotta, the interior finish

being of red pine. Semi-indirect electric lighting is

to be provided. The roof is of felt and gravel.

Arrangements have been made on the ground floor

for a library and for administration offices, while on
the other floors there will be the usual toilet accommo-
dation. Each residence will have accommodation
for 15 teachers. A large playground will be provided

at the rear of the school.

A recreation room and caretakers' quarters will be
situated in the basement. In another portion of the

basement, will be placed the equipment, including two
boilers, for the steam heating, on the Dunham sys-

tem ; fans for the forced ventilation ; and a vacuum
system.

The following sub-contracts have been let : steel.

Phoenix Bridge and Iron Works Ltd., Montreal ; heat-

ing and ventilating, T. Lessard and Son, Ltd., Mon-
treal ; brick work, E. Rochefort, Montreal ; cut stone,

C. Piche, Montreal
;
plumbing, roofing and galvanized

iron work, T. O'Connell, Montreal ; tile and marble.

Smith Marble and Construction Company Limited,

Montreal ; electric lighting, W. J. O'Leary and Co.,

Montreal.

Reinforced Concrete Failures

There seems to be a general impression that rein-

forcing rods stripped clean of concrete at a break in a

reinforced-concrete failure are proof of green concrete.

Investigators, in fact, are apt to take such a condition

as primary evidence that the concrete had not set and
to search for some cause that would explain such

weakness. It is more than doubtful, however, that

such an assumption is warranted.

The fact is that, under shock of collapse, steel ten-

sile resistance or sufficient embedment will prove
stronger than adhesion and that a firm, well-set con-

crete will strip clean from rods to which it has an ad-

hesion far beyond that necessary for a proper trans-

mission of normal stress.

iP» Lm J.
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Municipal "Clean-Up" Campaigns
Various Methods and Plans as Employed by U. S. Cities
—Organization — Programmes — Benefits Derived (Cone.)

Sanitary Inspection

As a preliminary to the Clean-Up campaign in

Kirkville, Mo., an inspection was made of all grocery
stores, drng stores, bakeries, dairies, etc., by the State

Pure Food Inspectors. The work continued over
many months, and every Sunday one of the local news-
papers devoted an entire page to the report of the

conditions, good and bad. Each concern was scored
on various points of sanitation on the basis of 100 per

cent, perfect, and the Sunday paper printed the scores

of all concerns inspected the previous week. Thus
the interest of the public was roused to watch the

scores. In the instances wheie the low scores were
made the effects of public disapproval were instantly

felt.

Flies and Mosquitoes

Swatting the fly plays an important part in the

Clean-Up campaign of every community, and in nearly

every city fly extermination literature is distributed

during clean-up week. Bulletins, rubber stamps, fly

traps, motion pictures, lectures, lantern slides, etc.,

everything available is used to depict the ravages of

the fly. Fly extermination leaflets were sent to busi-

ness establishments, to mothers' clubs, and post cards

were sent to merchants whose places of business might
be noticed to be fly infected. Boy Scouts distributed

the literature and also reported as to stable conditions.

Letters directed to business establishments, suggest-

ing the use of fly swatters and tra])s as ad\ertising ma-
terial, were a further movement against tlie house fly.

In Cincinnati a circular explaining the need of exterm-
inating the winter fly was distributed through school

children, and a marked rediiction in the number of

flies was secured. In 191.S a si^ecial general commit-
tee on fly extermination w^as named and became one of

the most active factors in the campaign. Classes in

manual training in the public schools made fly traps,

the Public Lilirarj' had i)re])ared a complete set of

lantern slides on fly extermination, and the committee
had prepared and ])rinted and distributed 50,000 circul-

ars on the house fly and methods of extermination.

A rubber stamp with the inscription "Kill That
Fly," together with the cut of a fly and a hand point-

ing in its direction was effectively used in the Cin-

cinnati Clean-Up campaign. These stamps were so

popular for use on correspondence and other literature

that several lots were jirocured before the demand
could be met.

The use of fly traps so efi^ectively demonstrated,
especially in the packing-house district and wholesale
district during the 1915 campaign, that the purchase of

a great many more and larger ones was urged for the

1916 campaign.

Ordinances

In some instances the Clean-Up movement has
crystallized into an ordinance making it unlawful for

any person to deposit on any lot or tract of land within

the city limits, tin cans, waste paper, or rubbish of any
kind.

In St. Paul the Health Department is empowered
to clean up vacant lots when the owners fail to do so

and assess the cost against the property.

Paterson, N. J., i)r()hibits the dumping of refuse on
vacant lots.

A Toledo ordinance prohil)its the sweeping of side-

walks during the day, obstruction of sidewalks with
tables and fruit stands, and the distribution of hand-
bills.

The Los Angeles Weed Cleaning Ordinance calls

for the removal of weeds from vacant lots in the
spring and fall, and a request for a revolving fund of

$15,388 has been made to the Council by the Board of

Public Works. The ordinance provides that prop-
erty owners must have removed from their vacant lots

all weeds in the two weeks following the third Monday
in April; otherwise the work will be done by the City
and the cost charged to the property owner and col-

lected along with the taxes. The ordinance also pro-
vides for a fall clean-up.

New York avoids a set time for Clean-Up by the
provisions of its charter, which makes it the duty of

the department to remove and dispose of light rubbish
and refuse as often as the jjublic health and the use
of the streets require, and since this document was
written public attention has been brought to the ne-
cessity for this work as fire prevention and thus has
added to its importance. Because the materials are
light and may be distributed over the streets the
ordinance provides that all light refuse likely to be
blown about the streets shall be pr()])erly wrajjped,
boxed or secured. Large cards such as are used for

notifying express companies to call are ijlaced in the
windows and the rubbish cart calls at the door. •

Waste a Source of Revenue
Tin cans and rubbish as a stjurce of revenue nuist

not be lost sight of. I'or instance, one city collected

37,000 tin cans which were deposited in the city diunp.

These cans might have been sold.

A Missouri city possessed but two miles of paved
streets, which were a continual source of annoyance
because they were not ke])t clean. The city ])ossessed

neither a sprinkler nor a cleaning system, and there

was no money in the treasury for either. The wom-
en's clubs besought the merchants on these streets to

turn over to them whatever funds they could spare to

buy a sprinkler. This done, a second-hand sprinkler

was bought. With extraordinary fore-sightedness

the women noted the amount of dirt on the i)avement,

and so before turniiig the sprinkler on the streets sold

$100 worth of the dirt and had the remainder carted

to the low places that needed tilling in in the cemetery.

In this manner they utilized their foe for revenue. M

Cost

The unit cost is almost impossible to obtain as

most cities do not keep an accurate account of same.
Philadelphia removed 140,000 cubic yards of waste

material at a net cost of 9 cents per cubic yard, and a

gross cost—which includes every item of expense

—

slightly in excess of 12 cents per cubic yard, or 5 cents

per family. One hundred and thirty-two dollars and
forty-eight cents represents the unit cost per square

mile for making 129 square miles of city area cleaner

and brighter.

. A tour through any city on the first day after
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(It'an-U)) Week would ctjiivince the most iiiorediihjiis

lliat ill |)romotinj4^ tliis movement the municipality
liad materially lessened the fire risk and made a

marked impro'vement in sanitary c(jnditions. Jivery-

where are heaps of waste materials and discarded art-

icles, such as old bed sprinj^s, mattresses, sofas, j^jlass,

crockery, stoves, carpets, baby coaches, piled aloiij^

tile curb line.

The followiiii,'^ ;ire some of the results conceded
vN'orth while in niosl of the cities enjjaj^ed in the move-
ment :

A continuous campaign accom]>lishing permanent
good.

StimulatMjn of business. (A canvass of the cities

of the United StateV havinpf clcan-iip campaigns re-

sulted in the showing that 71 per cent, of the merch-
ants were ))ositive that their business had been in-

creased.)

Inipro\enient of housing conditions.

Distinct educational value for the young.
Prohibition of open garbage cans in some cities.

.Sanitatifjn in the handling of food products.
lietter laws and methods in the disposal of garbage

and rubbish.

Reduction in fire loss; thus reduction in insurance
rates.

I^liinination of unsightly lots and spots.

Hundreds of school gardens.
Renovation in most of the homes in a way they

liad never been renovated before.

A great reduction in the number of Hie?- and mos-
quitoes.

A stimulation of civic pride and cleanliness and
safety of the home.

A united effort by practically the entire po])ula-

tion toward an end for the i)ublic go(jd.

Jhc education of school children toward a better

idea of living conditions.

The razing of dangerous buildings.

Elimination of public dumps, prospective early eli-

mination ol many more.
Hundreds of new street litter cans.

Higher standards of the petjpic for home and city.

C leaner yards and vacant lots.

Distribution of thousands of fruit and •hade trees.

Collection of combustible waste by Salvation
.Vrniy, relieving .Street Cleaning Department, and rc-

<lucing dump evil.

Development of community spirit through united
action in a movement fcjr public welfare.

Safer, cleaner, healthier and more beautiful cities.

Recommendations for 1916

.Special efTort to devise some workable plan to at-

tack successfully the problem of the vacant lot.

.Special stress laid on the downtown section by or-

ganized eflfort of the residents and owners of down-
town buildings.

Some organized effort to interest manufacturers.
Instruction of all inspectors.

Revision of city ordinances.
.•\ "vigilance committee" made up of people with

leisure time and who are willing to devote it to the
campaign.

Uniform reports from schools.

Some nictlujds to bring about better conditions on
streets and alleys.

(ireater effort toward securing the use of proper
receptacles for garbage and rubbish, and the adequate
removal of same.

Some plan for securing observance of the law for
tenants as well as landlords of tenement houses.

The Schoop Metal Spray Process
Coating Surfaces of any Nature with any Metal, Demonstrated
at University of Toronto. Paper read at McGill University

By T. Stanfield Worthington

A new ])rocess of coating objects of almost any
nature, with any kind of metal, has recently been
placed before the i)ublic in demonstration at McCiill

and Toronto Universities. The invention is not at

all a new one, but is the culmination of years of re-

search work by Dr. Max Ulrich Schooj), of France,
an electro-chemist of international rejiutation. Solid

particles of any metal are rendered molten, atomized,
;ind ])rojected on metal or other surfaces so th;(t they
form an amorphous ])art thereof rather than sim])ly a

thin covering which will wear off by abrasion, oxida-
tion, or co'rrosion.

No surface of any nature whatever is too small
nor too large to receive a coating of almost any metal,
varying in thickness from 1/lOOOths of an inch to as

thick as may be desired.

As already stated, the ])rocess of si)raying metal
is not a new one ; crude attempts had been made of

applying metal to surfaces by pouring molten metal
into a high-pressure jet i>f steam directed at the ob-
ject. This process was very unreliable and inefficient,

and was ultimately abandoned. Experiments with
spraying hot metal, however, showed that adhered
coatings were sometimes formed. These observations,
together with those of the spreading and adhesive

actit)!! of bullets fired at an iron plate, suggested a

combined apparatus for pulverization and deposition
which proved a vast imi)rovcment on previous pro-
cesses. This apparatus is now in (juite extensive use.

Apparatus

The essential parts of the machine, or "pistol," as
it is called, are a combined melting and spraying jet,

and a feed mechanism. The metal, in the form of rtnl

or wire, is fed to the melting flame, which is formed by
coal-gas, water-gas, acetylene, or hydrogen—burning
in air or oxygen, according to the metal used. The
gases are supplied at such pressures as to insure a
highly de-oxidizing flame and yet prevent blowing out.
The spraying jet is carbon dioxide, nitrogen, air, or
steam, and is fed at such a ])ressure as to produce
sufficient velocity for successful coating. The various
jiressures must be kei)t constant by accurate gauges
and reducing valves. The feeding of the wire is ac-
complished by a small i)neumatic motor, driven by
the spraying medium, either in series or parallel with
the main jet. The dimensions of the wire nozzle and
feed mechanism vary with the different metals, and
are so designed as to be readily interchangeable. For
small work, hand operation is sufficient; but, when
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large work is undertaken, it is more convenient to

have mechanical traverse and control.

To obtain the best adhesion, the surface on which
the metal is sprayed must be thoroughly clean and
of an open nature to give a key for the deposit. Sand
blasting with sharp sand has been found best, shot
giving too polished a surface. Such surfaces as fab-

rics, wood, unglazed earthenware, and asbestos require

only freedom from grease, as their surfaces give a

natural key. The mention of wood and fabrics as

suitable substances to coat by means of an apparatus
in which an intense flame is used may cause some
surprise, which will be increased by the statement that
celluloid, and even explosives, can be safely sprayed
with metal.

Jet Design

With a given design of jet there is only a certain

volume left by the air-jet which can be filled with
fiame, and this flame has a limiting temperature which

decflonaJL/ei^a//on Front Lfeya/fon

Plan, Elevation and Sections of "Pistol."

cannot be exceeded. The wire, passing through this

cone of flame, is melted, partly by radiation, but
chiefly by conduction. There is a definite limit to the
amount of heat which can be picked up by the wire
passing through the flame, and a definite limit to the
rate at which it can be melted, which cannot be in-

creased by forcing more gas into the flame, as the ex-

tra gas is merely blown away by the air-jet. It is

])ossible to increase the rate of melting by shaping
the nozzles so as to leave room for a larger cone of

flame. There is, therefore, a definite and most econ-
omical quantity of gas which should be used in the
pistol, this quantity being about 1.5 cubic foot of

hydrogen per minute and 0.5 cubic foot of oxygen, or
about 0.8 cubic foot of coal-gas to 0.65 cubic foot of

oxygen for the present standard designs.

The outer jet performs a threefold purpose ; it

keeps the wire and nozzles cool, c6ols the object, and
produces the requisite velocity. The velocity of the

air leaving the jet will be independent of the volume
discharged, and depends only upon the pressure at

the jet, so long as there is no disturbance due to the

entraining of air from the surrounding atmosphere.
This, of course, will actually occur in practice, and
the layer of air must have a certain thickness in order
to prevent its being broken up and its velocity des-

troyed by mixing with the surrounding atmosphere.
In addition to this the air-jet has to atomize the molt-
en metal, and accelerate the particles up to its own
velocity.

As at present constructed the standard pistol uses
about 0.55 to 0.6 cu. ft. per minute for every pound
per square inch of air ])ressure. so that with an air

supply at 80 lbs. ])er sq. in., which is a very suitable

figure for ordinary spraying, the air consumption will

be from 45 to 50 cu. ft. per minute. The mass of

this air will be from 830 to 920 grammes, and the mass
of metal sprayed will amount to about 8 grammes in

the case of iron to about 200 grammes in the case of

lead.

Deposition

The action of deposition is probably a complex one.

The minute particles of solid metal are driven with
such force against the object that, in some cases, they
fuse, but owing to their small relative size, are prompt-
ly chilled by the object to which they adhere. In

addition, the suddenly chilled particles are possibly,

or even jirobably, in the state of unstable equilibrium

found in "Prince Rupert's Drops," and act like so

many minute bombs, bursting on impact into almost
molecular dimensions, and penetrating the smallest

cracks and fissures of the object.

The process requires some care in manipulation,

as, by varying the conditions it is possible to spray
jiorous or non-porous coatings, and, with some metals,

anything from a pure metal to a pure oxide. With
care, however, non-porous, oxide-free, adhering coat-

ings can be produced of almost any metal on almost
any solid. In addition to metals, it is possible to

spray fusible non-metals, or, by standard wires, alloys

of metals, or mixture of metals, with non-metals.

Uses of Metal Spraying

The process is so new that its uses are still partly

to be developed, but it is easy to see that it may have
far-reaching value for protective coatings against

weather or fire, for ornamental work, for electrical

work, for the production of special alloys, for joint

making, and for many other purposes.

Quite in a different category comes that of very
fine casting. The surface of a pattern polished or

slightly greasy is most minutely copied, and it is pos-

sible to produce process blocks very rapidly. It may
also be useful to line molds before pouring in the

metal.

The bulk of the work has hitherto been carried on
ill laboratories, but the aj)paratus is gradually becom-
ing used in the more ])rogressive factories where ex-

tended facilities, and the knowledge of specialized re-

quirements, will insure rapid improvements in tech-

nique and results.

The Metal Coating Company of Canada, Montreal,
holders of the Canadian patents on this process, gave
an interesting demonstration of the process at the

University of Toronto from April 10 to 15 inclusive.

Many interesting specimens and samples of the pro-

cess were on exhibit, and many practical operations

were performed for the benefit of visiting business
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Clay Qualities—Testing and Sampling
To Overcome Difficulties in Manufacture and Ascertain
the Possibilities of a Profitable Business (Cone.)

By H. B. Henderson

The burning vnu^n temperature is most important.
There are many clays and shales which will burn to a

beautiful product at a certain temi)erature. but fail

either above or below this temperature. A sample
ware burned at this temperature mifj^ht induce one to

build a plant for the manufacture of the ware, but com-
mercial operations would soon develop the fact that

the material was impossible and the plant doomed to

failure.

Limey clays often burn red at low temperatures,
due to the iron content, but at hifjher temperatures
when the lime be.q;ins to act, the iron is taken u]) with
the lime to form a lime iron silicate, which has a buff

f^reen color.

A small amount of finely divided lime in a clay has
no material effect, but as the lime increases in quantity
it begins to get the limey color and short burning
range effect noted in heat curves. .'^till higher quanti-
ties may act as a refractory and prevent the mass from
fusing, but such very high limey clays will slake and
crumble to pieces when exposed.

Gypsum (stilphate of lime") is frequently foifnd in

clays. It is the mineral which causes scumming, and
any clay ware suitable for face building material

should be tested for this trouble. Gypsum does not

dissociate at low kiln temperatures and consequently
may not act as a flux. When it develops as a white
coating it goes through the fire unchanged, and the

ware is unsightly in consequence. This is particularly

true in oxidizing kiln conditions. Under reducing
conditions, the sulphate breaks up and the lime content
is set free to play the part of lime, and this may occur
at a temperature when the ware may have nearly ap-

proached the failing point, and this additional flux in-

troduced may be the last straw. When the surface is

heavily coated with it, it may increase the density of

the surface materially and cause increased shrinkage.
If the ware has lamination the result would be to crack
the surface and perhaps cause it to curl up and peel ofT.

Iron

Every clay contains iron in some form and in some
degree, but any detailed discussion of iron in clay is

far beyond the limits of this paper. Briefly, the iron

may be present as a ferric (red) oxide, and it is to this

that the red color is due ; it may be ferrous oxide, or a

carbonate, or a sulphide, or a constituent of some of

the silicate minerals. It can be seen at a glance that

its effect as a coloring agent will largely depend upon
the state in which it occurs in the clay. As a red stain,

coating each grain of clay, it would have the maximum
coloring power. As mineral grains its coloring power
depends upon the disassociation of the mineral at kiln

temperatures and upon the fineness and distribution

through the clay mass.

l^sually, when in the form of a mineral other than
the ferric oxide, a part or all of it passes into some
other mineral form and it is lost as a red coloring

agent. For instance, in the form of di sulphide (iron

pyrites), when sulphur is driven off, the iron remains
as ferrous oxide, in which form it is an active flux and
readily takes u)) silica, lime. etc. If the kiln condi-
tions are oxidizing, some of the ferrous oxide will be

oxidized to the red oxide and serve to color the ware
red, but a part, and the greater part, will be ferrous
oxide which will combine with silica to form a black
silicate. Such clays will first develop a red color from
the free red oxide present, then become red-brown, the
brown due to the effect of the black silicate, hence
good color range may be very short and varying. As
a red stain on the grains of clay, and without any ap-
preciable amount of other iron minerals the red color
may continue even until the ware is burned to glassi-
ness. Iron carbonates will behave the same as the
sulphides so far as color eflfcct is concerned

This again shows how futile chemical analyses are
in determining the value of common clays, and also
how important it is to determine the burning range
which at the same time determines the color range.
We may have beautiful ware at a certain temperature
and there might be a safe burning range, but the color
range may be verj' un.satisfactory.

Iron sulphide is frequently the cause of "popping."
The little spot in the center of the "pop" will be red or
black and will appear at a low red heat below cone 010
if due to iron minerals.

The danger from iron pyrites is dependent upon the
quantity and state of aggregation. Thus. 5 per cent.
of 20 to 40-mesh pyrites would not be noticeable in

ordinary stiff mud products, while 5 per cent, of 16 to
20-mesh pyrites would cause some popping and where
a grain happened to lie near the surface, a small frag-
ment would fly off, de.stroying surface eflFect. If the
quantity is large, as sometimes happens, the volume
change of the pyrites may be great enough to burst the
brick.

Iron, when in the form of pyrites, gives its greatest
trouble in burning. The sulphur begins to come off

at a low temperature, but it does not come off com-
pletely at any temperature, although the greater part
of it can be roasted out before the clay becomes vitri-

fied. .Any sulphur given ofl^ after the mass becomes
vitrified will cause blebs in the mass—bloated ware.
familiar to nearly every clayworker. The swelling of
ware in continuous kilns, which nearly every operator
of a continuous kiln has experienced, is probably a sul-
phur trouble due to the sulphur gases of the kiln and
not to the sulphur in the clay.

Magnesia is always present, usually in small
amounts and gives no trouble. It may be in the form
of a carbonate (dolomite and magnesite) or as a con-
stituent of some silicate. Small amounts of magnesia
arc said to be beneficial as a flux, in that they prinlucc
toughness. In large amotmts. we have found the ma-
terial to have a short burning range similar to the be-
havior of lime. Magnesia, potash and soda in the
form of sulphates cause efflorescence—the white scum
which comes out on the wall after the brick arc laid;
indeed, it often appears on the ware in the piles on the
yard.

Carbon
Carbon gives lots of trouble and if the clay is dark

colored, the burning should be watched closelv and a
proper test .should cover this feature. Carbon is a
reducing agent, i. e., it takes oxygen from other min-
erals. Until the carbon is burned out oxidation of
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(jtlier minerals cannot take place and in their reduced
condition they may be active fluxes. On the one hand,
we have fluxes producing a vitrous impermeable body,
and on the other hand, we have carbon and sulphur
j^ases unable to escape as they develop, and instead,

fill the mass with blebs which become larger and
larger as the tem|)erattire adxances.

Laboratories properly equipped iiave niacliines for

the several processes which duplicate commercial con-
ditions and are especially adapted to develop the diffi-

culties in the clay. The laboratory machines are ne-
cessarily small and the results are largely dependent
upon the experience of the operator and his knowledge
of commercial operations. The tests, to be of value,

must be practical, and a laboratory equipped with
machinery for practical operations would require mach-
ines of all types and would be a greater institution

than any factory, which is out of the question.
The point is this : Materials are sent in with the

request that samples of sewer pipe, brick, stiff mud
and dry pressed tile, hollow ware, etc., be submitted
with the report. This is clearly beyond the province
of a laboratory test. The laboratory test digs into

the behavior of the clay in every stage of the manufac-
ture and the tests are extreme in order to search out
every weakness in the clay. All the products of the
machines are subjected to subsequent tests which en-
deavor to destroy the product in order to determine
the limits of the clay in every step of the manufacture.

Presentable ware is not practical in a laboratory
test except the test be repeated under conditions in

each stage which the real test has shown to be best.

This subsequent work belongs to the manufacturer of

equipment. The manufacturers of machinery are in-

terested in the sale of such machinery and are pre-
l)ared to make tests of clays in their machinery which
will show how good a quality of ware can be pro-
duced. More should not be expected of them, and
herein lies the cause of many failures. One cannot
expect a manufacturer of equipment to go outside of

his field to .search out the faults of clay. He tests the
clay honestly and sends back the results of the test,

and is expected and expects, to give guarantees in re-

gard to the working behavior. It is not his fault if

the clay has had drying qualities, short burning range,
scumming or efflorescence difficulties, bad color or lack
of color range. Neither his machinery nor his test is

at fault if the clay contains iron pyrites or concretion-
ary iron or lime, if it develops cooling cracks or is

seriously handicapped by porosity or lack of hardness
range.

Cause of Failures
The manufacturer knows what his equipment will

do with the material and there his respon.sibility should
end. If failure follows, the fault largely lies with the
owner of the material or the promoter of the project.
The work of an occulist and optician are a parallel ; the
one tests your eyes, the other fits your glasses to them.
If the eyes are normal, if they are not defective other
than mere focal adjustment, tlie optician's work is sat-
isfactory, otherwise not. In clayworking the time to
settle such questions is before the plant is built, not
afterward.

A recent test is illustrative. The material required
an excessive amount of water to pug and it changed
quickly from a mealy mass to one too soft to work.
Unless tempered just right, there is danger of break-
ing the machine on one hand, or, on the other hand,
ware too soft to handle. This fact, small as it seems,
should be brought out and the factory equipped for a
more uniform degree of pugging than is generally pro-

\ ided. Thousands of dollars may be lost in factory

operations before this fault is determined and cor-

rected.

In the laboratory tests it is often necessary to sup-

plement the tests b)' chemical or mineralogical re-

search. These are of little \alue alone, l)ut are often

of great value in determining the cause of failure.

Nearly every clayworker ai)preciates the troubles

and loss in drying. One may build a dryer and if it

fails, build another, and another, if his money holds

out, until he has found a satisfactory one or proven
that the clay cannot be i)rofitably dried. Many have
done this. We have seen cla3s possessing all the de-

sirable machine qualities with none oi the defects, yet

they would persistently crack under all degrees of

drying treatment that might be commercially practic-

able. The burning range was sufficient and the color

good, but the clay was worthless because the market
would not warrant the expensive treatment necessary

to insure reasonably good ware.
Laboratories cannot be equipped with all types of

dryers, but must be equipped to determine the drj'ing

qualities of a clay. Ohio probably has more good and
fewer bad clays than any state in the Union. Of the

sixty-eight known clays tested, only 15 per cent, were
first class, namely : That could be safely dried in

twenty-four hours or less; 51 per cent, were second
class, requiring from thirty-six to seventy-two hours

to dry safely ; 19 per cent, required from seventj'-two

hours to one week to dry safely, and 15 per cent, re-

quired some preliminary treatment to make them prac-

tical. These dryers ma}' be operated as sample dry-

ers duplicating commercial dryers, or they may be

adapted to special humidity conditions.

Shrinkage

Drying and burning shrinkages are obtained by
marking the test bars with an instrument. The points

are set accurately 100 mm. ajjart. When the ware' is

fini.shed and set to dry, it is stamped very lightly, leav-

ing a sliarp yet distinct impression. At any stage of

the test thereafter the distance between the point

marks may be read directly in percentage on a milli-

meter scale. As a method adai)tcd to all classes of

clays we find it superior to anything yet proposed.

The burning requires a ^ariety of kilns and must
be under the direction of someone who has a knowledge
of combustion and the effect of oxidation and reduction

of pimpling. black coring, bloating and other burning

difficulties. A description of these kilns is out of place

here, but suffice it to say laboratory kilns are very in-

adequate for burning sample ware, but they have been

designed and are operated to determine the difficulties

in burning clay wares.

Following the burning comes the examination and

testing of the ware, hardness and porosity, sometimes

a freezing and thawing test is required to determine

the value of the product. Color and color range must
be considered and this involves getting a series of re-

sults at diiiferent temperatures. A clay may burn

light red, dark red to brown within three cones. An-
other may be dark red through a range of five or six

cones. If we select the dark red of the first to com-
pare with a dark red of the .second, it may have the

better color, but because of the limited range of good

color it is doubtful material for a profitable business.

Ordinarily we carry the burning through a range of

fourteen cones, 07 to 7, which includes the average

commercial kiln temperatures, not counting pottery or

refractories. The greater number of red burning

clays fail at or below cone 7. On the other hand, an
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occasional clay develops a good body below cone 07, as

sliown ill curves No. 2 and No. 7.

Scumming
Scuminint;- must be looked for and reported and

tests must be made for eftlorcscence. lilisterin}^ and

po|)|)infi must be accounted for. Vitrification ranj^e is

very important for an imi)ervions ware and besides in

pavinf^ materials the character of vitrification must be

considered.

Attempts have been made to develop a satisfactory

laboratory test for jiayers without success. Only a

commercial test, followed by a rattler test, is conclu.s-

ive. The ordinary preliminary tests, however, show
the character and range of vitrification and serve to

eliminate any clays which are not worth further test-

ing.

Third Longest Steel Arch
The Needles bridge, across the Colorado River be-

tween y\rizona and California, near Needles, Cal.,

which was dedicated on March 25, is the third longest

steel-arch bridge span in the United States. Its 592-

ft. arch is surpassed only by the 840-ft. Clifton arch

at Niagara Falls and the 979><^-ft. Hell Gate arch at

New York City. This new highway bridge is the sec-

ond higliway crossing of the Colorado in the 1,000 miles

from its mouth in the Gulf of California.

The Needles bridge is a three-hinged braced steel

arch, 592 ft. centre to centre of end pins and with

100-ft. rise. The floor, a 22-ft. highway, is suspended
from the arch ribs in the middle of the span and sup-

ported by posts at the ends. Apjjroaches at each end,

of 56 ft., make a total floor length of 832 ft. The end
hinges arc of the ordinary pin type, but the centre

hinges are of the ball-and-socket type with a spherical

compression bearing.

The method of erection was unique. The trusses

from both the California and Arizona sides were built

with the crown end resting on temporary pilework in

the middle of the river and with the end hinges in

place against the abutments. One truss was built so

as to rest on the other. The tower for hoisting the

trusses to make the centre-hinge connection was built

from the material that was later used in the floor sys-

tem. .Sufficient end bracing was left from each truss

to allow it to be hoisted into position without striking

the tower, which was slightly narrower than the width
of the trusses. The bridge was designed by J. A. .Sour-

wine, County Surveyor, San Bernardino County, Cal-
ifornia. The steel was fabricated and erected by the
Kansas City Bridge Company. J. P. Kemmerer was
the construction engineer in charge of the work. The
total cost f)f the bridge, exclusive of the concrete wing
walls for the abutments, was $75,500. The Federal
Government, the .State of California and the State of

Arizona each contributed $25,000, while the balance
was furnished by the County of San Bernardino.

—

Eng. News.

A Combination Tamper and Strikeboard

For best results, concrete should be thoroughly
tam|)ed, and be as dense as jiossible. F'or sidewalk
and road construction the jiractice generally followed
is to place the concrete of such a consistency tliat it

will not slide on a grade. \\ bile this is advantageous
in so far as efticient handling is concerned, it is not
conducive to best results in the matter of density. Ks-
I)ecially is this true when the rapid commercial

methods of striking oflF are used ; the concrete is merely
sheared oflF to the desired level, rather than tamped
down. If a strikeboard which could he used as a

tamper as well could be made, a firmer an<l more dense
surface would result than fine from tiie shearing ac-

tion alone of the ordinary strikeboard. For this rea-

son handles should be provide*! to the strikelxiard, .«>

that it can be worked up and down as it is drawn
ahead. The following suggestion of such a combina-
tion is taken from a report of the Cfimmittee on Mix-
ing and Placing Concrete as presented at the National

Conference on Concrete Road Building. Chicago.

The construction of the tamper and strikeboard is

very simple, as shown in F'ig. 1, the strikeboard being

crowned slightly in excess of the finished road require-

ment, while the tamper is finished to the exact cros.s-

section of the finished road. After the concrete is

struck off in the usual way for 10 or 15 ft., the center

being left slightly high, the tamper is used by two
men, and moved forward a few inches at eafh applica-
tion until the .strikeboard is reached. In addition to
giving the benefits of tamping for density, this brings
the mortar to the face .so that very little floating is ne-
cessary to secure a nicely finished road.

New Eight-room Public School for
Cochrane, Ont.

(Continued from page 381)

The first floor plan is .similar to the ground floor,

except that a teachers' room takes the place of the
principal's room, and the space over the entrance ves-
tibule is reserved for a library. The staircases are at
each end of the main corridor, and are built of oak.

The clas.s-rooms are lighted with large mullioned
windows from the left side only, with provision for
electric lights. The walls have a 7-ft. dado of bur-
lap, with a tinted sanded finish plaster above. The
ceilings are stamped metal, and all the floors except
the basement, which is concrete, are double, with in-

sulating quilt and strips, the top or finish floors being
hardwood. The ventilation is by heating ducts,
which take off the foul air, fresh air being supplied
through cased, indirect steam-heated radiators.
Plumbing requirements are modern, and very com-
plete.

The .school was designed and its construction will

be supervised by Angus & .\ngus. architects, North
Bay and Sudbury, Ont.

Messrs. T. 11. Iligginson Limited. 70 I^unbard St..

Toronto, have just finished the .sprinkler sy.stem in the
South plant of the Goldie v't McCulKx-h Co. Ltd.. of
(^alt. Out., within the time limit, and they have been
awarded the contract to equip the North plant.
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Montreal Builders' Exchange
Althoug^h the Montreal Builders' Exchange re-

quested the Board of Control to revise the schedule of

vvafjes to be inserted in civic contracts, the scale as
adopted shows little change. In two or three inst-

ances a slightly lower rate has been inserted, but in

the main the schedule is from 5 to 15c an hour above
that paid by the best city contractors. The following
are the rates: Bricklayers, 55 cents per hour; carpent-
ers and joiners, 45; cement finishers (foreman) 40;
engineer on the crane, 35; electricians, 40 ; electricians'

helpers, 27^ ; do. laborers, 22^/2 ; elevators : construc-
tors, 35 ; iron workers : structural, 35 ; do. ornamental,
30; laborers, common, 25; do. on buildings, 25; lath-

ers: metal, 40; do. wood, 35; masons, 50; marble cut-

ters, 45; do. setters, 45; plasterers, 45; painters, 40;
plumbers, 42 J/2 ; do. helpers, 27j4 ; do. steam fitters,

4254; do. steam fitter helpers, 25; stone cutters, 50;
sheet and metal workers, 40; tile layers 45-50; carters:

single wagon, ^^.7h per day; do. double wagon, $6 per

day.

For road work the rates are : for laying curbstones
and flagstones, 35 to 45 cents per hour; for laying pav-
ing blocks, 48 cents an hour, and for asphalt, 40 cents

an hour. Cement sidewalk finishers are to be paid

42 cents an hour. The wages of helpers are to be

from 20 to 35 cents an hour.

Members of the Montreal lUtilders' E.xchange on
April 11 paid a visit to the Forests' Products Labora-
tories, University Street, Montreal. They inspected

various departments, including those for the testing

for strength of lumber and for the creosoting of lum-
ber. The Laboratories have installed a small experi-

mental plant for the latter purpose. Experiments are

also constantly being carried on with a view of determ-
ining different uses to which Canadian woods can be
applied, and of substituting native woods for purposes
for which imported woods are now employed.

The Montreal Builders' Exchange have made a re-

quest to be represented on the Board of the Montreal
Technical School. A deputation which waited on
Sir Lomer Gouin, the Provincial Premier, received a

very sympathetic hearing, the Premier promising to

take the matter up with his colleagues. It was sug-

gested by the deputation that representation of the

Exchange on the school board would encourage young
men to become more technically efficient in the build-

ing trades.

Increased Demand for Canadian Asbestos

Before the outbreak of the European war over 50

per cent, of Canada's asbestos was shipped to Ger-

many and Austria, writes Consul Felix S. S. Johnson,

from Kingston. When war broke out the two big

asbestos corporations doing business in Canada found
matters almost at a standstill. In a surprisingly short

time they found a new and larger market for their

entire output, with the result that the sales of the As-

bestos Corporation of Canada increased 12^/2 per

cent, over those of 1914, while the Black Lake Asbes-

tos Co. turned a deficit of $32,000 in 1914 into a profit

of $20,000. Prior to the war asbestos was used largely

for industrial purposes, such as the making of shingles,

fireproof boards, fireproof curtains for theatres, cover-

ing for machinery, etc. Today Canadian asbestos is

finding a market in Great Britain, where it is being

used as packing, for the covering of boilers and piping

in the new ships built, and for other purposes.

Business Prospects Bright

Bird & Son, whose Roofing and Wall Board fac-

tory is located at Hamilton, report business prospects
for 1916 as exceptionally good. Building operations
and repairs, especially on the Western farms, have
been more or less held up during the last two years,
and now with money flowing more freely again, and
prosperity returning, extensive repairs and new build-
ings are being pushed rapidly. Bird & Son are well
posted as to actual conditions throughout the country,
having branches in Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg,
Montreal, Halifax, St. John, and Edmonton, from
which their well known Neponset Paroid Roofing,
Neponset Wall Board, and other products are dis-

tributed.

Preparing Harbor Plans

Mr. A. D. Swan, consulting engineer, of Montreal,
is preparing plans for the mechanical equipment of

harbors in Newfoundland, on the instructions of the

Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company. The
high freights now being charged by steamship owners
have made it necessary to install machinery for the

rapid handling of steamers. Canadian harbors are

not, as a rule, provided with complete mechanical
equipment, thereby making the charges of handling
very high as compared with those prevailing in the

iJnitcd Kingdom.

Canadian Fairbanks Morse
Against a net loss of $101,099 in 1914, the accounts

of the Canadian Fairbanks Morse Company for 1915

show a net profit of $709,048. The company's recov-

ery was due to the demand for machines and equip-

ment for munition factories and the enormous harvest
in the West. Mr. H.'J- Fuller, the president, states

that the company's facilities are being at present taxed

to the utmost, and prospects are good for the balance

of the vear.

Montreal Branch C.S.C.E.

The Rolling and Floating Steel Caissons of the

Levis dry dock were described by Mr. L. R. Thomson
at a meeting of the mechanical section of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers, Montreal, on March 30.

The dock, when finished, will accommodate the largest

vessels afloat, and is being built for the Government
by M. P. and J. T. Davis. The work on the caissons

is sub-let to the Dominion Bridge Company, and is

now in course of completion.

Correction

In the description of the Dale Presbyterian Church,

Toronto, which appeared in last week's issue of the

Contract Record, we inadvertently misspelled the

name of the Eberhard-Wood Manufacturing Com-
pany, the contractors for the iron stairways.

A report from Quebec states that the Provincial

Government has decided to construct an asphalt road

between the city of Quebec and Valcartier camp. The
greater part of the cost of $125,000 will be borne by the

Provincial Government.
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Cement Blocks vs. Bricks

Windsor, Out., April 13th, 1M16.
luiitor Contract Record

:

We were very much interested in a letter on the
subject of "Cement Bricks" which appeare<l in the
March 29th edition of your very excellent majjazine
and are takinj^ the liberty of callinj,^ this gentleman's
attention to certain facts relative to cement blocks,
which he has apparently overlooked.

The cement Idock has certain advantaj^es over
brick and these points were described in the article
written by W. W. Pearse, C.E., city architect for the
city of Toronto. He states that, "cement blocks are
here to stay as they appear to have certain advantajjes
over solid brick. Jieing hollow, they are warmer and
drier." He also says, "It is very j,'enerally accepted
that a hollow cement l)rick wall is warmer in wi?iler
and c(joler in summer than solid brick."

N'et this letter in your is.sue of March 2U tells us
that, "they arc neither as dry nor as warm as a brick
wall—you cannot keep iron, steel, or leather floods in
a cement buildins^ without keei)inf; them well packed."
This gentleman can tell you in a very few words why
such is the case. We venture to say if he were asked
his reply would be: "llecanse they are made from the
dry-mix."

There you have the key to the situation. Make
your blocks from the wet-mix or slush concrete and
you at once eliminate all the objections mentioned by
Mr. Thompson and retain tlic advantages over brick,
described by Mr. Pearse.

Mr. Thompson has been in the business twenty-
six years and apparently does not know that poured
cement blocks are now being manufactured from the
wet-mix concrete and that they are superior to brick.
Clay brick will disintegrate in time; cement blocks,
like wine, become better with age.

In Mr. Thompson's city, a certain machine com-
pany built an addition to their plant and used a poured
cement block. All their valuable stock and tools
are stored in this addition and the proprietors state
that the place is perfectly dry and that there is abso-
lutely no sign of moisture on the walls. These walls
are neither lathed or plastered.

We will admit that Mr. Thompson is justified in

his severe criticism of the cement block, when he refers

to the dry-tamp product. However the wet-mix con-
crete is being substituted for the dry in practically all

lines of cement work and in no product is this change
more necessary or beneficial than in that of the cement
block.

We trust Mr. Thompson will agree with our state-

ment that a wet-mix cement block is cheaper, costs less

to lay and is a better building material than solid

brick.

Yours very truly,

Cast Sterne Block & Machine Co., Ltd.
By F. J. Kinzinger, Secty.

Tenderer Deserves More Consideration

ihe Sheri)rooke Board of Trade has passed a re-

solution asking the Federal Government to instruct

the different departments to alter the present system
of tendering so far as it relates to the retention of certi-

lied cheques—given as evidence of good faith—for cer-

tain percentages of contracts tendered on. The resolu-

tion points out that the cheques of the successful bid-

ders are not oidy retained but are cashed and the pro-
ceeds held in the Government bank account until the

resjjectiye contracts are completed to the satisfaction
of the Government.

This procedure, it is contended, ties up unduly and
unnecessarily for indefinite periods, capital and credit
of the various contractors, needed in many cases to
properly finance them through the very contracts they
apply to—a particularly undesirable procedure in such
a young country which needs every cent of capital and
credit for expansion and development. While such
procedure may not have a serious or detrimental eflfect
in the case of large contractors who have immense
capital, yet it undoubtedly and frequently deters and
often debars contractors of merit, who have not .suffi-

ciently abundant capital or credit to allow a large
amount of same to lie dormant, from tendering on
public contracts, all to the detriment of the best in-
terest of the public.

It is .suggested that the Government should accept
from successful tenderers guarantee bonds of ap-
proved Trust and Ciuarantce Companies, in lieu of ac-
cepted cheques, after the awarding of a contract, this
method having been found satisfactory in many other
cases.

The Montreal P.uilders' Exchange has endorsed the
resolution and will ask other builders' exchanges to
follow this example.

Manitoba Branch C.S.C.E. '

-At the last regular meeting of the Manitoba Branch
of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, held at
Winnipeg, Mr. Victor Gilbault delivered an interest-
ing address upon the Panama- Pacific l-:xposition,
which was illustrated with lantern slides supplied by
Mr. M. C. Hendry. Mr. W. G. Chase, of Winnipeg,
explained those slides pertaining to the waterpower
developments throughout Canada.

The Department of Mines have issued bulletin
No. 13. being a description of the laboratories of the
Mines Branch of the Department of Mines, Ottawa.

Members of the Vancouver Branch C.S.C.E.
on Active Service

Members—\V. M. Davis, Colonel. 47ih Battalion; J. R.
Grant, Lieutenant. Royal Engineers; H. St. J. Montizam-
bert. Lieutenant. 29th Battalion; J. H. Parks. J M Rolston
39tli Battalion.

Associate Members—H. L. Bodwell, Adjutant, 47th Bat-
talion; J. F. Cahan, Lieutenant, 1st Canadian Pioneer Bat-
talion; J. R. Cosgrove, Lieutenant. Div. Engr. 1st Canadian
Contingent; J. A. Dclancey. C. G. Du Cane. Major. Royal
Engineers; M. L. Gordon. LeR. F. Grant, Adjutant. Can.
(Overseas Rly. Constn. Corps. c|o Office 1/c Records. Lon-
don; N. M. Hall, 2nd Lieutenant, Royal Engineers; E. N.
Harvie, 6th D.C.O.R. Vancouver; J. B. Holdcroft, Serg-
eant, 6th Field Co. Div. Engineers: R. G. E. Leckie. Col-
onel, 16th Battn. 1st Contingent; Campbell Macdonald.
Lieutenant, Eng. Corps. 1st Contingent; Thos. Muirhead.
Lieutenant, 30th Battalion. 2nd Contingent. K. M. Perry.
Ist Contingent.

Juniors—A. \V. McKnight. Lieutenant. Div. Engrs, 1st
Contingent: W. S. Ford. Private. Can. 0"seas RMy Constn.
Corps.

Students—J. Hammer-Schou. 2nd Contingent; .\. E. Hum-
phrey. Captain, 2nd Contingent; J. C. Glanville. 1st Contin-
gent.

Roll of Honor—D. P. Bell-Irving. Lieutenant. Divi.
Engrs. 1st Can. Contingent.
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Personal
Mr. Angus Matheson, a brick mason of Fort Frances,

Ont., has enlisted for overseas service with the 141st Batta-
lion.

Mr. Hugh Walker, a well-known contractor of Algon-
quin, Ont., has just returned from a four months' visit to

England and F'rance.

Mr. J. Martin Sterling was the guest of honor at a ban-
quet given by local engineers in the Vancouver Hotel, Van-
couver, B. C, on the 8th inst.

Mr. R. S. Lea, Montreal, has been in attendance at the
session of the International Waterways Commission, Wash-
ington. Mr. Lee reported to the Commission on llic level

of the Lake of the Woods. Manitoba.

Mr. E. D. W. Courtice, Assistant Superintendent of tlic

John Street Pumping Station, City of Toronto, has resigned
his position to enter the employ of the Hare Engineering
Company Limited, as Assistant Engineer.

Mr. N. K. Hay, who has been city engineer of Sydney,
N. S., for the last three years, has resigned his position to

enlist in the 224th (Forestry) Battalion. He has been
granted leave of absence while at the front.

Mr. John D. McBeath, a well-known civil engineer of

Moncton, N.B., has been given a commission with the Can-
adian Engineers for overseas service, and will leave shortly

for Ottawa, where he will take the necessary course. Mr.
McBeath is a graduate of the University of Xew Brunswick,
and was for a time assistant engineer in Moncton, and later

assistant engineer in Medicine Hat.

Lieut.-Col. J. A. Hesketh, recently connected with the

engineering staff of the C. P. R., has been promoted from
Major to Officer Commanding the Lord Strathcona Horse,
with the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. Lieut.-Col. Hesketh is

well known in Winnipeg, where he resided for a number of

years, and also throughout the West. He is a graduate of the

Uoyal Military C'oUege, Kingston, and served in the North-
West Rebellion. He was director of bridge work for the

C. P. R. throughout the West, and is a mcml>er of the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers.

Obituary
Mr. Frank Anthony, a retired |)ainting and decoratin.g

contractor of Brampton, Ont., was accidentally killed on
April 8 by falling from the railway bridge near l.rampton

station to the street below.

The death occurred, on ,'\pril 9, of Mr. David A. Mc-
llroy, a prominent manufacturer of Hamilton, Ont. Mr.

Mcllroy. who was born in Hamilton thirty-seven years ago,

commenced his business career as a junior in the office of

Hendrie & Co., of Hamilton. Later he transferred to the

office of the Hamilton Bridge Works Company, in which he

rose rapidly to a position of trust, which he held for many
years, until failing health compelled his resignation five years

ago. After spending a year travelling in the south, he re-

turned, with health improved, to Hamilton, and started the

Hamilton Steel Construction Company. The news of his

death came as a shock to his friends, as his condition was
not considered serious until a few days before he died.

The Hare Engineering Company Limited, have recently

received a contract to install their Fulton Water-cooled

Mechanical Stokers in the new plant being built by the York
Knitting Mills Ltd., Toronto.

H, as anticipated, the C. N. R. goes to Medicine Hat,

Alta., this year, it is announced that the Saskatchewan

Bridge and Iron Works will complete and operate their

plant there, employing some 200 men.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The Iron Works, Limited, Owen Sound, Ont., liavc ob-
lained a charter.

The Cement Company of Port Colborne. Ont., have re-
sumed operations.

The city of Ottawa has seventy-two applications for the
f'l'ficc of Works Commissioner.

The International Engineering Company, of Montreal,
report a profit of $77,778 for the year 1915.

The building permits issued by the city of Hamilton this
year to date represent an expenditure of .$159,315.

The style of the Berlin Machine Works, Limited, Ham-
ilton, Ont., has been changed to P. B. Yates Machine Co
Ltd.

The name of the Chateauvert Quarry Company, Limited,
has been changed to that of Deschambault Quarry Corpora-
tion.

The City Council of Toronto has made an additional
grant of $100,000 towards the cost of the Toronto-Hamilton
Highway.

It is rumored that the Canada Cement Company have
an order for one million barrels of cement from the Frencli
Government.

The Canadian Steel Specialty Company, Limited, has
been organized, with head office at Grimsby, Ont., and a
capital of $100,000.

The Builders' Exchange of Saskatoon, Sask., at a recent
meeting, passed a resolution favoring the erection of an in-
cinerator in that city.

Messrs. Wm. Steele & Sons Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Arch-
itects & Engineers, have opened an office at Room No. 42::

Kyrie Bldg., Toronto.

There are signs of a marked improvement in the build-
in.g trades in Toronto. On the 6th inst. the city issued
building permits representing an outlay of $31,700.

Messrs. R. S. and W. S. Lea, of Montreal, will report on
improvements to the water power at the paper mills at Pont
\iougc, V. Q., of F. W. Bird and Son, East Walpole, Mass.

F'owler Machine Works, Limited, is the name of a re-

cently incorporated company with head office in Vancouver
and capital of $10,000, to carry on the business of iron-
founders, mechanical and electrical engineers, brassfounder.s,
boiler-makers, etc.

The building permits issued by the city of Ottawa during
January, February, and March, 1916, totalled $156,900—an in-

crease over the same period of last year of $28,475. Ottawa
contractors complain of the indisposition of the loan com-
panies to advance money for large buildings at the present
time.

A commission of water experts, consisting of Messrs. R.
S. and W. S. Lea, Montreal; F. W. Thorold and Co., Tor-
onto; and Mr. F. A. Dallyn, sanitary engineer of the On-
tario Provincial Board of Health, will report on the water
supply for the city of Sarnia, Ont. The object is to obtain
a better and larger supply of water.

The Builders' Exchange of the City of Stratford and
County of Perth, Ont.. held their annual meeting on April
I), marking the close of a very successful year, during which
the membership had almost doubled. Mr. George Pounder
was elected president. After the business of the evening
had been disposed of the members held their annual ban-
((uet at the Royal Cafe.

i
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Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Buildinii Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Beauceville, Que.

'I'lic Town Council propose to con-

struct a quantity of concrete sidewalk
this season. Clerk, F. Fortin.

Clarendon, Que.
The Munici|)ality intend to spend

$.")..'iOO on roads during this season. Sec

retary, F.. T. Hodgins. Sliawville.

Clinton. Ont.
The Town Council arc consideriufr

extensions to the waterworks system, to

cost about $5,000. I'.nKineer. 1. M. Chant.

Edmonton, Alta.

Plans for extcnsion.s to the water an<l

sewage systems have heen submitted to

the City Council by I'.nKineer A. Had-
dow. Civic Block. .Xiiproximate cost.

$i.->,ooo.

Ely Township. Que.
The sum of .$4. .'>.")(» will be expended

on macadam roads this season by the

\funicipal Council. Secretary, G. .\.

Racine, Valcourt P. O.

Lanoraie, Que.
The Municijial Council intend to spend

$U,0()0 on road work (Jurinfj this season.

Secretary. I., j. Desrosiers.

Leamington, Ont.
The Town Council propose lo lay a

number of gas and water n\ains and
sewers. Clerk, R. M. Selkirk.

North Bay, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of sew-

ers will be received until '> p.m.. .\pril

38th, by Town En.i,'iuecr II. J. Mc.\uslan.

Notre Dame de Portneuf. Que.
The sum of $:i,ri00 will be expended

on roads this season by the Municipal
Council. Secretary, N. Marcolte. Pf)rt-

neuf Station.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City FuRineer, F. C. Askwith.

l)roi)oses to advertise for about 1.500

lineal feet of steel forms for concrete
sidewalks.

Outremont, Que.
The estimates now bcinn considered

by the (.ity (_'<nmcil include the follow-

ing:—concrete sidewalks, $l.'i.OOO; sew-
ers. $17,000; gradinn and macadamizing.
$:!0,500: granite block paving. $5,250:

garbage destruclnr. $17,700. Clerk, F..

I. Samson.

Port Colborne, Ont.
The Canada Cement Company have

decided to postpone the construction of

concrete roadways at their plant.

Saskatoon, Sask.
Tenders may be called shortly for the

comidction of the sedimentation basin
which was comnienccd in lt)14. Cement,

sand and rravel will be ret|uired. City foria Street, and will appoint an Engi-
Fngineer. ( ;. I), .\rchibald. necr. Clerk. R. R. Brett.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The City Council will shortly call for

tenders on the construction of a relief

sewer on Carlton Street. Prices will

be asked on concrete segment block and
brick construction. Engineer, V. P. Near.

St. Severe, Que.
P. (ielinas proposes to spend $8,000 on

the construction of waterworks this sea-

son.

Toronto. Ont.
The P.oar<l of Control will receive ten-

ders until ,\pril 25th for excavation, lay-

intr and iointing of wateriiipes. etc.. re-

quired durin" the year. Plans at Room
:!20. Citv Hall.

The Board of Control will shortly
start work on improvements on the
TTumber Boulevard, including a concrete
roadway and grading. Estimated cost.

$:! 1.000.

The Board of Control will receive ten-
ders until .\pril 25th on quantities of as-

phalt, bitulithic and brick block paving,
concrete walks and curbs. Plans and
specifications at office of Works De-
jiartment.

Villenfuve Township, One.
Road work estimated to cost *:i..500

will be done this season bv the Muni-
cipal Council. Secretary. C. T-. Morin.
Val des Bois. Que.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Bienville, Que.
The Municipality have let the contract

for supnly of cast iron pine to Pruni-
niond. McCall, 38 Victoria Square. Mont-
real, and for clay pipe to Pruneau &
Company. 140 St. Peter Street.

London, Ont.
The contract for laving asphalt pave-

ment on Beaconsfield .Avenue for the
City Council has been let to the Stand-
ard Paving Company. Central Chambers.
Ottawa. .Approximate cost. $7,000.

Toronto. Ont.
The Board of Control have awarded

contracts to the following firms for as-

phalt paving:—Godson Contracting Coni-
I'.'inv. Manning Chambers. $ir>.!t00; Con-
structing & Paving. Company. Confeder-
ation Life Building. «.10.850; Grant Con-
tracting Company. Front Street East.
*t,IOO: Works Commissioner Harris,
b'tulithic. $1H,800.

Winnipetc, Man.
The Provincial Department of Puhlic

Works have awarded the contract for

the construction of watermains and other
stTvices for the Deaf and Dunib Insti-

tute to Nagle & Dunlca.

Kettle Rapids, B.C.
Tenders on the construction of a larijc

steel bridge will be called privately by
the Department of Railwavs & Canals.
Ottawa. Minister. Hon. F Cochrane.
f)ttawa.

Prince Geortce, B.C.
The Provincial Department of I'ub-

lic Works. Victoria, have prepared plans
for a bridge to be constructed over the
Nechako River, and have submitted Iheni
tf) Ottawa for approval.

W-lland. Ont.
C. 1. LauL'hlin. Tr. is building an elec-

tric railwav from Welland Town to Wcl-
land Junction.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Essex, Ont.
The Town Council propose to have

plans drawn for a cement bridge on \'ic-

Public Buildings, Churches
and Schools

Basswood. Man.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until 5 p.m.. .Anril 2.118.

bv the Secretary to the School Board,
fames Robertson. Architect. Frank R.
I'.vans. nni Confederation Life Build-
ing. Winnipeg. FLstimatcd cost. $14,000.

Rirrhclifr. Ont.
Plans of a church to be built for St.

Nicholas .Anclican Congregation have
been prepared by Carter & Ford, and
tenders will be called shortly. Esti-
mated cost. $1.1.000. Brick construction.

Cpmeron. Man.
The l)V-law to authorize the erection

of a school has been carried and F. D.
Tuttle. 705 Mc.Arthur Building. Winni-
peg, appointed as .\rchitect. .Approxi-
mate cost. $4,000.

Charlott'town. P.F..I.

The Citv Coimcil intend to have plans
iirenarcd for an addition to the City
Building. Clerk. W. W. Clerk.

Diinach. B.C.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until noon, .\nril 25lh.
bv I. E.Griffith. Deoutv Minister of Pub-
lic Works. Victoria. Plans and specifi-
cations with F. C" Campbell. Govern-
ment .Auent. New Westminster; I. Ma-
honev. Airent. \'ancouver. William Mer-
rvfield. Secretary to the School Board.
Mt. Lehman, and at the Department.

Finch. Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a six-

roomeil school for the Trustees of
School Section \o. .1 will he received
until noon. -Vi>ril 2riih. Plans and sne-
cifications "ith the Secretary. G. S. Cas-
selman. Finch. .-Xpproximate cost,
$ 1 4:000.

Fr«<ierville. Que.
The Town Council are considering the
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reconstruction of the Town Hall. Clerk,
E. Talbot.

Fredericton, N.B.
The Trustees of Victoria Hospital arc

considering the erection of a wing, pro-

vision for which was made by the late

Donald Fraser. President, R. B. Van-
Dine -

Howe's Lake, N.B.
F. Neil Brodie, 43 Princess Street, St.

John, is preparing plans of an isolation

hospital for St. John's County. Secre-

tary, J. King Keily, Prince William St.,

St. John.

Listowel, Ont.
The Town Council are considering the

installation of heating and ventilating

systems in two schools, and other alter-

ations. Particulars from Trustee Smith.

Macklin, Sask.
The Trustees of School District No.

3420 have been authorized to borrow
$3,200 for the completion of a school.

Treasurer, A. W. A. Corscadden, Mack-
lin. Brick construction.

Maisonneuve, Que.
Rev. P.. Contant, 599 Adam Street, is

having plans prepared for a Presbytery,

estimated to cost $45,000. Tenders will

be called in June. Stone and brick con-

struction.

Mersea and Gosfield Townships. Ont.

A site will be selected and plans pre-

pared as soon as possible for a school

to cost about $6,000. Particulars from
W. H. Noble, Cottan.

Ninette, Man.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works are considering the erection of

an addition to the Sanatorium, at an

approximate cost of $30,000. Architect,

J. D. Atchison.

Ottawa, Ont.
Tenders on the installation of metal-

lic fittings at the Customs House, Sus-

sex Street, will be received until 4 p.m.,

April 27th, by R. C. Desrochers, Depart-

ment of Public Works, Ottawa. Plans

and specifications with E. Francis, Post

Office, London: R. L. Deschamps, Over-
seer. Post Office. Montreal; A. Hastings,

Postal Station F, Toronto, and at the

Department. Specifications at office of

MacLean Daily Reports, Limited, 25

Charlotte Street, Toronto.
-*'

Outremont, Que.
Tenders on the supply of desks, seats

and chairs for the Bloomfield Street

School will be received until noon. May
1st, by J. A. Gauthier, 464 Durocher St.

Quebec, Que.
Tanguay & Lebon, 30 d'.\guillon St..

have prepared plans of a college for the

Commercial .\cademy. Cook Street, and
will call for tenders privately. Estimated
cost, $300,000.

St. Thomas, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a Mis-

sion Building to be erected on Fifth

-Avenue for the Centra! Baptist Church.
at an approximate cost of $6,000. Archi-

tect, J. T. Findlay, 386 Talbot Street.

Timmins, Ont.
Tenders will be received until May

15th for the erection of a school for
the School Board. Architect, Canadian
Mining & Finance Company. Estimated
cost, $12,000. Frame construction.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Education will receive

tenders until .^pril 37th for the follow-
ing work at the Administration Build-
ing, College Streef:-^-coricrete walks and
driveway, cabinet work, counters, par-
titions, doors, ornamental iron work,
spiral stairs, railings, leaded lights, ele-

vator, ash hoist, vault doors and hard-
ware.

Tenders will be received until April

35th for the supply and installation of

steel furnishings for the Registry 0,ffice.

Plans and specifications at office of the

City Architect.

Glenmount Methodist Church have had
plans prepared for a now brick and frame
building, to cost about $6,000. Tenders
will be called shortly. Chairman of

Committee, E. Faw. 27 Fairmount Cres.

Wclland. Ont
Plans are to be prepared for an addi-

tion to the VVelland County Hospital.

The Architects will probably be Langley
& Howland. King Street West, Toronto,
who designed the existing building. Ap-
proximate cost, $30,000.

CONTRACTS AARDED
Caradoc, Ont.

Tn connection with the erection of a

school for the Trustees of School Sec-

tion No. 1. the masonry contract has

been awarded to Northey & Tullett. 835

DufTorin .Avenue. London, and the car-

pentry to J. B. MacVicar. Mt. Bridges.

Cbarlottetown, P.E.I.

Tn connection with alterations to the

First Methodist Church, the contract for

heating has been awarded to B. Stewart

& Company.

Kingston, Ont.
The contract for repairs to the Con-

valescent Home on Fetter Cairn Island

has been let by the Department of Pub-
lic Works. Ottawa, to Robert Wallace.

380 Barrie Street. Approximate cost,

$6,000.

London, Ont.
The contract for installation of seat-

ing at the new school has been awarded
to George M. Henry Company, 315 Vic-

toria Street, Toronto.

The Provincial Department of Health

arc havinsr plans prepared for repairing

the workshop at the Insane Hospital.

Estimated cost, $8,0Q0.

Louiseville, Que.
Tt is probable that the general con-

tract for the erection of the proposed
Parish Church will be let to J. Couture.

17 St. Joseoh Street. Levis, and the car-

nentry to Paquet & Godbout, 31 William
Street.

Orford Township, Ont.
In connection with the school now in

course of erection for the Trustees of

School Section No. 7, the carpentry has

been let to D. L. Shafer. 131 Curtis

Street. St. Thomas, and the wiring to

Sandham & Roberts. 531 Talbot Street,

St. Thomas.

Sandy Bay, Que.
The Roman Catholic Congregation

have awarded the general contract for
the erection of a church to A. H. Morin.
Stone and concrete construction.

Wolfe Island, Ont.
The contracts for masonry, carpentry,

plastering and painting required in the
erection of the Roman Catholic Church
have been awarded to the general con-
tra i^Tor,- the Steet work to the Dominion
Bridge Company, Imperial Life Build-
ing. Toronto, and the plumbing to F. R.
J. Macpherson, 341 George Street, Peter-
boro.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Benjamin River, N.B.
J. & .\. Culligan propose to start work

in the fall on alterations to the mill of
the Prescot Lumber Company, Limited,
which they have purchased.

Forest, Ont.
Howard Fraleigh will head a Company

now being formed to equip flax mills at
.\lvinston and Petrolia. .Approximate
cost, $100,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The -Steel Company of Canada. Har-

vey Lane, have commenced the installa-
tion of two open hearth furnaces. En-
gineers, A. I-^ughlin Company, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

La Tuque, Que.
Joseph Gauthier pr(_)poses to build a

store and residence, at an approximate
cost of $3,500.

Lions Head, Ont.
Saul Klengon is considering the erec-

tion of a store to replace that recently
destroyed by fire. Approximate cost,
$3,000.

London, Ont.
Plans are being prepared by J. M.

Moore. 435 Richmond Street, for a ware-
house to be built for Webster & Harvey.
Richmond and Oxford Street. Estimated
cost, $12,000. Fireproof construction.

Quebec, Que.
Simonds & Ritchie, 105 Mountain Hill,

have prepared plans for a theatre to be
built on St. John Street at an approxi-
mate cost of $6,000. Tenders will be
called privately by the .Architects. Brick
and frame construction.

Rimouski, Que.
Plans have been prepared for a barn

and stable to be erected for Rt. Rev.
.\ndre -Albert Blais. Frame and brick
construction. -Approximate cost, $5,000.

Saskatoon, Sask.
The -Alaska Beeding Company. Gomex

Street N., Winnipeg, have had plans pre-
pared for a factory to be built on First

-Avenue N. Frame and mill construc-
tion.

Three Rivers, Que.
E. Morrissette and -A. P. Gouin pro-

pose to start work immediately on the
rebuilding of their business blocks, des-
troyed in the recent fire. Stone and
brick construction.

Timmins, Ont.
Charles Pierce will receive tenders

until April 35th for the erection of a
theatre and business block. Frame con-
struction. Approximate cost, $25,000.
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Toronto, Ont.
The Flint Varnish & Color Company,

Perth Avenue, arc about to make altera-

tions to a factory at I'erth and Kings-
ley Avenues, estimated to cost $1.50,000.

They will purchase the necessary ma-
terial.

Work is about to start on the erection
of a warehouse and factory on Teraiiley

Street for the T. Eaton Company, Lim-
ited. Steel frame, reinforced concrete

and brick construction. Estimated cost,

$.500,000. EnRinecr, George W. Thomp-
son, rx)uisa .Street

Tenders on all trades required in the

erection of stores and apartments on
Hathurst Street are being received by W.
Argue, 2.')5 Broadview Avenue. Esti-

mated cost, $0,000. Brick construction.

H. S. Kaplan. 75 Macdonncll .-\venue.

will receive tenders until .\[>n\ COth for

the erection of an addition to the prem-
ises of L. Yolles. .'tT!) Queen Street W.
Estimated cost. $8,000. Plans have been
redrawn. Brick and steel construction.

The Board of Control will shortly call

for tenders on the erection of an addi

lion to car barns, estimated to cost $2.5.-

000. Commissioner of Works, K. C.

Harris.

.\. M. Hough, ir>r>{> Queen Street W..
is receiving tenders on excavation rc-

cjuired in the erection of a store and
apartments on St. Clair Avenue, csti-

tnatcil to cost $6,000. Smaller trades will

be let later.

A. Walker, 169 Lauder Avenue, has
had plans prepared for a store and apart-

ments to 1)e built at an appro.ximate cost

of $0,000. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction.

R. Barrett, 20 Roblock Street, has
commenced the erection of three stores

and residences on Danforth .\venue, and
will let the smaller trades. Estimated
cost, $9,000. Brick construction.

Plans are being prepared for a bakery
to be built at Davenport and Dartncll
Streets for the Harry Webb Company.
Limited, 23 Buchanan Street.

Welland, Ont.
Frank Adelman has commenced the

erection of six stores, estimated to cost

$10,000. Frame construction.

Westmount, Que.
D. J. Crighton, 382 St. Catherine St.

W., is preparing plans .of a picture the-

atre to be built on Sherbrooke Street.

Weston, Ont.
Barker & Farr have commenced the

erection of a garage on Main Street,

estimated to cost $0,000. Brick con-
struction.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Royal Templars Hall Company

have commenced the erection of a hall

and office building on Young Street by
day labor, under supervision of J. Simp-
son. Contracts will be let for plumbing
and heating. Approximate cost. $10,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brantford, Ont.

In connection with the erection of a

station for the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, the contract for heating and plumb-
ing has been let to T. J. Minnes & Com-
pany, 9 King Street, and the electrical

work to Harry Alexander, Bank of To-
ronto Building, Toronto.

London, Ont.
John Purdon, 429 King Street, has

been awarded the general contract for
an addition to a warehouse for John
Eraser, jFraser House, King Street.
White brick construction. Approximate
cost, $.'J,000.

Merritton, Ont
The contract for the erection of a re-

inforced concrete building and altera-
tions to an existing building for the
Riordan Pulp & Paper Company has
been awarded to the John \'. Gray Con-
struction Company, Toronto.

Mitchell, Ont.
The general contract for an addition

to the Mitchell Woollen Mills has been
awarded to John .Avery, Mitchell. .Ap-

proximate cost, $.5,000.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract ffir the erection

of a block of stores and tenements for

M. Field, 42 Dorchester Street West.
'las been awarded to Valin & Bail. 2
I.amoriciere Street. Brick and con-
crete construction.

Niagara Falls. Ont.
The Concrete. .Stone & Coal Com-

nany. 504 Ferry Street. Niagara Falls
.South, have been awarded the general
contract for the erection of a factory
for the Dominion Safe & Vault Companv,
f'.irnham. Que., and have started work.
A|iproximatc cost. $7,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a rink on Argyle Street has been
awarded to John Sutherland. 216 Cooper
Street. Approximate cost. $25,000. .Sub-

tenders are now being received. .Ar-

chitects. Horwood. Taylor & Horwood.
i:!0 Sparks Street.

The general contract for alterations

to a building for G. P. Matthewman. i:tO

Soarks Street, has been let to .Alexander
Christie & Son. 25:1 Frank Street. Es-
timated cost. $7,000.

Paris, Ont.
The .general contract for an addition

to the premises of Penman's Limited
has been awarded to P. H. .Secord &
Sons. \Xi Nelson Street. Brantford. Mill

and concrete construction. .Approximate
cost. $10,000.

Quebec, Que.
Work has been started on the erec-

tion of a factory for La Cie de Litho-
eraphie Limited, estimated to cost $7,500.

The general contractor is T. J. Cote,
Garncau Boulevard. Brick construction.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The City Council have let the con-

tract for the erection of a -power and
pumping station to L I. Fitzpatrick.
Biggins .Avenue, at $3,500. .Stone, ce-

ment and steel construction.

Sherbrooke, Que.
.Anglins, Limited, 65 Victoria Street,

Montreal, have commenced the erection
of a machine shop for the Canadian In-
gersoll Rand Company. Limited, esti-

mated to cost $22,000. The contract for
roofing has been let to Campbell &
Gilday, 793 St. Paul Street West. Mont-
real.

Smooth Rock Falls, Ont.
The Mattagami Pulp & Paper om-

pany. Limited, have aw.irded the con-

tract for the construction of a dam,
power house and railway to Morrow &
Beatty, Limited, il5'/i George Street,
Petcrboro, Ont.

Stamford Township, Ont
The general contract for the construc-

tion of a carborundum plant for the Can-
adian .Aloxitc Company. Limited, Niagara
Falls, Ont., has been lef to the Brown-
Pollard Company, Niagara Falls. ,N.V.
Brick and mill construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $100,000.

St Thomas, Ont
The following contracts have been let

for alterations to an office building on
Talbot Street for the Municipal World
Limited:—masonry, J. S. Bclhin. 142
funis Street; carpentry, P. A. Camp-
bell. 67 Curtis Street; roofing. C. Riddle.
119 Wellington Street; plumbing, C. T.
Bull, 7 Hiawatha Street; metal work.
Ingram & Davey. Limited. 468 Talbot
Street; electrical work. Sandham & Rob-
erts, 5:il Talbot Street.

Steelton, Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a storage building for the .Algoma
Steel Corporation. Wilde .Avenue. Sault
Ste. Marie, has been let to R. A. Gib-
son. .119 Albert Street. Sault Ste. Marie.
and the masonry to Jannison & Sons. B.'JS

Albert Street. Sault .Ste. Marie. Ap-
proximate cost, $11,000.

Stratford. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the premises of the
Williams Trow Knitting Company. St.
Patrick an<l Erie Streets, has been
aw.irded to J. R. Myers & Son. 99 On-
tario Street. Previous report in error.

Toronto, Ont
In connection with the buildings now

in course of erection for Gutta Percha
& Rubber Limited, 47 Yonge Street, the
contract for steel sash has been let to
H. Hope & Sons, Limited. 45 King St
W., and the carpentry to George Sparl-
ing. 759 Dufferin Street.

The contract for masonry required in
connection with the building now be-
ing erected for William Neilson Ltd..
277 Gladstone .Avenue, has been awarded
to Gordon Brothers. 1 De Lisle .Avenue,
and the steel work to McGregor & Mc-
Intyre. 1139 Shaw Street. Approximate
cost. $10,000.

The Robert Simpson Company pro-
pose to erect a home for their employees,
at an approximate cost of $250,000, and
have let the general contract to the
Wells Brothers Company of Canada.
Limited. 95 Gould Street. Work will
start shortly.

R. Robertson & Sons. Confederation
Life Building, have started work on an
addition to a garage for W. W. Dun.
367 Yonge Street. Estimated cost
$4,500. Brick construction.

The following contracts have been
awarded for the erection of a grain
warehouse and elevator for the E. W.
Gillett Company. Eraser .Avenue:—gen-
eral contract. Witchall & Sons. 156 St
Helens .Avenue: steel. McGregor & Mc-
Intyre. 1139 Shaw Street; carpentry. W.
S. Henry. 11 .Albertus .Avenue; sheet
metal and roofing. .A. B. Ormsby Com-
pany, King Street W. Approximate
cost, $.•{0,000.

The contract for ornamental iron, etc.,
in connection with the erection of a
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warehouse on Mutual Street for tlie Rob-
ert Simpson t^ompany. Limited, lias

been awarded to tlie Canadian Orna-
mental Iron Company. 8S River Street.

Previous rejjort in error.

The Board of Control have let the

general contract for the erection of

frame and concrete l)arn at the Tail

Farm to 1. \. WickeH Limited. Traders

Bank BuildiuK. at $2.'j.72n.

The contract for the erection of a

stable building at the Island for the

Board of Control has been awarded to

Pasre. & Comoanv 89 Crescent Road, at

iflt.Sin. Frame and concrete construction.

W'-Hand. Ont.
The general contract for t'le erection

of a factory for the ^'o1ta Mnnnfactnr-

incr Company has Iieon awarded to T. C.

Diflm. Welland. Estimated cost. $:!..')nO.

W'"=tboro. Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

niiired in connection with the ='ore now
beiuF built bv L \. dark. R-'chmond

Road, has hoe" let to H. L. .Mian. ?.~7

Somerset Street.

W»«tmount. Oue.
The general contnu-t ffir the Tection

of a i'arao-e for O. H. & N. .\. Timmins.

4 Park Cre=cf"it. has Iven let to E. Gar-

ricran. :il8 Gallnntvnp Avenue N. Brick

construction, .\pproximate cost. $10..')00.

W'ndsor. Ont.
The Cani'dian Salt Comoanv. Limited.

Sandwich Street, have let the contract

for thr- construction of a salt olant to

Ihe Westinfhonse Church Kerr Com-
pany, New York City.

Windsor, Ont.
The general contract for alterations

to a store on Ouellette Street for the

Heintzman Piano Companv has been let

lo T. R. Sculland. care of the Xrchitects.

Walker & McPhail. Tuson Building. .\p-

proximate cost. $n.O0O.

Residences

Cprlow, Ont.
William Watson proposes to \nu\d a

residence, at an approximate cost of

.f.! 000. and is having plans prepared.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Work is about to start on alterations

and additions to the residence of Russel

White. North River Road. Frame con-

struction. Approximate cost, $.3,500.

Architects. C. B. Chappell & Hunter,

Des Brisay Block.

Clinton, Ont.
Plans are to lie prepared for a resid-

ence to he l)uilt for William Glenn.

Joseph Street, at an approximate cost of

$3,500.

Cornwall. Ont.
Harry Williams is considering the

erection of aii addition to a residence on

Pitt Street. Approximate cost. $3,000.

Brick construction.

Button, Ont.
G. J. Binks, 1\.K. No. 1. has prepared

plans for a residence, estimated to cost

$4,000, and will start work shortly. Car-

hex brick construction.

Essex, Ont.
Plans of a bungalow will be prepared

by William Wilcox, clo Mrs. F. S. Ad-
ams, Essex. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Hamilton. Ont.

J. M. Honeyford, ISO Maple .\ venue.
is having plans prepared for three resid-

ences to be built on Kensington Street,

at an approximate cost of $3, .500 eacli.

and for another on Prospect .'\ venue, es-

timated to cost $4,500. Brick construc-
tion. Greater i)art of work by owner.

Kingsville, Ont.
E, Scratch. Cedar Beach, Kingsville,

lias commenced the erection of a resid-

ence. Approximate cost. $3,000.

Komoka, Ont.
Richard Frank proposes to build a re-

sidence, estimated to cost $3,000. White
lirick construction.

London, Ont.
Plans of four residences to lie built on

Windsor venue for W. I. Spettiguc. 2fil

Hill Street, are being prepared by J. V.
Munro. Bank of Toronto Chambers. Es-
timated cost. $10,000. Red brick con-

struction.

John Hayman & Sons. 42 Wellington
.Street, contemplate the erection of

apartments, at an approximate cost of

$40,000.

Plans are being nrenared bv W. G.

Murray. Dominion .Savings Building, for

remodelling a residence for H. Colerick.

082 Oucens .\venue. .'\pproximate cost.

$3,500.

Montreal. Oue.
J. Sawyer 407 Guv Street, is preparing

plans for alterations to the residence of

the Ste. Flizalielh Society. 29 Sevniour
.Avenue, .Approximate cost. $5,000.

J. Chrisaphi. 592 St. Christoohe Street

has commenced the erection of a block of

flats, estimated to cost $10,000.

Prrston. Ont.
James illies is considering the erection

of two residences on Moore .Street, and
will prepare plans. .Approximate cost.

$0,000.

Quebec. Que.
Plans of a residence to be built on

T.ockwe'l Street are being drawn bv E.

C. Brochu. 147 .St. Cvrille Street. Esti-

mated cost. $8,000. Quotations are be-

ing received on British Columbia fir.

The erection of a residence 's being
considered b" H. M. Cote. 031 St. John
.Street. Brick construction. Estimated
cost. $18,000.

G. Cantin. 22 Lee -Street, is preparing
plans of a residence to be built on Car-
trier Street, at an approximate cost of

$7,000. Brick construction.

Plans have been drawn by J. Cau-
chon. 364 Richelieu Street, for a resid-

ence to be erected on St'gmates Street.

Estimated cost. $8,000. Brick and con-

crete construction.

Freres Lc Rossignol. 39 Decourcelles
.Street, have conimenced the erection of a

residence on .Seventh Street. I^imoihni.

Estimated cost. $4,000.

A. Giiilmette. ^^.V/, St. Joseph Street,

is building a residence estimated to cost

$6,000. Frame and brick construction.

Work on the erection of a residence

has been started by Alexander Fackney.
107 St. Toachim Street. Brick construc-

tion. Estimated cost. $7,000.

V'Norbert Cauchin. 59 Dorchester Street,

is considering the erection of three re-

sidences on Carticr Avenue, at an ap-

proximate cost of $12,000. Brick con-
struction. Work may start early in

May.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resid-

ence to be built on .Albert Street for R.
T. Lane, 10 Queen Street. .Approxi-
mate cost, $5,500.

T. R. Wilks. Queen Street, is prepar-
ing plans of a residence for W. H. Ew-
ing, Albert Street. Estimated cost,
$6,000.

Toronto. Ont.
T. A. riilison. 423 Walmcr Road, has

had plans prepared for a residence to be
luiilt on BIythewood .Avenue, at an ap-
proximate cost of $5,000. Contracts will

be awarded shortly. Brick construction.

Hayward & Whitehorn. 6 Hallani
.Street, propose to start work shortly on
the erection of a residence on Lauder
.Avenue, estimated to cost $5,000. Brick
construction.

F. U. Miller, clo Miller & Sons. Laud-
er .Avenue, contemplates the erection of
a residence, at an approximate cost of
$5,000. Brick construction.

C. J. Cudmore. 62 Pacific .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of two residen-
ces on Glendenning Street, estimated to
cost $6,000. .Smaller trades will be let.

Venn & Evans. 776 Crawford Street.
are receiving tenders on plastering.
l)lumbing and heating required in the
erection of a pair of residences at 14
Palmerston Square. .Approximate cost.
$4,500.

J. T. Twigg. 28 First .\venue. is about
lo start work on the erection of a resid-
ence, estimated to cost $3,500. Smaller
trades will be let. Brick construction.

John Price, 100 Greenwood .Avenue, is

about to commence the erection of a pair
of residences, to cost about $4,000. and
will let the smaller trades. Brick con-
struction.

H. H. Wood. 97 .Avenue Road, is now-
receiving tenders on all trades required
in the erection of a pair of residences on
Ash worth .Avenue. Approximate cost.
$5,000. Brick construction.

Plans have been prepared for a resid-

ence to be built on Moore Street for J.
Skelton, Room 36. No. 33 Richmond
Street. Brick construction. Estimated
cost. $4,800.

Plans of a rooming house to. he built

at 83 Gerrard St. E.. are being prepared
by A. W & R. S. McConnell. 167 Yonge
Street. Estimated cost, $12,000.

J. & T. H. Bishop. 68 Pembroke
Street, propose to build three residences,
at an approximate cost of $6,000 Tend-
ers on smaller trades will be received
after May 8th. Brick construction.

Tenders on all trades except carpentry
refpiired in the erection of a residence
are lieing received by W. H. .Avison. 573
Indian Road. Brick construction. Esti-

maled cost. $3,500.

V. E. Larkin, 223 Fulton Avenue, has
c<immenced the erection of three pairs
of residences an Lamb .Avenue, esti-

mated to cost $7,300. Smaller trades will

1)e let. Brick and roughcast construction.

Plans have been drawn for a pair of

residences to be erected on Nairn .Ave-

nue for W. Pidgeon. 41 Nairn .Avenue.

Tenders on smaller trades will be receiv-

ed after .April 25th. Brick construction.
F.stimated cost, $4,000.

W. H. Little. 528 St. Clarens Avenue,
is building a residence, estimated to cost
$3,000. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction.

W. J. W. Butchart, 1 St. Ives Avenue,
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has coimiicnccd the erection of a "csid-

cnce on IJawlish Avenue, and is about to

start work on four others on St. Leon-
ards Avenue. Estimated cost, $0,000
cacli. Smaller trades will l)e let.

Muir & Lumb, (K! .Arundel Avenue,
have had plans prepared for a pair of re-

sidences, to cost $4,000. .Smaller trades
will be let. Brick construction.

Tenders on excavation and brick work
required in the erection of a residence
are beinR received by William Davis, :!

Scarboro Road. .Smaller trades will be
let later. Estimated cost, .$;i,500.

Tenders on l)rick work re(iuired in

the erection of ffiur residences are beinj;

received by J. Stone, 4!» Coleman Ave-
nue. Smaller trades will be let later.

Approximate cost, $.'5,000.

A. Edmon<ls, lo.t Oakwood Avenue,
has commenced the erection of a resid-

ence on Thome I'rescent, and will let

smaller trades. Hrick construction.
Estimated cost, $:!,800.

I'lans have been i)repared for a dup
lex residence to be built by VV. G. Mc-
I'lean, 4'JO St. Johns Road. Estimated
cost, $3,000. Smaller trades will be let.

lirick construction.

VV. J. Nixon, ;i3 Columbine Avenue,
has had plans drawn for a pair of resid-
ences, estimated to cost $.'),000. Smaller
trades will be let. Hrick construction.

A. R. Williamson, :i04 Indian Road,
has commenced the erection of an addi-
tion to apartments at Augusta Street and
Grange Avenue, eslin\ated to cost
$13,000. Tenders for smaller trades will

be called about May 10th. lirick con-
struction.

Work on the erection of a residence
has been started by E. Elubacker, 92
O'Hara Avenue. Estimated cost, $a,000.

Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-
struction.

Wellesley, Ont.
John K. Schmidt has commenced the

erection of a residence. White brick
construction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

West Lome, Ont.
Dugald McCallum, Main Street, in-

tends to prepare plans for a residence, to
cost about $;!,500.

Weston, Ont.
J. .N'ason, Main .Street, has had plans

drawn for a pair of residences, estimated
to cost $4,000. Smaller trades will be
let. lirick construction.

The Humber Home Development
Company, Main Street, propose to build
two residences, at an appro-ximate cost
of 4,000 each, and to resume the con-
struction of another partly built.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Barrie, Ont.

The contract for masonry required in

the erection of two residences for W. C.
Thompson, l.'i Owen Street, has been
let to John Sindry, the plastering: and
cement work to T. Thompson, and the
heating and plumbin)^ to Buchanan &
MolTat. 8(i Dunlop Street. Appro.\imate
cost. $3,000 each.

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

1 he Ke'ieral contract for the erection
of a residence for .\. E. Duff, lireat

George Street, has been awarded to H.
& S. Lowe. 2:i,S Hillsboro Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $0,000.

Eastview, Ont.
The Reneral contract for the erection

of a residence for F. (jiadu has been
awarded to J. Francoucr. Brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

connection with the residence being
built by M. L. Eair, 131 Berlin Avenue,
has been let to LemiuKton & White, 140
Roslyn Avenue, the carpentry and roof-
ing; to Blake & McDonald, 72 Central
Avenue, and the electrical work to A.
I'hoenix, 241 McXab Street .\. Esti-
mated cost, $3,000.

The general, masonry, carpentry and
roofing contracts for the erection of

twelve residences for Williamson & Tor-
rencc, 948 Main Street E., have been let

to S. S. Forbes, 165 Sanford Street S..

the plastering to II. Ilancox, 41 Robins
Avenue, and the painting to J. Omand,
J 77 Walnut Street W. Estimated cost.

$20,000.

Kingston, Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in the erection of an apartment
house for James Elder, 207 William
.Street, has been let to the Halliday Elec-
tric C'oTupany, :;4"> King Street. Prev-
ious report in error.

Levis, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence on Fraser Street for L.

.Saindon, ;14 Wolfe Street, has been
awarded to J. Cote, 29.') Richelieu Street,

Quebec. Approximate cost, $.'5,000.

Lindsay, Ont.
The general, carpentry and roofing

contracts for the erection of four resid-
ences for J. O'Reilly and L. V. O'Connor
have been let to Neil Gray, the masonry
to John Sproule. plastering to Way &
Reeves & Company, and heating to W.
R. Keys, Kent Street. Brick construc-
tion.

London, Ont.
The general contract for remodelling a

residence and erection of a garage for

John Smallman, Elmwood Avenue, has
been let to John Putherbough, 1006 Wel-
lington Street. Approximate cost,

$10,000.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for R. Pearson, 459 Grey
Street, has been let to T. Leah, 1047 Dun-
das Street. White brick construction.
Estimated cost, $.1,000.

William Copp, 32 Belgrave Avenue,
has been awarded the general contract
for the erection of five residences for the
Copp Syndicate. Estimated cost, $15,000.

Ottawa. Ont. •

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for Frand Cowan," 1110
Somerset Street, has been let to J. Ville-
neuve. 04 Bayswater Avenue. Approxi-
mate cost, $4,000.

Port Credit, Ont.
The contract for plumbing and heating

recpiired in connection with the resid-
ence now being built by W. N. Allin, 19
Balmuto Street, Toronto, has been let

to J. II. Doughty, Lake Shore Road, Mi-
mico.

Quebec, Que.
Work has been started on the erection

of a residence for Madame H. R. Dus-
sault, 10.3 Fifth Street, Limoilou. Gen-
eral -contractor. Maxime Picottc. 161
Fifth Street, Limoilou. Brick and frame
construction. Estimated cost. $T,0»)0.

The general contract for the erection

of an addition to a reoidence for Brown
& Kochctte. 480 St. Valier Street, has
been awarded to A. bes Lauriers. 402
.St. Francois .Street. Approximate cost,

$4,000.

Wi.irk has been started on an addition
to a residence for E. Tremblay, 100
{.'rcmazie Street. General contractors,
J'arent & Lachancc, 7 St. Marie Street.
Approximate cost, $3,000.

St. Thomas, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for T. H. Walley has been
awarded to Morton Brothers, the carp-
entry to D. L. Shafcr, i:il Curtis Street,
and wiring to .Sandhani & Robert^, 531
Talbot Street. Approximate cost, $.1,000.

Toronto. Ont
R. Dale, 96 Castle Frank .Avenue, has

commenced the erection of a residence,
and has let the heating and plumbing to
J. Elliott, 98 Concord Avenue. Brick
construction. Estimated cost, $4,000.

In connection with the residence being
buili by Uayward & Whitchorn, 6 Hal-
lam Street, the heating has been awarded
to A. Pountney. .361 Ossington Avenue,
and the plumbing to F. Adams.
The general masonry and carpentry

contracts for an addition to the residence
of J. G. Cavcn. 88 Bloor Street E., have
been let to James McKenzie, '447 Glad-
stone Avenue, and work has been started
Estimated cost. $.3,500.

The contract for masonry required in
the erection of a residence on Oakmount
Road for H. I'ussell. 201 Howard Park
.Avenue, has been let to .Mbert Webb i:i
Shirley Avenue, and the carpentry to E.
I-.. Woodlcy. 5 Poplar Plains Crescent.

.

In connection with the residence which
'f.r n"^^^"''' °" Glengrove St. E, for
W. B Galbraith, 22 St. Leonards Ave-
nue, the contract for masonry and plas-
tering has been let to l'. Bailey the
carpentry to J. Tait, 58 Manor Road,
heating to W. Schulkins. 933 College
Street, and plumbing to A. Wilson. Ap-
proximate cost, $7,500.

Ireland Brothers, 118 Bclleview Ave-nue have been awarded the general con-
tract for the erection of a residence andgarage for Harton Walker. 20 Toronto
Mreet. and have started work Ao-
proximate cost. $10,000. Brick construc-
tion.

Verdun, Que.
Work has been started on the erec-

tion of a residence for John Hunt, 60S
Rielle Avenue. General contractors.
Anglins, Limited. 65 Victoria Street.
Montreal. Brick construction. Esti-
mated cost. $3,500.

Wettboro, Ont.
In connection with the residence be-

ing built by F. Labounty. Roxborough
Avenue, the contract for electrical work
has been let to C. C. Gould. Brick ve-
neer construction. .Approximate cost
$3,000.

Windsor, Ont.
In connection with the erection of

flats for Mrs. G. Hallott. Langlois Ave-
nue, the contract for masonry has been
let to Alfred Cross, Louis Avenue, the
plastering to \'. Troup. 313 Victoria
Road. Walkcrville. and heating, plumb-
ing and steel to L'Heurenx Brothers, IS
Wyandotte Street E.

The following contracts have been let
for the erection of a residence for S. E
Rigg, 35 Pitt Street E.:—masonry and



To Contractors

Sealed lenders will be received up till noon,
April 26th, 1916, by the Secretary, for the erec-

tion and completion of a six-roomed Public School
Building for Finch School Board Section No. 3,

in the Village of Finch, Ont.

Drawings and specifications can be seen at the
undersigned. The Board reserves the right to

reject any or all tenders. The successful tenderer
will be required to furnish sailsfactory guarantee
as to good faith. Tenders will be opened after

S.:tO o'clock p.m. May 1st,

GEO. S. CASSELMAN,
lt>-17 Secretary.

Tenders for Bridge

Tenders will be received and contracts award-
ed by the Council of the Township of Bland-
ford at the Commercial Hotel, Woodstock, on
Saturday, the 29th day of April, at the hour of

2 p.m., for the construction of a 40-foot steel

girder span with concrete floor and abutments, at

Ratho. Tenders may be separate or in hulk, and
may be addressed care of:

F. J. URE, C.K., Woodstock, Ont.

GEORGE OLIVER, Twp Clerk, Bright.

EDWARD ADAMS, Reeve, Woodstock.
16-lG

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned,

and endorsed "Tender for metallic fittings for

New Customs Offices and Examining Warehouse,
Sussex Street, Ottawa," will be received until

4 p.m., on Thursday, April 27, 1916. for the work
mentioned.

Plans, specification and forms of contract can

be seen and forms of tender obtained on appli-

cation to the office of Edwin Francis, Caretaker,

Post Office, London, Ont., R. L. Deschatnps,

Overseer of Dominion Buildings, Post Office,

Montreal, Thos. A. Hastings, Clerk of Works,
Postal Station "F," Toronto, and at this De-

partment.

Firms or others tendering are hereby advised

that two separate tenders are to be submitted;

one to cover filing cases, etc., the other to cover

shelvings, etc.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the forms sup-

plied, and signed with their actual signatures,

stating their occupation and places of residence.

In the case of firms, the actual signature, the

nature of the occupation, and place of residence

of each member of the firm must be given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honorable the Minister of Pub-

lic Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

the amoimt of the tender, which will be for-

feited if the person tendering decline to enter

into a contract when called upon to do so, or

fail to complete the work contracted for. If the

tender be not accepted the cheque will be re-

turned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept

tlie lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, April 13, 1910.

Newspapers will not be paid for this adver-

tisement if they insert it without authority from
the Department.—148. 16-16

Construction of Cribwork

and Concrete Wall

Sealed tenders will be received up to V2 o'clock
noon, Monday, May 1st, 1916, addressed to the
Chairman of the Toronto Harbor Commissioners,
50 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont., and marked "Ten-
ders for Harbor Head Walls."

AH information may be obtained by applying
to the above address. Tenders received after the
time above named will not be considered.

The Commissioners reserve the right to reject
any or all tenders received.

E. L. COUSINS,

30 17 ("hief Engineer an*! Matiagei

.

Tenders for

Drainage Work
Sealed tenders, addressed to Alex. Mc Far lane,

Clerk of the Township of South Norwicli, Otter-
ville, will he received up to T.iiO p.m., of Wed-
nesday, the 10th day of May, for the construc-
tion of "'The Collver Drain" l),817 lineal feet of

lilc drain and 1,47I» lineal feet of open drain.

Tenders for the supply of tile, F.O.B. Hawtry,
will be received at the same time. Plans and
specifications may be seen at the Clerk's office,

Otterville. or at the office of the undersigned,
Woodstock.
Ifi-lfi F. J. URE, Township Engineer.

Tenders Wanted
Sealed tenders will be received by the under-

signed, addressed to Chester S. Walters, Esquire,
Mayor, Chairman lioard of Control, up to 5
o'clock p.m.. Monday, the Eighth day of May,
1916, for supplying mechanical rakes and ap-

purtenances for Gage Avenue pumping station.

Tenders to be on forms supplied by the City
Corporation and plainly marked on the outside
as to contents.

Plans, specifications, and further details can
be obtained upon application to the City En-
gineer's office, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.
S. H. KENT,

City Clerk.
Hamilton, April Uth, 1916. 16-16

Notice to Contractors

Sidewalk Plant

.Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman and
Members of the Board of Control, will be re-

ceived by the Secretary of the Board of Control.

City Ilall, Ottawa, up to 4 p.m., Tuesday, April

26th, for the supply and delivery of :

—

One 1/3 cubic yard batch power Concrete Mixer.

1,500 lin. ft. complete, of steel sidewalk forms.

Any tender received after the above stated

time will be declared informal.

Specifications and full particulars may be ob-

tained on appHcation to the City Engineer's

Office, City Hall, Ottawa.

The Corporation does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

F. C. ASKWITH,
Acting City Engineer.

Ottawa, April 14th, 1S16. 16-16

To Contractors

Sealed bids for all trades refjuired in the erec-

tion of a residence in Warren Road. Toronto,
will be received up to noon of Saturday, April
29th, 1916. J*lans and specifications, and all

particulars may be obtained at the office of the
architect.
The lowest or any bid not necessarily accepted.

F. S. BAKER, Architect,
Traders Bank Building,

16-16 Toronto, Ont.

TENDERS
Tenders for all trades in connection with the

erection of addition and alterations to St. Peters
Separate School and a new School at St. Monica's
Parish, for the Separate School Board for the
city of Toronto, will be received until 5 p.m.,

Wednesday, April 26, 1016, at the office of the
Board, ti7 Bond Street.

Tenders to be submitted on forms supplied by
the Architect, and to be addressed to E. F. Hen-
derson, Chairman of Sites and Buildings Com-
mittee, and must be accompanied by a marked
cheque for 10 per cent, of the amount of tender.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the Architect, Charles J. Read, Rooms
i:i7 and 138 Confederation Life Building, Toronto.

16-16

Tenders for

Bridge Construction

Sealed tenders, plainly marked as to contents,

will be received by the undersigned ujy to 12

o'clock noon of Thursday, April 27th, 1916, for

the construction of a reinforced concrete bridge

of 25 ft. span on the East Boundary of Lot 21.

Con. A, fronting the Humber River in the Town-
ship of Ftobicoke, known as the Culham Bridge.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the undersigned, .'i" .Adelaide St. East,

Toronto.
The lowest or any tender will not neces-

sarily be accepted.
FRANK B.-VRBER,

Township Engineer.

Toronto, April 7th, 1916. 16-1(>

TENDERS ^1
for Steel Furnishings

at the New Registry Office

Tenders required in connection with work on
the above will be received by registered post
only, addressed to the undersigned up to noon
on Tuesday, April 26th, 1916. Plans and speci-

fications may be seen and forms of tender and
all information obtained at the office of the City
.Architect, City Hall, Toronto. Envelopes con-

taining tenders must be plainly marked on the

outside as to contents. The usual conditions re-

lating to tendering, as prescribed by the City
By-laws, must be strictly complied with or ten-

ders may not be entertained. Tenderers shall

sulamit with their tender the names of two per-

sonal sureties or the bond of a Guarantee Com-
pany, approved by the City Treasurer. The low-

est or any tender not necessarily accepted.

1616
T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,

Chairman of Board of Control.
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Board of Education
Sealed tenders, whole or separate, addressed

to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of Kdu-
cation, will he rcccivccl until

:

THURSDAY, APRIL 27th, 1916.
for

ORNAMENTAL IRON FENCING,
RODEN SCHOOL

For Supplying 25,000 feet 2 inch Pine

Planks and 8,000 feet 4 in. x 4 in.

and 4 in. X 6 in. Cedar
also

For Supplying Linseed Oil, Turpentine and

Sundry Materials for Painters' Work
specifications may hv seen and all information

uhtained at the oftice of the Superintendent of

ISuildings, City Hall, Toronto. Kach tender must
he accompanied with an accepted hank cheque
for live per cent, of the amount of tender or its

i'<(nivalent in cash, applying to said tender only.
Sureties for all tenders exceeding four thousand
dollars must he furnished by Surety Companies.
Tenders nuisl he in the hands of the Secretary-
Treasurer, at his olVice in the City Hall, not
later than 4 o'clock on the day named, after

which no tender wtil he received'. The lowest or

any tender will not necessarily be accepted.

MII-KS VOKES,
Chairman ofComniiUce.

W, C. Wn.KTNSON,
ItMlJ Secretary -Treasurer.

Locomotive Wanted
Wanted Second -Tland Industrial Locomotive,

medium size, good condition. Send full particu-
lars to The Oueenston Ouarry Company, Limit-
id. Si. David's. Out. " lfi-l({

DERRICK WANTED

ICIeclrically operated, four to five ton stitT lejj

derrick, boom fifty to sixty feet long. Must be

in first class condition. The Toronto Iron Works
Ltd.. Koot of Cherry Street, Toronto. 10-10

FOR SALE

One twelve-ton Austin gasoline road roller,

1014 model. Worked three months. In perfect
condition. Kox 3.10, Contract Record, Toronto,
Ont. 1516

FOR SALE-Asphalt Roller

One "Erie" 5Ton Tandetn Steam Roller, in

perfect coiubtion. L^sed about one week. Full

specification and price upon request. P. O. Box
(15, St. Catharines, Ont. 10 17

FOR SALE
Second-Hand Pipe Threading

and Cutting Machines

Two— No. 2 (Murchey Type) Semi-Antoniatic
double head Nipple and Pipe Threading
Machine, >4-inch to 2-inch inclusive, com-
plete with t'ountersunk ruHcys, etc.

Two—New Rapid Upright Roller Pipe Cutters,
(Murchey Type) ^-ineh to 2-inch inclusive.

» >ne—Heavy Duty Pipe Cutter (Murchey Type)
1^-inch to 4-inch inclusive.

i)nc—No. 4 (Williams Type) Power Pipe Ma--
chine, 2yiinch to 8-inch inclusive, all

complete.

lino—No. 12 Power Pipe Machine, 4-inch to 12-

inch inclusive.
Apply Box 891, Contract Record, Toronto, Ont.

1016

Construction Work

Superinten<lent or foreman on general con-

struction work (Railway or Canal) on Concrete,

Kuck and Earth, wants position. Frank Brown,

(ieneral Delivery, Substation F, Toronto. 16-17

Reinforced Concrete Superintendent

Superintendent for past twelve years. Had
full charge of some of the largest plants and

buildings. Now open for engagement. A Mar-

tin, care of 51 Macplierson Ave., Toronto, 10-17

Residences
(OoDtiiiiifd from page 40)

carpentry, J. K. Scullard; plumbinK and
heating, Koy Hicks, l.Mt Wyandotte Ave-
nue K. Street E.; jilasterinK, Nicol Troup,
',l\'.\ Victoria J'toad, W'alkerville; roofing,
Windsor Hardware Comi)any, 71 .Sand-

wich Street E. ; electrical work, W. A.
l-eFavc. Appro.xiinate cost, $8,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Mono Mills, Ont.
The Mono Mills Independent Tele-

plione Association, Ltd., have been in-

corporated to construct a telephone line

in the Townships of Adjala, Caledon,
Mono and Albion. W. J. Miller is in-

terested.

Rodney, Ont.
The Town Council will submit a by-

law to authorize the installation of a
lighting and power distribution system.
Estimated cost, $7,000. Clerk, S. B.

Morris,

Saskatoon, Sask.
The City Council will require 3,500

feet of 4-core lead covered wire and
power cable. Electrical Engineer, E.

Hanson.

St. Emelie De L'Energie, Que.
The installation of an electric lighting

system is contemplated by Evangeliste
Lagacee. Approximate cost, $50,000.

Strathroy, Ont.
The 'I'own Council are considering the

installation of an electric fire alarm sys-

tem. Clerk, F. W. Atkinson.

Weyburn, Sask.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the raising of $35,000 for the purchase of

one 500-k.w. turbine and equipment. En-
gineer, George VV. Reid.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa. Ont.

The I'ity Council have let the contract
for supply of underground cable to the
Standard Unledground Cable Company.
Sherman Avenue N., Hamilton, at

$10,600.

Miscellaneous

Kirkland Lake, Ont.
H. Oakcs. Lake Shore Mine, will re-

ceive tenders immediately on the supply
of one 200-h.p. motor, compressor, drill

and pumps.

Ottawa, Ont. '

The Board of Control will receive

tenders until April 8&th for the supply of
one concrete mixer with a capacity of
one-third yard.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Department of Railways & Can-

als will receive tenders until April 18th

on the supply of 42,000 barrels of cement.
Specifications at office of the Purchas-
ing Agent.

Preston, Ont.
The Town (Jouncil are considering the

purchase of a steam or chemical tire en-
gine. Clerk. H. (,". Edgar.

Sherbrooke, Que.
The City Council are now receiving

tenders for one piston power pump, ca-
pacity 4.000,000 Imperial gallons, triplex

power, horizontal or upright, with out-
side packing, to work against a 350-foot
head. Secretary, E. C. Gatien.

The City Council will receive tenders
tmtil noon, .April 39th. for the following
machinery:—one piston power pump, one
vertical water wheel. Hume, shaft and
brackets. Specilications at office of the
City Engineer, Thomas Trcmblay.

Toronto, Ont.
The Toronto Harbor Commissioners.

.')0 Bay Street, will receive tenders until

May 1st for the construction of crib
work and concrete wall. Chief Engi-
neer, E. L. Cousins.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Berlin, Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for supplies:—iron piping.

J. Hainsworth, 14 Foundry Street N.;
sewer pipe and cement, R. Boehmer &
Company, 78 King Street E.; catch ba-
sins and manhole covers. Farwcll
Foundry Company, 225 Queen Street;

concrete tile, P. Bergman. King Street.

Waterloo: curb iron, A. B. Miller, Ber-
lin.

Brantford, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for the supply of road oil to
the Crescent Oil Company, Limited, 136
Cannon Street West, Hamilton.

Gait, Ont.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for supplies:—castings.
Gait Foundry Company. Stone Road;
hardware, Buchanan & Tait, Main Street;
cement, I. D. Burns, Main Street, and
Scott & Hogg, Water Street S.: lumber.
W. I. Reid Company, Water Street N.

London, Ont.
The London Concrete Machinery Com-

pany. Ltd., have awarded contracts for
the supply of machinery to the following
firms:—Sparks & McKay, Hamilton;
William Fralick, Wellandport; Globe
Graphite Mining & Refining Company.
Port Elmsley; J. C. Hunt, Dorchester:
Dominion Steel Metal Company. Ham-
ilton; Corporation of \'illage of Orms-
town, Que.; George Bannister, Ottawa;
.1. E. Tomlinson. Malton.

Quebec, Que.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for supplies:—pig lead and
lead pipe, Charles A. Parent, 106 St.

Joseph Street; cast iron pipe, Canada
Foundry Company, 163 St. Antoine St.,

Montreal; iron and brass castings. F. X.
Drolet. 206 De Pont Street, and Terreau
& Racine. 196 St. Paul Street: brick, W.
Cantin, Les Saules Street: clay pipe.

Standard Clay Products Company, St.

James Street, St. John's, Que.
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Fires
Ange-Gardien, Que.

Stable and barn owned by Joseph Le-
tarte. Loss, $3,000. Will rebuild.

Aylmer, Que.
Residence of Herbert Routliff. Loss,

.$3,000. May rebuild.

Brooke Township, Ont.
Barns owned by Robert Toohill, Nap-

ier. Will be replaced by fireproof

structures.

Chateau-Richer, Que.
Sawmill owned by J. Cauchon. Loss,

$7,000. Will rebuild.
"

Drumheller, Alta.

Business block owned by W. E. Mc-
Donald. Loss, about $10,000.

Highfield, N. B.
Store and residence of Tobias Broth-

ers. Loss, about $3,000.

Killarney, Man.
Plant of the Crescent Creamery Com-

pany, Ltd., Shcrburn Street, Winnipeg.
I-oss, $5,000.

Lion's. Head, Ont.
Store of Tackaberry & Tackaberry.

Loss, $15,000. Owners considering re-

building.

Napinka, Man.
Warehouses owned by James Carn-

duflf. Loss, $fi,0O0. Will rebuild.

Ottawa, Ont.
Residence of L. Charbonneau, Holland

Avenue. Loss, $3,000.

Russell. Man.
Premises of the Union Bank of Can-

ada. Loss, about $15,000. Manager,
W. W. Barry.

St. Adalbert, Que.
Sawmill owned by Albert Caron. Loss.

$4,000.

Ste. Foye, Que.
Residence owned by Ernest Myrand,

144 Latourelle Street, Quebec. Loss
$4,000. May rebuild.

St. Hyacinthe, Que.
Hotel, owned by P. Jubinville. Loss,

about $8,000. Will rebuild.

St. John, N. B.
Business block owned by the McLean

Estate. Loss, $5,000.

Moulding shop of McLean, Holt &
Company, Ltd. Loss, about $4,000. Man-
ager, D. J. Barratt.

St. Lazare, Que.
Store and residence of Oscar Lavigne.

Loss, $15,000. Will rebuild.

St. Paul du Buton, Que.
Sawmill owned by A. Blais and F. Le-

tourneau.

St. Thomas, Ont.
Residence owned by Duncan Wright-

man, c|o Pere Marquette Railway. Loss,

Business block owned by E. Morris-
sette. Loss, about $30,000.

Late News Items
Berlin, Ont.
The contract for laying about 6,000

square yards of concrete pavement with
curbs and gutter has been awarded by
the City Council to Ernest J. Holland,
Ingersoll, at $8,742.

Brantford, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a residence

for E. L. Gould, 103 Darling Street, will

be received until noon, April 22nd, by
the Architects, Barber & Tilley. Temple
Building. Approximate cost. $8,000.

Brockville, Ont.
The General Hospital Board have let

the contract for masonry, carpentry and
steel work required in the. erection of a
Home to A. Cameron-, Alexandria. Ap-
proximate cost of building, $77,000.

Cottam, Ont.
The Secretary to the Gosfield Town-

ship Council, W. H. Noble, Cottam, will

receive tenders until April 29th, for (1)
drilling an artesian well and supply of
castings, ets., and (2) drilling only.

Dartmouth, N.S.
The general contract for the erection

of a foundry for the Williston Steel
Foundry Company has been awarded to
Rhodes, Curry & Company, Limited.
Kempt Road, Halifax. Approximate
cost, $16,000.

Halifax, N.S.
The following are contractors for the

apartments now being built for F. A.
Shaw, 32 Blower Street:—general con-
tract, masonry, carpentry and roofing.

J. D. Lavers, 1 Argyle Street; heating.
.\ndrews Heating Company, Minneapo-
lis; plumbing, C. H. Cragg, Water St.;

electrical work, J. Starr Son & Company,
Granville Street. Approximate cost,

$10,000.

Montreal, Que.
The Protestant Board of School Com-

missioners, Belmont Street, have award-
ed the general contract for the erection
of a school on De Junionville Street to

the Raymond Construction Company,
Limited, 145 St. James Street. Approxi-
mate cost, $6,700.

Quebec, Que.
\V. Brochu, 87 Claire Fontaine Street,

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence on Aberdeen Street, estim.ited to
cost $7,000. Brick and frame construc-
tion.

Work has been started on a building
for the Y. W. C. A., 125 Ste. Anne Street.
The contract for excavation has been let

to the Sharp Construction Company, 109
Fleurie Street. Tenders will be called
shortly for the erection of the building.
Estimated cost, $30,000.

St. Christophe Pont Viau, Que.
Vautrin & Bernier, 281 St. .\ndre St.,

Montreal, will receive tenders until April
38th for the erection of a chapel and
parsonage.

St. Maurice de Thetford, Que.
The contract for interior alterations to

the Roman Catholic Church has been
awarded to J. St. Hilaire, St. Romuald,
Que., at $35,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The plan's for the proposed Masonic

Temple on Spadina Road have been re-

vised, and the cost reduced to about
$175,000. The Directors expect to call

for tenders shortly. Architect, H. B.

Knowlcs, 1170 Broadway, New York
City.

Wood Cofifer Against Back of Dam Used
in Replacing Masonry

Two temporary spillways left in con-
^itructing the La Boquilla dam of the

''Northern Mexican Power Company,
Limited, were closed under a considerable

head of water by constructing timber
shutters across the upstream openings.

building a rubble masonry wall across
them and filling the space l)etween wall
and shutter with concrete in which large
stones were bedded. The masonry placed
in this space was laid under water, as

the shutters could not well be made tight.

The east spillway was deeper than the
west, and the masonry proved so porus
that it was not practicable to grout it.

G. G. Underbill, chief engineer, and Ed-
win Duryea, Jr., consulting engineer for

the power company, then decided to re-

place the back face of this masonry, do-
ing the work in a timber cofferdam seat-

ed against the back of the dam. The
method is described by them in a recent
issue of the Cornell Civil Engineer.
The construction of the dam, which is

in the State of Chilhuabua, Mexico, had
been delayed by the difficulty of secur-

ing cement. Meanwhile the reservoir

filled so that at the time the 33-foot-wide
east spillway was closed it was passing
water at a depth of 20 feet. The volume
of water descending into the .gorge be-

lo.w at high velocity menaced the founda-
tions of the power house. 140 feet below
the spillway floor. By the time it was
decided to remove the porous masonry
from the back of this spillway section

cement had been secured, the dam had
been carried considerably higher, and the

reservoir had filled to about 33 feet above
the bottom of the section to be repaired.

A cofferdam 46 feet high and braced
with horizontal I-beam stringers inside

vertical studding was used. Over the

latter were nailed two layers of 2-inch

plank covered with canvas. Because there

was no site convenient for a launchway.
the studding, floor and lower part of

the sheeting were assembled on shore
and handled to place by the two cable-

ways spanning the dam. The cofferdam
was completed in place and lowered a

few feet at a time as it was built up.

On reaching the required depth.- the sides

and floor of the cofferdam were caulked
against the back face of the dam with
bags, etc., by a diver. Several vertical

cross walls of three 2 x 12 inch 40-foot

timbers each were then set and wedged
against the I-beams by the diver. These
were found far easier to place than cross-

braces, and were considered much super-

ior. During the building of the coffer-

dam it was liung on two 1-inch wire ropes
fastened to the floor near the upstream
ed.ge and clamped off around blocks hung
from eyebolts in the masonry above.
These lines pulled the bottom of the cof-

ferdam against the masonry, while the

top was held in by short side lines fast-

ened to eyebolts on cither side of the

section. The lowering was done by two '.

stiffleg derricks, set one on each side of

the old spillway, helped when necessary
by the cablcways. The floor of the cof-

ferdam was weighted with stone to help

sink it.

When the cofferdam was in place and
braced it was unwatered with three 8-

inch centrifugal pumps. .\s the water
was lowered, inclined timber struts were
placed from notches in the masonry to

blocks bolted to the studs. They were
required in addition to the friction of

the cofferdam against the masonry to

overcome the uplift.

The coffer once pumped out, the work
of removing the defective masonry to an
average depth of a yard and replacing it

with good concrete was readily accomp-
j

lished, working from the bottom up. This
wall provided a solid backing, enabling
the interior part of the porous section of

concrete to be grouted without difficulty.
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TH.\T good roads are an indispensable asset to the wealth of a country in peace times, as well as to

any country is being fully demonstrated by the national defence in war time, the plea for more
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erally have recognized that good roads are a

military asset, but few have fully realized the mo- Architects' Association Has Not Exclusive
nientous part being played by good roads in the Out-

Riuhts
come of the present war. They were probably the de- igms

termining factor in stopping the great German drive An important decision respecting the .Association

early in the war on Paris. Cicneral JotTre, by the aid of .Architects of the Province of Quebec has just been
of motor transports, taking advantage of the splendid handed down in the Court of Review by .\cting Chief
highway system around Paris, concentrated forces at justice .\rchibald and Justices McDougall and Mer-
strategic points with such rapidity that he was able cier.

to check the German drive ancl prevent the investment It appears that a Mr. Gariepy had tran.sgres.sed the

of Paris by the Teutonic invaders. By commandeer- rules of the .Association t^f .Architects of the Province
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of yuebec by giving himself the title of architect with-
out first becomino- a member of the association. The
association took the matter up, and the Supreme
Court some time ajjo confirmed a ruling of the associa-
tion which condemned Mr. Gariepy to pay a fine of

$100. The Court of Review now reverses the judg-
ment of the Supreme Court, and in so doing denies
the Association of Architects of the Province of Quebec
the right to exclude architects who are not members
of their association from practising in Quebec.

The following extract from the recent judgment
indicates clearly the attitude of the Court of Review
on this question :

—

"To justify plaintiff's conclusions we would have
to rely upon inference and implication to agree to the

proposition that the provincial architects' association

is a close corporation—that the charter under which
this action is brought gives the Association of Archi-
tects the exclusive right for their members to practise

as architects in this province and to bar out all others

who do not join their ranks. We cannot subscribe to

such doctrine.

"Tiie privileges afforded the association are stated

in the terms of the statute—neither more nor less. By
inference, we are now asked to decide that because
the Bar, the physicians, notaries, surveyors and cer-

tain other professions have obtained exclusive charters

wherein the prohibitive enactment is expressed in clear

and unmistakable terms, the Legislature intended to

do the same thing for the profession of architects, al-

though the language used in the Architects' Act pre-

sents serious points of difiference from the simple,

direct and plain phraseology of these other acts.

"If such was the intention, why not express it?

The fact that it was not so expressed is apt to lead one
to the presumption that the law-giver did not intend

to grant exclusive rights here. Coupled with the fur-

ther circumstance that the architects when applying
for and obtaining their charter, as well as the legisla-

tors upon granting it, had before their eyes and in

their minds the charters already granted to the said

other corporate entities, what conclusion are we to

draw when we see them departing from well-known,
symmetrically-drafted, bomb-proof models, to ask for

and receive a version so at variance therefrom?"

The Sanitary Service at the Front

Writing in the London Times on the R.x\.M.C.

service in Flanders, Dr. Grenfell, of Labrador, who
has been working with a Canadian unit, says :

—

"The .sanitary services of all the towns and villages

near the line have been taken over entirely by the R.

A. M. C. Sewers and drains have been put in order

;

garbage and filth disposed of at the least possible cost.

At certain ])laces near the line one sees a series of fur-

naces all made from old tins filled with clay, having

air spaces between, which once lighted require next to

no attention, but are eternally doing their work, like

modern 'Valleys of Hinnom.' Water supplies are all

the while being tested and retested by ambulatory lab-

oratories. One sees everywhere the trail of their

work in labels hanging to melancholy looking taps,

such as 'This water is not to be used until chlorinated.'

It is at best a muddy fluid that serves for trench tea.

Yet at the front there is is less typhoid than measles.

"The happiest men we saw in France were in the

baths close behind the trenches. In one converted

dyeing factory 2,000 men got baths in a day. One
saw batches of men rolling about in the huge vats filled

with clean hot water, while their uniforms in super-

heated steam chests and under heavy hot irons were
being freed from the plague of trench vermin, and en-
tirely new sets of well-aired underclothing were being
put out for each man. The splendid physique of the
men, as one viewed these regiments in statu naturae
before they returned once more to the battle line, sug-
gested the i)athos of the preparations of the Spartans
before their 'field of honour' at Thermopylae. Yet to

be of service these prophylactic measures have to be
conducted so close to the firing line that just before we
entered 'the baths' a stray 'Jack Johnson' lopped over
fussily past the side entrance into the canal that fur-

nishes its water supply. The lot of a washerwoman
is not looked upon as heroic in civil life, but anyone in-

s])ecting the conditions under which the laundries
close behind the lines carry on their warfare, with the
essential coverings of a trench army, would find no
reason to grumble if an occasional decoration fell into

the hands of some of the leaders of these tireless

hosts."

Ottawa Branch G.S.G.E.
At the meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil

Fngineers, Montreal, on the 13th inst., Mr. John Mur-
phy, chairman of the Ottawa' branch of the Society,

gave an informal talk on a visit to the Panama Canal.
By means of slides, Mr. Murphy described in parti-

cular the earth slides in the Calebra cut, referring to

the manner in which, the earth was forced up from the

bottom of the canal, the means taken to remove the

enormous masses which obstructed the waterway, and
the difficulties which were encountered by the en-
gineers. Afterwards Lieut. Col. F. A. Snyder, a mem-
ber of the societj-, gave an address on map making and
map-reading in military work. He described an or-

iginal diagram for making military scales for inter-

polation of contours and the reduction and enlarge-

ment of maps, a method which has been adopted by
the Canadian Militia Department.

Proceeding with Construction Work
The Montreal Board of Control has decided to pro-

ceed with the completion of the north wall and the

construction of the south wall in connection with the

aqueduct scheme and the new filtration plant. Plans
are also being prepared for the new power house re-

quired for the proposed hydro-electric development
portion of the scheme, by which power will be pro-

vided for pumping and lighting purposes.

Collingwood Adding Waterworks Equipment
The Board of Water Commissioners of the town of

Collingwood have awarded the Turbine ]"'quipment

Company, Toronto, a contract to supply and install

tw.o De Laval single stage centrifugal pumps, each
having a capacity of 1,000 Imperial gallons a minute,

against 165 feet head, and each direct-connected to a

73 h.p. Canadian Crocker-Wheeler motor, complete
with valves, piping and Venturi meter.

Work on the nave of the Episcopal Cathedral of St.

John the Divine, in New York City, which will be the

largest church in the United States, will begin May 8.

The work is expected to take 5 years and to cost near-

ly $3,000,000.

The 10th report of the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners for Canada, covering the year ending March
31, 1915, is iust to hand.
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Shall I Build Now, or Wait? Comparative
Prices To-day and at Outbreak of War

(Continued

Stone and sand— F'riccs sumewliat easier.

Hrick— I'-nlly twenty-five ])er cent. drop.
Cement—Reduetidii of 10 to 15 cents a barrel.
Lime—I'^xactly same.
Lumber and millwork—Same, or slightly in ad-

vance of 1914; considerably lower than 1912-13.
Ilardwall i)laster—No advance.
.I'lunil)in<;- and heating—A considerable advance in

nearly all metal |)rices.

This sums up the situation so far as we have been
able to gauge price conditions in our last three issues.
A number of miscellaneous items remain which are
of more or less importance, such as paints, glass, roof-
ing, etc. Discussion on these follow:

Fireproof Doors, Windows, Sash, Etc.

The .\. I!. Ormsby Company, Toronto, have sup-
l)lied us with the following dat.i regarding prices of

metal doors and windows:
"Jn connection with iiollow metal sash the price of

iron has been steadily advancing and today we are
paying about $3.00 more i)er cwt. for it than we were
when the war broke out.

"In connection with steel Sash—Any maiuifacturer
that has not a heavy stock on hand at the ])resent time
will find it impossible to get section, as the Steel Trust
are so busy they do not know what to do. The ()rice

on this has also been steadily advancing.
"Regarding lirejiroof doors, tin plate has gone up

in sympatliy with the other metals, and on account of

the scarcit\ of lumbermeii the price of timber has gone
up, so that there is a considerable increase in the price

of fireproof doors.

"l^abor is getting scarcer every day and the rpiality

poorer, the result being that it costs considerably more
to make uji the goods today than it did at the begin-

ning of the war or a year ago."

Papers and Felts

The enemy found us unprepared in more ways than

one. We had been satisfied to purchase a number of

items of commerce from (iermany because the cheaj)

labor conditions of that country prevented our com-
peting with them in cost of manufacture. Such items,

for example, were bleaching and dyeing materials.

The increase in cost of the analiue dye, which has

made itself so indispensable during the ])ast ten years,

figures out at more tlian 10,000 per cent. Bleaching

materials have advanced al)i)Ut 1,000 i)er cent, luir-

tunately these items do not bulk large in the building

trade, but maiuifacturers of ready roofing, wallboard,

felt, etc., used in building have advanced their j)rices

shar]ily and are taking orders for immediate ship-

ment onl\-. The following figures covering ingredi-

ents which enter into the manufacture of these articles

show clearly the reason of the advance in i)rice (Table
L) For these figures we are indebted to Messrs. Bird
& Son, Hamilton, (~)nt.

Table I.

lUt'oio llu- \\ ar Mar. 1, 191C.

RoofinR raRs per cwt. .S5 $3.12

.Mum per cwt. .9.'i 4.7.\

Bleach per cwt. t,:iO 12.00

Soda ash per cwt. ' ,0.'5 4 00

from April 19)

Slarcli ptTcwt.

New colored cuttings .. per cwt.

New dark cuttinRs .. per cwt.

Flax waste per cwt.

Sulphate pulp per cwt.

Sulphite pulp per cwt.

Bleached .sulphite pulp, per cwt.

Mixed papers per ton

Folded news per ton

Kraft papers per cwt.

Analinc dyes per 11>.

1.79

1.40

1.00

l.fiO

1.75

1.60

2.60

.VOO

fl.OO

1.00

.37

2.05

3.50

3.00

5.00

3.05

3.00

4.50

10.00

12.00

2.30

30.00

Metallic Roofing

Prices of most lines have advanced from 10 to 25
per cent., metallic ceiling material alone remaining at
the old figure. 'J'he following table (Table IL) shows
the relative cost of materials to-day as compared with
August 4, 1914. These figures were kindly furnished
by the Metallic Roofing Company of Canada, Toyonto.
who state that unless steel and spelter show a decline
in the near future these prices must further advance.

Table 11.

Auk.

Galv. "East Lake" Shingles per sq.

fainted "East Lake" Singles ... per sq.

(ialvanizcd Siding per sq.

Fainted Siding per sq.

'iH (i Cialv. Corr per 100 sq..ft.

22 G Galv. Corr per 100 sq.ft.

28 G Painted Corr per 100 sq. ft.

33 G Painted Corr per 100 sq.ft.

Metallic Ceiling per sq.

10-in. O. G. Trough per 100 ft.

3-in. Conductor Pipe per 100 ft.

I'fom the above information it is plain that imder
the heading of "Miscellaneous" we encounter a num-
ber of items that cost appreciably more than they did
a few months ago. Whether these increases are off-
set by the gains at other points, or whether thev can
be balanced against the general willingness of contrac-
tors to do business these days on a very narrow mar-
gin, can only be determined when the exact conditions
sm rounding any individual case are known. Looking
at the matter superficially, it seems to be quite pos.sible
that this may be the case. Further items under
".Miscellaneous" will be considered in our next issue.

(To be Continued.)

4. 1914
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The Construction of Highway Bridges
More Careful Consideration of Bridge Design and
Construction as a Factor in Improved Highways

By Lucius E. Allen* ,

A consideration of any scheme of highway develop-

ment must include as a component part of such system

its highway bridges, which in many highways bears

no small part of the total cost of the road. In view of

this fact, a careful study on the part of highway offi-

cials and engineers should be given to the designing

and construction of bridges that in point of cost and
durability combined with the utmost safety will best

conform to present and future conditions upon our

highways.
While the wearing surface of the roadway will wear

out and require renewal from time to time, the bridge

structure should be so constructed as to be practically

permanent. To attain permanency in bridges as in

other structures, requires not only careful designing

at the start, but also the judicious selection of those

materials best adapted for that particular bridge, and
finally, experienced workmanship in combining the

materials at hand into a finished structure.

Substructure Design

It would be of little interest to many members of

this Congress to enter into a technical discussion of

the engineering of bridge design, but there are certain

facts common to almost every bridge that is to be

constructed, that have an important relation to the

life of a bridge, which should be of interest to every-

one connected with highway work. One common
error often made in the construction of a bridge is

the lack of attention paid to securing a good founda-

tion. It matters not what the superstructure may
be, whether of steel or reinforced concrete, unless the

foundation is sound, the superstructure may be dam-
aged beyond .repair. Accurate and careful soundings

should always be taken to determine the character of

the bottom upon which the abutments or bridge piers

will rest. This may be done by the use of steel rods

driven until either solid rock or a sound foundation

is found. In some cases a wash drill outfit may be

used consisting of a drill piMut attached to short sec-

tions of iron pipe which may be connected together

as the drill penetrates into the soil. Water is forced

through this pipe by means of a force pump and in this

way the character of the sub-soil can be determined.

In rivers or streams where ice conditions are severe,

it is usually necessary to trench into the rock bottom
so that the pier will have proper and secure footing

to withstand ice jams. This also prevents under-
washing of the pier from the currents existing in the

stream.

As a general rule it is not advisable to construct

the arch type of reinforced concrete bridges upon any-
thing less than a good rock foundation or its equiva-

lent. Where the foundation conditions are not suit-

able for the use of the arch type of bridge, the girder-

beam type of reinforced concrete may be used. In this

type, should settlement subsequently occur in the

abutments, the concrete slab would still be intact,

the reinforced-concrete beams acting in a similar capa-

city to the steel girders in the girder type of steel

bridge.

^Kn^ineer County of Hastlntrs. before the Canadian and International
Good Koads Congress, Montreal.

Due attention should also be given to the size and
type of piers and abutments. In some cases it is econ-
omy to use reinforcement in the ])iers and abutments,
thereby reducing the size of the pier or abutment and
adding to its strength and ability to withstand heavy
lateral strains. The wing or reventment walls connect-
ed with the abutments should be constructed of such
height and length as to prevent backwashing of the
abutment, and also retain to a proper slope the earth

approaches to the bridge. In some cases it is ad-
vantageous to start the growth of willows along the

edge of the stream adjoining the wing walls to further

restrict washing, etc. It is important to remember
that as in many sections of this country the forests

are Ijeing depleted, the watersheds of many rivers and
streams, while not being changed in area, yet the
spring runoff of water is much quicker than formerly,
thereby increasing the danger of washouts to bridge
foundations. It is therefore good practice to antici-

pate such conditions, and so construct the foundations
of our bridges as to withstand the test of time.

Selection of Type of Bridge

Unlike highway construction, there can be no
standard type of bridge that will be adapted for every
locality. Local conditions should in every case gov-
ern the choice or selection of the type of bridge. This
will in most cases resolve itself into a consideration
of three points:—length of span and head room; char-
acter of river or stream as well as traffic conditions;
and the character of the foundation available.

The length of span will depend largely on cal-

culating the relative cost of long spans with fewer
piers, or shorter spans with an increase in the cost of

the foundation. The cost of the superstructure should
be made to balance as nearly as possible the cost of the
substructure. In some cases the lack of head room or
elevation of the approaches to the bridge will |)revent

the adoption of the reinforced concrete arch type, in

which case the girder-beam type may be used to ad-
vantage.

If steel is selected as the best material to use for

a bridge, the length of span will determine the type
of truss. Usually l)ridges with spans up to 75 to 80
feet the low truss type is the most economical, above
80 foot span the high truss type is usually used. The
use of pin connected truss bridges is being displaced
to a large extent to the use of riveted sections, either
singly or made up of angles, channels and plates.

The girder-beam type of reinforced concrete bridge
above 45-foot span is not usually as economical as the
arch type. In the construction of reinforced-concrete
bridges too great care cannot be exercised in the selec-

tion of the best materials entering into the concrete.
Many concrete bridges have been made failures simply
from the use of poor material or inexperienced work-
manship. The work of pouring the concrete should
be as continuous as possible, especially in the slab
or rib of the arch. A careful check should be made
during construction to see that every piece of steel

reinforcement is placed in its proper location in the
bridge. Many times a careless workman, not realiz-
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iiip the importance of the location of a steel reinforc-

iiij? bar, will displace it from its proper lf)cation, there-

by wcakeiiiiifj for all time the strength (jf the bridge.

Siiflicieiit camber and grade should be given the con-

crete floor slal) to drain the water from the bridge

floor. If solid concrete side walls are used, sh<jrt sec-

ti(5ns of iron pipe may be placed at. the bottom of

the floor and through the side wall to drain the water
(juickly away from the floor.

Traffic

As before stated, the character of the river, or

stream will in many cases determine the best type of

bridge ada])ted for the locality, but the character and
amount of traffic passing over a bridge should always
be taken into consideration in determining the char-

acter and width of the bridge. While it is difficult

in all cases to anticipate future traffic conditions on a

given highway, on main connecting roads or roads lead-

ing into large cities or towns, the traffic is very likely

to increase. For ordinary country roads, a clear road-

way of sixteen feet is sufficient for ordinary traffic.

For main roads, where the motor traffic is heavy a

bridge width of twenty feet is not too great. In Eng-
land many of the old masonry arch bridges have in

recent years been widened to accommodate the large

increase in traffic.

It may be of interest to note that in a report pre-

sented by Mr. H. Howard Humphreys and Mr. W. J.

Taylor, County Surveyor, Southampton, luigland, at

the Third International Road Congress in London, it

is stated that of thirty-three Engineers of County
Councils, who furnished information regarding the

use of reinforced concrete for bridge work, eighteen

reported that reinforced concrete had been used for

the construction of bridges anl culverts carrying main
roads within their respective counties, while others

wereiconsidering its use.

'Ihe reasons chiefly advanced by these county en-

gineers in favor of reinforced concrete bridges, as

compared with steel and masonry were "economy in

first Oost" and "economy in maintenance." If the floor

slabs of reinforced concrete bridges are kept properly
covered with from five to six inches of gravel or

crushed stone, there will be little wear on the concrete
sin face of the slab itself.

Artistic Design

The artistic design and finish of a reinforced con-

crete bridge should also not be neglected. With little

if any additional expense artistic effects may be given
to the concrete sidewalls by panels or open balus-

trades and suitable i)anelled end posts. If surfaced

himber is used for forms and the forms are removed
before the concrete is too hard, the surface can be
brushed and given a uniform a|)])earance which will

acUl much to the general efTect of the bridge structure.

If steel has been chosen as the best material suited

to the locality, the engineer for the tnunicipality should
pre])are suitable plans and specifications which may be
submitted to the various bridge builders for tender.

The old practice of allowing each bridge builder to

submit his own plans should be avoided, as in this

way there is no uniformity of design, and many times
price was the main consideration. The fabrication of

the steel work should also be inspected, especially the
riveted connections. While ordinary shop riveting

is usually well done, the riveting done in the field in

erecting the bridge is often poorly done. All rivets

after being driven and inspected should be immedi-

ately painted in the field, previous to the painting of

the entire bridge. Two coats of paint in the field in

addition to the shoj) coat should be given the steel

work, each successive coat being of a (lifTercnt color

to insure every portion being covcre<l.

Too much stress cannot be put u|>on the matter of

painting steel bridges. Many steel bridges in Can-
ada which when constructed were first class bridges,

through neglect to properly re|)aint them have prac-

tically been destroyed. The s|>eaker has examined
some steel highway bridges which were constructed

from twelve to fifteen years ago, which have had to

be replaced by new bridges owing largely to the lack

of proper painting. .Steel is not often put to a more
severe test than when used in bridge work, the action

of moisture, water, the acids from the bridge floor, etc.,

all tending to contribute to rapid corrosion unless pro-

tected by paint.

Bridge Floors

The matter of the best type of floor covering for

a given bridge is also of great importance. While the

use of concrete as a floor covering adds greatly to the

weight of the floor system, and thereby increases the

size of the trusses, etc., it is generally considered to be
better than wood floors on account of the lower cost

of maintenance. On main highways, or in cjties, a

combination of concrete and wood blocks makes a

very durable bridge floor. The wood blocks should be
creosoted, and the joints filled with pitch or asphalt

to seal the joints. One advantage of wtMjd block

bridge floors is a reduction of vibration due to traffic,

as well as being noiseless.

The capacity or safe load that a steel bridge is

designed to carry is an important factor, and should
be given attention before designing the structure.

The future traffic requirements should again be borne
in mind, as it is much easier to design a bridge for a
20-ton moving load than after having been constructed
to reinforce or strengthen it for increased loads. Ow-
ing to the increased use of heavy road making mach-
inery, such as tractors, road rollers, etc.. which pass
over bridges, it is necessary to design the bridge to

safely take a maximum load equivalent to the weight
of this machinery.

Capacity

The load capacity for different highway bridges
may very conveniently be divided into two or more
classes, depending ui)on traffic, and ranging from
bridges capable of carrying ten tons up to twenty tons
or more, which will ordinarily be sufficient for any
heavy moving load as above mentioned. .Mlowance
should also be made for decrease in strength due to
age, .so that at the end of, say, fifty years, what was
originally designed as a 20-ton capacity bridge, may
have fallen to 15 tons loaded capacity.

There are many other details which time will not
allow me to mention that must be considered in

selecting and constructing a highway bridge that com-
bines economy of design with permanency. It is, how-
ever, a source of much gratification to highway engi-
neers, that more careful attention is being given to
this important branch of highway work than formerly,
and great advancement has been made within the
past few years in methods of construction, so that
when the construction of a great Canadian national
highway from east to west is commenced, as we be-
lieve it will be. the construction of its bridges will
conform in beauty and permanency with that if the
highway itself.
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Mail Order Building of the Robt. Simpson
Co., Mutual Street, Toronto

WORK on the new Mail Order JJuildinfi and
\\arehouse of the Robert Simpson Com-
I'any, which is to be completed and ready for

the fall trade, is advancing rapidly. Pro-
fiting by the splendid weather, the general contractors,
Wells Brothers, have been rushing the work, and at

the present time are pouring concrete on the third
floor. 'J"he building is the result of the increasing de-
mand for larger accommodation due to the growth of
the mail order business.

The building is situated on Mutual Street, just
north of Wilton A\enue, and occupies the whole site

279 feet by 113 feet 3 inches. It is of fireproof con-
struction, reinforced concrete on seventy-eight con-
crete cais.sons, which go to rock, with brick panels; is

eleven storeys high, and in addition has two mezzanine
floors. The Mutual Street elevations on all clexen
floors except the first have the concrete columns set

well back from the front wall, and show an unbroken
expanse of glass between the two corner towers which
surmount the entrances. On the west elevation the
building will back yp against the old warehouse build-

ing; the concrete parapet of the old building, which is

five storeys high, will be removed to roof level, the
roof jiatched, and space between the two buildings
closed off. Thus the west elevation of the new
building will have windows only above the fifth

storey.

The main entrance is off Mutual Street at the
south end. and the employees' entrance is also ofT

Mutual Street at the north end. The main entrance
has double ])late-glass doors, with a transom above,
and over all a frieze with a granite name-plate bear-
ing the company's name. The entrance vestibule,

which is very s])acious, has a tile floor with marble
wainscot and trim. Through the entrance vestibule

the lobby, also tiled floor and trimmed with marble,
opens to two passenger elevators and contains the in-

quiry bureau.

The ground floor jilan shows on the south side a

l)aved driveway, the Retail Receiving Court, with a

platform with freight elevators at each end. On the

west side is a similar driveway, the Retail Shipping
Court, with an 8-ft. trucking walk beside it, also paved;
and on the north side the Mail Order Ship])ing Court,
witii a platform with freight elevators similar to that

on the south side. The concrete columns around
these courts have cast wagcMi bumpers, with steel

guards to protect them from deterioration. A Steel

stack for the boiler room is built up on a concrete

foundation on the south-west corner of the building.

The first floor storey is 18 ft. 1 in.; the second is

16 ft. 4 ins. ; and the remaining floors 12 ft. in height
Over the area-ways on the first floor is a mezzanine
floor with a 7 ft. 4 in. ceiling, and on the second floor

is a similar floor. The second floor plan, which is

Fig. I -The Robt. Simpson Cos. New Mail Order Building on Mutual Street, now under construction.
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Fig. 2.—Ground Floor Plan of the New Robt. Simpson Mall Order Building Showing Arrangement oi Foundation Picit, and Shirping Coutlf.

typical of the remaiiiiiif^ floors except tlie top one,

sliows the two ])asseiif^cr clcvatoi's ne^r the main en-

trance vestil)iile, with a flight of stairs l)eside ; fire es-

cape stairs in south-west and north-west corners in-

side the buildins; a pair of stairs leading; from the em-
ployees' entrance ; freight elevators at each end of

the building; lavatories in the south-east and north-

cast corners of all floors. On the eleventh, or top.

floor is the elevator machinery and the water storage

tanks for the water svstem. There are two square
9,(X)0-gallon tanks fed from a 40,00()-gallon tank on the

roof, and in addition to these two 3,000-gallon tanks in

the machine rooms.
The roof is five-ply composition and gravel, 3/8 in.

to 1 ft. pitch, made with IJ^-in. grout on cinder fill on
ceiling slabs. The roof is counter-flaslied with
galvanized iron, at all vertical walls and all copings
are cast concrete. The four penthouses over the

elevators containing the elevator machinery, have con-

crete floors, brick walls, moped cast concrete copings,

and sky-lights. The tower roofs are built of steel

angle irons covered with copper, with copper gutters.

Tiie floors throughout the building, except the mez-
zanine floors, which arc hardwood, are concrete. All

doors and elevator doors are fireproof; steel stairs,

diamond pattern, with safety tread ; windows, leaded

glass, steel sash ; sills, cement, poured after sashes are

set. The building is equipi)ed tiiroughout with a

s])rinkler system.
The building, which will cost $750,000. was de-

signed by Max Dunning, Chicago (Burke, llorwood
iS: White, local representatives). The general con-

tractors are AV'ells llrothers, and the following sub-

contracts have been awarded : |)lumbing, heating and
sprinkling, I'ludy ManscU; glazing and glass. Imperial

Glass Works; i)lastering, F. G. Roberts; ornamental
ii»n, fireproof doors, etc., Canadian Ornamental Iron

Ctunpany ; elevators, (^tis-I'ensom Elevator Com-
pany.

The I'"lectric Zinc Company has constructed a i)lant

at Welland. (Ontario, for the recovery of refined zinc

from zinc oxide. It is intended, eventually, to treat

the zinc ores from Notre Dame des Anges, Quebec, at

this plant.

Contractor Offers Some Good Adyfce
Mr. Frank Gilbreth, the New York contractor, who

built several large buildings in San Francisco after

the big fire, has summarized his views on steel and
concrete construction as follows:

1. A steel frame, properly painted and buried in

masonry, will not rust enough in thirteen years to

aflfect its strength any measurable amount.

2. The better the steel is coated with mortar, the
less it will rust.

3. Portland cement is better than lime mortar for

imbedding steel to prevent it from rusting.

4. Unpainted iron rods buried in mortar cotniKised
of lime and a large proportion of Portland cement rust

very little, certainly not enough to impair their

strength.

5. Columns should be of such cross section that

they can be thoroughly imbedded in Portland cement,
avoiding a hollow column unless latticed and filled with
very soft concrete.

6. Wherever ])ossible, i)reference should be given to
those shapes of steel that present the least surface to

the action of rust.

7. If steel is not thoroughly cleaned from rust be-

fore it is painted, the paint will not greatly retard the
l)rogress of the rust.

8. It is nuich easier to cover steel thoroughly with
concrete than with brick masonry. If brick masonry
is to be used, the bricklayer should thoroughly plaster
the steel work ahead of the brick work.

9. The quality of the paint used, though iniinirtant,

is not so im])ortant as surrounding every part of the
steel with Portland cement.

10. Interior columns do not rust as much as exterior
columns.

11. Cinder concrete docs not injure to the slightest

degree a steel ftiwr beam that has been painted.

12. No |>ipes or wires shouUl ever be placed behind
fireproofing, as they will buckle from the heat and
push off the fireproofing.
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Wall Plaster and Gypsum Products
The Production, Chemical Constitution,
and Building Properties of Gypsum

Gypsum, the material used so extensively at the
present time in building construction, chiefly for wall

plaster, was the main subject of a paper on "Plaster
and Gypsum Products," delivered by S. G. Webb, sec-

retary of the Gypsum Industries Association, Inc., be-
fore the New York State Builders' Supply Association.
Mr. Webb's paper deals with gypsum; its occurrence,
its composition, its manufacture, its uses, and some of

its products.

To begin with, gypsum is one of the oldest-known
building materials and is found as the material on
which mural decorations were placed in the tombs of

the Califs in Egypt, erected over 4,000 years ago, and
to-day, in the pyramids of Egypt it is found in the
form of plastering on the surfaces of walls in the
interior chambers, as solid as the stone upon which it

is' placed.

Gypsum is the geological name for hydrated sul-

phate of lime and is composed of lime in chemical
combination with sulphur radical and water, the water
being in the form of water of crystallization. It is

found quite lavishly distributed over the earth's sur-

face and occurs as rock, which is either in the form
of veins below the ground or in masses near the earth's

surface covered with only a thin layer of soil.

In the United States it is found in twenty-three
states, including Alaska. The total amount mined in

these states during 1914 was 2,476,465 tons. A part
of this production of gypsum, amounting to 443,687
tons, was used without calcining as an ingredient for

Portland cement, in paint and as land plaster. The
remainder of the output was calcined and sold in the
form of wall plaster or manufactured into gypsum
blocks, gypsum plaster boards and other structural
forms.

Production of Gypsum

In the production of gypsum. New York State pro-

duced the largest quantity, Iowa ranking second and
Michigan third, and, therefore, the building supply
dealers of New York State are peculiarly interested

in this material for the reason that not only is it pro-

duced in the State of New York, but is produced in

larger quantities in this State than in any other part

of the United States.

In addition to the gypsum produced in the United
States, a considerable tonnage was mined in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick and shipped to calcining

mills located on the Atlantic seaboard, at New York,
Newark, N.J., Newburgh, N.Y., and Chester, Pa. The
quantity so imported from Canadian points amounted
in the year of 1914 to 369,214 tons, making a total of

material manufactured and used in the United States

of 2,845,679 tons.

It will be noticed, therefore, that not only does the

State of New York produce the largest amount of the

domestic production of gypsum, but it also uses up
the greater part of the gypsum imported from Can-
ada in the eastern mills.

Chemical Conversion

The gypsum to be converted into plaster and manu-
factured articles, such as gypsum block, gypsum board,

etc., has to be calcined into plaster of Paris. This is

effected by crushing the gypsum rock and then grind-

ing it to a very tine ])ow(ler and ])lacing this ]K)wder
in what are known as kettles and subjecting the ma-
terial in these kettles to external heat. In this way
some of the water of hydration is liberated, which is

a])proximately fourteen per cent., leaving about seven
])er cent, of water of hydration still remaining in the

material.

The gypsum is thus converted into plaster of Paris

and this jjlaster of Paris is mixed in mixing mills with :.!

ingredients such as wood fibre, sand, hair, retarder, i
asbestos fibre, or combinations of these materials, to

form wall plaster. In the case of neat gypsum wall

plaster, the sand is omitted. Such plaster is known
as neat gypsum plaster and when the plasters are ready
for use, they are known as ready mixed gypsum wall
plasters.

It may be well to consider the qualifications of gyp-
sum wall plasters, which have been responsible for

the very great and rapid growth of the use of gypsum
or hard wall plasters, as illustrated by the fact that the
gvpsum mined in the United States has grown from
90,000 short tons in 1880 to 2,476,465 short tons in

1914. Gypsum plasters must, therefore, possess dis-

tinctive merits to bring about such a wonderful in-

crease in their use.

Qualities

I will mention some of these qualifications, not
necessarily in the order of their importance, as follows :

I'^irst—Hardness ; Plaster of Paris is a hydraulic ce-

ment which resumes the form of gypsum or hydrated
sulphate of lime when water is added to it. It thus
"sets" or becomes hard and is so hard that it will

withstand a breaking pull of 100 or more pounds per
s(|uare inch and this ([ualification of hardness acts as
a valuable means of stiffening or strengthening the
building in which it is used, particularly in the case
of frame buildings.

Second—Sanitation ; It is sanitary because of its

very hardness, this hardness being throughout the
entire mass of plaster, the hydraulic or setting quali-

ties of the plaster occurring throughout its entire mass.
This gives a wall surface in which injurious disease
germs or objectionable insects cannot find lodgment,
and it also offers an impediment through which larger
vermin find it impossible to make holes.

Third—Durability ; I have mentioned the fact that
gypsum plaster is found to-day in perfect and hard
condition as the covering of many of the walls of the
chambers of the Pyramids in Egypt and that it has
been there for upwards of 4,000 years. Under the city

of Paris, France, gypsum is found in large quantities
and has been used there for plastering and structural
purposes for hundreds of years—the name of plaster
of Paris being derived from this fact. This qualifica-

tion, therefore, of durability of gypsum wall plasters
means that they resist wear and tear in a building
very efficiently.

Fourth—Quick Setting and Quick Drying ; Gyp-
sum wall plasters can be used during any time of the
year, and will set and become hard and dry out very
quickly, so that the owner can have the use of his
building in the least possible time. He can also pro-
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ceed with his painting and decorations with very little,

if any, misgiving that these will be injured by too early

application.

Fifth—Convenience in Handling; The fact that

gypsum plasters are usually marketed packed in bags
in the ready mixed form, necessitating only the plaster

l)eing mixed with water at the building, enables the

dealer and the builder to handle in convenient packages
only the exact amount of material that is required,

and in a minimum amount of space in the building.

This great convenience in handling and using has been
a considerable factor in increasing the popularity of

gyi)sum hard wall plasters, and is a very good and
real reason why the dealer can handle the ready mixed
gyi)sum wall plasters to considerable advantage.

This is a brief outline of some of the principal

advantageous qualifications which gypsum wall plas-

ters possess, about which there is no real dispute.

Corrosion of Metals

I desire to refer at this time to one question that

is frequently raised as an objection to the use of gyp-
sum plasters, and that is the assumption that gypsum
tends to corrode metal. Gypsum is a neutral salt, that

is, it is neither acid nor alkaline, and, therefore, can-

not be corrosive when in contact with steel or iron.

This statement has been amply demonstrated by ex-

perience, namely, that in the absence o£ damp condi-

tions there is no corrosion of the metal when in con-
tact with gypsum plaster. In the earlier days of gyp-
sum plaster manufacture, however, it was the prac-

tice to use some acids as retarding agents, and it was
because this acid, in conjunction with damp condi-

tions, in some cases caused corrosion, that there grew
a certain amount of prejudice against gypsum in this

connection. The bugbear, therefore, of corrosion may
be properly dismissed. When corrosion occurs on
metal which is surrounded by gypsum plaster, it is

generally found that damp conditions would bring
about corrosion of the metal in any event, and whether
Portland cement or lime was the plastering material

used instead of gypsum. Such cases are due to the

oxidation of the iron from the combination of damp-
ness and oxygen gaining access to the metal, and are

not caused by anything in the gypsum.

Is Gypsum "Noisy"?

Another (|uestion which is frequently raised as an
objection to the use of gypsum plaster is that it is

"noisy." The fact is that gypsum plaster is no more
"noisy" than any other plastering material. I recall

very well making an examination of the New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston, the walls between
the classrooms of which were constructed of double
gypsum blocks, separated by an inch space fn which
was hung a sheet of Cabot's seaweed quilt. The out-

side faces of the walls forming the interior faces of the

walls of the rooms were plastered with gypsum hard
plaster. In the earlier use of this building a great deal

of complaint had been made about the noisiness of

these rooms by the professors conducting the musical
classes, until some bright ])erson was able to draw a

distinction between echoed sound and transmitted
sound. They then placed rugs on the floors, draperies

at the windows and tapestries on the walls, and this

reveberated sound ceased to exist ; and then it was
that they found that no sound whatever passed through
the walls from room to room. In the designing of

buildings it is frequently found that there are pipes,

air ducts or openings permitting sound to pass from

room to room or from floor to floor, and when such
sounds are noticed, immediately the gypsum plastered
walls, which are what are seen in the room, are blamed
for the noise, and gypsum plaster is said to be "noisy."

I recall another case where the owner of a two-
storey brick business building in a small town in Ohio
improved one of the two stores on the street level and
then rented it as a drug store. He put tile on the floors,

covered the walls with cases with glass fronts, and
put a metal ceiling over the existing plastered ceiling.

After he had done all this he found that the words
spoken in ordinary tones in the store were clearly

heard in the Masonic Hall immediately above this

room and vice versa, and so bad was this condition
that the Masonic lodge contemplated cancelling its

lease. The other store on the street level was a cloth-
ing store, which he did not improve. It had wooden
floors and plaster ceilings, and clothing was exhibited
throughout the store. Now notice the difference. No
word spoken in that room could be heard in the hall

above, which was occupied as a Knights of Pythias
lodgeroom, and neither could any word spoken in the
Knights of Pythias' room be heard in the clothing
store beneath. In considering this question of sound,
therefore, it is necessary to be acquainted with the
conditions and find out whether there are other con-
ditions responsible for the sound trouble. You ,will

find that invariably there are.

Gypsum Products

I see that the subject assigned to me includes gyp-
sum products. I hope I may be pardoned therefore, if

I say a word or two about other gypsum materials
that are or should be of considerable interest to the
building material dealer. There is gypsum plaster
board, the use of which is growing tremendously as
its usefulness is recognized and I question very much
whether there is any dealer within hearing of my
voice who does not at this present time find it t<> his
advantage to sell plaster board.

In addition to the advantages there is from a busi-
ness point of view in selling plaster boards, you are
undoubtedly interested in the fact that plaster boards
have a very real value in preventing the spread of fire.

Many cases might be cited of fires that have occurred
where the damage has been kept to a minimum be-
cause boards have been used as a lathing material.
In selling plaster boards therefore, you are helping
the cause of fire prevention.

In recent years a very large growth has occurred
in the use of gypsum plaster blocks, principally for the
construction of partitions in the so-called "fireproof"
type of buildings. Many tests have been conducted
by the Underwriters' Laboratories and other institu-
tions, which have demonstrated that gypsum block par-
titions have a very high efficiency in fire resistance
and so its growth has been rapid until to-day in the
country at large probably sixty times as much gj-p-
sum plaster blocks are used as were used only eight
years ago.

This growing appreciation of the value of g>-psum
plaster blocks is leading to recognition for the protec-
tion of important vertical o|>enings in buildings, such
as elevator shafts and for steel protection and more
recently, as bcwk tile for roofs, placed between the steel
frames or steel perlins of steel roofs. .V. very consider-
able area of structural fltwrs are now being u.sed made
of gypsum in {xnired form reinforced by steel. In this
connection, it will be interesting to you if I refer to
what happened in Paris, France, during the days of
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the Commune immediately following the Franco-
Prussian War. As you know, efforts were made to

i)urn Paris, but these efforts were futile and it is a

coincidence, if it can not be proved to be directly the

reason for this failure to burn up Paris, that ninety-
five per cent, of the floors of buildings in Paris were
and are to-day, constructed of poured plaster of Paris

;

in othef words, reinforced gypsum.

The Improved Highway as a Tactical
Unit in National Defence

By P. S. Bond, M.A.S.C.E.*

The usefulness in war of a substantial system of

highways can scarcely be overstated, but it can be

misunderstood and frequently is. Our freedom from

wars, during long periods, has made the term "military

road" little more than an historical phrase in America.

It calls to mind the Cumberland pike and suggests

the conditions of military enterprise that gave rise to

our constitutional provision for federal military roads.

Those conditions antedate the railroad. In the pre-

sent state of affairs the longer hauls for the assembling

of soldiers, munitions and supplies will almost invari-

ably be made by rail. Military considerations do not

call for long single lines of road through the interior

of the nation so much as for intensive systems of par-

allel and intersecting roads in the probable zones of

actual warfare in case of attack by a foreign enemy.

Military Roads

To appreciate the tremendous usefulness of such

road systems, it may be necessary to review some of

the conditions of modern war as exemplified in Europe
to-day. In speaking of innovations, I use the word
with respect to popular United States conceptions of

war, which are still largely founded on the civil war
of the sixties. The European war has really developed

very few innovations, from the standpoint of the mil-

itary student. Attacks by gas and liquid fire, effective

as surprises, have been among these few. The general

nature of the struggle was either anticipated by mil-

itary men or actually demonstrated in the other wars
of the last two decades. I wish particularly to refer

to some phases of modern war with reference to the

use of highways.

While less reliance than formerly is placed upon
permanent fortifications, trench warfare between nearly

equal forces tends to develop a condition of deadlock,

in which the tactics are similar to those of a siege.

Hence, the routes of supply do not, under certain coil-

ditions, vary as much as in the old days of open fight-

ing when one army would jiursue another half across

a continent 'on foot.

Nature of Military Traffic

Not only are routes of distribution more nearly

permanent, but the volume and weight of the traffic

is such as to justify and re(|uire the most substantial

kind of highways. Larger armies eat more food.

Larger and more intricate guns consume immensely
more ammunition. The British army in Belgium is

said to have fired more shells in a single day than were
used in the entire Boer war. These are transported

from the railroad terminals to the place of consump-
tion very largely by motor truck and the effect on any
but the most substantial roads can be imagined.

Add to these conditions the mobility now required

for very heavy guns. It can be seen that the placing

' Major. Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army,

and replacing of ordinance weighing many tons per

piece—the saving of guns in case of a sudden retreat

—

would be virtually impossible under the conditions that

prevail on most United States highways during long
seasons, or would impose the heaviest possible tasks

upon the engineering arm of the service.

We have pictui-es showing the kind of improvised
foads' upon which the <jermans have been compelled
to rely in Russia. They follow the principles of the

oM American corduroy road, with a foundation of

stringers and transverse logs, on which are laid brush
and dirt. 'The contrasting advantages of level, dur-

able road surfaces, prepared in time of ])eace with an
eye to the exigencies of war, are so striking as to make
comment unnecessary.

,
Motor Truck in Tactics

But the greatest advantage of motor trucks and
suitable motor roads has yet to be mentioned. To
appreciate it, one must bear in mind the broad nature

of battle tactics. War is not unlike football. An army
must hold the foe in check at lall points on the line

and rely for its success upon smashing attacks by the

concentration of troops at some particular point. In

the old days the iplan of attack was often concealed

from the enemy until the moment when it was sprung.

Distance and natural obstacles to vision made it pos-

sible to work out a manoeuvre with comparative

leisure. To-day the hostile aeroplane hovers overhead

and conveys prompt information of the concentration

of any considerable body of troops at any given quarter.

To render such' an attack effective, it is therefore

necessary to make it a sudden attack, like the dash

of the backfield in a football game. To be able to

move a 'whole divisibn by truck and auto to a critical

point at a rate Of twenty or thirty miles an hour
would greatly facilitate'bdth offence and defense. It is

said that the battle of the Mariie was won bj' the sud-

den concentration of French troops, using motor trans-

port over the splendid chau^sees of France, upon the

(Terman left wing.

System of Roads

One road will not suffice for this variety of tactics,

although one is better than none. The ideal would
be a number of parallel routes traversing the line of

battle, with frequent cross roads to permit the distri-

bution of reinforcements at any desired point or points.

In war there is only one rule for success, and that is

to oppose a lesser force with a greater force at the

crucial point in the conflict. This does not mean that

the largest army always wins, for the largest army
may have three-quarters of its numbers out of action

through lack of generalship or failure of transport

facilities. Mobility can take the place of numbers
rfluch better than numbers can be made to fake the

place of mobility. When this fact is digested, the
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immense tactical value of paving can he better ap-
preciated.

The motor can thus lessen the fatigue of forced
marches and increase their possible radius five fold

or more. It is also probable that motors will take
over ])art of the work of traiiS])ort formerly accomp-
lished by rail. 'I'here is consideraiile necessary delay
in entraining troop.s and getting a clear track for their

movement, so much so that the old rule was to under-
take movements of thirty miles or less on foot, as
being prompter than train service. With suitable
roads and an abundance of motor vehicles, this line

of demarcation might be placed at sixty or a hundred
miles or more, depending on the particular circum-
stance of the case.

Efficiency of Brick Pavements
The unimproved highway is our weakest link to-

day from the staiuli^oint of military transjiort. Am-
erica has the railroads. It has the autos and auto

trucks. Whether the latter can be used, or whether
we must go back to the age of the mule whacker and
the dreary march rests with those who are responsible

for our highway imi)rovements. Any city within a
hundred miles of our coast or frontier may some day
be the base of military operations that will put its

surrounding highways to the severest test. \'ery few
would meet it creditably. Cuyahoga County, sur-

rounding Cleveland, w<njld offer a better opportunity
for modern manoeuvres than any similar locality with
which I am familiar. The brick road, properly con-
structed, stands high in the estimation of army men
for such ])urposes as I have been describing.

In a military crisis such a system of roads would
much more than pay for itself in the saving of other
forms of military expenditure. Considering also how
they conduce to the wealth of the nation in times of

peace, there seems to be no possible argument against
this phase of preparedness.

Silverthorne Public School, Mount Dennis
Ont., Under Construction

Contracts have been awarded for a new jjublic

school for School Section No. 28, Mount Dennis, Ont.,

and work has been actively commenced.
The new school is to be semi-fireproof in con-

struction, to be built of common stock red brick, with
stone trimmings and copings ; foundations and foot-

ings are concrete. The building will be two storeys

and basement high, to have five standard classrooms,
kindergarten, a principal's and teachers' room. The
basement has provision for large playrooms for boys
and girls, the usual room for fuel and heating equip-

ment, and lavatories. The classrooms will have mul-
lioncd, leaded glass windows, hardwood floors, slate

blackboards, and are all provided with a separate
cloakroom. The corridors on the first and second

floors run the width of the building, and will have ter-

razzo floors. The basement floors are concrete. The
stairs will be steel with mastic treads. The system of

heating and ventilation is to be by forced steam with
electric fan ventilation. A more complete description

of the school will be furnished on completion.
The school was designed by S. B. Coon & Son, ar-

chitects, Toronto, and the following contracts have
been awarded : masonry, Albert Webb ; carpentry, Hud-
son & Mosely ; heating, plumbing, and ventilation,

George Sainsbury ; steel, McGregor & Mclntyre ; steel

sash, Henry Hope & Sons ; plaster, George White

;

painting, Fells Bros.; electric wiring. Moon & Com-
pany ; terrazzo floors, Italian Mosaic and Marble Com-
pany.

silverthorne Public School. Mount Dtnntt now under course of erection.
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Canadian Railway Statistics, 1915
Dominion Roads Show Creditable Record Despite
Adverse Conditions—Gross Earnings, $199,843,072.13

Returns of the railway statistics of the Dominion

of Canada for the year ending June 30, 1915, are to

some extent rather reniarkalile for the first year of the

war. Receipts show a decrease, but the operating

expenses show a decrease also, while the total mileage

shows an increase.

Though the railways were hit hard by the war,

due to the scarcity of freight for transportation and

the decreased tourist trade, but more particularly by
the poor western crop of 1914, they showed a remark-

able adaptability in adjusting themselves to the ad-

verse existing conditions. With the record crop of

1915 to handle, the increasing activity in industrial

life, especially in munition work and trades pertaining

thereto, we may safely say that the lowest point has

been reached and passed, and that returns for the

present year will show a big increase in receipts and

gross earnings.

There was an unjjrecedented increment in the mile-

age operated, reports showing an increase of 4,789.9

miles, as compared with 1,491.01 miles increase in

1914. This addition brought the total mileage in

Canada up to 35,582.44—a mileage which places Can-

ada in the first place among the nations on the basis

of railway mileage per capita, and fourth among the

nations in regard to the total mileage, being exceeded

only by the United States, Russia and Germany. There
was also 1,593.4 miles of line reported as still under

construction. Ontario led in the increase in mileage

with 1,447.53 miles, with Alberta a close second with

1,122 miles.

The capitalization of railways officially classified

as being in operation stood at $1,875,810,888 on June
30, as against $1,808,820,761 in 1914—an increment for

the year of $66,990,127. There was an increase for

1915 of $2,977,412 in consolidated debenture stock, an

increase of $69,322,267 in funded debt, and a decrease

of $5,300,552 in stocks. The falling (jflf in stocks was
due to an adjustment of capitalization by the Canadian
Northern and its subsidiary corporations. The total

amount of cash aid given during the year was $5,059,-

284.17. This contribution was made up as follows:

—

by the Dominion, $4,644,664.17; by the provinces,

$414,620. Land grants by the Dominion Government
and the province amounted to 43,929,312 acres.

Traffic

The public service of Canadian railways in 1915

was represented in the carrying of 46,322,035 pas-

sengers and 87,204,838 tons of freight. As compared
with 1914 there was a decrease of 380,245 in the num-
ber of passengers carried, and a decrease of 14,189,151

tons in the movement of freight. It should be under-

stood in connection with the number of passengers
carried, that in 1915, for the first time, the report of

the Canadian Northern Railway system includes traffic

attaching to the Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto
Railway heretofore classified with electric railways.

The immber of passengers carried by this electric line

was 4,771,004. Earnings from passenger train service

—including ticket sales, mails, express, baggage, etc.,

were $65,354,768.16, as compared with $72,564,203.20

in 1914. The record of passenger service for the year

shows quite clearly that fewer people travelled by
rail, and that the average journey was considerably
reduced. These basic facts are reflected in lowered
earnings and a smaller average number of passengers
per train and per car.

Of freight, 87,204,838 tons were carried in 1915,
which showed a deCrea.se of 4,189,151 tons as com-
pared with 1914.

Gross Earnings

Gross earnings for 1915 amounted to $199,843,-
072.13, or $43,240,456.91 less than for 1914. This de-
crease was equal to 17.8 i)er cent. Operating expenses
aggregated $147,731,099.47, which involved a decrease
of $31,244,159.43, or 17.5 per cent, as compared with
the preceding year. The ratio of operating expenses
to gross earnings was 73.94, as against 73.63 in 1914.

These figures show how flexible the railways were in

adapting themselves to meet the adversity of the de-
creased traffic, the percentage of operating expenses
to earnings increasing only a fraction of one per cent.

The dilYerence between gross earnings and operat-
ing expenses, popularly regarded as net earnings, was
$52,111,972.66, as compared with $64,108,280.14 in 1914.

Gross earnings from the outside operations of Canadian
railways were $20,332,305.65, as against $23,882,141.90
in 1914. Combining ordinary earnings and outside
earnings, a total gross corporate revenue of $220,175,-
2i77.7'^ is established for the year. After deducting
operating expenses, the net earnings from outside oper-
ations in 1915 were $6,273,794.26, as compared with
$4,097,338.28 for the previous year. The aggregate
of net'earnings from these two .sources, as represented
by the difference between gross receipts and operating
expenses, was $58,385,7f)6.92. To the foregoing should
be added the income of railwaj's from other sources
than ordinary and outside operations, amounting to

$14,111,482.85. With this addition the final net rev-
enue would be $72,497,249.77. This total in 1914 was
$82,134,693. The total revenue from passenger train

service for 1915 was $60,699,934.82, made up as fol-

lows: passengers, $50,173,267.29; mail, $3,026,773.41;
express, $6,059,384.72; other .sources, $1,440,509.40.

The railways were perhaps the first industry to feel

the shock of the war, and within the year the number
of employees was reduced from 159,142 to 124,142.

Yet, with this large decrease in men, the high stand-
ard formerly maintained on road-bed and equipment
was not sacrificed. With the decreasing traffic the
rolling stock was correspondingly decreased, the old
deteriorated equipment being taken of¥, leaving only
the better equipment. Fuel consumption was also 1

very materially decreased, from 8,547,675 tons in 1914
to 6,903,418 tons in 1915; and with a lower co.st per
ton of $3.02 as compared with $3.12 the previous year,
expenses were thus materially reduced. A striking
feature of the fuel consumption was the increased u.se

of oil by locomotives.

A large factor in the increased cost of maintenance
has been the rising price of ties, and the increasing use
of treated ties is the natural result fif the excessive
cost of untreated wood.

The number of accidents from train movenient was
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ever si» iimcli less tlian in the previous year—360
killed ill I'M 5, against 565 in 1914, and 1,578 injured in

1015 (.Mn|)are<l with 2,2X7 in 1914.

Electric Railways

Electric railways seem to follow pretty closely the

steam roads ; ajjain the re[)orts show an increase in

the growth of the industry but a decrease in -the rev-

enue. Duriiif? the year 50.51 miles were added to the

mileage, bringing it up to 2,102.95. ('a])italization in-

creased from $147,5S5,.n2 in 1914 to $150,344,002 in

1915. Cross earnings amounted to $26,922,899.70, as

compared with $29,691,077.21 for 1914. Operating ex-

l)enscs had a total of $18,131,842.18, as against $19,-

107,817.^)0 for the year preceding.

Reviving Activity

The crisis seems to be j^ast ; yet we cannot hope
for soiuc time to attain again the high-water mark of

1913. l'",s])ecially in railway construction. According

to the reports, there is only about 1,600 miles contract-
ed for for the coming year. Railways are built on
borrowed cajjital, and with the stringent state of the
money market capital is at t<K) high a premium to make
financing an easy matter. Yet trade in general has
responded to the confidence of the peo|)le, already the
railways are beginning toinake up the deficit, and the
railways are a goo<l barometer.

Canada is in a grand position to stand the strain
of the war, and well a<Iapted to take advantage of

commercial opportunities when it is successfully term-
inated. !'"or years immigration has aided both the
railways and the country, and with the termination
(»f the European struggle Canada should again experi-
ence a marked increase in immigration. Whether we
build more railways or not in the near future, we are
su|)p!ied in the meantime with sufficient mileage to
develop the resources of the country—which should be
our chief consideration.

Recommended Practice in Concrete Road
Construction Adopted at Chicago

f^~^HI'" report of the Committee on Kesolutions to

I the Second National Conference on Concrete

JL Road Building, held at Chicago, February 18,

contained a number of interesting conclusions.

In an outline of the conclusions of the conference,

the report gives a list of 12 salient features of practice.

These arc: (1) Drainage of the roadbed is vital; (2)

subgrade must be of uniform density and should be

compacted; (3) aggregates must be clean, hard and
tough; (4) fine aggregates (sand) stiould be coarse

and well graded; (5) a rich mixture must be used;

(6) materials must be accurately proportioned; (7)

mixing must be most thorough; (8) sloppy concrete

must not be used
; (9) in general, the use of reinforce-

ment is justifiable; (10) inspection must be intelligent

and thorough; (11) concrete must be protected from

rapid drying; (12) ])a\ctnents must not be opened to

traffic too soon.

The following i)rinciples were adopted as repre-

senting good ])ractioe in the construction of concrete

roads and pavements:

Materials.—Portland cement shall meet the require-

ments of the standard s|)ecifications of the American
Society for Testing Materials, and tests should be made
in acc()rdance with the methods outlined by the Am-
erican Society of Civil I'jigineers.

Aggregates.—Sami)les of materials should be sub-

mitted to the engineer for ajjproval before orders arc

placed, and, if possible, laboratory tests should be

made. If this is impracticaljle, field tests should be

made. The different aggregates should be kept clean

and separate. .Aggregates to be used in the wearing
course of two-course pavements should be |)laced on
planks or some other means provided to keep them
free from dirt.

Water.—A large sui)ply of water is necessary for

(a) sprinkling the subgrade; (b) mixing the concrete,

and (c) keeping the concrete moist during early stages

of hardening, l-'or this latter purpose 2^ to 30 gallons

per square yard of ])avement will be recpiircd during
the summer months. Insufficient .s|)rinkling is detri-

mental to the wearing qualities of the pavement.

Keinforcement.—The use of reinforcement is in-

creasing. A coating of light rust will not be detri-

mental, but excessive rust, jiaint or other coatings in-

terfere with ])roper bond. Reinforcement should be
kept free from dirt and should be subjected to occa-
sional tensile and bending tests.

Joint Filler.—Joint filler should preferably be of
single thickness. Transverse joint filler should be cut
to the crown of the pavement by the manufacturer
when metal plates are used. A type of joint filler which
will iron out readily under traffic is preferable for use
in unprotected joints. A joint filler which will not
bend easily when concrete is deposited against it is to
be preferred.

Joint I'rotcction Plates.—Metal joint protection
plates should be properly bundled and wired by the
manufacturer. Plates up to 20 feet should be shipped
in single lengths. The exact length should be provided
so that the contractor would not have to cut plates.
In cutting plates for length, spacing between eccen-
trics on the installation bar should be considered to
avoid interference with anchorage lugs on plates. The
manufacturer should use particular care in crowning
the bar to avoid the necessity for duplication of work
by the contractor.

Drainage.—For roads, proper drainage may be se-
cured through lateral ditches. For streets, as well as
roads, tile drains may be used. They should be laid
on each side of the roadway or on one side only, with
cross drains leading thereto. Drainage trenches, if

placed under the subgrade, should be completed before
the final rolling.

Cirading.—In general, fills should be made in thin
layers, the depth depending upon the character of the
material used. The fill should be allowed to stand for
as long a time as ptissible, giving it an opportunity to
settle before the pavement is placed on it. Deep fills

should be allowed to settle through one winter when-
ever possible. Puddling will be found advantageous
in compacting deep fills. Wetting and rolling should
be performed when making a fill, in order to secure
thorough compaction. Fills should never be made with
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frozen materials nor with lumps greater tlian 6 inches

in their greatest dimension.

Subgrade.—The fundamental requirement of the

subgrade is that it should be of uniform density so

that it will not settle unevenly and cause cracks in

the surface of the pavement. When the pavement is

constructed on virgin soil, care should be taken to

remove all soft spots. If laid on an old roadbed, even

more care should be taken, as the subgrade is likely to

be more compact in the centre than at the sides. An
old roadbed should be scarified, re-shaped and rolled.

The subgrade adjacent to curbs should be hand-

tamped.
Forms.—Metal forms are preferred. When wood-

en forms are used they should of be at least 2-in.

stock, capped with 2-in. angle iron, so constructed that

sections can be lapped. Particular care should be taken

to see that top edges of forms are clean, so as to avoid

unevenness in the finished pavement.
Pavement Section : Thickness.—In view of the in-

creasing use of the heavy motor truck and bus, it seems

unwise to build pavements less than 6 inches thick at

any point. In general, pavements should be thicker at

the centre than at the sides. Alleys with an inverted

crown and narrow, one-slope roads should have a uni-

form thickness. Wherever increased thickness can be

secured without excessive cost to secure a flat or nearly

flat subgrade, such increase is advisable.

Width.—The desirable width for a single-track road

is 10 feet; for double-track road, 18 feet. The total

width should be not less than 20 feet for single and

26 feet for double-track roads.

Crown.—The crown of roads and pavements should

not be less than 1/lOOth nor more than l/50th of the

total width. Except in unusual cases, 1/lOOth is suffi-

cient for country roads and l/50th will be considered

satisfactory for alley pavements. For city streets an

average crown of l/75th will generally be found suffi-

cient and should not be reduced except on grades.

Joints.—Transverse joints should be placed across

the pavement perpendicular to the centre line, about

50 feet a])art. There seems to be a tendency to widen
the distance between joints. Joints should extend en-

tirely through the pavement as well as through the

curb if integral curbs are used.

Longitudinal joint filler should be staked or other-

wise securely held against the curb. Joint material

should be placed around manholes, catch basins, etc.

The tendency of present practice is toward the

omission of metal protection plates for joints. Plates

are more essential in street pavements than in country

highways. Plates for protected joints should be wired

together with the joint filler and securely held in the

installing bars, even when short sections of filler are

used. Supports should be used when the pavement is

of such width that the installing bar deflects. On wide
streets every joint should be checked as to crown with

sighting T's. When necessary to have plates in two
sections, the contractor should arrange to have the

manufacturer drill the abutting ends so that the ])lates

may be wired or strapped together. As the ])lates do
not fit tight to the installing bar, a ^-in. shim is placed

under each end of the installing bar to insure that the

plates are not covered with concrete.

Mixing and Placing Concrete: Measuring.—It is

recommended that a sack of Portland cement, contain-

ing 94 lbs. net, be considered the equivalent of 1 cubic

foot. The method of measuring materials, including

water, should insure accurate proportions at all times.

Proportioning.—The proportions should not exceed

five parts of coarse aggregate, measured separately, to

one part of Portland cement. The fine aggregate
should not exceed 40 per cent, of the mixture of fine

and coarse aggregates.
Aggregates.—Bank-run material shall not be used.

Pro])ortioning based on sieve analysis or by relative

density tests is not practical for concrete roads excejit

where kiboratory direction is available. Where pro-

per facilities are available, the above proportions should
be varied as the tests warrant.

Mixing.—The ingredients should be mixed in a

batch mixer of approved style and the size of the batch
should not exceed the rated capacity of the mixer. The
mixing should be continued for at least one minute
after all the materials are in the mixer and before

any of the concrete is discharged. The speed of the

mixer should not be less than ten revolutions per min-
ute. The time and not the number of revolutions

should be the gauge of proper mixing.
Consistency.—The practice is to mix entirely too

wet. The consistency should be such as not to require

tamping, but not so wet as to cause the separation of

the mortar from the aggregate in handling and placing.

Placing.-—If the subgrade has been disturbed by
teaming or other causes, it should be brought to its

former surface and thoroughly saturated with water.
The concrete should be deposited rapidly to the re-

quired width and depth. The section should be coni-

])leted to a transverse joint without the use of inter-

mediate forms or bulkheads, or a transverse joint may
be placed at the point of stopping. If the mixer breaks
down, the concrete should be mixed by hand to com-
plete the section. Where reinforcement is used, it

should be embedded in the concrete before it has begun
to set. The concrete above the reinforcement should
be placed within 20 minutes after placing the concrete
below. In two-course pavements, the top should be
placed within 20 minutes after placing the bottom.

Finishing.—The surface should be struck off by
means of a template moved with a combined longitud-
inal and transverse motion. The excess material ac-

cumulated in front of the template should be uniformly
distributed over the surface of the pavement, except
near the transverse joint, where the excess material
should be removed. The concrete adjoining the trans-

verse joint should be dense and any depressions in the
surface should be filled with concrete of the same com-
position as the body of the work. After being brought
to the established grade with the template, the con-
crete should be finished from a suitable bridge, with
a wood float to true surface. A metal float should not
be used. Brooming of the surface is not necessary and
grooves are objectionable, even on grades.

Retempering.—Retempering of mortar or concrete
that has partially hardened, that is, mixing with addi-
tional materials or water, is strongly condemned.

Protection and Curbing.—Too rapid drying out,

early exposure to low temperature or opening to traffic

at too early a period may seriously damage the best
concrete. Hot sun and drying winds are most liable

to dry out concrete too rapidly, causing shrinkage
cracks or a surface which will not wear well under
traffic. The use of a canvas covering will be found
efTective in preventing this. Sprinkling should not
be omitted during the day in case the surface shows a
tendency to dry out. Where there is danger of freez-
ing, s]irinkling should be omitted and a covering of
canvas or straw and canvas should be used. Placing
concrete roads in temperatures at or near the freezing
point is not advisable. Where such practice is un-
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avoidable the water and aggregates should be heated

and fresh work pr(jtectccl from freezing for at least ten

(lays. Chemicals should not be used to lower the freez-

ing point of the mixture. Concrete should not be dc-

])ositcd on a frozen subgrade.

Opening Ui Traffic.—Under most favorable condi-

tions a concrete pavement should not be opened to

traffic in less than two. weeks. When conditions war;
rant, the interval should be at least fyurwcc'l>s. , ,

One-Course I'avcment.—Where the materials mps|;

readily available are such as to give good construc-

tion in one-course pavement, such construction is re-

commended.

Integral Curb.—The integral curb is recommended
in preference to straight curb or combined curb and
gutter. Precaution should be taken that the curb is

thoroughly bonded to the pavement proper.

Specifications.—The standard specifications for

pavements and rcjadways of the American Concrete
Institute are recommended.

Building Construction and a Few Common
Causes of Failures

I'ailurcs, whether in the building trade or in any
branch of engineering, always furnish a peculiarly in-

teresting subject for investigation; because from the

failures and errors of the past present builders may
gain experience and iiicorporate new ideas, which
should result in a better class of buildings. "Danger-
ous Structures" was the subject of a practical paper

along this line, recently read by W. G. Perkins, dis-

trict surveyor, before the Concrete Institute, London.
The following extracts from Mr. Perkins' paper in The
.Surveyor are interesting. . i.

Causes of Failurcis

Amongst the causes of a dangerous structHte are

the following:— (a) faulty construction
;
(b) faulty ma-

terials ; (c) faulty design; (d) decay and fatigue; (e)

overloading; (f) removal of extraneous support.; (g)
wind pressure, shock, etc. ;

(h) fire and explosion,

bombs.

I propose to enumerate a number of cases where

failures have resulted from one or more of these causes

;

particularly (a), (b) and (c).

Perhaps few of us have had any experience with

failures arising from faulty design and materials in

modern structures, as a sufficient period has not elapsed

for time to have done its work, but there are numer-

ous instances in buildings erected by. former genera-

tions. -:,::-

We moderns are often called to accouiTf 'for 'the

supposed inferior manner in which we build, being told

that our buildings are not solid like thost erected in

"the good old times," that we have lost the art of

making good mortar, etc. People wh<v make such re-

marks have, I fear, only an acquaintance with the jcrry-

builder of the very bad tyi)e. The tfiajorityof build-

ing.s erected in London 100 to 200 years ago were' con-

structed iir a most inferior maniler. The'Tnortar ap-

pears to have been compounded with a fat Ihrte, dry

slaked, and, judging from the nodules of loam it con-

tains, mixed with a good deal of the ."top si)it"-of the

field. Naturally such stuff has, and had, no binding

<|ualities, and to this day is only so much, dusty nil>

bish. i- ••

The bricks were badly shaped tirtd easily Brokcri,

so much so that in taking dowii old walls one finds

course after course of what appeared to be headers to

be only "bats."

Tn many old buildings the main beams of the tloors

are placed diagonally and the loads fnmi the roof and

four storeys are imposed upon a pier of brickwork

about 14 inches square. Needless to say, such piers

have crushed.

Strangely enough, this kind of brickwork is always
stronger in damp positions, the moisture having en-

abled the lime to a certain extent to set. Workmen
refer to this state as being "water bound."

Again, I have found a wall of this period built with
two .skins of brickwork, 4>4 ins. thick, "tied" together

with wooden laths at intervals of about 18 inches in

height, the space between being filled with small pieces

of brick and stone.

A form of construction frequently found is a shell

of 4j^^.-iii. brickwork around a stout timber jjost. You
see the brickwork bulging and wonder why a stout-

looking pier, perhaps lyi bricks square and 8 feet in

height, should be failing under a comparatively light

load. The explanation is that the timber post has de-

cayed at its lowest end and the thin shell of brickwork
is unable to carry the su])erstructure.

Modern Brickwork

Modern brickwork is not without its faults, due
principally to the lax manner in which it is supervised

and an imperfect knowledge on the part of the specifi-

cation writer. He will, for instance, require that four

courses shall not exceed 12 inches in height, and then

select bricks that are very little less than 3 inches in

thickness. The consequence is that the bricklayer, to

keep to the specification, will put an insufficient bed of

mortar in laying the bricks. I have had as much as

3 feet of glazed brickwork at a time taken down be-

cause there was absolutely no mortar in any of the

beds. And this was on a first-class job. under archi-

tects and a clerk of works. .Again, when the bricks

have a frog, that frog shi^uld be ui)wards when the

brick is laid, otherwise the brick beds only on the rim
and its bearing area is reduced by one-third. When
the bricks have two frogs, one should be "buttered,"
or filled in before laying.

Lhiless strictly supervised, the vertical joints are

never filled solid. Some mortar is rubbecl over the top

of the course with the flat of the trowel, which may
enter the joints some thrce-(iuarters of an inch.

A habit of the bricklayer, after having spread the

bed is to work the mortar away from the centre with
the |>oint of the trowel. The mortar diK's not squeeze
along and make a solid bed as some people argue.
To ensure solid work the beds should be thickly spread
and the bricks pressed down into it. frogs up. and the
whole course grouted up by heaping mortar on the
wall and softening it with water from a "gauge pot"
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SO that it becomes soft enough to flow into the vertical

joints until they are full.

Unless the beds and joints are full you cannot ex-

pect to get the full value out of your walls and piers,

which, by the way, are always eccentrically loaded.

'J'he evil is aggravated when the wall is faced with
stone, for the mason generally spreads a bed of putty,

3 or 4 inches wide, along the outer edges of the stone

he is laying (which may be 14 or 18 inches on bed),

points up the back edge, and after having poured some
grout down the vertical joints, considers he has made
a solid job ! Have the stone taken up again and note

the result.

Workmanship of this sort leads to "flushing" and
the fall of pieces of stone. The bed of every course

of masonry should be screeded.

Many people object to slate damp-proof courses,

as they become inefficient owing to the slate cracking.

They only crack or crush when they have been im-

perfectly bedded. The usual* way is to lay them on a

bed of cement( perhaps containing a number of small

stones) and tap them down with the trowel. This
always results in the centre of the slate being un-
bedded. Walk along such a damp course on your
heels, and you will demonstrate to the builder in a

striking manner the hollowness of his work.
Use cement made with a sand that contains no

small stones, rub each slate well into its bed, and
you will get a damp-proof—not a damp—course.

I am not partial to asphalt damp-proof courses un-
less they are of genuine asphalt. Artificial asphalts

are brittle when cold, but become soft in the heat of

summer or near a heating chamber, and squeeze out.

This allows settlement, and in the case of a retaining
or other wall with a lateral thrust to sustain, may allow
sliding on the bed, a result which happened not very
long ago "somewhere in the Midlands."

Dangerous Concrete

Failures have occurred by using unsuitable materi-
als in the composition of concrete.

There was the case of the reservoir where blast fur-

nace slag was used as the aggregate for its concrete
walls. The water afi^ected the concrete so that it be-
came quite soft and rotten, and the walls had to be
rebuilt.

Concrete made with breeze is a dangerous material.

It is one of the materials specified in the London Build-
ing Acts as a lire-resisting material, and as a district

surveyor I have, much against my better knowledge,
to pass it. This stuff was used for the floors of scul-

leries in the first storeys of a row of houses built

under my official supervision. In every house this

stuft' expanded, pushing out the walls, some of which
had to be rebuilt.

In another district I had to inspect a block of resi-

dential flats, the walls of which were bulged at every
floor level, owing to the expansion of the breeze con-
crete.

Loading of Bressummers
It is convenient at this point to refer to the load-

ing of bressummers. Text-books state that when an
imperforate wall is built upon a beam the load on that
beam may, owing to the bond of the brickwork, be
assumed as the weight of the brickwork enclosed by
an equilateral triangle which has the clear span for
its base.

It is dangerous to make this assumption, for it can-
not hold good unless the bond is practically perfect,
and all the vertical joints filled solid with cement.
Unless you watch every brick, the work is not done
in this manner, but as I have already described.

And I would ask, if by the bond all the load of

brickwork above the equilateral triangle can be trans-

ferred direct to the supports, why should not any j)or-

tion of the load near the supports or any concentrated
load actually over the supports be distributed over and
towards the centre of the span?

The method of building a wall brick by brick with
soft mortar ensures, I think, that the whole of the ma-
sonry over the spans is borne by the beam, and this

view is borne out by a case with which I have re-

cently dealt.

Wooden storey posts supporting bressummers de-
cay at the ground line, and are a fruitful source of

dangerous structures, as a rule easily dealt with.

You are all familiar with the small suburban house
of two or three storeys in which one-half of the weight
of the roof and floors is imposed upon a central par-
tition of slender timbers lathed and plastered. The
timbers of this partition in the lowest storey are some-
times found to be in a state of decay owing to the want
of a damp-proof course. Rotting at the feet, they
allow the floors and roof to sag towards the centre of
the building and tend to push out the walls.

By-laws which permit the most heavily loaded por-
tion of the building to be constructed with 2 x 4 in.

or 2 X 3 in. battens are seriously defective.

Ends of beams and roof trusses solidly built into
walls sooner or later decay, and cause dangerous floors
and roofs. Ventilation is a sine qua non wherever
timber is used. A roof boarded, felted, and covered
with slate or metal and ceiled will develop dry rot.

Foundations

The term "foundation" is sometimes used in a very
indefinite manner, and may mean the actual base up-
on which the superstructure is reared or the soil itself.

It has been suggested that the proper meaning of
the word is the artificial arrangement or construction
prepared or made to support the base of a superstruc-
ture; whilst the .soil beneath .should be termed the
foundation bed.

Foundations are important, as when defective or
insufficient they will lead sooner or later to a danger-
ous structure.

In dealing Avith structures rendered dangerous by
settlement owing to the insufficient bearing capacity
of the soil, I prefer, wherever there is an underlying
stratum of firm material, to sink down to it, even
though it should be at a considerable depth. The
sinking should be in the form of pits (the area of
which would be determined by the loading and the
bearing capacity of the firm material), filled up with
good mass concrete. Then from pier to pier either con-
struct beams of reinforced concrete or fix rolled steel
joists encased in a rich and well-graded concrete or
turn arches.

I am not an advocate of raft foundations, for unless
your structure can be symmetrically disposed about
the raft or its centre of gravity be made to coincide
therewith—a very difficult thing to do except in a
symmetrical building—the pressure on the soil will
be unequal, the raft will tilt and throw your structure
out of the perpendicular. The same thing will happen
if the soft soil is not of even consistency and bearing
value all over.

Trenches

Digging trenches for drains and sewers without
sufficient timbering has been a fruitful source of
dangerous structures.

(Continued on page 412)
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Vertical and Horizontal Reinforcing of

Concrete Columns
Considerable lias been written from a technical

point of view on the strenj^th of reinforced concrete
members, as governed by the systematic placing of the
reinforcing bars in such positions as to give the maxi-
mum strength to the members. Mr. A. M. Wolf,
C.]'"., writing in the Cement World, gives a few notes
on placing reinforcing in concrete columns, from a

practical pt)int of view.

A plain concrete column should not be allowed in

any first class building; this does not mean that it

should ncjt be used in piers, but for slender columns,
those less than 18 inches in least dimension, never.'

The chances taken with such construction are out of

all i)roportions to the additional cost of a few rein-

forcing bars, which will at least give the column a

factor of safety of more than 1. Experience on actual

construction shows that the same care is not exercised
in pouring plain concrete as is in the placing of rein-

forced concrete ; and for this reason, if no other, some
reinforcement should be used in a bearing member.
Even if a colimin with a ratio of length to least dimen-
sion of six with a unit stress of only 200 pounds per
square inch is used, it is in the writer's opinion, money
well spent to provide longitudinal reinforcement
stayed at intervals of not greater than 6 to 12 inches,

depending on the size of column or size of bars. In
other words, plain concrete columns should be abso-
lutely forbidden, since they have no |)lace in building

work. When they are, we will have fewer failures

to record.

As for considering eccentric load on ])lain concrete

columns, the writer considers this procedure as flirt-

ing with danger. It is i)erfectly logical and correct to

consider this in the devclojimeut of a discussion on
Columns, but in the writer's o])iniou all such discussion

should be plainly labeled as theoretical and not i)rac-

tical, since the man who had little experience is not in

a position to distinguish the practical limits of theory.

In connection with the design and construction of

what are commonly known as longitudinally rodded
columns, the writer has found that where such columns
are used, that is for carrying light loads as in the up-

per stories of buildings, and in which the imit stresses

are low, i.e., bek)w 500 pounds per square inch on net

section, a continuous spiral at a wide pitch is better

than a number of loose ties. Such a si)iral at 6 to 8-

incli pitch by virtue of being continuous, is luiques-

tionably better titted to stay the longitudinal bars than

a number of disconnected, loosely fastened hoops and
at the same time recpiires only a triHe more steel. It

also eliminates the difficulty experienced in holding

longitudinal bars and the hoops themselves in place.

By using two light spaces on such a spiral it can be

shipped, "knocked-down." and when expanded, and
the spacers set opposite one another, a fairly stiff cage
is formed to which the vertical liars can l)e fastened

;

this insures iirojicr sjiacing of bars and h<K>ping which
the loose hoop tie method does not. The fabrica-

tion cost for such spirals is less than that for hoops
at abotit the same spacing, and the cost of placing the

reinforcement is also much less than where hoops are

used. Since economy can be effected, and the column
materially strengthened by the use of spirals at wide
I>itch in ])lace of hiv)ps. it seems rather unprogrcs.sive

to continue the use of the latter, except of course in

cases where the vertical bars are placed in the form of
a square or rectangle instead of in a circle.

Kecent exj)eriences in .severe fires have shown con-
clusively that a covering of 2 inches outside of rein-

forcing bars cannot be relied upon to stay the latter

under such conditions, and engineers are now practi-
cally agreed that a rodded column without ties is not
good practice. A study of the various reports on the
I'.dison tire will reveal the truth of, and the basis for

this statement.
A few words regarding the splicing of cohimn bars

at floor levels will probably not 1)€ amiss. As for wir-
ing or clamping bar together, to transfer the stress

from one to the other in lieu of the longer lap of bars
wherein the transference of load is obtained by bond
between concrete and steel, it has been shown by tests

that such methods of splicing will not develop the
proper strength. With both wired and clamped
splices where the length of bar lap is cut down to
make allowance for the "supposed" efficiency of the
splices, it has been found that they cannot be' made
tight enough to act before considerable slip of bars.

Diatframt thow methods of Vertical RrlnforciDg
and lapping Cotumn Ban at Floor Linn

sufficient to rupture the concrete, has taken place when
stress is applied. To the present time no more effi-

cient splice has been found than the simple method of
lapping bars a certain number of diameters dependent
upon the .stresses in same. Such a splice depends on
bond between concrete and steel for its strength and
it is highly important therefore that the bars are en-
tirely surrounded by concrete, not less than 2 diam-
eters of bar center to center of bars. This means
that where columns of the .same .size and al.so of dif-

ferent sizes are spliced, the bars from the lower .story

column should be bent in on easy bends to form a
circle well inside the circle formed by the bars above,
rather than to have them close together, for where
they touch, no bond value can be developed.

Splicing bars by means of pipe sleeves is not done
very often at present. Such splices do not tie the
different stories of a building together as well as lap
splices, nor are the bending stres.ses likely to be de-
veloped in the columns .so well provided for. with the
use of pipe-sleeve splices. If the sizes of column bars
are limited to iV^-inch to 1 '4-inch bars as a maximum
size, splices can be developed without difficulty bj-

bond between lapped ends of bars.

In special cases, as at footings, as combination lap
and bearing splice between columns can be used to

good advantage, the vertical bars resting on a steel or
cast iron ring will transmit some of their load direct

by bearing of ring on the concrete, and the remainder
by bond between concrete and the stub bars.
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Municipal Power and Pumping Station,

Sault Ste Marie

THE contract for an electrical sub-station to cost
between $10,000 and $15,000 bas been awarded
by the city of Sault Ste. Marie. When the
city assumed the municipal control of the

water and lij>ht distributing- systems in 1914, at which
date the franchise of the Taconia Water and Light
Company expired, they entered into an agreement
with the Algoma Steel Corporation to supply tliem
with power for lighting, and with the city water-works
department to operate tKe pumping system.

Up to the present the pumping and electrical mach-
inery have been operating in their former location in

the power house of the Algoma Steel Corporation. The
city, however, decided to build a power and pumping
station and to move their equipment into it. Ac-
cordingly plans were prepared by their engineer for

a building on city property on Gore Street.

The site is an irregular one, being much longer on
the front elevation than on the rear. The Ijuilding is

n^ThnTj

• lEast Elevation of Municipal Power and Pumping Station, Sault Ste Marie.

consequently irregular also. The building is two
storeys, of fireproof construction, brick with stone

base and trimmings, with concrete floors and roof.

The lower floor will be taken up largely by two
sewerage pump wells with space for future extension.

Switchboard and electrical equipment will ])e placed

on the second floor at the North end, where there will

also be ample room for extension. The larger part of

this floor is partitioned ofif for use as a meter-testing

room for testing water and hght meters. The switch-

1)oard, which was only recently purchased, is very

complete and up-to-date; no new equipment will be in-

, stalled at present.

Tiie contract for the building has been awarded to

I. I. P'itzpatrick, Sault Ste. Marie, and was designed

by A. E. Pickering, City Engineer.

The Philip Carey Company, Lockland, Cincinnati,

are distributing an attractive booklet entitled "Archi-

tects' Specifications for Carey lUiilding Materials."

The booklet is splendidly illustrated throughout in

colors.

Construction Activity in Berlin, Ont.

The following items indicate the work likely to be
carried on in Berlin during the present summer:

Queen Street is to be paved with 6,000 sq. yds. of

reinforced C(3ncrete ; Tarvia pavement with concrete
base will be laid on Eby Street and a macadam road-
way on South Street ; a number of macadam roadways,
are also to be re-surfaced. Ornamental lighting on
Queen Street to Schneider's Creek is under way. A
large storm-drain is contemplated through part of
Berlin and Waterloo. Sewers will be built on G!a.s-

gow Street, Prince Arthur Avenue and Dundas Street.

A reinforced concrete bridge is to be built on South
Street and also one on Courtland Avenue. The new
auxiliary sewage disposal works consisting of pumping
station and pumping machinery, sedimentation tanks,
spraying filters and liumus tanks, were partly con-
structed last fall and will be complete this year, prob-
ably about July. George Moogk, of Weston, is the
contractor. The Regal Motor Company intend to

build a new factory on South Street. The Onward
Manufacturing Company have taken out a permit to

build a $10,000 factory on Ahrens Street.

Improvement in Montreal
With the advent of open weather, the construction

and supply trades of Montreal are improving. As far

as can be seen, no very ambitious building schemes
are likely to materialise at present, but a large amount
of repair work is being carried out. The permits for

last month show only a trifling decrease as compared
with the corresponding j^eriod of 1915, and this is all

the more satisfactory in view of the falling off in the

first two months of the current year. Reports from
the province are to the efifect that a considerable

amount of building is in progress, and that the farrners

are spending freely on repairs and on new construc-

tion.

Have Increased Pumping Capacity

The city of Charlottetown, P.E.I. , Water Depart-
ment has just successfully completed the work of in-

stalling a new pump and turbine, having a capacity of

2,000,000 gals, daily, as an addition to the water sup-

ply service for the city. Work has been done under
the specifications and supervision of R. S. & W. S.

Lea, hydraulic and sanitary engineers, Montreal. The
machinery was supplied by Eraser and Chalmers,

Montreal.

Building Construction and a Few Common
Causes of Failures

(Continued from page 410)

Extreme care should l)c taken when working in

bad ground, and the scantlings of the timber should

err on the large side, as it is difficult t(j calculate the

pressure to which they will be subjected. If the ground
contains water, the pressure may be equal to the ex-

tent of file weight of the adjoining buildings. The
struts which fix the walings, from the very manner
in which they are fixed by driving in, arc eccentrically

loaded by the earth thrust, and, in my opinion, a sys-

tem of cross-bracing and vertical ties should be pro-

vided to the struts in all deep trenches (of course, at

intervals sufficient to leave working room), so that

the timbering would not fall to pieces should a move-
ment of earth occur.
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Montrears New Street Lighting System
Cast Iron Standards Fed from Cables in Underground Duels Em-
bedded in Concrete, Replace Poles and Wires in Business Section

All oriianicntal lighting system,—the cables for which

arc installed in the municipal conduits,—has lately hecn put

into operation in. Montreal. The streets lighted by the new
system are St. Catherine Street, between Atwater and I'apin-

cau Avenue, a distance of 3}^ miles, Bleury Street and Park

Avenue, between Craig Street and Pine Avenue, a distance

of one mile. The system is now being extended down town
to include Craig, St. James and Notre Dame Streets and For-

tification Lane between Victoria Square and St. Lawrence
Street, the square being included. The light is furnished by
ornamental inverted magnetite G.O ampere arc lamps mounted
on cast iron standards of special design.

On St. Catherine Street there are 141 of the new lamps,

replacing 57 aerial arcs, while on BIcury Street and Park
Avenue 41 of the new lamps replace 18 aerial arcs. These
182 lamps arc divided into four circuits, so interconnected in

pairs that should one circuit be interrupted some of the

lamps on the end of the circuit can be thrown on the other

circuit by changing the connection of the four point cut-

outs in these lamps. The down-town system will have 91

new lamps to replace the 43 aerial arcs now in service. These
!)1 lamps will be divided into two circuits. The lamps are

spaced at an average distance of 135 feet on alternate sides

of the street, there being one standard at every intersection

and two standards at important intersections and transfer

points.

The cable carrying the current to the lamps is No. 6,

twin-conductor, paper-insulated, lead-covered, 7500 volt cable,

and is installed in a special duct of the Municii>al Conduit
System which loops in and out of each standard. The cut-

outs are of the absolute type, and were especially designed

to meet the requirements of the I-ight Department, having
four accessible terminals. The location of faults in the cable

is thus greatly facilitated, as all four conductors can be ex-

posed in every standard. The leads from the cut-outs to the

lamps arc No. 6, single conductor, varnished cambric in-

sulated and braided cable. The cables and leads were sub-

jected to a factory test of 30,000 volts for 30 minutes and a

test of 10,000 volts for 5 minutes after installation.

The cost of the erection now in operation was approxi-
mately .$43,000—and the cost of the erection now being in-

stalled will be approximately $25,000.

The contracts for the supply and installation of the stand-

ards, which included the construction of the concrete bases,

were let to G. M. Gest, Limited, of Montreal, Winnipeg and
Vancouver, for both sections. The contracts for the supply
and installation of the lamps (the glassware for which was
manufactured by the JcfTcrson Glass Company, Limited)
were let to the Canadian General Electric Company for both
sections, while the order for the supply and installation of

the cable and cut-outs was given to the Eugene F. Piiillips

Electrical Works, Limited, for the system now in opera-
tion, and to the Northern Electric Company for the section

at present being installed. The cut-outs are manufactured
by the Northern Electric Company.

The current for the lamps is supplied by the Montreal
Light, Heat & Power Company, under a ten years' contract,

at $72.70 per annum per lamp, this price including the sup-
ply of station apparatus and the general care and maintenance
of the whole system.

The putting into operation of the municipal conduits and
the new lighting system on St. Catherine and Bleury Streets,

and Park Avenue has enabled the city to remove a consider-

able part of the unsightly poles and overhead wires from

these streets, and the remainder will be removed as soon

as conditions ])ermit. The clearing away of this aerial equip-

ment, of which there was a great quantity, has greatly im-

proved the appearance of the streets—especially when seen

at night under the brilliant illumination of the new lights.

The clean and uncongested appearance of St. Catherine Street

as compared with that of former days is especially notice-

able.

As soon as the Municipal Conduit System is extended

over other districts the new lighting system will also be

extended. The districts now under consideration arc the sec-

tion of the city bounded by Commissioners, Notre Dame,
McGill and St. Lawrence Streets, and the district comprising

St. Lawrence Boulevard from Craig Street to Sherbrookc

Street. The work of preparing the estimates, plans and

specifications for the new system and the general supervision

of the installation was under the direct charge of Mr. Arthur

Parent, superintendent of the Light Department, and Mr.

P. S. Gregory, his assistant.

The removal of the poles and wires above referred to

- /-»• — -.

Design of Montrcal't new lightint staniiard*.

was only possible owing to the construction of underground
conduits. In the spring of tOI.T tenders were first called by
the Elcctrfeal Commission for the installation of the con-
duits. Contractors from many sections bid on this work,
G. M. Gest, Limited, being the successful tenderers.
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The first installation was made on St. Catherine Street

from Guy Street to Papineau Avenue, conduit being placed

in the sidewalks on both sides of the street with runs at each

intersecting street, while at very important corners these

runs were placed at each side of the intersecting street. Later

in the same year the ducts were extended on St. Catherine

Street from Guy Street to Atwater Avenue, and a system

was also installed on Bleury Street from Craig to Sherbrooke

Streets, on both sides of the streets, and on Park Avenue

from Sherbrooke Street to Pine Avenue, but on the west

side of the street only.

The following year the downtown section was construct-

ed on Notre Dame, St. James and Craig Streets from St.

Lawrence Boulevard to McGill Street and Victoria Square,

including all intersecting streets within these limits, and For-

tification Lane. G. M. Gest, Limited, made this installation,

as well as that on the two preceding contracts, and in the

meantime completed another contract on St. Lawrence Boule-

vard from Notre Dame, southward.

It was during the construction of the downtown section

that the war started, and the work was ordered closed, but

through the negotiations of G. M. Gest, Limited, with the

city of Montreal, the former carried on their work success-

fully, thereby giving employment to many men.

In all the conduit contracts the same general type of

construction has been used. Three and one-naif square bore

15 duct run showing concrete encasement.

tile duct has been used for all light and power cables, except-

ing that for the services into the buildings, which are of

3;/2-in. fibre. The top ducts for the police and fire alarm sig-

nal wires, street lighting, Gresham Guarantee Company, are

3!/2-in. fibre, and are separated by a concrete fill from the

balance of the system. The ducts are all enclosed in a three-

inch concrete encasement, and graded to drain through the

manholes at each end.

Main and service manholes are of concrete of octagonal

shape, the 6 ft. x 8 ft. holes occurring at street intersections,

with service |ioles 4 ft. x 6 ft. located between street corners,

l)roviding for services into all buildings. Each hole is drained

through a trap and connected to the street sewer, thereby

affording perfect drainage through the whole system. Ven-
tilated covers are provided and these are of such design as

to give sufficient strength without being unduly heavy.

Each of the operating power companies is provided with

its own transformer manholes, which in general are about

10 ft. X 12 ft. with 8 ft. headroom. These are located in the

side streets and are connected with the main manholes by
fibre pipes. They have covers made in three sections of

ample size to admit of transformers being placed. These
Jioles are also of concrete and are connected to the sewer
through a trap.

Owing to sub-surface conditions of many of the streets.

St. Catherine Street, Montreal.

it seemed at times almost impossible to place some of the

intersecting runs and manholes, as the streets were already

filled with the sewer, gas and water pipes on each side, the

duct systems of the Montreal flight. Heat & Power Company,

and the Bell Telephone Company. However, the past ex-

perience of the conduit contractors was of great service in

overcoming these obstacles, and in no instance was it found

impossible to make an installation as required.

The Bleury Street and Park Avenue section differed from

that of the other streets in that a portion of the system was
made jointly with the Bell Telephone Company, having sep-

arate ducts and manholes. These joint holes had a common
wall, but with enough offset on each side to allow ducts to

take care of the distribution in intersecting streets.

The telephone ducts are of multiple tile, and at all points

are separated from the power ducts by at least six inches

of concrete and gradually fanning out to reach the manholes.

In addition to the power company having cables in the muni-

cipal ducts, the street lighting occupies a duct as also the

fire alarm system. Ample space is provided so that future

electrical needs can be taken care of without undue crowding.

It is the plan of the Electrical Cotnmission to gradually

extend the conduit system over the entire city of Montreal,

removing all overhead wires and poles, thereby making Mont-
real entirely free from delay and danger to which it had been

subjected in the past.

Ninety-one members of the Corporation of B. C. Land
-Surveyors have become members of overseas forces since

war broke out. Four have been killed in action, four have

been wounded, and two are prisoners in Germany. Among
the wounded is Lieut. P. D. Booth, Royal Field Artillery,

who has been awarded the military cross for bravery at the

Dardanelles.
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Regulations Respecting Highways
Ontario Department Issues Rules for the Guidance of Road Superin-
tendents and Engineers in County Road Construction and Repairs

Tlie following? are tlic Regulations of the Depart-

ment of l'nl)!ic lligluvays with respect to county road

construction, maintenance and repair under The High-

way Inii)rovement Act and The Ontario Highways
Act, upon comphance with which the county becomes
entitled to the Provincial subsidy payable under the

said Act :—
County Supervision and Records

1. The management of all road improvement, maintenance

and repair is to he centralized in a capahle county road super-

intendent appointed hy and actinjf under the direction of

the county council. A foreman is to 1)C placed hy the super-

intendent in charge of any worl<s which he cannot person-

ally oversee.

2. An approved system of keeping road accounts is to he

adopted showing the extent and location of each work of

improvement, and the cost of labor and materials used. Ex-

penditures for maintenance and repair arc to he kept sep-

arate and distinct from construction costs. Time sheets and

time hooks are to be used for the payment of men. Such

returns, reports and statements respecting all details of work,

methods and expenditure, arc to be supplied to the Depart-

ment of Public Highways as may from time to time be

required. Blank forms for annual returns will be supplied

to superintendents or other officials upon request.

Departmental Returns

:i. Returns to the Department of l'ul)lic Higliways are to

show definitely, according to townsliip, lot and concession,

the location and terminal points of the work done; there-

after, similar work of construction for that road is not to

be a charge upon the Province. Each section of road is to

he fully completed at one time unless circumstances do not

permit. A repeated charge for any class of work, such as

draining, grading, nutalling. etc., will not he allowed as

construction; hut wlien reported complete by the superin-

tendent is to be regarded as finally completed fi>r that class

of work on the defined section of road.

4. .Statements of annual expenditure are to close on De-

cember :Ust of eacli year, and are to he transmitted to the

Department of Public Highways as soon thereafter as cir-

cumstances will permit.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
5. Improvements arc to be of a cliaracter suited to the

requirements of the district as regards the amount of travel,

nature of the soil, cpiality of road metal available, and other

local conditions.

0. Construction is to be guided hy the last revised

"Handbook of Roadniaking" issued by the Deputy Minister

of Highways, except as more specifically stated in these regu-

lations.

7. Work on old gravel or stone roads of the nature of

reconstruction or repair may consist of:

—

(a) Grading by cutting away shoulders of earth and sod

at the sides, and improvement of drainage.

(b) Grading, draining and metalling with good gravel or

broken stone, or other approved surface material.

8. Work on new roads may consist of:

—

(a) Grading and draining.

(b) (trading, draining and metalling with good gravel or

broken stone, or other approved surface material.

'.I. General construction is to be in continuous stretches

of not less than one mile in length. Unless (or unavoidable

reason.s, work done on shorter sections will be rated as main-

tenance.

10. The road allowance, before construction is under-

taken, is to have a ininiinuin width of fifi foei between fences.

Grading and Earthwork

11. It is essential that all roads he permanently graded
and earthwork completed before putting on gravel, broken
stone or other surface material. " Old gravel and stone road-

beds are not to he unnecessarily injured or destroyed by
being covered with earth and sods from the sides. (Vide

section 20). Roads are to be given easy, flowing, uniform
grades, cutting down hills and knolls, and filling depres-

sions. The standard grade shall be 4 per cent., but a maxi-

mum rise of 8 per cent, may be permitted by the Department.
Thorough grading is insisted upon.

12. The roadway graded for traffic is to be as straight as

practicable, and in the centre of the road allowance, with a

uniform width between the inside edges of the open pitches,

and the superintendent shall see that work is carefully staked

out for this purpose in advance of draining, grading and
metalling.

13. The width of the graded roadway, shoulder to

shoulder between ditches, should not be less than 18 feet

for least travelled single-track roads; and roads of heavier

traffic should be graded to a width of 24 feet if for single-

track and 27 feet if for double-track.

14. Side slopes are to be suited to the natural stability

of the soil, but are to be not less than one and one-half

feet horizontal to one foot vertical.

Finished Camber or Crown

l.'). The crown or camber given the newly graded and con-

solidated roadway is to be uniform, and on single-track roads

is to have a rise of one inch to the foot from the shoulder

of the ditch to the centre of the road. On double-track roads

metalled with broken stone and thoroughly cons<didated by
rolling, a crown of one-half inch to the foot will be suffici-

ent. Special care is to be given to the crown at or near

the top of hills and at the foot. The crown on hills is to

be suflicient to turn the water to the gutters and prevent it

from following the wheel tracks. In resurfacing old gravel

and stone roads, the camber of the consolidated surface

should be not less than one-half inch to the foot.

Foundation

16. Stone and gravel roads should have an adequate
foundation adapted to the strength of subsoil and the prob-

able weight and frequency of traffic: the upper four inches

of consolidated material to be regarded as the wearing sur-

face, and the remainder of the road crust, with the subsoil,

to be considered as the foundation.

Gravel and Broken Stone

17. Road metal (gravel and broken stone) is to be placed

in the centre of the grade to a width and depth sufficient

to form a serviceable road, having due regard to the char-

acter and extent of traffic, jingle-track roads shall prefer-

ably be metalled to a width of ten feet, and double-track

roads to a width of eighteen feet.

18. The gravel or stone spread on the road should not

be of a less width than eight feet, nor of a less depth than
eight inches.

19. The gravel or broken stone used on the road should
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preferably be obtained in the vicinity of the road, but must

be of good quality.

20. The stone used may be broken field stone, quarry

stone, crushed and screened gravel or natural gravel of good

quality, care being taken to select a durable quality such as

will vifithstand vi^ear and exposure to the atmosphere, discard-

ing weathered limestone, friable sandstone, or other weak

metal.

31. Gravel is to be clean, moderately coarse and free from

an excess of clay, sand or earthy material.

33. In applying natural pit gravel containing many large

stones, the large stones are to be raked forward from the

loose gravel, spreading them so as to be underneath the next

load and in the bottom of the road.

23. The gravel or broken stone placfed on main roads is

to be thoroughly rolled. Roads of less importance, if not

rolled, are to be maintained by raking, or trimming with a

grader until consolidated by traffic. Each county shall have

at least one steam roller.

34. Stone when crushed is to be elevated into bins, fr<3m

which it can be conveniently and quickly loaded into wagons.

3.5. Clay, sod or other earthy material is not to be used

as a surface dressing or binder on broken stone roads. Stone

screenings are to be used for this purpose. Care is to be

taken that an excess of this surface dressing is not used.

26. Where roads have heretofore had gravel or broken

stone placed on them, they should be reconstructed or re-

paired by cutting off shoulders with a grader and adding a

sufficient amount of -gravel or broken stone to fill ruts, de-

pressions, properly crown and make a road sufficiently strong

to accommodate the travel. The sod and soft material is

to be thrown outward, never drawn to the centre.

Drainage

27. Good drainage is of primary importance. Open drains

are to be provided at both sides of the road, with a constant

fall to"a free outlet, and with sufficient capacity to carry away

surface water.

38. Tile under drains are to be laid to carry away ex-

cessive subsoil water, lower the water-line, and secure a

dry roadbed wherever a moist, damp or springy condition

of the subsoil exists.

Bridges and Culverts

39. Durable sluices and culverts are to be built when-

necessary. Bridges must be substantial in character, pre-

ferably of concrete or steel.

.SO. Bridges are to comply with the approved specifica-

tions of the Department of Public Highways; all forms of

tender, specifications, and the work throughout, are to be in

charge of an engineer qualified to see that such specifications

for steel and concrete bridges are carried out. Wherever

practicable, bridges are to he built by contract, for which

tenders shall bo received after due public notice has been

given.

Machinery and Miscellaneous

31. Modern roadmaking machinery, equipment, imple-

ments and plant are to be used so as to secure the greatest

results from the expenditure, and to do the best work. Ma-

chinery and other equipment is to be sufficient only for pro-

per construction, maintenance and re])air, and authority to

purchase is subject to approval.

:!3. Work is to be carried on in such maiuu-r au<l at such

rate as will ensure completion of the designated system of

roads without unnecessary delay and within a reasonable

period, consistant with the local extent and cost of construc-

tion.

:i3. When in any county the roads assumed as county

roads arc not of equal importance, they may be classified,

and the nature and extent of improvement to be carried

out on each class designated by the Department of Public

Highways. Provincial liability shall thereafter be limited

to the cost of improvement so designated.

34. All plans of road construction, systems and means of

carrying on the work, contracts and specifications pertaining

thereto, are to be such as will produce durable construction

with economy of outlay, and are to be submitted for and

shall be subject to approval.

35. Whenever a concrete, brick, bituminous, wooden

block, stone block, or other durable type of surface is con-

sidered desirable by the county authorities, rather than a

water-bound broken stone or gravel roadway, specific ap-

proval must be obtained for such construction, together with

approval of plans and specifications.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Repair

36. For small repairs the county shall employ patrol-

men to take charge of definite sections of all heavily travel-

led roads. The length of each section may vary with traffic

and general requirements of the road, as experience may
determine, but the' number of men so employed, and the

section allotted to each, shall be such that the system of

roads will be kept in an efficient state of repair.

37. Patrolmen may work singly or in pairs as the super-

intendent may direct, and shall be subject solely to the in-

structions of the superintendent.

38. Patrolmen employed by the county are to be in-

dustrious, honest, sober, and of practical ability so thai they

will give full value in service for every dollar received. Fail-

ure in these particulars is to be met by dismissal by the

superintendent.

Duties of Patrolmen

39. For purposes of repair, suitable gravel and stone

will be supplied by the county, preferably in piles along

the roadside, for use of the patrolmen.

40. For the repair of depressions, holes and wheel tracks,

stone of the largest size possible is to be used, up to Scinch

gauge, and stone dust and chips are to be used for binding.

The use of clay, loam, sods or earthy material of any kind

is prohibited.

41. Holes and depressions in the road surface are to be

filled promptly, using the same material as was employed

for construction, viz.: gravel for gravel roads, and broken

stone for stone roads.

42. Ruts and holes should be so filled that there will

be neither a lump nor a depression when the new material

is consolidated.

43. Deep holes in gravel and stone roads should have

earth and soft material cleaned out of them before filling with

new metal.

44. Loose stones are to be raked from the surface of the

road, collected in piles, and thereafter used in the improve-

ment of the road.

45. Sod, loam or earthy material is under no circum-

stances to be drawn from the shoulders to the surface or

centre of a stone or gravel road.

46. When it is necessary to place loose gravel or stone

on a road (without rolling^ the wheel tracks are to be raked

full from time to time until the road surface has been con-

solidated by traffic.

47. Ditches and drains are to be kept clean and free

from obstruction.

48. Attention is to be given at, all times not merely to

keeping the existing drains in the condition following con-

struction, but to improving such drains wherever practicable

so that water will not remain in depressions on the road or

roadside.

49. Special care is to l)e taken that the shoulders of the

road are kept smooth and free from weeds so that surface

drainage is not impeded.

50. Snow and ice arc to be removed from the ends of
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drains and culverts, antr drainage outlets arc at all times

to be carefully watched to see that they arc not obstructed

by leaves, weeds, silt or other material.

.11. Brush and noxious weeds are to be cut and burned,

or otherwise removed from the roadside.

.IS. Brush is to be cut at all cross-roads, bridges, railway

crossinjjs, curves or other points of danger.

.'i.'i. Floors of bridges and culverts, the approaches to

bridges and culverts, and all guard rails are to be kept in

repair by the patrolman.

54. The patrolman is to promptly provide protection in

case of washouts or other emergency, and to place red lights,

notifying the superintendent ininiediatcly of any such con-

ditions.

. S.";. Unauthorized signs erected within the road .illowance

arc to be removed if so directed by the county road super-

intendent.

50. The patrolman for water-bound macadam or gravel

roads is to supply a horse and light wagon (or cart), and

is to have a shovel, rake, scythe, pick, heavy broom, tamper,

and such other tools as he may from lime to time require.

Where tar or heavy oil is used, the foregoing arc to be sup-

plemented with the necessary equipment in accordance with

the quality of material used.

57. The patrolman will be held responsible for tools pro--

vided by the county, which are to be kept suitably protected

and in proper repair.

58. Snowdrifts are to be shovelled out by the patrol-

man, and when help is needed to do this work promptly, he

should engage the necessary assistance.

59. The patrolman should keep a time-book showing time

employed on the road, and nature, location and amount of

work performed. The time-book should be mailed or sent

each week to the superintendent (and by having two such

books they can be used for alternate weeks).

Maintenance

()0. The maintenance of roads (as distinguished from

small repairs) and including re-surfacing, oiling, widening

or other improvement authorized by the nepartment. is to

be adequately and promptly carried out by the county, so

that unnecessary injury will not result to the road from

neglect.

01. The work of maintenance is to be performed under

the general organization and" regulations provided for first

construction in so far as applicable, the county preferably

to have one outfit under a foreman, with suitable tools,

equipment and workmen, continuously engaged on such

maintenance, or construction and maintenance, during the

working season.

03. Earth roads prior to metalling may be maintained by

the systematic use of the grader and drag.

fl:i. Work of repair, such as the removal of sod shoulders

and occasional cleaning of ditches, which can be cheaply

done by machinery, is to be done by the maintenance outfit

rather than by the patrol system.

Special Local Conditions

04. Where, owing to special local conditions, any depart-

ure from the foregoing regulations may be desired, upon ap-

plication to the council or superintendent to the Deputy

Minister of Highways, an e.samination of the road or roads

or circumstances in question will be made by an engineer

of the Departiiunt for the purpose of deci<linK with regaril

thereto.

Interpretation

O.'). In these regulations relating to construction, main-

tenance and repair of county roads, "superintendent" shall

mean county roa<l superintendent appointed by the county

council in accor<lance with section 7 of the Highway Im-

provement .\ct.

00. "Approved" or "approval" shall mean' approvaT by

the Deputy Minister of Highways, whose deciiion as to the

scope, intention and interpretation of these regulations, or

any part thereof, is to be final.

07. "Old" roads include such highways as have been pre-

viously well graded and metalled with gravel or broken
stone, and which have a solid and deep roadUed. Former
toll roads, and roads of a similar character will usually fall

within this class.

08. "New" roads in general include earth roads which
may or may not have been previously graded, and which
have had little or no gravel or stone placed upon them.

09. "Single-track" roads shall be those metalled from 8

to 12 feet wide, and "double-track" roads shall be those met-
alled more than 12 and up to 18 feet wide.

70. "Repair" shall mean the mending of holes and ruts,

the cutting of weeds, the cleaning of ditches and gutters, the

raking of loose stones, and such mending as is necessary to

keep the road smooth and in good condition for traffic, and
to prevent rapid deterioration.

71. "Maintenance" shall relate to the uniform wear of

the road under traffic, and the periodic expenditure and work
necessary to re-surface and restore the road crust to its

original thickness, or may include the widening or strength-

ening of the road crust made necessary by increased traffic,

also oiling or the use of bituminous or other carpet-coat

materials to protect the road and prevent dust after first

construction.

72. "Department" shall mean the Department of Public

Highways of the Province of Ontario.

Trade Inquiries

Names and addresses may be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

320. Asbestos cement sheets—A London firm of en-

gineers are in the market for 2.50,000 square yards of asbes-
tos cement sheets, ;t/lO in. thick, and invite quotations from
Canadian manufacturers.

.!24. Brass steam fittings

—

.\ Glasgow firm wishes to

obtain the representation of a Canadian house for the above.
Satisfactory references.

32.'i. Steel billets and wire rods—A Coatbridge firm a-sks

for Canadian sources of supply.

:t26. Rolled steel joists; bars of all sections, rivets and
bolts. A Glasgow house will be glad to receive catalogues
and quotations c.i.f. Glasgow quay.

327. Steel joists

—

A large Glasgow firm would be
pleased to receive quotations for say 150 tons steel joists to

the following sections, or nearest procurable sizes: 9 in. by
4 in. by 21 pounds; 8 in. by 4 in. by 18 pounds; 7 in. by 4 in.

by 10 pounds; in. by :i in. by 12 pounds; 5 ins. by .'t in. by II

pounds; all in 40 ft. lengths.

:t28. Galvanized fencing wire— .V Glasgow firm desires

to know if galvanized fencing wire can be obtained from
Canada. Supplies formerly procured from Belgium.

330. Tinned steel mattress wire—.\ firm at Liverpool
manufacturing wire mattresses would like to receive quota-
tions from Canadian manufacturers of tinned steel mattresses
wire in Sl'/j. T2'/j and 33 standard wire gauges.

329. Iron or steel bars-— .-V Glasgow firm is open to pur-

chase iron or steel bars notably bulb tee bars I'/j by l^i

equal 2' j poiimls per fo.ii, ami varillas .^J in. by ' ; in. by ><

oz. /ft.

339. Kepie>enlulioM— .\ gentleman in .\ew York who
has travelled throughout /Vsia. the Pacific Islands and .Vus-

tralia for the past seventeen years in the interest of certain

I'nited States manufacturers, desires to be put in touch with

Canadian manufacturers who are anxious for export trade,

since he has had many demands on past trips for goods
manufactured in Canada.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest oi public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

After eighteen months of silence "Industrial Canada,"

the mouthpiece of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

has joined its voice to those of other journals that could

not stomach what went on at Ottawa in connection with

the letting of contracts for shells and fuses by the late Shell

Committee. "Industrial Canada" tells us in its latest issue

a few things it knows about fuse contracts and says that

eighteen months ago the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion went to the Government and tried to make it realize

that the "license to loot" ought to be terminated. Their

warnings, like those of many of the Government's political

supporters were, according to "Industrial Canada" allowed

to pass unheeded. So, at this late date, after giving the

matter eighteen months of silent thought, the organ of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the members of which

are both liberal and conservative, comes into the lime-light

with its statement of some of the things that have come

under its notice.
* * *

I will outline the story told by "Industrial Canada" a

little later on, after I have said what I feel about the part

this mouthpiece of the manufacturers has been taking. While

the making public of this story is better late than never, I

cannot help wondering how such a journal can square itself

with its own conscience for having kept silence all these

months. It seems to me that this is just another example

of the weakness exhibited by 90 per cent, of the journals

of Canada in failing to do their plain duty. What is a public

journal for, if it is not to tell the public some of the plain

facts about its public men, especially when the good name of

the country is being soiled? When the testing time comes,

many of these journals lack the backbone, or the nerve to

speak out. They act the part of Falstaff whose chief maxim
was the comfortable idea that "discretion is the better part

of valor" and they just keep mum. They wait until the

burglar gets away with the swag, and finally, when so much
has been filched from the public purse that no one can shut

his eyes to it any longer, some of them join in the chase

with a great hue and cry.

Why did not "Industrial Canada," in the interests of

manufacturers, make its public protest eighteen months ago,

when the trail was hot and there was some prospect of

getting hold of the culprits before they cleared oflf with

whole skins and a big swag? It was left to this paper—the

Contract Record—to make the first protest in the interests

of the manufacturers of Canada, and in the interests of clean

government and the good name of the people of Canada:

and for some time it was left to us also to continue the

protest almost alone. The Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, through their organ "Industrial Canada," made their

protest silently and without effect eighteen months ago.

They should have followed this up at that time with a public

statement, instead of waiting for eighteen months and watch-

ing the continuation of those evils about which they told

the government in a whisper.

I do not relish the idea of saying much about my own
doings, but I may be excused for pointing out such short-

comings on the part of other journals, and saying, that in

spite of my own loneliness all these months, 1 have felt,

and still feel, that I have been doing the Canadian manu-
facturers and the Canadian public a real service in laying

bare some of these ugly truths; a service which the public

had a right to expect, the manufacturers especially, from

those other journals, and more especially from their own
industrial mouthpiece.

*

Here is the story of "Industrial Canada." told as briefly

as we can put it:—Eighteen months ago the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association approached the Government and told

them some of the things Ihey knew about the way in which
fuse contracts were being given to Americans and refused

to Canadians, and what people were saying about it all.

"The reception given these suggestions, says Industrial Can-
ada, "was not of a character calculated to invite further

co-operation."

"There are limits," Industrial Canada continues, "to the

patience of loyal citizens even in war time, and much as we
may deplore the disgrace that the fuse scandal has brought
publicly home to Canada, and warmly as we may resent thfe

effort to make political capital out of it at a time when our
national energies ought all to be centred on winning the

war, there is no getting away from the fact that the situa-

tion was intolerable, and that the license to loot had to be

'terminated."

After a little more in the way of an introduction, the

article continues, saying that Mr. T. A. Russell and Mr.
Lloyd Harris, of the Russell Motor Car Company, Limited,

heard in April, 1915, that fuse contracts ITad been "going
begging." since November, 1914. Their first information

about it was received in New York fronv Sir Sam Hughes,
who, by personal introduction referred them to Col. Allison

in the Manhattan Hotel for details. Preferring to do busi-

ness direct with the Shell Committee, Messrs. Russell and
Harris went to Montreal and made overtures to the Com-
mittee through Gen. Bertram and Col. Carnegie." The up-

shot of this business was that they were again referred to

Col. Allison, "who was said to have the matter in hand for

prospective contractors in the United States." After con-

siderable perseverance and general rebuffs, Messrs. Russell

and Harris "were given a promise that one million of the

five million fuses required would be held, pending the receipt

of a tender from them, providing that tenders were submitted
within a reasonable time." A "reasonable time in their case

"was defined as two weeks, notwithstanding the fact that

Allison had presumably been busy on the proposition for five

months without being able to offer anything definite."

Within the two weeks Messrs. Russell and Harris noti-

fied the .Shell Committee that their proposition would be

ready on the date specified. "And now for the fact that re-

quires explanation," continues the article in Industrial Can-
ada. "On May 25th, 1915, the Russell tender was turned in,

offering to make 1,000,000 fuses at $4.20. On May 19, with-

out waiting for this competitive tender, which was known
to be on the way, and regardless of the promise given to

hold at least a- portion of the business open, the committee
awarded contracts for the whole of the 5,000,000 fuses to the

companies promoted by Allison and his associates, a small

fraction of them at $4.00, but the majority of them at $4.50.

The loss in money is a matter of easy calculation from the

records of the committee. The loss in time of delivery is

also determinal)le, because whereas the United States con-

tractors have fallen far behind with their obligations, the

Russell Motor Company are now delivering ahead of time

under a contract they subsequently .secured at $3.70. The
indirect loss to Canada and to the Empire through the sac-

rifice of domestic to foreign enterprise is beyond compu-
tation."

» *

It is unnecessary to comment on this story at present.
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ll simply adds n chapter lo many that I have already pub-

lished. Nor is it necessary to say much about the char-

acters of the parties who arc referred to as taking part in it.

The fact that one of these parties is Mr. Lloyd Harris, stamps

tile story as deservinjj; of every confidence. Mr. I^loyd Har-

ris is one of the brightest and cleanest inen we have in I'an-

ada today, and tliere are a good many others of his type.

The thing that 1 cannot quite understand is why he, or others

of his calibre, were not employed by the government in this

crisis. Can it be that he was too big a man for them? What-
ever reply you give to this question, the Dominion Cabinet

needs a good cleaning out, if the conservative party is to be

saved from defeat.

* * *

Just by way of an example of the above idea, 1 may
mention the case of Hon. A. E. Kemp, the chairman of the

Purchasing Commission, who also has been acting Minister

of Militia during the absence of Sir Sam Hughes. Is it in

the interests of the people that a man who is so interested

in companies selling goods to the Government should be

occupying an important position on a Purchasing Commis-
sion? Is there not even a sutficiently vigorous public

opinion in Canada to teach such men that their positions

as members of Parliament are positions of trust, to be exer-

cised for the public welfare, not positions of profit to be

utilized in their own interests? Does it not make you
question whether the men who get to the top of the

tree in our political life are men of the large calibre they

should be? In the name of Heaven, are there no big men
in this country who could handle our affairs more after the

manner in which we have every right to expect they should

be handled?

SEARCHLIGHT.

Personal
Mr. William (i. Murdoch, city engineer of St. John, N.B..

delivered an instructive address to the engineering students

of the University of New Brunswick on the 17th inst., his

subject being the Suspension Bridge.

Mr. J, Quail, formerly sales engineer for the Manitoba
Bridge and Iron Works, has accepted the i)osition of man-
ager of the western office of tlie Canadian Bridge Company,
(if Walkcrville, Ont. His office will be in the Garry Building,

Winnipeg.

Mr. H. V. Keating, civil engineer. Fort Frances, Ont.,

has charge of the construction of a large paper mill for

Warren Curtis, of Thorold, Ont., to be built about sixteen

miles from Shelter Bay, on the lower St. Lawrence, below
the island of .Anticosti.

Mr. E. J. Lennox, a Toronto architect, has received a

judgment for $1,:!0<) against the Russell Motor Company,
live years ago Mr. Lennox was entrusted to prepare plans
for a factory for the defendant company, and the action was
for recovery of money due on the work.

Mr. W. H. Fairchild, the newly-appointed 'city engineer
of Gait, Ont., has had a long and varied experience in his

profession. He is a native of Brant county, and started

his engineering career in 18»,5 with City Engineer Jones of

Brantford. .After four years' training he moved to Simcoc.
where he engaged in private practice and received the ap-

pointment of engineer for the counties of Norfolk and Haldi-

mand. In 1907 he returned to Brantford, and controlled

practically all the engineering outside the city of Brantford
in the counties of Brant, Norfolk, and Haldimand. In 19i:i

Mr. I'airchild went to Vancouver, where he had charge of

the Pacific Coast I'Veight Buildings for the C. N. R. On
the outbreak of war. work ceasing on this job, he went back
to Brantford, where he practised his profession until ap-

pointed city engineer of Gait,

Mainly Constructional
Owing, it is said, to lack of competition, the price of

cement in Calgary is 2:i cents higher than in Edmonton.

The town of Dundas, (^nt., are considering the installa-

tion of a sewerage system, and have engaged Messrs. Murray
& Lowes to prepare plans and estimates.

Work that will run up to a quarter of a million dollars is

in sight already in South Ltmdon, (Jnt., and a very busy sea-

son in the building line is expected. A large numln-r of

.splendid residences are being erected.

The Ohio State Highway Department has made the first

important awards of the season of state highways work.

The amount of the contracts exceeds $1,2.'>0.000 and the work
covers more than 90 miles of roads in many counties.

The property of "the Nova Scotia Car Works, Limited.

Halifax, N. S., is to be sold for the benefit of creditors. The
company's liabilities amount to $347,000. It is understood
that the Nova Scotia Steel and Iron Company are desirous

of securing the property.

It is now said that the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Com-
pany are about to embark upon the steel ship-building indus-

try, and that this was the reason for the increased capitaliza-

tion of the company which was authorized at the annual
meeting a few weeks ago.

Thomas Kelly, the Winnipeg contractor, has lost his

fight against extradition in the Supreme Court at Washing-
ton, and will have to return to Winnipeg to face a charge of

having obtained $1,2.50,000 by false pretences in connection
with the Parliament Buildings contract.

The BIystone Manufacturing Company, of Cambridge
Springs, Mass., are considering the erection of a factory

shortly in Niagara l-"alls. Ont., on a site purchased by the

company a year ago. The company manufacture concrete

mixing machinery, and the Niagara Falls plant will be used
as an assembling department of the main factory in Phila-

delphia.

Mr. E. W. Bowness, of the Edmonton Power Company.
is on his way to England, where he will consult with the

head office of Sir John Jackson, Limited, regarding the

city's power scheme. Mr. Bowness states that on his re-

turn, some time in May, the work on the railway end of the

project from Edmonton to Blue Rapids will be commenced
immediately.

Bradstrcets report that building permits for ten Canad-
ian cities in March numbered :i:<0. with a total value of

$745,51.">, this being a decrease of 52.;t in the number, but an
increase of 6.4 in value. For the first quarter of 1916 per-

mits totalled 660, with a value of $l,:t67,2l9, a decrease of 48.7

in number and of 26.3 in value. At the same time 143

United States cities showed a decrease of 20.2 per cent, in

value.

The city of Edmonton has constructed at the foot of

101st Street on Ross Flats a sewage disposal plant at a

cost of $30,000. The plant is being completed along ex-

perimental lines, and thus serves the double purpose of

treating part of the city's sewage and acting as a gtiide in

the design of larger plants which will be constructed later.

The new activated sludge process of sewage purification is

being tried.

Mr. M. H. MacLeod, general manager of the Canadian
Northern Railway, has completed arrangements for the
west coast terminal facilities of the railway, and a million-

dollar station at Vancouver will be commenced in a few
weeks. The station will provide for development of the
railway, being planned to meet all possible requirements
for many years. In addition to this, the company are under-
taking a car ferry service from Vancouver to N'ancouver
Island, part pf which will be in operation next month.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and
Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Dundas, Ont.
The Town t'ouncil will submit two

by-laws to the ratepayers on May 2nd
to authorize the construetion of seweYs

at an approximate cost of $74,000, and a

sewage disposal plant, estimated to cost

$38,000. Engineers, Murray-Love Com-
pany, Toronto.

Hamilton, Ont.
The City Council intend to commence

the construction of a watermain on
Cumberland Avenue as soon as the per-

mission of the Provincial Board of Health

is obtained. Estimated cost, $.'!,300. En-
gineer. .\. R. Macallum.

Leamington, Ont.
The Town Council propose to lay a

concrete pavement on Russell Street.

Levis, Que.
The City Council propose to e.vlcnd

the watermain system at an ai)proximnte

cost of $9,000. Clerk, L. Lemicux.

The City Council propose to construct

artesian wells at an approximate cost of

$3.5,000 and to lay pavements estimated

to cost $:!5,()00. ICngincer, C. Lessard.

London, Ont.
The City Council are considering the

construction of the following works:

—

asphaltic concrete pavement. $<.).,500; con-

crete pavement, $4,.')00; 4-inch water-

mains, $10,000. Engineer. H. .\. Brazier.

Merritton, Ont.
The Riordan Pulp & Paper Company

are receiving tenders on laying about

1,500 feet of 30-inch cast iron pipe.

Ridgetown, Ont.
The Town Council will shortly sub-

mit a by-law to authorize the construc-

tion of improvenients to the waterworks
system, estimated to cost $10,000.

St. Hyacinthe, Que.
F. E. Field. Atwater Avenue. Mont-

real, is preparing new plans for mech-
anical gravity filters, with a capacity of

4,000,000 gallons daily. Estimated cost,

$75,000. Tenders will be called in May.

Toronto, Ont.
The Commissioner of Works has re-

commended the construction of asphalt

pavement on Heintzman and Lansdowne
Avenues, to cost about $1."),640.

Vancouver, B.C.
Tenders will be called immediately for

the construction of the proposed Stan-

ley Park Causeway and trunk sewer

across the harbor for the City Council

and the Vancouver Sewage Commission.

The Vancouver & Districts Joint Sew-
erage & Drainage Board. 718 Granville

Street, propose to construct a trunk sew-

er at Stanley Park by day labor. Ap-
proximate cost $300,000. Tenders will

he called for cenient, sand and gravel.

ICngineer, A. D. Creer.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Collingwood, Ont.

In connection with extensions to the
waterworks system, the contract for sup-
ply of pumping machinery has been let

to the Turbine E(|uii)ment Company, C.

P. R. Building, Toronto, and the contract
for pump well and connections to H. G.
\A'ynes.

Cornwall, Ont.
Tl)e Township Council have let the

contract for tlic construction of a drain
to Hilliard McLean, Cornwall, .^pproxi-
mate cost. $9,000.

London, Ont.
The City Council have let contracts

for sewer construction to the following
firms:—Mitchell Sr Mohan, LIO VVharn-
cliflfe Street, $2,058; Johnson & .^gnew,
15:i Kent Street; T. Murphy. Hyman
Hall. $4,000.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Perth, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of con-

crete abutments and flooring for a pro-

posed bridge over the River Tay will

1)C received until nf)on. May 1st, by the
Town Council. Clerk. John A. Kerr.

St. Marys, Ont.
The Grand Trunk Railway propose to

build a steel and concrete bridge over
the tracks at Queen Street. .Approxi-

mate cost, .$0,000. Particulars from
Charles Forrester, care of the Company.
Stratford.

Tenders will be received until May
1st for the construction of a woven wire

swing bridge with cement abutments for

the Town Council. Clerk. T. M. Clark.

Sunbury County, N.B.
Tenders on the erection of a bridge

will be received until noon. May 3rd, by
John Morrissy. Minister of I'ublic

Works, Fredericton. Plans at Govern-
ment Rooms, St. John, with Felix Smith,

Central Blissville: T. B. Hart, Frederic-

ton Junction. Fred Davis, Oronocto, and
at the Department.

Public Buildings, Cliurciies

and Schools

Addison, Ont.
R. Dillon, Architect, King Street,

Brockville. is receiving tenders on the

erection of a church. Estimated cost,

$5,000.

Brantford, Ont.
The Roman Catholic Church are con-

sidering the erection of a school at Col-

borne and Brock Streets, to cost about
$12,000. Architect not yet appointed.
Pastor, Rev. P. J. Padden.

Chatham and Dover Townships, Ont.
Tenders will l)e called very shortly for

the erection of a school for Union School
Section No. 15. Architects, Adams &
.\dams. Market Chambers, Chatham.
-Approximate cost. ,$.3,500. Cement block
and brick construction.

Joliette, Que.
The Provincial Department of Public

VVorks propose to build an annex to the
Court House, and plans arc being pre-
pared by George St. Michel, Parliament
BuiMing. Quebec. Stone and brick con-
struction. .Approximate cost, $12,000.

London, Ont.
The School Board pro|)ose to instal a

boiler at the new Technical School
which will necessitate the erection of a
large chimney, and will also be in the
niarket for iron and woodworking mach-
inery, electrical apparatus and equipment.

Moncton, N.B.
The City Clerk, J. S. McGee, is receiv-

ing tenders on the inst.illation of seat-
ing at the City Hall.

Ottawa, Ont.
Millson & Burgess. L'nion Bank Build-

ing, are preparing plans of sun parlors
to be erected for the City Council, and
will call for tenders very shortly. Stucco
and brick construction. .\])proximate
cost. $10,000.

Peterboro, Ont.
William Blackwell. 372,'/^ Water Street,

has prepared sketch plans of a church
for St. James Methodist Church. .Ap-
proximate cost, $25,000.

Port Credit, Ont.
TJie Town Council have been asked to

provide funds so that the School Board
can proceed with the erection of a school,
estimated to cost $20,000. .Architects,
Designing & T:)raughting Company, 54
.Adelaide Street E., Toronto.

St. Antoine de Bienville, Que.
Tenders on carpentry, plastering and

electrical work at the Parish Church will

be received until .April 29th by the
Curate, Rev. D. Pelletier. .Architect. P.

Levesque, 115 St. John Street, Quebec.
Approximate cost. $30,000.

Timmins, Ont.
The plans for the proposed school

are being revised by Ellis & lUlis, Archi-
tects. Manning Chandlers, Toronto. Ap-
])roximate cost, $12,000.

W. Simpson, 187 Hillsdale .'Avenue, has
Ijrepared plans for a chapel which he will

erect for the Davisville Baptist Congre
gation. Estimated cost, $:i,000. Brick f
construction.

Union on the Lake, Ont.
Tenders will be called shortly for the

erection of an addition to the Essex
Tuberculosis Hospital. Approximate
cost, $15,000. .Architect, J. C. Penning-
ton, La Belle Building, Windsor.
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CONTRACTS AWARDED
Belleville, Ont.

'Ilu- KiiHial contract for the erection
of a ( liildrcii's Home has Ueen let \>y

I he ( hildrens Aid Society to L. Iv Al-
len. I'm BridKe Street. Ivstiniated co.st,

.f 1 ."..(Idl). Architects. I'"llis & !':ilis, Man
ninn ( hanihers, Toronto.

Hamilton, Ont.
Tlie contract for the installation of

an elevator at the Monntain Hospital
has heen awarded to the Otis-Fensoni
I'.levator Company, F.imited, Victoria
Avcnne N.

Kinburn, Ont.
The I'ublic .School Board have award-

id the Keneral contract for the erection

of a brick school to R. A. Kemp. 141)

l<"ir>1 .Avenne. Ottawa. .Approximate
cost. $10,000.

Moncton, N.B.
The contract for plastering at the new

Aberdeen Schotd has been awarded t(j

\V. (). ( alkin. «47 Union Street.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for alterations to

the Montreal Maternity Hospital. 710

St. I'nrbain Street, has been let to E. G.

M. (ape & Company. Limited. 10 Cath-
cart Street. I'^slimated cost. $:!.(KK).

In connection with the basement now
beinK i)nilt on Kosemount ,\vcnnc for

the Trustees of St. Jean Berchmans.
Carlier .Street, the contr.ict for heatiuK.
llbltnbin^r and roofing has been awarded
to T. l.atonrelle & S(m. Limited, Craiu
Street W., and the electrical work to J.

A. St. Anionr, 3171 St. Denis Street.

St. Remi de Tingwick, Que.
The contract for rebuildinK the f'arisli

t hurch has been let to Louis Caron &
.Son. Nicidet. Que.

St. Thomas, Ont.
In connection with alterations to Wil-

son .Avenue School, the contract for

painting and decoratinu has been award-
ed to C. L. Lumas. the carpentry to ,1.

\'an Home, and the plumbing to J. B.

I lanimond.

Westboro, Ont.
The following contracts have been

let in connection with the erection of a

school on Broadway .Avenue:—plaster-

j
ing. T. H. Patterson. 70 Rosedale Street.

I Ottawa; painting. HiRman & Sons. 170
Rideau Street. Ottawa; licatinR. McFar-
lane & Dcmglas. 2.-.0 Slater Street. Otta-
wa; electrical work. H. I,. .Mian, 377
Somerset Street. Ottawa; masonry.
Murphy Brothers. .Arthur Street.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants
Belleville, Ont.
W. S. Cook. 'SA Campbell Street, is

considering the erection of a storehouse
near the Grand Trunk Station.

Blenheim, Ont.
The Springsteen Company intend to

erect a garage, and will superintend the
work themselves. .Approximate cost,
$10,000.

Brampton, Ont.
W. E. Down proposes to build a gar-

age this summer, at an approximate cost

of $<'i.OOO. Stcil and brick veneer con-
struction.

British Cohimbia Province
.\I. .M. Wall, care of the BnlTalo Hard-

wood Lumber Company, BntTalo, N. Y.,

is considering the const ruction of a luni-

Ixr mill in the Yale anil Cariboo district.

Calgary, Alta.
The Western Mausoleum Company.

Limited. Boyd' Building, Winnipeg, are

about to start work on the erection of

a mausoleum, estimated to cost $400,000.

Granite construction, marble interior.

Dundas, Ont.
The Dickson Building Companyf King

Street, have commenced the erection of

a factory on Hatt Street. Brick con-
struction.

Harry Cohen. King Street, is now re-

ceiving tetnlers on the erection of a store

and residence, estimated to cost $C,0(M).

Brick and concrete construction. Archi-
tects. Ellis & 0.sl)orne. Dundas and
Toronto. Ont.

Edmonton, Alta.

The Western Mausoleum Company,
Limite<l. Boyd Building. Winnipeg, pro-

pose to build a mausoleum at an ap-
proximate cost of $400,000. Work may
start this summer. Granite construction,

marble interior.

Gait, Ont.
Dr. J. .\. McDonald has decided to

rebuild the Imperial l^olel, and will

have plans prejiared.

Hamilton, Ont.
The (irasselli ( hemical I'ompany have

prepared plans for an addition to their

factory, estimated to cost $:I0.0()0. Brick
and corrugated iron construction.

Kentville, N.S.
I'erry Bishop is about to build a busi-

ness block by dav labor under supervi-

sion of .Arthur B. Ward. Frame con-
struction. ICstiniated cost. .$«.00().

Kingsville, Ont.
The ICrie Tobacco Company intend to

rebuild their premises, which were re-

cently destroyed by fire. Manager,
Oliver Fox.

London, Ont.
Tenders will be called early in may

for the erection of a warehmise for Web-
ster & Harvey. Richmond an<l Oxford
Streets, for which plans are being pre-

pared by J. M. Moore. 4I."> Richmond
Street. .Approximate cost. $12,000.

Markham, Ont.
The Markham .Agricultural Society will

receive tenders until May 12th for the
erection of a buildin,g suitable for an
agricultural hall and rink. Parlieularst

at oflices of James Malcolm.

Montreal, Que.
W. .\. Mahoney. Telephone Building,

(iuelph. Ont.. is preparing plans for an
addition to the premises of the (^anada
Stove C"ompany.

New Westminster. B.C.
The City Council will shortly call for

tenders on the erection of a market build-

ing on Lytton Square. Concrete con-
struction. .\pproximate cost. $.10,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Imperial Motor Company, 150 Al-

bert Street, propose to erect an addi-
tion to their premise*.

Quebec, Que.
Work has been started by day lal>or

on the conversion of a store inlii a
tlicatrv for Dclphis Brochu. 63 St. John
Street. Estimated cost. $6,000. .Archi-
tecl.s. Tanguay & Lebon, 20 d'Aguillon
Street.

Saskatoon, Sask.
I'lans have been prepared for an in-

cinerator to be built for the City Coun-
cil. It is probable that the contract let

in 1UI4 to Laurie & Lamb, Montreal, will
be cancelled and new tenders called. .Ap-
proximate cost, $100,000. Engineer, G.
D. Archibald.

Toronto, Ont.
Tlie Campbell Flour Mills Company.

Limited, arc considering the erection of
a storehouse and cooperage, at an ap-
proximate cost of $5,000. Work will in-

clude the wrecking of existing buildings.

The Brandon Company, 108 Vine St..

have had plans prepared for a machine
shop to cost about $.'>.000. Steel and
brick construction.

Whitby, Ont
The erection of two Stores on Brock

.Street is being considered by W. J. H.
Richardson and the Misses Richardson.
Brick construction. .Approximate cost.
$."i.000.

Whitebread, Ont.
R. .Stenton. Wallaceburg. is about to

start work on the erection of a barn,
estimated to cost $:i.000. Frame and
concrete construction.

Windsor, Ont
rians of stores and apartments to be

built for H. Bcnsteln. .M Pitt Street E..

are being prepared by G. Jacques. Boug
Block. Tenders will be received from
May Oth to l.Mh. Brick and concrete
construction. I-'stimated cost. $18,000.

Yarmouth Township. Ont
J. B. Turner. Edgcware Road. St.

Thomas, proposes to rebuild his barns,
recently destroyed by fire. Fireproof
construction. .Approximate cost. $3,500.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Fenelon Falls. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of three stores for James Fraser has
been let to .\. McLeod. 57 Benlamond
.Avenue. .Smaller trades will be sub-let.
Concrete block construction. Estimated
cost. $4,000.

Halifax, N.S.
The general contract for the erection

of a machine shop for the Halifax Grav-
ing Dock Company. Granville Street,
has been awarde<l to G. M. Brookficld
Ltd.. Granville .Street, and the electrical
work to Farguhar Brothers. Barrington
.Street. .Approximate cost. $16,000. Re-
inforced concrete constrtiction.

Hamilton, Ont
George Hill. 21 Vine Street, is build-

ing a stable, estimated to cost $6.<K>Q,

and has let the contract for masonry to
H. Jones. 29 Macaulay Street E. Con-
tracts will also be let for steel work and
roofing.

The contract for the construction of
(Continued on pay 47)



To Contractors

Sealed tenders will be received up till noon,
April 26th, 1916, by the Secretary, (or the erec-
tion and completion of a six-roomed Public School
Building for Finch School Board Section No. 3,

in the Village of Finch, Ont.

Drawings and specifications can be seen at the
undersigned. The Board reserves the right to

reject any or all tenders. The successful tenderer
will be required to furnish satisfactory guarantee
as to good faith. Tenders will be opened after

8.30 o'clock p.m. May 1st.

GEO. S. CASSELMAN.
1617 Secretary.

Construction of Cribwork

and Concrete Wall

Sealed tenders will be received up to 12 o'clock

noon, Monday, May 1st, 1916, addressed to the
Chairman of the Toronto Harbor Commissioners,
50 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont., and marked "Ten-
ders for Harbor Head Walls."

All information may be obtained by applying
to the above address. Tenders received after the

time above named will not be considered.

The Commissioners reserve the right to reject

any or all tenders received.

E. L. COUSINS,

lH-17 Chief Engineer and Manager.

Tenders for Dredging

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the under-
.signed, and endorsed "Tender for Dredging, Port
Hope, (Jnt.," will be received until 4.tKt P. M.,
Tuesday, May 2, IIUO, for dredging required at

Port Hope, Ontario.

Tenders will not be considered unless made on
the forms supplied, and signed with the actual
signatures of tenderers.

Combined specifications and form of tender
can be obtained on application to the Secretary,
Department of Public Works, Ottawa. Tenders
must include the towing of the plant to and
from the work.

The dredges and other plant which are in-

tended to be employed on this work shall have
been duly registered in Canada at the time of
the filing of this tender with the Department, or
sliall have been built in C'anada after the filing

of the tender.

Contractors must be ready to begin work with-
in two weeks after the date they have been
notified of the acceptance of their tender.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to
the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, for five per cent (5 p.c. ) of the con-
tract price, but no cheque to be for less than
fifteen hundred dollars, which will be forfeited

if the person tendering decline to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so, or fail to

complete the work contracted for. If the ten-

der be not accepted the cheque will be returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DE5ROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works. Ottawa.
Tuesday, April 22, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-

ment if they insert it without authority from the
Department.—1147;

Tenders for

Diaphragm Pumps
Tenders will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the Chairman Board of Con-
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to noon on Tuesday,
May 9th, 1910, for the supply of Two Gasoline-
driven EHaphragm Pumps.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly
marked on the outside as to contents. Specifica-
tions and forms of tender may be obtained at the
Works Department, Room 6, City Hall. Tend-
erers must comply strictly with conditions of City
By-law as to deposits and sureties, as set out in
specifications and forms of tender. The lowest
or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH (Mayor),
Chairman Board of Control.

17 17

CITY OF LONDON, ONTARIO

Storm Sewers and

Sewage Disposal Works

Sealed tenders addressed to the "Chairman and
Members Board of Control" will be received at
the otfice of the City Clerk until 10 A. M., Fri-
day, May 12th, 1916, for the following works:

—

Contract 1—WharncIifIe, etc 2,300 Lin. ft.

Contract 2—Victoria, etc 6,000 " "

Contract 3—Waterloo, etc 4,400 " "

Contract 4— Elizabeth, etc J.OOO " "

Contract 6—Quebec, etc 2,400 " "

Contract 6—East End Sewage Disposal Works.

Specifications, forms of tender, plans, profiles,
etc., may be seen at the City Hall, London, or at
Room 2t>4 Mail Uldg., Toronto, after May 1st,
1911).

Each tender is to be accompanied by a marked
cheque as called for in the Instructions to Bid-
ders.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.

H. A. STEVENSON, Esq., Mayor.

II. A. BRAZIER, Esq., City Engineer.

CIIIPMAN & POWER, Consulting Engineers.

April l'4th, 191U.

FOR SALE
Two low pressure .'{U H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in
use less than two months. Good for steam or
hot water heating purposes. Each will carry
;i,tXH) square feet of steam radiation. Further
particulars—MacM. R. & D., 4 iJeaver Hall Sq.,
Montreal. 17-t.f.

FOR SALE—Asphalt Roller

One "Erie" S-Ton Tandem Steam Roller, in

perfect condition. Used about one week. Full

specification and price upon request, P. O. Box
65, St. Catharines, Ont. 16-17

Construction Work

Superintendent or foreman on general con-

struction work (Railway or Canal) on Concrete,

Rock and Earth, wants position. Frank Brown,
General Delivery, Sub-Station F, Toronto. 16-17

Reinforced Concrete Superintendent

Superintendent for past twelve years. Had
full charge of some of the largest plants and
buildings. Now open for engagement. A Mar-
tin, care of 51 Macpherson Ave., Toronto. 16-17

AGENTS WANTED
Canadian sales agents wanted for best line of

excavating outfits made in the United States.
Apply Box ;{9,*i "Contract Record & Engineering
Review," Toronto, Ont. 17-19

Good Form Design Saves in Labor and
Lumber on Building Work

Form designs should be arranged to re-

duce the number of special panels and
pieces, should take into account the to-

tal quantity required, considering the
movement of the forms throughout the

job, and should furnish an accurate key
to the quantity and size of stock required
and to the order in which the component
parts should be made, according to a
paper presented at the twelfth anntial

convention of the American Concrete
Institute at Chicago by R. A. Sherwin,
of the engineering force of the Aberthaw
Construction Company.
Such a design requires a careful study

of the building plans, with a view to hav-
ing modified such details as would make
the form work unnecessarily expensive,
and the immediate preparation of a pro-
gress chart. The latter is usually de-

termined by the time allowed for com-
pleting the biulding. .\s soon as it has
been prepared, the quantity of forms and
the order in which they are to be erected

and moved can be determined. This ;

chart also shows when the form design
must be ready to allow sufficient time
for making up and erection.

A conference is then held between the

man in charge of form design and the

field men, at which the sizes and kind'

of lumber that will be cheapest and that

can be delivered on time are determined.

The point at which work must begin,

and the location, type and capacity of

the concrete plant must also be settled.,

The general scheme of the form work
should be outlined at this conference with
field men to make sure that the design

is understood and acceptable to thein. If

this is the case, they can carry it out,

much more readily. The first study and
drawings are made from a general as-

sembly, which is selected from different

combinations as the most econoinical for

the conditions. Joists and girts should

be in as few lengths as possible. Stock :l

sizes of lumber should be used. I
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Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

(Continued from page 4S)

an ice plant fo rthc City Hospital Board
has been awarded to the Canadian Ice

Machine Company, 2.'>0 Wellington St.

Approximate cost, $i:i,645.

The contract for masonry, carpentry,

steel work and roofing required in an
addition to the premises of the Zimmer-
man Manufacturing Company has been
let to George Frid Company, 701 Bank
of Hamilton Building. Approximate
cost of building, $2.'),00n.

The general, masonry and carpentry
contracts for an addition to the premises
of the Steel Company of Canada, Hess
Street North, have been let to R. A.
Campbell, 117 Duke Street, and the roof-

ing to T. Irwin & Son, 32 McNab St. S.

London, Ont.
The general contract for remodelling

a store for J. G. Steele, Dundas Street,

has been let to S. Willis, 76.'> Talbot St.

Estimated cost, $3.r)00.

Merritton, Ont.
The contract for the construction of

an electro-chemical plant for the Rior-

dan Pulp & Paper ompany has been
awarded to the John V. Gray Construc-
tion Company, .59 Marmaduke Street,

Toronto. Estimated cost, $30,000.

Montreal, Que.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the stores which are

being built by William Boivin, ;U7 Fourth
Avenue. Roseniount, for E. De Hivers:

—

mill work. H. Beaucage, Sorel; roofing,

Samuel & Frere. 502 Panet Street; heat-

ing, plumbing and electrical work, G.

Champagne, 78a Inspector Street.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the erection of an
emergency hospital for the Montreal
I.ocomotive Works, Limited, I^ongue
Pointe. Montreal : — structural steel.

Structural Steel Company. 10 Cathcart
Street; roofing. Sibley & Huot. :t4 Mar-
tin Street; plastering. Watson & Wilson.
1(>7S Hutchison Street; reinforcing steel.

.\. 11. Cederberg. 10 Cathcart Street;

plumbing. L. E. Moulton & Company.
Limited. 14;J Inspector Street.

Montrose, Ont.
Tile general contract for the construc-

tion of round house, coal dock and
other l)uildings for the Michigan Cen-
tral Railway Company has been let to

Walbridge & .\ldinger. Detroit. Mich.

Estimated cost, $2.50,000. Brick and con-

crete construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for constructing

gymnasium rooms for the Y. W. C. A.

Hintonburir Branch, has been awarded
to J. H. White, Eastview. near Ottawa.
Approximate cost. $7,000.

In connection with the erection of a

power station on Slater Street for the

Imperial Realty Company, the contract

for construction of building has been let

to John Sutlierland, 216 Cooper Street,

and for supply of steel, boilers, refrigera-

tion plant, etc.. to the Campbell Steel

& Iron Works. 8.5.5 (."arling .\venue.

Brick and concrete construction. .\p-

proximate cost, $.30,000.

Peterboro, Ont.
The contract for cement required in

the erection of an addition to the pretn-

ises of the Bonner-Worth Company has
been let to H. Shurter, 599 King Street,

and the carpentry to William Padgett,
576 Boliver Street.

Pointe aux Trembles, Que.
The general contract for the construc-

tion of an oil plant for the Imperial Oil

Company, Limited, 918 St. Patrick St.,

Montreal, has been let to the James
Shearer Company, Limited, 225 St. Pat-
rick Street, Montreal. Work consists

of an underground viaduct of reinforced
concrete, mechanical and stores building,

power house, boiler house and transfer

pump house. Structural steel will be
supplied by the Structural Steel Com-
pany, Limited, 10 Cathcart Street, Mont-
real.

Saskatoon, Sask.
The City Council have let the general,

masonry, carpentry, steel, roofing, plas-

tering and painting contracts for an ad-
dition to the power plant to James Priel.

Estimated cost, $9,882.

St. Catharines, Ont
The general, masonry, carpentry, steel,

roofing and plastering contracts for the
erection of an office building for the
Waterloo Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
pany have been awarded to Casper
Braun, 295 King Street W., Berlin. Ap-
proximate cost, $5,500.

In connection with the factory now in

course of erection for the Dominion Food
Company, the contract for steel work
has been let to the Hamilton Bridge
CoiTipany, Bay Street. Mamilton, and
the painting to Begy & Son, Company,
James Street.

Three Rivers, Que.
The contract for structural steel re-

quired in an addition to the plant of the

Canada Iron Foundries Ltd., 7 St. Maur-
ice Street, has been let to Canadian
Bridge Company, Walkerville, Ont. Re-
mainder of work by general contractor.

Truro, N.S.
R. O. McCurdy. Willow Street, has let

the contract for heating and plumbing
required in the erection of a store and
office to F. Dexter, and the electrical

work to W. Conn.

Vancouver, B.C.
In connection with the addition to the

premises of the .American Can Company,
5;i5 Railway Street, the contract for in-

stallation of an elevator has been let to

the Otis Fensom Company, New York,
N. Y.

The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the plant of the Begg
Motor Company has been awarded to the
Dominion Construction Company, 509
Richards Street. Approximate cost.

$15,000.

Residences

Aylmer, Ont.
F. H. Kent and .\. W. Pierce are each

considering the erection of a residence
on Talbot Street, to cost about $3,500.

C. M. Smith. Wellington Street, pro-
poses to build five residences. Frame
construction.

A. W. Pierce has had plans prepared

for a residence to be built on Talbot
Street, at an approximate cost of $7,000.

Brick construction.

Bromptonville, Que.
Mrs. O. Lambert has decided to re-

build her residence, which was recently
destroyed by fire. Approximate cost,
$6,000.

Essex, Ont.
Work is about to start on the first

of two frame residences to be built for
John T. Rogers. Work will be super-
vised by owner.

Guelph, Ont.
W. H. Mahoney. Telephone Building.

is receiving tenders on the erection of
a residence for A. J. Frank. Oxford St.
Stone and brick construction Esti-
mated cost, $3,.500.

Hamilton, Ont
W. Tomes. 22 High Park Avenue, is

receiving tenders on the construction
of twenty residences. Frame construc-
tion.

J. A. Armes, Federal Life Building,
is preparing plans for a residence for T.
S. Orr, Main Street, and will call for
tenders shortly. Estimated cost. $12,000.

E. R. Bond. 6.52 Main Street E.. has
had plans prepared for two residences to
be built on Cedar Avenue, at an approxi-
mate cost of $.1,600. Brick and concrete
construction.

Hullett Township, Ont
Plans of a residence to cost about

$3,200 are being prepared by John Brig-
ham, Concession 12. BIyth. White brick
construction.

Joseph Wheatley. Concession 13.
BIyth. proposes to build a residence at
an approximate cost of $3,000. and is

preparing plans. White brick construc-
tion.

Kingston. Ont
Isaac Allan. 98 \ictoria Street, has

commenced the erection of two resi-

dences, estimated to cost $5,000. Brick
construction.

Listowel, Ont.
F. W. Hay. Main Street, has started

work on a double residence, estimated to
cost $4,000. Red pressed brick con-
struction.

Work has been started by E. B. Smith
on the erection of three brick residences
on Main Street. Estimated cost. $7,.500.

John Granger has commenced the
erection of a residence on Inkerman
Street, estimated to cost $3,000. Red
pressed brick construction.

London, Ont
H. C. McBridge. Edge Block, has

plans in course of preparation for a
double residence to cost about $6,000
and apartments estimated to cost $7,000.

Mitchell. Ont
W. B. Barley intends to prepare plans

for a residence to cost approximately
$3,000.

F. C. Hord intends to prepare plans
for a residence to cost about $3,000.
Brick construction.

David Etty proposes to build a resi-
dence on Toronto Street, and will pre-
pare plans, .\pproximate cost, $3,000.

Outreraont Que.
J. C. Perron, 788 Outremont .\«enue.
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intends to huild residences on Querljes

Avenue, at an approximate cost of

$8,000. Brick and concrete construction.

Port Rowan, Ont.
Plans of a residence to cost about

$:i,000 will be prepared by \V. P. Fer-

riss. Ellis Street.

Quebec, Que.
Plans of a residence are being pre-

pared for K. Beaudoin. 2.'>6 Prince Ed-

ouard Street, knd work will start early

in May. .Approximate cost. $6,000. Brick

and concrete construction.

O. S. Laviolette has started work on

a residence, estimated to cost $:i.OOO.

Brick and frame construction.

Leon Nadcau, lOr. Franklin Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost .$8,000. Brick and con-

crete construction.

D. Pare, 197 Third .\venue, propose to

build a residence, at an approximate cost

of $.'),000, and will probably start work
early next month. Brick and frame con-

struction.

A. Fauchcr. 20 Jtdiette Street, has com-

menced the erection of a residence at

St. Sauveiir and .\raKC Streets. Brick

and frame construction. Estimated

cost, $3,000.

South Porcupine, Ont.
The Dome Mines. Limited, are pre-

paring plans for about forty houses to

accommodate their married workmen.

Toronto, Ont.

J. T. & H. Hutson, 4:'. Victoria Street,

have commenced the erection of a resi-

dence at St. Andrews Gardens, and will

let the smaller trades. Estimated cost,

$0,000. Brick construction.

W. Moad, 46 Oakwood .Avenue, has

had plans prepared for duplex residences

to be built on Oakwood Avenue, and

will let smaller trades. Approximate

cost, $.5,000. Brick construction.

S. B. Green, 111 Evelyn Crescent, is

building a residence on High Park .Ave-

nue, estimated to cost $3,500, Smaller

trades will be let. Brick construction.

Work has been started by S. B. Green

111 Evelyn Crescent, on the erection of

a residence on High Park Avenue, esti-

mated to cost $:!,500. Brick construc-

tion. Smaller trades will be let.

P. L. Speirs, 95 Glenholme .Avenue, is

about to commence the erection of a

duplex residence, estimated to cost $6,500.

Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-

struction.

Plans have been prepared for a resi-

dence to be built on Forest Hill Road

by C. E. Tyler, 85 Cumberland Street.

Contracts for smaller trades willj)e let

about the end of next month. .Approxi-

mate cost, $5,000.

Winterbourne, Ont.
Charles Goetz is about to start work on

a residence, estimated to cost $3,000.

White brick construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED N N

Alderstot, Ont.
In connection with the erection ot a

residence on Ontario Street for F. W.
Easterbrook. the contract for masonry

has been let to T. Jones, 241 Prospect

Street, Hamilton, and the carpentry to

A. Coates & Son, Burlington.

Chatham, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for j. H. Burnie. 173 Ade-
laide .Street S.. has been awarded to

Frank .Sparks, Sandys Street, the paint-

ing to C. R. Guy. H Poplar Street, and
the heating to the Watt Heating Com-
pany, King Street. Brick construction.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Louis Palmer, Patte-

son Avenue, has been awarded to G. W.
Rayment. 228 Thames Street, and the

heating and plumbing to J. C. Wanless,
King Street. .Approximate cost. $4,500.

Grey Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for William Menary. Con-
cession 9. has been let to Charles Seel,

Cranbrook. White brick veneer con-
struction. .Approximate cost. $3,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The general, carpentry and rooiing

contracts for the erection of two resi-

dences for .Alexander Stewart. 615 Main
Street E., have been awarded to E. H.
Jones. 37 Senator .\venue. Estimated
cost. $3,500.

Hebron, N.S.
Work is about to start on a resi-

dence for Knowles E. Crosby. General
contractor, .A, M. Knowlan. Hebron.
.Approximate cost. $4,000.

Hullett Township, Ont.
L. Hill. Blytli. has been awarded the

contract for the erection of a residence

for John Scott. Concession 10. Blyth.

Frame and white brick construction.

Estimated cost. $3,000.

Kinburn, Ont.
R. Groves has let the general contract

for the erection of a residence to R. .A.

Kemp, 149 First Avenue, Ottawa. Frame
and brick construction. .Approximate
cost, $11,000.

Listowel, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence on Wallace Street for

N. .A. Gowdy has been awarded to N.

Calder. and work will start shortly. Es-

timated cost, $3,000. Red brick con-

struction.

Henry Karges has let the contract for

the erection of two residences on Inker-

man Street to W. H. McT-aclilan. ,\p-

proximate cost. $4,000. Red pressed

brick will be used.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Ezra Reihm has been

awarded to George Wahl. White brick

construction, .\pproximatc cost. $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for alterations to

a residence for the Ste. Elizabeth So-

ciety, 20 Seymour .Avenue, has been let

to R. Laberge. 141 onvent Street. Es-

timated cost, $5,000.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence on Rosemount Street for

the Trustees of St. Jean Berchmans has

been awarded to T. Belanger. Valley-

field. Que., the heating, pluml)ing and

roofing to T. Laturoelle & Son. Ltd.. 6

Craig Street W., and the electrical work
to ]. A. St. Amour, 2171 St. Denis St.

Est'imated cost, $24,000.

Overbrook, Ont.
O. lolcouer has coinmenced the erec-

tion (if a residence at King and George
Streets, and has let the electrical work
to H. L. Allan, 373 Somerset Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,000.

Port Burwell, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for C. Sampson has been

let to W. Morley, and work will start

shortly. Frame and brick construction.

.Approximate cost, $3,000.

Quebec, Que.
P. .M. Mathieu. Montmorency Village,

has coinmenced the erection of a resi-

dence on First Avenue. Limoilou. for

J. M. Dore. St. Gregoire De Montmor-
ency. Brick and frame construction. I

Estimated cost. $3,000. |

L. E. Labrecque, 128 Bridge Street,

has let the general contract for the erec-

tion of a residence to G. Pare, 7 Lali-

berte Street. Brick and frame construc-

tion. Estimated cost, $5,000.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The contract for foundations and brick

work required in the erection of a resi-

dence for R. T. Lane. 10 Queen Street,

has been let to McLarty Brothers, and
the carpentry to William Oben, Murray
Street.

Toronto, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

ill connection with the residence being
built for P. Morgan, 68 Bellefair .Ave-

nue:—masonry. H. .A. Dancy & Son. Ltd.,

C. P. R. Building; carpentry. McMillan
& Turner. 39 Huron Street; plumbing
and heating. R. F. R. Maxwell & Com-
liany. 367 Queen Street W.; plastering.

J. Robertson. 615 Lansdowne Avenue;
painting. Taylor & Company. 9 Bloor

Street E.; wiring. A. E. Paradinc. 1987

Queen Street E.; roofing, W. E. Dillon

Company, Limited, 1S3 George Street.

.Approximate cost, $9,000.

In connection with the erection of a

residence for H. Fussell, 201 • Howard
Park .Avenue, the contract for heating

and plumbing has been awarded to Pur-

dy. Mansell. Limited. 63 .Albert Street,

and sheet metal work to G. M. Bryan,

524 Yonge Street, and the wiring to

R. \. L. Gray & Company, 85 York St.

Work has been started on the erection

of a residence and garage for A. E.

Whatmough. 491 Keele Street, and the

contract for masonry let to Purton &
Chennellc. 158 Ellsworth .Avenue. Esti-

mated cost, $3,500.

In connection with the residence be-

ing built on Jackman .Avenue by J. T.

Twigg. 28 First .Avenue, the masonry
has been awarded to William Bully, 119

Dinnick Crescent, and the carpentry to S
Kay Brothers. Approximate cost. $3,500. |
Work has been started on the erec-

tion of a residence for J. H. Bone, 18

Toronto Street. General contractor.

William \'okes. 228 Rusholme Road.

Brick construction. Estimated cost

$5,000.

Vancouver, B.C.
In connection with repairs to a store

and apartments for Evans. Coleman &
Evans. 407 Granville Street, the con-

tract for roofing and sheet metal work
has been let to Campbell & Grill. 331

Georgia Street E.; beams and tilC work
electrical work to the Jarvis Electric

Company. 570 Richards Street, and the

heating and plumbing to E. .A. Bailey,

536 Hclmcken Street.

Verdun, Que.
.Anglins. Limited, 65 Victoria Street,

Montreal, have commenced the erection

(Continued on page 50
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of a residence for J. Lyman. Willibrords
Avenue. Estimated cost, $3.,')00, Brick
construction.

Windsor, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. C. Pennington, La
Belle Building, has been awarded to Wil-
liam Dupuis, 147 Dougal Avenue. .Vp-

proximate cost, $5,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones
Goderich Township, Ont.
The Goderich Township Municipal

Telephone Company propose to con-
struct a line between Holmesville and
Clinton, a distance of about four miles.

Clerk, N. Trevvartha, Holmesville.

Ottawa, Ont.
Tenders on the supply of ten knots of

single conductor submarine cable will

be received until 4 p.m., May 1.5th. by
R. C. Desrochers, Department of Public

Works, Ottawa. Specifications at office

of the General Superintendent, Govern-
ment Telegraph Service, Ottawa.

Regina, Sask.
D. C. McNab, Deputy Minister of Tele-

phones, will receive tenders until noon,

May fith, on the supply of glass insu-

lators, toppins, connecting sleeves, cross

arms, galvanized iron and steel strand

wire, pole line hardware and anchor rods.

Specifications at the Department.

Truro, N.S.
The Town Council propose to pur-

chase and remodel the Chalmers Electric

Plant. Boilers, blowers, stacks, pumps,
engines, generators and motors will be

required.

Walkerton, Ont.
The Town Council intend to secure

estimates on the installation of a power
and lighting distribution sy.stem. Clerk,

A. Collins.

Whitby, Ont.
Tenders on the installation of a fire

alarm system will be received until May
1st, by Harry Watson., Chairman of

Committee. Town Clerk, Joseph White.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Kincora, Sask.
The contract for the construction of

the Kincora Rural Telephone Company's
system has been let to Brown & Mc-
Kenzie. care of E. H. JoU, Kindersley,

Sask. Cost, $12,040.

Fires

Brant Township, Ont.
Barns of Alexander Mclntyre, Con-

cession 9. Loss, $7,000. Will rebuild.

Broughdale, Ont.
Mill owned by

Loss. $0,000.

Milton Sutherhind.

Charlesbourg, Que.
Stable and barn of C. T. Parent. Loss,

$3,000. Will rebuild.

Fredericton, N.B.
Premises of Fredericton Steam Laun-

dry and Smith F"oundry Company. Loss,
$.'5,000 each.

London, Ont.
Stables owned by F. Cline, ,507 Queen's

Avenue. Loss, .$6,000. Will rebuild.

Mill Creek, B.C.
Chipping shed and drying kiln of the

British Columbia Sulphite Fibre Com-
pany, Standard Bank Building, Van-
couver. Loss, $40,000.

Port McNicoU, Ont.
Store of ]'. H, Beattie. Loss, $3,000.

St. Thomas, Ont.
Barns owned by [. B. Turner. Loss,

$3,000.

Francois Street, and O. S. Chalifour,
Prince Edward Street.

Winnipeg, Man.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for supply of the cast iron pipe
to C. E. Chown, 147 Bannatyne .-\veiuie.

Miscellaneous
Burlington, Ont.
The Town Council will receive ten-

ders until May 13th on the supply of a
combination chemical engine and hose
truck. Clerk, J. S. Allen.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until .') p.m.. May 8th, for the sup-
ply of mechanical rakes and appurten-
ances for the Gage Avenue pumping sta-

tion. Engineer, A. F. Macalluni.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until May 9th for the supply of two
gasoline-driven diaphragm pumps. Speci-
fications at Room 6, City Hall.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Halifax, N.S.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts for supplies:—cast iron
pipe, Drummond McCall & Company, 28
Victoria Square, Montreal; castings,

Dartmouth Foundry Company, Maple
Street, Dartmouth; lumber, Brookfield
Brothers, Limited; cement, J. C. Calder,

Central Whtrf; brick, Rhodes, Curry &
Company, Windsor Street; drain pipe,

E. F". Stevens, 16 Prince Street.

Kingston, Ont.
llie City Council have awarded a con-

tract for the supply of refined asphalt to

the Aztec Oil & Asphalt Refining Com-
pany, 83 Craig Street, Montreal, at $36.31

per ton.

Montreal, Que.
I'be Harbor Commissioners have

awarded the following contracts:—ce-

iiieiil, Canada Cement Company, Ltd.,

Herald Building, Craig Street W., sand,
Canada Sand & Gravel Company, Ltd.,

486 William Street; broken stone, Rog-
ers & Quirk, 1701 ll)erville Avenue; rails

and angle bars, Dominion Bridge Com-
pany, Ltd., Lachine.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Ontario Motor Car Company, 39

Queen Street, and the General Supply
Company, Sparks Street, have each been
awarded a contract for the supply of a
flusher for the City Council. Prices,

$7,150 and $7,800 respectively.

The Ottawa Improvement Commission
have awarded the following contracts for

supplies:—cement. Wright & Company,
25 Garneau Street, Hull; sand, Rideau
Canal Supply Company, Canal Basin;
lumber, Mc.^uliffe Davis Lumber Com-
pany; hardware, McDougalls Ltd., Sus-

sex Street.

Quebec, Que.
The City Council have let the following

contracts for supplies:—stone. Quebec
Brick Company, Quebec Railway Build-

ing; stone dust, J. J. Tierney, 204 Ror-
chester Street; lumber, J. H. Gignac &
Son, 142 Church Street, N. Gignac, 68 La
Lenient Street, E, A. Hooks, 40 St.

Late News Items
Berlin, Ont.

Reitzel Brothers, Allan Street, have
been awarded the contract for all work
except heating, plumbing and electrical

work required in the erection of a factory
for the Onward Manufacturing Com-
pany, King Street W. Approximate
cost, $10,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The general, masonry and steel con-

tracts for the erection of a block of stores

and apartments for J. A. Morrow, 217

Caroline Street S., have been let to D.
Tope, 191 Robinson Street. Approxi-
mate cost. $20,000.

Hull, Que.
The City Council will shortly call for

tenders on the installation of a temporary
plant for treating the water and will also

have plans prepared for a permanent
filtration plant, to cost approximately
$200,000. Engineer, J. P. .\. Laforest.

Kenogami, Que.
Price Brothers & Company, Limited.

.'56 St. Peter Street, Quebec, are con-
sidering extensions to their lumber mills,

to cost about $200,000. Architect, A.
Whipple. Concrete construction is prob-
able.

The Town Council are having plans
prepared for a Town Hall, estimated to

cost $10,000. ./Architects, Syndicate des
Engineers des Saguenay, Chicoutimi.
.Steel and brick construction. •

Quebec, Que.

J. Lafrance, 21 Plessis Street, has com-
menced the erection of a residence, esti-

mated to cost $8,000. Brick and concrete
construction.

The Quebec Harbor Commissioners,
Pointe-a-Carey Wharf, have let the gen-
eral contract for the erection of a freight

shed and grain galleries to J. Gosselin.
96 .St. Cieorge Street, Levis.

The contract for the erection of a resi-

dence on Cartier Street for H. M. Cote,
631 St. John Street, to G. Cantin, 22
Lee Street. Approximate cost, $18,000.

Brick construction.

The general, masonry and carpentry
contracts for the erection of a factory on
Ste. Helene Street for the Dominion Cor-
set Manufacturing Company has been
awarded to M. Cauchon. 307 Richardson
.Street. Brick and stone construction.
.\pproximate cost, $50,000.

Radison, Sask.
R. M. Thompson. Masonic Temple.

Saskatoon, is preparing plans of a school
estimated to cost $14,000. Brick and
concrete construction.

Sherbrooke, Que.
Ths Catholic Board of School Commis-

sioners are having plans prepared for

an addition to the school on First .\ve-
j

nue, to cost about $15,000. Brick and
stone construction. Architect. J. W.
Gregoire, 119a Wellington Street.

Toronto, Ont.
G. Ferrier. 302 Danforth Avenue, is

receiving tenders on the erection of a

garage, estimated to cost $6,500. Steel

and brick construction.
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vehicle, which will impose a greater weight than 650
lbs. per inch of tire on the highway.

(•3) No vehicle .shall have a greater width than 90
inches except traction engines, which are limited to

110 ins.

(4) The traction engine act is amended in so far as

it conflicts with this act.

With this measure to act as a gnide. Engineers will

be in a better position than heretofore to work out
economical designs for bridges, pavements and road-
ways.

A Few Plastering Hints
Builders often wonder why shrinkage checks and

cracks appear in wall plaster. There are different rea-

sons that might be given for this—plasterers are some-
times guilty of making their plastering mixtures too
rich, the old guessed-at proportion of three of sand to

one of lime or cement is quite unnecessary with the

high grade mixtures that are in use today. Five or

six or even seven tf) one gives a density which dries

out more perfectly and causes no shrinkage after set-

ting has taken place. The old proportion, being too
rich, causes shrinkage cracks which admit moisture,
which, on the action of frost, enlarges the checks and
destroys the work. Even when there is no weather
exposure, moisture and variation in temperature will

soon enlarge small checks to unsightly proportions.

Another cause of checking or cracking is the lath,

which may affect the plaster in several ways. If the

lath is too dry when the plaster is applied, it ab.sorbs

water which, together with that which evaporates in

dry weather, does not leave sufficient moisture for

crystallization. This may be overcome by dampen-
ing the lath before commencing to plaster, enclosing

the room to reduce the ventilation, so that evaporation
will not take place so rapidly. A great deal of trouble

in ])lastering is due to lath expending or l>uckling by
the additional moisture from the plaster. This is

overcome by proper nailing of the lath, leaving a space

between the ends to allow for expansion and securely

nailing to intermediate studding. Also the lath, for

best results, should be uniformly spaced and of uni-

fontily graded wood. Green lath, or lath with bark
on, should never be used along side of lath properly

seasoned.
Lathing and improper mixing are the causes of most

difficulties seen in hard wall plaster. Use a little

more care in the selection and nailing of the lath—

a

trade which too many men nowadays try to see how
quickly can be done, rather than how well it can be
done. Also use leaner mixtures and most of these

difficulties can be df)ne away with.

Revival in Brick
Florida these days is "eating brick." The building

of brick roads has been given a strong impetus during

the past year by the introduction of new constructional

methods which make for durability. In Volusia

coimty recently a contract was let to the Southern Clay
Manufacturing Company of Chattanooga, Tennessee
for 200,000 yards of 3^-inch wire-cut lug brick pave-

ment, in the DelandLake Helen district, the brick to be

laid on edge on a natural soil foundation and grouted.

'J'his road will be about 26 miles long, and nine feet

wide except in Deland. In the latter place the road-

way will be paved 50 feet wide. Ma^iy miles of this

type of road were constructed in Orange county in

1915, and a large amount of yardage will be built in

other sections during the current calendar year.

Canadian Research Bureau
The Canadian Research Bureau has been estab-

lished, under a Dominion charter, to carry out research
work in connection with the country's natural re-
sources, including mineral, metal, hydro-electric and
chemical branches. The Bureau has been established
by the C. P. R. with the object of applying the results
of the researches to Canadian industries; it is hoped to
utilise many products now wasted, and to enable addi-
tional industries to be founded. The Canadian Paci-
fic Railway aims to secure the mobilization of the
ablest scientists and chemists of Canada, and to asso-
ciate them with a central organization, to direct the
activities of the scientists and experts engaged in re-

search work in all parts of the Dominion. The dis-

coveries and information gleaned by the central or-

ganization will be disseminated from time to time by
bulletins. Mr. Arthur D. Little has been appointed to
establish this central organization at Montreal. He
is a past president of the American Chemical .Society, a
member of the Institute of Chemical b'ngineers, and a

director of the Chemical and I'^ngineer Department of

the Institute of Technology. He is asking for the co-
operation of scientists and chemists now engaged in

research work.

Progress on Victoria Breakwater
The large work of constructing the reinforced con-

crete breakwater at Victoria is now well under way.
Although no new records were established during last

month, steady progress was maintained according to

statistics compiled by the supervising engineers. Now,
that the weather conditions are more settled, the con-

tractors are satisfied that the work will proceed at a

more rapid rate than has been the case during the

winter months.
For the greater part of its entire length, the break-

water looms up well above the water-line, presenting

a solid buttress of stone and concrete for over two-
thirds of its length to seaward. The contractors are

now concentrating operations at the extreme shoulder

of the main arm, where divers are engaged in placing

the huge granite blocks and levelling off the founda-

tions at the commencement of the extreme arm of the

seawall. As the work proceeds the operations are ne-

cessarily carried on at a lower level. Thousands of

tons of coarse rubble continue to be deposited to form
the foundations of the extreme arni, and as it reaches

the de.sired level it is surfaced off for the reception of

the granite.

It is interesting to note that since the contract was
started no less than 1,082,800 tons of rubble has been

dumped for the breakwater foiuidations. This tre-

mendous amount of foundation includes 242,000 tons

of what is technically known as "core."

There has al.so been placed to date a total of

108,900 tons of granite blocks, while 23,900 cubic yards

of concrete, forming the superstructure, have been

poured.
During last month, 22,300 tons of rubble were

(lumped; 7,700 tons of granite blocks were set in place

and 1,700 cubic yards of concrete i)oured, making five

blocks.—Rock Products.

The Might Directories, in their review of 1915, esti-

mate the population of Toronto to be 544,456. The
city contains 100,825 buildings of all varieties, .situated

on some 1,740 streets.
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Shall I Build Now or Wait? Comparative
Prices Today and at Outbreak of War

(Concluded)

Paints and Varnishes

CONSIDKRAl'.LK advance is noted in the

price of most of the inj^redients from which
paints are made. I.inseed oil today is sell-

ini^ at ahont $1.00 [ler <^allon, as compared
with 53c in the l'"all of 1914; red lead has increased

from 5c to 10c ; zinc white, from 7c to 30c ; lithophone,

from 5c to 16c; pure white lead in oil, from $8.40 t(j

$1 1.85. Red oxide of iron and jjraphite paint, fre-

(|nently specified by engineers, has increased only
abtnit 40c ])er ^all(-)n, as the i)ijj;ment is produced in this

country. 'Die advance on his'i riradc licpiid paint

fiifures out at an increase of about 45c a j^allon, while

the advance on high jjrade white paint in liquid form,

on account of hish cost of metals, has been about 60c a

gallon.

So far as varnishes are concerned, there has been
comparatively little advance, but owinj;^ to the higher

cost of the gums and linseed oil used in their manu-
facture, it is stated that an all-round advance is com-
ing.

We are indebted for the above figures to the Canada
I'aint Co. 'J'hc International Varnish Co. advise us

that, e.Kccpting for limited lines into which various in-

gredients enter which have previously been secured

from (iermany, the varnish prices are the same as at

the outbreak of war.

Fire-proofing Material

There does not appear t(j have been any appreciable

increase in the Cost of tire-proofing material. The
National iMre-prooling Co. advise that prices are ap-

jnoximately the same as before the war broke out.

Whether there will be an increase in the immediate
future depends largely on the demand, the cost of fuel,

.'ind the difficulty of obtaining labor.

Glass

I'lie following information, for which we are in-

debted to Mr. lulwin Hill of the Toronto I'late Glass

Importing Co., sums u|) the glass situation.

The conditions in the glass market are aiiuormal.

and may be said to l)e acute, from the j(jl)bers point of

view, as it is difficult to get supplies of glass at all. The
immediate cause of the shortage is the great revival of

l)uilding in the U. S. A. 1914 with the U. S. A., as

with us, was a declining year, and when war was de-

clared, the lunlding trade simply died. This circum-

stance gave the Canadian glass importers some relief

ill getting supi)lies which were cut off from luirope.

Ill the U. S. A. the domestic demand had fallen oft so

lieavilv that it scarcely absorbed 50 per cent, of their

production. In plate glass, 1915 opened for U. S. A.

inaiiufacturers with scarcely an order in sight, and
prices declined 2S per cent, or more. The larger works
pressed hard to secure export business in Creat Bri-

tain and her colonies, and towards the end of 1**15 good

orders were received, because Belgium, the great sup-

|)lier of plate glass, is under control of the Cermans.

The .stagnant condition caused three large U. S. A.

))late glass works to close indefinitely, due to ruinous

price cutting. However, November 1915 saw a re-

markable change, as. with the three works closed and

the export business taking one-third of the production

of the U. S. A. factories, the largest .\merican jobbers

began to lay in stocks for fear of being left without
glass. The 1916 revival of United States building.
however, has resulted in these jobbers being over-sold.
It is thus evident why the Canadian jobber finds it

difficult to get glass at all.

August 25. 1915, .saw the lowest price plate glas.s
was ever .sold at in the United States. On November
1, 1915, prices advanced 10 per cent., on December 20,
1915, another 10 per cent., on February 1, 1916, another
35 per cent., and other advances are pending. As
noted already, howev<?r, it is not the cost the Canadian
jobber has to contend with so much as the shortage of
sujjply.

The sheet glass (common window glass) situation
is not quite so acute, but generally speaking, the same
factors have entered into it, only in a more modified
form. Glass is now coming into Canada bought at
85 per cent, increase on 1914 prices, and further ad-
vances are expected.

The Luxfer Prism Co. advise that they are getting
a number of their own lines at the .same prices as when
war started. The demand has been small and they have
been sup])lied through advance contracts. Regarding
such lines of window glass as they u.se for leaded and
steel windows, they figure the cost, including war tax,
has advanced from 30 to 35 per cent. Manufacturers,
however, generally have withdrawn their prices, as
they are subject to continual advance.

Beaver-Board
As many houses and offices are now trimming in

beaver board, this is becoming a more important fac-
tor in the total cost. There has apparently been no
change in the price of this material; so the Beaver
Board Companies advise us. They state that the
price of raw material has gone up from 50c to $1.00 a
thousand square feet, but that no increase in the fin-

ished product has been made, as they have felt it would
be better to absorb the additional cost them.selves, dur-
ing the present period of stress, than to ask the con-
sumer to carry it. The beaver board business in Can-
ada is growing rapidly, and, so far, this year .shows a
big increase over, 191 5.

Steel
The price of steel today, as compared with a year

ago, depends to a considerable extent on how soon the
material is wanted and whether or not the fabricator is

covered by a contract with the mills, made several
months ago, covering present specifications. There is

also a considerable variance in the price of steel, de-
pending on the sections required, and we do not believe
that an authoratative statement can be made as to the
exact increase. On some items, wanted quickly, the
plain material may run from 50 per cent, to 100 per
cent, higher than a year ago, but as the fabricating
shops are not busy, the actual cost, to-the consumer, of
delivered steel work would be increased only by the
increased cost of the raw material, which might be
anywhere from 15 per cent, to 30 per cent. The item
of steel is. of course, a negligible one in residence con-
struction.

Electric Wiring
The cost of electric wiring has been affected most

by the increased cost in copper, but practically every-
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thing else that is used in the wiring of a l)uilding has
been increased in price—switches, plates, screws, and
so on. Copper wiring has increased, depending on the
class of wire, anywhere from 60 per cent, to 100 per
cent. At a rough estimate, the wiring of a building
would cost from 30 per cent, to 35 per cent, more than
at the outbreak of the war.

Summary
Summed up, therefore, the whole situation with re-

gard to building appears to be about as follows:

—

Stone and sand—price somewhat easier.

Brick—^fully 25 per cent. drop.

Cement—reduction of 10c to 15c a barrel.

Lime—no change.

Lumber and mill work—no change or slight ad-
vance, still considerably lower than 1912 and 1913.

Hard wall plaster—no advance.
Plumbing and heating—a considerable advance on

account of higher metal prices.

Fire-proof doors, windows, sash, etc.—a consider-
able advance.

Papers and felt.s—big advances in spots, especially
dye materials.

Metallic roofing—increase of 10 per cent, to 25 per
cent.

Paints—increase varies.

Fireproofing materials—no increase.

Glass—increase of 50 per cent, to 60 per cent, and
hard to get.

Varnishes—about the same.
Beaver board—no advance.
Steel-—15 per cent, to 30 per cent, increase.

Electric wiring—35 per cent, increase.

Some Figures on the First Year's Operation of

the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Act
After a year's operation the Ontario Workmen's

Compensation Act, according to the annual report just
issued, has fully justified its existence. It is inti-

mated that under the present Act the relations between
employer and employee have become more amicable,
and as a result great benefits have been derived from
the new legislation. Under the old arrangement
where a workman had to sue and prove negligence on
the part of the employer, (which he was often not able
to do immediately on account of his physical disabil-

ity), only a small proportion of accidents were dealt

with and many judgments that might reasonably have
gone in favor of the workman were never made. Under
the present system, however, where all accidents have
to be reported to headquarters within three days, com-
pensation is given in many cases without delay and
even though the workman may be at the time so far

disabled as to know nothing of it. This is as it should
be, because if an injured workman is to get compensa-
tion at all, the first few days, or weeks, is just the
time he usually will need aid most.

Accidents in 1915

The report shows that up to December 31, 17,033

notices of accidents had been received and only LI 17

remained unadjusted at the close of the year. The
assessments collected during the year 1915 amounted
to $L539,492.40, of which $L186,22L62 was distributed

or set aside for accidents. A net balance or surplus

of $395,026.40 was left part of which will be remitted

to employers in the form of lowered rates for the com-
ing year.

The total number of accidents for which compensa-
tion was made was 9,829. Of these there were 8,544

cases of temporary disability, 1,034 of permanent, and
251 deaths. The largest number of accidents occurred

from falling, rolling, and Hying objects, namely, 2,587;

the next from machinery and parts, 2,098; third, from
falls, 1,100; fourth, dangerous substances, such as elec-

tric currents, 623; moving vehicles, 270; hoisting ap-

paratus, 208; runaways and animals, 78. Out of these

773 cases developed blood-poisoning, of which four

caused death and 11 amputation. There were 170,711

days lost, equivalent to 569 men's labor for one year.

The amount paid by the board for injuries and dis-

ablements required on an average 150_ cheques daily,

amounting to $3,600.

Where Accidents Occurred
There were 14,750 employers in Schedule 1 contrib-

uting to the Accident Fund, but not individually liable.

l'"qr Schedule 2 there were 1,252 employers liable for

payment of compensation fixed by the board, but not
contributing to the Accident Fund. These included
such bodies as railways and municipalities. There were
also Crown cases, including the Timiskaming and Nor-
thern Ontario Railway and the Ilydro-Electric Power
Commission, who voluntarilv placed themselves under
the operation of the board.

The figures show that the average wage of those in-

jured was $13.27 a week, the average age being 33
years, running between 81 vears, the oldest, and 11, the
youngest.

The largest number of cases reported were from
York County, 1,868; Wentworth County, in which
Hamilton is located, was second, with 919; Algoma, in

which the l)ig .salt works are located, was third, with
473; while Sudbury, with the copper mines, was fourth,

with 468. No payments are made except where the
injury disables a man for at least seven days.

New Act Satisfactory

'J"he act in general seems to be very popular. The
workmen's attitude towards it needs no mention. The
general attitude of the employers is indicated by the
request of a large number who are not liable under the
present provision for assessment or payment of com-
])ensation, who have expressed the desire to come
under the terms of the act. According to the report,

the act has been working smoothly and satisfactorily,

and the many benefits seem to be generally recognized
and appreciated by the employers and the workmen.

Reports have been made promptly and claims, for

the most part, disposed of expeditiously. The old :

annoyance of litigation between employee and em-
ployer in case of accident has been removed, and the

intricacies and hardships upon the workmen and their

families of the old .system of negligence, common em-
ployment and assumed risk, have been eliminated,

l^egal fees of any sort have been done away with. The
act has increased the percentage of cases where com-
pensation has been granted for injuries, and the num-
l)er of dependents benefited is one of the most gratify-

ing features of the report.
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New Administration Building of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario

OVVlN(j to the vdpid increase of the business,

and tiierefoie of the staff iet|nirenients (jf the

Hydro-electric ['ower L'omniission of On-
tario, it was fonnd that tlie old quarters in the

t'onlinental Life l!uildin<4 were too conf;ested, and tiie

board (jf directcjrs decided in 1914 to erect a new ofifice

building. After various sites had been examined and
considered, it was finally decided to build on Univer-
sity. Ave. on part of the old Caer Howell property.

'I'lie buildinjij is situated just below College St., with
the main facade facing on University Avenue directly

opposite the (Icneral llos])ital. The architecture is

simple classic, Greek design ; front elevation, cut

stone, with side and rear walls, brown pressed faced

brick, cut .stone window caps and sills. The feature

of the main facade in an artistic |)ortico with an arciied

roof, with a cast stone plate bearing the commission's

name. SurnKjunting the pt)rtico arc four large Ionic

columns flanked by end pavilions, supporting an ex-

tended stone coping, the whole supporting the toj) or

sixth storey.

Immediately under the |)ortico tlie main entrance
is situated, with the main double d<»ors of solid bronze.
The main entrance hall has a floor of white Renfrew
marble with a dado of Bancroft white marble. AH
doors off this main entrance are solid bronze. An
enquiry desk is placed in the main hall, off which are
located the stairways and elevators, situated in in-

terior bays.

Basement
Ihe heating is by the forced hot water system,

two large Spencer heaters supplying hot water to a
tank directly over the heaters, which are automatic
feeders burning buckwheat coal. Mot water is forced
up throughout the building by two centrifugal pumps,
oi)erating one at a time or both in parallel, driven by
two 2 h.p., 220 volts, 3 phase, 25 cycle, motors. Fuel
room for the heaters is imderground outside the build-

ing, and has a capacity for one car load of coal. There
is a steel stack on the west side of the building in con-
nection with the heaters.

There is also in the basement a private and a main
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dining^ room where lunch will be served for tlie em-
ployees ; these rooms are separated by three large slid-

ing doors which may be opened out for banquet pur-
poses. There is also a large sitting-room adjacent to

the dining room, and the necessary kitchen, which will

be electrically fitted and operated, besides the pantry
and refrigerator. Filing and stationery storage
rooms, and a large \ault room, take up tlje remaining
basement floor space.

First Floor

The first f^oor. with the exception of the toilet and
the switch board booth, is used entirely by the Ac-
counting and Filing departments. The accounting-

department occupy two large rooms to the right and
left of the main entrance, and the filing department
occupy the rooms in the rear of the building. The
files are steel, five files high single, ten double, set in

rows of eighty. Files may be despatched to any
floor by means of an automatic dumb waiter.

Second Floor

The second or executive floor contains the Board
Room on the north west corner with a private office

connected for the use of the Commissioners, Chair-

maiv's office and committee room connected to the

Board Room by a private passageway. Chief Engine-
er's and Secretary's offices, and also a library and con-

ference room. This floor throughout is finished in

mahogany-finish, hollow steel doors and trim, with
court linoleum, cemented directly to the concrete, in

the main corridors and hall-wavs. The Board Room

is finished with oak wall panelling, real mahngany
dados, oak floors, and beamed ceiling. Chairman's
and Commissioners' rooms are finished in real mahog-
any with oak floors.

Upper Floors

The upper flocjrs. which are all very similar in

floor plan, contain the Municipal, Purchasing. Operat-
ing, Railway, Hydraulic. I-ltation lM|uipment and
I'uilding, Line Construction, other departmental offices

and drafting rooms, all arranged for maximum effici-

ency, 'fhese floors are finished in Circassit)n walnut-
finish, hollow steel doors and trim. All floors with
the exception of the ground floor have a drinking

fountain at the head of the stairs.

Foundations

A great deal of difficulty was encountered with the

foundations, part of the site being on artificial fill over

an old ravine which ran diagonally across the lot. Be-

low this ravine quick sand was encountered, which
made it essential to sink the foundations to bed rock

some sixty feet below groiuid level. The building

stands on twenty-eight re-inforced concrete cassions,

fifty feet high, sunk to bed rock—twenty-four cas-

sions being 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter, and four. 6 ft. in dia-

meter. The space between the piers is filled in with

a reinforced web or wall which acts as a beam to sup-

port the walls of the building. Building was delayed

materially owing to the difficulty with the founda-

tions.

Construction is fire-proof, steel and re-inforced con-

Fig. 2.—Plan of the second or executive floor—Administration Building.
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Crete, hollow tile ^floors and walls, steel stairs with
mastic treads, court liiioleiiiii in corridors, oak floors

in office rooms. All doors and trim arc steel, in ma-
hogany or walnut finish, windows are leaded j^lass with
steel frames, walls are ronf,di hard wall i)laster, with
picture monldinj;. A fire escape corridor from each
central hall on each floor leads to steel fire escai)es at

the rear of the biiildinjj^.

Electrical Equipment

h^lectric power for li^jhtinj;' and ])ower in the build-

in}^ is furnislied l)y the Toronto 1 [ydro-l""lectric Sys-
tem at 2.300 volts, which voltage is reduced to 230 and
115 by transformers in the transformer room. This
room is a cement underground building on the north
west corner of the larger building, and opens into the
boiler and switch board room in the basement. There
are three 30 kw. 2,200/230 v. Crocker Wheeler trans-

formers f(jr power, and two 20 kw. 2200/100 v. trans-

formers for lighting, Ijesides these are the storage bat-

teries for the lighting and telephone systems.

From the transformer room cables are led under-
grotmd through conduit to the switch board in the

north end of the basement, which consists of two 18

Kig. 3.—Hollow tile noor and partition conttruction.

in. i)anels 8 ft. high, and 2 panels 24 in. wide, 8 ft.

Iiigh, black slate. The board contains a high tension
volt meter, 3,000 volts, a 400 kw. watt hour demand
meter, two ampere meters, one for the total load and
the other coiniected to measure the load on any cir-

cuit by sim])ly plugging in the circuit to be read; two
oil breakers and four, single phase, t)verload relays,

complete the e(|uipment on this half of the board. The
other half contains the switches for the diflferent cir-

cuits—elevators, vacmim, i>umps, lights, dimib waiter,

blueprint, etc. The switdiboard equii)ment is Can-
adian W'cstinghouse.

A vacuum cleaning system, punif) operated by 3 h.p.

C.G.]'-. induction motor, has three outlets on each floor,

the system is automatically controlled from all floors

and may be started from any place in the building at

the will of the operator, simply by pressing the button

beside the outlet, which closes the switch on the

switch board and starts the motor. There arc two
bronze elevators, electrically lighted, driven by two 2.t

cycle motors.
A novel system ^bout the building is the automatic

dumb waiter. This waiter runs in a flue, back and

west of the main halls, which contains all cables,

wires, pipes and plumbing outlets of the different

floors. The waiter is automatically controlled from

the ground floor by push buttons. On the request for
files from any floor, they are put on the elevator and
despatched simply by pushing the button correspond-
ing to the floor. The elevator goes up to the desired
floor, sto|)s and turns on a bulls-eye light in the door.
(Jpening any door on intervening flofjrs automatically
stops the elevat(jr at that fl(x)r and thus prevents ac-
cidents.

Lighting Fixtures

Lighting outlets are lavishly installed through the
whole building. Halls and corridors have semi-
translucent, completely closed in, shades, while offices
have semi-indirect lighting. The Board Room has an
elaborate, bronze, candlestick chandelier. Every ufRce
is equipped with four base board receptacles for elec-
trical appliances. All dark rooms are automatically
lighted on opening the doors.

Telephone and Signal System
There is an automatic telephone system with a

switch board in the boiler and switch board room in
the basement. This .system operates in connection
with the company's private lines over the distributing
system and the private lines to the store house and
.stock room, and also with the Bell system. The connec-
tion between the different lines is made in the tele-

phone booth on the main floor. Telephones and
signal systems are wired in all offices. Bcshlc the
dimib waiter is a telephone box on each floor from
which cables lead to every room, so that at the least

notice a telephone or a signal system between any two
rooms may be connected without any interference to
the office fittings.

Contractors

In placing contracts the Commission endeavored to
use, where suitable, material manufactured in Canada,
and, where possible, by Hydro power. The Ccneral
Contractors were Witchall & Son, who covered
excavation, concrete, brick and stone masonry, struc-
tural steel work, floors, interior partitions, in short, the
structural portions of the building. The following
are some of the sub-contractors of G. C. Witchall &
.Son. who use Hydro power in the production of ma-
terial supplied by them :—pressed brick. Inter-Provin-
cial Brick Co., Cheltenham ; cement. St. Marys Port-
land Cement Co., St. Marys; cut stone work, Witchall
& Son, Toronto; gypsum partition bltKks, Ebsary Co.,

Caledonia; paint. Dominion Paint Works, Walker-
ville.

Other contracts which were placed direct by the
Commission with contractors using Hydro pt)wer arc
as follows:—sash and casement. Trussed Concrete
Steel Co., Walkervillc

;
plastering. R. C. Dancy, Tor-

onto; marble work, Canada Class, Mantels & Tile Co.,
Toronto; hollow steel doors and trim. A. B. Ormsby
Co., Toronto; elevators and dumb waiter. Oti.s-Fcn-

.som Elevator Co., Toronto ; radiators. Steel & Radia-
tion, Ltd., Toronto; iron valves, Canadian I'airbanks-

Morse, Toronto; pumps, Canadian Buffalo Forge, Ber-
lin; door hardware, Aikenhead Hardware Co. (Canad-
ian Yale and Towne).

Some of the other contracts placed by the Com-
mission were:—fire escapes, Dominion Ornamental
Iron Co.; bronze work. Architectural Bronze & Iron

Works; boilers. Waldon Heating Co.; switchboard.
Canadian Wcstinghouse Co. ; automatic Presto tele-

phone switch board, Canadian Independent Telephone
Co., Toronto; piping G. E. B. Grinyer; plumbing sys-

tem. Keiths. Ltd.; plumbing fixtures. Imperial Pro-

ducts ; smokestack. Toronto Iron Works; glazing, Tor-
onto Plate Glass Co.
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TheLaw and theEngineerandArchitect
The Interpretation of Modern Specifications with Respect to

the Relations Between Proprietor, Engineer and Architect

By Geo. H. Montgomery, K. C*

TO anyone familiar with the wording of the mod-

ern specification as drawn by the modern en-

gineer, a paper upon the law and the engineer

would seem superfluous, since the engineer

would seem to be made a law unto himself, the de-

cision of the engineer or the architect, as the case may

be, being declared to be final in every second paragraph

of the specification. However, the law has jealously

guarded its prerogatives, and there is possibly no

branch of our jurisprudence more complex than that

surrounding the functions of the architect and engi-

neer. In the province of Quebec this is particularly

the case, since we are operating under a mixed system

of law, French and English being cited and applied al-

most indiscriminately, with the result that varying as

they do in their basic principles we are faced with a

mass of conflicting jurisprudence, making the task

of counsel who are called upon to advise, rather a dif-

ficult one. This is especially so in the branch relat-

ing to the responsibility of the architect or engineer

for the stability of the work entrusted to him, as well

as in that relating to the necessity, effect and finality

of his certificate. In grouping the architect and engi-

neer together I do so advisedly, as their duties and

responsibilities are so analogous that the jurisprudence

that has grown up can be applied to one or the other

indiscriminately. So much so is this the case that it

has been expressly held that the somewhat stringent

and exceptional provisions which exist both in our own
Code and in the Code Napoleon regarding the re-

sponsibiHty of architects, apply equally to engineers,

notwithstanding the fact that in the application of

these articles in every other respect they have been

treated as exceptional provisions not to be extended

beyond their literal terms.

Engineer's Ambiguous Position

Occupying as the engineer does a somewhat am-

biguous position, in that he is called upon in practic-

ally every contract to act as agent and representative

of the proprietor as against the contractor, and at the

same time to act in a quasi-judicial position between

the contractor and the proprietor, he must find his

- position an embarrassing one, and it is to the credit

of the engineering profession that the resultant liti-

gation of disputes is not even more frequent than it is

found to be in practice. It must be admitted that the

law has not done much to relieve him of his embar-

rassment, since as towards the proprietor, the party

by whom he is employed, it calls upon him to exercise

ail the care and zeal which can be expected from one

who is employed only in the interests of the proprietor,

and at the same time severely criticizes him if he acts

in other than an impartial manner as between the pro-

prietor and the contractor whenever by the terms of

the contract matters are referred to him for decision.

Mr. Gregory, who was both a lawyer and an engi-

neer, has attempted to reconcile his position in the

following terms :

—

"In accepting an appointment from the employer,

the engineer or architect undertakes responsibilities

4

Before C. S. C. E., Montreal.

It) the employer under the contract, but to the contrac-

tor only under the law. To the employer he may be

liable for an error in the performance of his duties;

but to the contractor only for a fraud committed or

aided by him, in the performance of his functions un-

der the contract, or otherwise."

"As fraud and deceit are mala in se, and in the

performance of functions under the provisions of a

contract, as in every other transaction, a person is

under the legal obligation to be a party to no fraud,

and to make no false statement for the purpose of it

being used to another's injury, the employer's direc-

tion or request to the engineer Or architect as to the

I)erformance of his duties under a contract is no justi-

fication for a fraudulent performance of them."

"That his functions shall not be exercised in bad

faith, is the extent of the engineer or architect's ob-

ligation to the contractor with whom he has no privity

of contract ; while to the employer, he may be under

the obligation to duly ])erform all the duties which, by

his acceptance <if the a])i)ointment, he undertook to

perform." ;

"Such disparity between the responsibility which

the engineer or architect has to the contractor and that

which he has to the employer, must necessarily- exist

where he is the agent, appointed solely by the em-

])loyer, to exercise a control over a contractor who has

no part in his appointment."

As a corollary to the proposition that no contrac-

tual relation exists or can exist except with the pro-

prietor, and not with the contractor, it follows that

the architect or engineer cannot be employed in the

interests of both, or receive fees from both.

Quoad the Proprietor

In his relations with the proprietor we have to

consider, first, the extent of his mandate and how far

he can bind the proprietor. In this respect reference,

of course, must first be made to the terms of the par-

ticular contract, but as a general proposition it can

be laid down that while he is the agent of the propri-

etor he has only the power to bind him within the

strict limits of his mandate, as it has been held that

with regard to drawings and plans he has no implied

authority to warrant they are correct, or that the work

can be carried out in accordance with them, or that

temporary constructional works, in the case of en-

gineering contracts, are practicable. Again, the au-

thority of the architect or engineer as agent does not

empower him, without the knowledge or consent of

his employer, to make promises that the conditions

contained in it will be followed or waived, or, if there

are omissions in the drawings, i)lans or specifications,

to order as extras such things omitted as are necessary

to complete the contract, or where the schenie is im-

])racticable, to order as an extra work which is neces-

sary to enable the works to be constructed. It is laid

down as a principle that the architect or engineer has

no general authority to vary, waive or dispense with

any of the conditions contained in the contract without

being specially authorized to do so, and even where

he is authorized by the contract to give directions as
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to the manner in which the contract is to be carried

out, he can only give such directions as fall within the

contract, and may not vary the whole scheme of the

proposed works, or allow the substitution of entirely

different materials for those specified in the contract.

Again, an architect or engineer has authority to order

extras only when the contract so provides, and then

only to the extent provided therein. He cannot waive

or dispense with a condition that extras shall he or-

dered in writing, or any similar condition. It is to he

noted, however, that if he has jiower l)y a final and

conclusive certificate to adjust the amount payable by

the employer to the contractor, the employer must pay

the amount certified for if the certificate is honestly

given, although it may include extras not ordered in

the manner prescribed in the contract.

Engineer's Relation to the Proprietor

As regards his duties and responsibilities towards

the ])ro])rietor, they differ .somewhat, as far as responsi-

l)ilities are concerned, iu this province, from the law

which ol)tains in the provinces which are under the

common law. Under the common law system archi-

tects and engineers are only required to exercise rea-

sonable skill and diligence. As to the amount of skill

required, the architect or engineer need not exercise

an extraordinary degree of skill. It is not enough to

make him responsible, that others of far greater ex-

perience or ability might have used a greater degree

of skill, or even that he might have used some greater

degree ; the questions is whether there has been such

a want of competent care and skill leading to the bad

result as to amount to negligence. He is bound, how-
ever, to acquaint himself with the requirements of all

public and local statutes, as well as to exercise rea-

sonable precaution in the examination of the site on

which the works are to be constructed. The mere ap-

proval of the plans and specifications by the employer

will not exonerate the architect or engineer from
liability when the design of the works is struc-

turally defective, or dcjes not carry out the instructions

of the employer, although the employer has been told

by the architect or engineer to examine them.

Responsibility of the Engineer

Under the civil law system iu force in this pro-

vince, the responsibility of the architect or engineer is

more extensive. A ])resumi)tion of fault is cast upon
him and he is responsible jointly and severally with

the contractor for tlie failure of the structure without

evidence of special negligence.

(Articles U)SS and UW, Civil Code)
"1688. If a building perish in whole or in part with-

in ten years, from defect in construction, or even from
the unfavorable nature of the ground, the architect

superintending the work, and the builder are jointly

and severally liable for the loss."

"1689. If, in the case stated in the last preceding

article, the architect does not superintend the work,
he is liable for the loss only which is occasioned by
defect or error in the plan furnished by him."

These articles are in substance a reproduction of

corresponding articles in the Code Napoleon. The
origin of the principles thus laid down no doubt is

to l)e found in the fact that in earlier days the architect

was commonly the ])rincipal contractor for the build-

ing. At that time the trade guilds still flourished and
one of the rules of the guilds was that no member
of any guild should contract for or do work belonging
to any other guild, so that the only way to include

the whole building in one contract was to make an

agreement with someone outside the trades and let

him make the sub-contracts for the different portions

of the work. The person with whom the principal con-

tract was usually made would naturally be the archi-

tect, and as, like any other contractor, he would be

tempted to save money for himself by .surreptitious

means to the detriment of the strength of the building,

the law made him and his sub-contractors responsible

for a fixed term for the solidity of the structure. It

has been held that these articles fall within the cate-

gory of matters of public order, and in consequence

cannot be derogated from so as to relieve the architect

or engineer from responsibility, even when so express-

ly stipulated.

With the idea of avoiding the rigorous responsi-

bility thus imposed upon the engineer under the Que-
bec .system, certain engineers have been stipulating

that in the execution of the works they shall act mere-

ly as the servants, agents and employees of the pro-

])rietors, and perform the work under the proprietors'

direction. Although the Code only makes use of the

word "building," the jurisprudence is that the word
will include any large undertaking such as a dam, or

other analogous work. This liability has been im-

posed even in a case in which the plans were made
by another architect before the persons sued assumed
charge of the works to be erected.

The responsibility of the architect or engineer who
not only prepares the plans but supervises the work,

extends not merely to the sufficiency of the plans, but

also to the materials employed. Thus in a case cited

in this province where the floors of a building sank

in consequence of the insufficiency of the timber speci-

fied, it was held that the architect and contractor were
jointly and severally liable, and in a more recent case

now pending in the Appeal Courts, the architects and
contractor were held jointly and severally responsible

for the failure of timber which perished through dry
rot. [Mr. Montgomery cited as examples of this, the

case of the Royal Electric Company vs. Wand, and
Wand vs. WalbankJ.

Engineer's Certificates

In most building contracts it is customary to pro-

vide that payment shall only be made upon the certi-

ficate of the engineer, and that the latter shall be final

and conclusive as between the parties. Here again
we find a certain degree of conflict between the Eng-
lish jurisprudence and that of our own province. Un-
der the English jurisprudence it is held that if the

certificate of the engineer is made a condition pre-

cedent to any right of payment, effect will be given to

the clause, and no action can be maintained against
the proprietor until a certificate has first been procured.

As to the finality of the certificate, the English
jurisprudence varies according to the wording of the
particular contract. H ai contract contains a provision
that disputes shall be referred to arbitration, the cer-

tificate of the architect or engineer will not be treated

as final, even though the same architect or engfineer

is by the contract named as arbitrator, and in order
that his certificate should be treated as final, it must
have been given before any dispute has arisen. Under
our own jurisprudence there is some question as to

the binding force and legal effect of such a clause,
and we are face to face with a flat conflict of opinion
upon the point. Thus, iu a case of Mireau vs. Gauthier,
it is held by one of the judges of the Superior Court,
that the obtaining of an architect's approval and cer-
tificates, and an order for payment on the proprietor,
when such is the agreement between the parties, was
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a necessary condition to any demand upon the pro-

prietor and a condition precedent to any action for the

recovery of the contract price. If the architect ar-

bitrarily refuses to comply with the just demands of

the contractor, the latter can take proceedings against

him to compel him to perform his functions, but he

could not proceed against the proprietor. On the

other hand, another of the learned judges of the Super-

ior Court, in the case of Quinlan vs. Redmond, came
to an exactly opposite conclusion, supported by
weighty argument and authority, to the effect that

clauses of this nature in a contract were of no legal

eflfect in this province, and that they were to be treated

as general arbitration clauses, or clauses compro-
misoires, which could have no effect unless they com-
ply with the rules of the Code of Civil Procedure, that

is to say, unless they specified the particular subject

of the dispute, named the delay within which the

award shall be rendered, and complied with the other

requirements of the Code.

Must be Impartial

In one respect the jurisprudence under both the

common la'w system and the system in being in our

province is in accord, and that is, that the engineer or

architect called upon to exercise the quasi-judicial

function must not be placed in the position where his

opinion is likely to be influenced, at least to a greater

extent than is known to both parties at the time the

contract is entered into. In the latter connection it

is no bar to the exercise of his functions that he is

employed by the proprietor and is paid by him, and is,

in a sense, the representative of the proprietor, since

this is a fact which would have been well known to

both parties at the time the contract was entered into.

The mere fact that the engineer was in the permanent
employ of the contractor would not affect the finality

of his certificate, or the finality of his award in the ad-

justment of a dispute. If, however, a secret agreement
existed between the proprietor and the engineer, such

as an agreement that the engineer would only act as

the servant, agent and employee of the proprietor,

and in all things obey the.latter's directions, this would
absolutely disqualify the engineer from performing
any judicial function as between the proprietor and the

contractor. Again, it has been held, both here and in

England, that if the architect or engineer has given the

proprietor a guarantee that the works would not cost

more than a certain amount, this would be a fact to so

influence his judgment as to disqualify him from acting

as an arbitrator, or granting any certificate binding
against the contractor.

Remuneration

As to the right of the architect or engineer to re-

muneration, this will ordinarily be governed by ar-

rangement. In the absence of an arrangement there

will be an implied contract to pay what is reasonable,

usually based upon the customary charges or com-
missions for similar work. Where drawings are mere-
ly submitted for approval, it has been held in Eng-
land that no claim for remuneration arises unless the
work is approved or used, and, similarly, in the case
plans or drawings submitted in competition, subject,

of course, to the public terms of the competition ; such
probationery drawings are in the nature of a tender,

that is, a mere proposal or offer to do the work, and
without acceptance there is no mutuality on which an
implied contract to be paid for can be placed. [Here the
writer discussed a case where the court decided that

plans or drawings submitted for approval and used
for any purpose, should be paid for].

where an engineer is engaged at a yearly salary,

payable monthly, it has been held in this province that

the contract must be construed as being by the year,

and that the words "payable monthly" are a mere
indication of the manner in which such remuneration
is to be paid. Silver vs. Standard Gold Mines Lim-
ited. In the same case it is held that a professional,

e.g., an engineer with managerial functions is not
obliged to seek for menial work if he cannot find a
position equal in importance to that from which he
has been dismissed unjustly, and the employer, in that

event, is responsible for the payment of the salary for

the entire period of the contract up to the date of its

expiry.

Disposing of Plans

Ordinarily, unless some particular statute provides
that the originals of all plans shall remain of record
with the engineer or architect, the plans and specifi-

cations that have been prepared can be claimed by
the owner. Thus :—

•

"An architect was employed by the owner of cer-

tain houses to design and carry out the conversion
of the houses into flats, and he was to receive five per
cent, on the contract price for his services. The archi-

tect accordingly prepared plans and specifications, and
superintended the work of conversion. At the con-
clusion of the work the owner paid the architect his

fees, and claimed to be entitled to the plans and speci-
fications. At the trial the architect tendered evidence
of a custom in the profession by which, in the cir-

cumstances of the case, the plans and specification?

were the property of the architect:—Held, that the
custom was unreasonable, and that the evidence was
not admissible, and that the plans and specifications

belonged to the building owner : Ebdy vs. McGowan
(1870), 2 Hudson on Building Contracts 7; Gibbon
vs. Pease, (1905) 1 K.B. 810, 74 L.J.K.B. 502, 69 J.P.
209, 53 W.R. 417, 92 L.T. 433. 21 Times L.R. 365. 3

L.G.R. 461."

Discussion

Mr. Montgomery then discussed the ordering of
extras, stating that neither an architect nor an engi-
neer could claim remuneration unless these were or-

dered in writing and unless the price was fixed in

writing and agreed to by the proprietor. In dealing
with the clauses providing for a time limit for the
completion of contracts, where there was no penalty,
damage was not payable unless it could be shown
that time was the essence of the contract. Mr. Mont-
gomery also took up the question of stipulated dam-
ages and penalties, and said that the courts were dis-

posed to alleviate what might be regarded as an ex-
treme application of the clauses. It had been held that
in the case of a delay, say in the delivery of a site,

the contractor was absolved from paying stipulated
damages ; in fact the courts generally sought a solu-

;

tion which tended to reduce damages payable by a
contractor.

Several questions were asked, and Mr. Montgom-
ery elaborated many of the points of his paper. A
discussion which followed was taken part in by Sir
John Kennedy, and Messrs. Francis, Surveyer, Ross,
Duchastel and Swan.

Walter J. Francis & Company, consulting engineers,
have removed from the Commercial Union l>uilding.

27)2 St. James Street, to the new Bank of Toronto
Building, 260 St. James Street, Montreal.
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Canadian Imports and Exports for the Year
Ending February 29, 1916

Till'", tables reprodticfd herewitli .summarize the
exjxjrt and import trade of the Dominion of

Canada with the rest of the world for the 12
months endin;^ l'"cb. 29, 1916. Comparative

fij^ures, showiiij^ the increase.or decrease over the i)re-

vious year, are also included. Total import.s for the
year amounted to $520^335,754.00, a decrease of about
eighty millions from' the figinxs of the previous year.

The total exports were $862,782,899.00, practically

doiible of the fif^ures for the previous year, which
leaves a balance in our favor of some $340,000,000.{X).

Most of our imports are from the United States, the

total amoiuiting to approximately $380,000,000.00. This
is a decrease from i)revious years of about 10 per cent.

The United Kingdom lias given us imports to the

value of $77,582,813.00, a dro]) of about 45 per cent.

Prindptl AitiolM of Cuudian Pr«dac« Exported from CanMa.
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Some Novel Methods Used in the Construction
of a Model Highway

HIGHWAY ensj;ineers will note with interest

some of the features and unusual methods
adopted by the Philadelphia State Highway
Department in the model concrete road build-

ing between Easton and Allentown. a distance of a])-

proximately ten miles. Road engineers are paying
more attention than ever in their endeavor to find a

type of construction that will not only present a sur-

face permanent enough to withstand present day traf-

fic but will also be economical in the first cost and in

maintenance charges. To determine the practicability

of such a road, the Pennsylvania State Highway De-
partment have, with the co-operation of the cement in-

terests, undertaken to build this model road. The
description of the work on the road was given by Mr.
William D. Uhler, chief engineer of the department,

before the recent American Roadbuilders' Conference,

Pittsburg, in part as follows :

—

In the construction of this highway, which is not

Philadelphia Model Highway Construction— Canvas Huts
for Sheltering Cement.

yet completed, especial attention is and has been paid
to every engineering detail, starting with the subgrad-
ing and drainage, thorough rolling of subgrade before
placing materials, proper grading of aggregates, the
exact proportioning of materials and the amount of

water used. Ojher details closely watched are the
timing of the mix, laying of the concrete, striking oflf

and curing of the pavement.

After the subgrade is finished accurately, drained
and rolled, the forms are placed, which consist of 6-in.

channels in 12-ft. lengths, held in place by steel pins;

particular care being taken to have the alignment and
grade of these forms accurate. The steel forms are

being used both for economy and on account of the
ease with which they can be handled.

Placing Materials

To eliminate the re-handling of materials, a system
was devised for the proper distribution of the aggre-
gate and cement. On this work jill materials have

been brought to the point of use on tiolley cars, ad-
\ antage being taken of the fact that the car tracks i)ar-

alleled the full length of the road, making it by far the
most economical way of handling the materials. This
method of delivery prtned advantageous ior unload-
ing sand and stone at measured intervals. Portable
canvas sheds, holding 90 sacks each, used for the stor-

age of the cement, were placed at measured distances
along the route, and as emptied were moved ahead.

In proportioning the batches, the sand and stone
were handled in specially devised wheelbarrows, of 3

cubic feet cai^acity, to insure accurate measuring, and
when loaded these barrows were struck ofif with a

shovel. The same care has been given with refer-

ence to the amount of water used in each batch, just

enough being put in to secure a plastic mixture, which
would not quite level down in the bucket when
dumped.

Duration of Mix

F.very batch of concrete is mixed for (jiie and one-
half minutes ; the reason for this being that a number
of experiments, made during the progress of the work,
indicated that the greatest strength, commensurate
with economy in cost of mixing, was obtained irom a

inix of this tiining.

Before placing the concrete the subgrade is thor-

oughly wet and the concrete, which is mixed in propor-

tions of 1 :2:3, is placed to a depth of 6 in. at the side

and 8 in. at the center. A heavy strike-board is then

used to compact the concrete and give the road its

proper form, and this board is followed by a lighter

one. When the strike board comes within 3 ft. of a

joint, it is lifted and placed alongside the joint. Work
then proceeds away froin the strike-board. After

water disapjjears from the surface of the concrete, it

is floated smooth with a wooden float. Transverse
joints are placed 36 to 40 ft. apart and consist of a 34"''i-

thick prepared bituminous material 9 in. wide. Part

of the bituminous strip above the surface is sheared off

after the concrete is placed, leaving it i)rojecting about
1 in. above the finished surface. This part is flattened

down by traffic and protects the joint. A split float is

used to finish the concrete on each side of the joint, so

that both sides will be at the same elevation. The
edges of the joint are rounded with a 3/16-in. edger.

The sides of the roadway slab arc rounded with a

J:4-in. edging tool.

Metal Protection Plates

Concerning the use of metal protection plates and

of reinforcement in the road, Mr. Uhler says:

There is a vast difference of opinion as to the ad-

visability of using steel protection plates at the joints.

Experience leads me to believe that, if proper care is

taken in the maintenance of the unprotected joints,

built as outlined herewith, far more satisfactory and
economical results will be attained than by the use of

steel joints, especially if there is any difference in the

rate of wear of the concrete and the steel in the joints.

Only a thousand feet of this road has been constructed

with steel protection joints, and up to the present time

no advantage in this method of protection is notice-

able.

TJie road in question is reinforced also with a light
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metal fabric, which is shipped to the job in sheets 5 ft.

in width and 6 ft. and 10 ft. in length. This fabric is

placed with lonpfitudiiial joints stagj^ered and with a
lap of 4 in. crosswise and 12 in. longitudinally. Of
course, it would be preferable if sheets could be ob-
tained the full width of the roadway. Reinforcing
sliipi)ed in sheets, in niy opinion, is more satisfactory
because it is easier to handle and can be installed witli

less trouble, while with rolled reinforcement there is

bound to be more displacement of the concrete when
the workmen endeavor to force it into i)lace.

This metal reinforcement is placed 2 in. below the

top of the slab. It reduces the number and size of

the cracks and is designed also to (overcome longitud-
inal cracks that may occur because of the settlement of

the shoulders.

Throughout the West the general practice is to

build concrete roads, without reinforcement, 6 in. at

the side and 8 in. in the center. Personally, I believe

that far better results can be obtained at the same cost,

and under some cc^nditions at less cost, by the con-
struction of 5-in. and 7-in. concrete roads with light

metal-fabric reinforcement.

Protection While Setting

To protect it from the sun and air while it is setting,

the concrete is shaded with canvas. Portable forms
are used, which are set along the edges of the pave-
ment and i)roject ab(nit 12 in. above it. The canvas
sheets are mounted on rollers laid on these forms and
unrolled. After the concrete has hardened, the can-
vas is removed and the pavement is covered with two
or three inches of earth and kept wet 10 to 14 days,
when the road is opened to traffic. About 3% mi. of

this road was completed last season, and thus far only
two slight cracks have appeared.

Comparative Costs of Handling Gravel by
Team and by Tractor for Roadwork

By O.

THE data presented and the conclusions sug-
gested are derived from the Gravel Checkers'
records on five team hauling jobs totalling 22
miles of road gravelled and one tractor hauling

job covering 3.6 miles of road gravelled ; the gravel
being placed at the rate of 15 cu. yd. per 100 ft. sta-

tion on each job.

Team Hauling

Gravel hauling by team is familiar to all and no
description of outfit or method is necessary, other
tiian the statement that ordinary dump planks were
used and Ij/j cu. yd. per load were hauled uniformly.

The team wagons were loaded by hand shoveling. The
number of shovelers in addition to the teamsters

shoveling varied from none for a portion of the time
on Job No. 1 to a maximum of two on all the jobs.

The data obtained from the checkers together with
percentages and averages derived therefrom have
l)een compiled in the attached Table f, in which is

shown for each job and each haul length on each job,

the following data; Total loads hauled, average num-
ber of teams hauling, average number of loads per

team day, load miles per team day, per cent, of time

<lum()ing, per cent, of time in jiit, ])er cent, of time re-

(|uircd for loading at 12 minutes' per load, minutes

actually used in loading each load, per cent, of time

lost in loading, average number of teams at the pit,

hauling cost per cubic yard, total loading and hauling

cost, contract price, and the hauling cost |)cr cubic

yard mile for each length of haul.

From the same table we also find that providing

the time of loading were reduced to 12 minutes per

load the hauling cost per cubic yard mile would be as

follows: to '/>-mile haul, 43 ct.
; ]/> to 1-mile haul,

27.8 ct.; 1 to 1^^-mile, 23.8 ct. ; 1>4 to 2-mile haul, 22

ct. ; 2-mile haul and over, 21. .S ct. If the loading time

could be reduced to 6 minutes per load the hauling

cost per cubic yard mile would be further reduced as

follows: to i^-mile haul, 34.1 ct. ; '/i to 1-mile, 24.5

ct. ; 1 to I'/i-mile. 21.7 ct. ; and above that, 21.5 ct. per

cubic yard mile.

•District Engineer, Redwood County, Minnesota ; before Minnesota En-
gineers' and Surveyors' Society.

L. Kipp*

Also, on a 12-minute loading basis the cost per yard
for the hauls would be as follows : to J^-mile, 13.5 ct.

;

yi to 1-mile, 20.5 ct. ; 1 to IJ^-mile, 29.8 ct.; lyi to

2-mile, 38.5 ct.
; (2 plus X) miles, 44 ct. plus 22 miles.

The data in the table warrants these conclusions
for we find in Job No. 2 on the yi to 1-mile haul the
cost was 22.9 ct. with an 8.7 per cent, loss of time at

the pit; on the 1 to lJ/2-mile liaul the cost was 29.4 ct.,

as compared with 29.8 ct. as estimated, while on the

lJ/2 to 2-mile haul of Job No. 3 the cost was 38.4, as
compared with the estimated cost of 38.5 ct. and on a
2.95-mile haul the cost was 67 ct., with a 12.3 per cent.

loss of time as compared w ith the estimated cost of 65
ct.

It would thus appear that efficiency in team haul-

ing and consequent low cost is largely dependent upon
and might easily be secured by obtaining the maxi-
mum efficiency in loading. This problem is by no
means as easy as that of the hauling for many varying
conditions are encountered. The total loading and
hauling cost on the various jobs was figured to pro-

vide for the shovelers actually employed and $5 per

day additional for the general superintendence of a

foreman or the contractor. The resulting loading

costs varying from 7 ct. to 25 ct. per yard, the lower
figures being too low on account of the teamsters act-

ing as shovelers while waiting to get into the pit and
the highest figures being boosted on account of an
exces.sive amount of frost and firewater, and poor sup-

ervision. The lowest job average for loading was se-

cured on Job No. 2, it being 9 ct. per yard. Favorable

pit conditioi.s were a large factor in producing this

low figure. It would appear that for average pits 10

*o 15 ct. per cubic yard should cover the item of l.«H-

ing by hand. Whether or not some mechanical loader

would be able to reduce this item I am unable to state.

Tractor Hauling

The failure successfully to solve this mechanical

loading problem contributed in a large measure to-

wards increasing the figures I am able to present on
gravel hauling by tractor.

The tractor hauling outfit used in Redwood County
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I«neth of haul
Job No
Total No. loads hauled
Average No. teams hauling
Average No. loads per team day
Load miles per team day
Per cent time dumping (5 min. per load)
Average actual time in pit per load
Per cent actual time in pit per load
Per cent time required for loading at 12 mln.
per load >

Per cent of time actually lost in pit
Average No. of teams at pit.
Hauling cost per cu. yd. In cts
Total cost per cu. yd. in cts., loading and
hauling

Contract price per cu. yd., cts
Spreading cost per cu. yd., cts
Hauling cost per cu. yd. mile, cts. (actual) .

.

Hauling cost per cu. yd. mile., cts. (with 12
min. for loading)

Hauling cost per cu. yd. mile, cts. (with 6
mln. for loading)

Hauling cost per cu. yd., cts. (with 12 mln.
for loading)

Hauling cost per cu. yd., cts. (with 6 min.
for loading) •

THE
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Improved Granite Block Pavements
The Evolution of the Commercial Stone Paving Block—Some
of the Present Methods in Modern Highway Construction

By C. F. Knowlton*

The "city" block is 7 to 8 ins. deep, 4 to 5 ins.

wide, and 9 to 14 ins. Ujnjf, cut to lay about 231jlocks
to a square yard with an indefinite joint.

Tlie "track" block is S'A to 6>^ ins. deep, S'/i to
4yi ins. wide, and 6 to 12 ins. lonjf, rather rough cut
and with an indefinite joint.

In addition to these rejjular trade sizes, the manu-
facturer is often called upon for special sizes for spe-
cial conditions, amonjj which is the "durax" size.
These are cubes of from 2'/^ to 4 ins. It is obvious
that so many sizes of {granite blocks leads to confusion
and irres:ularity in method and cost of construction
and in the pavement surface.

.Stone Ijidck pavements are periiaps llie oldest ty|)e

of street paviiij,^ known. The early Romans paved
streets with iarj^e irregular shaped stones, often two
or three feet in depth, the joints beinj^ tilled with
smaller stones wedfj;ed in with mortar. The earliest

ty])e of stone pavements in this country were built

with round field stone and beach cobbles, laid in sand,

with joints tilled with gravel. More recently quarry-
split rectangular or cube paving blocks, of which
there was an abundant supply in the granite hills of

Maine and Massachusetts, came into ijromincnce in

the New England States. These blocks were usually

about 12 inches square on top and from 8 to 12 inches

in dci)tli, laid on natural soil in a sand bed with sand
joints. This made a very permanent pavement, but

it was rough and uneven.
Following this, smaller blocks were used, but

these also settled, when laid in a sand bed, leaving an
uneven surface. About 1880 concrete foundations for

street paving came into general use. The size of the

blocks was then reduced, both in surface area and
depth, builders figuring that with a concrete base

nuicli less depth of brick would suffice.

This line of reasoning caused them to adopt a block

4 to 4J/. ins. deep, 3^. to 4j/2 ins. wide, and 6 to 12 long,

r.aid on a concrete base with cement grouted joints,

tliis proved to be an ideal pavement and opened up an

era of improved granite block paving. The engineers

of some of tlic large cities hesitated to make such a

radical change from a deep block to such a shallow

block, but made concessions in favor of shallower

l)locks. The conse(|ucncc of this was the paving cut-

ters were ol)liged to cut different sizes for different

localities, but the requirements were more strict as to

the quality of the stone and the tiueness of the cutting.

Block Sizes

In 1"12, an effort was made by a committee of the

officials of the large cities to standardize paving speci-

fications and resulted in recommending a si)ecial size

liaving block to be called the "standard." This was
not so universally adopted as was expected and as a

result the paving block niatuifacturers are at present

Inrning out a number of different sizes and grades of

j^ranite paving block, each known among the trade in

New luiglaud by a special designation.

A block 4 to 4J./. ins. deep, 3^. to 4^ in.s. wide, and

6 to 12 ins. long, will require about 31 blocks to a

sijuare vard with joints not to exceed ^ in. in width.

The "standard" size block is 4)4 to 5^4 ins. deep,

^'A to 4;^ ins. wide, and 8 to 12 ins. long, cut to lay

about 28 blocks to a square yard with joints not to ex-

ceed y^ in. in width.

The "N. Y. special" size block is 6 to 10 ins. long,

with -V^-in. joints.
' The "Boston special" size block is .^ to 5'/2 ins.

deep, 4 to 4'/j ins. wide, and 8 to 12 ins. long, joints

not to exceed y^ in. in width.

The "6-inch" size block is 6 to 7 ins. deep, 3j/i to

4y> ins. wide, and 9 to 14 ins. long, cut to lay about 25

blocks to a square yard with joints not to exceed J4

ins. in width.

•Before Am«ri««n Koad Builders' As8o«l«tion, Pittsburgh.

Standard Types
J3uring the year 1915. the Granite Paving Block

Manufacturers of the United States decided to con
fine their production of blocks to three sizes, except
where specials were called for to meet some peculiar
requirements, like track paving, etc. These three
sies are:

The "standard" size block as given before.
The "shallow standard block," size 4 to 4J^ ins. sq.

and 7 to 11 ins. long, cut to lay with joints not ex-
ceeding J^ in. in width.

The "resurfacing" blocks, designed to be used for
resurfacing on original foundation when asphalt, wood
block, or brick pavements, are to be replaced, size
3)4 ins. to 4yj ins. wide. 3>4 to 4 ins. deep, and 7 to
11 ins. long, cut to lay with joints not exceeding y in.

in width.

These sizes and all special blocks are all cut and
split by hand labor, have scpiare edges, .smooth .sur-

faces and lay with close joints. .\1I of these sizes
may be termed "improved granite blocks."

Improved granite block, having .square edges,
smooth surfaces and clo.se joints, are usually laid on a
concrete foundation.

The "6-inch," "city," and "track" are considered as
rough cut blocks of the old type and are laid with wide
joints, generally on a gravel base and with sand or
gravel joints.

No engineer should accept or specify a stone block
pavement which failed to result in an even surface in

every way acceptable for both horse and automobile
traffic. To secure this smooth even surface, it is ne-
cessary for the engineer to require a carefully split

stone block having no projections exceeding is in.

from a true plane, and that the blocks be laid in the
street on A properly drained sub-foundation, a sub-
stantial concrete foundation, and with clo.se. even
joints, and these joints be filled with a rich mixture of
cement grout or with a bituminous filler of asphalt or
pitch.

The use of the two diflFerent fillers is largely a
question of prospects of future openings being made
in the pavements. If frequent opening.^ and quick re-

pairs are necessary, the bituminous filler is more con-
venient and economical, openings can be made ea.sily

and the surface replaced satisfactorily without loss or
wastage of blocks. Where openings are not apt to be
frequent or where traffic conditions will allow the

Street tQ be closed for a period to allow the cement
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grout filler to properly harden, the cement filler should
be used and will give a smooth surface, protect the
edges of the blocks, and give better results usually
than the bituminous filler.

Subgrade

A firm subgrade and a strong concrete foundation
are just as essential in laying a stone block pavement
as they are in laying other types of smooth i)avements.
It is true, however, that many grouted stone block
pavements have been laid without a concrete founda-
tion and some have been in small cities and towns
where the traffic could not be considered heavy and
Avhere the sub-soil is especially good. Danger lies in

the liability of the blocks to settle under heavy loads

;

if this occurs in the slightest degree the bond of the

cement is broken and it scales off and loosens in the

joints.

In this type of pavement it is necessary to use a

deep "city" block and have the cement grout fill the

joints their entire depth to get the necessary stability.

The cost of handling and transporting these deep
and heavy blocks is nearly twice that of the small

blocks and in localities far removed from the quarries

it will be found that a 4-in. stone block can be laid on
a concrete foundation, requiring no more excavation

and less labor and cement, for less money and will

give a more permanent smooth surface.

As to the construction of improved granite block

pavements, I will describe the methods we used in

constructing nearly a million square yards in Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island in the past ten years. .

In excavating and preparing the subgrade, great

care is taken to have the subsoil thoroughly com-
pacted by a steam roller and hand tamps, all soft and
spongy material is removed and good firm dry material

takes its place, especial care being taken to see that

newly filled trenches are well compacted. The sub-

grade is left smooth and exactly parallel with the pro-

posed finished grade. On this subgrade a well mixed
concrete base is laid 6 ins. in depth. On good undis-

turbed natural soil a 1 :3 :6 mixture is strong enough
;

on filled ground where undergnnmd pipes have re-

cently been laid a 1 '.Zyi :5 mixture should be used.

Concrete Foundation

We usually lay our concrete foundation by the

grouting and compression method. Many tests made
show that for equal thickness, the compressed con-

crete is 33 per cent, stronger under a bending strain

and 40 per cent, stronger under a compression test,

than ordinary mixed concrete, hence under this

method the thickness of a concrete foundation can be

reduced to 4 or 5 ins. with perfect safety and with a

considerable saving in costs.

A layer of egg-size crushed ledge stone is placed on

the subsoil and rolled to the required thickness. A
Portland cement grout is then poured into the stone

and the stone rolled during this process until all the

voids are filled and the grout flush with the surface.

The grout is mixed in different proportions according

to the thickness and character of the wearing surface

of the pavement. One part of cement and four parts

of sand is most generally used. This is mixed in a

patented grout mixer operated by a gasoline engine

and which is self-propelling.

The sand, cement and water are carefully measured

by volume for every mix and the grout is distributed

evenly into the stone through pipes long enough to

cover the entire width of the foundation. Concrete

foundations laid in this manner have proven very suc-

cessful. They can be laid much faster than by the
ordinary method and cause less obstruction to travel
in the handling of materials. The surface of the con-
crete base is left smooth and exactly parallel with the
proposed surface. Upon this we place our sand
cushion. This should never be more than 2 ins. nor
less than 1 in. in depth. We prefer a maximum oi V/z
ins. In some cases we have used a dry mortar bed,

yl to I in. in depth, mixed in proportion of one cement
to three or four of sand, but do not recommend it.

When it sets up the pavement is too much of a mono-
lith and is noisy. A sand cushion deadens the noise
of traffic and furnishes a little elasticity to the pave-
ment, which is essential.

Cushion

'J"he cushion is to compensate for any irregulari-

ties in the depth of the blocks and to give a uniform
bearing to the bases. In the old type of blocks the

variation was 1 in. and sometimes as much as 2 ins.

in the depth, hence, if shallow blocks were laid in with
deep blocks, the strength of bearing would be unequal
and under traffic the shallow block would be pounded
down, causing an uneven surface. The improved
blocks are cut with only yi in. variation in depth and
the thickness of the cushion is therefore more uniform.

The granite paving blocks are laid on this sand cush-

ion by the most experienced pavers we can find.

Blocks are laid in regular courses end to end across

the street at right angles to the curb. Joints are

broken by a lap of at least 3 ins.

Clean J^-in. pea stone is then scattered over the

surface and broomed into the joints, only enough be-

ing used to steady the blocks while being rammed.
The blocks are then rammed to a firm, unyielding bed

with a 60-lb. rammer or rolled with a 6-ton tandem
roller until the surface is smooth and regular.

Granite paving blocks should be of medium grained
granite showing an even distribution of constituent
minerals of uniform quality and te.xture, without
seams, scales or discolorations showing disintegration,

free from an excess of mica or feldspar. Usually a
better selection of granite can be made by reference to

past performance of any particular granite from any
particular quarry than to attempt to make a .'^election

from local tests.

Where a cement filler is to be used, the granite
blocks need not be cut so fine and the joints can be
wider than where a bituminous filler is used. We
find that blocks 4 to 4j^ ins. deep, 3j/2 to 4y2 ins. wide
and 6 to 12 ins. long are most suitable for this purpose
and have used them in 75 per cent, of our work.

Joint Filler

Filling the joints in the pavement is the most im-
portant part of the construction, as upon it depends
the smoothness and permanency of the surface.

We seldom use a bituminous filler, as it does not
protect the edges of the block as they should be. After
a few years the filler is worn down in the joints and
the edges of the blocks become rounded and the pave-
ment iiecomes rough and noisy. Nearly all our im-
proved granite pavements have a cement filler.

We first wet the blocks until they have absorbed
all the water possible and keep them wet until the

grout is applied. The grout is composed of one part

of cement and one part of clean sharp sand with en-

ough water added to make it of the consistency of thin

cream. This is mixed in our self-propelling grout

mixer which travels on planks placed on the pavement.
The grout is kept constantly agitated until it reaches
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the joints and every mix is exactly alike. The grout
is run directly on the surface and broomed evenly into

the joints.

During this operation clean pea stone, well wet, is

lightly scattered into the grout and broomed into the
joints. After tiiis grout has subsided in tlie joints and
bef(jre the initial set takes place, the surface is again
treated with a grout of the consistency of thick cream
whicii is evenly broonied over the surface until the
joints are full and Hush with the top of the blocks. A
rubber of wood stjueegee, or scrai)er, is then used to

scrape ofif all the surplus cement from the surface.

The effect of this is to leave the depressi(jns in the
block tilled with cement while there is none on the i)ro-

jcctions, thus making a smooth surface. When the

cement is sufficiently iiardcned, the surface is

sprinkled from a can and a fine floor brush used to

brush and smooth out all irregularities. After the

cement is set, the surface is copiously sprinkled and
kei)t wet for three or four days.

All travel is kei)t off the pavement for six to ten

days. I'lenty of water is used to wash the blocks

—

you camiot get satisfactory results if dirty blocks are

used. The joints must be open sufficiently to allow
the grout to flow in and penetrate to the bottom. The
cement must not be allowed to set too quickly and
in very dry weather the surface should be kept cov-

ered with wet sand for at least three days.

Expansion Joints

On a business street, we lay a felt expansion strip

]/j in. thick and 6 ins. wide, along the curbstone, be-

tween tiie blocks and the earth. This acts to deaden
the soimd and |)revents vibrations being carried into

the buildings. Where there are car tracks in the
street, the web of the rails is plastered with cement
mortar flush with the outside of the head of the rail,

after the foundation is laid. This allows the hltxrks

to lay firmly against the rails and still not be affected

by any slight movement of the rails.

If cars are running during the grouting (operations,

the shaking and vibrations of the rails may cau.se the
blocks to "float" that is: the vibrations cause the
block to shake and the fresh grout works down under
the block forcing them up, a little above the head of

the rails. In such cases the cars should be kept off

the tracks imtil the grout has well set, in fact, it is de-

sirable that cars be kept off during the whole time pav-
ing operations are going on and for six days after com-
l)letion. If this is impossible, they should be made
to travel very slowly.

As "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." so it

is with improved granite block pavements. Care-
ful attenti(jn to the quality and kind of materials and
constant watchfulness in putting them together are

the true secrets of our success.

When you lay a pavement that is going to last

forty or fifty years, you cannot afford to take any
chances in its construction. You should have the

best material and the most expert assistance you can
get. Do not consider first cost too seriously. What
does a few extra dollars amount to on the first cost of

a pavement that will cost you nothing for upkeep, if

properly laid, and at all times and seasons meet the

demand of all classes of traffic ? The cost of improved
granite block will vary a great deal in different locali-

ties.

Making Forms for Concrete Work in a
Model Shop Built in the Field

RI''.IN'1"()RL'I'',I) concrete enjoys jjrobably the

largest iicld of endeavor today of all the build-

ing materials. All sorts of |)ublic and private

buildings, public works, dams and retaining

walls, etc., are now almost imiversally built of either

massed or reinforced concrete. With the increasing

use of concrete and the com|)Iexity of design to gain a

more artistic effect in the arcliitectural features, the

problem of the design and construction of the neces-
sary forms becomes a most intricate problem. The
carpentry work of form making is now a large factor

in reinforced concrete construction. Iwth as to cf>st

and in the quality of the finished work.
For a contract of any considerable size, a large

carpenter force of skilled mechanics is necessary to cut,

shape and place the forms in advance of the concrete
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Plan, elevation and enlamed section of an open mill.
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gangs. If the design is at all complicated, the forms
become ever so much more so, and require a great deal

of skill in making and setting them. Of late years
any contractor building concrete structures, to save

Layout plan for yard for form making.

labor almost invariably has, on the ground, some ar-

rangement for preparing forms and other lumber and
timber details—usually a small carpenter's shop, or

an open planing mill, set up in charge of a competent
carpenter. All Iuml)er used in the construction of the

work, besides that for scaffolding, studding, bracing,

etc., is repared in this shop.

The carpentry work of form building is such ;i

large item in re-inforced concrete construction that

the handling of this work to the best advantage means
working up the lumber on power saws and assembling-

it on special benches, made for the purpose, to obtain

the maximum efficiency and lowest cost factors. Mr.

S. T. Koon, a contributor to the "Cement World," de-

scribes the standard shop of a large Boston concrete

company, who use the i)lans, as slicjwn, on most of

their jobs, enlarging them whenever necessary.

They handle all form-making by power machinery,

right on the job, employing for the piu^pose several

power saw rigs and portable wood-workers. The cuts

Plan of mill showing arrangement of machinery.

show a standard set of their plans, which can be ex-

tended, if necessary, to suit any requirements. The
location of lumber in relation to the shop is shown.

The shed measures 34 ft. x 15 ft. 6 in., while an exten-

sion of the saw bench carries the length 16 ft. further,

An over-hanging section of the roof is 7 ft., bringing
the total length of the roof to 31 ft., with the total

length of the saw bench 57 ft.

Such shops can be quickly and economically built

by any large contracting firm in the cement business,
and would save considerable time, expense and labor,

and prevent hold-u])s of the concrete gang, due to

carpenters being behind time. The principal tools

necessary would be a swing saw, band saw, rip saw,
and planer, with any special machinery that would be
deemed advisable for the particular contract. Such
machinery could be driven from a central line shaft

run by electric motor where electric current is cheap
and convenient, or by a gasoline engine, if the plant

is isolated.

The benefit of such a system is, that forms are

generally cut truer and more uniform resulting in a

smoother face on the concrete, carpenters are kept

busy all the time in spite of other delays and they are

generally able to keep the forms so well in advance as

to exclude the possibility of a hold-up on their account.

Slack periods alternating with rush periods are done
away with ; work becomes a steady operation from
start to finish ; scientific management of the shop and
the materials, after carefully planning their location

relatively to the wok, eliminates any excessive handl-

ing of material and reduces the carpentry bill for form-

making to a minimum.

World's Highest Reinforced Concrete
Water Tank

What is claimed to be the highest reinforced con-

crete water tank in the world, was recently built for

i'^ixis.et.jvc

Sec^^0^lO^ Elevo+ton
Bc3se of Tower

Opening -^^ (ViaDiv/n

Detoll of Reirr+ofcemerrt
n eotlOTTi of Tonh

'^ \f<15' ^ -

Plan, elevation and sections of world's highest reinforced

concrete water tank.
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the city of Middleboro, Mass., and is described by the

Blaw Steel Construction Co., Pittsburg, whose forms
were used in tlie construction, as follows:

—

Concrete was chosen for this tank and the tower
supportinj^ it for several reasons. The cost of a steel

tower and tank would have been less, but the life

would be short and the rei)airs, paintin^j^, etc., would
also cause more expense than a concrete tank. In ad-

dition to this, the concrete could be finished in an

artistic and attractive way and as designed and built is

very pleasing from an architectural standpoint.

The bare surface of the tower is broken up by
twelve 4 by 24-inch pilasters and at the junction of the

tower and the tank, 108 feet abo\e the grf)und, is a

balcony of reinforced concrete with l)racket supports.

'Jhe details shown here give an idea of the design and
the reinforcing that was used.

The tank itself is of the same inside diameter as the
tower, which is 41 feet, and will have a depth of water
in it at the center of 59 feet when full. The bottom of
the tank is hemispherical, which is the first time that
this type of construction has been attempted with con-
crete tanks.

Blaw steel forms were used for the outside of botii

the tank and the tower. They were justified because
of the reducticjn in time and expense that attended
their use and they also formed a dense, smofith surface
that required very little finishing. Their forms a"i«

used f)n the tank and tower were made as two rings,

each 4 feet wide. Wof)den forms were used on the
interior.

The Larger Use of Canadian Timber
Toronto Architect Urges the Use of B. G. Fir in Preference
to U. S. Pine; and Canadian instead of U. S. Architects

MR. A. R. I5ENISON, of Deuison eSi Stephen-
son, Architects, Toronto, recently addressed
the I.uml)ermen's section of the weekly meet-
ing of the Toronto Board of Trade, on the

importance of Canadians using Canadian lumber when-
ever possible, and for closer co-operation between
architects, lumbermen and owners of buildings under
construction for the prompt settlement of accounts for

su])plying material.

Separate Cheques for Lumber Bills

Mr. Deuison recited a specific case of misunder-

standing between owner, contractor and lumberman,
wherein the luinberman did not receive his proper

compensation, and suggested as a remedy that the

owner pay the lumberman direct. The si)eaker went
into this situation more in detail and finally asked why
something should not be done to put the whole situa-

tion beyond any peradventure. It seemed to him this

would be (|uite easy if the interested parties would get

together. His idea was that an arrangement should

be made in writing between the proprietor and the

contractor at the lime of signing the contract, requir-

ing the contractor to submit to the proprietor a sum-
mary of the lumber to be used in the building; and

further, that a statement should be rendere<l to the

proi)rietor from time to time during the continuance of

the work, and that the proprietor should be required

to draw separate cheques in favor of the lumber mer-

chant as each certificate became due ; the lumber mer-

chant to be subject to a drawback clause of 80 per

cent, in the contract and also to have a claim upon the

20 per cent, retained by the architect ; a duplicate

statement to be rendered to the architect if required.

He believed that a plan of this sort, in which the own-
er, the architect and the contractor co-operated would

remove a great deal of trouble. If the lumbermen
would take it up and pass a definite resolution in re-

gard to it, asking the architects to co-operate, he would

put the matter before the architects, and felt pretty

sure that they would fall in line.

Use Canadian Materials

Mr. Deuison is a strong advocate of using (."anad-

ian woods wherever possible. He referred to the

fact that the original Toronto city by-law made Ceor-

gia pine the basis for timber construction purposes. He

had asked the city architect to use I'.. C. fir for such
purposes and had simply been toUl that it was not
allowed by the by-law and could not he done.. This
was a mistaken view of the city architect. He should
have been interested solely in the strength of the
timbers used, not the variety of timber. Although he
expressed this opinion to the city architect at that time,
the reply he received was simply that Douglas fir was
not allowed by the by-law and he would not permit
it to be used.

However, Mr. Denison, against the advice of the
city architect, made preparations for building two
houses, one to be built of Douglas fir and the other of
Georgia pine, and was hailed before a judge, who per-

mitted him, after seeing tests on the two timliers, to

go ahead. Tests were made upon both Georgia pine
and Douglas fir. The Georgia \i\ne selected was
8^:^ in. x 19^ in. x 18 ft. long. The Douglas fir stick

was 8 in. x 19>4 in. x 18 ft. long. 'I"he tests were made
at the School of Practical Science, Toronto. The
Cjeorgia pine stick broke off at 43,5iiO lbs., and the

Douglas fir stick split lengthwise but did not break at

55,320 lbs. From that day on they had been allowed
to use Douglas fir.

Douglas Fir

Douglas fir was uncpiestionably the best woikI they
could get for construction purposes. It was also the

strongest wood and it was one of our own native

woods. He urged that lumbermen, architects and
contractors should put forth every effort to use Canad-
ian materials on Canadian buildings. Mr Denison
referred to instances of failure that he had come across

in using Geogia pine. He had been obliged to take

out at least six sticks of long leaf pine within five years

from the time they were put in, because of dry rot.

There seemed to be a failure in a certain percentage of

Georgia pine stock. It really required an expert to

know Georgia pine. In fact, he had known men who
called themselves experts, who differed with one an-

other in deciding whether certain southern timbers
were long leaf pine or not. He had always found that

Georgia pine checked to a greater extent than Douglas
fir. It was also much more combustible, as it was full

of gum and was easy to set on fire.

The speaker urged that lumbermen commence at

once upon an effort to encourage the use of Canadian
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woods. The Dominion Government had taken a step

in this direction by passing an order that nothing but
Douglas fir was to be used in the construction of pub-
He works. If an eflfort were made along this line and
followed up vigorously it would make a great differ-

ence to Canadian lumber manufacturers. He under-
stood that during the last year over four million dol-

lars worth of Georgia pine had been imported into

Canada. In normal times he understood that the

amount was far greater.

Employing U. S. Architects

Underneath all this was a question of vital import-

ance to Canadians, frequently one would see a com-
pany with a name that would lead one to suppose that

it was a Canadian company, who in the construction

of large buildings employed U. S. Architects. The
U. S. architects would naturally specify U. S. brick,

U. S. wood, etc. Every lock, every fitting, the plumb-
ing, everything throughout the building would be
brought in from the United States because the archi-

tect would be getting his percentage on every one of

these items. Canadian architects would not be al-

lowed to put up buildings in the United States. Can-

adian dentists, veterinary surgeons, lawyers, doctors,
all classes of professional men, except the architects
were protected against this sort of thing. Moreover
the brick-layer and the carpenter were also protected
in Canada to a certain extent by the alien labor law.
In this way the U. S. firms were cutting both the lum-
bermen and the architect out of their own business.
In order to carry out this kind of work the contractor
who wanted to make use of a U. S. architect had no
trouble at all. He simply obtained blue prints and
had them put through the customs at their cost, pay-
ing in duty a nominal sum of a few dollars. Under
present conditions there was no escaping from this

situation, but he believed that the architects, on a
short time, would make an effort to have the law en-
forced more fairly in connection with the importation
of plans.

After an interesting discussion on Mr. Denison's
remarks, Mr. Reid, the chairman, stated that together
with M. W. J. Hetherington, he would draw up and
present at a later meeting of the board a resolution
ujion Mr. Denison's proposal, and he hoped that in the
near future something definite would be forthcoming.

Activated Sludge Sewerage Experiments
THE Sanitary District of Chicago began experi-

ments with the activated sludge process of

sewage treatment on Stockyards and Packing-

town sewage in April, 1915. The operation on
the fill and draw plan was carried on in two galvanized

iron tanks, each holding approximately 200 gal. of sew-

age. These experiments were continued well into the

cold season, being discontinued when the contents of

the tanks froze solid. Certain observations were made,
which can be explained by the effect of low tempera-

tures upon the process. These observations were sub-

stantiated on the larger 4 unit installation of the San-

itary District designed to treat from 30,000 to 100,000

gal. on the continuous flow basis daily. This installa-

tion .was put into operation early in 1916 and is under

the direction of Langdon Pearse.

The changes of the nitrogenous constituents during

the aeration process have been carefully studied. Our
experience has coincided, so far as 1 am aware with

the experience of other observers. During the warmer
season a reduction of the free ammonia to about 1 or

2 p.p.m., and an increase of the nitrites to 5 or 10 p.p.m.,

indicates complete oxidation and clarification. This

ceased to be the case, however, when colder weather

set in with the small galvanized iron tanks, which were

easily affected by changes in temperature in the air.

Absolute stabilities were reached in cold days with the

free ammonia actually increasing several hundred per

cent, and with little, if any, change in the nitrites and

nitrates. The reduction of the organic nitrogen was
just as marked as in summer. Clarification was very

satisfactory. The results I speak of are those noted

when the effluent showed a relative stabihty of 100 or

thereabouts. With the small galvanized iron tanks,

in which the warm sewage quickly chilled, it took a

considerably longer time in the cold weather to obtain

such a high stabihty, but the chemical results were

consistently as noted.

It is clear that in such cases the mechanical feat-

ures of the process outweighed the biologic features.

The highly putrescible colloids have simply been whip-

'ExtraetB of a paper by A. Lederer before the American Chemical Society.

ped out of suspension by the continuous agitation.

Repeated observations indicate that the mere mechani-
cal removal of the colloidal matter from sewage brings
about an improvement far out of proportion to the
actual i)ercent of substance removed. There is no
doubt, however, that there is some biologic activity

even in a liquid near freezing, otherwise, we could
hardly account for the persistent increase in free am-
monia. We further noted various active protozoa,
such as infusoria and trachelomonas in the sludge at

all times. More highly developed animal or plant or-

ganisms were not found. Our work indicates that the

temperature of the liquid treated will be a controlling

factor. On a large scale temperature changes will

probably be much lower than on the very small scale

of 200-gal. steel tanks exposed to weather.
During the cold weather we had no ready chemical

index to go by, although the regular routine tests of

long duration were available. The removal of the col-

loidal matter was the only immediate indication of ac-

complished oxidation. This forced us to determine re-

gularly the turbidity of the settled aerated sewage.

Used with the methylene blue putrescibility test, a

fairly definite working relation can be established. The
tabulation of a large number of results obtained shows
that the stability is 100 with turbidities of 10 p.p.m. or

less. With a turbidity of 15 p.p.m., the relative stab-

ility varies usually between 50 and 100. With turbi-

dities above 15, the quality of the effluent shows rapid

deterioration. At turbidities ranging from 20 to 25

the stabilities are usually below 50. To compare tur-

bidities above 25 p.p.m. with stabilities appears un-

safe. Such stabilities are without exception very low.

The relation spoken of is bound to vary with sewages
of different character. Recently with the advent of

warmer weather, the nitrites are again picking up in

the effluent, and no doubt our ammonia index will

again serve the purpose. The determination of other

constituents, such as the organic nitrogen albuminoid

ammonia, permanganate oxygen consumed, chlorine

and the bacterial content, are merely of scientific inter-

est. They are not essential for a routine control. This
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holds good to a certain extent for the dissolved oxygen,
but it is quite conceivable that the rate of de-oxygena-
tion at a given temi)erature can be made to serve as an
index of the. degree of stabilization accf)mplished. The
quantity of the settling suspended matter in the final

erfluent merely indicates the efficiency of the settling

process, and has nothing to do with the activated

sludge process proper. I'ackingtown sewage com-
])letely oxidized by the activated sludge process is clear

with a slii'litly yellowish tint bareh' noticeable in small

bulk.

Sturtevant Contracting Set

The following illustration shows a new adaptation

of the Sturtevant gasoline generating set. These
sets are intended to be used in direct connection with
lighting and power circuits and not through storage

batteries, although they may be so arranged if de-

sired. A very sensitive governor control, together

with other fineness in design of engine and generator,

insure a constant voltage through wide variations of

load. The unit consists of a direct current electric

generator direct connected to a ga.soline engine. A
switchboard and gasoline tank is also included. A
special.type of disc fan is mounted on an extension of

sturtevant Gasoline Contracting Set.

the generator shaft and arranged to blow air through

a cellular type radiator. All of this api)aratus is

mounted upon two channel irons and the engine gen-

erator and switchboard are covered by a sheet metal

housing, similar to an automobile hood. The engine

is of the four cylinder, water cooled, vertical type with

either four or six cylinders, according to the size of

the unit. Three sizes of these sets are built, 5 kw.,

10 kw., and 15 kw. capacity capable of lighting 200,

400, and 600, 20 candle power tungsten lamps. Both
engine and generator are capable of operating under

an overload of 25 per cent, for two hours.

Trade Inquiries

Names and addresses may l)c obtained from tlic De-

partment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

:!r>3. Steam-electric power plant apparatus and engineering

specialties.—A Kciitlcmaii wlio intends visitinR New Zealand

during tlic cominR summer is desirous of securinR the

aRencies of Canadian engineeriuR manufacturers of steam-

electric plant apparatus and enRineerinn specialties, and is

desirous of receiving full technical description of apparatus

together with illustrations, weight of apparatus, shipping

weight, and weight of heaviest piece, and over-all dimensions.

I'resent prices either f.o.b. Canadian or American port or

c.i.f. New Zealand port.

.'184. Glass.—An F.nglish frrm of glass importers inquires

for Canadian exporters of glass for lighting purposes and
table use, to replace supplies formerly imported from Ger-
many, Austria and Belgium.

377. Brassed rods.—A Birmingham bedstead manufacturer
is open to purchase cased brass rodding. Samples on file

at the Department of Trade and Commerce. Prices must
include delivery Birmingham or Liverpool.

Personal
Mr. C. Dufort, architect, has removed from 19H St. Cath-

erine Street West, to 19.') St. Catherine Street East, Montreal.

Major Howard Dinnel Bodwell, of the 2nd Pioneer Bat-

talion, was recently wounded in action. Major Bodwell was
an engineer in civil life in Vancouver, and saw active service

in the South African campaign. "^

Mr. J. Quail, until recently sales' engineer of the Mani-
toba Bridge & Iron Works, Winnipeg, has taken up new
<luties with the Canadian Bridge Company, Walkerville, Ont..

as manager of their Winnipeg office.

Mr. George D. Mackie, City Engineer-Commissioner,
Moose Jaw, Sask., has been appointed a member of the Royal
Commission recently formed to enquire into and repprt on
the work of the Provincial Highways Department of Sack-
atchewan carried out by that body from 1913 to 191B.

Obituary
Mr. D. Gladstone, head of the Fort William Granite

Works, recently died at his home in Fort William. Mr.
Gladstone, who was a prominent business man of Fort

William, had been in ill health for some time.

The death occurred recently in (England of Mr. Harold
.\. Copp, formerly head of the Copp Stove Works of Fort
William. Mr. Copp has been an active business man and
was a widely-known philanthropist, taking special interest

in Y. M. C. A. work in Fort William.

At a lirgely attended meeting of the Quebec branch of
the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, held on the ITtli

itist., a resolution was passed expressing sympathy with the

relatives of their late colleague, Mr. I-. B. Verge. C.E.. in

his untimely demise, and with Mr. W. D. Baillargr, C.F.. on
his recent bereavement.

The death occurred recently of Mr. .Mbert C. Smith,
president of the Smith Foundry Co., one of Fredericton's

most prominent business men. Besides being president of the
Smith Foundry Company, he also acted as mechanical super-
intendent of the plant, and had been directing operations
in munition work of both the day and night crews. His
death was caused by pneumonia contracted during a recent
lire in the company's plant.

,

The death occurred recently of Dr. W. F. King, Chief
Astronomer of Canada and Commissioner for the Survey
and Marking of International Boundaries, at the Observatory
residence, Ottawa. The late Dr. King was born in England
in 18.'»4, came to Canada at the age of eight, and entered the
l>ominion Government service as .\ssistant Astronomer on
the North American Boundary Commission in 1878. In 18««
he was made Chief Inspector of Survey, and in 1890 Chief
Astronomer of the Department of the Interior.

The Halifax Electric Tramway Company, who are con-
structing a gas plant at Halifax, are also calling tenders for
the erection of a by-product building, cold storage building,
anil for elevating and conveying machinery in connection
with the same.
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Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

Building outlook in Calgary for the coming year, ac-

cording to R. G. Dun & Company, looks particularly bright.

The Alliance Power Company, Limited, has recently

been incorporated in Edmonton, Aha., with a capital of

$350,000.

Building operations in the city of Quebec continue active

during the last week. Permits amounting to $f.3,0f)0 were

issued at the city hall.

It has been decided to relmild the isolation hospital

on Sandy Point Road, St. John, N. B., recently destroyed

by fire. The new building will cost $15,000.

The work of constructing the joint sewerage system of

Ihe villages of New Toronto and Mimico, is in full swing.

A big effort is l)eing made to have the system ready for use

litis year.

The Municipal Concrete Construction Company, of

Ingersoll, have placed an order with Wettlaufer Bros, for two

heart-shaped, traction paving mixers, and one tilting drum,

heart-shaped mixer.

The Board of Control of the city of Toronto have

refused the request of the T. Eaton Company to allow them

to place the footings of their new building beyond the street

line of Terauley Street.

The plant of the Union Cement Company, Owen Sound,

who are working on a 50,000 barrel contract for the city of

Toronto, recently sustained damage by fire. Reconstruction

work will begin at once.

Messrs. Barott, Blackadcr & Webster, architects. Mont-

real, are preparing plans for a large moving picture theatre

to be erected on Sherbrooke Street, VVestmount, for the

Imperial Theatre Company.

Following the consideration of a large num1)cr of tenders,

the city of Kingston have awarded the contract to Wett-

laufer Bros, for one heart-shaped traction paving mixer,

with boom and bucket attachment.

Work on the Toronto-Hamilton highw.iy in the Port

C;redit district is progressing rapidly; a part of the road will

be closed temporarily to Iraflic in order that the railway for

hauling cement and material may be laid.

Sackville, N. B.. has just finished one of the most suc-

cessful clean-up and paint-up weeks in its history. The

usually attractive little town has been rendered much more

attractive by the renovation it has received.

The work on the new Great Northern depot at False

Creek, near Vancouver, is being rapidly pushed forward

by the contractors, Grant, Smith & McDonnell. Pile driving

has started and concrete work on the piers is expected to

be under way shortly.

Interned alien enemies within Canadian territory are

at present employed in building good roads through the

Canadian Rockies. Camps are located at several points in

Alberta and British Columbia, and so far the aliens are doing

valuable productive and development work, as a return for

the care being taken of them during the present period of

stress.

As a result of the determined fight of John Allen, mem-

ber for West Hamilton, it is believed that the government

may agree to give a substantial special grant for the con-

struction of a high level bridge to link up Hamilton with the

Toronto-Hamilton highway and do away with the objection-

able steep grades involved in the present plan.' The bridge,

which will be partly outside the city limits, would benefit

other places as well as the city.

A provisional school in military engineering has been

authorized for the benefit of the civil engineers in Ottawa

at the request of the Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society

of Civil Engineers, and has been largely attended by the civil

engineers of that city. Colonel Maunsell, Director General

of the Engineer forces of Canada, assisted by Lieutenant At-

tfield, and Sergeant-Major Innes, have charge of instruction.

St. Vincent's High School for Girls, St. John, N. B.,

which is to be built in that city under the direction of Bishop

LeBlanc, will be one of the largest and most up-to-date school

buildings in the province. The building will be 107 by l.^O

feet, three storeys in height. There will be twelve class-

rooms, besides chemical and physical laboratory, domestic

science room, recreation room, assembly hall, gymnasium,

swimming pool and shower bath.

The will of the late Robert Davies has been filed for

probate, and shows in summary—real estate .$896,898, money
secured by mortgages $14,045.42, book debts $:!0,928.09, se-

curities for money, life insurance, cash in bank, $131,059.08,

bank and other stock $24,000. The real estate comprises ex-

tensive properties throughout different parts of the city. For

the Don Valley Brick Works, no amount has been inserted

in the schedule. The title to this property is in litigation

and no value can be placed upon it until the litigation is

terminated.

The city of St. John, N. B., is now revelling in the pos-

session of one of the finest post offices in eastern Canada.

The removal from the old to the new building took place

a few days ago. The new building occupies a site on the

eastern side of Prince William Street, almost opposite the

old building and facing the harbor. The general entrances

are on Prince William Street, while the mails enter from

Canterbury Street in the rear. The front of the new building

is of granite and freestone, ornamented with large columns,

which give it an imposing appearance.

A large deputation of public men, residents of Niagara

Falls and Stamford, will go to Ottawa shortly to interview

the Department of Railways and Canals and ask that body
to give its official approval to the plan to make the proposed

Hydro-electric power canal navigable between Chippewa
Creek and Niagara Falls, a plan which, if successful, is ex-

pected to make Niagara Falls the leading industrial city of

the Niagara peninsula, also converting it into a lake port.

The plan is to make the canal 50 feet wide and 16 feet deep,

large enough to accommodate lake steamers.

Mr. Justice Weir has given judgment in the Superior

Court in favor of C. Dufort and J. T. Decary, architects, who
claimed $1,250 from Carl Rosenberg as fees for the prepara-

tions of certain plans they drew up on defendant's order in

May, 1912. The defendant pleaded that as he had not utilized

the plans he was not bound to pay for them. To follow them
would have made the building he wished to construct too

costly. Therefore he had to obtain new plans more in ac-

cordance with a building of his means. ".•Ml the same," ruled

.the judge, "you must pay for the first set of plans that you
ordered made."

The entrance piers at the graving dock at St. Joseph
de Levis have been completed, and work on the structure is

beginning to take a tangible form. Up to the present the

work has been rather of a preparatory nature, but the entrance

pier is completed and the excavations for the dock itself well

begun. The dock, when completed, will be 1,150 feet long.

130 feet wide at base, and 144 feet wide at top. It will be

divided into two sections, the inner section 65p feet long,

enclosed by a floating gate weighing 600 tons, the outer

section 500 feet long, built with a rolling caisson gate of

650 tons. The structure will be concrete, faced with granite.

Crib work will take 7 million feet of British Columbia fir.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Beverley, Alta.
The Tiiwii C'diincil have let a lontract

for RradiiiK and otlu-r iiiiprovcnicnt on
Alberta Avcmif to MaKnlmii McCrini-

mon. >)814-lo:ir(l Street, Kdnionloti. Ap-
proxitnalc insl, $1.K17.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

R. .S. & W. S. Lea. New Uirks Build-

itiK, Montreal, will receive tenders until

May -'(Itli for the erection of a punip'nK
.station and installation of a pimp) with

a capacity of one million gallons per

day, to be driven by oil enfjine.

East Zorra Township, Ont.
The Township t'lerk. Mdwin Parker.

Tavistock, will receive tenders until

May Sth for the construction of a quan-

tity of tile drains with each-basins, etc.

-Specifications with tlie t'lerk and tlie

I'-nsincer, 1''. J. I'rc, Woodstock.

Edmonton, Alta.

The City C(juncil contemplate laying

pavement on 101st Street at an approxi-

mate cost of $('>,78(). and iiavement and
sidewalks on a portion of I'ortaKe .'Vve-

nne, to cost about $167,200. I'.nfjineer,

A. Haddow, Civic Office.

London, Ont.
The C ily Clerk, S. Baker, will receive

tenders until '.t.30 a.m.. May 12th, for the

construction of storm sewers, estimated

to cost $l>0,000. ConsultinR Engineers,

Chipman & Power, Mail Building, Tor-
onto.

The construction of pavement on .\de-

laiile Street and Cove Road is being con-

sidered by the City Council.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa, Ont.
Tre City Council have awarded con-

tracts for the construction of asphalt

and wood block pavement to the Ottawa
Construction Company. Central Chamb-
ers, at $.'>1.!»;i7.

Petrolia, Ont.
In connection with the rebuilding of a

sewer for the Town Council, the con-

tract for supply of tile has been awarded
to the Toronto Pottery Company, Dom-
inion Bank Building, Toronto. Work
will be done under supervision of Street

Commissioner Barnes.

Toronto. Ont.
The following contracts for pavements

have been let by the Board of Control:

—

asphalt on Kisken .Avenue, Godson Con-
tracting Company, Manning Chambers,
:is|)lialt on Hiawatha, Indian Grove and
Lincoln Streets. Contracting & Paving
Company, Ltd., Confederation Life

Bviibliiig: Ititnlithic on Western .\venue.

\\ orks Commissioner Harris.

prepared for a steel bridge over Bear
Creek, estimated to cost $60,000.

Lansdowne, Man.
Tenders on the erection of a reinforced

concrete bridge over the While Mud
River will be received until 1 p.m.. May
16th, l)y the Municipal .Secretary, M. R.
Broughton, Arden. Plans and specifi-

cations at office of the Highway Com-
missioner, Winnipeg, and with the Sec-
retary.

London, Ont.
The London & Port Stanley Kailway

Hoard propose to construct additional
sidings and a covered timber platform,
and will start work shortly. Secretary.
William Spittal, c|o Peoples Building &
Fvoan Company.

York County, Ont.
The City Council will have plans pre-

pared for a bridge over the Humber
River at I'loor Street. Kngineer, F. Bar-
lier, ."i7 .\delaide Street K., Toronto.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Charlotte County, N. B.
The contract for steel superstructure

required for the l)ridge to be built over
the Waweig River for the Provincial De-
partment of Public Works has been let

to the Canadian Bridge Company. Ltd.,

Walkerville. Ont.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Enniskillen Township, Ont.
The Michigan Central Kailway Com-

pany Detroit, Mich., are having plans

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools
Beauport, Que.
Tanguay.& Lcbon. 20 d'Aguillon St.,

Quebec, have been appointed Architects
for the rebuilding of the Parish Church.
Curate, L. A. Deziel.

Berlin. Ont.
Tenders on all work except heating

and wiring required in the erection of a

church for the Polish Roman Catholics
will be received until May 1.5th by A.
W. Holmes, Architect, 10 Bloor .Street

E., Toronto. .Approximate cost, $4.'i.00(^.

Fassett, Que.
Charles Bodeur, 6;i City Hall Street.

Hull, is preparing plans for a Parish
Church, to cost about $2,'>,000. and will

call for tenders about the middle of the
month. Frame, brick veneer, stone and
concrete construction.

Ford City, pnt.
The Public School Board propose to

build a school at an aiiproxiniatc cost of
$3.'>,000, and plans will be prepared hy J,

C. Pennington, La Belle Building. Wind-
sor. Brick and reinforced concrete con-
struction.

Happy Thought, Man.
Tlie Trustees of School District No.

1 +.")2 propose to build a .school at an ap-
I>roximatc cost of $12,000. Municipal
Secretary. Thomas Runn, Selkirk, Man.

Kingston, Ont.
The Departmetit of Public Work.s, Ot-

tawa, are preparing plans for a Riding
School, estimated to cost $18,000. Sec-
retary, R. C. Desrochers.

Medelec, Que.
The Municipal Council intend to erect

a school, at an approximate cost of
$4,.500. Secretary, I". A. Blouin.

Montreal, Que.
J. Sawyer, 407 Guy Street, is preparing

plans of a Presbytery for the Roman
Catholic Parish of St. Catherine.
Ontario Province.

Provision has been made in the esti-
mates of the Provincial Government for
the following work.s:—Brockville. altera-
tions and additions to Hospital for the
Insane, $!l,HO0; Burwash, construction of
Industrial Farm, $40,000; F'ort William,
construction of Industrial Farm. *:iO,000;
(iuelph, alterations and additions to
buildings and plant of Reformatory,
$5,000; Haileybury, construction of a
Gaol. $.-..000; Hamilton, alteratiojis and
additions to Hospital for the Insane,
$12.!t00; Kingston, alterations and addi-
tions to llospital for the Insane. $.">.400;

London, alterations an<l additions to
flospital for the Insane. $ll.!i««: Miinico,
alterations and additions to Hospital for
the Insane. $7.0(Kt; Orillia. additions and
alterations to Hospital for the Insane,
.f8..-,00; Pcnetanguishcne. additions and
alterations to Hospital for the Insane.
$..,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Baptist Congregation are consid-

ering the erection of a church. Pastor,
Rev. .N'eil Herman, rtW Gilniour Street.

Charles Brodcur, 6;t City Hall Street
Hull, is preparing plans of a church for
the Greek Roman Catholic Congrega-
tion and will call for tenders towards the
end of the month, .\pproximatc cost,
$17,500. Frame and brick veneer con-
struction.

The Pas, Man.
Work is expected to start this spring

on the erection of a Court House and
tiaol for the Provincial Department of
Public Works. .\ppoximate cost.
$.-.0,000. Engineer, G. K. Taylor.

Thorndale. Ont.
Plans of a school are being prepared

by \\'att and Blackwcll. London. Bank
of Toronto Building, and tenders will be
called shortly. Brick, stone and con-
crete construction. Approximate cost,
$15,000.

Union-on-the-Lake. Ont.
Tenders will be received until May

I5lh for the erection of an addition to
the hospital of the Essex County Health
.Association. Architect. J. C I'enning-
ton. La Belle Building. Windsor. Esti-
mated cost, $15,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Avon, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been awarded to George
Craik. Mossley R.R. No. 2. .Approxi-
mate cost, $6,000. Pressed brick con-
struction.

BelleviUe. Ont.
In connection with the Home to be

erected lor the Children's .\id Society,
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the contract for plumbing and heating

has been let to J. H. DcMarsh, Front
Street.

Brockville, Ont.
'I'hc General Hospital Board have let

tlic contract for heating and plumbing
rc(|uired in the erection of a Home for

Old Women to George Ross & Com-
pany, King Street, sheet metal and roof-

ing to McFarlane-Douglass Company,
Ltd., :!4a Dorcliestcr Street W., Mon-
treal, plastering to McNulty Brothers,

183 Mountain Street, Montreal, electrical

work to A. G. Dobbie, King Street W.,
and marble work to Calkins-Leete Ltd.,

lOi:! St. Catherine Street W. Montreal.

Cartierville, Que.
In connection with the church base-

ment which is being built on Main
Street for the Roman Catholic Congrega-
tion, the contract for seating has been

let to D. L. Benoit & Fils, 195 Timothee
Street.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the school now be-

ing built for the Cote des Neiges Roman
Catholic School Commissioners, the con-

tract for cut stone has been let to C.

Piche, 21 GO Papineau Avenue, the brick

work to E. Rochefort, 2.58 Nicolet Street,

and terra cotta work to Montreal Terra
Cotta Company, Ltd., 42 St. Sacrament
Street.

The contract for seating in connection

with the church now being built for the

Parish of St. Pierre Claver has been
awarded to Pacjuette & Godbout, St.

Hyacinthe, Que.

Nassagaweya Township, Ont.
Tlic general contract for the erection

of a school has been let to Davie Men-
zies, Milton, at .$:{,300.

Quebec, Que.
In connection with the Parish Church

now being built, the contract for roofing

has been let to C. Labrecque, ,53 Sauya-
geau Street, and the basement plastering

to the general contractors.

The contract for plastering at the

school which has been built for the

Roman Catholic School Commissioners
has been awarded to G. Therrien, 34

Wolfe Street, Levis.

Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of a monastery for the Rev. Fathers
St. Sacrament, 368 Mount Royal Avenue,
Montreal. The general contract, mas-
onry, car|)entry and interior fittings

contracts have been awarded to L. G.

Fauteux, St. Benoit, Que., who is now
receivin.g tenders on other trades. Ap-
proximate cost, $70,000.

Sandy Bay, Que.
Ill connection with the erection of a

church for the Roman Catholic Con-
gregation, the contract for roofing has
been let to C. Labrecque, the painting to

E. Gervais, 88 Baggot Street, Quebec,
and heating to Jobin & Paquet, 78 Cote
d'Abraham, Quebec.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Education have awarded

the contract for an iron fence at Roden
School to the Page Wire Fence Com-
pany. Ltd., 1137 King Street W., and
the following contracts in connection
with their Administration Building on
College Street :^cabinet work, D.

Springman, 288 Bathurst Street, $13,250;

ornamental iron work, Luxfer Prism
Company, Ltd., 100 King Street W.,
$3,940; ventilators, Buskard Machine
Company, 15 Pearl Street, $1,097.

Wolfe Island, Ont.
In connection with the church which

is now being erected for the Roman
Catholic Diocese, the contract for metal
roofing, heating, electrical work and tin-

smithing lias been awarded to F. R. J.

Macpherson Company, 341 George
Street.

Youngstown, Alta.
The School I'loard liave let the general

contract for the construction of a school

to the Alberta School Supply Company,
]OI3.5-104th Street, Edmonton. Approxi-
mate cost, $8,500.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Belleville, Ont.
The City Council are considering the

erection of a Fire Hall. Clerk, J. W.
Holmes.

Bethune, Sask.
The Royal Bank of Canada propose to

build a bank, and fenders have been re-

ceived. Achitect, N. R. Darrach, 68

Western Trust Building, Regina. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,500.

EldersHe Township, Ont.
James Dudgeon, Concession 12, Tara.

is considering the erection of fireproof

barns, to cost about $3,000.

Enniskillen Township, Ont.
John Stapleton, Concession 8, Petrolia.

is considering the erection of a fireproof

barn to replace that recently destroyed

by fire. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Eramosa Township, Ont.
Stanley Leslie, Fergus, Ont., is con-

sidering the erection of a fireproof barn

to replace that recently destroyed by
fire, .\pproxiniatc cost, $3,000.

Forest, Ont.
Howard Fraleigh is about to start

work on improvements to warehouses,
estimated to cost $10,000.

Fort William, Ont.
Work by day labor has been started

on an addition to an elevator on the

River F'ront for N. M. Paterson & Com-
jiany, Ltd. Frame crib construction,

concrete and pile foundation. Approxi-

inote cost, $30,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The Hamilton Bridge Works, Bay

Street N,, propose to build an addition

to their premises, and have had plans

prepared. Steel and concrete construc-

tion. Approximate cost, $7,500.

Plans have been prepared for an addi-

tion to the premises of the Dominion
."^heet Metal Company, to cost about

$(),000. Galvanized iron construction.

Owners will do all work.

F. Crawford, 497 King Street W., has

commenced the erection of a block of

stores and apartments, estimated to cost

$10,000. Brick and concrete construc-

tion.

Harrow, Ont.
The W. Clark Coinpany, Ltd., 83 Am-

herst Street, Montreal, propose to build

a cannery, and plans are being prepared

liy R. Findlay, 10 Phillips Place, Mon-
treal. Appoxitnate cost, $15,000.

Hull, Que.
Plans have been prepared by William

St. Laurient. 12 St. Henry Street, for a

store and flat to be built for P. Drapeau,

Frontenac and Chateauguay Streets.

Tenders will b^ called in about one week.

Approximate cost, $3,500. I'Vanie and
brick veneer construction.

Montreal, Que.
M. Tessier, Les Cedres, Que., is con-

sidering the erection of four stores and
residences on Sherbrooke Street W., at

an approximate cost of $5,000.

Plans have been drawn for a carriage
shop to lie built on Catherine Street by
S. W. Halliday. 30 Arlington Avenue.
Brick and concrete construction. Esti-

mated cost, $6,000.

Plans are being prepared for stores

and apartments to be built at Spadina
and Somerset Streets for Charles Joyce,
883 Somerset Street. Tenders for

smaller trades will be called shortly.

Estimated cost, $12,000. Brick veneer
and concrete construction.

Petrolia, Ont.
Tenders will be called immediately for

part of the work required in the erection
of an office for the Crown Savings &
Loan Company. Architect, Russell W.
Soper. 1665^ Front Street, Sarnia. Fire-

proof construction.

The erection of a store on Main Street

is contemplated by R. Stirrett. Esti-

mated cost, $15,000.

Port Arthur, Ont.
H. R. Halton, Port Arthur, is prepar-

ing plans of a block of stores and apart-
ments, estimated to cost $6,000.

Preston, Ont.
Hope Brothers contemplate repairs to

their store, which was recently damaged
by fire to the extent of about $3,500.

Quebec, Que.
T. R. Peacock. Architect, 81 St. Peter

Street, will receive tenders until May 8th
for the erection of a building for the
Y. W. C. A., 125 Ste. Anne Street. Brick,
steel and terra construction. Estimated
cost, $50,000.

Arthur Drapeau, 158 .Ste. Helcne
Street, has had plans prepared for a

theatre to be built on St. Joseph Street,

at an approximate cost of $25,000. Brick,

stone and steel construction. Work
will start in about one month's time.

Esdras Lavoie, Romaine Lairet, con-
templates the erection of a store and re-

sidence, at an approximate cost of

$10,000. Brick and concrete construc-
tion.

Ruthven, Ont.
William Tapping & Sons propose to

build two drying kilns and a large barn,

estimated to cost $3,000.

Simcoe, Ont.
The Unique Shoe Company propose to

build a factory at an approximate cost of

$10,000, if a by-law to grant them cer-

tain concessions is approved. Secretary,

J. W. Phillips, 10 West Market Street,

Montreal.

Springbank, Ont.
The Victoria Annisemcnt Coinpany

propose to erect a large frame building

to accommodate a merry-go-round. Par-

ticulars from George Holding, c|o Lon-
don Street Railway, London.

Toronto. Ont.
The T. Eaton Company, Ltd., 190

Yonge Street, will receive tenders until

May 6th for the erection of an office and
warehouse at Teraulay and Alice Streets.

.Architects and Engineers, William
Steele & Sons Company, 433 Ryrie

Building. Brick, reinforced concrete and

terra cotta construction.

The Board of Control will receive
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tenders until May ittli for the erection of
;i i-<)tla«e at tlic Women's Industrial
I'arni. Concord, nl. I'lans at oflice of
llu' City Architect.

(ieornc Kerr, TiOU C'onfederalion Life

IhiihlinK. lias had plans drawn for a
dairy ImildrnK. estimated to cost $.'i, .'>()().

Urick construction.

(i. Lucas, .1 I'layter Crescent, has com-
menced the erection of a block of stores
and a|>artmciils, {stiinaled to cost
*1.•..()(»(). .Smaller trades will he let. Itrick

construction.

The 'IViTonto Hydro ICIeclric Commis-
sioners, '226 Yonjfo Street, have had
plans prepared for an addition to the
transformer station at hVont and Cherry
Streets. Tenders will he called shortly
for trades other thon brick and concrete
work. Approximate cost, $6,000.

Work by day labor has been started
on the erection of a factory for the I'Mint

Varnish & Color Company. I'erlh .\ve-

nue. Kstimated cost. $l,-,(),00(). Itrick

and concrete construction.

Welland, Ont.
The llydro (Onnnissioners propose to

build an addition to the transformer sta-

tion at Hcllems .Avenue and I^incoln

Street and to purchase e(|uipmcnt, at an
approximate cost of .$40,000. Secretary,
H. E. Zimmermon.

Westmount, Que.
The lin|)erial Tlieatre Company, Ble-

my Street. Montreal, contemplate the
erection of a theatre on Sherbrooke
Street. Architects, liarott, Blackader &
Webster, New liirks Building, Montreal.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Cap Madeleine, Que.
The contract for supply of reinforcinf;

steel recpiired in the construction of
paper mills for tht'St. Lawrence I'apcr
Company, ,124 Board of Trade Building,
Montreal, has been let to the Burlington
.Steel Company. Homilton, Out.

Guelph, Ont.
Work is about to start on the con-

struction of a foundry for the Guelph
Stove h'oundry. The contract for

masonry has been awarded to W. K.

Taylor. Eramosa Road, the carpentry to

ti. .\ Scroj-gie, Elora Road, and painting
to Dennis & Bennett, Suffolk Street.

Hamilton, Ont,
The general contract, masonry, car-

pentry and roofing required in the erec-
tion of a factory for the Stanley Steel

Company, .Arthur .Avenue, have liceii let

to John Mac Beth, 2.1 I'ife Steet. I'ranie

and concrete construction. Apprt)xi-
mate cost, $.'i,000,

Leamington, Ont.
Wesley Link, Leamington, has been

awarded a contract for the erection of a

warehouse for the Rock City Tobacco
t ompany, 244 Dorchester Street, Que-
bec, and will start work at once. Cor-
rugated iron construction. Approximate
cost. $.''),000. The Compan>' have decided
not to build the brick factory previously
reported.

London, Ont.
Th(T general contract for remodelling

stores for J. C. Duftield, c|o City Gas
Company, hos been let to John Hayman
& Sons, 4:!2 Wellington Street. Approxi-
mate cost, $7,000.

Marieville, Que.
J. P. Leduc lias awarded the general

contract for the erection of a store to

Ernest Dubois. Estimated cost, $5,000.

THE CONTRACT RFXORD

Montreal, Que.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the addition to the
(Vntral ICxchange of the I'.ell Telephone
Company:—supply of cut stone, John
(Juinlan & Compony, 1414 St. Catherine
Street, Westmount: metal sash. Metal
Shingle & Siding Company. Ltd., '.>{>/:

Deloriniier Avenue; rooling. Mcl'arlane-
Doiiglass Company, Ltd.. :!4a Dorchester
.Street W.; sprinkler system. Rockwood
.Sprinkler Company of Canada, Ltd., 14.1

St. Maurice Street; plumbing, general
contractors; fireproof floors, Douglas
Milligan Company. New Birks Building.

In connection with the emergency hos-
pital which is being built for the Mon-
treal Locomotive Works, Ltd., Longue
I'ointe, the contract for mill work has
been let to L Allard. l.'!60 Des Erablcs
Steet. cut stone contract to John Quin-
tan, 4412 St. Catherine Street. West-
mount, and the terazzo flooring to Smith
Marble & Construction Company, Ltd.,
14.") Van Home Street.

The contract for roofing required in

connection with the Grand Stan<l in

course of erection for the Montreal
Jockey Club has been let to Douglas
Milligan Company, New Birks Buitding.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a garage and show room on Bridge
Street for M. H. Buckley, 20 Ontario
.Avenue, has been awarded to Ireland &
Dinham. Glenholm .Avenue, ond the
contract for tar rooting to the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company. 19 Eront
.Street. Toronto. .Approximate cost,
$0,000.

Peterboro. Ont,
The Quaker Oats Company, :U Hunter

.Street, have awarded the general con-
tract for an addition to their premises to
(be Canadion Leonard Construction.
Post Office Box 919. Peterboro. Brick
construction, .\pproxiinate cost. $.">0.000.

Quebec, Que.
Ill connection with the factory now

being built for J. B. Laliberte. 14.-. St.

Josei)h Street, the contract for roofing
has been let to N. Barbeau. M Bri<lge

.Street, and the heating, plumbing and
electrical work to Jobin & Pa<|uet. 7.S

.\braham Hill.

The general contract for the erection
of a theatre at St. Valier and Carillon
.Streets has been awarded to M. Cau-
clion. :!09 Richardson Street, and work
has been started. Brick and concrete
construction. Approximate cost. $15,000.

Renfrew. Ont.
The Renfrew Machinery Company,

Ltd., have let the general contract for

the erection of a factory to the Renfrew
Manufacturing Company. Brick and
frame construction. Estimated cost.

$S,000.

Sandwich, Ont.
In connection with additions to the

premises of the Canadian Salt Company,
Ltd , Windsor, the roofing has been let

to Welch Brothers, 40 Sandwich Street,

Windsor, and the masonry, carpentry
and steel work to the general contrac-
tors. Electrical work by owners.

Toronto. Ont,
In connection with the factory now in

course of erection for William Neilson
Ltd., 277 Gladstone Avenue, the carpen-
try contract has been let to J. D. Young
& Son, 835 College Street.

Charles Hough, 906 Broadview Ave-

4t

nue, has been awarded the general con-
tract for the erection of a block of store*
and apartments for A. M. Hough. I6«6
Queen Street W. Ten<Icrs arc being re-
ceived for heating, plumbing, plaslcrint;,
painting, rooling an<l electric wirinK-
Approximate cost. $fl.m».

I he contract for masonry requireil in
alterations and additions to a building at
York and Pearl Streets for the Central
Press Agency has been let to Sniallwix>d
Brothers. 97 Clinton Street, the carpenry
to Cox & Cumniings. Canada Life Build-
mg. heating to Bennett & Wright, Queen
Street E., and roofing to Feather &
Roddhouse, II Foster Place. Approxi-
mate cost $10,000.

Waterloo. Ont.
The generol, masonry, carpentry, steel

work, roofing and plastering contracts
for the erection of an office building for
the Waterloo Mutual Fire Insurance
Company have been awarded to Ca.sper
Brown, S'.K, King Street W,, Berlin. Pre-
viously reported under the head of St.
C athearincs.

Windsor, Ont.
\\Ork has been started on the erection

of stores and flats on Church Street for
D. M. Kemp, and the contract for
masonry has been let to Thompson
P.rothcrs. Chatham Street W. Brick and
concrete construction. .Approximate
cost, $6,500.

Residences
Avon Head, Ont.

Ezra Lantz. Stratford. Ont., is prepar-
ing plans of a residence, to cost about
$:t,200. Brick and concrete construction.

Belleville. Ont.
Daniel Doyle is considering the erec-

tion of two residences on Charles Street,
at an approximate cost of $4,000. Brick
construction.

Coatsworth, Ont.
Robert McKay. Jaspcrson Farm, has

commenced the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $.1,500. Brick and con-
crete construction.

Cottam. Ont.
Richard Wigle proposes to build a re-

sidence at an approximate cost of $.I..VW,
and has prepared plans. I"ramc and while
brick construction.

Hamilton. Ont.
Plans have been drawn for two re-

sidences to be built on Balmoral .Avenue
by C. G. Hudson. 10 Edinburgh Street.
Brick and concrete construction. .Ap-
proximate cost, $4,800.

Plans have been drawn for two resid-
ences to be built on Balmoral Avenue
by D. G. Hudson, 10 Edinburgh Street,
and for another to be erected on Rosslyn
.Avenue. .Approximate total cost, $7.80«).

Brick and concrete construction.

J. M. Cummings, c|o Balmoral Hotel,
proposes to build a residence on Main
Street, and has drawn plans. Brick and
stone construction. Estimated cost,
$4,000.

ListoweU Ont
.A. W. Zurbrigg has prepared plans for

a residence to be built on Elnia Street at
an approximate cost of $:i,200. Brick
and concrete construction.

London. Ont.
The Congregtation of the Church of the

Redeemer are considering the erection

(Continued on page 61)



Concrete Bridge

Sealed leiiik-is will lie received l>y the iiiiclci •

sillied up lo Monday, May 8th, at 6 p.m., "i'

at the letting at KIniira on Tuesday, May 9th, at

1 ii.ni., for building a oO (t. concrete bridKC near

Wallenstein. between the Counties of Waterloo

and Wellington. For plans, etc., apply to

liOWMAN & CDNNOK,
:U Oucen Street West, Toronto, or

Ij^.jy
'

Herlin, <.)nl.

Tenders Wanted

Sealed tenders will he received by W. K. Sinilb,

lonn Cleik. Ingersoll, up to S p.m.. May 8th,

for re flooring and paving Thames Street Bridge

with creosote blocks. Plans and specifications

with Town Clerk.

J. HOLLAND,
Town Engineer.18-18

Notice to Contractors

Pretoria Ave. Bridge

Sealed tenders addressed to the C liairman and

Members of the ISoard of Control will be re-

ceived by the Secretary of the Board of C on

trol Citv Ifall, Ottawa, up to 4 p.m., Tuesday,

May 18th. 1916, endorseil "Teniler for Super

structure for Pretoria .Avenue Bridge."

Plans specifications and full particulars may
be obtained on application to the City Engineers

Office on a deposit of $50, same being retiirnable

when plans are returned in good condition to

the City Engineer's Department.

.\ny tender received after tlic above stated

lime will be declared informal.

The Corporation does not bind itself to acce|)t

the lowest or any tender.

F. C. ASKWITIt,
Acting City Engineer.

Ottawa, Aiiril :.'8th, 1!)1G. 18-18

Tenders for Cottage

Bulk tenders only for all trades required in

connection with work on the erection of Cot-

tage No. 1, Women's Industrial Farm, near Con-

cord, Ont., will be received by registered post

only, addressed to the undersigned, up to noon
on Tuesday, May 9th, 1916.

Plans and specifications may be seen and

forms of tender and all information obtained at

the office of the City Architect, City Ilall, To-

ronto. Envelopes containing tenders must be

plainly marked on the outside as to contents.

The usual conditions relating to tendering as

prescribed by the City By-laws must be strictly

complied with or tenders may not be entertained.

Tenderers shall submit with their tender the

names of two personal sureties or the bond of

a Guarantee Company approve<l by the City

Treasurer. The lowest or any tender not neces-

sarily accepted.

T. L, CHURCH, Mayor,

18-18 Chairman of Board of Control.

CITY OF LONDON, ONTARIO

Storm Sewers and

Sewage Disposal Works

Sealed tenders addressed to the "Chairman and
Members Board of Control" will be received at
the ofiice of the City Clerk until 10 A. M., Fri-
day, May 12fh, 1916. for the following works:—
Contract 1—Wharncliffe, etc 2,300 Lin. ft.

Contract 2—Victoria, etc 6,000 " "

Contracts—Waterloo, etc 4,400 " "

Contract 4— Elizabeth, etc 3.000 " "

Contract 6—Quebec, etc 2.400 " "

Contract —East End Sewage Disposal Works.

Specifications, forms of tender, plans, profiles,
etc., may be seen at the City Hall, London, or at
Room 204 Mail BIdg., Toronto, after May 1st,
inic.

Each tender is to be accoiupanied by a marked
cheque as called for in the Instructions to Bid-
ders.

The lowest or any lender not necessarily ac-
cepted.

II. A. STEVENSON, Esq., Mayor.

II. A. BRAZIER, Esq., City Engineer.

CIIIPMAN & POWER, Consulting Engineers.

.\pril 24th, I'.Hli. 17-18

WANTED
THEW STEAM SHOVEL
Will rent for six or eight months, willi ov)tion

uf purchase, one Thew Steam Shovel, size N'o,

preferred. Shovel must he in good condition.
Rei)ly at once.

The Hamilton & Toronto Sewer Pipe Co.. Ltd.,

IS-l-S 1 lamilton and Toronto.

FOR SALE
Two low pressuic ;i() II. P. steel boilers com-

idete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in

use less than two months. Good for steam or
Iiot water heating purposes. Each will carry
;>,(KX> square feet of steam radiation. Further
particulars—MacM. R. & D., 4 Beaver Hall Sq.,

Montreal. 17-t.f.

AGENTS WANTED
Canadian sales agents wanted for best line of

excavating outfits made in the United States.
.Apjily Box ;M>3 "Contract Record & Engineering
Review," Toronto, Ont. 17-19

Engineer wants agencies for Montreal and dis-

trict, side line or specialties, on commission basis.

iMigineer. Contract Record, Hit Board of Trade,
Montreal. IS-LS

Late News Items

Alberta Province
The Alberta Farmers Co-operative

Elevator Company, Limited, Lougheed
Building. Calgary, have awarded the con-
tract for the erection of .seven elevators

to Thomas-.Tamieson-McKenzie, Limited.
301 Travis Building. Calgary, and will

build seven others themselves.

Cap Madeleine, Que.
The pulp and paper mills to be built

here arc- for the St. Maurice Paper Com-
pany, .'")34 Board of Trade Building,
Montreal. Previous report in error.

Guelph, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for supply of vitrified sewer
pipe during the year to Gowdy Brothers,
(jardcn Street.

Halifax, N.S.
The School Board. -Sackville Street,

will receive tenders until May 15th for
the erection of a school on Young St.

.\rchitect, W. J. Busch, 60 Bedford Row.
/Xpproximatc cost. $7.5.000. Granite, re-

inforced concrete and pressed brick con-
struction.

Maisonneuve, Que.
The Deakin Construction Company,

Sommer Building, Montreal, have been
awarded the general contract for the
erection of the Orleans Theatre for the
Maisonneuve Amusement Company, Lim-
ited, 688 Notre Dame Street E. Terra
cotta, steel and pressed brick construc-
tion.

Raoul Gariepy, .'Vrchitect. 25 St. James
-Street, will receive tenders until May
15th for the erection of a picture the-
atre for the Theatre Maisonneuve Ltd.
Steel and concrete construction, seating
capacity 1,00.

Montreal, Que.
Fire has destroyed a drying house

owned by T. Therrien, Loss, about
•$8,000.

Daniel Blay. .'i03 Clifton Street, is about
to start work on four flats, estimated
to cost $7,000. Brick and concrete con-
struction.

Saskatoon, Sask.

J. H. Ashdown. 52'J Wellington Cres-
cent. Winnipeg, has purchased a site
on Second Avenue for a picture theatre,
to cost about $50,000.

St. George, Que.
Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of a store for 1. Gagnon. estimated
to cost $10,000. Tenders will not be
called. Architects, Berube & Frere, .St.

George. Que. Brick and frame con-
struction.

Toronto, Ont.
R. D. Kilgour. 45 Willcocks Street, has

had plans drawn for a residence to be
erected at High Park Gardens. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $12,000,

J. F. Alexander, 8 Temple Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a duplex resi-

dence, estimated to cost $7,000. Brick
construction.

C. E. Tyler, 85 Cumberland Street, has
started work on a residence at 71 Forest
Hill Road, and will let smaller trades
about the end of the 'month. Brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $7,500.

E. Taylor, 162 Delaware Avenue, has
commenced the erection of apartments
at 39 Breadalbane Street, estimated to
cost $15,000. Brick and stone construc-
tion.

I
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Residences
((Jontinued t'rotu page 40)

of a Rectory. Pastor, Kev. H. B. Ashby,
!I14 William Street.

Middleton. N. S.

A. J'. DodRc is coiisiilerinff the erec-
tion of a double tenement, at an ap-
proxmiatc cost of $:t,()rtO. Concrete block
construction.

New Glasgow, N.S.
\V, il. George, Castk- JJuilding, Queen

Street, Ottawa, is preparing plans of a
residence for J. H. St. Claire, M.l'., New
Glasgow, and will call for tenders short-
ly. Brick and stone construction. .Ap-
l)ro.\imate cost, $11,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Simon Larke, Main Street, Niagara

Falls, N.Y., is preparing plans of a resi-
dence to be built for .Mbert Walter-
house, Morrison Street. .\pprn\imatc
cost, $-1,500.

Northampton, N.B.
II. II. Sniallcy is building a bmigaluw

by (lay labor. l''.stima(cd cost, $:),00.

Ottawa. Ont.
A. K. Shaver, 4r, l^iwell Avenue, is

prcparnig plans of a residence to be
budt on Kindlay Street at a cost of about
$fi,.')O0. lirick, stucco and stone con-
struction.

T. J. Somerville, 38 Waverdley Street,
has had plans drawn for two double
residences to be built at an approximate
cost of $7,000. Brick veneer and stouc
construction.

A. Levinson, 00 Blackburn Avenue, is

considering the erection of a residence
on Murray Street, to cost about $ri,00().

Brick veneer construction.

The erection of a residence is being
considered by A. E. Thomas, \r,r, Sunny-
side Avenue. Estimated cost. $4,500.
Brick veneer construction.

I'lans have been prepared for two resi-
dences to be built for A. E. Shaver, 4.';

I'owell Avenue, at an approximate cost
of $:i,.')00 each. Stucco and brick veneer
construction.

E. L. Parent, ,187 Booth Street, is about
to commence alterations to a residence,
estimated to cost $;i,()00. Brick veneer
and concrete construction.

Robert Christie, 152 Bell Street, has
prepared plans for a residence to be built
on Suunyside .Avenue at an approximate
cost of $4,000. Double brick veneer con-
struction.

A. E. Shaver, 4.5 Powell .\venue, lias
drawn plans for a residence to he built
on Broadway at an approximate cost of
$(i,000. Stucco and brick veneer con-
struction.

Paisley, Ont.
J. A. Mc.\rthur is preparing plans of a

residence to be built on Queen Street,
at an approximate cost of $.{,500. VVliite
brick and concrete construction.

Quebec, Que.
P. \ ilKiKuvc. :.'il Prince Edward St.,

coMleniplales liie erection of a residence.
and will prepare plans. ICstimated cost,
$t>.000. Brick, stone and concrete con-
struction.

Felix Del.isle. 139 Hermine Street, has
commenced the erection of an addition
to his residence. Estimated cost, $;t,,500.

-Work has been started by Wilfrid Le-
gare. :t d'Argcnson Street, on the erec-
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tion of a residence, estimated to cost
$4,000. Brick, frame and concrete con-
struction.

Jules Dorion, 1.1'.) Fifth Street, has
'"onimenced the erection of a residence
on Third Avenue, Limoilou, estimated to
cost $;i,000. Brick construction.

IC. Roc'hette, Bourlaniarque Avenue,
has started work on a residence, esti-
mated to cost $G,000. Brick and concrete
construction.

Sarnia, Ont.
a. K. Corey, 30.'! Brock Street S., will

shortly start work on four residences
on Campbell Street. Frame and concrete
construction. Estimated cost, $5,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.
A. E. Nicholson, architect, Queen St.,

wdl receive tenders until May 8th for the
erection of a residence for A. H. Wal-
lace, 07 St. Paul Street. Estimated cost.
$10,000.

St. Remi D'Amherst, Que.
Paul Thomas proposes to erecl a resi

<lence al a cost of about $:i.OOO.

Stayner, Ont.
Tenders will be received until May 8th

for the erection of a residence for T A
McDonald. Architect. John Wilson, Col-
lingwood, Ont. Brick construction.

Toronto, Ont.
I'lans have been drawn for a pair of

residences to be erected on Oillard Ave-
nue by J. R. GifTord, 190 I'ape Avenue.
Hrick construction. Approximate cost
$4,300.

Ff. I). Lang, f,05 Traders Bank Build-
ing, has commenced the erection of a
pair of residences on Keewatin Avenue
estimated to cost $10,000. Brick con-
struction. Various trades will be let

C. Caldwell, ,583 Carlaw Avenue, is
building a jiair of residences on Kent St.
Brick construction. Estimated cost
$0,000.

Plans have been prepared for a resi-
dence to be built on Westmount Street
by W. Colwell, 179 Delaware Avenue
Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-
struction. -Approximate cost. $3..500.

The City Home Limited, care of G
H. McLaughlin, 48 Hogarth Avenue, have
commenced the erection of a pair of
residences- estimated to cost $.5,000.
Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-
struction.

A. Milne, fi6 Lamb .\venue. has com-
menced the erection of a residence, es-
timated to cost $3,300. Smaller trades
will be let. Brick construction.

Work Ira-s been started by J. Mel-
drum, 213 Quebec .Avenue, on the erec-
tion of a residence, estimated to cost
$3,000. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction.

F. Samlow. 3 Muir ,\vcnue, proposes
to build a pair of residences on St. Hel-
ena Avenue, and has had plans drawn.
Brick construction. .Approximate cost.
$3,600.

N. Mills. 349 Paluicrston Boulevard,
has c<jmn)enced the erection of a resi-
dence on Ward's Island. Frame con-
struction. .Approximate cost. $4,000.

J. Carli.sle. 36 Pacific .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a residence
on Evelyn Crescent, estimated to cost
$3,200. .Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction.

N. Hicks, 612 Delaware .Avenue, is
building two pairs of residences esti-

it

mated to cost $12,000, and will let smaller
trades. Brick construction.

Plans have been prepared for three
residences to be built by Cox & Cum-
mmgs, 2118 Queen Street E. Brick con-
struction. .Approximate cost, $«,0OO.

Westmount, Que.
J. Sawyer, 407 Guy Street, has pre-

pared plans of a residence for the Chris-
tian Brothers, 300 Clark Avenue. Brick
and concrete construction.

Windsor, Ont.
J- ( . Pennington. La Belle Building,

has plans in hand for a block of four
family flats to be built on .Sandwich St-
at an approximate cost of $10,000. Brick
veneer and concrete construction.

iir^ii
^' '^"•""son. Devonshire Road.

VValkcrville. is having a bungalow huilt
on Dougal .Avenue by day labor under
supervi.sion of R. Wescott. .5.5 Oak .Ave-
nue. Frame and concrete construction.
Approximate cost, »3..50O.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Belmont, Ont.
The general cfmtract for the erection

of a brick bungalow for ,\. W. Beattie
has been let to Turner Brothers. Bel-
mont. .Approximalf . ...i «.-,.oO(»

Gananoque, Ont.
llie general contract tor the erection

of a residence for Richard Johnston has
been let to Mitchell & Wilson. Market
Street. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $3,000.

Gosfield Township, Ont.
1 he general contract for the erection

of a residence for W. Jackson. Conces-
sion M, has been awarded to Joseph A
Jackson, Cot tarn. Brick veneer con-
struction. .Approximate cist. $.1,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
C. II. McKay, Lister Building, has let

the general, masonry, carpentry and roof-
ing contracts for the erection of a resi-
dence to McKay Brothers. Lister Build-
ing. Brick and concrete construction.
.Approximate cost. $3,000.

Work has been started on a residence
for E. A. Mark. 8 John Street N. The
general contract, masonry, carpentry
steel work and roofing have been award-
ed to G. E. Mills. King Street E. Esti-
mated cost, $5,000.

W. J. Whitfield, 224 Main Street E..
has let the general contract, masonry,
carpentry and roofing for alterations to
a residence to J. J. Giles. 124 Grant
.\veniie. .Approximate cost. $3,000.

E. A. Seymour. 6.5 Fairholt Road, is
building three residences on Cumberland
Avenue for F. McNiven. The contract
for heating and plumbing has been let
to P. A. Moore. 939 King Street E. Ap-
proximate cost. $2,000 each.

The general ctiritractTv masonry, car-
pentry and ronlihg frtr the erection of
two residences for J. JP. Bethnne. .57 St.
Clair Avenue, have been awarded to
James McXaught. 477 Wilson Street.
.Approximate cost, $3,600.

Kingston, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Samuel Green. 74
Brock Street, has heen let to Dougla.s
& Mcllguham. 510 Brotk Street. Brick
and stone construction'. .Vpnroximate
cost, $.5,000.

London, Ont.
The general contract lor the erroii.ni
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of a residence for Mrs. F. C. Vrooman,
21 Askin Street, has been let to S.

Stinchcombe. Pipe Line Road, and work
has been started. White brick and con-
crete construction. Approximate cost,

.$.S,000.

Middletniss, Ont.
W. Saunders, Dutton, Ont., has been

awarded the general contract for the

erection of a residence for Alexander
Battin, Middlemiss, and will shortly start

work. Brick and concrete construction.

Estimated cost, $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for roofing required in

the erection of a residence for D. C. G.

Higginson, 343.5 Park Avenue, has been

let to Campbell, Gilday Company, 793 St.

Paul Street, and the electrical work to

Electric Repair & Contracting Company.
Limited. 317 Craig Street West. Re-

mainder of work by general contractors.

The contract for roofing required in

the erection of a residence for E. W.
Herring. 3 McGill College Avenue, has

been awarded to Campbell. Gilday Com-
pany, 793 St. Paul Street W.. and the

electrical work to the Electric Repair &
Contracting Company, Limited, 317

Craig Street W.
T. C. Perron, 069 Querbes Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence

and garage, and has let the contract

for foundations and masonry to F. X.

Cusson, 3300 St. Lawrence Boulevard,

the carpentry to J. B. Beaumont. 2480

Waverley Street, brick work to S. Ro-

chon. 470 Outremont Avenue, and roof-

ing, heating and plumbing to J. E.

Blanchard & Son, 3108 St. Lawrence

Boulevard.

Mrs. C. M. Hays, 694 Mountain St..

has awarded the general contract for

the erection of a residence and garage

to J. H. Huntchison, M St. Antoine St.

Brick and concrete construction. Ap-

proximate cost, $.'5,000.

Montreal West, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. A. Elder. 108 Stra-

thearn Avenue, has been let to W. H.

Payne & Company, 02 Westminster

Avenue N. Estimated cost, $.5,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
C. Sutherland. 400 McLeod Street, has

let the contract for masonry required

in the erection of a residence on Carling

Street to Bcattie & Davidson, Renfrew-

Avenue. Other contracts will lie let

later. Approximate cost, $7,500.

[. Y. Caldwell. Kirchofter Avenue, has

commenced the erection of two resi-

dences on Carleton Avenue, and has
awarded the contract for electrical work
to P. Ackroyd, 416 Bank Street. Esti-

mated cost, $3,500 each.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for I^ucien Gaboury, 404

St. Valier Street, has been let to V. R.

La Montague, Quebec Railway Building.

Brick construction. Approximate cost,

$4,00.

The contract for roofing, heating,

plumbing and electrical work required

in the erection of a residence for Mde.
H. R. Dussault. 163 Fifth Street, has
been let to A. Lapointe, 74 Sixth -'\ve-

nue, Limoilou.

N. Jobidon, 110 Fifth Street, has com-
menced the erection of a residence for

Robert Jobidon. Brick construction.
Approximate cost, $8.00. Tenders on
roofing, plumbing and electrical work
are now being received by the owner.

St. Marys, Ont.
Frank H. Smith has awarded the gen-

eral contract for the erection of a resid-

ence on James Street to \V. Heuther, the

carpentry to Stafford & Henderson,
Queen Street W., plastering to C. Ham-
mond, painting to V. Willard, Water
Street X.. and heating and plumbing to

Cline & Wellington Stcet. .Approximate
cost, $4,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a residence for Mrs.
(). G. I'alm. 133 l^oxboro Street E.. has

been awarded to Gordon Brothers. 1 De-
lisle Avenue, and the carpentry to Mad-
den Brothers, 553 Adelaide Street W.
Estimated cost, $14,000.

James Allan, 30 Castlefield Avenue,

has been awarded the general contract

for the erection of a residence for T.

.\. Gibson, 433 Walnier Road, and will

let smaller trades. Estimated cost,

$0,500.

Roberts Brothers, 341 Dovercourt
Road, have commenced the erection of

apartments ,estimated to cost $50,000.

and have let the contract for excavation

to E. Corner. 698 Mannin.g ,\veniie.

Brick an<l stone construction.

Walkerville, Ont.
. In connection with' the residence in

course of erection for F. E. Allum. De-
troit, Mich., the carpentry has been

awarded to the general contractor,

plumbing to R. Hicks, 159 Wyandotte
Street E., beating to J. E. Purser, 30

Glengarry Avenue, and electrical work to

Gilbert Campeau, 131 Tuscarora Street.

Windsor, Ont.
The contract for plumbing required in

the erection of a flat for Mrs. T. Hal-

lett, 1 Dougal Avenue, has been let to

Fletcher & Jones, Windsor Avenue, and
the electrical work to W. Lefave, 235

Bruce Avenue.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Brooke Township, Ont.
The Township Council intend to peti-

tion for the installation of a hydro-elec-

tric system. Clerk, W. J. Weed, Inwood.
Ont.

Edmonton, Alta.

The Provincial Legislature have rati-

fied the agreement between the Edmon-
ton Power Company, clo G. W. Farrell

& Company, 43 St. I-'ancois Xavier
Street, Montreal, and the City Council
lor the supply of power for 21 years. The
project includes the construction of a

large dam. power houses and electric

railway. The contract for dam and
power house may be let to Sir John
Jackson, I^td., London. England. .\p-

proximatc c<ist. $6,000,000.

Enniskillen Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to se-

cure estimates on the cost of a light and
power system. Clerk. ('•. \'

. Wyant.
Petrolia.

IngersoU, Ont.
The Town Council arc con.sidering the

installation of an ornamental lighting

system on the paved streets. Clerk, \V.

R. Smith.

Kingston, Ont.
The City Council arc having plans pre-

pared for electric lighting at Barricfield

Camp. Clerk, W. W. Sands.

St. Francois de Beauce, Que.
The lieauceville Telephone Company

propose to construct a .system at an ap-

proximate cost of $10,000. Secretary, A.
.

Doyon.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Amherstburg, Ont.
The Town t ouiicil have let the con-

tract for the installation of a street

lighting system to the Ontario Hydro
Commission, Toronto, and work will be
done under supervision of the Commis-
sion's Engineers. .Approximate cost.

$5,000.

How Do You Buy a Transit?
By I^recedent

—"The kind the old

company used." or by the "hit and
miss" method?
Why not investig.ite all the good in-

slninients?

H& B Transits and Levels
" MathanaHcally Precise"

Ave rigid, of lightest iiractical construction.
.\ccurate. Satisfactorily retains adjustments
\nider liard service. Designed and ofifered by
life time specialists tn the nianufactiu'e of
surveying and eugineei ing instruments.

Write for Catalogue now.

HELLER & BRIGHTLY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. "sinceUTO"

DARLING
STEAM

.RUNG BROTHERS:
IMITEO ^

Engineers and Manufacturers
MONTREAL, CANADA

f Branches:
Toronto andWinhipt-ti

Aftents:
Halifax. St. John, Calgari, Vancouver
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J ^^ MTA»LisMtD ISM "^^'"c of the contendinfj parties is very apt to undertake
^^ ^ J .^^ ^^-r U^k^\_ W hasty action. Otherwise, complete collapse results.

m ^^'W^'m^r^'mm I W%^^^^^\'W^fm '" *'''^ particular case the council, instead of taking

1 1 I I I Cf ^^t* ImwC I 11 I I ^'^^ matter in hand and obtaining a report on the dis-

^^^^ilw*- 4% ^^^^J, V» pute by some competent person, collapsed.

^^^^v c' «» • • *. Tk * What next happened was to the writer incompre-

'^ iLnQlIlCCrinQ IvCVlCW hensibic. An cnjiinceriu},' society, uninvited, informed
** ^ the council that it would be pleased to jjo into the

„ ,
,. , Tl , ,,, ,

'.
'. matter, its services to be ^'ivcn free. The old adafjc

tublislied Each Wednesday by .,,, t . ^ i <• » i i . .' I'ewarc of enterinjj into a cpiarrel, etc.. had no ter-

HUGH C. Maclean, limited rors for the society. It did not occur to the members
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President. that they were exposing? themselves to a rebuff in case

THOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager. the council awakened to a sense of its responsibility

HEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO and ajjain took the matter into its own hands.

Telephone A. 2700 • * •

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade This incident brings up the question—Have our en-

WINNIPEG - Telephone Garry 850 - 302 Travellers' Bldg. ^ineeriiif,^ societies the right to assume the role of ad-

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building jiidicator on all subjects fif an engineering nature?
NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beeknian - 1123 Tribune Building '{"he writer wishes, if ])ossible, to a.scertain on what
CHICAGO - Tel. Harrison 5351 - 1413 Gt. Northern Bldg. authority some individuals have assumed to pass up<jn

LONDON, ENG. 16 Regent Street S.W. engineering matters and then branded their findings
: with the name of an engineering society. In liKiking

SUBSCRIPTION RATES through the constitutions of engineering societies it is

Canada and Great Britain, $2.00. U. S. and Foreign, $3.00. diflficult to find any laws or rules that clothe the mem-
Single copies 10 cents bers with judicial authority. .Neither has the writer

ever heard of any iniwritten law or custom bearing on

OS s«ond°"c1Iss''maue';.^°"'""'"
^'""'^ '°' ^''"'"**' '"' "^»"'""'"'°"

the subjcct. From this he concludes that the' mem-
Entered as second class matter July 18th, 1914, at the Postoffice at bers of our societies ucvcr intended that their names

Buffalo, N. Y., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1876. t i i i j • i r •„ ~ .*; »«*: .,„ -...,1. . l.-.«
;

should be used m jiublic investigations such as that

Alphabetical Index of Advertisers j"^* <^'ted .....
Pa^e IS -No matter how high sf)unding our societies titles

rrz —
z may be, we should never lose sight of the fact that

Vol.30 Ma; 10, 1016 No. 10 , • .• j / f iiwi r\^ ^ '
^ ^ these associations are composed of fallible men. ( )ur

. . societies generally recognize this fact, and for this
rrincipal UontentS Paife reason they have not included in their plan of organiza-

Editorial tiou any provision for investigations of a public nature.

.SliouUl EnKinciMin.i. Sncictios Pa.ss on I'lil.lic Qucs- -Vs an illustration of the statement that engineering

tioiis? 44.'"i societies are composed of fallible men. the writer asked

\.w Steel Arch liri.lKo at'si' John, N.' 1!. ^ ^ ....447 <^"e of the executive of the society that proposed the

. , . . , ,
investigation rcfcrreil to what his views were on the

I)evel.,,,„K„ts n, l.iiinninous koa.ls .-.. 450
^^,,-g^,j -p,,;^ gentleman said that he did not care

Hv Arthur II. I?lanchar<l ^^^ ^^^^^^ whether any reinforcing was used in the
I'duith Annual Ncport «i the I'ulilic Utilities Cotnniis- structure or not! This .statement is analogous to

sidii of Manitoba 4.1:!
j)^^^ j^,f ^ baker who informs you that he can make

Mipiitreal's Annual Miiiiicil<al (lean-up CainpaiKii .... 4.'il currant bread witluuit currants.

.SiuKle-House Sewage Disposal .Systems 4."it'i * * «

New Station for tlie I.. K. & N. at Brantford 4".: When a society intrudes in such a manner, we
Phc C. N. P. Railway Terminals at Victoria, li. C i.vs naturally ask ourselves,—What is this being done for?

(ity of Kamloops Hydro-Electric Plant 4(iO It is said that there is never a good action done but

By H. K. Dutcher tliat there is a small grain of bad in it. i he truth of

,, 1 ., 1 ,- . .• 1 .,1 this saying can be seen on a moment's reflection. Did
I ers(pnal, Mainly Constructional 4(i4 •"«•. • -..i. xu • .. ».• r 1

the society ofier its services with the intention of plac-

ing its decision in the category of "no higher appeal."

Should Engineering Societies Pass On or was there some extraneous consideration?

Public Questions? .
^^ ^^^ intention was to place the finding of the so-

ciety above the opinion of the individual, then the so-

.\ short lime ago a reinforced-coiicrete structure ciety is curtailing the freedom of the profes.sion. If

. was being built in a certain city under the supervi.sion the intention was to allay the public's fear concerning
of that city's engineer. Rerolled steel, employed as ji,c material under discussion and if the finding was
the reinforcing material, was objected to by one of .rivcu w ith respect to this, then the interference of the

the city aldermen, who brought the matter to the society was most harmful. Such a decision would
notice of tlic 0(uiiuil. The city engineer was asked jiave an influence not measured by the engineering
to explain. The aigmnent fast- degenerated to the .ibility of the investigators at all, but measured s<ilely

see-saw order, and a deadlock resulted. The papers hy the good or bad judgment of the men composing the
then took a lively interest in the matter, and last of all committee. Nevertheles.s, the committee's decision, be-

that Colossus of astute intelligence—the man-in-the- ing announced as an action of the society, would have
street—began to furbish uj) some of the minor parts vvith the public a weight that it otherwise would not
iif liis subconscious stratum. have. If engineering societies are going tt> interfere

W hen a deadlock is established in a controver.sy, when and where they think proper, what will be the
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State of mind of the private practitioner? He will

never know when he may be brought to account.
Engineering has long passed the stage of mere al-

gebraic formulas. We are no longer dealing only with
the x's and the y's ; other elements, often very diffi-

cult to estimate, have entered into the calculation.

They may take the form of expediency or they may
be cost figures or they may come under some other

head. These other elements have under present con-

ditions a strong influence on our engineering calcula-

tions. They are often the controlling considerations.

In other words, they are functions of our engineering

problem and will often determine the success or failure

of a scheme. Our engineering societies, judging from
their constitutions, are not concerned with anything
outside engineering science, so the harmonizing of

this science with general advancement should be left

with the private practitioner. For these reasons the

writer believes that our societies should not take upon
themselves the role of "courts of appeal."—Hugh J.

Duffield, in Engineering News.

Electricity and Construction Work
The utilization of electricity in sewer construction

and foundation work has reached an advanced stage

in Canada and the United States. In addition to

pumping purposes, electric motors are used in con-

nection with travelling cranes, for operating air com-
pressors for use in driving, riveting, steel piling, etc.,

A Typical Example

of the many uses to

which Electricity

can be put.

for electric shovels, for excavating, on gantries used

in laying concrete pipe, and other numerous duties.

Soil excavated is removed by trucks drawn by electric

locomotives, and the necessary materials, tools, etc.,

are conveyed to the work by the same means ; they

also provide transportation for workmen.
The reduced cost of hydro-electric power in Can-

ada and the United States has done much to promote
the use of electricity for power purposes on construc-

tion work. Besides, there can be little d9ubt that

from the point of view of convenience and ease of

handling, electricity is superior to the old-fashioned
methods even at present employed by some of our
contractors.

The accompanying illustration is a typical example
of the many uses to which electricity is now put. It

shows the adoption of an electric motor in keeping
caissons and foundation excavations free from water.
The apparatus consists of a 4-in. centrifugal pump,
mounted on a heavy steel and wood frame, belt-con-
nected to a 10-h.p. electric motor. The motor is bolt-

ed to the top of the frame about 6 feet above the
pump to eliminate any danger from water striking the
motor and destroying the insulation, thereby injuring
the motor. The whole unit is suspended by heavy
chains from a crane or derrick or some adjustable
means of support above the excavation, and can be
placed at any desired depth or position in the trench.
This makes it exceedingly effective for this kind of

work.

Gommitte to Supervise

Under a by-law which has received its first read-
ing, the city of Westmount will appoint a committee
to supervise the construction of all buildings and all

alterations. The committee will be composed of the

mayor, the general manager and the engineer of the

city, all ex-ofificio, four architects, and any other per-

sons that the council may appoint from time to time.

Each member of the committee will act without any
rejnuneration. Several architects have already offered

their services. All plans and specifications will have
to be submitted to the committee, and a decision is to

be made within seven days. If an alteration is sug-
gested by the committee, a decision may be postponed
beyond the period of seven days, but this postponement
is subject to the agreement of the applicant. An ap-
peal to the council may be made from the decision of

the committee. The by-law does not dispense with
the necessity of obtaining the usual permit. Infringe-
ment of the by-law renders any person liable to a

fine of $40 for the first offence. Eour members, two
of whom must be architects, form a quorum.

Pan-American Road Congress

The proceedings of the Pan-American Road Con-
gress have just come to hand. The congress was held

under the joint auspices of the American Road Build-

ers' Association, the American Highway Association,

with the co-operation of the Pacific Highway Asso-
ciation, at Oakland, Cal., September 13, 14, 15, 16

and 17, 1915.

The proceedings, which covered ten sessions—two
each day, included all addresses, reports, etc., besides

papers and discussions on 27 subjects covering the

various factors involved in road and street administra-

tion, construction and maintenance, delivered by men
prominent in their special branches. The proceedings,

which cover 416 pages 6 in. x 9 in., are paper bound
and are on sale by the executive committee of the

Pan-American Road Conference, 150 Nassau Street,

New York, for $2.00.

The Standard Underground Cable Co. of Canada,
Limited, announce that their Montreal branch office is

now located in the McCiill Building instead of the Xew
liirks Building as heretofore.
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New Steel-Arch Bridge at St. John, N. B.
To Replace Old Suspension Bridge Over Gorge at the

Reversible Falls- Span 565 Feet—Deck 50 Feet Wide

DUE to the increasing density and volume of panel length is 23 ft. 4 in. uniformly (24 panels).

traffic, the old suspension bridge over the St. The structure is of thoroughly modern highway-
John River at the Reversible Falls, St. John, bridge character as regards detail. This means heavy
N. B., had become inadequate and the ])ro- solid floor and large live-load capacity. The floor is

vincial government of New Brunswick, to meet the a 6-in. reinforced-concrete slab on I-beam stringers,

increasing demand, has built a new long-si)an steel with a surfacing of 4-in. creosoted wood block. The
arch bridge. The new bridge is one of unusual inter- sidewalks are 4^-in. slabs surfaced with J^-in. ce-

est,' ranking, with its 565 ft. span, among the first ment mortar. Two trolley tracks occupy the middle
half dozen of America's long-span steel bridges. It of the roadway. The bridge also carries an 18-in.

is a street crossing to take the place of the old sus- cast-iron water main.
pension bridge which was built in 1852 by William K. jhe dead-loads are summarized by the following
Reynolds oiv the design of Edward Serrell, on almost tabulation for the completed condition and for erec-
the same location. The late C. C. Schneider, Phila- (Jq^ conditions respectively:
delphia, recently a member of the Quebec Bridge
Commission, was retained as consulting engineer on Dead-Load of St. John Arch
the new bridge, and with his associate, F. S. Kunz, /jn lb. per lin. ft. of bridge)
designed a steel spandrel-braced arch spanning the

yyf^er completion •

rock gorge. The width and height of the gorge are ^, . ^ .' . , ,__
such as to make the arch of unusually flat proportions. F oormg, rails, water pipe, etc 5,100

The span is 565 feet. The ratio of rise to span is 1 il'^o"" system l.JW

to 9.2. In due proportion, the crown depth is small,
trusses and bracing, average • 5,600

8 ft. 6 in., while the depth at the end post (set 2]^ ft. lomn
forward of the skewback hinge) is 60 ft. 3 in. The lotal, average l^.i^A)

top chord and roadway have an initial grade of 3.215
Maximum during erection:

per cent. The arches are set in vertical planes.
Strmgers, floor-beams and rails 700

The truss spacing is 41 ft., for a 50-ft. deck, com- trusses and bracing, average • 5.600

prising 36-ft. roadway and two 7-ft. sidewalks. The , . , --^
curbs are thus set a short distance in from the inner ' °^^'' average 0,JtW

face of the top chord, and the sidewalk bracket out- The average loads given were not used in the cal-

side the top chord is correspondingly shortened. The culations, but the actual panel concentrations were

l-'i>{. 1 - I-:rcctiun ol Steel arch BriJiic la cctUre. Suspension Ullui^^ .-ince Removed.
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Live-Load Specifications
For roadway stringers, one 20-ton road roller.
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OUTLINE SKETCH OF REVERSIBLE FALLS ARCH, WITH LOADS AND TTPICAL STRESSES

Fig. 2—Bridge Details of Steel-Arch Bridge at St. John, N. B.
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WEST ,[1.103.661 pradeS.W/o El.93.91

Ordinary High Wakr, £/. 7-. T^.7iV Exfreme High Water, [1. 16

Fig. 3-Erection Sketch of Revenlble Falls Stetl Arch.

taken. A traveller load uf 75 tons was taken into

account in computing erection stresses.

'Ihc live-load was graded for the design of the

different structural |)arts from stringers to main
trusses. The specifications for live-load are given in

the bridge details shown.

l^ethod of Erection

The trusses were erected without falsework, by
the usual cantilever method. The arrangement of an-

chorage and adjusting toggles for the erection and
closure is shown by the sketch, Fig. 3.

Closure was made by inserting the top chord mem-

Fig 4 -View showing tlie Cantilever Railway Bridge. New Sled Arch
and Suspension Bridge at St. John. N. B.

ber without stress, after lowering the half trusses to

contact on a pin at the centre bottom-chord joint. The
l)ridgc is thus three-hinged for the erection dead-load,

but is two-hinged for live-load and temperature.

IMie main span is flanked by two 46-ft. 8-in. deck

})late-girder spans. The total length of steel super-

structure is 654 ft. between back walls.

The contract for the work was let early in 1913

by the Chief Commissioner of Public Works, John
Morrissy, to the Dominion Bridge Company, Mont-
real. A. R. Wetmore was Provincial luigineer.

It is of interest to note that the cantilever railway

bridge near the arch, which can he seen in the photo-

graphy, is, like the suspension bridge, a historic struc-

ture. It was erected in 1884, just after Mr. Schneider's

Niagara (Michigan Central) cantilever, and thus was
among the first three or four of modern cantilevers in

America. The Dominion Bridge Company built it.

Its main span is 477 feet long, containing a 143-ft. sus-

])eiided span. The suspension bridge, also shown, has
since been removed. We are indebted to the l'2ngineer-

ing News for the above information.

Mr. R. T. Stull, Ceramic Engineer of the Dunn
Wire-Cut Lug lirick Company of Conneaut. Ohio, was
elected an honoraiy member of the Paving Brick In-

stitute at the recent meeting at Portsmouth, Ohio.

Contracts Secured
riie London Cuiicrete Machinery Co., Limited, of

London, Ont., advise that they have recently secifred
contracts to supply the following machinery :

—

M. A. Coiigdon, Digby. N.S., with a half yard batch
mixer; (leorge Hintz. FJridgeport, Ont.. with one
quarter yard mi.\er; Wm. Ro.sebush, Frankford, Ont.,
with one 1/6 yard mixer; Robert Lattimer, Strange-
tield, Ont., with 1/4 yard batch mixer; Lewis & Midg-
ley, Hamilton, Ont., with one <|narter yard mixer;
Thos. McCormick, Carman, Min.. with 1/6 yard mixer;
II. V. Gray Construction Co., Merriton, Ont., with a

3/4 yard batch mixer ; Ontario Paper Company, Thor-
old, Ont., with one half yard batch mixer; Arthur Dc-
.sautels, Crysler, Ont., with a complete plant fof mak-
ing cement sewer pipe and culvert tile ; Wright & Com-
pany, Hull, Que., with cement drain tile machine, tile

cars, etc., to be installed in their new plant; Henry
Kebidoux, Amherstburg, Ont., with 1/4 yard l)atch

mixer, also cement drain tile machine and concrete
block machine, to be installed in his new concrete plant.

Australian Steel

A notable industrial triumph, marking a new era in

the development of the Comnn)n wealth's resources,
has been achieved in the manufacture of steel of the
highest quality at the works of the Broken Hill Pro-
prietary Company at Newcastle. New South Wales.
The steel lias been highly tested by representatives of

the Imperial Munitions Department, with such suc-
cessful results that a first order was given to the Com-
pany for .^00 tons of steel to be shijiped during Febru-
ary, for use in the manufacture of munitions in Great
Itritain.—United Empire.

Daylight Saving Law
The City Council of ."^t. John. X. B.. has enacted a

i)y-law ])utting the Daylight Saving Law in operation
in that city from midnight April 30 until the same hour
on .September 30. St. John is thus the iirst city in

Maritime Canada to adopt Daylight Saving, as it was
t'le first to adopt the ciimmission form of civic goveni-
ment and the town |)lanning s\stem. The provincial

legislature will be asked to pass an .^ct making the
daylight sa^nng movement effective throughout the
province.

J-M Asbestos Roof
In' our description of the Robert Simpson ware-

house, which appeared in the April 26 issue of the

Contract Record, it was omitted to note that the roof-

ing to be applied on this building is a J-M built-up

Asbestos Roofing, being installed by the manufacturers,
the Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Limited.
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Developments in Bituminous Roads
Construction Methods in Laying Bitulithic, Warrenite and
Topeka—Specifications— Present Status of Patent Litigation

By Arthur H. Blanchard, M.C.S C.E.*

Before proceeding with the discussion of the many tion of the third ^course and for the first and second
improvements in the construction of bituminous ma- applications of No. 1 broken stone shall show a French
cadam and bituminous concrete pavements which have coefficient of wear of not less than 11.0 and its tough-
been developed during; the period from 1914 to 1916, ness shall not be less than 13.0."

it is advisable, in order to avoid misunderstandings, to The necessity for more carefully drawn specifica-

quote the definitions of the two types of pavements as tions covering the sizes of the particles of which a

recommended by the Special Committee on "Materials given product of a stone crushing and screening plant
for Road Construction" of the American Society of is composed is illustrated by the following mechanical
Civil Engineers. analyses of two products obtained from the same plant,

"Bituminous Macadam Pa\ement. One having a both of which products passed over a section of a rot-

wearing course of macadam with the interstices filled ary screen having circular holes of 1,'4 inches and
b}^ penetration methods with a bituminous binder." through a section of a rotary screen having circular

"Bituminous Concrete Pavement. One composed holes 2)^4 inches in diameter,

of stone, gravel, sand, shell or slag, or combinations Sample "A" Sample "B"

thereof, and bituminous materials incorporated to- -n ,, i.

^'" '^^"'' ^'^- '^^"''

,, , • • it, J " Passing % mch screen 0.2 • 0.1
gether by mixmg methods. Passing 54 inch screen o.l 0.1

Certain developments which are common to both Passing 54 inch screen 0.4 1.1

classes of bituminous pavements will be discussed Passing y^ inch screen 2.2 12.6

prior to considering improvements which spccificallv Passing 1 inch screen 8.0 ;i7.5
'

f ^ u r i-i 1 i
' Passing 154 inch screen 29,1 40.9

refer to each of the several types. Passing V/, inch screen 27.1 7.7

Foundations Passings inch screen 32.9 0.0

There has been a general acknowledgment of the loo.o 100.0

ultimate economy of constructing adequate founda- It is hence obvious that for many forms of bitiunin-

tions to support the amount and character of traffic ous construction, in order to secure successful results,

which the several types of bituminous pavements are greater care must be used in the writing of specifica-

able to carry. In the case of bituminous macadam tions for products of broken stone. As an illustra-

pavements, this development usually has been char- tion of an improvement in specifications covering this

acterized by the -construction of well compacted and. detail, there is cited those adopted at the 1915 Conven-
in many cases, thoroughly filled broken stone founda- tion of the American Societ\' of Munici|>al Im])rove-

tions. In the case of bituminous concrete pa\^ements. ments covering broken stone to be used for the ag-

due to numerous failures which have occurred where gregate of one type of bituminous concrete pavement,
this type of pavement has been built on old macadam "Broken stone for the mineral aggregate of the

or poorly constructed broken stone foundations, there wearing course shall consist of one product of a stone
has been a general tendency to advocate the use of crushing and screening plant. It shall conform to the
cement-concrete foundations from four to six inches in following mechanical analysis, using laboratory
thickness. It has generally been found that the cost screens having circular openings: All of the broken
of cement-concrete foundations does not exceed the stone shall pass a one and one-quarter (1/4) i"ch

cost of well compacted and filled broken stone of screen ; not more than ten (10) per cent, nor less than
eq.uivalent strength. Furthermore the use of cement- one (1) per cent, shall be retained upon a one (1) inch

concrete foundations renders repairs and renewals more screen ; not more than ten (10) per cent, nor less than
satisfactory and much easier of accomplishment. three (3) per cent, shall pass a one-quarter (%) inch

Non-Bituminous Highway Materials screen.

™, , , , -.t- • 101 1 i-
it IS noted that in tjus form of specification an at-

There has been a general recognition since 1914 of , .
•

, .
• ,, u • 1 1

• 1

,, . . ,.,., , '^ . • -c * • tempt is made to cover in the mechanical analysis only
the desirability of covering in specifications in moie .1 r •* r ti ™ 11 ^ .41 ^ t- r m
, , ., J .,/ ^ • .^.^ ,, .1 ..• the limits of the smallest and largest particles. Nm
detail and with greater ngiditv the physical properties .. , .. riijj

r ,, i .. I, 1 J r .1 • r ,.1 attempt is made to secure a carefully graded aggregate
of the aggregates to be employed and the sizes 01 the 1 . • 1 j *. -t 1 1 r .^u T r ^

.• 1
1 '^

1 1 i ir but simply a product suitable for the type of pavement
particles which compose such aggreoates. For ex- . i-j ; 1 ^tt 1

1 .1 i(\^A c -a ^- r lu \ c ' * 1" question and uniform in character. J^or example,
ample, the 1914 Specifications of the American society ^u V n • it i i ^u ^.j <.

. i;, '
. . , T ,'

, • 1 -4. •

' the following mechanical analyses show three prbducts
of Municipal Improvements covering bituminous ma-

i
• .1 1-1 ^ .• r ^i j-o-

,

^
i. 4. 4. -^u c i <.u 1 1 used in the successful construction of three dmerent

cadam pavements state, with reference to the physical
, ,. • . ^ r ^i . ,• j

\ r ii . ii i *u I -1 j' t bituminous concrete iiavements of the type mentioned,
properties of the stone, that the rock cmi)loyed must '

r- ,

meet the following requirements:
'

Samp)'^ SamP''^ Sample

"The broken stone shall be subjected to abrasion "

pg^ Cent,

tests and toughness tests conducted by the Engineer Passing 1/8 inch screen. .. . 1.2 2.7 r.O

in accordance with methods adopted by the ,\merican Passing 14 inch screen ... . 4.2 5.6 2.5

Society for Testing Materials, Au,.i.st 1.5, 1908. The SH^ ^: lllfh :"::n ! ! : ! 4o:6 35!? 3^:2
broken stone used for the construction oi the first and Passin<^ 1 inch screen. .. . 17.3 10. 1 23.4
second courses shall .show a French coej&cient of wear Passing 154 inch screen. .. . 2.0 1.5 8.1

of not less than 7.0 and its toughnes.s' shall be not •

less than 6.0. The broken .stone used for the construe- i""*^
.

l""" .i""-"
.

- — - There has recently l^een considerable discussion

^^^^.
Before the Canadian and International Good Roads Congress, Mont-

|,.,j3i„i„j,. t,, tl,^ advisability of the adoption of SO-
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called "alternate type" specifications in preference to

the so-called "blanket" specifications for bituminous
materials. Hy alternate type specifications is meant a

series of specifications, eacli of which covers the physi-

cal and chemical i)roperties of the most desirable grade
of a given type of bituminous cement f(jr the purposes
for which it is to be used. On the other hand a blanket
specification covers in one set of requirements, pertain-

ing to physical and chemical properties, all the types
of bituminous cement which are to be used in connec-
tion with the construction of a given kind of pavement.
For exami)Ie, in the case of sjjecifications for asphalt

cement for bituminous concrete pavements, it would
l)e desirable under alternate type specifications to have
n(jt less than five sets of physical and chemical re-

(|uirenients, the limits for each requirement being as

narrow as the several ))rocesses of manufacture wcjuld

permit, while on the other hand a blanket specification

would cover with a wider range of limits the same
chemical and physical properties for the five types
mentioned. y\s an illustration will be cited the limits

in the case of Specifications "A" to "E" inclusive under
the alternate type specification method for specific

gravity, and the penctrati(jn at 25 degrees C. (J7 de-

grees F.)

Alternate Type Specifications

A B C D E

Sp. Gr. ..0.97 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.025 1.05 1.04 1.00

Pent 75 90 90 100 70 90 85 95 140 160

In the case of a blanket specification to cover the

same grades of the several types, the limits for specific

gravity would have to be 0.97 to 1.06 and the limits

for penetration would be 70 to 160. The penetration

test, for example, can only be of maximum value when
applied to the grade of a specific type of bituminous
cement which is most suitable for the type of pavement
in question. Iri the case of the bituminous concrete

pavement of the type mentioned, the proper penetra-

tion limits for a California as])halt lie between 70 and
90 while for a fluxed Bermudez asphalt to be used in

exactly the same type of pavement and under the same
conditions, the penetration limits should be between
140 and 160. It is evident that to attempt to cover

the penetration limits for both materials in one speci-

fication is impracticable. In the first place such limits

as 70 to 160 are so wide as to insure but little uniform-

ity ill different lots of the same material and in the

second place an entirely unsuitable material of one

class could be supplied under the maximum or mini-

mum test limits of the other class.

The proper use of alternate type specifications al-

lows the contractor to bid to supply .so many tons of

bitumen which will comply with any one of the sets of

requirements. It will be noted, therefore, that the

contractor is in exactly the .same position as in the case

when he bids to supply any asphalt cement w-hich will

conii)ly with the re(|uirements of a blanket specifica-

tion.

Guarantees
There has been a general tendency to abandon the

use of guarantees on bituminous pavements as it is be-

lieved that, with proper specifications and efficient

supervision and inspection, guarantees are not neces-

sary aiid.tliat the requirement of a guarantee material-

ly increases the i)rices bid on a given pavement. The
subject of guarantees is too broad to discuss in this

paper.
Bituminous Macadam Pavements

In addition to the improvements noted above, the

most notable recent development in the construction

t)f bituminous macadam pavements has been in con-

nection with the compaction of the road metal and the
distribution of the bituminous materials.

As a result of the numerous failures of bituminous
macadam pavements which have occurred due to the
improper rolling of wearing courses of road metal prior
to the apjjlication of bituminous material, there has
been a general recognition of the necessity for more
thorough compaction of the road metal. This principle
has been recognized by the Special Committee on
"Materials for Koad Construction" of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in its 1915 Report, the con-
clusion referred to reading as follows

:

"An important factor for successful results is the
proper compaction by rolling of the road metal before
the spreading of the bituminous material."

The above Committee emphasizes another improve-
ment which is aimed at the use, in some cases, of an
excess amount of bituminous cement in this type of

pavement. This conclusion is as follows:
"Present indications are to the effect that the use

of bituminous materials in quantities of more than 2^
gallons per square yard where the upper course of the
macadam is to be 3 inches in thickness after compac-
tion is inadvisable under the penetration method."

There has been a general recognition of the advis-
ability of using properly designed distributors in con-
nection with the application of bituminous materials in

order to secure uniform distribution economically.
Some specifications cover the requirements which a
distributor must meet. For example, the 1914 Speci-
fications of the American Society of Municipal Im-
provements contain the following paragraph pertain-

ing to the pressure distributor.

"The pressure distributor employed shall be so de-
signed and operated as to distribute the bituminous
materials specified uniformly under a pressure of not
less than twenty (20) pounds nor more than seventy-
five (75) pounds per square inch in the amount and be-
tween the limits of temperature specified. It shall be
supplied with an accurate stationary thermometer in

the tank containing the bituminous material and with
an accurate pressure gauge so located as to be easily

observed by the Engineer while walking beside the dis-

tributor. It shall be so operated that, at the termina-
tion of each run, the bituminous material will be at

once shut off. It shall be so designed that the normal
width of application shall be not less than six (6) feet

and so that it will be possible on either side of the
machine to apply widths of not more than two (2)
feet. The distributor shall be provided with wheels
having tires each of which shall not be less than
eighteen (18) inches in width, the allowed maximum
pressure per square inch of tire being dependent upon
the following relationship between the aforesaid pres-

sure and the diameter of the wheel: For a two (2)
foot diameter wheel, two hundred and fifty (250)
pounds shall be the maximum pressure per linear inch
of width of tire per wheel, an additional pressure of

twenty (20) pounds per inch being allowed for each
additional three (3) inches in diameter."

This specification provides for a distributor by which
it is practicable, under competent supervision, to secure
uniform application of the bituminous material and
allows the use of a pressure distributor without danger
of rutting of the wearing course of broken stone by
narrow tires carrying excessive weights.

Bituminous Concrete Pavements

The improvements in the construction of bitumin-

ous concrete pavements to which attention should be
called will be considered under the following classifica-
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tion of the three types into which bituminous concrete

pavements generally may be divided. These types

are designated as follows

:

(a) A bituminous concrete pavement having a min-

eral aggregate composed of one product of a crushing

and screening plant.

(b) A bituminous concrete pavement having a min-

eral aggregate composed of a certain number of parts

by weight of volume of one product of a crushing and

screening plant and a certain number of parts by

weight or volume of line mineral matter such as sand

or stone screenings.

(c) A bituminous concrete pavement having a pre-

determined mechanically graded aggregate of broken

stone or gravel, either alone or combined with fine

mineral matter, such as sand or broken stone screen-

ings.
Patents

Unfortunately the present status of patent litigation

has to be considered in connection with the di.scussion

of the several types of bituminous concrete pavements.

The majority of engineers and highway officials are in-

terested in the types of bituminous concrete pavements

which may be constructed without danger of litigation

rather than in a prolonged discussion of the probabili-

ties of successfully defending suits for infringement.

There is ample evidence at hand that bituminous con-

crete pavements of type (a) may be constructed with-

out danger of litigation proceedings provided that the

mineraf aggregate is of the general character hereto-

fore mentioned in this paper under the section "Gen-

eral, Non-Bituminous Highway Materials."

The history of litigation cases indicates that the

construction of bituminous concrete pavements of type

(b) on a large scale will in all probability lead to liti-

gation. The same remarks apply to the construction

of bituminous concrete pavements of type (c) except in

the case of the so-called Topeka bituminous concrete

pavement with an aggregate of the type specified either

in the 1^10 Topeka decree, or of the grading which vvas

adopted at the 1915 Convention of the American So-

ciety, of Municipal Improvements.

Materials

Type (a). Practice has demonstrated that broken

stone, because of the satisfactory mechanical l)ond se-

cured, makes the most suitable aggregate for this class

of bituminous concrete although pavements con-

structed with gravel have proved satisfactory for light

traffic where great care has been taken in the selection

of the gravel and in the construction of the pavement.

The development of the character of materials used in

current practice has been covered in this paper under

the title "General." Much more care has been taken in

recent years with reference to the quantity of bitum-

inous cement to be used in the mix. There has been a

general recognition that the amount used depends upon

the kind of road metal and the bituminous material, the

character of the aggregate and the climatic conditions.

For the product of broken stone heretofore mentioned,

it has been found that bituminous concrete mixtures

should contain lietween S and 8 per cent, by weight of

l)itumen.
Mixing

Many improvements are noted in tlie methods em-

ployed in the mixing of bituminous concretes. There

has been a general evolution from hand mixing meth-

ods to the utilization of mechanical mixers especially

designed for the manufacture of this type of bitumin-

ous concrete.

There has been considerable discussion pertaining

to the proper type and weight of roller to be used for

the compaction of the wearing course. Experience

demonstrates that in order to secure an even surface

and adequate compaction by thorough interlocking of

the particles of broken stone, a tandem ruller weighing
between 10 and 12 tons should be used.

Seal Coat

Many methods have lieen developed for the applica-

tion of the seal coat of bituminous material. It has

been found that seal coats of from yi to 1 gallon pet-

square yard of bituminous cement are distributed most
uniformly by the use of hand-drawn gravity distribu-

tors followed by a squeegee.
E.xperience in many localities has demonstrated that

l)ituminous concrete of this type should not be mixed
or laid when the air temperature in the shade is below
.^0 degrees F. as otherwise it is difficult, under average

conditions, to secure an even and well compacted wear-

ing course.

Type (b). Specifications for this type of pavement
have, during recent years, generally stipulated that so

many parts of broken stone and so many ])arts of sand

(jr other tine material are to be mixed with a certain

amount of bituminous cement. By the use of this

specification, unless employed under unusual supervi-

sion, it has been found to be impracticable to secure a

well graded aggregate. In many cases the mixture

has contained an excess of broken stone with insuffi-

cient fine material to fill the voids therein, while in

other cases it has contained an excess of sand in which

the broken stone exists as isolated particles. It is the

conclusion of many engineers, because of the conditions

described, that when bituminous concrete pavements

are to be employed either type (a) or type (c) should

be selected.

Type (c). During recent years, the bituminous con-

crete pavements of this type which have been most ex-

tensively employed are known as I'.itulithic, Warrenite,

and Topeka.

Bitulithic and Warrenite. Differentiation.

The general use of Bitulithic and Warrenite bitu-

minous concrete pavements throughout America has

brought up for discussion the matter of the fundamen-

tal diiTerences between these two types of patented

pavements. It is believed that it will be of interest

and value to the engineering profession to submit the

following statement, prepared by Mr. George C. War-
ren, President of the Warren Brothers Company, for

the information of the engineers enrolled in the Gradu-

ate Course in Highway Engineering at Columbia Uni-

versity.

"Bitulithic and Warrenite mixtures are both made

under the provisions of the W'arren patents, which the

courts have held 'cover the product no matter how pro-

duced.' I'.itulithic is designed to meet the conditions

generally prevailing on city .streets, and Warrenite is

, to meet such conditions as may arise on country roads

so as to meet the physical and economic conditions and

public demands as to cost.

"Generally speaking, Bitulithic is mixed by a plant

which is too cumbersome to meet country road condi-

tions, which provides for combining the materials pro-

portioned by separation of sizes of the aggregate, after

heating, and then recombining by weight.

"Warrenite is, generally speaking, mixed by a plant

so portable that it may be set up either alongside the

railroad; along the side of the road being constructed.
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or in the ((uarry or gravel bank from which the bulk
of the aggregate is being procured as may be most
economical in any particular case. This plant is con-
structed on the principle of ])roportioning the several
separated sizes by careful measurement by bulk before
heating and retaining the batch so measured as a sep-
arate enlity tliri)ugh the process of heating and de-
livery into the mixer in which the bituminous cement
is added.

"Generally speaking, crushed stone predominates in

the fine aggregate of Bitulithic, while sand predomin-
ates in the fine aggregate of VVarrenite ; also, fine

crushed stone and sand respectively are correspond-
ingly used for the seal coat aggregate.

"In the selection of quality of material (whether
gravel or crushed stone) for the Coarse aggregate a
greater latitude is i>ermitted in the case of VVarrenite to

practically meet tlie conditions of less o])i)ortunity for

selections which are liable to prevail in localities con-
siderable distance from railroacl centres. Tliis latitude

is allowed, because while the traffic conditions on
country road thoroughfares are in point of weight and
concentration of traffic rapidly becoming fully as

severe as on most city streets, there is the important
difference that on country roads generally the traffic is

more exclusi\ely the motor vehicle rubber tire type

and consequently less exaction in i>hysical i)roperties of

the quality of the stone forming the l)asis of the ag-
gregate is necessary. Also, unfortunately, many city

streets are abused by constant excessive sprinkling or

daily scoured by pressure Hushing machines, a practice

which is more or less injurious to any road surface,

while Country roads are seldom, if ever, wet except by
rainfall ; therefore, in cases where the very best quality

of stone is unavailable, it would be safe to use stone of

slightly l(jwer quality in VVarrenite on a country road
although the same quality stone might not be, safe for
u.se in Bitulithic on a city street."

Topeka
In many specifications the mineral aggregate for

the 'iOpeka pavement specified has been that contained
in the decree of 1910, namely,

"Kitumen, from 7 per cent, to 11 per cent.-
Mineral aggregate, pas.sing 200-niesh screen, from 5 per cent.

to II per cent.
Mineral aggregate, passing 40-niesh screen, from 18 per cent.

to :!0 per cent.
Mineral aggregate, passing 10-niesh screen, from 25 per cent.

to 55 per cent.
Mineral aggregate, passing 4-niesli screen, from 8 per cent, to

33 per cent.
Mineral aggregate, passing 2-niesh screen, less than 10 per

cent.

Many unsatisfactory pavements have resulted by
the unintelligent use of this grading. It has been
found necessary, in order to secure successful results,

to specifically define the character of the sand or other
fine material which shall be employed in order to secure
a satisfactory grading. Many specifications now
cover the sand grading with almt>st the same care as
in the case of sand grading requirements for sheet
asphalt ijavements. In order to encourage the use of

a more satisfactcjry grading for this type of pavement,
the .\merican Stx-iety of Municipal Improvements in

1915 recommended the adoption of the following grad-
ing:
Passing 300-nicsli screen 7-10 per cent.
Passing so-mesh screen, but retained on a 200, 10-20 per cent.
I'assing 40-niesh screen, but retained on an 80, 10-25 per cent.
I'assing 20-mesh screen, but retained on a 40. 10-25 per cent.
I'assing 8-niesh screen, but retained on a 20. 10-20 per cent.
Passing

,
4-mesh screen, but retained on an 8, 15-20 per cent.

Passing 2-mesh screen, but retained on a 4. 5-in per cent.

Fourth Annual Report of the Public Utilities

Commission of Manitoba
The fourth annual report of the Manitoba Public

Utilities Commission for the year ending November
30, 1915, has just been published. The report termin-

ates the period of office of the present commissioner,

Mr. H. A. Robson.
The appointment of Mr. George Guy as electrical

engineer of the Commission is announced, which, it

is expected, will greatly facilitate the work of the

Commission, as Mr. Guy's professional ability and
l)ractical experience will be invaluable in settling the

many technical matters which are constantly arising.

The Conmiission have removed their offices from
.Somerset Building to more capacious accotnmodation
in 201 Tribune Building.

Professor Albert F. Ganz, appointed by the Com-
mission to discover and apply a remedy to prevent
injury to water pipes by stray electric currents from
electrical railway return circuits, presented his report,

and upon it the Commission, issued an order against

the Winnipeg Electric Railway Company to install

and establish a projK-r system of bonding and cross-

bonding of the rails in order to provide a continuous
conductor and prevent stray currents. The Winnipeg
I'.lectric Railway Company have resisted this order,

and have entered an appeal in the Court of .'\ppeals

for Manitoba against it.

The eidargement of the Commission by the ap-

pointment of an electrical engineer will open a field

of assistance to municipalities about to enter into pub-
lic utility undertakings. The Commission will thus
be enabled to investigate and advise on municipal con-

tracts in the public interest, and thereby assist in

securing proper construction and operation methods
such as will ensure efficient service. Municipalities and
public utility companies will be free to ask the Cora-
mission for advice as to the feasibility of any proposed
public service, and the Commission may investigate

and recommend what service will be in the best inter-

ests of the municipality. This will undoubtedly prove
a valuable aid to municipal and privately owned utili-

ties throughout the province and be the means of

bringing all concerned into closer relationship.

Utilizing Domestic Coal

In the report presented at the last session of the

Legislature on the possible hydro-electric develop-
ment in the province, reference was made to lignite

coal and its possible adaptability for power purposes.

The government gave practical demonstration of its

interest in the investigations and experiments made
by the Commission through its gas engineer, Hugh
McNair, upon the uses of native coals for power pro-

duction throughout the province. The installation of

a model gas producer plant, which the government has
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authorized to be purchased in England, will demon-
strate the possibilities of using the lignite coals of

this province and Saskatchewan economically for

power and heating purposes. If the experiment should
prove the practicability of this, a great step forward
will have been accomplished in supplying a readily

adaptable form of power, and at the same time con-

verting into an asset part of the large bodies of lignite

coal and peat lying dormant here. The plant will be
installed at Souris, where experiments already have
been conducted by the Commission's gas engineer.

Telephone Report

The financial statement of the Telephone Commis-
sion of Manitoba for the year ending November 30,

1915, appears in this report. The service given to

subscribers has on the whole been satisfactory.

Depreciation Account
The Public Utilities Act of Manitoba i)rovides that

the Commission shall have power after hearing upon
notice, to require every public utility to carry, when-
ever in the judgment of the Commissioner it may be
reasonably required, a proper and adequate deprecia-

tion account for the protection of stock holders, bond
holders or creditors. Soon after the Act came into

effect the depreciation reserve fund of the Manitoba
Government telephone system was established, accord-
ing to the rates of depreciation fixed. As the fund is

made up of percentages of assets which may not wear
out or require replacement, it accumulates. As there
appeared no likelihood for its immediate need, it was
considered advisable to invest a portion in bonds of

the province.

The general report states briefly the number and
nature of enquiries and investigations held by the
Commission during the year, and recounts briefly all

the matters of varied character which came before
the Commission's attention.

Program for Montreal's Annual Municipal
Clean-up Campaign

Montreal has had a clean up campaign since 1912,

when the Mayor made an official proclamation of a

clean up day at the instigation of the City Improvement
League backed up by a petition signed by 132 public

bodies and institutions. In that year and the follow-

ing year operations were confined to one day, but the

movement was so successful that in 1914 and 1915 the

period was extended to a week, and this year—May
14-20—the same time is allotted to the efforts to put

the city in a cleaner state. Owing to climatic condi-

tions, Montreal is in a much more unfavorable position

than many United States cities; the lanes are choked
with ice and snow during several months, and although

the garbage is removed regularly, a certain amount of

decaying matter and ashes is bound to accumulate and
is covered by successive layers of snow, making it im-

]}erative to have a clean up week in the spring.

While in the United States the initiative is taken by
the insurance companies, in Monteal it is in the hands
of the City Improvement League and the Montreal
Publicity association, assisted by the civic departments.

The funds for the propaganda and other expenses are

raised by contributions, with a civic grant. The work
done is practically all voluntary, and is carried out by

a number of committees, to which are relegated various

sections of the activities of the campaign. The chair-

men of these committees are responsible for the-carry-

ing out of the particular work, entailing a large amount
of personal attention and organizing effort. Owing to

the mixed character of the population, all literature has

to be printed in French and English, and in this connec-

tion it may be noted that the two nationalities co-oper-

ate in a very cordial way.

In 1912 in addition to a clean up day, a great Child

Welfare or Health Exhibition was held for two weeks,

to which the public were admitted free of charge, while

two years later the general movement received a de-

cided impetus from the fact that the Montreal Publicity

Association joined hands with the League, a week's

campaign being then decided on, at the suggestion of

Mr. F. Abraham, president of the former body. The
city provided a certain amount of money, and the heads

of the incinerator, fire and health departments joined

the general committee. The clergy of all sects and
races" have undertaken the first day of the week as
"Sermon Day." This year the School Commissioners
of the city have promised their special co-operation,

through the medium of the teachers and the schools.

The nature of the campaign can be judged from the
following programme

:

Sermon Day
Sunday, Ma}- 14th—Hear the sound advice from the

pulpits to keep physically and morally clean.

Fire Prevention Day
Monday, May 15th—Bear in mind that carelessness

is the chief cause of fires—and that each lire prevented
means thousands of dollars saved to the community.

Front Yard Day
Tuesday, May 16th—Make the surroundings of your

home congenial—sow grass on the lawns, plant flow-

ers—take good care of the trees.

Back Yard Day
Wednesday, May 17th—Clean your backyard of all

rubbish—make it a small vegetable garden. Keep the
fences in order. Whitewash them with lime.

Sanitation Day
Thursday, May 18th—Remove all rubbish, clean all

carpets, ventilate your cellars. Scrub everything. Use
plenty of soap and water everywhere.

Paint Up Day
Friday, May 19th—Make everything radiant with

fresh colors. Follow the example set I)y nature. Be
bright. Keep bright.

Children's Day
Saturday, May 20th—50 per cent, of the newly born

babies die before they are one year of age. Do some-
thing to stoj) these needless deaths. It is worse than
murder to keep infants unclean—and to give them food

that is worse than poison. The clean-up campaign
two years ago saved the lives of 200 infants. Last

year it saved 382 lives more than the preceding year.

It may save yours this year.

The feature of the 1915 campaign was the enlisting
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of children's interest in the work—due to the sugges-
tion of Dr. W. II. Atherton, who had been the organiz-
ing secretary of the Child Welfare Exhibition in 1912.
It was felt that no better way of securing sanitary
conditions could be devised than to obtain the co-op-
eration of the boys and girls. This year, greater em-
phasis and concentration is being laid on this depart-
ment and with the co-operation of the .schools the pro-
gramme is arranged witii this end in view. In order
to encourage the children, $1,250 are being given in
prizes. The city is divided into five districts, $250
being allotted to each. The children are reached
mainly through the various schools. The teachers
ask the pujjils who desire to enter the coni])etition to
.sign a form, which provides for two competitions, one
from May 7 to June 7, and the second from then to
end in September. The second competition is an op-
tional supplementary one, with other prizes, obtained
through tile Merchants' Committee, for tho.se who will

kcej) up the good work until the end of the summer.
The points to be considered by the District Organiza-
tion Committee in judging are as follows:

Relative to Backyard—The absence of all rubbish,
such as cans, ashes, broken glass, straw, chips, etc.

Also freedom from weeds.
Relative to Front yard—Absence of all rubbish,

cans, straw, etc. Freedom from weeds, h'ront yard
in grass, and if kept trimmed.

Relative to l'3xtcrior Improvement.—The ]5ainti)ig

of the exterior of the house, such as verandahs, bal-

conies, etc. Or if these do not need jiainting this year,

the cleaning of them. The cleaning out of sheds. The
])ainting or whitewashing of sheds. The strengtiien-

ing of fences, and the painting or whitewashing of

same. Or the screening of them with vines or

(lowers.

Relative to. Flower and Vegetable IManting—The
making of flower gardens, in the front yard, and the

putting of flower boxes in the windows. The making
of vegetable and flower gardens in the back yard.

Several beds of vegetables, such as radishes, beets,

carrots, etc., can be made in the centre of the yard,

with some flowers around the sides, along the fences.

The care given to flowers and vegetables after plant-

ing.

Relative to General Improvement—Consideration

given to state of ])remises before work of deaning-np,
and planting begins.

Relative to General Appearance of Premises.—The
judges to give consideration as to Iu)W all parts of the

liremiscs have been given attention. The contestant

to win must have a well balanced piece of work.

The scoring tf) count as follows: general appear-

ance of back and front yards relative to cleanliness to

score up to 30 per cent.
;
general exterior aiMiearance

to score up to 20 per cent. ; flower and vegetable plant-

ing to score up to 25 per cent.
;
general improvements

to score uji to 15 per cent. ; general apjiearance to score

\\\t to 10 per cent.

.Another feature this vear is to be moving i>ictnies

at several halls in the difl'ercnt districts. This is an

extension of work previously done in the same direc-

tion. In other years at the spring cleaning lantern

slides of an educational and hygienic character were
shown, though in 1914 nuning pictures were exhibited

in t'.ie parks later in the summer. In order to vary

the interest, moving ])ictures of a general character

will he shown together with those of educational value,

and in this manner the minds of the children will be

impressed in a way which is calculated to have a per-

manent effect. The children are also, at the various
meetings, asked to sign the following pledge:

"I want to help make our town a better place to
live in. and to this end I promise to comply with the
following rules to the best of my ability:

1. I will help clean up yards, streets and alleys.

2. I will plant flower seeds, bulbs, vines, shrubbery,
etc.

3. I will help make gardens, and keep lawn in good
condition.

4. I promise not to deface fences or buildings,
neither will I .scatter paper or rubbish in public places.

5. I will not .spit upon the floor of any building or
(jn the sidewalk.

6. I will try to influence others to help keep our
town clean.

7. I will always protect birds and animals, and all
]>roperty belonging to others.

8. I promise to be a true, loyal citizen.

I may not be able to do all these things, but will do
as much as I can to help our town and community.

Name
Address

Sign and Mail this to P. O. Box 368, Montreal, or
hand same to your school teacher.

Prior to clean up week circulars were sent to all

the large industrial plants, stores, etc., asking that an
individual clean up campaign be made of the premises.
This had been acted upon with willing co-operation,
and the employees are thus .set an example which will
likely be followed around their own homes.

The City Improvement Campaign Committee takes
every means to impress on the public the importance
of following out the programme. Through the daily
press and the Publicity Committee attention is drawn
to the various items, while the committee in charge of
the particular day also makes inspections. In addi-
tion thousands of booklets are distributed : these insist

upon the absolute need of sanitation, as the means of
preventing di.seasc and death. The clean up week has
al.so become a Public Health week. In this year's

l)amphlet. Dr. Roucher, the chief of the health depart-
ment, suggests rules for saving children, and enumer-
ates five "Don'ts" as to methods of sanitation. Fire
Chief Tremblay also tells how to prevent fire.

The work of the City Improvement League is by
no means confined to the clean up campaign, as it is

interested in town planning, the care of public parks
and trees, the extension of vacant lot gardens, and
good government generally.

Preservation of Woodwork
Generally speaking, any wood will last a long time

when protected from moisture. It would, however.
lose its agreeable color and surface unless some means
are used to protect it. The use of chemical preserva-
lions is confined almost entirely to underground tim-
bers and so has little use in millwork. One of the
places millwork would be benefitted by chemical treat-

ment is at the base of porch columns, where treated

wood might well be used where water is apt to pene-
trate. Creosote is the best of practically all preser\'a-

tives, and there are a number of methods of using it.

Paint is also effective if water can be kept out of all

cracks, crevices, joints, etc. Where the paint merely
holds the water in a pocket, we have the ideal condi-
tions for fungus growth and ultimate decay.
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A Few Suggestions for the Solution of the Single-

House Sewage Disposal Problem
The growing' popularity of modern conveniences in

the shape of water and sewage conveniences in isolated

and rural residences or in small communities, has re-

sulted in the establishment of a more or less standard

arrangement very much improved as compared with

the practices of a few years ago. For the solution of

the single-house sewage disposal plant there may be

used the plain sedimentation tanks, such as leaching

cess-pools and sewage cisterns ; septic tanks of different

forms and the double deck or Emscher tanks. The
first type is rarely used being as a rule not very satis-

factory ; leaching cess-pools are a serious menace to

wells in the vicinity due to pos.sible soakage through

the soil and contamination of the water; little or no
reliance can be placed on the surface slope of the

ground with respect to placing a cess-pool relatively to

the well ; the under strata may slope directly opposite

to the surface and form a very effective drain from the

cess-pool into the well. Sewage cisterns are usually

unsatisfactory because they involve the periodical re-

moval of sludge, a troublesome problem.

Septic tanks have increased in favor with the public

and sanitary engineers since their introduction as a

means of sewage treatment and are very widely used

though often incorrectly and more or less unintellig-
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tern of sewers covering the entire community. The
entire system need not l)e built at once, but only as

deemed necessary and as the community is able to fin-

ance it. The whole system should, however, be plan-

ned in advance before any mains are laid at all. Treat-

ment of sewage by carrying it to a single outfall by in-

tercejjting sewers is, relatively to the size of the com-
munity, very expensive and not always satisfactory

—
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Fig. 1—Three apartment septic tanl< witli sub-irrigation system.

ently. The two storey or Emscher tank is coming to

be favored by sanitary engineers, because it produces

a fresh, well settled, effluent, and provides for a very

complete retention and thorough digestion of the

sludge. This type is adapted for a small community
rather than for single houses.

For a small community the only adequate solution

of the sewage disposal problem is a well planned sys-
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Pig. 2—Single apartment septic tanl( with siphon and siphon chamber

depending largely on the grade and slope or the topo-

graphy (if the town site.

The .system of sewers which, with very few excep-
tions, is best adapted to meeting the necessity of a

small community for purifying the sewage is the so-

called separate system, as distinguished from the com-
bined system, and is more economical with a reason-

ably good natural drain.

In a community with a stream into which the sew-
ers may empty, if the flow exceeds 5 cubic ft. jier sec-

ond for 1,000 persons, crude sewage may be discharged

directly into it without nuisance, if the outfall is prop-

erly designed to insure a good mixture of sewage with

the water in the stream. If the minimum stream flow

is below 5 cubic ft. per second and over 3 cubic ft. per

second for 1,000 persons using the sewers, then some
form of fine screening or treatment in tanks to remove
solids is necessary. As fine screening cannot be ap-

plied except on a rather large scale, the small com-
munity is practically confined to the use of tanks. If

the dilution available is less than 3 cubic ft. per sec-

ond for 1,000 population, some form of filtration must
be added, such as sand filters, contact beds or sprinkl-

ing filters.

Leaching cess-pools and sewage cisterns are usual-

ly nothing more than some "form of containing recep-

tacles built to suit requirements. The septic tank in

its simplest form is a single apartment bottomless tank

or a tank set on timber, built in loose sandy soil in

which the effluent will soak away. The bacteria

which compose the mat on the surface of the sewage

liquor and feed on the raw sewage, converting it into

clear effluent, are anaerobic requiring no air to carry on

the chemical decomposition of the raw sewage.

The next step in the development of the septic

tank is that used in heavier soils which requires dis-

tributing tiles to dispose of the effluent. The layout

of such a tank is shown in Fig. 1. It is a vitrified-clay

septic tank with sub-irrigation tiles distributed be-

neath the owner's gai'den. The tank is in three sec-
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tions or cliamljers of 2 ft. x 2j/2 ft. each, with an esti-

mated daily cai)acity of 50 fjallons.

The kitchen and liathrooni waste need not pass

through the septic tank, hut may jj;o directly to the

snl)-irri).;ati()n system. Only sewage containinjf sol-

ids or iHitrescihlc matter need pass thron)j;h the tank.

A still further modification oi this style of tank is

Diie empl(>yin<;' a syplmn chamber and a .syphon, as

slKJvvn in Fips. 2 and 3. This tank shows only one
section but it may lie enlarged to any number to suit

the capacity ui the system. The use of the sy])hon

rc.i,Mdates the discharf^e so that a relatively lar^je

Where a sewer outlet or a tile disposal system for

the effluent is used, the tank should be built of rein-

forced concrete entirely, as shown in Fijj. 3. For
average capacity, a 4 in. inlet and outlet is sufficient,

although it is better to have jnpes too large rather

a**' "01^^

Cover
FIB. 3—Perspective of tank shown In Fig. 2, sliowinii concrete construction.

amount of efllueiit is discharged into the tile, in a short

space of time providing a pressure head which distri-

butes the effluent to the extreme end of the tile lines.

If no syphon is employed and the tile slo])e is compar-
atively small, the discharge is slow and the ground
near the tank is likely tcj become over-saturated and
sour.

Section

Fitf. 4-DoubIe Deck or Enucher Tank.

than too small. I'lace the tile in porous ground, if

])ossiblc avoiding tight soil, at a distance of at least

24 in. underground. With pipes at this depth very
little trouble from frost will be experienced; keep the
top of the tank at least 8 in. to 10 in. below ^;round
level to avoid danger from frost. This depth need
not be excessive, as a certain amount of heat is gen-
erated by the chemical action of the decomposition of

t!ie sewage.

h'ig. 4 slu)ws an ICmscher sewage tank. Sewage is

introduced in the centre and passes under a battle

plate which causes the sediment to pass down through
the sediment department into a sludge digestion
chamber, from which, when thoroughly digested, it is

])umped off. Sanitary engineers claim for this tank
very good results, producing a well settled efHuent and
a thoroughly digested sludge.

New Station for the L. E. & N. at

Brantford, Ont.
In coiuiection with the Lake luie and Northern

electric railway, now in course of construction from
(ialt to I'ort Dover, it is proposed to erect a large sta-

tion at ISrantfoid. The new line, which will connect

with the C. P. R. main line at Gait, is open fiom the

latter tt)wn to ]]i-antford, and it is hoped to have the

entire line to Port Dover completed by June. In ad-

dition to the usual passenger service, arrangements are

being made to carry considerable (|uantities of freight.

The station at iSrantford is to be one storey in

height, and will be located over the tracks at the south

west corner of Colburn and Water streets, with a 38

ft. fi-ontage on Tblburn street and 76 ft. on Water
street. The tracks will jiass beneath the main floor

of the building, with platforms, express and baggage
accommodation at the lower level. New England,

Colonial style, red brick and limestone trimmings are

to be used for the exterior, the ix>of being of green

slate. The main floor at the street level, with an en-

trance from Colburn street, will contain a waiting

room 35 feet x 50 feet, a women's retiring room, and
hivatorv, men's lavatory, and ticket and telegraph

offices. The seats extend the full length of the two

outside walls in the waiting room. excejU in the
occu])ied i)y the ticket and telegraph office.

space
Two

N«w L. E, Ont.
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Stairways will lead from the main floor to the track

platform. Provision is made for the express room
and the steam heating apparatus in a separate exten-

sion 14 ft. wide X 75 ft. long, on the lower or track

level. This extension abuts on the retaining wall of

Water street and will be accessible for teams at the

lower end of the street. The interior of the building

will be finished in Canadian Ash, while the walls and

ceilings of the main waiting room are to be plastered

and finished with plastered cornices. The floors are

of concrete. The toilet rooms will have marble wain-

scots 6 ft. X 9 in. high. The estimated cost is $23,000.

The Canadian Northern Pacific Railway
Terminals at Victoria, B. C.

When General Manager MacLeod, of the Canadiaa
Northern Pacific Railway, visited Vancouver on March
28th he carried with him the plans of the company's
$1,000,000 terminal passenger depot and of its freight

terminals to be erected on the reclaimed lands in F"alse

Creek, Vancouver. Mr. MacLeod was accompanied
by Mr. R. B. Pratt, architect of the company, under
whose supervision the plans were drawn. At a con-

ference with the bridges and railways committees of

the city council—which body has been anxiously

awaiting a start on construction—Mr. MacLeod
stated that as soon as the plans were approved by City

Engineer Fellowes he was ready to call for tenders for

the foundation and main structure, and would promise

that no time would be lost in its erection. After hear-

ing the representatives of the company explain some
of the details, the plans were referred to the city en-

gineer to ascertain if the structure as shown on paper

would conform with the company's agreement with

the city as to cost, namely. $1,000,000.

The drawings jiresented show a structure of class-

ical Doric design, 321 feet long by 120 feet wide, of

modern fireproof construction. Twelve huge Corin-

thian columns stand at intervals across the entire

front. The centre portion of the proposed structure

reaches to a height of 100 feet from the ground, the

tower proper being 96 feet high. The ends of the

building stand 64 feet high, and those portions between
the centre and the ends, 60 feet high. These sections

are three storeys in height, while the ends and the

centre portion are four storeys high. The building is

designed for white or grey stone.

Many modern features are embodied in the interior

design. A large main entrance is provided in the

central portion through which a passage runs into a

very wide lobby leading into the general waiting room,
150 feet long and 50 feet wide. In this room are the

ticket offices, etc. Adjacent to the ticket offices is

the baggage room and on the opposite side of the

building, with means of access from the waiting rooms,

are the lunch and dining rooms. There are numerous
lobbies olT the waiting room. A barber shop is pro-

vided ; a men's waiting room and a women's waiting

room and retiring room ; a government mail room and
the dining and sleeping car department ; C. N. Express
company and commercial telegraphs. The upper

storeys are devoted to traffic offices, and the basement
is to be utilized for storage purposes, etc.

A great passage-way leads from the waiting room
to the train tracks at the back of the station. Here a

large covered concourse is provided, 50 feet wide and

covered platforms from 1,200 to 1,500 feet long. Pro-

vision is made for sixteen tracks.

The floors throughout are of terrazzi and marble

;

the stairways are marble and the finish throughout is

in natural wood. It will take from nine months to

one year to erect and complete the depot.

B. C. Material to be Used

Mr. MacLeod stated that it was his company's in-

tention to purchase as niucli of the material required in

P)ritish Columbia, as is possible, and Mr. MacLeod
was told the city would want stone instead of terra

cotta wherever the latter was called for.

The ground plans show the location of the depot

sixty feet south of the proposed Great Northern sta-

tion. A main roadway, 125 feet wide, running east

from Main street, divides the company's property in

Fig 1—Architect's pjrspective of the C. N. P. Terminal, Victoria, B. C.
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Fig. 2-General Layout of the C.N. P. Terminals at Victoria. B. C.

twt), oil either sitlc of vvliicli i)r(>\isi»)ii is iiiadc foi' in

ilustrial sites on the north and freiglit shed.s on the

south. Acct)rdinj»^ to tlie aj4reeinent with the city, 12

acres at the nortlieastern end of I'alse Creek are left.

This helonf^s to the city. .\ roadway, 12.^ feet wide,

is sliown in front of tlie dejiot, runniii}; from north to

south.

American Lead Pencil Co., New York
A nni(|ue and useful sample l)o.\ is hein^ sent on

request to technical and ])rofessional men hy the .\tner-

icaii Lead Pencil Co. of New York, wlu) have had made
up at considerable expense a box about three inches

square, which contains nine deforces oi Venus pencils,

ranfjinj; from hardest to .softest, also a pencil holder

and a small size of the new Venus eraser. This little

test kit enables the recipient to determine exactly

which degree of hardness or softness best suits his

pnri)osc, .so that in the future he can order a certain

degree and know that it is exactly what he requires.

London Concrete Machine Company, Limited
The London Concrete Machinery Company, Lim-

ited, advise us that they have been awarded the fol-

lowing contracts;—Mr. Camillus Van Caeseelc, Lang-
enburg, .Sask., to be sujjplied with 1/6 yard batch mix-
er; .Shawinigan Water and Power Company, .Shaw-

inigan Falls, Que., with a 1/3 yard batch mixer; Mr.
Ernest Jones, Granton, Ont., with a }4 yard batch
mixer; Mr. W. H. Cassclman, Chestervillc, Ont., with
a 1/6 yard batch inixer.

The R. 1''. Sturtevant Company, Boston, Mass., are

distributing general catalogue No. 195, which des-
cribes, with illustrations, the various Sturtevant pro-

ducts.

Mr. Lucius E. Allen, Consulting and Constructing
Engineer, Belleville, Ont., announces the removal of

his offices to the New Bank of Commerce Building.

Miscellaneous
Mr. J, 11. Kihiier has been appointed city engineer and

in.spector of water-works construction at Port Moody, B. C.

.Active preparations for the "Good Roads Day" in Pen-
nsylvania counties, which has been set for May 35, are bein^
prosecuted by the counties of the state.

The Dominion Stove and Foundry Company, of Pene-
tanguishcne, Ont., are enlarging their plant in preparation for
installing machinery for the manufacture of furnaces.

The new VVychwood branch library, Toronto, the gift of
the .Andrew Carnegie Library" Trust, was formally opened
on .April 15. in the presence of a large number of residents
of the neighborhood.

The demand for building and repair permits in Quebec
during the week ending March 11 was quite brisk, there be-
ing issued eleven permits, representing an amount in new
buildings and repairs of $14,590.

Because the owners would not consent to an early clos-
ing agreement, the pluinbers and gasfitters of Hainilton. Ont

.

have been called out of the shops of Drake-.Avery Company.
.Adam Clark. \V. J. Walsh, and A. Rogers h Company.

The death is reported of Ex-.AId. John Martin, a former
building contractor of Hamilton. Ont., at the age of 73.
Kighteen years ago Mr. Martin left Hamilton to settle on a
fruit farm at X'inemonnl. where ho resided till the time of his
death.

1 here continues to be a good deal of discussion in Otta-
wa relative to the proposal to increase the maximum height
of buildings from 110 to 1.10 feet. Mr. Frank Darling, of
Toronto, the architect for the Federal Town Planning Com-
mission, who has been asked by the Board of Control for
his opinion on this subject, is strongly in favor of the pre-
sent limit of 110 feet being unaltered. He argues that as
Montreal, a purely commercial city, finds that 130 feet an-
swers all requirements, the capital of the Dominion should
be willing to concede something in order that the Govern-
ment buildings may largely dominate the city. The Board
will take no further action in the matter until they get an
idea of the Government's view.
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City of Kamloops Hydro-Electric Plant
Detailed Description of Engineering and Economic Features of Power
Generating and Pumping Systems of this Growing Western Centre

By H. K. Dutcher, M. Can. Soc. C. E.

It is tlic purpose of tliis iiajicr to refer to some of

the engineering and economic features in connection with

the design and construction of the Municipal power plant and
pumping systems of the city of Kamloops, which have Ijcen

recently completed and placed in service.

These systems include a steam turl)ine power plant and
pumping system, a new reservoir and a hydro-electric power
plant and sub-station.

.'J"he steam power plant and pumping system, together

with the sub-station of the hydro-electric plant are included
in the one building, and located near the eastern limits of

the city, while the generating station of the hydro-electric

plant is located on the Barrierc River, which flows into the

North Thompson, the distance of this plant from Kamloops
l)eing about forty miles almost due north.

During the course of examination of the several streams

a\ailable for power within practical range of the city, there

appeared to be some prospect that a company holding the

power rights on the Adams River might develop power from

this source, in which case the lands along the South Thomp-
son River would be looked after.

Attention was directed, therefore, mainly to an examina-

tion of the streams flowing into the North Thompson River,

and of these the Barrierc River appeared to answer the re-

quirements for power development most satisfactorily, especi-

ally in view of the two large lakes available for storage, the

heavy grade of the stream and the convenience of the trans-

mission line passing down the valley of the North Thomp-
son through comparatively open country with a prospect of

a power market along the entire route.

After some study of these different factors affecting the
immediate and future requirements, the city finally decided
to proceed upon the following scheme of construction:

—

(a) The development of a hydro-electric power plaiit on
the Barrierc River with a capacity of at least .5,000 h.p., of
which the first installation would provide for 2,000 h.p.

(b) The construction of a new steam plant and pumping
station in the city, the steam plant to provide for either

oil or coal fuel, and to have the first installation up to 2,000

h.p. capacity. The pumping plant to include two motor-
driven centrifugal pumps to deliver 1,300 Imperial gallons per
minute each, and one steam turbine pump of equal capacity.

(c) The construction of a covered concrete reservoir of

1 .,")0().()()() gallon capacity but designed for an extension to

:;,()()(),000 gallons by the construction of a second section.

Barrierc Hydro-Electric Power System

Barriere River

The Barriere River rises in the mountains near Adams
Lake,' flows in a westerly direction for a course of about
thirty-two miles and empties into the North Thompson
River at a point about forty miles north of Kamloops.

The total drainage area of the Barrierc River is about

3:>0 square miles, with an average precipitation of probably

about 35 inches. The mean flow during a normal year would
be about 550 cubic feet per second with extremes of about

3,GOO cubic feet per second as a maximum in the early sum-
mer period, and 220 cubic feet l)er second in the low water

season of the winter months.

Of the total flow about 80 per cent, comes fro'm the

C/?03:3 Q^cr/ON A'A

Fig. 1—Cross Section Kamloops Municipal Hydro-electric Plant.
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North liarricrc Lake, and with the provision of storage for

:iO,()()0 acre feet in the East Lake, there should l)e no difli-

ciilly in maintaining a flow of from ;!()0 to :i.'iO oiiliic feet per

xeiiiid for power development.

Power Development

As the elevation of the North I^ake is about 3,100 feel

above sea level and the elevation at the outlet of the river

IS about 1, .'>()() feel, there is therefore an average grade of about

.")() feet per mile. The plan of power development provided

Fig. 2— Interior Kamloops Hydro Generating Statlor.

for the location of a .generating plant at a i>oinl alxnit live

miles up from the mouth of the river.

I'or a distance of about ;i}4 miles above the site of the

generating station the grade of the river averages 65 feet

per mile, and a suitable site for an intake dam was located to

uive an effective head of 1!I2 feet at the generating station

by 17,800 feet of Hume system.

The location of the generating station of the Barriere

hydro-electric plant was made, however, with the view to

the abandonment of the present intake when the demand for

power exceeds the economical maximum capacity of the

combined Barriere and steam plant systems as developed,

and the development of from 15,000 h.p. to 20,000 h.p. by

constructing about ten miles of conduit system direct from

the Nortli Lake to the generating station to obtain an

effective head of 600 feet.

Flume System

Ihe ct)nstruction of tlie flume system, including the intake

(hini, forebay, and wasteways, was started in February. l'J12.

I lie work having been let in one contract, to William Green-

lees, of Vancouver.

It was planned to have the entire hydro-electric plani

completed, if possible, by the end of the year, and it was

therefore important to complete the construction of the intake

before the high water flow of the river in May or June.

Intake.—The intake dam is a standard rock till crib type

set with a pile foundation to ensure greater stability. The

site chosen enabled a suitable intake to be obtained by rais-

ing the level of the water ten feet from the normal level of

the stream to the crest of the spillway, the grade of the

river above this point being sucli that the flood level ex-

tended about 1,000 feet up stream.

The intake for the flume is located on the north side.

and a logway and a fishway are placed on the other side of

the spillway, the logway being 12 feet wide and the fishway

built in accordance with the requirements of the Provincial

Government.

The beds of the stream at the site chosen consisted of

a top layer of boulders, underlaid with alternate flayers of

(inicksand and biuC' clay, but a satisfactory degree of water-

tightness was secured by carrying the toe sheeting down to

a depth of 12 feet, with the lilling uf mastic and pud^iled

clay, an earth fill being made over this and carried lo a

height near the spillway by an easy slope.

The foot of the spillway was carried well down stream
on piling, to lake care of logs and r<iols which niiKhl get

past the boom above the dam. The work was completed
without (liiTiculty by the middle of .April, and pa.ssed sat-

isfactorily the severe test of" the \i\uh water flow ••{ the fol-

lowing months.

Flume

The Ihmie is designed for an ultimate capacity of 320

cubic feet per second and is :!.4 miles in length from the

intake to the forebay. In design it is the standard type of

timber flume, 8 ft. wide by 5'/iU. high, built up of 3 x 10 in.

fir lumber, supported every four feet, and resting on trestle

or cedar sills.

The quality of the lumber available was gofid, but a

better quality of coast fir was used for battens and flooring

at those sections where water-tightness was especially de-

sirable. Probably the only section which required special

attention in this respect was a length of about 1.000 feet.

two miles from the intake, where the flume was carried past

a steep bank at a horseshoe bend of the river. There ap-

peared some danger of a slide occurring at this section, either

from undercutting of the banks of the river or from water
running down from the melting snow or leakage of the flume.

It was desirable, however, to continue the flume, if pos-

sible, along this section, in view of the necessity of getting

timber down from the mill for the construction of the sys-

tem, and to avoid the heavier expense of carrying a syphon
across the river, the cost per foot of the syphon being about

four times the cost of the flume for an equal capacity.

The flume system, including wasteways and forebay for

penstocks, was completed in the fall, and unfortunately the

city was then obliged to shut down on ajl work on the hydro-

electric plant on account of the failure to sell the balance

of the hydro-electric bonds due to the financial stringency.

The system as completed was tested out, however, and
found to be in satisfactory condition for service, but when
the completion of the plant was carried out. two years later.

it was found necessary to build the syphon at the section

above referred to, on account of a slide occurring which

Kig. 3-lntake Dam. Hydro Plant. Kamloops. B.C.

carried away about six hundred feet of the flume. This
syphon is built with capacity for half the ultimate capacity
of tbe system. It is wood stave pipe construction, 66 inches
in diameter, 2,100 feet long and designed for varying head
to a maximum of 120 feet.

The advisability of covering the Hume as a protection

against snow was considered, but as the design provided for

a velocity varying from 6yj to "yi feet per second, and care-

ful inspection was required during the first winters' opera-
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tion, it was decided to leave the system open until the need
of a cover coidd be better determined from actual experience.

Forebay

The forebay is of timber construction and located in a

small depression, so that a hogsback lies between the fore-

bay and the power house as a protection against accident

to the water system. Its general dimensions are 18 ft. by

:{6 ft. long and 12 ft. deep, with ample provision for overflow

to a wastcway down a small ra\'ine to the river.

Penstocks

There are two 43-inch penstocks from the forebay to

the power house, each 490 feet in length. They were built

by the Vancouver Wood Pipe and Tank Company and are

of wood stave pipe construction with staves 35^2 inches thick

and steel bands of Yz in. to ^ in. diameter, spaced for pres-

sure head from 30 ft. to 310 ft. Each penstock was con-

nected up with its turbine by 38 feet of steel riveted pipe,

anchored in concrete and connection between the wood stave

and steel pipes was made by an expansion joint.

Generating Station Building

As already noted, the location of the generating station

was governed not only by the plans for the present develop-

ment, which can be brought up to at least 5,000 h.p., but

the prospect of a future development of from 15,000 h.p. to

30,000 h.p. by a conduit system direct from the North Barriere

Lake was also considered.

At the site chosen, the sub-surface conditions of alternate

layers of gravel, quicksand and blue clay, required that the

entire foundations of the building should rest on piles, and

these were driven to an average depth of about 30 feet to

secure a firm support.

The entire structure was built of reinforced concrete,

the details for the tailrace and supporting walls, and beams
for the units requiring considerable form work. The sand

and gravel for the concrete was obtained close by the plant,

and there were no unusual features of construction worthy

of special mention.

The accompanying plan and elevation of the building

show the general arrangement and some details of con-

struction. The building as completed is intended to form

half of the final structure, the construction of the other half

will be carried out when other units are required.

The present dimensions are 45 feet by 48 feet, .making

the structure, when extended, 45 ft. by 96 ft. It will be

noted on referring to the plans that the arrangement for the

installation of the equipment is fairly compact, although the

liigh tension equipment is well separated from the other sec-

tion. The construction of the generating station was carried

out l)y \\'m. Grccnlees, of Vancouver.

Sub-Station, Steam Plant and Pumping System

The power line from the Barriere plant is brought across

the South Thompson to the steam plant building, located

near the river at the eastern limits of the city. The main

building is of reinforced concrete construction and is about

90 X 75 feet in ground area. It is divided into three bays,

consisting of boiler room, turbine room and high tension

sub-station. In the basement at the extreme west end is

located a reservoir from which the waterworks pumps take

their suction. This basement also contains the condenser

and condenser auxiliary. The basement under the turbine

room is on the same level as the boiler room floor and the

well for the pumps is connected by some six hundred feet

of 16 in. mains to the pump house at the river's bank.

The architectural features of the building have been

carefully thought out in order to furnish a substantial struc-

ture with ample lighting and good ventilation. The roofing

over the boiler room is supported by trusses, while that over

the turbine room and switchboard is supported by deep web

I-beams. The horn gap structure for the high tension lines

allows them to come in through the roof cones, well within

the confines of the plant.

The reservoir into which the water is pumped is located

in the Beckman addition, about a mile away from the plant.

There are large mains leading to it with frequent laterals

for supplying the various sections of the town. When water

is being drawn from the laterals, the head under which these

pumps operate is somewhat modified, but it is usually kept

within from 320 to 340 feet, depending upon the quantity of

water being taken out of the system.

The discharge from the waterworks pumps is measured

by a Simplex Venturi meter, located just outside of the build-

ing wall, the recording and integrating apparatus being placed

in the corner of the turbine room.

Auxiliary Pump House

The auxiliary pump house, located out on the river, con-

tains two vertical centrifugal pumps operated and driven by

vertical motors, which are above the highest possible known
water level. This pump house is constructed of concrete,

and so arranged as to admit water to the inside of the house

through long intake pipes connecting the house with a

screened inlet located in the middle of the river. The inlet

pipes terminate in gate valves hand operated from the motor

floor level. These pipes discharge into a separate chamber

in which a secondary double system of screens are installed

wliich prevent to a large measure foreign matter getting

Fig. 4-Flume System, Hydro Plant—Kamloops, B. C. Kig. 5—66" Wood Stave Pipe Syphon, Kamloops Power Plant.
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into the system. Beyond these screens there has been con-

structed provision for stop logs which will serve as an aux-

iliary means of permitting access to the pumps for cleansing

or repairs, should anything prevent the use of the main gate

valves for the purpose of shutting off the water.

The pump house is of concrete, heavily reinforced

throughout. The water comes through grizzlies or screens

into the base of the pump house, and is there handled by the

vertical centrifugal pumps. These discharge the water through

ihc IG-in. main above mentioned.

The pumping system is so arranged that the filter beds

can be later constructed in the space between the auxiliary

pump house and the main pump house. These filter beds

are to be of the gravity type and of such elevation as to

allow the discharge from the auxiliary pump house to run

through the filter beds and then by gravity to the reservoir

in the basement of the pump house.

The pumps at the auxiliary pump house are operated

from the main switchboard, one of them being operated by

standard hand operated starter and the other by an auto-

matic patent starting device controlled by a float switch.

This device maintains the water in the reservoir forming

the suction chamber for the main pumps at a given level.

It is found that by proper regulation of the inlet valves this

automatic pump is kept in practically uniform service though

its arrangement will permit of its starting and stopping to

automatic control at the level in the reservoir.

Engine Room Crane
In order to provide means for readily handling all parts

of the power plant machinery a ten-ton hand operated travel-

ling crane has been provided which runs over the entire tur-

bine and pump room. By this means any of the machinery
can be readily transmitted for the purpose of inspection or

repairs. By means of transfer cars the transformers can

be wheeled out under the crane to facilitate handling their

cores for inspection or repair should occasion demand.

Contracts

The construction of the main building and pump house

was carried out by Messrs. Johnson & Gill, of Kamloops,
and the installation of the complete plant equipment was
carried out by Messrs. C. C. Moore & Company, of Seattle,

and included turbines, units, motors for pumps, and complete

switchboard equipment supplied by the Canadian General

Klectric Company.
Reservoir

The new reservoir has a capacity for 1,500,000 Imperial

gallons and is located south of the eastern part of the city,

between Eighth and Ninth Avenues at an elevation of 30 ft.

head above the river. The 14-in. steel main running up
Ninth Avenue connects westward with the old power station

through the city distributing system, and eastward through
a 14-in. and 16-in. main with the new power and pumping
station. This main is lapwelded with Matheson joints and
in addition to the regular coating has an extra wrapping of

burlap as a protection against the strong alkaline action of

the soil peculiar to the district.

The design decided upon was a totally enclosed rein-

forced concrete type with interior dimensions 160 x 96 feet,

and a depth of water of 15 ft. 6 in. at the eastern end. The
roof consisted of a four-inch slab resting on a beam work
supported on square columns 16 ft. centres each way. The
floor has a slope eastward of one foot in its length, and as

the columns were all tlie same length the roof had a similar

grade.

The first layer is 4>j in. and was poured before any
forms were erected, and had embedded in it No. 26 mesh.
After the forms had been removed the final layer 4 ins.

thick of selected materials was put on without any par-

ticular bond with the first Hoor beyond carefully washing it

down. No mesh was laid on the final layer and }i x % in.

"V" joints were left about ten feet from the walls after each

day's work. This floor and the wetted area of all walls,

which were purposely left rough, was given a plastered coat

of l-.iyi well trowelled in, on which was put a glazed finish

of neat cement and water. The "V" joints were then poured
with hot asphalt. Expansion joints divide the walls vertically

into sections about 32 feet long. These were formed by
allowing no special bond between sections, apart from a dove-

tail and a 16-in. gauge copper strip with a '/j in. "V" notch

across the joint.

All reinforcement was lapped at least thirty diameters

to form the splice. Concrete l:8J<i:5 mix was used in the

rough floor and all footings, and 1:2:4 mix elsewhere, ex-

cepting the plaster coat of 1:1H-
On September 24th, 1911, the reservoir was put into

permanent commission. The wisdom of putting in the ex-

pansion joints was apparent as cracks soon appeared in the

walls, which were in every case isolated at those joints and
rendered harmless by the copper strip and subsequent plaster

coat. An examination six weeks later showed no traces

whatever of leakage, all drains being perfectly dry.

Economics of the Power Plants Systems

'On the completion of the above projects the total ex-

penditure was found to be about $550,000, of which $295,000

would be chargeable to the hydro-electric plant, $130,000 to

the steam plant and $135,000 to the waterworks systern, in-

cluding the pumping plant and reservoir.

Hydro-Electric Plant

An additional expenditure of $25,000 was made on the

hydro-electric plant for the construction of the syphon on
the flume system, and the overhauling of the flume after

the two years' delay in completing the plant, and all or part

of this should be charged to annual maintenance. This charge
added to the capital cost would bring the expenditure of the

hydro-electric plant to $320,000, or $160 per h.p. installed.

Engineering

The engineering of the several projects included in the

systems described and which were intended to form a com-
plete, scheme for future development was carried out under
the direction of the writer as Consulting Engineer, and his

firm, Messrs. Ducane Dutcher & Fergusson, ably assisted

by members of the staff, including Messrs. N. M. Hall, W. E.

McLean, and H. A. Daubner.

Trade Publications

Asphalt Plant—descriptive catalogue issued by the War-
ren Brothers Company, Boston, Mass-, manufacturers of all

kinds of asphalt paving plants, machinery and tools, illus-

trating and describing their equipment.

Cement Belts—Bulletin 102, issued by the Cement Gun
Company, Inc., 30 Church Street, New York, entitled "Ce-
ment Gun on the Elephant-Butte Dam, New Mexico," being
a reprint from an article in the Engineering News of Sep-
tember 30, 1915, by E. H. Baldwin. The same company have
issued bulletin No. 91—another reprint from the Engineer-
ing News, entitled "Tunnel Waterproofing with Cement Clay
Mortar."

Trade Inquiries

214. Builders' supplies—A Cape Town firm, with repre-
sentatives covering all centres in the Union, asks for quota-
tions on asbestos cement sheets, plumbers' supplies, closet

seats, brass taps, three-ply board and school-boards, black
and green surface.

327. Metal ceilings.—A Newfoundland firm desires to
form connection with Canadian manufacturers of metal ceil-

ings for dwelling houses and stores.
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Personal

Hr. Charles L. Marble has been appointed secretary

and manager of the Wayne Oil Tank and Pump Company,

of Woodstock, succeeding F. R. Haven.

Lieut. Eric G. Kingwell, late city engineer, Kamloops,

B. C, is making a recruiting tour through the Boundary

and Kootenay districts to stir up interest in the Pioneer

battalion.

Mr. A. Blair Ripley, who has had charge of the C. P. R.

grade separation work at Toronto, has been appointed to

command a construction battalion with the rank of Lieuten-

ant-Colonel. The battalion will be composed of men engaged

in bridge building, railway construction, roadwork and gen-

eral construction for overseas service. Mr. Ripley is a

member of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

Mr. George McKnight, the new city engineer of Fred-

ericton, N. B., after many years of engineering experience,

returns to his native town. Mr. McKnight was born in

Fredericton in 1879, and qualified himself for his profession

by special courses in military engineering. He started out

as chain man on a land surveying party in the province of

Quebec; later was rod man on the National Transcontinental

Railway; was raised to level in 1905; passed through all the

promotion stages, until in 1907 he was appointed resident

Mr. George McKnight.

engineer, which position he held throughout the entire con-

struction of that work. In 1911 he became construction en-

gineer for J. H. Corbett Company, and was at various times

in Butlar City, Pa., Wheeler, Va., and Knoxville. Toward

the end of the same year he returned to Canada to act as

locating engineer for the L R. C. in Nova Scotia, and early

in 1912 entered the employ of the St. John and Quebec

Railway Company, which position he resigned on April

15, 1910, to take up his duties as city engineer of Fredericton.

At the annual meeting of the National Brick Com-

pany, Montreal, it was reported that while the brick busi-

ness for the fiscal year ending February 29 was just about

as dull as the previous year, there has, however, been some

improvement within the past month or two. It is expected

that the Ontario National Brick plant, near Toronto, will

resume operations shortly, having closed down since the

latter part of 1914.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

F. E. Maxwell & Company, contractors, Montreal, Que.,

have registered.

Builders and Contractors. Limited. Winnipeg, Man., have

been incorporated.

The Manitoba Plumbing l!ompany. Limited, has been

incorporated with a capital of $5,000, head office at Win-
nipeg, Man.

Building permits were issued at St. Catharines, Ont.,

for buildings at an estimated cost of $78,77.''. during the

month of April.

The Fowler Machine Works, Limited, has been incor-

porated with a capital of ten thousand dollars; head office

Vancouver, B. C.

At the annual meeting of the shareholders of the .Al-

berta Sewer Pipe Company, Calgary, P. Turner Bone was
re-elected president.

Hon. Mr. Macdiarmid, Minister of Public Works, has

decided to adhere to the original Lake Shi>re route for the

Toronto-Hamilton highway.

Building permits in the city of Hamilton, Ont., up to

March 31 of this year, total $162,215. This is a decrease from

the same period last year of $9,200.

To replace the plant of the Dominion Harvester Com-
pany, Medicine Hat, Alta., recently destroyed by fire, a com-
plete new equipment has been ordered.

Building operations in Amherst, Ont., are practically at

a standstill. It is stated that as yet there has not been a

single house contracted for this season.

Completed plans for the proposed highway work to be

done in San Diego County, Cal., under the bond issue which

is to be voted upon May 10, involve the expenditure of

$3,101,000.

Figures published in the 191.") annual report of the Bureau

of Labor show that building permits throughout Ontario

declined from 26,253 in 1914 to 21,318 in 1915, and the total

cost fell from $68,824,692 to $33,316,942.

In the city of Toronto there were 382 building permits

issued during the month of April, representing a total cost

in buildings of $457,271, as compared with 193 in the month
of March, representing a total cost of $272,240.

The Alberta Farmers' Co-operative Elevator Company
have awarded a contract to the Thomas-Jamieson-McKenzie
contracting firm of Calgary, to erect seven standard-size

elevators in the northern portion of the province.

The Engineers Club, Thorold, Limited, has been in-

corporated with a capital of $40,000, head office at Thorold,

Ont. The object of the company is the promotion of social

intercourse and mutual benefit and friendship amongst its

members.
The Miramichi hospital at Newcastle, N. B., will be

opened next month to the public. This building has a

frontage of 144 feet, with an average width of 40 feet. It

is a splendidly equipped building, and was erected at a cost

of $90,000.

A million-dollar mail order building may be erected by

the T. Eaton Company in Toronto. The company are negoti-

ating with the city authorities to obtain for the site an

area of land on the lake front from Bay Street to Yonge
Street, and it is hoped that the deal will be closed at an

early date. The T. Eaton Company are to obtain a lease
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of the properly for 21 years, the rent of which will be $25,000

per annum.

Roadmaking is going on at Niagara camp under the

supervision of Lieutenant J. S. McMurray of the Engineer

Corps, in preparation for the opening of the camp on the

15th. A new water supply system is also being installed.

Negotiations for the establishment of a new steel plant

in Selkirk, Man., are under way. The details in connection

with the site have been settled, which is to be on a block

of land adjoining the Manitoba Roller Mills. The structure

will be of steel.

There has been great activity in building circles in

Quebec, P. Q., recently. A large number of building per-

mits have been issued, amongst them being included one to

Hon. George E. Amyot for the erection of a $50,000 factory

on St. Hclene Street.

Trou1)lc was experienced recently in Montreal when the

bank of the canal gave way and the water threatened to

undermine the city water mains and sewer. It is planned

to face the banks with concrete on a solid c(_)ncrete trench

at the bottom of the canal.

Riiildinif permits at Welland, Ont., for the month of

.'Xpril tin's year amount to $;jO,OK(>, as compared with $10,452

for the same month last year. Total for this year up to

the end of April is $:iO,124, while for the corresponding

I)eriod last year it was $55,0,'i2.

Work on the new C. P. R. station at Quebec, P. Q.. is

progressing rapidly. One suite of rooms is already com-

pleted for the use of the passenger departments. The roof-

ing is practically finished, and it is expected that the whole

station will be completed by July.

t'liairman Smithers, of the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany, has written to I'remicr Rorden, suggesting that the

Dominion Government take over the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railway owing to the inability of the company to meet the

debts and deficits on that system.

The city of Charlottetown, P.E.I., propose to install a

low lift pumping station, to deal with a million gallons of

water per day. The pumps will be driven by oil engines

and will distribute the water to the reservoirs. The con-

sulting engineers are R. S. and W. S. Lea, Montreal.

Mr. John Kerr, founder of the firm of J. & J. Kerr.

liiiilders and contractors, Petrolea, Ont., died on the 18th

inst. He was born in Bonhill. near Glasgow. Scotland, in

1841, and came to Canada in 1S4~. Mr. Kerr was also largely

interested in the refining and production of petroleum.

The United States Government has taken objection to

the proposed Chippewa Creek diversion plan for the de-

velopment of power at Niagara, and have sent a note to

the Ontario Government regarding the same, suggesting

that the matter be referred to the International Joint Com-
mission for investigation.

A new steel bridge is to be built at Nanaimo, B. C, at

an estimated cost of about $5,000, to connect Newcastle

Townsite and the main business section of Nanaimo. The
City Council have decided to purchase two steel spans

which were used in the old Granville .Street bridge, Van-
couver, for use in its construction.

The old bridge at the foot of Bathurst Street. Toronto,

is to be torn down immediately, and a new one erected on
the same site, built on concrete abutments resting on bed
rock. With the exception of the abutments the bridge is to

be entirely of steel. It will have a clearance of 22 feet over

the railroad tracks below. It will probably be completed
by July of this year.

For the month of .\pril this year the number of build-

ing permits issued in the city of Montreal is 220, represent-

ing a value of $42S,5:!0, as compared with 312 in April, 1915,

representing a value of $973,891. There were «8 permiu

issued up to April 30 this year, value $911,950, while for the

same period last year there, were 660, value $1,865,827.

The Provincial Lime Company, Limited, with head-

quarters at Brookville, N. B., have been granted letters pat-

ent. The promoters are H. A. Allison, G. E. C. Gandy. R.

D. Paterson, S. G. Olive and Harry E. Rcardon, all of St.

John. The purpose of the company is to carry on a general

business of quarrying and manufacturing limestone and all

of its products.

The special committee of Parliament formed to pass

upon the plans for the reconstruction of the Parliament

Buildings, Ottawa, have decided to follow the general plans

as submitted by Architects Pearson and Marchand, of To-

ronto and Montreal. There will be a few minor changes,

and it is expected that the contract will be let almost im-

mediately for a sum in the neighborhood of $1,500,000.

Since the first of the month eleven building permits

have been issued at the city hall, Peterboro. The value of

new buildings represented is about eighteen thousand dol-

lars. The chief among the list is a permit authorizing the

erection of an addition to the plant of the Bonner-Worth

Company, on McDonnell Street, at an estimated expendi-

ture of ten thousand dollars.

Eighteen tenders were submitted to the Toronto Harbor
Commission for the construction of a concrete harborjiead-

wall and cribs, part of the harbor development work from

Bathurst to Brock Streets. It has been decided by the

Commissioners to award the contract to R. Weddell Com-
pany, providing the tenders are in compliance with the

specifications, on which report has yet to be made. Some
portion of the contract will also probably go to the Russell

Coinpany, of Toronto. The whole work, which is to be com-

menced at an early date, will cost approximately $250,000.

Big structures to cost over $7,000,000 are in the building

programme of Toronto, Ont., for the spring and summer.
The following is a list of building permits which have been

issued or will probably be issued shortly:

—

Union Station $.1,400,000

Customs House l..-.«o,o<Mi

Robert Simpson Company warehouse . . . .".iMi.tmo

T. Eaton Company warehouse .'.Od.ooo

Robert Simpson Company dormitories.. 20<).(iO0

Princess Theatre Kki.wmi

T. Eaton Co. 4-storey stable KiO.OOO

Majestic Theatre (changes) 50.00«

T. ICaton Co. mail order building l.OOO.ooo

The Jeflferson highway proposition received hearty en-

dorsation at a recent meeting of the Manitoba Good Roads
Association, to which representative men of the city of

Winnipeg had been specially invited to consider the ques-

tion. Mayor Waugh, who seconded the motion put by the

Hon. Thomas H. Johnson, Minister of Public Works, em-
phasized the great advertising value to Winnipeg and the

West which would accrue from such direct communication
with the whole of the American continent. The Jeflferson

highway will thus connect Winnipeg with New Orleans, which
road will cross a transcontinental, running east and west, and
called the "Lincoln," at Des Moines.

The formation of the Fitzhugh-Crowley Corporation,

engineers, constructors, and railway specialists, with offices

at 60 Broadway. New York, is announced. Mr. E. H. Fitz-

luigh, the president of the corporation, was formerly vice-

president of the Grand Trunk Railway Co., and president

and general manager of the Central Vermont Railway. In

these capacities he took a prominent part in the great de-

velopment of railroad facilities in Canada in recent years.

.\ssociated with him is Mr. Charles J. Crowley, well known
in Toronto, and a railroad engineer of long standing reputa-

tion. Mr. Crowley will act as vice-president and chief en-

gineer of the newly formed corporation.
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Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Aylmer, Que.

Plans for the proposed filtration plant

are beins prepared by F. Meddles, care

of Montreal Power Company, Montreal.

Approximate cost, $25,000.

Dundas, Ont.
The by-law authorizing the construc-

tion of concrete sidewalks at an ap-

proximate cost of $5,500 has been car-

ried. The other by-laws for sewers and

sewage disposal plant were defeated.

Town Clerk, J. S. Fry.

Grand Prairie, Alta.

The Village Council have had plans

prepared for a water supply to be taken

from Bear Creek.

Markham, Ont.
The Village Clerk, M. White, will re-

ceive tenders until May 15th for the con-

struction of approximately ,35,000 square

feet of coitcrete sidewalk according to

city of Toronto specifications.

Orford Township, Ont.

The Township Clerk. F. Littlejohn,

Highgate, will receive tenders until May
30th for the construction of the Butler

Drain.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council are havmg plans

prepared for asphalt pavement, gutter

and catch basins to be constructed on

Hinton Avenue. Approximate cost,

$8,000. Engineer, F. C. Askwith.

St. Foye, Que.
The Municipal Council propose to ex-

pend $15,000 on sidewalks and $100,000

on macadam roads during the season.

Secretary, P. N. Robitaille.

Sudbury, Ont.
The Town Council propose to lay

bitulithic pavement on a portion of Sta-

tion Street. Clerk, W. J. Ross.

Tilbury, Ont.
The Town Council are considermg the

laying of pavement on a number of

streets. Clerk, W. H. Hutton.

Tillsonburg, Ont.
The Town Council are considermg the

laying of crushed stone on the roads at

an approximate cost of $5,000. Clerk,

A. E. Raynes.

Toronto, Ont.
Works Commissioner Harris has re-

commended the construction of asphalt

pavement to cost about $15,800, and

wood block pavement to cost $6,880.

Wellesley Township, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of the

Hahn Drain will be received until May
20th by the Township Clerk, Peter

Schummer, St. Clements.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Essex, Ont.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for the supply of one deep well
pump, one fire pump and motors to

Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Umited, 212
King Street West, Toronto. Approxi-
mate cost, $3,050.

IngersoU, Ont.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for the construction of pave-
ments during the year to the Municipal
Concrete Construction Company, at 10c
per square foot.

North Bay, Ont.
The Town Council have let a con-

tract for the construction of sewers to

C. Sandreldi. Approximate cost, $3,500.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have let the con-

tract for the supply of a quantity of

watermain to the National Iron Works,
Limited, Cherry Street, Toronto.
The contract for supply of sidewalk

forms has been let by the City Coun-
cil to Mussens Limited, 318 St. James
Street, Montreal.

Railroads, Bridges and Wliarves

Howick Township, Ont.
The. Township Clerk, Mrs. C. E.

Walker, Gorrie, will receive tenders un-
til May 17th for concrete abutments for

two bridges.

Jacquet River, N.B.
Tenders will be received until noon,

May 17th, by Hon. John Morrissy. Min-
ister of Public Works, Fredericton, for

the superstructure and approaches of

a proposed bridge. Plans and specifica-

tions at the Provincial Rooms, St. John,
and with D. McAllister, Jacquet River,

and D. Stewart, M.I^.A., Campbellton.

Lobo Township, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of a steel

bridge for the Township Council will

be received until May 27th by the En-
gineer, Charles Talbot, London. Esti-

mated cost, $10,000.

Quebec County, Que.
The construction of an electric rail-

way, estimated to cost $150,000, is be-

ing considered by the Quebec Railway,

Light & Power Company, Quebec.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Amherst, N.S.
The Town Council jjropose to remodel

the County Academy and install a heat-

ing system. Clerk. W. F. Donkin.

Brampton, Ont.
Revised plans are to be prepared for

the proposed addition to the Sunday
.School of the Methodist Church, and
ii£w tenders will be called. Architect,

Hartley Galloway, 79 Adelaide Street F,.,

Toronto. Approximate cost, $10,000.

Calgary, Alta.
The Hospitals Board are considering

the erection of an addition to the Gen-
eral Hospital to accommodate inn nurses.
Approximate cost, $00,000.

Dundas, Ont.
The by-law to authorize the erection

of a High School at an approximate
cost of $35,000 has been defeated.

Haileybury, Ont.
The High School Board will receive

tenders until May 15th for the erection
of the School of Mines Building. Plans
and specifications at office of the Sec-
retary, J. H. Shibley, Box 179, and at

the T. & N. O. Station. Approximate
cost, $30,000.

Hazenmore, Sask.
The Trustees of School District 322.")

have been empowered to borrow $6,000
for the erection of a two-roomed brick
school. Treasurer, H. Whiteley, Hazen-
more.

London, Ont.
The Trades & Labor Council propose

to build a Temple at an approximate
cost of $45,000, and will have plans pre-
pared. Particulars from James Hussley.
341 Colborne Street.

McGregor, Ont.
The Catholic Trustees are considering

the erection of a school, at an approxi-
mate cost of $10,000. Particulars from
Father J. A. Pinsonneault.

Ottawa, Ont.
The IDepartment of Public Works have

included in their supplementary estimates
the sum of $240,000 for a new roof for

the East Block. Secretary, R. C. Des-
rochers.

Portage La Prairie, Man.
The by-law to authorize the raising of

$64,500 for the erection of a school has
been defeated.

St. Raphael D'Aston, Que.
Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of a Presbytery for the Parish. The
.general contract will probably be let to
La Cie. Ouvriere, St. Raphael d'Aston.
.\pproximate cost, $8,000. .Architects,

Louis Caron & Fils, Nicolet.

Swanson, Sask.
The Trustees of Knight School Dis-

trict 1756 have been authorized to bor-
row $6,000 for the erection of a school.
Treasurer, W. G. Grigg, Swanson.

Tavistock, Ont.
The ratepayers have authorized the

$9,000. Tenders will probably be called
shortly. Architect, J. S. Russell, 31
Downie Street, Stratford.

Victoria, B. C.
The School Board are having plans

drawn for a school to be built on King's
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Koad. at an approxiinalc cost of $35,000.
Architect, C. E. Watkins, Green Block.
Brick construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Cochrane, Ont.
The Rcntral contract for the erection

of a school has been let to Oliver, Kd-
ward & Company, care of W. D. Mc-
DoURlas, Secretary to the School Board.
Approximate cost. $40,000. .Architects,
.XnKiis & .Angus, North Bay.

Dover Township, Ont.
The contract for masonry, carpentry,

plasterinR and painting required in the
erection of the T'rcsl)ytcrian Church has
been awarded to Harry Raynicnt. I.').')

Grand Avenue W., Chatham, at $4,8i;j.

Havre au Bouche, N.S.
The contract for exterior work re-

quired in the erection of a church for
the Roman Catholic ConKfregation has
hecn awarded to Landry & McGillivray,
AntiRonish. Approximate cost of huild-
inp, $3.5,000.

Kingston, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a school for the Public School Board,
and the plumbing contract has been let
to Taylor Brothers, Almonte.

Montreal, Que.
I he contract for carpentry required in

the erection of a Presbytery for Ste.
Catharine Parish has been let to R.
Marsolais. .'Un Beaudry Street, the roof-
ing, heating and plumbing to T. Les-
sard Ik Sons, Ltd.. 191 Craig Street E.,
plastering to J. Chamberland. r,r,:i Dur-
ocher Street, and electrical work to L.
Ortiz, ,•170 Fabre Street.

The general contract for the erection
of a Presbytery for the Trustees of Ste.
Catherine Parish. 408 .Amherst Street,
has been awarded to O. .Archambault.
010 Pare Lafontaine Street. Approxi-
mate cost, $38,000.

The general contract for the construc-
tion of a basement for the proposed
Cliurch of St. Peter and St. Paul has
been awarded to Prima Corbeil, ;i83
Fabre Street.

Mt. Dennis, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the school now be-
ing built for the Trustees of School Sec-
tion 38:—rooting, W. E. Dillon Com-
pany. Limited. 18,) George Street, To-
nmto: terrazzo floors. Italian Mosaic &
Marble Company. College Street. Toron-
to; electrical work. W. F. Moon & Com-
l>any, 1734 Dundas Street, Toronto:
painting. Fell Brothers, 44 McMnrray
Street, Toronto.

Ponteix, Sask.
I he general contract for the erection

of a church and rectory for the Roman
C atholic Congregation has lieen award-
ed to the Poole Construction Company.
Limited. Smith and 13th Streets, Re-
gina. .Approximate cost, $30,000.

Quebec, Que.
I'lu' l"onimercial .Academy. I'ook St.,

have awarded the general contract for
ihe erection of a College on Chauvcau
Street to Jinchereau & I.amonde. ;!3.")

Richardson Street, at $300,000.
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been let to Paquct & Godbout, St Hya-
cinthe.

In connection with the Parish Church
the carpentry contract has been let to
Paquet & Godbout, 21 William Street
St. Hyacinthc, painting to O. Lachance!
3.') Lden Street, Levis, and electrical
work to P. P. Giguere. 55 Des Fosses
Street, Quebec.

St. Evariste de Forsythe, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been awarded to .Albert
Langeher, St. Victor de Trung. Ap-
proximate cost, $10,500.

St. Therese, Que.
The contract for the erection of a

convent for the Rev. Sisters of the Con-
gregation Notre Dame has been let to
Beausejour, Lctoumeau & Company
Grand Mere. Que. Brick, stone and con-
crete construction. Estimated cost
$56,000.

Toronto, Ont
The Separate School Board have let

the following contracts in connection
with St. Monica's School:—masonry. M
Manley. 1058 College Street: carpentry
D. & M. J. Madden, 553 Adelaide Street
W.; roofing. A. Ryan. 962 Bathurst St •

steel work, McGregor & Mclntyrc, Ii:i9
-Shaw Street: plumbing, W. J. McGuire.
Limited, 91 James Street: heating T E
Regan, 95 Booth Avenue.

The following contracts in connection
with the addition to St. Peter's School
have been let by the Separate .School
Hoard:—masonry, John McGloe. 285
.Sherbourne Street: carpentry. D. & M
J. Madden, 553 Adelaide Street West

Business Buildings and Indus-
trial Plants

Aylmer, Que.
The P'air .Association contemplate the

erection of Fair Buildings, estimated to
cost $4,000. Secretary, F. Duma.

Banff, Alta.
Harold S. Johnston has been appoint-

ed .Architect for the proposed block to
be erected on Banff .Avenue for R. G
Brett. Estimated cost. $30,000.

Barriefield, Ont.
The Department of Militia have re-

ceived tenders on the erection of a num-
ber of frame buildings at the Camp. Ap-
proximate cost. $10,000.

Crampton, Ont.
John Jenkins, Avon Gravel Road. In-

gersoll. is considering the erection of
stock barns and a residence, estimated to
cost $4,500.

Dresden, Ont.
Thomas I'avy has commenced the

erection of stock buildings, estimated to
cost $.1,300. Steel and cement construc-
tion.

Greenock, Ont.
Andrew Watson. R. R. No. I. Paisley.

IS preparing plans of a stock barn to
cost about $:i.0OO. Frame and concrete
Construction.

St. Antoine de Bienville, Que.
ill connection with the erection of the

Pansh Church, the masonry contract has

Halifax, N.S.
Bonds Limited. Barrington Street, are

having plans prepared for remodelling
a restaurant building, estimated to cost
$20,000. Architect. S, P. Dumaresq. St.
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Paul Building. Reinforced concrete and
brick construction.

Hamilton, Ont.

.
George Hill. 31 \ ine .Street, is receiv-

ing tenders on steel work and roofinif
required in connection with the stable
which he is building.

Maiden Township, Ont.
Ernest Shaw Concession 3, Amherst-

burg. Ont will shortly commence the

s-l ^Ll"" 2-^ '' "°^'' ''""• Ks'in'ated co.t.
*.t.ooo. Frame and concrete construc-
tion. -

Montreal, Que.
Thomas Lamb. .Architect. New York

IS preparing plans for a theatre to be
built for G. Rabinovitch. .'5:{2 St Law-
$350,000^°"'"''*'''' •'^PP'-'"'''"»««:' cost.

h!Ii ^iT^'^" *[ Company, in Beaver
Hall Hill, are about to erect a Baraec
estimated to cost »I0.0O0. Brick andconcrete construction.

New Hamburg, Ont.
Work has been started by H Dei-

chert on the erection of an addition to
a store, estimated to cost $.3,000. Briclcand concrete construction.

Ottawa. Ont.
The Burrows Refining Company. f,29

Wellington Street, are about to com-mence the erection of a nickel refinery
estimated to cost $6,000. Ironclad andtrame construction.

Prince Edward IsUnd. Ont
William Lockhart. Ruscomb. Ont is

considering the construction of a plant
^;>r the manufacture of brick and tileEstimated cost, 910,000.

Quebec. Que.
E. Julien & Compa-ny. 1230 St. Valier

street, have commenced the erection of
a store, estimated to cost $3,000 Brickand concrete construction.
Work has been started by Bedard &K.ppan 13 Cartier Avenue, on the erec

tion of a theatre on St. lohn .StreetEstimated cost. $6,000.

St. Clothilde, Que.
Omer Bergeron is about to start workon a sawmill, estimated to cost $5,000t*rame and metal construction.

Sudbury, Ont
\. L Morgan is preparing plans for

Jfores to be erected for J. P. Coulson.
tJrick and concrete construction An-
proximate cost. $4,000.

"

Toronto, Ont.
Vy. (i. Hunt. Architect. 12 Queen St

f... IS preparing plans for two stores to
be erected on St. Clair Avenue W atan approximate cost of $6,000. Tenders
will be called shortly. Brick construc-
tion.

C. J. Gibson. Architect. 5.T Yonge St
will receive tenders until May nth on
all trades required in the erection of an
ofhce and warehouse for William Long.
406 Yonge Street. Brick and steel con-
struction. .Approximate cost. $35,000.
The Sun Beam Lamp Company. Duf-

ferin Street, have had plans prepared for
a .storage building, to cost about $17,000
Hrick and steel construction.

The Board of Control will receive ten-
ders until May 33rd for the erection of
an addition to the St. Clair Avenue Car
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Barns, estimated to cost $35,000. Steel

and frame and l)rick construction. Plans

at Room :!11, City Hall.

Plans have been prepared for an addi-

tion to the premises of the McClary
Manufacturing Company, 177 King St.

W. Brick construction. Approximate
cost, $3,500.

The T. Eaton Company are negotiat-

ing with the Har1)or Commissioners for

a site for the erection of a warehouse.
Estimated cost, $1,000,000.

The Toronto Harbor Commissioners
are building a machine shop, estimated

to cost $15,000. Corrugated iron and
brick construction.

Whitby, Ont.
John T. Hornsby is preparing plans

for two stores to be built on Brock
Street for W. J. H. Richardson. Fire-

proof construction. Estimated cost,

$.'>,500.

Windsor, Ont.
G. Jacques & Company. Boug Block,

will receive tenders until May iiOth for

the erection of a block of stores and flats

on Dougal and Pitt Streets for Herman
Benstein, 133 Goyeau Street. Brick and
concrete construction. Estimated cost,

$30,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, have included in their supple-

mentary estimates the sum of $500,000

for the erection of a grain elevator.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Halifax, N.S.
The contract for all work except

plumbing and electrical work required

in alterations to a theatre for the

.'\cademy of Mn^ic, Limited, has been

awarded to S. M. Brookfield Eimited,

58 Granville Street, .\pproximatc cost,

$30,000.

The contract for brick work required

in the construction of a gas plant for the

Halifax Electric Tram Company has

been awarded to MacKenzie & Murphey,
Sydney. N. S., and the contract for sup-

I)ly of about 1.000,000 brick to the Nova
Scotia Clay Works, Ltd., Halifax.

Hamilton, Ont.
In connection with the erection of an

addition to the premises of the Zim-
merman Manufacturing Company, the

contract for roofing has been awarded to

John Riddle & Son, 13 Ferguson Avenue
N.. heating and plumbing to W. J.

Walsh, 215 King Street E.. and elec-

trical work to Snyder Brotliers, 37 King
William Street.

Maisonneuve, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of an office and residence for Abel.

Fortin & Cie., Desjardins Street, has

been let to Arsene Croquette, 170 Bour-
bon Street. Brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,500.

The general contract for alteration.s

and additions to an office and factory

for the Columbus Rubber Company, 146

Iberville Street, has been awarded to

A. Gratton Limited, 143 Fifth Avenue,
Maisonneuve. Brick and concrete con-
struction. Estimated cost, $20,000.

The general contract for the erection

of an office and store building for the

Grand Trunk Railway Company has

been awarded to E. Garrigan, 318 Bal-
lantyne Avenue, Montreal West. Esti-

mated cost, $3,500.

The contract for mill work required
in the erection of an addition to the
exchange of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany has been let to William Rutherford
& Sons Cbmpany, .\twater .\vehue.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for ventilating and heat-

ing in connection with the emergency
hospital now in course of erection for

the Montreal Locomotive Works, Ltd..

has been let to L. E. Moulton & Com-
pany, Limited. 143 Inspector Street.

New Glasgow, N.S.
The general contract for the erection

of a theatre for McNeil & Smith has
been awarded to R. L. folding. Forbes
Street. Steel, concrete and brick con-
struction. .'\pproximate cost. $35,000.

McCuUoch & King have let the gen-
eral contract for the erection of a the-

atre to J. D. Grant. Nelson Street, and
work has started. Brick, concrete and
steel construction. Estimated cost.

$25,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

garage for M. H. Buckley. 30 Ontario
Avenue, the contract for asbestos roof-

ing has been let td the Canadian H. W.
Tohns-Manville Company, 19 Front St.

E.. Toronto. This was previously re-

ported as being a contract for tar roof-

ing.

Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for tile work required in

alterations to i)reniises for G. P. Mat-
thewman, 130 Sparks Street, has been
let to the Ottawa Tile & Mosaic Com-
pany. 2!>« t.aurier Street, painting to W.
J. Carson. 303 Laurier Str'eet W., heat-

ing and ])lumbing to Holloway & Sons.
373 Somerset Street, and electrical work
to W. R. McCallum. 525 Batik Street.

Outretnont, Que.

J. Marquis. 3ti55 F.splanade .\venuc.

has commenced the erection of a store

and residence for Hector Godin, 147

Fairmount Street W. Brick and stone
construction. Approximate cost, $15,000.

Peterboro, Ont.
The contract for electrical work re-

quired in connection with the addition

to the premises of the Bonner-Worth
Company has been let to .Mexander Mil-

ler, George Street.

Preston, Ont.
The general contract for an addition

to the premises of the Solid Leather
Shoe Company has been let to R. Gate-
house. Pressed brick construction. .Ap-

proximate cost. $35,000.

Quebec, Que.
In connection with the premises in

course of erection for La Cie. De Litho-
graphic Ltd., the masonry has been let

to E. Frenette. 86 Cremanzie Street,

roofing to O. Barbeau, 154 Franklin St..

and carpentry to the general contractor.

Heating, plumbing and electrical work
will be sub-let by owners.

In connection with the stock yards
now being constructed for the Quebec
.Abattoir Company, Limoilou. the con-
tract for roofing, plastering, painting
and heating has been let to E. Falar-

deau. 308 Queen Street, plumbing to F.

Gingras, 36 St. Augustin Street, and

electrical work to Goulet & Belanger,
237 St. Joseph Street.

The general contract for the erection
of a store and residence for G. Lepine,
281 St. Valier Street, has been let to

T. Mathieu. 109 Third Street, Limoilou,
and work has been started. Frame and
1)rick construction. Approximate cost,

$4,000.

Saskatoon, Sask.
The general contract, masonry, car-

pentry, steel work, roofing, plastering
and painting for the erection of a store
for A. Syman have been awarded to A.
W. Cassidy & Company. Heating,
plumbing and electrical work will be
sub-let. Approximate cost, $3,500.

Stamford Township, Ont.
The American Cyanamid Company,

Niagara Falls, have let the general con-
tract for the erection of their plant to
Snyder & Gulett, 594 P'erry Street, Niag-
ara Falls South. Approximate cost,

$30,000.

Steelton, Ont.
The general contract for the construc-

tion of a shell cutting building for the
Algoma Steel Corporation has been let

to R. Gibson, 329 .Mbert Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $12,000.

Sudbury, Ont.
In connection with the business block

now being built for F. M. Stafford. Dur-
ham Street, the contract for steel has
been let to McGregor & Mclntyre. Shaw
Street, Toronto, and the heating, plumb-
ing and electrical work to the Cochrane
Hardware Company, Durham Street.

The masonry, carpentry, roofing, plaster-

ing and painting have been let to the
general contractors.

Three Rivers, Que.
The general contract for an additiim

to the mills of the VVayagamack Pulp
& I'aper Company. Limited, has been
awarded to Nobcrt & Dugee. St. Georges
Street. Brick construction. .Approxi-
mate cost, $11,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the rebuilding of the Princess Theatre
has l)een awarded to S. Young. Jr.. St.

Clair Avenue W. Carpentry and con-
crete work by general contractors.

In connection with the erection of the
new Union Station, the contract for stone
work has been awarded to George Oak-
ley & Son, 278 Booth .\venue. at about
$350,000.

The contract for heating and plumb-
ing required in the erection of a busi-
ness block at Bloor and North Streets
for F. Nicholls. has been let to G. R.
Baker. 37 Lappin .Avenue.

The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a block of stores and
apartments on Bathurst Street for W.
Argue. 335 Broadview .Avenue, has been
awarded to William Gleed. 91 Dingwall
.Avenue, and the carpentry to F. Moore.
80 Soudan .Avenue. Estimated cost,

$6,000.

Vancouver, B.C.
The Department of Public W^orks.

Ottawa, have awarded the general con-
tract for the erection of a freight shed on
the Government Wharf to Snider Bro-
thers. 500 Beatty Street. \'ancouver. at

$44,994. Construction of British Col-
umbia fir.
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Residences
Carlingford, Ont.

\<. S. Siiiilli is hiiildinK a residence,
cstiiiuited to cost $;!,()0(). White brick

and concrete con.striiction.

Chatham, Ont.
\V. II. Aslur. Milliard Street, is alxnit

to erect four residences, estimated to

cost .^^..^iOO each. I-'rame and concrete
construction.

Exeter, Ont.
Harvey brothers are having plans pre-

pared for a residence which they propose
to build on North Street. Ivstiniated

cost, ;f:i,()00.

Hamilton, Ont.
T. R. Hawkins, fiO Barnsdale .Avenue

,S., proposes to build a residence on
I.einster .X venue at an approximate cost

of $:(,.')()(). and has had plans prepared.
Brick and concrete construction.

Work has been started by J. W.
(lathercolc. 4:i<.) Kinfj Street W., on the

erection of three residences on .Simcoe

Street E. Estimated cost, $:!,()00. Brick
and concrete construction.

T. A. Woolcy, 18 John Street West, is

considering the erection of three resi-

dences at an approximate cost of $0,000.

Brick and concrete construction.

Listowel, Ont.
Koberl Oliver is about to start work

on the erection of a residence, estimated

to cost $.").000. White brick construction.

Maiden Township,' Ont.
Jidin Waters. Amlurstburg. Ont., will

shortly commence the erection of a resi-

dence. Frame and white brick con-
struction. Appro.xim.'ite cost, $:i,()0().

Montreal, Que.
1). Kiendcau. ,'>7 Mentana Street, has

commenced work on alterations to three

flats, estimated to cost $:!,000. Brick

and concrete construction.

Work hy day labor is about to start

on the erection of five residences for A.

Hoolahan. :ii!7 Urolet Street, estimated

to cost $:),()(K). Brick and concrete con-

struction.

C. Lewis, 11H Grand Boulevard, is

about to commence the erection of a

l)lock of flats, estimated to cost $20,000.

Brick and concrete construction.

Laflamine & Bedford, :n:!7 St. James
Street, have commenced the erection of

two residences, estimated to cost $4,500

each, and are receiviufj tenders on roof-

ing, lieating and plumbing.

L. A. Gagnier. 'i.lG St. Denis Street, is

about to .start work on alterations to a

residence, estimated to cost $(i,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
B. .'\. Grison, s:! Bank Street, has

commenced tlie erection of a residence

on 1'\ntiman .\venne, and will let the

smaller trades. lUick, stucco and con-

crete construction. .Approximate cost,

$,'),000.

B. A. Grison. 31 Fcntiman .\venue, is

about to start work on a residence, esti-

mated to cost $:!,000. Brick, concrete

and stucco construction.

D. Vachon, 40 Stirling .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a residence
on Fairmont .Street, estimated to cost

$;i,,'')00. Brick veneer and concrete con-
struction.

John Ciyne, 7T Cobourg .Avenue, is

about to start work on a residence on
Clarence Street, estimated to cost $:i.0OO.

Brick veneer and concrete construction.

Paisley, Ont.

J. S. Dewar proposes to huild a resi-

dence at an approximate cost of $.'{,000.

and is having plans prepared. Brick and
C(jncrete construction.

Quebec, Que.
J. Lafond, 2H4 St. l'"rancois .Street, has

commenced tlie erection of a residence,

estimated t(j cost $7,000. Brick and con-
crete construction.

Work has been started by I'. Gingras.
31) Parent .Avenue, on the erection of a
residence, estimated to cost $.j.OOO.

Brick and frame construction.

J. Cauchon, .'KH Richelieu Street, has
started work on a residence on Stig-

mates Street, estimated to cost $H,000.

Smaller trades will he let. Brick con-
struction.

v.. Beaudoin, 2,50 Prince Edward St..

is about to start work on the erection of

a residence, estimated to cost $0,000.

Smaller trades will he let.

Work on the erection of a residence
has been started by A. Guilmette, 12">

Church Street. Frame and brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $4,000.

-A. Amyot. 212 Third .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a residence.
estimated to cost $4,000. Frame and
brick construction.

A. Couture. 1122 St. Valier Street, is

building a residence on St. Raphael .St.,

estimated to cost .$6,000.

Thamesford, Ont.
I'lans of a residence are being pre-

pared by George Hamilton. Brick and
concrete construction. Estimated cost.

$:!,.">00.

Toronto, Ont.
W. G. Hunt. Architect. 13 Queen St.

V... is receiving lenders until May Kith

for the erection of a residence at Munro
I'ark, estimated to cost $4,000. Brick
construction.

Devers Brothers. !>! Bird .Avenue, have
had plans prepared for a residence to be
built at f)7 Lauder .Avenue, and will let

smaller trades. Brick and stone con-
struction. .Approximate cost, $:i,«00.

T. W. Robinson. 11 Evelyn Crescent,
has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, and will let stnaller trades. Brick
construction. Estimated cost, $,'1..")00.

Work has been started hy W. H.
Moore. 7!) Bellefair .Avenue, on the erec-
tion of a residence and garage at 360
Waverley Road. Brick construction.
Estimated cost. .$^,000. Smaller trades
will he let.

Plans have been prepared for a resi-

dence to be built by W. Walker. 91
Rosehill Avenue. Brick construction.
Approximate cost. $3,800. Smaller trades
will be let.

T. Bailey. 7!) McKay .Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $.^.000. and will let

smaller trades. Stone and concrete block
construction.

J. Stone. 49 Coleman .Avenue, is re-

ceiving tenders on all trades except brick
work required in the erection of four
residences. Estimated cost, $.'>,000.

Work has been started hy J. .\. Shier.
GI Standish Avenue, on the erection of
a pair of residences, estimated to cost

$;i,.->0<). Smaller trades will be let.

Granite concrete block construction.

C. A. Drew, 119 Nairn .Avenue, is re-

ceiving tenders on all trades except car-
pentry required in the erection of a resi-

dence on Lauder Avenue. York Town-
ship, for F. H. Miller. Estimated cost,
$:{.(K)0.

A. W. Betson & Terry, 3 Fcnwick St..

have commenced the erection of a pair
of residences on Greenwood .Avenue, es-

timated to cost $3.H00. Brick construc-
tion.

C. A. Jones, (19 Fairview .Avenue, pro-
poses to build a residence on Woodside
.Avenue, at an approximate cost, of
$4. 3(H). and has had plans prepared.
Smaller trades will be let.

R. J. Cole. 11 Northcliffc Boulevard, is

about to start work on the erection of
seven residences, estimated to cost
$1.5.TlM)0. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick and stone construction.

Gagnon & Cairns. 33.'>9 Queen .Street

E.. propose to build a residence at an
aoproximate cost of $3,000. and have had
nlans drawn. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction.

.A. F. Foster. 493 Rushton Road, has
commenced the erection of a resydcnce.
estimated to cost $3,500. Smaller trades
will be let. Brick construction.

F. Warner, care of 221 Howard Park
.Avenue, is receiving tenders on all trades
required in the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $3,000. Brick con-
struction.

B. J. Case. 34 Nina -Avenue, has com-
menced the erection of a residence «in

(ilenholnie Avenue, estimated tn cost
$3,000. Granite concrete block and brick
construction.

E. T. Miller. 384 Lauder Avenue, pro-
poses to build a pair of residences at an
aoproximate cfist of $4,000. and has had
plans prepared. Brick construction.

.\. & .A. Gran^. 837 Logan .Avenue, have
commence<l the erectiop of a resilience,

estimated to cost $3.0(>0. and will let

smaller trades. Brick constniction.

W'stmount, Que.
Charles Fyfe. 17(i Mance Street. Mimt-

real. has commenced the erection of two
residences, estimated to cost $9,000.

Windsor, Ont.
G. Jacques & Comoany. .Architects.

Bong Block, will receive tenders until

Mav 15th for the erection of a duplex
residence on Dougal Street for Percy
England. Tecuniseh Road. Brick and
stucco construction. .Approximate cost.
$7..500.

G. Jacques & Company. .Architects.
Boug Block, are preparing plans of a
residence for \'. Beansoliet. Victoria
Road. Walkerville. Brick veneer and
concrete construction. .Approximate cost.
$4,500. Work by day labor.

Zurich, Ont.
R. W. Hess is considering the erection

of a residence. Estimated cost. $3,500.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Aldershot. Ont.
The contract for plastering required in

the erection of a residence for F. W.
Easerbrook has been awarded to Watson
Brothers, 138 .\rgue Street, and the heat-
ing and plumbing to Dickenson & .Al-
len. Emerald Street N.

(Continued on page 47)



Tenders and For Sale Department

TENDERS

For the Construction of an

Extension to St. Clair

Avenue Car Barn

Tenders will be received throuKh registened
post only, addressed to the Chairman. Board of

Control, City Tlall, Toronto, up to noon on
Tuesday. May 23rd. 1916, for the complete con-
struction of a steel frame, brick face<i tile addi-
tion, includiuR heatinp plant, to the St. Clair
Avenue Car Barn. Christie Street.

Knvelopes containing tenders must be jdaiuly

marked on the outside as tc tunienis.

Specifications and forms of tender may be ob-

tained upon api>lication at Room No. IIll. Hc-
liartment of Works. City Hall, on payment of ten
dollars ($1*1.(10), this sum to be refunded upon
return of plans.

Tenderers must comply strictly with conditions
of City Uylaw as to deposits and sureties as set

out in specifications and forms of tender.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

T. L. CHCRCH. (Mayor).

19-11) Chairman. Board of Control.

Tenders for Street Car

Tenders will he received by registered post
only, addressed to the Chairman Board of Con-
trol. City Hall, Toronto, up to 12 o'clock noon,
on Tuesday, May 23rd, 1916, for the supply and
delivery of :—

Tender
Number

One Single Truck, Double End. Street Car.
completely equipped, ready for operation.
for Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic
Railway 37

One Car Body, Double End, Single Truck,
for Bloor Street Division, Toronto Civic
Railway .'17 A

E(|uipment for One Single Truck Car, for
Bloor Street Division. Toronto Civic
Railway. Electrical Equipment .'i7-li

Equipment for f)ne Single Truck Car. for
Bloor Street Division. Toronto (Jivic

Railway, Single Truck ;{7-C
Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. .Specifi-

cationh and forms of tender may be obtained at
the Works Department. Room 12, City Tlall.

Tenders must comply strictly witii conditions of
City By-law as to dejJosits and sureties, as set

oiU in specifications and forms of tender. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. T.. CHURCH, (Mayor).
19-19 Chairman Board of Control.

FOR SALE
STEAM ROLLERS

One single cylinder Sawyer Massey 1.'! Ions;
one double cylinder Water ous, 15 tons. Both
in perfect condition. Apply to Box 190, Threc
Rivers, Que. 19-20

Concrete Sidewalks

Tenders for Concrete Sidewalks for Markham
N'illage, approximately Jiri.fKKl s(|. feet, TorotUo
city specifications, will be received by under-
signed up to May 15. Lowest or any tender not
necessarily accepted. Apply to

M. WHITE.
Clerk Corporation Markham.

19-19

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.

North Toronto Grade
Separation

Tenders will be received by the undersigned up
to May .'list. lOlfi, for the purchase and removal
of the old Canadian Pacific Railway North Tor-
onto Station Building.

I*roi)osal forms and other information may I)c

obtained at the office of the undersigned. 2(i2

Avenue road, Toronto.
No tender necessarily accepter.

B. RIPLEV.
Engineer of Grade Separation.

19-1!>

FOR SALE
Two low pressure 30 H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in

use less than two months.* Good for steam or
hot water heating purposes. Each will carry
3,000 square feet of steam radiation. Further
particulars—MacM. R. & D., 4 Beaver Hall Sq.,
Montreal. 17-t.f.

AGENTS WANTED
Canadian sales agents wanted for best line of

excavating outfits made in the United States.
Apply Box ;i03 "Contract Record & Engineering
Review," Toronto. Ont. . 17-19

Late News Items

L'Islet, Que.
The store and residence owned by Al-

bert Dionne have been destroyed by fire.

Loss, about $12,000. Owner will prob-
ably rebuild.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a block of stores and residences for

Mrs. P. Bourdon, 478 Demontigny St.,

has been awarded to T. Bellehumeur.
1420 Messier Street, and the concrete

work to O. Laquerre. ]73.'5 Des Erables
Street. Carpentry and interior work by
day labor, .\pproximate cost, $10,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
In connection with the plant now be-

ing constructed by the Burrows Refining

Company, G29 Wellington Street, the

contract for tanks and machinery has
been let to the Campbell Steel & Iron

Works, Carling .Avenue, Ottawa, at

$30,000.

Peterborough, Ont.
The general contract for the erection'

of a church for St. James Methodist
Congregation has been awarded to H.
Fry, 190 Rubridge Street. Tenders will
be called shortly for sub-contracts. Ap-
proximate cost, $25,000.

St. Hilaire de Dorset, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a church for the Roman Catholic
Congregation has been awarded to A.
Gagnon & Fils, Lambton, Que. Esti-
mated cost, $14,000.

Timmins, Ont.
The Hollinger (iold Mines. Limited.

;ire building an addition to their mill,

estimated to cost $750,000, and will re-

quire large quantities of concrete and
mining machinery and steel.

Toronto, Ont.
The Martin Pump & Machine Com-

pany, Limited, 43 Davies Avenue, pro-
pose to start work shortly on the erec-
tion of a factory at Wilton and Broad-
view .\venucs. estimated to« cost $10,000.

Brick construction.

The Board of Control have transferred
the following contracts:—paving on
Clendennan .Avenue to Warren Bitumin-
ous Paving Company of Ontario, Ltd.,

McKinnon Building, at $18,797; concrete
work on Strachan .\venue Bridge to C.

J. Townsend, 79 Spadina Avenue, at

$25,355.

The following contracts have been let

for the .erection of a residence and gar-
age at 425 Broadview .\venue for G.
Heflfering:—masonry and carpentry, J.

H. Champion. 720 Logan Avenue; plumb-
ing. W. Wray. 102 Delaware Avenue;
heating. W. Schulkins. 932 College St.;

plastering. Hanna & Nelson. 273 Rush-
olme Road; roofing, George Sinclair. 307
Clinton Street; wiring. M. Nealon, 15

Harbord Street; tile work. Italian Marble
& Mosaic Company. College Street. Ap-
proximate cost. $9,000.

West St. John, N.B.
Tenders on the construction of a re-

taining wall and backfilling will be re-

ceived until 4 p.m.. May 23nd. by R. C.

Desrochers. Department of Public
Works. Ottawa. Plans and specifica-

tions at offices of the District Engineer.
Halifax. N..S. and St. John. Shaughnessy
Building. Montreal, and at the Depart-
ment. Specifications only at office of
MacLean Daily Reports. Limited, 25
Charlotte Street. Toronto.

Westmount, Que.
The following contracts have been

awarded in connection with the erection
of a residence on Kitchener .Avenue for

the Catholic Commissioners of St. Leo:
—masonry. A. Charette. 1231 St. An-
toine Street; carpentry, R. Laberge. 141
Convent Street; brick work, C. Morin,
1793 Christophe Colomb Street; heat-
ing and plumbing, Ducharme Blais &
Company, 1995 St. James Street.

Weston. Ont.
W. H. Bell. Hillcrest Road, is about to

build a two-storey brick residence, cost
$3,000.
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Residences

(Continiii'd from page 45)

Amherstburg, Ont.
The following contracts have been

let for the erection of a residence for D.
I.aferte, rina Jefferson Avenue E., De-
troit, Mich.:-—masonry and plasterins, J-
B. Wilson. Amherstburg; carpentry, W.
Dupuis, 147 Dougal Avenue, Windsor;
painting, Lossing & Harris, 100 t'hurch
Street. Windsor; plumbing. Ryan &
(Company, Amherstburg; electrical work,
G. Campeau. 131 Tuscarora Street, Wind-
sor. Approximate cost, $5,000.

Brantford, Ont.
The general contract, masonry, car-

pentry, roofing, plastering and painting
for the erection of a residence for E, L.
Goold, lO.i Darling Street, have been
awarded to Schultz Brothers & Company,
Limited, 47 Albion Street, and the heat-
ing and plumbing to Anguish & Whit-
field. 40 Colborne Street. Rstimate^l
cost. $11,000.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.
In connection with the residence be-

ing built for A. E. Duflf, 30 Great George
Street, the contract for heating has been
let to James McEachern, M Upper Mil-
ieu Street, painting to Stanley. Shaw &
Peardon, Great George Street, and elec-
trical work to W. T. Doull, lO.-; Kent St.

Chicoutimi, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Charles Duperre has
been awarded to Adelard Robin. .Xp-
proximate cost. $7,.')00.

Cornwall, Ont.
Henry Williams has awarded the con-

tract for steel work in connection with
the residence which he is about to build
on Pitt Street to the Phoenix Bridge &
Iron Works. Limited. 83 Colborne St..

Montreal,

Georgetown, P.E.I.
The contract for the erection of a resi-

dence for John Stewart has been let to
Peter Bradley. Kelly's Cross. P.E.I.
Frame and concrete construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
'1 he general contract, masonry, car-

pentry, rooting, heating and plumbing
for the erection of a residence for E. A.
Demipster, City Accountant, have been
awarded to T. D. Barnes, 90 Jackson
Street. Approximate cost. $4,000.

In connection with the residence in
course of erection for E. A. Mark. 8
John Street N., the contract for plaster-
ing, painting, heating, plumbing and elec-
trical work has been let to H. Barnes,
213 Balsam .\venue.

In connection, with the alterations now
being made to a residence for W. J.
Whitfield. 234 Main Street E.. the con-
tract for heating and plumbing has been
let to J. N. Luxon. 00 Leeming Street,
and the plastering and painting to the
general contractor.

Montreal, Que.
The .general contract for the erection

of a block of flats for E. Desmarais.
2iK>S» St. Denis Street, has been let to
.Xavier Charbonneau. 18i;i Clarke Street.
Brick and stone construction. Approxi-
mate cost. $1,1,000.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for B. Bonnier. 1639 St.
Catherine Street E.. has been let to J.
A. Durocher, 291 Chambly Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $10,000. Brick and stone
construction.

A. A. Collett, 117 Fifth Avenue, Mai-
sonneuve, has commenced work on al-
terations to the residence of N. Lemieux.
1.')1 St, Joseph Boulevard. .Approximate
cost, $3,,')00.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. S. Baxter, Niagara
Falls South, has been let to Zimmerman
Brothers. 23 McRae Street. Estimated
cost, $3,000.

Oshawa, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Robert Jacobs has
been awarded to Gay & Company. Brick
veneer construction. Approximate cost,
$3,200.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for N. F. Mechin has
been let to John M. Richards. Brick
veneer construction. Estimated cost,
$3,000.

Outremont, Que.
James Marquis, 2i>:>r> Esplanade Ave-

nue, has commenced the erection of a
residence for A. E. Fraser. 1237 Van
Home Street. Brick and stone construc-
tion. Apprpximate cost, $8,000.

Quebec, Que.
The contract for roofing, heating,

plumbing and electrical work required
in connection with the residence now be-
ing built by Leon Nadeau. 103 Franklin
Street, has been let to J. Lafrance. 21
Plessis Street.

The contract for plastering and ma-
sonry required in the erection of a resi-

dence for H. M. Cote. 631 St. John St..

has been let to Poulin & Marcoux. 144
Latourelle Street. Smaller trades will be
sub-let by the general contractor.

In connection with the residence be-
ing built by J. Lafrance. 21 Plessis St..

the masonry has been let to A. Fackney.
107 St. Joachim Street, and carpentry to
Leon Nadeau. 105 Franklin Street. Paint-
ing and plastering will be sub-let.

The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a residence for J. Ver-
ret. 190 Third .Avenue, has been award-
ed to J. B. Verret & Fils. 184 Third
.Avenue. Brick, stone and concrete con-
struction. Estimated cost. $10,000.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for H. P. Couillard, 17
Dollard Street, has been awarded to La-
tulippe & Gosselin. 118 Bagot Street, and
work started. Brick and concrete con-
struction. Estimated cost. $4,000.

Work has been started on the erec-
tion of a residence for F. D. Pare. 20.%

Third Avenue. The carpentry has been
let to G. Pare. 7 Lalibeter Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $7,000.

Sarnia, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for T. V. .Anderson. 1655^
Front Street N.. has been let to .A. Mc-
Colman 120 Mitton Street. Brick and
concrete construction. .Approximate
cost, $.'>,000.

Tara, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for William Munson has

been let to W. P. F.vans. 654 Eighth St.
E., Owen Sound. Brick and concrete
construction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

W. P. Evans, 654 Eighth Street E.,Uwen Sound, has been awarded the con-
tract tor the erection of a residence for
1. McLelland. White brick and concrete
constructU)n. .Approximate cost. $3,000

Toronto, Ont.
The following contracts have beenawarded for the erection of a residence

Flli^'* P.r^'iS,'
'" ^ ^'"-"o"^- "•' "fHIIis & Elhs. Mannmg Chambers:—ma-sonry and plastering. George Davenport.

51 Helena Avenue; carpentry. Smith &McEIroy. 208 Close Avenue; plumbini^and heatmg. R. Pa.erson. 907 Kee^ s7
naL""M' "^'""

.^I""*'*^ & Tile Com-pany, Mannmg Chambers. Aporoxi-mate cost, $8,000.
'^pproxi

D. Muir, 223 Osier Avenue, has let theKeneral contract for the erection o a

Av" nu"e" S ''n" * ^r''"' *' ^ilmou?Avenue. Smaller trades will be sub-let. Approximate cost, »4,.500. Brickconstruction. "ncK

.

The contract for heating and nlumb-ng required in the erection of a rTsdence for Mrs. O. G. Palm 131 Rr.J
l.oro Street E.. has been leMo Fi^des &
f

"g^^'";- '22 King street E., paiming ,o

n„»
.'^•^Conkey. 83 Westminster Ave-nue slate roofing and sheet metal workto R. Rennie & Son. 198 Dupont Streetand electrical work to W. "^H Lodge'Bain .Avenue.

»-oage,

Watten, Ont.
Frank P Wilson, R. R. \„. o. TuDoer-

v.lle. has let the contract for the ejec-tion of a residence to E. Graham An-proximate cost. $3,000. Frame, brick andconcrete construction.
"

Westboro, Ont.
F Dean, Henry Street, has started

$3"(Io0°"nH h"'\^""-
""•"=''''1 '°"o«

$3,000. and has been awarded the elec-trical work to J. Frost. Henry StreetBrick veneer and concrete construction

.

T Dagger, Royal Avenue. Ottawa W
IS building a residence, and has let the
electrical work to J. Frost, WestboroBrick veneer and concrete construction
Approximate cost. $4,000.

F. Smith. Riverside Park, has let theelec rical work in connection with theresidence which he is building to W D
On,

^*'p
^l^""**

•'^^^""«- Woodrooffe;Ont. Brick veneer and concrete con-
struction. Estimated cost. $3,000.

Windsor, Ont.
I C. May. 199 Dougal Avenue, is

building a four-family flat for G B
bcott. 51 Louis Avenue. Brick and con-

$7!(W).^°"'"""'''*""-
'^PP'o«''»"<e cost.

xv^ii
^ .Robinson. Devonshire Road.U alkerville, has let the general contract

tor the erection of ten residences of
various sizes to R. Wescott. 55 Oak .Ave-
nue. Frame, stone and concrete con-
struction.

The contract for carpentry required in
connection with the residence now be-
ing built for J. C. Pennington, La
Belle Building, has been awarded to the
general contractor, and heating and
plumbing to Pennington & Brian 47
Sandwich Street W.
The general contract, masonry, car-

pentry, steel work, roofing, plastering
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and painting required in tlie erection of

a four family flat for Mrs. R. Hamer.
47 Louis Avenue, have been let to J. C.

May, 199 Dougal Avenue, the plumbing
to George Smith, 1"):! Wyandotte Street

E., and the electrical work to F. K, Gar-

fat, Glengary Avenue. .Approximate
cost, $0,000.

William Hcdrick, Glengary Street,

is building a residence for James Wilkins,

1G.5 Sandwich Street E. Brick veneer and
concrete construction. Estimated cost,

$3,500.

Yorkton, Sask.
Plans have been prepared by D. S.

Sedgwick, lis.') Lumber Exchange, Min-
neapolis, Minn., for a residence to be
built on Third Avenue for A. O. Whit-
man, and the contract for construction

of basement has been let to W. Peter-

son. Frame and brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,000.

Wyoming, Ont.
A by-law has been carried authorizing

the installation of a hydro system, at an
approximate cost of $(i,.'")00. Town Clerk,

H. G. Taylor.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Gait, Ont.
The by-law to .-luthorize the installa-

tion of a fire alarm system and the pur-

chase of equapment has been defeated.

Rodney, Ont
A by-law has been carried authoriz-

ing the construction of a hydro electric

system, at an approximate cost of $7,000.

Town Clerk, S. B. Morris.

Saskatchewan Province
The following Rural Telephone Com-

panies have been authorized to borrow
money for the construction of their sys-

tem:—Banner Rural Telephone Com-
pany, $10,000, Secretary, R. Brown, Kip-

ling; Speers. $14,000. S. Chivers Wilson,

Speers; Pelican, $10,000, G. A. Haist,

Mortlach: Balgonie, $13,000, C. C. Rigby,

Balgonie; School, $0,700, J. G. Brown,
Scott: Cullen, $4,000, C. C. Davison, Cul-

len; Landshut, $4,000, John Retz, Jr.,

Langenburg.

St. Foye, Que.
The Municipal Council are consider-

ing the installation of an electric light-

ing system, estimated to cost $1.'),000.

Secretary, P. N. Robitaillc.

Stratford, Ont.
The Town Council are considering ex-

tensions and improvements to the elec-

trical system, estimated to cost $33,000.

Clerk. R. R. Lang.

Fires

Bentley, Alta.

Business block owned by J. G. Bliss.

Loss. $1.'),000.

Effingham, Ont.
Residence and barn owned by Peter

Ward. Loss, $.').000. Owner may re-

build.

Gourock, Ont.
Store and Post Office owned by .Mcx-

ander Ireland. Loss. .$3..')00. Owner
contemplates rebuilding.

Levis, Que.
.Store and residence of G. E. Couture.

Loss. $2.-).000. Will be rebuilt.

Residence owned by T. Bissonnettc.
l:;;) Cote du Passage. Loss. $5,000.

Maisonneuve, Que.
Residence owned by Walter Reed, 135

De Beaujeu Street. Loss, $3,000. Re-
pairs will be made.

Tenement buildings owned by Reed
& Gratton. Loss, $20,000. Will be re-

built.

Medicine Hat, Alta.
*

Milling plant of the Lake of the Woods
Milling Company. Loss estimated at

$500,000.

Okanagan Falls, B.C.
Post Oftice owned by the Department

of Public Works, Ottawa. Loss, $4,000.

Orillia, Ont.
Skating rink, owned by F. \. Doolittle.

Loss, $10,000.

Owen Sound, Ont.
Plant of the Union Cement Works

Company damaged. Loss, $4,000.

Pennlield, N.B.
Residence and barn owned bv ( harles

Gillespie. I..oss, $5,500.

St. Boniface, Man.
Mills of the Rice Mailing Conipnny of

Canada. Loss, $300,000.

St. Catharines, Ont.
Business owner by the Dominion Bank

of Canada. Loss. $30,000.

Verdun, Que.
Residence owned by T. Lanquette. 317

Gertrude Street. Loss, $5,000. Repairs

by day labor.

Winnipeg, Man.
Prinlin.u and engraving plant of the

Stovel Company. Loss estimated at

$500,000.

Miscellaneous

Chatham, Ont.
The Union Natural Gas Company,

Chatham, propose to relay a 10-inch high
pressure gas main from the wells at Port
Alma to Sombra, a distance of forty

miles. Approximate cost, $300,000.

Frontenac County. Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a wooden

lighthouse and dwelling at Burnt Is-

land will be received until noon, May
17th. by the De|)uty Minister of Marine.
Ottawa. Plans and specifications at the

Department, the Department Agency.
Prescott, and the Post Offices at Brock-
ville. Gananoque, Belleville and Kings-
ton.

North Bay, Ont.
The City Engineer, II. J. Mc.\uslan.

will receive tenders until noon. May 15th,

for the supply of about 3.000 feet of 0-

inch and 030 feet of 4-inch cast iron

watermain and specials.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Ottawa Improvement Commis-

sion, 110 Wellington Street, arc hav-
ing plans prepared for lavatories to be
built in Rockliflfe Park, at an approxi-
mate cost of $10,000. Brick and con-
crete construction.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The Algoma .Steel Cf)rporatioii are in

the market for quantities of brick.

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Westmount, Que.
The ('ity Council have awarded tlic

following contracts for supplies:—ce-

ment, Webster & Sons, Ltd., 31 Wel-
lington Street, Montreal; cement and
vitrified sewer pipe, tile and inverts. W.
& K. P. Cnrrie & C ompany. 345 .Si.

James Street. Montreal; brick, Laprairie
Brick Company. Victoria Square. Mont-
real, and .St. Lawrence Brick Company.
71 St. James Street. Montreal; vitrified

sewer pipe. Hamilton & Toronto Sewer
Pipe Company, Dominion Bank Build-
ing, Toronto.

How Do You Buy a Transit?
By Precedent—"The kind the old
company used," or by the "hit and
miss" method?
Why not investigate all the good in-

struments?

' H&B Transits and Levels
"Mathematically PreciBe"

Are rigid, of lightest practical construction.
Accvirate. Satisfactorily retains adjustments
under hard service. Designed and offered by
life time specialists in the manufacture of
surveying and engineering instruments.

Write for Catalogue now

HFI I FR A- RRIHHTI Y "^O Spring Garden Street
nCLLi:.lV OC DRIUniLI, PHILADELPHIA, PA./'Since 1870"

Tenders
A few dollars spent in advertising

your proposals in

The Contract Record
would result in additional competition,
which might save your city or town or
your client many himdreds of dollars.
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Recruiting from Munition Factories

Alartjc Canadian manufacturer cnpagod in coiii-

])lctin,si-, with feverish ha.ste. a hig munitions
contract, stated witiiin the last coui)le of

(lays that i)ressure had again been brought
to bear on one of his best mechanics to drop his work
and join the fighting ranks. In sjiite of all the argu-

ments of the emi>lover the man had gone. This is

only one instance of many we know of and doubtless

of manv hundreds that have not come to our attention.

How much longer can our government sit inanely

by and watch this gradual j)r<>cess of demoralization

and disintegration without taking any steps to pre-

vent or remedy it? If our government is .so lacking

in the type of men who have the ability to conceive

and carry out the necessary organization of our man
power, or if they are so held in by the traditional

curse of political exigency, can they not at least hand
the matter over to .sotne responsible group of business

men? Such men, organizers both i)y training and
natural ability, U> be had in numbers for the asking,

who would consider it a disgrace to accept salary or

commission, who would honor themselves by being
allowed to express their deep loyalty in placing their

services at the disjwsal of the Empire—many of these

superb business men in Canada to-day are chafing at

their inability to assist in this war and impatiently

cursing our government for their inactivity and all to<j

apparent hel])lessness in grappling with some of our
big problems. Why don't we organize? is heard in

every quarter. ,\re our resources so much more than
adequate for the demands to be made upon them that

we can afford to fritter them away?
It is an old saying that constant dropping water

will wear away even a stone, and it is not impossible
that constant urging and dinning, in these pages, may
yet play some small ])art in arousing our governntent
to action along the line of organizing our men power
and our other big resources that the greatest amount
of work luay be accomplished with the least possible
expenditure of energy. It's a business man's job, of
course, but business men by the score are vainly offer-

ing their services. Will iu)t the authorities at Ottawa
admit, soon, that the conduct of the details of a great
war is not in their line and pass the work along to
others who are as capable as they are eager to under-
take it?

The Gause and Prevention of Dry Rot
I'Vom time to time inquiries are received at this

ofHce asking for information on the cause and preven-
tion of dry rot in mill construction. The Contract
Record has published occasional short items on this

subject, but in the hope that it may be of assistance
and to more fully explain the matter a fairly compre-
hensive article on dry rot appears elsewhere in this

issue.

Rotten timber is due to decomposition brought
about l)y dampness, which generally proceeds by the
emission of carbonic acid gas and hydrogen. Timber
rot may be either wet or dry ; the former usually oc-
curs in the presence of moisture where ga.ses emitted
may escape. Dry rot. on the other hand, is found in

confined places where the gases which are emitted can-
not escape but enter into some new combination aid-
ing in the formation of fungi, a parasitic vegetable
growth which feeds upon and destroys the timber. This
fungus growth is commonly termed as punk, toad-
stools, or dry rot—terms which are exceeding vague
and indefinite.

The term, dry rot, is used to signify broadly the
following fimgi : .Mcrulius lachrymans and other mem-
bers of the NIerulius genus; Coniophora cerebella (or
Coniophora peuteana). These dry rot fungi have two
methods of reproduction—by the common reproductive
body corresponding to the seeds of the higher plants.
which is called a spore, a microscopic organism
brown in color, which is produced in millions on the
surface of the plant ; or by the growing plant separat-
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ing into small sections which grow again under suit-

able conditions.

Dry rot is usually caused by moisture and the lack

of ventilation, or exposure to alternate wet and dry

s|)ells, and the use of green sap wood. It is danger-

ous, as is known, in that it reduces the cohesion of

the wood fibre, ultimately reducing it to powder. Dry
rot is best prevented by using seasoned heart wood and
providing good ventilation, or by treating it with some
wood preservative such as creosote. After the growth
is started it may, if not too far advanced, be checked

I)y heat and ventilation. Merulius lachrymans is par-

ticularly sensitive to heat, a temperature of 108 degs.

V. for three hours or 115 degs. F. for one hour being

sufficient to kill it. Tt is also killed by complete dryness.

Antiseptic treatment is practically the only procedure

to adopt for lumber of doubtful durability or for lum-

l)er that is to be placed in a position suitable for the

generation of dry rot, or for wood previously exposed

to dry rot. Much valuable information on dry rot,

conditions suitable to its growth, means of prevention,

etc, will be found in the article mentioned above, which

.should prove of value to owners or builders who have

met with this trouble.

road building terminology needs standardization.-
Good Roads.

What is a Pavement?

What types of roadway surfacings should properly

be classified as pavements?
This query has been suggested recently by an ex-

amination of data on street paving in a number of

cities. The figures referred to included statements

showing the total mileage of paved streets and the

mileage of each tyi)e of surfacing in each of a number

of cities. Some street officials classed streets surfaced

with gravel and water-bound macadam as paved

streets, while others excluded the.se two surfacings

and, in a few cases, others.

The dictionary definition of a pavement is: "That

with which anything is paved ; a floor of covering of

.solid material, making a hard and convenient surface

for travel ; a paved road, sidewalk, or other surface."

The verb, pave, is diefined as follows : "To lay or cover

with stone, brick, or other material, so as to make

a firm, level, or convenient surface for travel ; to floor

with brick, stone, or other solid material ; to cover as a

pavement." These definitions are sufficiently broad to

permit the inclusion of gravel, water-bound macadam,

sand-clay, and various other surfacings as pavements.

On the other hand, the American Society of Civil

Engineers' Special Committee on Materials for Road

Construction and on Standards for their Test and Use

has defined a pavement as follows: "The wearing

course of the roadway or footway, when constructed

with a cement or bituminous binder, or composed of

blocks, or slabs, together with an cushion or binder

course." Under this definition gravel, water-bound

macadam and some other types of surfacings would

not be pavements.
While the dictionary definition and the one pro-

posed by the committee are not comparable, they re-

precent exactly the difference of opinion that appar-

ently exists among street officials and engineers.

Doubtless the committee's definition merits the great-

er consideration, for it was made by experts, while the

dictionary definition was not. Certainly it seems to

represent the current usage of engineers and technical

writers.

Although the question is perhaps of minor import-

ance, it is worthy of consideration, for the subject of

Hints on Sewer Construction
Mr. W. W. Horner, engineer in charge of division

sewers and paving, St. I.ouis, Mo., in addres.sing the
12th annual convention of The American Concrete In-
stitute at Chicago on reinforced concrete in sewer con-
struction, recommends to engineers and contractors
the following prescription for sewer con.struction :

—

(1) Use the best grade of concrete and considerable
excess of mortar. (2) Do not work concrete at more
than 4.S0 lb., unless the construction conditions are to
be exceptiona41y favorable. (3) The concrete cover
outside of the steel should be at least 2 in. (4) Use a
minimum thickness of concrete of about 9 in., unless
the work is close to the surface, or is to be built under
very favorable conditions, and increase this minimum
and also the cover over the .steel if the conditions are
likely to be very unfavorable. (5) Specify the setting
of the reinforcement with especially designed holders.
These might be made of ca.st iron and left in the con-
crete. (6) If there is any possibility that the trench
will be very wet or mucky, provide for a sub-case of
concrete and provide means of keeping the trench work
away from the work, if ])ossible. (7) To secure a con-
crete that will flow into place with the least assistance,
a specification for a two-and-a-half or a three minute
mix should be seriously considered, as might also the
use of hydrated lime. This would naturally result also
in a denser and more waterproof concrete and might be
a very considerable factor in prolonging the life of the
reinforcement. (8) Provide for a lining of vitrified

brick for the invert, or at least provide an excess in-

ternal area to allow for such a lining at some later date.

This is of more im|)ortance in maintenance than in con-
struction, as luider average conditions it is easier to ob-
tain a reasonably smooth invert with the brick than to

attempt to finish the concrete itself. (9) Specify cold

weather methods. Concrete can be placed satisfactor-

ily and economically at even a zero temperature, if

))roper precautions are taken. It should be noted,
however, that it is quite easy to overheat the finished

concrete and to drive out a pcjrtion of the water.

A Union Station for Montreal

The Montreal Central Terminal Company is re-

viving an old and ambitious scheme for a Union sta-

tion. Mr. C. N. Armstrong has placed before the
Council the outline of the ])lan, which includes the
construction of a tunnel under the .St. Lawrence, thus
connecting the north and south shores. The station

is to be built in a central ])ortion of the city, and is esti-

mated to cost about 3.T million dollars. It would give
accomodation for all the lines entering the city, con-
nection l)eing made with the Windsor .Station of the
C. P. R. The IJonaventure Station of the Grand
Trunk would be con\erte(l into a freight depot. Such
a scheme would settle the question of level crossings,

which has been sexeral times before the Railway Com-
mission in connection with the obligation of the city

to bear a portion of the raising of the tracks of the
Grand Trunk. The proposal is that all the lines run-

*

ning into the union station should be electrified. The *

promoters state that application is to be made to the

Railway Commission and that the capital will be priv-

atelv subscribed.
i
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Dry Rot Menace in Factory Timbers
Conditions Favorable to the Growth of Common Timber-Destroying
Fungi—Discussion of Methods of Preventing Their Development

All wood is almost e(|ually dural)lc tiiidcr certain

conditions. Kept absolutely dry or stibinerjred it lasts

indefinitely, but under other conditions tfie l)est wood
may decay very rapidly. Dryness and j^^ood ventila-

tion are the best j^uaraiitees of prevention from diray
in timber nsed in j^^eneral construction. Water also

seems to act as a preservative, as some kinds of timber
totally and C(jnstantly snl)nierped in water not in mor
tion, have been found to remain practically sound for-

liundreds of years.

The {general causes of decay in timber are the pres'^

ence of sa|), ex])osure to alternate wet and dryness, or

to moisture accomi)anied by heat and lack of ventila-

tion. Rotten timber is due to decomposition or putre-

faction, {generally occasioned by dampness, and which
l^roceeds by the emission of gases, chiefly carbonic acid

.nas.and hydrogen. There are two kinds of rot to

which wood work in a building is subject, dry rot and
wet rot. The chief difFerence between them seems to

be that wet rot occiuvs where the gases involved can

escape. I>y it the tissues of the wood, especially th^e

sai)py portions are decomjiosed. Dry rot, on the con-

trary, occurs in confined places where the gases cannot

escape, but enter into new combinations, forming
ftmgi, which feed upon and destroy the timber.

Dry rot is generally caused by lack of ventilation ;

confined air, witiunit much moisture, encourages the

growth of the fungus, which eats into the timber,

renders it brittle and so reduces the cohesion of the

fibres that they are reduced to powder. It generally

commences in the sapwood.

Dry rot is es])ecially dangerous in that it not only

eats up the entire timber in which il originates, but the

germs of the fungi ])roducing it spread themselves to

all adjacent woodwork without necessary contact be-

tween the diseased and the sound wood.

There are but few common or i)oi)ular names for

fungi, and the few there are, such as dry rot, punk,

toad.stools, etc., are exceedingly vague and indefinite.

The Latin names are commonly used in scientific liter-

ature. Their use implies an exact identification. "Dry
rot" is u.sed to signify broadly the following fungi

:

Merulius lachrymans and other members of the Meru-
lius genus; Coniophora cerebella (or C"onicophora put-

eana). The name "I'olyporus family" (fungi having

many pores) has been used to include broadly any of

the i)ore fungi having ])ores or lu)les of various sizes

and shapes in the fruiting surface. Fruiting fungi

can be easily identified but it is impossible to positively

identify the yc^ung sterile growth.

The conditions reipiired for the germination or

growth of the merulius lachrymans have often seemed

mysterious. The sjiores germinate in an eccentric man-
and frecpiently refuse to grow to fruition on their cus-

tomary host in artificial cultures. Dry rot fungi have

two methods of reproduction and can remain a long

time in a resting state. The ctnnmon reproductive

body, corresponding to the seed of hig'.ier plants, is

called a spore, and grows over the surface oi the plant.

Spores are brown in color and therefore may be easily

distinguished from the surrounding sterile growth.

They are microscopic in size, being about .0004 of an

inch long and .0002 of an inch broad. .\ single |)lant

[iroduccs many millions and their small .size allows
them to float a long distance in the air.

Under unfavorable coiulitions f(»r growth, such as
insutficient inoisttTre, some of these destructive fungi
ahsuuie n form of rei)roduc!tion different from that by
which they ordinarjly spread. In this form.Srhe grow-
iiig i)lant separato^iiifo «mJH sc^-tions which can sprout
ajj^ groytj jigain u'lm t.urable'.conditifms ari.se. It

e^reruaifj-in this resunj^statp for a jpnsiderable time
iii^ir dry wood; '

! Rot m \M '(1(1 was originally supposed to be a chemi-
ckl action similar to ;j«»^)j>»t>( iron, and the delicate
lacc-Iik( i>l,in! tough nrack'ets, or brown leathery
growths vserc .'Ui)posed to be attracted by the decayed
wood, rather than being the cause of the rotting. The
chemistry of tlu; rotting process is not well known even
at the present time, > It »,s' probable that there is some
chemicaf miction in addition to^e life progress of the
fimgus tiiroiig^h, the'wood cclls.,^" It is noted in bIcKks
of sound worjd, in (vhich fungus has been cultivated,

that when the fungus is freshly removed frf)m the moist
wood, it has the appearance of being bright and sound
as ever ; but, after being left in a drj- atmosphere for a

time, the wood shrinks and forms the characteristic

brown, cracked and powdery material which is familiar

as rotted wood.
Without doubt, the fungus ceases to make any vital

progress very soon after drying commences, and the

Typc«t>( funtfl— Upper, Leniiles sepiaria growina on spruce root—
Lower, Coniophora with fruit.

final browning and powdering is brought about by
oxidation by the air, assisted by certain organic enzy-
mes, either already present in the wood cells or formed
by the activity of the fungus.

In most cases, the rotting found has taken place

rapidly, instead of having been, as .sometimes supposed,

a slow continuous process similar to the rusting of iron
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or the weathering' of stone. Sometimes after the tim-
ber has l)een partly destroyed, the fungus growth is

arrested, leaving sufficient strength to carry the load,

and, when the rotted timber is discovered years later,

it is assumed that destruction has been ]>rogressing

slowly since the erection of the building.

Dry rot progresses much faster in summer than in

winter in an ordinary building which is heated and thus
has its air made relatixely dry during the winter

TypMoflungi—Upper, Merulius lachrymans with fruit— Lower, Merulius
lachrymans growing on a pine beam.

months. Moisture jjroduces the condition most fav-

orable, for rapid rotting, the rate of decay being de-
pendent on the relativ e humidity. Relati\e humidity
is defined as the ratio of the amount of moisture pre-

sent at any given time to complete saturation, or the
])er cent, of saturation, of the air at the given tempera-
ture.

The relative humidity of air in a rt)om, or basement,
sometimes is very different in places only a few feet

apart. The difference of a few per cent, in the re-

lative humidity is sometimes sufficient to stop the
growth of certain fungi.

The effect of moisture is not limited to the air, but
e.xtends to the interior of the timber. Weaving room
and paper mill timbers are frequently found with a

sound shell both inside and out, and the interior en-

tirely rotted away.
That wood destroying fungi cannot grow under

water, or with the wood cells filled with water, is

proved by many examples. One of the fine points in

the successful design of wood stave pipe for conveying
water under pressure, is to design its staves so thin

that the pressure will keep the wood saturated; then,

it is claimed, it will last indefinitely without decay.

Wood of great antiquity has been found buried in clay

in a perfect state of preservation.

Dry rot, or merulius lachrymans fungus, will grow
on the surface of wood at atmospheric saturations

from 96 per cent, to 100 per cent. It will grow in-

side of large beams of susceptible material at a much
lower percentage of atmospheric saturation. A pos-

sible source of moisture for supplying the require-

ments of a fungus growing inside a large beam is the
decomposition of the beam itself. Ch'^mical analysis

shows rotted wood to contain relatively less hydrogen
and more carbon than the original sound wood ; this

would indicate that the hydrogen ])art of the cellulose

or lignine inolecule, is more strongly attacked than the
carbon part. This would ixsult in the formation of

water, if the decomposition is accompanied by oxida-
tion.

The dry rot disease is chiefly carried by direct con-
tact, but living spores carried in the air can take root

when they find a favorable resting ])lace. I'"nngi are

frecptently carried in lumber and sjir-ead by i)lacitig it

in large i)iles with scant ventilation.

In examining a building affected with dry rot. the
extent of the rotting can generally be estimated ap-
proximately by boring test holes into the beams and
columns at frequent intervals. If the material is

badly rotted, the borings brought out will be in the
form of brown powder or mud, according as the wood
is wet or dry.

Hammering on the timber with a machinist's ham-
mer is another method frequently ado])ted. In this

way the outer shell of apparently sound beams has
been broken through shcjwing the entire destruction
of the interitjr. To determine whether the rot is still

alive is frequently a complicated matter. If it is

growing on the surface of the wood, the fresh growth
of lace-like plants is significant, but the more frequent
condition is where the dry rot fungus is growing in-

side the wood with no outward manifestation. In

this case, a strong indication of living fungus is the

moist appearance of a freshly cut section.

Prevention of Rot
P^or ordinary building construction the best means

to preserve timber from decay is to have it thoroughly
seasoned and well ventilated ; and if these conditions
are secured, there is little danger of rot. \'entilation

is generally the first preventative measure suggested.
Dry wood, which is placed in an atmosphere well I)e-

low the moisture requirements of a given fungus, is

undoubtedly incapable of infecti(jn with that fungus;
but, ventilation does not necessarily cause drying, as

the wood will become drier or wetter depending on
the relative humidity of the air with which it is venti-

lated. Therefore timber ventilated with moist air

may have its rate of rotting accelerated rather than
retarded.

A heavy coat of paint may retard or accelerate the

rate of rotting, depending upon whether it ])revents

the wood from absorbing or giving up moisture. The
condition most commonly met, in which paint causes
rotting, is when it is applied to green timber saturated

with water, ^\'ith dry sound timbers, which are to

be placed in a moist atmosphere, a paint will doubt-
less prove beneficial in proportion to its waterproofi-

ing qualities.

It is probable that a very important factor in the

resistance of several woods to fungus growth is the

presence of some moisture resisting material, such as

resin, which prevents sufficient water from being ab-

sorbed under the ordinary conditions of atmospheric
humidity for the requirements of common fungi. On
the other hand, the presence of hygroscopic materials

in wood cause it to absorb large amounts of water, in

order to maintain equilibrium with the atmospheric
humidity, and would render it more susceptible to at-

tack by fungi. "Cold water" or "fireproofing" paints,

containing hygroscopic materials, therefore accelerate

the progress of rot.

Heat and drying are useful in stopping rot. Often
an infected building can be sterilized by skilful use of

its own heating system. Merulius lachrymans is
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particularly sensitive to lieat, a temperature of 108

degrees F. f(jr 3 hours or 115 degrees I"", for 1 hour, be-

ing sufficient to kill it. It is also killed by conii)lete

dryness; but ordinary air drying does not kill it. Large
beams and girders are better built up and cased, and
posts should be bored longitudinally. lUit even col-

umns with holes through them and the sections of

built up beams must be given a chance to season, as

the common custom of boring green or wet columns
just before they are i)ut in |>lace in a building, and
using damp or green luml)er for l)uilt-up beams, leaves

ideal places for the growth of fungus. Holes in col-

umns, moreover, have the objection that they form a

convenient passageway for the fungus to move rapidly

from floor to floor in a diseased building.

The causes of natural resistance to fungi in wood
are obscure and have been investigated but little.

Heartwt)od is generally much more resistant to fungi

than sapwood. 'i'he presence of starches and sugars

in the sapwood, which serve as foods for fungi, as

well as the greater water content, are probably the

chief causes of its more rapid, tiestructix)n, while the

resistance to water of the heart resin and the antisep-

tic action of tannin are undoubtedly important func-

tions in the resistance of the heartwood. The limit-

Types of fungi—Upper, Trametesseiialis on a basement beam— Lower.
Femes roseus, a hard rose tinted fungus.

ing power of resin is not absolute, but varies with

the moisture, variety of fungus and time of exposure.

The resistance of wood to decay does not depend upon

any one factor, but is the result of many heterogeneous

com])onents acting together.

Antiseptic treatment is the only practicable pro-

cedure with hunber of doubtfid durability because of

|)orosity. light weight, sap t)r previous exi)osiu-e to in-

fection, or when it is to be used in a moist |)lace. .Much

attention has been given to the treatment of railroad

ties, posts, etc., but very little .study in the past has

been given to the treatment of mill timber. The in-

creased life of railroad ties, treated with an antiseptic

of 10 lbs. of creosote per cubic foot, is given by the

U. S. l-'orest I'roducts Laboratory as from eight to

lifteeii >ears.

The problem of treating timber for factory con-

struction however, is different from that of railway ties

or |)osts. Increased tire hazard, resistance to paint,

and a disagreeable odor, are items to be considered,

which are of no importance in the case of ties or i>osts.

(''or this reason, the numerous creosote and tar c<jm-

pounds are often unsuitable. The metal salts, such
as corrosive sublimate, are preferable according to all

the evidence thus far availal>le. Ccjal tar compound.s
are more used for preservative treatments <jf wood
than all other materials together; they act mechanic-
ally and chemically, serving as watcrpnxifing as well

as antiseptics. The penetration of antiseptics has
been increased by the use of vacuum and pressure

pnjcesses, applied in closed tanks.

Various observations show that li<)uid oils do not

thoroughly waterproof wood and, from all evidence ob-

tainable, fungus is able to thrive about the same on
oil soaked wood as upon wood without it.

In building a paper mill or weaving mill, or any
.structure in which the humidity will be high, antisep-

tic treatment is well worth it>; cost with any timber"^

now available.

Summing u]) the (|uestion of dry rot, and its men-
aces to timber .structures. The variety of fungi

causing destruction of buildings are apparently few,

and their habits are controlled chiefly by the supply of

moisture and the temperature. It is well worth the

cost to heat the building as soon as possible after com-
l)letion. liuy heartwood whenever jiossible and sub-

ject it to a chemical treatment of sufficient strength tu

kill any latent fimgi that it may contain, and to pro-

tect the surface from future attack. .\ls}) provide

good ventilation, and the menace to the safety of

structures by dry rot will be largely prevented.

G. P. R. Dam at Moose Jaw Slides on Base

While the water is still too high for a verification

of the cause of the accident, it is probable that the fail-

ure of the Canadian Pacific Railway's concrete dam at

Moose Jaw, which occurred on the morning of April

24, was due to the sliding of the structure uiKin its

foundation. The dam across the Mo<ise Jaw River

is of the gravity type, about 300 feet long, divided by

buttresses into eighteen sections, nine of which are

])rovided with stop gates. The downstream face had

no concrete ajjron but was protected by stone riprap.

The stop logs were all removed at the time of failure.

It is believed that the dam did not break but slid

forward about 15 feet on its foundation, due to the

.washing away of the riprap protection. It is not

possible, at this writing, to verify this conclusion. Ac-

cording to old residents in Moose Jaw this year's spring

run-of? has been equalled only once during the past

thirty years, in 1905. In both years of high water the

low lying and built-up portions of the city were flood-

ed about 2 feet deep.

Annual Convention of the Royal Architec-

tural Institute of Canada

The deueral .\nnual .Assembly of the Koyal .Archi-

tectural Institute of Canada will be held at Quebec,

Que., on Saturday, "th September. 1916. .\ll the Can-

adian architects will be invited and a record attendance

is expected. J. 11. (. Russell. \\ innipcg. Man.. Pre-

sident. Alcide Chaussc, 5 Beaver Hall Square, Mont-

real, Que., Hon. Secretary.

The City of X'erdun. P. Q.. has decided to con-

struct a system of umlerground conduits, provided a

bond issue of $200,000 can be arranged.
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De La Salle Training School at Oak Ridges,
Ont., Officially Opened

The accompanying illustrations show the j)ros-

pective and ]>lans of the De La Salle training school

at Oak Ridges, Ont., which has just been completed,
and was officially opened on May 10. l-'arly in March,
1914, the Roman Catholic denomination ])urchased 115

acres of land about two miles south-east of Aurora,
Ont., as a building site for a training school for the

Brethern of the Christian Schools, a school in which
male teachers of the separate and other Roman Cath-

olic schools of Ontario should be trained. Plans were
prepared and work commenced in October of that

year.

The building is approximately 180 ft. x 60 ft., and
is of fireproof construction throughout. 'I'he walls

are Denison interlocking tile faced with ccjmmon red

stock brick with artificial stone copings and trim-

mings. Foundations and footings are concrete, rein-

forced with ^-in. reinforcing bars and dowels. The
stone used for mullions and transoms in all windows
is artificial stone and the mullions and transoms are

filled with solid metal sash, double glazed.

The building contains class rooms, professors'

rooms, science rooms and other necessary scholastic

departinents, and in addition a recreation room, read-

ing room, dormitories, dining room, kitchen, etc. On
the ground floor, besides the vestibule, halls and cor-

ridors, is a large recreation hall approximately 38 ft.

X 56 ft., a parlor, a dining room, refectories for com-
munity, scholastics, senior novices and junior nov-
ices,, a kitchen, pantry, storage room, machine room
and coal room.

On the second floor are the class rooms, senior and
junior novitiate, with rooms for the directors and pro-

fessors. A temporary chapel, approximately 50 ft. x 30
ft., with accommodation for 200 peo])le, has been fit-

ted up on this floor. It is the intention ultimately to

have a separate building for the chapel. The upper
floors are given over to dormitories, bedrooms, infirm-

ary, bath and wash rooms. There are on all floors

lavatories at each end of the building.

The building has been made almost entirely fire-

proof by the elimination of all hardwood floors. Lin-

oleum has been laid directly on the concrete floors

and this idea has been carried out even on the stairs.

All hall or corridor doors are of fireproof construction.

The roof is flat, laid with red promenade tile, and may
be used for recreation purposes. There are flights

of stairs at each end and in the centre of the main cor-

ridor which runs the length of the building on each

floor. There is also an elevator, a dumb waiter and
linen and dust chutes, to facilitate the work of the

attendants.

A brick and concrete power building is built 100

feet north of the main structure and contains the heat-

ing boilers, water reservoir tanks, pumps, etc. Heat,
light, and hot and cold water are supplied from here

to the main building. Electric power, purchased from
the Toronto & York Radial Railway Company, is

transformed in this building.

The school cost $160,000, and was designed by
llynes, Feldman & Watson, architects, Toronto. Sub-
contractors who supplied material and did the erection

work were as follows: concrete masonry, Thomson
Bros. ; carpentry, Geo.. L. Robinson

;
plumbing and

heating, W. J. McGuire ;
plastering, A. D. Grant; paint-

ing, Cheshire & Hulme ; steel sash. Trussed Concrete
.Steel Co.; kitchen equipment, Geo. Sparrow & Co. and
Murray-Kay; linoleum and electric fixtures, Rol)ert

Simpson Co. ; tiles, Missi.ssquoi-Lautz Corporation.
Limited ; wire, A. R. Rice & Co.; ice machine, the Can-
adian Ice Machine Co., Ltd. ' '

y
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A Unique Reinforced Concrete Trestle
A 3% Mile Concrete Highway Built with Pre-cast Piles and
Floor Slabs—Methods Used in Erection and Transportation

The longest concrete highway trestle ever built is

probably that which the State Highway Commission
of California have completed over the Yolo by-pass
near Sacramento. The highway was officially opened
for service a few days ago. The trestle is over three

miles long, 20 ft. high, with a roadway 21 ft. in clear

width. It is built with pre-cast concrete piles, and
the floor is made up of four separate rows of pre-cast
slabs placed side by side and spanning the space from
bent to bent. There are 2,940 piles and 3,665 slabs

used in the construction of the trestle. The method
of jiile driving, transportation and erection, were
unique. The following details of the construction arc
condensed from articles written by the engineers for

the Engineering News.

Existing Conditions

The California State Highway Commission in con-
structing the highway across the Sacramento Valley
had to plan a road which should not be interrupted at

periods of flood, which often last for several weeks.

to the bridge that was jVrotected by a levee from the

flood waters of the Yolo flood basin.

Concrete Piles

The concrete piles used are 14 ins. square with
chamfered corners. There is a reinforcing rod at each
corner and spiral hooping. The lower 5 feet of the
pile is tapered. Pi-ior to the driving of the piles, num-
erous test borings and test piles were put down along
the line of the trestle. An attempt was made to have
all the concrete piles of such a length that they could
be driven to the desired grade and afford a resistance

to permit a safe loading of 20 tons each.

r^iles of five different lengths were cast, as follows:
32 ft. long, 860; 35 ft. long, 1,084; 40 ft. long, 524; 45
ft. long, 236; 50 ft. long, 220. By using these piles of

varying lengths it was possible in nearly cases to drive

a pile to the final grade desired and obtain the required
resistance. The soil encountered was a mixture of sand
and clay, with some adobe on top, and varied consider-
ably in bearing power. The penetration under the

'-^^S^nSTr
•̂ • "^ . . . ..

Reinforced concrete highway trestle 3M miles long over Yolo By-Pass, California.

It was necessary therefore that the roadway across the

Yolo by-pass should be built above flood level and
that it should not obstruct the flow of water down
the channel.

It was decided that the best and most economical

structure to carry the roadway across this channel

was a concrete trestle. At one end, however, the final

limits of the by-pass channel were not positively de-

termined, and at that end it was decided to build a

wooden structure on creosoted piles, which would cost

less and be more readily removed in case of necessity

than a concrete structure.

The ground crossed by the trestle is a swamp of

uniform character, so that it was possible to drive piles

accurately and space the bents uniformly. It was de-

cided that the concrete trestle should be built by driv-

ing pre-cast concrete piles, four piles to a bent, mold-

ing a concrete cap on the heads of each bent and then

placing pre-cast floor slabs on these bents, leaving the

parapet of the structure and the wearing surface for

traffic as the final steps in construction.

For the manufacturing of these piles and slabs a

casting yard was located one-half mile beyond one
end of the bridge, the site being the nearest location

final blow in some cases was as much as J/2
in. ; but

in others the last twenty or thirty blows lowered the

pile only an inch, and in a very few cases it was neces-

sary to cut off the piles.

The piledriver was 60 ft. high and was operated
by a 8J4 hi. x 10 in. hoisting engine with an auxiliary

35 h.p. boiler to supply sufficient steam to the hammer
for hard driving. A Vulcan steam hammer was used
for driving. This machine had a 3^ ft. drop and
5,000 lb. ram, equipped with cast steel follower. The
hammer and follower weighed 5,500 lbs. To carry the

piledriver over the soft swam]) during the dry weather,
12 X 12 x 24 in. skids were laid directly on the ground
with 2 in. x 6 in. greased skidways for the piledriver

to slide on. During flood conditions, however, the
method was different. A temporary wood trestle to

carry the piledriver was driven ahead of the concrete
trestle by a small piledriver. The larger piledriver

moved backwards after driving a concrete bent and
])ulled the temporary trestle.

Cushioning the Hammer Blow on the Pile

There were four %-in. reinforcing rods in each con-
crete pile, and they were left projecting 20 inches above
the head when the pile was cast, to make a proper bond
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Fig. 2.-Gantry for placing slabs and cap for driving piles.

vvith the concrete caps, which were later cast in place.
These projecting rods necessitated special arrange-
ments in driving the piles to avoid hending the rods.
Immediately on top of the jiiles was placed a 4-in. fir

block, or in case of the long piles two blocks, through
which holes had been bored for the projecting rods.
On top of this wooden block was placed a structural-
steel head with a sliding cast block. Later a cast-steel
head was used, holes being cored through it to admit
the rods. On top of this cast-steel follower was
placed a 14 x 14-in. block of Australian ironwood, to
receive the blow of the hammer. This block, cham-
fered at the upper end and fitted with a cast-steel
cap, shattered rapidly under the shock of the ham-
mer, lasting from one to five days, or a maximum of
about 100 piles driven.

Erection of Trestle

Each bent has four piles, the interior two being
vertical and the outside piles having a batter of 1 to 8.

As soon as the bent was driven a temporary deck was
placed on the two south piles. The deck consisting
of a 10 in. x 12 in. cap on which were placed
stringers spanning the 20 ft. space from bent to
bent, and on the stringers were laid cross ties

and an 18 lb. rail for 3 ft. gauge tracks. The next
operation was the casting of the reinforced concrete
cap on the north half of the pile bent. W<K»d forms
were built around the heads of the piles and the caps
l)oured and allowed to season thirty days. The floor

slabs for the north half were then brought from the
casting yard, set in place on the caps and grouted.
The temporary track was then removed from the south
side of the bent to the north half and the south half
finished in a similar manner.

Floor Slabs

As may be seen from the accompanying drawings,
each floor slab has the general form of an inverted
box. The floor is 6 inches in thickness, with project-
ing flanges of a total depth of 18 inches. Great pains
were taken in the design of the slabs and caps, so
that the completed trestle is a monolithic structure,
although the separate parts are assembled as pre-cast
units. Rods were left projecting from the top of the
trestle caps, and 3-in. holes were bored in the floor
slabs, so that as the floor slabs were set they dropped
over these rods. The holes were later filled with
grout. At every third bent of the trestle was'placed
an expansion joint.

For hauling the piles, slabs and other material from
the casting yard to the end of the trestle, special cars
were used, consisting of two sets of car trucks con-
nected with a reach, and two 12 x 12-in. timbers set
on top of the trucks. Two floor slabs made a load for
one of these cars, and a train of three loaded cars was
pulled by a gasoline locomotive.

For setting the slabs on the trestle cap a gantry
crane traveller was used carrying two >ton chain
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blocks. When used to set the first row of slabs on
the north side of the trestle, the traveller ran on 12

X 12-in. stringers which on one side rested on the

inner end of the concrete cap and on the other side

rested on the outer side of the cap on the temporary
construction track, as shown. To prevent the travel-

ler from tipping, it was chained down when setting the

first slab. After this slab was placed, however, a

plank was laid on top of it, and then a traveller was
used spanning the entire trestle. With these travel-

lers it was possible to set the floor slabs very carefully

and accurately. Accuracy in setting was essential,

as the bottom edges of the longitudinal joints had
to be flush in order to grout these joints. Accuracy
in placing the slabs was essential also, on account

of the method of fastening used.

In casting the outside slabs for the floor a row of

1^-inch holes 6 inches deep was cored in the slabs.

After the slabs had been set, rods 12 inches long were
inserted in these holes and grouted iti place. These
projecting dowels hold the parapet in place on the

floor. The parapet is of simple form, 15 inches in

height with arch openings. Besides acting as a curb,

it supports a galvanized-pipe railing, the top of which
is 43 inches above the floor. The wearing surface of

the roadway is a layer of asphalt 1}^ in. thick. The
roadway has a 2-inch crown at the centre, this crown
being formed by casting the trestle caps 2 inches
higher at the centre than at the sides.

The unit system of construction adopted in build-

ing the trestle, not only produced a permanent struc-

ture built of uniformly high quality material at low
cost, but enabled the work to be prosecuted very
rapidly.

A short span bascule bridge has been provided,
crossing the navigable channel at the east end. In

building the trestle the following amount of material

was used: 21,692 tons of crushed stone, 12,553 tons of

sand, 32,000 barrels of cement, 8,200 tons of reinforc-

ing steel. These material cost in the neighborhood
of $148,000, and the total cost of the trestle was about
$395,000.

The Use of Fir Blocks in Pavements
A Committee of Engineers, After Extensive Investigations

Decide on Wood Block Paving in Preference to Other Types

A committee of expert engineers, appointed by the ing reports of the U. S. Forest Service as a base and
municipal legislature of Seattle, after four months of making independent investigations to suit the parti-

investigation, tests 'and experiments, recently sub- cular conditions and location under which this im-

mitted their report, in which they recommended creo- provement is to be laid and its probable future duty,

soted Douglas Fir wood block leaving on the big East The costs include lalxjr and material of surfacing and
Marginal Way improvement. The engineers spent fi-inch concrete Ijase.

weeks in actual, physical examinations of different Comparative Values of Surfacing
types of street paving, which covered many miles of r - t H
highways, securing many samples for test figures. In ^^uf ^H
their report they recommended to i)roperty owner.s r^ , r, . t. •

i
01°*^!

wood block paving as the best investment. The f.d-
, ,,. ,.

Qualities Per cent. Brick Block

lowing is extracted from their report :- \- ^^'^^ '-^^^ ••;.•••• - •••.•••.•• -^ 13.0 13.0
"

2. Maintenance (in which is in-

Types Adaptable eluded annual cost*) ... 25 18.4 20.6

,,^, , , ,,-... ^1 • 3. Low Taction Resistance .... 15 13.4 15.0
The character of pavements best suited to this

_^ siipperyness 10 7.9 5.7
class of traffic in this location-practically a water - Sanitation 10 8.5 8.6
grade-are concrete, brick and creosoted wood block.

6. Facilitv for Cleaning 10 9.0 9.5
As It IS customary that all paving work done withm

7, p^eedom from Dust, Mud,
the city limits should be done under the supervision

^^^ 53447
of, and upon plans and specifications drawn by the city _J_^ '_

engineer, the county commissioners arranged with the
^^^^, ,^^,^^,^^^ ^^ p^j'^^^ jqq j^ ^ yy^

city engineer s department to do this work in the, re- r t H
gular way and specified brick paving on a strip twenty

\V H
feet in width representing 39,000 square yards of pav- r •

i- m°t
ing. This was objected to by the wood block inter-

, c- a.j r • , •

i^lock

ests on the grounds that a certain percentage of the Average cost per Sq. \d. Laid in
^

^
abutting property owners preferred wood block and ^

Seattle in 1J12-14 ...............
.

-.oU -.od

that it was an equally .suitable surfacing for the im- Average cost per Sq.' ^ d. Laid in
^ ^

provement. The details of what developed into an Seattle in 190 -..1I _.4.i

acrimonious controversy between commissioners, "In all comparisons city of Seattle standard brick

property owners and paving interests have no bearing block 4>^ in. x 3% in. x 3^4 i'l- with a three per cent,

on this report, except that it resulted in assurances absorption test and Douglas fir block 3^ in. x 3>^ in. x
from the county commissioners that brick bk)ck and 6 in. to 10 in. with 16 li)s. of creo.sote per cu. ft. re-

wood block, and only these materials—would be taken duced to 12 11). l)y vacuum treatment have been used,

into consideration and the indefinite ])()sti)onement of

their decision. For this reason only these two sur- First Cost Figures

^facings have been considered in this investigation. "The figures for first cost are contract price figures

"In preparing the following table for this improve- "f the city of Seattle and it will be noted that during

ment .showing the comparative values of surfacing, the last two years there has been a decided equaliza-

the percentages have been arrived at by using the pav- * Annual cost—interest on first cost plus maintenance cost plus annuity.
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tion of the i)rice, the average of the two averages given
being practically identical.

"There has, however, been an item jiroperly
chargeable to first cost that, as far as your committee
has been able to determine has not been charged U) the
brick cost. This is the cost of sand and planking laid

over a new brick i)avement in order to avoid its being
closed to traffic for from thirty to sixty days and runs
in the neighl)orhood of thirty cents per yard. This
charge lias not been taken into consideration in the
previous schedule of i)ercentages as being pertinent to
this particular improvement. The sand si)rinkled

upon the comi^leted surface of a wood block pavement
upon its comi)letion costs about one cent i)er yard and
the wood block is ready for traffic forty-eight hours
after comi)letion.

- "It must be borne in mind through all these com-
parisons that the cost of brick block in the Kast and
Central West averages from $16.00 to $18.00 per M.,
while the same brick at .Seattle costs $30..S0 per M. and
that the treated longleaf yellow pine which is almost
exclusively used in the Kast and South for paving,
costs more in those districts than does the treated
Douglas fir in Seattle. This makes the first cost of

material for surfacing brick pavements in other parts
of the country a little less than one-half of the cost
here while the cost of wood block is corres|)ondingly
higher; a general average for finisiied pavement being
$2.05 per sq. yd. for brick and $3.00 for wood making
the ratio two to three for the completed pavement.

Maintenance Charges

"The figures on brick pavement compiled from city

data give a maintenance cost of .OZ'W cents per sti. yd.,

for something over 1,000,000 sq. yds. ; an annual charge
of about $30,000.00.

"Figures from the maintenance department of the

local street car company for the year 1913 give the cost

of maintenance of their portion of the brick ])aving be-

tween Pike and Yesler Way on Second Avenue as

$0,435 per yard.

"The records of eighteen other cities in the United
States given by city engineers, highway commission-
ers, etc., shows a decided preference for wood block

and a much lower maintenance cost than for brick.

"Your committee can find no facts or figures to

substantiate the claim that longleaf yellow |)ine or

other woods are superior to Douglas fir for the i)urpose

under discussion. Records of failure of Douglas fir

that your committee have investigated lead to the con-

clusion that such failures were due to imi)ro|)er treat-

ment or laying, more frequently the latter. Records
of failure cif i)rick block as a pavement have shown
they lia\c been iirinciiially due to the failure of the

material itself though in some cass to faulty construc-

tion.

"Comparative measurements of the two materials

for the same period of use under the same approximate
condition show a greater loss of bulk in brick.

"We find practically no difference in the resistance

to traffic and slipperyness in the two materials when
laid on water grades and with (iractically no curves in

alignment as is the case on East Marginal Way.
"l^ecause of the location and character of the im-

provement the relative merits of the surfacing of the

two materials when compared as to sanitation, facility

for cleaning, and freedom from dust, mud, etc., would
be about equal with possibly a slight percentage in

favor of wood block.

"In summing up the more important considerations

which should receive attention in any selection, your

committee is in accord with the report published in
the December proceedings of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, namely, 'That for brick, toughness,
resistance to wear from shock or abrasion, and non-
absorption are essential qualities. That uniformity
of wear is equally important, and may properly be a
controlling consideration even at the expense of a mod-
erate .sacrifice in the rate of wear. That cement joints
when i)roi)erly made will maintain the integrity of the
pavement but uniformity in the cement grout and spe-
cial skill and care in its application are essential to
success. That a .sand cushion is nece.ssary only to al-
low for irregularities in thickness of brick and surface
of concrete base and should be limited to one inch or
even one-half inch.' Erom our observations and in-
spections we find that the brick used in Seattle has
apparently deteriorated in quality in recent years along
the following lines :—toughness, resistance to wear

'

and non-absorption. We understand that the city
testing laboratory discovered some reasons for this
deterioration and that the brick block manufacturers
have done their best in co-operation to overcome the
trouble. However, the new product must be sub-
jected to actual traffic conditions for .some years before
a more favorable report than is now pos.sible, can be
rendered. The city of Seattle .specifications call for
three per cent, maximum absorption which will in all
probability be .specified for the East Marginal Way
improvement. One and one-half per cent, maximum
absorption, in the opinion of your committee, is the
proper amount allowable and the amount generally in-
sisted upon in other cities on pavements that will at
any time have a heavy taffic duty and the amount
which was required for the brick in the recent paving
of Second avenue. We have not found that this let-

ting down of the bars has improved the quality and un-
iformity of wear is not apparent on several of the pave-
ments laid within the past five years.

Fir vs. Pine Blocks

"Continuing to quote from the above mentioned
report 'There is no general necessity for confining the
material for wood paving blocks to longleaf Georgia or
yellow pine, that no necessity exists in the case of
wood block pavement, for a resilient cushion, under
the blocks, and the reduction in any such cushion, to
a layer as may be necessary, safely for the purpose of
correcting the unevenness of the foundation and of
permitting the immediate compen.sation for irregulari-
ties in the depths of the blocks themselves. That this

layer .should be of such character as to insure its per-
manence in the position it occupies when the pavement
is opened to traffic. That an excessive quantity of
preservative involves additional cost without compen-
sating advantages while if Uk) little is u.sed it may fail

of its purpose.'

"We have found in Seattle that irregularities in

surface of wood block pavement is due almost without
exception to the shifting of an exce.ssively thick sand
cushion or to the disintegration of blocks having tcnj

light a treatment of preservative.

"To re-cai)itulate, we have a concrete base, com-
mon to either pavement, but above this in the case of
the brick there is a cushion of sufficient thickness of
more or less unstable material to make its retention in

its original place a serious problem. .And on this
cushion is a wearing surface of material which has not
proved uniform and has proved comparatively expen-
sive to maintain. In the other case, on a concrete
base we have a cushion so thin and of such a plastic

nature as to be easily controlled and a finished wearing
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surface which has proved uniform in quaUty and for

which the maintenance is exceptionally small.

"Judging from the more recent bids under present
Seattle specifications, we believe the difference in cost

as between brick and wood will be small. Further-
more, we believe that with changes in the specifica-

tions—to secure materials of recognized equality of

their respective kinds, the cost will be appreciablj' less

with wood than with brick.

Recommend Wood Block

"From all the foregoing, your committee respect-

fully recommends the use of creosoted wood block
pavement for the improvement of East Marginal Way,
and further that the specifications governing same be
revised in accordance with the most modern and up-
to-date methods and practices.

"Before closing this report your committee feels it

their duty to suggest for your earnest consideration,
the following: Since for some years East Marginal
Way will not, in all probability, be much travelled,

since the traffic is not likely to be heavy concentrated
loads, and since what ever saving possible should be
made to the taxpayers and abutting property owners,
we believe it to be to the best interests of those most
vitally concerned to install at this time the concrete

base, using a surface hardener to take the wear. Such
a pavement can be guaranteed to last for at least five

years and will obviate the expenditure of many
thousands of dollars till such time as the traffic war-
rants such expense.

"For instance, the cost of the concrete base will be

the same in any case; to this add twenty-two and one-
half cents per square yard for surface hardener and
when the proper time arrives to put on wood blocks, it

may be done with no delay and little or no inconven-
ience to whatever traffic exists. The cost of cushion
and wood blocks at present prices is alxnit $1.60 ])er

square yard. If this amount was invested to draw
only four per cent, interest, the interest would amount
to $0.32 per square yard in five years, or more than the

cost of hardener, and with a guarantee the maintenance
would be nil.

"If at the end of five years traffic it does not seem
to warrant the expense of blocks, taxes and assess-

ments will be correspondingly kept down.

Estimates

"In other words your committee estimates that for

39.000 square yards all expenses up to and including
the concrete base will be constant for any pavement.
For hard wearing surface on concrete, add $8,775.00,

for wood blocks, $62,400.00, the difTerence of which is

a saving of $.S3.625.00. This sum invested for five

years at four ))er cent, will amount to $64,3,S0.00. as

against $62,400.00, estimated to be required. Or
figured another way, property owners and taxpayers
can be relieved of the interest on $53,625.00 for a period

of five years or more, for a road surfacing which in the

estimation of your committee is at present an unneces-
sary expense. These figures are based on the length
of East Marginal W^ay as specified in the original bond
issue and not upon its length after connection with
Duwamish avenue."

M. C. Railway Terminal at Montrose, Ont.

THF; cut herewith shows the proposed layout

of the new railway terminal to be built by
the Michigan Central Railway Company at

Montrose, Welland County, Ontario, this

year. The layout includes a roundhouse, machine
shop,- office building, coaling station, sand house, oil

houses, and cinder pit, besides the necessary new
tracks. The roundhouse, which has accommodation
for 20 locomotives, is to be brick and mill work con-
struction : the plan is an arc of a circle of 140 degrees
on a 120 ft. radius circle, inside diameter, 217 ft. 8 in..

outside diameter, that is, the width, is 97 ft. 8 in.,

which enlarges to 114 ft. 8 in. where it connects with
the machine shop. There is an 85-ft. turntable in

front of the roundhouse connected with three outgo-

ing tracks to the main line. The machine shop, which
is connected directly to the roundhouse, is 123 ft. 10 in.

x 37 ft. 3 in., and together with the office building,

which is situated in front directly south of it, will

be built of brick. The oil houses will be of reinforced

concrete fireproof construction. The terminal is ex-

pected to be completed by the fall.

Proposed layout of the'M. C. R.'s New Terminal at Montrose, Ont.
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The Adaptability of Paving Materials
To Different Conditions and Localities—A Good
Opportunity for Utilization of Local Materials

By F. C. Pillsbury'

by different designs, taking into account the effect <if

the climate. For instance, the thickness of certain
types of pavement should be much greater when sub-
ject to frost than in climates where there is practically
no freezing.

The necessity of providing for the requirements of
traffic is imperative and the materials which will sus-
tain traffic in a hot climate may not answer in a cold
climate, and vice ver.sa, although certain materials may
be manufactured and soused that the changes of cli-

mate will have very little effect upon them. These in-
clude .stone block, wood block, brick, broken stone, and
other minerals of more or less solid nature as well as
some bitumens, these latter, however, acting like Port-
land cement as cement or binder. Portland cement
concrete is apt to break up from expansion and con-
traction following extremes of wet and dry or heat and
cold. Asphalts and bitumens should have a very low
penetration, that is, be quite well solidified when used
as a cement or binder in warm climates, otherwi.se they
become softened under a high degree of temperature.
This is always to be considered, to a certain extent, in

any climate. P>itumens .should never be of such a na-
ture or quality as to become brittle when cold. Cer-
tain asphalts are less likely to be affected this way by
low temperature than others, and probably nearly all

of them might be prepared .so as to retain the necessary
degree of plasticity when cold, at the same time having
sufficient stiffness when subject to a high temperature.
Certain proprietary and patented compositions, con.sist-

ing mainly of matter with which it is necessary to use
l)itumen, are as little affected by changes in tempera-
ture as the very best asphalts, but on the other hand
they are probably readily affected by moisture.

Other Requisites

While there are certain other requisites such as
those related to hygiene and aestJietics, these are not
usually necessary requisites, inasmuch as they do not
have to be provided for in determining the choice of
materials, except as secondary considerations. Nearly
all first class pavements and road surfaces can be
easily made sanitary, practically dustless, and reason-
ably free from mud, and will remain so if properly de-
signed and cared for. considering traffic and natural
conditions only. .Aesthetic requirements are related

usually to park systems and private roads, although
they should not be forgotten in connection with public
highways. They are almost always satisfied by -the

results obtained from an excellent surface and the sur-

roimdiugs of the road, such as tree planting, roadsides,

etc. Noise, however, depends directly upon the kind
of traffic and cannot always be easily overcome. There
is little excuse for the very rough and uneven .stone

l)avemeuts which exist in many of our cities. Stone
pavements can be so constructed and maintained as
not to be seriously noisv. and the tendency is toward
smoother pavements. Noise is a serious consideration
in cities and should always be avoided so far as pos-
sible, but in these days of mechanical vehicles there
seems to be more of an opportunity to overcome noise
in the vehicle itself due to the condition of the vehicle

rather than the condition of the street. There is an-

Thc adajHabihty of road paving materials to dif-
ferent conditions and localities when thoroughly con-
sidered embraces a very wide field. The subject, if

taken literally, does not permit limitations, and I a.s-

simic it is desired to be as C()in|)rcheiisive as i)ossible.
It should be borne in mind that few, even of the
liigliest authorities, have Iiad actual and thorough per-
sonal practice and experience cxcc])t within more or
less limited territory, and on this account it is well to
emphasize that the practice which might be excellent
in one locality would fail at some other place.

The pavement or surface of the road, to be thor-
ough in the consideration of this subject, must be con-
sidered as the whole of that portion of the road which
is, artificial or natural as the case may be, to its full

depth, serving the purpose of carrying the traffic. It

is not .safe to attempt to decide upon the selection of
any wearing surface without giving due consideration
to those i)arts lying immediately Iieneath, and which
are generally termed, (1), the base or bottom course,
and (2), the subl)asc or foundation, also to the nature
of the ground u|)on which the whole is to rest.

The selection of pavements and road surfaces is a
subject which has been fully and ably covered a luim-
ber of times, so there is little to add that will be of in-

terest unless it is taken u|) from a ditTerent point of

view, which luay be done by considering in an element-
ary way some of the rudiniciUs and their general ajipli-

cations, under different conditions and in different lo-

calities. These conditions may be classified under
the following two headings which seem to represent
the predominant factors—climate, including its ])rin-

cipal conditions of temperature and moisture, and
traffic.

Climatic Conditions

The climatic conditions at all times affect all kinds
of surfaces. The effects are exceedingly various and
not due to, nor are they to be measured by, the changes
in temperature or moisture alone, but also according to

the traffic and the nature and qualities of the kinds of

materials used. A high temperature has a tendency
to soften bitimiinous materials ; a low temperature to

make them brittle, with a tendency to break. Moisture
becomes absorbed, thus causing expansion, while high
ten)|)cratures as well as extremely low temperatures
increase this result, and medium low temperatures gen-
erally -cause contraction. In some materials these

physical changes become very serious, frecpiently caus-
ing destruction when not taken into account. The
chemical conditions following the changes of climate

are ustialh' so indelinite and of such slight consc<iuence

that they need seldom be taken into consideration. Ma-
terials should be of such nature as to carry the traffic

with the minimtun effect of these climatic changes.

Some surfaces would be satisfactory in certain climates

and would fail in others. Certain materials might be

used in one climate and would fail utterly under similar

conditions in another climate, while the same type of

pavement made of exactly the same material to answer
similar requirements would be successful if constructed

• Division Eniiineer MassHolnisetts UiBlnvay Commission, tjcfore the
American Good Koads Congress.
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other condition, but this is related more directly to

traffic, and that is non-slipperiness for horses. While
this is also a secondary consideration except in extreme
cases and on steep grades, it should ever be kept in

mind and both design and materials be provided to re-

duce the slipperiness to a minimum. It can be over-

come to some extent by the reduction of grades and
flattening of cross sections, also banking cur\'es. The
entire elimination of slipperiness cannot be acconi])-

lished without extraordinary cost, except on those
roads subject to very light traffic or in warm climates.

It would seem unreasonable to attempt to overcome, in

the design or choice of material, the occasional slipper-

iness due to icing of the surface. It is possible by
sanding and frequent cleaning, when the grades and
cross sections are suitable to reduce the slipperiness

to a reasonable state. It would be possible to con-

struct bituminous pavements with surfaces so rough
that they would not be slippery, but such surfaces, on
account of their roughness, would be subject to those

forces which naturally result in wear and would lead

to abnormally rapid destruction.

There are so many known materials adapted for use
in paving road surfaces that they are almost number-
less. If this be true of those materials that arc known,
how many must there be that are unknown ! This
vastness in variety, however, seldom ai)i)lies to a selec-

tion in any given locality. Usually the ])roblem is not

an extremely difficult one for an experienced engineer
provided he is not limited unreasonably by the local

demand, financially, or in other ways. The writer

has observed that the highway laws in the United
States are generally so imperfect and the highway or-

ganizations of the various communities in the states so

irregular and incomplete, that many times wisdom is

not displayed in the selection of types of jiavement
and materials with other matters relating to the same.
The development of this whole question has been so

rapid and it is continuing to develop so extensively

that the general public as well as many of those actu-

ally engaged in the work have failed to realize the

changes that are demanded in almost every way. This
condition is not sur])rising, but is to be expected. Much
can and should be done to increase the knowledge of

those, upon whtjm the work will fall, as well as the

general public.

In the question of the selection of materials, as far

as they are influenced by these main considerations, it

matters little, as to the quality of material or actual
design of the pavement, whether the location is in the
country or in the city. These variations in location

should be subject to the same methods of treatment, in

providing for the effects of traffic and climate, all other
requisites, of course, being taken into due considera-

tion.

It is a coincidence worth remarking that road pave-
ments are with few exceptions composed tif materials
taken directly from the earth, usually without great
change in composition, and used for a purpose that re-

quires their being placed back again on the earth, and
hence to a degree are subject to the effects of the
same natural forces as before their removal from the
earth. When exposed to the weather, as road surfaces
are exposed, the effects of natural phenomena on these
materials are greatest. It has been said, and truly, I

believe, that the wear of a road surface might be one
half due to the effects of weather and one half due to

traffic. The weather, through which climate is mainly
evident, is working all the time, and almost always for

the deterioration of the road surface. This is not always

gi\en due consideration. Having in mind as far as

practicable all these requisites and conditions, the

writer gives the following list of natural materials, to-

gether with some of their common u.ses, but he believes

the competent road designer should be able to go still

further and invent—if that word is not an improper one

to use in this connection—new combinations or meth-

ods which it will often be found advantageous to adopt.

It is not practicable to enumerate here all the dif-

ferent materials, but almost all, and enough for the

purposes of this paper, are included in the following:

Natural Materials

Loam, by which is meant that fertile covering of

most portions of the earth, composed principally of

clay, fine particles of sand, and vegetable matter; sand

including all so-called sands, from the finest to those

in which there are no particles over ^ in. in size;

gravel, meaning masses composed of fragments of

rock loosely mixed with more or less sand and some-

times including a small quantity of loam or clay, the

particles of rock being either worn smooth and round

or of any form to that sharply angular, often more or

less coated with clay or marl, but never compacted so

closely and firmly in a .solid mass as to be confused

with bowlder clay or the hardpans ; clay, including

pure, fine clays, marls, and earth consisting of more or

less clay, found in dense and compact masses with

fragments of rock of any size, including bowlder clay

and clay hardpan ; stone or rock, meaning all kinds of

stone materials, not including those minerals classified

as sand, gravel, clay, etc., and any ledges, boulders or

stones when separate from masses of clay or gravel;

bitumens, including asphalts, oils and tars ; wood ; and

shelLs.

At the present time these natural materials are used

in many wavs and in innumerable combinations. There

is unlimited opportunity for development in u.se and

composition, even to the extet of the discovery of some

method or material or combinations of the same abso-

lutelv new, and perhaps possessing certain qualities

that would accomplish more of the results required

than any material in existence at present.

The more common uses of these materials are .so

well known that it is unwise to include many of. them

in a paper of this kind, but it may not be uninteresting

to discuss those cases which are connected with con-

ditions which should govern the selection and which

are sometimes in dispute or not generally known or

perha|)s not recognized as being of importance. 'Phis

the writer will endeavor to do, taking u)) the subjects

in terms of the natural materials and others, as already

defined, and considering not only their fitness, but

dangers to be avoided when improperly used or allowed

to remain in risky positions.

Loam or loamy material is seldom of value, parti-

cularly in climates subject to much moisture lir cold.

In these climates, however, it is sometimes used as a

binder under certain conditions with sand, gravel or

broken stone and with bituminous mixtures. I'^ven

this use is to be avoided when the cost of other materi-

als which would answer the purpose is not jjrohibitive,

because the value of the loam lies alone in the fineness

of its particles, which enables it to act as a filler. It is so

uickly acted upon bv moisture, frost, wind. etc.. that

it has practically no stability. In climates subject to

frcKst action, except where it is very slight, loam should

he eliminated as much as possible from use in the pave-

ment material and should not be allowed to remain in

its natural position in the roadbed within less than

12 ins. of the bottom of the base unless the road i.s to

q
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be subject to very light traffic, because its instability

and tendency to decompose cause the surfacing above
to become driven out of ])lace and broken u]). A ma-
cadam, cither water bound or bituminous, is more dis-

astrously affected in this way than gravel, as the gravel

surface is somewhat loose and is not ruined even if it

does go out of i)lace, whereas the crust-like formation
of macadam or bituminous surfaces is liable to break-

ing and to greater difficulty in restoring afterward.

Loamy materials readily absorb, and generally after

absorj)tion retain for a long time, mf)isture which when
present in great quantity leads to tremendous expan-
sion on freezing. This becomes a very destructive con-

dition, under any pavement, and if it is not possible or
ex])edient to avoid placing the pavement on or tfx) near
the loam, every possible means should be taken to keep
the water out of it.

Work Started on the Extensive Winnipeg
Building Program of the T. Eaton Co.

On March 3, the T. Eaton Co. Limited, of Toronto
and Winnipeg, submitted to the Wiiuiipeg city council

for a])pr()val, plans and si)ecifications for a mammotli
twelve storey building, and extensions and im])rove-

ments to the existing premises. The plans were re-

ferred to a joint committee of the Water Works and
T'ire, Water and Light committees, since the i)ermit

would have to be a special one, due to the fact that the

building could not conform to the present building by-

law of the t'ity of Winnii)eg, which states that no
building shall l)e higher than lOH ft., whereas the plans

for the new building call for a height of 213 ft.

This excessive height for a twelve storey building

is due to the fact that the owners insisted upon special

attention being paid to the matter of ventilation. From
floor to ceiling, the l)ascmcnt is 18 ft.; ground floor, 20
ft., which is e<|ual lo two storeys in an ordinary office

building ; the second and third floor, 18 ft. ; the next five,

17 ft.; and the balance 16 ft. There were a few other
minor details which were not in conformity with the

building by-law, but the ])lans were passed by the

special committee of the Winni])eg city coimcil. S])eak-

ing on behalf of the Timothy ICaton Co., Mr. McGee
assured the council that, not only would the premises

when completed be a credit to Winnipeg, but the

tirm had undertaken to do everything possible to make
the store the finest on the American continent.

The scheme comprises a series of connected struc-

tures, twelve storeys in height, replacing the present

nine storey building. When complete it will take in

the whole area of the city block, between Graham

<«*

—

Ave., St. Marys Ave., Donald and Hargrave Streets.

Two bridges, 3 ft. from the ground and nine storeys
high, and sundry tunnels under streets, will connect
the buildings. The bridge across Graham Ave. will be a
means of life .saving by allowing communication from
one building to the other in case of fire. The work
is t(j be done in units with the entire .scheme extend-
ing over a period of eight or ten years. The whole
proposition will involve an expenditure of approxi-
mately $6,000,000.00.

The plans and specifications for the building were
prei)ared by Graham & liurnham, architects; Chicago.
The building is to be Tyndal stone from the ground
to the top of the second storey ; the remaining storeys
to be of buff face brick. The structures will be fire-

proof, with stairs and elevators enclosed, sprinkler
system, conveyor, and the most modern equipment for

department store convenience. Water storage to the
extent of 150,000 to 200.000 gallons will always be
available, and the pumping facilities will be of the
most up to date kind.

The work at present in progress is the erection of
the warehouse section. The foundations are designed
for twelve storeys, but of these only eight will be built

this year. It will have three fireproof stairs, two 12

ton elevators with platforms large enough to accom-
modate loaded motor trucks, eight freight elevators

—

7,000 lbs. capacity each, and two elevators for com-
bined freight and passenger service. Spiral chutes
will be installed for conveying packages to the main
floor and basement, belt conveyances being used for

,<»

.J'^ Lintfl jifl

T^mma^^ •^tti'^^jSW^r

Architect s rcrspcctivc of the T. Eaton buildings, W Wicn complcu >^-- ~o,0C0,000.
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bringing; jroods over the main store through one of the

tunnels. In fact, every modern labor-saving device

will be installed.

The contract for the warehouse was let the very

day the city council passed the plans, and the next day
the contractors were excavating for the foundation

work. At present the trenches for tlie retaining walls

on the east and south ends on Graham Ave. and Har-
grave Street, are finished, and pouring cement in these

sections has commenced. The north and west walls

will not be dug until excavation is completed. Base-

ment excavation is about half finished ; work on this is

very slow, due to the heavy nature of the clay soil ; it is

ex|)ected that it will be finished by June 1. All the

reinforced concrete cassions have been completed

;

these go to bed rock, an average distance of 50 to 60

ft. with a maximum depth of 80 ft.

Progress on the building, which was expected to be

rushed by day and night shifts, is being somewhat re-

tarded by the war, and only a day shift is at present

employed on the foundation work. The fjethlehcm

Steel Works, who are rolling the steel, are also en-

gaged in munition work, making delivery of steel

somewhat slow. The first of the steel girders is ex-

pected early in June, when progress will become more
steady and rapid. Some of the grillage has already

arrived. Graham Ave. is now closed between Donald
and Hargrave streets until the tunnel, on which work
is being pushed rapidly, is completed.

The project in its entirety is a vast one, and indi-

cates the confidence of the Timothy Eaton Co. in the

future development of the Canadian West. The
tendering for the contract was extensive and spirited,

several large U. S. and Canadian firms submitting
tenders. The general contract of the warehouse was
awarded to Carter-IIalls-Aldinger, Limited, for

>$600,000.00, and the Dominion Bridge Co. was awarded
the steel work for $200,000.00. There will necessarily

have to be considerable quantities of material im-

ported from eastern Canada and the United States, be-

cause of the limited list of Manitoba building material,

but wherever possible, material will be purchased in

Manitoba.

I

Bed Testing, to Determine Its Supporting

Power for Drain Tile and Sewer Pipe
NTICRI'LSTING data on the effect of the method
of bedding upon the supporting strength of drain

tiles and sewer ]npe was recently compiled by N.

J. Schlick, drainage engineer of the engineering

experimental station, Iowa State college. Tests were

made on 24 in. ])ii)e with the different types of bedding

indicated in the diagram, and were made when the

concrete beddings were one month old ; only one series

of tests were made, and while they cannot be taken as

final, they show .some very general facts. The follow-

ing extracts are based on a paper by Mr. Shlick before

a recent meeting of the Iowa Drainage Association.

The types of bedding tested might be divided into

three general classes, namely, earth beddings, con-

crete beddings for firm soils and concrete beddings for

yielding soils.

The first of the earth beddings, class 1, was rriadc

in accordance with the "Ordinary" method described

in the "Standard Specifications for Drain Tile" of the

American Society for Testing Materials except that

the pipe were only bedded to a little above the mid-

height. The trench was shaped in the bottom to ap-

proximately fit the lower 90 degrees of the pipe and

the ditch filling shoveled in without tamping. There

was quite a wide range in the supporting strength of

these pipe, but the average agreed quite closely with

the average strength as shown by standard strength

tests with sand bearings. Because of this close agree-

ment the average supporting strength of class 1 is

taken as a basis for comparing the strengths developed

by the other types of bedding.

The second class of bedding was the "First Class"

method described in the standard specifications. The
trench bottom was sloped more accurately and was

covered with 1 in. to 2 in. of loose top soil before the

pipe were laid. The filling was carefully tamped in,

especially at the lower % points, up to a little above

the mid height. The average strength of this class

was 28 per cent, greater than that of class 1 and there

was considerably less variation in the results from the

individual specimens.

In the other type of earth l)edding, class 9, the pipe

were laid in a flat bottomed trench and the spaces be-

tween the pipe and the sides of the trench shoveled

full of loose earth. No especial care was taken to

see that the spaces between the bottom of the trench

and the pipe were filled, and examination after the test

showed that the filling there was so loose as to give the

l)ipe no support. The average strength of these pipe

was 26 ])er cent, greater than those of class 1. This

increase in strength is thought to be due to the frozen

condition of the ditch filling material at the sides of

the pipe at the time the tests were made. There is

reason to believe that this type of bedding will usually

give lower strengths than class 1.

The results of these tests of pipe in earth beddings

bring out two especially interesting facts. First : The
strength of the pipe laid in the "Ordinary" method
agreed very closely with that shown by standard

strength tests of similar pipe, and second, that an in-

crease in strength of 25 per cent, can be obtained by
more careful bedding, as is specified for "First Class"

pipe laying.

None of the pipe in earth beddings would support

a larger load than that at which they cracked.

The pipe laid in concrete cradles as specified in the

.standard specifications for "Concrete Cradles" for

"Solid Soils" were tested as class 3. The concrete used

was i)roportioned 1 :8. The bottom of the trench was
shaped to fit the lower 90 degrees of the i)ipe and 2 in.

of concrete placed on it. The space between the sides

of the trench and the pipe, about Zyi in. at the mid-

height of the pipe, was then spaded full of concrete up

to a height of one-fourth the nominal diameter of the

pipe above the mid-height. These pipe had an aver-

age crackin'^ strength 64 per cent, greater than those

of class 1.

Class 5 beddings were a combination of the earth

beddings and the concrete cradle just described. The
bottom of the trench was shaped to fit the lower quar-

ter of the circumference of the pipe and the spaces be-
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tween the pipe and the sides of the trench, about 3 in.,

filled with 1 :8 concrete. These pipe showed a cracking
streii{,'th of 46 per cent, greater than those of class 1.

The third class of concrete bedding for solid or
(irni soils was class 6. 'J'iie trench was dug with a flat

bottom and was about 6 in. to 8 in. wider than the out-
side diameter of the pipe. The pipe was laid in the
trench and concrete poured in at the sides, care being
taken to get the concrete well around the pipe. Tests

No.6 No.9

Method< of Bedding, Drain Tile or Sewer Pipe, in Testlnfl for

Supportlna Power.

of t!iis type of bedding weie made with two giades of
concrete. In class 6-A a 1:5 mi.xture was used and in

class 6-1) a 1 :8 i)roi)ortion. 'i'lie pipe of class 6-A sup-
ported a load ''6 per cent, greater than class 1 before
cracking. Those of class 6-1! developed a cracking
strength 80 per cent, greater than that of class 1.

The tests of these classes also indicated that the
supporting strength of a pipe after cracking depends
upt^n the bearing power of the soil.

The pipe of these three classes showed a marked
tendency to develop side cracks at or near, the top of
the concrete at the sides. Where the side cracks in

the i)i|)e were below the top of the concrete it usualh'
cracked ojiposite the crack in the pii)e. In each case
in Class 3. the concrete was cracked along the center-
line at the bottom, the crack appearing simultaneously
with the crack in the bottom of the pipe. In a great
many cases the cradle was ci'acked near the lower ^
points by the continued application of pressure after
the pipe had cracked.

'i'he bedding designated as Class 7 was patterned
after the Philadelphia method. This type of bedding
or cradle would be equally effective in all soils firm
enough to allow of the construction. The trench was
dug a little wider than the outside diameter of the pipe
and the bottom left flat. About 3 in. of 1 :8 concrete
was placed the full width of the trench and the pipe
laid upon it. Concrete was then i)laced around tlie

pipe to a height of 6 in. or one-fourth the inside diam-
eter, above the bottom of the pipe. This bedded the
])i()e in concrete for a little over 90 degrees but fur-

nished no side support whatever, as the top of the con-
crete was just about even with the surface of the
ground.

The pipe of this class showed an average strength
before cracking 82 per cent, larger than tho.se of Class
1. As these pipe received no side support, they col-

lapsed as soon as the main fractures were developed.
Tests were made of pipe bedded in "Concrete

Cradles" for "Yielding Soils" as specified in the
"Standard Epecifications for Drain Tile." In Class
4-A a 1 : 5 concrete was used and in Class 4-B 1 : 8 con-
crete.

The trench was dug 10 in. wider than the outside
diameter of the pipe and with a flat bottom. A 3 in.
layer of concrete was placed in the trench and the pipe
laid upon it. Concrete was then poiircd in at the sides
up to the specified height of y^ the inside diameter
above the mid-height.

The pipe of Class 4-A showed an average strength
before cracking 38 per cent, larger than tho.se of Class
1, while those of Class 4-Ii supported 50 per cent, more
load before cracking than did tho.se of Class 1. The
fact that the cradle of the leaner concrete gave the
larger support is attributed to the fact that the pipe of
Class 4-B were laid before those of Class 4-,\ and that
c(jol weather and frosty nights prevailed after the
cradle of Class 4-A were poured.

The pipe of these two clas.ses usually cracked at or
near the four Y^ points at the same time, though the
side cracks were often at or near the top of the con-
crete. In all cases the concrete cradle cracked along
the center line in the bottom, and often at about the
lower % points of the pipe, at the .same time the pipe
developed fractures. After the cradles were cracked
in the bottom, the two sections revolved around the
lower outside edges and the pipe would support prac-
tically no load.

The bedding of Class 8 were very similar to the
combined earth and concrete bedding of Cla.ss .^. e.\-

cept that the earth was dug away from the outside of
the concrete so as to rejjroduce as nearly jis possible
the conditions prevailing when this type of bedding is

used in yielding soils.

The concrete used in these beddings was propor-
tioned 1 : y. It was poured in cool weather and had de-
veloped only a comparatively .small portion of its final
strength at the time the tests were made.

The pipe of this class had an average supporting
strength only 18 per cent. larger than those of Cla.ss 1.

The concrete received no side support so that the load
whicli developed the cracks in the pipe was the maxi-
mum. These tests indicated that this type of bedding
would give but little side support other than that due
to distributing the pressure over a larger area. In
many .soils this would result in a noticeable increase in

supporting strength but in very wet soils the increase
would be small.

These results might be summarized in three gen-
eral statements, as follows:

1. The suppoting strength of tile laid in the "Ordi-
nary" method is practically the same as the "Ordinary
Supporting Strength" .shown by the standard tests.

2. The supporting strength can be increased 25 per
cent, by more careful earth bedding and 80 per cent, or
90 per cent, by the use of concrete cradles.

3. The supporting strength after the pipe is

cracked depends upon the bearing power of the soil at
the sides of trenches, irrespective of the type of the
bedding.

In our description of the new Administration Build-
ing of the Hydro-electric Power Commission of On-
tario in the May 3 issue of the Contract Record, we
stated that storage batteries were installed for tele-

phone and auxiliary lighting service. This should, of
course, ha\e read oulv for telephone service.

"Why don't they keep the streets a little cleaner,**

You ask with deep annoyance not undue,
"Why don't they keep the parks a little greener."
Did you ever stop to think that THEY means

YOU?
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First Church of Christ Scientists Dedicate a

New Church at Winnipeg, Man.

New First Church of Christ Scientist, corner of Nassau St. and Water Ave., Winnipeg- Cost flOO.CCO.

First Church of Christ Scientist

The First Church of Christ wScientist have made a

notable addition to the churches of Winnipeg in their

new building on the corner of Nassau and River

Streets, which was recently dedicated for service.

The new edifice is in the simple Greek Ionic design of

architecture, built on the plan of a Greek cross. It is

simple, insofar as the exterior design is concerned.

The foundations and exterior trimmings are Tyndall
stone, while the exterior walls are bufY-colored face

brick.

The general idea of the Christ Scientist churches,

to provide a large foyer for a meeting room wherein
members may intermingle before and after service,

has been carried out in this church. A cloak room has

also been provided just within the main entrance. The
main auditorium is above the level of the street and
is accessible by four stairways. It is fitted with ma-
hogany pews with accommodation for about 1,100

people. The floor slopes gradually toward the read-

er's platform. The organ loft is directly back of the

reader's platform, and the organ will, when installed,

be entirely obscured by a grill-work screen. The arti-

ficial lighting of the auditorium is carried out from
the alcoves entirely. There is a Sunday school below
the auditorium with seating capacity of 300.

The new church was designed by Jordan & Over,
architects, Winnipeg, and built by the Fort Garry
Construction Company at a cost of approximately
$100,000.

Steam shovels—Circular No. 14, by the Osgood
Company, Marion, Ohio, describing, with illustrations,

their "18" % yard, traction, revolving, steam shovel,

adapted for sewer trench excavating only.

Concrete Street Railway Track Foundation
Construction

The scarcity of ])ermanent street railway track
construction in many cities has been chiefly due to the

fact that railway companies prefer to build some sort

of temporally construction, which can be ea.-^ily taken
up to make repairs to the track, rather than lay any
permanent type.

These temporary forms of construction have been
the cause of a great deal of difficulty to street paving
ctjntractors in |)aving the remaining allowance of the

street. Vibration due to poor foundations soon
cracks the pavement near the rail, and requires repairs

much sooner than would otherwise be necessary.

Mr. R. Keith Compton, chief engineer of the Bal-
timore Paving Commission, outlines in a paper read
l)efore the recent Pittsburgh Convention of the Am-
erican Road Builders' Association the situation in Bal-
timore, how it was remedied, and the joint form of

construction as carried on by the street railway and
the i)aving contractor.

In the beginning of the year l'J14 tlie situation in

the city of Baltimore was thoroughly studied, both by
the munici])al engineers and the traction officials, with
the result tliat the State Legislature of Maryland was
a])i)ealed to by the munici])ality and a law was passed
])utting the character of foundation under the ties of

the several street railway companies and steam rail-

roads under the jurisdiction of the Paving Commis-
sion, with power to decide whether such foundation
should be of plain ballast or concrete. The Commis-
sion decided that in heavy traffic down-town streets

concrete construction, 6 in. thick, under and ai'ound

the ties, was necessaiy, but that in the outlying sub-
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urban sections where the traffic is Hght and street de-
velopment more or less of an uncertainty, awaiting
property development, rock ballast could be used.

Work Together

The forces of the railway conii)aiiy and that of the
paving contractor work in conjunction. The railway
area is first graded out to the subgrade of the paving
by the paving contractor. The railway company then
takes charge and grades out to a point 6 in. below
the bottom of the ties. New rails and ties are then
installed where necessary, together with any new spe-
cial work. The ballast is then placed and thoroughly
tami)ed under the ties and up tcj a p(jint 2 in. above

Form of track foundation construction used in Baltimore.

the bottom of the ties, the rails are brought to the
proper grade and line, and when the entire construc-
tion is "tight" the penetration begins.

The grouting mi.xture is comi)osed of 1 part ce-

ment to 2 parts sand, and is of about the consistency
of thin cream. The mixture is applied without inter-

ruption to car traffic by the use of a small continuous
mixer placed just outside of and i)arallel with the rail-

way tracks, with a flexible chute, in two sections, to

convey the grout from the mixer to the ballast. Start-

ing on the downgrade end and working ujigrade, the

thin grout is penetrated into the stone Ijallast. When
a car comes along the first section of the chute is

thrown out of service and the second section is low-

ered to the ballast at about the ends of the ties and
the mixer kept in service. After the car passes the

first section is thrown back in service.

During this o])cration some movement occasionally

occurs in the tracks, but there is a city inspector on
the work at all times who hunts for and locates loose

ties and they are immediately tamped up witli green

concrete.

The natural supixisition is that sufficient movement
of the ties and track would occur \o injure the con-

crete while setting, but this is not true if the work is

carefully handled and executed. On one street in

Haltimore this work was successfully handled with

five different lines of cars passing up and down the

street with but 20 seconds headway at times during

the day, while on another piece tif work it was suc-

cessfully handled with eleven different lines of cars

l)assing over the special work with less than 20 sec-

onds' headway at short intervals during the day. The
resultant mi.xture is about 1 of cement, 2 of sand and

5>2 of stone, with the concrete very dense, as the bal-

last has been thoroughly tamped and voids reduced to

a minimum.
This ends the work of the railway company, as

after this section of concrete is installed, the paving
contractor again takes charge, installing the concrete

base for the |)avemcnl immediately on top of tiie rail-

way base, and then the i)aving.

As a rule, there is no bond between the paving
stab installed by the railway company and the paving
base installed by the i>a\ ing contractor, because gen-

erallv the former is several blocks ahead of the latter,

and in the meantime the concrete slab has set.

One of the principal points gained by this form of
construction is that it shows up very clearly every
weak place during the progress of the work. All loose
or i)oorly tamped ties are made apparent by the bubbl-
ing or o<jzing up of the grout as a car passes over.
I'ailures in finished pavement are avoided by immedi-
ately tamping such tie.s, which in many cases wonid
otherwise be overlcjoked. It has been found by care-
ful cuts made in the finished w<jrk that this grout
when properly applied penetrates the balla.st to the
subgrade, forming excellent concrete, and insures solid
track construction, free from vibration.

From records kept and compiled by the Paving
Commission it has been found that the total extra cost
of this construction over plain ballast, including labor
and material, is about 52 ct. i)er lineal foot of single
track.

In the last two years about 10 miles (single track)
of such construction have been installed in Baltimore
by this process, in the busiest streets of the city, and
our traffic interfered with to such a limited extent that
no complaints whatever are heard from the traveling
public during the course of the work. Included in

the 10 miles of single track will be found all classes of
paving within the railway area—sheet a.sphalt, wood
block, granite block, vitrified block and scoria block.

In order to obtain good results with the penetra-
tion method, every detail must be carefuljy looked
after by the inspectors, such as the quality and size of
the stone composing the ballast, the tamping, and the
mixing and placing of the grout. Frequent test holes
should be cut in order to see that thorough penetra-
tion is secured, and wherever pos.sible the penetration
should be started at the downgrade end of a block and
proceed upgrade.

To Supervise Elevator Construction

The John S. Metcalf Company, Montreal, have been
retained by the State (jovernments i>f New South
Wales and South Australia to make plans and super-
vise the construction of elevators for the bulk handling
of grain. The same firm has also submitted a report
to the Victoria (iovernment. New South Wales pro-
poses to erect a terminal elevator at Sydney with a
capacity of 3,000,000 bushels ; a terminal elevator at

Newcastle with a capacity of 500.000 bushels and ap-
proximately 200 country elevators with varying capa-
cities from 25.000 to 200.000 bushels. .As the normal
wheat harvest in Victoria is about equal to that of
New South Wales, it is assumed that the elevator re-

quirements of both states will be about equal. South
Australia proposes to erect four terminal elevators
with capacities ranging from 500.000 t<j 1.000.000
bushels, and about 110 country elevators of varying
capacities. The John S. Metcalf Company have sup-
ervised, for the I'rench Government, the building of a
number of temporary elevators at some of the p<irts.

The Turbine Equipment Co.
The Turbine I'.quipmcnt Co. have been awarded a

contract to supply 4, .single .stage. De I-aval. centrifugal
l)umps, capacity each 3.750 gals, per minute against a
95 ft. head, to the Imperial Oil Co. of Sarnia. The
pumps will be direct connected to ~t> h.p. nuitors. The
Standard Chemical Co. of Toronto have also purchased
a He l.aval centrifugal i>ump. capacity IV4 million gal-
lons, to operate against a 125 ft. head.
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Damp -proofing and Water -proofing
The Methods and Materials Used to Prevent the Dis-
integrating Action of Water on Completed Structures

By S. G. Webb*

The general subject of structural dampproofing
and waterproofing as it confronts us to-day involves

the methods and means of protecting structural ma-
terials against the disintegrating action of water. Ma-
sonry building materials are generally more or less

porous and capillary in their structure, permitting the

absorption and permeation of water. The presence of

water in masonry is structurally injurious, due to its

solvent action on any soluble content, but more par-

ticularly its disintegrating action by the expansive

force that is manifested by the congealing of the water

on freezing. While the subject of structural water-

proofing and dam])proofing deals primarily with the

prevention of gradual decay and disintegration of struc-

tural materials, it also performs the useful and neces-

sary function of providing more hygienic conditions

for the benefit of humanity in general.

The subject of the protection of structural materi-

als against the disintegrating action of water should,

for the most comprehensive understanding, be con-

sidered under the two general divisions of waterproof-

ing and dampproofing. The term waterproofing should

correctly be confined to the consideration of .methods

and means of protecting subterra construction and
structures intended for retaining and containing water

under and against hydrostatic head. Consistent with

this definition, the term waterproofing as a part of

this great subject would apply directly to the methods
of treating foundations, tunnels, reservoirs, cisterns,

standpipes and similar construction. The term damp-
proofing should correctly be confined to the considera-

tion of the methods and means of keeping water and
dampness out of the superstructure of buildings. In

accordance with this definition, dampproofing should

involve the various methods of treating exposed walls

above grade line to avoid the entrance or penetration

of moisture and dampness into the structure.

Dampproofing

The subject of dampproofing, which we have al-

ready defined as correctly applying to a consideration

of methods and means of keeping water and damp-
ness out of the superstructure of buildings, may be
very simply sub-divided into the three following clas-

ses, viz.

:

A—Transparent coatings and treatments.

B—Opaque decorative coatings.

C—Special bituminous coatings.

Again, the above classification of dampproofing
treatments may be further sub-divided. The method
involving the use of transparent coatings may be sub-

divided into three quite characteristic sub-heads, viz.

:

(1)—The Sylvester process.

(2)—Hot paraffine and waxes.

(3)—Special proprietary products.

(1) The Sylvester process is one of the oldest

dampproofing treatments, and while it has been used
to some practical extent, it is at the present time very
seldom considered. The Sylvester process provides
for the alternate treatment of a porous masonry sur-

face with solutions of soap and alum. These solu-

tions are preferably applied hot so as to insure good

• Sec'y of the Gypson Industrial Association, Inc.. before the New York
State Builders' Supply Dealers' Association.

penetration and to accelerate the chemical reaction
between the two materials. The theory of this treat-

ment is to provide by inter-reaction of the soap and the
alum, an aluminum salt of the fat contained in the
soap, which will be deposited in the pores of the sur-
face and tend to repel the moisture.

(2) The second classification of transparent damp-
proofing treatments covers all of the various methods
which have been proposed and used, involving the
heating of the masonry surface and the application of
melted paraffine or wax. While a dampproofing treat-

ment of this type can be made very effective its ap-
plication is necessarily limited to only special cases
where the high cost of its application is not prohibit-
ory. The application can only be made slowly, as the
surface has to be heated with a blow torch, and only
when at the proper temperature can the melted par-
affine or wax be a])plied to insure the proper penetra-
tion and absorption of the repellent material into the
]5ores of the surface.

(3) The third class of trans])arent treatments, viz.,

special proprietary products, suggests quite an inter-

esting and unfortunate chapter in the history of the
development of the general subject of the preservation
of structural work against the disintegrating action
of water. Following the general recognition that one
of the objections to concrete construction was its ab-
sorbent nature, there appeared on the market an al-

most innumerable number of transparent liquids pre-
sented with the most extraordinary and extravagant
claims.

Early Products Inefficient

Practically all of the earlier proprietary transparent
dampproofing products were nothing more or less than
low melting point paraffines or waxes which had been
melted and fluxed back into a volatile solvent. The
theory of such a preparation is entirely correct, but
unfortunately these several paraffines and waxes can
only be dissolved in solvents to a very limited extent,
producing a product that actually carries a very small
amount of repellent base and an excessive amount of
volatile material. On application to the surface, prac-
tically 90 to 95 per cent, of the original material would
be lost by evaporation, leaving only a small residue
deposited in the pores of the surface. It would require
a number of repeated applications in order to leave
deposited in the pores of the surface a sufficient quan-
tity of the repellent base to provide any efficient damp-
proofing results.

The reason for not making more successful early
progress on a transparent dampproofing treatment of
this character is unquestionably the fact that the con-
dition is by no means a simple one. A satisfactory
transparent dampproofing material that is applied cold
with a brush must be one that is practically colorless,

as any tendency for the material to stain or discolor
the surface is highly objectionable. Nature, unfor-
tunately, has not provided many materials that offer
possibilities for producing a product of this kind. The
majority of products, when used in quantity suffici-

ent to provide the necessary amount of total solids to
give efficient damp|)roofing results, will im))art such
a color to the material that when used over stone that
is more or less sensitive to discoloration, it will be-
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come badly stained, and the injury will be more seri-

ous tlian the difficulty which it was originally intended

to overcome.
The difficulties which the requirements for such a

material presented, and the complaints which followed
the use of so many of the inferior products, have re-

sulted in the slow disappearance of a great number of

])roducts that originally ajipcared, and to-day there are

oidy two or three of tlie materials on the market that

were nmnbered f)riginaliy among the great list of speci-

al products.

It is a problem that has involved a great deal of

careful scientific investigation in order to select such
materials which, due to their chemical affinity, can be
so combined as to ])roduce a synthetic base which has
the properties of dissolving in the combination of sol-

vents, to yield a product that will cdiitain a com-
])aratively high ])ercentage of base so that when ap-
plied to a surface and the volatile material has evap-
orated, there will be a sufficient cpiantity of material
deposited in the pores to fill them and change their

natural absorbent nature to a negative rei)ellcnt action.

Opaque Coatings

The second class of general (lam])proofiiig treat-

ments, viz., opacpie decorative coatings, may be sub-
divided similarly to transparent treatments affording

a very sim])lc consideration of this important ])art of

the general subject of dam]iproofing. This classifica-

tion is as follows

:

(1)—Various cement washes.
(2)—Common oil coatings.

(3)—Special proprietary cement coatings.

(1) The first conception of aj)plying an opaque dec-
orative treatment is evidenced in the use of a mixture
of cement and water applied with a brush for the dual
purpose of obscuring any imperfections in the surface
and giving an outer shell that is of a denser texture

so as to protect the masonry from the penetration
or absorption of moisture. While this treatriient is

more or less effective in uniforming the appearance
of the surface, it hardly j)ossesses any great or effici-

ent dampjiroofing results. This is due to the fact

that the cement is mixed with water, and when applied
the watfr occu])ies a definite volume, and on evapora-
tion leaves the surface full of small microscopic pores
and apertures through which water can penetrate.

(2) The second class of opaque danii)proofing treat-

ments, viz., ordinary oil paints, has been tried at vari-

ous times with unsatisfactory results. This is very ob-
viously due to the fact that in contrast to a wood
or metal surface, a concrete surface is chemically
active, due to the presence of alkali. When a com-
mon oil paint is applied over wood or metal, there is

no chemical influence to in any way interfere with its

normal ])rocess of drying to a tough, elastic linoxyn
film. When such a product is a])plied over a concrete
surface, the condition is distinctly different.

(3) The third method of opacpie dampproofing
treatments, viz., specialized cement coatings, offers

the greatest ojiportunity for producing effective and
satisfactory dampproofing results. With a full know-
ledge of the physical and chemical characteristics of
a concrete or masonry surface, it is possible to select
raw materials and so treat and combine them as to
l)roduce a jiroduct that is in every sense a specialized
cement coating. Such a product cannot be produced
by any effort to re-adai)t a common oil paint but must
be built up fundamentally from special materials
which, due to their jihysical characteristics and chem-

ical properties, are suited for the production of a
strictly specialized product.

Bituminous Products

The third class of dampj)roofing treatment involves
the application of bituminous products to the interior
of exposed walls. The treatments in the first two
classes as outlined above are applied to the exterior of
the superstructure; while the special bituminous pro-
ducts are distinct in being applied to the inside of the
wall.

These products are black in appearance and usu-
ally of quite heavy body, being applied with a brush
so as to i)rovide a thoroughly continuous coating.
They are characterized by indefinitely remaining tacky,
and provide bond for a coat of plaster applied directly
to the coated surface. Jt is to be emphasized that the
prime purpose in the api)lication of .such products to
interior walls is for dampproofing results, and the
fact that they have the associated property of bonding
a coat of plaster is distinctly secondary.

It has become a very general practice in construc-
tion work to i)rovide for the application of such a
dampproofing on the interior of all exposed walls, as
it gives an element in the wall that will prevent the
continuous penetration of dampness or moisture
through the wall, which would injure and destroy the
interior decorations and produce a damp and un-
healthful condition.

The subject of waterproofing proper, as we have
defined applying to the treatment of sub-terra con-
struction and structures intended for retaining and
containing water under hydrostatic head, may very
correctly be divided into the two characteristic meth-
ods, viz., integral and membrane, each of which has
further sub-divisions.

The integral method of waterproofing involves the
addition of compounds to the concrete at the time it

is placed, and becomes a unit or integral part of the
mass. This method is also known as the rigid method
of treatment in distinction to the membrane which
]>ermits greater movements and conformation in the
structure without injuring the effectiveness of the
waterproofing treatment.

Integral Method
The integral method has been received with a great

deal of favor by engineers, and its application has been
increasing quite rapidly. Various compounds which
are used for general integral waterproofing require-
ments may be divided into two classes characterized
by the physical condition in which they are added to
the concrete, viz.

:

(1) Finely powdered dry compounds which are
mixed with the dry cement.

(2) Compounds either in liquid or paste form which
are added directly to the water used to temper the dry
mixture of cement and aggregate.

The products coming under the first classification
may be further divided, due to their characteristic phy-
sical properties, into three classes, viz.:

(a) repellent; (b) non-repellent; (c) metallic.
(a) The repellents were the first integral water-

proofing compounds to be generally used. These ma-
terials arc usually the metallic salts of various fatty
acids that import their characteristic repellent proper-
ties.

In the practical application of these dry repellent
powders the material is mixed in proportions varying
from 1 to 5 per cent, with the dry cement. The treated
cement is then combined with the aggregate and tem-
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pered with water to proper consistency. For general

concrete operations the repellent properties are great-

ly Hmited, due to their repellent action. The presence

of quite a large percentage of hydrated lime is essen-

tial to serve as a ballast for the repellent material.

(b) The objection which has been taken by the

engineering fraternity to the use of repellent products

on account of the uncertainty in uniform results, has

been a natural incentive to develop products which

do not show this repellent action. These products are

usually constituted on a basis of hydrated clay, alum-

inum hydroxide or some similar inorganic colloidal

substance. In manufacture they are ground extremely

fine so as to develop the largest possible surface area

to intensify colloidal development. The partial effici-

ency of such materials is contributed by their void-

filling value. They are also recommended as beneficial

in lubricating the mass of concrete so that it flows

together in a tighter and closer mass.

The limitations of such materials is due primarily

to the fact that the products which are used, while of

a characteristic colloidal nature, have not the capacity

for sufficient colloidal development to fill out all the

voids and apertures of a concrete mass and give a

density that is absolutely impermeable.

(c) To complete the classification of various in-

tegral waterproofings which are mixed with the dry

cement, metallic compounds should be mentioned.

These products consist primarily of very finely ground

metallic iron, and in their integral application are

mixed dry with the cement in a similar procedure to

other dry integral products.

The theory of the action of such products is the

increa.se in volume that occurs from the oxidation of

the iron. When the process is complete, in place of

the fine particles of iron, there is developed the hyd-

rated oxide, which occupies a volume much larger

than is the case with the original iron particle. The
great difficulty, however, in obtaining satisfactory re-

sults with the metallic powders when used in integral

application is the fact tha-t cement itself is strongly

basic and the presence of the hydroxyl ions developed

in the crystallization of the cement naturally inhibits

corrosion and prevents the oxidation and development
of the iron throughout the mass of concrete, which is

essential for efficient results.

Liquid or Paste Forms

The second class of integral waterproofing com-
pounds which are added directly to the water, either

in liquid or paste form, has the great advantage of

absolute certainty in even, uniform distribution

throughout the concrete. These products are general-

ly readily miscible with water, forming a colloidal sus-

pension in the water, and as a result of thorough mix-

ing of the water with the cementing materials, are

correspondingly uniformly distributed throughout the

entire mass. The compounds in this class may for

the most complete consideration be divided into the

three following classes

:

(2) Compounds in liquid or paste form added di-

rectly to water used to temper concrete, (a) Unsatur-
ated colloids; (b) extended colloids; (c) concentrated

colloids.

(a) Under this class are included jiractically all

compounds which contain unsaturated fatty acids that

require reaction with the constituents of the cement in

order to form the final waterproofing compovmd. These
products are usually mixed with the water used to

temper the concrete in proportions varying from 1 -.23

to 1 :50.

The great general objection to the use of unsat-

urated colloids is the uncertainty of the effect upon
the tensile and compressive strength of the concrete.

(b) Products included under the classification of

extended colloids are not usually characterized by
any tendency to enter into reaction with the consti-

tuents of the cement, but contril)ute their efficiency

by the characteristic colloidal nature of the com-
pounds themselves.

(c) The products included in this class are a fur-

ther development of the extended colloids in that they

contain only materials of a strictly colloidal nature,

which are capable of contributing waterproofing value.

Insulating Membrane

The second general division of the literal subject

of waterproofing differs distinctly from the integral

method in that it does not attempt to treat the con-

crete, but rather to insidate it from contact with
water by enveloping the structure in a continuous bi-

tuminous shield. The fact that the membrane is not

a rigid or unit part of the structure permits a certain

freedom of movement and action in the concrete with-

out impairing the efficiency of the waterproofing

treatment. This feature of the membrane system
makes it suitable for waterproofing work not fully re-

inforced and liable to settlement or subject to vibra-

tion or shock, such as a railroad bridge.

It was early practice to simply coat the surface to

be waterproofed with hot tar or asphalt, but it soon
became evident that this was not sufficient as the coat-

ing would crack with any movement in the wall. It

was therefore necessary to employ some material in

addition to the bitumen in order to contriljute the

necessary toughness and tensile strength. Burlap and
coal tar felt have been extensivelv used for this pur-

pose and some very satisfactory waterproofing opera-

tions have been carried out with such materials. Dur-
ing the last few years considerably more attention has
been given to the nature of the waterproofing felt and
as a result there are now on the market especially

manufactured felts which are both saturated and
coated with bitumen and possess greater pliability and
strength. By means of these felts more perfect mem-
branes can be constructed as the strength and tough-
ness of the felt permit greater distortion and twist-

ing to accommodate it to the design of the work.

The bitumens most generally used for cementing
the felt together in constructing the membrane are
coal tar pitch, commercial asphalt and special asphaltic

compositions.

Winnipeg Aqueduct Work Proceeds

Sulj-contractors on the (jreater Winnipeg aqueduct
will be allowed to proceed with their contracts, pend-
ing the final report of the engineers now employed in

making an investigation of the designs and construc-
tion, provided that the cement bases of the foundations
on certain sections be so extended as to render their

sta1)ility beyond any question of doubt.

This was decided ui^on at a meeting of^tiie Cireater

Winnipeg Water District board, recently, after receiv-

ing an interim report from the investigating engineers,

who had made a cursory examination of the aqueduct.
A more extensive and prol)ably a final inspection of the
work is now being made.
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Additions to Dominion Sheet Metal Plant

Two additions, 20 ft. x 100 ft. and 40 ft. x 80 ft.

respectively, are hein;,-^ made at the plant of tiie Dom-
inion .Sheet Metal Ojinpany, Limited, llaniilt<jn, (Jnt.,

manufacturers of "Premier" jjalvanized sheet. • This
company is sparing no effort or ex])ense to fi;ive Can-
adian buyers of jjfalvanized sheets a steady supply at
this time when import shipments are nej^lij^nble. This
result has only been |>()ssil)le by lii^di pressure work on
the part of a thorouj^Iily exi)eri«nce(l staff and by hav-
inj( provided liberally in advance aj,'ainst i)resent ex-
traordinary conditions. In this connection it mif,^ht
be noted that not a pound of Canadian prime western
spelter can be purchased today, thouj.;h it is hoped that
eventually the liritish Columbia product will be avail-
able.

Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company
An interesting ])t)oklet has Ijeen issued by the .\rm-

.stronfj Cork & Insulation Company, of I'ittsburjj, Pa.,

de.scribiufjf their Nonpareil hij^h pressure coverinji; for
hifi^h pressure and superheated steam lines, boilers,

breechinj^s, feed water beaters, tanks and heated sur-
faces, in more detail than, we believe, has ever been
before attempted by a manufacturinjjf coni])any. An
interestinj^ feature is a list of comparative tests made
at the company's Heaver Falls factory, as a result of
which they have been able to fix definitely the heat
losses from various .sizes of pipe, both covered and un-
covered. These losses are also given in H.t.u., per
lineal foot, per degree difference in tem|)eralure. for

twenty-four hours. There are al.so included tables
which show in a general way the most economical
thicknesses of Non])areil high pressure covering to use,
based on different steam costs. A comi)lete set of
specifications covering the correct installation of the.se

various thicknesses is also included in this very inter-

esting and well-illustrated booklet.

Lighting the Panama Canal
The United States is largely indel)te<l to the efforts

of Swedish engineers for an economical means of
lighting the Panama Canal. In Sweden the reefs and
narrow inlets are a menace to skijijjers and fishermen,
but the expense of engaging lighthouse keepers and
providing them willi the means of livelihood would be
so great that many dangerous points had necessarily
to be left unguarded. That resulted in (iustaf Dalen
creating the self-tending lamp, which affords a prac-
tical and economical means of light. From that wjis

finally exolved the .\ga gas accumulator, which con-
tains 100 times its own volume of gas, and is. at the
same time, safe and nonexplosive. It can be fixed to

burn for a year or even a longer time without i)ersonal

attention. The .Aga tlashlight apparatus also makes
it possible to give distinctive characteristics to lights,

of any desired duration or combination, while another
marvel <if this economical device is the sum alve, which
extinguishes the light during the day. thus further
diminishing gas consiuni)tion. It is that tyi)e of lamp
that has been installed along the Panama Canal,
and Contractiut

-Eni

The .Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
are distributing a little booklet, entitled "Work Done
and Work Doing," which lists the various items of
development work handled by this company in the
recent past.

Personal
Mr, M. T. Cantell has been appointed municipal en-

sinter of St. Vital. Man.

Mr. U. M. Hannaford, assistant chief enK>neer of the
Montreal Tramways Company, has heen elected president of
till- Canailian Railway Clul).

Liiul.-Col. GeorBc G. Nasmith. I'h.U.. C.M.G., who has
rendered valuable service at the front as analyst and in an
advisory capacity on sanitary work for the Canadian forces.
is to be honored by the University of Toronto at the convo-
cation to be held May lath, with the honorary detcree of
L.L.D.

Mr. Robert S. Low. of the well-known Ottawa contract-
iiiK firm. Hate. McCutcheon & Co., has been appointed hon-
orary colonel of the 4th Overseas Pioneer Uattalion. Colonel
Low was en«;aBed in the construction of Valcartier camp and
received great credit for the manner in which he prosecuted
tliat work.

Mr. Stanley H. Frame, A. M. Can. Soc. C. E., has recently
received the appointment from the Dominion Government as
District Hydrometric Engineer with the Irrigation Branch.
Department of the Interior, Calgary. Eor the past three
years he has held the position of assistant to the city en-
gineer of Calgary.

Mr. .Augustin Frigon. C.E.. has resigned from the lirm
of Survcycr & Frigon. consulting engineers, Montreal, to
become engineering manager of the Canadian Siegwart Beam
Co. Mr. Frigon is a graduate of Laval University and for

several years has been a member of the Faculty of that

university. The lirm name of Surveyer & Frigon has been
changed to .Arthur Surveyer & Co.

Obituary
Lieut. Frank J. Lawson, B.A.Sc. recently with the en-

giiicering department of the city of Calgary is dead of
wounds received in France. Lieut. Lawson was the only
son of the well-known architect F. J. Lawson of Calgary.

Miscellaneous
The opening of the Thorold Engineers' Club took place

on the evening of the -Ith inst. Chief Engineer VVeller of
the Welland Canal formally declared the Club open. He
referred to the excellent progress made in Thorold in the
past three years with its paved streets and many new indus-
tries and hoped the good work would continue. Other
speakers were Mr. F. H. Keefer. President Cameron and
Secretary Clifford.

.V union church is to be built at Con<iucst. Sask.. by the
Methodists and Presbyterians of that town at a cost of
.$S.OOO. The design of the new structure is an economic
adaptation of classic style, and its auditorium will have a
seating capacity of 250. The contractor is Peter Wick, of
Conquest, and the architects are Storey & Van Egmond. of
Regina.

Returning from a tour to New York and Philadelphia.
Mr. Paul E. Mercier. chief city engineer of Montreal, has
issued instructions that asphalt in that city n>ust be laid at

not more than $1.!H) a yard, as compared with a minimum of
$a.l4 in previous years. There are about 400.000 square
yards to he laid in Montreal this year, and if the work can f>c

done at this figure per yard, the total cost will be $340,000

less than the estimate, which was made on the basis of $8.S0

a square yard. Mr. Mercier will also, if he receives the ap-
proval of the Board of Control, make improvements in the

city's asphalt plant, that wilt, he declares, save another 10

per cent, on the cost of asphalt at the plant.
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Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

Messrs. rcclcn &: McLaren, architects. 20 St. Alexis St.,

have removed to 54A Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.

Mr. L. J. Bigonesse, architect, has removed from U2

Notre Dame Street East, to 00 Notre Dame Street East, Mon-
treal.

In future Montreal will call for public tenders on all

Vifork connected with streets and sewers; the city will also

tender on the work.

Building activity in the city of Quebec still continues.

Fifty-three permits were granted, amounting to $121,495.00,

in one week recently.

Thousands of dollars have been expended by Messrs.

Kennedy & Sons on the revolutionizing of an old steel plant

in Collingwood, Ont., and they have now a staff of over sixty

hands working.

During the month of April this year there were thirty-

two building permits issued in the city of Woodstock, for

the total sum of $25,2(30.00. This is just about twice the

amount for the same period in 1915.

In the city of Gait, Ont., during the month of April there

were twenty building permits issued representing a value of

$n.210.00. For the year up to the present there have been

27 permits issued amounting to $18,360.00.

Contractors in Brandon, Man., complain that there is

unfairness in the letting of contracts by the Dominion Gov-

ernment. They claim that they are not given sutlficient time

to obtain blank tender forms from Winnipeg and submit

their tenders.

The new Rudkins Brass and Iron Co. foundry in Peter-

boro, Ont., is now in operation, under the managership of

Mr. Wm. Rudkins. and is now tilling a large number of

orders. Additional machinery is to be installed and work

will be proceeded with on a much larger scale than at pre-

sent.

Building permits issued in St. Catherines. Ont.. for the

month of April show that there is considerable activity in

that line. The total value of the permits for that month

was $78,775, amongst them being one to the Dominion Food

Co., Ltd., for the erection of a factory building at a cost of

$14,000.

Thomas Kelly, head of the Winnipeg contracting firm of

Thomas Kelly & Sons, has returned to Winnipeg to face

charges of theft, receiving money under false pretences, and

perjury, having been unsuccessful in his tight in the supreme

court of the United States against an order for his extradition

to Canada.

A factory bylaw is being submitted to the ratepayers of

Port Hope, Ont., whereby Mr. Brandon, the head of a new

concern, agrees to establish a manufacturing business in the

building which was erected for the International Tool Steel

Co., and to put the building in repair and start manufactur-

ing within the first year.

Satisfactory progress is being made with the Toronto-

Hamilton highway in the district around Burlington, Ont.

The road is now being graded between Burlmgton and

Walker's Crossing. Engineer B.ildwin, who is in charge

of the work there, says it is probable the road will be com-

pleted through the town by the end of June.

Mr John E Pearson, architect, Toronto, stated before

the Commission appointed at Ottawa to inquire into the

cause of the Parliament Buildings tire on February ;j, that

there was in his opinion no evidence to show that there

had l)een an explosion or anything in the spread of the fire

which could not be accounted for by the structure of the

building.

There were o8 buildin.if i)ermits issued in the city of Van-
couver for .April Illlfi, representing a value of $64,605.00, as

compared with 80 for April, 1915, representing a value of

$31,754.00. The total number of permits issued for the first

four months of this year was 125, value $358,350.00, while for

the same period last year there were 278 representing a

value of $302,791.00.

Western Ontario city engineers have been discussing the

advisability of grouping the municipal departments of each

town or city in connection with engineering. It seems to

be the general belief that these departments could be run

more efficiently, were they operated and directed from a cen-

tral engineering department. Such is the reported opinion

expressed by the city engineers of Berlin, Guelph, Stratford

and Gait.

The nineteenth annual meeting of the American Society

for Testing Materials will be held in the Hotel Traymore, at

Atlantic City, June 27 to 30. The first day will be devoted

to miscellaneous reports and papers on heat-treatment of

steel. Reports on steel and iron, and on tests and testing

will be presented the second day. The last two days will

be devoted to reports on cement and concrete, ceramics and

road materials, non-ferrous metals, cast iron and miscellan-

eous material.

Work on the Bloor St. viaduct in the city of Toronto.

Ont.. is progressing, and the contractors on the Don Valley

section, Quinlan & Robertson, have the first 150 foot arch

up and half riveted. One of the biggest parts of the work

will be the building of the timber false work, into which the

concrete will be poured. The contractors for the Rosedale

section are further advanced and will be putting down the

Hoors before long . The contractors on both sections are

considerably ahead of their time contract with the city.

A contract for the construction of a five storey garage to

be erected at the corner of Laurier Ave. and Durocher St.,

Outremont, has been let by Mr. Wilfred Duquette to L. A.

Ott & Co., 611 New Birks Building, Montreal. The build-

ing will be 86 x 50, and 47 feet high. It will be constructed

of reinforced concrete, faced with brick. The mushroom

system will be used. The floors will be of reinforced con-

crete. A freight elevator to convey the automobiles, either

to the basement or the upper storeys will be installed. The

architect is Mr. S. Frappier, of Montreal.

Preliminary work for foundations of a big C. P. R. elec-

tric crane on the company's wharf at Vancouver has just

been started. The crane, which is built to the design, and

will be installed under the supervision, of Mr. H. Rindall, the

C. P. R. chief engineer at Vancouver, will be of the upright

mast and swinging boom type with a 50 ton capacity. The

mast will be 50 feet high and the boom will be 100 feet long,

both being of steel lattice. The Cotton Company. Limited,

were awarded the contract for the.foundations, in which

there will be used about 2,50 yards of concrete.

The Toronto Harbor Commission have awarded the

contracts for the construction of a concrete harbor-head wall

and cribs, between Bathurst and Brock streets to two loca

firms the Robert Weddell Company and the Dredging and

Dock Company. The former company is to handle section

1 of the work, which includes a new harbor-head wall from

the west end of the present Government wall to the west

boundary of Spadina Avenue, and the latter company have

the contract for section 2, consisting of construction worK

from Spadina Ave. to a point between Spadina Ave. and

Peter St.
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Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, Engineers, Manafactnrers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks Sewerage and

Roadways
Fernie. B.C.
The City Council arc having plans

prepared for al)out two miles of sewer
in the Annex- Engineer, William J.

Kamsey. Approximate cost, $14,000-

IngersoU, Ont-
Tlie Town Cdiincil propose to lay a

quantity of tarvia |)avenient on concrete

base. Clerk, VV. K. Smith.

Kenogami Township, Que-
The Township Council propose to ex-

pend .$(i,()00 on roads durinj.; the sea-

son. .Secretary, T. L. i'otvin, St. Cy-
riac, Que-

Moncton, N.B.
The City Kngineer. J. Edington, will

receive tenders until noon. May 2,")th, for

the construction of about 14,200 square

yards of pavement, either creosoted
wood block, bitulithic asphalt or rein-

forced concrete,

Quebec, Que-
Tlu- Ciay Council propose to call for

tenders on the construction of pave-

ments and sidewalks and the supply of

an asphalt plant. KuK'neer, W. D.

Baillairge.

St. Lambert, Que.
Tenders on the construction of con-

crete pavement on Waterman and
Bridge Streets, will be received until

noon. May 22nd, by the Town Secre-

tary, James K. Beatty. Engineer, E,

Denkwater-

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until May 2;trd for a quantity of

sewers, asi)halt and brick block pave-

ment, concrete curb an<l grading. Plans

at oHice of the Works Wcpartment.

Usborne Township, Ont.
Tenders will l)e received until 10 a.nv,

June 2:ird, for the construction of the

Bock Creek Drain, estimated to cost

$7,408. Flans and specifications at of-

-tlce of the Township Clerk. h'rancis

Morley, R. R- No. I, Granton.

Wainfleet Township Ont.

The Township t lerk. J. Ilendersuii.

Marshvillc. (>nt., will receive tenders un-

til May 2Tth for the construction of a

number of drains.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Berlin, Ont.

The contract for laying a concrete

paveemnt on Queen Street, has been

awarded bv the City Council to E. J.

Holland. Ingcrsoll, Ont

Edmonton, Alta.

The City Council have awarded a

contract for the construction of about

7,^,000 feet of sidewalk to D. R- Eraser

Company, 10I49-97th Street.

Lanoraie, Que.
The Municipal Council have let a con-

tract for roadwork to Stack & Legcr.
do the Secretary. L. J. Desrosicrs. Ap-
proximate cost. $',».000-

Metcalfe Township, Ont-
The contract for the construction of

the Ward Drain has been let by the
Township Council to G. Brooks, c|o. the
Clerk. Harry Thompson K. K. No. 2,

Kerwood.

Sudbury, Ont.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for construction of about l.HOO

square yards of bitulithic pavement to

the Warren Bituminous I'aving Com-
pany, Ltd., McKinnon Building, Toron-
to, at $2-65 per yard.

Public Buildinjis, Churches

and Schools

Beamsville, Ont.
W. W. Lachancc. 1J7 Main Street.

Hamilton, has been appointed .Archi-

tect for the proposed High School. .Ap-

proximate cost. $20,000.

Beeton, Ont-
The Public School Board are consid-

ering the erection of a school at an ap-
proximate cost of $20,000. .Architect

not yet appointed.

John Wilson, Collingwood. has been
appointed Architect for the proposed
school. Tenders will be called shortly
for the erection of a four-roomed brick
building.

Dotninion City. Man.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until May 22nd- .Archi-

tect. V. R. Evans, 901 Confederation Life
Building, Winnipeg. Steel, concrete,
brick and Tyndal stone construction.
Approximate cost, $20,000.

Dundurn. Sask-
K. M. Thompson, Architect. Masonic

Temple, Saskatoon, is preparing plans
of a school, estiamted to cost $ia.uO0.

Brick and concrete constructivjn.

Fredericton, N B.
Tenders will be called early next

month for the erection of a Sunday
School for St. Paul's Presbyterian
Church. .Architect, G- W. Kramer. 1

Madison .Avenue, New York. .Approxi-
mate cost, $:io,ooo.

Montreal, Que.
The Roman Catholic School Board

propose to build a school at Longuc
I'ointe and tenders will be called.

.Architect. H. Bergeron. Longue Pointe-
Brick and stone construction.

The Roman (.'atholic School Contniis-
sioncrs are having plans prepared for a
school to be built in Notre Dame dc
Grace Parish. .Architects, .\udet & Char-
bonneau. :164 Dorchester Street.

Quebec, Que.
Private tenders for the erection of a

chapel lor the I'atronage Laval will be
called by the Architect, () Ueaule. I'j

d'.Aguillon Street. The contract pre-
viously reported awarded to J. Cheva-
lier was for excavation only.

Rossland. B.C.
The School Board propose to build a

school at an approximate cost of S-'AOOO.
of which sum $.'<0.(X)0 has l>een included
in the estimates of the Provincial Gov-
ernment Secretary to the Board. J. .A.

McLeod.

St; Andre Avellin, Que.
Tenders on the erection of a convent

for the Sisters of Providence are being
received by M. le Cure Belanger and the
Architect. H. Bergeron, Longue Pointe.
Que. Stone and concrete construction.

St. Jean de Dieu, Que.
The Corporation St- Jean de Dicu con-

template the erection of afi addition to
the .Asylum, but tenders will not be
called for some lime. Stone and con-
crete construction. .Approximate cost.
$250,000-

St. Louis de Pintender, Que.
Plans are being prepared by L. .\uger.

.'!!) St. Jean Street. Quebec, for repairs
to the Parish Church, estimated to cost
$15,000. Work includes construction of
galleries and painting.

Toronto, Ont-
Gor<lon & Helliwcll. .-Vrchitects. Con-

federation Life Building, have prepared
sketch plans of a hospital for the Wo-
men's College Hospital and Dispensary.
Estimated cost. $125,000. Secretary,
Miss J- E. .Anderson. 55 Castle Frank
Road.

Weldon. Sask.
Tenders are now being received for

the erection of a four-roomed brick
school, estimated cost $16,000. .Archi-
tect. William Knox, 16 Tenth Street W-,
Prince .Albert.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Basswood, Man.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been awarded to Wors-
wick Brothers. 125 Hart .Avenue. Win-
nipeg. .Approximate cost, $14,000.

Conquest, Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of a I'nion Church has been awarded to
Peter Wick. do. the .Architects, Storey
& Van Egmond. 10i;t McCallum Hill
Block, Regina. .Approximate cost.
$8,000.

Eastview, Ont
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the erection of a
school: Steel work. Dominion Bridge
Company. Sparks Street; plastering.
Murphy & Morrow. 139 Waverley
Street: painting, Higman & Son, 176 Ri-
deau Street; electrical work, Charles
Presby, 138 Irving Street
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Farnham, Que.
The contract for electrical work in

connection with the High School now in

course of erection for the Protestant
Board of School Coniniissionlers, has
been let to the Electrical Repair & Sup-
ply Company, Sherljrooke.

Finch, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a school for the School Board of

Section No- I! has l)een awarded to Staf-

ford R. Rudd. Madawaska Street, Arn-
prior. E stimater cost. $i:J,()0().

Ledercville,, Que.
Work is progressing on the erection of

a school, estimated to cost $8,000. Gen-
eral contractor. Ernest d'Aigle, Ste.

Enielie de Lothbiniere-

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the erection of a

Presbytery for Ste. Catharine Parish, the

painting contract has been awarded to

Joseph Guy, 325 Workman Street-

Port Cclborne, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a church for the St. James Congrega-
tion has been awarded to Ryan & Gard-

ner, Welland. and work will start short-

ly. Approximate cost. .$24,000- . Stone

and concrete construction.

Sherbrooke, Que-
The contract for roofing in connection

with St. Michael's Cathedral, has been

awarded to P. M. Hoadley & Company,
284 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Brantfond, Ont.
P. H. Secord & Sons. Ltd., i:!:! Nelson

Street, are building a storage building,

estimated to cost .$4,000- Brick and con-

crete construction.

Hamilton. Ont.
The Grassclli Chemical Company pro-

pose to build an addition to their pre-

mises on Burlington Street, and have
prepared plans- Frame and corrugated

iron construction. Estimated cost, $18,-

000.

Mont Joli, Que-
Pierre Levesque, 113 St. John Street,

Quebec, is preparing plans for premises

to be built for La Bangue Nationale, 75

St. Pierre Street, Quebec. Stone and
brick construction. .-\ppro.ximate cost,

$15,000-

Montreal, Que.
Antoine Dinardo, 5!)0 St. Timothe

Street, has commenced the erection of a

garage and flats, estimated to cost $5,-

500. Brick and concrete construction.

Work has been started by Narcisse

Bellehumeur. 12 Montgomery Street, on

the erection of a store and flats, esti-

mated to cost $:{,.500. Brick and concrete

construction.

The City Council have started work

by day labor on the erection of a tem-

porary Fire Station on Bickerdike Street.

Brick and concrete construction. Esti-

mated cost, $4,000.

Turner Bros., Ltd., 34 St- Peter Street,

are about to start work on a warehouse,

estimated to cost $18,000. Frame and

concrete construction.

North Battleford, Sask-

Plans have been prepared for an addi-

tion to tile premises of Pickel & John-
stone, Main Street. Estimated cost,

$7,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
Millson & Burgess, Union Bank Build-

ing, are preparing plans of a Club House
for the Knights of Columbus, to cost
about $25,000. Tenders will lie called

shortly- Brick and concrete construc-
tion.

Charles Joyce, 881! Somerset Street,

will shortly call for tenders on the small-

er trades in connection with the stores

and apartments which he is building.

Port Glasgow, Ont.
Gall)raitli & Dromgole, F^odney. are

considering the rebuilding of iish houses
recently destroyed by fire- Estimated
cost, $3,000.

Quebec, Que.
Plans have been prepared by A. L.

Kobitaille. Lindsay Building, St- John
Street, for the conversion of a building

into a bank for Lacaisse d'Eco. Noniie

de Quebec. Estimated cost, $8,000. Ten-
ders will be called shortly.

St. John, N B.

The sum of $500,000 for re1)uilding the

elevator owned bv the Intercolonial Rail-

way has been included in the supplemen-
tary estimates.

St. Thomas, Ont.
.\rthur Harbour. East and Talbot

Streets, is considering extensive interior

alterations to a business bicok. estimated

to cost $10,000- .\rchitect not yet ap-

pointed.

Sudbury, Ont.
The Town Council are having plans

prepared for a power station to l)c built

on David Street at an approximate cost

of $15,000. Architect. Victor L. Morgan.
Wilson-Greenwood Block- Brick, con-

crete and steel construction.

Toronto. Ont.
H. T. LePage. 1152 Dundas Street, is

building a factory, estimated to cost

$25,000- Steel and brick construction.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Brecn Motor Company. Broadway

and Sherbookc Street, propose to build

a garage at an approximate cost of $15,-

000. Brick and concrete construction.

Woodman & Carey, Lindsay Building,

have prepared plans of a publishing

house for the Stovel Company. Esti-

mated cost, $225,000. Brick and lime-

stone construction,

CONTRACTS AWARDED

Barriefield. Ont.
The contract for construction of frame

buildings at the Camp has been let by

the Department of Militia to the Kings-

ton Construction Company. Brock
Street. Kingston. Approximate cost,

$12,000-

Belleville, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a storehouse for W. S. Cook,209'/2

Front Street.has been awarded to R- P.

White. 46 Grove Street, and work has

started. Stone and brick construction.

.Approximate cost $3,000.

Brandon, Man.
The Imperial Oil Company have let

the contract for the construction of a

warehouse and tanks to A. E. Bullock.

202 13th Street. I'Vame and reinforced

concrete construction- Approximate
cost, $10,000.

The general contract for the erection
of five stores for G. R. Cold well, 122
18th Street, has been let to F. C. Lissa-
man, 813 11th Street- Brick construc-
tion- .-Xpproximate cost, $10,000.

The general contract for the erection
of a store for Doig. Rankin & Robert-
son, has lieen awarded to A. E. Bullock,
203 13th Street. Stone, concrete and
brick construction. Estimated cost,

$39,000.

A- E. Bullock has been awarded the
general contract for an addition to the
premises of the Crescent Creamery Com-
pany, 1321 Rosser Street. Estimated
cost, $4,000. Brick veneer construction-

Brantford, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

storage l)uilding for the .\merican Radi-
ator Company, the contract for installa-

tion of a sprinkler system has been
awarded to the Canadian General Fire

Extinguisher Company Ytd., 1200 Dun-
das Street, Toronto-

Dundas. Ont.
The contract for masonry and carpen-

try required in the erection of a store

and residence for H. Cohen. King Street,

has been let to the Dickson Building

Company, King Street, heating and
plumbing to Louis Gies. King Street;

electrical work to W. G- Laird, and
store front contract to Kawneer Manu-
facturing Company, Guelph and Toronto.

Gait, Ont
The contract for steel work required

in the erection of additions to the plant

of the Goldie & McCulloch Company
Ltd.. has been let to the Hamilton
Bridge Works Company. Ltd.. Bay
Street .\'., Hamilton, and the remainder

of the work to P. H. Secord & Sons,

Ltd.. 133 Nelson Street, Brantford-

Work includes an addition to the power
plant at the North Works, a power plant

at the South Works, and additions to the

office at the South Works. .\pproxi-

mate total cost $55,000.

Hamilton. Ont
The contract for steel work in connec-

tion with the stal)le now being built by

George Hill, 21 Vine Street, has been

awarded to the Hamilton Steel Construc-

tion Company, Lottridgc Street. Roof-

ing by owner.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for an addition

to the premises of C. H. Johnson &
Sons, Ltd., 8 Dagcnais Street, has been

let to A- F. Byers & Company. 340 Uni-

versity Street, and work has been

started. Approximate cost, $4,000.

The contract for roofing in connec-

tion with tre garage now being built by
Henry Morgan & Company. 15 Beaver

Hall Hill, has been let to George W.
Reed & Company, Ltd., 37 St- Antoine

Street.

The contract for marble work required

in the erection of an exchange for the

Bell Telephone Company has been let

to the Smith Marble & Con.struction Co.,

Ltd-. 145 Van Home Street.

The general contract for the erection

of business premises for Verret. Stew-

art & Company, Ltd.. 12 Port Street,

has been let to M. B- Shaw, 131 Met-

calfe Street. .-Approximate cost, $15,000.

Sub-tenders on most trades will be re-

ceived by the general contractor.
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Ottawa Ont.
In connection with the Kymnasiuni

now l)cinK built for the Y. W- C. A.,

HintonburK liranch. the contract for

supply of Milton Huff lirick has 1)een let

to C- Watt, 1H;> Queen Street; terra

cotta tile to I), I. McKenzie, Queen
Street; lieatiiiR and plumbing to Col-

drey & Chapman, :!48 Kideau Street, and
carpentry to the (feneral contractor.

Perth, Ont.
The Reneral contract for the erection

of a Karate for James & Ueid, Gore
Street, has licen awarded to W. j. Ralih,

Wilson Street. .Approximate cost $.">.-

000-

Quebec, Que.
The contract for steel work required in

the erection of a freight shed and jjrain

kalleries for the Quebec Harl)Our Com-
missioners has l)icen awarded to the
Eastern Canada Steel & Iron Works,
Ltd-. St. Malo. and the roolinR to E.

Falardeau, 14:i Dorchester Street.

The contract for roolinR in connec-
tion with the tlieatrc now in course of

erection at St- Valier and Carillon

Streets, has been awarded to E. I-'alar-

deau, 14:i Dorchester .Street.

Work has l)een started on the conver-
sion of a store into a hall for Rev. I. O.
P. Cloutier, :!.">() St- Iosei)h Street. The
general contract has ])een let to A- Des-
lauriers, 400 St. I'Vancois Street. Ap-
proximate cost, .$:!.0()0.

Regina, Sask.
The Kt'iieral contract for the erection

of a warehouse for the Canadian Conso-
lidated l<ul)l)er Comiiany, Ltd., has been
let to Pool & Emery, .Smith and Twelftli

Streets- .Approximate cost, $24,000.

•"ireproof construction.

St, Catharines, Ont.
The Keneral contract for the erection

of a factory on Ontario Street for the

McKinnon Dasli & Hardware Company,
has been let to Sherwood & Sherwood.
Mail lUiilding. Toronto. .Approximate
cost, $7.'),000. Reinforced concrete con-

struction-

In connection with ine erection of a

factory for the Marathon Tire & Kub-
))er Company, Ltd., 4.') King Street, the

contract for installation of a sprinkler

system has been let to T. H. Higsin-
son. Ltd., 70 Lombard Street, Toronto.

St. George Que.
Berube & I'Vere have commenced the

erection of a store for Octave Paiiillon.

estimated to cost $4,000- I'Vame and
l)rick construction-

Stamford ownship, Ont.
The contract for rooling required in

the erection of a iilant for the .American
Cyanamid Company, has been let to the

Keystone l^'ireprooling Company of Can-
ada. Ltd., ;!04 Cniversity Street, Mon-
treal.

Sudbury. Ont.
In connection with the business block

now in course of erection for I'. M.
Stafford, Durham Street, the contract

for steel has l)een let to Hepburn v*!;

Disher Ltd., IS Van Home Street. To-
ronto. I'reviotis rei)ort ii\ error-

Toronto, Ont
The following contracts have been let

for the erection of an oflice building and
gateway for the Toronto General Bury-
ing Oound: masonry, C. W- Wood &
Sons, til;! Manning .Avenue; carpentry, S.

B. Bagshaw, 477A West Marion Street;
roofing, R .Rcnnie & Son, 198 Dupont
.Street; plumbing and heating, Fiddes &
Hogarth, Ltd., 122 King Street E.; wir-
ing, H- .Alexander '.>H liay Street; plai-

tering, Duckworth Brothers, ll!i Huron
.Street; marble and tile. Italian Mosau
& Marble Company, Coiiege Street

;

painting, F. G. Roberts & Company,
Ltd.. lOfi Wells Street- Approximate
cost, $10,000.

The general contract for the construc-
tion of a work shot) for A. R. Clarke &
Company, (Cl.'t Eastern Avenue, has been
awarded to J. D. Young & Son, 8;i.') Col-

lege .Street. .Approximate cost, $10,000

In connection witr the ofhce building
in course of erection for the Imperial
Oil Company, the contract for painting
has been let to the Barker Painting
Company, .(,1.5 West 26th Street, .\ew
York City.

W. Hughes, ,59 .Amroth .Avenue, has
let the general contract for the erection
of a store and residence to A. Binns. V)

.Amroth .Avenue. Smaller trades will be
sub-let by the general contractor- Esti-

mated cost, $4„')00.

Page & Company, Queen"s Park, are

l)uilding. an addition to the machine shop
of J- T. Hepburn, Ltd., 18 Van Home
Street. Brick and steel construction.

.•\pproximate cost $3,500.

The Toronto Electric Commissioners.
22fi Yonge Street, have let the following
contracts for an addition to the sub-sta-

tion at Ruskin and Edwin Streets: ma-
sonry. .A- J. Penberthy. 202 Booth .Vve-

nue; |)lumbing. Purdy Mansell, Ltd., <V:i

.Albert Street; steel, McGregor & Mcln-
tyre, li:i!» Shaw Street; ornamental iron

W. D. Beath & Son, Ltd-, 20 Cooper
.Avenue; rooting, A. Matthews, Ltd., 2:ij

Adelaide Street W.; painting, C;. W.
Landon, 5tiH College Strcct-

Westboro. Ont.
In connection with the store and_ resi-

dence now being built for Mrs- O'.Neil,

Highland Park the electrical work has

been awarded to the Rideau Electric

Construction Company, 128 Bank Street,

Ottawa. Brick veneer and concrete con-

struction. Estimated cost. $:!.000.

Whitebread. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a bam for Hugh Turner has been let

to Philip Mills, and work has started.

Steel construction. .Approximate cost.

$:!,ooo,

Winnipeg, Man-
The contract for steel work required

in the erection of a warehouse for the

T. Eaton Company, has been let to

Manitoba Bridge & Iron Works Logan
Avenue U Heating and plumbing by

owners.

Residences

Halifax. N.S.
A l'ol)l), .Architect, Tramway Building,

is preparing plans for alterations to a
residence for J. R. Murphy, la" South
Park Street, l-'rame and concrete con-
struction- Estimated cost, $6,000.

Hensall, Ont
lames W. Johnston proposes to build

a residence, at an appro.ximaie cost of
$:!..500 and will prepare plans.

Leamington, Ont.
Roland Dunphy is considering the

erection of a residence, at an approxi-

mate cost of $3,000, and will prepare
plans.

Montreal, Que.
.A. (iermain. 101 Rachel Street E., has

started work on the erection of a resi-
dence, estimated to cost «,;.inni.

Work on the erection of a residence
has been started by J. K. Daoust. 4M
Prudh'omme Street- Brick and concrete
construction. Estimated cost, $:t.600.

J Pariseau, 209 Regent Street, is build-
ing Hats on Harvard Street, estimated
to cost $4,000. Brick veneer construc-
tion.

Ottawa. Ont.
Plans rave l)een prepared for a block

of apartments to be built (or W. Shenk-
man. ;!6« l-riel Street, at an approximate
cost of $20,000: Owner is receiving
prices on plastering, painting, heating,
plumbing and electrical work.

J. H Putman. 206 Rideau Terrace, has
prepared plans for residences to be buill
at an approximate cost of »7,00<) Dou-
ble brick veneer and stone construction.
W. H. Lee. :i6 Barton Street, has com-

menced the erection of a residence on
Wilton Crescent, and will let contracts
for smaller trades. Estimated cost. $4.-
.500. Stucco and brick veneer construc-
tion.

The Capital Construction Ltd.. 243
lourth .Avenue, are building a residence
on Carlyle Street, estimated to cost
$4,000 Brick veneer and stucco con-
struction.

Quebec, Que.
V\ ilfrcd Legard, St. Foye Street, in-

tends to build a residence, at an approxi-
mate cost of $7,000. Brick and concrete
construction.

Leon Lessard. .(07 Morin Street has
commenced tre erection of a residence,
estimated to cost Ci.OOO. Brick and
frame construction-

Renfrew, Ont
Donald Campbell. 6 Driveway West.

Ottawa, has started work on three resi-
dences, to cost about $2,000 each Frame
and concrete construction.

Ridgetown, Ont.
Watson & Taylor have commenced

the erection of a residence on Erie Street
estimated to cost $:i.0OO. Frame and
white brick construction.

Sudbury, Ont.
The J. B. Laberge Lumber Company

-Notre Dame Street, have commenced the
erection of a residence on Larch Street
estimated to cost $9.00« Brick and con-
crete construction.

The Day Building Company, Elm
Street, propose to build a pair of semi-
detached residences on Baker Street, and
have had plans prepared. Estimated
cost $7,000. Brick veneer and stone
construction.

Sydney, N.S.
The J. E. Burchell Company, Ltd-. 209

Charlotte Street, will let contracts for
the erection of eight residences in vari-
ous parts of the city. .Approximate cost
$2,000 each

M. R. Chappell. Main Street, has been
appointed .Architect for the residence to
be built for J. F- MacKenzie. Rcierve
Mines. .Approximate cost $.1,700.

Toronto. Ont.
D- C. Cotton. .Architect. 54 .Adelaide

Street E.. has prepared .plans for a pair
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of residences to be built on Bathurst
Street. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $5,000-

D. Gould. 1197 St. Clair Avenue, has
started work on a pair of residences, es-
timated to cost .'f;4 000. Smaller trades
will be let. Brick construction-

Work has been started by J. W. Clare,
1759 Dufferin Street, on the erection of
a pair of residences, estimated to cost
$6,500- Brick construction. Smaller
trades will be let.

J. Price, 134 Lee Avenue, has started
work on a residence, estimated to cost
$.i.500 and will let smaller trades. Brick
construction-

Work on the erection of a duplex resi-

dence has been commenced by C. H.
Pickering, 200 Kushton Road. Brick con-
struction. .Approxnnate cost, $8,000.

H- McLean, 77 Seventh Street, has
commenced the erection of a pair of re-

sidences, to cost aliout $:i.50o. Brick
construction. Smaller trades will be let.

Vermont, Ont-

J. P. MacLaren, 104 Sparks Street
Ottawa, is preparing plans for remodel-
liuK a large colonial residence. Esti-

mated cost, $4,000.

Watford, Ont.
S. J. Saunders. John Street, is consid-

ering the erection of a residence. Ap-
proximate cost, $:!.000.

Welland. Ont-
S. L. Laml)ert 5() Main Street N., has

started work on a residence on Merritt
Street, estimated to cost $5,000. Brick
and concrete construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED.
Belleville, Ont
The general contract for the erection

of two residences for M. Doyle, Grove
Street, has been let to Thomas b'innegan,

8() Chatham Street. .Apiiroximate cost,

$3,:i00-

Brantford, Ont.
John McGraw & Son, Temple Build-

ing have been awarded the .general con-
tract for the erection of a residence for

J. H. Young, 80 Colborne Street. Brick,

stone and concrete construction. Esti-

mated cost, $3,000.

The contract for electrical work in

connection with the residence now be-
ing built for E. L. Goold, 103 Darling
Street, has been let to F- Webster, 311

Colborne Street.

Hamilton. Ont.
The general contract, masonry car-

pentry and roofing, required in altera-

tions to a residence for 1-". Steedman,
Bay Street X., have been let to William
Yate, Jr., 24 Leeming Street. Estimated
cost, $3,000-

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Mrs. G Walker, 154

Marlowe Street has been awarded to H.
W. Creed. 154 Marlowe Street. Esti-

mated cost, $6,000.

The contract for l)rick work and ma-
sonry required in connection with the

riats now being built by Daniel Blay, 302

Clifton Avenue, has been let to Henry
Paul, Ville St. Pierre Street, and the

roofing to Jules Leduc. 758 Xotre Dame
Street W- Carpentry by owner^

Oshawa Ont-
Walter Stacey has let the general con-

tract for the erection of a bungalow to

Charles N. Stagey and John Loveday-

Estimated cost, $3,000. Brick veneer
construction.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for R. S- McLaughlin has
been awarded to the Dickie Construction
Company, I^td-, Ryrie Building, Toronto,
.•\pproximate cost, $200,000. Architects.
Darling & Pearson 2 Leader Lane, To-
ronto.

Ottawa. Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

residence for C. Sutherland, 400 McLeod
Street, the brick work has been let to
H. Spence, Hintonburg Street, carpen.
try to George Eaman & Sons, Catherine
Street, and heating and plumbing to Mc-
Kinley & Xorthwood, 50 Rideau Street-

In connection with the erection of a
residence for C. Sutherland 460 McLeod
Street, the lirick work has been let to
H- Spence. Hintonburg Street: carpen-
try to George Eaman & Sons, Catherine
Street, and heating and plumbing to Mc-
Kinley & .\orthwood, 56 Rideau Street.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for A. Chabot, 141 George
Street, has been let to A. D. Hudon,
Clargcstown, near Ottawa- Brick ve-

neer and concrete construction. Ap-
proximate cost $5,000.

The general contract for the erection
of apartments for F- Valequette, 5 Mc-
Kay Street, has been let to A. D. Hu-
don, Clarkestown. Brick veneer and
concrete construction. Estimated cost,

$7,000.

.'\. H. Jarvis, 157 Bank Street, has let

the general contract for an addition to

apartments on McLaren Street to

George Eaman & Sons, 8 Chamberlain
Street. Brick veneer stone and con-
crete construction- .Approximate cost,

$8,600.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Mrs. Symillie has been
let to W. H. Craig, 245 b'ourth .Avenue.

Brick veneer and stucco construction-

Estimated cost, $5,000.

The general contract for the erection

of residences for bather Myraud. .\ngle-

sea Square, has been awarded to E.

Eamand. 14 Xelson Street. Double
brick veneer and stone construction- .'\p-

proximate cost. $8,000.

The contract for plastering required in

connection with the apartments now he-

ing built by J. B. Younghusband,
Spruce Street, has been let to C. H.
Patterson, 873 Somerset Street, and the

electrical work to P- Ackroyd. 416 Bank
Street. Carpentry and painting by
owner.

Pelham Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Elmer Lane. Ridge-
ville, has been awarded to Louis Haney.
Fenwick. and work has started- I'Vanie

and concrete construction. Estimated
cost, $3 000.

W. Grisdale. Thorold. has commenced
the erection of a residence for H. G-

Self. Fonthill. Brick and stone construc-

tion. Estimated cost, $3,500.

Quebec, Que-
In connection with the erection of a

residence for H. M. Cote. 031 St. John
Street, the contract for roofing has been

let to O. Barl)eau. 154 Franklin Street,

and the heating, plumbing and electrical

work to J- Lafrance, 21 Plessis Street.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for W. H- Ewing. Albert

Street, has been awarded to A. C. Mc-
Leod & Sons, 61 Dufiferin Street. -Ap-
proximate cost. $6,000.

St. Thomas. Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Mrs. C. O- Stanley.
Hincks and Wellington Streets has been
let to .Albert Morriss. 68 Elysian Street.

Presse<l brick and concrete construction.
Estimated cost, $4,000.

Toronto. Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

residence for Harton Walker. 20 Toronto
Street, the contract for plumbing and
heating has been let to R. Ross, 1349
Queen Street W., plastering to J. Boyce
& Son. 247 Grace Street, and wiring to

B. C. Taylor, 33 Marchmount Koad-

The general and carpentry contracts
for the erection of a residence for ].

Skelton. Room 36, 33 Richmond Street
W-, have been awarded to H. T. Belfry,

92 Wheeler Avenue. .Approximate cost,

$6,500. Other trades will also be let

Welland, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for I'Vank Adley. 15 Ave-
nue Place, has been let to C. Timms-
Brick and concrete construction. .Ap-

proximate cost, .$3,200-

Westboro. Ont.
Work is progressing on the erection

of a residence for Donald Eraser. (J'Con-
nor Street Ottawa. The contract for
electrical work has l>een let to P. .Ask-
royd. 416 Bank Street, Ottawa. .Ap-
pro.\imatc cost, $:i.OOO.

1'"- Hill, Richmond Road, is building a
residence on Springfield Avenue, and
has let the electrical work to W. D. Jef-
frey, Woodroofe. Brick 'veneer and
stone construction. Approximate cost,

$3 500.

Westmount, Que.
In connection with the residences now

be'ng erected on Sherbrooke Street by
Charles I'yfe, 176 Mance Street. Mon-
treal, the contract for brick wf)rk has
been let to G- M. Martin Company. Ltd..

.399 Decarie Boulevard, and the heating
and plumbing to J. B. Staton, 5410 Sher-
Ijrooke Street W.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones
Saskatchewan Province.

Tlie following Rural Telephone Com-
panies have been empowered to borrow
money for the construction of their sys-
tems: Conger R.T.C-, $11,500, Secretary,
E. J. Davis, Traux: Glenavon R-T.C,
.$2,400, S. George. Glenavon; Edge Hill

R-T.C, .$6 800, Edwin Johnson. Parkbeg:
Davin R.T.C-. .$9,500, J. F. Parsons, Da-
vin: Kalamazoo R.T.C-, $8,500, E. C.

Crystal. Mortlach: .Alpha R.T.C, .$5,000.

W. H. McArthur. Montmartre.

Weyburn, Sask-
Commissioner George V. Reid will re-

ceive tenders until 5 p,m,, June 1st, for

the supply of one 500-k.w- steam turbine,
generator, switchboard and auxiliaries.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
St- Francois de Beauce, Que.
The contract for the construction of

the proposed system of the Beaceville
Telephone Company has been awarded
to Arthur Martel. Approximate cost,

$10,000.
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Fires
Blackville, N B.

Kfsidonce of Stophcn I'mpliy coni-

|)lrttlv destroyed
Flesherton. Ont.

Grain elevator owned by J. & W.
Boyd. Loss, $.'),00()

Montmagny, Que.
Premises of Uie General Car Machin-

ery ComiJany totally destroyed. Presi-

dent. Charles .\. Pafnict, Quebec.
Port Arthur Ont
O^den Motel, owned l)y I'rank Clifton.

Loss, $10,000.

Simcoe, Ont.
Factory of the Laniiikin Pmiip Works
totally destroyed-

Miscellaneous

Edmonton. Alta.
The City Knuinecr. A. Haddow, has

recommended the construction of a

levee around the power house, estimated
to cost $21,000.

Port Stanley, Ont.
'I'he Department of Public Works Ot-

tawa, have included in their supplemen-
tary estimates the sum of $100,000 for

repairs to the harbour.

Toronto, Ont.
The Dickie Construction Company,

Ltd., Ryrie Building, are open to receive

sub-tenders on all trades retpiired in the

erection of a mill for Morion Urothers,

Lindsay, and a Polish Roman Catholic

Church at Berlin.

' CONTRACTS AWARDED
London. Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for the supply of a street

fiusher to (jeorRC Hcaman, 740 Simcoe
Street at $4.'.».')0.

Toronto. Ont.
The Toronto Harbour Commissioners

have awarded the following contracts

for construction of crib work and con-

crete wall: Section Xo. 1, K. Weddell &
Company, foot of Spadina .Avenue; sec-

tion 2, DredKiuR Si Dock Company, .)07

I.oKan ,'\venue. Approximate total cost,

$;i00,000.

Late News Items

Beloeil, Que.
The General contract for the erection

of a school has l)een awarded by the

School Board to .Mphonse Hubert, Bel-

oeil. Approximate cost, $10,850.

Fort William, Ont.
The general contract for the re-

modelling of a business block for I. C.

Murray lias l)een awarded to K, G. Pen-

niman. Graham and Home Block, the

plumbin).; to Barnes Company, Cameron
Street, and heating to the V'arlow Founcl-

ry Limited. Syndicate .\venuc. .Approxi-

mate cost, $13,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

fenders until May :iOth for the construc-

tion of a tarvia pavement on Russell

.Avenue. EuKincer, F. C. Askwith. Es-

timated cost. $9,000.

Charles Joyce, 883 Somerset .Street,

is receiving tenders on the smaller trades

required in connection with the stores

and apartments which he is IniildinK.

ClosinK <late. May 19th.

Sarnia, Ont.
Bulk or separate tenders on the erec-

tion of a school on Lochiel Street will

he received until June 1st by the Chair-

man of the Board of Education. Plans
and specifications at offices of the Board
of Trade, City Hall, and with the Archi-

tects, S. B. Coon & Son. Ryrie Build-

ing. Tf)ronto. Estimated cost. $.55,000.

Ste. Therese, Que.
The contract for plumbing required in

the erection of a convent for the Rev.

Sisters of the ConRregation Nf)tre Dame
has been awarded to Michel Chouinard,
Maisonneuvc. Plastering and painting

will be sub-let by the general contrac-
tors.

Stratford, Ont.
The Congregation of Central Meth-

odist Church have appointed a Coiumit-
tee to make arrangements for alterations

to the building, estimated to cost $15,000.

J. .A. Davidson, 208 Church Street, is

Chairman.

Tavistock, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

connection with the erection of the Car-

negie Library has been awarded to John
Piehl, and painting to Henry Schlitt.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have let the

general contract for the erection of a

Women's Cottage at the Indu.strial

Farm, Concord, to John McLcod & Com-
pany, 110 Churcli Street, at $.5:t.0O0.

Brick construction.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the erection of a

garage at Yonge and Baxter Streets for

W. J. Fenncll, De Lisle Street:—car-

pentry, William Clarke: roofing, G. T.

Jackson, 82 River Street; plumbing and
heating, J. R. Seagcr, 79!) C"ollege St.:

wiring, Harris & Marson, aia Parkway
Avenue. '

Woodstock, Ont.
The general contract for alterations

to the premises of the E. J. Coles Com-
pany. 49.T Dundas Street, has been
awarded to .A. J. McKinney. Ingersol

.Avenue. .Approximate cost. $10,500.

Pipe Lengths on Light Bents Hold

Mains Down During Tests

Water mains under test have to he

kept from pulling apart longitudinally,

rising vertically and creeping sidewisc.

The longitudinal movement is percvent-

ed by the same bracing that holds the

cap on. Sidewisc movement can be
easily prevented by blocking and wedg-
ing the pipe in between the opposite

banks, which arc usually quite close.

To prevent the vertical movement
some contractors backfill high over the

normal top of the trench. This method
docs not serve well if the test pressure

is high. and. in any case, is wasteful, as

the trench usually has to he re-excavated
for quite a length to permit the removal
of the cap and the continuance of the

line. .Another way is to load extra pipe

lengths on the main under test, using
supports erected according to the indi-

vidual judgment of the handy-man or
calker who happens to he doing the work.

.A systematizing of the latter method
—or an adaptation of the two if the

test pressure is especially high—will save

the water main contractor money if there

are sufTiclent test sections on his job
to warrant it.

/\ supporting platform can he made by
sawing two 4 x 12 inch planks as temp-
lates, cross-connecting them securely and
nailing a 2 x 12 inch plank on them.
Two of these platforms should be pro-
vided, one for each end of the pipe. If

it is intended to leave the main under
test uncovered for more than one length,

enough should be provided to carry back
as far as the main has a tendency to rise.

Light bents should he constructed suffi-

ciently strong to sustain the load that

may he put upon them, and of a height

determined by the average depth of

trench.
The templates should be set down on

the main and the bents placed on them
and secured by plank straps lightly

spiked. Squared timbers are then laid

r)n top of the bents parallel to the trench,

and skids resting on the bank on each
side placed on the timbers. Extra pipes

can then be rolled onto the skids, using

as many as are needed to obtain the

desired weight, and wedged in place. The
whole weight does not need necessarily

to rest directly on the pipe—in fact, it is

desirable that it should not. It should

rest mainly on the banks, hut the bents

should be fitted in so snugly that to rise

at all under the pressure the main would
have to lift the entire weight. In the

case of an exceptional trench depth the

height of the tops of the bents could be
adjusted to suit by blocking up. If

when actually under pressure the main
shows a tendency to rise despite the

weight of all the pipes that can find a

place on the skids, dirt to the amount
required to overcome the tendency can
be shoveled on it. This will occur only
under a very heavy test pressure.

The advantage of this method lies in

the fact that the greater part of the

work is done at one time and not re-

peated. Once the templates and bents
are built it is simply a case of blocking
to suit. The method is reduced to a
rule-of-thumb process. The units will

he light enough to be handled and hauled
from point to point without difficulty,

and there need be no timber butchering.
.Another advantage is that the contractor
need not waste labor placing a weight
that is more than is required. He can
roll on such pipe as he thinks are neces-
sary. .A water main, under test, does not
jump suddently out of a trench. It

slides up slowly. If the man observing
notices a tendency to do so he can have
more weight rolled on as needed.

Treated Ties Save Growing Trees

Of the .1.000,000 cross ties used every
year by the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy Railroad for replacement pur-
poses over 70 per cent, are treated with
a preservative. .According to J. H.
Waterman, superintendent of the rail-

road's wood-preserving plant at Gales-
burg. 111., the millions of treated ties in

their tracks now last from twelve to
twenty years, whereas untreated they
last on an average of eight years. In
each of the twenty divisions of the Bur-
lington system there are tracks for ex-
perimental purposes containing 2fi.000

treated ties of different species, which
are all carefully inspected at least once
a year for the actual results of treatment
as shown by the service test.



To Contractors

Sealed bids for all trades required in making

alterations and additions to a residence in Elm

\ve Toronto, will lie received up to noon ol

Monday, May 2«nd. 1918. Plans and spechca,

tions and all particulars may be obtauied at the

office of the architect.

The lowest or any bid not necessarily acceiitcU.

2n.;;n

F. S. I).\KER, .\rchitect.

Traders Hank linilding,

Toronto, Out.

Tenders for

Steam Turbine

Sealed tenders will be received up till •> p.m..

Thursday, June 1st, 1916, addressed to the (. ity

Commissioners, Wcyburn, Sask., for the supiily

and erection of one .'1(1(1 K.W. Steam Turbine,

("eneiator. Switchboard and .\uxiliaries.

.Ml information may be had by applying at the

above address.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

nR. C. P. MOORE, Mayor.

CiEO. \'. UEI-"I), Commissioner. 2n:;i

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.

North Toronto Grade

Separation

Tenders will be received by the undersigned U|>

to May .'list, IftKi, for the purchase and removal

of the old Canadian Pacific Railway North Tor-

onto Station Building.

Proposal forms and other information may be

obtained at the office of the undersigned. 2t>'2

Avenue road. Toronto.
No tender necessarily acceptea.

B. RIPLEY.
Engineer of drade Separation.

lit 21

Tenders for Paving

Main Street

CITY OF MONCTON, N. B.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned

and marked "Tender for Paving," will be received

at the City Engineer's Office, up till P.! o'clock

noon, on Thursday. May the 26th, for the con-

struction of about 14,'2(tO siiuare yards of pave-

ment (Crcosoted Wood lilocks, Mituhthic, .\s-

phalt or Reinforced Concrete), according to

plans and specifications which may be seen at

the City Engineer's Office, where forms of ten-

der can be obtained.

Each tender must be accompanied by a certi-

lied bank chetpie on a chartered bank equal to

five per cent, of the amount of tender and made
payable to the City Treasurer, said chec|ue will

be returneil to those whose lender is not accepted,

and in the case of those whose tender is ac-

cepted, cheipie will be retained until the sign-

ing of the contract and commencement of the

work.
'

, , , .

The City Council reserves the right to reject

the lowest or any tender.

J. EDIN'C.TON,
•2U-aU City Engineer.

Tenders for

Bridge Abutment

Sealed tenders, addresseil to the County Clerk,
()wen Sound, will be received l>y the Cliairnian.

Road & I* ridge Committee of tlie County of

Crey. np to (I p.m., Saturday, the 27th day of

May, 1916, for tlie construction of a Ilridge Abut-
ment of Cement -Concrete at the Rocky Saugeen
River. 4 miles north of Durham.

A marked bank cheque, payable to the Trea-
surer, County of (irey, for H per cent., shall ac-

company each tender, and will he returned upon
non-acceptance.

Plans and sijecifications may be seen at the

Clerk's or Engineer's offices.

The lowest or any ten<ler not necessarily ac-

cepted.

FRED. Rl'TUERFORD,
County Clerk.

R. McDOWALE. C. E.,

1,*0-L!1 Co\uily Engineer.

Tenders Wanted
Tlie Hoard of Education of the City of Sarnia

will receive sealed tenders, marked "Tender for

Public School Building," delivered personally or

liy mail to the undersigned before four o'clock

p.m., on June 1st, 1916, for the erection of an

cleven-roomeil school building. Plans and speci-

fications mav be seen at the Board of Trade
Room. City Hall, Sarnia, or with the .\rchitects,

Messrs. S. K. Coon and Son, Ryrie Building,

^'onge Street, Toronto.

Tenders may be for the whole building or any

part thereof, and must be on forms supplied by

the Board. Each teniler must be accompameil

by a marked che(|ue or approved bond of a Surety

Company for five per cent, of the amount of the

tender.

The lowest or any teiuler not necessarily ac

oei»ted,

GEO. A. PROCTOR,
Chairman of Itoard of Education.

FOR SALE
Two low pressure 30 H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in

use less than two months. Good for steam or

hot water lieating purposes. Each will carry

3 OOCI square feet of steam radiation. turther

particulars—MacM. R. & 1)., 4 Beaver Hall _bq.,

Montreal. I''-'-

FOR SALE
STEAM ROLLERS

One single cylinder Sawyer Massey 13 tons;

le double cylinder Waterous, l.l tons. Both
Apply to Box !!)«, Three

19-20

one
in perfect condition
Rivers, Qxie.

Steam Rollers Travel Slo'wly—Motor

Truck Will Hasten Trip

Steam rollers are slow travelers. On

road work much time has been wasted

and the work delayed while the roller

was journeying from one distant point

to another. The Kelly-Springfield Steam
Roller Company hauls rollers from the

plant to the railroad yards for shipment

on a aj'^-ton Kelly-Springfield motor
truck, having found this a much quicker

way than to drive the roller under its

own power. This method could be fol-

lowed to advantage by road contractors

if the distance is great enough to justify

it.

Loading a steam roller on to a motor
truck on the job, however, is a more
ditTicult matter than it is to load it at

the shop, but the difliculty can be easily

overcome. Most platform trucks are
equipped with winches, cither motor-
operated or hand-operated. One way to

get the roller up would be to ])lace in-

clined skids at the tail of the truck, and
draw the roller up with the winch. An-
other method would be to run the roller

up on the bank—which is quite frequently
a feature of the general run of country
roads—imder its own power and drive
it along, laying down planks to facilitate

its journey over the soft ground to a

point where the bank is somewhat high-
er than the truck platform. Skids could
then be laid down over the intervening
gap and the roller easily placed on the
truck. These are but two suggestions.
Confronted with the task of doing such
n job the average truckman would quick-
ly devise a good method.

Stone Pavement in Rochester Under-

mined by Flood

Maximum high water in the Genesee
River at Rochester, N. Y., recently

caused the collapse of 12 square yards

of the Medina lilock stone pavement,
with its concrete base. The pavement
caved in to a depth of 10 feet.

The washout was apparently due to

the existence of an abancloned stone sew-

er 3 feet 9 inches wide and 5 feet 3 inches

high, which was constructed in 1832 and
superseded in 1S63.

The water from the river, which at

the time stood about .5 feet above the

toi) of this sewer, entered it either

through, or under, the present bridge

abutment, or between the present and a

former buried brid.gc abutment.

The water broke through an old egg-

sb.iped sewer 1 foot 9 inches by 2 feet

(i inches, and entered an existing sewer
manhole west of the bridge 18 feet be-

low the surface. Flooding of cellars

might have resulted had not the new
sewer tunnel, 8 feet square and 40 feet

liclow the surface, been sufHcient'y com-
pleted so that connections with the ex-

isting sewer were made. The only in-

convenience occasioned has been the

closing of Main Street to street car

traffic, during which time the local trol-

ley company has taken occasion to re-

new its tracks in this locality, .'\n in-

vestigation of the river end of the aban-

donee! sewer will be made when the

water lowers.
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^^^ I v^^ csTAHisHco ISM contracts make mention of this item in the specifica-

^' ^
§_ ^^ ^hu I «^^ 1 ^''^" ''"'' ^'^'*' *"* ^""^ '"' ^^*^ *"*" learn, has invariably

M^^V^TI^^Ib I l%j^^^^\YV^l l)t'en interpreted to mean that the owner of the build-

1 1 I I I wE^^^ 1%%
^ ,

,t III UW '"S buys the necessary coal to keep working conditions

^^^^Jl»w»' 4^ ^^\#1 \A as favorable as possible. There is one slight difTerence

^^^^^ 1-^ . . • . Tk • i" the specifications in question, however, in that the

*^^EnOineermO Review f n ^-^ >-- occurs

"fcoal, water and electric current will l>e sup-

„,,.,, -r, ,,,, . . . . plied by the owner for all purposes that the hcat-
Publishcd Each Wednesday by i„g contractor may require to eflFectively prove

HUGH G. Maclean, limited »"'• *«^*' ^^e system durinK the time of execution
* _ . .

'
.

.

and completion."
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Wmnipeg, President. „,

^ , • ^ • •• . • »l . »u .-u .u-
-rTT^niAc. o ^//-^TTXT/• ,- 1 HI J^ne actual pomt in dispute is that, though theTHOMAS S. YOUNG, General Manager. u * ^ i i * j i „ —

,

.rT-«T^ ^T-T-r^T- „,- A I 1 I c. ^ \\r » -rriDriM-rr* heating system was proved and accepted on JanuaryHEAD OFFICE - 347 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO » -'
, ^- , , .. , ^ i »

T 1 h A 2700 ' '
^^"'''* continued by the plasterer and carpenter

^ ^P °
[ up to March 26. The owner claims that the general

MONTREAL - Telephone Main 2299 - 119 Board of Trade contractor is liable for the cost of the coal between

WINNIPEG - Telephone Garry 856 - 302 Travellers' Bldg. these two dates.

VANCOUVER - Tel. Seymour 2013 - Winch Building We cannot see how the insertion of this clau.se
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to the remainder of the building. It must be remem-
bered, however, that buildings of almost any form of

construction are often destroyed by the burning of

their combustible contents. The floor area should
thus be kept down to a minimum consistent with the

convenient and economical operation of the plant, and
especially in a mill construction building of large area

should be divided into sections by fireproof walls to

prevent the rapid spread of fire.

If a mill work building is necessary, it should be
of slow burning construction. Enough wood must,
of course, be used to insure strength and stability, but
surperfluous wood surface should be avoided. It is a

question of considerable importance just how the quan-
tity of timber to be used should be disposed. No ar-

chitect with a thought for fire hazard will ever plan for

either manufacturing or mercantile occupancy those

regular fire traps known as "light joist" buildings.

In machine shops and other plants requiring es-

pecially heavy floor construction above the ground
level, steel beams are generally used. In such con-

struction provision must be made to prevent failure

by expansion or buckling when subjected to heat. It

is obvious that where steel beams or posts are used,

they should be protected from fire by some sort of

sheathing. Another matter which should not be over-

looked in designing a building is the consideration of

special fire hazards incident to the character of the

work to be done within the building. Sufficient sta-

tistics are available on almost every well-known manu-
facturing process to indicate just what elements in

such processes are susceptible to fire. Such hazards
should be segregated to a separate fireproof compart-
ment where fire may rage withouT: endangering the

rest of the structure.

There remain, however, after the observance of the

points of construction, the consideration of fire ex-

tinguishing apparatus. It is obvious to any well-in-

formed person that the manufacturer who builds to-

day without provision for an automatic sprinkler sys-

tem, almost wilfully endangers, not only the life of

the building, but the lives of his employees as well.

There are many details to be considered in fire pro-

tection in designing a factory, and the subject is dealt

with in Some detail by Mr. Franklin H. Wentworth,
of the National Fire Protection Association, in a paper
which is reproduced elsewhere in this issue.

Why Were Public Tenders Not Galled?

CIRCUMSTANCES of more than usual interest

ai)pear to surround the letting of contracts for

re-construction going on in old Knox College,

Toronto. This is Government work, and, as
such, the regulations required by law to be observed
in the letting of Government contracts would natur-
ally be followed. Two of these regulations are (1)
that public tenders must be called, and (2) that a fair-

wage clause must be inserted in the agreement. For
some reason or other neither of these rules, it is

claimed, were observed. In one case, at least, too, the
wording of the specification appears to have laeen

such as to eliminate any possil)ility of comj)etition.

Thus, in the j)lumber's specification the name of cer-

tain materials that must be installed are given and
the name and location of the manufacturer. We be-
lieve the Builders' Exchange of the city of Toronto
have taken the matter up and are investigating the cir-

cumstances surroimding the letting of these contracts.

Canadian No. 1 Construction Battalion

That engineers are the backbone of the war is ap-
parent, and the need for more is evidenced by the fact

that a Canadian construction battalion has been au-
thorized and is well on the way with its recruiting.

Two companies are to' be raised in Ontario and two
in Quebec. Recruiting has been actively under way
for the last few days in Toronto and already approxi-
mately 200 men have enlisted. Active recruiting will

commence immediately in Montreal for the 500 engi-

neers required for the Quebec section. It is expected
the battalion will be completed in a very short time
and will proceed overseas shortly afterwards.

The construction battalion will work in conjunc-
tion with the Royal Engineers, and their work gen-
erally will be repairing and replacing works destroyed

;

also work on the lines of communication. The unit,

which will be known as No. 1 Construction Battalion,

is under command of Lieut.-Col. Blair Ripley, a civil

engineer who has had long and varied experience in

construction work in dififerent parts of the Dominion.
During the past ten years he has been employed as
construction engineer with the C. P. R., and during
that time has been identified with the erection of some
of the largest viaducts in Canada. He was engineer in

charge of the C. P. R. grade separation at Toronto
up to the time of his appointment as Lt.-Col. of the
Construction Battalion. The unit will be composed
of 1,040, officers and men, and will be specially attrac-

tive to engineers and construction men. It has been
raised at the direct request of the British War Office,

and every officer in the battalion will be a civil engi-
neer. The men will be instructed in railway construc-
tion, bridge construction and such work, by men com-
petent in these lines of engineering work. The general
class of men required is bridge and building men, con-
struction men, and all classes of skilled and unskilled
railway workers.

The officers who have been appointed for the bat-
talion under the command of Lieut.-Col. Ripley, are

:

Capt. and Adjt. T. R. Loudon ; Capt. J. H. Byrne; Capt.
R. R. Holland; Capt. A. R. Ketterson ; Capt. H. G.
Henson, paymaster; Capt. V. G. Davis, quarter-
master; Lieuts.—G. O. Fleming; J. B. Heron; F. G.
Cross; H. R. McQueen; O. P. Hertzberg; H. L. Gil-

mour ; G. S. Grant ; and "V". A. E. Steel.

Recruiting in Montreal will be in charge of Capt.
Ketterson, with Lieuts. Cross and McQueen assisting
him.

Road Dragging Competition
By lending financial support to road dragging com-

petitions, the Provincial Public Works Department
hopes to greatly improve Manitoba country roads.
Instead of only fifteen municipalities taking up the
competitions, the government desires that the 110
municipalities participate. An instructor will be ap-
I)ointed to assist in the work for not exceeding two
months. An organizer will be appointed to assist in
forming the new districts. The government will make
a grant of $2.50 a mile of road entered in the cttmpeti-
tion and dragged for a season not shorter than May
1 to October 31.

The Manitoba Good Roads Association inaugur-
ated the road dragging competitions, and the contests
will still be under the auspices of the association,
which will get the usual grant from the government.

A. C. Emmett, secretary of the association, will
likely be asked to accept the position of organizer of
the competition and districts.
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The Design of Highway Bridge Floors
Determination of Loads an

Different Types ofon

'J"he design of highway bridges is more complicated

than that of ordinary railroad bridges, partly because
of the coin|)lications introduced by the ])aved floor

and the provision necessary for supjKirting it and pro-

viding for its proi)er drainage, partly because of the

varied character of the ajiplied loads, and partly be-

cause of the difficulty in determining the width neces-

sary to furnish reasonable accommodation for present

and future traffic. The whole subject is discussed in

a recent ])aper by Mr. Charles M. SpotTord, before the

I'"ngineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, with
sjiecial reference to the floors and floor surfaces. The
following extracts are from Mr. Spofl'ord's paper:

For convenience in presentation, the subject will

be treate<l under the five following main headings,

each of which will be sub-divided

:

(1) a])i)]ied loads; (2) width of roadway; (3) wear-
ing surfaces; (4) supports for wearing surfaces; (5)
distribution of loads, comiiutations and unit stresses.

Applied Loads
This subject may be treated under the following

subdivisions:— (a) automobiles; (b) horse-drawn ve-

hicles; (c) electric cars; (d) road rollers; (e) crowds

d Stresses—Discussion
Surfacing Materials

occur in a mixed crf)wd consisting of people of both

sexes and of varied heights. That extreme crowds
may frc(|uently f)ccur on bridges is shown by experi-

ence, and that such loads may, over a portion of the

bridge at least, amount to 100 pounds j)cr square foot

is readily believable. This is particularly true for

bridges so located that large crowds may be attracted

by reason of possible accidents on nearbly railway

tracks or structures, by boat races underneath, by
wrecks such as the recent overturning of a passenger

steamer in Chicago on the river immediately adjoining

a bridge, or by panic conditions occurring on the bridge

itself.

Miscellaneous Loads

Amongst the miscellaneous loads which may be

a|)plied to bridge fl<jors are electric trains, cable con-

duits, water and gas mains and similar structures. The
weight of most of these may be given. Some allow-

ance should be made for snow loads in the case of a

highway swing bridge when in an open f>osition, al-

though it need not be considered in determining' the

stress with bridge in closed position, as the presence

of snow on the floor would prevent the application of

JS-O

y.g-

A combined wood block and brick pavement—Cost, including all other floor materials, 75c per sq. ft.

of people ; (f ) miscellaneous loads, such as trains,

water pipes, cables, snow, etc.
; (g) uniform load and

combinations of various live loads; (h) impact; (i)

dead weight
; (j ) legal requirements.

The uniform loads due to motor trucks are some-
what greater than the uniform loads usually specified

for highway bridge trusses, but even were such trucks

in common use no excess allowance over the ordin-

arily si)ccified uniform load need be made for trusses

or girders, except in the case of very short spans, as

the i)robability of such a truck being on any bridge

sinniltancously with full uniform loading from other

\ehicles is practically nil.

As indicated by the following discussion of horse-

drawn vehicles, it would ai)i>car that motor trucks

are not used to handle the extremely heavy loads

which occasionally cross city bridges.

In all large cities exceptionally heavy loads are

iiccasionally hauled through the streets. Amongst
the heaviest of such loads are machinery, i)arts of safe

de])osit vaults, steel girders, truss members, blocks
cif granite or other stone and heavy merchandise.

l'".xpcriments show that the weight cif a crowd of

])eoi)le when carefidly selected my reach the high fig-

ure of 181. v^ lbs. per square foot. The writer once ob-
tained a weight of 142.5 lbs. per square foot in his

office by filling it with students selected at random.
It is doubtful whether weights like this would ever

the full live load. The proper weight to be allowed

for snow depends greatly upon the part of the country

in which the bridge is located.

Combination of Live Loads

The question of what loads shall be combined in

designing the various parts of the ffoor system is one
that requires serious attention. The proper allowance
to be made for impact on the floors of highway bridges

is something ui)on which opinions vary greatly.

It would seem to the writer that a correct allow-

ance for impact on highway bridges should properly

vary with the character of the paving, the irregularity

of an ordinary stone block pavement being such as to

result in considerable impact, while a well-laid wood
block pavement in good condition would produce but
little impact.

Dead Weights

The following values may probably be safely used
in determining the dead weights of bridge flotirs:

Lbs. per cu. ft.

Hard (yellow) pine. 4 lbs. per ft. B. M.
(Where i)rotectcd by waterproofing and
always dry ; otherwise use 4i'2 lbs 48

Creo-rcsinate yellow pine paving blocks ... 65
Spruce and white pine, 2j^ lbs. per ft. B. M. 30
Bricks, pressed and paving 150
Portland cement concrete 160
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R

Tar concrete (base for asphalt walks, etc.) 125

Silician rock (Simpson Bros.) 140
Trinidad asphalt (Barber Asphalt Co.), re-

fined 74
As laid 140

Granolithic or artificial stone 150

Pavements (exclusive of sand cushion) : Lbs. per sq. ft.

6-inch granite block 80
4-inch brick 50
4-inch wood block (creo-resinate) .... 22

Roadway waterproofing

:

I34 ill- thick (felt, roofing pitch, sand and
road pitch) 12

Buckle plates, 10 to 20

Width of Roadway
The width of roadway necessary to provide for

traffic of various quantities and intensities has an im-
portant bearing upon the design of the floor, and the

GZ3

away, in part at least, with the temptation to use

plank floors for city bridges except for bascule bridges,

the floors of which must be so constructed that they
will not slip off when the bridge is raised. Even if

it is j)lanned to use wooden sheathing at the outset

to reduce the first cost of a given bridge, it would,
nevertheless, seem wise to design the permjinent struc-

ture to carry the weight of a wood block floor, as the

additional cost would not be large <jnd increase of

traffic would probably eventually result in the demand
for a better floor.

The common type of wooden bridge sheathing con-

sists of two-inch spruce planks planed on one side to

1% in. thick, laid either diagonally, at an angle of

6() degrees, or at right angles to the axis of the bridge,

and supported on an under floor of untreated yellow
pine to which it is nailed.

The life of spruce sheathing on bridges carrying
heavy traffic in a wet summer, such as the past sum-

A? -J-/"

<^flr^7t>//^A^^

sr-st
?s c>
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Concrete arch bridge with a bituminous macadam roadway and granolithic walk.

writer has in consequence collected a considerable

amount of data upon the subject.

The width of ordinary horse-drawn vehicles as

measured in the streets of Boston is given in the fol-

lowing table, in which (a) equals distance out to out

of hubs; (b) equals distance out to out of wheels;

(c) equals distance out to out of whifffetrees

:

(a) (b) (c)

Hay wagon 7.75 7.00 8.00

Heavy express 7.65 6.70 7.90

Heavv express 7.80 6.70 7.60

Ice wagon 7.40 6.60 7.00

Hack 6.08 5.25 6.83

Coal wagon (3-horse) 8.50 10.83

Statistics upon width of and traffic upon various

streets may be useful in determining the question of

proper width of bridges. It should be borne in mind,
however, that the capacity of a bridge in vehicles per

hour is considerably greater than that of a street be-

cause of the freedom from interruption by traffic on
intersecting streets and by vehicles stopping at the

curb to discharge and receive freight and passengers.

Wearing Surfaces

Wearing surfaces for highway bridge floors may
be classified under the following heads: (a) plank,

(b) stone block, (c) woodblock, (d) brick, (e) asphalt,

(f) miscellaneous.
Plank

Such floors are commonly used for country bridges.

They have also frequently been used for movable city

bridges carrying heavy traffic where lightness of floor

is important for economical operation, as well as for

low cost of permanent structure, and has been con-
sidered as more important than the disadvantage due
to frequent renewal of a plank wearing surface. The
introduction of wood block pavement and of certain

patented forms of wood pavement has, however, made
it possible to construct a light floor much more dur-

able than a plank floor and has in consequence done

mer has been in Boston, may not be longer than from
six to ten weeks, and the sheathing may have to be
replaced five or six times i)er year, so that it is evi-

dent that it is bound to ])rove unsatisfactory. At-
tempts have been made in Boston to lengthen, by the

use of preservatives, the life of such sheathing on
bridges where, because of the lack of strength of the
structure or for other reas<jns, the laying of a thicker

and heavier ])avement is impracticable. A number of

preservatives have been tested and found to be un-

successful. The writer is informed that Tylose jire-

servative has given the best results and that planks

coated with this on both sides have lasted 13 weeks,
compared witb 10 weeks for untreated planks laid

alongside. Tarvia has been tried without success.

Untreated spruce sheathing in place on Boston
bridges, laid in accordance with the specification re-

cently quoted, costs about $38 per 1,000 cubic feet,

$10 of which is the labor cost of removing the old

sheathing and laying the new. This total price is

equivalent to 7.6 cents per square foot.

Stone Block

Stone block pavement is very durable and admir-

ably ad.apted for heavy traffic. It is expensive, both

in first cost and in the weight it imposes u])on the

structure.

In Boston, it has been the custom to lay this pav-

ing on a sand cushion varying in thickness from 1

in. to 3 ins., the sand being necessary to take up the

irregularities which occur in the blocks. The nominal
depth of the blocks commonly used in Boston is 6

inches ; in Philadelphia 5-inch blocks are used, and in

Pittsburgh granite and limestone blocks varying in

depth from 5 to 7 inches are specified. The length

of granite blocks varies from 8 to 12 inches and the

width from 3^4 to 4^ inches.

Stone block pavement cannot be used on bascule
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bridges, as it wmild shift or slide as the bridge is

raised.

The cf)St (if stone block pavement vvitii pitcli joints

laid in place in Boston, exclusive of sand cushion, is

at the ]>resent time about $2.50 i)er s<iuare yard. Its

weight is about 90 lbs. ])er sfpiarc foot.

Wood Block Pavement

Wood block pavement seems to be especially suit-

able for bridges, since, in addition to providing an
excellent wearing surface, it is light in weight and
regular in thickness, making it possible either to elim-

inate the sand cushion or to reduce it considerably in

thickness. Great care must be takeil in laying this

paving to insure satisfactory results. The blocks

should be thoroughly impregnated with preservatives,

and expansion joints should be provided. The sup-
porting surface should be sufficiently rigid to prevent
disintegration due to deflection.

Experience in Boston would indicate that it is

undesirable to lay wood block pavement directly upon
a plank floor, or on other hard bearing surface, since

the blocks are not uniform in thickness. A layer of

asphalt mastic three-quarters of an inch thick, made
of one part of asphalt and six parts of sand j)roperly

mixed and laid hot, has given good results on Boston
bridges with timber sub-jjlanking. Philadelphia
specifications require the blocks to be laid on a layer

of sand and cement 1 inch in thickness, mixed dry
in proportions of one part of cement to four parts of

sand, and sprinkled with water immediately before
the block is laid.

Wood block pavement may be safely used on bas-
cule spans if properly fastened. Mr. J. B. Strauss,

of the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, states that

it is his i)ractice either to toe-nail the blocks directly

to the sub-planking, or else to lay steel angles spaced
4 feet to 6 feet apart and spiked to the sub-planking,

are all heart wood making it possible to do this with-

out splitting the blocks.

The cost of 4-inch wood block ]javcment as laid

in Boston in 1914, with a five-year guarantee, averages
about $2.50 per square yard in place, exclusive of

cushion. It varies greatly, however, with the density

of traffic.

Brick

Brick pavements may be used on bridges with sat-

isfactory results. Such a pavement is cheaper than a

wood block pavement and lighter than a stone block
pavement. The bricks should be laid on a sand or

mastic cushion similar to those described under the

heading "Wood Block Pavement," and expansion
joints should be provided. The city of Philadelphia

specifies that the bricks should be 3j4 ins. in width,
4 ins. in depth, and Syi ins. in length, and that they
shall not vary in depth and width to exceed ^4 in., nor
in length to exceed ^ in. They are also required to

have raised lugs on one side not to exceed J4 '"ch in

height. The cost of brick pavements in place in Boston
is about $1.75 per square yard exclusive of sand
cushion.

Asphalt

Asphalt pavements should not be laid on bridges
except where a floor base of concrete or other rigid

material is employed. It should not be used on bas-
cule spans.

Miscellaneous Pavements

A patented pavement, the .Shuman pavement, con-
sists of narrow parallel wooden strips of maple, treated

with asphalt and fastened together in the form of
blocks about 2 feet wide by 5 feet to 7 feet long by 4
inches thick. This pavement is apparently no longer
tnanufactured by the patentees, but it is still built by
the city of Boston, which has the patent rights for

municipal work in that city. This pavement is light

in weight and can be securely fastened to a timber

A granite block road floor on a sand cushion, with an asphalt sidewalk- Cost, 60c. p«r sq. ft.

these angles, which arc laid at right angles to the

centre lines of the bridge, being intended to act as

shelves when the bridge is raised.

Hexagonal wood blocks are sometimes use. The
makers claim that such blocks knit together in such
a manner as to equally distribute traffic loads, and that

blocks as thin as 2^ inches nifiy be used satisfactorily

ft)r bridge floors. The ex]>ansion of such blocks is

radial and is said to be much less than that of rec-

tangular blocks. The Public Works Department of

Chicago is about to try this form of blocks, cut from
young cypress, on a bascide l)ridge at Belmont Ave-
nue, layiivg the blocks directly on a solid plank floor

6 inches thick. Every third block is to be face-nailed

directly into the sub-planking, the fact that the blocks.

underplanking, making it especially .desirable for bas-

cule spans.

Macadam paving is probably seldom, if ever, used
for other than reinforced concrete or masonry bridges.

where it can be laid on a solid base in the ordinary
manner used for street construction.

Supports for Wearing Surfaces

It is the writer's opinion that timber flooring con-
sisting of yellow pine ties and planking is most sat-

isfactory for ordinary city bridges. Such a flooring
has been used with considerable success in Boston,
and is the commonly adopted type of flooring in that
city. Floors with timber sub-planking are also re-

commended for New York City bridges by Edward A.
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Byrne, Assistant Chief Engineer, Department of

Bridges, New York City.

The principal advantages of this form of flooring

are its very considerable rigidity, combined with light-

ness and consequent cheapness for the bridge as a

whole. If the timber planking is laid with tight joints

such a floor is practically fireproof.

The life of yellow pine planking in bridge floors,

when properly protected by waterproofing, is probably

not less than twenty years, while the steel superstruc-

ture has been known to give out in less time than this.

Buckle plate floors have proven satisfactory for

stone block pavement. They are not especially rigid

and may give considerable trouble with wood block
' pavements.

Concrete and reinforced concrete floors and brick

rr^^^^:^

faces, no distribution can be counted upon other than

that over the base of the block itself.

For a pavement of the Shuman type, descril)ed above,

consisting of i)arallel stri])s laid edgewise, giving sec-

tions of some little length and considerable thickness,

a reasonable distribution of the load will occur until

the surfacing is reduced by wear so much that it should

be replaced.

Distribution Due to Continuity

Under (b) an approximate analytical solution is

possible, although such a solution should be used as a

guide rather than as an accurate determination of the

distribution.

The assumption commonly made in the design of

railroad-bridge floors, that the rails distribute the load

stone arch bridge with Telford macadam floor surface—Cost 39c per sq. ft.

arch floors, while durable and rigid, arc very heavy,

and in consequence impose an unnecessarily heavy
load upon the permanent structure.

Distribution of Load

The determination of the correct distribution of

the applied load over the various supporting members
of the floor system is a problem which does not admit

of a definite solution, owing to the extreme statical in-

determinateness of the system. The problem may be

considered, however, under two heads: (a) the efifect

of the paving or other surfacing in distributing the

load over its supports, and (b) the eflfect of the con-

tinuity of the supporting surface and of ,the street car

rails in distributing the load over the stringers.

Distribution Due to Paving

The distribution under (a) is evidently a matter of

experimental investigation, and so far as the writer is

aware, no such investigations have been made. For
a sheathed floor in good condition, considerable dis-

tribution may occur, but when the sheathing is old,

none can be counted upon. It would, therefore, seem
wise to make no allowance in the design of such a

floor for the distribution due to the sheathing.

In the case of stone block paving laid on paving
sand over a layer of waterproofing material, the dis-

tributing efifect of the sand and waterproofing is con-
siderable, and it would seem justifiable to consider a

wheel load as distributed uniformly over the base of

a frustrum of a pyramid with sides sloping at forty-

five degrees and with an upper surface equal to the
base of the paving block.

For brick or wood block paving a considerable arch-
ing efifect may perhaps occur, but it would seem un-
wise to count upon this to distribute the load, which
should be considered as distributed in a similar manner
to that suggested for stone block pavement provided
the pavement is laid upon sand or other yielding sub-

- stance. If laid directly upon planks or other hard sur-

over three ties, may be properly made in the case of a

highway bridge, but the tie loads resulting from a 50-

ton trolley car thus distributed would be less than

those coming from a 20-ton truck on two axles distri-

buted through the floor planking, and hence would not

ordinarily be the controlling factor in determining the

size of a tie. It would seem proper, however, to test

the strength of tie and planking for any given bridge

by determining the stresses due to a derailed car,

which case might readily be the controlling factor in

the design.

The designer should bear in mind that the failure

of the floor supporting surface would not result in

the serious consequences that would follow the failure

of the stringers or of the trusses and girders. Fail-

ures in the floor system occurring in well-designed

bridges would be due to exceptionally heavy loads, in

which case the burden of responsibility might well

fall upon the transporting company.

Barrett Roof Guarantees

The Barrett Company, 17 Battery Place, New York,
have given notice to contractors, architects, and other
interested parties, that in future a twenty-year surety
bond guaranty will be given without charge on all Bar-
rett Specification Roofs of fifty squares, or more, in

the United States and Canada, in towns of 25,000 or

over, or any smaller place where the company's inspec-
tion service is available—provided the roof is laid by
an approved roofing contractor and in strict accord-
ance with the Barrett specifications. The experience
of this company is that the Barrett roof will last for a
minimum of twenty years without repairs and they
are so convinced of this that they are willing to give
a twenty-year guarantee. The bond will be issued by
the United States Fidelity and Guarantee Company
of Baltimore, one of the largest and best-known surety
companies on the continent.
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The Adaptability of Paving Materials
To Different Conditions and Localities—A Good Opportunity
for Utilization of Local Materials—(Continued from May 17.)

By F. C. Pilltbury

Saiul, ill its natural condition is very seldom adapt-
ed to use on any kind of road surface unless used with
some other material or as an auxiliary for the aid or
relief of some kind of surface. Most sands, even those
that are very fine, have (|ualities which make such use
desirable. 'I'he fact has been well established that the
l>articles oi sand, when used in any bituminous or ce-

ment mixture for road purposes, should have a certain

gradation from coarse to fine in order to obtain the
greatest .strength and other qualities necessary for

su])erior endurance of the pavement. It has been
found that e\en the loose sand of Cape Cod can lie

u.sed without grading or the addition of other materi-
als, excci)t as])halt or asphaltic oil or tar, to give very
jjractical results for country roads even when subject
to considerable trafific and some heavy teaming, ])ro-

vided there is excellent drainage, particularly of the
subsoil. This tyi)e of pavement, in the work done
with the Cape Cod sands, is but an ai)proximation of
sheet asphalt, the difference being between extreme
care taken to obtain sands of pro|i£r size, form and.
quality, and perfectly adapted asphalt for the sheet
asphalt work, and the absence of any particular care
except in the quality of the bitumen, lixcellent results
from sands are obtained when used in mixtures of
other kinds, with gravel or broken stone. Kx|)erience
has proved the advantage of using sand as a binder in

laying water-bound macadam under certain condi-
tions; also for stopping or arresting the ravelling of
water-bound macadam. Its use with blanket or film
coats of bitumen is well known. It frequently hap-
pens that bituminous macadam commences to break
up under traffic from the effect of moisture and frost
or nu)isture alone, and the prompt application of a
layer of sand an inch or more in thickness over such
spots prevents their breaking up. Fine loamy .sands,

quicksands, or others which absorb and hold moisture
should be carefully avoided in the foundation, as their
presence when too near the surface will lead to its

destruction sooner or later. In such ca.ses the same
precautions and methods should be used in the found-
ations as when loam or clay is i)resent. The sand-clay
roads are also well known, but they are of little value
in climates where frost actiim obtains. Sand is so
various in its composition and formation and the re-
sults so various that unless its qualities are well known
a careful study and analysis should be made before
using in any important work. The use of sand not
(|ualilk'd for the desired purpo.se may lead to failure,
l)articularly in high grade bituminous and Portland
cement mixtures.

Gravel

(iravel occurs in such a multiplicity of forms and
compositions that it is impossible in a paper of this
kind to cover its use. Unless composed of rock which
is too soft, or containing too much tine material, it

is very valuable as a ])aving material and may be used
in many different ways and for all kinds of traffic ex-
cept that of extremely heavy weight. Its pre.sence in
the subgrade is desirable, and it may be used to ad-
vantage in most foundations, being better adafJted for
that purpose on extremely soft, moist soils, such as

(juicksand, loam, etc., than stones or telford. Its ex-

cellent qualities, however, frequently lead to its use
where traffic conditions are too severe.

Clay, in its natural state, is of about as little value
for road ])urposes as anything except loam. Its pres-

ence will generally lead to the failure of any surface
that may be laid directly upon it, except in climates
free from frost and surfaces subject to extremely light

traffic. The writer considers that pavement a failure

which does not carry the traffic for which it is de-
signed, at a cost of construction and maintenance that
is not at a minimum, although he realizes that there
may be times when the financial condition of the com-
munity makes it necessary to adopt a surface that will

not be satisfactory in those respects. The use of clay
in the form of brick, while very successful from every
point of view, under proper conditions, has failed some-
times for extrinsic reasons. It is essential that a brick
pavement should.be laid upon a stable base, especially
in those climates subject to frost action. It should not
be used under very heavy steel tire traffic. The wtriter

has knoAvn of brick jjavements being- severely criti-

cized when the fault did not lie in the brick, but when
it was laid on imperfect foundation, or under unsuit-
able traffic conditions, or both. It makes an excellent
surface for motor vehicles, and need not be slippery-

for horses. However, the greatest care should always
be taken by means of testing to obtain brick of pro-
per quality.

Stone

Stone, commonly speaking, is generally used in

pavements by the following methods: in foundations,
in water-bound macadam, bituminous macadam, bi-

tuminous and cement concrete and stone block pave-
ments. There is frequently much waste of money in

laying stone foundations, as they are often jjut in where
unnecessary, or where clean, stony, or sandy gravel
would not only serve the purpMjse, but to better ad-
vantage. This depends, of course, upon local condi-
tions. The question is constantly arising between a
choice of bituminous macadam or concrete and water-
bound macadam. Almost always the choice depends
ui)ou the volume and nature of the traffic. Water-
bound macadam will not carry any appreciable volume
of motor vehicle traffic unless protected on the sur-
face by some bituminous or other treatment, and even
then the traffic must be light. Where there is much
horse-drawn traffic it is sometimes better to surface
with water-bound macadam, thus obtaining a surface
which is generally less slippery, even if reconstruction
is frequently necessary. There is much to be said as
to a choice between bituminous macadam and bitum-
inous concrete, but as with most other materials, much
depends upon local conditions. There is a wide dif-
ference to be obtained in the quality of either of these
pavements. This may be due to different methods.
and is sure to follow variations in the (juality of either
the mineral aggregate i>r the bitumen. In the writer's
i>pinion the local conditions should govern the choice
and always the best materials available should be ob-
tained. It is not necessary, beside being dangerous, to
copy any set specifications covering these methods.
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and it is impracticable to lay down rules to be followed

in making a choice. The natural materials that are

most available should be taken and used to the best

advantage according to their peculiar qualities. In

many cases stone blocks might be used to much bet-

ter advantage than they are, provided more pains were

taken in laying the pavement, as well as in making

the blocks. For those reasons many cities are now
suffering from rough stone pavements. As stone pave-

ments of good quality are probably the most perman-

ent and will carry the heaviest traffic, they deserve

more consideration than they have generally received.

There is a difference of opinion as to the wearing

qualities of certain kinds of stone.

Bitumen

Bituminous pavements provide for all kinds of

traffic except the heaviest, by which is meant the ex-

tremely heavy traffic to be found in the large cities.

Bituminous pavements have been the subject of so

much discussion, and their uses are so familiar, that

this paper will only mention in a brief way the more

common methods, surface treatments and surface com-

positions, by either the penetration or mixing method.

As stated under the use of broken stone, surface treat-

ments of bituminous materials on water-bound mac-

adam should only be used when the traffic is light, or

where it is extremely desirable to have a good footing

for horses, and in such cases where the traffic is at

all heavy, it is better not to adopt the blanket coat

method, but to use the filni coat method, so-called.

The choice between tars, oils and asphalts is often

difficult to make. It is not possible to apply so-called

heavy oils or tars except hot and in a blanket coat, as

their consistencies are such that a considerable body

of material is necessary to keep its place on the sur-

face of the road. The lighter materials, which can be

sprayed on cold, to cover the surface in much smaller

quantity, will generally give more satisfactory and

econornical results. This is particularly true of so-

called cut-backs or diluted asphalts. There are cases

where tars for surface treatment seem to give better

results than other materials, and the same may be said

of nearly all materials used for surface treatments.

Bituminous or other surface applications on macadam
or gravel, or even on cement concrete, will never re-

main long enough to be economical where there is

heavy teaming with steel-tired vehicles. Usually suffi-

cient care is not taken in using bituminous materials

in penetration or mixed work. Where proper care is

taken in selecting the right kind of bitumen, and the

right kind of mineral aggregate, and in the workman-
ship all the way through, bituminous pavements and
surfaces should prove more economical than any others

for all traffic of the present day, except for that which

is very light or very heavy. It may not always be,

however, the most desirable, partly on account.of slip-

periness which sometimes obtains, or local reasons.

Its widely diversified qualities permit of its- use under
many different constructive conditions, and in pave-

ments C)f very great difference in cost. It enables us

to use sands, gravels, and rocks which would be prac-

tically worthless alone or with any other material than
bitumen. Bituminous pavements have failed because
of improjjcr conditions in the base. Bituminous pave-
ments do not fail any more than other kinds of pave-
ments, when laid under suitable condititns, and com-
posed of good bitumen, with the proper mineral ag-

gregate.

The choice of materials also depends somewhat up-

on the treatment of the foundation. Moisture, with

frost action, according to their degrees of intensity,

with heavy traffic, usually require the most expensive

and strongest pavements. So much depends upon
drainage in such cases that where it is possible to ob-

tain deep, open ditches on each side of the road, cer-

tain pavements will succeed without artificial founda-

tion where without the side ditches or drains, even

the strongest pavement would fail, as for instance,

Portland cement concrete, or stone block on a con-

crete base. For the sake of comparison, consider

climates where there is no frost action with that of

New England. In countries where there is no frost

action it would be extravagant to build the types of

road required in New England or similar climates.

On the other hand, it is impossible to build such light

or thin pavements in New England as could success-

fully be built in those climates free from frost action,

or comparatively so, and to have them withstand the

weather conditions.

City Streets

City streets and the streets of the larger villages

until recently were considered in a separate class from
country roads, but during the past few years, and
principally due to the ever increasing weight and vol-

ume of traffic, the main through roads and those con-

necting the larger centres of population, have come to

be recognized as recpiiring practically the same treat-

ment as city streets. Sometimes this treatment is

more costly, as in the case of old highways where the

foundations and drainage have to be taken care of, as

well as the grades and alignments.

The greatest skill and wisdom is necessary in the

reconstruction of old surfaces. There is much differ-

ence of opinion, and after all, the selection of materials
in any case depends more than any other thing upon
the knowledge and judgment of those making the se-

lection. Advantage should be taken of the proximity
of any natural materials that may possibly exist. This
makes it necessary, if the wisest and most economical
selections are to be made, to have a knowledge as
wide as possible of all various types of surfaces, and
all materials that are used for such purposes, including
the materials in their natural state. It is with this in

mind that the writer has ventured to discuss in a rudi-

mentary way the simpler applications of the natural
materials in their more common uses.

Goal Harbor Causeway at Vancouver

Providing the money can be spared from the vari-

ous civic departments it is probable the long talked-of

Coal Harbor causeway and entrance to Stanley Park,
Vancouver, will be proceeded with this summer. The
actual outlay involved is approximately $100,000, of

which amount the Vancouver and District Joint Sew-
erage and Drainage Board will contribute $9,500 as
its proportion of the sewer which is being laid in the
sea wall. This work will form a link in the
trunk sewer which reaches from Brockton Point
through Stanley Park across Coal Harbor, and thence
by tunnel along Park Road to English Bay, picking
up the city's present sewers at that point, and ulti-

mately reaching as far as Granville Street, along Beach
Avenue, where it will intercept certain outlet sewers
discharging at present into False Creek.
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A Historical Sketch of the Grindstone Quarries
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

As long as men have used steel tools there has

been the need for grindstones and whetstones to give

them an edge. This accounts for the fact that the

<|uarrying and manufacture of these stones was one
of the earliest branches of the stone business to be

developed in this country. It is an industry, hcjwever,

that is narrowly confined to the few localities where
suitable deposits of sandstone are to be found. Can-
ada has taken an important part in the production of

grindstones and whetstones, for the 'reason that the

sandstones <>f New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have
been found particularly adaptable to this use. There
is one fact that has made the production of C"anadian

grindst(Mies among the most interesting of all quarry-

ing operations in the world. The ledges of stone that

are utilized for this |)urpose are on the coast line and
extend out into the ocean. Much oi the stone is act-

ually extracted beneath the sea level.

One of the most important centres of the Canadian
grindstone industry is at Stonehaven, Gloucester

County, New Brunswick. The ([uarries of the Read
Stone Company, which have been ojierated for sixty

years are located there. The cpiarries are unique in

their method of extracting the stone ; the areas worked
have been reclaimed from the sea by the building of

dams. This has been no small undertaking. The dam
around the present (juarry which has just l)een fin-

ished, is over one-cjuarter of a mile long, and in all

about a mile of dams has been built there. Anyone
who has seen the Bay Chaleur in a storm will know
that these dams must be very durable. They have
been built chiefly of timber cribwork. filled with stone

and heavily ri])-rapped on the side exposed to the sea.

The dams have been made water tight by the use of

a clay puddle, pounded tight.

After the dam is built the water is pumped out and
c|uarrying operations commence. The stone lies in

horizontal sheets of varying thicknesses, the total

depth of rock being about 25 feet. A steam channeller.

steam and air drills are used as required and by the

use of these and with powder and wedges the rock is

(piarricd to the retpiired size. It is then hoisted to

the "dump" where the stonecutters take it and shape
it round. I'Vom there, if it is not too thick for a single

grindstone, it gt)es direct to the lathe to be finished.

If the block is say two or three feet thick it is sent

to the saws and cut to the recjuired thickness. This
applies to the larger stones, say 48 inches in diameter

and larger. The smaller stones arc sj)lit out of the

irregular shaped pieces that come out along with the

larger stones. Tlie stones are cut round aiul shaped

as a rough grindstone. In the olden days the grind-

stones were finished by hand by means of chisel and
mallet. Now the rough griiulstone is taken to the mill

where the eye is drilled and the stone turned on a

lathe in a very short time. Indeed, an expert turner

will tinish a small stone in five minutes. Many of the

small grindstones, particularly the thinner ones, are

nuide by sawing large blocks of stone into thin slabs,

say lJ/2 to 2 inches thick. These slabs are then cut

up into reipiired sizes and the grindstone is finished

on the lathe direct from the scpiare slab.

The quarry is well equipi)ed fur haiulling stones.

Three derricks are used at the ipiarry, two at the

mill with a third in course of erection, and three at

the wharf and station, while a travelling derrick oi>er-

ating under its own j)ower and equipped with an orange
])eel bucket has been used for stripping i)urposes. One
steam plant of 50 h.p. operates the hoisting machinery
for the quarry derricks. Another of about the same
capacity handles the pumping plant and the steam
channeller. A 100 h.p. plant runs the mill machinery.
This consists of an air compressor for the hammer
drills used in the quarry, three gang saws, eight lathes.

tw(j scythe stone boxes, besides the necessary hoist-

ing and pumping machinery, exhaust fans, etc. Water
for the boilers is piped from a reservoir half a mile
away.

The making of scythe stones is an interesting side

line at this quarry. The block of stone is first sawed
into slabs 1^> inches thick. These slabs are then
broken under a special knife to pieces say 10 inches

by IK' inches by 1 inch. These pieces are then held

under a weight to the surface of a revolving grinding
bed. Sand and water are j)umped on this bed and the

stones are ground to a .snKK)th surface.

In the early days at Stonehaven, the grindstones
were quarried on the reefs at low tide, floated or hauled
ashore, and finished by hand. These were perhaps
the picturescpie days of the industry, when men worked
often to the waist in water, by day and by night as

the tide suited. Stormy weather meant a partial stop-

ping of the work. Shii)ments were made by scowing
the stone out to schooners in the offing. At this time
I)robably .^00 men were employed. Later came ma-
chinery, and better shipping facilities, and now about
100 men are employed during the summer, yuarry-
ing starts in May and ends in October. It is impos-
sible to work when there is danger of the frost crack-

ing the freshly cpiarried stone.

The grindstone industry of Canada had its begin-

ning at the head of the Bay of Fundy, near Minudie,
N. S., probably by the French, for local use. before

the British occupation. .Afterwards a British officer

of distinction, Joseph Frederick Wallett DesBarres.
later (jovernor of Prince Edward Island, secured a

grant from the Crown, of Minudie and adjacent coun-
try, many miles in extent, and including the grind-

stone ledges at "The Joggins" as that part of the Bay
shore was then called.

DesBarres later leased these ledges to his farmer
tenants of Minudie, both French and English, who
made griiulstones by hand in a co-operative way.
About 1815 Jt)scph Read and John Seaman, who came
from Sackville. N. B., about 1808, leased farms from
DesBarres' agent, acquired control of these ledges as

shown by an old lease from the proprietors, and began
regular shipments of grindstones to the United States

in small vessels. The grindstone business has prac-

tically been in the hands of the Read and Seaman
families ever since.

The business grew rapidly and was extended to

other locations on the Bay of Fundy. both in Nova
Scotia and in New Brunswick, the great tides of this

bay baring the ledges of rock twice daily, allowing
the rock to be excavated when the tide was low. With
the rising tide boats were fastened over the loosened
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rock and large blocks were floated to high water level

in convenient coves where, after the tide had fallen

enough, workmen shaped the stones by hand into the

grindstones of commerce. When a sufficient quantity

had accumulated at any one place a vessel would come

for them, gi;^ounding in a prepared berth near the

grindstones (there were no wharves) and they would

be hoisted on board by the quarrymen, no light task

as many of these stones weighed over three tons.

Later oxen and horses were used for hoisting.

Mill Construction and Fire Hazard
The Responsibility of the Architect and Engin-

eer in Designing and Erecting Modern Buildingsig and lirectmg
By Franklin H. Wentworth'

Architects and builders are slowly entering into a

new phase of their accountabiUty. Just as the archi-

tect, whose primary impulse is that of the artist, has

been compelled in the interest of his clients largely to

master the technique of the builder, so both the archi-

tect and the builder are now being called u])()n to pro-

tect their clients in the matter of fire hazard. The

enormous aggregate of the American fire waste, which

contrasts so unfavorably with European prudence, is

beginning to cripple and impoverish us as the natural

resources of the country, once believed to be inex-

haustible, are ceasing to respond to the demands of

our habitual extravagance. The common notion that

the insurance companies pay the cost ©f fires is gradu-

ally giving way to an intelligent understanding of the

fact that they are merely the collectors and distributors

of the fire tax. They must recover from the public

the sums they pay out in losses, plus the cost of con-

ducting their business and a reasonable interest upon

their capital. If they could not do this there would

be no business of underwriting, and suiiferers from fire

would be relieved only by direct assessment upon their

more fortunate neighbors. It is not certain that a

year or two of such direct assessment would not be

an admirable educative experiment. At present the

cost of the fire tax is merged with everything we eat

and drink and wear, and,the masses of the people are

ignorant of the fact that they bear it.

This is no longer true of the manufacturing classes,

however. The manufacturer now realizes that he pays

a tax directly related in amount to the character of

the building he occupies and the nature of his rnanu-

facturing processes; and that in addition to this he

pays for the carelessness of all his neighbors. If he

cannot shift this burden by passing it along to the

users of his product, merged quietly in the selling

price of his goods, then he jnust pay it out of his

profits, which cripples him in the competitive struggle.

The manufacturer now clearly sees this and ex-

pects the architects and builders he may employ to

see it also. If, after his factory is completed, he finds

that points respecting the fire hazard have been ig-

nored and that in consequence of some structural

qualification, now too late to alter, he is doomed to

pay a fire tax which forethought, with perhaps no

additional expense, might have avoided, he may be

considerably disturbed by it.

Experience in fire protection engineering suggests

three points to be kept in mind in planning a factory

:

1. There should be as little combustible material

as possible used in its construction and equipment.

2. Each floor should be absolutely cut ofif from every

other floor and each section from every other section,

so that fire may not communicate.
* Of the National Fire Protection Association in Architect and Engineer.

3. Every part of the factory should be equipped

with fire extinguishing ap])aratus.

It is obvious that a factory of reinforced concrete

will present certain advantages respecting the fire haz-

ard over the slow-burning or "mill construction" type

;

although the latter is preferred by many manufacturers

as presenting more convenient surfaces for the attach-

ment of pulleys, shafting and machinery. Slow-burn-

ing construction is not undesirable if ])roperly safe-

guarded and protected.

Advantages of Reinforced Concrete

The advantages of the use of reinforced concrete

appear when we consider that with such construction

every floor may, by avoidance of vertical openings

through it, be made practically a fire wall. The floors

being incombustible, a fire in any storey may be ordin-

arily confined to that storey. In the old type of fac-

tory, having open elevator shafts and belt openings

from floor to floor, fire quickly ran from storey to

storey, and was soon beyond the control of the fire-

men. It is essential that in all factories, of whatever

type of construction, stairs, elevator and belts be
placed in fireproof enclosures with openings to each

floor i)rotected by fire doors or shutters. If in addition

to the omission of all vertical openings provision be
made to drain the floors through scuppers set into the

outside walls, the possibility of water damage to

goods or materials on floors below is much lessened.

The standard form of brick or concrete stair and ele-

vator tower may also serve this purpose. If the build-

ing as a whole is of fire-resistive material, it naturally

presents less fuel upon which a fire may feed, and
there is therefore less chance of a serious fire if for

any reason the extinguishing agents are temporarily

disabled. It must be remembered, however, that

buildings are often destroyed by the burning of their

combustible contents, and in all types of mills and fac-

tories the floor area should be kept down to the mini-

mum limit consistent with convenience and economic
operation of the plant. These areas should be divided

by fire walls, all openings in which should be pro-

tected by standard self-closing fire doors. These pre-

cautions minimize the danger of a rapid spread of fire

horizontally. All mill-constructed buildings, if of

large area, should be divided into sections by special

fire walls extending above the roof and out beyond
the walls of either side.

Steel Window Sash

Whether exposed to possible fire from adjacent

buildings or not, there should be no wooden frames
or trim about the windows. Window frames should
be of metal fitted with sashes of wired glass, for un-

der strong draught fire frequently creeps up outside

from storey to storey by means of the windows, con-
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suming the wood trim and igniting contents of the

building on each floor. Metal window frames are now
so constructed that they will stand very considerable

exposure to fire without buckling or releasing the glass,

and, their liberal use in all varieties of buildings is

greatly to be desired. The sashes may be operated as

conveniently as those of any other window.
It will be observed that all the suggestions made

for fire walls, stair and elevator enclosures and win-
dow openings are as applicable to buildings of mill

(^r slow-burning construction as to those of concrete.
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longitudinal contraction by making a continuous joint

in the under flooring at intervals, with, of course, ar-

rangement for tying the building together. One thick-

ness of hard, close-grained floor boards -laid over

planks with two layers of resin-sized paper between
is a good floor. A method that is growing in favor in

high-class factories is to lay a board flooring diagon-

ally or at right angles to the plank, and over that a

top floor of birch or maple laid lengthwise. This in-

termediate floor gives great resistance to the lateral

strain or vibration. It can be made of cheap lumber
and in many factories is well worth the additional

cost.

It is obvious that where steel beams or posts are

used they should be properly protected. As steel or

wrought iron, when heated, will fail by buckling or

bending before an ecpiivalent beam or post of wood
will be dangerously affected, it is of importance that

steel members essential to the stability of the struc-

ture be fireproofed ; otherwise a fire in a lower storey

may bring down in wreck everything above it. Where
steel beams support wooden floors they must be fire-

proofed if they are to resist fire as well as the floors.

The accompanying cut gives in detail an inexpensive

method of protecting steel beams, and this is also

applicable to wrought iron or steel columns. A more
substantial method is usually advisable for the latter,

however, and protection against mechanical injury

near the floor should be provided.

Special Fire Hazards

There is another matter which should never escape

consideration in building a factory. This is the special

fire hazards incident to the character of the factory

product. The picker room of the cotton mill is a lum-
inous example. Here fire frequently occurs from for-

eign substances striking the pickers and igniting, by
the accompanying spark, the inflammable cotton. Suf-

ficient statistics are now available on almost every
well known manufacturing ])rocess to indicate just

what elements in such process are especially suscep-

tible to fire. Bulwarked by this knowledge, it is

prudent to segregate from the principal values of the

factory all special processes demonstrated by experi-

ence to be especially hazardous. This does not mean
that such processes must be carried on in separate

buildings at the cost of traveling time and incon-

venience. The i)robleni of segregation can now be met
without shifting the process out of its logical place in

the routine of manufacture. In a fireproofed factory-

only a separate room, or at best a separate floor is

needed. The manufacturer who, once when he had a

fire in some room where volatile oils, for example,
were used, commonly lost half his plant, or at any
rate so drenched his premises with water as to make
a fortnight's suspension necessary, can now, if he
likes, so dispose that hazard as to have a fire every
other day without disturbing the other parts of the

factory. The modern firei)roof room e(|ui])ped with
automatic sprinklers, having a slightly pitched floor

and scup])ers at the walls, can be flooded for fire ex-

tinguishment without a drop coming through below.
The water runs as harmlessly from it as from the
deck of a ship.

•In mill construction it is easy to fireproof the floors

and ceilings of any room in which quick, flashy fires

are liable to occur. In the picker rooms of cotton
mills a similar protection to that above suggested for

steel beams is often used, the metal lath being applied
directly to the under side of the planking and around
the beams. '

With the general outline so far given for his guid-

ance the architect or builder will have before him the

main points in building construction for the protec-

tion of his clients respecting the fire hazard. A con-

sciousness and proper consideration of them may save

many dollars in insurance premiums, and at the same
time provide an attractive risk that with suitable fur-

ther protection can hardly under any circumstances
prove a total loss. There remains, however, after ob-

servance of the points of construction, consideration

of the fire extinguishing agencies. These may appear
to be outside the proper province of the architect, but
his knowledge of their character and importance will

help vastly in the convenience of their installation,

and a little preliminary thought about them may save
much tearing out and minor reconstruction. The ar-

chitects who led the van in providing shafts, channels
and runways for electric wires before such conveni-

ences were demanded by inspectors, saved their clients

an incalculable amount of annoyance.

Automatic Sprinklers

It is obvious to any well-informed person that the

manufacturer who today builds without provision for

automatic sprinkler protection almost wilfully en-

dangers not only his plant, but the lives of his em-
ployees. It is not sufficient that the building be fire-

proofed. Fireproofed is but a relative term. Build-

ings of fireproof construction are often wrecked and
ruined by the burning of their contents. Provision

must be made for the extinguishment of a fire the

moment it starts. Autorpatic sprinklers will do this

if properly installed with an adequate water supply.

Where a sprinkler system fails it will in almost every
case be found to have been somehow neglected previ-

ous to the fire. Automatic sprinklers, -with their in-

creasing adoption, have almost eliminated a kind of

fire which used to be especially destructive ; namety,
explosions of gaseous j)roducts generated by previous
slow and imperfect combustion in stock or goods.

.Automatic sprinkler protection should, therefore, be
considered imi)era'tive and intelligently provided for,

and all concealed spaces or ])laces difficult to protect

properly by such a system should be studiously avoid-

ed. Vast inconvenience may be obviated by architects

and builders giving thought to this point. Ample
water supply for the average factory demands two
independent sources. One should be by gravity and
of sufficient volume and pressure to afford a good sup-

I)ly until the secondary supply can be drawn upon.
Pumps, tanks and other details are not within the
scope of this article ; nor are fire pails and hand chem-
ical extinguishers which need no advance provision,

being placed in any convenient or desirable location.

Stand Pipes for High Buildings

The architect should give thought to a stand-pipe
system, however, in factories of three storeys or
higher. They are invaluable for carrying water for

h<ise streams to upper floors, thus making unnecessary
the handling of hose on ladders or on stairways, which
is difficult and often entails costly delay. They should
ordinarily be placed in the main stair towers, or at

any rate on the opposite side of the wall from the
rooms or buildings they are designed to protect.

Where buildings are near enough to each other for

the roofs to afford vantage points for use of hose
streams, stand-pipes should be extended to supply
roof hydrants.

In factories having loose combustible stock in pro-

cess an equipment of small linen hose on each floor
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is invaluable. It is best to supply this from an inde-

pendent system of small pipes. It may then be avail-

able in case water is temporarily slnit off the sprink-

lers, or in final extinguishment of .smouldering sparks
after sprinklers have been shut off to save excessive

water drainage.

There are many other details to be considered in

properly protecting a factory from fire, but they arc

details in which the fire protection engineer is not de-

pendent upon the provision or c'>-oi)cration of the ar-

chitect. If the points touched u|)on in this article

have been made clear enough to enable the architect

or builder to gain a general survey of the responsi-
bilities his clients are coming to impose ujwn him, the
absence of technical instruction will not impair its

value.

The Utilization of Pulverized Earth in

Asphaltic Mixtures
By Francis P. Smith*

[This paper is a discussion of Mr. Pillsbury's paper

on "The Adaptability of Road Paving Materials to

Different Conditions and Localities," which is con-

cluded in this issue of the Contract Record.]

Mr. Pillsbury, in his paper on The Adaptability of

Road Paving Materials to Different Conditions and

Localities, discusses the fact that through changes in

the ]>rocess of manufacture and possibly in cementing

mediums used many materials which are not now con-

sidered advisable for paving purposes may prove to be

very valuable.

This is particularly true as regards broken stone

or sand in which the particles are covered or closely

associated with fine material of a more or less cementi-

tious nature, such as clay or loam. Up to very recently

such materials have been regarded as being unsuitable

for ])aving purposes, owing to the fact that during

their passage through the. drier the finely divided

ccmentitious particles have a tendency to form loosely

coherent balls. or attach themselves more or less firmly

to the larger particles. When the hot mineral aggre-

gate is mixed with bituminous cementing material the

attrition of the mass in the ordinary type of mixer is

not sufficient to remove the coating which has been

formed upon the larger grains or to break up the balls

of fine material. The bitumen, therefore, does not

come in sufficiently intimate contact with the true

surface of the larger particles to form a permanently
adherent coating and only the outside surfaces of the

fine mineral aggregate which has formed into balls re-

ceives a bituminous coating. Under the stress of

traffic and climatic changes these balls are broken up
and the interior of them, com])osed of loose pulverized

material, is removed by the action of traffic, leaving

pits in the surface in which water will accumulate.
The coating of fine material, which to a certain extent

has been formed on the surface of the larger particles,

also becomes detached, carrying with it the coating

of bitumen, thus loosening the bond of these j)articles

and i)crmitting them to ravel out.

It has been known for a long time that clay, owing
to its affinity for bitumen, is a very valuable filler or

constituent for pavements of the .sheet asphalt ty]>e.

It has heretofore been im])ossible to employ a sand
containing ajipreciable (|uantities of clay for the rea-

sons above stated and the use of ground clay as a filler

to be added to the mixture in place of Portland cement
or limestone dust has been impracticable owing to the
tendency of the claj', even after being dried and
ground, to absorb moisture and form into balls.

Recent (k'veloi)nu'nts in machinery for the manu-
facture of bituminous jiavements have, however, ren-

' Before tbe American Good Roads Conarress, Ptttyburc.

dered it possible to use materials containing a large

percentage of clay. This is accomplished by subject-
ing the dried and heated aggregate to the action of a
pulverizer in which the attrition of the particles is

sufficient to break up any balls which may have been
formed by the passage of the mineral aggregate
through the drier and also to thoroughly clean the
larger particles from any adhering clay or powder. By
the action of the pulverizer the amount of 200-mesh
material can be increased up to almost any desired
point. The pulverizing action naturally exerts its

greatest force upon the softer particles of the aggre-
gate and the fine material formed is therefore' largely
derived from the softer ingredients and thus produces
a more desirable dust or filler than can be obtained
from pure quartz. Heretofore one of the serious prob-
lems connected with the paving industry, more especi-
ally where the traffic to which the pavement was to
be subjected was extremely heavy, was the selection
of .sands which, when combined, would have the dif-

ferent sized |)articles present in the proper amounts
to form a dense and compact pavement. In many
cases it has been extremely difficult to secure such
sands, more especially those which contain the re-

(|uisite amounts of 100-mesh and 80-raesh particles.

With the pulverizer, practically any amount of these
fine particles can be produced from a sand which is

naturally deficient in them. Where sands are natur-
ally deficient in coarse i)articles of the 10, 20 and 30-

niesh sizes they tend to make a pavement which is

lacking in stability and is susceptible to displacement
under traffic.

To a very large extent this instability of the mineral
aggregate can be compensated for by an increase in

the amounts of the finer particles. This is illustrated

extremely well in French rock asphalt pavements,
which contain practically no coarse particles and arc
largely composed of 200. 100 and 80-mesh particles.

The action of the pulverizer, therefore, appears to elim-
inate a number of the difficulties attendant upon the
use of former types of machinery for the manufacture
(tf bituminous pavements.

Limit of Fine Material

This does not mean, however, that the action of
the pulverizer should be permitted without projjcr
supervision and regulation. A standard sheet asphalt
pavement for heavy traffic usually contains a total of
from 30 to 40 per cent, of material |)assing the 200,
100 and 80-mesh sieves. An increase of this fine ma-
terial beyond a certain point results in increased in-

stability of the pavement. After the critical point has
been reached stability again increases. The amount
of bitumen to be added to the mixture also depends
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upon the percentage of fine particles. As these are

increased the surface area to be coated with bitumen

increases and naturally calls for an increase in bitumen.

Where the fine particles form the bulk of the mineral

aggregate, it is often desirable to reduce the indicated

bitumen contents caused by the increased surface area

by thinning the consistency of the bitumen and mak-
ing the coating on each grain thinner than in the

normal sheet asphalt mixture. This can safely be done

where the particles of the mineral aggregate (as in the

case of French rock pavements) pack together very

firmly when dry, and when so packed are extremely

stable. Another difficulty is also met with in this

connection and that is the tendency of a hot aggregate,

containing a large percentage of fine material, to seg-

gregate in the stoKage bins, thus making it difficult to

draw from them a mineral aggregate of uniform mesh
composition. This, however,! is a mechanical difficulty

which is not very hard to provide for. Mixtures con-

taining large percentages of fine particles also require

more thorough mixing than do those in which the pro-

portion of fine particles is lower.

Tn asphalt block manufacture the bitumen used

must necessarily be very non-susceptible to changes
in temperature and is therefore relatively low in ce-

menting value and fluidity. This makes it more diffi-

cult to thoroughly coat the particles with a firmly ad-

herent film of bitumen and it has heretofore been ab-

solutely neqessary to use only clean, fresh broken
stone in which the larger particles are free from ad-

hering stone dust. It is probable that if a successful

device can be installed which will clean the particles

after their passage through the drying drums, stone

which has not been freshly crushed may be success-

fully employed.

Experience covering widely different climatic and
subsoil conditions is essential before any final judg-

ment_ of the value of particular ty]>es of bituminous
construction can be made, and what is one man's
meat in one locality may well prove to be another
man's poison in other localities.

A Combined Wood and Concrete Pile

COMBINATION piles, designed to resist de-

cay and to be sufficiently strong and yet

cheaper, it is claimed, than precast concrete
piles, are now made with the lower portion

of wood and the upper part of concrete. These piles

are specially adapted for bridge or wharf construc-

tion or work on piers in water or lovv swampy re-

gions. Wooden piles, while they will last for a long
period if completely submerged, deteriorate rapidly if

exposed to the air with sufficient moisture. Concrete
piles are an ideal form of construction in so far as

decay is concerned ; they are also fireproof, but their

disadvantage is their limited length due to their great
weight and small cross section. They are initially

more expensive than wood piles, and in places where
the lower part is to be completely submerged, the com-
bination pile should prove economical, in that is is

cheaper and yet quite as perrpanent. Wood sub-
merged or sunk in mud will last indefinitely.

The new pile is constructed of reinforced concrete,
molded on the ground in either steel or wood forms
prior to driving. One end is furnished with a socket
for superimposing ui)on a wooden ]jile, the idea being
to use the wooden pile in the ground below the mud
line and place upon it the concrete socket pile.

Soundings are first made in the usual manner and
the length of the wooden pile computed so that its

top, when driven, will be a foot or two below the mud
line. The pile is then driven to within a short distance

of the water line. A collar of burlap or other material

is placed around the pile at a point near where the end
of the socket will come and the concrete socket pile

is then placed over the wooden one. The socket pile

is held up about six inches while all the space in the

socket not occupied by the end of the wood pile is

filled with grout through a small pipe fitted in the

socket for that purpose and the pipe capped. The

5c:ctionA-a

Details of a Combination Wood and Concrete Pile.

socket pile is then dropped into place and the heavy
pressure forces the grout into all voids. The com-
bined pile is then driven home.

The most severe test proved without doubt that the

combination pile can be de])ended upon for at least

as great efficiency as the ordinary type of concrete

pile. It is also being used with success for repair work
on many existing structures.

The Turbine Equipment Company, Limited, Tor-
onto, have secured a contract from the Nova Scotia

Steel & Coal Company for a 1,000 h.p. De Laval mar-
ine type steam turbine for one of the new boats being

built by that company. The speed of the propeller is

to be 80 r.p.m. and a set of double helical reduction

gears are to be provided to reduce proportionately the

speed of the turbine. The Turbine Equipment Com-
pany are also supplying the condensmg equipment,
bilge and boiler feed pumps.
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Points to Bear in Mind in Laying Out Large
Concrete Mixing Plants

Reiiif(jrced concrete is occupying such a larjjc field

ill construction work of big dimensions that the (|ues-

tion of distributing the concrete from a central mixing
l)lant to remote parts of the work, is an item that in-

volves considerable time and expense, and the plant

and mechanical e(|ui])ineiit necessary is very often ex-

pensive and occupies considerable space. Thus a

Sand Bin

Parfifion of
Bin

Stone Bin

Movable-Pariifipn
-for Proportioning

Timber
Frame

Proportioning
Hopper

Fig. 1.—A convenient arrangement tor storage bins
and proportioning hopper.

mechanical [)laiit for any large structure should be

carefully planned and laid out.

Concrete handling e(|uipment may be divided into

two general classes—standard and special equipment.

The former consists of such machinery as a contrac-

tor may kee]) on hand and use on any ordinary job.

such as: standard mixers, wheelbarrows, cement bug-

gies, hoists, etc., while the special ccpiipment touches

items not, as yet, usually included in a general con-

tractor's equipment, but which must be built to suit

the requirements of the work on hand. Such equip-

ment might consist of standard cars and tracks, cable

ways, storage bins, concrete chutes, etc. Special

equipment, unless it can be used on subsequent jobs

may not pay for itself on a single contract, as the

extra cost would more than overbalance the saving

in labor and eat up most of the profits. This must
always be carefully figured out by the contractor be-

forehand.
Positive rules cannot be laid down for the selec-

tion of a plant for any and all types of construction,

yet it is possible to fix a few general rules for guidance

in fixing the type. Insofar as a mechanical plant is

a substitute for labor, no more should be ex])ended

on it than would yield good returns. This is an iteni

which has too often been overdone ; too much has been

expended for equipment. This should be specially

guarded against, if it is at all uncertain whether the

e(|uipmcnt will be used on any further contracts.

Jobs vary so much that the distributing equipment
for one may not be at all advisable for another. In

many cases the difference in efficiency between the
standard plant already in the contractor's |)ossession

and a special f)ne which might be erected for a par-
ticular job, is not sufficient to warrant the extra out-

lay, since it must be charged directly against the one
job. In whatever case, the plant efficiency is going
to be gauged, both by its layout and operation.

A continuous automatic system of mixing and dis-

tributing concrete through simjjle standard conveyors
that can be maintained and operated in any position,

easily shifted and offering very little obstruction, is

the thing desired. The figures herewith show a few
common methods of handling and storing materials
for a concrete job.

The advisability of a standard mixing machine is

now practically universally conceded. It offers a very
material saving in manual labor, produces a better and
more uniform mix, and is productive of greater speed
in construction. An efficient concrete plant is one in

which all departments are kept going. Since every-
thing is based on the supply of concrete, which may

Figs. 2 and 3. - Showing methods of uipportlnfl
chutes.

be called the pace-maker, it should be as uniform and
steady in its output as (Kissible.- l*"or this reason it

is important to adopt a mechanical mixer.
Mixing may be considered from three |)oints, name-

ly : charging, mixing and discharging. In charging
the mixer a limit is set by the physical laws govern-
ing the flow of materials from one vessel into another,
and the maximum efficiency for this operation is at-

tained in proportion as this limit is more or less nearly
approached. This time may ^e substantially cut by
using carts holding about six ^ubic feet instead of the
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ordinary three-foot wheelbarrows, or by using a charg-

ing car ; or, better still, by so arranging the mixer that

the materials may be stored above it and be dis-

charged into the hopper by the force of gravity, as

shown in Fig. 1. This is perhaps the most economical

and nearly ideal method.
Thorough mixing is quickly accomplished in any

modern mixer, 30 to 45 seconds being ordinarily long

enough for the operation, although for best results it

perhaps ought to stay in the mixer one minute. Mod-
ern mixers are driven at from 16 to 20 revolutions per

minute, and at each revolution the material makes four

or more complete turns. For quick and uniform mix-

ing, water should first be fed into the mixer in uniform

amount. If the water is introduced before the materi-

al, it prevents the latter from adhering to the sides

of the mixer.

To discharge the mixer requires from 10 to 20 sec-

onds, depending upon the size of the mixer and the

size and consistency of the batch. The all-important

factor is the speed of the drum, a difference of 5 r.p.m.

being enough to make a considerable variation in the

time of discharge.

The arrangement of the plant, of course, depends
on local conditions, the extent and nature of the work.

llftMB»m.:-^.,«^tj,<tJAtw»^.ljjj.aMiig!Si;
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allows it to be moved about conveniently. I'^iR. 5

shows a joint between two successive lenfjths of

chutes and the means of suspendinj; the chutes from
the catenary. The most convenient slope for the chutes
is 1 vertical to 4 horizontal. Any excessive slope soon
wears the steel chutes out, especially at the joints.

The sloi)e should gradually increase as the distance

from the tower increases.

The volume of concrete construction throughout
the country is becoming so great that it warrants the

use of an extensive amotint of standard and s|>ccial

equipment. Most of these items of machinery are

used to profitable advantage, and with a little more
study and experience, what is now special equipment
may soon be called standard and be included in the

general contractor's list of machinery.

The Effect of the War on the Price of Glass
The effect of the war on the ])rice of glass, however

the circumstances may be explained, has been that the

year 1915 saw the lowest prices in the history of the

glass industry. The situation indeed was so bad that

three of the largest manufacturers in the United States

were closed down, as a result, as one of the survivors

recently put it, of "ruinous competition." The mem-
bers of this trade are now naturally asking themselves,

why? What do we gain by a price-cutting campaign
that prevents even the strongest firms from making a

living profit? There is little evidence that any more
glass is sold at the cut price than if a fair rate were
maintained. Would it not be better to get together

and arrange a proper working basis on which a living

profit could be made by whoever gets the btisiness?

Would it not be better to make the competition one
of business-getting ability rather than of mere under-
selling?

A couple of interesting letters touching upon this

situation have just come to hand. A solution of the

(lifficujty has been suggested in a letter by Mr. Rrad-
shaw, of the H. M. flooker Company, to Mr. Cowan,
manager of the Luxfer Prism Company, Toronto. Mr.
Cowan passes the letter along to us with his own
comment. Both letters are reproduced below ;

—

'I'oronlo. May l.Mli. linO.

Ivlitnr. (iiiUract Record:

—

I i-nclosi' a letter from one of the leading leaded K^"*^

iiiamifaeturers of ChicaRo, who is also an active nieniher of

the Ornanicntal (Ilass Manufacturers' .\ss()ciation of United

.States and Canada, and helievc' that he is strikiuK a note

which needs to l)e struck hard in our branch as well as in

several other l)ranches of tlie l)uildinK trade. It is not for

nie to say that tlie different nieinhcrs of the Rla^s business

,
should unionize, but I do know, and every one of us knows,

that something should be done to lift the business out of

tlie slouch of despond which it is in to-day and has been

in for a Iouk time i»ast. This applies not only to the glass

business, but also to certain sections of the iron business,

with which we come in contact. .Mthough we have secured

certain contracts at ligurcs which we consider quite low

enough, wc have been beaten out on others by figures 20 to

2.5 per cent, lower.

I feel satisfied that for the general benefit of the trade

it would be wise if all the different members could wake up

to the c-Ktent that we could get together and decide that

prices be put on a basis where they would show a margin

of profit. Rach apparently at the present time is figuring

to heat the other on a price basis. This simply has the efTeel

that each is losing his money.

1 do not believe that there is any object in keeping this

sort of information under our hats, as it should be public'

property. Everybody in the business knows they are losing

iiioney, and the sooner we all wake up and get together the

better.

1 send this as a member of the Executive of the National

Ornamental (ilass Manufacturers' .\ssuciation, and if you

think it wise to publish this communication I will be very

pleased not only to have this done but to co-operate in any

way to improve conditions in the trade.

Yours truly,

Luxfer Prism Company, Limited.

Per VV. Cowan, Manager.

VV. Cowan,
11)0 King Street West, •

Toronto, Canada.

Dear Sir:

—

It seems to be the universal consensus of opinion among
the art glass trade, that something heroic must soon be done
to put the profession on a paying basis, yet. no one has

come forth with a solution of the acknowledged difficult- prob-

lem. VVe are all fully aware that there arc many defects to

be cured, but what we are all interested in is the cure. Wc
write about the abuses which are perpetuated, we criticize

and sometimes condemn the other fellow, but fail absolutely

to apply the cause to ourselves, and, as a possil)lc remedy,

may 1 suggest this one thought. Unionize.

We are not equally situated, we are not all sharing the

same responsibilities, nor are we working under the same
conditions, which make it very difficult to establish or main-

tain a uniform price, such as is being done among kindred

trades. You see other lines of business advancing by leaps

and bounds, and profits piling higher and higher, while your

bank account, Mr. .\rt Glass Man, is most likely growing
smaller and smaller. There is a reason. What do you think

of a uniform scale of wages, and a standard form of work-
ing conditions? Would it not guide us in the direction which

would result in -the general up-lift of our business?

1 am firmly of the opinion that a union of principles,

backed up and regulated by a properly organized union of

labor whereby we are all paying the same scale of wages,

and working in harmony, will be the proper thing. What
do you think about it. my .Vrt Glass brother? This matter

may come before our next convention, and an opinion from
you at your earliest convenience, setting forth your views, so

that -we may be guided intelligently, in our future delibera-

tions, will be highly appreciated at this time.

The art glass workers have federated with the Brother-

hood of I'ainters, Decorators, and Paper Hangers of .\mer-

ica. What are wc going to do?

Sincerely yours,

Ci. N. Bradshaw.

The new Dominion Observatory building on Little

S;ianich Mountain, near \'ictoria, is raj)idly Hearing
completion. The dome to house the largest telescope
in the world reached Victoria en March 22nd from
the Warner & Swasey Works at Cleveland, the sec-
tions occupying eight cars and weighing 125 tons.
With the dome came a quantity of special erecting
machinery to aid in putting the steel work together
rapidly.
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Moulding Reinforced Concrete Lighting
Standards by a Centrifugal Process

C(
)NCRETE poles for carrying light and power,
as well as serving for lighting standards, are

quite common in the city of Toronto, which
has perhaps the largest number of concrete

poles of any city on this continent. The re-inforced

concrete lighting standard is becoming recognized as

superior to those of bronze, wood, cast iron, pressed

steel, or copper covered. Not only in the first cost

is the concrete designed lower, but in the matter of

maintenance also. A new improved type of re-in-

forced concrete standard which has been manufac-
tured for some southern California cities by a centri-

fugal process, is described in Concrete by L. R. W.
Allison, of Newark, N. J. This process of moulding
offers some interesting features of operation. The
method of formation indicates, both in theory and prac-

tice, a logical and effectual means of production, at the

same time showing reduction in cost factors that tend

to enhance the extensive employment of these stand-

ards for all practical and economical purposes.

The fundamental principle involved in centrifugal

concrete manufacture is that of effecting proper com-
pression by centrifugal action. As is evident, in re-

volving a wet mix by this process the area of greatest

compression is at the point of greatest radius. This

affords the desired density in actions where it is most
needed, resulting in a product, with cored center, of

great structural strength and stability.

The hardest portion will be at the outside and the

thickness of wall can be governed by the amount nf

material used. This placement of the heavier and

the finer particles in concrete by centrifugal action,

forming the densest mass at the outside, affords a

consistent distribution in the proper proportions of

the respective ingredients.

These standards are composed of a 1 :3 mixture,

consi-sting of 1 part Portland cement and 3 parts clean

washed sand and gravel. This aggregate is mixed
with sufficient water to permit pouring into forms

which, of wood or metal as required, are of the de-

sired outline and dimensions, and made in two or more
.parts as the exterior design may necessitate. The
steel reinforcement is built up and placed in the mold,

supported from the wall on a dead center.

When filled, the forms are locked in a machine and

revolved at a proper speed to compact the mixture,

.sustaining the wet concrete against the walls. The
exact rotating speed is dependent upon the diameter of

the post. In this operation all voids are filled and

the resultant product has a hard, smooth surface that

cannot be obtained by ordinary tamping. The pre-

liminary set is obtained in about 30 min. and the mold
is withdrawn and allowed to stand for 24 hrs. before

removal. After this time, the formed structure is

capable of being handled without danger of injury to

the surface; an additional curing in the open air, keep-

ing the product thoroughly moistened, completes the

process of manufacture.

A .sectional view of a typical post is shown. The
shaft is reinforced with four }4-\n. square twisted .steel

rods, equally spaced around the circumference and

^-ins. from the outside walj. The rods are wired

and held in place with No. 14 wire hoops. The
.standards have a hollow core, varying slightly for dif-

ferent types of design, but not less than 3 ins., ex-

tending from end to end. This core is concentric

with the outside surface of the post.

The base, of square or octagonal pattern, as desired,

and capital are cast separately under the centrifugal

process. The former is provided with a 4-in. x 4-in.

X 6-in. cut-out box with concrete cover. Foundations
for the standards are cast in place, reinforced with

Gj)i.a,

Concrete lighting stindard manufactured by ttie centrifugal process.

^'^-in. twisted steel rods 5 ft. long in center, and the

post securely anchored to this footing.

In finished surface these standards resemble cut or

polished stone, which has resulted in the trade name
of Marbelite. The post being hollow, is accordingly

lighter than a solid column, and at the same time, is

considerably .stronger. Tests for absorption show
that the surface of these posts take up less than one-

half the moisture ab.sorbed by well tamped concrete

of the same mixture in a like period of time.

While this method of concrete manufacture is suit-

able for other products of post or column type, it has

become particularly applicable in making reinforced

concrete electroliers, and extensive activity is being

given this line of operation. Classic designs modeled

after Greek and Roman architecture are being adopted

for various column types, supplemented by bases and

capitals of harmonizing pattern.
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Unit Concrete Stairway Construction

The method of casting unit stair concrete steps,

which greatly facilitated the constnictioii of concrete

stairways for subways in Boston, is described by W. B.

Conant, in "Concrete." The old method of setting up

a timber form for each flight of stairs was found ex-

pensive because a considerable amount of lumber was
destroyed in removing the forms. A unit system of

casting each step was worked out, which proved to

be from 33 to 50 per cent, cheaper.

The plan of casting is as follows: a cypress form

of sufficient length to carry two 8-ft. lengths is used

to give the face of riser and tread; i.e., the stair is cast

in an inverted position. The base plate, 7 in. wide by

^ in. thick, t(j which a corrugated "safety tread" is

attached, is laid face down on the form. Reinforce-
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A Unit System for BulldinB

Concrete Stairways.

ment consisting of j4-i"- deformed bars, as indicated

in an accompanying illustration, are placed in posi-

tion ; lateral rods bent to conform with the elbow of

the unit are spaced at about 2-ft. 6-in. intervals in the

length and wired to the longitudinal rods, the rein-

forcing being cast >4 in. from the outer surface.

End bulkheads are set in position and over these

is placed the form for the back and the under side of

the unit. This is screwed to the bulkheads.

Then the form is filled with a mixture consisting of

1 part Newburyport sand, 1 part cement, 1 part stone

dust, 14 in. diam. and finer, and Yz lb. lampblack, the

materials being measured by volume. Standard stairs

are of 7-in. riser and 11-in. tread, with tread 1>4 in.

thick and riser I14 i"- thick.

As the concrete sets, the form is carefully troweled

off to a finished surface, it being necessary to get an

absolutely uniform thickness.

The unit is allowed about 24 hours to set ; then the

front form is removed and the riser finished. After

one more day, the unit is turned over and the tread

finished, luich stair is allowed to cure at least one

week.

Preliminary to erecting, a flight of concrete string-

ers is cast against either wall, and for a wide stair-

way another stringer in the middle, exich 8 in. to 12 in.

wide. The practice is to snap a chalk line on cither

wall for a nosing line, and to set each unit to this,

beginning with the bottom stair. Units are laid in a

1 :1 :1 mortar and where conditions make it necessary

the spaces under the stairs are grouteo with a similar

mi.x. through holes IJ^ in. in diameter cast in the

treads by means of pipe .sections. Otherwise, if tu«.

space beneath the stairs is accessible, the space is con-

creted from below.

Clayburn Firebrick & Clay Co., Ltd.

The Clayburn Firebrick & Clay Co., Ltd., Clayburn.
B.C., are doubling the capacity of their plant by the

erection (jf additional buildings and the installation of

more machinery. The property of this large plant

Comprises over 800 acres al)uut a mile from the Clay-
burn station of the British Columbia l-.lectric kailwav
and includes the village of Clayburn, wiiich is (jwiicd

by the company and maintained for the employes.
This village is equipped with all modern imi)rove-

inent.s—sewage system, electric light, and street lights.

Five miles of electric railway are o|>erated by the

company, as well as a line from the ])lant to Clayburn
station. Mechanical operation throughout the entire-

works is by electricity, 'i'heir large mine, which is in

.Siimas Mountain, contains openings for .seven differ-

ent clays and shales of a variety, it is claimed, not

existing anywhere else in the world. The clays run
from from buff to bright red, covering practically the

entire field of clay goods included in vitrified brick,

and the company are now experimenting on paving
brick. It has been found that on mixing two different

clays a perfect non-absorbent brick was secured,

which is now standard for the Vancouver sevi-erage

system. All that is now required to perfect a vitrified

(laving brick is to combine the non-absorbent quality

with toughness and in so doing the first vitrified

brick manufactured in Canada will have been secured.
The material now in sight in the various clays

—

and the property has barely been touched—will last

eight years and it is estimated that there will be suffi-

cient raw material available to last for generations.
The importance of this Clayburn industry can be

seen by the following figures of last year's output : 692
tons of prepared fire clay; 315,000,000 common brick;

250,000,000 pressed brick; 364,000.000 cut brick; 1.-

823,000 fire bricks; "839 tons of special goods (chiefly

fire brick shapes) ; 217 tons of drain tile, and 432 tons
of sewer pipe. The capacity of the plant as present is

25,000 fire brick per day. in addition to other wire-cut
goods, in a ten-hour shift. Hand-made brick for build-
ing and dry-press brick can be turned out at the rate

of 30,000 to 40.000 per day, and should building acti-

vity warrant, twenty extra employes could easily be
accommodated.

At the present time the plant is working on a large
order for the Trail Creek Smelter, which will be ready
in a few weeks. Clayburn products have figured
largely in building activity in Vancouver, being con-
tained in the Hotel X'ancouvcr and the big new C.F.R.
^station. The company has also, after persistent effort,

succeeded in getting a strong foothold in the United
States and have recently completed large orders in the
States of Oregon and Washington.

The Clayburn Firebrick and Clay L oinpany are the
sole manufacturers of fire brick in Canada and it is one
of the few industries unprotected by tariff regulations,
while all other makes of clav products imported are
subject to a 20 |)er cent, duty, fire brick comes in duty
free. Phe present firm took over the establishment
from the Vancouver Fire Brick I't Clav Companv in

IW), the officers being: President, \V. H. .\rnistrong:
vice-iiresident, .\. L. Russell; secretary. J. |. IMommer.
Mr. J. B. Millar is general manager, and the Board
of Directors includes Alex. Morrison, Ritdgc O'C. Mil-
ler. C. C. I.. Wilson. I. H. Roaf. and Roy Miller. Of
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the total clay goods from Canada exhibited in the Welding Methods in Repair Work
Canadian Building at the San iMancisco Exposition, -n. ,

Claybiirn products comprised one-third. ^ "^ method adopted by the Pennsylvania Railroad
for reconstructing cast-iron resistance grids of electricMl ^ • g^ ^ r T. locomotives is as follows:—The grids are first sorted

anufacturing Concrete Ft nee Posts into four classes. The best are retained for reassembl-

METHODS employed by the New York Board '"S '< those slightly burned are ground on an emery
of Water Supply in manufacturing rein- wheel, while badly burned ones are re-ground and used
forced concrete fence posts in connection at the insulated joints, the surfaces being separated by
with their work on the Catskill Aqueduct, "!'9^- The remainder are repaired whatever their con-

were described by R. N. Wheeler in a paper before (lition. Broken grids are placed on a jig so that there

the New England Water Works Association recently. '^ Y^ in. clearance between the parts to be joined. A
These posts were cast in thin metal forms in a hori- mmxXA formed of old carbon brushes is placed around
zontal position. Two methods were used, namely, the this space, and the crack is forced open 1/16 in. and the

table and the battery methods. In the former the F'*^'
clamped to the jig to ])rovide for contraction

moulds were placed on a skeleton table, while in the '" cooling. After welding, and when the metal has
latter a small steel car with hinged ends, designed to cooled to a dull red heat, the clamp is removed to pre-

hold five layers of six moulds each was used. The vent breakage by contraction. The average cost of

table method was generally the more satisfactory of this operation is 10 cents, while a new grid would cost

the two. It required a little more floor space, but $1-05. The resistance units, after being re-ground or

it allowed better access to the forms for trowelling welded as described, are assembled on Mn-steel rods

the faces of the posts at the proper time. ^o"" welding, these being very hard and not affected by
Mr. Wheeler gives the following hints as the re- '"g^ temperature. It is found that in welding, the

suit of his observations: molten metal does not adhere to these rods, and they
1. Moulds should be coated with a thin film of oil. enable the holes through which they pass to be kep't

2. Concrete aggregates should be of two sizes, well smooth. A fire-clay backing is employed to prevent
graded ; the fine up to 34 '"-. and the coarse from >4 to the molten iron from flowing down between the grids.

Yi in. for the smaller sections of post and Ya to Ya
'^ '^^ bottom and side edges of the contact surfaces

in. for the larger. are then welded and the rods removed, after which the

3. The mixture must be very accurately propor- grids are reassembled on the insulated rods with mica
tioned, analyses being desirable to determine the exact washers between the joints, and the A-franies are put
proportions. Generally about one part of cement to '" place. The insulation is then tested with 1,000 volts

three parts by volume of aggregates gave the best alternating current.

results. This method has proved to be cheaper than acety-

4. The concrete must be thoroughly mixed and of '^ne welding, the details of cost being as follows:—
wet consistency. Removing burnt grids from locomotives, 2 men,

5. The ends of moulds must be sealed tightly with .2 hours at 50c.- per hour $1 .00

clay, plaster of Paris, or cement, to insure good tops. Grinding, cleaning, and repairing grids, 1 man,.
6. The air must be expelled by joggling and run- ^ hours, at 34c. per hour 68

ning a trowel back and forth through the mixture and Assembling grids for welding, 1 man, 1 hour, at

along the sides of the mould while placing. -^^c. per hour 34
7. The reinforcement must be placed in correct po- Welding grids, 1 man, 3 hours, at 34c. per hour. 1 .02

sition. This can be accomplished without a spacing Assembling grids on locomotives, 2 men, 3 hours
device after a workman becomes skilled. at 50c. per hour 1 .50

8. The reinforcing metal, particularly round wires, Cost of electrical energy, 33 units at Ic. per unit .?>2,

should be thoroughly rusted or nicked to give a proper
bond. Bending the ends of these wires back 180 degs.

,
$4.87

gives good results. As received from the mill, these T'^^ ^^'•'^t of the former method of replacing burnt
wires are greasy from the drawing process, and it is

sections by new ones and grinding and cleaning those
necessary to hasten rusting by the use of a weak slightly burned amounted to $14.40.

acid afterward neutralized. Posts tested to failure Obstacles to successful welding are sand holes,

show that unrusted straight wires pull through, where- hlow-holes, and slag piles.

as properly rusted ones, or those with ends bent, .
Cojiper lugs have been successfully welded to cast-

break. It has been suggested that running the wire ''"O" grids by shortening the arc to ^^ in., and using
through a barbing machine such as is used in the ]^^ amps. The arc is confined to the iron until weld-
manufacture of barbed wire nails would deform it '"& temperature is reached and then brought in con-
sufficiently to give a good bond. 'J'his would add not tact with the iron and copper. Copjjer-oxide gas and
over one-half cent per pound to the cost. copper slag are sources of trouble; the gas is heavy

9. Posts must be properly cured. They can be re- ^"^ masks the weld, while the slag, being but slightly

moved from the moulds in 36 hours, and may be stood darker than the molten copjjcr, is difficult to distinguish

in a vertical position and water s{)rayed over them from it.

from suitably arranged piping, or preferably they may
be spaced in a horizontal position and covered with The Toronto Bureau of Municipal Research have'
sand or sawdust kept wet. Curing should cover at just issued their .second annual report, covering the
least two weeks, and better four. year ended February 29, 1916. The report covers what

10. The rounding of edges of the exposed face can the Bureau has been working at during the year • what
be accomplished in the form, but better by rubbing advances have been made by the civic government in
with a carborundum brick after erection and before the city administration and by the community as a whole
wire IS stretched. If fencing is attached by wrapping in community activities; and finally suggests some ad-
wires, rough edges assist in holding the wires. vanced steps for the future.
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Canadian Overseas
Corps Doing Good

IT
lias been truly said that mijdcrii war is engineer-

ing applied to manslaughter. It is an engineer's

business, according to the classic definition, to

use the great forces of nature for the service of

man, llow far the term, service, may be applied has

Railway Construction
Work at the Front
particular attention. The corps has already built many
miles of track at strategic points, and is now engaged

in surveys for further construction. The sudden de-

mand for troops and supplies creates a condition which

requires that means of communication and transporta-

tion should be supplied as rapidly as jjossible. The
equipment necessary to carry on such construction

must necessarily be the most efficient possible. To
meet the conditions, the Canadian Government re-

cently purchased for the C. O. K. C. C. a considerable

amount of equipment, including some large steam

Lieut.-Col. C. W. P. Ramsay, O.C.

been brought out by the European war, where modern
science is being api)lied to the destruction of the hu-

man race. The engineer may be held directly respons-

ible for the mammoth scale and scientific manner in

which this modern war is prosecuted.

The progress of the European war has demon-
strated that engineers are needed as they never Were
before to insure the success of any great offensive or

defensive movements. 'l"he work of the engineer has

been justly recognized and the splendid service done
by our Canadian engineers at the front, has been high-

ly appreciated by the allied commanders. The work
of the Canadian Overseas Railway Construction

Corps, Colonel C. W. P. Ramsay, O. C, has attracted

65-ton steam shovi.1 lli- .^ -J by the Canadian Government (or the Canadian
Overseas Railway Construction Corps.

ScK-propelllna track layer for the C.O.R.CC

shovels, weighing 65 tons each, capable of excavating

at the rate of 150 to 200 yards an hour, and also some
self-propeHing extension track pile drivers. This

equipment was purchased by Colonel Ramsay's col-

leagues in the engineering department of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and is being prepared by that com-
pany at the retpiest of the Canadian Government for

shipment to the corps. The illustrations show the

types of machinery that will be sent. They bring home
forcibly the immense proportions on which modern
warfare is being waged.

Of the non-commissioned officers and sappers that

enlisted on the formation of the C. O. R. C. C, eighteen

have received commissions in the Royal Engineers, a

remarkable tribute to their efficiency, while Colonel

Ramsay and Major Harvey have been mentioned in

dispatches. W<^rk has often to be carried out under
fire, and although there have been many narrow es-

capes, there have as yet been no casualties.

The Canadian Pacific Railway is engaged on a

large programme of broken stone ballasting on a jmr-

tion of its eastern tracks in the vicinity of Montreal
The main line from \Vindst)r Station to \"audreuil,

24 miles, and from Place Niger station to St. Therese,
20 miles, is now being being ballasted with broken
stone.
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Two Scholarships for G.P.R. Employees

Mr. George Bury, vice-president of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, announces, in a special circular, that

two free scholarships, covering four years' tuition in

the Faculty of Applied Science in McGill University,

are offered to apprentices and other employees en-

rolled on the permanent staff of the said company,

and under 21 years of age, and to minor sons of em-

ployees, the same being subject to competitive exam-

ination.

The competitive examination will be held at the

University, Montreal, and at other centres throughout

Canada, in June, 1916. The candidates making the

highest average and complying with the requirements

of admission will be awarded the scholarships and

have the option of taking a course in any department

of applied science.

The scholarship will be renewed from year to year,

to cover a period not exceeding four years, if, at the

close of each session, the holder thereof is entitled,

under the rules, to full standing in the next higher

year. In case a scholarship holder finds it necessary

to interrupt his course for a year or more, notice must

be given at the close of the session to the railway

company and to the head of the railway department

of the university, in order that the scholarship may
be open to other applicants.

In order to establish prior claim to the next avail-

able scholarship, notice of the student's intended re-

turn must be given to the railway company and the

head of the railway department not later thai; Janu-

ary 1st preceding the opening of the session available.

Applications for certificates entitling eligible persons

to enter the competition should be addressed to Mr. C.

H. Buell, staff registrar and secretary pension depart-

ment, Montreal.

On Active Service

The following members of the Calgary Branch of

the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers have enlisted

for active service:

—

Members.—H. B. Muckleston, F. R. Burfield. Col.

I'aul Weatherbae.
Associate Members.— P. J. Jennings, M. R. Cars-

callen, F. S. Dyke, G. R. I':iliott, J. A. Symes.

Juniors.—R. L. H. Goodday. J. H. Jones.

Students.—J. B. McLean.
Associate of Branch.—G. H. Whyte.

Edmonton Branch G.S.C.E. Elects Officers

A special meeting for the election of officers was

held by the Edmonton branch of the Canadian Society

of Civil Engineers on the 10th instant at the Cecil

Hotel. About twenty members of the society resi-

dent in Edmonton were ])resent at an informal dinner

which was served at 7 o'clock. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year commencing in

October next:—chairman, L. B. Elliot; vice-chairman,

J. Chalmers; secretary-treasurer, C. A. Robb ; execu-

tive committee, A. T. Eraser, D. J. Carter, J. L. Cote,

D. Donaldson.
A number of the engineers present spoke briefly

alluding to the large number of the members who had

enlisted in the service of King and Country, the signs

of returning business activity in the west, the great

undeveloped resources, the revival of development

work following the close of the war, and the con-

sequent demand for qualified civil engineers. After
the disposal of other regular business brought before
the branch, the meeting adjourned at 9.30 o'clock.

Personal
Mr. VV. S. J\t)bcrtson has resigned his position as general

manager of the Electric Power Company recently taken over

by the Ontario Government, and goes to the L'nited .States

to accept a responsible position.

Mr, .Andrew I'". Macallum, for many years city engineer

Mr. A. F. Macallum. recently appointed Com-
missioner of Works. Ottawa.

ol Haniihoif, has been appointed Commissioner of Works of

the city of Ottavifa.

Mr. L. G- Ireland, local manager of the Brantford Hydro-
electric Commission, has been appointed engineer to" the

Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario, in charge of

the lines in the Trent Valley area recently taken over from
the Electric Power Company.

Mr. L. G. McNeice has been appointed general mana-
ger of public utilitres of the town of Wallaceburg. Mr. Mc-
Neice formerly represented the consulting engineering firm

of Chipman & Power, Toronto, in the city of London, and
more recently was engineer-in-charge for them in the in-

stallation of the waterworks and sewage systems at Wal-
laceburg- He is a science graduate of Queen's University.

Canadians who have gained distinction in professional and
educational work were given honorary degrees by the Uni-
versity of Toronto at Convocation on Friday. ,\mongst

those who were honored were Mr. P'rank Parling, one of

Toronto's best known architects, and Prof. Frank D. .\dams,

Ph.D.. D.Sc, F.R.G.S., F.K.S., of McGill University, who is

widely known as a geologist and educationalist, and past-

president of the Canadian Mining Institute, International

Congress of Geologists, the Montreal Natural History So-

ciety, and the McGill Graduates' .Society-

Under the terms of a new by-law. Howard I'erguson

has been appointed l)uilding inspector at Trail, B.C-, and
applications for permits for repairs, alterations, or new-

structures of any kind, must in future be referred to him.

Obituary

The death is announced of Mr. A, N, Mungall at his home
at Fredericton, N.B. Mr. Mungall was a young man. only

38 years of age. He had followed the occupation of civil

engineer for a number of years, and was engaged in the con-

struction of the National Transcontinental and other lines.
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Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

Kcciprocity willi llu' State of Michigan takes clftcl on

May 25.

The Canadian Drawn Steel Co, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.,

have taken out a charter.

The Canada Forge Company will make a .$30,000 addition

to their plant at Wetland Ont.

The planing mill of Lewi.s h'ick & Son. at Guelph, Ont-,

was .recently destroyed by lire.

J. H. Sticht & Company, manufacturers of ornamental

iron, Longucuil, Que., have registered.

The Trades and Labor Council of London, Ont-, propose

to build a temple in that city, to cost about $4.'),000.

There were 29 building permits issued at Waterloo, Ont.,

for the month of April, representing a value of $48,4i».5, a

decrease from the same period last year of .$9,;!:)0.

Satisfactory progress is l)eing made on the site of the

G.N.R- depot at I'^alse Creek. B.C., and it is expected that

work on the superstructure will commence shortly.

Arrangements were completed with reference to the in-

terchange of motor licenses between Ontario and the State

of New York, and became effective on the 20th inst.

Building permits to the value of $20,086 were issued at

Welland, Ont., during the month of April this year, as com-

pared with $55,032 during the same period last year-

The value of the building permits issued in Guelph, Ont.,

(luring the month of April is $21,812. This makes a total value

of the permits for the lirst four months of the year $24,227.

There is a rumor that the Crown Portland Cement plant

at Wiarton, Ont., may be sold, and that instead of cement
will be manufactured magnesia, hydrate of lime, potash, etc.

A by-law will shortly go into effect in Westmount, Que.,

authorizing the formation of an architectural commission to

supervise the outside design and construction of buildings,

public and private.

The Dominion Government is taking no action as regards

the Daylight Saving scheme. Premier Borden states that he

thinks it is better for the municipalities to deal with the mat-

ter for the present at least.

The Department of Public Works of Ontario has ap-

proved of a plan to expend $145,000 duiing the present year

on additional good roads in York County, 40 per cent, of the

cost of which the Provincial Government pays.

The nuiTiber of building permits issued in the city of Ham-
ilton, Ont., for the first four months of this year was 205,

amounting to $451,700, as compared with 163 during the

same period in 1915, representing a value of $387,183.

The Council of Esquimault, B.C., is taking proceedings
against Thomas E- Young, contractor, to recover some $5,000

which, it is alkgcd, was overpaid him by last year's Council
for excavation and other work in connection with sewer
contracts.

It is stated that the Canadian steel compariies have con-

tracted so far ahead that they cannot now accept orders ex-

cept for delivery in the far-away future, and that as a result

of this unusual activity they are all showing very large

earnings.

Mr. Paul Janoushcvsky, of the Vladicaucasc Railway. Rus-
sia, has be,en visiting Vancouver. B.C., and Portland, investi-

gating the construction of bridges. On his return to Russia
he will superintend the construction of the lirst direct lift

bridge to be erected in that country.

The work on the big Centre street reinforced concrete

bridge at Calgary, Aha., is progressing satisfactorily. The

first two spans are practically completed, and the false work

for the third is being set up. It is estimated that the bridge

will be open to trafTic before the end of the year.

The amount of the building permits issued in Chatham,

Out., during .\pril this year, was $23,570, as compared with

$13,200 in April, 1U15. The total value of the permits is-

sued for the first frjur month of the year was $40,120, a de-

crease of $12,280 from the same period last year.

The first steel rolling mill in the Province of British

Columbia recently started operations at Port Moody. The
mill when completed will be in two units, but only one of

them has been erected as yet- The new concern is under

the presidency of Mr. E. h'rancis.

Work on the aqueduct of the Greater Winnipeg water

'district has been resumed. Construction had been stopped.

owing to the belief that the condition of the soil possibly

did not warrant the pouring of concrete according to the

original design. The design has been slightly changed.

By-laws were carried recently by the Council of York

Township, Ont., providing for the raising of sums aggregat-

ing nearly $.)5,000, to cover improvements made last year.

The work, which consisted of the laying of concrete side-

walks, sewers and cement roadways, was the most extensive

ever carried out in York Township.

G. N. Hatfield, road engineer, in an interesting paper,read

before the Rotary Club at St. John, N.B., outlined plans for

l)uilding a 215 mile highway from St- Stephen through St.

John and Moncton to the border of Nova Scotia, using part

of the revenue from automoI)ile licenses for carrying out the

work. The club approved the plan.

The work on the construction of Welland ship canal for

which contracts have been given out. is progressing favor-

ably, according to a statement made by Chief Engineer Wel-

Icr, and all indications are that with the exception of the

Thorold section, where considerable blasting had to be done,

operations will be completed on schedule time-

Tenders are being called in East Trail, B.C., for the con-

struction of one mile of road and the laying of over 8,000

feet of mains which were recently purchased in Vancouver
foV a proposed water system. A reservoir is to be situated

at an elevation of about 200 feet above the townsite, and the

water will be impounded about one mile up Randall Creek.

J. D. Anderson is looking after the installation for tlie own-
ers, McKelvey & Randall.

Proposals were made by a Niagara Falls deputation re-

cently received by Hon. Mr. Reid. .\cting Minister of Rail-

ways and Canals, that the dam and lock, which it was in-

tended to place at Port Robinson in order to raise the Wel-
land river to the level of the canal, should instead be placed

at Montrose, and also that the proposed power canal be

made a ship canal from its intake at Montrose to a point

south of Lundy's Lane, in the Township of Stamford.

The plans of the new Parliament Buildings at Ottawa, as

drafted by .Architects Pearson, of Toronto, and Marchand.
of Montreal, have been under consideration by the Commis-
sion of both Houses, and it has apparently been decided to

add a fourth storey to the building. The additional cost of

the enlargement will probably be something over $1,000,000.

According to preliminary estimates the expenditure on the

completed structure will be nearly $5,000,000.

The Winnipeg City Council have given permission -to the

Grain Exchange to make an addition of three stories to

their building, to cost some $150,000. The architects are Over
& Jordan. Winnipeg. The Council have also ratified an agree-
ment with St. Boniface, by which the construction of the

superstructure of the Provenchcr bridge will be erected as
soon as possible. The total cost of the bridge is estimated
at about $591,000, of which St. Boniface is to pay two-thirds.



Contracts Department
News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks, Sewerage and

Roadways
Markham. Ont-
The Village Council are calling for

new tenders on the construction of

about 35.000 square Jeet of concrete
sidewalk, the first tenders being unsatis-

factory. Clerk, M. White.

Montreal, Que.
The City Council propose to expend

about $250,000 on the construction of

asphalt and block pavements, and will

call for tenders. Engineer, P. Mercier.

New Waterford. N.S.
Tenders are now being received for

the construction or sewers, curbs, and
gutter for the Town Council, estimated

to cost $5,000. Engineer, G. J. Ross,

Sydney, N.S- Closing date about June
20th.

Orford Township, Ont.
The Township Council are consider-

ing the construction of an open ditch

drain, estimated to cost $4,454. Engi-

neer, J. A. Macdonald, Ridgetown, Ont.

St. Catharines, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 5 p.m..

June 1st. by the Chairman of the Board
of Works, for the construction of about

5,200 feet of trunk sewer. Engineer,

W. P. Near.

St. John, N.B.
The City Council are considering the

construction of extensions to the water-

works system, ot an approximate cost of

$230,000-

Toronto. Ont.
Commissioner of Works, R. C. Harris,

has recommended the following work;

—

Sewers, $46,100; granite block paving,

$31,697; .brick block paving, $4,533; as-

phalt paving, $5,653; concrete sidewalk,

$3,020; concrete paving, $7,700.

The York County Highways Commis-
sion propose to spend $140,000 on the

improvement of roads throughout the

county, and the scheme has been ap-

proved by the Provincial Government.
Engineer, E. A. James, 57 Adelaide

Street E-

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Huinboldt, Sask.
The contract for the construction of a

reservoir for the Town Council has been
awarded to the Northern Construction
Company, Saskatoon, at $3,880.

Laval, Que.
The contract for the construction of

macadam roads for the Town Council
has been let to A. T. A. Chagnon & Fils,

Laprairie Village. Approximate cost,

$7,000.

New Hamburg, Ont-
The Town Council have awarded a

contract for the construction of rein-

forced concrete pavement and curbing
to E. J. Holland. IngersoU. Approxi-
mate cost, $15,000.

Windsor, Ont.
The City Council have let a contract

for the construction of a quantity of
concrete pavement to the Chick Con-
tracting Company. McDougall Ave. Ap-
proximate cost, .$7,500.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
MooseJaw, Sask.
The City Council are considering the

construction of a pole dam across the
valley of Thunder Creek. Engineer,
George D. Mackie.

South Dumfries Township, Ont.
Tenders on the constduction of a steel

and concrete bridge will be received
until June 5th by the Township Clerk,
Henry Maus, Paris. Engineers, Jackson
& Lee, Temple Building, Brantford.

Upper Jemseg, N.B.
Tenders on the construction of bridge

superstructure and approaches will be
received until noon. May .ilst, by Hon.
John Morrissy. Department of Public
Works, Fredericton- Plans and specifi-

cations at Provincial Rooms, St. John,
at office of H. VV. Woods, Esq.. Wels-
ford, with Slocum & Townes, Jemseg,
and at the Department.

Waneta, B.C.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works. Victoria, have had plans prepared
for the construction of a bridge over
the Pen d'Oreille I'tiver, at an approxi-
mate cost of $15,000. Engineer, Thomas
Kilpatrick, Victoria-

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Sunbury Count" N.B.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works, I'redcricton, have awarded the
contract for the construction of a bridge
at Black Creek Mouth to Luther B.
Smith, 38 Duf?erin Road, St. John, N.B.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Calgary, Alta.
The School Trustees propose to build

two manual training buildings at an esti-

mated total cost of $56,000. and will sub-
mit a by-law.

The erection of an puditorium at an
approximate cost of $150,000, is being
considered, and a special committee has
been appointed, of which City Engineer
Craig is a member.

Casselman, Ont.
Charles Brodeur, Architect, 63 City

Hall Street, Hull, Que., has prepared
plan's for alterations and additions to

the Parish Church, estimated to cost
.$6,500. Tenders will be called shortly.

Frame and lirick veneer construction.

Gravenhurst, Ont.
The National Sanatarium Association,

223 College .Street, Toronto, propose to

construct a central heating plant, a voca-
tional building and a number of cottages

at the Hospital. Architect, C. S. Cobb,
71 Bay Street, Toronto.

Hespeler, Ont.
Sketch plans are being prepared for a

Roman Catholic Church, to be built on
Cooper Street at an approximate cost of
$10,000. .Architect, J. M. Cowan. 65 Ade-
laide Street E,, Toronto.

London, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a Technical

School will be received until June 3rd by
A. E. Silverwood, Chairman of the
School Board- Architects, Watt &
Blackwell, Bank of Toronto Building.
Estimated cost, $200,000.

Nelson, B.C.
I'lans are being prepared for the erec-

tion of a building for the Kootenay Lake
General Hospital. Estimated cost,
$50,000-

Orillia, Ont.
Bulk of separate tenders on the erec-

tion of an addition to the General rtos-
pital will be received until noon. May
27th, by George Thompson, Chairman of
the Building Committee. Plans and
specifications at office of G- H. Clark,
and with the Architect. W. H. Croker,
Atherley Street. Estimated cost. $10,000.

Tenders on plumbing, heating, wiring,
and roofiing required in connection with
the erection of the Municipal B.uilding
are being received by the Clerk, C. E.
Grant, and the Architects. Burke, Hor-
wood & White, Ryrie Building, Toronto.

Ottawa, Ont.
Charles Brodeur, Architect, 63 City

Hall Street. Hull, Que., is preparing
plans for the erection of a dormitory
and laundry in connection with the
Water Street Hospital. Tenders will be
called in about one month. Approxi-
mate cost, $28,500.

Sherbrooke, Que.
The contract for heating required in

connection with St- Michael's Cathedral
will be let by ¥. M. Hoadley & Com-
pany. 58 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.
Roofiing contract has not yet been let.

Vancouver. B.C.
The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, are now receiving tenders on the
removal of the existing buildings pre-
paratory to the erection of a Postal Sta-
tion at an approximate cost of $124,000.
Secretary, R. C- Desrochers, Ottawa.

Weston, Ont.

^ C. S. Cobb, Architect. 71 Bay Street,
Toronto, is preparing plans for a Chil-
dren's Cottage to be built for the Na-
tional Sanitarium Association, 223 Col-
Icp-e Street. Toronto.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Cartierville, Que.

In connection with the church base-
ment now in course of erection for the
T^oman Catholic Congregation, the plas-
tering has been let to F. Beaudoin &
Fils, 636 Drolet Street, Montreal, and

.1
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till' paintiiiK to ('liarlfs Larin, 4fiS Tare
Lafoiitainc, Montreal.

Medelec, Que.
1 lie ucncral contract for the erection

of a school has been let to .Alphonsc
Robert. Nord TeniiscaminKue. Approxi-
mate cost, $4,r)0().

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the school and re-

sidence now beinjj; built fr)r the Com-
missioners of Cate des NieKes, the roof-

ing contract has been awarded to the

Standard Kooliinn Company, 18'J Mc-
Cord Street.

Repentigny, Que.
'Jhe contract for mill work re<|uired

in. the erection of a school for the Ro-
man Catholic School Board has been
awarded to ]". Limoges, Terrebonne.

St. Antoine de Bienville, Que.
The contract for jjlasterinK at the

I'arish Church has been let to Paquet &
Godbont, 21 William Street, St. Hya-
cinthc'

St. Celestin, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a hospital for the Grey .\uns of St.

Celestin has been awarded to Louis
Caron & Fils, Ltd., Nicolet. Approxi-
mate cost, $18,000.

St. Christophe Pont Viau, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a Chapel and I'arsonaKe for the Par-
ish has been awarded to lilais &
Lemieux, Ahuntsic, Que- Approximate
cost, $i:i..")00.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Banfl, Alta.

Tenders on labor only required in the
erection of a business block for R. G.
Brett will be received until noon, June
1st. Plans and specifications with J'. U.
Hansen and the Architect. Estimated
cost, $30,000.

Burford, Ont.
The Canadian Milk Products Com-

pany, Mail Building, Toronto, propose
to luiild a plant, at an estimated cost of
$100,000. Previously reported as being
at Listowel.

Carlton Point, P.E.I.
renders on the construction of a sta-

tion, water tank, engine house, transfer
platform, standpipe pit and turntable,
will be received until noon. May :!lst, by
J. VV- Pugsley, Department of Railways
and Canals, Ottawa. Plans and specili-

cations with the Engineer. Car l'"erry

Terminals, the Chief Engineer. Monc-
ton, \.B., and at the Departiiienl.

Chatham, Ont.
']"lie American I'ad & Textile Com-

pany, QueOn Street, propose to build an
addition to their premises, at an approxi-
mate cost of $30,000.

Markham, Ont-
A C oiiipaii> is beinR formed to erect a

liour mill at an approximate cost of
$00,000.

Merlin, Ont.
lames T. Mason has commenced the

erection of an addition to his store and
residence, estimated to 'cost $;i.0OO.

h'rame, white lirick, and concrete con-
struction.

Moncton. N.B.

J. !) Creaghan Company arc consid-

ering the erection of an addition to their

store, estimated to cost $4,000.

Montreal. Que.
The ( anadian Tube & Iron Company,

Ltd.. 107 Hamilton Street, have com-
menced the erection of a factory, esti-

mated to cost $:i.000. Brick and con-

crete construction.

Tenders arc now being received for

rootling, heating, plumbing, and electri-

cal work re(|uired in the erection of an
addition to the premises of the Cana-
dian Consolidated Rubber Company,
Ltd.

Newbury, Ont.
R- VVinship is building a residence and

liarn, estimated to cost $J,000. Frame
and concrete construction.

Ottawa. Ont.
renders on the erection of a factory

for Grant, Holdcn & Graham, arc being
received by the Architect, James Mather,
110 Wellington Street. Brick construc-
tion. Approximate cost, $:!0,000.

Port Dover, Ont.
Buck Brothers are having plans pre-

pared for a Casino, estimated to cost

$10,000.

Quebec, Que.
Bedard & Kippan, 12 Cartier .Avenue,

are having new plans prepared for the

theatre which they propose to build on
St- John Street. Architect, A. G. Nos-
worthy. Quebec Railway Building. Es-
timated cost, $(;,ooo.

Renfrew, Ont.
The Renfrew Electric Manufacturing

Company, Ltd.. have commenced the

erection of an addition to their premises,,

estimated cost of $.j,000. Brick and con-
crete construction.

The Renfrew Curling Club contemplate
the erection of a rink, at an approximate
cost of $7,000. Secretary, R. O. Scott.

Brick and concrete construction.

Simcoe, Ont.
The ifall Glove Company, Jersey City,

N.Y-, propose to build a textile factory,

at an approximate cost of $25,000. Par-
ticulars from Charles Philip, 53 Bay
Street, Toronto.

St. Thomas. Ont.
.'\. S. Smith. Palace Livery, propose to

build an office building, and will prepare
plans. Estimated cost, $7,000-

Tilbury, Ont.
Plans are to be prepared immediately

for a station to be built for the Michigan
Central Railway, at an approximate cost
of $fi.OOO. Brick construction. Superin-
tendent, I'". Williams, M.C.R., St- Thomas.

Toronto. Ont.
The McClary Manufacturing Com-

pany, 177 King Street W., have started
work on an addition to their warehouse,
estimated to cost $:t.500. Brick con-
struction.

G- 1. Hambly, ;!73 St. Clarens .\venuc,
is biulding a pair of store and apart-
^lents at St. Clair .\venue and Kennedy
Slreet. estimated to cost $i>.0(K). Smaller
trades will be let. Brick construction.

Eustace G. Bird, fi King Street W., has
been appointed .-Xrchilect for the pro-
posed store to be built for Murray- Kay,
Ltd., 17 King Street E- Steel, terra
cotta, and brick construction.

Vancouver. B.C.
Plans have been prepared for the erec-

tion of a garage for the British Columbia
Sugar Kctinery Company. Reinforced

concrete construction. Approximate
cost, $9,000.

The Canadian Northern Railway pro-
pose to build a large hotel, and have
secured an option on a site.

Victoria Park, Ont-
The Michigan Central Railway pro-

pose to build a large frame storehouse,
at an approximate cost of $7,000. Sup-
erintendent. !'. Williams, St. Thomas,
Ont.

Weston. Ont.
Work is about to start on the erection

of a factory for T. A. Russell, cio. the
Russell Motor Company, King and Dun-
can Streets. Toronto- Steel and brick
construction.

Windsor, Ont
Walker & McPhail. .-Xrchitccts. Tuson

Building, are preparing sketch plans of
a store to be erected on Oullette Ave-
nue, for a Syndicate. Steel, brick, and
concrete construction. .-Xpproximate
cost, $20,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brantford, Ont.

In connection with alterations to the
premises at ;iO Market Street, for W. T.
Jones, the contract for heating and
plumbing has been let to T- J. Minnes
& Company. '.) King Street, aiwl the elec-
trical work to Fred Webster, 211 Col-
borne Street.

Halifax. N.S.
The general contract for alterations to

a restaurant building for Bonds Ltd.,
Harrington Street, has been let to the
Eastern Investment Corporation. Ltd.,
Cragg Building. Approximate cost,
$20,000.

Harrow. Ont-
The general contract for the erection

of a factory for the W. Clark Company.
Ltd.. 83 .\niherst Street. Montreal, has
been let to Munn & Shea. 6 Cuthbert
Street. Montreal. Estimated cost,
$15,000.

Kingston, Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a storehouse for the Frontenac Mould-
ing & (ilass Company. Kingston Junc-
tion, has been awarded to Charles Her-
miston. 84 Collingwood Street. Approxi-
mate cost, $5,000.

London, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the premises of E.
Leonard & Sons, York Street, has been
awarded to John Hayman & Sons. Wel-
lington Street. Brick and concrete con-
struction. Estimated cost, $8,000-

The contract for stone work required
in alterations to a store for Miss F.
Mitchell, 114 Dundas Street, has been let

to Nobbs Brothers. C.P.R. and William
Street, and the plumbing to F. C. Hunt,
Richmond and Kent Streets.

Maisonneuve, Que.
The general and masonry contracts for

the erection of an addition to the pre-
mises of the Montreal Last Company.
562a LaSalle .\venue. -have been award-
ed to L. Labrecquc. 422 Pare Lafontainc
Street, and the roofing, heating and
plumbing to J. E. Hardy. 666 Papineau
.\venue.

Melbourne. Ont-
The general contract for the erection

of a residence and barn for lames Car-
rothers has been let to Watson & Mc-



TENDERS
For the erection of the New Technical and

Art School on Dundas Street in the City of f^on-

don, sealed tenders are invited, bulk and sep-

arate for all trades, except the heating and ven-

tilating and wiring, for which separate sealed

tenders must be submitted.

All tenders will be received not later than 12

o'clock noon on Saturday, June the third, 1916,

at Uie office of the Secretary of the Board of

Education at the City Hall.

A duly certified cheque for five per cent, of

the amount of the bid must be enclosed with

each tender. I'lans and specifications may be

viewed at the offices of the .\rchitects, A. E.

Nutter. Rooms l.'i-Ui. Dominion Hank Chambers,

and Watt & lilackwell, Bank of Toronto Cham-
bers.

Plans for heating and ventilating and wiring

may be seen at the offices of the above Archi-

tects or at the office of H. P. Elliott, Heating

Engineer.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

A. A. I.AXC.FnRI),
Chairman of Tndustriiil Advisory Conunittce.

R. M. McEl.HERAN,
^1-21 Secretary Board of Education.

Tenders for

Steam Turbine

Sealed tenders will be received up till 5 p.m.,

Thursday. June 1st, 1916, addressed to the City

Commissioners, WeyburTi. Sask., for the supply

and erection of one 500 K.W. Steam Turbine,

Generator, Switchboard and Auxiliaries.

.Ml information may be had by applying at the

above address.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

DR. C. P. MOORE, Mayor.

GEO. v. REED, Commissioner. 20-21

Tenders for Sewers

Notice to Contractors

Order No. 1511

Sealed tenders will be received, addressed to

the Chairman of the Hoard of Works. City Build-

ings, St. Catharines. Ont., up to 5 o'clock of

Thursday. June 1st, 1916. for the construction of

sewers of the following sizes

:

144 ft. of 24-inch Cast Iron Outlet.

1,170 ft. of T2-inch Sewer.

2,S(X» ft. of Oinch Sewer.

1,170 ft. of 54-inch Sewer.

with Manholes, Bellmouths, etc.

Plans, i)ro tiles and specifications may be seen
at and form of tender obtained from the office

. of the City P2ngineer. Envelopes containing ten-

ders must be plainly marked as to contents. All

tenders must be accompanied by a marked
cheque for five per cent, of the amount of the
tender, together with the names of two personal
sureties, or the name of a guarantee company
approved by the City Treasm er. The lowest or

any tender is not necessarily accepted.

Tenders for Pavement

Tenders will be received by the undersigned up
to June 3rd, 1916, for the construction of mac-
adam pavement on Turnberry Street, Ilrussels.

Plans and specification in the hands of the Clerk
after May 24th, iniO.

21-22 F. S. SCOTT. Village Clerk.

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.

North Toronto Grade
Separation

Tenders will be received by the undersigned up
to May 31st, 1916, for the purchase and removal
of the old Canadian Pacific Railway North Tor-
onto Station Building.

Proposal forms and other information may be
obtained at the office of the undersigned, 2t!2
Avenue road, Toronto.
No tender necessarily accepted.

B. RIPLEY,
Engineer of Grade Separation.

lit-

W. P. NEAR,
21-21 City Engineer.

Tenders for Dredging

.Sealed tenders, addressed to the imdersigned
and endorseti "Tender for Dredging, Port Mait-
land," will be received at this office until 4 p.m..
on Tuesday. May SO, 1916, for dredging required
at Port Maitland, Ontario.

Tenders will not be considered unless made on
the forms supplied, and signed with the actual
signatures of tenderers.

Combined specification and form of tender can
be obtained on application to the Secretary. De-
partment of Public Works. Ottawa. Tenders
must include the towing of the plant to and
from the work.

The greater portion of this work will be re-

<iuired to be done by an hydraulic dredge.

The dredges and other plant whicli are in-

tended to be emplovcil on this work shall have
been duly registered in Canada at the time of

the filing of the tender with the Department, or
shall have been built in Canada after the filing

of the tender.

Contractors must be ready to begin work im-
mediately upon notification of the acceptance
of their tender.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to
the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, for five per cent. (5 p.c.) of the con-
tract price, but no che(|ue to be for less than
fifteen hundred dollars, which will be forfeited

if the person tendering decline to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so. or fail to

complete the work contracted for. If the tender
be not accepted the cheque will be returned.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

tlie lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
^ Secretary.

Department of Public Works,

Ottawa. May 19, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this adver-
tisement if they insert it without authority from
the Department. 21-21

Tenders for

Bridge Abutment

Sealed tenders, addressed to the County Clerk,
Owen .Sound, will be received by the Chairman,
Koad & Bridge Committee of the County of
(Irey, up to 6 p.m., Saturday, the 27th day of
May, 1916, for the construction of a Bridge Abut-
nienl of Cement- Concrete at the Rocky Saugeen
River, 4 miles north of Durham.

A markeil bank cheque, payable to the Trea-
surer, County of Grey, for 5 per cent., shall ac-
company each tender, and will be returned upon
non-acceptance;

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
Clerk's or Engineer's offices.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-
cepted.

FRED. RUTHERFORD,
County Clerk.

R. McDOWALL, C. E.,

2'»-21 County Engineer.

Concrete Bridges

Sealed tenders will be received by R. R.
Ilambly, Esq.. Postmaster, Drayton, up to ID
a.m., on Friday. June 2nd, for the construction
of the following concrete bridges for the County
of Wellington :

Three concrete arched trusses of 7" ft.. 40 ft,

and' ,'i5 ft. spans and a 24-ft. beam bridge.
Vov plans and other information, apply to

*

BOWMAN & CONNOR,
4.S-48 :n Queen St. W., Toronto.

Concrete Bridges

Scaled tenders will be received by Jas. Beattie,
Esq., County Clerk, Fergus, up to 2 p.m. on
Thursday. June 1st, for the construction of the
following concrete bridges for the County of
Wellington

:

Four concrete arched trusses of 70 ft., 65 ft.,

(JO ft. and .10 ft. spans, and two 14-ft. slab bridges.

For plans, specifications and estimate of quan-
tities, apply to

,

BOWMAN & CONNOR,
4S-4S .-U Oueen St. W., Toronto.

Concrete Bridge

Sealed tenders will be received by W. W.
Scott, ?>si|.. Moorefield, up to 10 a.m. on Saturday,
June 3rd. for tlie construction of a 24-ft. concrete
bridge and a culvert for the Township of Mary-

boro. For plans, etc., apply to

BOWMAN & CONNOR,
4S-4S :tl Oueen St. W., Toronto.

FOR SALE
Two low pressure SO H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in
use less than two months. Good for steam or
hot water heating purposes. Each will carry
3,000 square feet of steam radiation. Further
particulars—MacM. R. & D., 4 Beaver Hall Sq.,
Montreal. 17-t,f.
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POSITION WANTED
As Supfiinieniicnt or Foitnian, liy ca|)al)k- man

of larKC cxpfiiencc in Ihe stone business in charge

of i|uairying, cutting or construction work. Best

of references. lto.\ 4IM, Contract Recoril, To-

ronto, Ont. 21-2.'i

Lellcii, Stralliroy, Out. I'Vainu ami con-

crete construction. Estimated cost.

ifli.HOO.

Moncton, N.B.
T. D. Lc Blanc, Lakft)iirii. Moncton,

has coiiinieiiced tin- erection of two
stores and residences for the City Land
Investment C'onipony. Stone and steel

construction- Approrimate cost, $"),40(».

Niagara Falls, Ont.
'llu- contract for plunihinK and lieatinK

re(|uired in additions to the 15aiik of

Hamilton, Queen Street, has been

awarded to Cole & McMurray, I'ark

Street. Masonry, carepntry and steel

work 1)V owners.

Ocean Falls, B.C.
The contract for supply of reinforc-

ing steel and cement re(|uired in /he

erection of mills for the I'acihc Miiis,

Ltd.. 808 Standard Bank Buildins, Van-
couver, has been awarded to Balfour,

Guthrie & Company, TM) Hastings
Street \V.. Vancouver.

Ottawa, Ont.
in connection with the erection of a

rink on Arsyle Street, the contract for

carpentry has been let to J. & C. Low,
Catherine Street.

The contract for paintiuK in connec-

tion with the erection of club rooms for

the Y.W.C..'\., has been let to HiRman
& Son, 176 Kideau Street, and the elec-

trical work to Charles I'resby, i:!8 Ir-

ving Street. Brick work and masonry by
.ifeneral contractor.

E. Goodall, :i0.5 WelliuKton Street, has

awarded the contract for the erection of

a kitchen and Rarage to K. E- McKin-
strey, ill Second Avenue. Brick veneer
construction. Estimated coU, $:!,">()0.

Quebec, Que.
The Kcneral contract for the erection

of a warehouse for E. Latour, 199 Can-
ardiere Road, has been awarded to J.

Gravel. 11)6 iMfth Street, Limoilou- -\p-

I)roximate cost, $6.()0().

St. Laurent, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of an office building and other extensions
for the Canada Stove & Inirniture Com-
pany, Ltd., has been let to V. A. Grothc,
() Ste. Cuthbert Street, Montreal. Ap-
proximate cost, $60,000-

Toronto, Ont.
The Kcneral contract for the erection

of an addition to the factory of the

Sheet Metal Products Company of Can-

ada, Limited, 19!) River Street, has been
awarded to Brown & Cooper, 297 Carl-

ton Street. Steel and brick construction.

.Approximate cost, $6,000.

The general contract for alterations

to a theatre for E. L. Ruddy et al. 11

Wellington Street E., has been awarded
to the Jackson Lewis Company, Limited,

Bell Telephone Building. .Approximate

cost, $75,000.

In connection with the erection of a

factory at Teraulay and .Mice Streets for

the T. Eaton Company, the contract for

excavation has been let to \V. H. Thom-
son. 29 Marlborough .\venue.

The Board of Control have let the I'ol-

lowin.g trades contracts for the erection

of a barn at the Jail Farm: carepntry. G.

L. Robinson, 107 .Armstrong; .Avenue:
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wiring, H. Alexander, 98 Bay Street;

steel, McGregor & Mclntyre, Ii:i9 Shaw
Street; sheet metal. W- E. Dillon. 18:!

George Street; pamting, Cornelius &
Company. .'>0 Walker Avenue; plumbinK
and heating, Bennett & Wright Com-
pany, 72 Queen Street E.; stable fittings,

Superior Barn Equipment Company,
l-ergus. f)nt.

Vancouver, B.C.
The following contracts have been let

for the supplies required in the erection

of a theatre for C. W. Bowman, South-
ampton, Ont.: common brick, McNeill,
Welch & Wilson. 80 Pender Street E.;

face brick, cement, and reinforcing steel,

Evans, Coleman & Evans, 407 Granville

.Street; lumber. Cedar Grove Sash &
Door Company, Spruce Street-

In connection with the erection of an
addition to the premises of the Ameri-
can Can Company, the contract for heat-

ing and electrical work has been let to

Carr Brothers, 1228 Granville Street.

The general contract for the erection

of a station at h'alse Creek for the Great
.Northern Railway has been let to Grant.
Smith & Company. Pacific Building. The
contractors are now receiving tenders on
plumbing, electrical work, form lumber
and stone.

Welland. Ont.
Louis Bunco has let the general con-

tract for the erection of a store and
bowling alley on South Main Street to

William Mitchell, 120 Aqueduct Street.

Brick and concrete construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $6,000.

The general contract for the erection

of stores on Ontario Road for VValter

Stayzer has been awarded to William
Mitchell, 120 Aqueduct Street. Frame
and concrete construction- Estimated
cost. $12,000.

The Standard Steel Construction Com-
pany are building a factory warehouse
for the Canada l'"orge Company, Ltd.

Steel and brick construction. Estimated
cost. $.'iO.OOO.

Westmount, Que.
.A. .A. Larocque, 75 Common Street,

has commenced the erection of a garage,
estimated to cost $:!,000, and has let the
general contract to Laurent & Frere, 6.15

Papineau Avenue, and- heating and
plumbing to J- & C. Brunei & Com-
pany, 22:j St. Lawrence Boulevard, Mon-
treal. Owner will do masonry and in-

terior fittings.

Winnipeg, Man.
The foundation work required in the

erection of premises at Main and Mc-
Dermot Streets for the Bank of Hamil-
ton is being done by the Foundation
Company of Canada, Ltd.. Montreal and
Winnipeg. Tenders will l>e called short-

ly for the erection of the building. .Ap-

proximate cost, $600,000-

Residences

Atwood, Ont.
Mrs. Bertha Hanna proposes to build

a residence on John Street, al an ap-
proximate cost of $;t,000.

Belmont, Ont.
,

The erection of a residence is being
considered by Cecil Barons. Estimated
cost. $:!..'>00.

Essex, Ont.
L. E. Barber proposes to build a resi-

dence on Talbot Street, at an approxi-
mate cost of $:i,000. and will prepare
l>lahs.

4f

Fergus, Ont
T. J. Hamilton contemplates the erec-

tion of three residences, and will prepare
plans. Approximate cost, $4,500.

Hamilton, Ont
J. Dwyer. 55 East Bend Street, has

commenced the erection of two resi-

dence!!, estimated to cost f4,000. Brick
and concrete construction.

Lambeth, Ont
Walker Finch is considering the erec-

tion oT a bungalow, estimated to cost
$.'l,.500, and will prepare plans.

London, Ont.
.A. E. .Nutter. .Architect, Dominion

Bank Building, is preparing plans of four
cottages, estimated to cost W.OOO. Frame
and concrete construction.

'

Mersea Township,- Ont
William Ross. Mersea Township, Cot-

tain, has commenced the erection of a
residence, estimated to cost $3,000. Frame
and concrete construction.

Moncton, N.B.
-A. J. Cormier is having plans prepared

for two residences, to cost about $4,000
each. .Architect, Albert Sincennes, 642
Main Street. Frame and brick construc-
tion.

Montreal, Que.
E. Ducharme. 7:J4 Outremont .Avenue.

has commenced the erection of flats on
Wolfe Street, estimated to cost $5,000,
and is receiving tenders on plastering
and electrical work. Brick construc-
tion.

]. B. Daoust, 46 Prudhomme Street, is

building a residence on .Addincton St.,

estimated to cost $3,700.

Montreal West. Que.
E. W. Barnes, Wolseley .Avenue, is re-

ceiving tenders on brick work, terra cot-
ta. mill work and red slate roofing re-
quired in the erection of a residence on
.Strathearn .Avenue. .Approximate cost,
$8.i)(M).

Ottawa, Ont
W. H. Lee. 36 Barton Street con-

templates the erection of a residence, at
an approximate cost of $4,000. Brick ve-
neer construction.

Quebec, Que.
Lavoie & Frere, 56 Jeanne d\Arc St.

have commenced the erection of a resi-
dence, estimated to cost $9,000. Frame
and brick construction.

N. Poirier, 111 Third Avenue, has com-
menced the erection of a residence, esti-

mated to cost $4,000. Brick construc-
tion.

Toronto, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for an addi-

tion to a residence for Mrs. D. Camp-
bell, 35 Wilton Crescent. Brick cqn-
struction. Estimated cost, $4,000.

C. Black. 230 Danforth .Avenue, pro-
poses to build a pair of residences on
(ireenwood .Avenue, at an approximate
cost of $3,000, and will let smaller trades.

William Davis. 3 Scarboro Road, has
commenced the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $3,500. Smaller trades
will he let. Brick construction.

W. Moad, 46 Oakwood .Avenue, is

building a duplex residence, estimated to

cost $5,000. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction.

.A. A. Mitchell, iSOS Palmerston Ave-
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nue, is building a four-apartment resi-

dence at Gormley and Lawton Streets,

estimated to cost $10,000. Brick con-
struction.

Work on the erection of a pair of resi-

dences has been started by J. Cooper, 51

Wilton Avenue. Brick and roughcast
construction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Smaller trades will be let,

J. H. Stamford, 3 7 Westmoreland Ave-
nue, has prepared plans of a duplex
residence to be l)uilt for J. Craig, 626

Grace Street. Estimated cdst, $3,800.

Brick construction.

Tenders are bemg received by Wil-
liam Davies, 3 Scarboro Road, on plumb-
ing, hot water heating and wiring in

connection with the residence which he

is building.

T. Robinson, 131 Glenholme Avenue,
has commenced the erection of a pair

of residences on Albertus Street, esti-

mated to cost $.5,000. Smaller trades

will be let. Brick construction.

J. H. Stamford, 17 Westmoreland Ave-
nue, has prepared plans of a duplex resi-

dence to be built for Mrs. Wilson, 26

Beach Avenue. Brick construction. Es-

timated cost, $4,!)00.

Vermont, Ont.
The report published under this head

in our last issue is incorrect. The work
mentioned is at Vermont, U.S.A.

Walkerton, Ont.

J. H. Ranesbottom proposes to build

a residence at an approximate cost of

$3,000, and will prepare plans. Brick con-

struction.

Wheatley, Ont.
Thomas Liddle has commenced the

erection of a residence on Moore Street.

Frame, white brick and concrete con-

struction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Winchester, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a residence

for W. J. Eraser are being received. .Ar-

chitect, George Tomlinson, 246 First

Avenue, Ottawa. Estimated cost, $10,-

000. Closing date, about May 29tTi.

Zion, Ont.
Lloyd Wharram, Wheatley, Ont., has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $3,000. Frame and
concrete construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Belmont, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Adam Harkness has
been let to F. McCann, Dorchester.
Frame and concrete construction. Esti-

mated cost, $3,000.

Brantford, Ont.
The contract for painting in connec-

tion with the erection of a residence for

E. L. Goold, 103 Darling .Street, has been
let to Richard Chave, 17 Pearl Street.

The contract for electrical work re-

quired in the erection of a residence for

J. H. Young, 86 Colborne Street, has
been awarded to the general contractor.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. W. Porter, 42 Dal-
housie Street, has been let to Thomas
Harris, 291 Dalhousie Street. Brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Brigden, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a manse for the Presbyterian Congre-
gation has been awarded to D. P. Shaw.
Approximate cost, $3,500.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Frank Hennessey, 149 Great George

Street, has let the general contract for
the erection of a residence to W. J.
Hennessey. Frame construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,500.

The general contract, masonry, car-
pentry, roofing, plastering and interior
fittings contracts for the erection of
apartments for Ivan Y. Reddin have
been awarded to Charles H. Coles, 96
Brighton Road. Tenders on painting,
heating, plumbing and electrical work
are now being received by Mr. Coles.
Approximate cost, $8,000.

Dunville, Ont.
The general contract, masonry, car-

l)entry, plastering and tile work required
in the erection of a residence for George
Biddell have been let to S. W. Lym-
burner. heating and plumbing to Frank
Haney and electrical work to James
Smithers. Approximate cost, $12,000.

Dutton, Ont.
William Saunders, Dutton, has been

awarded the general contract for the
erection of a brick residence, estimated to
cost $3,500.

Erin, Ont.
The contract for carpentry required

in the erection of a residence for J.

Coke has been awarded to the Erin
I'laning Mills Company. Other work by
day labor.

Hamilton, Ont.
T. Lyon, 63 Wentworth Street West,

has let the general contract, masonry,
carpentry and roofing for the erection of
two residences to J. W. Boyd, 125 San-
ford Street N. Brick construction. Es-
timated cost, $3,200.

In connection with the erection of a
residence for F. T. Smye, 222 Herkimer
Street, the general contract, masonry and
carpentry have been let to William Yates,
24 Leeming Street, roofing to T. Irwin,

22 McNab Street, plastering to Hanna-
ford Brothers, 232 Robinson Street,

painting to Smith & Omand, 179 Wal-
nut Street S., heating and plumbing to

Adam Clark, 7 Main Street W., and elec-

trical work to Culley & Breay, 27 King
Street W. Approximate cost, $15,000.

London, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of two residences for F. B. Kilbourn,

11 Cowe Road, has been awarded to S.

H. Kilbourne, 42 Bruce Street. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $3,600.

J. A. McDonald has commenced the

erection of a residence for D. Graham,
3 Perry Street. Brick construction. Es-
timated cost, $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for A. Germain, 101 Ra-
chel Street, has been let to Joseph Mar-
tel. 2477 St. Andre Street. Brick con-
struction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residences now be-

ing built by J. B. Daoust, 468 Prud-
h'omme Avenue:—brick work and ma-
sonry, C. Lefrancois; concrete work, A.
Ladouceur, 40 St. Alphonse Street; roof-

ing, F. X. Goudreau, 255 Visitation St.;

plastering, Z. Bouchard,- 12 Bourget St.;

painting, W. D. Rufiage, 91 Rose de
Lima Street; heating and plumbing, J.

A. Hamelin, 922 Charlevoix Street; elec-

trical work, Vallee & Hamlin. 1867 St.

James Street; mantel and tile work, R.
S. Muir & Company, 32 Park Avenue.

The following contracts have been
awarded in connection with additions tu

the residence of the Ste. Elizabeth So-
ciety. 29 Seymour Avenue:—masonry, J.

A. Charette, 142 St. Ferdinand Street;

roofing, heating and plumbing, Du-
charme, Blais & Company, 1995 St.

James Street; plastering, Z. Bouchard.
12 Bourget Street; painting, B. Navert,
1229 St. Denis Street; electrical work, J.

A. Hamelin, 922 Charlevois Street.

The contract for foundations and ma-
sonry required in connection with the

flats now being built by J. St. Pierre, 105

St. Luke Street, has been let to Corbeil
& Frere, 1862 Clarke Street. Tenders
are now being received for roofing,

plastering and electrical work. .Approxi-

mate cost, $41,000.

Montreal West, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for R. A. Brook, 136 Bal-
lantyne .\venue S., has been let to E.

W. Barnes. Wolseley Avenue. Approxi-
mate cost, $6,000. Sub-tenders on roof-

ing, electrical and mill work are being
received by the general contractor.

Ottawa, Ont.
A. li. Shaver. 45 Powell .\venue. has

let the contract for heating and plumb-
ing required in connection with the

residences which he is building to J. T.

Blyth, Frank Street.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for A. Crowson. 275 Ar-
lington Avenue, has been awarded to

W. G. Adamson, 12 Sparks Street. -Brick

veneer and stucco construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,800.

The general contract for alterations

to apartments for P. J. Nolan, (i73 W'el-

lington Street, has been awarded to Alex-
ander & Campbell, 245 Bank Street.

Brick veneer construction. Approximate
cost, $5,000.

The general contract for the erection

of apartments on Laurfer Avenue for

James Neville has been let to H. P.

Beck, 126 Sparks Street. Estimated
cost, $12,000.

Oxford West Township, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a residence for George
Cook, Beachville. has been let to the
McKenney Lumber Company, Wood-
stock, and carpentry to J. G. Coulter,

Woodstock.

Quebec, Que.
Louis Matte, 189 St. Olivier Street,

has let the general contract for an addi-
tion to his residence to J. Savard, 218

Richelieu Street. Frame and brick con-
struction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

The general and masonry contracts for

the erection of residences for Gordon
and Ernest Ross have been awarded to

.\. Fackney. 107 St. Jocahim Street. Brick
and concrete construction. Approximate
cost, $9,000 each.

The general contract for the erection
of a residence for J. E. Rouillard, 30
Maisonneuve Avenue, has been let to E.
Peletier, 70 St. Cyrille Street. Brick and
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PUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the
University of Toronto.

This Pump is hydraulically balanced against end thrust and in addition has a water

cooled thrust Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may be operated with guide

vanes or without for demonstration purposes. Oil rings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine Pumps. We make pumps

of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN CANADA Write us for prices

Plant of John Inglis Co., Limited, Toronto

The John Inglis Company, Limited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada
Ottawa RepresenUtlve :—J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chamber*
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concrete construction. Estimated cost,

$7,000.

In connection with the residence now
being built for G. Lepine, 381 St. Valier
Street, the contract for roofing has been
let to N. Barbeau, ?,(\ Bridge Street, and
heating, plumbing and electrical work
to Jobin & Paquet, 78 Cote d'Abraham
Street.

Sorel, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of four flats for L. S. Robitaille, Phipps
Street, has been awarded to Gendron &
Bernard, at $7,000. Brick veneer con-

struction.

Toronto, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

residence and garage for C. James. Nan-

ton Court Apartments, the carpentry has

been awarded to T. Frost. 169 Bellefair

Avenue, and heating to R. Trickey.

VV. B. Charlton, 412 Indian Road, has

been awarded the general contract for

the erection of a residence for J. Price.

134 Lee Avenue. Brick construction.

Approximate cost, $3,500.

T. Robertson; 89 Elm Avenue, is

building an addition to his residence, and

has let the contract for masonry to Hugh
Walker, 33 Guelph Avenue, and the car-

pentry to W. T. Kendall, 434 Sackville

Street. Approximate cost, $5,000.

The contract for masonry and car-

pentry required in the erection of a resi-

dence for D. C. Cotton, 54 .\delaide St.

E., has been awarded to A. Russell, 490

Delaware Avenue.

Work has started on the erection of

a residence on Dunvegan Road for Mrs.

T. Langton, care of W. A. Langton, 38

North Street. The masonry contract has

been let to H. N. Dancy & Son, C. P. R.

Building. .Approximate cost, $15,000.

H. A. Johnson, 63 Normandy Boule-

vard, has commenced the erection of a

residence on Benlamond .Avenue for A.

Con Record gal SIX ... Coulthard

K. Gregory. Smaller trades will be sub-

let. Approximate cost, $4,000.

Windsor, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for S. E. Rigg, Pitt Street

E., has been awarded to J. R. Sculland,

Tuson Block. Brick and stucco con-

struction. .\pproximate cost, $3,500.

Woodstock, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a residence for R. W.
Brink, care of B. McNichol, .Architect,

Mary Street, has been let to H. Buck,
and the carpentry to T. D. Broom &
Son, 18 Wilson Street. Approximate
cost, $4,000.

Fires

Allanburg, Ont.
Residence of James Doherty totally

destroyed.

Ottawa, Ont.
Warehouse owned by the Cousins

I-:slate, care of Ottawa Realty Company,
Castle Building. Ottawa. Loss. $3,500.
Owners will rebuild.
Residence of L. Jolicoeur. Beechwood

.Avenue. . Loss. $3,000.

Puslinch' Township, Ont.
Residence owned by George Elliott,

Hespeler. Loss, $3,000. Owner may
rebuild.

Quebec, Que.
Chateau Frontenac, owned by the

Canadian Pacific Railway, damaged to
the extent of $25,000. Repairs started.

Store owned by Lockwell & Leclerc,
88 St. Peter Street. Loss, $20,000. Own-
ers will rebuild.

Springfield, Ont.
Barn owned l)y Hiram Brooks com-

pletely destroyed. Loss, $3,200. Owner
will rebuild in fireproof construction.

St. Elie, Que.
Roman Catholic Church and Presby-

tery. Loss, $40,000. May be rebuilt.
Curate, Rev. M. de Beauport.

Stoney Creek, Ont.
Three barns ))elonging to Orville

Quigley, Salttleet Street, Hamilton. Loss,
$10,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and

Telephones

Ingersoll, Ont.
Tlie Town Council are about to pro-

ceed with the installation of an orna-
mental lighting system on King and
Thames' Streets. Clerk, W. R. Smith.

Prince George; B.C.
The City Council contemplate the in-

stallation of a power plant and may call

for tenders shortly. Clerk, J. A. Turner.

Miscellaneous

Angus, Ont.
The Department of Militia are con-

structing roadways, water supply sys-
tem and sundry buildings at the Camp.
Work is under supervision of Lieut. J.
S. McMurray, Headquarters, Niagara
Camp.

Ottawa, Ont.
Tjie Secretary to the Board of Con-

trol will receive tenders until May 30th
on the supply of 900 feet of wire cable,
one 5-7J4 h.p. Wagner centuary motor
and one centrifugal pump. Specifica-
tions at ofifice of the City Engineer.

Outremont, Que.
Tenders on the supply of materials

required in constructional works during
the season are now being received by
the City Engineer, J. A. Duchastel de
M()ntrou,ge.

Simcoe, Ont.
L. Fick & Son will require the follow-

ing machinery in connection with the
rebuilding of their planing mill:—planer,
sticker, re-saw, rip table, shafting and
belting, one 40 h.p. motor.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Chairman of the Board of Con-

trol will receive tenders until 10 a.m.
June 5th for the supply of one combina-
tion gasoline-driven pumping engine and
hose wagon, with a capacity of 700 gal-
lons per minute.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Windsor, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for the supply of fire fighting
equipment to the Menard Motor Truck
Company. 100 London Street W. Ap-
proximate cost, $15,000.

Late News Items
Cornwall Township, Ont.
The Township Clerk, J. W. McLeod,

Cornwall, will receive tenders until June
5th on a quantity of drainage work. En-
gineers, Magwood & Stidwell, Pitt St.,

Cornwall.

Edmonton, Alta.
The City Council have let the contract

for construction of pavement on Nam-
ayo ,\venue and First Street to the
Crown Paving Company, 11351 82nd St.
.Approximate cost, $20,000.

London, Ont.
The City Council have let contracts

for the construction of storm sewers to
the following firms:—Webster Construc-
tion Company, Bank of Toronto Build-
ing, .$9,961; J. H. McKnight & Company,
88 David Street. Toronto. $16,823; J. A.
Laughlin & Company, Ottawa, $8,201;
-Arnot & Company, Foot of Berkeley St..

Toronto, $41,898.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the erection of an

oratoire for the Corporation of Notre
Dame College, Cote des Neiges, the con-
tract for terra cotta, wall furring and par-
titions has been awarded to the Montreal
Terra Cotta Company, Limited, Board of
Trade Building. .Approximate cost of
Iniilding, $300,000.

The contract for supply and setting of
marble in connection with the office

building which has been erected on Do-
minion Square for the Sun Life Assur-
ance Company has been divided between
the following companies:—Mariott Mar-
ble Company. Provinciale Lane, the Mis-
sisquoi Marbles Ltd.. New Birks Build-
ing, and the Smith Marble & Construc-
tion Company, Ltd., 145 Van Home St.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract, masonry and

carpentry required in the erection of
apartments on Somerset Street for Harry
Graham have been awarded to A. Chris-
tie & Son, Elgin Street, and the heat-
ing and plumbing to J. T. Blythe, Frank
Street. .Approximate cost, $35,000.

Port Maitland, Ont.
Tenders on the dredging of the channel

of the Grand River will be received un-
til 4 p.m.. May 30th, by R. C. Desrochers,
Secretary to Department of Public
Works, Ottawa. Specifications at the

Department.

Sherbrooke, Que.
In connection with the erection of St.

Michael's Cathedral, the contract for

terra cotta floor arching (Guastovino >

system), wall furring and partitions has
j

fieen let to the Montreal Terra Cotta
j

Company. Ltd., Board of Trade Build-

ing, Montreal. .Approximate cost .of

building, $175,000.

Toronto, Ont.
Tenders on the various trades required

in the erection of a factory on .Alice St.

for the T. Eaton Company will be re-

ceived until 5 p.m., June 1st. Plans and
specifications at offices of the .Architects,

William Steele & Sons, Ryrie Building.

.\pproximate cost, $500,000.

J. P. Lockhart, 197 Westminster .Ave-

nue, has commenced the erection of \

residence at High Park Gardens, esti- ',

mated to cost $10,000, and will let ?

smaller trades. Brick and stone con
struction.
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air, more accessibility, more attractiveness," or in

otiier words, health and social well-being, especially

as applied to prospective building land around the pre-

sent towns and cities. Canadian and United States
cities, on the other hand, regard town planning from
one of two ideals, either the "civic centre" ideal or

the "rapid transit" ideal, both of which smack like

"good business proposals," and "business" is the key-
note of American cities.

One thing stands out clearly, no matter what view-
point is considered, and that is, the paramount need
for some form of town planning at the present time,

whether it be to clean up the slums within the present
city limits or to plan for future development. Whe-
ther one wants merely a pretty city with lots of parks
and public space, or one with good facilities for rapid
transit, or both, the universal need for town planning
is evident. Such a system cannot be called, as it were,

a stock article, but must be made to order. A town's
plan must be its own.

The question of tall office buildings and the over-
flowing of the business section into the residental dis-

trict are items that must be considered in the town's
plan. That an efficient system of rapid transit is one
of the important items, is ((uite evident, yet this all-

essential detail is often omitted in laying out a sys-
tem. For many people, town planning begins and
ends with the planning of roads. It is true, however,
that the main roads into and out of a town are the
skeleton on which the plan will hang together.

The subject of town jjlanning in which provision
for the future must be made, is not one man's job, but
many. Every profession and every business should be
heard and the plan should be the result of the co-
operation between all interests, as interpreted by the
engineer and the architect.

Letters to the Editor—Should Engineering
Societies Pass on PiibHc Questions

Calgary, Aha., May 19, 1916.

Editor Contract Record

:

The Executive Committee of the Calgary I'ranch

of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers have auth-
orized me to write to you, setting forth the facts con-
cerning its action which was referred to in your issue

of May 10, 1916, p. 445, under the title, "Should En-
gineering Societies Pass Upon Public Questions?"

Attached hereto is a statement of the facts. The
ciuestion as to what action Engineering Societies can
and should take in public matters in which the pro-

fession is interested has been much discussed lately.

This is a record of how we handled such a case, and
it is thought that it will be of sufficient interest to

other engineering bodies to justify its publication, es-

pecially since a misleading reference has already been
made to our action in your issue above referred to.

Yours truly,

Sam. G. Porter,

Secretary-Treasurer.

"Should Engineering Societies Pass Upon Public Questions?"

The author of the article under this heading in Volume
75, No. 17, Page 818, of the "Engineering News," undoubt-

edly refers to the action taken by the Calgary Branch of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers in connection with the

controversy over certain features of the construction of the

large reinforced concrete arch bridge being built over the

Bow River by this city.

The evident intent of the article is to create the impres-

sion that the society was not justified in taking the action

which it did and that in so doing it was encroaching upon
the rights of the consulting engineer.

The author passes over the facts of the case upon which

the action of the society (of 'which he is a member) was
based with one or two statements which are misleading.

As the precedent established by the society in the atti-

tude which it assumed is new, a concise statement of facts

will be given in order that the profession may judge for

themselves of the merits of the action.

For a period of nearly a year previous to the matter being

taken up by the society there had appeared in the public

press a considerable adverse criticism of the engineering de-

partment of this city.

This came primarily from an alderman who had previ-

ously held the position of Waterworks Engineer for the city,

but under a policy of economy his services had been dis-

pensed with and the Waterworks Department placed under
the City Engineer. He thereupon entered politics and was
elected an alderman. He also opened an office for the prac-

tice of Consulting Engineering; hence his statements and
opinions regarding engineering matters recei-ved far more
co.isideration from the public than otherwise would have
been the case. The work of the engineering department was
greatly handicapped by this continual fault-finding.

Finally this criticism focused itself upon the construction
of a large concrete arch bridge being built by the city over
the Bow River at Centre Street, and charges were made to

the City Council by this alderman which reflected upon the

ability and good judgment of those connected with the

city engineering department.

The City Engineer was an associate member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, and the local members
of this organization realizing the serious nature of this cri-

ticism took the matter up with him, and after hearing his

side it was the unanimous opinion of those present that anj-

further discussion of these matters in the daily press could
serve no useful purpose and that the local engineering pro-
fession would lose prestige if it was allowed to continue.

Furthermore, it was evident that if the facts were as he
presented them, his reputation as an engineer was being
attacked largely for political purposes. As this was a matter
between engineers, it was felt that it should hi: settled with-
in the profession and that the local branch of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers was the proper l)ody to which tt)

appeal. This would be quite fair as neither party to the con-
troversy was connected with this organization and its mem-
bership was thoroughly representative of the local profes-

sion, as well as containing some of the larger ratepayers of

the city. .\t the same time the attention of the City En-
gineer was called to the fact that if the society could be pre-

vailed upon to take the matter up that he must be prepared
to abide by the findings of that Ijody regardless of the con-

sequences.

With this understanding the whole matter was laid before

the executive board of the local organization.

In the meantime the City Council had ordered the two
commissioners and mayor to investigate the matter and re-

port. The alderman had been prevailed upon to submit the
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verbal charges in writing and the C'ity Engineer re<fucslc(I

to answer tlieni in the same manner.

In the interim between the submission of the charges and

the answers, the executive board of the society unanimously

decided to offer its services gratis to the Board of Com-
missioners to investigate and report on the matter. A set

of resolutions embodying this offer was then drawn and

adopted at a general meeting of the society.

The city accepted the offer and requested the society to

proceed.

Three members of the branch were then selected to act

as a committee to make the investigation.

The meetings were public and held in the committee

room of the council chamber at the City Hall, and the pro-

ceedings recorded by a stenographer furnished by the city.

The alderman preferring the charges refused to appear bc-

for this con)mittee for examination and they had no power
to compel attendance. On the other hand, the City En-

gineer, the engineer in charge of the design and construc-

tion of the l)ridge, and the city chemist, who had charge of

the city testing laboratories, appeared and submitted very

willingly to a thorough examination on the points at issue.

In brief, the charges were as follows:

—

(a) The use of unsuitable re-rolled steel in the structure,

and extravagance in the testing of same.

(b) Neglect or carelessness in not carrying the founda-

tions of the north retaining wall to rock.

(c) h"ailure on the part of the engineering department to

submit the design to a consulting engineer for endorsement.

it having always been understood that such a course would

be followed.

(d) The purchase of unsuitable cable for hoisting pur-

poses during construction at a higher price than that at

which suitable cable could be purchased.

The commissioners assumed the responsibility for (d),

thus relieving the committee from its consideration.

A few extracts from the findings of the committee will

indicate how much foundation there was for these charges:

—

"As the impression conveyed by Aid. 's charges

is that the safety of the whole bridge has been jeopardized

by the use of this reroUed steel, the committee feel that

this report is not complete without a statement as to what

use was made or contemplated to be made of this steel. It

has been used as reinforcement in the construction of the

retaining wall which forms a part of the north abutment.

It has also been used, or is contemplated, as dowels to fur-

nish a bond between successive pourings of concrete in the

river piers and springings. It was also used, or contem-

plated, in the curtain walls of the main piers and pylons of

the river arches and as carrier or spacing rods in various

other parts of the work. With the exception of the retain-

ing walls where its employment has already been covered

by this report, the function of the steel is arbitrary and the

material is subject to no definite stresses. In the pylons, the

curtain walls are a mere architectural effect and have no

structural functions. The steel is used merely to prevent

unsightly cracks due to temperature and shrinkage stresses

and its section is in most cases- far in excess of possible re-

quirements.

The statement has also' been made by Aid. that

because the Centre Street Bridge is larger than the Mission

IJridgc, a better grade of material should be used. This is

not correct. Mere size is no criterion: in fact, the unit

stresses in a large structure may be. and in this ease actu-

ally arc, less than in the smaller ones, and, if anything, a

cheaper grade of material might be used with safety."

"Taking up the charges in order, as hereinbefore out-

lined, the committee submits its opinions:

—

A. The question of unsuitable reinforcing material and

extravagance in testing the same.

1. Cost of testing. The committee are of the opinion that

the cost of testing will not be unreasonable, and that in all

probability it will be less than a similar service performed by
an inspection company,

2. Quality of steel. The committee arc of the opinion

that the use of rerolled steel in certain parts of the structure

was warranted on the grounds of economy and that in view
of the relatively high grade of the material the integrity of

the structure has not suffered in any particular.

B. In the matter of foundations of the north abutment or
retaining wall. The committee arc of the opinion that the

failure of this wall, from the causes outlined by Aid.

is a very remote possibility, and that the wall is safe against

failure from the other possible causes outlined in this report.

The committee are also of the opinion that the additional

cost of carrying this foundation to rock would not be justi-

fied by any extra security so obtained.

C. In the matter of employing consulting opinion. The
committee were unable to find that any suggestion to this

end was ever made by Aid. , or any one else, and they
also find that if the understanding existed, as stated by Aid.

, it was not made public or communicated to the

City Engineer.

The committee further are of the opinion that such a

course was not justified on the grounds of cost.

.\fter carefully reviewing the statements ot Aid. .

the City Engineer's reply thereto, the record of tests of ma-
terial, and the plans of the structure, as well as the work
itself, and the evidence submitted, the committee wish to

state that they can find no reason for the charges and are
unable to understand why they should ever have been made.

The committee understands that Aid. could have
had access to the plans of the structure at any time, as well

as to the stress calculations. .\s his own statement shows,
he had access to the correspondence on file in the engineer's
office, and the committee understand that any further infor-

mation which he might have required would have been cheer-
fully furnished on request.

From the evidence offered it would appear that the deci-

sion to use rerolled steel was submitted to the council and
approved without comment from Aid. In his

statement to the mayor, .Md. quotes portions only
and these not continuous (although his statement would lead

to that conclusion) from a letter to the rolling mills, signed
by the City Engineer (Appendix 1). Had he quoted this

letter in full, together with the reply, the inference would
have been very different from what the portions quoted
would seem to warrant."

The full report of the committee was filed with the city

authorities and with the secretary of the parent society. The
commissioners and the City Conucil adopted the report and
thanked the society for their assistance. The council of the

^
parent society also expressed its approval of the manner in

which the Calgary branch had handled the matter.

The local society has no apology to make for the action
taken. On the other hand, it believes that it has done a valu-
able service to the profession and the public in estahlishinR
this precedent and that if it was more generally understood
that charges reflecting upon the ability of engineers in public
office would have to pass the investigation of the local profes-
sion, that a great deal of unjust criticisim would be avoided
and the public relieved of a large amount of unnecessary
worry.

Sam. G. Porter.

Secretary-Treasurer,

Calgary Branch. Canadian Societv C. E.

Better Times
Building permits in Winnipeg, Man., to date

this year, .exceed by $900,000 those issued during
the same period last year.
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Elevators in Tall Office Buildings

A
General Rules for Their Arrangement — Design and
Operation of Different Types Worthy of Careful Study

subject of considerable importance, but of

which apparently n<jt very much is known
outside of the architect's and designer's

office, is the arrang-ement and knowledge of

operation of elevators in tall buildings. With city

specifications allowing for increased heights in office

buildings, the question of how elevators operate and
their most economical arrangement in the building to

suit existing conditions, we believe should receive

more consideration. The success or failure of a tall

office building depends largely on the efficiency of its

elevator service to accommodate the tenants during
rush hours. No wideawake business man wants an
office flat at the top storey of a high building with
poor elevator accommodation, even if the building is

situated in a desirable business district. It would be
well if more people understood how an elevator oper-

ates ; it might stand them in good stead at a critical

time. Some of the problems of the arrangement of

elevators in tall buildings and a few fundamental
points on the principle of their operation are given
here.

Number Required

Practical experience has evolved two theoretical

methods for determining the number of elevators re-

quired for any building, which in practical use have
given very satisfactory results. The two methods are :

1. Allow one elevator for every 20,000 to 30,000 .sq.

ft. of renting space above the first floor.

2. Allow 1 sq. ft. of elevator floor area to each
1,200 sq. ft. of renting space above the first floor.

The first method is perhaps the better one, as the
number of cars is of more vital importance than the
size of the cars ; for it can be easily seen that two cars

of 30 sq. ft. area each would give better service than
one car with a floor area of 60 sq. ft. The greatest

consideration in determining the number of elevators is

to have enough cars, so that there will always be one
at the ground floor ready to start on the upward trip.

The greater the number of cars the smaller may be the

ratio of the cars to the renting area, as with a large

number of cars the problem of always having a car

at the ground floor solves itself. Where there are
less than six cars the ratio should not fall below the
maximum of 30,000 sq. ft., while if there are ten cars

or over the minimum of 20,000 sq. ft. may be safely

used. The character of the tenancy of the building
must be considered, for a building occupied by doc-
tors, studios, or retail shops, all having many callers,

will require more elevator service than a building oc-

cupied by big industrial companies having but few
callers.

Loca.tion of Elevators
,

The general location (jf the ele\ators must
be determined in relation to the typical floor

plan rather than to the first floor plan, for

here any extravagant use of floor space is multiplied

by the number of floors. The elevators must be easy
of access to all parts of the typical floors, a central

location being the most desirable. However, in many
cases a dark corner or the blank party wall is the

wisest location, as these spaces are of little value for

renting purposes. The bank of cars should be ar-

ranged so as not to divide the typical floor, because

the renting area should be in an open sj^ace in order
that it may be rented to a single tenant. This is

easily accomplished when the ele\ators are on the
blank party wall, but when they are centrally kjcated
greater care is required to i)revent them from dividing
the floor area into two parts which could not l)e used
advantageously by a single tenant. In case both ex-

press and local services are employed the local cars

should be stopped at an intermediate flt>or and space
over them on the upper floors rented.

Freight Elevators

There are three methods for the arrangement of

freight elevators in office buildings. The choice of a
method depends upon the amount of freight that must
be handled and the character and the |)romptness of

the service required. These methods are :

—

1. The most common and the most satisfactory

method is that of having a freight receiving room and
one or more freight elevators at the rear of the build-

ing, with direct access to the alley or receiving court
at the first floor.

2. A more economical method, but a fairly satis-

factory one, is that of ijistalling a separate freight ele-

vator at the rear of the building, but without a re-

ceiving room at any of the fltjors. In this case the
elevator opens directly upon the alley as well as into

the public corridor on the typical floors.

3. A third, and the more economical method, is

that of using one elevator in common for passengers
and for the delivery of freight, which means that no
freight can be delivered during the rush hours, when
the car must be used for ])assengers. Where this sys-

tem is used it is usually necessary to install a lift to

carry freight from the alley to the basement, where
it can be sorted and stored until such an hour as it is

possible to deliver it to the u]jper floors. This type
of installation necessitates the delivery of small pack-
ages which cannot be delayed, as well as the carrying
of the building employes in the passenger cars. Many
tenants object to entering elevators with delivery men
and building employes, so before this system is

adopted the interests of the tenants and the character
of the service to be given themimust be carefully con-
sidered.

Relation of Elevators to Lobby
As already mentioned, the location of the elevators

will be largely determined by the arrangement of the

typical floor, but their relation to the ground floor can-

,not be disregarded. The paramount requirement is

that the elevators be in direct view of a person enter-

ing the building, and they should be as near the en-

trance as their disposition on the typical floor will

allow. The directory board should be so located that

visitors to the building will pass it on their way to the

elevators, but so situated that those standing in front

of it will not block the free passage of others. The
mail box and the cigar stand must also be so placed

that people loitering at either w-ill not interfere with
the free passage to and from the elevators. The en-

trance to the main stairs should be as near the build-

ing entrance as possil)le and always nearer than the

elevators, as any callers to the second flotjr will walk
up and they should not be forced to mingle with or

block those passing to and from the elevators. If in
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;.iiy iaifije buikiin^ there are two entrances tliere .should

not be a hank of elevators at eacli entrance unless the
buildinjf is lar>i;e enough to warrant each l)ank having
at least six cars.,

Arrangement Within the Bank
The manner of arranging the elevators vvittiin the

hank may be classed under f(jur schemes, all of w'lich

may be varied as occasion demands.
1. The most common method is tliat of placing tiie

cars in a line perpendicular to the street. I''xperience

tends to show that this arrangement, when more than
sc\en cars are re(|uired, is not entirely satisfactory, as

with more than this number of cars the distance from
one end of the bank to the other is so great that a

person missing a car at one end is forced to walk too

far to catch a car at the other end.

2. Another arrangement is that of placnig the cars

parallel witii the .street. For a small, shallow build-

ing this tuethod is very satisfactory, but wliere a large

number of cars are ix:(|uired it is subject to tiie same
criticism as tho |)revious scheme, although if the en-

trance corridor meets the elevator lobby opposite the

centre of the bank this objection is overcome.
3. The fau-shajied bank of cars gives excellent re-

sults, but is extravagant of Hoor sjjace. In perhaps no
other scheme are the cars in so direct a view of a per-

son entering the Ijuilding or so ecpially distant from
the entrance.

4. The U-shaped |)lau lias from the pcjint of service

as great advantages as the fan plan, while it has much
greater advantages from the point of economy of

si)ace and the possibilities which it otifers for a good
architectuarl treatment of the lobby. To the writer

this seems to be the ideal arrangement for a bank of*

elevator,s. Upon entering the lobby a person can see

every signal light and upon reaching the open side of

the U he is almost ecpially distant from every car, so

in case of missing the one for which he had started he
lias but a few steps to take to reach any other car.

Design of Grilles and Fronts

The design of elevator fronts is largely a matter of

architectural design, but the various combinations of

materials which may be employed in executing the

design to some extent necessitates certain practical

considerations as effecting the ciflciency of the service,

(lenerally si)eaking these treatments may be classed

under three heads.

1. The first is that in which the entire wall sur-

faces are covered with marble, tile or terra cotta. When
these materials are employed the danger to be avoided

is that deep door reveals or heavy pilasters do not ob-

scure the elevator doors, signal lights and indicators

from the view of a per.son entering the lobby. In

treatment of this sort the signal lights and indicators

should always be outside of the door reveal. When
the bank of elevators is parallel to the street this dan-

ger is not so great.

2. The next method is a combination of materials

already mentioned, with more or less metal grille, in

which case care must again be taken that neither i)ilas-

ters nor colunms i)roject too much. The writer has

known of several instances wlierc it has been neces-

sary, because of the projection of heavy i)ilasters. to

reconstruct and to extend the signal light brackets

;.fter the lobby has been in use for some months. The
same defect and the deepness of the door reveals were
vital factors amonu' those which necessitated the entire

reconstruction of one lobby.

3. .\n all-urillc front is the most desirable, as tlie

contrast of the grille with other parts of the lobby

aids in attracting attention to the elevators and a

grille lends itself readily to a very flat treatment, thus
obviating the dangers of protruding projections of the
wall surfaces.

Experience has shown that the door widths .should

vary but little from 4 ft. ; the doors should always b«
two-f(jld and, if possible, the two folds should slide in

opi)osite directions, b(jth of these items being of mf>re

than temi)orary moment in the speed and .safety with
which the doors can be operated.

The size of the cars will, of course, depend upon
the conditions of each particular problem, l)ut in few-

cases should a car have a floor area under 30 sq. ft. and
seldom shcjuld it be over 50 sq. ft. The cars should
always be wider than they are deep in order to avcid
delay and danger of accident occasioned by passengers
passing one another within the car.

Accessories

It is becoming quite a common practice to iii.stall

wire glass behind elevator grilles. This does not de-
tract from the appearance of a good grille and has two
distinct advantages. The shutting off of the elevator
shafts does away with disagreeable drafts which are
so common in the corridors of large buildings with
open elevator shafts, and the wire glass will often
lower the insurance rate. The gla^^s should be a clear

wire plate, for and -obscure glass is undesirable as the
operator of the elevator should be able to see out from
his car at all floors.

The signal lights and indicators should bc,j)laced
immediately over each d(')or and at a height not greater
than 9 ft. The numerals and hands of the indicator
should contrast in color with the dial, for as elegant
as a polished bronze indicator may be. it is of little

use, particularly when reflections of light strike its

polished surfaces. The simpler the signal lights the
better ; nothing can be more satisfactory than a speri-

cal globe of not less than 7 in. in diameter with differ-

ent colored lights in the upper and lower halves, one
for "downV and one for "up."

The ^all-back bell should be placed at the point
where the elevator starter will be stationed, and the
night bell should be conspicuously located at the end
of the elevator bank which is nearest to the entrance of
the- lobby.

Floors in Cars and Before Doors
The problem of floors in the clevat<irs as well as in

front of the doors in the lobby at each floor is import-
ant for several reasons. A material selected for these
floors must be very durable. It must be non-slipping
and must present a surface which can be easily cleaned
and which will look well when clean. To fulfill these
requirements there seem to be but three materials
which can be used satisfactorily : loose rubber mats,
rubber tile, or cork tile. Loose rubber mats, although
cheaper to install than either of the other materials,
are neither so economical nor satisfactory in the long
run. Rubber tile and cork tile wear well, are easily

cleaned, and require no finished floor under them,
while their non-slipping qualities are good.

Regardless of which one of these materials is used,
a brass angle should be installed at the juncture l>e-

twecn it and the marble or tile floor. The non-.sli;)-

ping surface should run the full length of the elevator
fronts, and not just in front of the doors, as serious
accidents have occurred to peoj>le slipping in making
a short turn onto a marble or tile floor upon le.iving

the elevator.

Types of Elevators

There are two general types of elevators commonly
used in tall buildings, namely, electric and hydraulic.
The mechanism of a hydraulic elevator consists chiefly
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of a cylinder and piston with one or more rods con-
nected to a cross-head, which carry the sheaves, over
which run the lifting^ cables from which the car is

suspended. Water, under pressure, is admitted by
means of suitable valves, which cause the piston to
move from one end of the cylinder to the other and
back again. Motion is transmitted to the elevator car
by means of the sheaves mounted on the cross-head,
which carry a lifting cable. The cylinder may be
either in a vertical position alongside the hatchway
or in a horizontal position in the basement of the build-

ing.

In some cases the valves of a hydraulic elevator
are operated by a hand rope passing through the car
and over small sheaves at the top and bottom of the
building and connected with the main valve in the
basement. By pulling this rope down, the valve is

opened and the car will ascend ; by pulling the rope
up the car is caused to descend. Two balls are at-

tached to this hand rope, one near the top and one
near the bottom, which serve as safety devices. The
balls come in contact with the top or bottom of the
car according as it is going up or down, and being car-

ried along they move the cable, thus actuating the
valve and bringing the car to a stop.

Another type of safety device often employed on
this type of elevator is a set of safety clamps under
the control of a speed limit centrifugal governor which
causes the clamps to grip the guides and thus hold the

car. This safety governor is operated by a small cable
connected with the car and moving with it, which
passes over the sheave pulley of the governor.

Other methods used for manipulating the water
valves are by running ropes and standing ropes, either

of which may be operated by means of a lever or

wheel in the car. These devices operate a small pilot

valve which, when opened, admits water under pres-

sure to a small cylinder with a piston connected to

the main valve stem. This actuates the main valve,

which in turn, by its movement, closes the pilot valve.

The opening of the pilot valve, and therefore the main
valve, is directly proportional to the distance of the

lever in the car from its central position. This central

position is the position in which there is no flow of

water either into or out of the cylinder. Moving the

lever too quickly to a central position .when the car

is moving at a high rate of speed arrests it with a

sudden jerk. The water pressure generally used for

operating hydraulic elevators in ordinary buildings is

from 150 to 200 lbs. per square inch. In high build-

ings where speed service is required, higher pressure
is employed.

Another type of hydraulic elevator is the plunger
type, one in which the car is placed directly on top

of a plunger or piston. A cylinder is set vertically in

the ground under the centre of the car, and the length

of it is slightly greater than the travel of the car. In

this cylinder is a plunger which carries the car. Water,
under pressure, is forced into the cylinder, which lifts

the car and is allowed to run out at the top when
the car descends, so it is always full of water. The
usual diameter of a plunger or such a type is 6^ to 7

inches, and it is constructed of lengths of polished pipe

joined together with an internal sleeve and has its

lower end closed. The top of the cylinder is arranged
with a packing gland through which the plunger works
up and down. Such a type cannot be overbalanced
because the power acts only during the up stroke.

Overbalancing, or having a counterweight heavier

than the car, is employed on electric elevators. It

permits the use of smaller motors. Electric elevators

are ojjerated either by alternate current or direct cur-
rent motors. Current is transmitted to the motor by
an electro-magnetic controller, operated through _ a

switch in the car. The brake on electric elevators may
be either mechanical or electric. In an electro-mag-
netic control the brake is set by a spring or weight
and is released by a solenoid. Limit stops, or lower
limits of travel, are usually buttons or knobs placed
on the shipper rope against which the car strikes and
automatically shuts off the ixnver. Such buttons are
not sufficient protection in themselves. They are apt
to slip or break. The more common form of limit

stop is a gear wheel working loosely in an extension
of the drum shaft. Should the car over-run its limit

either on the up or down trip, jaws on the hub of the
loose gear engage with jaws fastened to the drum
shaft causing the loose wheel to rotate. This sets in

operation the gear, which turns, the shipper sheave,
thereby reversing the motion of the elevator. Con-
siderable power may be wasted in operating electric

elevators by careless handling, that is, in making un-
necessary stops and starts, as the power consumed by
the. starting torque of an electric motor is many times
the power used in normal operation.

Cast Iron in High Speed Engines
In modern high-speed engines cast iron is the only

metal which has proved satisfactory for the construc-
tion of such parts as pistons, piston rings, cylinders,
and liners. The chief requirements are good running
])roperties and resistance to wear. Up to the present
time the mechanical properties have been regarded as
of secondary importance on account of the thickness
of metal used, but in the light of modern tendency
towards the cutting down of weight it is possible' that
stronger irons will be in demand in the near future.

Good running properties and resistance to wear are
often confused by engineers. The two properties are
undoubtedly connected with each other, but they are
not identical, and cast irons are often condemned "be-
cause they do not wear well," when what is feally
meant is that they do not develop good working sur-

faces in use. It is impossible to correlate the wear
with hardness. The internal structure has an im-
portant bearing on the resistance to wear. Cast iron

consists of graphite plates set in a matrix of ferrite,

pearlite, phosphide and cementite, in which ferrite pre-
dominates when the iron is soft and perlite is in ex-
cess when the iron is hard. Microscopic examination
of worn liners shows that pitting has been caused by
the removal of certain grains under the abrasive action
of the rings assisted by the vibratory motion of the
piston. This pitting has often been erroneously as-

cribed to the dislocation of the graphite plates. At
the same time as this dislocating action is taking place,

a kind of polishing in bas-relief is being brought about
by the action of the dislocated powder suspended in

the film of oil. Microscopic examination of worn sur-
faces often reveals the harder phosphide eutectic and
the cementite grains standing in relief without the
action of etching. Further, the continued rubbing ac-
tion gradually converts the surface of the iron into

the vitreous state, when the iron becomes what is

commonly known as "glazed," and it is a well-known
fact that this action may take place to such an extent
that the surface becomes so hard that difficulty is ex-
perienced in filing it.
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Grouting by the Pneumatic Process
An Economical Means of Stopping Leaks in Driving
Tunnels and Sinking Shafts in Water-bearing Ground

IN
tunnelling or sinking shafts grouting has dem-
onstrated its effectiveness and has been the

means of a great saving in the cost and main-
tenance of pumping machinery and in prcjspective

jjrofits. Contractors have lost thousands of dollars in

tunnelling through bad ground when a knowledge of

grouting methods might have been the means of caus-

ing them to adojit such a system and would have saved
them considerably. There are attractive possibilities

f(jr grouting in tunnelling a heading which passes
through water-bearing ground ; but the field is not
confined to tunnels and shafts, there are splendid op-
portunities for it on the solidification of dam sites. To
obtain success with the process, however, a thorough
understanding of and strict attention to all details are

necessary. The process is doomed to failure if en-

trusted to men not familiar with such details. The
following information on grouting in wet ground tun-

nelling, and the methods of filling cavities and cutting

off water flows, is based on the experience of James
F. Sanborn, division engineer of water supply, New
York City, on the Catskill aqueduct, as given by him
in a series of articles in the Engineering Record.

The purpose of grouting is to force a mixture of

sand, cement and water, into the si)ace to be filled.

In view of the importance of securing a thorough job

of grouting and the eliminating of leakage under pres-

sure, careful consideration of the geology of the rock,

the distribution, and the nature of the opening must
be made, and the methods of grouting adjusted to

meet such conditions.

Equipment
Considerations of the best method of drilling and

placing holes for grouting, the proper consistency of

the grout mixture, the best cement to use, what in-

jection pressure should be applied and the best means
of producing and controlling the flow of grout are

among the matters most vital to the success of the

process.

The best equipment to use in any case depends very
much upon the pressure necessary to make the grout
travel, and the consistency of the mix best adapted
to the kind of openings to be filled. If a considerable

yardage of grout is required, an equipment with large

capacity is desirable, while a smaller ([uantity placed
slowly under high pressure may demand a different

equipment to secure the best results.

Grouting is often done by pouring through pipes

arranged in such a way as to secure the necessary pres-

sure. Commonly, however, more pressure than that

afforded by the liead of grout alone is required. The
equipment ordinarily used may be classed as follows:

1. Reciprocating pumps furnishing a continuous
flow with independent means of mixing the grout.

2. Grouting tanks, which are of two classes—(a)

l)addle mixing and air ejecting and (b) air mixing and
air ejecting.

The paddle mixing and air ejecting type of grout
tank has been extensively used on shield-driven tun-
nels and elsewhere. They have many advantages, and
are economical when large quantities of grout are to

be placed, as in grouting dry i)acking. The moving
parts and stuffing boxes, however, wear rapidly, while

the paddles and shaft become coated with grout. .\>

the machines receive vCry little care in a tunnel, they
wear out fast.

In grouting the shafts and pressure tunnels of the

Catskill aqueduct the equipment consisted of tanks
of the Canniff type, in which the grout was mixed, a

batch at a time, and ejected by compressed air power
through a heavy wire-wound high pressure hose, at-

tached by fittings to pipes |)reviously secured in posi-

tion at the point where the grout was to be introduced

;

2-in. or smaller grout pipes and 2^ or 3-in. hose was
commonly used.

The compressed air is made on most contracts by
air compressors of large capacity, which are part of the

plant used while driving the tunnel and furnish air

at pressures from 80 to 100 lbs. per square inch.

Canniff Grout Tank
The chief advantage of the Canniff grout tank is

that it has no moving parts to be cut out by grit, leak

air, and delay the work for repairs, as happens in the

case of pumps. This advantage is greatly in favor of

the grout tank, particularly for tunnel work^ where
the darkness and distance from the shop and supply
room make renewals slow and expensive. The time
lost in making renewals with this tank is very little,

as only the gasket of the door and the valves are liable

to wear. Its compactness and light weight are great
advantages, as the floor space occupied by a tank is

very small, not over 4 square feet. The Canniff tank
is well adapted for handling grout rapidly. As high
as 1,500 batches or 115 cubic yards of grout have been
placed in one day of three shifts by a pair of tanks.

A small force operates the tanks and no high-priced
men are required for repairs or operation. Either rich

or weak grout can be used, and the tank is adapted
for low as well as for very high pressure.

A disadvantage of the Canniff tank is shown when
used for high pressure work, when the grout is dis-

charged very slowly into fine seams, taking a long
time. In such cases the cement has time to settle out
of the mixture and clog the openings. However, as
very thin grout should be used in such cases, the diffi-

culty is not very serious practically.

Care in Operation

Unless great care is taken with any type of grout
tank to shut off the discharge valve, the instant the
last of the grout leaves the tank, an after-blast of air

follows, which has a bad effect in stirring up the grout.
The air tends to collect in the space to be grouted
and is displaced with difficulty by the cement. The
men operating the tanks, however, become very expert
in controlling the discharge. Both the air-mixing tank
and the paddle-mixing tank discharging a single mixed
batch by compressed air pressure, are well adapted
to mixing and discharging a large quantity in a short
time, especially into a large open space which takes •

grout easily. In work requiring high pressure, using
thin neat grout, the results with the Canniff tank are
very good. The grout commonly used is 1 :1, but
grout of a consistency of 1 cement to 2 sand is often
mixed and discharged without trouble.

As in all grouting, for filling large cavities thick
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grout is placed, while for success in filling very fine

seams, exceedingly attenuated mixtures are employed
—5 lbs. of cement and 25 gals, of water in the early

stages of injecting the grout—with the idea that the

water will carry the cement as far as possible into the

fine seams and avoid blocking up close to the drill hole.

This is a very important point if complete success in

the process of shaft sinking is to be attained.

Grouting Car

The grouting car and equipment generally used are

shown in the figure. For the low pressure work two
grout tanks are usually mounted on a car provided

with a platform for handling the cement and sand,

which is emptied directly from the bags into the grout

machine (a bag of sand and a bag of cement to each

batch), although two bags of sand are sometimes used

to each bag of cement in grouting dry packing. The
water is commonly added by hand by means of a bucket

from barrels on the car or from the tunnel invert, al-

though some contractors provide water tanks with an

overflow at a designated height. These water tanks,

of light gauge steel, are mounted on the grout tank

and are emptied by a three-way valve. A belted cen-

trifugal pump keeps a continuous stream of water

circulating to supply the tanks, but does not always

prove as reliable as a small air-driven reciprocating

pump. The sand and cement are transported on flat

cars by the tunnel mules or trolley motors to the grout-

iiThe General Layout of a Movable Grouting Plant in a Tunnel.

ing equipment and handled by hand. It is essential

for the rapidity of low pressure grouting work that

plenty of material be always stacked up on the grout-

ing platform, as the operation is so rapid that the stock

is quickly exhausted unless constantly renewed.

Plant for High Pressure Work
For the low pressure grouting, the air supplied by

the compressors on the surface is usually found ade-

quate, but for high pressure grouting air at 300 lbs.

pressure per square inch is used on account of the high

ground-water pressures, often over 100 lbs. per square

inch being encountered.

The high pressure grouting equipment consists of

a car, smaller than that used in the low pressure

grouting and carrying one or two grouting tanks. The
amount of grout used in the high pressure operation

is only about one-tenth of that placed in the low pres-

sure operation and, furthermore, it takes much longer

to discharge each batch.

In addition to the grout tank, the high pressure

grouting car often carries an air pump or booster

operated by compressed air from the tunnel plant at

100 lbs. pressure, delivering air at 300 lbs. pressure to

the grouting tank. Another grouting tank is common-
ly mounted on the car, but is used only as a receiver

for the high pressure air. As in the low pressure oper-

ation, the grout is discharged through a wire-wound

hose from the tank to the grout pipe set in the concrete
or rock. Each pipe to be grouted is provided with a
nipple and special plug cock to which the hose is at-

tached by a union.

A wet tunnel is always slower and more expensive
to drive than a dry one, as it is more difficult to keep
the men working under a wet roof, and the necessity
of pumping the water is an additional expense.

Filling Cavities

The space over the concrete arch in rock tunnels
cannot be completely filled, as the soft concrete packed
into the key settles away by gravity, leaving a void as
much as 2 or 3 inches high above the concrete arch.
Places where the rock breaks high are filled as com-
pletely as possible, and afterwards completed by in-

jecting grout in the form of mortar. Experience has
shown that this grout is very effective ; no voids of
considerable size are left. Where dry packing is used
in bed ground which requires a support of permanent
steel ribs and lagging, grout is injected to fill the
spaces between the pieces of rock forming the rubble
or Cyclopean concrete.

Drains and drip pans placed between the rock and
the concrete lining to waterproof the soft concrete
against the incoming water from rock seams, is an-
other illustration of that class of cavities of large size

where thick mortar grout is used as a backing for the
concrete. In this case the water is discharged through
weep pipes through the freshly placed concrete to
prevent the water, which is frequently under high pres-

sure, from washing and disintegrating the lining be-
fore it has set. When it is necessary to shut off this

water after the concrete has hardened, grout is in-

jected to fill the drains and pans.
The grouting of large cavities requires the use of

2-inch pipes, through which the grout is injected. They
must be carefully placed to lead the grout to the lower
part of the cavities. Vent pipes leading from the sum-
mits of the cavities are placed during the period of con-
creting to permit the escape of air and water as the
grout is injected. These vents further serve the pur-
pose of telltales to show when the cavity is completely
filled with grout.

For filling cavities of large size, sand and cement
grout in a mixture of one part of each is used, mixed
with a quantity of water just sufficient to produce
a grout not too thick to be easily pumped.

Dry and Wet Cavities

Work of grouting large cavities divides itself under
two heads. First, grouting dry cavities displacing

water; and, second, grouting wet cavities displacing
water. When both wet and dry cavities lie in close

proximity and are connected, the best results are ob-
tained by grouting the dry cavities first and permitting
the grout to set before attempting to fill the wet cavi-

ties. If the wet cavities are grouted first, the water
ordinarily shifts to some near-by. dry cavity, thereby
multiplying the number of wet cavities to be grouted.

Grouting Dry Cavities

When considerable stretches of tunnel are to be
grouted, the usual method is first to grout the space
over the arch and the dry packed stretches, using an
air pressure of about 40 lbs. to the square inch, and,

after this grout has set, to make a second trip through
the tunnel to complete the grouting of any spaces over
the grout first placed and also to grout all pipes and
pans carrying water.

The fitst, or low pressure grouting, employs thick

1:1 sand grout, while the second, or high-pressure
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grouting, cmi)loys only neat cement grout injected

generally under a i)ressure of 300 lbs. to the square
inch. Entirely difYerent methods are used in the two
processes and a special ])!ant is re(|uired in each case.

* Rock Seams
The grouting of rock seams outside of a tunnel

lining is, perhaps', the most difficult type of grouting.
In the first place, it is hard to drill holes which will

give adecptate access of the grout to the rock seams.
In the drilling ojjeration, even though the hole en-
counters the crack in the rock which carries the water,
the pounding action of the drill is liable to calk the
cavity with powdered rock, s(j that when the grout
pressure is applied it will not enter freely,

As a rule, there is a chance to inject grout into
rock seams, and where the chances are ])oor, no definite

rule can be given. The inward leakage is, in a sense,
an index of the amount of grout that can be injected.

For injecting grout into rocks which show a seep-
age, but no considerable flow of water, three arrange-
ments of grout piping are tried.

1. Drilling in enough deep-seated pipes to collect

the water and protect the mortar from washing.

2. Putting in a drip pan with independent additional
deep-seated pipes to the rock seams.

3. Using drip pans alone, grouting them with thin
grout, then draining the pan and filling it with thick
grout to complete the backing.

Experience seemed to indicate that the second
method is a little the best, although in most cases the
third method gives complete satisfactif>n in cutting
off water.

New Department Store at Brantford, Ont.
TI I E cut herewith sh(jws the ground floor plan of

a large department store recently erected in

Brantford, Ont. It was built by W. C. Liv-
ingston on the corner of Queen and Colborne

Streets and has been leased to the E. B. Crompton
Company, Limited.

The store is of steel construction with reinforced
concrete foundations and footings. The exterior walls
are brick with artificial stone window sills and caps
and cast iron cornices and C(jpings. It is four storeys
and a basement high and has main entrances on both
Queen and Colborne Streets. The Colborne Street
entrance has a wrought iron marquise canopy over the
door. The entrance vestibule is approximately 15 feet

square, while the Queen Street vestibule is 16 ft. x

9 ft., both vestibules are tile floored and have double
plate glass doors.

The show window on Colborne Street is 9 ft. wide,
and on Queen Street, 6 ft. wide. The window bays
are finished in hardwood with wood and muranese
glass back, fitted with sliding doors. The "bSys are
lavishly lighted with large units.

The enquiry office is situated at the foot of the
basement stairway in the centre of the store. There
is also in the basement a parcel room, stock and ship-

ping rooms, storage, cloak rooms, and the fuel and
boiler rooms. The whole of the ground floor is taken
up by store space. A 20 ft. mezzanine floor runs around
the end of the building furthest from the Colborne

"-
I
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Street entrance. The cash registers and general offices

are located on this mezzanine floor. The first floor,

with the exception of the rest room over the Colborne
Street entrance, is given over to store space, while a

grill room, dining room and kitchen are located on
the second floor over the Colborne Street entrance. At
the opposite end of the building on the same floor

are public lavatories. The third floor is taken up
entirely by store space. The building is equipped with
both passenger and freight elevator service, besides

having a flight of stairs at the centre of the building."

The store is modernly equipped in regard to lighting,

heating and ventilation. Angus & Angus, -Sudbury,

Ont., were the architects on the building.

New Great Northern Railway Station at

Vancouver, B. C.
MESSRS. Grant, Smith & McDonnell, con-

tractors for the new Great Northern De-
pot now being erected at Vancouver for the

Great Northern Railroad Company, on
April 14 awarded to Palmer Bros. & Henning, the con-

tract of driving over 500 tall piles in the fiUed-in

area of False Creek, lying east of Main Street, to sup-

port the foundations of the new structure. To-day
work on the concrete piers is well advanced, and at the

rate the mixture is being poured it will not be long

before a start is made on the sub-structure. Mr. E. B.

Ford, chief engineer for the Great Northern Company
at VancQUver, has the details well in hand, being as-

sisted by Mr. Fred L. Townley, the Vancouver archi-

tect, whose plans met with the approbation of the man-
agement at St. Paul, Minn. Trade tenders for most
of the sub-contract work have been allotted, and the

material is being assembled so that there may be no
delay in connection with any department.

The new station will occupy a site on Park Lane
300 feet back from Main Street, and will be in line

with the Canadian Northern Railway station, to be
built in the near future. The depot will be a hand-
some structure of two storeys, with the terminal facili-

ties on the main floor and offices above, the material

selected being brick over reinforced construction, with
granite base and terra cotta trimmings and cornice.

The frontage will be 235 feet, with a depth of 54 feet.

The baggage room wing, forming an "L," will extend
back 210 feet, and will be one-storey in height.

The main waiting room, 34 feet high, will have two
entrances from the street and two opening upon the

train concourse, with a carriage entrance at the side.

The room will have a terazzo and marble floor, marble
base and ornamental plaster ceiling. Opening there-

from will be the men's and women's retiring rooms,
toilets, immigrants' room, parcel and news, telegraph
and ticket office, exhibition room, Customs office and

depot master's office, baggage room, mail room and
express rooms.

The passenger concourse will be glass-covered the

full length of the building the width being 25 feet.

There will be eleven sets of tracks, the traiin shed roofs

extending a distance of 700 feet.

Heat will be supjilied from an isolated power plant,

pipes being brought into the main building through a
tunnel. In all probability the electric light plant will

be located in the same building.

Porcupine Good Roads Association
A Good Roads Association has been formed in the

Porcupine district and already a policy has been out-

lined in regard to the treatment of traffic conditions

in and around the gold camp. Acting through this as-

sociation a number of prominent business men in the

Porcupine district will approach the government in

an effort to obtain assistance in improving the ])resent

highways and extending them.

The London Concrete Machinery Company, Lon-
don, Ont., have secured contracts for the following
equipment : City of London, one ^ yard batch mixer
for sidewalks ; Guelph Department of Agriculture, one

34 yard batch mixer and one cement drain tile mach-
ine ; R. H. Barker & Co., Newmarket, Ont., one J4
yard batch mixer ; Schultz Brothers & Co., one 3^ yard
tower hoisting equipment ; Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr Co., of New York, one ^ yard tower hoisting

equipment to be used on construction work in Wind-
sor ; Shawinigan Water & Power Company, one No. 10

London elevated drum paving mixer ; Morrison Bro-
thers, Pense, Sask., one 1/6 yard batch mixer ; city of

Ottawa, one London elevated drum side discharging
batch mixer with rotary delivery spout.

Handsome Building of The Great Northern Railway Under Construction on Reclaimed Area of False Creek Tide Flats, Vancouver, B. C.
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The Benefits of Town Planning
The Need of a Carefully Thought Out Scheme to Provide Go-
operative and Hconomic Conduct of all the Varied Interests.

By W. R. Davidge. F.S.I.

•

BIC1'"()RE entering upon the discu.ssion of accept-

ed town-planning principles, it is well to re-

alize that the term "town planning," embrac-

ing all communities large and small, is a very

luiglish one. In the United States and Canada the

universal description of the same thing is "city plan-

ning," which seems at first even more inappropriate,

until it is remembered that in America a community
may be a "city" even if it has only 500 people in it.

With us the cities of London and Westeminster

and our other cathedral cities are of so ancient a found-

ation that it gives us somewhat of a shock to find that

many of our Colonial towns have springing up around

them scores of such "cities." Melbourne, for instance,

is surrounded with mmierous growing suburbs, nearly

a dozen of which are dignified by the name of "city."

So general has the practice become that, by special en-

actment of the State Oovernment, it is now possible

to adopt the name of "city" as soon as the population

reaches 20,000. The terjn "town planning," however,

fairly correctly describes the methods so far adopted

in England, as contrasted with the expression "town
building" ("stadtebau" or "construction des villes")

prevalent on the Continent. In this country, under the

Act, our effort is principally directed to planning the

land around our towns, and so far the architectural

or "town building" side has hardly been touched. This

variation in nomenclature expresses in another form

the varying ideals and national characteristics of "town

l)lanning" or "city planning" as understood in the vari-

ous countries of the world. It is well that this diverg-

ence of national outlook should be appreciated before

we proceed to discuss "accepted principles, by whom
accepted, where and why accepted." There has in the

last six years been an amazing wealth of literature and

such a mass of reports on various phases of the sub-

ject that it is somewhat difficult to disentangle the ex-

act facts as existent. In Great Britain the creed of

town planning may be expressed briefly as "more air,"

more accessibility, more attractiveness!" or in other

words, health and social well-being, particularly as ap-

plied to the prospective building land around our

towns. In conjunction with this there is at the same
time, so far as private estates are concerned, a very

evident effort, in some cases almost a straining, after

the picturescpie. In modern garden suburbs, equally

with the mediaeval town, the effort after picturesque

features has secured many charming examples, which

are a welcome relief from the drab of the everyday

town.

Municipal surveyors, as a body, fully appreciate the

great possibilities of town planning from the health

and amenity point of view, but so far, at any rate, the

'l)ictures(|ue" is entirely in the i)rovin<-e of the private

owner and his architect, aided or retarded by the jerry

builder. In Paris the desideratum is more often the

si)ectacular or monumental art of "construction des

villes" in the grand manner. In Berlin "der Stadtebau"

represents the same ideal of imposing public buildings

and niotunncntal-looking structures which are in real-

ity tenement dwellings. As a well-known German pro-

Before the Surveyors' Institute, London.

fessor said in 1910 at the Royal Institute of British Ar-
chitects' Conference:—"What we in Berlin try to do
is, at all times and to the utmost of our j)ower, to
impo-se upon the stranger!"

American cities mostly regard city planning fom
one of two ideals, either the "civic centre" ideal or the
"rapid transit" ideal, both of which our American
cousins would describe as "good business proposi-
tions," and business is the keynote of all sound pro-

I)osals.

Colonial towns are, as is well known, mostly laid

out (for the convenience of. the surveyors) on north
and south lines, with all streets at right angles, and,
until quite recently, this tendency has manifested it-

self in the lay-out of practically all towns which have
had to be developed rapidly, generally in the absence
of any special natural features.

It has been necessary in nearly all cases to peg-out
and sell plots of land rapidly, and the Colonial surveyor
in laying out a town has almost unconsciously come to

regard it as "cutting up so many sections," simply and
solely "land jobbing." The idea of a community de-
liberately moulding its own growth to its future needs
has so far hardly been realized.

The Need for Town Planning

One thing that stands out clearly, though, in the
maze of these different national and local character-
istics is the paramount need for some form of town
planning.

W^hether one sets out with the purpose of sweep-
ing away slums or of providing for the future growth

;

whether one is an enthusiast for parks and open spaces,
or merely desirous of the commercial advantages of
rapid transit and business facilities, all nations and
nearly all communities are agreed that, if it is rea-

sonable to plan the alterations to a house that one in-

tends to inhabit, it is still more desirable to plan the
town and its extension ; hence the first general prin-

ciple which we can all accept is the universally recog-
nized need for town planning.

Our first accepted principle, then, is:—A town plan
is necessary.

Following on this, however, must come the recog-
nition that such a town plan is not a stock article, but
must be made to the measure of the district. National
characteristics and aspirations, as we have already
seen, have resulted in widely varying national con-
ceptions on the subject of town planning, and locali-

ties vary as widely in their views as to development,
particularly as to the kind of development which is

suitable for their town. A town's plan must be its own.

From the ])oint of view of protection of property-
owners in residential districts, some form of restraint

as to the location of commercial buildings is clearly

necessary, and, so far as the Act has gone, the consti-

tution of separate areas for factory and commercial
purposes has been carried out without difficulty.

.\s so many of us are aware, however, the real test

of such restrictions will be felt in the next generation.

With the continual growth and prosperity of a town
the commercial area will surely expand, and unless
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adjacent bpace is provided for expansion the business
side of the town will necessarily overflow into the resi-

dential quarters. In all old centres this alteration of
use is continually before our eyes. In New York,
within the last few years, business which formerly
was done in Twenty-third Street has now moved up
as far as Forty-second Street, and an entirely new
shopping district created.

Even in London the one-time quiet residential Han-
over-square is rapidly assuming a commercial charac-
ter, and the once peaceful quiet of Soho Square has
long been broken into by the pickle factory. Such
changes are in the nature of things, and, however hard
and fast the restrictions of a town-planning scheme
may be drawn, it is evident that unless the plan itself

also provides for extension mere legal restrictions will

have no more force than the out-of-date paper restric-

tions of many one-time high-class residential estates,

more honored in the breach than in the observance.
Provision must therefore be made for the gradual

expansion of commercial districts.

The phenomenon of the overflowing of business in-

to the residential areas of a town is constantly before
our eyes, but it is curious to note that in nearly all

towns, no matter how old, the heart of the business
community still has its nucleus in the area of the or-

iginal settlement.

Increased Height of Business Premises

It is the endeavor to crowd as many office buildings

as possible near this commercial centre that has cre-

ated the "skyscrapers" of Lower New York. This
tendency towards increased height of buildings in

commercial centres is equally noticeable in such cities

as Sydney, Melbourne, Winni])eg, Vancouver, and even
in comparatively small cities like Regina. There is

everywhere a tendency to increased height of business
premises.

Control of Building Heights

The New York authorities have given much con-
sideration to the important question of regulating the
height of buildings. In Lower Manhattan there has
for many years been a growing tendency towards the

erection of tall "skyscrapers," mostly office buildings.

The excuse for this has been the limited area available

in the older commercial quarter of the city, but the

real purpose has in many cases probably been for ad-
vertisement purposes. The Woolworth Building at

present easily holds the record.

Limits of Height

The limits of height of buildings in various cities

are at present as under :—
London.—80 feet.

Paris.—In streets less than 40 ft. wide, street width
plus 20 ft. In streets over 40 ft. wide, 58.64 ft. plus J4
(width^K) ft.).

Berlin.—Maximum 72.2 ft. (22 metres).

Boston.—District A. 125 ft., or 2i4 times width of

street. District B, 100 ft., or 1% times width of street.

(Buildings over 80 ft. only allowed on streets over 64
ft. wide.) Special restriction to 70 ft. on blocks ad-

joining State House.
Washington. — Pennsylvania Avenue. — 160 ft.

;

other business streets, 130 ft., or street width plus
20 ft. ; residence streets, 85 ft. ; or streets over 70 ft.

wide, street width minus 10 ft. ; streets 60 ft. to 70 ft..

60 ft. ; streets less than 60 ft., street width.

Other American Cities.—Baltimore, 175 ft.; Chic-

ago, 200 ft.: Los Angeles, 150 ft.; Salt Lake City, 125
ft.: Toronto, 130 ft.

New York.—Limit of height of apartment and tene-
ment houses, lYi times street width.

The New York Commission recommend the limit
of height for all buildings within 100 ft. of Fifth Ave-
nue to be 125 ft., and that the general restriction for
residential districts should be Ij^ times street width,
i.e., for 60-ft. streets height would be 90 ft., and for
business streets twice street width with maximum of
300 ft. A number of American cities, including Balti-
more, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, and Los Angeles, have
in recent years established separate residential and
industrial districts.

Trade Facilities

The provision of efficient and up-to-date means of
transit is one of the most important items in the de-
velopment of towns ; yet, strange as it may appear,
this all essential detail is omitted from the calcula-
tions of many would-be town-planners.

In America, where distances are so immense, the
transit question inevitably bulks largely, but especi-
ally in recent years American towns have given more
and more attention to the problem of the quick distri-

bution of passengers from the outlying districts to and
from the central or business portions of a town.

"Rapid transit" is therefore one of the first con-
siderations of our American cousins in considering the
problem of town development, and it is indeed, strange
that we in this country are only dimly beginning to
realize this in our struggles after new and improved
arterial roads. Main roads and motor traffic are, how-
ever, only one part of the problem, and in America
many experts are giving their attention to the solution
of the tran.sit problem as a whole.

It is naturally found that property in the neighbor-
hood of a "rapid transit line" develops more rapidly
than other parts of the town, and if only one such line

exists it will naturally absorb the greater jjart of the
normal growth of the town.

The question of the amount of traffic to ju.stifv tlie

construction of a tube railway or tramway subway
will depend upon local geographical and commercial
conditions, but it is a curious fact that, so far as this

country is concerned, no town with a population of less

than half a million has ventured to introduce a tube
railway or electric "rapid transit" line.

Arterial Roads
For many people town planning begins and ends

with the planning of roads, and there can be no gain-
saying that the main roads into and out of a town are
the skeleton on which the plan will hang together.
They may, in some instances, be the "bone of conten-
tion," but all will be in agreement with the general
principle of fixing the routes needed for new main
roads, including, of course, reasonable circumferential
and cross-roads. The routes for arterial roads should
be laid down at an early stage in the town plan, and
definitely secured or sterilized from other uses.

Roads and Road Widths
Much discussion and many conferences during the

past six years have taken place on the question of

road widths and construction, especially perhaps as

to the allocation of space for various classes of traffic.

The general principles arrived at may, I think, be
reasonably summarized as follows :

—

To secure easy and rapid transit

—

(1) Classification of roads is desirable.

(2) Provision for fast and slow traffic (fast traffic
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should not have to slow up for cross-traffic), and sep-

arate tracks for tramways.
(3) Sufficient width of roadway for the traffic, but

not too wide to be maintained.

(4) Sufficient widtli between buildings for all future

l)urposes.

To secure the amenity of the highway

—

(1) Good view.s from the road—preserving view
points.

(2) Good views of the road—trees, but not too
thickly planted.

(3) Pleasant walks alongside the road—grass and
trees where possible.

(4) Pleasant halts by the way—an occasional vil-

lage green or open space.

It should be borne in mind that estate develop-
ment is not necessarily an object of main roads.

And in the lay-out of estates the principles laid

down in my paper at this Institution six years ago still

hold good, viz. :

—

(1) Main routes must take the direction required
by the traffic and C(jntour of the ground.

(2) Geometrical planning is not necessarily satis-

factory.

(3) Long straight streets, when adopted, should
have a definite motive.

(4) Slight curves or irregularities in frontage lines

and building lines may often be adopted with ad-

vantage.

(5) Line of sight should in most cases be restricted

within reasonable limits.

Relaxation of By-laws

A very important point on which most people are

now agreed is, that, while it is desirable to have a

mininunn distance between the building lines, a hard-

and-fast by-law width is undesirable whether it be

40 ft. or 50 ft. (or 66 ft. as in the Colonies).

The power to fix building lines is important.

The width of macadam or roadway paving provided

should be dictated by the use to which the street is put.

In residential streets the remaining width available

may reasonably be devoted to grass margins and tree

planting.

Compulsory Town Planning

.\nother ])oint which has been 'much discussed is

as to the desirability or possibility of making town
planning compul.sory, and it is probable that all will

be agreed that the time has not yet come for com-
pulsory town planning.

In Massachusetts and other States the appointment
of a town-planning board is compulsory for all towns
with a population of over 10,000. In Canada the Nova
Scotia Town Planning Act, passed in April. 1915,

makes town planning compulsory for the whole of

Nova Scotia, and this experiment will be watched
with interest.

Progress in the Colonies and India

The other Canadian provinces which have adopted

special town planning Acts are New Brunswick and
Alberta in 1912. It is probable that the remaining
provinces will shortly follow suit, and the same may
be said of the various Australian States and the New
Zealand Government. In liulia the Bombay Govern-
ment has already led the way in this respect.

American Ideals

American city planning may be divided into four

phases :

—

(1) Rapid transit (already touched upon), which
may be described as the engineer's ideal.

(2) The civic centre, which may be described as the
architect's ideal.

(3) The provision of diagonal avenues and park-
ways.

(4) The provision and linking up of parks, and the
scientific distribution of children's playgrounds.

The Civic Centre

The value of magnificent monumental buildings, in
encouraging a sense of civic pride, is everywhere ap-
preciated, and this, no doubt, is the reason for the
American thirst for civic centres. The idea of an ar-
chitectural conception or ideal, however, is unfortun-
ately in most cases limited to monumental enterprises
of this type which are little likely to be carried into
effect, and the cost of which would be almost pro-
hibitive. It is strange that such an eminently practic-
al people as the American should devote so large a
portion of their "city planning" programme to the pro-
vision of these costly civic centres, while allowing
miles on miles of rectangular blocks and hundreds
of five-storey tenements to be built in all directions
without a murmur. Business centres and subsidiary
centres will nevertheless form themselves in every
town.

Diagonal Avenues and Parkways

It is a remarkable commentary on the rectangular
block system of development everywhereto be found
in the United States that, almost without exception,
planning commissions are reporting in favor of the
construction of new diagonal avenues across the rec-
tangular system to provide access in a radial direction
to and from the centre or business portion of the vari-
ous cities.

The rectangular system of lay-out has generally
proved quite satisfactory so long as the town remains
of limited size, but once the town develops beyond
the original square mile or so .some form of diagonal
communication becomes a necessity, and the improve-
ment plans that are being prepared by practically all

American cities are realizing this essential point. Phil-
adelphia has already spent some millions on the Fair-
mount Parkway," which is nothing more or less than
a diagonal of this description. The improvement plans
of Brooklyn and scores of other cities in the States,
and even so far afield as Santiago in Chili, all show
the now generally appreciated need for diagonal routes.

The Linking-up of Parks

The linking-up of parks by a system of parkways
or tree-lined avenues is also a well-recognized part of
American city planning.

The South Park system of Chicago is an excellent
example of what can be done in this direction : but
Minneapolis, Kansas City, and many others, are all

examples of the same tendency. In fact, there is a
danger that the new fashion of city will be almost as
stereotyped as the old.

Provision of New Parks

The need for parks in the outskirts to provide for
the growth which must come is everywhere realized,
and during the last few years there has grown up a
system of acquiring such parks for the public by means
of a special rate or levy made by the Park Commis-
sioners on all land in the neighborhood, the value of
which will be improved by the presence of the park.
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In this way many large areas have already been se-

cured at Kansas City, Minneapolis, and elsewhere at

little or no direct cost to the ratepayers, and it has
been found in practice that the betterment in value

of the property in the neighborhood of the park more
than recoups the owners for the small special rate they
are asked to pay.

We may well ask ourselves whether we should not
now be securing further and larger breathing spaces

around the built-up area of all our large towns, and
we might ])erhaps at the same time take a leaf out of

modern American practice in order to relieve the rate-

payers from any unnecessary burden.

The Preservation of River Banks and View-points

In America it is now a well-recognized practice

that river banks and valleys should as far as possible

be preserved for park purposes, and that view-points

and hill-tops should be similarly preserved.

Such a course is desirable not only from the point

of view of amenity, but to secure the stream from con-

tamination, and, at the same time, utilize land which
in ordinary circumstances would be unsuitable for

building purposes.

Street Planting

Not only is it necessary to preserve the hill-tops

and valleys and other natural beauties, but as far as

possible the amenities of town life. In most communi-
ties there is a considerable proportion of the popula-

tion which enjoys reducing everything to a dull level

of ugliness, and seems almost to take a delight in re-

moving everything in the nature of a tree or shrub.

The maintenance of trees and grass is always a

troublesome question in England, especially in the

neighborhood of our manufacturing centres ; but in

AmerJca, although they have ecjually busy manufac-
turing districts, it seems quite easy to dis])ense with

forecourt fences and to throw open stretches of green-

sward right up to the house itself. Such a town as

Rochester, N. Y., or Detroit, Mich., for instance, where
thousands of motor cars are manufactured every year,

despite the absence of fences there is abundance of

grass and trees, and nothing can surpass such towns
as Los Angeles and other towns of the West and Mid-
dle West in this respect.

The, way in which trees are ruthlessly cut down
in this country whenever an estate is developed still

leaves room for education, and the same process of

destruction takes place wherever our countrymen set-

tle. It would be a good thing if a license had to be
obtained from the local authority before cutting down
any tree of over twenty years' growth, but this is a

reform which has yet to come.

Control of Advertising Hoardings, etc.

The control of street advertisements and hoard-

ings comes within the powers given under the Town
Planning Act, and here, too, public opinion is coming
round to the view that advertisements need not neces-

sarily be ugly.

They very often are, it is true ; but this is more
often due to want of thought than deliberate inten-

tion to oflfend. Too often the landscape along our rail-

way routes and main roads is stamped for ever in our
memories with "Pott's Pink Pills" or "Biles' BiHous
Beans," writ large in the foreground. Such monstrosi-

ties ought for ever to consign these goods to perdi-

tion, but short of this all such advertisements should

be subject to annual license by the local authority and
a good license fee per square foot.

The establishment of tentative experiments in civic

survey work for particular areas has revealed to some
extent the mass of preliminary information and statis-

tical data necessary to a full understanding of the

problem. In few, if any, cases is it possible for a man
to grasp the details of the many-sided issues which
beset the problem of town planning, and the civic sur-

vey is an attempt to bring together and collate the

whole of the available information in a graphic form
which will appeal not only to the professional town-
planner, but to the members of municipal councils and
others who often have not the time to properly study
the problems affecting their town.

The heads under which such information is most
profitably grouped may be taken as:

—

(1) The site: (a) topography; (b) history.

(2) The industries: (c) growth of commerce; (d)

causes and direction of growth.

(3) The transit: (e) traffic requirements—origin

and directions
;

(f ) water traffic, railway traffic, road
traffic.

(4) The enjoyment of life: (g) health requirements,

water, sanitation, fire prevention; (h) amenities, archi-

tecture, parks, and playgrounds.
And last, but not least :

—

(5) Financial considerations: (i) land value and
property: (j) rating, taxation, and loans.

It may seem to some that this covers almost as

wide a field as the examinations of the Surveyors' In-

stitution. If so, it is a tribute to the skill and fore-

thought of those who have planned the Institution's

examinations to embrace the many-sided activities of

our many-sided profession.

Conclusion

In matters of town planning, however, we must
realize that to foresee and provide for the whole future

growth of our towns is not one man's job, but many.

Every profession and every business has a right to

be heard, and the plan itself must be the result of

whole-hearted co-operation between the surveyor, the

engineer, and the architect.

In the town plan an attractive site is of little good
without proper means of communication and efficient

buildings.

The most perfect of communications by rail, by
road, or by water will be unsatisfactory unless the site

is wisely chosen, properly surveyed, properly drained,

and properly built.

The most attractive design or grouping of buildings

will be of no avail unless the site is first of all suitable,

the roads are properly graded, and the means of com-
munication the very best that can be obtained.

Co-operation, therefore, between the professions is

necessary from the earliest stages of a town-planning

scheme, and so far as this Institution is concerned we
can rely upon its willingness to do its share in co-oper-

ation with the architect and the engineer in the im-

portant work of planning the future of our towns."

Smoke Consumers in Sherbrooke

The Sherbrooke, Que., city council has passed a

by-law making it compulsory for all manufacturing

plants using soft coal to install smoke consumers. As
there are some twenty such jilants in the city which

must comply with this by-law, manufacturers of smoke
consumers will do well to cover this field.
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The Manufacture of Portland Cement
What Portland Cement is, and a Description of the

Different Processes Followed in its Production

is from the l.ehifili Valley argillaceous limestone
which contains rather more clay than is required for

a correct mixture. To this a small amount of pure
limestone, usually 10 to 20 per cent., is added, to bring
the mixture up to the necessary percentage of calcium
carl)onate required in the manufacture.

It will tiius be seen that, given chalk and clay in

approximate proportions of 3 to 1, or lime with silica

and alumina in any other form, it is of the first im-
portance that tiiesc materials shall be treated with a
full .knowledge of the all-important chemical and me-
chanical operations of combining them, which alone
can secure the manufacture of a reliable product.

The preliminary mechanical blending of the raw
materials for the manufacture of Portland cement is a
stage requiring the utmost technical skill, for the thor-
oughness of the process primarily determines the
quality of the resulting cement, and if the manufac-
turer is to turn out a product of reliable quality, the
scientific supervision of this I)ranch of the manufac-
ture is of paramount imi)ortance.

The first conditions of any method of pre|)aring

raw materials for Portland cement manufacture are.

that they shall be (1) correctly proportioned, (2) very
finely comminuted, and (3) thoroughly mixed.

The proportions of chalk and clay must be kept to

a standard as close as possible to the ascertained
analysis, work which, at the present time, in the most
successful cement works, is carried out under the
supervision of the works chemists.

It is firstly essential that extreme care should be
exercised in obtaining the correct proportions of the
chalk and clay, or whatever other raw materials may
be used in the process, so that the resultant mixture
may be relied upon to contain the exact chemical con-
stituents necessary for the manufacture of a thorough-
ly sound cement ; for, if the raw materials are not
mixed in this proper proportion, nothing can be done
later to correct it, and the re.sult will be an inferior
product.

The proportion of the ingredients is governed bv
continuous laboratory checking of the raw materials
as they are quarried, and this testing by the works
chemists goes on night and day or as long as the
manufacture is proceeding.

Processes of Mixing
There are two principal methods of mixing the raw

materials: namely, firstly, by the "Wet Process," ap-
plicable mainly, though not solely, to soft materials,
the correct quantities of the raw ingredients being
ground and mixed by the aid of a considerable amount
of water. Secondly, the "Dry Process." in which the
perfectly dry materials are sjround together to an im-
palpable powder or "flour." and subsequently mixed
to correct chemical proportions.

The wet process of mixing the raw materials is par-
ticularly adapted to such materials as are easily disin-
tegrated by the addition of water. Hy this process the
chalk, as quarried, and clay, are weii:hed into what is

called a "washmill." where a large amount of water is

added. The wash-mill is a circular brick-lined pit.

some IF' feet or more in diameter, and 5 feet deep. In
the centre of this pit is a concrete or brick pier carry-
ing a vertical shaft driven through a crown-wheel and
pinion. The vertical shaft carries a circular frame-

Tl 1
1', field of I'ortland cement has become so

broad, with its applications to foundations, for-

tilications, bridges. Ijrcakwaters, docks, canals,

reservoirs, dams, buildings, sewers, silos,

streets, in fact almost every other field of construc-
tional endeavor, and works of remarkaljle neatness

and durability have 1)cen executed, yet there are a

);reat many builders and contractors who, when asked
how i'ortland cement is made, show a hesitancy that

denotes ignorance. Mr. A. C. Davis, F.C.S., As.soc.

Inst., in a paper before the Institute of Civil lingi-

neers, Ireland, gives a good descri])tion of the manu-
facture of Portland cement. The following is ab-

stracted from his paper :

—

What Portland Cement Is

Portland cement is a chemical i)roduct obtained by
the preliminary mechanical combination of carbonate
of lime with silica and alumina, and which after pass-

ing through the succeeding stages of manufacture be-

comes a mixture of silicates and aluminates of lime.

Portland cement can be produced from any raw
materials containing constituents capable of yielding,

by calcination of silicates and aluminates (jf lime

which form its chief components and the necessary
constituents of these raw materials are lime, silica,

and alumina. .Small additions of iron oxide are desir-

able for fluxing these materials.

The raw materials, therefore, used for the manu-
facture are carbonate of lime, usually in the form of

chalk or limestone, and silica and alumina, usually in

the combined form of shale or clay. The two materials

for the necessary combination indispensable for the

manufacture of cement are not always found ujion the

same site.

The suitability of locality depends upon the man-
ner of the occurrence of these requisites, the location

of the deposit with respect to the cement-consuming
market and the fuel supplies, for since with every ton

of cement manufactured there will be used half-a-ton

of coal, the location of the factory in regard to cheap
fuel supplies is quite an important factor.

If it were at all possible to find a geological forma-
tion of uniform composition containing exactly the

right amount of naturally mixed chalk and clay, Port-

land cement could be made from it by the cheap and
simple method of merely burning lumps of the material

as quarried, and grinding the resultant materials, but

since such a material has not been discovered, this

method of maiutfacture is hardly practicable, for a

variation of even one per cent, of the proportion of

carbonate of lime in the raw materials, to say nothing
of the irregular composition -of the other ingredients,

is sufficient to destroy the reliable quality of the re-

sultant cement.
In manufacturing Portland cement, however, car-

bonate of lime and clay, or other argillaceous material,

are first efficiently and accurately amalgamated in cer-

tain fixed proportions, either with the addition of

water to the raw materials, or liv the fine grinding
and mixing of the same in their dry state.

The composition of a prepared mixture of these

raw materials should be roughly three parts of chalk
or calcareous constituent to one of clay or argillaceous

constituent.

In the United States most of the cement produced
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work, from which are suspended harrows fitted with furnaces are sometimes arranged to rotary dryers for
steel tines. The passage of these tines through the the external heating of the drum,
chalk and clay suspended in water tends to break up
the lumps and convert the mixture into a liquid of ^"T^ Grinding and Mixing
thick creamy consistency, which is kept in the mill The raw materials after being crushed and dried
until it is fine enough to pass the screens covering the must then be reduced to an extremely fine powder or
outlet ports. The product of the wa.sh-mill is termed "flour" by such ])Iant as is ada])ted for clinker grind-
slurry or slip. iiig. and then are carefully and thoroughly mixed to

In some instances the further reduction of the raw ^^^ proper chemical proportions before being con-

materials is efifected in wash-mills alone, while with ^^^£,^.^0 ^^e kilns for burning.

some harder materials it is necessary for the slurry to ^ "'^ ary process of manufacture has been employed
be treated finally in the tube-mill. where the raw materials cannot be sati.sfactorily re-

„, , , ,, ,
• , ^o duced by wash-mill plant.

Slurry from a wash-mill plant contains about 42 i„ United States and Canada the dry process is
per cent, of water, and leaves a residue of less than five o-enerally adopted
per cent, of its solid constituents on a seive of 32,400

meshes per square inch. Preparing Raw Materials

The tube-mill, as used for wet grinding, consists of It will be seen, therefore, that in preparing the raw
a drum (about 20 feet long and 6 ifeet diameter) made materials for the manufacture of cement, the chaik
of steel, and protected against wear and tear by renew- and clay, or other materials of similar composition
able cast-iron plates. The drum is nearly half full of must first be reduced to the utmost fineness, either by
flint stones, and its interior is easy of access through the addition of water or by dry grinding, either of

manholes. The raw mixture, previously reduced by which processes bfeaks down the cohesion between
the wash-mill, flows through a hollow journal into the the particles, and leaves the material in a very fine'.y

grinding drum, which slowly revolves. After being divided state, the physical properties of the respective

thoroughly ground by the flint stones, the material is materials to be dealt with generally determining which
discharged through the hollow journal at the opposite method of reduction is to be adopted.

^" "
, . . , ,

Final Composition of Raw Materials
In the latest practice the wet process is somewhat ivt , , ^r ,, , ^ .

,

modified to allow of harder materials than chalk and ,u,^JlZ' !^^t I'
P'epared raw materials pass to

clav being treated thereby. This modification is
'^e next .stage m the manufacture-that of burning-

known as the "Thick Slurry" process, and the raw Sfn.H^'^ ^.Ti A ^7 "^^'flf "^'l^'^'V' f,"'"
materials are first of all crushed to a size not exceed- Sni.H Tn^ ^K

tests and the carbonate of lime

ing a 2-inch cube, then passed into a mill of the ball- fci'\l\ . .V^ I 'T"^' u'u"'^' ^""^^'l
mill type-i.e., a revolving drum containing steel balls ,te

' InHtv Kn^^t'"' ^^.'^^^^i.T
.''^ ^''

.""^u*^^
up to 5 inches in diameter, together with a stream of ttZTj^^ f 1

P'-od"ce the best cement. This

water. The partially ground slurry issuing from the ?.I '^^ ^
. .1

''"""'
"^'-''-^ T '^'^t-^'"'

''''''^'

ball mill is Ihen treafed by a tube-mill, where the lZZi?nfl"!^lT7 ^7'°/'"' "rmations contri-

final reduction occurs. n 7^^nlr len^ nf ^Vl^
'

':,"i-

™"Shly, a combination
,,„, ... „ .

, , ,- . r ,
of /.I per cent, of chalk and 25 per cent, of clay will

Thick slurry contains about 3s per cent, of water produce a cement of good qualitv. If any carelessness
and is usually even more finely ground than wash- jg permitted in the mixing process, the results are
mill slurry. likely to be disappointing, for when the proportion of

Dry Process clay runs too high (or, say. the percentage of lime ear-

In the drv process method of deaHng with the raw bonate falls below 75) a compound is obtained which,

materials for cement manufacture, the calcareous and j" the burning process, will fuse at a temperature

argillaceous materials, of whatever substances they 'ower than that required for the production of sound

may be composed, have first to be dried after passing ^'•"'^'^r-
^""'^ rendering it comparatively useless. On

the pfeliminary crushing machinery. The dryers t"e other hand, an excess of chalk (above, say, 77 per

often take the shape of expensively constructed brick- cent.) will allow a mixture to sustain the highest tem-

work kilns, but, with the more general adoption of Perature in the kiln without risk of fusion, but the re-

the dry process of manufacture, little time was lost in sultant clinker would be of doubtful quality because

inventing a less costly and more efficient plant which o' '^s high-hming or expansive tendencies when
could also be worked at a much reduced labor cost. ground tor cement.

The dryers now usually employed, therefore, in the Again, a variation in the amount of carbonate of

most modern plants, consist of revolving cylinders "™c, even to one-half per cent., is found to alter ap-

some 30 or 50 feet in length, and about 4 feet in dia- preciably the tensile .strength of a cement—namely,
meter. These rotary drying drums, as they are termed ']'"'? '""^ increasing the strength, and low lime pro-

are supported on steel tyres, resting on heavy friction n"cing cement of little strength,

rolls, and the drums are rotated when in use at a Analysis of Mixed Raw Materials

speed approximating two revolutions per minute, and ,

The chemically mixed raw materials prepared in

are usually set with an inclination of about one-half the ordmarv course of manufacture may. therefore,

inch per foot.
analy.se in this way :—

The raw materials after passing the crushing rolls ai • A' '-j
)

are introduced into the upper end of the dryers, and Alumina and Oxide of Iron .... 6.5 V Clay.

are immediately caught by cascading channels fitted
Undetermined I

inside the drums, which lift and drop the crushed raw Carbonate of Lime 75.5 1

materials as the drum revolves, and present them to Carbonate of Magnesia 1.0 )

Chalk.

the hot gases passing through the drums in the op- From such a material, if properlv treated in the
posite direction to the way the materials are traveling further stages of manufacture, a good commercial ce-
to the lower or outlet end. The waste heat from the ment, testing at least 600 lbs per square inch in seven
kilns is thus employed for drying purposes ; or, again, days, should be produced. The raw materials after
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combination arc then carefully mixed and proved be-

fore proceedinfj with the manufacture.

Burning or Calcining

The next staji^e in the maiuifacture of Portland ce-

ment, followinfi' the scientific and mechanical pre()ara-

tion of the raw material, is that of burninj^ at a hif^h

tcm|)eraturc, or calciiiinj^, the raw product to the ])oint

of sli<{ht vitrification, resulting^ in what is commonly
called a cement "clinker."

In the raw materials it will be observed that there
is no combination between the carbonate of lime on
the one hand, and the silicate of alumina on the other
hand ; in the conversion of the prepared raw materials
into cement clinker by burning, the silica and alumina
of the clay immediately enter into combination with
the lime, thus forminj; calcium silicates and alumin-
ates. These compounds are the important constituents
of a Portland cement, and fijive to it, when combined
in their proper proportions, it.s hydraulic properties.

None of the cements of commerce, however, are made
up wholly of these three inj^redients, for the raw ma-
terials from which cement is made are never quite

pure. It has been found, for instance, that iron oxide
behaves, in burning; a mixture, the same as alumina,
and that a good cement could be made in which all

the alumina was replaced by iron oxide, but the essen-

tial elements of a s;ood cement are that it shall con-

tain at least the necessary amount of silica and lime.

Heat Regulation

The calciuinj; process is a piuely chemical one, and
it is a stage of the manufacture involving great respon-
sibility, for, just as in the |)rimary blending of the

chalk and clay, a faulty mixing can make or mar the

(|uality of the cement, so can the deficient burning of

the material destroy all that is valuable in the finished

product. If the heat be not sufficient, the necessary
chemical changes do not take place, and a similar un-
satisfactory result is obtained.

The proper degree of burning is indicated by the

formation of a dense greenish-black clinker when com-
ing from the kilns. Light-burned clinker is yellow and
soft, while overburncd clinker is fused and slag-like.

Thermometric measurements made during the process

of calcination show that for normal Portland cement
burning, a temperature is required in the kiln amount-
ing to about 1,400° Ontigrade, or 2,.=>00° Fahrenheit.

Tlie temperature is variable, according to the percent-

age of carbonate of lime cont.iined in the raw materials

—namelv, the higher the proportion of lime the higher

the temperature which is necessary to produce com-
plete diffusion in combination with silica. Iron oxide

also has the effect of reducing the clinkering tempera-
ture.

Types of Kilns

The kilns for burning the raw materials are con-

structed for either an "intermittent" or "continuous"
process. The intermittent kilns now generally adopted
are those employed in the wet process, and are of

such a design that the burning necessitates distinct
' loading and drawing operations, giving intermittent

working, and demanding the complete cessation of the

burning process during the drawing operation.

In the continuous kilns, the burning of the raw ma-
terial proceeds without a break, and the drawing of a

clinker takes place at the same time wit!iout inter-

ruption, thus making a continuous process.

Ct)Utiiuious kilns are generally costly to construct

and require skilled labor for their operation. They
are economical in fuel, and where they are used tiie

calcining processes are much more regular, and the
cement is of better quality.

In the category of continuous kilns we come to
the process of burning by the "rotary" kiln, which is

the most modern appliance for calcination. The manu-
facture t)i cement by the rotary kiln may be said to
have revolutionized the industry, and this method of
burning the raw materials is, perhaps, the most .scien-

tific and practical invention that has been introduced
into the manufacture since Portland cement was first

known. Although the u.se of this kiln is a technical
and expensive process, involving heavy capital outlay
and high cost of production and continual upkeep,
there is nothing yet in sight to outclass this invention
in the manufacture of Portland cement.

.Although the rotary kiln was the subject of much
doubt and prejudice when first introduced, it is safe
to say that no new cement factory would be erected
at the present day without a rotary kiln. The rotary
kiln consists of a slightly inclined steel or wrought-
iron cylinder, usually from 100 to 200 feet in length,
and 6 to 9 feet in diameter, and is inclined to the hori-
zontal at about 1 in 30. The size of the kiln within
these limits determines the quantity of the output—

a

rotary kiln 200 feet long, and 9 feet in diameter, pro-
ducing some 1,200 tons of clinker a week, with night
and dav running. The rotary kiln is lined with radial
firebricks, some 9 in. in thickness, and the long cylin-
der is mounted on tyres running on rollers, and is

slowly rotated by gearing.

Rotary Process of Burning
The cement-making materials are continuously

fed into the kiln through a pipe at the upper
end in the form of either liquid mud (slurry)
or dry powder, according to the process adopted
in preparing and mixing the raw materials.
Finely ground coal is almost always used as fuel, and

'

this is introduced into the lower or outlet end bv a
jet of air issuing from a blast fan.

When the kiln is started the fine coal* is ignited,
and after a time a white heat is obtained in the lower
end of the cylinder. The raw material is then fed into
the kiln, and, as it gradually descends into the zone
of heat generated by the perfect combustion of the
finely ground coal fed into the cylinder from the oppo-
site end it parts with its carbonic acid, forms little

balls which reach nearly a white heat in the lower
third of the kiln, and finally issues at the lower end as
well-burned clinker in grains about the size of a large
pea. The greatest heat is naturally near the fuel-jet,

or outlet end of the kiln.

The operation of calcining is a continuous one. and
with proper care under or over burning may be
avoided. The hot clinker is cooled by passing through
rotary cooling drums similar in construction to the
rotary kiln but much smaller in size.

Cooling Drums
The cooling drums now generally in use in

the country are placed at the lower end of the
kiln, and receive the hot clinker as it drops finally
from the kiln. The coolers generally consist of tubes
.some 40 feet long and 4 feet in diameter, containing
cascading channels for lifting and dropping the hot
clinker as the coolers rotate, thus presenting it to the
cold air passing through -the cooler on its way to the
kiln. The coolers rotate at a .somewhat higher speed
than the furnace tube, and by the air for the latter
being drawn through the red-hot clinker a fair pro-
portion of the otherwise lost heat is retained and uti-
lised. When the clinker passes from the coolers it is
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quite cold enough to handle, and to pass to the further

process of grinding into powder.

The first stage in the reduction of the
clinker is generally carried out by an ordinary
stone-breaker or crusher, or by rolls, which reduce any
large lumps to sizes from about -j^-inch cube down to

coarse dust, and after this operation the clinker is con-
veyed to the fine grinding machinery.

In modern works the preliminary grinding of ce-

ment clinker is carried out by the ball-mill, and from
this mill the coarselv ground material is conducted to

a tube-mill which finishes the fine grinding previous

to storing the cement. The ball-mill consists of a

cylindrical grinding drum, mounted on a steel shaft

running through it, and provided with a tightly-closed

sheet-iron casing. The grinding drum is composed of

overlapping steel grinding plates, in one-half of which
are holes for the ground material to find its way
through to the fine sieves externally surrounding the

drum, and through which the somewhat coarsely

ground cement passes and is conveyed to the tube-

mills for finer grinding. The crushing action of the

ball-mill is caused by the revolving- of the drum, which
contains a number of steel balls of various sizes be-

tween which the clinker is crushed and pulverized.

For the finishin"- process—the fine grinding proper

—the tube-mill is employed, which p-rinds by means of

the round flint stones or steel pellets contained within

it.

The tube-mill consists of a wrought iron revolving

cylinder, with hollowed out pivots at both the feed and
delivery Ijearings. and is about one-half full of

rounded flint stone, for other grinding medium. The
coarselv ground cement is fed from the ball-mill into

one end of the tube-mill, and the rotary action of this

mill, similarly to the ball-mill, finely pulverizes the

cement as it passes through the falling flint stones to

the delivery end.

The finished cement is ground sufiiciently fine to

pass through a 180 x 160 mesh sieve with about 10

per cent.' residue, and finer grinding can be readily

accomplished by the manufacturer if necessary ; but

this means a reduced output from the plant.

From the grinding mills the cement is conveyed
into the stores, and after it has cooled down the ma-
terial is ready for loading out at the factory.

New Substation of the Mount Royal Tunnel
and Terminal Co., Ltd.

The Mount Royal Tunnel and Terminal Company,
Limited, are constructing on a site on Douglas Road
and Canora Street, Mount Royal Model City, a term-

inal sub-station in connection with the Mount Royal

tunnel. Power will be purchased and brought into

the station, which is just outside the west portal,

through cables in duplicate running in ducts through

the centre wall of the tunnel from the Dorchester

Street terminal.

The building is 92.6 x 76 ft., and 43. ft. in height.

It consists of two sections, one being the main ma-
chine room and the other consisting of rooms for vari-

ous auxiliary machines. The machine room is sep-

arated from the others by a brick wall running through
the centre of the building, communication being by
means of two doors. The chief machine room occu-

pies the front portion, and the remaining rooms are

at the back, and are divided into three storeys. The
motor generator sets will be placed in the main room,
whicli has a floor space of 4,000 feet, and will be equip-

ped with a travelling crane running the entire length

of the room, and carried on steel posts, stanchions, and
beams. The concrete floor, 12 inches thick, will carry

hundreds of iron conduits in which will be placed

the various wires.

On the same level as the main room and at the

back are the bus bar room, feeder entry room, and the

power transformer rooms. Above these are the oil

switch room, the lightning arrester room, and the sig-

nal and lighting transformer rooms. On the third

floor are situated the oil switch control batteries and
the upper part of the lightning arrester room. In the

basement the oil room, bunkers, etc., are located.

The foundations and floors are of concrete. The
exterior is of tapestry brick with trimmings of patent
stone made by the company. The windows have steel

sashes and rough rolled j)late glass. The roof of con-
crete is carried on steel trusses, with a clear span
of 44 feet.

The walls of the machine room are lined with a

glazed brick dado to a height of 10 feet from the
floor ; above this, the walls ate lined to their full

height with cream pressed brick. The whole of the

View of the Substation at Mount Royal Model City.

backing of the internal cross walls is of plastic brick.

The transformer and battery rooms are ventilated by
means of shafts, while the machinery room has a

special system of ventilation, the ventilators measur-
ing six feet across. The interior doors are of iron or

steel Kalamine. The company are carrying out the

construction work themselves. The Metal Shingle and
Siding Company, Limited, Montreal, executed the roof-

ing; Steel and Radiation, Limited, Toronto, supplied
the metal sashes and boilers for heating ; the James
Walker Hardware Company, Montreal, the hardware

;

and Dartnell, Limited, Montreal, all the brick except
the plastic, which was made by the National Brick
Company of Laprairie, Limited.

There was a great deal of optimism shown at

the annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange,

recently held at Saskatoon, Sask., and the gen-

eral opinion seemed to be that the building out-

look for the present year is brighter than it has

been for a considerable time. Among the officers

appointed for the year were: President, Jas. Priel;

Vice Presidents, A. W. Cassidy and A. E. Rich-

ardson; Hon. Treas., A. Rutherford; Secretary,

M. R. Pout.
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Some Comparative Values and Costs of Different

Types of Street Pavements and Roads
Considerable has been published on different types

of street ))aveinents and roads from the point of view

of the method of construction. The followinjj |)a|)er

by E. M. Le Qua, in "Engineering and Contracting,"

gives Some comparative values of various approved
forms of street pavements :

—

The life of a pavement is determined by two wholly
different factors or a combination of the two—na-

tural durability of the materials of which the pave-

ment is constructed, and the amount of ininishment

the pavement receives due tcj wear, tear and age. The
destruction due to age is indei)endent of that due to

travel. The statement that a certain |)avemcnt has

lasted a certain number of years means practically

nothing as regards its durability unless the quantity

of travel, preferably in tons, i^er square yard, per year

is given. To the neglect of this i)rinciple is due the

conflicting statements about the durability of various

kinds. Erom the point of economy alone, the follow-

ing factors must be taken into account in comparisons:

(1) Eirst cost.

(2) Interest on first cost.

(3) Payments to sinking fund to redeem debt in-

curred for construction.

(4) Maintenance cost including cleaning and water-

ing.

(5) Useful life of the pavement.

(6) Value of the worn-out pavement for purposes

of renewal.
Maintenance consists of the following .separate

divisions besides the cost of watering:

—

(a) Interest on first cost.
'

(b) Annual payment to a fund to redeem bonds in

(x) years at (x) per cent, interest.

(c) Annual payment to a sinking fund to provide

sum necessary for reconstruction at the end of (x)

years.

(d) Cost of ordinary repairs during life of pave-

ment per square yard per year.

(e) Cost of cleaning per square yard per year.

(f) Total cost per square yard per year.

This latter comparison is for an annual check and

is entirely separate from the one above. Compared
on this maintenance basis in the city of Boston :

—

Life.

Granite blocks, cost annually, $0.58 per sq. yd. 13 yrs.

Sheet asphalt, cost annually, $0..S7 per sq. yd. 9 yrs.

Macadam, cost annually, $0.78 per .sq. yd .S yrs.

It was found that pavements are often continued

in use long after it would i)e more economical to renew

than to repair.

.A.lthough cost is the great item in i)avcment com-
parison the public in general demands that many more
things be taken into account and the following pave-

ments will be compared on the basis of the essentials

of a perfect i)avcment, namely :

—

(1) Cheapness. No matter how good a pavement
is unless the money for its purchase is at hand, it is

not availalde. So the question is. what is the best

obtainable with the money vou have.

(2) Durability. Some materials have only a cer-

tain life whether they are subjected to traffic or not.

such as asphalt and untreated wood. Where traffic is

the governing factor, it, in turn, is influenced by width

of street, character of pavement, presence or absence

of street cars, and state of repair.

(3) Ease of Cleaning. An economic and sanitary
factor.

(4) Resistance to Traffic. Pavements are con-
structed for the transportation of vehicles and any-
thing hindering this is important.

(5) Non-Slipperiness. The efficiency of a horse
depends on his foothold. Infinite strength is of no
avail if there is no place to apply it.

(6) Maintenance. Closely allied to first co.st and
depending on material and traffic. With .some pave-
ments, as treated wood and asphalt, a certain amount
of traffic is more beneficial than otherwise.

(7) Eavorableness to Travel. Ease and comfort of
riding and decrease of wear on vehicles.

(8) Acceptability. Lack of noise, reflection of
light, radiation of heat, emission of unpleasant odors
and other qualities concerning the pedestrian and ad-
joining residents.

(9) Sanitary Quality. An essential to health in any
city.

Sheet Asphalt

This type of pavement is suitable for use. with a
proper foundation, for medium to heavy tra,ffic. and
in some parts of Canada is used and proposed, with a
6-in. concrete base, for very heavy traffic. It is not
suitable on grades .steeper than .S per cent, as a gen-
eral rule, but has been used on 7 per cent, grades. It

wears fairly even, with a tendency towards ruts and
holes under heavy traffic. Its advantages are ease of
traction, smoothness, comparative noi.selessness under
traffic, impervious to water, easily cleaned, pleasing to
the eye, suitable to practically all classes of traffic, no
vibration or concussion given to passing vehicles, and
comparative low first cost and maintenance. Its dis-
advantages are, slipperiness under certain atmosphe-
ric conditions, disintegrates if excessively sprinkled or
otherwise subjected to constant moisture, although
asphaltum is impervious to either fresh of salt water.
becomes soft and wavy under traffic in extreme heat,
may crack and become friable under extreme cold, and
is not adapted to steep grades.

In 1911, 2,348 mi. of asphalt sheet were laid in
Brooklyn. Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, New York, Phila-
delphia. St. Louis, and Washington. D.C. Chicago,
Washington, Philadelphia, New York, and Winnipeg.
Canada, have more than of any other type. Mainten-
ance ccsts vary from $.35 per .sq. yd. in Brooklyn to
$.30 per sq. yd. in London, depending oti age and traf-

fic. When properly constructed, asphalt is good for a
life of from 16 to 22 years.

Asphaltic Concrete

Suitable in most places where sheet asphalt is used
and in some where it is not. Has been used .satisfac-

torily on grades of from 2 per cent, to 7 per cent, with
transverse, staggered grooves cut for a ftwthold on the
latter grade. Is slippery in wet weather, with ten-
dency to wear into holes under heavy traffic. Slightly
noisier than sheet asphalt, with a life depending main-
ly on the toughness of the stone aggregate. Cost
values are from $1 to $2.50 per .square yard, the latter
including grading and foundation.

Asphaltic Macadam
Generally proposed where traffic is not quite heavy

enough to necessitate sheet asphalt, with the same
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foundation as the latter. It may take the place of

sheet asphalt on j:(iades greater than 5 per cent. In
Canada it is often laid on Telford base, consisting of

stones 8 in. thick laid on edge.

Costs vary from ^.77 in Baltimore to $1.36 in On-
tario.

Advantages are freedom from dust, low external

and internal wear on road metal, imperviousness and
a degree of density of surface, ncjiselessness, low
traction resistance, and is sanitary. Disadvantages

are slipperiness at times and variability of penetration

and distribution of road metal.

Asphalt Block

This type aiifords a better foothold than sheet as-

phalt owing to a coarser stone in the aggregate and

on account of the joints between the blocks. An ob-

jection is that the blocks have to be all manufactured

at one location and transported to the locahty where

used while a portable sheet asphalt plant permits a

smaller haul. This is counteracted in repair, however,

where the removable blocks allow an easy reconstruc-

tion without necessity of a resurfacer or mixing plant.

Suitable for residence streets of light traffic minus

car tracks, with a profitable life of ten years. Cost of

construction averages $2.70, with maintenance from

$.062 to $.10 per square yard. The pavement is very

hard to keep clean when roughened and worn at

edges.

Wood Block—Treated

An ideal pavement where traffic is heavy and noise

a detriment. Except for its high cost and a tendency

toward slipperiness when wet it is suitable for streets

with all degrees of traffic. Cost from $2.50 to $3.50,

including grading. Maintenance cost from $.014 to

$.26. It wears very evenly and has a life of from 10

to 20 years.

Advan-tages are noiselessness, long life, smooth,

easily cleaned, and sanitary. Disadvantages, tendency

to slipperiness in wet weather and to bleeding and

warping in hot weather due to improper treatment or

laying.

Brick

This type is good under all conditions as far as dur-

ability is concerned when made of a good quality pro-

duct. It is noisy and should not be used where noise

i's a detriment. With lugs, it can be laid on fairly

steep grades. It is not easy to broom, but cleans

readily with a flusher. Advantages, durability, slight

resistance to traction, dustless, and furnishes good

foothold. Disadvantages, large coefficient of expan-

sion, noisy, and tendency to edge wear producing cob-

bles and holes. Life with heavy traffic and car tracks,

8 years, without tracks, 15 years. Costs $1.85 to $2.95,

with a maintenance cost not generally exceeding $.02

per year unless it is treated with a bituminous coat.

Concrete

Its life is not as long as that of brick, but when
properly constructed concrete is capaljle of rendering

service fully commensurate with its cost of construc-

tion. Costs are quite modified by local conditions,

but generally average about $1.85 per square yard.

Most of it would admit of resurfacing after 15 years.

On several jobs in Illinois five year serial bonds, pay-

able annually, were issued which gave a total cost at

the end of a 25-year life, including first cost, interest

and maintenance of $3.19 per .square yard per year.

Concrete is smooth, easy to clean, and gives a good

foothold when surfaced, but is dusty, slippery, and
noisy without a bituminous coat.

Stone Block

Is very good where the traffic is of the heaviest
and most destructive type. When the blocks are so
used they .should be specially selected and tested.
Granite and quartzite are usually used, but the choice
of kind should be governed by the availability. With
a concrete foundation, well dres.sed and close jointed
blocks of small size, a life of 30 years is not uncom-
mon. The average cost with a grout filler is $3.50 per
square yard, with a meintenance of $.001 to $.02 per
square yard. The pavement is durable, adapted to
grades, and easy to clean when smooth, but is slipi)ery,

noisy, rough and unsanitary when worn.

Tar Macadam
This macadam has many advantages over water-

bound, is less perishable, has a longer life, is practi-
cally noiseless, preserves a smoother surface, and re-

quires less maintenance. The cost is a little more
than that of ordinary macadam, but its increased life

easily compensates for this, and it will take a con-
siderably heavier traffic. It is not generally used on
grades of over 1 in 30. Cost averages $.85 per sq. yd.,
with comparatively little maintenance. A patent of
this type called Tarmac, using broken slag and tar
mixed in a machine has been used to a considerable
extent in England and has given good satisfaction.

Water Bound Macadam
This is suitable for light traffic in residence districts

when treated with a bitumen or light oil, but without
treatment soon ravels and becomes very dusty. Yearly
maintenance is practically necessary at a cost of from
$.04 to $.12, depending on the treatment. First cost
depending on locality, varies from $.50 to $1 per square
yard. Below are given the opinions of a group of pro-
minent Canadian engineers as to

:

1.—Place for Pavements in Order of Popularity

(1) Light residence to semi-business: sheet as-
phalt, bitulithic, asphaltic concrete, wood block, as-

phalt block, concrete.

(2) Semi-business to medium heavy traffic: bitu-

lithic, sheet asphalt, asphaltic concrete, wood block,
asphalt block, concrete.

(3) Heavy traffic: brick, wood block, stone, scoria

block.

(4) Along street railway tracks: wood block,
brick.

(5) For quiet streets: wood block, bitulithic, .sheet

asphalt, concrete.

(6) For graded streets : brick.

2.—Nature of Deterioration

Asphalt Block; edge wear, forming holes and cob-
bles, noisy and hard to keep clean when worn, disin-

tegrates at bottom.
Asphaltic Concrete : wears into holes, susceptible

to marking in hot weather.
Bitulithic : wears evenly, tendency to holes under

heavy traffic.

Brick: edge wear and cobbling under heavy traf-

fic, increased noise and unsanitariness as wear in-

creases, slows down traffic when badly worn.
Sheet Asphalt : wears slowly into large holes or

patches, heavy traffic causes ruts, cracks hasten de-
terioration.

Wood Block: rots if untreated, when treated wear
is slow and even.
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Stone and Scoria Block: wears gradually into

holes and cobbles, unsanitary when rough.
Concrete: wears slowly and evenly if well made,

otherwise cracks and chips.

Below are given various talnilations of campari-
son, compiled from data available :

—

I.—USUAL LIFE OF PAVEMENTS.—J. B. HITTEU CHIEF
ENGINEER, CHICAQO.

.Asphalt 12 to 15 years
Brick 12 to 15 years
Wood block 15 to 18 years
Granite 30 to 40 years

II.—MOST ECONOMICAL PAVEMENT UNDER CONDITIONS.
(a) Larffe volume of heavy trafflc.

(b) Secondary buffineas streets with moderate volume and weight
of trafflc. _ „ . .

<c) Main city or suburban streets having large volume of light

trafflc.

(d) Suburban or resldenco streets where trafflc l*local and llRht.

For (a) macadam Is most expensive, sheet asphalt slightly better
than granite, but granite Is preferable owing to the Inconvenience of
r«palr.s to asphalt.

VoT (b) macadam Is the most expensive, sheet asphalt the most
econonUcal.

For (o) .granite Is most expensive and a material difference exists
In favor of shcef asphalt over macadam, though the relative costs do
not differ widely.

For (d) granite Is very expensive, macadam the cheapest.

III.—FRACTIONAL RESISTANCE.
Asphalt 1 (least)

Macadam 2-5
Macadam (wot) 7-"

IV.—COSTS FOR PERIOD OF YEARS, ASSUMING GRANITE HAS
A 23- YEAR LIFE, WOOD 20 YEARS, BRICK 15 YEARS,

ASPHALT 18 YEARS.
Exp. per yr. Aver exp.

First cost per yd., lat per yr. per
Material. per sti. yd.- pferlod. yd.. 50 yrs.

Granite »3.50 ?0.294 );0.27O

Asphalt 2.00 .208 .164

Wood : 1 no .308 .274

Brick 2.50 .224 .199

v.—DUUABIUTY.
Small Extensive. Complete re-
repalrs. repairs, construction.

Material. Years. Years. Years.
Asphalt black 5-10 10-12 12-15
Asphalt concrete 4- li 6-8 8-10
Blthulltlc 5-8 10-15 15-20
Brick 8-10 10-15 15-18
Concrete i- 8 10-12 15-'S
Stone—Scoria ., 10-15 15-20 20-30
Sheet asphalt 4-8 1015 15-lB
Untreated wood 3-5 0-10 10-1'j

Treated wood .' 8-10 12-15 15-18

VI.—GENERAL QUALlTli:S BY THE PER CENT SYSTEM.
Qualitv. %. Granite. Wood. Asphalt. Brick.

Cheapness 14 8 8 11 11
Durabilltv 21 21 16 15 16
Ease of cleaning 15 10 14 14 15
Light trafflc resistance 15 13 14 12 15
Non-slipperiness 7 7 4 5 6
Ease of maintenance 10 10 8 6 6
Favorableness to travel 5 2 6 4 3
Sanitary qualities 13 9 13 12 10

Totals 100 so R2 79 82
Cheapness eliminated 72 74 68 71

VIII—GENERAL .QUALITIES USING OTHER FA(7TORS.

sis'" 8-gS ^

First cost ; 14 4 4 6.5 6.5 7 W 4.B
Durability 20 20 17.5 10 14 12.5 .6 14

Ease of maintenance 10- 9.5 10 7.5 8 8.5 4.6 9.5

Ease ol cleaning 14 10 11 14 14 12.5 6 14
Low traction resistance 14 8.5 9.5 14 13.5. 12.6 8 14
Nolisliriieriness 7 5.6 7 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.6 4

'Favorabiencss to travel.. . 4 2 5 3.5 4 , 3.5 3 3 3.6
'AccoptabllUv 4 2 2.6 3.6 3.5 2.5 2.5 4

Sanitary quaflty .13 » 8.6 \Z^ 12 W^ _4^ 12.5

Total 100 71 73.5 70 79.5 74.5 55 80
'Refers to smoothness and freedom from dust and mud.
=To noise, rellection of li^ht and he.it. emission of unpleasant odors

and olher thlnjis concerning peiiestrians and adjoining residents.

In conclusion would say that many more years

must pass and accurate data be kept before a reliable

coini)arisi)n of i)avcnieiit can be procured. In any
pavement construction, great attention must be given

to the supiily of materials at hand. .Also, since prices

are generally going upward, it must be taken into con-

sideration that the increasing cost of construction

and maintenance is not due alone to an increase in the
amount of traffic, but to a necpssary increase in cost
of materials in years to come.

New Report on Waterworks of Canada
A new edition of "Waterworks and Sewerage Sys-

tems of Canada," by Leo G. Denis, has just been issued
by the Commission of Conservation. In the present
report the various physical and financial data respect-
ing waterworks have been brought up to date and a
new section on sewerage systems has been added.
The book is a royal octavo volume, handsomely bound
in cloth, contains 176 pages of text and is well illus-

trated with 25 half-tones and 5 diagrams.
In the year of Confederation there were only 7

waterworks plants in Canada; to-day there are 528.

These have been built at a total cost of $123,725,633,
and entail an annual maintenance charge of $4,558,539.
The total daily consumption is 426,877,000 Imperial
gallons, which gives an average daily consumption per
capita of 1 1 1 gallons, ranging from 50 gallons in Man-
itoba to 143 in New Brunswick.

There are 206 plants supplied from springs or
wells and 322 from lakes or streams. In 72 plants the
water is filtered and in 21 plants it is treated with
hypochlorite. The municipally-owned plants number
3%. As to rates, where specified, it is shown that flat

rates are used in 209 cases, meters in 30, and both flat

and meter in 141.

There are 279 sewerage systems in Canada, hav-
ing an aggregate mileage of 4,223, and which have been
built at a total cost of $74,504,418. In only 75 muni-
cipalities is the sewage treated. Proportionally to pop-
ulation, the West, with 28 treatment plants, makes a
much better showing than the East, with 47. The
total cost of the treatment plants is $3,218,935.

Harbor Development in New Brunswick
Tenders are being asked by the New Brunswick

Public Works Department for crib-work and back
filling on Pier 16, West St. John, the intention being
to have this pier ready for next winter's port business.
During the season just ended there was an occasional
shortage of pier accommodation. With another pier
built, this shortage will be to some extent removed. A
temporary wooden warehouse will be erected on this
pier. Three dredges are now operating at East St.

John, preparing new terminals for the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways.

Development work has been begun on the tungsten
mines near Burnt Hill, Northumberland County, N. B.
There is a great demand for this valuable ore.

The federal government has decided to erect a mil-
lion bughel grain elevator at St. John, N. B., in con-
nection with the Canadian Government Railway sys-
tem. It is expected that the first unit of 500,000 bush-
els will be ready for use the coming winter season.

The contract for the construction of the St. John
Valley Railway from Gagetown to Westfield has been
awarded to the Nova Scotia Construction Company of
Sydney, N. S. The contract provides that the road
shall be completed in safe condition for operation by
February 1st, I9I7, and the work fully performed
August I, 1917. This section of railway is to be em-
ployed in bringing Transcontinental Railway freight
to St. John, the C. P. R. track being used temporarily
between Westfield and the city. Until the East St.
John terminals are completed, exi)<)rt freight will be
shipped from West St. John.
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Concrete in Tree Surgery

JN
the science of «iedication of members of the

vegetable kingdom, quite an important part is

played by concrete. This material has in the

practice of surgery a well defined purpose and a

certain fixed method of application. Cement in trees

fulfils the threefold purpose of stopping decay, serv-

ing as a structural support, and providing a surface

over which the bark may heal.

The real life of a tree is represented by the bark, a

cambium layer just behind it, two, three or four inches

of sapwood behind the cambium layer, and the leaves

and roots. The inside of a tree is practically dormant.

The sap ascends in the outer woody fibre, enters the

leaves, undergoes its chemical change which produces

the tree food, and descends just inside the bark, build-

ing as it goes. The central tissues serve no purpose

save physical support.

Decay in a tree attacks and disintegrates the dor-

mant fibre first. The life of a tree aflfected with decay

may be prolonged for some time by removing the

decaying material and replacing it with cement. After

removing the decay, any remaining fungi—which are

the direct cause of decomposition—may be killed by
a coat of corrosive sublimate. The cavity is then

waterproofed with a penetrating and adhesive water-

proofing material and the concrete api)lied.

Cement improperly put in a tree is worse than none.

Sometimes it is necessary to put the cement in in sec-

tions, leaving joints to permit of the tree swaying
without damaging the joint. The exclusion of foreign

substances, especially water, is the all-important task

of the tree surgeon. Some sort of waterproofing is

applied around the edges of the cavity, which will

exclude moisture and still allow the bark to grow over

and cover the wound.
Nature responds wonderfully to proper treatment.

Save the trees—they provide to the human family com-
fort, beauty, and pleasure, they hold in check the vvater

that forms our rivers, thereby insuring a more uni-

form flow, besides contributing in other manifold ways
to the well-being of man.

Crusher Parts Wanted
A contractor in the Maritime Provinces wants to

get in touch with any Canadian firm carrying in stock

parts for the Broadbent Rock Crusher. The name can

be obtained from the publishers of this journal.

In the opinion of Mr. Paul Mercier, chief engineer

of the city of Montreal, paving of streets can be done
more economically by day labor than by contract.

This opinion was based on a comparison of prices on
work done last summer. Mr. Mercier, however, made
an exception in the case of the construction of asphalt
sidewalks.

Protecting the Owner and Architect

Toronto, Ont., May ]!. ]916.

Editor Contract Record;

I noticed a most interesting article in The Contract Re-

cord of April l'.)tli, written by Mr. G. Alexander Wright, en-

titled, "Bids, Bidders, and Bidding," and which asks for sug-

gestions from the readers of The Record which will correct

certain evils that have crept in in this connection.

As I feel that a word from the standpoint of the Bonding
Company might be apropos, I take this opportunity of reply-

ing to the invitation extended by Mr. Wright.

Summing up Mr. Wright's article, as I see it, a responsible

contractor, and by responsible contractor I mean a contractor

who is competent and capable of handling any contract he

tenders for, "inasmuch as his figures will be carefully com-

piled and allowances made for a fair profit on the contract,"

hesitates to bid because he is competing with irresponsible

contractors who are inexperienced and who therefore do not

figure as carefully or as conscientiously, their main idea be-

ing to secure the contract with the hope that they may be

able to complete the contract profitably. To be explicit:

they have everything to gain and nothing to lose for the

price they submit.

The question therefore resolves itself into how can the

owner and architect protect themselves against the tendering

of irrsponsible contractors without experience and without

sufficient financial standing to back up their tender.

The answer is simple. You have at your disposal a

quick remedy, by inserting in your specifications the fol-

lowing clause:

—

"The Contractor shall furnish with his tender
the consent in writing of a guaranty company au-

thorized to 'do business in Canada, to issue a con;
tract bond on his behalf, guaranteeing the faith-

ful performance of the contract in an amount
equal to 20 per cent, of the amount of the con-
tract, and contractors proposing to tender will

make immediate arrangements with their guaranty
company for such bond, as the companies require

sufficient time to complete inquiries."

This will compel every contractor tendering on the work,

obtaining a bond from some guaranty company, who is pre-

pared to back up his tender by their financial resources,

guaranteeing that if the contract is awarded to him he will

sign the contract and that he will carry out the contract ac-

cording to the terms and conditions, plans, specifications of

the contract. If this plan is adopted you eliminate the in-

experienced, irresponsible contractor, without any financial

backing, from tendering on the work and get down to the

only class of contractor which the owner and architect want

to deal with. There are a sufficient number of responsible

contractors to still leave the question of price on a compe-

titive basis and this arrangement places no hardship on any

contractor who can do the work. He simply arranges with

his bonding company for a bond the same way he would
arrange with his banker for a line of credit. It relieves the

architect and owner of the work of ascertaining, whether

they are letting the contract to a financially responsible con-

tractor or not, and also whether he is competent in the line

of work on which he is tendering, and it does not legislate

against the smaller contractor because any contractor, be he

big or little, who is responsible and bears a good reputation,

can secure credit from a guaranty company up to the amount
which they consider he has had the experience and financial

responsibility that they can safely back him up for.

In conclusion, let me add that the first protection to the

owner and architect is the manner in which the guaranty

company carefully considers every contractor's application.

Every application is dealt with separately and entirely on its

own merits. The moral, as well as the financial standing of

the contractor, is taken into consideration along with his

ability in the line of work to be undertaken, and it is only

after every point is carefully considered that the bond is

either accepted or refused.

I wish to thank you for the opportunity afiforded me of

putting these suggestion to you and hope that they will be

considered worthy of publication and trust that you will

consider that this article is written entirely from an educa-

tional standpoint.

Yours very truly,

Sidney W. Band,

Assistant Manager.
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co.
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Mainly Constructional
- East and West— From Coast to Coast

Messrs, lUiulciboii & Taylijr were recently a|)pi)inlt'(l

municipal engineers at Matsque, B.t'.

A brick plant at C'ardwell Junction, Onl., which has been

closed for some time, will resume operations shortly.

The Maisonneuve Quarry Company has been incorpor-

ated with a capital of $4."),000, headtjuarters at Montreal, I'.Q.

The Canadian Construction Company, Limited, has been

incorporated with a capital of $U0,00(), headquarters to be in

Montreal, P. Q.

The Vulcan Asphalt & Supply Company. Limited, have

been incorporated with a capital of $10,000, headquarters at

Winnipeg, Man.

The Sanitary Heating and Ventilating Company, Lim-

ited, have been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000.

Their headquarters are to be at Ottawa, Ont.

P. Lyall & Sons, Construction Co., Montreal, have re-

ceived a contract for the reconstruction of the Parliament

buildings at Ottawa at approximately $0,000,000.

The Arnot Construction Company, Limited, has been in-

corporated with a capital of $40,000. The head office of the

company will be in Toronto, Ont.. and its provisional direc-

tors will be David Arnot, Oliver Rouse and John Billington

Nicholson.

Amongst buildings for which permits were issued re-

cently in the city of Quebec are two novitiates, one for the

Christian Brothers of the Commercial ,\cademy. amounting

to $3:i7,0O0, and the other for the Fathers of the Sacred

Heart, to cost $68,000.

A large factory for the manufacture of oxygen and

liquified acetylene is to be erected in Winnipeg by a prom-

inent Montreal firm of chemists, on property situated between

Wellington and Sargent .\vcnues, and extending through

from Spruce to Pine Streets.

\ handsome addition to the public buildings of Sydney,

N. S., is a new hospital which is now practically completed.

It is a beautifully designed structure built of the best quality

pressed brick and is designed and finished throughout on

the most modern lines of hospital architecture and con-

struction.

Letters patent of incorporation have been granted to

Messrs. Luther B. Smith, of St. John, N. B., E. Lome Mer-

rithew. of Frcdcricton, and J. Everett Fenwick, of Millstream,

as Smith-Mcrritlu'w. Limited, to carry on general contract-

ing business, with a capital stock of $49,000. The head office

is at St. John.

The formal opening of the Public Utilities Commission's

new offices at Dundas, Ont.. took place recently. The build-

ing, which was erected by the Dickson Building Company,
is of red brick, and is very handsome and^ well fitted. It

is the first chimneyless office building in Ontario, being en-

tirely lighted and heated by electricity.

Work on the Quebec bridge has been progressing rapidly

this spring and already two panels have been added to the

cantilever arm on the south side. The setting of steel for

the sus])endcd span being erected at Sillery has just been

started, and according to the superintendent of the bridge,

Mr. W. D. Fortune, everything will be in readiness to place

the midille span in position by the first week in October,

which will virtually complete the structure, making it one
of the longest spanned bridges in the world.

A resolution favoring the extension of the Toronto-

Hamilton Highway on the Lake Shore Road to a width of

86 feet, and the expropriation of extra land required to widen

the roadway was recently passed by the council of Mimico.

Ont. This, with similar resolutions from Port Credit and

New Toronto councils, will terminate the uncertainty and

delay regarding the construction of the highway.

Steel shipbuilding on a large scale has been started in

Nova Scotia by the Nova Scotia Steel Company, which is

commencing operations at New Glasgow near the plant of

the Eastern Car Company. Steamers are to be built for the

steel company itself at first, in order to supply the need

for additional ocean tonnage. It is probable that shipbuild-

ing in time will prove ao extensive part of the company's

activities.

Messrs. Quinlan & Robertson, contractors, presented a

claim last February to the Orillia Water, Light and Power
Commission for upwards of $;tO.0()O in connection with the

construction of Ragged Rapids dam. claiming that unex-

pected conditions at the bottom of the river had occasioned

this extra expenditure. The matter has been settled, how-
ever, without litigation, on the payment of $7,500 by the

Commission to the contractors.

At a meeting of the directors of the Trusts and Guar-

antee Company, Limited, held recently, it was decided to

proceed at once with the erection of a new $500,900 office

building on Bay Street, Toronto. Tenders have already been
received and contracts will be let immediately. Messrs.

Curry and Sparling, architects, have designed the building,

and it will be a most distinctive and attractive structure. It

is to be eight storeys in height, including basement, with pro-

vision for addition of five more storeys at a later date. The
front is to be of grey Indiana limestone, with a Stanstead
granite base. The main floor will be handsomely finished in

French Tavernelle marble. The building will be absolutely

fireproof and will contain all the latest improvements in

equipment, including the newest type of ventilating system.
In size it is 50 x 95 feet. It is expected to be ready for

occupation by January i, 1917.

Obituary
Elmer Lawrence Corthell, D.Sc., President of the .^ni.

Soc. C. E.. consulting engineer, bridge and railway builder,

river and harbor expert, and a member of numerous scientific

societies, died recently at Albany, N. Y.

Lieut. C. S. D. Ross, of Calgary, was recently shown on
the casualty lists as killed in action. Lieut. Ross came to

Canada from Cheshire. England, and was for some time en-

gaged as civil engineer with the C. P. R., being well known
along the line. He left with a Calgary engineer battalion

early in the war. and had been in the trenches for over a year.

Lieut. Trafltord Jones, who practised as a civil engineer
in and about Toronto for some eight years and enlisted last

May with the Canadian .-Vrmy Service Corps, met his death
near Yprcs during an aerial battle with German aviators

when he was shot through the head. He was 29 years of
age. and leaves a wife and child, both of whom are in Eng-
land at present.

Trade Publications
Fire Hose and Accessories—Catalogues 1". 2 and J. 1. by

the Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co.. describing Dunlop
fire hose and accessories—the latter for every class of build-
ing. Both of these catalogues are splendidly illustrated. The
same_ firm are also distributing an interesting and valuable
catalogue on Dunlop mats and matting, inlaid and plain rub-
ber flooring-
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En||ineers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks, Sewerage and

Roadways
Bassano, Aha.
Tenders are now 1)eing received on the

supi)Iy of al)out 1,000 feet of vitrified

sewer pipe and 1,000 feet of cast iron

or steel pipe and specials. Town En-
gineer, G. W. Murgatroyd.

Dundas, Ont.
The Town Council will shortly call for

tenders on the construction of about
5,000 feet of sidewalks. Estimated cost,

,$5,500. Clerk, J. S. Fry.

Edmonton, Alta.

Tlie City Council propose to expend
$12,000 on the construction of plank side-

walks throughout the city. Engineer, S.

Haddow.

Hamilton,' Ont.
Tenders will be received until June

17th for the construction of a drainage

system for the City Council. Estimated
cost, $35,000. Engineer, A. F. Macallum.

Morrisburg, Ont.
The Village Clerk. F. R. Chalmers, will

receive tenders until 6 p.m.. June 5th, on
the construction of about 14,600 square
feet of granolithic sidewalk.

Simcoe, Ont.
The Town Council are having plans

prepared for the construction of about
3,000 feet of earthenware sewers and lat-

erals. Engineer, Guy Marston, Norfolk
Street.

St. Hyacinthe, Que.
Tenders on the construction of gravity

filters for the City Council will be re-

ceived until Jime 28th. Plans and speci-

fications at office of the Clerk, A. Mes-
sier. Approximate cost, $75,000.

St. Pierre de Lac, Que.
The Municipal Council arc considering

the construction of waterworks, at an
approximate cost of $10,000. British Col-

umbia stave pipe may be used. Secre-
tary, J. H. Langlais, Val Brilliant.

The Pas, Man.
Tenders will be received by the Town

Secretary for the following work:

—

(1)

supply and delivery of two sewage lift

pumps; (2) construction of sewage lift

chamber. Plans and specifications at

office of the Consulting Engineers, Mur-
phy & Underwood, Saskatoon, with the

Resident Engineer, The Pas, and at

office of the Contract Record, 347 Ade-
laide Street W., Toronto.

Tilbury North, Ont.
The Township Council are consider-

ing the construction and improvement of

a number of tile drains.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Markham, Ont.
The general contract for the construc-

tion of 35,000 square feet of concrete
sidewalk has been let to John Hare.

Sombra Township, Ont.
The Township Council have let the

contract for construction of the Murphy
Drain to H. Dickson, at $1,800, and the
.\rnold Drain to George Hunter, at

$2,050.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have awarded

contracts for the construction of sewers
to Murphy & Barnes, 23 Temple Ave-
nue, at $6,889, and to the Commissioner
of Works, $3,265.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
New Brunswick Province
The Provincial Department of Public

Works. Fredcricton, will receive tenders
until June 7th for the construction of

a steel truss bridge over the Aroostook
River Mouth. The time for receiving
tenders on three other bridges has also

been extended to the same date.

Ottawa, Ont.
The Ottawa Electric Railway Propose

to construct a bridge at Rockliffc Park,
estimated to cost $6,000. Concrete and
steel construction.

Toronto, Ont.
Bowman & Connor, Engineers, 31

Queen Street W., will receive tenders
until June 2nd on the construction of
ten bridges for the County of Welling-
ton and one bridge for the Township of
Maryboro.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Fredericton, N. B.
The contract for building the uncom-

pleted portions of the St. John-Quebec
Railway has been let to the Nova Scotia
Construction Company. 159 Upper Wa-
ter Street. Halifax. N.S. Approximate
cost. $1,750,000.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Colchester North Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to

build a new school to replace that re-

cently destroyed by fire. Approximate
cost, $3,500. Clerk, M. W. Heaton,
School Section No. 6, Essex.

Ford City, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until June 15th. Archi-
tect, J. C. Pennington. La Belle Build-
ing, Windsor. Brick and reinforced con-
crete construction. Estimated cost,

$35,000.

Fort William, Ont.
The Ruthenian Congregation propose

to build a church on Mountain .\venue.
at an approximate cost of $5,000. .'\r-

chitect, W. Krinzonowski, 909 Superior
Street. Frame construction.

Hull, Que.
Charles Brodeur, .\rchitect, 63 City

Hall Street, Hull, is preparing new plans
of a convent for the Grey Nuns of the
Cross. Ottawa, and will shortly call for
tenders. Limestone and brick construc-
tion. Approximate cost, $24,500.

Kingston, Ont.
The Kingston Veterans .\ssociation

have had preliminary plans prepared for
a Soldiers' Home, estimated to cost
$35,000. .-Xrchitect, E. R. Beckwith,
Cooper Street. Hollow tile and stucco
construction.

Parry Sound, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until 6 p.m., June 12th.
by the Secretary to the Board of Educa-
tion. Plans and specifications at offices
of the Architects, .\ngus & Angus, North
Bay, the Contract Record, 347 .Adelaide
Street W.. Toronto, and the Secretary.
Approximate cost, $35,000.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Plans for alterations and additions to

the Fursc Business College are being
prepared by Meridith. Findlay & Hazel-
grove, 473 Queen Street E: Approximate
cost, $7,000.

St. Louis de Pintendre, Que.
L. .\uger, .Architect, 39 St. Jean .Street,

Quebec, is preparing plans of a Pres-
bytery for the Parish. Brick construc-
tion. Estimated cost, $10,000.

Toronto, Ont.
Plans of a convent to be built on a site

adjoining St. .Augustine's Seminary on
the Kingston Road are being prepared
by A. A. Post. Brisbane Building, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Brick, concrete and steel
construction.

Welland. Ont.
Brigadier G. Miller, Salvation Army,

.Albert Street, Toronto, is preparing plans
of a barracks estimated to cost $5,000.
Brick construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Amaranth Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been awarded to L. C.
Hughson, Horning Mills, at $2,850. and
the contract for construction of base-
ment to W. Steward. Waldemar, Ont.

Antigonish, N.S.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to Mount St. Bernard's
Ladies College has been awarded to Neil
McNeil, Boston, Mass. Woik will be
superintended by John McLellan, .Anti-
gonish. Brick and steel construction.

Belleville, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the erection of a
Children's Home:—electrical work, W. J.
Carter, 279 F"ront Street; cut stone. T.

McDonald, Point Anne, Ont.; brick. Hill
Brick Company, Madoc, Ont.; hollow

i
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tile. Sun Brick Cdtupaiiy. Ltd., Traders
Bank BuildiiiK. Toronto; wood trimming,
KniRlit Brothers Company, Limited,
Burk's Falls, Ont.

Cartierville, Que.
In connection with the church base-

ment now in course of erection for the
Roman Catholic CnnKrcRation, the con-
tract for wall fiirrinK and partitions has
been let to the Montreal Terra Cotta
Conipany, Limited, Board of Trade
Building, Montreal.

Cochrane, Ont.
The contracts for masonry, roofinp;,

carpentry, plastering and interior fit-

tings required in tlie erection of a -School
have been let to the general contractor,
the heating and plumliing to C. Giles,
electrical work to M. Reed, and paint-
ing to Walbourn & Davidson, North
Bay.

Kinburn, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

school, the contract for concrete work
has been let to J. .\. McAIister, l.'i.l Sun-
nysidc Street. Ottawa, and the heating
and tinstnithing to the Capital Hardware
Company, Bank and Fifth Streets. Otta-
wa. Plastering by general contractor.
ad BUSi buildings awarded

Montreal, Que.
The contract for partitions and wall

furring required in the erection of a
Presbytery for the Roman Catholic Par-
ish of St. Catherine has been awarded
to the Montreal Terra Cotta Company.
Limited, Board of Trade Building.

The Montreal Terra Cotta Company
have also been awarded the contract
for terra cotta floor arching and wall
furring in connection with the church
ba.seinent now being built for St. Jean
Berchmans Parish.

In connection with the school and
residence now in course of erection for
the Roman Catholic School Commis-
sioners of Cote des Neiges, the plaster-
ing contract has been let to Rochefort
& Normand. lOHd Stadacona Street, and
the painting to S. .\. Lanctot, 478 Mar-
quette Street.

The contract for brick work required
in the erection of an oratoire for the
Corporation of Notre Dame College has
been let t<i Fvariste Rochefort. 2r>« Nic-
olet StVeet, the plastering to Rochefort
& Normand, lOSd Stadacona Street, and
the painting to S. A. Lanctot, 478 Mar-
quette Street.

The Roman Catholic School Board
have awarded the general contract for
the erection of a school on Robin Street
to L. Beaudry. 3430 Hutchison Street, at
$I.)().000. and the heating to T. Lessard
& Son. Craig Street K.. ,it $11,600.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for rebuilding the

Parliament Buildings has been awarded
to the Peter Lyall & Sons Construction
Company. 130 St. James Street. Mont-
real. Ksliniatcd cost. $6,000,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The following contracts have been

awarded for the erection of a Church
.md Sunday School for the Congregation
of I'auline .Vvenue Methodist Church:

—

masonry, J. R. Page. 18 Toronto Street;
carpentry, T. J. Sproule, 54 Shanley St.;

roofing, A. Matthews, Ltd., 2.56 .\delaidc
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.Street W.; wiring, H. J. Ferguson, 36
Salem .Avenue; plastering. J. Malton, 3\
Brock Crescent. .Approximate cost,
$35,000.

Westboro, Ont.
The contract for roofing and plumbing

in connection with the school now be-
ing built has been let to McKinley &
Northwood, Rideau Street, Ottawa.
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Business Buildings and Indu<:-

trial Plants

Essex, Ont.
i:. C". Dennert, care of Hill Brothers,

proposes to build a factory for the manu-
facture of auto tractors.

Fort William, Ont.
H. Russell. North Syndicate Avenue,

is preparing plans of a store to be built
for G. A. Graham. Graham & Home
Block. Brick and concrete construction.
Kstimated cost, $5,000.

Lachine, Que.
The Dominion Bridge Company. Lim-

ited, are building an extension to their
copper mill, estimated to cost $10,000,
and a new forge shop at an approximate
cost of $7,000. Brick, steel and cor-
rugated iron construction.

London, Ont.
The West Floral Company contemp-

late the erection of an addition to their
store and a new garage, at an approxi-
mate cost of $4,000. Manager. Emery
Hamilton. 349 Dundas Street.

Medicine Hat, Alta.
Plans are being prepared for the erec-

tion of a mill for the Lake of the Woods
Milling Company. F.stimatcd cost. $500.-
000. Engineer. John Goldie. Keewatin,
Ont. Brick and concrete construction.

Saskatoon, Sask.
Brown &• \allance. .Architects. 120

Blcury .Street. Montreal, have prepared
plans for greenhouses to be built for the
LIniversity of Saskatchewan. Tenders
will be received until June 15th by Pro-
fessor Greig.

Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
George Carufel. Tancred Street, is

considering the erection of a business
block, estimated to cost $7,000. Work
Iiartly by sub-contract and day labor.

Simcoe, Ont.
.\ by-law has been passed authorizing

the loan of $20,000 to the Unique Sales
Company, who propose to build a
branch factory. .Architect not yet ap-
pointed. Secretary. J. W. Phillips. 10
West Market Street. Toronto.

St. Georges, Que.
Gedeon (iagne has commenced the

erection of a store, estimated to cost
$(),000. Brick and frame construction.

Toronto, Ont.
The ICxhibition Board propose to con-

struct two platforms in connection with
the Eastern entrance of the Street Rail-
way into the Grounds.

G. D. Redmond. .Architect. 33 Fairview
Boulevard, is preparing plans of a pic-
ture theatre, estimated to cost $25,000.
Tenders will be called shortly. .Artificial

stone, brick and steel construction.

Fort William, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a bakery for J. Wismer, 132 Ogden
Street, has been awarded to T. F. Jones.
433 Archibald Street. Frame and brick
construction. Approximate co»t, $3,000.

Guelph, Ont.
The general and carpentry contracts

for the erection of a foundry for F. Cal-
lendar. Eramosa Road, have been award-
ed to J. W. Oakes. Kathleen Street, ma-
sonry to J. Checkley, roofing to McCor-
niack Brothers, painting to Reynolds &
Son Quebec Street, and plumbing to
F. Smith. Quebec Street. Estimated
cost. $7,000.

Lindsay, Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a factory for Horn Brothers Woollen
C onipany. Limited, has been awarded to
H. T. Hickey, Peterboro. Approximate
cost. $25,000.

Markham. Ont.
The Markham Agricultural Society

have let the general contract for the
erection of a hall and rink to James
Miller Unionville. Ont. Approximate
cost. $8,500. Steel frame and galvanized
iron construction.

Medicine Hat, Alta.
The contract for the erection of a flour

mill for the Lake of the Woods Millingtompany has been awarded to Carter-

R=^.^i!'n i'!!'^"
&, Company. loio Union

foTt^SS.^- '' """''^- ^"p---''

Ottawa. Ont.
The following contracts have been let

Ur.\\ W'°2 °' " '"=*'""y fo"- Grant.Holden & Graham. 147 Albert Street-
general contract. Charles Holbrook

"

&
.Son. 425 .Somerset Street: steel. Domin-
ion Bridge Company. Sparks Street, and

.
Marshall. Booth Building; heating

and plumbing. F. Livock. Albert Street-

hIi ttu- X? ^ Reynolds. 59 Heave;
Hall Hill. Montreal.

S. W. Halliday. 20 Arlington Avenue.
has let the contract for brick work in
connection with the shop which he is
building to J. McCathcy. Arlington Ave-nue and heating and plumbing to T R
McLennan. 240 Bank Street.
The general contract for the erection

of a bowling alley on Bank Street foi a
Syndicate has been let to .Samuel May
& Company. 102 Adelaide Street West
loronto. .Approximate cost. $30,000.

Outremont. Que.
The general contract for alteration*

to the premises of the British American
Oil Company. 1090 Durocher Street has

D ^", ' '° ' Hansen. 3169 Verville St
Brick construction. .Approximate cost
$3,000.

Quebec, Que.
The general and masonry contracts for

the conversion of premises into a bank
for the Caissc d' Economic have been
let to J. Chevalier. 44 Rcnaud .Avenue
.Approximate cost. $6,000.

Regina, Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of a warehouse for the Canadian Con-
solidated Rubber Company. Limited has
been awarded to the Pool Construction

(OoDtinued on p«g« 49)



Tenders for

Light Fixtures

Tenders for light fixtures for the new Registry

(Iffice will he received hy registered post only,

addressed to the undersigned, up to noon on

Tuesday. June 6th, 1916. Plans and specihcations

may be seen and forms of tender, and all in-

formation ohtained at the oflice of the City .Ar-

chitect City I fall, Toronto. Envelopes contain-

ing tenders must be plainly marked on the out-

side as to contents. The usual conditions relat-

ing to tendering, as prescribed by the ( ity liy-

laws, must be strictly comphed with or tenders

may not be entertained. Tenderers shall submit

with their tender the names of two personal sure-

ties or the bond of a Guarantee Company ap-

proved by the City Treasurer. The lowest or any

tender not necessarily accepted.

T. I.. CHURCH, Mayor,

.,.,..,.> Chairman of Board of Control.

Department of Railways and Canals, Canada

Hudson Bay Railway

Terminals

PORT NELSON, MAN.

Sealed tenders endorsed Tender for "Provisions

or tender for "Hardware Supplies," as the case

mav be, will be received by the undersigned up

to 12 o'clock noon, on Tuesday, the 6th of June.

1916, for the furnishing of "Provisions," and on

Saturday, the 10th of June. 1916, for the furnish-

ing of "Hardware SuppHes," to be delivered in

such (|uantities at Halifax, N.S., and at such

times as may be directed.

Dealers may tender for the total quantities re-

quired, or for such portions thereof, as may suit

their convenience.
Specifications of requirements, and full informa-

tion can be obtained from the Purchasing Agent

of the Department of Railways and Canals, Ot-

tawa, on and after this date.

An accepted bank cheque in the case of "Pro-

visions" for $500, and in the case of "Hardware
Supplies" for ITilX), made payable to the order

of the Minister of Railways and Canals, must ac-

company each tender, which sums will be for-

feited if the party tendering declines entering

into contract for supplying any of the goods

awarded to him, or in any way fails to properly

fulfill the same.

The cheiiue thus sent in will be returned to

the respective contractors whose tenders are not

accepted.
The cheque of the successful tenderer will be

held as security, or part security, for the due
fulfilment of the contract to be entered into.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.
By order,

J. W. PUGSLEY,
Secretary.

Department of Railways and Canals,
Ottawa, May 22, 1916.

Newspapers inserting this advertisement with-

out authority from the Department will not be

paid for it.—84408. 22-22

Tenders for Pavement

Tenders will be received by the undersigned up
to June 3rd, 1916, for the construction of mac-
adam pavement on Turnbefryv Street, Brussels.
Plans and specification in the hands of the Clerk
after May 24th, 1916.

21-22 F. S. SCOTT, Village Clerk.

Tenders for Paving

Sealed tenders addressed to John Morrison,
City Clerk, Woodstock, Ont.. will be received
up to 4 p.m. of Friday, the 9th day of June, for

tlie construction of about 12,0<X> sr|. .yds. of re-

inforced concrete pavement on Riddle Street.
Alternalive tenders will also be received for

"Hitnlilhic." "Asphalt" and ".Asphaltic Concrete,"
with concrete base and concrete curb and gutter.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
Kngineer's office, Woodstock. The lowest or
any tender not necessarily accepted.

JAS. MITCHKLL,
Chairman, Board of Works.

F. J. URE, Cky Knginecr. 22-22

TENDERS
Sealed tenders will be received up to *1 p.m.

of Monday. June 12th, 1916, by the Secretary, for

the erection and completion of a six-room school
)>uilding to be built in Parry Sound. Ont., for

tlie Parry Sound Public School Board.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
ofhce of the Secretary -Treasurer, Parry Sound,
Ont. ; the ofhce of the Contract Record, 347
.\delaide Street West, Toronto, Ont., and at the
office of the Architects. Angus & Angus, Angus
niock. North Bay, Ont.

The successful contractor will be required
to furnish a satisfactory guarantee.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

J. D. BROUGHTON.
Sec.-Treas., Parry Sound Public School Board,

22-22 Parrv Sound, Ont.

THE PAS, MAN.

Sealed tenders, registered and endorsed on the
envelope, "Tender," and addressed to H. 11.

Elliott, M.n., Secretary- Treasurer of the Town
of The Pas, Man., will be received up to 6 p.m.,

June 22, 1916. for the supply and delivery of the
following machinery and materials :

—

Tender *'A"—For the supply and delivery of two
Sewage Lift Pumps.

Tender "B"-—For the construction of a Sewage
Lift Chamber.

Marked cheque for five jier cent. (5 p.c.) of

the amount of the tender must accompany each
bid. The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the Consulting Engineers, Saskatoon,
Sask. ; the Resident Engineer, The Pas. Man.;
Tender "A" only at Contract Record, Toronto,
Winnipeg, and Montreal.

MURPHY & UNDERWOOn,
Consulting Engineers,

Saskatoon, Sask.

If. H. ELLIOTT, M.D.,
Secretary-Treasurer,

22-24 The Pas, Man.

Tenders for

Bridge Abutments

Township of South Dumfries

Sealed te?ii!ers, clearly endorsed on the outside
"Tenders for Abutments, Manwaring Creek
Itridge," will be received by the Township of
South Dumfries up till noon, Monday, June 6th,
1916.

The site of the bridge is about 1 mile ea.st of
the N'illage of St. George, on the side road be-
tween Lots ,*i and 4, Concession 3.

Tht abutments contain 7(> cubic yards of con-
crete and 6,:i90 lbs. of steel.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of Jackson & Lee. Township Engineers.
Temple Building, Hrantford, from whom tender
forpis may be obtained.

Tenders must be addressed to Henry Maus,
Paris, Ont., Clerk of the Township of South
Humfries. _iv£

JACKSON & LEE, ^9|
-2-22 Township Engineers.

STEAM ROLLERS
FOR SALE

<)nc single cylinder .Sawyer Massey 13 tons;
one double cylinder Waterous, In ton.s. Both in
perfect condition. .Apply to Box 190, Three
Rivers, Que. • 22-23

FOR SALE
One tube Concrete Mixer, with Room and

liucket .Attachment. One Koote t'ontinuous ton-
Crete .Mixer, No, .'!. One Five-ton Horse Roller.
Dump Wagons, Plows and numerous other con-
tractors' tools. For particulars address C. II.
Kaumeier, care P. O. I!ox DO, Welland, Ont.

FOR SALE
Two low pressure 30 H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in
use less than two months. Good for steam or
hot water healing purposes. Each will carry
."i.CXK) square feet of steam radiation. Further
particulars—MacM. R. & 1)., 4 Beaver Hall Sq.,
Montreal. 17-t.f.

Plant For Sale

1 Smith foncretc Mixer $400
1 Wettlaufer .Mixer with Kngine 250
1 20-H.P. Upright Hoisting Engine ... 450
2 10- H.P. Motors, D.f each 85
1 .Vt-H.P. .Motor, D.C 150
1 ".\merican" Hoisting Engine for iJarrow

Hoist ;{5i(

HOI..MES. HOT Vonge .Street, Toronto.
22-25

4

POSITION WANTED
As Superintendent or Foreman, by capable man

of large experience in the stone business in charge
of quarrying, cutting or construction work. Best
of references. Box 4()4, Contract Record, To-
ronto, Ont. 21-23
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Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants
(Continued from page 47)

Company, Limited. Saskatchewan Co-
operative Huildinjf. Estimated cost,

$24,000. Previous rejiort in error.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The general and masonry contract for

the erection of a factory for the Mc-
Kinnon Dash & Hardware Company has

heen let to Newman Brothers, 71 St.

Paul Street, carpentry to C. F. Monk,
Wilson Street, and steel work to the

Hamilton Bridge Company, 1 Bay St.

North, Haniilton. .^pproximate cost,

$10,000.

Toronto, Ont.
In connection with the fire hall now

in course of erection on Hendrick Street,

the contract for plumhinK and heating

have been let to J. Ritchie PlunibinK it

HeatinK Company. Limited, .'')(> Adelaide

Street K.. the wiring to the Toronto
F.lectric Company, 101 Duke Street, roof-

ing to George Sinclair, :t07 Clinton Street,

and painting to C. \V. Landon, .509 Col-

lege Street.

The general contract for an addition

to the Christie Street Car Barns has been

let by the Board of Control to R. Chalk-

ley & Son, Limited. 34 Victoria Street,

at $24,43.'). Brick and concrete construc-

tion.

The general contract for the erection

of a warehouse for Henry Greisman, OS

.\delaide Street E., has been let to L. K.

Dowling, 107 Yonge Street. Brick and
mill construction. Approximate cost,

$.'50,000, General contractor is now re-

ceiving prices on all trades.

Westmount, Que.
Robertson Brothers, 10 Chestnut St.,

are building a garage for D. J. Finlay-

son, 360 Victoria .\venue. Reinforced

concrete and brick construction, .^p-

proximate cost, $3,000.

Residences

Brigden, Ont.
William Shaw. Concession 0, Moore

Township, Brigden, is considering the

erection of a residence, estimated to cost

$3,000.

Charlottetown, P.E.L
Lhappelle & Hunter, .\rchitects, Des-

Bresay Block, are preparing plans of a

residence for F. J. Holman. 162 St.

George Street. Frame and concrete

construction. Approximate cost, $3,.')00.

Dorchester, Ont.
M. Nugent is building a residence, es-

timated to cost $3,000. Red pressed brick

construction.

Hamilton, Ont.
Charles Morrelli. 201 Sherman .\venue

North, proposes to build two residences

on Brant Street, and has had plans pre-

pared. Brick and concrete construction.

Approximate cost. $3,400,

Hensall, Ont.
A. Hemphill is considering the erec-

tion of a residence on London Ri>ad.

at an approximate cost of $3,500.

London, Ont.
\\ (i. Murray, .\rchitect. Dominion

Savings Buililing. is preparing plans of

two residences, estimated to cost $4,500

and $4,000 respectively. Red pressed

brick construction.

Merlin, Ont.
A. (josnell has commenced the erec-

• tion of a residence, estimated to cost

$4,000, and contemplates building another

at an approximate cost of $3,000. Con-
crete block construction.

Montreal, Que.
M. A. Racine, (iouin Boulevard, has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $3,000. Brick construc-

tion.

J. B. Denteneer, 244 Sherbrooke Street

F,., is receiving tenders on roofing, heat-

ing, plumbing and electrical work re-

quired in connection with three flats

which he proposes to build. Fstimated
cost, $6,000.

Neustadt, Ont.
Philip Binklc is preparing plans of a

residence, estimated to cost $3,000. Own-
er will ilo all work.

Norwich, Ont.
(.',. 1). Redmond, .\rcliitect. 33 Fairview

Boulevard, Toronto, is receiving tenders
on the plumbing and heating required

in the erection of two residences for

(ieorge West. Approximate cost, $4,.'j00.

Ottawa, Ont.
W. C. Leech. 140 Spadina .Avenue, con-

templates the erection of two residences,

at an approximate cost of $3,500 each.

Brick veneer and stonp construction.

Plans are being prepared by W. H.
(ieorge. Castle Building, for a residence

to be built for j. Moffat Ross, 49 Met-
calfe Street. Brick veneer construction.
Approximate cost, $7,000.

The erection of a residence is con-

templated by Mcl-eod McAllister, 20 Wil-
lard Street. Brick and stucco construc-

tion. Kstimated cost, $3,500.

Outremont, Que.
P. (iuidazio, 44 Marsolais Avenue, has

commenced the erection of five residences

on Davaar Street, estimated to cost

$35,000. Brick and stone construction.

L. J. Bigonesse. .\rchitect, 60 Notre
I^ame Street E.. is receiving private ten-

ders on the erection of two residences

for A. Boyer, 10.58 Berri Street. Esti-

mated cost. $10,000.

Quebec, Que.
E. Bouchard, St. Gregoire Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $4,000. Frame and
brick construction.

Renfrew, Ont.

J. K. Rochester proposes to build a
tenement on Raglan Street, at an ap-

proximate cost of $3,500. Stone and
roughcast construction.

Riverside, N.B.
The tenders received for the erection

of a residence for F. \V. Roach, care of
Brock & Patterson, King Street, St.

John, arc unsatisfactory, and the plans
will be revised. .\rchitcct, Leonard
Heans, 84 Germain Street. St. John. .\p-

proximate cost, $.5,000.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont
Platis of a residence are now being

prepared for Orval Johnston, care of the
C. P. R. Telegraph. Estimated cost,

$5,500.

Tavistock, Ont
The Congregation of the Evangelical

Church propose to build a Parsonage at

an approximate cost of $4,500. and have
purchased a site. Plans will be prepared
as soon as possible. Pastor, Rev A I)

Ciischlcr.

Toronto, Ont.
F. \\. Hill. 55 Wolfrey .\venue, pro-.

poses to build a duplex residence, at an
approximate cost of $3,000, and has had
plans prepared. Brick construction.

VV. P. Levack, 519 Roxton Road, is

considering the erection of three resi-

dences, at an approximate cost of $4,000
each. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction.

L. VVilks, 20 Lincoln .Xvenue, has com-
menced the erection of a residence, esti-

mated to cost $3,'500. Brick construction.
Smaller trades will be let.

Devine Brothers, 51 Bird Avenue, have
started work on a residence on Lauder
.•\ venue,' estimated to cost $.'{,800. Smaller
trades will be let. Granite concrete
block and brick construction.

W. H. Moore, 79 Bellefair Avenue, is

receiving tenders on labor only for car-
pentry, plastering, painting and brick
work required in the erection of a resi-

dence and garage. Estimated cost, $3,000.

C. Parker, 609 Davenport I^oad. has
started work on a residence, estimated
to cost $7,500, and will let smaller trades.
Brick construction.

W. P. Levock, 519 Roxton Road, has
commenced the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $4,500. Smaller imd'-i
will be let. Brick construction.

G. D. Redmond, Architect, 33 Fairview
Boulevard, is receiving tenders on the
erection of a pair of residences on Lamb
.\venue. Brick construction. .Approxi-
mate cost. $4,000.

Warwick Township, Ont
VV. R. Thompson, Concession 2. Wat-

ford, proposes to build a residence to re-
place that recently destroyed by fire.

Estimated cost, $3,000.

. Westboro, Ont
P. Sabourin. 17 Lowery Street, has

commenced the erection of a residence,
estimated to cost $3,000. Frame and
concrete construction.

Wheatley, Ont.
Work on the erection of a residence

has been started by J. P. Crowther.
Frame and white brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost. $3,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Aylmer, Ont
The general contract lor the erection

of a residence and garage for .\. \V.
Pierce has been let to C. M. Smith. Wel-
lington Street. Estimated cost. $10,000.
Brick, stone and concrete construction.

C. M. Smith has also been awarded the
contract for the erection of a residence
for John H. Strachan. Red pressed
brick construction. .Approximate cost.
$3..500.

Cedar Beach, Ont.
W. T. Conklin, Kingsville, Ont.. has

been awarded a contract for the erection
of three summer cottages for J. W.
Richardson. C. M. Carson and W. Lang.
Frame construction. .Approximate cost,
$6,500.
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Hamilton, Ont.
S. S. Forbes, 105 Sanford Avenue S.,

has let the contract for plastering in con-
nection with three residences which he
will build to H. Hancox, 41 Robins Ave-
nue, the plumbing to J. Hart, 1 Nightin-
gale Street, and electrical work to J.

Dynes, 161 Sanford Avenue S. Approxi-
mate total cost, $4,500.

The general, masonry, steel and roof-

ing contracts for the erection of a resi-

dence for G. S. Dunkin, 71 Barnsdale
Avenue S., have been awarded to Mit-

chell & Riddell, Head Street, and the

carpentry to R. Huxtable, 70 St. Clair

Street. Estimated cost, $5,000.

Williamson & Torrence, 469 King St.

E., have let the following contracts for

the erection of two residences:—general,

masonry, carpentry and roofing. S. S.

Forbes, 165 Sanford .\venue; plastering.

H. Hancox, 41 Robins Avenue, plumbing.

J. Hart, 1 Nightingale Street; electrical

work, J. Dynes, 161 Sanford .Avenue S.

Estimated cost, $5,000.

The general, carpentry and roofing

contracts for the erection of a residence

for F. Wilson, 88 Melrose Avenue, have
been awarded to J. Ireland, 161 Hess
Street N., and the masonry to A. Beddie,

307 Burris Avenue. Approximate cost,

$:i,800.

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for C. Galibert & Son
Company, 1133 St. Catherine Street, has

been let to Martineau & Prenoveau, 64.'{

Berri Street. Brick construction. Esti-

mated cost, $4,000.

In connection with the residence now
in course of erection for F. Bonnier,

1639 St. Catherine Street E.. the contract

for masonry, carpentry, plastering, paint-

ing and interior fittings has been let to

the general contractor. Tenders are now
being received for roofing, heating,

plumbing and electrical work.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. G. Jones has been
let to Walter Fryer, 5 Glen .Avenue.

Brick veneer construction. Approximate
cost, $4,600.

In connection with the residence in

course of erection for C. Sutherland, 460

McLeod Street, the plastering contract

has been awarded to Thomas Patterson.

70 Rosedale Avenue, and painjing to

Ritchie & Nunn, 163 Sunny side .Avenue.

Outremont, Que.
The Cooke Estate. 38 Dunlop Street,

have let the following contracts for the

erection of two cottages:—masonry and
excavation. James Young. 540 Maple-
wood Avenue: carpentry, D. M. Long,
Regd.. 304 William Street; roofing. Rich-

ardson, Simard & Company, 745 Clarke

Street; plastering, Watson & Wilson.
1678 Hutchison Street: painting. A. Craig
Ltd., 41 Jurors Street: heating and plumb-
ing, J. Colford, 456 Guy Street; electrical

work, Vincent & Say Electric Company.
35 Union .Avenue. Approximate cost.

$10,000.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Raymond Bussiere, 3

Marie Louise Street, has been let to A.

Vachon. 119 Marie Louise Street. Frame
and brick construction. Approximate
cost, $4,000.

The general, masonry, and carpentry

contracts for the erection of a residence
for F. Gingras, 36 St. Augustin Street,

have been let to Jinchereau & Lamonde.
Brick construction. Estimated cost,

$8,000.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

residence for W. H. Ewing, Albert St.,

the painting contract has been let to

William Hallam, and plastering to W.
Wray. '

Sherbrooke, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for T. J. Parkes. 5 Port-

land .Avenue, has been awarded to Loom-
is, Dakin Limited, St. Gabriel Street.

.Approximate cost, $7,000.

St. Audrews, N.B.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Mrs. E. C. Walker has
been let to Fussing & Jorgensen Bro-
thers, 6 Durocher Street, Montreal.
Stone, brick and roughcast construction.

.Approximate cost, $30,000.

Toronto, Ont.
Tomkins & Baskerville, 490 Oakwood

Avenue, have the contracts for the erec-

tion of two residences in York Town-
ship, at an approximate cost of $3,000

each. Brick construction.

Plans have been prepared for the erec-

tion of two residences for Mrs. C. Blair,

948 Logan Avenue, and the contract for

plumbing and heating let to D. A. Blair.

948 Logan Avenue. Brick construction.

.Approximate cost, $8,000.

Windsor, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

residence for W. E. Rigg. 35 Pitt Street

E.. the carpentry has been let to J. R.

ScuUand.- Tuson Block, roofing to Can-
adian Roofing Manufacturing Company.
McDougall Street, and painting to the

Canadian Glass Company.
The following contracts have been

awarded for the erection of flats for

Louis Kaplan, Wyandotte Street E.:

—

masonry. Thompson Brothers. Chatham
Street W.; carpentry. S. Burch; roofing

and plastering. Welch Brothers; paint-

ing. William Laesser. 94 Jeanette Street;

heating and plumbing. Windsor Hard-
ware Company. 71 Sandwich Street E.;

electrical work. Gilbert Campeau. 121

Tuscarora Street. .Approximate cost.

$15,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Orillia, Ont.
The by-law to provide for the tr.Tnsfer

of the power plant to the Ontario Hydro
Electric Commission has been defeated.

The Town will now proceed with the

plant at Swift Rapids, estimated to cost

$90,000. Switchboards, water wheel,
transformers and other equipment will

be required for two units of 1.600 h.p.

each. Engineer. W. K. Greenwood.

South Melfort, Sask.
Tenders on tlie construction of the

proposed system of the South Melfort
Rural Telephone Company will be re-

ceived until June 14th by the Secretary,
Walter Armstrong. South Melfort Post
Office.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Copper Mountain, B. C.

The British Columbia Copper Com-

pany, Copper Mountain, have awarded
the contract for the construction of a

transmission line from East Princeton to

J. MacDonald, Princeton.

London, Ont.
The Hydro Commission have let the

contract for the supply of Wire cables

to the Northern Electric Company. 131

Simcoe Street, Toronto, and for supply
of poles to W. McFadden, Heaslip, Ont.

Fires

Hamilton, Ont.
Residence owned by W. J. Southam.

Loss, $10,000.

Montreal, Que.
Store of Louis Wisintainer & Son

Company. 58 St. Lawrence Boulevard.
Loss, $15,000. Will be rebuilt.

Store building, owned by N. G. Val-

iquette Ltd., 477 St. Catherine Street E.

Loss, $4,000. Repairs will be made.

Wainwright, Alta.

Pump house owned by the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, Winnipeg. Own-
ers will rebuild.

Westboro, Ont.
Store owned by Frank O'Malley, Vic-

toria .Avenue. Loss. $6,000. Owner may
rebuild.

Store owned by Patrick Mears. Wil-

liam Street. Loss, .$4,!>00. Will be re-

built.

Miscellaneous
Montreal, Que.
The Dominion Bridge Company, La-

chine, have been asked by the City

Council to prepare plans and specifica-

tions for headgates for the Lachine
Canal. Estimated cost. $100,000.

Preston, Ont.
The Town Council will shortly sub-

mit a by-law to authorize the expenditure

of $10,000 on a fire engine. .All com-
munications must be sent to Mayor Hurl-

but. Hurlbut Shoe Factory, Pdeston.

Toronto, Ont.
W. J. McCormick. 3,000 Bloor Street

West, is constructing a concrete swim-
ming tank, estimated to cost $3,500,

Trail, B.C.
The Trail Poultry Association have ap-

pointed a Committee to consider the con-

struction of a swimming pool and gym-
nasium, at an approximate cost of $8,000.

Secretary. J. A. Wadsworth.

Cut Vent Holes and Fill Settles to Firm

Foundation

At various points the Co'eman-du
Pont concrete road, in Delaware, was
constructed over swamps. Ordinarily

these were drained before tlie fill was de-

posited, but in one case the cost would
have been prohibitive so the fill was made
directly on the surface of the swamp,
which floated on several feet of black

muck. Below this was a solid founda-
tion of sand and bog ore. It was thought
that the weight of the embankment
would carry it down to this stratum, but

it did not. The difficulty was surmount-
ed by cutting holes through the swamp
surface near the toe of the fill. The
muck was forced up through these and
the solid earth settled down to the firm

foundation.

d
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Mechanical Filtration of Water

TIU'^ rapid clovcktpmeiit in the science of bacteri-

ology and the resultant study of water-borne
diseases, have in the last few years focused
public attention on polluted water supplies

and created a demand for pure water. The question of

the best methods to employ for the tiltration and purifi-

cation of water can'not be settled by mere dogmatic
assertions. It is no more true that any one treatment
is the best to employ for dealing with all classes and
conditions of water than it is to say that any one

type of sewage disposal is applicable to any and every
case.

Open sand filters or slow sand filters for purifying
water have been in operation for nearly a century,
while mechanical filtration or rapid sand filtration first

made its appearance about thirty years ago. The ar-
rangement of the filtering material differs little in sec-
tions between the rapid and slow processes, but the
water under treatment in the mechanical filter is passed
through the materials at a speed from twenty to sixty
times greater than that which has been found in prac-
tice to represent a safe limit of speed in slow sand
filtration in order to obtain complete purification of
the water.

* • «

The slow sand filtration involves large areas of
artificial sand beds which arc quite expensive in con-
struction and are sometimes beyond the means of
many small communities. There is no doubt what-
ever, however, that from its inception slow sand filtra-

tion has given remarkably good results in purifying
polluted water. However, as the efficiency of the slow
sand process increa.ses its ability to allow for the pas-
sage of water through it decreases. Good results have
also been obtained from the mechanical filter, but it

is necessary in this process to employ coagulants and
generally, though not always, to have pumping mach-
inery to operate the apparatus. The efficiency- of the
open sand filtration is believed to be exceeded by no
other process for removing bacteria and other organic
matter, although mechanical filters with a coagulant
have given an efficiency only one or two per cent.
less. But the possibility of serious lapses in full effici-

ency is greater with the mechanical than with the
open filter.

The general practice in America has been to employ
the mechanical or rapid process because of the facility
with which clarification can be obtained and the com-
parative expense and difficulty with which the same
result can be obtained by the slow process. Then,
too, it has been discovered that mechanical filtration,
in addition to being cheaper in first cost and operating
cost than slow sand filtration, is better adapted to
a wide range of conditions, and with water containing
a large amount of fine suspended matter, could be used
with success where the slow sand filter would be
doomed to complete failure.

• • * '

The mechanical system e.'Jsentially consists of tanks
containing sand through which water is passed at a
high rate of filtration after it has been treated with a
coagulating chemical. This chemical is added to the
raw water before reaching the filter and forms immedi-
ately an artificial, gelatinous film over the surface of
the sand, thereby collecting most of the foreign ma-
terial on the surface and preventing clogging of the
filter. These filters are cleaned at frequent intervals
by reversing the current of water through them and
washing the suspended matter out through a waste
way near the top. While the experimental work of
trained specialists in the last decade has placed the
mechanical method of filtration on a sound basis, yet
its success must be attributed to a greater extent to
the development in the design of these filters and to
the scientific methods of operation. Elsewhere in this
issue is a paper by Thomas Fleming, Jr.. on "'The
Improvement in the Art of Mechanical Filtration,"
which enumerates in a very detailed manner the de-
velopments which have been made. Previous to 1900,
mechanical filters were built of wood or steel ; modern
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practice, however, is to build them ahnost entirely of

concrete and equip them as far as possible with auto-

matic control devices for the operation of their dif-

ferent functions. The mechanical filter is almost uni-

versal in Canada and the United States ; to-day there

are approximately twenty million people supplied with
filtered water, and of this amount, practically fourteen

million, or two-thirds, are supplied with filtered water
from some 600 mechanical filtration plants.

Prepare for Mosquito Extermination

THE season is upon us when the extermination

of mosquitoes is one of our ever-present prob-

lems. Canadian municipalities, however, do
not appear to have made much eflfort to ex-

terminate these pests. In later years their invasion

of our larger cities, which formerly were more or less

immune, indicates an increase in both number and
activity and it is increasingly evident that in defense

of the good health of our citizens, to say nothing of

our personal corpfort, some systematic move must
soon be made by our civic authorities to prevent the

further increase of these troublesome insects and, if

possible, remove the cause of their being.

The city of Philadelphia is an example of what
some of the larger .cities on this continent have been
attempting during the past few years. Since 1912

some 65 miles of ditches have been reconstructed with

the idea of improving the drainage ; approximately

12,000,000 square feet of pools have been oiled or

sprayed ; 27,000 sewer inlets oil treated and 300,000

square yards of weeds cut down. The following de-

tails of this work are taken from the advance report

of the New York State Conference of mayors and
other city officials prepared by Mr. W. H. Connell.

Experience in Mosquito Extermination

The mosquito extermination campaign in Phila-

delphia started in July, 1912, with an appropriation of

$5,000 for experimental and actual work. The poor
drainage system over 8,000 acres of lowland in the

southern section of the city caused through obstructed

ditches, which had not been properly maintained for

several years previous to that time, had practically con-

verted this area into swamp land where millions of

mosquitoes bred annually. During the past year 30
diiiferent varieties of mosquitoes were identified and
large numbers of malaria-bearing mosquitoes were
found in all sections of the city.

Preparatory to starting the actual work of mos-
quito extermination in 1913 the early part of the year
was devoted to an educational campaign in which
many lectures were given and over 100,000 pamphlets
bearing on the life history of mosquitoes and practical

methods of extermination were distributed throughout
the city to solicit the interest of the public. The ap-

propriation of $5,000, however, did not permit of a

decisive fight against the insects in the city limits sim-
ultaneously, and the work was confined principally

to sections where they bred habitually and to relieve

local complaints. During this year the salt-marsh
species, a larger and more active mosquito than the
house-breeding variety, made its appearance in the

lower part of the city in large numbers and much time
and attention were given to extermination work against
this particular pest in its original breeding places.

The force of men varied from two to eight during
the season of 1914, and, while the appropriation was
curtailed, a great deal of very satisfactory work was
accomplished in oiling pools throughout the summer

and latterly in oiling sewer inlets, which was tried out

for the first time in the fall and continued until the

middle of December. As a result, mosquitoes which
ordinarily hibernate in sewer inlets over the winter
were practically prevented from breeding and no com-
plaints of the mosquito nuisance were received until

four weeks after the first heavy rains in May, 1914.

The work of mosquito extermination in 1915 began
on June 1, with an appropriation of $2,500, and ex-

tended to November 15. Probably no season since

1912 proved so very favorable for breeding purposes,

as rain occurred at short intervals and formed thous-
ands of pools. Breeding places on roofs and in tin

cans on dumps and private property added tb the mul-
titude of complaints of mosquito annoyances. At one
period of the summer the situation became so bad in

many built-up sections of the city, bordering on large

unimproved areas where weeds were permitted to

grow to a height of 6 or 7 feet, that the city was
forced to put an additional force of 200 men at work
cutting down areas of weeds infested by mosquitoes.
Table I. gives data on the work in 1915.

The actual appropriations for mosquito extermina-
tion during the past four years amounts to $13,900,

and this amount, of course, is not sufficient to handle
such a proposition, so important to the health and
comfort of a community of the size of this city. With
the limited appropriations, however, much progfess
has been made, and since 1912 over 65 miles of ditches
have been reconstructed, which will permit of the pro-

per drainage of an immense area which has heretofore

afforded ideal breeding places for these pests. Ap-
proximately 12,000,000 square feet of pools have been
oiled and sprayed, 27,000 sewer inlets oil treated and
300,000 square yards of weeds cut down in the effort

to improve living conditions during the mosquito sea-

son. With a proper amount of money an entirely dif-

ferent plan than heretofore used for mosquito -work
could be put into elifect, which it is confidently pre-
dicted would free the city from the mosquito nuisance.

Table I.—Work Done by Philadelphia City Forces on
Mosquito Extermination, 1915

Oiling pools
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Advances in Mechanical Filtration
Improvements in the Art of Rapid Sand Filtration in

Constructional Design and Automatic Control Devices
By Thos. Fleming, Jr.*

MJ'ICHANICAL filtration or rapid sand filtra-

tion, as it is sometimes called, is an Ameri-
can invention, and first made its appearance
in 1884. Previous to this, the European

method of slow sand filtration had been introduced in

this country at several places and was accepted gen-

erally as the only method of properly filtering a public

water supply on a large scale. This method involved

large areas of artificial sand beds which were quite

expensive in construction and were beyond the means
of many of the small communities and paper mills

which were beginning at this time to demand filtered

water supplies for contaminated and muddy water.

The mechanical system, as proposed, consisted of small

tiibs or tanks usually containing a three-foot bed of

.sand through which the water was passed at a high

rate of filtration after it had been treated with a coagu-
lating chemical. This chemical was added to the raw
water before reaching the filter and formed immedi-
ately an artificial gelatinous film over the surface of

the sand, thereby collecting most of the foreign ma-
terial on the surface and preventing a clogging of the

filter. These filters were cleaned at frecjuent i)eriods

by reversing the current of water through the mani-
fold in the bottom of the filter and washing the col-

lected suspended matter out of a waste-way near the

top.

During the next ten years after the appearance of

this type of filter, (|uite a few of these plants were in-

stalled mostly for paper mills and small towns. The
results obtained appeared to be more those of clarifi-

cation than purification and there does not appear to

have been much study in scientific operation. It was
mainly a commercial proposition floated by private

companies under the Hyatt patents with no expert

suj)crvision as to the operation or results obtained,

and the result was that many of the i)Iants proved un-
satisfactory and this ty()e of filtration was regarded
as a cheap makeshift method to be used oidy when
the cost of the slow sand system rendered it proliibi-

tive.

'I"he facility with which clarification could be ob-
tained by this method and the comparative expense
and difficulty of accomplishing the same result by any
other method, led, however, to the installation of this

type of filter plant in (piite a few imjjortant towns.
These plants were built without settling basins along
the lines of the first installations and it was soon found
tliat they could not handle the water in these locali-

ties during periods of high turbidity. These plants
were owncxl by private corporations, who made eflTici-

ency their highest aim in operation and experiments
were immediately started in settling the water so as
to reduce the load on the filters. It was found that
coagulated water could he effectively settled in com-
paratively short periods of time, thereby greatly re-

ducing the load on the filters during periods of high
turbidity, and adequate settling basins were soon ad-
ded to all of these plants, making them pioneers among
the successful mechanical filter plants.

In Folwell's well-known book on "Water Supply,"

* Before the Engineer.s' Society of Western Pennsylvania.

issued in 1900, we find the following statements con-
cerning filtration

:

"The efficiency of English sand filtration is thought
to be exceeded by that of no other system For
removing bacteria and other organic matter, English
filters give the best results; although mechanical filters

with coagulation have given an efficiency only one-
half to two per cent. less. But the possibility of occa-
sional serious lapses in full efficiency is greater with
mechanical than with English filters."

Several of the other authorities took this same atti-

tude, and generally speaking, slow sand filtration was
looked on as the only highly efficient method of filtra-

tion at this time. This is not strange considering the
conditions under which mechanical filters had been de-
veloped, .and also the fact that slow sand filters had
been in successful use in England and on the continent
for some time.

It is an interesting fact that in 1900. less than two

f/Z/ew^ Mater

General Arransement of a Mechanical or Rapid Filter.

million people in America were supplied with filtered

water, while to-day we have approximately twenty
million people supplied, and of this number, ftuirteen

million, or two-thirds of the people sui)plied by filtered

water obtained it from mechanical filters. The increase
in the ratio supplied by this system has been most
rapid in 'the last ten years. In 1900, there were less
than one and a half million people supplied by this
method; in 1910, this was increased to seven million.
while in the last five years, the increase has been one
hundred per cent, and there are now over six hundred
mechanical filter plants in the United States and Can-
ada.

While the experimental work of trained specialists
in the last decade has placed this method on a sound
basis, yet its success must be attributed to a great ex-
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tent to the development in the design of these filters

and to the scientific control of operation. Municipali-

ties were loath to consider filter plants of this type as

long as they were controlled by a basic patent, but

when the Hyatt patents expired in 1901, it opened
up the field of competition and it was possible to pre-

pare a design on which competition could be secured.

Then, too, it was discovered that mechanical filtration,

in addition to being cheaper in first cost and operating

cost than slow sand filtration, was better adapted to a

wide range of conditions, and with water containing

a large amount of fine suspended matter could be used
with success where the slow sand filter would be
doomed to complete failure.

It is not the intention to convey the impression that

mechanical filters will entirely supersede slow sand
filters,- for there are certain conditions where the lat-

ter are undoubtedly better suited, but for the surface

supplies of the main portion of our country which are

subject to wide fluctuations in turbidity, the modern
mechanical filter plant will give the highest efficiency

and at the lowest cost, not only in first cost, but also

in operation.

.

The large number of filter installations in the last

fifteen years which, as we have just pointed out, has
increased the number of consumers of filtered water
from two million to twenty million, cannot be attri-

buted so much to the improvements in the art of fil-

tration as to the necessity for pure water supplies and
the awakening of public interest in such matters. The
rapid development in the science of bacteriology and
the resultant studies of waterborne diseases have in

the last few years focused public attention on pol-

luted water supplies and created a demand for pure
water.

The most important improvements in mechanical
filters which distinguish the modern plant from the

type of plant constructed fifteen years ago, may be
classified under the following headings

:

Permanent type of construction.

Adequate settling and coagulating faculties.

An accurate and adjustable filter control.

Accessibility and uniform distribution of collecting

systems.
A self-cleansing wash system.
Reliable control of chemical feed.

Hydraulic operating valves, and recording devices.

Expert supervision.

Under these general headings, it is proposed to dis-

cuss the various improvements.

Permanent Type of Construction

Previous to 1900, mechanical filters were built of

wood or steel. If of the gravity type, they consisted

of circular tubs of various designs, some containing the

filter only and some consisting of double deck struc-

tures 16 feet high, the upper 8 feet holding the filter

and the lower 8 feet l^eing utilized as a small coagulat-
ing basin. Many of the plants consisted of pressure
filters looking very much like steel boilers in which
the filter was constructed and operated under pres-

sure. Usually the filters were installed on the supply
main from the pumps to the distributing system. As
a result of the experimental work previously outlined,

it was clearly demonstrated that it was impossible to

operate pressure filters on contaminated waters with
any guarantee of a uniformly high efficiency. It was
found, after a certain loss of head is developed by the
friction in pa^ssing through the filter, that there is a
tendency for the surface film over the sand to break,

and as this film is mainly responsible for the reten-

tion of the bacteria, the filter under such conditions

would become merely a strainer retaining the sus-

pended material but permitting the bacteria to enter
the filtered water. Further, it was found impossible
to get the operators to make the necessary daily in-

spections of the filters to determine the condition in

which they were and to properly govern the washing
and cleaning. The result was that the pressure type
of filter was discarded as imsuitable for this purpose.
The steel and wooden tanks had a comparatively
short life, and with the adoption of reinforced concrete
for construction work, it was natural that designers in

filtration work should turn to this type of construction
for the filter tubs. This permitted the construction of

rectangular filters in larger sizes and of a shape more
adapted to economizing on space.

To-day, the reinforced concrete type of filter can be
constructed more cheaply than steel tubs, as has been
demonstrated on bids taken both ways on several re-

cent installations. Wooden tubs can, of course, be
constructed more cheaply and are still used in tem-
porary installations or in extreme cases where first

cost is vitak Practically all of the plants which have
been constructed in the last ten years have been of

the reinforced concrete type.

There has also been a great change in the quality
of the equipment. Flanged cast iron pipe is now used
inside of all structures on pressure lines. Reinforced
concrete floors have displaced the old wooden operat-
ing platforms and the clear wells are now covered with
the same type of construction and sealed to avoid con-
tamination. Many of the older plants can still be
found, however, where the clear well below the filters

is covered by loose boards which form a hazardous
protection. Fire-proof buildings for housing the filters,

coagulant apparatus and e(|uipment are now the uni-
versal standard, v.'here formerly frame structures were
not infrequent. In the more recent plants atteotion
has been given to the architecture and to obtain a
])leasing and neat appearance in the surroundings.

What has been said concerning the filters also ap-
plies to the settling basins. The wooden and steel

tanks formerly so common have given place to rein-

forced concrete basins, carefully designed.

Adequate Settling and Coagulating Facilities

The originators of the mechanical filters paid very
little attention to preliminary settling. Most of the
early plants installed provided at the most a half hour
])eriod of settling and this appears to have been given
mainly to secure a thorough coagulation of the water
before it reaches the filter. The filter was supposed to

do all the work, and it is surprising that the system
was as successful as records show.

There are many plants in operation to-day where
the settling basins do 90 per cent, of the work during
]>eriods of high turbidity, and it is found that in addi-
tion to taking out the suspended matter, about the
same per cent, of bacteria is removed, presumably by
being taken down with the settlement of the coagu-
lated suspended matter.

The average filtration plant to-day is provided with
a period of at least four hours of settling with coagu-
lants, and unless there is considerable coarse suspended
matter in the raw water at times, no preliminary natur-
al settling is provided. The settling basins are de-
signed in duplicate so that one basin can be cleaned
during a favorable condition of the water without
closing down the plant. The modern settling basin is

constructed of reinforced concrete and the bottoms are
sloped with a sufficient grade to permit of the natural
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flow of the solid matter to a central drain which is

controlled by a valve from the top of the basin. A
l)ressure line with hose connections is provided for

hiishinp down the sides and bottom. In the northern

latitudes, the ba.sins are covered with reinforced con-

t-rotc to prevent trouble from freezing durinc the winter

])criod.

A coagulant is usually fed into the raw water at

a special mixing compartment before entering the

basins. This compartment is also constructed of con-

crete and equipped with adjustable wooden baffles

which can be set close together in rows and adjusted

so as to secure a thorough mixing of the water and

chemical before it enters the basins. The entering

water must be distributed uniformly across the inlet

end of the basin and the basins must be sufficiently

baffled to prevent any cross currents. Where two or

more basins are constructed, they are often arranged

to operate in parallel or series.

A Self-Cleansing System

Many filtration plants have suffered from an oper-

ating point of view due to a lack in proper facilities

for thoroughly washing the filters. In the old types

of fdters, very little attention was paid to trough spac-

ing and to the carrying height of water, but most of

those filters were ])rovided with mechanical rakes

which thoroughly stirred up the sand during the wash-

ing period. When the modern concrete type of filter

began to be adopted, agitation of the sand by com-

])ressed air was substituted for the old type of rakes

and more attention was given to providing an ade-

(piate amount of wash water. This was limited usually

to 8 gallons per square foot per minute, as it was
found that a greater amount would disturb the gravel

underlying the sand which was usually a small sized

gravel ungraded and placed to a depth of eight or ten

inches. Under these conditions and with the size of

filter sand usually used, the trough system was placed

at a height of 15 inches, which was found sufficiently

high to prevent the overflow of sand. More recent

experiments have shown that a more eflFective wash
can be obtained by eliminating the mechanical agitation

and cleaning the filter with a rate of wash of 15 gallons

per square foot per minute, which is almost twice the

rate formerly adopted. When a filter is washed at

this rate, it is found that the entire sand bed is floated,

the finer sand being lifted from 24 inches to 30 inches

above the normal surface of the sand, and the \yash

troughs must therefore be constructed at this height.

This system was first installed in the Cincinnati, Ohio,

])laiit and gave great success, not only in thoroughly

cleansing the filter, but in a lower operating cost and

with a less amount of wash water. The trouble from

the disturbing of the gravel was eliminated at Cin-

cinnati by tying down the gravel to the bottom of the

filter with a bronze screen. Recently it has been dis-

covered that by grading the gravel and using a depth

of from 15 inches to 24 inches and by controlling the

flow of wash water so as to slowly and uniformly start

and stop the wash that it is unnecessary to tie down
the gravel in the filters, and several of the latest in-

stallations have been installed on this basis.

In connection with the washing of filters, apparatus

for removing and replacing the sand by water carriage

is of considerable value. Theoretically it should be un-

necessary to remove or replace sand in a well operated

filter for several years, but in the practical operation

it has been found necessary to remove the sand much
more frequently, due to displacement of gravel by
carelessness of operator in applying the wash water,

stopping up of the strainer systetn with sand, or stop-

ping up of the manifold system of for varicjus other

reasons. While the cost of removing sand by hand
from a mechanical filter is very small when compared
with slow sand filters, yet a considerable saving in

operating cost can be eflfected by installing a water
carriage system. This requires a portable hand ejec-

tor, a small pressure line and a sand line, both located

in the pipe gallery and arranged with outlets op|K)site

each filter. The ejector is placed in the filter when
sand is to be removed and connected by hose to the

l^ressure and sand lines m the pipe gallery. The sand
can then be removed to a storage bin or to another

filter as may be desired.

Reliable Control of Chemical Feed

Many of the older types of filter plants made no
provision for an accurate arrangement for feeding the

coagulant solution. The material was dissolved in

tanks many of which were entirely inadequate in

size to enable the operator to use a dilute solution, and
the method of operation consisted in dissolving so

many pounds of coagulant and feeding this solution

into the raw water in a certain period of time, dfpend-
ing upon the turbidity of the water to be treated. The
outlet valve was opened a certain number of turns to

give this desired rate, and a uniform feed by this ap-

proximate method was used.

The filter designers in the last few years h^vc en-

tirely revised this system of applying the coagulants,
and most of the modern filter plants of any size have
not only an adjustable feed for the chemical .solution,

but also an automatic arrangement for supplying this

feed in direct proportion to the quantity of raw water
being admitted to the plant, and further, electric

alarms are being installed to immediately sound a
gong in case of a stoppage in the flow of the chemical
solution. Many of these arrangements are based up-
on a control from a Venturi meter on the raw water
line, while an adjustable orifice enables the operator
to set the desired rate of flow of the solution. The
electric alarm is usually installed at the orifice and is

of simple construction consisting of dry batteries and
an open circuit which is closed at- the orifice when the

litiuid fails to flow. The modern solution tanks are
usually constructed of reinforced concrete and of ample
size to provide sufficient storage for the solution un-
der maximum conditions. They are provided with
stirring devices driven by motors located on the oper-
ating floor above the tanks.

Hydraulic Operating Valves and Recording Devices

Most of the larger filter plants of recent construc-

tion have been equipped with hydraulically operated
gate valves controlled from an operating table located

in front of each filter. By means of levers on these

tables, a valve can be opened or closed very quickly
without the labor required on hand operated valves.

This method of control is not only justified from an
operating point of view in the reduction of operating
expense, but also is valuable as aflfording a quick ar-

rangement for manipulating the plant. The increased
cost of equipping a filter with this apparatus is ap-
proximately $400 per filter, and the tendency to-day
is to apply this equipment to even the smaller installa-

tions. The use of recording devices in the larger
plants is essential and in the average plant can be
judiciously used to advantage. It is inadvisable to
overload a plant with recording apparatus on account
of the increased cost from an operating {x>int of view
in adjusting and keeping up the records.
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Building Conditions in Winnipeg
The Metropolis of the Middle West—Housing and Town
Planning Associations — Limit Height of Buildings

By Arthur A. Stoughton, R.A.I.C*

WINNIPEG has passed so rapidly from the

frontier village stage, with all that that

term connotes of shacks and mud and prim-

itive society, to the dignity of a well-ordered

city, with large and handsome buildings ; having be-

come a large producing and distributing centre, with

an extensive banking system and all the features of

the political society, that it is necessary to check up its

status and achievements at frequent- intervals in order

to keep informed of its progress.

This is specially necessary for contractors and ma-
terial men and manufacturers, both in the city and
those at a distance, whose products are used there,

lest its demands and the amount of commodities it

can absorb and the opportunities it presents be under-

estimated. When we are faced with the fact that the

year before the war, 1913, saw $12,000,000 worth of

buildings erected there, which was one-quarter of the

cost of new buildings for that year in New York city,

we have to admit that Winnipeg is no mean city for

the contractor. The Industrial Bureau, under its able

head, Mr. Chas. H. Webster, acts as a clearing house
for information and statistics, which I need not re-

produce here, and a stimulus for the increase of manu-
factures and business in general, and, therefore, is an

important aid to the activity of the contractor. The
growth of Winnipeg in population and wealth is one

of the most remarkable chapters in the history of civic

development on the continent.

Present Conditions

As elsewhere, present conditions have put a quietus

on most of this activity, but with the return of a normal

state there will surely come a great expansion of busi-

ness. Immigration of a good class will result from

the devastation of the war and thousands of those

whose homes and villages have been destroyed and

others who prefer our peaceful prairies to the uncer-

tainty of life in parts of Europe will settle here and

around us. More acres will be tilled ; more individuals

will buy necessities and luxuries ; more things will be

l)roduced : more money will circulate, and therefore

more building will be done. The manufacturing of war
material now and the feeding of Europe now and later

will aid the general prosperous movement.
Even during this year many new industries have

been started here and industrial plants erected. What
may not be expected in increase in business as soon

as the war is over? All should look to the future and
consider plans for the handling of a larger volume of

building work.
Winnipeg has already a good equipment of factories

for the production of many of the building materials,

iron, steel, woodworking, etc., and there are natural

resources in the province of various building stones

and timber and materials for good bricks and cement.

The Tyndall limestone with a fossiliferous mottling

is ;m excellent, wearing and appearing limestone, used
on very many of the best buildings. A fine dolomite

has been recently found and is about to be put on
the market. The "Made-in-Winnipeg" slogan has

* Professor of Architecture in the University of Manitoba,

helped to create more home products, such plants be-

ing made possible by the increasing size of the city

and its requirements, while very many eastern and
foreign concerns have agencies here, some with their

own local shops, at least for assembling.
It is an assured fact that Winnipeg will always be

the metropolis of this whole middle country, acting

as distributor and banker and clearing house and the

transportation centre and labor market, and to a great
extent, manufacturer, so that industries and business
of every kind will concentrate here, as railways have
already done. This means the greatest population and
all those material needs which accompany size, growth,
and activity. Eor the contractor it spells building of

every kind—commercial houses, vast plants, school
and public buildings, modest and expensive houses,
bridges, railways and engineering structures of every
kind.

Co-operation

The contractor should co-operate with the architect

as a helper in this great building enterprise. As
soon as society passes the primitive stage man seeks to

order his building with a view to its agreeable ap-
pearance, which gives scope for the architect as dis-

tinguished from the mere builder or constructor. Any-
one passing along the streets of Winnipeg will notice

that the architects responsible for their appearance
are men of taste who love their art. The architects of

Winnipeg are a well-organized body who have secured
the enactment of a good law which requires a' high
standard of training and experience in those who are

admitted to practice. The architects meet informally

at a weekly luncheon, which is addressed by some pro-

fessional man on a subject more or less related to ar-

chitecture. There are examples of the work of Eastern
Canadian and American architects in the Fort Garry
Hotel, the Union Station, the Bank of Montreal, and
other fine buildings. It is well to have such buildings
for variety and inspiration, but many buildings by
local men are not a whit inferior to these. Not content
with the recruiting of the profession from architects'

offices or distant schools, they have succeeded in in-

ducing the University of Manitoba to undertake this

professional training. Two years ago a Department
of Architecture was organized and a four years' course,

similar in scope to those in Canadian and American
imiversities, was inaugurated, in which construction

and design are given equal weight, and the work is

now proceeding favorably.

The University of Manitoba has grown so that it

is crowded in its present buildings and is looking for-

ward to occupying a fine new site for which an ex-

tensive group of buildings has already been projected.

In connection with the Department of Architecture, an
evening class for draughtsmen has been carried on
with excellent results, so that, for a nominal fee, men
engaged by day in ofifices can become designers and
learn better rendering of drawings by working in this

evening class. The new Art School of the Industrial

Bureau provides good instruction in drawing and
painting. The work of the Art Club, the Western Art
Association, the Archaelogical Institute and the exhibi-
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tions of paintings in the Art Gallery are all influential

in raising the standard of art and culture which con-
tributes to better building.

A great deal of construction has been going on,

started before the war, such as the great Parliament
Huildings, the Law Courts, the extensive group of the
Agricultural C<jllege at St. Vital, each costing several

million dollars, the Children's Home, the Fort Garry
Hotel, and the enlargement of the Royal Alexandra
Hotel, the Bank of (Quebec, the Coco-Cola building
and a large number of smaller business buildings and
residences. The I'^ord Motor Company has just fin-

ished a large building as an assembling plant, in the

west part of the city, on I'ortage Avenue. The Bank of

Montreal is starting a very tine and handsome building,

on Main Street, adjoining the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce. 'J"he Grain l^xchange is adding several stories

to its building. A group plan for the University was
prepared and drawings for the first building, for en-

gineering and architecture, made, which awaits more
settled ct)nditions for its development. Along Portage
Avenue business buildings, large and small, have been
erected, and all over the city houses and apartment
blocks have sprung up in every direction.

Huge Department Store Buildings

The most important event in the building line, how-
ever, is the commencement of huge buildings by the

T. Eaton Company to house their store and mail order

business and to be their main distributing house for

their Western Canada trade. They will cover two
entire blocks between Portage and St. Marys Avenues
and ilargrave and Donald Streets, having twelve high

storeys, rising to a height of 215 feet, connected at

every storey above the second by two bridge struc-

tures, spanning Graham Avenue, and under the whole
of that street. It will be built in units of one-quarter

of a block, eight storeys high, one each year for the

next eight years, each costing approximately $600,CXX).

When both blocks are thus covered to a height of eight

storeys, the ujjper four storeys will presumably be built

in the same way. The south building will be first con-,

structed. The first unit, at the southeast corner of

Hargrave Street and Graham Avenue, is now well

along. The present store will be replaced only after

the south building has been carried up the eight storeys.

This great enterprise, undertaken in times when every
person is inclined to delay expenditure, shows the con-

fidence in the future of this city and the western coun-

try on the part of very sagacious and far-seeing men.
It will inevitably be a powerful incentive to others to

build, and it will tend to raise the whole tone of busi-

ness and increase optimism.

Limit Height of Buildings

About a year ago the city passed a by-law limit-

ing the height of buildings, which would have a far-

reaching etiect in preventing concentration of high
buildings and real estate values in a few spots, to the

detriment and im]>i>vcrishment of other districts and in

tending to keep down values to a rea.sonable figure

and in equalizing and spreading business and traffic,

it prescribes that buildings shall not be more than
one and three-cjuarter times the width oi the street

in height and not more than 198 feet nor more than
twelve storeys in height on any street. Nearly all

Wiiniipeg streets are 66 feet wide so that on them
buildings would not be more than 115'/j feet high.

Main Street, lV)rtage Avenue, and Broadway are each
l.U feet wide. On these, a building may iu)t be more

than 198 feet high, or one and one-half times the width
of the street, but as it may not have more than twelve
storeys, all ordinary buildings would be about 165 feet

high, which is the height of the McArthur Building,

on Portage Avenue, near Main Street, the highest, at

present, except the Fort Cjarry Hotel, whose steep

sloping roofs are 200 feet high. Any buildings on these

side streets, needing very high storeys, could have
twelve of them within 1^ feet.

When the T. Eaton Company presented its pro-

posal, as outlined above, to two buildings of equal

iieight, the one on Portage Avenue being slightly

higher than the limit for 132 foot streets, the one on
the south block being one hundred feet higher than the

limit for 66-foot streets, on four of which it faces, the

(Jity Council suspended the by-law to give special per-

mission, and another exception -was made a few weeks
later to enable the Grain Exchange to add several

storeys to its buildings, as originally planned. In view
of these facts it seems highly improbable that this very

desirable height limitation will be adhered to.

Winnipeg is most fortunate in the openness of its

street system. Few cities in Canada have such. an
asset in wide main streets for business, and beautiful

river scenery for residential districts, as well as the

fine appearance of a great number of the residential

streets. These are 66 feet wide with a 24-foot road-

way, the remaining space being devoted 'to wide
boulevards, well planted with grass and shaded by
trees and maintained with assiduous care by the Parks
Boards. There are a number of exceptionally fine resi-

<lence districts, while the districts where the working
people live are equally open and free from slums of the

ordinary type.

House and Town Planning

The city seeks to improve its plan and provide for

proper development in the future as well as co-ordina-

tion of its street system with that of the surrounding
municipalities. It has had for some time a Housing
and Town Planning Association and it now has a

Committee of the Industrial Bureau of Town Planning
and Civic Betterment to further schemes for improve-
ment in various civic lines. It has appointed a -per-

manent body known as the Greater Winnipeg Plan
Commission to take in charge officially the work of

planning and re-planning. This Commission is now
preparing a comprehensive jjlan of the whole district.

for the city to work to as the time goes on, and it is

considering suggestions for individual changes, modifi-

cations or additions to the present plan where it is

defective and where needed by new conditions of in-

creased business, traffic, etc., to improve circulation.

reduce friction, and furtlier economy of transit. It

will cultivate co-operation with city and environs as
to through avenues ; it will lay out a general park
system and will provide for small parks and recreation
spaces through the settled areas. Its task is a mighty
one, as the city is so large—the area of Greater Winni-
peg being 200 square mile.s—and there has been sub-
division so far beyond settlement, but with the cordial

sui)port of the officials and the people, it hopes to make
Winnipeg the finest city of the future in Western Can-
ada, as it will be the largest and most important. Mr
Thomas .\dams, the Town Planning Advisor of the
Connnission of Conservation, visited it recently and
made suggestions, but he said that it was already well
provided with fine broad avenues for its main arteries.

.V provincial town planning act was {>assed at the
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last session of the Legislature which gives to cities,

town and municipalities greatly enlarged powers in

the use of land in town planning schemes and for pub-
lic purposes generally, and furnishes the procedure by
which they may initiate plans and execute improve-
ments. Already some are preparing to take advantage
of these powers.

The Commission has, at the city's direction, pro-

vided the architectural treatment for several bridges,

drawings for which were made by Mr. Paul Schioler,

then City Bridge Engineer, which, if constructed, will

be a series unique in Canada, in that engineer and
architect have collaborated in designing bridges suit-

able in structure and agreeable in , appearance. They
will have no unsightly trusses and plate girders and
bascule counterweights even are kept below the road-

way, so that the piers and pylons, balustrades and
lamps are treated entirely with regard to their aes-

thetic effect.

The economic problem bears heavily here as else-

where, the army of the unemployed having mobilized

here more numerously because Winnipeg is a larger

city and because its extensive relief work is so well

advertised. Many have suggested that its wisest re-

lief work would be the undertaking of public construc-

tion ; that it should pa}- wages instead of charity, and
in so-doing it would add very little to the tax rate.

The city is economizing to the last degree, reducing
public expenditures, cutting down staff and avoiding

all outlay in improvements which can be deferred.

Perhaps this is penny wise and pound foolish. For
improvements which will benefit the city of the pre-

sent and future, debentures could be issued, with due
regard to the life of the improvements. Future gen-

erations in their more prosperous times, would help

to pay for what we should construct in these troubl-

ous times. Thus would present times be improved by
the property -created by construction and the circula-

tion of money ; unemployment would be relieved

;

advantage would be taken of low prices, and the bur-

den to the present generation would be negligible in

amount.

Waterworks and Sewerage Systems
of Canada, Statistically Reviewed in Recent
Government Report—Some Typical Illustrations

THE Commission of Conservation of Canada have

just issued a new edition of their book,

"Waterworks and Sewerage Systems." A
previous edition was prepared in 1912, in

which it was aimed at presenting in a form readily

available for reference, the principal physical data res-

pecting the waterworks systems then in existence in

Canada. The present report brings the water\v(Mks

systems up to date, and in addition, summarizes the

sewerage systems.

The importance of sewage disposal can be readily

appreciated when we consider the number of inland

bodies of water which receive raw .sewage and at the

same time are the only available source of water sup-

ply for certain municipalities in the neighborhood. The
supply of water to these communities is the most im-

portant use of these lakes and rivers and the value of

a pure supply as compared with one polluted by sew-

age can scarcely be overestimated. Even where water

systems are provided with filtration plants, there is

great danger of overloading the filter if the source of

"supply is grossly polluted by raw sewage. The use of

water filters should be only an additional factor of

safety in an operation which should begin with the

j)roper treatment of sewage. A well-known Canadian

authority on municipal engineering has advanced rhe

statement that, "if the domestic sewage which now dis-

charges, by means of underground sewers, directly

into streams, rivers, and lakes, without any form of

treatment, were treated to the extent of the elimina-

tion and destruction of the sewage bacteria, at least fif-

teen hundred fives could be saved annually in Canada
from death by typhoid alone." ,

The Commission's report refers to water purilica-

tion by hypochlorite of calcium, which is being very

freely adopted in America. Much has been said for

and against the hypochlorite or similar treatment. It

is recognized however, that as a solitary treatment to

obtain pure water it cannot be considered a perman-
ent method. While it would be most unwise not to

immediately resort to this treatment in cases of emer-

gency, its usefulness should end there. One of the
|)rincipal objections to its permanent use is the "resi-

dual chlorine" taste or odor acquired by the water in

this treatment. It is the opinion of certain authorities

on water-purification that to be certain of the destruc-

tion of all bacteria, such an excess of the chemical is

necessary as to be noticeable to the smell and taste; or

vice versa that if there is no smell and taste in the jiuri-

lied water the bacteria are not destroved with certainty.

A number of interesting illustrations are included

in the report, some of which, through the kindness of

the Commission of Conservation, we are reproducing
in this issue. They are typical of the methods adopted
in water supply and sewerage disposal throughout the

Dominion of Canada. The following data refer to the

waterworks or sewage systems of the towns to which
one or other of the various illustrations refers

:

Waterworks

Hamilton—Supply pumped from Lake Ontario, 5

miles distant, into mains ; electric power used, with
steam auxiliary plant, average 1,200 h.p., maximum,
1,500 h.p. Reservoir : emergencv reservoir of 11.000,000

gal., and three others of 2,000,000 gal, 300,000 gal.,

and 80,000 gal. capacity respectively. Purification :

settling basin used. Distribution: 179J4 miles of C. L
mains, 4 in. to 36 in.; 1,782 hv'drants ; 27,234 services,

lead pipe. Pressure: ordinary, 75 lbs.; fire, 60 to 100

lbs. Consumption : 13,500,000 gal. Financial : total

cost of plant, $3,466,156 ; annual maintenance, .$1 17,054
;

interest, $99,505 ; revenue, $289,587. Rates : tlat rate,

on assessment basis up to $4 per $1,000; bathroom,
$2.00; meter rate, 7i/^ cents and 10 cent's per 1,000

gal. Officer in charge, A. F. Macallum, city engineer.

(Since resigned).

Berlin—Supply pumped from artesian wells, 2

miles distant, to stand-pipe ; electric power used with

steam and gasoline auxiliary; maximum, 470 h.p.;

average, 75 h.p. Reservoir, stand-pipe of 500,000 gal.

capacity, illustrated herewith; storage reservoir,

(Continued on page 551)
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Commission of Conservation

Hamilton Sewase Disposal Works-Tanks and Filtering Beds.

Xaiy of "Eameiiton—Two Views of Sewer Outfall.
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1.500,000 Kal. Distrihutiun: 36K. miles of C. 1. aiul

W. I. mains, 1 in. to 16 in.; 271 hydrants ; 3.384 ser-

vices; '/i in. to 1 in. lead and iron pijics. Pressure:
ordinary, 73 lbs.; lire. 115 lbs. Consnmption : 1.039,-

000 gal. Financial: total cost of plant. $367,559; an-
nual maintenance. $16,428; interest, $5,242; revenue
from consumers. $31.,^00; from public uses, $5,129.

Rates: flat rate. $4 per tap; meter rate. 6 cents to 18

cents per 1.000 tjal. ( )fficcr in cliari;^c : 11. llyininen.

superintendent.
St. Catharines—Supply by gravity from Lake l'"rie,

via W'clland Canal. 7 miles distant. Reservoirs: 2 of

55 acres and 10 acres area, respectively. I'liritication

:

sedimentation and licpiid chlorine treatment. Distri-

bution. 53'/i miles of \V. 1. and C. 1. mains. 1 ,'4 '"• to

36 in.. r(jck tunnel. 5 ft. by 7 ft. ; 364 hydrants ; 4j625
services. ^4 in. to 8 in., lead, i^alw iron, and C". I. i)ipes.

Pressure: 70 lbs. to 116 lbs. C'onsinniJtion : 2.7^0,000

sal. I'inancial : total cost of plant, $819,813; annual
maintenance. $7.(X)0; interest. $24,681; re\enue from
consumers. $44,220; from |)ublic uses. $7.8>^5. Rates:
Hat rate. $3. .SO to $6,(X) per dwellinj; ; bathroom. $5.00;
meter rate, 4.8 cents to 19.2 cents per 1.000 ^al- Offi-

cer in charge: .\. Milne, sujierintendent.

Sewerage and Sewage Systems

Edmonton—total of 141 miles of sewers, part carrv-
in^ combined street <lraina!.;e and domestic sewage,
part carrying these sei)arately. They may be divided
as follows: 314 m. of 6Vj ft. to 10 ft., circular concrete;
lO'/j m. of 44 in. to 72 in. circular, concrete; 4 m. of

27 in. to 36 in. circular, vitrihcd segment tile; 6j.j m.
of 22 in. and 24 in. circular, vitrilied tile; 18 ni. of 15
in. to 20 in. circular, vitrified tile ; 98 m. of 8 in. to 12
in. vitrified tile; K' m. of 6 in. vitrified tile. The out-
lets discharge into the Noi^th Saskatchewan river, part
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of the sewage beiiifj treated in a septic tank. Cost of

sewers, $3,890,363.

Lethbridge—29 miles of separate sanitary sewers
and 2>4m. of storm sewers. The sanitary sewers are

divided as follows : /^ m. of 18 in. x 18 in. wooden box,
outfall sewer; IJ/2 m. of 24 in. vitrified pipe; 3 m. of

15 in. to 22 in. vitrified pipe ; 8j4 ni. of 10 in. and 12 in.

vitrified pipe; 155'2 m, of 8 in. vitrified pipe. The storm
sewers range from 15 in. to 30 in. The sewage
treated in sedimentation tanks, sprinkling filters and
chlorinated, the outlets discharging into Belly river;

cost of sewers, $275,203 ; cost of disposal plant, $90,000.

Toronto—total of 480 miles of combined street and
domestic sewers, of which the larger ones may be
divided as follows: 11 m. of 63/2 ft. to 9^ ft. circular;

8 m. of 4^ ft. to 6 ft. circular; 6 m. of 2>4 ft. to 4 ft.

circular; 3.)4 m. of 6 ft. x 6 ft. to 10^^ ft. x lO-M ft.

culvert type; 9>^ m. of 2 ft. x 3 ft. to 5 ft. x 6>4 ft.

culvert type; 1>^ m. of 4! ft. x 6 ft. to 4J4 ft. x 6j/S ft.

egg-shaped ; 3M m. of 3 ft. x 4>4 ft. to 3.K ft. x 5% ft.

egg-shaped; 2>^ m. of 2 ft. x 3 ft. to 2ii ft. x 414 ft.

egg-shaped. Both concrete and brick are used in the
construction of these sewers, the sanitary sewers gen-
erally having a vitrified wearing surface of either

glazed tile or brick. For sewers carrying storm water
only, concrete construction is considered as efficient as

any other and cheai)er. The larger sewers above enu-
merated give a total of -k5)4 miles, the remaining 433
miles are of 12 in. to 24 in. tile type. The sewage is

treated by chlorination and in sedimentation tanks.

Cost of disposal plant and trunk sewers in connection
with it, $2,792,000.

Winnipeg—total of 255% miles of combined street

and domestic sewers, which are divided as follows

:

4 m. of SYz ft. X 6H ft. to 14 ft. x 9>4 ft. egg-shaped,
concrete ; 10^ m. of 6 ft. x Ayi ft. to 8 ft. x 6^ ft.

egg-shaped, concrete; 7]^ m. of 4 ft. x 3 ft. to 5^4 ft.

X 4 ft. egg-shaped, concrete ; 4J4 ni. of 2 ft. x 3 ft. to 7

ft. X 5>4 ft. brick; 6y> m. of 2 ft. to 5 ft. brick; I54 m.
of 2 ft. to 3ft. circular concrete; 90 m. of 15 in. to 22
in. vitrified pipe; 106>4 m. of 12 in. vitrified pipe; >4 ^^
of 9 in. vitrified pipe. There are 14 outlets em])tying
mto the Red river and 9 into the Assinaboine river.

Cost of sewers, $4,079,053.

Vancouver—200 miles of sewers, the greater ])art

carrying combined .street and domestic sewage, with
outlets into the Pacific. They range from 6 in. io 84
in. circular section and horse-shoe secti(jn equivalent
to 10^:4 ft. circular, the material being vitrified pipe,
cement pipe, concrete, with or without brick or vitri-

fied tile lining. Approximate cost of sewers, $4,.SOO,000.

Stratford—total of 34J4 miles of sewers, ])art carry-
ing combined street drainage and domestic sewage,
part carrying these separately. The sewers may be
divided as follows: 2^ miles of 36 in. and 48 in. cir-

cular, concrete ; 2)4 m. of 18 in. to 24 in. circular, vit-

rified pipe; 4 m. of 12 in. and 15 in. circular, vitrified

pipe; 2AY2 m. of 9 in. and 1J4 m. of 8 in. circular, vit-

rified pipe. The sewage is treated in septic tanks and
sprinkling filters. Co.st of sewers, $50,000; cost of dis-

posal plant. $50,000.

Nails driven in wood that is exposed to alternate
wetting and drying are liable in time to .start to work
out. The wetting swells the wood and increases its

dimensions across the grain, and as the nail is in-

elastic it is moved, a space forming at the point equal
to the amount of swelling of the wood. When the
timber dries the nail does not return to its original
place, and if tapered it tends to movp outward each
time that wood is wet and dried. It is for this reason
that wood structures bolted together and exposed to
the weather require screwing up at intervals.

Messrs. Prack & Perrinc, architects and engineers,
have moved their office from the Traders Bank Build-
ing to room No. 808, Lumsden Building, Toronto, Onl.
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The Care and Operation of Belts and Ropes
in a Contractor's Outfit

ENGINRICRS and contractors who have much to

do with the buyinfj and supervision of belts

should attend to the little things in their care

and operation ; they are really more important
than the huyinj^. Tlie trouble is that most c<jntractors

after buying the belt they believe to be tlie "best" for

their service, hand it over, without further thought,

to the foreman, who hacks it up. lie pays too little

attention, perhaps, to the lacing of the belt or the

dressing that should be used to keep it in good pulling

shape. Engineers and contractors woukl do well to

pay more attention to how their belts are lined, laced

and dressed. They could generally efifect a material

saving in their plant, as belting is exi)ensive.

Requisites for Good Belts

Manufacturers advise operators to run belts as

slack as possible, because, with proper care, they will

transmit the necessary power better. The old cast-

iron rule of having all belts tight is being d(jne away
with and engineers are learning that tight belts are

not always essential for the most efficient belt opera-

tion.

A few qualities to be desired in a pxxl belt are-

—

first, a good driving surface with sufficient frictitui

between belt and jjulley to eliminate slip as com-
pletely as possible and to enable the belt to carry its

load under minimum tension, thus avoiding useless

waste due to bearing friction. Second, lateral stiff-

ness, coupled with pliability; stiffness to keep the belt

from twisting and waving and to prevent curling at

the edges when shifted, and i)liability to enable it to

hug the pulley ; a pliable belt will lie down close on
the pulley and bring into active contact every available

inch of pulling surface : ])liability in a belt allows it

to secure the maximum arc of contact and to alter

its shape with the minimum of internal resistance as it

travels around and conforms to the shape of the pul-

ley; avoid hard, dry, stiff belts. Third, good tensile

strength, that it may carry its load without breaking.

Fourth, little stretch and considerable elasticity ; the

former, so that it will not need to be continually short-

ened, the latter that it may take up or let go its load

as it passes around the pulley. Fifth, firmness and
stability, so that the leather springs little when cut,

holds its shape, remains straight and runs true around

the pulley. Sixth, resistance to external conditions,

such as heat, moisture, chemicals, etc., that it may
work in any place at any time and wear enduringly.

Seventh, low cost.

These, of course, if one hundred per cent, efficient,

constitute an ideal case, but no leather can have all

of these qualities in an equally high degree. Sole

leather would do admirably as far as lateral stiffness,

little stretch, and firmness are concerned, but woulil

fail entirely to satisfy the demand for pliability, ten-

sile strength, elasticity, etc. The best results from
leather belting are necessarily somewhat of a com
promise.

Care of Belts

The most important item in the care of belts is to

keep them from getting hard and dry. On the other

hand, trouble is often occasioned by belts becoming
oil-soaked and when travelling at a high rate of speed

jumping off and destroying themselves. Pulverized

lime is very good where the belt is wet with oil or

water. I'ulvefized chalk, phosphate dust, cement, fire

clay, or fine ashes, would do as well, the fdea being
to get the dust to absorl) the oil or moisture. The
oil-laden dust may be easily scraped off the belt or

pulley or it will sometime^ roll up in balls and drop
off of its own accord. Linseed oil is gcjod for cotton
or canvas belts, especially in damp places or warm
climates, while neats-foot oil is a very good dressing
fpr leather belts. Care should be exercised in using
substitutes for belt dressings, however. The extrava-
gant use of those mentioned may soon ruin a belt.

Keep on haiul a good belt dressing; it will prolong the
life of the belt.

Splicing

The idea that a belt is a belt and that one need
merely cut off a piece of the requisite length and put
it on the pulley, is no longer tenable. Proper mech-
anical conditions and adaptation of belt to drive, arc

just as essential to economy of operaticm as is the
choice of an electric motor to the work it has to do.

The trouble with too many foremen is that they look
no further than the belt itself.

Cy/fer Dr/k'e/?

Belt G«aiins for Securinir Maximum Efllcieocr

The splicing of the belt is a big factor in prolong-
ing its life. The endless or cemented belt is the best

type, but where it cannot be used handily a lacing
that most closely imitates it is the next best thing.

Lace joints should be pliable to allow them to hug a
small pulley. Belts are cemented more easily nowa-
days than they were formerly, because of the improved
equii)ment. .\ belt is simply sliced twice to the pro-
per bevel line, thus cutting out the old splice, cemented,
set together and jjlaced under a press. The usual ce-
ment employed to stick the laps has for its basis ani-
mal glue. This cement will usually hold as long
as the leather lasts. Modern waterproof cement is

unaffected bv either hot or cold water.
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There is some controversy as to whether leather or

wire is the best for laced belts ; whichever under the

conditions will most clos'ely approach the condition of

;m endless belt should be used. Poor lacing is one

of the principal causes of belt deterioration.

In leather lacing care should be taken in punching

holes. It was often thought that the more lacing,

the stronger the joint. This may be true in so far as the

laces are concerned, but each extra hole decreases the

cross section of the belt and therefore its tensile

strength.
,

The wire joint is fast approaching the desired con-

dition of an endless belt. Wire joints are fairly quiet

in operation, can be joined to run without a jump, and

are almost as flexible as the cemented joint both later-

ally and longitudinally. They are almost as strong,

too, because little of the belt section is punched away,

the wire prongs merely displacing the belt fibres by
pu.shing them aside. Make belts endless or make them
approach that limit, as nearly as pcjssible, is a good
rule.

Belt Gearing

The average thickness of single belts is 7/32 in.,

and the weight of the average 7/32 in. leather belting

is .0911 lbs. per inch width of foot length. The maxi-

mum tension for the driving side oi a single belt should

not exceed 90 lbs. per inch width for cemented or riv-

eted belts and 70 lbs. per inch width of laced belts.

/vf (5"

^/y ^
Crossing Belts to Secure a Maximum Arc o( Belt Contact

The allowable maximum velocity for single ply belts

is 4,500 to 6,000 feet per second. This velocity may

be determined more closely for any particular case by

using the formula : V = 196.5 V T./w. Where V is

the maximum velocity, T= the tension per inch width

for the belt on the driving side, and the weight per

inch width of foot length.

The horse ])ower that a given belt will carry may

be found from the formula:
(T=— T.)V

H.P. =
33000

Where T= is the tension in pounds per inch of

width on the driving side, T> the tension on the driven

A good approximation for horse power is: bv/870

for cemented belts or bv/1117 for laced belts, where

b is the width of the belt. This same equation may
be used to approximate the width of the belt required

to transmit a given horse power at a given speed.

The following table may be used for determining

the horse power that given belts will carry under aver-

asic conditions.

Width
2 in. to 6 in.

above 6 in.

Single Belts

Cemented
H.P.= bv/1000
H.P.= bv/ 900

Laced
H.P.= bv/1300
H.P.= bv/1000

Double Belts

up to 6 in. H.P.= bv/500 H.P.=: bv/650
6 in. to 10 in. H.P.= bv/450 H.P.= bv/550
above 10 in. H.P.= bv/380 H.P.= bv/480
Single belts are not made above 12 inches in width.

Pulley Arrangement

No absolute rule for an ideal arrangement of pul-

leys can be laid down, but there are a few general

rules that should be followed in working out the best

arrangement of belt gearing. The driving power of a

belt depends on the frictional resistance, F, which de-

jiends on the frictional coefficient, f, the arc of contact

and the width of the belt. The frictional coefficient, i,

depends on the nature of the surface and may be in-

creased l)y the proper treatment of the belt to make it

soft and pliable so that it will hug the pulley surface

in passing around it. The arc of contact is probably

the most important factor in the efficient operation of

belts. Fig. 1 shows an arrangement of pulleys con-

nected by a tight belt running at the same rate of

speed. The arc of contact is 180 degrees in each case.

If the distance from centre to centre is great enough,

a heavy belt running slack may give better pulling

power than the tight belt, because it increases the arc

of contact, as shown in Fig. 2. A rough rule that may
be api)lied in such cases is that every degree of belt

contact increases the pulling power by 1/360. If two
pulleys are connected by a tight belt the bearings are

under high tension and therefore consume considerabh-

more power than do the bearings in Fig. 2 after the

initial tension is relieved.

A great deal may be said, pro and con, for slack

belts. In some cases, for instance, where shafts are

spaced very closely centre to centre, thev will not work,
es[)ccially if the horse power to be transmitted is con-

siderable. Much depends upon the distance between
the shafts, the character of the drive—gas, steam, or

electric motors—and the character of the driven ma-
chinery. One of the chief advantages of slack belts

is the fact that they seldom have-to be taken up. Most
I if the time otherwise spent in splicing is thereby saved.

In such a drive as Fig. 3, where the driven pulley

is recpiired to run at a high r.p.m.. much trouble will

result if it is driven directly by a tight belt from such

a large pulley as shown. If the r.p.m. of both pulleys

is fixed, an idler should be used to increase the arc

of contact, otherwise the percentage of slip may rise

l:o unsafe ]iroportions, as the arc of contact may be
only a small fraction of the pulley surface. F'ig. 4
shows how the arc may be increased by the use of an
idler. Such an idler need not be heavy and need
have no additional weights attached. As a rule its

own weight is sufficient to effect the desired change.
It should, however, be well machined and ])erfectly

aligned, for the ultimate efficiency depends on this ac-

curacy. A well ])roportit)ned and properly aligned pul-

ley consumes very little power, but if it is not in good
alignment it may become a regular coal consumer and
the power gained by the increased arc of contact may
not be sufficient to overcome the loss due to poor align-

ment. In cases where an idler is employed an endless
belt should be used, since the idler runs on the opposite
side to what the pulleys do. A thick lace joint will
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cause a jumi) or jar every time it passes around the
idler. I^eather belts are best because they can be made
endless by cementing.

Method of Making a Quarter Turn with Belts

In vertical drives idlers prove a .saving, because

with a vertical drive running at a high rate of speed,

the centrifugal effect of the belt may cause it to leave

the lower pulley face entirely, as shown in Fig. 5, and

allow the driven pulleys to come to rest. This centri-

fugal effect may be overcome by the use of a si)ring

idler.

Another method of increasing the arc of contact

is by crossing the belt, as shown in Fig. 7. This meth-

od depends entirely, however, on the direction in

which the machines have to run.

Transmission Efficiency

Any arrangement that will decrease slip and in-

crease the frictional factor, V. will prove a saving.

Belt slip creates friction and where power is con-

sumed through friction either by belt slip, lielt creep,

journal friction or windage, fuel is unnecessarily spent

thereby. Every per cent, of slip costs approximately

one per cent, of the fuel. In average belt gearing with

a low pulley ratio, the belt sli]) seldom runs higher than

5 per cent., and with a good gear it averages about

3 per cent, with good belts. This leaves a belt trans-

mission efficiency of 95 per cent. Of this approxi-

mately only 3 per cent, is actual slip, the remainder

being' creep. This creep cannot be avoided, and that

is one reason why average leather belting transmission

efficiencv never runs above 9{< per cent. Slip can be

avoided.' and with well oiled bearings, good shaft and

pulley alignment, a well-carcd-for non-slipping belt, a

belt transmission efficiency of ^^7 per cent, should be

maintained right along.

Care of Manilla Rope

Contractors with extensive equipment necessarily

require for its operation a great deal of rope of various

sizes and lengths. Po.ssibly there is no article in the

contractor's outfit which receives more abuse than

manilla rope.

Manilla hemp, of which most ropes are manufac-
tured, at least all rope over 1 inch in diameter, is a
vegetable fibre and is susceptible to the action of water
and air, the same as a piece of unprotected wo«k1. In
fact the hardest wear on a rope is exposure to all kinds
of weather. This cannot be avoided in construction
work. Contractors would do well, therefore, to pay a
little attention to the conditions fr)r preserving roi>c

in service. Ropes in .service deteriorate in two ways

—

by the wear on the outer surface that can readily he
seen, and the stretching, bending, crushing and break-
ing, of the inner fibres that cannot be discerned with-
out careful examination. The wear on the outer sur-
face may be accelerated by ropes rubbing against each
other or by dragging across hard surfaces, or by run-
ning over sheaves having t(Mi small a gr<H>vc or too
small a diameter consistent with the load u|>on it.

Ropes do not give out all at once, and therefore
need much careful attention. Rope failure is more
likely to be due to overloading than to any other cause.
A rf)pe subjected to overloading will show it by the
twist coming out or by the strands jumping out of
their proper place. Ropes in service on heavy work,
such as pile-driving, steam shovel or crane work, hoist-
ing, etc., should never have the load applied suddenly
or with a jerk, because the stress set up in the rope will
be many times that of the weight to be lifted, and if

it does not result in the failure instantly, will probably
cause deformation which will start deterioration. Sud-
den stress applied to a rope with a kink in it may result
in instant failure or in any case will cause a loss of
strength. Ropes used on derricks, cranes and pile-
drivers, which have to handle heavy loads over small
diameter sheaves, wear out very rapidly, while ropes
of the same diameter working over large sheaves will
handle the same load for years.

In ])assing over a small sheave the rope is subject
to sharp bending which causes the fibres to slide slight-
ly on each other and, being rough, the friction causes
them to break. Running a rope over two small sheaves,
bending first in one direction and then in the other,
neces.sarily exaggerates the trouble.

Rope that has been wet or muddy should be cleaned
after use and stored in a welL ventilated place. Wet
rope placed in a box or a stnall unventilated store room
is likely to rot or ferment rapidly and become worth-
less in a short period of time. 'Farring ropes may be
employed when they are subject to C(msiderable wet
and comparatively little stress, but should not be
used on ropes on cranes or derricks subject to heavv
service, as the tar cracks when passing over small
sheaves. .-X rope should not be allowed to freeze after
becoming wet, or if frozen should not be used, because
the fibres will break; neither should it be piled against
radiators or steam pipes for obvious reasons. On the
other hand, a rope may be seriously damaged by be-
coming too dry because the fibres become brittle.

These are a few conditions which, if guarded against
by a competent foreman, will prolong the life of the
plant and reduce the operating expenses. In nine
cases out of ten, abuse of rope is due more to the lack
of knowledge than to wilful neglect.

An effort is to be made to cheapen the cost of lav-
ing asphalt pavements in Montreal. Mr. P. Mercier.
the chief engineer, has issued in.structions that $1.90
per yard is not to be exceeded, this comparing with
$Z14 last year. The saving is to be made bv more
efficient administration.
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Foundations and Their Treatment
Bearing Power of Sub-soils — The Design of Different

Types of Foundations to Meet Different Local Conditions
By M. T. Cantell

ALTHOUGH from an artistic standpoint the

foundation of a structure is a minor detail, yet

as regards the stabiHty it is of the g;rcatest

importance and demands the utmost consid-

eration and knowledge of the designer.

The kind of foundation necessary for any structure

depends upon the condition of the sul^soil and its bear-

ing power. If. this is not of sufficient strength in its

natural condition the soil or the, foundations, or both

of these,must receive special treatment. The subsoil

must have sufficient bearing power to directly support

the dead load of the structure plus the pressure caused

by external forces such as traffic, moving machinery,

wind, earth, water, or other forces to which the sfuc-

ture may be exposed.

Special Treatment for Heavy Buildings

Special treatment is seldom necessary for I'ght

structures on ordinary soil that has not been disturbed

from its natural condition, but the weight of heavy
structures will often greatly exceed the bearing power
of the soil upon which they are to be erected, conse-

quently, if the foundations do not receive due consid-

eration settlement will occur and the stability of the

structure will be seriously affected ; such results arc

unfortunately very frequent and are in most cases due

to carelessness or neglect of the designer or contrac-

tor. Faulty foundations, however, are not responsible

for all settlements, very many structures large and

small have settled owing to subsidences caused by
colliery workings, tunneling, sewering, and other work
requiring deep excavations. Also by water finding

its way to and percolating through the subsoil and
gradually draining away the light constituents after

the structure is erected.

Variation of Bearing Power of Subsoils Explained

The bearing power of subsoils vary considerably

;

made-ground simph' tipped and spread in position

will settle under its own weight about three inches

for a depth of eight feet ; if, however, the same earth

be well pounded in layers it can be made to support

as much as one ton per square foot without any ap-

preciable settlement. A layer not less than a foot

thick of broken stone well rammed on top of loose

earth will support three-quarter ton per square foot.

Light earth and sandy loam in their natural condition

will support three-quarters to one and one-quarter

ton. 'Wet sandy gravel one and one-half ton. Com-
pact gravel in thickness not less than twice the depth

of the footings will support as much as three tons per

square foot ; if of considerable depth, four tons. Com-
pact gravel and earth, three tons. Compact dry gra-

vel without clay and overlying rock will support as

much as six to seven tons ; if there is clay between
then three tons only. The bearing power of clay

alone will vary from one to seven tons or more, ac-

cordiuir to its nature and its depth l^elow the surface.

All soils increase in strength with depth, but, with

some, the increase is more than with others. With
gravel and sand it is very slight, but with clay it is

considerable. The average bearing power of good
compact clay not nearer the surface than ten feet is

about two tons per square foot, at a depth of 15 to

20 feet, three tons or more; a good stifT blue clay at

this depth will carry as much as five tons or more i^er

square foot.

Sand although generally considered entirely use-

less to build upon if of considerable depth, in a dry
state, confined and not likely to be disturbed by water
is practically incompressible and will safely support
as much as five or six tons per square foot, but, as it

is not possible to tell what may happen in the vicinity

at some future time to alter the conditions, this class

of foimdation should be looked upon with suspicion
and treated with caution.

Soil and Foundations Often Need Special Treatment
Now a cubic yard of granite weighs approximatel\-

two and one-quarter tons; sandstone and limestone,
two tons; concrete, one and three-quarter tons; brick-

work, one and one-half tons. It is, therefore, obvious
that with most structures, the weight upon one square
foot of the foundation is greatly in excess of the
amount that one square foot of soil can bear, for, with
the above values, we see that a wall 27 feet high, built

of granite will load the foundation with two and one-
quarter tons per square foot; if of brickword, one and
one-half tons, and this from the weight of the wall
only without considering the structural or other loads
carried by the wall, consequently the soil must be
strengthened or the foundations designed so that the
limit of bearing power is not exceeded, sometimes it

is necessary to give both soil and foundation special

treatment.

Safe Load Usually One-quarter or One-fifth of the
Crushing Power

The safe loads for the various materials used in

foundation work are generally taken as one-quarter
or one-fifth of the crushing loads. All materials vary
considerably in quality, consequently no two varieties

of one class will have the same strength ; the follow-
ing, however, can be taken as the safe loads for the
respective materials of average quality.

Common brickwork in lime mortar, gauged one to
three, three tons per square foot; good pressed brick
in cement mortar, gauged one to two, ten tons per
square foot

;
good pressed brick in cement mortar,

gauged one to three, eight tons per square foot; lime
concrete, gauged one to six, three tons per square
foot; Portland cement concrete, gauged one to seven,
eight.to ten tons per square foot; limestone and sand-
stone, according to quality, six to twelve tons per
square foot.

In considering the class of foundations to be used
for any structure there are other factors, in addition
to the bearing power of the subsoil, which demand
careful consideration, ^he chief of these are : the
comparative cost of materials ; convenience of the lo-

cality and convenience of access to site. With the
last the greatest difficulty occurs with those to be con-
structed entirelv under water ; but in whatever posi-
tion, or under whatever conditions, the principal point
to be considered is the prevention of unequal settle-

ment and in some cases side slip or lateral escape of
the soil. All structures settle more or less even
through the compressibility of mortar joints, but no
structural harm will result if the setlement is uniform
throughout.
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Foundations Should be Incompressible

A good foundation should be as solid and incom-

pressible as possible. If the soil is stratified the pres-

sure caused by the weiglu of the structure should act

at rijiht anj^lcs to the strata. If tlie foundations can-

not be designed to admit of this there will l)e danger

of side sli|) which must be ))revente(l. if the site is

inclined the bed oi the foundation should be benched

out frequently. On inclined sites the strata is some-

times liable to slip under the benches. This can only

be prevented by piling along the lower side oi the

foundation. If a spring is found crossing the site it

should be diverted around the building by means of

a specially constructed channel or by pipes and car-

ried into its original course l)elovv the cite. Catch

drains should also be provided for surface water.

Determine the Soundness of the Site

Before designing the foundations of important

structures the soundness of the site should be deter-

mined. This is generally done by boring with an

auger and examining the borings taken from a depth

depending upon the weight of the structure to be

erected ; if the borings show soil of a satisfactory na-

ture the l)earing jxnver at the required foundation

depth should then l)e determined. This can be done

by excavating pits sufficiently large to enable a bear-

ing plate, preferably two feet square to be placed in

position without disturbing the soil upon which it is

to rest ; this plate .should then be gradually loaded and

the rate and extent of settlement carefully observed

both during loading and at least 24 hours after loading.

Upon the result oi' this test the safe load for the soil

can be determined and the foundation designed ac-

cordingly. I'ot-holes or soft ])laces should be exca-

vated and filled in with gravel or broken st(jne care-

fully rammed and made as nearly as possible equal m
bearing power to the surrounding soil. If there are

any drains, sewers, or other pipes passing through the

site that cannot be removed the walls should be arched

over them leaving a clear s))ace of several inches be-

.tween the drain or pipe and the soffit of the arch.

What Constitutes Good Foundations

Solid rock free from clay holes, rotten parts and

serious faults or shakes provides a good foundation and

only needs levelling for the footings; this, however,

generally involves con.siderable labor resulting in cost-

ly work. Beds of rock with partings of clay between

tlicm are not to be trusted, being liable to slip, par-

ticularly if the l)eds are inclined.

Gravel, if com|)act and not liable to escape side-

ways under pressure, is one of the best soils to build

upon. If well graded from fine to coarse it is almost

incompressible; is easily levelled and is not affected

by exposure.
Sand, if confined so as to prevent lateral escape

under pressure in a dry .state and not likely to be dis-

turbed bv water, is al.so practically incompressible and

will provide a good foundation, but at all times this

class of foundation .-should be looked upon with suspi-

cion and treated with caution.

Clay is, as a rule, reliable from a constructional

point, but from its dampness it is an undesirable soil

upon which to erect dwelling houses. It is also

subject to considerable expansion and contraction as

the moisture it contains varies witii the temperature

or with the subsoil drainage. If subjected to the heat

of the -^un it will shrink and crack. These cracks will

become full of water through rain when expansion

with great force takes place with probably serious re-

siUts to the structure. Similar expansion also occurs

M7

with the moisture freezing during the winter, conse-

quently, foundations on clay should be carried suffici-

ently far below the surface to be beyond atmospheric

influence.

Portland Cement Concrete Forms an Ideal Foundation

An ideal foundation for a building is a solid bed of

Portland cement concrete reinforced with steel rods

spread over the whole of the site extending two or

three feet beyond the walls, with a thickness depend-

ing upon the nature of the ground. The reinforcement

increases the transverse strength, also greater strength

is obtained with less depth than would be required if

plain concrete were used. Many fairly large buildings

have been floated, as it were, on made ground not

much better than mud in this way and have stood

without crack or settlement.

The concrete if not be be reinforced should be com-

posed of Portland cement and broken hard lime.stone

or sandstone, granite or trap rock, brick or gravel,

which must be entirely free from clay, organic refuse

and other impurities and sufficiently small to pass

through a 2]/^ inch mesh. For ordinary purposes suit-

able proportions are 5 parts of aggregate, 2 parts of

sand and 1 part of cement. The aggregate is best if

damp before using but not dripping wet. If it is very

rough and porous the proportions of cement and sand

should be greater as a good deal is absorbed into the

pores of the aggregate. The amount of water required

for mixing will al.so vary with the absorbent nature of

the aggregate. Therefore, a definite quantity cannot

be specified, but sufficient should be used so that when
well mixed the mass will be of a pasty consistency or

what is known as a medium wet mixture. On no ar

count should it be .so wet as to flow out almost like a

liquid. It should require lip'ht spreading and tamping

to properly fill the forms. At the present time the gen-

eral tendency is to use a very wet mixture which

means an e.xcess of water. This is economical for the

cantractor, particularly if the concerte is deposited by

chuting. as it flows easily and requires less spreading.

There is also a general idea that less or no tamping is

required as the mass sets sufficiently dense without it.

This idea is not correct. There is a lack of density

which is the chief reason whv an excess of water

should not be used, particularly in reinforced concrete

as it results in a more porous concrete of less strength

than would be obtained with less water and more
tamping.

Neat cement requires 18 per cent, by weight of

water to mix it, or about 2 gallons per bushel or 1*4

cubic foot ; approximately half only is necessary for

the whole bulk of concrete or generally from 20 to 25

gallons per cubic yard.

Correct Mixing of the Concrete is Impoitant

When mixing is done by machine the whole mass
should be in continuous motion within the macntne
for a period of not less than one minute. Machine
mixing produces the best results and should be re-

-sorted to wherever practicable. If mixed by hand it

should be done on a clean and water tight platform,

the cement, sand, and aggregate being thoroughly

mixed while dry by being turned over two or three

times after which the water should be sprinkled on

through a hose while the mixture is again turned over

at least twice. Xo concrete which has partly set

should be knocked up again for use unless as aggre-

Deoth of Concrete in Foundauons

No definite rule for the depth of foundation con-

crete can be given as this depends upon the nature
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of the soil and the projection beyond the face of the
wall, but it should not be less in depth than 1>4 times
its projection. It should always be remembered that
two feet depth of jjood concrete is better than four
feet of bad, also that the purpose of concrete is to dis-
tribute the load uniformly over as larg^e an area as
necessary and that excessive depth will not be of
value in this respect, but wilJ only increase the load
to be borne by the subsoil. Therefore, in bad ground
there is nothing to be gained by an unusual depth
unless it is carried to a firmer bottom. Where it is

necessary for the width of concrete to be consider-
ably more than the thickness of the wall it need not
be carried up the full width for the whole height as
generally it is as strong or stronger than the material
of which the wall is built. It can, therefore, be re-

duced in width as is seen in Figs. 4 or S, the slope
not exceeding 45 degrees or less with a wet mixture,
or hoards will be required to keep the concrete in place
until it has set. If the bottom of the trench is wet
or in a sloppy condition, dry ^shes or clinkers, not
sand, should be lightly spread over before the con-
crete is placed. If it is required to place the concrete
entirely under water it .should be gradually lowered
in a bucket with a hinged bottom fastened with a
catch on the outside to which is attached a cord and
trigger. A cord rammer should also be used. Thi^
method can be adopted only in still water.

Designing Piers

When the soil at a conveniently accessible depth
is of a satisfactory nature and requires no s])ecial

treatment to increase its bearing power, it is only
necessary to determine the area of soil to be covered
by the foundation, so as to permit of a safe and uni-

form pressure under the whole structure. To deter-

mine the dimensions of a pier and its foundations the

following steps are necessary :

—

(1) Estimate the load to l)e carried by the jMcr.

(2) .Estimate the approximate weight of the pier.

(3) Determine the sectional area of the pier by

dividing the sum of loads 1 and 2 by the safe load for

the material of which the pier is to be built.

(4) Add to the load and weight of pier the approxi-

mate weight of footing courses, then divide the total

load thus found by the safe load for the concrete which

will give the spread of the footing courses.

(5) Add to the load used for number 4, the approxi-

mate weight of foundation slab, then divide the total

load by the safe load for the soil, which will give the

area of soil to be covered by the foundation slab.

(6) Compare the above approximate weights of

pier and foundation slab with the weights computed
from the dimensions obtained, and if the difference is

sufficient recalculate the dimensions, using the more
accurate weights.

meter. J. D. Atchison, of Winnipeg, is the architect
for the new building, which is to cost approximately
$400,000.

Bank of Hamilton, Winnipeg

(Operations are well under way on the foundation

work of the new Bank of Hamilton building at the cor-

ner of Main Street and McDermott Avenue., ^Vinni-

peg. Twenty-eight reinforced concrete caissons were
sunk to bed rock beneath the old bank before it was
torn down. The Foundation Company, of Montreal
and Winnipeg, Mr. J. Q. Rankin, superintendent, are

the contractors for building the foundations of the new
bank and also for removing the old brick bi.ilding. The
foundations will be sufficiently strong for a ten-storey

building, the caissons being 4 feet to 5 feet in dia-

Strength of Lateral Bonds in Brick

Pavements
Mishaps often teach more about the strength (jf

materials than could be learned by years of ordinary
use. This fact is demonstrated by an unusual accident
to a stretch of brick highway in Wayne County, Ohio.
The accident, which occurred this spring, was on one
of the newer brick highways and will be worth a por-

tion of the cost of repairing in demonstrating the de-

gree of solidity in lateral bonds that can be had in

A severe test on the strength of lateral bonds in grouted brick pavement.

grouted brick road surfaces when all the de-tails of
good construction have been ])roperly complied witli.

The accident was a washout on a portion of brick
roadway a short distance west of the city of Wooster,
the county seat of Wayne, Ohio, where the road skirts
a small stream. F'ollowing the spring storms, the
waters of the creek overflowed the road for some dis-

tance for many hours and the swift .current gouged
away the embankment supporting the road for several
hundred feet. For a distance of 60 feet the concrete
l)ase of the pavement was undermined and fell away,
leaving the brick surface supporting its own weight
by its lateral bond only. It is a remarkable fact that
the base, a homogeneous layer, should fall away, while
the brick course, consi.sting of a large number of units,
should be left undisturbed. More remarkable still wa;,
the fact that the brick pavement was able to support
a very considerable weight besides its own dead
weight, as shown in the figure. The under side of the
pavement was bared for 60 feet, with a maximum width
of 6 feet, and a good-sized automobile with passengers
was able to rest on the edge of the pavement without
disturbing it. It was also subjected to a very severe
test when boulders for refilling the cut were dumped
on it and rolled over the edge. That it .stood these
tests, argues well for brick i)a\enient. The road will

be reconstructed up to the pavement, reversing the
customary order of construction.

The Roman Catholic School Commissioners, Mont-
real, have awarded the contract for a school on Robin
Street to Mr. L. Beaudry, at a cost of $136,000 if

Queenston stone is used and $3,000 less if Montreal
stone is used. Seventeen fenders were received.
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Commercial Use of Blast Furnace Slag as a
Constructional Material

By E. C

BLAST furnace slag has already found its way
into an extensive field of industrial usefulness,

|)riiici])ally, of course, as construction materi-

al, (".ranulated sla^S that is, hard slag gnjund
dtiwn to a finer and more granular substance resembl-

ing in ajjpearance coarse sand, is used as a material

in cement manufacture, as a cushion under bricV and
block pavements, as a filter material in certain chem-
ical recovery processes, as a fine aggregate in concrete,

etc. Hard slag, crushed and screened to size, is used

for railroad ballast, for road macadam and ])aving

foundations, as a concrete aggregate, as a filter materi-

al in sewage disposal work, as a material in fireproof

construction, etc.

Perhaps the most extensive use of commercial hard

slag to-day is in road improvement work, in which it

has given most satisfactory results. This is so whe-
ther in plain water-bound macadam, or in combina-
tion with tars, asphalts or other sjK'cial binders. Sev-

eral of these roads have been in service from two to

five years and are wearing well.

As an aggregate in concrete for all general' pur-

poses slag has been thoroughly tested and is far be-

yond the experimental stages. It has gone into all

kinds of buildings, walls, bridge work, light reinforced

structures as fence posts and telegraph poles, floors,

roof slabs, and in fact into practically everything for

which concrete of any kind is suitable. In not a few

classes of construction if is especially well adapted

because of its relative lightness, good bonding quali-

ties and perfect fire resisting nature.

Physical Properties

Average commercial blast furnace slag has a s])ccific

gravity of about 2 :f)2 ; limestone averages 2 :()0
;
granite,

2:68; and trap rock, 2:96. Slag is of a grayish color,

breaks with decided angularity, is somewhat porous,

and weighs commercially a])proximately 2,000 lbs. per

cubic yard. Of these (|ualities, perhajjs the most im-

piirtant, or at least the most cons])icuous, is its i)or-

osity, which may be niore ])roi)erly characterized as

cellular construction. This accounts for its relative

light weight, both in the natural fragment and in com-
bination, as, for instance, in concrete.

At this point j)erhaps we may as well refer to the

weight of some of the forms of blast furnace slag we
have been considering

:

Crushed and sized bank slag, as ordinarily produced

and shipped, weighs 1,900 lbs. to 2,100 lbs. per cubic

yard, probably 2,000 lbs. is very near the average.

Crranulated slag varies greatly, probably as low as

800 lbs. or 900 lbs. to as high as '1.500 lbs. to 1,()00 lbs.

average, say, 1,300 lbs.—both fineness and moisture

greatly afi'ecting the -weight.

It might be interesting to note some of the rela-

tions by weight between the slags we have been con-

sidering, the raw materials and the metal product.

Under average conditions, the weight of slag from the

blast furnace is about fifty per cent, of that of the

metal ])ro(luce(l. This is, however, subject to consider-

able variation. It may, under certain furnace burdens,

be nearly as low as forty per cent, or again, as high as

'Before the Enjineers' Society of Western Pennaylv»nl«.

Brown*

sixty per cent., although that resulting from the pro-

duction of ferro manganese may even considerably ex-

ceed one hundred j^er cent. Therefore, given the ton-

nage of iron produced at a plant or in a district, we
have at once practically learned the amount (in tons)

of blast furnace slag.

The amount of slag to the Ion wi metal in the steel

making or iron refining processes is much less, and
also much more variable than that from the blast fur-

nace. It averages rather less than ten per cent, by
weight. To roughly complete quantitative analysis,

we might add that all the other waste and refuse ma-
terial would ]jerhaps amount to about twenty per cent.

From this we may say njughly, that from a fairly com-
plete modern plant producing, say, one million tons of

iron, which it converts into steel, and then rolls into

finished or semi-finished products, there is turned out
about 800,000 tons of slag and refuse waste material.

The metal and this waste are all the solid or non- vola-

tile matter left of the three and a half million tons
i)i raw materials, ore, coke and limestone, used in the

original smelting operation.

But little commercial or industrial use has thus far

been made of either the open hearth or converter slags

as compared with the better known and more abund-
.'iiit l)last furnace slag.

Open hearth slag has been ground and used in

agriculture with success as a soil corrective, giving
higher and quicker results than lime applied in other
:uid more usual forms.

Slag Concrete Tests and Practice

Prior to the year 1908 occasional uses of sl^ had
been made in concrete work, notably machine slag in

fireproofing, etc., but during that year there began a

scries of somewhat elabtirate experiments, which in-

volved the manufacture of about eight hundred con-

crete S])ecimens in the form of 12 in. by 16 in. cylin-

ders, and which continued over a period of two years.

These experiments were made for comparative pur-
j)oses and included .<])ecimens of stone and gravel, as
well as slag cciucrete. The tests indicated generally
that slag concrete was fully e(|ual to either of the
others, antl in many instances it pro\ed superior to

them.
The results of these experiments were published

during the year 1911 in pamphlet form under the title

"Furnace Slags in Concrete." The tests had been
undertaken at their inception to determine for our imn
guidance in our construction work, the desirability, or
at least admissibility, of slag for concrete purposes.
The results seemed sufficiently conclusive to justify

the printing of the booklet, not only to furnish informa-
tion to our own engineers, but also to give some pub-
licity to the facts.

At the present time there is to be undertaken a
somewhat nH)re extensive similar series of experiments,
in which slags, stones and other materials from rather
widely separated sources, are to be tested in concrete.

For several years now at most of »>ur plants we
have used slag almost exclusively in our concrete work,
and have also sold large quantities for such use. We
have yet to learn of a case where unsatisfactory results
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followed, or any troubles due to the use of the slag
developed.

Of all the uses thus far found for blast furnace slag,

there is none to which it is so well adapted as its use
in concrete. In its texture and physical properties,

even in its substance itself, it is so similar to the ce-

ment which binds the thousands of particles into a
dense and homogeneous mass, that it is almost, if not
quite, the ideal material.

A number of things, no doubt, have combined to

retard its use ; good gravel in abundance, fair stone not
too far distant, conservatism of engineers, and some-
times even prejudice against a so-called waste or by-
product.

Extension to the Montreal Harbor Com-
missioners' Elevators

The growing importance of Montreal as a grain
port has necessitated from time to time the extension
of the elevator accommodation. About 13 years ago
the first steel elevator of the Harbor Commissioners
was erected ; in 1914 an extension to the east and north
was completed, and there has just been opened an ad-
dition to the west. These additions are constructed of

ccHicrete, and each have a capacity of iy> million bush-
els, making, with the original capacity of one million

bushels, a total of four millions, besides this, the com-
missioners constructed in 1911-12 a new elevator, No.
2, of concrete, with a capacity of 2,600,000 bushels.

The extension to the west is, like the earlier one,
lire proof, no wood being used. It is 194 x 127 feet, and
'stands 220 feet above the base of the rails. The foun-
rlations consist of over 2,000 reinforced pre-moulded
concrete piles, driven. The structure is known as an
ui)-house elevator, the two railroad tracks running
through the first storey. The 114 l)ins, with hopper
Ijottoms, ai-e of reinforced concrete, while the cupola
is of structural steel with reinforced concrete floors

and roof, the outside coxering being of galvanized cor-

rugated steel.

In order to erect the addition it was necessary to

remove to another site offices belonging to the Com-
uiissioners—the contract being let to the Foundation
Company, Limited. It was also found necessary to

divert the Elgin Basin sewer.

Excavation for the extension was started in March,
1915, pile driving was commenced in May of the same
year and completed by the last week of September fol-

lowing. By the 30th of the same month the concrete
structure was built as high as the bottom of the bins,

and before the end of October the work was up to the
top of the bins. This was a very expeditious piece of

building. The erection of the steel cupola was started
in October and completed in December. During Janu-
ary to May, the equipment was installed, the extension
being opened on the 15th of the latter month. Just
over 15,000 cubic yards of concrete were poured in two
months, and average of 10 cars of stone being received
daily during that period. Over 400 tons of reinforcing
v\'as utilized.

The grain is received from cars by four steel legs,

each of an elevating capacity of 15,000 bushels i)er

hour. The legs receive from the railroad cars running
through the first storey. Each leg is provided with a

track hopper on each side of the two tracks. These
hoppers are so arranged with gates that the grain from
either may be elevated as desired. Thus when a car-

load of grain is being elevated from one jide of the leg

another car is being unloaded on the opposite side, the
gate from the hopper to the leg on the latter being-

closed. The receiving legs elevate the grain to the top
storey, where each leg deposits it into a garner with a

capacity of approximately 1,600 bushels. P>eneath the
garner a 1,600 bushel scale hopper is installed; the re-

ceiving scale hopper discharges on to transfer con-
veyor belts in the cupola, the conveyors leading to the
new storage and to the spouts connected with adjacent
bins.

The elevator legs are used for shipping grain to

the present conveyor ..system, and grain may be dis-

charged from the shipping bins into the revised ar-

rangement of the shipping conveyor system, by which
the shipping belts are carried beneath the new shipping
bins, making the entire elevator a homogeneous ship-

ping house.

Four car loading spouts are installed, each receiv-
ing from the receiving scales, so that grain may be
loaded at one draft. F'ourteen of the new bins can be
used for sacking purposes.

All the machinery is electrically driven. Electric

signals are provided, together with telephones, allow-

191 X 127 ft. extension to the elevators of the Montreal Harbor Commission.

ing of rapid communication throughout the entire sys-
tem. These signals and telephones are also installed

in No. 2 elevator and the shi])ping conveyors.
The work was carried out for the Montreal Harbor

Commissioners. The plans were drawn snd the con-
struction supervised l)y the John S. Metcali Company,
Limited, Montreal, under the direction of Mr. F. \V.

C'owie, the chief engineer of the Commissioners. The
general contract for the superstructure was executed
by the Geo. A. Fuller Company, Limited. Mui.treal, tlic

])iling work being done by the P. Lyall &: Sons Con-
struction Company, Limited, Montreal. The steel was
supplied by the Dominion Bridge Company, and the
scales and machinery by Canadian F'airbanks Morse,
Limited, Montreal. Mr. P. Lahee was the sub-con-
Iractor for the electrical work.

The Union Natural Gas Company of Canada, Chat-
ham, Out., are constructing forty miles of new ten-

inch pipe line to replace a jxjrtion of the present eight-

inch line to Sarnia. The pipe for this line is being sup-
plied by the Page-Hersey Iron, Tube & Lead Com-
pany, of Welland, Out., and already a considerable

])ortion of the material is on the ground. The actual

work of construction will be commenced about the

first of June and will be carried through with the com-
pany's own organization.
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Letters to the Editor
ChicaRo, May 25th, 1916.

Editor Contract Record:

We were interested to note in your issue of May
3rd, on page 440, a statement relative to the world's

highest reinforced concrete tank. It occurs to us that in the

interest of your subscribers, and, more particularly, your ad-

vertisers, you would use care in your censorship of the ar-

ticles which appear in your magazine.

The statement of the Blaw Steel Construction Company
of Pittsburgh is unfair, and likely to give a decidedly wrong
impression of the elevated steel tank which is a product of

our manufacture.

The article states that the cost of the steel tower and

lank would be less but the life would be short and the

repairs, painting, etc., would cause more expense than a

concrete tank. As a matter of fact the records of reinforced

concrete standpipes show conclusively that while these struc-

tures in theory are very excellent things for the storage of

water, their actual performance has been very poor, the

majority of concrete tanks causing considerable trouble from
leakage, and enormous expenditures for maintenance and
repairs.

It is not true that the life of the steel tank is relatively

short. We have been manufacturing these structures for the

past 27 years and so far as we know every one of our

tanks are in active service to-day. There is no expense for

repairs and the only cost to which the owner may be put

is a coat of paint about once in five or six years.

The maintenance of the concrete tank in the way of

water-proofing and rcfinishing of the outside of the structure

necessitated by spalling off of concrete is high in comparison

to the slight maintenance and cost of the steel tank. Fur-

thermore, in many cases the leakage in concrete tanks has

been so serious as to necessitate their complete abandon-
ment. In fact we have built a number of steel tanks to re-

place concrete structures which have been failures.

We trust that in the interest of your subscribers you will

bring out the truth of this matter. In substantiation of our

statements we would refer you to the June, \9ir>, quarterly

of the proceedings of the New England Water Works Asso-

ciation.

Yours very truly,

' Chicago Bridge & Iron Works,

By F. L. Cook, Sales Engineer.

New Books
Concrete Construction for Rural Communities—by Roy

A. Seaton, M.S., Professor of Applied Mechanics and Ma-
chine Design and Superintendent of Construction, Kansas

State Agricultural College; McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., publishers; price $2.00 net. This is a text book treat-

ing the essential features of concrete construction in a thor-

ough, yet simple, manner. The author has endeavored to

make it suitable for use as a text in a brief course of concrete

construction for agricultural or other students in colleges,

when accompanied by laboratory exercises and field construc-

tion and at the same time has striven to make it valuable to

others who have occasion to use concrete. The field covered

by the book is illustrated in the following headings: Part I.

Materials, three chapters; Part 2. Plain Concrete, three chap-

ters; Part 3, Reinforced Concrete, two chapters; Part 4, Mis-

cellaneous Matter, four chapters; Part S, Typical Applica-

tions of Concrete, three chapters. Size H'/i x 8 in.; 200 pages;

bound in red cloth; well illustrated.

Obituary
Mr. John Price, who for over forty year* has been the

proprietor of a large brick manufacturing company in To-
ronto, bearing his name, died recently at his home in that

city. He was 71 years of age. Mr. Price was born in Eng-
land and came out to Canada as a young man.

The death occurred recently of Mr. David Alexander.
of the well-known contracting firm of Alexander & Campbell,
at his home at Ottawa. Mr. Alexander started in the con-
tracting business with Mr. Wm. Campbell 15 years ago,
and during that time the partners have built up a large
business.

Mr. Simpson Fleming, one of Ottawa's oldest and best
known citizens, who superintended the erection of the first

water mains laid in the capital, died recently at the age oi

8'.» years. He came to Canada from Ireland as a young man
and has since lived in the vicinity of Ottawa, where for

thirty years he was in the city's employ. For a time he was
inspector of installation for the Arnprior waterworks.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The work of concreting for the Toronto-Hamilton high-

way was recently commenced in the Port Credit district.

Operations are also under way at Burlington.

The Milton Pressed Brick Company, Limited, Toronto,
have taken out a charter.

The Brotherhood of the Stationary Engineers at Ottawa
have been granted a charter-

The Grandview Sheet Metal Works, Limited, has been
incorporated with a capital of $10,000, head office at Van-
cciuver.

The new C. P. R. depot at North Toronto is nearing
completion. It is expected that the contractors will hand it

over to the company in a few days.

.-\ town planning campaign committee has been organized
at Halifax. N'.S. Mr. Thomas Adams, the town planning ex-
pert, was present at the opening and explained the lines
upon which he would deem it best to work in that city.

The Port Hope File Manufacturing Company, Limited,
has been incorporated with a capital of $40,000; head office.

Port Hope, Ont. The company will carry on the business
of iron founders and workers and file markers and cutters.

Work on the enlarging of the plant of the Canada
Foundries & Forgings Company at Welland has been going
on for some time, and it is now announced that operations
have been commenced with an increased capacity of .13 per
cent.

Building operations in Halifax. N.S.. have fallen off some-
what this year. The total number of permits issued during
April represented a value of $95,924. as compared with
$12.5,890 in 1915. and the total for the year to date is $141,716.
while for the same period last year it was $346,378.

The United States reclamation project ditch across the
boundary south of Cardston. .Mta.. which was recently com-
pleted, is reported as now requiring from 15 to .30 miles of
cement lining, calling for .500 car loads of cement. The order
is to be delivered at Cardston and hauled across the line
from that point.

It is reported that a Windsor syndicate is being formed
to build a thousand houses to accommodate the surplus
population of Detroit which cannot find housing accommoda-
tion. The houses will be built in a section of the city for
which increased transportation facilities are now being plan-
ned by the City Council.

The contract for the buff stone for the new Union
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Depot, Toronto, has been awarded to George Oakley of To-

ronto, at a price of $300,000. representing about fifteen thous-

and tons of cut stone. This stone will be quarried in Illin-

ois, and in order to avoid duty, sent to Canada in the rough

state and worked up her-e.

The beginning of a broader and more extensive system of

road repair and rebuilding is evidenced in North Monaghan.
Ont.. this spring. A new road drag has recently been put

into operation on No. 6 division, in order to facilitate the

work. The gravel and crushed stone will be supplied from

the big C. P. R. pit in that district.

The Contractors Equipment Company, Limited, has been

granted letters patent of incorporation to carry on the busi-

ness of dealers in contractors' equipment and supplies gen-

erally, and also the business of dredging, excavating and

steam shovel work of all kinds. The capital of the company

is $40,000, and its head office is in Toronto.

For the year ended March ;!lst last the earnings of P.

Lyall & Sbns Construction Company, Limited, Montreal,

totalled $234,644, an increase of $14,967. After providing for

bond interest, sinking fund, and preferred dividend, $32,362

is carried forward. The sum of $370,194 was' spent for ma-

chinery and buildings -for manufacturing munitions.

A meeting of the City Council of Woodstock, Ont., was

held recently to decide upon the best type of permanent

paving for the streets of the city. A large number of rate-

payers were present and the debate occupied a long session.

No decision was reached, however, the aldermen considering

another tour of inspection necessary before deciding on the

question.

At the annual meeting of the National Brick Company of

Laprairie, Que., a net deficit of $63,170 was reported for the

year ending February 29. The president, however, stated

that since March 1 considerable improvement had been noted

in the demand for bricks and the company had been able to

close contracts so far this spring for about ten million bricks

at fair prices.

British Columbia's first steel, ocean-going, cargo steamer

will be built at the Wallace Shipyards, North Vancouver,

under a contract rec'ently placed by the firm of Dingwall,

Cotts & Company, through their Vancouver manager, Mr,

John Eadie. The boat will be 315 feet long with 45-foot

beam. She will have a carrying capacity nf 5.000 tons and

a speed of nine and a half knots.

The two most important Montreal building schemes for

Montreal this season are for theatres. One is to be built

on St. Catherine Street West by the Fleischmann Construc-

tion Company, New York, for Marcus Loew, of New York.

It will seat 3,750 people. The other is for the United The-

atres Limited and Keith interests, the plans for which are

being drawn up by Mr. D. J. Spence, architect, Montreal.

The contract the Peter Lyall & Sons Construction Com-
pany received in connection with the reconstruction of the

Parliament Buildings at Ottawa covers the building of the

main walls and certain other work, the total estimate of

which is around two million dollars. The company is to

be paid 8 per cent, on the actual cost of the operation.

For the inside of the buildings, such as the construction of

the chambers, plumbing, heating, painting and decoration,

competitive bids will be asked.

A scheme is on foot to construct an international high-

way along the boundary line between the United States and

Canada, to be named the "Peace Highway," in celebration of

the 100 years without war between the twb countries. The
question was first taken up by the council of Matsqui, B.C.,

and the commissioners of Whatcom County, Wash., and it

is now proposed to bring it before the Dominion Government
and the United States Congress. The Whatcom County
commissioners have already outlined a highway from the

salt waters of Blaine and White Rock to the mountains
near Sumas and Huntingdon, as the first unit of what eventu-

ally it is hoped will be a paved highway from the Pacific

to the Atlantic along the boundary, connected with the

Pacific Highway from Blaine to California and the Inter-

provincial highway from Vancouver to Chilliwack.

The council of St. John, N.B.. recently discussed the

question of replacing the old cement pipe, which runs through

what is known as the "dry lake." with new water mains to be
carried around the lake on. dry land, a scheme which will

involve the expenditure of some $40,000. Tenders are to be

called for piping, cast iron and steel, in order to make a

comparison of prices. The trouble with the cement pipe is

the difficulty in making repairs owing to the nature of the

ground through which it runs.

\ meeting of the Council of Saskatchewan .Architects

was held recently at Regina for the purpose of receiving

applications for registration. One of the items of business

was the appointment of a new secretary to take the place

of Mr. Knight, who resigned, having joined the 195th Bat-

talion. Mr. Lindley H. Bennet, architect for Regina public

schools, was appointed to fill the vacancy. Lieut. Thomp-
son resigned as secretary of the examining board and Mr.

Cooper, of Saskatoon, is taking his place.

The town of The Pas, Man., is inviting tenders for sew-

age lift pumps with the necessary motors, for the purpose of

pumping raw sewage and surface drainage from a chamber
with a bottom elevation af 819 feet. Two single stage vertical

submerged type centrifugal pumps with a speed of not more
than 680 r.p.m. are required, one capable of delivering 500

Imperial gallons and the other of 1,000 Imperial gallons per

minute. The sewerage is discharged into the main sewer and
then into the river; during a portion of the year sewage
can be discharged by gravity, but other months the water
level in the river changes, thus increasing the head of the

water over the sewer outlet to such an extent that the

gravity discharge ceases, and (he lift pumps are then required.

The elevation of the pumps will be 837 feet. The two veHical

type induction motors are to be 3 phase, 60 cycle, 220 volts,

with impregnated winding, and with automatic float type con-

trolling devices. The plans also provide for three 5-kw. single

phase, 2200 volt primary 110 and 220 secondary volt, oil-

cooled transformers or one 3 phase 15 kw. 220 volt sec-

ondary with primary fuse cut outs, hanger irons and oil.

Messrs. Murphy and Underwood, Saskatoon, are the con-

sulting engineers.

The Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company pro-

pose to erect a terminal elevator at Port Arthur, Sask., to be

completed for the harvesting of the 1917 crop. It is to be
entirely built on a water site, running out from the shore a

distance of about 1,400 feet to the public harbor and having
a frontage on the harbor of 500 feet. The piles to be used
in the foundation, which will number probably 8,000, owing
to favorable conditions will not require to be more than

about 25 feet in length. A contract for driving them is to be
let shortly. The plant will be of fireproof construction, prin-

cipally reinforced concrete, and the first unit of storage tanks

will have a capacity of two million bushels, while provision

has been made for the addition of other units to bring the

storage up to eight million bushels at a later date. The work-
house, which will have 106 bins with a capacity of 500,000

bushels, will be of the "rapid handling" type. There will

be sixteen receiving pits arranged in rows of four into which
thirty-two cars of grain per hour can be unloaded. The
consulting engineer whose services the company have se-

cured to design and supervise the construction of the new-

terminal is Mr. C. D. Howe, who has already established an

office at Regina, where a staff is at work preparing drawings
and specifications. It is hoped that the contract for the entire

work will be signed by September 1 next.
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Waterworks, Sewerage and

Roadways
Edmonton, Aha.

Tlic City Council propose to lay plank

sidewalks, at an approximate cost of

$35,000. Engineer, .'\. Haddow.

Lindsay, Ont.
The Town Council contemplate the

construction of about 8,300 square yards

of asphaltic concrete pavement with

curbs, gutters, manholes, etc. .Approxi-

mate cost, $30,000.

Ste. Cecile de Whitton, Que. .

The Municipal Council propose to

construct waterworks at an approximate
cost of $5,000. No tenders will be called.

Secretary, J. G. Beaudoin.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Assiniboia, Man.
The Rural Municipality have let the

contract for construction of watermain
to T. Jackson & Sons, .370 (Colony Street.

Winnipeg, at $:!,400. and for sewers to

the Hurst Engineering & Construction
Company, 40(') .\shdown Ruilding. Wifini-

peg, at $15,834.

Moncton, N.B.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for construction of pavement
on Main Street to the W'arren Bitum-
inous Paving Company of Ontario, Ltd..

McKinnon Building. Toronto, at $51,008.

Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for construction of tarvia

p.ivement on Russell .-\venue has been

let by the City Council to R. A. Morri-

son, care of the Engineer. I*. C. .\sk-

with. .Approximate cost. $9,000.

Raleigh Township, Ont.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for drain improvements to .1.

K. Doyle, Cross Street. Chatham, at

$4,000.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves

Dundas, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of a con-

crete dam 80 feet long will be received

until June 17th by the Chairman of the

Utilities Commission. Engineer, E. H.

Darling. 601 Spectator Building. Ham-
ilton.

London, Ont.
t ity Engineer H. .\. Urazier is about

to prepare plans for the construction of

a concrete breakwater, estiinated to cost

$J 5,000.

Montreal, Que.
L. (',. Mouchel & Partners. Mail Build-

ing, Toronto, are preparing designs and

specifications for the reinforcement of

the LaSalle Bridge over the Lachine

Canal for the City Council. Estimated

cost, $94,000. Hennebique system.

Saskatoon, Sask.
The City Council propose to construct

about 1,200 feet of double track, at an
approximate cost of $8,600. Engineer,
G. D. Archibald. •

Windsor, Ont.
The Detroit & Windsor Ferry Com-

pany propose to construct docks at the

foot of Ouellette and Ferry Streets, and
have submitted plans to the Canadian
Department of Fisheries and Marine.
Approximate cost, $150,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for superstructure of the Pre-
toria Avenue bridge to the Dominion
Bridge Company, Sparks Street, at

$84,000.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Berlin, Ont.
Cowan Brothers, Victoria Street, arc

preparing plans of a Sunday School for

St. Peter's C^hurch, Queen Street N..

and will call for tenders shortly. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $20,000.

Creemore, Ont.
V. C. i'alin. Gollingwood. Ont.. has

prepared plans of a school, estimated to

cost $18,000. The existing building will

be razed and all suitable material re-

used. Brick construction.

Glenside, Sask.
Tenders on the erection of a church

arc being received by J. B. Stoehr. Es-
timated cost, $4,000.

Kingston, Ont.
Tenders will be received until June

14th for the erection of a riding school
at Royal Military College for the De-
partment of Public Works. Ottawa.
Plans and specifications at office of the
.Architects, Power & Son. Kingston, at

Postal Station F.. Yonge Street, Toron-
to, and at the Department. Approximate
cost, $18,000.

London, Ont.
The time for receiving tenders on the

erection of the proposed Technical
School has been extended to June 12th.

Architects. Watt & Blackwell. Bank of
Toronto Building.

Netherhill, Sask.
The Trustees of School District No.

2659 have been empowered to borrow
$.1,000 for the erection of an addition to
the school. Treasurer, John Craig,
Netherhill.

Port Colborne, Ont.
The contract for the erection of St.

James Church has been cancelled and
new plans are being prepared by C. M.

Bortcr, Niagara Falls. Approximate
cost, $24,000.

Sudbury, Ont.
The Public School Board are havinR

plans prepared for a school to cost about
$25,000. .Architect. F. L. Morgan. Wil-
son-Greenwood Block. Brick and con-
crete construction.

Toronto, Ont.
liurkc. Horwood & White. Ryrie

Building, have prepared plans of a gym-
nasium and club building to be erected
on University Avenue for the Somers
School of Physical Training. Approxi-
mate cost, $85,000. Tenders have been
closed.

I'-unds are now being raised for the
addition of a wing to the Roman Catho-
lic Seminary on Kingston Road. Brick
and steel construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Calgary, Alta.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been let by the Roman
Catholic School Board to Rodger Bros.
Estimated cost. $14,000.

Howe's Lake, N.B.
The following contracts liave been

awarded in connection with the erection
of an isolation hospital:—carpentry and
masonry. G. Lawson. Glen Falls, a)
$8.UC0; plumbing and heating. W. E. Em-
erson, West St. lohn. $2,994: painting.
J H. Pullen. 16 Horsefield .Street.

Montreal, Que.
The sub-contract for roofing and

plumbing in connection with the erec-
tion of a church for the Parish of St.
Pierre Claver has been let to G. Cham-
pagne, "8a Inspector Street.

Ottawa, Ont.
Work has been started on an addition

to St. Patrick's Asylum. Gloucester St.
The general contract has been let to
I'elix McCullough. Waller Street: steel
work to the Dominion Bridge Company.
.Sparks Street, and plumbing to Thonia*
Walters, 288 Booth Street. Brick and
concrete construction. .\pproxiniatr
cost, $4,500.

Sarnia, Ont.
The Separate School Board have

awarded the contract for the erection of
a school to James Shanks. 272 Welling-
ton Street, and have cancelled the pre-
vious contract. .\pproximate cost.
$16,000.

Sombra Township, Ont.
The Trustees of School Section *No. 5

have let the general contract for the
erection of a brick school to Charles
Hubbell. Thamesville, Ont. .\pproxi-
mate cost, $4,250.

St. Lin de Laurentides, Que.
The Roman Catholic School Board

have let the general contract for the erec-
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tion of a college to Gauthier & Ouel-

lette, care of C. A. Reeves, 709 Power
Building, Montreal.

St. Pierre, Que.
The School Board have awarded the

contract for the construction of a frame
school to Z. Cloutier. Approximate cost,

$6,200.

Windsor, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the Collegiate Insti-

tute has been awarded to Wells & Gray,

Limited. Manning House Block. Ap-
proximate cost, $150,000.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants

Brantford, Ont.
Tenders will be received until June

9th for the erection of a factory for the

Royal Paper Box Company. Architect,

1. Evans. 30 Water Street N., Gait. Ap-
proximate cost, $12,000. Brick and con-

crete construction.

Gananoque, Ont.
F. Delaney contemplates remodelhng

premises on King Street for an opera

house, and is receiving prices on metal-

lic ceilings, hard brick, beaver board,

electric fixtures and chairs. Approxi-

mate cost, $4,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
The W. T. Rawleigh Company, Free-

port, 111., will receive tenders until June

12th for the erection of a factory. .Ar-

chitects. McPhie. Kelly & Darling, Bank

of Hamilton Building. Reinforced con-

crete construction.

Levis, Que.
Tenders on the construction of a sta-

tion, viaduct and train shed for the In-

tercolonial Railway will be received until

lune 17th by T. W. Pugsley, Secretary

"Department of Railways and Canals,

Ottawa. Plans and specifications at

office of the Chief Engineer of the De-

partment, with Chief Engineer, Moncton,

N. B., with Resident Engineer, Levis,

and the Architects, Ross & McDonald,

1 Belmont Street, Montreal.

London, Ont.
Preliminary plans for the proposed

hydro office will be prepared by General

Manager Buchanan, and an Architect will

be appointed to supervise the architec-

tural features.

Montreal, Que. ^ ,, t

J. S. Jacobs and William Bell, Jacobs

Building, are about to start work on the

erection of a picture theatre on Sher-

brooke Street, estimated to cost $.50,000.

Architect, D. T. Crighton. 282 St. Cath-

erine Street W. Stone, plastic brick and

steel construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
Peter Lyall & Sons Construction

Company, Limited, are building a work-

shop on Sussex Street, estimated to cost

$3.'),000. Frame construction.

Peterboro, Ont.
William Langford, Water Street, is

preparing plans of a factory for the

Bonner-Worth Company, McDonnell and

Cambridge Streets. The project is very

indefinite at present. Approximate cost,

$10,000.

Russell, Man.
The Union Bank of Canada propose to

rebuild their premises on Main Street,

and have appointed as Architects Jordon
& Over, 47 Canada Life Building, Win-
nipeg. Approximate cost, $8,000.

Saguenay River, Que.
The Du Pont Powder Company, Wil-

mington, Del., have secured properties

and water rights preparatory to the con-
struction of a plant for the manufacture
of liquid air. Approximate cost,

$10,000,000.

Toronto, Ont.
C. W. Spink, 170 Lake Front, has com-

menced the erection of a refreshment
pavillion, estimated to cost $3,000. Frame
construction.

Plans have been drawn for a garage
to be built on Mill Street by William
Davies & Company, 531 Front Street E.

Brick construction. Estimated cost,

$3,500.

Plans have been prepared for a ware-
house to be built on Cawthra Avenue for

the Campbell Flour Mills Company,
Limited. Reinforced concrete construc-

tion. Estimated cost, $20,000. Engi-
neers, J. H. Fromanhauser Company,
Limited, 604 Tenvple Building.

The Harris .\battoir Company, Ltd.,

Union Stock Yards, have had plans pre-

pared for an addition to their premises,

estimated to cost $50,000. Brick con-

struction.

The Conger Lehigh Coal Company, 95

Bay Street, have commenced the con-

struction of a coal elevator and pockets,

estimated to cost $10,000. Frame con-

struction.

Vancouver, B.C.
Tenders on the consti-uction of a rail-

way station at False Creek for the Can-
adian Northern Railway will be received

until noon, June 20th, by the General
Manager, M. H. McLeod, Vancouver.
Architects. Pratt & Ross, 1011 Electric

Railway Chambers, Winnipeg. Approxi-
mate cost, $1,000,000.

Weston, Ont.
Prack & Perrine, 808 Lumsden Build-

ing, Toronto, are preparing plans of a

factory for T. A. Russell. King and Dun-
can Streets. Toronto. Steel and brick

construction. Estimated cost. $150,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED .

Brantford, Ont.
The Ham & Nott Company, Limited.

81 Elgin Street, have commenced the re-

building of their premises, and have let

the roofing to the Brown-Jarvis Roof-
ing Company. 9 George Street. Esti-

mated cost, $3,000.

Halifax, N.S.
' The contract for plumbing required in

alterations to a theatre for the Academy
of Music has been let to G. A. Perrier,

35 Granville Street, and electrical work
to Farquhar Brothers, Barrington Street.

Hamilton, Ont.
The general, masonry and carpentry

contracts for the erection of an addi-

tion to the premises of the Canadian
Ste.l & Wire Company have been let

to Woodhall & Sinclair, 105 Sanford
Avenue S. Approximate cost, $4,000.

Mill construction.

The general, masonry, carpentry and
roofing contracts for the erection of a
store for W. Dyment, 58 St. Mathews
Avenue, have been let to Blake & Mc-
Donald, 73 Central Avenue. Brick and
stone construction. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

The contract for plumbing required in

an addition to the factory of the T.
Eaton Company has been let to Drake
Avery Company, John Street.

The general contract for the erection

of a factory for the Mercury Mills Ltd.,

80 Park Street N., has been let to W. H.
Cooper, Clyde Building. Approximate
cost, $125,000.

London, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

for alterations to the Bank of Mont-
real:—carpentry, Tambling & Jones,
Hamilton Road; painting, Colerick Bro-
thers, 212 Dundas Street; plumbing.
Noble & Rich, 237 Queens Avenue; elec-

trical work, Benson & Wilcox, 264 Dun-
das Street. Approximate cost, $6,000.

Montreal,' Que.
The general contract for the erection

of an office building for Lymburner Ltd.,

515 Commissioners Street, has been let

to the Atlas Construction Company,
Limited, 37 Belmont Street. Sub-tenders
will be called for. Approximate cost,

$8,000.

In connection with the addition to the

premises of the Canadian Consolidated
Ruliber Company, the roofing has been
let to G. W. Reed, 37 St. Antoine Street.

Heating, plumbing and electrical work
by owners.

The general contract for the erection

of a store and residence for B. Zeolis,

350 City Hall Avenue, has been let to

Church Ross Company, 40 Hospital St.

Appro.ximate cost, $6,900.

The general contract for the erection

of a factory and shed for the Dominion
Oil Company, 1192 St. Catherine Street

E., has been awarded to Reid, McGregor
& Reid, 511 St. Catherine Street E. Ap-
proximate cost, $10,000.

New Toronto, Ont.
The contract for steel required in the

erection of a factory for the Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Company, 152 Simcoe
Street, Toronto, has been let to Mc-
Gregor & Mclntyre, 1139 Shaw Street,

Toronto.

Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for painting required in

the erection of a building for Jackson
Booth & Syndicate. Metcalfe Street, has
been awarded to G. T. Green. 796 Bank
Street, and plastering to Frank Hunt,
115 Arlington Avenue.

The contract for an addition to a res-

taurant on Queen Street for Sir G. Per-
ley has been let to H. P. Beck, 126
.Sparks Street. Brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,000.

Peterboro, Ont.
The contract for heating in connection

with additions to the premises of the

Bonner-Worth Company has been
awarded to George Brenton, Queen and
Hunter Streets.

Preston, Ont.
In connection with the additions be-

ing built to the factory of the Solid Lea-
ther Shoe Company, the contract for
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brick work has been awarded to F.

Schrociler. Carpentry by Rcncral con-

tractor.

' Work lias been started on the erection

of a business block on Argylc Street

for F. G. Wurster. The brick work has

been let to Wirschin^ Brothers, and car-

pentry to Norman llipel. Ap|)roxiniale

cost, $3,000,

St. Catharines, Ont.
Jn connection with the factory m

course of erection for the Dominion

Food Company, the contract for roof-

ing has been let to the general contrac-

tors, Newman Brothers.

Toronto, Ont.
In connection with the erection of the

new Union Stati(m, the cut stone con-

tractors, George Oakley & Son, have

let the contract for delivery of stone to

the Indiana Quarries Ltd., C. T. Penn,

Local Representative. Contract mvolves

about 100,000 cubic feet.

J. D. Young & Son, 835 College Street,

are receiving tenders on painting re-

(|uired in the erection of a workshop

for A. R. Clarke & Company. Approxi-

mate cost of building, $10,000.

The general contract for the erection

of an office building on Bay Street for

the Trusts & Guarantee Company, Ltd..

has been let to William Cowlin & Son

of Canada, Ltd., Mail Building, and the

plumbing, heating, ventilating and wir-

ing contracts to Bennett & Wright, 78

Queen Street E. Approximate cost,

$200,000.

Vancouver, B.C.

The following contracts have been let

in connection with the erection of the

proposed station at False Creek:—steel,

Canadian Northwest Steel Company;
lumber, Hanbury & Company, Van-

couver Lumber Company, False Creek

Lumber Company, and Small & Bucklin;

stonework, MacDonald & Wilson; brick.

Sidney Island Brick and Tile Company;
electrical work, Mundy Rowland Com-
pany.

In connection with the addition to the

plant of the Begg Motor Company, the

contract for roofing and steet metal

work has been let to Little & Lee, G82

Seymour Street, and the electrical work

to C. H. E. Williams, .509 Richards St.

Plastering by day labor.

Windsor, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a store and flats for J. Stone, 37 Ayl-

mcr Avenue. The general contract has

been let to Abbott & Gray, 43 Parent

Street. Brick veneer and concrete con-

struction. Approximate cost, $r>,500.

A. T. Rattray. Engineer, Stair Build-

ing, Toronto, has let the following con-

tracts for the erection of a grand stand:

steel, Hepburn & Disher, Van Home
Street, Toronto; concrete, C. W. Cad-

well, 3(>1 Ouellett Street; corrugated iron

roofing, Windsor Hardware Company,

71 Sandwich Street K.; track building,

Orpen Company, Limited. KUi King

Street E.; track building, Orpen Com-
pany, Ltd., 16C King Street W.. Toron-

to. Approximate cost, $100,000.

Yorkton, Sask.
,

The contract ii.r masonry required in

the erection of a garage for Charles Flik

and Mrs. Lindsay has been let to W.
Peterson, who may also be awarded the
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general contract. Brick construction.

Approximate cost, $4,000.

Residences

Halifax, N.S.
Ihe Eastern Investment Corporation,

Cragg Building, are receiving tenders on

heating, plumping, and electrical work
required in cpnnection witn residences

which they propose to build.

London, Ont. , ,^

Watt & Hlackwell, Bank of Toronto

Building, are preparing plans ior an

apartment ior K. H. Mc Knight, 296

Queens Avenue. tsrich construction.

Approximate cost, $10,000.

Plans of a residence are being pre-

pared for A. O. Hunt, 23 Wortley Koad,

by Watt Hi Blackwell, Bank ot loronto

building. Estimated cost, $4,000. Frame

and white brick construction.

London Township, Ont.
Ihomas Smibcrt, K.K. .No. 1, Ilderton,

Ont., has prepared plans of a residence

estimated to cost $3,000. and will let

contract shortly. Red pressed brick

construction.

Plans of a residence have been pre-

pared by David Leckie, R.R. No. 1,

Hyde Park. Red pressed brick con-

sruction. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
H. Wilensky, 1000 St. Urbain Street,

is considering the erection of six flats

at an approximate cost of $5,000, and

alterations to a residence estimated to

cost $.5,000.

H. Brunelle, 122 Prefontaine Street, is

having plans prepared for a residence,

estimated to cost $5,000. Architects. P.

L. W. Dupre & Company, 567 Delori-

mier Street.

The erection of a residence is contem-

plated by J. Lecavalier, 74 St. James

Street. Approximate cost, $3,000.

John Dominique, 166 Marcil Street, is

about to start work on two flats, esti-

mated to cost $6,000. Brick construc-

tion.

J. P. Tremblay, 291 Prudhomme
Street, is about to commence the erec-

tion of two flats, estimated to cost

$5,000.

A. Gregoire, 418 Northcliflfe Boule-

vard, is about to start work on the erec-

tion of two flats, estimated to cost

$4,500.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
John Lamb, 320 Victoria Avenue, has

commenced the erection of a residence

on Burns .\venue, estimated to cost

$1,000. Plumbing, heating and electrical

work will be let.

Ernest Scott, Victoria Avenue, has

started work on a residence, estimated

to cost $4,000. and will let plumbing,

heating and electrical work. Brick

veneer construction.

A. Smith. Southend Post Oftice. has
commenced the erection of a residence

on Roberts Street, and will let plumbing,
heating, and electrical work, .\pproxi-

mate cost, $4,000.

The erection of a residence on Cook-
man -Avenue, has been commenced by F.

Maland, Cookman .\venue. and A.

Smith. Southend Post Oflice. Heating,

plumbing, and electrical work will be

let.

Ottawa. Ont
H. Atkinson. 39 Rosebery Avenue,

proposes to build a residence, at an ap-

proximate cost of $5,.'iOO. Brick veneer

construction.

W. F. Mackenzie. IM Concord Street,

is considering the erection of a re»i-

dcnce. to cost about $5,000. Brick

veneer construction.

The Oakland Land Company have

commenced the erection of a residence,

aiid arc receiving tenders on masonry,

carpentry, roofing, plastering, painting,

heating, plumbing, and electrical work.

Manager, W. J. Spratt, 307 Sunnyiidc

Avenue. Estimated cost. »5.000.

B. A. Orison. Fentiman .\venue, pro-

poses to build a residence at an approxi-

mate cost of $6,000, and has had plans

prepared. Tenders are now being re-

ceived on plastering, painting, heating,

plumbing, and electrical work. Stucco

construction.

Toronto, Ont.
W. S. Grimshaw, 462 Avenue Road,

proposes to build three duplex residences,

at an approximate cost of $18,000, an<l

has had plans prepared by P. H. Finney,

79 Adelaide Street E. Brick construc-

tion.

Charles Hough, 905 Broadview Ave-
nue, has commenced the erection of a

residence, estimated to cost $4,500.

Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-

struction.

Moore & Gemmell. 14 Kenwood
Street, have commenced the erection of

a pair of residences, estimated to cost

$4,200, and will let smaller trades. Brick

construction.

G. Nicholson, 6 High Park Gardens,
has prepared plans of four residences,

which he proposes to build on Boston
Avenue. Smaller trades will be let.

Brick construction. Estimated cost,

$4,000.

A. & A. Grant, 837 Logan Avenue,
have commenced the erection of a resi-

dence on Playter Boulevard, estimated
to cost $3,500. Brick construction.
Smaller trades will be let.

George Blackmore, 89 Bernard Ave-
nue, contemplates the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $10,000.

S. Garfunkel. 316 Bathurst Street, has
commenced alterations and repairs to

five residences, estimated to cost $3,000.

J. T. Moore, 30 Brookmount Street,

proposes to build a residence and has
had plans prepared by P. H. Finney, 79

Adelaide Street E. Smaller trades will

be let. Estimated cost. $3,200.

H. C. Long, 605 Traders Bank Build-

ing, is considering the erection of eight

residences on Keewatin Avenue, at an
approximate cost of $5,000 each. Small-
er trades will be let. Brick construction.

The International Land Corporation.
43 King Street W., are building four

pairs of residences on Craighurst Street.

Brick construction. .Approximate cost,

$16,000.

E. C. Hurlburt. 44 Castlefield .\venue,

has commenced the erection of three

liungalows on Briar Hill Koad. and will

let smaller trades. Brick construction.

Approximate cost. $3,000 each.

E. C. Hurlburt. 44 Castlefield Avenue,
is building two residences, estimated to

cost $3,000 each, and three bungalows
at an approximate cost of $3,000 each.

Brick construction. Smaller trades will

be let.

Work is about to start on the erection

(Continued on page 51)



Department of the Naval Service

Tenders for Hatchery

and Dwelling

Sealed tenders addressed to the undevsigncJ

and endorsed "Tender for Hatchery and Dwell-

ing" will be received up to 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, June 20, for the Construction of a

Fish Hatchery and Dwelling at

Kingsville, Ont.

Forms of tender, specifications and all neces-

sary information may be obtained by application

to the undersigned. Plans and specifications will

be exhibited at the office of the District Engineer,

Public Works Department, Windsor, and the

Postmaster, Kingsville, Ont.

Tenders must be accompanied by an accepted

cheque payable to the Honourable the Minister

of the Naval Service for One Thousand Dollars

($1,000.00). This will be held for forfeit if the

party tendering fails to enter into the contract if

called upon to do so, or in any way (ails to pro-

perly fill same.

G. .1. DESBARATS,
Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

Department of the Naval Service,

Ottawa, May 27, 191C.

Unauthorized publication of this advertisement

will not be paid for. 23-24

Canadian Government Railways

TENDERS
Sealed tenders, addressed to .1. W. Pugsley,

Secretary, Department of Railways & Canals,

Ottawa, Ont., and marked on the outside, "Ten-

der for Levis Station," will be received up to and

including Saturday, June 17th, 1916. for the con-

struction and erection of

Viaduct, Station and

Train Shed
at Levis, P. Q.

Plans, specifications and blank form of contract

may be seen on and after June 1st, at the office

of the Chief Engineer, Department of Railways
& Canals, Ottawa, Ont., at the office of the Chief

Engineer, Moncton, New Brunswick, at the office

of the Resident Engineer, Levis, P. Q., and at

the office of Ross & McDonald, Architects, Mont-
real, P. Q.

Contractors who wish to obtain plans and
specifications temporarily for their own use may
obtain same from Ross & McDonald on depo.sit-

ing with them a certified bank cheque in favor of

the Canadian Government Railways for the sum
of $50.00, which will be refunded on the return

of the plans and specifications to them.
.

All the conditions of the specifications and con-

tract form must be complied with.

Tenders must be put in on the blank form of

tender which may be obtained from any of the

offices at which plans are on exhibition.

A security deposit will be required as called

for in tender form.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

F. P. GUTELIUS, General Manager,

Canadian Government Railways.

Dated at Moncton, N. B.,

May 29th, 1916. • 23-23

Tenders for

Motor Tractors and

Fire Apparatus

Tenders addressed to the undersigned will be
received by registered post only, up to noon on
Tuesday, June 20th, 1916. for the supplying of

the following

;

3 Motor Combination Hose and Chemical Engines.

1 Motor Tractor for hook and ladder at Ossing-

ton Avenue Fire Halt.

1 Motor Truck for delivering supplies and haul-

ing coal for fire engines.

1 Motor Combination Salvage and Chemical
Truck.

1 Motor Hook and Ladder Truck.

Specifications of the above can be seen and
forms of tender obtained upon application at the

ofrlce of the Fire Department, Adelaide Street

Fire Hall. Toronto. The usual conditions relative

to tendering as prescribed by City By-law must
be strictly complied with, or the tender will

not be entertained. The lowest or any tender

not necessarily accepted.

T. T.. CHURCH. Mayor.

2H.2:i Chairman Board of Works.

Board of Education

Sealed tenders, whole or separate, addressed

to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of Edu-

cation, will be received until

Thursday, June 15th, 1916,

for

Exterior Painting, Sundry Schools.

Erection of Flag Poles,

Sundry Schools.

Oil Burning Apparatus for Steam
Boilers a't Earl Grey School.

Self-Feeding, Coal Burning Appar-

atus for Boilers at Queen
Alexandra School.

Plumbing and Drain Work,
Sundry Schools.

Sale of Old Houses at 115 and 117

Ryerson Avenue
Specifications may be seen and all information

obtained at the office of the Superintendent of

liuildings. City Hall, Toronto. Each tender must
be accompanied with an accepted bank cheque
for five per cent, of the amount of tender or its

equivalent in cash, applying to said tender only.

Sureties for all tenders exceeding four thousand
dollars must be furnished by Surety Companies.
Tenders must be in the hands of the Secretary-
Treasurer, at his office in the City Hall, not later

than 4 o'clock on the day named, after which no
tender will be received. The lowest or any tender
will not necessarily be accepted.

MILES YOKES,
Chairman of Property Committee

W. C. WILKINSON,
23-23 Secretary-Treasurer.

Board of Education

Sealed tenders, whole or separate, addret^sed
to the Secretary-Trea surer of the Board of Edu-
cation, will be received until

Friday, June 16th, 1916

for

Pupils* Special Commercial Desks

and Chairs

Teachers* Desks and Chairs

Office Desks, Chairs, Filing Cabinets

Seating for Auditorium, Etc.

for

The New High School of Commerce

specifications may be seen and all information
obtained at the office of the Superintendent of
Buildings, City Hall, Toronto. Each tender must
be accompanied with an accepted bank cheque
for five per cent, of the amount of tender or its

equivalent in cash, applying to said tender only.
Sureties for all tenders exceeding four thousand
dollars must be furnished by Surety Companies.
Tenders must be in the hands of the Secretary-
Treasurer at his ofhce in the City HaJI, not later
than 4.30 o'clock on the day named, after which
no tender will be received. The lowest or any
tender will not necessarily be accepted.

W. W. HODGSON.
Chairman of Advisory Commercial Committee.

W. C. WILKINSON.
23-28 Secretary -Treasurer.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Riding School, Royal
Military College, Kingston, Ont.," will be re-

ceived at this office until 4 p.m., on Wednesday,
June 14, 1916. for the work mentioned.

Plans, specification and forms of contract can
be seen and forms of tender obtained at the office

of Messrs. Power and Son, Architects, Kingston,
Ont, Thos. Hastings, Clerk of Works, Postal
Station "F," Toronto. Ont., and at this De-
partment.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders
will not be considered unless made on the printed
forms supplied, and signed with their actual sig-

natures, stating their occupations and places of

residence. In the case of firms, the actual sig-

nature, the nature of the occupation, and place

of residence of each member of the firm must be
given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of the

amount of the tender, which will be forfeited if

the person tendering decline to enter into a con-

tract when called upon to do so, or fail to com-
plete the work contracted for. If the tender be
not accepted the cheque will be returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, May 30, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this adver-

tisement if they insert it without authority from
the Department.—45139. 23-24
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CITY OF GUELPH

Tender for the Construction

of Concrete Sidewalk

Tenders for Pavement

Tetdcrs addressed to the City Clerk, Ciiiclph,

( )ntat io, will be received up until Thursday,
June IBlh, for the constrncli<jn of Concrete Side-

walks. Specifications and information regarding
same will lie received on application to the City
Kngineer.

F. McARTHUR.
|^;j-*2.'{ City Knginecr.

TOWN OF DUNDAS

Tenders for Sidewalks

Tenders for the construction of cement side-

walks in the Town of Dundas, marked "Tenders
for Sidewalks," will be received by the untler-

signed up to Monday, June 12th. 1916, at .'» o'clock
p.m. Specifications may be seen at the ofiice

of the Town Clerk. Tlie hjwest or any tender
not necessarily accepted.
liundas. May 'MHh, 1910.

2a-2:t JOHN S. KRV, T.jwn Clerk.

CITY OF GUELPH

Tender for

Supply of Pipe

Te?iders aiMrt'ssed to the City Clerk, Cutlpli,
Ontario, will be veceiveil up until Thursday, June
16lh, for the supply and delivery of appruxinialcly
Twelve Hundred (12i»(l) lineal feet of 42-inch
Pipe to be used for the construction of Storm-
water Sewers, Specifications and any informa-
tion may be received on application to the City
Engineer.

K. McARTHliR,
23-2^ City Kngineer,

Tenders Wanted
Sealed bulk and separate tenders adtlressed to

the undei signed will be receiveil up till live p.m.,

June twenty-fourth, 1916, for the several works
re(iuir*^d for the erection of a new School Huild-

ing in Selkirk, Ontario. Kach tender must be
accompanied by a certified chetiue for ten per
cent, of the amount of tender, which will be
forfeited should the contractor refuse to sign
contract and complete the same.

Plans and si)ecitications may be seen at the
office of the undersigned or at the ofiice of the
Architect, .\. \V. Peene, l(l7 Clyde Block, Ham-
ilton, Ontario. The lowest or any tender not
necessarily accepted.

J. E. HOOVER. Sec.-Treas..
Hox IS, Selkirk. Ont.

Tune 1st, 1910. 23-25

Tenders for

Bridge Construction

ScaU'tl tt-inliTs. plainly marked as to coiueius,

will Ik- ixccivi'il l>v the inKlcisiKtlcil up to <1 p.m.

of Monday. June l9th, 1916. for the construction

of a reinforced concrete Ini.lKC consisting of three

arches, one .''S ft. and two f>'2 (t. spans, with 20 ft.

roadway, over the Ihimbcr River at C'ut'ieiine

.\vennc near The Old Mill, in the County of York.

Plans and specifications aiul alt necessary iti-

formation may he seen at the ofSce of the under-

signed. r.7 .Adelaide Street East, Toronto.
The lowest or any tender wilt not neces-

sarily he accepted.

FRANK U.^VRBER. County Engineer.

Toronto, June •-', 1910. 23-23

Sealed tenders, addressed to \V. k. Smith,
Town Clerk, Ingersoll, Ont., will be received
up to 4 p.m. of Friday, the 16th day of June, i

for the construction of about ll,ijtK) s^iuare yards
of reinforced concrete pavement and af^out 6,30<i

square yards of Tarvia pavement on a concrete
base, with c<imbined curb atK) gutter. Plans and
specifications may be seen at the Town Hall,
Ingersoll, or at the Engineer's office, WooditcKk.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

\V. J. EI.MOTT, Es<|., Mayor,

Ki-'it I'. J. l!RE, Engineer.

THE PAS, MAN.

STEAM ROLLERS
FOR SALE

One tingle cylinder Sawyer Ma*«cy 13 ions;
one double cylinder Waterou*. 15 ton». Both in
perfect condttlon. Apply to Box IWI, Three
Kiverf, Que. 22-23

22 24

H. H. ELLIOTT. M.D.,
Secretary-Treasurer,

The Pas, Man.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

.Structural Steel Business, established four
years, to l>e sold to close estate. Excellent op-
portunity to acquire going concern. Full par-
ticulars, H. P. Teeter, (MJS King Street East.
Hamilton, Out. 23-23

Marion Revolving Shovel, Model No. 30, on
railroad trucks, in fair condition. Box 413, Con-

tract Kecord, Toronto, Ont. 23-25

FOR SALE
One Cube Concrete Mixer, with Bo<,»m and

Bucket Attachment, One Footc ('ontinu4*u* < rm
Crete Mixer, No, 3. One Five-ton Horwr Roller.

Dump Wagona, Flows and nuroeroui other con-
tractor*' tool*. For particutarft addreM C. H.
Kaumeier. care P, O. Box &», Welland, Ont.

2223

Sealed tenders, registered and endorsed on the
envelope, "Tender,*' and addressed to H, H.

[

Elliott, M.l)., Secretary-Treasurer of the Town
of The Pas, Man,, will be received up to 6 p.m.,

June 22, 1916. for the supply and delivery of the
,

following machinery and materials :

—

|

Tender "A"—For the supply and delivery of two
Sewage Lift Pumps.

Tender "B"—For the construction of a Sewage '

Lift Chamber.

Marked cheque for five per cent. (5 p.c.) of
the amount of the tender must accompany each
biB. The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the 1

office of the Consulting Engineers, Saskatoon, '

Sask. ; the Resident Engineer, The Pas, Man. ; i

Tender "A" only at Contract Record, Toronto,
Winnipeg, and Montreal.

MURPHY & UNDERWOOD.
Consulting Engineers,

Saskatoon, Sask.

Brick and frame factory and site on Railroad I

in Toronto, now equipped as woodworking fac- !

tory. Dry Kiln and Sprinkler System in con-
nection. Apply Box 411, Contract Record, To- '

ronto, Ont. 23-23

Plant For Sale

FOR SALE
Two low pressure 30 H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in
use less than two months. Good for steam or
liot water heating purposes. I^ch will carry
3,U00 square feet of steam radiation. Ftiriher
pariiculara—MacM. K. & U.. 4 Ueaver Hall Sq-,
Montreal. IT-uf.

1 Smith (.'uncrete Mixer $400

1 Wettlaufer Mixer with Engine 250

1 20-H.P. Upright Hoisting Engine ... 400

2 10 H.P. Motors, D.C each f5

1 .lO-H.P. Motor, D.C 150 .

1 "American** Hoisting Engine for Barrow

Hoist 380

HOLMES, 1107 Yonge Street, Toronto.

2S2S ,

POSITION WANTED
As Superintendent or Foreman, by capable man

of large expel ience in the stone business in charge
of quarrying, cutting or construction work. Best
of references. Box 4tM, Contract Record. To-
ronto, Ont. :.'l :CJ

Residences

(Continued from page -19)

of a residence on Oriole Road for R. I.

Maclcnnan, Kent lUiildinK. Architect,
W. B. Galbraith, 22 St. Leonards Ave-
nue. Brick construction. Estimated
cost, $6,ooa

G. W. Dale. 12 Butternut Street, is

about to start work on a residence, es-

tiiiiatt'd to cost $3,000. Smaller trades
will be let. Brick construction.

The erection of a residence at an es-

timated cost of $7,^00, is contemplated
by W. P. Levack. 519 Roxton Road,
Smaller trades will be let. Brick con.
struction.

Work has been started on the erection
of a pair of residences lor X. J. CraiK,
173 Grace Street. .Architect. J. H. Stan-
ford, 17 Westmoreland .Vvenue. .Ap-

proximate cost. $5,000.

C. Gardiner. 91 Glenholme Avenue, has
comiTienced the erection of a residence
on Northcliffe Boulevard, and will let

the smaller trades. Brick cr>n?tnictii>n,

Estimated cost, $4,500.

Work has been started on the erection
of a residence for I. .A. Burns. 66 St.

Anne's Road. Architect. W. G. Burns.
74 Indian Grove. Approximate cost.
$7,000.

Tomkins & Baskerville. 490 Oakwood
Avenue, afe receiviuR tenders on plaster-
in);, wiring. tinsniithiuK and installation

of hot air furnace in connection with the
residence which they are buildinjj on
Kenwood Street.

J. Stone, 49 Coleman .Avenue, is re-

ceivinK tenders on plasteriuK required in

connection with the residences which he
is building. .Approximate cost, $5,000.

Sarnia Township, Ont.
.Adam Storing. Concession 2. has let

the Rcneral contract for the erection of
a residence to John Ellinor, 138 Victoria
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Street. Sarnia. Brick veneer construc-
tion. Estimated cost, $3,r)00.

Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
'Ihe contract for plasterinj; required

in the erection of a residence for K. T.
Lane, 10 Queen Street, has been award-
ed to W. Wray. 333 Albert Street, and
painting to E. T. Grand, Queen Street.

Shawbridge, Que.
The general, masonry, and carpentry

contracts for the erection of dormitory
cottages for the Boys' Farm & Training
School, 115 Mountain Street. Montreal,
have been awarded to A. F. Byers &
Company, 340 University Street, the
terra cotta work to the National Fire-
proofing Company of Canada, Ltd., 78
Crescent Street, Montreal; steel work
to Structural Steel Company, Ltd., 10
Cathcart Street, Monereal; mill work to
LaHeur Industriel Incor])oree, Ste.

Agathe des Monts; heating and plumb-
ing to P. J. Sullivan Company, Ltd., 326
Lagauchetiere Street VV. Approximate
cost, $25,000.

Smith's Falls. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for A. Leacock has been
let to F'red Scott. Brick construction.
Approximate cost, $3,000,

St. Catharines, Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a residence for A. Kobin-
son, 6 College Street, has been let to
Rymer Brothers, Nelson Street. Tapes-
try brick and stucco construction. Es-
timated cost, $8,000.

Toronto. Ont.
S. B. Green, 111 Evelyn Crescent, is

about to build a residence for A; E. King,
35 Oakmount Road. Brick construction.
Estimated cost, $4,200.

In connection with the residence in

course of erection for R. D. Kilgour, 45
Willcocks Street, the masonry contract
has been let to J. Aldridge, 128 West-
mount Avenue. Carpentry by day labor.

Tomkins & Baskerville, 490 Ooakwood
Avenue, have been awarded the general
contract for the erection of a residence
at 498 Rushton Road, and are now re-
ceiving tenders on plastering, wiring,
tinsmithing, and hot air furnace. Esti-
mated cost. $3,000.

The following contracts have been
awarded for the erection of a residence
on Warren Road for F. Cameron, c/o.
F. S. Baker. Architect, Traders Bank
Building: masonry, Gordon Brothers, 1

'Delisle Avenue; carpentry, Walker &
Robertson, 438 Delaware Avenue; plas-
tering, Taylor & Nesbitt, 18 Havelock
Street; roofing, G. Duthie & Sons, Ltd.,
80 Widmer Street; painting, Cornelius
& Company, 50 Walker Avenue; plumb-
ing, heating, and wiring, Bennett &
Wrieht, 78 Queen Street E.; steel work,
McGregor & Mclntyre, 1139 Shaw
Street. Approximate cost, $15,000.

Westmount. Que.
In connection with the residence in

course of erection for T. A. Hubley, 48
Windsor Avenue, the rooiing has been
let to Campbell, Gilday Company, Ltd.,
793 St. Paul Street W., Montreal, and
the electrical work to McDonald & Will-
son Company, Ltd., 99 Drunimond
Street, Montreal.

The roofing required in connection
with the residences now being built for
Harding & Heward, has been let to
Campbell. Gilday Company, Ltd., 793 St.

Paul Street W., Montreal, and the elec
trical work to McDonald & Willson
Company, Ltd., 99 Drunimond Street,
Montreal.

In connection with the residences now
being built by Charles Fyfe, 170 Mance
Street, Montreal, the rooiing has been
awarded to J. Dunphy, r>5 Barrie Street;
plastering to F. A. Sims, 358 Madison
Avenue; painting to H. W. Birtwhistle,
19 Clifton Street, and electrical work to

J. B. Staton, 5410 Sherbrooke Street.

In connection with the residence now
being built for the Roman Cathodic
Commissioners of St. Leo. 300 Clark
Avenue, the contract for steel work has
been let to the Dominion Bridge Com-
pany, Ltd., Lachine; roofing to Duch-
arme Blais & Company, 1995 St. James
Street; plastering to Z. Bouchard, 12
Bouget Street; painting to H. Gauthier,
390 Amherst Street, and electrical work
to L. Ortiz. 376 Fabre Street.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

London, Ont.
The Utilities Board will receive tenders

until June 14th on the supply of three
200 k.v.a. hydro transformers. General
Manager, E. V. Buchanan.

Sackatchewan Province.
The following Rural Telephone Com-

panies have been empowered to borrow
money for the construction of their pro-
posed systems: Battlevale R. T. Com-
pany, $3,800. Secretary, J. A. Morrison,
Waseca; Graham-Chatsworth R. T. Com-
pany, $2,500, Victor Rooke, Picnic;
Longlaketon R. T. Company, $3,200,
Herbert Fisher, Silton.

Warwick Township, Ont.
The Township Council propose to se-

cure estimates on the installation of a
hvdro system. Clerk. Nathaniel Her-
bert. Watford, Ont.

Fires
Montreal, Que.
Factory of the St. Lawrence Wagon

Company, Ltd., 34 King Street. Loss,
$5,00. Repairs will be made.

Vancouver, B.C.
Fish plant and grain elevator owned

by the New England Fish Company and
Alberta Pacific Grain Company, Ltd.
Loss, about $600,000.
York Mills. Ont.
Cottages, stables, garage and poultry

buildings owned by F. B. Robins. 86
Glen Road, Toronto. Total loss. $30,000.

Miscellaneous
Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until June 20th for the supply of
motor fire apparatus. Specifications at
office of Fire Department, Adelaide
Street W.

Late News Items
Esquimalt, B.C.
The Municipal Council have awarded

a ccntract for construction of sewers to

Warren & Stancombe. Estimated cost,

exclusive of pipe, $8,000.

Halifax, N.S.
The School Board have let the general

contract for the erection of a school on
Young Street to Falconer & MacDon-
ald, St. Paul Building, the painting to

Walsh Brothers, Metropole Building,
heating and plumbing to Farquhar Bro-
thers, Barrington Street, and electrical

work to J. Starr & Sons, Granville St.

Approximate cost, $75,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
F. F. Dalley & Company, Hughson

Street N., propose to build a factory on
Burlington Street, at an approximate cost
of $100,000, and work will start very
shortly.

London, Ont.
William Jeffrey, 419 Simcoe Street,

has been awarded the general contract
for the erection of a residence for W. I.

Spettigue, 261 Hill Street, and has start-

ed work. Estimated cost, $10,000.

Medicine Hat, Alta.
The sub-contract for the erection of

a flour mill and elevators for the Lake
of the Woods Milling Company has been
let to the Fegle Engineering & Con-
struction Company, 209 North Archibald
Street, Fort William. Brick and con-
crete construction. Approximate cost,

$200,000.

Quebec, Que.
E. A. Tremblay, 69 St. Nazaire St..

has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $18,000. Brick
and concrete construction.

Saguenay River, Que.
The report previously issued under this

head with regard to the Dupont Powder
Company is incorrect. The Company
are not planning any construction work.

Sarnia, Ont.
The Board of Education have award-

ed the general contract for the erection
of a school on Lochiel Street to Schultz
Brothers & Company, Brantford. Smaller
trades will be sub-let. Terra cotta, steel

and stone construction. Approximate
cost, $55,000.

Toronto, Ont.
W. S. Grimshaw. 462 Avenue Road,

has commenced the erection of three
duplex residences, estimated to cost
$18,000. Smaller trades will be let. Ar-
chitect, P. H. Finney, 79 Adelaide St. E.

Commissioner of Works R. C. Harris
has recommended the construction of as-

phalt paving on eight streets, estimated
to cost $59,300, and concrete sidewalks,
estimated to cost $17.0Q0.

William Cowlin & Son of Canada, Lim-
ited, Mail Building, who have the gen-
eral contract for the proposed ofiice

building for the Trusts & Guarantee
Company, desire to receive sub-tenders
on all trades except plumbing, heating,
ventilating and wiring.

Westmount, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for J. F. Slessor, 4825
Western Avenue, has been let to Anglins
Limited, 65 Victoria Street, Montreal.
Terra cotta and brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $9,300.

.'\nglins Limited have also been award-
ed the general contract for the erection
of three residences for Warden, Cook
& Davidson. Brick and terra cotta con-
struction. Approximate cost, $19,500.
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Ganadian Stone a Product of Quality

Specially Suitable for Our Public Buildings

IT
very often liappen.s that tlie cliief ditTereiice be-

tween two articles on the market, fultillinj>- simi-

lar purposes, and one of whicli meets the popu-
lar (ancv while tiie other does not, lies in the

relative amount of advertising; these tu\> articles have
received. Indeed, it not iiifrei|uently happens that a

;)roduct of decided superiority fails to catch the pub-
lic fancy because it is exploited i>y a company whose
reputation is not yet established, or who for some
rea.son or other are not able to brins^ the necessary

publicity to bear on the situation to arouse the public

interest. In spite of our boasted individualities vvc

are a good deal K'ven to foliowinjj our neiglil)or's lead

and people, in j^cnerai, buy what is bein^j i>ought.

It is not entirely evident that some such reason as

this is not responsible for the somewhat limited use

of stone as a Canadian buildiuK material in the past

and, as the business develops, for the increase in our
import trade. It catches the popular fancy to j{o as

far afield as possible for their requirements. Of
course it cannot be claimed that there are not good
arjjuments beinfj advanced, and doubtless with rea-

son, favorinj; the use of stone other than Canadian.
What actually does seem to be a fact, though, is that

Canadians have conceded these ar>juments without
attempting to combat them with others favoring our
home stone. We have lain down, in a sense.

Now, there are always at least two talking points

for a salesman—price and quality. In the stone busi-

ness, however, only the first appears to have been
recognized. It seems to have been tacitly conceded
that stone is stone and that ends it—that the quality

of all stone is the same. Vet one has only to make
a tour of the stone buildings in any locality to satisfy

oneself that the lasting qualities of different varieties

of stone are very different. Some crumble quickly,

others discolor, and so on. On the basis of "quality"

Canadian stone has never been assailed. It 'appar-
ently maintains its appearance and its physical char-

acteristics indefinitely.

This being the case the matter of cost ought surely

to take second place, especially when this diflfcrence

is, at best, only a matter of a few |)er cent. "Value
for money received," then, would appear to be a much
better talking point—and an entirely proper one

—

than "cost" alone.

* * *

Also there is another important feature in the use
of foreign stone for Canadian buildings—the question

of empire loyalty. It so happens that a very large

percentage of our public buildings—schools, churches,

municipal halls, etc.—are built of stone and, quite

frequently, not Canadian stone. Could we not point

to these permanent landmarks of our prosperity with
greater pride if they were also illustrations of our
own natural resources? Would not the use of purely
Canadian building materials tend to engender in our
youth a confidence in their home land and a more
intense spirit of loyalty as a result of that confidence?
What matters a few dollars in extra cost if the extra

value, and much more, is there? We do not rake
the foreign fields for teachers or municipal officers in

the hope that we may get something cheaper. We
do not bring children from foreign countries to fill

the schools because our own children are not suitable.

Why then should our public buildings, of all places,

be robbed of the prestige of an individuality that

would stamp them as "quality" and "Canadian"?

The present issue of The Contract Record is given
over almost entirely to an illustrated description of
Canadian quarries and quarry methods. We cannot
claim to have covered the subject fully, for the field

is as wide as the Dominion, ft is confidently hoped,
however, that the issue will serve the useful purpose
of bringing this phase of our natural resources more
insistently before the attention of Canadian engineers,
architects, contractors and various municipal bodies.

These men have it largely in their power to popu-
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larize our home quarries. On their attitude and their

ideas of utiHzing^ home resources will hinge in no
small measure the immediate future of the Canadian
quarry.

How Canadian Quarries Are Meeting
Foreign Competition

HOW owners of Canadian quarries and cut

stone firms have been able, by means of a

duty, to meet the competition of Indiana
limestone, is related in the following inter-

view by a representative of The Contract Record and
Engineering Review with Mr. John Quinlan, of John
Quinlan & Co. and the Quinlan Cut Stone, Limited,

Westmount, P.Q. Mr. Quinlan, who is president of

the Montreal Builders' Exchange, also makes refer-

ence to the cut stone industry as it affects Montreal,

lie speaks with an intimate knowledge of the subject,

having been in business for many years.

"Before the advent of United States stone and ma-
chinery," Mr. Quinlan stated, "we used the top portion

of the quarry for rubble foundation work, the grey

limestone, found at a depth of about 20 feet under the

ripper layers, being utilized for building purposes in

Montreal. The Imperial Bank and the Windsor Hotel

are examples of Montreal stone thus employed. The
method of quarrying was largely by powder and hand
drills. At the time that stone cutters did all the work
by hand, powder answered the purpose fairly well, in

view of the fact that very little value was placed on
the material and workmen's wages were comparatively

low. Of course, this method of quarrying would be

useless in preparing stone to be cut by gang saws and
planers.

"The most important change in the industry was
caused partly by the use of concrete for foundations,

which took the place of the rubble foundations, and
therefore killed the market for the top portions of the

quarries. The large advance in cutters' wages was also

an important factor in the change. While it was pos-

sibly economical to blow out the stone and use the

hammer to square up the smaller pieces of stone to

hand to the stone cutters to finish the product ready
for erection in the building, when wages were at the

rate of 20c. to 30c. an hour, the situation was entirely

altered when stone cutters were asking 50c. an hour.

Besides these demerits in the situation, there was the

development of the soft stone quarries of the United
States, where the monolithic quarries were worked
with the channelling machine instead of by powder,
the stone being also cut by gang and diamon4 saws
and planers.

"At first the Unite'd States stone was imported in

the rough, to be manufactured by a few Canadian
firms who installed cut stone machinery in order to

furnish the market with at least a home manufactured
product. This meant, of course, that there was prac-

tically no demand for Canadian stone. At the same
time our Canadian manufacturers believed that if our

(juarries were opened upon lines similar to those in

the United States, that eventually it might be possible

to produce good Canadian stone at a lesser price than

it was being manufactured for at that time, but the

market was already captured by the American atticle

in so far as the raw material was concerned, and was
being fast captured for the finished product. As a

matter of fact, the majority of our large buildings

erected during 1911-13 were built of American stone

cut and finished in the United States.

"The Canadian Government—at our request—in-

vestigated the question and found there was abso-

lutely no protection for our quarrymen and manufac-
turers, for the reason that the small duty levied was
more than offset by the reduction in freight on the
finished article. In order to encourage the manufac-
turer and the production of stone, the Government in
1914 imposed a duty on foreign stone, fully manufac-
tured, coming into Canada sufficient to protect the
home industry. Shortly after the duty came into
force the war broke out, greatly reducing the amount
of building here, but Canadian quarrymen and manu-
facturers, owing to the tariff, are able to sup])ly, and
are now manufacturing, all the cut stone that is being
used in the Dominion. We are thus in a position to
keep our plants going to a limited extent. We are also
taking advantage of the dull times to develop our
quarries and to install the newest machinery.

"Personally, I hope before the war is over to mar-
ket Canadian limestone in every way equal to any
that has been imported, and at such prices that it will
be advantageous to the Canadian consumer to use it.

The old buildings in Montreal are examples of our
local limestone. It has, for many purpo.ses, excellent
qualities, and I hope that its use will be more fre-

quently specified by our architects."

Steel of Special Quality Required for Rock
Drills—Subject to Unusual Strains

ROCK drilling in quarries is now prosecuted al-

most entirely by machine drills. They have
a great advantage over the human power
plant, because the lost motions and wasted

energy in the latter are not only fatiguing, but dis-

couraging. It is the question of results which makes
the average laborer's work efficient or inefficient.

The development of hammer-drill machines dur-
ing the past decade has brought with it high require-
ments for the drill steel. The steel generally used
for rock drilling is a carbon steel and its hardness is

dependent upon the percentage of carbon contained.
Experience has proven that the proper percentage of

carbon is governed chiefly by the hardness of the
rock to be drilled and the power of the machine. A
bit will not stand the impact if too hard a steel is

used on hard ground.

In some drilling practice, as for instance, when
hand-feed drills are used, bending stresses are likely

to be put on the steel. Additional tensile and com-
pressive stresses are thus induced during the period
of the blow, producing an excessive strain in the steel.

In such practice a heavy size of steel is to be recom-
mended. Abrupt changes in section and sharp cor-

ners should be avoided in drills.

To obtain the finest grain, l)its should be forged
continuously from the highest temperature employed
down to the finishing temperature, which probably is

slightly above the point of recalescence. It is advan-
lageous in hardening not to treat it to any higher
temperature than necessary. The steel is liable, if

heated too highly, to change into a coarse crystalli-

zation and develop hardening cracks that may cause
ruptures. The shank should also be properly tem-
pered after being hardened.

Shanks often rupture longitudinally, due to care-

less straightening after the steel has been upset,

blemishes in the steel, and groove marks where num-
erals or other marks have been stamped. The struc-

ture of steel used in bits subject to vibrations is of the

greatest importance. The car bit structure has been
found to stand up best. It is obtained either by cool-

ing the steel quickly through the so-called critical
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i:iiiL',o, vvitlnml actual (jiicncliinf;^, or by rapid cotiliiij;

and iIk'11 lolu'atin}^ to about 600 def^s. C

The Merits of Canadian Stone—A Candid
Opinion Covering the Fact Fairly

THE Superintendent of Buildings of the Board of

Education of one of our largest Canadian
cities, who was recently in search of informa-
tion regarding the merits of Canadian stone,

wrote to the management of one of our largest quar-
ries for a candid opinion on the relative character-

istics of the various stones that from time to time had
come into competition for the school buildings in that

city. The following reply was received from the presi-

dent of the company, and appears to us to state the

case for Canadian stone very clearly and fairly

:

The following stones are, you are no doubt aware,
S(jnie of the finest and most durable that can be found
anywhere, ,and, although in some cases there has been
a difficulty in obtaining a large shipment, still, that
could be remedied if the cpiarrymen had encourage-
ment given them by the public bodies specifying their

use.

Credit Valley

This is a sandstone of uniform color, mostly gray,
fairly soft when quarried, hardening with age. Can
be cut at reasonable cost on plain work, but, on ac-

count of its hardening quality, is slightly higher in

price on any ornamental or highly detailed work. The
cost of this stone, f.o.b. cars your city, is 55 cents per
cubic foot, in rough quarry blocks.

Wallace Sandstone

This is of the same texture as the above, of an
olive color, and the cost is seventy cents per cubic
foot in rough quarry blocks.

Miramichi

A sandstone of olive color, somewhat softer than
either of the above to work and the cost is seventy
cents per cubic foot in rough quarry blocks.

Sackville Freestone

A rich brown in color ; soft in texture, and therefore

easily worked for little, if any, more than the Indiana,

U.S.A., stone. The cost is eighty cents per cubic foot

f.o.b. your city, in rough quarry blocks.

Queenston Limestone

Blue-gray in color, with a small percentage of buff.

Is not unlike Bedford Indiana in appearance, but is

unlike that stone in that it is not porous and there-

fore will not discolor or stain. Is harder and therefore

a little more costly to work in ornamental or fine de-
tail work, but, in ])lain work, can be worked as freely

as Indiana. The cost is lifty cents per cubic foot f.o.b.

your city, in rough cpiarry blocks.

Tyndall Limestone

Comes from Manitoba, and on account of the ex-

cessive freight, has, so far, not been used very much
in the East. I understand, however, that the railways
are considering a lower freight rate, which will make
it more reasonable. It is similar to Indiana in texture
but has a mottled effect in bine and buff colors. A
good sanqjle of this stone can be seen in the new
C. 1*. R. station at North Toronto, now nearing com-
pletion.

These stones are all of Canadian i^roduction, and
when you compare the prices with the Bedford In-

diana at sixty-four cents per cubic foot, and the Cleve-

land Sandstone, Gray Canyon, at sixty-five cents per

cubic foot, and BufT, at one dollar and ten cents per

cubic foot, all f.o.b. your city, the differences are so

very small that, obviously, the extra cost of using
Canadian stone is in the cutting, and that is of neces-

sity by the wording of your specification, "to be done
in the city." Therefore, by using Canadian stone, you
not only encourage Canadian industries, but you pro-

vide more work for the citizens of your city (who are

the ratepayers who provide the money for these

works) at, I venture to say, very small extra cost.

If your department would specify more Canadian
stone, I am sure there is plenty of capital ready to

be ])ut into developing this industry, thus assuring
an adequate supj)ly.

For your further information I would say that the

duty on rough blocks entering this country is about
seven cents per cubic foot, and on stone planed, turned
and sawn four sides, that is, practically cut ready to

set, the duty was formerly forty-five cents per cwt.
This is etjuivalent to about sixty-five cents per cubic
foot, to which must now be added 7j.^ per cent, clear

face.

These facts, I think, are sulflcient to show you that,

at a not too large extra cost, Canadian stone could
be used for all purposes in your school buildings, and
in the case of plain work, such as bases, etc., they
could be used at the same cost, and give work not
only to local workmen, but, in its entirety, to Can-
adian workmen.

The Canadian Stone Business
By C. Cecil Howlett*

THE question, What is the matter with the Stone
Business? is one that must present itself with
unmistakable emphasis to the owners and
operators of quarries at this time. The ans-

wer, in the opinion of the writer, is lack of concerted
effort on the part of those interested in the industry
to check or correct abuses as they occur. At a time
when the country is just emerging from a long period
of depression, the stone business has not yet felt the
livening influence. This dullness, however, seems to

affect only our native stone. Foreign stone appar-
ently finds a ready market in our cities.

The following appear to be the principal causes
pioductive of this state of affairs, all of which are
capable of being materially reduced in their effect, or
entirely removed, by organized effort on the part of
t!ie various stone producing interests in the country :

—

The lukewarmness of our architects generally, who
seetn to have drifted into the habit of overlooking our
native building stones, but are thoroughly familiar
with the merits of the various foreign products which
are cutting so seriously into the market. The rem-
edy for this would appear to be a general advertising
plan, showing forth the particular merits of the vari-

ous building stones of this country and directed chieHy
to the attention of the architectural profession. It

cannot be believed but that if this profession under-
stood the injiiry being done to a great Canadian in-

dustry they would do all in their power to remedv the
matter. If, in specifications, the name of the foreign
country from which the building material is to be ob-
tained, were given, in.stead of the particular name of
the material, or if the name of the country were
named in connection with the name of the material.

* Manmcer Lonrtord Quarry Co.. Loocford MUlt. Oat
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it would be quickly brought to the attention of the

deciding parties that they were, probably inadvertent-

ly, discriminating against a Canadian product.

Then there is the freight question and the car

supply. These are matters in which the various

quarry companies are absolutely at the mercy of the

transportation companies. The freight cost of a car

of stone in almost all cases, is greater than the value

of the material. The idea on the part of the carrymg
companies seems to be to take toll of all the traffic

will stand. The matter of securing cars for ship-

ments is also a very serious one and has a tendency

to influence contractors to buy building material of

foreign origin, stocks of which are ready to hand in

most centres, or use concrete.

Organization of the various concerns interested

in the stone business would certainly go a long way
towards keeping the merits of stone as a building ma-
terial of the first class before the constructing com-
munity. This latter is badly needed. An intelligent

educational campaign keeping the proper place of the

various building materials well before those inter-

ested would be a great benefit to the general com-
munity as well as to the interests involved. The harm
where a mistake is made in the choice of a material

reacts to the disadvantage of the material employed.

There is a great future before all those industries

dealing with construction in this country. As the

population increases and our natural resources are

further developed there will be an ever greater need

for housing our people and products, and with the

natural increase in wealth our buildings will become
more and more an index of the general prosperity.

Developments in the Quarrying Business

War conditions and the high prices paid for un-

skilled labor in munition factories, have put most of

the quarries in a bad way for labor. The subject of

new and improved equipment is being given the full-

est consideration by quarrymen who recognize that

the shortage of quarry labor is a condition that can

be met in no other way. Mechanisms are being pro-

duced that are enormously economizing the produc-

tion of building and crushed stone.

Auto Trucks—Road material, always the heaviest

portion of the tonnage going out from the crusher, is

in big demand at the present season. The transporta-

tion proposition is ever present, and just now, with

the shortage of labor and the acute pressure of rail-

road cars, the auto-truck with trailers added seems to

be the only economical solution. As a result, auto-

trucks have become practically an indispensable part

of the road contractors' equipment. The transporta-

tion end of road making is always the most important,

because it has all to do with the profit that is made
by the road contractor.

Fluxing Stone—With steel mills of every class

running at full capacity to meet the unprecedented

demand for steel and iron, a maximum volume of flux-

ing stone for furnace operations is required. Quarries

producing fluxin.o- stone are hkely to have, during

1916, the greatest demand ever known for this parti-

cular type of product.

Requisite Features of Stones

Structural stone is employed for so many diverse

purposes that the characteristics which make a .stone

desirable necessarily vary with the,nature of the struc-

ture to be erected. For building piers for railway

bridges, strength and durability are far more import-
ant requisites than uniformity of color. While lor

interior decoration, less durability is necessary, al-

though such stone is expected to exhibit greater
beauty and a superior durability to fine chiselling.

The main requisites for a stone are: (1) strength

—crushing strength, transverse strength, and elasti-

city; (2) color; (3) durability; (4) low cost of cutting.

The ordinary physical tests which are commoiriy
applied to building stones to determine its adaptability

are: specific gravity, weight per cu. ft.; per cent, of

pore space ; ratio of absorption ; coefficient of satura-

tion; crushing strength; transverse strength; shearing
strength; corrosion loss; drilling factor; chiselling

factor.

Market Conditions in Hydrated Lime
There are three plants in Ontario manufacturing

hydrated lime, located at Guelph, Flora, and Orange-
ville, respectively. Other producers in Canada are
located at Joliette and Hull, Que., and Winnipeg, Man.
There has been in the past a large amount of hy-
drated lime imported into Canada annually from the
United States for use as finishing plaster. Canadian
plants are able to produce a considerable tonnage, but
have not been prepared to take care of the unex])ected
increase in demand this spring, resulting from the in-

crease in price of the United States products and the
increase in duty caused by the recent action of the
Canadian Customs in placing hydrated lime in the
same class as wall plaster and Portland cement. Cana-
dian firms expect, however, to be in a position shortly

to take care of all the business oflfering, but are handi-
capped just at present by the high prices and scarcity

of labor and slow delivery on orders for machinery and
supplies, which are the same difficulties that obtain
in all other classes of manufacturing in Canada to-day.

Right Time to Quarry
The best time for qviarrying is during the sum-

mer, but freshly quarried material should not be al-

lowed to lie in the sun and dry too quickly, as it is

liable to become shaky. Stone quarried during the
winter, or during very wet seasons, is liable, accord-
ing to some authorities, to have much lower tenacity
when dried, and to remain particularly susceptible to

the effects of moisture. A stone is also liable to dis-

integration if built immediately into a wall without
seasoning. Stones for carved work should be worked
up as soon as they are quarried and while in the green
state, as, when the water is once lost, no amount of
wetting will restore them to the original workable
condition.

Quarry Drainage
The question of drainage is extremely important

in locating a (|uarry; given the same market, it is im-
possible for a wet quarry to compete with a dry one,
as the additional expense of keeping the excavation
free of water may compel the cessation of operations.
Where possible, therefore, a quarry should be located
where natural drainage is presented. If such a place
cannot be found on the property, the operator must
reckon with the cost of pumping, and he should as-
sure himself that his competitors are not more favor-
ably situated in this respect.
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Geological Features of Canadian Rocks
A Brief Account of the Historical Formations Which
Form the Basis of Our Splendid and Varied Quarries.

TIIIC following brief account of the geology of

tlic rocks of Canada, so far as known, is given

with the object of indicating the extent and

manner of formation of the rocks which are

employed as building stone. The most ancient rocks

that comi)ose the crust of the earth consist of a series

of gneisses, granites, and other crystalline rocks, inter-

mingled with sedimentary materials which have like-

wise l)ecome crystalline through metamorphic agencies.

Pre-Cambrian

This crystalline complex forms the axis or back-

bone of all the continents, and on its flanks have been

deposited the sedimentary rocks which have greatly

increased the original extent of the continents. This

ancient .series is usually referred to as the "1 're-Cam-

brian." It is also known as the "Azoic," in reference

to tlie fact that no life is known to have existed on

tlic globe during the vast period of time during which

these rocks were formed.

PaIa«ozoic Period

I'ollowing the Pre-Cambrian came a long period

of many millions of years during which the oceanic

waters successively invaded and retreated over cer-

tain areas. During this age, which is known as the

"Palaeozoic" on accoimt of the fact that a very an-

cient and extinct type of life existed, the flanks of

the old I're-Cambrian axis were gradually covered

with a series of sedimentary rocks. It is apparent

that many changes must have occurred during the

Palaeozoic era, and that these changes have left evi-

dence wherebv the rocks may lie divided into systems,

and these systems further subdivided into formations.

J'rom the oldest to the youngest, the systems of the

Palaeozoic are as follows: Cambrian, Ordovician, Si-

lurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous.

During "Cambrian" time the ancient ocean ad-

vanced on the Pre-Cambrian axis and its waves beat

SjckviUe Sindslone Quarry. Sackville. N.S.

the fragments of the old rocks which they
inlo sand
encountered. In conseiiuence, a

marked the strand line of the advancuig sea. while m
the deeper water was deposited tlie liner

which consisted chicflv of suspended particles of clay

fringe of sandstone
sea.

material.

Cambrian rocks are marked off from the earlier scries

l)v the presence of fossil.s. In .some cases numerous
fossils are found, indicating beyond doubt the age of

sediments; in most ca.ses, however, the intense meta-

morphism has destroyed the remains of any organism

that mav have existed. In consequence of these

changes, much doubt exists as to the proper age of

the rocks of many large areas.

The series of deposits following the Cambrian are

classed under the term, "Cambro-Silurian." The rocks

of this age are chiefly sandstones, limestones, and
shales, usually showing strong metamorphism with

the conversion of the sandstones into quartzite, the

shales into slate, and the limestone into crystalline

limestone. The formation has been invaded by great

masses of granite and other eruptives whereby its

extent is materially reduced. A period of extensive

land elevation and deformation, accompanied by the

extrusion of great masses of igneous rocks, marked
the close of the "Cambro-Silurian" time.

Following the Cambro-Silurian are the dep^jsits of

"Silurian" time, which .show less extensive metamor-

l)hism although they are invaded by eruptives of a

still later age. The rocks consist chiefly of calcareous

shales and limestones.

Devonian rocks follow the Silurian ; they consist

chiefly of shales and limestones with sandstones and
conglomerates. Towards the close of the Devonian,

extensive earth movements again affected the region.

The rocks show evidence of uplifting, with much
folding and faulting, accompanied by the injection of

enormous masses of granite and other igneous rocks.

Following the "Devonian" came the "Carbonifer-

(jiis" age. which represents a great series of sediments

deposited in a sea that gradually encroached on a

lowering land surface. The rocks of the Carboni-

ferous proper are divided into three series—lower

Carboniferous, middle Carboniferous, and upper or

Pernio Carboniferous. During the "Carboniferous"

time, tilting and disturbance of the strata occurred, so

that in .some places the different members of the series

are already marked off from one another by strong

unconformities. The close of the "Carboniferous"

age was marked by a wide-spread elevation of the land,

which in some places has not been followed bj' de-

pression.
Mesozoic Period

The onlv rocks of later date than the Permian be-

long to the lowest division of the "Mesozoic" age. and
are thought to represent estuarine deposits. They
consist of red sandstone and shales, which are over-

laid by heavy masses of trap.

Ice Age
At a comparatively recent date in geological his-

tory occurred the remarkable event known as the "Ice

Age," during which the whole of Canada was swept
by enormous glaciers, which did much to modify the

topography of the country. In their resistless march
from the north these glaciers bore immense quanti-

ties of boulders of the crystalline, Pre-Cambrian rocks

far southward. With the coming of warmer climate

and the consequent retreat of the ice, these boulders
were left in great numbers over the face of the coun-
try.
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Dimension Quarrying by the Ancients
Incredible Accomplishments that Stagger the Minds
of Modern Builders—Methods of Operation Almost
Complete Mystery—A Few Interesting Figures

MERE magnitude alone makes appeal

to mankind. Almost every one is

interested in the great things of

their kind, no matter what they may

be. In every age there has been the effort to

surpass previous achievements. The Egyptians

as a nation are chiefly notable for their grandiose

work, and the result is that the pyramids, the

Sphinx, and various giant obelisks and monster

temples stand as their principal monuments.

The Egyptians worked in stone, as 'does every

nation that wishes to leave imperishable records

of their civilization. The natural tendency of

this people was helped by the fact that close at

hand were inexhaustible deposits of high-grade

stones, limestones, sandstones, quartzites, gran-

ites, syenites, basalts, and porphyries. The man-

ner in which the Egyptians quarried these

stones in huge monolithic masses, transported

them for immense distances, and erected them

into stately piles of masonry, is one of the mar-

vels of history. Some of their work was of al-

most inconceivable magnitude. The two Colossi

of Memnon at Thebes, are carved of a pebbly

and quartzoze sandstone conglomerate of a yel-

lowish brown color and very difficult to work.

The height of the statues alone is 52 ft., and of

the pedestals 13 ft. They represent Amenophis

III., who erected them in 1427-1392 B.C. The

northern one was the famous vocal statue of

Memnon, which was reputed to give out a song

as the rays of the morning sun smote it.

One striking manner in which Egyptian art

manifested itself was in the erection of obelisks,

or carved monolithic shafts of stone. One of

these is the famous Cleopatra's Needle in Cen-

tral Park, New York. This is of granite, 57 ft.

in height, and its transportation from Egypt and

erection in New York were considered quite a

triumph of modern engineering. And yet this is

but a moderate example of this style of work.

In front of the Lateran Palace, in Rome, there

is a monster shaft of red granite, 105 ft. high

and weighing 430 tons. This was originally

erected by King Tutnes III. (B.C. 1597-60), at

Thebes, and was removed to Rome 1)y Constan-

tius, 357 A.D. It was overthrown and broken

into three pieces before it was erected on its

present site by Sixtus V.. in 1587. The next

largest obelisk is at the ancient Heliopolis, near

Cairo, which measures 97>^ ft. in height and
gi^ ft. square at the base. This is of rose gran-

ite from Assuan, and was erected by Queen
Makere about 1500 B.C. An inscription records

that it was made in seven months, surely a re-

markably short time for so great an achievement
in quarrying, stone-cutting, and engineering.

If linear dimensions alone are taken into ac-

count, the Lateran obelisk undoubtedly holds the

record, but as to mass and general magnitude,
nothing in the way of quarried stones will com-
pare with those that were used in the temple of

the sun at Baalbec, in Syria. The remains of

this wonderful structure still stand in a fair

state of preservation. It is made up entirely of

enormous blocks of stone laid up in dry masonry
with close-fitting joints. The base courses of

this temple are of blocks ranging from 20 ft.

to more than 60 ft. in length. They are all sur-

passed, however, by a block which was cut from
the ledge, squared up and partly removed from
the quarry about half a mile from the temple
itself, but left there when the work was finally

suspended. An idea of its size can be gained
from the accompanying .data, but the exact

statistics make the work of the ancient artisans

even more remarkable. This Block has the al-

most incredible dimensions of 75 ft. by 18 ft. by
15 ft., and weighs fully 1,500 tons.

In recording the largest blocks quarried, the

reference is, of course, to those that have been

not alone broken off from their beds, but have

also been removed from the pit, dressed, and
erected. With modern explosives, drills, and
quarrying apparatus, it is no unusual thing for

a mass of rock weighing many thousands of

tons to be broken loose and overthrown, but

these great blocks are cut into smaller pieces be-

fore being removed and worked. About the

year 1875, the proprietor of the Prentice brown-
stone quarries, in Michigan, quarried a single

shaft of stone slightly over 100 ft. in length. It

was intended to use this as a display at the Cen-
tennial Exposition in Philadelphia. It was found,

however, that it would be impossible not only to

remove this from the ^it, but also to transport

it to Philadelphia. It was, therefore, broken up
into smaller sizes for commercial use. No one
would be bold enough to declare that modern
ingenuity would find it impossible to equal the

gigantic blocks that find a place in the Temple
at Baalbec, but they are likely to stand for all

time as the record in stone quarrying.
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A Canadian Quarry for Every Purpose
The Origin and Mineral Composition of the Chief Canadian Build-

ing Stones, Manner of Occurrence, Variations and Classifications

THERE is scarcely any variety of ston6 which
may not ho used for l)uil(linj,' purposes. Cheap-
ness and accessihihty often outweigh all other

considerations and, where time is limited, are

the chief and controlling factors. In a restricted

sense, building: stones fall into four groups designated

as follows: (1) Granite and its allies, the igneous

rocks
; (2) Sandstones and related rocks

; (3) Lime-

stones and related rocks; (4) Slates.

By .exceptional beauty, rarity and adaptability,

many members of the above groups may pass over

the indistinct line which divides building from orna-

mental stone. On the other hand, the .so-called orna-

mental stones pass by a similar insensible gradation

into gem stones. Ornamental stones, therefore, con-

stitute a group, which is not clearly defined either

scientifically or economically.

Some of the more important essential minerals of

igneous rocks are briefly described below.

Quartz

Quartz is a crystallized form of dioxide of silicon,

and is one of the commonest substances known. Be-

sides being a constituent of many igneous rocks, it

forms the bulk of common beach sand, as well as t!ie

solid sandstone rock. It is the hardest of the com-

mon minerals and will cut all those referred to below.

It is normally colorless, like clear glass, but may be

milky white or tinged with various colors, as pink.

Morrison Quarry Company's Masson Quarry, rear Montreal.

grey, and blue. The superior hardness of qnarlz. as

well as its resistance to decay, renders it a very per-

manent substance, and it persists in almost unaltered

form after the other minerals have disintegrated.

Quartz is an e.s.sential constituent of many igneous

rocks, particularly of granite and prophyry. Its pres-

ence in pro|)er amount renders such a stone hard and

permanent, but an excess causes difficulty in chiselling

and consequently an increase in the cost of working.

Feldspar

The feldspars are complicated compounds of silicic

acid with lime, soda and potash, and may be grouped

in two divisions based on the sub.stance combined with

the silicic acid. In one case this substance is potash

and in the other soda or lime, or both soda ani lime.

Owing to the ease with which feldspar cleaves, it is

often filled with incipient cracks which allow the pene-
tration of water, whereby decomposition is more
readily effected. It sometimes happens that the feld-

spar crystals of a rock are so large or constitute so

great a portion of the whole mass, that the quarrying

of the rock becomes an economic possibility purely on
account of the feldspar it contains.

Mica

Chemically, mica is a complicated compound of

silicic acid with several other substances, particularly

|)otash, magnesia, and iron. Mica is a common consti-

tuent of rocks, particularly of granite, the color of

which is more or less controlled by the amount and
color of the mica present.

Pyrite

Pyrite or iron pyrites is a compound of iron and
sulphur, which usually crystallizes in cubes of bright,

yellow, metalHc color; its popular name is "Fool's

gold." Pyrite in exterior building stone decomposes
easily, resulting in unsightly stains. Its presence in

small quantity is not prohibitive for inside construc-

tion, but for exteriors any appreciable amount is to be
regarded with the gravest distrust. It is a fairly com-
mon accessory constituent of rocks, not only of the

igneous types, but of other kinds as well.

Igneous Rock
Igneous rock is formed from molten matter which

Has consolidated either into minerals or glass, or InUh.

Many classifications of a more or less satisfactory na-

ture have been devised ; but as yet all sorts of grada-

tions are known to exist between the various types.

Some of the more common varieties employed as
building stone are classified below :

—

Ciranitc—The term, "granite," has been used in

various senses and has been made to include many dif-

ferent stones ; it has even been considered synrjny-

mous with "igneous rock." The phjsical character (»t

a rock depends on two things—its mineral constituents

and its structure. In a typical granite the constituent

minerals are quartz, orthoclase and mica; the first two
are always present, while the mica is frequently re-

placed by augite or hornblende. In its structure,

granite is composed entirely of minerals; there is nn
glass or uncrystallized material between the constitu-

ent grains. Further, the various minerals are of ap-

proximately the same size. Variations in the size of

the grains produce granites varying from extremely
coarse examples with crystals of an inch or moFe in

length down to those in which the grains are of micro-
scopic size.

.As the different minerals possess different colors,

it is apparent that the relative amounts of these min-
erals is an important factor in determining the color

of the rock as a whole. Granites are usually classi-

fied as grey or red, but a whole series may be selected

ranging from almost white to a deep, bright red. In

addition to the essential minerals, granites are prone
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to contain accessory constituents, such as garnet, py-
rite, magfnetite, hematite, and many others.

Prophyries—The term "prophyry" was at first em-
ployed to designate all those igneous rocks in which
certain of the crystals are conspicuously larger than

the rest. Modern usage, however, has somewhat re-

stricted the use of the term, but the adjective, " pro-
phyritic," is still applied to all rocks in which some of

the minerals are conspicuously larger than the rest.

Many of the prophyries, particularly those with large,

bright-colored prophyritic individuals embedded in a

darker ground mass, are of unusual beauty when pol-

ished, and are much in demand for decorative purposes.

Greenstone
—

"Greenstone" has been applied to

rocks- of very dififerent composition and structure and
has no real significance. It will be continued to be

used, however, because it aptly describes a series of

rocks presenting a dark green or black color, the dif-

ferentiation of which is often attended with consider-

able difficulty. In composition they are all character-

ized b}' the practical absence of both quartz and ortho-

clase. The minerals which compose the greenstones

are more prone to decay than those of the granites.

They do not generally appeal to architects for iDuilding.

Sedimentary Series

To the sedimentary series are ascribed all those

deposits which have accumulated at the bottom of

bodies of water. It is obvious that these materials

must have been derived from the land surface and
transported into the sea or lakes, either by solution in

the water or by mechanical carriage in the rivers or

streams. It is further obvious that any of these ma-
terials which make up the igneous rocks may be re-

moved on the decay of those rocks and thus go to

make up the sedimentary series. The more or less

complete decomposition of the original minerals of the

igneous rocks results, however, in the formation of

new minerals which go to make up the sedimentary

series. Further, after the sedimentary rock is formed,

other iiew minerals may originate by chemical changes
within the rock. Of the sedimentary or stratified

rocks formed from the solidification of the masses of

material borne into the sea the more important are

described below :

—

Sandstone—The comminuted mineral particles, de-

rived from the original igneous rocks, and washed
down by streams into the ocean, build up layers of

material which eventually become rock. In distribut-

ing these particles, the well-known sorting power of

water comes into play, whereby the sand-like grains

are separated, on the one hand, from the coarser frag-

ments, and on the other, from the finer particles of

kaolin. The sandy portion consolidation becomes
sandstone. The character of sandstone depends on

the mineral character of the component grains, the

size and shape of the grains, their arrangement within

the rock, and the nature of the cementing material

binding them together.

Particles of quartz form by far the most desirable

constituents of sandstone ; feldspar is also frequently

present. Among the less frequent mineral grains

found in sandstones may be mentioned, hornblende,

chlorite, garnet, magnetite, and calcite. In the best

sandstones the grains are arranged uniformly through-

out the mass. Frequently, however, the coarser and
finer particles are arranged in layers, thus giving a

striped appearance to the stone, together with a pro-

noimced tendency to break parallel to the various

sheets. Of equal, if not greater, importance than the

constituent grains themselves, is the nature of the ce-

menting material by which the grains are bound to-

gether. This cementing material may be silica, car-

bonate of lime, oxide of iron, or clay. Sandstones are

usually spoken of as siliceous, calcerous, ferruginous,

or argillaceous, according to the nature of the ce-

menting material. Siliceous sandstones have the

greatest strength, but they are frequently so hard that

the}" cannot be chiselled, except at prohibitive cost.

Calcareous are soft and may be worked with compara-
tive ease ; but succumb readily to the action of wea-
ther. Argillaceous sandstones are usually dull and
unattractive, and are lialile to absorb water and disin-

tegrate under the action of frost. In color, sand-

stones are extremely variable, ranging from almost
white to dark brown

;
grey, buff, drab, bluish, and

greenish types are common.

Limestone

Limestone is composed essentially of carbonate of

lime which has been deposited on the floor of bodies

of water and has subsequently hardened into rock.

Nianara Limestone, St. Patrick's Church, Hamilton, Ont.

The precipitation of the lime may have been effected

directly from the water or by the agency of animal
or vegetable life, that is, the limestone is a chemical
precipitate, or it is composed of the shells and other

iiard parts of animals, as well as the hardened tissue

of certain plants.

ComiJact limestone is only occasionally pure car-

!)onate of lime, in which case it has a high value for

the manufacture of chemical products. Any consid-

erable amount of clay is not desirable in a limestone

as it softens the rock and renders it more liable to

disintegration. A very fine grained, liniform, magne-
sian limestone, with a sm.all amount of clay, is known
as lithographic limestone. Hydraulic limestone con-

tains a considerable amount of clay and, when burnt,

yields a cement capable of setting under water. A
rock so diversified as limestone must necessarily pre-

sent many different colors. White, grey and drab are
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tne prevailing tints, yellow, blue, and green are of
frequent occurrence.

Metainorphic Rocks—Rocks of either igneous or
sedimentary origin are often subjected to such severe
treatment in the long course of their geological his-
tory, that the original character is much altered. The
folding and crushing of the earth's crust, the immense
weight of overlying material, and the contact with
hot molten rock from the interior may be mentioned
among the numerous causes contributing to the
change. Such altered rocks are referred to as "Meta-
morphic."

Marble -Although the term "marble" is frequently
apphed to handsome varieties of sedimentary lime-
stone, particularly the fossiliferous examples, it

seems advisable to restrict the name to the metamor-
phosed limestones—to those in which the crystalline
structure has been induced by metamorphism. The
term has been used in a general sense as any kind of
limestone capable of receiving a polish. Marble, in
the narrower sense, is a fine, even aggregate of calcite
crystals whieli has been produced from ordinary lime-
stone by the action of heat and pressure. When pure
it is snow white and is known as statuary marble.
The diflerent colored marbles sometimes present the
different hues, pink, red, grey, blue, etc., throughout
the mass. The arrangement of the coloring matter is

due to the aggregation of the impurities originally
present in the limestone and their conversion into new
minerals by the process of metamorphism. Marble is

found only in regions which have been subjected to
severe strain, in consequence of which the originally
level beds of hmestone have been bent and folded to

such an extent that they are sometimes vertical in-

stead of horizontal in position.

Slate

Highly metamorphosed beds of shale which have
been subjected to a strong lateral pressure become
much hardened and at the same time acquire a ten-
dency to cleave in a direction at right angles to the
line of pressure. It should be clearly understood
that the famihar sheets of slate are not the result of
bedding planes, but are consequent upon the develop-
ment of "slaty cleavage," which takes place in a di-

rection in no way related to the planes of stratifica-

tion. Slate deposits are, therefore, always found
"standing on edge." They are usually of limited
width, but may extend for miles along the direction of
cleavage. Green to grey varieties are by far the more
common, but purple, red and mottled slates are quar-
ried to a considerable amount.

Field Stones

The loose stones so generously scattered over a
large part of Canada and so .universally used in the
construction of foundations, and even dwelling houses
and churches in rural districts, cannot be ascribed to

any particular type. A great many different kinds of
stone may be obtained from among these loose pieces
within a very limited district. All these materials
have been derived from the northward of the Jocali-

ties in which they are now found and have been borne
to their present position by the action of ice during
the comparatively recent "Ice age" or "Glacial
period."

Occurrence of Various Building Stones
Present Knowledge More Complete with Respect to

Eastern Canada—Large Deposits Widely Distributed

Tl 1 E ensuing description will deal with the occur-

rence of the more important building stones,

according to their geological formation, in

Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime f'rovinces.

The description will include a brief summary of dif-

ferent areas that have been actually exploited for the

production of building stone.

ONTARIO
Sandstone

The sandstones quarried in Ontario are obtained

principally from three formations—Potsdam-fJeek-

mantown, the Medina, and the Oriskany. Small quan-
tities havc^also been obtained from the Chazy, and
they are likewise known to occur in the Trenton.

I'otsdam-Beekmantown—The advancing ocean,

which encroached on the old Archaean continent in

early geological time, caused a shore line deposit of

sandstone to be formed. As this oceanic advance
continued through both "Potsdam" (Upper Cam-
brian), and "Beekmantown" time, and as the sand-

stone rarely carried any distinctive fossils whereby
its age may be determined, it is usual to designate the

stone by the term, "Potsdam-Beekmantown" sand-

stone. The actual outcrops of the rock are always
found adjoining the Archaean. To the westward the

fringe of sandstone has been largely covered by later

deposits, and, to the eastward, its outcrop is very ir-

regular. The following geographical areas of Pots-
dam-Beekmantown sandstone are well known: South
Frontenac, Brockville, Rideau, Smith's Falls, Perth,
Mississippi, Nepean, and Prescott.

The stone of the Potsdam-Beekmantown is mostly
hard, white, and flinty, with brown spots and checks;
the workable varieties are the exception to the above
rule. On the whole, they are hard and not adaptable
to fine work. Much of the stone makes excellent
rubble and random coursing and for rock-face work
it is very desirable.

Medina--rhe sandstone band of the Medina for-
mation has an average thickness of 12 feet ; it repre-
sents a shore deposit at the opening of "Silurian"
time. The quarries exhibit irregular bedding which
has proved a great hindrance to the profitable extrac-
tion of the stone. Most of the beds are fine grained
and present, roughly, three types, brown, white or
grey, and mottled. This stone is found chiefly in the
Niagara, Milton, Credit Valley, and Orangeville areas.

Oriskany—After the deposition of the Salina beds
there was a considerable period of erosion during
which masses of sand were distributed by the wind
over the low denuded country. The advancing sea
rearranged these accumulations of sand to a greater
or less extent, and produced a series of beds known
as the "Oriskany" formation. This series is seen near
Waterloo, on the Niagara River, but the only area of
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any importance occurs in the townships of Oneida,

North Cayuga, Walpole, and Townsend, in Haldimand
and Norfolk Counties.

Limestones

The Province of Ontario is rich in limestones of

various kinds, some of them well adapted to building

purposes, others more particularly to heavy construc-

tion. East of the Archaean axis, building stone is ob-

tained from the Beekmantown, the Chazy, the Black

River, and the Trenton formations. West of the axis

the chief formations yielding good stone are the Black

River, the Trenton, the Niagara, the Cuelph, the

Onondaga, and the Hamilton.
Beekmantown—This formation consists chiefly of

different types of dolomitic and sandy limestones and

is found in the following areas: the St. Lawrence
area, around Brockville and PresCott ; the Mountain
area, around east Dundas ; the Lanark area, around

Smith's Falls, Carleton Place, and Almonte. This

formation produces a heavy, dark colored limestone

suitable only for heavy construction, a crystalline

limestone with varying amounts of sand, extremely

hard but durable, and a granular crystalline dolomite

of brownish color, softer and more desirable as a

building stone.

Chazy—After the "Beekmantown" era, another

great advance of the sea marked the "Chazyan" time.

The upper beds of this formation, the limestone por-

tion, contains some fine stone adapted both to heavy
construction and to architectural purposes. The dis-

tribution of quarries of this formation is indicated in

the following division of areas: the Central Dundas,

the Sheek Island, the Prescott, the Ottawa, the Lan-

ark, the Eganville, and the Pembroke.
Four rather distinct types are produced from this

formation: (1) a hard, heavy, dark-colored stone, hard

to chisel, adapted to rock-face work and heavy con-

struction; (2) a lighter colored grey stone; (3)

a fine encrinal limestone of light blue-grey

color—this is a high grade .stone, easy to chisel,

of excellent appearance, and suitable to either heavy
construction or architectural work

; (4) a fine grained,

dark-colored, soft stone, with a muddy aspect on wea-

thering, used for bridge work.
Black River—Overlying the Chazy Hmestones and

shales are a series of beds which represent later .stages

in depositions of the same marine invasion. The
Black River formation consists of dark and heavily

bedded limestones, usually of quite limited thickness

and geographical extent, and of Hghter colored, com-
pact stones of lithographic character. The quarries

of this formation may be conveniently grouped under

the following geographical areas: Stormont, Glen-

garry, Ottawa River, Carleton, Dirleton, McNab,
Renfrew, and Western. This latter area constitutes

a narrow band extending along the western flank of

Archaean rocks from Kingston to Georgian Bay, com-
prising the following districts: Kingston, Napanee,

Belleville, Crookston, Madoc, Marmora, Burnt River,

Longford, and Georgian Bay. The stone is mostly a

fine grained, compact variety, approaching the htho-

graphic in character.

Trenton—Although the rocks of this formation are

wide spread, there are not many quarries throughout

its whole extent. The only important quarries now in

operation are those near Ottawa. The following areas

of Trenton rock may be recognized : the Ottawa River,

Stormont, Glengarry, Carleton, Renfrew, and the

Western, which consists of the following districts

:

Belleville, Prince Edward County, and Peterborough.

Niagara—The limestones of this formation consti-

tute the upper part of the escarpment reaching from

Queenston Heights to the Bruce peninsula. Along
this line numerous quarries have been operated from
which excellent stone for both heavy construction and
for architectural purposes, have been obtained. The
Niagara stone is generally of a dolomitic character,

usually of a light color with a yellowish cast, and is

more porous than the stone from the older formations.
The quarrying industry is centred around the follow-

ing points: Queenston, Thorold, Beamsville, Hamil-
ton, a central area, and Owen Sound and Wiarton.

Guelph—Owing to the heavy covering of soil, the-

exact boundaries of the Guelph formation are difficult

to determine. The formation consists of magnesian
limestones which may be recognized by their light

yellowish color and porous character. The following
areas may be recognized : Gait—Guelph, Fergus

—

Elora, and Glenely. This stone is quarried with facil-

ity, but the beds are irregular, requiring considerable
work to make the stone suitable for coursing.

Onondaga—The Onondaga is the lower formation
of the Devonian system in the western Peninsula of

Ontario. There are but two extensive quarries actu-

ally producing stone at the present time, both situ-

ated at St. Marys. The following areas may be estab-

lished : ?Tagersville, Port Colborne, Buchville, St.

Montreal limestone—Martineau's Quarry, Mile End Group, Montreal.

Marys, Amherstburg, Pelee Island, and Kincardine.

Although the extent of this formation is large, rock

exposures are by no means common, as the country

for the most part is deeply covered with soil. The
most important quarries are around St. Marys, where
a grey limestone of semi-crystalline character and
good chiselling qualities is produced. On weathering
it assumes a lighter color, but the whitening is never

so pronounced as in the case of the Black River stone.

Hamilton—Actual exposures of this formation are

so interbedded with shales that profitable quarrying

operations could only be effected with a brick and tile
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plant. Limestone may be obtained at various points

alonji llie Aux Sables River, in the vicinity of Thed-
ford, and on the shore of Lake Huron.

Granites
Although gneiss and granite occur over wide areas

in the Archaean region of Central Ontario, they have
not been exploited to any great extent. The actual
total production is insignificant and quite out of pro-
portion to the possibilities of the country. The only
present production of granite is from a region north-

west of Gananoque, on the St. Lawrence. Gneiss has
been obtained from North Bay, Gravenhurst and
Parry Sound. With the granites are included the
syenites which occur in abundance in Haliburton,
Peterborough, and Hastings. With the exception of

the St. Lawrence area, granite deposits have been
worked little or not at all.

Crystalline Limestones and Marbles
hi the southeast portion of Hastings, Lanark,

I'Yontenac, Leeds, Haliburton, Renfrew, Peterborough
and Victoria, are extensive belts of crystalline lime-

stone. Rouglil)' speaking, there is about 100 square
miles of territory formed of rocks of this type. VVhile

most of the stone is too coarse and friable, or too im-
pure for structural work, some of it, on the other hand,
is so fine, and so beautifully marked as to deserve the

iiaine of marble.

QUEBEC
Limestones

The limestones quarried in the Province of (Juebec
for purposes of construction are obtained to a very

large extent from the Chazy and Trenton formati(Mis.

lieekmantowii stone is employed locally, and the lime-

stone of "Silurian" age in the peninsula of Gaspe is

used in very limited amount. y\ll the finer grades are

derived from the Chazy and Trenton formations and
are semi-crystalline, greyish stones in which the chief

variation is the relative development of their dark-

colored, argillaceous partings.

A second type is a more thinly bedded, less cry-

stalline and much darker stone, suitable for rock-face

work and common building. Beekmantown lime-

stone, as developed in Quebec, is usually of poor color

and does not represent possibilities beyond local ap-

l^lication for foundations.
Chazy and Trenton—Owing to the similarity of

the limestone, these two formations are considered to-

gether. The following geographic areas, certain of

which are subdivided into districts, may be recog-

nized: Montreal area, covering Caughnawaga dis-

trict. Pointe Claire district, St. Laurent district, Bor-

deaux district, St. Martin district, St. Vincent de Paul
district. St. Francois de .Salles district, and the Mon-
treal district which includes Villeray group. Mile End
group, De l.orimier group. Iberville group, Nicolet

group, Maisonneuve group. Cote St. Michel group,
Lachine group; St. Johns—Grande Ligne area; St.

Dominique area; Joliette area; St. Cuthbert area; St.

Marc des Carrieres area; Grenville area; Hull area;

Roberval area.

Beekmantown—The Beekmantown formation,
formerly know as the calciferous, consists largely of

brownish dolomitic limestones frequently with an ad-

mixture of sand. The stone is usually of a rough
rliaracter and subject to rapid weathering. Good
stone of this formation has been raised in Ontario, but
the Quebec exposures are less satisfactory. This for-

mation occurs south of Lake St. Loi\is in two wide

areas, but despite its wide extent, the quarries in this

formation in Quebec are insignificant.

Silurian System—Silurian limestones that have not
yet been satisfactorily ascribed to formations arc
quarried at several widely scattered points in the pro-
vince. The most important of these is the group of
flagstone quarries in Wolfe County.

Sandstones

Sandstone of a quality suitable for structures of

importance is of rare occurrence in the Province of

Quebec, but more or less desirable stone has been
raised from some six different formations. The na-
ture of the stone is quite distinct in these different for-

mations and is briefly mentioned below :

—

Potsdam-Beekmantown—a hard, white sandstone,
ilmost a quartzite in places, usually much disfigured
vith iron stains, adapted to rock-face work; Sillery

—

a hard, compact stone of greenish color, very solid and
durable, but too hard and rough for fine work ; Tren-
ton—a coarse-grained, calcareous sandstone; Niagara
—a coarse-grained, friable stone, subject to iron

stains on weathering; Devonian—a tine-grained,

homogeneous, reddish sandstone, by far the most de-
sirable of the Quebec sandstones ; Carboniferous—

a

coarse, friable type of olive-green, not comparable
with the better varieties of Carboniferous sandstones
of the Maritime Provinces.

l^otsdam-Beekmantown—This formation Is the
oldest of the Palaeozoic series represented in the pro-
vince. Its greatest development is in Vaudreuil, Sou-
langes. Two Mountains, Beauharnois, Chateauguay,
and Huntington, whence it extends as a narrow band
eastward along the Pre-Cambrian axis to the longi-

tude of Three Rivers. A hard and durable sandstone
exposed at numerous places, which has afforded an
opportunity for numerous quarries for local building.

Sillery—The Sillery formation consists of a series

of red and green shales with which are associated hard
sandstones of varying colors. The formation has been
so severely folded that the strata are now formed with
vertical or highly inclined dips. It is developed east
of the city of Quebec, on the Island of Orleans, and
over a very extensive area which stretches from the
south shore of the St. Lawrence below Quebec, to the
international boundary. The sandstones have been
seriously quarried only in the vicinity of Quebec and
Levis. The stone is hard and not suited to tine carv-
ing, but it is very durable and retains its dark green-
ish color almost unaltered after years of exposure.

Trenton—The Trenton limestones on the north
shore of the Lower St. Lawrence, are underlaid in

places b)' a basal sandstone belonging to the same
series as the Trenton limestones. Due to excellent
shipping facilities extensive quarrying was carried on
in the Malbaie area at Murray Bay. This sandstone
from \Jurray Bay is of a high order of durability.

Devonian—The Devonian sandstones of Gaspe
have frequently been referred to as a source of supply
for building purposes. The inaccessible nature of the
interior of the Gaspe Peninsula has prevented the ex-
ploitation of these stones. The stone is a very desir-

able material on account of the finene'^s of grain and
the uniformity of color, which is very like that of the
brown Credit Valley stone of Ontario.

Carboniferous—Sandstones of the Carboniferous
formation which are so largely quarried in the Mari-
time Provinces, are sparingly developed at a few
points along the north shore of the Bale de Chaleurs.
in the Province of Quebec. The most important belt
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lies in the vicinity of Pointe a Bourdeau, opposite

Campbellton, N.B.

Granites and Gneisses

True granites are composed of three mineral con-

stituents—orthoclase feldspar, quartz, and mica, or

some other ferro-magnesian mineral. When a rock

of this nature presents a laminated structure with the

constituents more or less distinctly arranged in layers,

it is known as "gneiss." By a failure of the quartz

constituent, granite passes into "syenite."

Granite and its allies, are quarried in two general

regions which are very dissimilar geologically. The
ancient Pre-Cambrian crystalline area of northern

Quebec contains enormous ranges of granite and
granitoid gneiss. In this area the following quarry

areas may be established : Riviere a Pierre,, Roberval,

Ottawa, Argenteuil, and St. Jerome.
The second general region is in the southern part

of the eastern townships where granite is quarried

from igneous masses of later age than the surrounding

sedimentaries. The important areas may be arranged

as below: Stanstead, Magoons Point, Megantic, and
Stanhope.

Black Granites

The term, "black granite," is used by quarrymen to

designate the dark-colored, igneous rocks in general.

The great majority are diorites, diabases, etc. The im-

portant sources of black granites in the Province of

Quebec are the Monteregian Flills, a series of intru-

sive, igneous masses which broke through the Palaeo-

zoic region in late Devonian or early Carboniferous

time. The most important of these are: Montreal
Mountain, Mount Johnson, Yamaska Mountain, and
Sheffore, Brome, Boloeil, Rougemont, and Montar-
ville mountains.

Marbles

The term, "marble," in the narrow sense is confined

to crystalline varieties of limestone which have ac-

Province of Quebec : first, in the form of bands in the
great Pre-Cambrian region of the north and in the

narrower I^re-Cambrian belts of the Eastern Town-
ships; second, in the form of metamorphosed zones in

the sedimentary limestones of the Palaeozoic and in

the peninsula of Gaspe. The more important occur-
rences of these two types are: Pre-Cambrian marbles
—in the Northern Quebec area (Portage du Fort, Pon-
tiac County; Ste. Thecle, Champlain County), and in

the Eastern Townships (South Stukely and Oxford
Mountain) ; Palaeozoic marbles—St. Lin, Terrebonne
County; Phillipsburg, Missisquoi County; Dudswell,
Wolfe County ; St. Joseph, Beauce County, and Port
Daniel, Bonaventure County. The marble industry is

gradually becoming an important factor in the devel-

opment of the mineral resources of the province.

MARITIME PROVINCES

Nepean Sandstone—Main Entrance, Parliament Buildinfi, Ottawa.

quired their characteristic structure by the metamor-
phic action of natural agencies such as heat and pres-

sure.

Marble occurs under two general conditions in the

Sandstone

The various members of the Carboniferous sys-

tem, which is so extensively developed in the Mari-
time Provinces, contain numerous beds of sandstone,
of which no inconsideralile numljer are sufficiently

homogeneous and of the requisite texture to yield ex-

cellent building material.

The rocks of this system, as developed in the Mari-
time Provinces, are usually classified as Upper, or
Permo-Carboniferous, Middle Carboniferous, and
L.ower Carboniferous. While sandstone has been
quarried from all the subdivisions, the Permo-Car-
boniferous and the Millstone Grit of the Middle Car-
boniferous, have yielded practically all the commercial
output. These two formations will be considered to-

gether, using as a basis of classification the geographi-
cal areas, which are, beginning in the north of New
Brunswick and continuing south and east to Cap6 Bre-

ton, more or less distinctly marked off into the fol-

lowing quarries: Chaleur Bay, N.B. ; Miramichi, N.B.;
Buctouche, N.B. ; Shediac, N.B.; Fredericton, N.B.

;

Shepody Bay, N.B.; Cumberland Basin, N.B. ; Wal-
lace, N.S.

; John River, N.S. ; Pictou, N.S. ; Monk
Head, N.S. ; Boularderie Island, Cape Breton ; Sydney,
N.S.; Whycocomagh, N.S. ; Port Hood, N.S., and
Prince Edward Island.

The sandstones from these various areas, while
alike in some respects, show great variations in color,

in texture, and in the character of the cementing ma-
terial. In a broad way, they may be classified into

two groups—olive-green and grey sandstones, and
red and brown sandstones.

Areas producing only olive-green or grey stones

are: Chaleur Bay, Mii"amichi, Wallace, Shediac, Pic-

tou, Boularderie, and Sydney. Areas producing only
red or brown: River John, Monk Head, Whycoco-
magh, Prince Edward Island. Areas producing both
olive-green and red or brown stone: Buctouche, Fred-
ericton, Shepody Bay, Cumberland Basin, and Port
Hood.

In texture the olive-green and grey sandstones vary
from fine to coarse, the finest grained examples oc-

curring in Chaleur Bay, the Pictou and the Port Hood
areas. The general average texture of the typical

olive-green is rather coarse. Nearly all the stones can
be carved and drilled with reasonable facility. The
red and brown sandstones vary from a dirty brown to

a very brilliant red. In texture the brown stones are

decidedly coarse; the medium toned red from Sack-

ville and Amherst are of medium grain, while the ar-
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gillaceous red stones of a brighter hue from the River
John and Inverness County, are of fine grain.

Granites

Extensive masses of granite, more or less suitable
for construction, occur in several areas in both Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. In texture these granites
vary from extremely coarse to very fine grained, and
in color from bright red to a light grey. Notwith-
standing the wide extent of the exposures and un-
doubted value of many of the granites, there are only
five locations in which stone is being continuously
quarried: St. George, N.B.—producing red, pink, and
light grey, coarse grained, monumental stone; Mc-
Adam Junction, N.B.—a coarse grey stone for build-
ing only; Spoon Island, N.B.—a pinkish and greyish,
medium grained, monumental and building stone; Me-
tam, N..S.—a fine ijraincd, qrev, m(jnnnicntal and

Sackville Sandstone— Fireplace.

building stone ; Halifax, N.S.—coarse grained to pro-
phyritic, greyish, building stone.

The New Brunswick granites may be observed in

the following areas : Bathurst, McAdam, St. George,
Spoon Island, and St. Stephen. The Nova Scotia areas
consist of: Nictaux, New Germany, Shelburne, Hali-

fax, Greysborough, and Cape Breton. Several large

masses of granite appear along the south-western
boundary of New Brunswick, extend north and east

and appear as isolated patches on the shore of Chaleur
Bay.

Black Granites
Many of the dark-colored igneous rocks, such as

diabase, diorite, gabbro, etc.. are used for monumental
purposes. The great toughness of this class of stone
and the consequent difficulty of working, has restricted

its use; but at present there seems to be a constantly
increasing demand. The occurrences of these stones

are numerous, but for the most part unimportant. Ac-

tual production is confined to a limited area near Bo-
cabec, in Charlotte County, N.B. Rather excessive
fracturing, together with the occasional presence of
lighter colored stringers, and other blemishes, causes a
large amount of waste.

Limestones
The Maritime Provinces are not rich in beds of

limestone suitable for the purposes of construction and
at the present time there is practically no commercial
production for constructional purposes. Certain of
the limestone beds have been worked in the past for
lime making, the demand for flux in the iron furnaces
of .Sydney and New Glasgow having led to the open-
ing of them.

Crystalline Limestones and Marble
The term "marble" is used here to indicate all cal-

careous stones of sufficient beauty to be employed for
purposes of decorations. Ordinary limestones pass
into marbles by the assumption of a crystalline struc-
ture or by the possession of agreeable and variegated
colors, together with fineness of grain. In the Mari-
time Provinces, both types are represented—the for-
mer by the crystalline limestones of the "Pre-Cani-
brian" age, and the latter more particularly by meta-
morphosed beds of Carboniferous limestone. No mar-
ble of either type is now being quarried, but the cry-
stalline stone is extensively used for lime burning and
for flux. The crystalline stones are for the most.part,
coarse in grain and possessed of a strong banding with
variations in color ; they are largely quarried ff)r lime
burning at St. John. N.B., and for flux at Marble
Mountain and George River, N.S.

Slate

Extensive areas of slate occur in both Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, in those regions where the clay
sediments of Cambrian, Cambro-Silurian, and Devon-
ian have been subjected to severe metamorphism.

Although slate is commonly regarded as a rough
substance, it is nevertheless a very tender one. and is

very susceptible to destruction under the action of
water. There has, however, in spite of the extensive
area, been no production for some years.

Montreal Rejects Engineers' Suggestions
By the casting vote of the Mayor, the Montreal

Board of Control have rejected a motion calling for
the appointment of Mr. J. G. Sullivan, engineer of the
C.P.R.. and Mr. A. St. I.aurent. deputy minister and
engineer in chief of the Public Works Department of
the Dominion, acting in conjunction with Mr. P. Mer-
cier, the chief engineer of the city, to study the aque-
duct project, to give details of the estimated cost to
carry out the scheme in its entirety, and of separate
estimates for different branches, and to advise if the
project might with advantage be modified or changed.
The scheme has been the subject of much adverse cri-

ticism, and recently many prominent engineers peti-
tioned the Controllers to appoint independent engi-
neers to report on the proposed hydro-electric devel-
opment portion, for obtaining 10.000 h.p. for pumping
and lighting purposes. It was contended that the
scheme had never been fullv reported on and that
there were doubts as to its economic value. The vote
of the Controllers is a virtual rejection of this petition.

The Dominion Bridge Company will be asked to
prepare plans for new headgates required for the en-
larged Montreal aqueduct. The estimated cost is just
over $100,000.
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Machinery and Tools Used in the Stone Trade
Modern Steam and Electric Power Machines Now Utilized

almost Universally—Rapid Developments in Recent Years

THE implements used in the stone industry con-

sist essentially of hammers, chisels and drills,

and when power is available, a number of spe-

cial appliances which greatly reduce the cost

of production.
Drills

Ordinary drills are made from steel bars of any

desired length. The bit is made by drawing out the

steel to a single sharp cutting edge a little wider than

the steel, which is usually )4 in. to % in. in diameter,

plthough much heavier steel is occasionally used. Such

drills are usuallv held and turned by one man, while

another, or even two, strike with sledges. When
power is available, machine drills are used. The ma-
chine rock drill has done more to render possible the

excavation of rock on a large scale than any other

appliance. The drill consists essentially of a cylinder

in which the piston is driven down with the full force

of the power available, whether .steam or compressed

air. Recovery is effected by the same agent. Drills

are made varying in weight from 100 to 1,000 lbs., and

are capable of sinking to depths up to 30 feet. The
drills may be single bitted, but the cutting face is usu-

ally made either 4- or X shaped, and, as in hand drill-

ing, smaller bits are u.sed as the hole deepens.

Rock drills are usually too heavy to handle without

some support ; and so they are mounted on some spe-

cial contrivances to suit the work in hand. The most

commonly used mount is the tripod with weighted

legs. In order to drill a number of parallel holes along

a straight line, the instrument is mounted on a "quarry

bar," which consists essentially of a heavy bar of steel

supported at each end by two adjustable legs. The
drill is moved along this bar, which can be placed

either in a horizontal or inclined position, by a rack

and pinion. A lighter type of drill thus mounted is

usually employed for horizontal holes made with the

intention of "raising" a block. This operation is

known as "gadding" and the instrument as a "gadder."

In verv hard rock, such as granite, where a channel-

ling machine cannot be employed to advantage, chan-

nels are cut by the use of rock drills and quarry bars,

the holes being drilled as closely as possible to present

a minimum core area. Quarry bars are also used for

gadding, usually with a light tvpe of drill. Rock drills

are commonlv actuated either by steam or compressed

air and in most cases are constructed to work equally

well with either. More recent practice is to apply

electricity to their operations.

Channelling Machines

A "channel" is a lineal cut of any desired length

and of a depth up to about \S feet. The width of the

cut varies with the depth. Channels may be made
with the rock drill and quarry bar. Instead of the

rock drills, diamond boring machines travelling on an

adjustable track are sometimes employed. The quarry

bar and rock drill are still largely employed in gran-

ite quarrying, but for the softer stones—limestone,

sandstone, and marble—the mo.st modern direct-act-

ing channelling machine is univer.sally used._

The channelling machine consists essentially of a

truck travelling on rails and provided with a chopping

engine capable of delivering powerful blows as the

truck is moved slowly along the rails. By repeated
trips back and forward the cut is sunk to the desired
depth. The cutting apparatus consists of a gang of

drills, usually five, attached by special mechanism to
the end of the piston rod. The drills are made of

rectangular steel and are bolted together in a line

with the channel. The drills are single bitted, but
the cutting edges are arranged in a special manner.

In quarries where the product is to be used for

crushing only, a more expeditious machine known as
the "Well Drill" is generally employed. This con-
sists of an equipment essentially the same in construc-
tion and operation as a pile driver, except that the

The Well Drill is a later Development.

heavy hammer is replaced by a long and heavy iron

bar several feet in length and up to 5 in. in diameter.

The lower end of this bar is fitted with a steel chisel.

Successive blows are accomplished just as with the

pile driver by raising the bar to a considerable height

and letting it drop. With this machine a much larger

opening is obtained, which admits of a larger charge

of explosive.

A new crushing plant has been installed by U'alker

Bros., Ouarrymen and Contractors, of Thorold, Ont.

Their quarries produce a very suitable stone for flux-

ing and for use in the manufacture of pulp.
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CUSH CHISfL

Chisels for I'neuniatic Tool. lnger»oll-S«rgeant H9 Track Chaniicllcr.

Sullivan Swiv«l H«a<l Chann«ller. Pneumatic Hug Driller and Bushing Toot*.
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Tools for Dressing Stone

As the stone industry advances, the use of ma-
chinery and its finer development is very dis-

tinctly apparent. We note briefly the main
equipment of a modern dimension stone

dressing- plant below :

—

Hammers
The hammers used for dressing stone vary in de-

sign and shape for special purposes. Hammers for

surfacing stone are made with a series of pyramidal

points on the faces. These points may be 4, 9, 16, 25,

or 36 to the square inch. The stone is brought to a

smooth plane finish by the successive use of finer and
finer hammers. The difficulty of keeping these tools

sharp has led to the use of an improved form in which
the cutting face is made up of a series of sharp edges,

being the end of a series of steel plates. These plates

are known as "cuts," which are bolted together and

rest against a hardened steel "gib." These hammers,
are called "bush" hammers.

Chisels

No detailed descriptions of chisels will be at-

tempted here. In all large plants the use of hand
chisels has been greatly lessened owing to the intro-

duction of pneumatic tools. The following are the

commoner types of hand chisels : plain chisel or drove,

with a sharp, straight cutting edge; pitching chisel,

with a sharp, rectangular cutting face, used for trim-

ming stone to a line
;
pointed, a tool with a pyramidal

point, used in producing point work; spHtting;

toothed, like an ordinary chisel, with cutting edge

toothed.
The chief forms used in the pneumatic tool are

:

plain chisel ; cleaning up chisel ; carver's drill ; tooth

chisel, with one or more rows of chisel teeth ;
double

blade chisel, and a bush chisel. The bush chisel is

made on the same principle as the bush hammer.

Gang Saw
The gang saw consists of a wood or steel frame

with a horizontal steel .sash suspended from the frame

and free to swing. A reciprocating motion is given

the sash by one or two pitman rods, which are driven

by a crank. The frame is placed over a hopper-like

opening which collects the water, sand, and stone

dust as it flows from the saws.

The actual saws, which are bands of soft steel, 3 in

wide and ^A in. thick, are stretched between the head

pieces of the sa.sh and held in position by keys. They
can be adjusted to cut to any desired spacing. The
stone to be cut is placed over the hopper, beneath the

sash, the saws adjusted, set in operation and a con-

stant supply of water and sand fed over the stone by

special distributers. The cutting is effected by the

sharp sand which gets into the cuts and is ground be-

tween the saw blades and the stone. The overflow of

sand and water falls into the hopper below the stone.

This type of saw is used on limestones and marble

On hard sandstone and granites the saw blades arc

heavier and are notched on ihe cutring edge; chilled

shot or crushed steel is used instead of sand. Once
started, the operation of a gang saw is automatic.

Rubbing bed

In smoothing the sawn blocks or slabs of the softei

stones, the rubbing bed is used. This machine con-

sists essentially of a round horizontal steel plate,

which is given a rotary motion. The plates range

'9li ^;
s
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from 4 feet to 14 feet in diameter, and run at about
45 r.p.ni. The bit)ck of stone is placed face d<nvn on
tlie riibbinf;; bed, sand and water are supplied, and tlie

stone left until sufficiently reduced. 'i"he finisli pro-

duced by the rubbinj^^ bed is sufficient f<jr outside work
in marble and is known as t'u- "sand tinisli."

Gritting and Polishing Machines
I'"or further smoothin^j, the stone is takeri from the

rubbinj; beds to the f^rittiuf^ machines and thence tf)

the pcilisliers. Tiiese machines consist of liorizontally

rotatinj^ (jiscs, to which different types of heads may
be attaclied. These heads are blocks of abrasives ar-

rauf^cd in a radial maiuier oi different sizes with in-

terspaces between tbem. The abrasives most {gener-

ally used on the {j;rittinjj^ machine arc bricks of car-

borundum, of finer and finer ^(rades as the polishinj;'

|)roceeds. Heads of black or Scotch hone are used
for the final operation. The t^ritters run about 20()

r.p.m. The ])olishers have heads of felt, usually about
20 in. in diameter, and operate at about 400 r.p.m.

As in hand polishintj, i)utty powder is used to prctducc

tlic !.;loss.

Diamond Saw
The diamond saw is a rotating steel disc, with a

iinml)er of carbons on its periphery. It is used for

iiKikin-i;^ single cuts for fitting together various jjieces.

Planing Machine

Planing machines are devices whereby a block ol

stone may be moved to and fro on a horizontal bed,

and at the same time be su])jected to the cutting edges
of cbisels. These machines are very heavy an'd are

usually driven by worm or screw gears.

Miscellaneous

Special drill macliincs, lathes for turning columns
and other round work, counter-sinking machines, etc..

are included in the dressing ecpiipnient, but their use

is confined, in general, to the larger dressing plants.

Dressing Marble

Marble blocks from the quarries are shijjpcd to

the trade in the rough state or they ave cut into fiif-

i.shed articles by the ])roducer. It is the practice of

dressing comiianies to ccmduct this portion of their

business in different mills, accordhig to the use that

is to be made of the finished jiroduct. Interior, ex-

terior and niouumcntal departments are recognized,

but the oi)erations differ in detail only.

The marble is first cut to the desired size by means
of gang saws ; if it is required to finish the sawn
blocks or slabs with ulane surfaces, they are moved
next to the rubbing beds, where the surf.ices are ren-

dered quite flat. The final jxilishing is effected by
treating the surface with abrasives of gradually in-

creasing degrees o( fineness. In hand ])olishing, live

substances arc successively employed, as follows: (1)

C(.iarse sandstone from Ohio; (2) blue grit from Nova
.Scotia; (3) red grit from Nova Scotia; (4) pumice;

(5) hone.

Hones are of different kinds, the commonest be-

ing the .Scotch hone or bl;ick hone; these are both tine

grained shales. The final gloss is given by jiutty

powder (oxide of zinc). Oxalic acid is alst.) used if

the marble is free from Hint, and the time recpiired to

raise the gloss with putty powder is thereby mucli
reduced. Oxalic acid cannot be employed with marble
in which there are any hard streaks, as the corrosion

Turning a 45-ton block of Marble. Proctor, VI.

or burning of the marble causes the harder material

to stand out in relief. Wliile hand polishing must
still be employed for all marble objects of complicated

design, it is superseded i)y tne gritting and |K>lishing

machines for plane work.

Wm. Britnell, Sommerville, Victoria

County
The stone quarries of Wm. Britnell, WZJ'/t Yonge

Street, Toronto, occupy about 9 acres at Sommerville.

Victoria County, Ontario. An extensive opening dis-

closes successive beds of solid bUie limestone, grey

and red limestone, and shales, to a depth of about

15 feet.

About 34 in. of the upper layers consist of a light

brownish grey stone, fine grained and almost litho-

graphic in character. On the whole, it is a fairly uni-

form, compact and durable stone. Lower down occurs

a 6-in. layer which is partly fine erained and lithogra-

phic, but it is so filled with calcite crystals that it pre-

sents a more irresrular surface on weathering. It has.

however, a rather more desirable color than the upper
stone.

Near the lower part of the bed is a layer of hard,

red limestone which, when polished, presents an ex-

tremely attractive appearance. These red stones are

very hard and have been used for rougher purposes

on account of the difficulty of chiselling, but present

splendid possibilities as a valuable decorative mater-
ial. Most of the product of this quarry is converted

into crushed stone, but building stone is shipped from
time to time. The quarry is equipped with derricks,

-team drills, etc., besides a thoroughly up to date

crushing plant.

I'uiformity in building codes is a very desirable

feature that has had a pronounced exploitation by the

leading technical societies recently. The application

of building codes, although practised for ages, is just

beginning to be worked into intelligent shape.
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The Benching Method of Quarrying Rock

IN
tlie bench method of <|uarryiiig the face is worked
in one or a series of regular steps or benches,
the height of the benches being governed by the

thictcness of the ledges and the location of the
natural seams. Henches may vary from a few feet up
to 20 feet or more in height hut the most common run
fr<mi 12 to 16 feet high.

In this method of worl^ing, jjercussion drills driven
by steam or air and commonly called tri[)od drills, are
usually employed. Tripod drills, up to about seven
years ago, were in general use in quarries, but are
now being ra])idly (lisplaced by the blast-hole cable
(hills where these are adapted. Tripod drilling and
benching is best adapted where the face is not high
enough to permit or where natural cfmditions exist

which prevent the economical working of a well drill.

Occasionally even in quarries of high face where
other conditions are favorable to use a well drill, the
chemical content of the stone may vary so much, mak-
ing it necessary to sort the material, that tripod drill-

ing and short benching are compulsory, This may
hajJiJen where stone is used for cement manufacture
where it .must be sorted to get the proper mix or in

stone used for flu.xing purposes.

In Tripod Drilling

In tripod drilling it is necessary to change steels

or bits for every two feet of hole drilled. To facilitate

drilling and prevent sticking it is customary to drop
tiie gauge at least one-eighth of an inch for every
change of steel. So that in drilling a 16-ft. hole, for

instance, seven changes are made, and tlie finishing

bit is seven-eighths of an inch less in diameter than the
starting bit. We have then a tapered hole, smaller
at the bottom than at the top. As a rule the bottoms
are the hardest to pull, and from an ex])losive stand-
point these holes are, we might .say, upside down, and
it is often impossible to concentrate enough explosive
in the bottom to pull the bench cleanly. For this rea-

son one often has to resort to springing or chamber-
ing, if the rock will stand it. If the ground will not
stand springing often two or three divergent holes
are drilled from one set up of the drill to permit more
explosive being used. This, of course, greatly in-

creases the drilling cost per ton of stone. Oftentimes
a customer complains that an explosive is weak and
does not ])ull bottom, when perhajjs the trouble is that
the holes are spaced too far apart or the finishing bit

is too small. It is cheaj^er, as a rule, to spread the
gauge of the drills than to jump from a forty per
cent, to a sixty per cent, explosive to gain the same
end. Take for example, a case where 16-ft. holes are
drilled, starting bit 2 ins. in diameter. This means a

l>s ill- finishing bit. Chances are IJ/4 x 8 in. dynamite
is used, and if sf) they do not get the powder to bot-
tom of holes. Assuming they do, however, it is pos-
sible to get only about one pound of dynamite in the
bottom two feet of hole. If the starting bit were in-

reased to. say, 2)4 i"-. the finishing bit would be IJs
in. diameter, antl about three pounds of d^jnamite
could be loaded in the bottom two feet. It is evident,
then, that this is a question deserving of consideration
when selecting an ex])losive for a piece of work.

In spacing holes a great deal depends on the char-
acter of the material, direction of the strata and the
purpose for which stone is used. If the stone lies

flat a normal spacing for a 16-(t. hole is 8 ft. x 8 ft.

in most material witli unsprung holes. A 16-ft. hole
should be loaded half its depth, at least, with ex-
plosive. If stone is jjitching and is worked with the
pitch the spacing may be increased. The heavier the
pitch, the farther back the holes can be set. In a case
like this it is usually only necessary to start the stone
sliding to clear the bench. In exj)erience it has been
found best to use a quick and light explosive like extra
or straight dynamite rather than a gelatin dynamite,
because it is necessary to hit the stone as hard and as
quickly as possible to insure maximum breakage before
the sliding has commenced. Concentration is not de-
sired, but distribution and a dense explosive would
be found more expensive than a granular dynamite.

Working Against the Pitch

If the stone is worked against the pitch it is evi-

dent that the explosive has to hft the stone up and
push it over the edge to dear the bench. In this

case it may be necessary to spring the holes if pos-
sible, or space more closely or resort to divergent
drilling. Also probably best results would be obtained
by using a dense explosive like gelatin if holes were
not sprung. The use to which a stone is put has an
important bearing on the explosive question. If stone
is used for lime burning it is not desired to break it

up too much as spawls are usually wasted in quarries
of this kind. Therefore, a slower explosive should be
used, such as Red Cross ammonia. If stone is used
for cement manufacture or crushed for commercial
purposes a quicker explosive should be used or holes
spaced so as to obtain maximum breakage in the in-

itial shot. Except in very tough and hard material it

will seldom be found necessary to use an explosive of
greater strength than forty per cent. In some of the
traps and granites a sixty per cent, explosive is neces-
sary. In the bench method of working and tripod
drilling a great item of cost is bench cleaning. In
winter this is more expensive than in summer. Effort
should be made to arraqge the spacing of holes and
select the proper explosive so that the bench can be
cleared on the initial blast. It m.iy be necessary to
experiment for a while with different sjjacings and vari-
ous explosives in order to arrive at the most econom-
ical method of obtaining this result. In most quarries
where tripod drilling is practised, the stone is loaded
by hand. If so. it is necessary to have as much of the
stone one man size down in the initial blast as pos-
sible. In any case this is always desired, even if a
steam shovel is used, as it means then maximum eftici-

ency for the shovel.

Development of Lighter Drills

During the last few years there have been*de-
veloped smaller, lighter drills of the "jack hammer"
and "bull moose" types. These drills are self rotat-
ing, easily operated and h(^llow .steel is used for bits.
They work best with air but can be operated with
steam power. They are very fast drills and 200 feet
to 250 feet oi hole per day can be made in straight
continuous work. The jack hammer weighing less
than fifty pounds is used mainly for block holing and
secondary drilling but occasionally in bench work.
The "bull uKxise" weighs about 90 |>ounds and is bet-
ter adapted for heavier work. Only ime man is re-
quired to operate either drill.
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Grindstone Quarries of the Maritime Provinces

A number of quarries in New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia arc ^iven over very largely to the manufacture
of fjriiui.stoiics. 'I'lie chief of these (|uarries is as fol-

l(3ws : at Stonehaven, Gloucester County, N.I'., owned
by the Read Stone Company

; the Micmac Cirindstone

Co., Limited, near Woodburn, N.S. ; the Dorchester
Stone Works, near Dorchester, N.B., and the Mira-
michi Quarry Co., Quarryville, N.B.—the latter quarry

The GrindstonelYard of the Read Stone Co., Stonehaven, N.B.

also produces a considerable quantity of building

stone.

Of the above mentioned grindstone quarries, much

the largest is that of the Read Stone Company. This
(|uarry produces grindstones of every required size,

varying from 8 in. in diameter and 1 in. to 2 in. thick,

to 7 ft. in diameter x 14 in. thick. This latter size

weighs approximately 3j4 tons. Probably the major-
ity of the grindstones re(|uired in Canada are pro-

duced from the Stonehaven plant, and large numbers
are exported to the eastern United States, and in small-
er quantities to other countries.

This quarry has been controlled by the Read family

for over one hundred years, the original owners lieing

Joseph Read and John Seaman, who acquired control

about 1815. The Read brothers now operating these
plants at Stonehaven and Wood Point, are the great

grandsons of the original owners. The Read Stone
Company are at present testing out a new property at

Quarrj'ville.

The Dorchester Stone Works, the next most ac-

tive grindstone quarry in Canada, began operations in

l'X)8 and has been operating on a small scale since

that date. They have a plant consisting of a 35 h.p.

boiler, engine, 4 ton steam hoist, turning lathe, steam
drill, derrick, etc. .\xe and pulp grinding stones are

both turned out. The property consists of over l.OOC)

acres. The stone has always been used to a consider-

able extent for foundations, but it is the intention of

the company to cater to the pulp stone trade almost
exclusively. This plant is well situated on the I'etit-

codiac River within easy reach of the shipping wharf.

F. C. Palmer, of Dorchester, is president t)f the com-
pany.

Quarries of Pictou County, Nova Scotia
By R. E. Chambers

1^ 1 1
1'". northern i)art of Pictou County is occupied

hv Carboniferous and Permian strata, dipping

f(jr the nn)st part northwardly under the

waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
Northumberland Strait. In the ui)i)er part of these

formations are many beds of sandstones which in the

past have produced large quantities of building stone

and grindstones. The building stones were formerly,

and tile grindstones are now, ex])orted to the United
.States, in addition to home cons>imi)tion. M;iny of

the buildings of Halifax have been constructctl of this

material. The district may be divided into three sec-

tions, viz. : Merigoniish, Pictou Harbor, and River

John.

Merigomish

It is at Merigomish tliat the greatest quantity of

grindstones have been jiroduced. On Ouarry Isl.md,

in .\Ierigomis!i liarl)or, is the ([uarry which lias l)een

most extensively worked. The grindstones produced
have been of excellent t|uality and large size. The dip

of the strata necessitating more pumping, this quarry

has been worked on a small scale only during the last

few vears, but it is said by the t)wner that a moderate
expenditure for pumping and other machinery would
again put it on a large iiroducing basis.

At the west envlof Merigomish Harbor grindstones

have been quarried on the mainland for several years.

These are hauled to the Intercolonial Railwax and
shipped to the United States.

Pictou Harbor
At various points on Pictou Harbor freestones of

good quality were quarried for many years. The earli-

est workings were at Sawmill Brook, about four miles
from the town of Pictou. Here a shipping pier was
constructed about a mile from the quarries. The stone
is moderately hard, the color being grav of various
shades. No work has been done at these quarries for

many years.

.\bout two miles from the town of Pictou and one
mile from Pictou Harbor, is a quarry which has pro-
duced a large quantity of freestone. This was worked
by the Pictou Quarries Company, but is not now oper-
ating. The stone is easily cut. being light gray in

color and occurring in beds of considerable thickness.

The shipments were made by a siding connected
with the Interccdonial Kailwav at Pictiui, and by a
wharf on Pictou Harbor. Shipments were fonncrly
made to the United States, and more recently to the
various towns in Xova Scotia. The Bank of Nova
Scotia at New Glasgow, is constructed of this stone.

.Some vears a^^o the Granton ouarry Was opened at
Granton. near the Middle River. The stone was used
ft>r railwav construction on the Short Line and Pictou
branches, then being constructed. They were also
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shipped to Halifax for building work, and grindstones

were shipped to the New England States. The stone

is light gray in color, easilv' cut, and free from iron

stain. The grindstones produced were of excellent

(|uality.

River John District

In the western ijart of the County tiie Permian
strata contain some beds of line grained red sandstone
which have been rather extensively quarried. Near
the \illage of River John shipments have been made
from the Roger's l'"arm atul from near the crossing of

the river by the Intercolonial Railway, and on the

Strait shore thev have been worked on the Henderson
farms. The stone is reddish brown in color, fine

grained and easilv cut. Considerable quantities have
been shipped to Toronto for building purposes. They
resemble in color the Credit Valley red sandstones, hut

are much softer in texture.

The st(jne in the New Glasgow post office and other

I)uildings there are from this district.

Limestones

Underlying the true carboniferous strata of this

county, wliicli produces from many thick seams its

large output of coal, there are extensive exposures of

the I.ower Carboniferous Marine Limestone formation

containing l)eds of limestone of good quality.

The lilast furnace of the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal

Co. was formerly operated at h'errona, and during this

jieriod extensive cpiarries of litnestone were operated

as Springvillc and at lilack Rock, on the I'^ast River,

for tins furnace. The quality is fairly good, analysing

about 93 per cent, in carbonates of lime and magnesia.

In addition to these, quarries were opened on a sma\l

scale at various points for local purposes.

Trap Rock

An extensive cpiarry is operated at Black Rock, on

the East River, by the Ilctou County Contractors'

Supply Co. Elaborate tests have shown this stone to

be of exceptional hardness and durability, making it

very desirable for road metal and for concrete pur-

poses. The quarry is equipped with rock breaker,

screens, bins, etc., and is exten.sively worked. Ship-

ments are made over the Intercolonial Railway. The
stone has been extensively used for street pavements
in the town of New Glasgow, and for concrete struc-

tures at the many works located there.

Roger Miller & Co., who have the contract for con-

structing the Carleton Point end of the car ferry con-

necting the main land with Prince Edward Island,

have a three years' lease of the cjuarry of E. A. Smith,

.Slicdiac, N .P>. The (piarry contains a freestone of a

light olive shade, which is tine in texture, easily

worked when green, and cai)able of taking the finest

tool work. It becomes very hard when weathered, but

splits beautifully, according to the owner of the plant.

Stone from this quarry has been furnished for several

buildings in the city of St. John and Fredericton,

also for the Telegrajih i?uilding in the city of Quebec.

The Miller lease expires with the present season.

The Thames Quarry Company, Limited, St. Marys,
Out., have just reopened their (piarries for this season.

Their principal product is crushed stone for roadmak-
ing and concrete work, although they get out consid-

erable building stone such as rubble and coursing

stone, as well as some dressed stone. This company
also manufacture pressed brick made from ground

limestone and cement ; these are cured in steam kilns.

Why We Use U.S. Stone
•^^^~~^^~^ By a Cut Stone Contractor ———^^-^^

The quarrying and stone cutting industry through-
out the Dominion has made rapid progress in the last

twenty years; this is especially true of the stone cut-

ting section, but there still remains much to be done
so far as the quarrying end is concerned. There are
several rea.sons why Canada uses such quantities of

imported stone. * First, and principally, cost ; second,
architectural features desired by architect or client.re-

garding color schemes; third, imported stones now in

use are more adapted to machine work, thereby cheap-
ening production ; fourth, practically unlimited re-

sources regarding supply and shipment of same.
Regarding the cost of rough quarry blocks, several

items have to be considered, included the soundness of

stone, the shape in which it comes from the quarry,
and the time and quantity for delivery. The imported
rough quarry blocks usually come squared up in ex-

cellent shape, ready for cutting up for the finished

product, and the waste is reduced to a minimum there-

by, whereas the usual Canadian quarries are handi-
capped in not having and using up to date quarrying
apparatus. 1 am drawing attention to these points

as the reasons for so much imported stone being used.

The cut stone contractors have also to pay more for

Canadian stone at the (|uarry than they do for -United
States stone at the quarry.

To improve conditions to meet the foreign compe-
tition—I refer now more especially to the Province of

Quebec—additional capital is required to exploit the
quarries. Larger sums will have to be spent in pur-
chasing better machinery. In the United States the
quarries are equipped with the most modern mach-
ines, enabling them to produce rough building blocks
at a minimum cost, and to reduce their overhead
charges by reason of the immense qiiantities shipped
out. There is also this fact to be taken into account

—

more up to date equipment will mean that Canadian
quarrj' owners will be able to produce stone in a far

better condition for the cut stone contractors to han-
dle, thus saving the large amount of waste at the fin-

ishing yards, which are usually located some distance

from the quarries. I desire to lay emphasis on this

point, as the waste is a very important factor in the
price which the consumer has to pay.

In obtaining a better class of stone the cut stone
contractor will save an appreciable amount in freight

charges on rough quarry blocks. At the pre.sent time,

owing to the condition in which the blocks leave the
quarries, a considerable sum is unnecessarily spent in

the freight of material which is absolutely worthless
as building stone. The blocks have to be squared up.

and the resulting waste on which freight has been
paid cannot be disposed of to even cover the cost of
that freight.

United States quarries will turn out stone exactly

to our specifications, whereas we are not at all certain

as to the sizes which will be supplied bv many Cana-
dian (|uarry owners.

.\s regards color, it is impossible to obtain in Can-
ada manv of the colors we require, and we are there-

fore bound to import from elsewhere.

The D. Robertson & Co., Ltd.. Milton, Out., quarry
all kinds of Credit Valley grey sandstone, .such as
rubble, dimension blocks, coursing, sills, lintels, ver-
andah caps. etc. They do all kinds of dressing at the
quarry. This company also have lime kilns and burn
what is known as Milton grey lime.
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The Sackville Freestone Quarries, N.B.
The Most Important Producer in the Maritime Provinces— Operations
Carried on with Most Modern Machinery and Business Methods

THE quarry of the Sackville Freestone Com-
I)aiiy, Ltd., which is located close to the town
of Sackville, N.R., must be regarded as the

most important producer of building stone in

the Maritime Provinces. This property at Sackville

was opened up a number of years ago by Mr. Charles

Pickard on his farm, and later taken over by the

Sackville Freestone Company, Limited, of which Mr.
Pickard is manager.

The quarry is situated a short distance from the

main line of the Intercolonial liailway, and covers

about 50 acres of the company's property. The quarry
proper is about 200 ft. square and 60 ft. deep. The
upper 20 ft. is soil, beneath which is 40 ft. of red

sandstone in beds up to 5 ft. thick. The various

layers are horizontal and are remarkably continuous,

with scarcely any of the lenticular bedding so com-
mon in the sandstone quarries of the Maritime Pro-

vinces. The isolated formation of the rock deposit
• is unique in the respect that it is entirely local and

Blocks of Sackville Freestone—See other panes for further

illustrations of this Quarry.

altogether different from the other deposits in the

country, being very even in color and quality and of

a much finer grain than the surrounding stones, which
are coarse, uneven and soft, for the most part.

The rock probably belongs to the Permo-Carbon-
iferous age and presents a subdued red appearance in

color. Under corrosion there is little, if any, change
in color and but a slight loss in weight. The quartz

grains are for the most part sharply angular and of

a variable size. Feldspar and mica flakes are scat-

tered through the rock.

The following are the jirincipal physical charac-

teristics of the stone: specific gravity, 2.711; weight
per cubic foot, 145.743 lbs.; pore space, 13.882 per

cent.; transverse strength, 1,016 lbs.; crushing-

strength. 11,889 lbs.

The red Sackville stone is used largely through-
out the eastern part of the Dominion, and, notwith-

standing the freight charges, is able to compete suc-

cessfully with other stones for buildings of the l)est

type in Ontario.

Among the many structures in which the Sack-
ville stone has been used, the following may be men-
tioned: Royal Bank, Sackville; J'ank of Montreal,
Moncton, N.B.; Observatory, Ottawa; new wing of

Parliament Buildings, Toronto, etc.

While the Sackville Freestone Company ha\e an
asset in this stone, which has undoubtedly been pro-
ven one of the best of the kind in the country, it is

not on this alone that the success of the company
depends. The up-to-date methods of handling the
stone in the quarry, and the business-like way in

which the industry has been conducted, have also been
important factors. The company have installed an
up-to-date plant and are planning for further exten-
sion of the facilities already provided. The equip-
ment may be summarized as follows:-^

Four 20 ton derricks, operated by one large en-
gine and boiler, and one small engine and boiler; two
steam drills ; two Patch gang saws, operated by elec-

tricity, which is also used for one of the derricks ; a
steam shovel for handling overburden, and a 15 ton
Brown hoist locomotive crane. The mill is i)laccd close
to the quarry and is so arranged that a minimum of
handling is necessary. A spur branch about 1>^ miles
long from the Tormentine branch of the Intercolonial
Railway affords good shipping facilities. About 25
men are employed by the company.

The total output of the quarry is from 8,000 to

10,000 per annum, all of which is used for building
stone. As indicative of the favor with which this

stone is being received in Ontario, it is worthy of
note than it is enjoying an increasing sale in Hamil-
ton, London, St. Thomas. Chatham, and many other
towns in Western Ontario.

The firm has a reputation among contractors of
being business-like in every sense of the word. No
work is undertaken that cannot be completed, and
contractors are not delayed by the tardy execution
of orders.

Armstrong-Whitworth Extensions

John Quinlan and Company. Westmount, P.Q.,
have obtained a contract for doubling the plant, at
Longueuil, of Armstrong Whitworth of Canada. Lim-
ited, of which Mr. M. J. Butler, C.M.G., is managing
director. The fioor space will be increased from .^0,000

to 100.000 square feet, and a new structure and office

building will also be erected. The new plant of steel
and concrete, includes units for the manufacture of
steel tires for locomotives and passenger rolling stock,
the rolling of steel wheels, and the manufacture of
forged axles. A rolling mill will be installed, and pro-
vision made for making special rounds and sliapes for
electric smelted steel. The contract for the steel work
of the extension has been let to the Dominion Bridge
Company. The total cost will be about $750,000.
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Red Sandstone from quarries of Sackville Freestone Company,
Limited, Sackville, N.B.
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An Up-to-date Stone Crushing Plant
The buildings of Crushed Stone Limited are new and the equip-
ment powerful and modern — A rapidly developed business

ONE of

and
the

Ston
present time

the most modern crnslied stone phtnts,

one of the largest, thougli possiljly not

laryfcst in Canada, is that of Crushed
e, Limited, of Kirkfield, Ont. At the
this company is ojK'ning a new (jiiarry

B

D

Plant of Crushed Stone Co., Ltd., Kirkfield, Ont.

clo.se to the Trent Valley Canal and in the immediate
vicinity of their new crushinjj plant, built in 1914, as

illustrated in one of our accompanying photographs.

This quarry is being opened u]) to an 18 ft. surface.

One of the illustrations also shows a new steam sho-

vel just installed by this company, a hundred ton

l.ucyrus, eciuipped with a five-yard capacity dipper.

'J'his shovel will dig 2,500 tons of stone per day aifd

is thus easily the equivalent of 100 men. It is one of

the largest, if not the large.st, at present operating in

the Dominion. An auxiliary shovel of l.SCX) tons' ca-

pacity, is also in use by the company.
Particular interest centres round the operation of

the crushing ])lanl. Fig. 1 illustrates the various

phases of the necessary operations. That i)art of the

building marked "A," contains the crusher. The
stone coming from the (juarry is shunted on the track,

siiown in the right hand side of the picture, by a don-
kej' engine, and drawn up the incline by a steam oper-
ated cable. The stone is here dumped into the crush-
er and the car returns by gravity to the level surface.

A loaded and empty car are seen in the picture, one
ready to ascend, the other just returned from the
crusher shed. Two crushers are installed, a No. lYi
and a No. 5, so that the capacity of the plant is ap-
proximately 1,000 tons per ten-hour .day.

From this point the crushed stone is" elevated into

"B," thence passes to ''C" for screening, and. by gra-
vity, to graded bins in "D," from which it is loaded.

5 yd. Bucyrui Steam Shovel.

15 Ton Locomotive Crane.

also by gravity, into railway cars, which pass beneath
"D, and one of which may be seen in the picture.

The gradations in the screening house have been
carefully adjusted and at least seven grades of stone
are always availalile. These are what is known as
stone dust. grit. Hi in.. Y^ in., 1 V^ in., 2 in., and ap-
proximately 4 in. tirit is becoming increasinglv use-
ful in making country roads, where it is valuable for

filling up the interstices between the larger pieces of

stone. It is also used to a considerable extent in the
manufacture of cement block.

.\\\y surplus su])ply of grit is carried back in this

plant to the building marked 'F." where it is groimd
into fine flour dust and finally deposited in 100-!b.

bags. This dust is now used very largely in the coat-
ing surface of asphalt pavements.

.\ useful part of the equipment of thi> cunpany
is a 15-ton, 8-whecIer. locomotive crane, link-belt
type, with .50 ft. boom. It frequently happens that
one or other size of crushed stone is in excess and the
company tinds it necessary to take these out of the
storage i>uilding. 1). and place in piles beside the rail-

wav siding, where 10.000 tons can be piled. For un-
loading and loading purposes this crane is used.

Another interesting feature which indicates the
modern equipment of this company, is the. use of a
.S-in. well drill, which is used for driUing the 18 ft.

face of the quarry. This type of drill, we understand,
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Miramichi sandstone. Quarry of the Miramichl Quarry Go., Quarryvllle, N. B.

Stanstead granite. Interior of the Stanstead Granite Go's mill, Beebe Plain, Que.
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is replaciiij^ other drills at the present time on account

of its much greater capacity both for quantity and
depth.

The Kirkfield quarries of Crushed Stone, Limited,

are, at present showiiif^, almost unlimited in extent.

'Che initial vvurkiiij^ will he ahout f)0() feet in length

with, as already iiitimaU'd, an 18 ft. face. No stone

is quarried for any ]jur])ose other than crushed stone.

Mr. W. II. ICssery is in charge of the oi)erations at

the quarry, while Mr. (j. W. Rssery, his son, attends

to all the general business and sales at the Toronto
office, 47 Yonge St. Arcade. To the energy and fine

executive ability of these men the success of Crushed
Stone, Limited, is entirely due. This success is indi-

cated by the fact that the business has grown in a

short time from 20,000 tons per year to over 100,000

tons per year.

Alabaster Hydrated Lime

Alabaster llydraled Lime is lime of great purity

and strength, which' has l)een slaked or hydrated at

the kilns by adding to the fresh burned lime just the

right amount of water. It is carefully and scientifi-

cally handled, i)acked in 40 lb. bags, in tine, dry pow-
der form, water slaked and ready for use..

The limestone, which is a Dolomite lime, is blasted

out of the solid ledge in the quarry and broken up

into the i)ro])er size for burning. It is then taken to

the kilns and burnt. This jjrocess is a continuous

one—rock i)ut in at the top and burnt lump Ume taken

out below. The burning is done to drive otT the car-

bon dioxide and any moisture in the rock. A lime-

stone weighing 100 lbs., put in at the top, weighs ap-

proximately 56 lbs. when it is taken out at the bottom.

View of Lime Kilns and Hydrating Plant. Two more kilni

under construction.

The Ireshlv burned lime, after being drawn out of

the kiln, is allowed to cool and tiien shovelled into the

hopper of a large rdtary crusher, which cru.s'.ies the

lime down to ;4 in., or smaller size. .After passing

through the crusher the pulverized lime is elevated to

a storage bin, fed from there into a weighing hopper,

and from the hoi)per into the hydrator, a large revolv-

ing pan with stationary plows which turn the lime

over as the pan revolves. The proper amount of water

is added and as slaking takes place, heat is generated

and a chemicar action occurs, which, when just the

right proixirtion o{ water is used, produces commer-

cial hydrated lime. The hydrated lime, having taken
all the water it will absorb, will con.scqncntly absorb
no mtire moisture from the air, as the free lime has
all been slaked, whereas air slaked lime has slowly

absorbed moisture and also carbon dioxide from the

air and has thereby lost part of its cementitious quali-

ties. After passing the hydrator, the lime is ground

Supply of freshly burned Ume.—Alabastlne Co., Pari*. Out.

to a very line powder and automatically bagged in

40-11). paper sacks.

liesides its major importance as a finish plaster,

hydrated lime has s-everal other minor uses—for

waterproofing concrete, for agricultural purposes, for

])aper making, glass making, alkalies, fertilizers, lub-

ricants.

The head office of The .Alabastine Co. is in Paris,

( )nt. The rock deposits and hydrating plant arc lo-

cated at Elora. The same company operate a gypsum
mine and mill at Caledonia, Ont.

St. Laurent Quarry Ltd.

The St. Laurent (Juarry Ltd., Cap St. Martin, yue..
operate a modern crushing plant at that point. The
nature of production is crushed stone of hard lime-

stone in all sizes from 3 in. to 'A in. screened, also
limestone dust. This latter, by Government analysis,

is found to contain 87}4 per cent, of pure lime, and is

thus a valuable aliment used largely for fcrtilizing.

The company's crushed stone has been in great de-
mand by the surrounding municipalities for the con-
struction of macadam and concrete roads, anil espe-
cially for the Montreal and Quebec Highway. The
crushing plant consists o( different sizes of crushers,
with a total daily capacity of 800 tons. It is situated
at Cap St. Martin, Que., Laval County, close to St.

Martin Junction, which is a junction point between
Ottawa and Quebec, on the C. I*. R., a short distance
from the citv of Montreal. The head office is at the
plant.

The office staff of the company consists of Mr.
I'rancois Dufresne. St. Laurent. Que., well known as
general contractor, having to his credit the erection of
many large buildings, as, for example, the Windsor
Station .\nnex, C.P.R., Montreal; the CkkhI Shepherd
Muilding, Laval des Rapides. Que.; the manager, Mr.
Charles Le Pailleur. St. Laurent. Que., who has been
engaged in the business for the last ten years; the
secretary. Mr. J. A. Poulin. Cap St. Martin. Que..
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Credit Valley an Architects' Favorite
Lends Itself to Artistic Design—Shown at its Best in Ontario's
Schools, Colleges, Churches and Handsomest Dwellings

A CONSIDERABLE part of the grey sandstone
used in 'J'oronto in recent years in the con-
struction (jf public Ijiiiklings, has been ob-

tained from what is kncjvvn as the C'redit Val-

ley area in and around Glen Williams, which is only
a few miles from Georgetown, and about 30 miles from
the city of 'i'oronto.

One of the principal owners and most extensive

o])erators in this section is the firm of I'. Rogers &
Co., 11''3 (Jueeii Street West, Toronto. 'I'lie company
own outright two of the biggest quarry pro])erties

there, and another very extensive one is worked in

conjunction with Mr. Hugh Logan, of Glen Williams.

Here can be found some of the finest grey Medina
sandstone which makes one of the best building stones

at ])rescnt ]>roduced from the sedimentary rocks of On-
tariu. The coloring of the stone is practically perfect.

I'eneath the capping of debris in the quarry lie about

five feet of thin, shaley limestone, from which only

a little rubble is procured. Then follows 14 feet of

sandstone, of which the upper 7 feet is excellent grey
freestone of varying thicknesses, the lower seven feet

being one solid bed of beautiful blue-grey color. Jn

some places a single bed occupies the whole of the 7

feet.

A practically unlimited supply of the largest blocks

is to be found all over the quarries. Railway switches

are laid right into the quarries and all modern equip-

ment for the handling of the largest orders in the

shortest possible time. Heretofore the company have
not sawn the. stone themselves, but modern stone-

sawing ecpiipment in the nature of several gang saws,

is now being placed in the Logan (piarries, which will

enable them to deliver orders sawn to specifications.

iMom time to time further e'piipment along the line

of planers and lathes will be installed, .so that every

class of finished stone work can be supi)lied in Canada
from a Canadian quarry.

Some of the largest and most re])rescntative public

buildings and residences in 'i'oronto have, within the

last few years, been built with the stone supplied by

F. Rogers and Company from these quarries. Among
these we might mention, Tf^ronto Technical Sch<x>l,

Knox College, Bishop Strachan School, Victoria Lib-

rary, Burwash Hall, Yonge Street Methodist Church,
Rosedale Congregational Church, the Pellatt resi-

dence, the Hart House, Queen's Park ; Hon. A. E.

Kemp's residence, Mr. Gurney's residence, Spadina
Road ; Metropolitan Methodist parsonage.

In addition to these quarries, the Oliver, Rogers
Crushed Stone Companv, Limited, of Owen Sound, is,

in conjunction with Mr. Oliver, of that t<jwn. owned
and operated by the same company. This is a most
modern crushed stone quarry with a daily capacity of

500 tons and a full equipment comprising 2 crushers,

elevator, steam shovels, and shipping facilities from
three sidings into the yards.

Preparedness

Is your machinery in good order? .And have you
sufficient labor in sight for the coming season? Pre-

paredness in the plant is a big factor in ingreasing

your business and producing profits. The company
that is willing to handle all classes of work the quarry
is capable of, is, other things being equal, the one
that will make good profits. With building increas-

ing, better opportunities for cut stone men are con-

stantly presenting themselves. Watch the oppor-
tunities and see that substitutes are not allowed to

slip in ahead of you—no matter whether the contracts

are great or small. Watch for every class of work.
Emphasize the lasting qualities of stone, its sfilidarity

and beauty. These qualities, with a preparedness for

bigger volume of business, will be the prime factors

leading to success in the Canadian stone trade.

In the case of certain stones, particularly sand-

stones, the process of seasoning adds greatly to the

hardness. In such cases it is the practice to carve the

stone before the nuarry water has evaporated, and
then to hold the oroduct out of the wall until the sea-

soning is complete.

Knox College, Toronto—One of Canada's most beautiful buildings -Credit Valley Stone.
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Longford Quarry Co., Longford Mills

One of the best known Ontario (|iianic.s is that of

the Longford Quarry Co., Ltd., situated at Longford
Mills, a station on the Northern Division of the Grand
Trunk Railway. 93 miles north of Toronto. The quar-
ries comprise the easterly portions of Lots Gore "A,"
21, 22, IZ, 24, 26, and 27, Front Range, Township of

Rama, Ontario County. The stone is a hard, fine-

grained limestone, lying in beds varying from 4 in. to

16 in. in thickness. In color it is a very light grey,

which tends to whiten with age. It is almost imper-
vious to water and as a conseciuence does not soil or

become discolored after being Ijuilt in. The following

are copies of tests as made by the Department of Pub-
lic Works of Canada :

—

Sample No. 1—Area exposed to crushing, 2.9 in.

X 3.0 in. = 8.7 sq. in. ; height of sample, 3 in.
; 'ultimate

crushing load, 181,000 i)t)unds ; crushing strength, per

sq. inch, 20,80.S pounds.
Sample No. 2—Area exjjosed to crushing, 3.4 in. x

3.4 in. ^ 11.56 sq. inches; height of sample, 3 in.; ulti-

mate crushing load, above 200,000 pounds. (Note.

—

The strength of No. 2 was bevond the capacity of the

machine, 200,000 lbs.)

Immense quantities of this stone were used by the

Canada Iron Corporation, Limited, prior to their close-

down in August, 1913, and we understand they found
it most satisfactory for this purpose after a number of

tests. As a broken stone for roads it is first-class ma-
terial, as the roads adjacent to the quarries, where it

has been used for a number of years, bear witness.
Under traffic, it breaks up into fine particles which ce-

ment together, forming a good surface. Mixed with
a proper proportion of broken granite, it makes an
almost ideal road material. As a foundation stone
it has gone into many of the large buildings of the
country, among others the Temple Building, the
Union Station, the Eaton Building, and several others
in Toronto. The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Rail-
way tunnel at Hamilton, and the railway subways at

King and Queen Streets West, Toronto, are built of it.

It is, however, as a dressed stone for the t)etter class

of buildings of all kinds that its readiest market is

found. In public buildings of all kinds it has been
used to a great extent, notably in the post offices at

Tilbury, Seaforth, Hanover, Aurora, Midland, Orillia,

Port Perry, Lindsay, Bracebridge, and North Bay, in

the drill halls at Peterboro, Oshawa, Lindsay, Barrie,

and Orillia; in Roman Catholic churches at North
Bay, Midland, Chelmsford, Orillia, and Peterbonj
(which are entirely of stone), and as trimming in a
great number of other churches throughout the coun-
try. Among residences into which it has been built

are those of Sir William Mackenzie, Avenue Road, To-
ronto ; Frederick Mercer, Moore Park, Toronto, and
J. B. Tudhope, Orillia.

The quarry is at present using a steam driven air

compressor to run the rock drills and stone cutters'

tools, and horses for thirteen derricks. The company
hope, however, to get electric power in the near future.
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York Sand & Gravel Co.'s Operations
An Industry of Big Proportions that has Grown
Rapidly—Company's Products in Increasing Demand

CANADA is a country rich in undeveloped pos-
sibilities, no only as rej^ards her great north-
ern and western stretches", ijut even in older
I)ortions. Right at the very borders of one of

our greatest cities for years there have existed nn-
dreamed-of possibilities awaiting the discerning eye
and the enterprising spirit of the pioneer to discover
and dexelop. Such a possibility existed for years in

the form of rich deposits of sand and gravel of the
highest (|uality for construction work at the very door
of a great market for such products, the city .of To-
ronto, until the keen, discerning eye of a few of To-
ronto's shrewdest business men recognized the possi-
bilities that lay there undeveloped. The result of this

discovery was the formation of the York Sand & Gra-
vel Co., Ltd., for the purpose of placing on the mar-
ket this material, which became so popular that this

company has grown to be not only the largest pro-
ducers and dealers in sand and gravel in Toronto, but
also one of the largest concerns of its kind in the
Dominion.

The situation is ideal, comprising some fifty acres
of land, rich in sand and gravel, in the township of
Scarboro, in close proximity to Toronto, a portion of
the property actuallv lying within the city limits.

Being within the Toronto terminals of the Grand
Trunk Railway, quick delivery at lowest possible cost
can be given to any railway siding on the G. T. R. or
connecting systems, in Toronto or its vicinity ; also,

if required, by motor truck or wagon delivery. The
plant, which is of an elaborate and extensive charac-
ter, has a present productive capacity of two thousand

cubic yards per day, and an additional screening and
wa.shing plant is being installed, which will be the
first of its kind in operation in Canada for commercial
purposes; this will still furth(,'r increase the produc-
tive capacity of the plant. To supply material of a
special grade required in connection with the million

dollar Filtration Plant constructed by t|ie city of To-
ronto, special equipment has been installed on the
company's property, which is something entirely new
and an eye-opener to users of sand.

No order is too small to receive the most careful

and courteous consideration, and no order is trx> large

to meet with the prompt and efficient service which
is characteristic of this company. It is only necessary
to mention a few of the contracts of the company to

prove the character of their products and their ability

to give prompt delivery in large quantities. For ex-
ample, "York sand" and "York gravel" were the ma-
terials used in the construction of such examples of

concrete construction as the great RIoor Street Via-
duct, the new Union Station, the two latest Toronto
skyscrapers, namely, the Royal Bank and Dominion
Bank buildings, and it is being used now in the big
Robert Simpson Factory, the Eaton Factory, and the
new Imperial Oil Co. building, all at present under con-
struction. Large quantities of material have'also been
supplied to the Toronto-Hamilton Highway Commis-
sion, and during the present year this company is the
holder of the citv of Toronto's contract for supplying
the corporation's requirements of sand and gravel for

all purposes.
To any person interested in the development of our

General view, showlnfl one phase of York Sand & Oravel Company's operations.
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country's industry, a visit to the plant of the York
Sand and Gravel Co., Ltd., will prove of interest; es-

pecially to those of our readers who are interested in

the g^reat development that has and is taking- place in

concrete construction, a visit will prove of educational
value, and to many, doubtless, a source of profit, as

well, when they come to figure on contracts. Inter-

ested visitors are always welcome, and the president
of the company. Mr. T. J. Smyth, is always glad to

show them over the plant and explain the same to

them.

Street & O'Brien, Gananoque, Ont.

. The firm of Street & O'Brien commenced work in

their quarries in Gananoque in 1906. The stone is a

very good quality of granite, colors red and dark blue,

and an excellent stone for building and monumental
work. This firm have also supplied the cities of To-
ronto, Montreal, and Hamilton with granite paving
blocks. The stone lies in sheets from two feet and
up to ten feet deep, and is a good solid stone, without
seams or cracks.

Laurentian Granite Quarries
The quarries of the Laurentian Granite Company,

Limited, 224 St. James Street, Montreal, are situated

in the Township of Chatham, in the County of Argen-
teuil, P.Q., and are connected by a spur about 5 miles
in length, with the Canadian Pacific Railway at Stay-
nerville, P.Q. They cover an area of about ISO acres.

The product is a medium to coarse grained granite of

a pinkish to light chocolate color, crushing strength,

37,590 lbs. per sq. inch.

The equipment consists of hoisting engines, air

compressors, pneumatic and steam drills, large crush-
ing plant with a capacity of 500 tons per day. locomo-
tive crane, completely equipped stone cutting shed,

Solid granite quarry of Laurentian Company.

150 ft. X 60 ft. This company can execute any work
in the granite line: building stone, curbing, paving
blocks, crushed granite, etc., etc.

Laurentian granite has been used in the following
structures : Montreal Jail at Bordeaux, Court House
at Sherbrooke. Bank of Hochelaga at Three Rivers.
Post Office at Hochelaga, University of Alberta at Ed-
monton, and many other important buildings. Work
was resumed this year early in April, after a suspen-
sion during the winter months.

At the request of the Westmount Council, the Pro-
vince of Quebec Association of Architects nominated
the following four members to sit on the Westmount
Commission which will pass on plans of new build-
ings :—Messrs. John S. Archibald, Robert Findlay, D.
H. MacFarlane, and D. Norman McVicar, All four
are citizens of Westmount.

Crenulated gypsum, Sayres quarry, Albert Mfg. Co., Hillsborough, Albei t ijounly, K.B.
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Quarries inCentral andWesternCanada
Deposits at Tyndall, near Winnipeg, one of our Largest

—

Sechelt Quarries on the Coast Yielding a Fine Granite

THE granite quarries operated by the Sechelt

Granite Quarries, Limited, are located about
65 miles up the coast from Vancouver, on
Hardy Island. This quarry was opened up

for the purpose of supplying the large granite blocks

required in the construction of the Victoria Harbor
breakwater, which is now being built by the Sir John
Jackson (Canada) Limited, under a contract with the

Dominion Government. The specifications for this

work called for rectangular granite blocks weighing
from eight to twenty tons each, and the quantity re-

quired to complete the contract will be from sixty to

seventy thousand cubic yards.

The work of installing the plant was commenced
in November, 1913, and the first stone was delivered

in March, 1914. As the entire quantity was required

to be delivered in less than three years, it was neces-

sary to increase the original plant from time to time

as the work progressed, so that the output has been
brought up to 100,000 to 120,000 cubic feet per month.

The plant consists of six large derricks and steam
hoists, each capable of lifting thirty tons, with masts
ninety and one hundred feet high, and booms with a

radius of about one hundred feet. Pneumatic drills

are used throughout, the air being delivered by four

compressors, one of which is belt driven, the power
being furnished by a 50 h.p. internal combustion en-

gine ; the other three are steam driven from a central

steam plant.

The quarry was opened up towards the top of a

bluff about 150 feet high, and the blocks lowered to

the water's edge by means of a gravity railway about
900 feet long. As the loaded car descends the empty

car goes up, both being connected by a cable which
passes over a snubbing device at the top, which con-

trols the speed of the cars. Arriving at the water's

edge, the blocks are lifted onto scows and thence towed
to the harbor works at Victoria.

The magnitude of the work has required the in-

stallation of the largest and most up-to-date plant of

its kind on the Pacific Coast, with a capacity exceed-

ing any other quarry in the West. Frequently blocks

of granite containing upwards of 50,000 cu. ft. are

blown clear of the bluff by the use of powder, so that

easy quarrying can be done.

Over 100 men are employed. Two tugs and five

scows are constantly engaged in the work of trans-

porting the output to Victoria.

The quarry is situated in a good harbor on Blind

Bay, with deep water and the best of shipping facilities.

The Quarry Company are in the market for the
supply of granite to any location for buildings, and
the granite is a very good quality. Blocks of granite

any size can be secured.

It is remarkable with what accuracy the stone
cleaves. Plugs and "feathers" are used for reducing
large blocks to the required sizes, and stones any
length and 15 feet wide can be split perfectly true
in this manner.

Tyndall Quarry Co.
One of the largest quarries in Canada is owned by

the Tyndall Quarry Co.. Ltd. The quarry is .situated

at Tyndall, Man., thirty miles east of Winnipeg, and
consists of a verv fine limestone which is economical
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to manufacture and rich in appearance. The quarry
at the present time is equipped to supply cut stone,

rubble and lime.

The plant consists of Sullivan and Ingersoll Rand
channelers of the latest and heaviest make, to with-

stand the heavy work which they are subjected to;

also a derrick of twenty tons capacity. Owing to

the quarry being situated one and one-half miles from
the C.P.R. main line, a 22-ton locomotive is utilized

to switch the cars in and out of the quarry. The com-
pany are interested in four of the best stone cutting

mills in Winnipeg, equipped with the most modern
machinery that money can purchase.

The stone is being used in all the principal cities

and towns throughout the Middle West as far as Cal-

gary and Edmonton and east through Ontario. In

Winnipeg, it is' used in the new law courts, the Par-

liament Buildings, the agricultural buildings, and
numerous warehouses and residences.

The Wallace Quarries

Sandstone for building purposes is found in man>
sections of the Maritime Provinces, the most import
ant quarries being in Northumberland and W^estmore-
land counties. New Brunswick, and in Cumberland
county, Nova Scotia. The famous Wallace Quarries
are situated in the latter county and have been oper-

ated over one hundred years, being one of the largest

and best equipped in Canada. Stone has been sup-

plied from these quarries for many of the largest build-

ings in the Maritime Provinces, including the Parlia-

ment liuildings in Plalifax, commenced in 1811 and
completed in 1815.

During the last half of the last century stone from
these provinces was extensively used in Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and other United
States cities, but owing to an excessive duty being im-
posed by the United States Government, these quar-

ries were compelled to abandon those markets and
seek a market in Canadian cities, where they meet
strong competition from United States stone which is

admitted into Canada under a considerably lower tariff

than the United States imposes on Canadian stone.

Among the notable buildings erected with Wallace
stone in Canada are the Victoria Museum and Custom
House, Ottawa, also the Custom House in Montreal.

Last season 42,500 tons of rough stone were sup-

I)lied the Roger Miller Company, Carleton Point,
P'ince Edward Island, for car ferry terminals. Owing

to war conditions the demand for stone is limited, but
when ])eace is declared the Wallace Sandstone Quar-
ries Co. state they are lookjng for a brisk trade in

building stone.

The Wallace Sandstone Quarries operate also a
large plant at Lyall, Manitoba. This plant is one of
the largest in the Dominion, and coming to be one of

Wallace Sandstone Quarries Co., Ltd., operations, Lyall, Man.

the best known. The stone used in the new station

recently built by the C.P.R. and the C.N.R., in North
Toronto, on Yonge Street, was supplied by the Wal-
lace Sandstone Quarries Company from their Lyall
deposits. This stone is sometimes known as Tyndall
stone on account of the close proximity of the two
towns, Lyall and Tyndall. which are only about a mile
apart. The three illustrations on this page will- give
some conception of the operations of this quarry.

Two additions, 20 ft. by 100 ft. and 40 ft. by 80 ft.,

are being made to the plant of the Dominion Sheet
Metal Company, manufacturers of "Premier" galvan-
ized sheets, Hamilton, Ont. This company is sparing
no efforts to give Canadian buyers of galvanized sheets

a steady supply ab this time, when import shipments
are negligible. This has only been accomplished by
high pressure work on the part of a thoroughly ex-

perienced staff and by having largely provided in ad-

vance against present extraordinary conditions.

Wallace Sandstone Quarries Co. operations, Lyall, Man. Interior of Lyall Mill, Wallace Sandstone Quarries Cc.
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Masson Quarry, Montreal

The Masson quarry, located on a ridge of rock to

the north of the C.P.R. Angus shops, Montreal, is

operated by O. Martineau & Fils, trading as the Mor-
rison Quarry Company, the selling agents of which

are T. A. Morrison & Co., 204 St. James Street, Mon-
treal. The great feature of the plant for producing

crushed stone is the employment of electrical driven

derricks, further described in another portion of this

article.

The rock is of igneous formation, and is locally

known as "Banc Rouge" Trap Rock. A recent analy-

through a 24 in. disc crusher, reducing the stone to

>4 in. and under.

The most interesting features of the pla/it are the

beam derricks, two supplied by the Geo. Anderson
Company of Canada, IJmited, Montreal, and two by

the J'ollard Manufacturing Company, Niagara Falls,

Ont. They are the first of the kind installed in Can-

ada, and greatly facilitate the work of transporting the

stone from the quarry to the plant, each having a

radius of 45 feet. The derricks have three distinct mo-
tions—hoisting, travelling along the beam, and swing-

ing. Each derrick is operated by individual electric

motors.
In drilling the rock, well drills are employed ; the.se

make a hole 35^4 to 4 in. in diameter and 40 feet deep,

that is, nearly to the bottom of the top formation of

the rock. The holes are sprung, and then heavily

charged, breaking up the rock to convenient sizes for

sledging.

The rock is only suitable for crushing purposes,

being of such a nature that it does not lend itself to

hand cutting for building.

T. A. Morrison & Company's crushinfl plant. Cut of quarry shown on page 5«9

sis made by the Milton Hersey Co., Ltd., gives the

following mineral analysis:

—

Nephelite (Silicate of alumina, soda, and potash) 52.0%

Orthoclase (Silicate of alumina, and potash) . . . 17.8%

Acmite (Silicate of iron and soda) 12.8%

Kaolin (Hydrous silicate of alumina) 17.4%

Specific Gravity 2.50%

Weight per cubic foot 156 pounds

This rock is particularly good for road work ; it is

very hard and tough, and has high wearing qualities.

The plant is very complete and produces crushed

stone of the various sizes required for road building

and concrete work. It is operated as two complete

units. In the cut of the general view of the plant, on
the right side is shown one unit consisting of four

Champion No. 5 crushers, which reduce the stone to

2>4 in. This stone is elevated from the quarry and

passed through long screens which select the various

sizes into separate chambers in the large hopper. The
rejections come back and arc reduced to fi i"- by two
24-in. Simond disc crushers.

The plant is arranged to avoid hand labor. Two
five-ton Pollard electric horizontal beam derricks hoist

the stone direct from the quarry and dump it on the

.platform, which feeds through a hopper into the No. 5

crushers.

The second unit comprises a No. 5 Austin Gyratory

Crusher, fed by two Anderson electric beam derricks.

The stone passes through the Austin crusher, is ele-

vated, and all the stone 2 in. and under is screened and
deposited in the various chambers. The rejections

are then i)assed through a 48-in. Simond disc crusher,

screened as above, and the rejections again pass

Famous "Queenston Blue"

One of the largest quarry operations in Canada is

to be found in the Niagara district, where the Queens-

ton Quarry Co., Ltd., produce the well-known

Queenston Blue" Limestone.

The stone is dolomitic in nature, containing granu-

lar crystals and small fossil organisms. The color is

a beautiful bluish grey, which changes very little

through the lapse of time and withstands atmospheric

conditions to a remarkable degree, keeping a sharp

clean face for a considerable period.

The extent of operations may be gauged from the

fact that over twelve acres of this stone have been

quarried to depths running from twelve to thirty feet.

General view of Ouccnston Company's quarry at St. David's, Jun« 1, 1916.

The present plant consists of seven derricks of from
ten to twenty ton capacity, compressed air plant, and
large stone sawing mill, jtiving a quarrying capacity

of about 200,000 cubic feet of stone per season; also

a stone crushing plant of eight cars per day capacity.

This stone is used for all classes of construction
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and building operations, from residential foundations

to tlie modern skyscraper, canal construction, bridges,

tunnels, railway stations, churches, public buildings,

coUeg^es, schools, banks, hotel, manufacturing and
business buildings, residences, and monumental work.
Among the more notable examples of this stone are

the present VVelland Canal locks; bridge piers on the

spans across Niagara River; Brock's Monument at

Queenston Heights; power plants of the Niagara Falls

Power Co., and the Canadian Niagara Power Co., at

Niagara Falls; new Mountain Hospital, Hamilton;
new Civic Library, Montreal ;St. Henri Church, Mon-
treal; gateway to Rideau Hall, Ottawa; St. Patrick's

Church, Toronto; several schools and public build-

Plug and ftather drilling. St. Davids, Jun* 1, 191&

ings throughout Ontario. Also a large quantity of

this stone is shipped annually to the United States.

Additional Information

In a short article which appeared on page 532 of

the May 31 issue of The Contract Record, describing
the new sub-station of the Mount Royal Tuimel Com-
pany, we inadvertently omitted the name of the arclii

tect. Mr. C. Gordon Alitchell.

In our article describing the extension of the Mont-
real Harbour Commissioners' elevator, on page 560 of

the June 7 issue of the Contract Record, we stated
that the steel was supplied by the Dominion Bridge
Company. We have since been adxnsed that the re-

inforcing steel bars, of which there was a considerable
tonnage used in the construction of the elevator, were
supplied by the Burlington Steel Company, Limited.
of Hamilton, Ont.

The Faultless Hose Reel
The Montgomery Faultless Hose Reel Company.

47 Gore Vale Avenue, Toronto, have made a number
of installations this spring of their hose reels in some
of the largest public buildings in the country. One
of the strong and exclusive features of tlje Faultless
Hose Reel is that it is instantaneously automatic and

fool proof. It can either be attached to the wall or

built in, in a cabinet form. The reel is so built that

the water can be turned on without unwinding the

hose as the staves supporting the hose collapse, al-

lowing for the expansion of the hose. This device has
been endorsed by the Ontario Government and is be-

ing placed in all their principal buildings, including the

Toronto Parliament Building. It has also been speci-

fied for the million-dollar -wing known as the Ross
Memorial Wing of the Royal Victoria Hospital at

Montreal.

Standard White Lime Hydrating Plant

The hydrating plant of the Standard White -Lime
Co.. Limited, at Guelph. is shown in the accompanying
illustration. The same company have works also at

Beachville and St. Marys. In these plants are manu-
factured high calciunj, magnesium, and hjdrated lime.

The Guelph lime runs high in magnesium, which

"Standard" Hydrating Plant, Gudph, Ont.

makes it very desirable for strong hydrate. The
Beachville and St. Marys plants produce high calcium
lime, which is in great demand for chemical prepara-
tions and also in steel plants, ammonia and sugar beet
factories, tanneries and carbide factories.

.\t a recent meeting, the reeves of North Essex. Ont,
decided to put a good roads system in operation, according

to a plan outlined by Mr. George Hogarth, engineer of the

Department of Public Works, Toronto.
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Tenders for School
Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned, will be

received up to 7 o'clock p.m. on Friday, June 30, 1916, for the
erection of a four-roomed School Building. Separate tenders
for the following trades:

Excavating and concrete work.

Brick work.

Carpenter work.

Lathing and plastering.

Painting and glazing.

Galvanized iron work, roofing and roof conductor.

Plumbing.

Heating and ventilation.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

Also bulk tenders for the entire work.

Plans and specifications may be seen at. the office of
John Wilson, Architect, Collingwood, and at the office of the
"Contract Record," Toronto, or with the undersigned. All
tenders must be accompanied by a marked cheque, made pay-
able to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Beeton School Board,
for 5 per cent, of the amount of the tender. The lowest or
any tender not necessarily accepted.

JOHN N. LANNIN,
Beeton. Onl . June 14. 1916 Secretary.

Schaw Quarry Guelph, Ont.

One of the successful limestone crushed stone or
rubble stone quarries supplying the city of Toronto
and vicinity is that owned and operated by John Ma-
loney. This quarry, known as the Schaw Quarry, is

situated west of Schaw, near Guelph, Ont., in the Gdre
of Puslinch, and about 45 miles from Toronto, on the
Canadian Pacific Railway. In this vicinity are wide

exposures of rock and many acres of quarry land on
which is a very light stripping. The quarry is about
1,000 feet by 300 feet and shows a more regular bed-

dint.' than is common in the Guelph formation. The
upper 14 feet presents stone varying in thickness from
two to ten inches. Distinct bedding planes are shown
at frequent intervals. Below this level the quarry
is opened at a few points to a depth of 11 feet, expos-
ing beds of a rather finer character in layers up to 10

inches thick. An up-to-date eouipment at the quarry,

including a No. 5 and a No. 3 Gates rotary crusher,

gives a capacity of 300 tons per day. Mr. Maloney's
head office is at Queen and Dufferin Streets, Toronto.
He also maintains a large brick yard at the Humber.

D. J. Gordon Granite Company
The D. J. Gordon Granite Co., Gananoque, Ont.,

have been operating this year, since February 1. ITieir

chief line of business has been manufacturing granite

paving blocks, mostly for the city of Toronto. The
granite is of two classes—one tine in grain, the other

coarse grain. The fine grain is only suitable for pav-

ing blocks, curbing, and rough building work. Paving
blocks from this stone can be made as clean and trim-

med so as to pave as close as artificial brick or wooden
block pavement. The coarse grain is red in color, simi-

lar to Scotch granite used for monumental purposes.

This granite would appear to be strictly adapted for

building purposes, this company claim, as there is no
granite equal to it now used for such purpose in

Canada.
This quarry is the nearest granite quarrj- to the

city of Toronto. They have a large deposit of red

granite, more than could be quarried in several gener-

ations, and are equipped and make delivery in any
form except in crushed form
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Improved Crushing Rolls

Messrs. Wettlaufer Bros., 178 Spadina Avenue,
Toronto, have placed, on the market a line of new and
improved crushing or pulverizing rolls, with capacity

ranging from 36 to 4,000 tons for ten hours. These
rolls are adjustable for crushing rock or stone to any
size down to dust, and have shown themselves to be

very efficient in stone quarries, especially where in-

creased capacity was necessary, and also where car

loads of certain sized rock were wanted for immediate
shipment. It often happens that a quarry or stone

company has a capacity of certain sized* rock per day
and are continually in trouble through not being able

to supply the sizes called for. With these new rolls

you adjust instantly to any size and orders may be

executed immediately.
The manufacturers claim that these rolls have re-
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Personal
Major Thos. C. Irving, of the Canadian Engineers, was

among those who received King's birthday honors, being
decorated with the D.S.O.

Captain G. H. Blackader, reported wounded in the re-

cent lighting, is a member of the tirm of Barott, Blackader
and Webster, architects, Montreal.

Mr. W. G. Chacc, chief engineer of the Greater Winni-
peg water district, has been elected chairman of the Winni-
peg branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

City Engineer Craig, of Calgary, Alta., just recently
made a long trip through Eastern Canada and the States
and has now returned to Calgary with renewed health and
vigor.

Among the birtliday honors was the award of the C.M.G.
to Lieut.-Col. Ramsay, the C.P.R. engineer, for organizing
the railway construction corps, which has done such excel-
lent work in France.

Thos. M. Fyshe, A.M. Can. Soc. C. E.. has been ap-
pointed Canadian manager for Gunn, Richards & Company,
production engineers, Montreal. Mr. Fyshe was a promin-
ent Calgary contractor.

H. Victor Brayley, C.E., has accepted a, position as
executive assistant to Mortimer B. Davis, a Montreal manu-
facturer and capitalist. He was formerly manager for

Gunn, Richards & Co., Montreal.

Sapper Nathaniel A. Burwash, 6th Brigade, Canadian
Engineers, is reported wounded. He is a graduate of the
Department of Mining and Engineering in the University
of Toronto, and was born at Cobourg, CJnt.

Mr. J. C. Johnstone, town engineer, Port .Mberni, B.C.,

now in France with the Canadian Engineering Corps, has
won his commission on the field. In the latest report he ex-
pected to return to England for a short time on leave.

On the assurance of Mr. P. Mercier, the chief engineer
of Montreal, that he could do the asphalt paving work at

$3.12 per yard by day labor, against $2.33 by contract, the

Board of Control have rescinded a resolution culling for

tenders.

Mainly Constructional
East and We«t— From Coast to Coast

Obituary
Mr. Josiah Mason, a well-known Brampton contractor,

died recently at his home in that town. Mr. Mason was one
of the oldest builders in the neighborhood and many of the

fine residences and public buildings in Peel County, Ont.,

were erected by him.

Mr. John W. Mcssacar passed away recently at his

home in Hamilton, Ont, at the age of 59 years. Mr. Mes-
sacar lived the greater part of his life in Millgrove, and for

the last ten years had been a resident of Hamilton, where
he was engaged in business as a building contractor.

The death is announced of Mr. Edwin Buscombe, of the

firm of E. J. Buscombe, at his home in Hamilton, Ont. Mr.

Buscombe was in his sixtieth year. He was born in Eng-
land, but had resided in Hamilton for about 44 years. He
had a large circle of friends and took an active interest in

many societies, including the Builders' Exchange, of which
he was a member.

Mr. C. R. Scholes, of New Carlisle, Que., well known
through his connection with various railroad enterprises,

died recently at Bermuda, where he had g<me on a visit for

his health. Amongst the undertakings with which the late

Mr. Scholes was connected, were the building of the Cara-

([uet Railway, the Central Railway of New Brunswick, and
the Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway. .\t various periods

he was manager of the Salisbury & Harvey Railway, the

Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway, the Quebec, Oriental

and Atlantic, and the Quebec and Western Railways,

The Barnes Construction Co., Limited, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $.",,000; head office, Montreal, V.Q.

The Canada Stove & Foundry Co.. Limited, has been
incorporated with a capital of $1,500,000; head office. Mon-
treal, P. Q.

Wni. Marsh & Sons have established an iron and brass
foundry in Port Hope, Ont., and arc now open for all kinds
of foundry work and general jobbing.

The building permits issued in the city of Toronto for
the month of May represent a total value of $988,983. These
figures are well over those for any month since 1914.

Some of the brick companies in Toronto are appealing
against the new assessment. They do not think it justifi-

able on account of conditions in the brick business at the
present time.

The work on the Quebec bridge is proceeding with
great vigor. The total amount of steel in the bridge when
completed will be about 65,000 tons, and it is probable that
the outlay will not fall far short of $20,000,000.

Members of the Ontario Good Roads Association re-
cently took a motor trip over the southern portion of- Hast-
ings County and through the County of Prince Edward, to
Picton, where they were entertained to a banquet.

The report of the consulting engineers to .the Greater
Winnipeg Water District, recently submitted, urges the use
of concrete pipe instead of steel pipe, as at first proposed,
for the portion of the aqueduct between Deacon and the
Red river.

Geo. W. Reed & Co., Limited, Montreal, announce that
thejr roofing supply department, carried on for some years,
has been extended, covering a full line of supplies for the
roofing and allied trades, as well as many lines required by
the general contractor.

A new lighthouse is to be erected by the Dominion Gov-
ernment at Triple Island, Brown Passage, on the Pacific
Coast. It will be of reinforced concrete construction and
will be about 65 feet high. A fog alarm and dwelling house
building will also be constructed.

The city of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., are considering a
new water system. Coldwater Creek appears to be favored
as the most suitable source for the water supply, but has
not been decided upon as yet. A plebiscite is shortly to be
submitted to the people on the question.

Work on the Lake St. Francis storage dam in the pro-
vince of Quebec, an undertaking involving an expenditure of
about SlOO.ttOO, will be completed by October of this year.
according to a statement made by Hon. S. \. Parent, chair-
man of the Provincial Streams Commission.

Buildhig permits were issued at Welland. Ont.. during
the months of May this year representing a total expendi-
ture of $69,072, as compared with $2.5,841 in May. 1915. The
total amount of the building permits for the first five months
of the year is $09,196. an increase over the corres|>ondinR
period last year of $18.32,'J.

Attention has been drawn in the British House of Com-
mons to a creosote disease of brickmakers. The creosote
used in lubricating the brick molds often gets on the hands
and arms, and in at least one case the injury has resulted in
the loss of a limb. Prompt washing is said to be all that
is necessary to avoid harm.

John Quinlan. the Montreal contractor, has lost an ac-
tion against Westmount City in connection with their by-
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law prohibiting^ the use of tractor engines within the city

limits. Quinlan had a license from the Provincial authori-

ties to operate such vehicles and was attempting to have

the Westmount by-law annulled.

Up to May :ilst, 1916, there were 61 permits issued in

the city of Gait, Ont., representing a total of $59,351, as

compared with 65 permits representing $51,330 for the same

period last year. During the month of May this year there

were 34 permits issued, total $40,991, while in May, 1915,

there were 28 permits issued, total $13,095.

The Federal Government of the Province of Quebec are

calling for tenders for the reconstruction of the railway

depot at Levis which was destroyed by fire last year. The
plans for the new building, which will be one of the most

up-to-date depots in the province, have been drawn up by

the firm of Ross & McDonald, architects, of Montreal.

At the sample fair in Lyons, France, Canada was re-

presented by a fine number of exhibits illustrating the wide

range of our products. The firms showing included the

C.P.R., Dominion Bridge Company, Page-Hersey Iron Tube

and Lead Company, Toronto; Eastern Car Company, New
Glasgow, N.S.; National Steel Car Company, Hamilton;

and the Dominion Rubber System, Montreal.

A scheme is under way for the building of a highway

from Brandon, Man., to Carberry, through Sewell Camp.

Plans and estimates are to be furnished the various munici-

palities by Highway Commissioner McGillivray, so that each

will know its share of the cost. This road, when com-

pleted will eventually form part of the main highway from

Winnipeg to the western boundary of the .province.

Hon. Finlay Macdiarmid, Minister of Public Works.

Ontario, has issued instructions that a survey be made of

the proposed Ottawa-Prescott highway, to prepare esti-

mates and plans for construction. It is expected that the

survey work, which is to be started without delay, will oc-

cupy at least; two months. If the construction is not com-

menced this fall, it is thought probable that preparations

will be made during the winter for an early start in the

spring.

A shipbuilding syndicate, represented by M. P. Cotton,

contractor, of Vancouver, is negotiating with the G.T.P. Ry.

in regard to the leasing of the G.T.P. plant at Prince Ru-

pert, B.C., for the purpose of building freighters to be oper-

ated by the company. It is proposed to build the ships of

steel, and application has been made under the Govern-

ment's legislation to aid shipbuilding, for assistance in the

building of four of these ships, which will be of about 5,000

tons each.

The contracting firm of Smith and MacDonald are

bringing an action in the Supreme Court against the town

of Watrous, Sask., to recover $10,000 damages. The case is

based on the allegation that Smith & MacDonald refused

to go on with the contract on the ground that they could

not finance it themselves and that the town 'of Watrous

would not give them back any money on the hold back of

$4,000 which it had been necessary to put up before getting

the contract.

Halifax harbor work in the construction of the new

Ocean Terminals, is progressing favorably. The railway is

almost completed to grade throughout, and the sectional

hollow concrete quay blocks have been laid for about 1,300

feet of wall, and the foundations are ready for about 1,000

feet more. The placing of mass concrete foundations at

depths from 45 ft. to 60 ft. below low water, is being pro-

ceeded with, and about 300 ft. of wall foundations have' al-

ready been successfully prepared in this way.

Mr. Andrew A. Kinghorn, C.E., Toronto, has been ap-

pointed by the Provincial Government to supervise the work

of the Toronto-Hamilton Highway Commission. There has

been considerable dissatisfaction in some municipalities re-

garding the increased expenditure on the highway, which

was originally estimated at $600,000, but is now to cost

$900,000. The matter was taken up by certain members of

the Legislature, and the agitation finally led to the appoint-

ment of Mr. Kinghorn, in order that the work might be exe-

cuted in a more efficient and satisfactory manner.

There has recently been installed and put into opera-

tion at the Clayburn Brick Company's works, Clayburn,

B.C., a smokeless heat generator manufactured by Thomas
& Mainwarning, of Nanaimo, B.C. The generator, which is

claimed to be a wonderful fuel saver, was installed under

the personal supervision of the inventor, Mr. Walter

I'homas, and so successful were the first tests of the ap-

pliance that he received three repeat orders. Coal is used in

the generator, and Mr. Thomas claims that it shows its

superiority over oil not only in cost but also in wide range

of adaptability.

The Dominion Steel Corporation reports for the year

ended March 31 last, the largest profits in its history, net

manufacturing earnings rising to $7,004,316, an increase of

$3,433,258, or 97 per cent., over the previous year. After

providing for depreciation, interest charges, discount on

bonds, etc., the balance available for dividend? was

$3,995,225, as against $855,256 a year ago, an increase of 370

per cent. When the Corporation preference dividend had

been deducted and allowance made for the full year's divi-

dend on the preferred stocks of the subsidiaries, the bal-

ance remaining as net surplus for the year was $3,015,225.

The Provincial Roads Commission of Quebec recently

held their first session, at which they outlined a programme
for the reconstruction of the old North Shore Turnpike

Trust roads. It was decided that a Government engineer

should immediately make a report to the Commission on

the condition of the upper and lower roads connecting the

city with the Quebec-Montreal highway at St. Augustin, and

it is expected that this work will be pushed forward as soon

as possible. Reports also on the road to Kent House,

Charlesbourg, and through Lorette, will be given, after

which tenders will be called, and it is expected that the

work will be given out in separate sections in order to

finish it if possible this season.

Mr. Alexander Sharpe, mining engineer, recently ad-

dressed a representative meeting of the citizens of Nortli

Vancouver, held under the auspices of the inter-municipal

industries committee, regarding the iron resources of Can-

ada and the apparent lack of interest shown in them. Mr,

Sharpe stated that there were almost inexhaustible deposits

of iron ore in Canada, and in British Columbia the known
deposits had been estimated at 46,000,000,000 tons. He urged

that the time was opportune for the establishment of an

iron and steel smelter on the coast. The first units of this

plant could be put in operation for approximately $1,500,000,

and with a little Government encouragement, there was every

opportunity for great development along these lines.

Work on the new Levis dry dock in the Province of

Quebec is proceeding rapidly. About 300 feet on the river

side, together with the entrarrce, have been completed and

the excavation work goes on over the whole site. The

power house is nearly finished and concrete is being poured

for the foundation of the pump house. A 500 foot tunnel,

connecting the inner dock with the piimps, has also been

completed; through this tunnel three 42-in. axial flow pumps

will be able to empty the whole dock in less than three

hours. To keep out the river water, the latest type of roll-

ing caisson will be used. The dock, which will be one of the

largest of its kind in the world, will be able to hold any

boat up to 1.150 feet long with a 120 ft. beam. To handle

smaller boats, a large steel floating caisson is being built,

which can be moved into place and then submerged, thus

dividing the dock into two parts of any desired length. The

total expenditure on the dock will approximate $3,000,000.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and
Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks, Sewerage and

Roadways
Ingersoll, Ont.

I'Liulcrs will be received until June
16th for the construction of 11.500
square yards of reinforced concrete
pavement and if),:iOO s<iuarc yards of
tarvia pavement, with curbs and KUt-
tcrs. I'lans and si)ccilications at ofifice

of the Engineer, F. J. Ure, Woodstock,
and at the Town Hall.

St. Thomas, Ont.
The City Council propose to lay a

macadam ijavement on Burrows Ave-
nue and a reinforced concrete pavement
on Moore Street. Clerk. W. B. Do-
hcrty.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Donnacona, Que.

The Municipal Council have awarded
a contract for the construction of a

drainage system to P. C. Costo, Donna-
cona. Approximate cost, .$11!,500.

Toronto. Ont.
The Hoard of Control have awarded

ci>ntracts for paving to the following:
(iodson Contracting Company, Man-
niiiK. Chambers. $2.1t)2; Rivcrdale Con-
crete I'aving Company. 264 Jones Ave-
nue. $1.57:i; Commissioner of Works R.
C. Harris. $rt,229.

Usborne Township, Ont.
The Township Council have awarded

the contract for construction of the
Brock Creek drain to Joseph Lawson.
Crediton, Ont. .Approximate cost,

$T.468.

Virden. Man.
The Rural Municipality of Wallace

have awarded the contract for road work
to A. R. Boivin. 167 Notre Dame Street
E.. Winnipeg, at $18.24.).

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
British Columbia Province.
The I'acilic Great Eastern Railway,

Vancouver, propose to resume the con-
struction of" the line between Cinton
and Prince George, and will re<iuire

4,000.000 feet of Ijridge timlier.

Essex, Ont.
The Town C Icrk. R. R. Brett, will re-

ceive tenders until lune I'Jth for the

construction of a cement bridge, 50 feet

long. Engineer, J. S. Laird.

Finch Township, Ont.
The Township Clerk. ,\, tamcron,

Berwick, Ont., will receive tenders un-
til June 17th. for the construction of

concrete bridges, estimated to cost

$5,000. Engineers, Magwood & Stid-

wcll. Pitt Street, Cornwall.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until noon. Tune 20th, for con-
struction of the proposed subway on
.\shdale Avenue. Specitications at

koom :)I1, Department of Works, City
Hall.

York County, Ont.
The County (Council will receive ten-

ilers until June Iflth for the construction
of a reinforced concrete bridge over
the Humber River, with three spans of
82, 62 and 62 feet. Engineer. Frank
Barber, 57 Adelaide Street T., Toronto.

CONTRACTS AWARDED.
Wallace, Man.

Tlic Municipal Council have awarded
the contract for construction of two re-
inforced concrete bridges and a culvert
to George Harris, Virden. Approici-
mate cost, $3,336.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Ely, Que.
Audet & Charbonneau. 37 King Street,

Sherbrooke, are preparing plans of a
church and presbytery for the Parish of
St. Enfant Jesus. Field stone and stucco
construction. Approximate cost, $23,000.

Pembroke. Ont.
W, C. Keighley, Box 508, Pembroke.

has prepared plans of a school, estimated
to cost $40,000. and will call for tenjlers
about the end of the month. Fireptoof
construction.

Peterboro, Ont.
William Blackwell. Water Street, has

prepared plans for remodelling the
school at Sherbrooke and Rubridgc
Streets for the School Board. Esti-
mated cost. $15,000. Tenders will be
called shortly.

Rimouski, Que.
The Ursuline Sisters have had plans

prepared for an addition to the Normal
School, estimated to cost $25,000. Ar-
chitect. P. Levesque. 115 St. John Street.
Quebec. Brick, steel and stone con-
construction.

South Norwich Township. Ont.
The Township Council propose to sub-

mit a by-law to authorize the erection of
a Library, at an approximate cost of
$7,000. Clerk, A. McFarlane, Otterville,
Ont.

Stanstead, Que.
Plans of a church to be built for the

Roman Catholic Congregation are being
nrepared by Audet & Charbonneau. 37
King Street. .Sh.erbrookc. Brick construc-
tion. Estimated cost. $25,000.

St Damase, Que.
Plans are being prepared by P.

Levesque. 115 St. John Street. Quebec.
for the erection of a church for the par-
ish, at an approximate cost of $60,000.
Tenders will be called later in the vear.
Stone, steel and concrete construction.

Union-on-the-Lake, Ont.
J. C. Pennington. La Belle Building,

Windsor, is preparing new plans of the
proposed addition to the hospital for the

Essex County Health Association, and
will receive tenders until lune 18th. .Ap-
proximate cost, $15,000.

WallaceburK, Ont.
The y.M.C.A. contemplate remodel-

ling their premises, at an approximate
cost of $8,000. Particulars from Rev. R.
T. Hanley.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works will shortly call for tenders on
the completion of the Parliament Build-
ings. Estimated cost, $3,000,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Bathurst. N.B.
The contract for carpentry, metal

work and roofing required in the erec-
tion of a Church and Sunday School for
St. Luke's Presbyterian Church has been
let to H. & D. Harquil, Campbellton,
N.B.

CalRary, Alta.
The Separate School Board have

awarded the general contract for the
erection of a school to Rogers Brothers.
Calgary. Approximate cost, $15,000.
Brick construction.

Carman. Man.
The general contract for an addition

to the Hospital has been awarded to
Snyder & Sutherland. Approxicate cost,
$6,000.

Casselman. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a church for the Parish has been
awarded to Merklev Brothers. Cassel-
man. .Approximate cost. $6,500. Brick
veneer construction.

Fassett. Que.
The gejieral contract for the erection

of a church for the Parish has been let
to Daoust & Bclanger. Alfred, Ont.. at
$29,000,

Meyroone. Sask.
The contract for the erection of a

school for School District No. 3189 has
been awarded to Frank Rooney. Wey-
burn. at $7,725.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the construction of

a church basement for the Trustees of
St. Jean Berchmans. the plastering con-
tract has been let to G. Rochefort. 108
Siadacona Street, and the interior fitt-

ings work to the general contractor.

The contract for electrical work rc-
((uircd in the erection of a Presbytery
for the Roman Catholic Parish of St.
Catherine, has been let to L. Oritz, 376
I'"abre Street.

The contract for steel required in the
erection of a school on Robin Street for
the Roman Catholic School Board, has
been awarded to the Trussed Concrete
Steel Company, 59 Beaver Hall Hill.

Moose Jaw Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of Providence Hospital has been
awarded to William Cowlin & Son. Can-



Tenders and For Sale Department

Tenders for

Motor Tractors and

Fire Apparatus

Tenders addressed to the undersigned will be

received by registered post only up to noon on
Tuesday, June 20th, 1916, for the supplying of

tlie following:

3 Motor Combination llosc and Chemical Kn-

gines.

1 Motor Tractor tor Hook and l.adder at Os-

sington Avenue Fire Hall.

1 Motor Truck for delivering sujiplies and haul-

ing coal for tire engines.

1 Motor Combination Salvage and Chemical
Truck.

1 Motor Hook and Ladder Truck.

Specifications of the above can be seen and
forms of tender obtained upon application at

the office of the Fire Department, Adelaide Street

Fire Hall, Toronto. The usual conditions relative

to tendering as prescribc<l by City By-law must
be strictly complied with, or the tender will not

be entertained. The lowest or any tender not
necessarily N^ccepted.

T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,
24-24 ("hairman Board of Control.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,

and endorsed "Tender for Riding School, Royal
Military College, Kingston, Ont.," will be re-

ceived at this office until 4 p.m., on Wednesday,
June 14,' 1916, for the work mentioned.

Plans, specification and forms of contract can

be seen and forms of tender obtained at the office

of Messrs. Power and Son, Architects, Kingston.

Ont. Thos. Hastings, Clerk of Works, Postal

Station "F," Toronto, Ont., and at this De-
partment.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders

will not be considered unless made on the printed

forms supplied, and signed with their actual sig-

natures, stating their occupations and places of

residence. In the case of firms, the actual sig-

nature, the nature of the occupation, and place

of residence of each member of the firm must be

given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-

lic Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of the

amount of the tender, which will be forfeited if

the person tendering decline to enter into a con-

tract when called upon to do so, or fail to com-

plete the work contracted for. H the tender be

not accepted the cheque will be returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, May 30, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this adver-

tisement it they insert it without authority from

the Department.—45139. 23-24

Tenders Wanted
Sealed bulk and separate tenders addressed to

the undersigned will be received up till five p.m.,

June twenty-fourth, 1916, for the several works
required for the erection of a new School Build-
ing in Selkirk, Ontario, Each tender must be
accompanied by a certified cheque for ten per
cent, of the amount of tender, which will be
forfeited should the contractor refuse to sign
contract and complete the same.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the undersigned or at the office of the
Architect, A. W. Peene, 107 Clyde Block, Ham-
ilton, Ontario. The lowest or any tender not
necessarily accepted.

J. E. HOOVER, Sec.-Treas.,
Box IS, Selkirk, Ont.

June 1st, 1916. 2.'{-25

THE PAS, MAN.

Sealed tenders, registered and endorsed on the

envelope, "Tender," and addressed to H. H.
Elliott, M.D., Secretary-Treasurer of the Town
of The Pas, Man., will be received up to 6 p.m.,

June 22, 1916, for the supply and delivery of the
following machinery and materials:

—

Tender "A"—For the supply and delivery of two
Sewage Lift Pumps,

Tender "B"—For the construction of a Sewage
Lift Chamber.

Marked cheque for five per cent. (5 p.c. ) of

the amount of the tender must accompany each
bid. The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the Consulting Engineers, Saskatoon,
Sask. ; the Resident Engineer, The Pas, Man.;
Tender "A" only at Contract Record, Toronto,
Winnipeg, and Montreal.

MURPHY & UNDERWOOD.
Consulting Engineers,

Saskatoon, Sask.

H. H. ELLIOTT, M.D.,
Secretary-Treasurer,

22-24 The Pas, Man.

TENDERS
For the Construction of Ashdale

Avenue Pedestrian Subway

under the G.T.R. Tracks

Tenders will be received through registered

post only, addressed to the Chairman. Board of

Control, City Hall, Toronto, up to noon on
Tuesday, June 20th, 1916. for the construction
of the concrete abutments, roof slabs, floor, etc.,

of the above pedestrian subway.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents.

Specifications and forn^s of tender may be ob-

tained upon application at Room No. 311, De-
partment of Works, City Hall, on payment of

ten dollars ($10.00), this sum to be refunded
upon return of plans.

Tenderers must comply strictly with condi-

tions of City By-law as to deposits and sureties

as set out in specifications and forms of tender.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
T. L. CHURCH, Mayor,

24-24 Chairman, Board of Control.

Tenders for Debentures

Sealed tenders will be received by the under-
signed up to 8 o'clock p.m. on June 27th, 1916,
for the purchase of .$1."),0<MI per cent. Deben-
tures of the Corporation of the Village of KImira,
under By-law No. 3(tfJ. No tender necessarily
accepted.

24-25
J. IL RUPPEL.

Clerk.

Department of the Naval Service

Tenders for Hatchery

and Dwelling

Sealed tenders addressed to tlie undersigned
and endorsed "Tender for Hatchery and Dwell-
ing" will be received up to 12 o'clock noon on
Tuesday, June 20, for the Construction of a

Fish Hatchery and Dwelling at

KingsviUe, Ont.

Forms of tender, specifications and all neces-
sary information may be obtained by application
to the undersigned. Plans and specifications will
be exhibited at the office of the District Engineer,
Public Works Department, Windsor, and the
Postmaster, KingsviUe, Ont.

Tenders must be accompanied by an accepted
cheque payable to the Honourable tfie Minister
of the Naval Service for One Thousand Dollars
($l,000.0fl). This will be held for forfeit if the
party tendering fails to enter into the 'contract if

called upon to do so, or in any way fails to pro-
perly fill same.

G. J. DESBARATS,
Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

Department of the Naval Service,
Ottawa, May 27, 1916.

Unauthorized publication of this advertisement
will not be paid for. 23-24

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Supplying Coal for

the Dpminion Buildings," will be received at

this office until 4 p.m. on Wednesday, June 28,

1916, for the supply of coal for the Public Build-

ings throughout the Dominion.

Combined specification and form of tender can

be obtained at this Department and on appHca-
lion to the caretakers of the different Dominion
Buildings.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed

forms supplied, and signed with their actual sig-

natures.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
Hs Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

the amount of the fender, which will be for-

feited if the person tendering decline to enter

into a contract when called upon to do so or

fail to complete the contract. U the tender be

not accepted the cheque will be returned.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, June 7, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-

ment if they insert it without authority from
the Department. 24-25
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Notice to Contractors
Order No. 1565

Concrete Pavements

Sealed tciulcrs will be received aildrcsscd t(j

the Chairman of the Hoard of Works, C-ily liuild-

ings, St. Catliariiifs, Out,, up to 5 o'clock p.m.
of Thursday, June 22nd, 1916. for the construc-
tion of approximately \',i,HiH) square yards of
Concrete J'avemcnts.

Plans, specifications and a list of the streets

may be seen at and forms of tender obtained
from tlie office of the City Engineer. Envelopes
containing tenders must iie marked as to con-
tents. All tenders must be accompanied by a
marked cheyue for 15 per cent, of the amount
of the tender, togetlier with the names of two
personal sureties or the bond of a guarantee
company approved by the City Treasurer.

The lowest or any tender is not neces-
sarily accepted.

W. i'. NEAR,
U4--4 City Engineer.

Extension of Time

tHE CONtkACT RECORD

FOR SALE
Two low pr««ure 30 H.P. Heel boileri com-

plete with mountings, grate*, etc. Have been in

ute left than two months. Good (or itearo or

hot water heating uurpotet. Each will carry

3,000 square feet ol (team radiation. Further
particulari—MacM. R. & D., * Beaver Hall Sq.,

Montreal, .
ITt.f.

Plant For Sale

TENDERS
Seale<l tenders will be received up to 6 p.m.

of Thursday, June 22. 1916, by the Secretary, for

the erection and conii»Ietion of a six-room school
building to be built in Parry Sound, Ont., for
the Parry Sound Public School Hoard.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of the Secretary -Treasurer, Parry Sound,
Ont.; the office of the Contract Record, 'M^
Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Ont., and at the
office of the Architects, Angus & Angus, Angus
Block, North Hay, Ont.

The successful contractor will be required to
furnish a satisfactory guarantee.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

J. D. BROUGHTON,
Sec-Treas., Parry Sound Public School Board,

24-'jn Parry Sound, Ont.

Tenders for

8-in. Water Meter

Tenders will be received by registered post

only, ad<lrcssed to the Chairman, Hoard of Con-
trol, City Hall, Toronto, up to V2 o'clock noon on
Tuesday. July 4th, 1916, for the supply and de-

livery of

8-in. Water Meter—Tender No. 47.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly

marked on the outside as to contents. .Specifica-

tions and forms of tender may be obtained at

the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall.

Tenders must comply strictly with conditions of

City Hy-lsw as to deposits and sureties, as set

out in specifications antl forms of tender. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

T. I.. CHURCH. Mayor.
:»4-*J4 t'hairmaJi. Hoard of ControJ.

FOR SALE

Marion Revolving Shovel. Model No. 30. on

railroad tracks, in fair condition. Box 413. Con-

tract Record, Toronto, Ont. 23'2S

1 Smith Concrete Mixer MOO
1 Wettlaufer Mixer with Engine ISOO

1 aO-H.I'. Upright Hoisting Engine . , . 450

2 10-H.P. Motors, D.C each 86

1 .10 H.P. Motor, D.C 160

HOLMES, 1107 Yonge Street, Toronto.

22-t.f.

aila, Ltd., Mail I'liililiiiK, Toronto. Av-
proxiniate cost. $100,000. .\rchitect, H.

G. Bunyard, :i3:t Ilaiiimond Buildint?.

North RidKC Ont.
'l"he Public School Trustees have let

the general, carpentry, roofing, and
painting contract for the erection of a

school to Oxley Brothers, Kingsville;

masonry and plastering to Frank Brown,
Essex, and heating and plumbing to

Pennington & Brian, 47 Sandwich
Street VV., Windsor. Approximate cost,

.$5,000.

Ouebec, Que.
In connection with the erection of a

building for the Commercial Academy.
Cook Street, the plumbing and electrical

work has been let to F. Gingras, St.

Augustin and d'.Aguillon Streets.

Work has been started on the erection

of an annex to the school at St. Eus-
tache and St. Joachim Streets, for the

Protestant School Board. The masonry
work has been let to A. Fackney, 107 St.

Joachim Street. Estimated cost, $10,000.

Radisson, Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been let to McLeod &
.-Xrrand, c/o. R. M. Thompson, Archi-

tect, Masonic Temple, Saskatoon. Ap-
proximate cost. $14,000.

St. Raphael D'Aston, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a Presbytery for the Parish has been
let to Cie Ouvriere. Aston Junction. Sub-
contracts will be let for concrete work
and rooting. Approximate cost, $8,000.

St. Thomas. Ont. "

The following contracts have been let

for the erection of a mission building for

the Centre Baptist Church: masonry, A.
E. Ponsford. 605 Talbot Street; carpen-
try, E. S. Hatch, 112 Centre Street;

plumbing, J. W. Blanchard, 6:i2 Talbot
Street; plastering, C. H. Lea, 357 Ross
Street; painting, Charles Loomis; elec-

trical work, Ingram & Davey, 468 Tal-

bot Street.

Windsor, Ont.
The contract for steel required in the

erection of an addition to the College has
l)een awarded to the Canadian Bridge
Works. Walkerville; heating, plumbing,
and sheet metal work to Windsor Hard-
ware company, 71 Sandwich Street E.,

and electrical work to McN'aughton &
McKay, 816 Wyandotte Street E.

Business Buildings and Indus-

trial Plants
Brockville. Ont.
John McGaw contemplates the erec-

tion of a garage, and plans are being pre-

79

pared by A. S. Allaster, Kinjj Street.
Hollow tile and brick construction. Ec-
timated cost, $5,000.

The Futford Block is to be repaired at

unce, at an approximate cost of $20,000.
Trustees. Toronto General Trusts Cor-
poration, Bay Street, Toronto.

CalRary, Alta.
yVork has been started on razinf;

existing buildings on Eighth Avenue W.,
preparatory to the erection of stores, es-
timated to cost $30,000. .Architect. M.
Fordyce. Work by day labor.

M. Kumlcy Company, 403 Bcveridge
Building, are contemplating the erection
of a warehouse, estimated to cost $20,000.
Brick and steel construction. Estimates
are now being submitted by private con-
tractors.

Delhi, Ont
Wesley Griffin is considering the crec-

ti(jn of a livery barn, to replace that re-
cently destroyed by fire. Approximate
cost, $3,500.

Hamilton, Ont.
Plans have been prepared for a block

of stores to be built by A. Krukomski,
62 Imperial Street. Brick and concrete
construction. Estimated cost. $4,000.

Lindsay, Ont.
The (jrand Trunk Railway propose to

build a roundhouse, machine shop, etc,
at an approximate cost of $20.t)00. .Act-
ing Superintendent, J. D. McMillan,
Belleville. .

Logan Township, Ont.
John Shean, Logan Township, Mit-

chell, is considering the erection of
barns and a house estimated to cost
$4,500.

McGregor, Ont.
C. H. Leslie, .Amherstburg, contem-

plates the construction of a plant for
the manufacture of brick and tile. Ap-
proximate cost, $6,000.

New Westminster, B.C.
The Canadian Products Ltd.. Ladner,

B.C., propose to build an evaporating
plant, estimated to cost $.10,000.

The Brunette Saw Mills Company in-
tend to rebuild their dry kiln, which
was recently destroyed by fire. Esti-
mated cost, $4,000.

Ojibway, Ont.
The Canadian Steel Corporation, Ltd..

propose to construct a steel manufac-
turing plant, and work has been started
by the Essex Terminal Railway on lay-
ing ten side tracks into the property.
Docks, wharves, warehouses, and mills
will be built, at a total estimated cost
of $20,000,000.

Oka, Que.
The Trappist Fathers propose to re-

build their barn, which was recently
destroyed by lire. Approximate cost.
$50,000.

Ottawa. Ont.
J. A. Ewart, Booth Building, Sparks

Street, has prepared plans for an addi-
tion to an office building for Jackson
Booth. Booth Street. Stone and steel
construction.

Pembroke. Ont
^ The Pembroke Electric Lighting
Company arc having plans prepared tor
a sub-station. Engineer. R. S. Kelsch.
Power Building. Montreal.
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Sarnia, Ont. v

Tenders are now being: received for
the erection of an office building for
the H. Mueller Manuliacturing ' Com-
pany, Ltd. Architects, Prack & Per-
rine. Lumsden Building, Toronto. Steel,
hollow tile, Roman stone and brick
construction. Approximate cost, $13,000.

Saskatoon, Sask.
The erection of a store is being con-

sidered by Harry Greenway, c/o. Saska-
toon Drug Company. Approximate
cost, $4,000.

St. Boniface, Man.
A permit has been issued to Lady

Joseph Dubuc, St. Boniface, for the re-
building of a business block at Proven-
cher and Tache Streets. Estimated cost,
$;i5,ooo.

Toronto. Ont.
A. Walker, 169 Lauder Avenue, has

commenced the erection of a block of
stores and apartments, estimated to cosL
.$6,000. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction.

The Board of Control have had plans
prepared for stables to be built at Kams-
den Park, and will call for tenders
shortly. Estimated cost, $38,000. Brick
construction.

D. H. Burnham, 98.3 St. Clarens Ave-
nue, has prepared plans of a block of
stores for J. A. Russell, 1514 Euclid
Avenue. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $6,500.

The Ideal Bread Company, 183 Dov-
ercourt Road, propose to build a bakery
at an estimated cost of $3,000, and have
had plans prepared by Bond & Smith, 15

Wilton Avenue. Brick construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
East Royalty, P.E.I.
John Agnew has let the contract for

the construction of a frame barn to Er-
nest Parkman, Charlottetown. Esti-

mated cost, $3,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

block of stores and apartments for J. A.
Morrow, 217 Caroline Street S., the
painting has been let to C. E. Wheeler,
179 King Street W., and heating and
pluml)ing to T. Allison, 226 Duke Street.

London, On*-
The general contract for the erection

of a warehouse for Webster & Harvey,
Richmond and Oxford Streets, has been
let to Hyatt Brothers, 288 Egerton
Street. Estimated cost, $12,000.

Longueuill, Que.
The contract for steel work required

in the erection of an addition to the roll-

ing mills of Armstrong VVhitworth of
Canada, Ltd., has been awarded to the
Dominion Bridge Company, Lachine,
Que., masonry to J. Quinlan & Company,
4412 St. Catharine Street. Montreal, and
machinery to Morgan Engineering Com-
pany, Alliance, Ohio. Approximate to-

tal cost, $750,000.

Montreal, Que.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a business building for
Verrett, Stewart & Company, Ltd., 12
Port Street, has been awarded to G.
Whiting. Sussex Avenue.

The general contract for alterations to

a store for the Estate Perreault, c/o. J.

Hyde, 205 St. James Street, has been
let to W. M. Irving, 36A Stanley Street;

painting to Fryer & Matheson, 1475
Clarke Street; plumbing to J. Colford,
450 Guy Street; electrical work to Vin,
cent & Say, 25 Union Avenue. Approxi-
mate cost, $7,000.

The contract for electrical work re.

quired in the erection of an office build-

ing for Lymburner Ltd., 515 Commis-
sioners Street, has been let to W. J.

O'Leary & Company, 36 Kecollet Street.

Remainder of work by general contrac-
tors.

The following contracts have been
let in connection with the stores and
residences now in course of erection for

Mrs. P. Bourdon. 478 Demontigny
Street: masonry, O. Archambault, 610

Pare Lafontaine Street: concrete work,
O. Lageurre, 1723 Des Erables Street;

plastering, A. Morache, 499 St. Andre
Street; heating and plumbing, J. E.

Hardy, 666 Papineau Avenue; electrical

work, Lafreniere & Bissonette, 377 Fifth

Avenue, Rosemount.

North Vancouver, B.C.
The Wallace Shipyards, Ltd., Esplan-

ade Street E., have let the contract for

the first additional unit to their plant to

T. Allan, Lynn Valley. Howe truss

construction.

Ottawa. Ont.
In connection with the carriage shop

now being built by S. W. Halliday, 20
Arlington Avenue, the contract for roof-

ing has been awarded to J. C. Saunders,
169 Fifth Avenue, and electrical work to

W. R. McCallum. 525 Bank Street.

In connection with the power station

now being built for the Imperial Realty
Company, the carpentry contract has
been awarded to J. & C. Low, 358 Lis-

gar Street.

Port Arthur, Ont.
The general contract for alterations to

stores and apartments for G. Drewry,
Kenora, has been awarded to R. Hamer,
214 Park Street; heating and plumbing
to Y. Marshall, and electrical work to

Mahan Brothers, 106 May Street.

Quebec, Que.
The general inasonry and carpentry

contract for enlarging the premises of
N. E. Papillon, 358 St. John Street, has
been let to L. Boivin, Regd., 202 Riche-
lieu Street. Roofing, plumbing, heating
and electrical work will be sub-let by
.general contractor. Approximate cost.

$7,000.

Work has been started on repairs and
alterations to the premises of J. B.

Giroux, 394 St. Joseph Street. The gen-
eral, masonry, and carpentry contracts
have been awarded to T. J. Cote, Regd.,
Garneau Boulevard, Limoilou. Approxi-
mate cost, $8,000.

The sub-contract for carpentry re-

quired in the conversion of a building
into a bank for Caisse d'Economie, has
been let to T. J. Cote, and roofing, heat-
ing, plumbing, and electrical work to

Jobin & Paquet, .\brahani Hill.

The general contract for the erection
of a store for E. & G. A. Carette, 100 St.

Paul Street, has been awarded to Emilc
Carette, 469 St. John Street. Approxi-
mate cost, $25,000.

Saskatchewan Province.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-

pany have awarded the contract for con-
struction of three stations in the Shaun-
avon Sub-division, to A. G. Creelman, 8.'!

t'rown Bank Building, Calgary. Esti-
mated cost, $:i,700 each.

St. Thomas, Ont.
The contract for masonry required m

alterati(ms to an office building for A. S.
Smith, Palace Livery, has been let to A.
Horton, carpentry to W. C. Vanhorn,
and plumbing to G. W. Blanchard, 632
Talbot Street.

Toronto, Ont.
Bowles Lunch, Ltd., have let the gen-

eral contract for the erection of a bak-
ery to W. T. Joy, 86 High Park .Avenue.
Brick construction. Approximate cost,
$20,000.

Work has been started on the erec-
tion of a factory for Carhartt Hamilton
Manufacturers, Ltd., 535 Queen Street
I".. The masonry contract has been
awarded to Weale & Son, 18 Applegrove
Street, and the carpentry to Hudson &
Mosley, 5 Jerome Street. Approximate
cost. $5,000.

F. G. Soper Company, 200 Laugl-ton
Avenue, have let the contract for ti-

erection of a warehouse to Tomkin &.

Baskerville. 490 (Jakwood Avenue. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $4,000.

The contract for heating required in

connection with the erection of a store
and bakery for the Standard Box Lunch
has been awarded to W. Schulkins. 93.2

College Street; plastering to C. Gibson,
37 Olive Avenue; painting to Babbington
Brothers, and galvanized iron work to
Perkins & Burrows.

A. &A. Grant, 837 Logan Avenue,
have been awarded the general contract
for the erection of a factory for the
Ideal Bedding Company, 10 Jefferson
Avqnue. Approximate cost, $3,000.
Brick construction.

Vancouver, B.C.
The contract for rebuilding the wharf

and plant of the New England Fish Com-
pany has been let to Cotton Company,
Ltd., False Creek, Approximate cost,

$150,000.

Welland. Ont.
In connection with the stores now in

course of erection for Walter Stayzer,
the masonry has been let to James
Speedie, and electrical work to G. Reid
& Company.

Winnipeg, Man.
The general contract for the erection

of a picture theatre for Hyde Brothers,
705 Mclntyre Block, has been awarded
to John Dolnier, 406 Lansdowne Avenue.
Brick, concrete and stone construction.
Approximate cost. $35,000.

Residences

Anderton Township, Ont.
The erection of a residence is contem-

plated by William Cathline, Sinasac
I'^arm, Anderton Township, Amherst-
burg. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Brockville. Ont.
A. S. AUaster, King Street, is i)repar-

ing plans of a bungalow for T. C. Dar-
gavel. Hollow tile construction. Esti-

mated cost. $3,500.

Chippewa, Ont.
The Norton Company are now receiv-

ing tenders on the construction of
twelve single and twelve <loubIe resi-

dences.

Levis, Oue.
L. .\ugcr. 39 St. Jean Street, has pre-

liared plans of a residence for N. Mar-
anda. 14 Deziel Street. Tenders will l)e

called privately. Estimated cost, $8,000.

E. Lacasse, 4 St. Julien Street, pro-
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PUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the
University of Toronto.

This Pump is hydraulically balanced against end thrust and in addition has a water

cooled thrust Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may be operated with guide

vanes or without for demonstration purposes. Oil rings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine Pumps. We make pumps

of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN CANADA Write us for prices

•«>

Plant of John Inglis Co., Limited, Toronto

The John Inglis Company, Umited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave^ Toronto, Canada
OtUwa Rcprc*«nUtlve :—J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bwik Street Chamber*
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poses to build a residence at an approxi-
mate cost of $0,000, and plans have been
prepared by L. Auger, 39 St. Jean Street.

Brick construction.

London, Ont.
Tames Orme, 1010 Waterloo Street,

lias commenced the erection of a resi-

dence on Huron Street, estimated to

cost $3,300. I'Vame and stucco con-
struction.

Medicine Hat. Alta.
Georse Andrews, Eleventh Street, in-

tends to rebuild his residence, recently
destroyed by fire. Estimated cost, $3,000.

Montreal, Que.
V. E. Lambert, 3.52 Marcil Street, has

started work on three flats, estimated
to cost $6,000.

J. T. Levasseur, 412 Seventh Avenue,
is about to start work on three resi-

dences, estimated to cost $4,000. Brick

and concrete construction.

The erection of a residence is being
considered by H. G. Decarie, 1 Grand
Boulevard. Brick and concrete con-

struction. Approximate cost, $3,000.

New Toronto, Ont.

J. A. Gormaly, I'irst Street, Mimico,
proposes to build 25 cottages. Work
may start immediately.

Ottawa. Ont.
A. H. Bowers, 126 Hopewell Avenue,

contemplates the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $4,000. Stucco and
brick veneer construction.

Quebec, Que.
Work has l)een started by F. Cote.

I'ortneuf. on the erection of a residence

on Marie Louise Street. Frame and

brick construction. Approximate cost,

$8,000.

George Bolduc, 228 Prince Edouard
Street, has commenced the erection of a

residence, estimated to cost $3,000.

Frame and brick construction.

The erection of a residence has been

started by Charles Lax, 60 Bridge

Street. Frame and brick construction.

Estimated cost. $4,000.

E. Laberge, Canardierc Road, has

commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $5,000. Frame and

brick construction.

E. C. Brochu, 147 St. Cyrille Street, is

building a residence on Lockweil
Street, estimated to cost $6,000. Brick

and concrete construction.

A. Guilbault, 341 King Street, has

commenced the erection of a frame and
brick residence. Estimated cost. $5,000.

E. Lamontagne. 94 Ninth Street, has

started work on a residence, estimated

to cost $4,000. Brick and stone con-

struction.

Martel & Beupre, Charlesbourg Road,
have commenced the erection of two
residences, estimated to cost $12,000.

Roofing, plumbing and electrical work
will be let.

Stirling, Ont.
Rev. Father O'Reilly, Frankford, Ont.,

contemplates the erection of a Rectory,

at an approximate cost of $8,000. Archi-

tect, F. Sheehy, Peterborough.

Toronto, Ont.
W. G. Hunt, Architect, Confederation

Life Building, has prepared plans of a

pair of residences to be built by I. J.

Schooley, 283 Concord Avenue. Brick

construction. Approximate cost, $5,200.

L. .1. Wookey, 40 St. Joseph Street, is

having plans prepared for a residence
to be built on Castle Frank Road, at an
approximate cost of $10,000. Concrete
construction.

Nightscales & Smith, 1880 Queen
Street E., have commenced the erection
of a residence and will let smaller trades.
Estimated cost. $4,600. Brick construc-
tion.

W. P. Levack. 519 Roxton Road, has
commenced the erection of a residence
on Geoffrey Street, estimated to cost
.$4,700. Smaller trades will be let. Brick
construction.

L. J. Wookey. 40 St. Joseph Street,
is receiving tenders on the erection of
a residence on Castle Frank Road, esti-

mated to cost $10,000. Concrete con-
struction.

Windsor. Ont.
G. Jacques & Company, Boug Block,

are preparing plans of twenty cottages
for J. C. Peters, 134 Glengarry Street.
Estimated cost, $2,600 each. Brick ve-
neer construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Bosanquet Township, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Tames Gordon, I-'or-

est, has been let to J. Burch, and the
carpentry to D. Clark. Estimated cost.

$3,000.

Brigden, Ont.
Alexander Blaikie. Inwood. Ont., is

building a residence for John Poland, es-

timated to cost $3,000. Frame and brick
construction.

Eastview, Ont.
E. Latlucr is building a residence at

Marier and Main Streets, and has let

the electrical work to J. Francouer.
I'rame construction. Eestimated cost,

$3,000.

Falmouth. N.S.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Charles Manning, c/o.

Hants County I'^uit & Produce Com-
pany, has zcen let to E. E. Lawrence.
Falmouth, .\pproxiinate cost, $3,000.

Hamilton. Ont.
The general, masonry, carpentry, steel

and roofing contracts for the erection of

a residence for Mrs. Forbes. 29 Arthur
Avenue S.. have been awarded to Mylcs
earner, 67 Aikman .\venue. Brick and
stone construction. Approximate cost,

$4,500.

I. Gillard, 59 P'ederal Life Building,

lias let the general, masonry, carpentry

and roofing contracts for the erection of

six residences to J. A. McCutcheon,
Federal Life Building. Frame construc-

tion. Approximate total cost, $0,600.

D. Brown, 16 Mulberry Street, has
awarded the contract for masonry re-

quired in the erection of a residence on
Aberdeen Avenue to Isbester Brothers,
Stewart Apartments, and carpentry and
roofing to Stuart Brothers, Hyde Park
Avenue. Brick and stone construction.

Estimated cost. $3,300.

William Chiswell. 40 Somerset .\ve-

nue. has let the general, masonry, car-

pentry, and roofing contracts for the

erection of a residence to William
Hobbs & Son, 313 Emerald Street N.
Brick and stone construction. Approxi-
mate cost. $3,500.

Kingston, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Mrs. Lappen, 323 Earl
Street, has been awarded to Douglas &

Mcllquhain, 510 Brock Street. Brick
and stone foundation. Estimated cost,
$3,000.

Levis, Que.
The general contract for the erection

<)f a residence for R. Roy. 45 Eden
Street, has been awarded to Shink &
Frere, Levis. Brick construction. Es-
timated cost. $12,000.

Listowel, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

residence for A. W. Zurbrigg, the heat-
ing has been let to C. Zilliax & Son,
Main Street.

Montreal. Que.
In connection with the residence now

in course of erection for Bcaupre & l''ils.

655 St. Paul Street N.. the contract for
))lumbing has been let to Hickey &
.Aubut, 93 Dominion Street. Carpentry
and heating by owners.

H. Brunelle. 122 Prefontaine Street, is

building a residence, and has let the
masonry to W. Lalaucette, 588 Iberville
.Street. .Approximate cost, $5,000.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Ingham Brothers, Fourth Avenue, are

1)uilding a number of residences, and
haxT: let the heating and plumbing to

VX'illiam Crawford, Buckley .Avenue, and
electrical work to Candlish Electric
Company. Main Street, Niagara Falls
South. Brick veneer construction. .Ap-

proximate cost, $3,000 each.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
The general, masonry, carpentry, roof-

ing, plastering, and painting contracts
for the erection of a residence for W. H.
Middleton, Third Street, have been
awarded to Ingham Brothers, l-'ourth

.Avenue: heating and plumbing to Wil-
liam Crawford, Buckley Avenue, and
elecirical work to Candlish Electric

Company, Main Street, Niagara Falls

South. .Approximate cost, $3,700.

Ottawa, Ont.
In connection with the residence now

being built by A. E. Shaver, 5 Powell
Avenue, the contract for heating and
plumbing has been awarded to J. T.
Blyth, Frank Street, and electrical

work to C. C. Gould. 219 Florence Street

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for M. Murphy has been
let to R. E. McKinstrey, 91 Second Ave-
nue. Brick veneer construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $4,400.

The contract for heating and plumb-
ing required in the erection of two resi-

dences for A. E. Shaver. 45 Powell .Ave-

nue, has been awarded to J. T. Blyth.
Frank Street, and the electrical work to

C. C. Gould. 219 Florence Street.

Outremont, Que.
The contract for masonry required in

connection with the residences being
built by J. B. DeSeve, 12 Plateau Street,

lias been let to M. Paquette, 301 Car-
riere Street. Remainder of work by
owner.

Quebec. Que.
The contract for masonry required in*

connection witli the residence now being
liuilt by J. Lafond, 12!4 Nazaire Street,

has been awarded to A. Poulin. 144 La-
lourelle Street, and the heating, plumb-
ing and electrical work to R. Chiquette,
210 Queen Street.

In connection with the erection of a
residence for Ernest Ross. 56 St. Louis
Road, the carpentry has been awarded
to L. H. Peters, Ltd., 10 St. Angele
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HADFIELDS Ltd
Workmen employed

over 6000 Hecla and East Hecla Works, Sheffield, England
Wotkt *t€»
no acrrt

Makers of all kinds of

Stone Breaking & Ore Crushing Machinery
INCLUDING: GYRATORY, JAW AND DISC CRUSHERS

Mining Requisites of all kinds, Crizzley Bars, Shoes and Dies, Steel Wheels and Axles, etc.

Hadfield's Portable Combined

Stone Breaker

and Screen
Specially designed for breaking stone

for road metal

Mounted on travelling wheels— designed for

easy transit. Provided with feeding

platform for charging breaker.

Forged Steel

Balls
FOR BALL AND TUBE MILLS

Used in the Cement and

Gold Mining industries.

Steel Castings
of every description.

Sole Makers of Hadfield's Patent

''ERA" Manganese Steel
The Supreme Material

For the Wearing Parts of Stone Breaking and Ore Crushing Machinery
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street, and painting to J. M. Tardivcl,
4 Cote d'Abraliam.

The general contract for tlie erection
of a residence for J. H. Jol)in, Xormal
School Building, has been awarded to
A. Fackney, 107 St. Joachim Street.
Frame and brick construction. Esti-
mated cost. .$6,000.

The contract for electrical work re-
quired in the erection of a residence for
Robert loliidon has been let to G. Go-
beil. 41 Church Street.

In connection with the residence ui

course of erection for Gordon Ross. 47
Murray Avenue, the carpentry has been
let to L. H. Peters. Ltd.. 10 St. Angcle
Street, and painting to J. M. Tardivel, 4
Cote d'Abraham.
The contract for masonry required in

the erection of a residence for F. D.
Pare, 205 Third Avenue, has been
awarded to J. B. Verret & Son, Limoi-
lou, the roofiing, heating, plumbing and
electrical work to V. Gauvin, Limoilou,
and painting to E. Trepanicr. '.) Ste.

.\gnes Street.

In connection with the residences now
being built for Lavoie & Frerc, 36 Jeanne
d'Arc Street, the painting has been let

to S. Bedard. Charlesbourg Road, and
heating, plumbing and electrical work to

P. Paradis, 263 d'Aguillon Street.

The contract for roofing, heating,
plumbing and electrical work required in

the erection of three residences for N.
Cauchon, 59 Dorchester Street, has been
let to P. Paradis, 236 d'Aguillon Street.

In connection with the residence now
in course of erection for Dame V. A.
Vezina, 23 St. Gabriel Street, the con-
tract for masonry has been let to E.

Cote, 360 Richelieu Street, and carpen-
try to J. Savard, 218 Richelieu Street.

Brick and frame construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $5,000.

Toronto. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for G. Warrell. 14S2
Bathurst Street, has been awarded to B.

Sykes, 1796 Dufferin Street. Brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $3,700.

D- H. Atkinson. 256 Russell Hill Road.,
has commenced the erection of a resi-

dence and garage for W. J. Neely, 262
Dovercourt Road. Smaller trades will

be let. Approximate cost, $8,500.

In connection with the erection of a

residence for Mrs. C. Evans. 163 West-
minster Avenue, the contract for heating
has been let to H. Joseph Harrison, 8

St. Marys Street; plumbing to McNaugh-
ton & McKenzie, 1029 Shaw Street;

plastering to Routery Brothers, 443 Rox-
ton Road, and galvanized iron to George
Sinclair, 307 Clinton Street.

C. M. Welham. 54 Nina Avenue, has
commenced the erection of two duplex
residences for M. L. Kent. 374 Walmer
Road. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $8,000.

A. J. Henderson, 63 Wells Hill Ave-
nue, has let the contract for heating and
plumbing required in the erection of

apartments on Frcderica Street. York
Township, to Hears & Lillie, 110 Wright
Avenue, and is now receiving tenders on
roofing, plastering, painting and wiring.
.\pproximate cost. $8,000.

Westboro. Ont.
A. Jarvis. Bank Street, Ottawa, has

started work on the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $3,000, and has
let the electrical work to H. H. San-
ders. 499 Metcalfe Street. Ottawa. Brick
veneer construction.

Westmount, Que.
Anglins, Ltd.. 63 Victoria Street, Mon-

treal, have commenced the erection of
a residence for H. W. Cowan, c/o. Can-
ada Steamship Company. Brick and
terra cotta construction. Approximate
cost, $9,000.

Work on the erection of a residence
for J. J. Doran, 13 Papineau .Avenue, has
been started by Anglins, Ltd., Montreal.
Brick and terra cotta construction. Es-
timated cost, $9,000.

Anglins, Ltij.. Montreal, are liuildiiig

a lesinencc on Sydenham Axenue for T.
C. Isard, c/o. Canada .Steanisliip Com-
pany. Estimated cost, $12,000. Brick
and terra cotta construction.

In connection with the erection of a
residence for the Catholic Commission-
ers of St. Leo. 360 Clark .\venue, the
contract for electrical work has been
awarded to Vallee & Hamlin, 1867 St.

James Street, and bronze work to Rob-
ert Mitchell Company. 64 Belair Avenue.

Anglins, Ltd.. 63 Victoria Street. Mon-
treal, have commenced the erection of
a residence and garage for W. VV. Wil-
der. 290 St. Catharine Street W. Plas-
tic brick construction. Estimated cost,
$15,000.

Woodbury, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Idhn Potruff has been
let to C. Stephenson. Concrete block
construction. Approximate cost, $:'.,0()0.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Beauharnois, Que.
Plans of an extension t<i the power

|)lant of the Howard Smith Paper Com-
pany are being prepared by R. S. Kelsch.
Power Building, Montreal.

Crabtree Mills, Que. '

The Crabtree Paper Company propose
to biuld a power plant and dam. En-
gineer, R. S. Kelsch, Power Building,
Montreal.

Maofog, Que.
Plans are being prepared for a power

plant and dam to be constructed for the
Dominion Textile Company. Engineer,
R. S. Kelsch, Montreal.

Montreal, Que.
R. S. Kelsch, Power Building, is pre-

paring plans of a power plant for Beld-
ing Paul Corticelli, Ltd., 183 Shearer
Street, and of a hydraulic power plant
for the Ogilvie Flour Mills Company,
Ltd.. Youville Place.

Miscellaneous

Toronto. Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until Tune 20th for the supply of
5-inch paving blocks, vitrified. Specifi-
cations at office of the Works Depart-
ment, City Hall.

The Board of Control will receive ten-
ders util June 20th for the supply of an
8-inch water meter. Specifications at
Room 12, City Hall.

Triple Island, B.C.
Tenders on the construction of a light-

house tower, fog alarm building, and
residence will be received until noon.
Tune 26th. by the Deputy Minister of
Marine and F'isheries. Ottawa. Plans and
specifications at the Post Offices. Van
couver. Prince Rupert. Nanaimo. Union.
B.C.. and at the Department. Ottawa.
Reinforced concrete construction.

Late News Items
Dundurn, Sask.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until June 22nd by the
Secretary to the School Board, F. Liv- |
ingstone. Architect. R. M. Thompson, |
Masonic Temple. Saskatoon. Approxi-
mate cost, $12,000.

Gait. Ont.
Tlie Bell Teleplione Company, Water

Street N.. have awarded the general
contract for the erection of an exchange
on .Ainslie Street S.. to P. H, Secord &
Sons. Toronto Bank Building. Sub-
contracts ' will be let. Reinforced con
Crete, terra cotta. steel and brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $80,000.

Shawinigan Falls, Que.
The Shawinigan l-'alls Water & Power

Company have awarded the general con-
tract for the erection of fifty cottages
to G. B. Mitchell. 509 New Birks Build-
ing, Montreal; the contract for plaster-
ing to R. D. Clark & Sons, 28 Lincoln
Street; heating and plumbing to Whyte
& Delaney. 51 City Councillors Street,
and electrical work to Vincent & Say,
25 Union Avenue, Montreal. .Approxi-
mate cost, $2,500 each.

St. Edouard, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a church for the Roman Catholic
Congregation has been let to Lavasseur
& Fortier, Victoriaville. Que., at $42,000.
Stone and concrete construction. .Archi-
tect, T. Raymond, 43 Carron Street,
Quebec.

Toronto. Ont.
Plans have been prepared by J. M.

Lyle, Architect, 19 Avondale Avenue,
for a bank to be built at Ossington Ave-
nue and Arthur Street for the Bank of
Toronto. Brick and steel construction.
Estimated cost, .$20,000.

The contract for brick worlc required
in the erection of a factory for the T.
Eaton Company has been let to Thom-
son Brothers. 151 Rusholme Road, con-
crete work to Raymond Brothers, 9

Edgedale Road, and steel work to Mc-
Gregor & Mclntyre, 1139 Shaw Street.

Bulk or separate tenders will be re-

ceived until June 20th for the erection
of a block of stores and residences for
G. N. Ferrier, 302 Danforth Avenue.
Architect, P. H. Finney, 79 Adelaide
Street E. Approximate cost. $12,000.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until June 20th for the construc-
tion of asphaltic. concrete, bitulithic,

and brick block pavements, concrete
sidewalks, and sewers. Plans at office

of the Works Department. City Hall.

Winnipeg, Man.
In connection with the Grain Ex-

change now in course of erection for
the Trades Building Association, the
general, masonry, carpentry, painting
and interior fittings contracts have been
let to Carter-Halls-Aldinger Company.
Ltd., Union Bank Building: steel work
to Dominion Bridge Company. Ltd..

Canada Building; roofing to MacDonald |
Brothers. 276 Burrows Avenue; heating
and plumbing to Cotter Brothers. Fort
and St. Marys Streets, and electrical

work to Schumacher & Gray Company.
:!86 Donald Street. Approximate cost,

$250,000.

The contract for the steel work re-

quired in the erection of premises for

the Bank of Hamilton has been awarded
to the Dominion Bridge Company. Ltd..

Canada Building, and the contract for

boilers to Vulcan Iron Works. Point
Douglas, Winnipeg.
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more inefficient piece of machinery in the whole em-
pire to-day than these exhibitions of recruiting eflForts

oil street corners and in our pubhc meetings. Man after

man and officer after officer exhausts himself in vain

contortions, resulting in one or two offers, generally

inelegibles. At best those men respond who have the

keenest sense of duty and honor—all too often the

very men who can least be spared at home. We shall

be glad to learn that Mr. Borden's government has

taken this matter of recruiting in hand. Neither the

responsibilities of this war nor its inevitable sorrows
are fairly, or justly, distributed.

The Government is Moving

There is at last some slight evidence that our Do-

minion Government will interest it.self in the most

(.'iifective method of obtaining that half-million soldiers

which it authorized .stmie lime ago. Since the date of

the original announcement by Premier Borden he has

been strangely silent, and the average citizen is entirely

mystified as to why the present methods of recruiting

have been allowed to remain in operation so long.

I'resumably there is no hurry for more recruits, but

even so, tliat is no reason why such an economically

wasteful plan should be tolerated at a time when it is

equally as important to conserve our physical ener-

gies as our other resources. We probably have no

Entirely Satisfactory?

Mr. J. H. Sherrard, of Montreal, the president of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, which met
in convention in Hamilton during the past week, is

reported to have expressed entire satisfaction with the

manner in which General Hughes has handled the plac-

ing of ammunition orders. His exact words are quoted
as follows:

—

"Canada's debt to the Minister of Militia in connection

with the making of munitions will only be fully known when
the history of our part in the war is written, but it is a

great satisfaction and relief to Canadians generally, that the

unfortunate investigation which has interrupted his very

urgent duties has cast no shadow upon his integrity.".

With the last part of this remark we hope we can
agree, though it is surely somewhat humiliating to

feel that our standard of public life has reached that

stage where the fact that a man is honest is consider-

ed sufficient cause for a public platform demonstration.
The other statement in this quotation about our debt
to the minister in connection with the supply of muni-
tions it is not so easy to endorse. In view of the facts

that have been unearthed during the recent investiga-

tion in Ottawa, we should not be surprised to learn

that this sentence in Mr. Sh^rrard's address was not
greeted with loud and prolonged applause by the other
Canadian manufacturers present.

Water Supply for the Sault

The question of a new water supply for the city of

.Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., has been carefully considered
during the past 18 months. Under the agreement
made between the city and the private company which
assumed the water and light franchises in October,
1914, the city was given permission to continue opera-
tion of the pumping plant in the company's building

up to December 31, 1915. Provision has since been
made for the electrical sub-station required.

On account of the pollution of the St. Mary's River,
resulting chiefly from navigation, the Provincial Board
of Health will not approve of the- further continuance
of the water supply from the present intakes. Several
other sources have, therefore, been investigated, and in

June, last year, a full report thereon was made for the
city by Messrs. Alvord & Burdick. consulting engi-
neers, of Chicago. As there was some doubt expressed
ill regard to the capacity of one of the schemes that
was favorably considered, further records have been
taken during the past fall and winter, which have
shown it to be satisfactory. At a recent regular meet-
ing of the city council a resolution was passed recom-
mending that this supply be developed and that a pleb-
iscite be submitted to the ratepayers in June, for their
approval.

This scheme consists of a supply from a small
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creek, which is fed by copious springs at its head. The
proposed pumping station site would be located at a

point on the creek at practically the same elevation

as the main portion of the city and distant about 4f^
miles from the centre of the waterwt)rks distribution

system. The route of the pipe line would be along

a road almost in a direct line to the city. About mid-

way between the proposed pumping site and the city,

the line passes over a summit, elevation of which is

about 200 feet above the main street of the city, where
it is proposed to build a reservoir of about three mil-

lion gallons capacity. The force main to same from
pumping station and gravity line therefrom to the

city system will ])robably be 24-in. cast iron pipe.

Vancouver Branch G.S.G.E.

Elsewhere in this issue we publish in condensed

form a paper on "Pneumatic Caisson Developments

^in America," which was read before Vancouver Branch

Canadian Society Civil Engineers at a regular meet-

ing of that body held on the evening of April 13th

last by Mr. Ernest George Matheson, Professor of

Civil Engineering, University of British Columbia.

Mr. Matheson while engaged in the practice of his

])rofession in New York some years ago was chiefly

engaged with caisson work in connection with the

erection of several large bridges and business blocks,

and therefore had to deal with most, if not all, of the

problems connected with that difficult branch of .en-

gineering science. As a result his paper proved of

unusual interest to the large number of C. S. C. E.

members and university students who made it a point

to be present on the occasion.

The above address brought to a close the program
of meetings and papers for the winter of 1915-16. The
n\eetings have invariably been well attended and the

speakers well worth hearing. The success of the

winter series was due very largely to the zeal dis-

played by the president of the branch—Mr. R. E.

Hayward, general manager of the Western Canada
Power Company, Limited, Vancouver, who was in-

defatigable in his efforts to make each meeting more
successful than the last.

Faulty Engineering

Much of the faulty construction and imperfect

workmanship occurring in many engineering projects

can be traced to the incompetence or inability of the

engineer in charge. It is regrettable, to say the least,

that in much of the work requiring careful and exact

supervision, men of inferior capabilities or uncertain

experience are chosen as superintendents. It is es-

sentially of prime importance that those in charge of

a piece of work should have such engineering training

and skill as will be comparable with the technical re-

quirements of the work and such as will ensure the

work being up to the standard laid down in the

specifications. Road building serves as a particular

example to illustrate a case where incompetence and
inability result too often in construction of an entirely

unsatisfactory nature, where materials are skimped
or workmanship is imperfect and where specifications

and plans are not followed. Much blame for such a

state of afifairs is often, of course, due to lack of proper
supervision from working foremen, but with a proper
engineer in charge, the conditions causing such im-
perfections will to a large extent disappear.

The selection of an inexperienced or incapable en-

gineer is often due to the omission of definite details

in the specifications regarding his experience and
ability. There is a tendency in reports on projects

requiring technical skill to leave unstated the exact
qualifications of those who are to assume the responsi-
bility of the work or who are to be placed in charge
of its construction. Often it is merely mentioned that

an "engineer" or a "competent engineer" is to super-
vise, without so much as specifying the nature of his

competency and, as is usually the case, the judgment
as to this quality is left in the hands of a non-technical
board or commission. The result is, as has often been
shown, that a person is chosen who is entirely unfit

to superintend the job, due, either to a lack of practical

experience in the particular branch of work concerned,
or to a lack of the requisite technical skill or training.

This matter might be remedied, at least in part,

by the inclusion in the report on the work, of a defini-

tion of the requirements' needed by the engineer,
which would indicate the technical standing he must
have obtained and the number of years he must have
spent in practical supervision or construction. There
is a beginning of reform in this regard, for some of
the reports on public or private projects have now in-

serted in them such a clause as leaves no room for
incapable management. The general adoption of this
would result in the responsibility being placed in men
of proper status and would further tend to ensure that
the workmanship and materials are up to a much
higher standard.

Classification of Road Materials

The subject of the classification of asphaltic and
bituminous materials has for some years been the sub-
ject of active discussion in the Society for Testing
Materials, the American Society of Civil Engineers
and other bodies. A similar discussion has been going
on in England. A report on this subject by the En-
gineering Standards Committee has just been issued.
The report divides into three groups the materials
now used in binding together the stones and other
mineral aggregate used to form road crusts and road
surfaces : These are :

—
(1) The tars and pitches obtained by the destruc-

tive distillation of coal or similar substances.

(2) The bitumens and asphalts which are found in
nature, or are obtained artificially from asphaltic oils'.

(3) Chemical binders, including the Portland and
natural cements which owe their cementing value as
road binders to chemical action, and which are not
dealt with in the present report.

Hitherto, as the "London Surveyor" points out in

commenting upon this report, the term "bituminous •

material" has been loosely applied to tar products, as
well as to bitumens and asphalts, but the committee
have from the first considered that it was desirable
from the road engineer's point of view, to maintain
a sharp line of demarcation between the two groups.
'l"he views put forward in correspondence from Am-
erica and by American engineers of standing and ex-
l)erience have been carefully considered, but the com-
mittee still adhere strongly to the view that the des-
cription "bituminous" should be api)lied only to the
second group.

In England, the first group of road binders, the
coal-tars and pitches, have been in use for many years,
and as the Road Board in 1911 issued specifications
for the tars, tar oils and pitches which they recom-
mend for road purposes, these materials have already.
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to some extent, been defined by those specifications.

'I'he Road Board, early in 1914, issued a second edi-

tion of these specifications. (Jnly two classes of tar

and one class of pitch are dealt with, and as these
specifications—which form part of the report—are of
such recent date, the committee recommend that they
i)e adopted provisionally as the British .Standard
specifications for tars and pitches used for road work.

The committee find that the choice of names for

the second group of road binders is a matter of some
difficulty. This difficulty is increased by the fact that,

whilst it is desirable to obtain the concurrence of the
American engineers to the nomenclature and defini-

tions which the committee now propose, the adoption
I if the American nomenclature for the various materi-
als composing this group would be liable to lead to
confusion and misunderstanding in F.ngland.

The committee have been very anxious to secure
uniformity with American practice, and have care-
fully and fully considered the definitions adopted by
the American Society for Testing Materials, and by
the American corresponding members, but it is felt

that the definitions now decided on are preferable
from the road engineer's point of view, as they are
based on those characteristics of the materials which
can be most readily verified when employed for road
making. In accordance with this view the committee
consider that it is desirable to make a sharp distinc-
tion between coal tar and paraflin oil derivatives on the
one side and native bituminous substances and as-

])haltic oil residues on the other, and they are there-
fore unable to accept the American definition of bi-

tumen—which would include the coal-tars.

The committee's report, the full title of which is

"British Standard Nomenclature of Tars, Pitches, Bi-
tumens and Asphalts, when used for Road Purposes,
and British Standard Specifications for Tar and Pitch
for Road i^urposes," is obtainable at the price of Ss. 4d.
(post free) either from the offices of the committee,
28 Victoria St. S. W., or from the publishers, Messrs.
Cr.osby, Lockwood & Son, Stationer's Hall-court, E.G.

Activity in Ford City

The town of Ford City has let the contract -for the
pavement oh Belle Island Avenue and for a concrete
box dram in the alley west of this avenue, estimated
to cost u))wards of $ti,0(X). In the very near future the
contract for sidewalks, estimated to cost upwards of

$3,000, will als'o be let. Additional construction work
during the present season will include a new public
school to cost in the neighborhood of $50,000, the plans
for which are at present in the hands of the architects.

Other l)uilding work is quite active, more especiallx
in the way of dwelling houses for working men.

Preliminary arrangements have been about com-
pleted for the extension of the concrete pavement,
about 15 fettt in width, from the 3rd Concession Road,
.Sandwich Fast, via Seventh Concession Road, and
partly along the side of the Pere Marquette Railway,
to Oldcastle, on the Talbot Road, in the Township of
Sandwich South, a distance of about Ay^ miles; con-
struction work is expected to commence shc>rtly.

Storage of Cement
The one necessary factor in preserving cement is

to prevent the access of moisture. It does not require
direct contact with water to injure cement, but such
is the affinity of the material for water that even
atmospheric moisture and wall dampness cause it

to become hard and lumpy. The effective preventive
of spoiled cement is, therefore, to exclude every trace

of moisture. All air circulation around or between
the sacks should be prevented so that a damp atmos-
phere will not come in contact with the cement. A
false floor of boards laid on blocks or bricks keeps the
jnaterial away from the ground, it is necessary also

to keep it separated from damp walls. Sacks should
be packed as closely together as possible so as to

j)resent a minimum outside surface to the air. Other
things being equal, paper bags are more efficient in

]jreserving cement than cloth sacks, due to the paper
absorbing moisture less easily. When well protected
in this way with a waterproof covering fixed tightly,

cement may be preserved indefinitely. Sacks should
not be turned around or changed from pile to pile.

If caked, it is better not to break the cake in order
that fresh material may not be exposed to the action
of the air.

Asbestos Situation in U. S. A.
The embargo placed on the export of asbestos from

Canada to other than British or allied countries is

already having its effect on the asbestos situation in

the United States. Canada is the world's greatest

l)roducer of this mineral, most of which was formerly
exported to the United States, free of duty.' The
(irder-in-council preventing exportation naturally pro-
duced an effect on American manufacturers of asbestos
products and, although the embargo was modified to
allow them to have crude asbestos under guarantees
that neither the crude or manufactured material would
be re-exported to countries other than those provided
for in the original order, there has been some increase
and probably will be a further increase in the ex-
l)loitation of the available supplies in the United
.States. Increases in production in Arizona and
(jeorgia with promises of similar activities in other
parts, although in many cases of low quality, have tt>

a certain extent relieved the loss due to the Canadian
embargo.

Lightning Protection of Water Towers
Water towers, on account of their high and iso-

lated positions, are good targets for lightning. The
effective protection of such structures was discussed
in a report presented at the meeting of the National
l<"ire Protection Association held last month in Chicago.
For wood tanks placed on steel towers, an air term-
inal should be placed on the point of the roof bonded to
the top of the tower by a metal conductor, while a
ground wire extending well into the damp earth should
be bonded to the bottom of the tower. For steel tanks
and towers, the air terminal may be omitted. A metal
roof may serve as the air terminal with a conductor
coimecting it to the tower. High structures require
at least two ground rods. The bonding should be
made by using a plug soldered to the conductor and
screwed into a hole in the steel framework so as to
make ])erfect electrical contact.

Plans and specifications are being prepared for a
new office building for the Welland Vale Company
(3S x 70 ft.), three storeys high,. concrete foundation,
Ijrick first and second floors, mill construction, modern
plumbing, marble and tile work, hot water heating,
electric wiring. Tenders close Monday, June 26th!
.'\. E. Nicholson, St. Catharines, is architect.
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Province of Ontario Highways
Interesting Descriptions of the Methods Adopted in Constructing,
Maintaining and Financing—The City's Share of the County Roads

DEVELOPMENT work on the highways of the

Province of Ontario is very fully described in

the annual report of the Department of High-
ways of the Province, prepared by Mr. W. A.

McLean, Deputy Minister, and just issued by the De-
l)artment. The report states that in the province there
are 55,000 miles of roadways, of which approximately
20,000 miles are well graded earth roads, 3,000 miles
are surfaced with broken stone, and 19,000 miles are

surfaced with gravel. The mileage of surfaced roads
is considered encouraging, in that, while many are

sometimes in a neglected state and often of inferior

construction, these will nevertheless respond more
readily and cheaply to the systematic attention which
it is the desire and aim of the Highways Department
of the Province to encourage. The report notes that
the building of important market roads under county
systems will be of more extended benefit by reason of

even moderate improvement of the local feeders.

The report deals at length with the expenditures
made by the various counties of the province during
the past- year and the methods of obtaining the money
for this work. The cost of county roads is also dis-

cussed at considerable length, and it is pointed out

how much depends on local conditions. For example,
in a number of districts where they have no local ma-
terial for road making, where the subsoil has to be
carefully prepared, freight rates paid and so on, the

cost may run anywhere from $4,000 to $8,000 per mile.

In other districts, however, where there is an abundant
supply of stone close at hand, and where the task of the

roadmaker is often only that of regrading or laying a

new surface over an old stone or macadam road, the

expenditure need not exceed $2,500, or at most $3,500
per mile. Where good gravel is easily available, a

substantial roadway can be produced for from $1,000
to $2,000 per mile.

A standard form of construction consists of an
e;irth grade, twenty-four feet between shoulders, out-

side of which are the open drains. In the centre of the

grade is placed, for a "single track" road, gravel or

stone to a width of ten feet, and a depth varying from
six to twelve inches, according to the traffic, subsoil

and existing foundation. Good grading and drainage
are of first importance. The road should be rolled with
a ten-ton steam roller to complete for traffic. If the

road is on an important line of through traffic, or ad-
jacent to a city, the earth grade should be twenty-

Good Gravel—Uniform and not too fine. Note foot-rule. Inferior Gravel— Irregular and sandy. Xole foot-rule.
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seven feet wide instead of twenty-four, and provision

made for a "double-track" of gravel or stone, eighteen
feet wide. This, however, is rarely necessary. A
single track of metal nine or ten. feet wide may first

be laid, and later widened to eighteen feet as traffic

increases.

Financing County Road Systems
One of the chief difficulties in the way of better

roads throughout the country is the question of fin-

ancing. The average county council hesitates to add
to the tax rate by so many mills on the dollar and
often for sentiiuental reasons they are equally opposed
to the issue of debentures for this purpose. On this

question of financing county road systems, Mr. Mc-
Lean's report makes some interesting and valuable
suggestions, as follows:

—

Alarming but inaccurate statements are met with
from time to time as to the cost and debt accruing
from county road systems. In financing the work,
some counties levy an annual rate on the equalized as-

sessment to meet the yearly expenditure. Others ob-
tain the necessary funds by the issue of debentures.
The sentiment of some lf)calities is strongly opjKJsed
to the creation of municipal debt ; but, by a reason-
able compromise, a sound scheme of finance can usu-
ally be reached, such as will be practicable, fair, and
will not unduly retard jmigress.

The construction of a system of county roads
roads should not be considered solely with regard to
the total cost in a term of years, but rather from the
standpoint of the annual cost. Road improvement is

a process of development which will necessarily ex-
tend over a long term of years, and is a perpetual
charge rather than a definite capital outlay.

A county rate of I'/j mills on the equalized county
assessment should provide a satisfactory annual fund
for expenditure on county roads, and should not be
beyond the ability or willingness of any county in

the province.
For example, to levy a rate of ly, mills would

create an annual expenditure, for each $10,000,000 of

assessment, as follows :

—

County rate—^{. mills would produce $15,000
Raised by issue of debentures to meet cost of

bridges and permanent construction 6,000
Provincial subsidy, 40 per cent, of total ex-

penditure 14,000

Total for year $35,000

At the end of ten years the net result to the county
would be a plan of road improvement representing an
asset of $350,000, with a debenture debt of $60,000.

The objection to an annual levy alone is that,
without imposing an objectionably heavy tax. insuffi-

cient funds are provided; jirogress is slow, and the
gradually increasing demands for maintenance tend
to further retard progress of construction. Public dis-
satisfaction arises from the fact that roads are not be-
ing built rai>idly enough, maintenance of roads is neg-
lected, and still a substantial tax is being paid. Fur-
ther, by the annual levy alone, the people of to-day
are paying for benefits to which the future should fairly
contribute.

The objection to construction solely by the issue of
debentures is that property owners of the future mav
be called upon to pay in part for benefits which they
do not receive ; while a considerable part is absorbed
by interest charges. The sentimental objection to
municipal debt is also strong in some localities and
must be considered. Further, the immediate improve-
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den of taxation that succeeding councils fear to levy

a reasonable annual rate for maintenance. Much de-

pends on the term for which debentures are issued.

The Act permits a period of thirty years, but, if con-

fined to ten or twenty years, a sounder basis is at-

tained.

As stated in a previous paragraph, a compromise, a

union of the two, an annual lev)' supplemented by a

debenture issue, affords a reasonable and sound meth-
od of finance such as will not retard necessary pro-

gress, will permit proper maintenance, will not unduly
burden the present or future, and will, not create an

objectionably large municipal debt. By meeting part

of the cost of construction by an annual levy, and part

by the issue of debentures, the most satisfactory result

can be attained. Just what part should be met by the

issue of debentures may be estimated from several

standpoints, such as: (1) the permanent part of the

work; (2) the ultimate cost of maintenance; (3) the

ability and willingness of the people of the county to

contribute by direct tax.

(1) Certain parts of the work may be considered

.\rrangement ol ( iiisliiiig Kiiinpnieiit—Oxtord County—Cnislier helow
floor of quarry; limestone fed to hopper over Crusher, and crushed

material elevated to revolving screen and storage bin.

permanent, such as concrete bridges, grading, hill-

cutting and drainage. The cost of such permanent
construction may be estimated, and raised by the issue

of debentures ; while a further amount to construct,

maintain and meet the annual payments on the deben-

tures may be met by annual levy.

(2) The probable cost of maintenance for the com-
pleted system may be estimated, and, together with
the annual payment on debentures, this sum may be
raised as soon as the county system is assumed. The
cost of maintenance for the first few years is small,

and the difference can conveniently be put into con-

struction, to be supplemented as needed by funds
raised by the issue of debentures. As maintenance
costs increase, a larger amount will be needed from
the debenture fund—but the total debt need be com-
paratively small.

(3) In case the ability and willingness of the peo-

ple permit, a still larger sum than is qltimately needed
for maintenance may be raised when the system is

first assumed, thereby still further reducing the neces-

sary debenture debt.

Broadly, when a county adopts the policy of rais-

ing a substantial sum annually (to be supplemented,
as required, from debenture issues), the difficulty of

financing the work is by no means burdensome, and
the method is financially sound above all criticism.

The report futher deals with the highway legisla-

tion enacted by the Ontario Legislature at their last

session, which has already been dealt with in the Con-
tract Record. In defense of the principle contained
in the Ontario Highways Act, that cities should con-

tribute to the construction and maintenance of main
roads and leading market roads adjacent to the city,

conditions in a number of U. S. states are quoted, as

for example. New York, where 85 per cent, of the

cost of the state roads is paid by the city of New York

;

the city of Detroit is paying 85 per cent, of the cost

of the concrete roads of Wayne County ; the city oi

Cleveland is paying annually $800,000 for roads out-

side the city ; and the city of Boston is paying 65 per
cent, of the expenditure on the state roads of Massa-
chusetts.

An appendix deals fairly completely with the four
topics, county road inspection, tests of materials, non-
as])haltic road oils, and traffic census' statistics. In
connection with the report on county road inspection,

submitted by assistant engineer W. Huber, a number
of very interesting photographs, representing the
arrangement of crushiftg equipment in various coun-
ties are shown. Through the kindness of the High-
ways Department, these photographs, as well as a num-
ber of others dealing with roadways' matters, arc
reproduced in our present issue.

Monastery in Quebec
A contract for the construction of a monastery at

the corner of Ste. Foye Road and Bell Avenue, Que-
bec, has been let to Mr. L. G. Fauteux, St. Benoit, P.Q.,
the i^lans having been drawn up by Mr. C. Bernier,
Montreal. The building, of five storeys, is on a site

125 x 52 feet, and will be connected by a corridor
with a temoorary church now existing. The monastery
is for the Peres du Tres St. Sacrament, and will cost

$82,0(X). The exterior is of plastic brick, supplied by
the Citadel Brick Company, with Deschambault stone
trimming; and similar stone will be employed for the
exterior up to the first floor. Interior finish and par-
titions will be of plaster, while the floors are to be
hardwood, which will also be used for all other wood-
work. The heating will be hot water on the Briset
system. On the ground floor will be located the
kitchen, dining room, parlor, and reception room; on
the other floors provision is made for recreation rooms,
library, toilets, chapel and infirmary, the balance of

the space being for a large number of bedrooms. A
garden roof is also provided.

Milton Pressed Brick Co., Ltd.

A large brick amalgamation has just been com-
1)leted by which the Milton Pressed Brick Company,
Limited, of Milton, takes over the Toronto Pressed
Brick Company, of Milton, and the Medina Shale
Brick Company, of Streetsville. The new company
will be known as the Milton Pressed Brick Company,
Limited; capitalized stock $1,500,000. J- S. McCan-
nell is president and managing director of the new
company.
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This is the Age of Rapid Construction
A Number of Specific Instances Where Modern Methods Aided
Speedy Building Operations— A Big Chemical Plant for Quebec

Scattered over a U-shaped area a mile long, cover-

ing 460 acres, a great powder plant, costing npward
of $1,500,000, was recently completed in five months
at Drnrninondville, Que., by an American firm of en-

gineers and constructors. Two acid-making plants

added to the original contract have since been built at

an additional cost of $500,000. No unit hi the plant

was ditilicult of construction, but the work as a whole
retjuircd extensive clearing and grading, the construc-

tion of seventy-five concrete, brick and timber build-

ings and a railroad yard, the installation of heavy ma-
chinery and the fitting of an extraordinary quantity

of pipe.

The plant will be operated by the Aetna Chemical

Company of Canada for the manufacture of guncotton

and smokeless powder. It is located near the French-

Canadian village of Drunimondville, (Jue., which has a

population of only 3,000, and which could neither fur-

nish nor house the 2,000 workmen required to push the

plant to rapid completion. The powder works will

draw water from its own filter plant on the St. Francis

River. It is located near a branch of the Caiiadian

Pacific Railway, from which a permanent siding and
yard had to be built for the plant.

Plans Made Quickly

The site was selected at the time of the signing of

the contract. A preliminary survey was at once made
and a general layout established so that construction

was actually started within two weeks. The general

layout of the plant, which is U-shaped, places the sul-

phuric-acid plant, nitric-acid i)lant, cotton stores and
cotton dry house in the order named from south to

north along the east side. The remainder of the gun-

cotton plant and the press houses of the smokeless
powder plant are located on the main east-and-west

axis, and the balance of the smokeless plant on the

west side.

All the l)uil(liiigs except the pump house, power
house and magazines were constructtd of timber. The
power house is combination brick and timber. The
magazines were built with tile walls and reinforced-

concrete roofs. All important foundation work is of

concrete. The steam, air and alcohol piping has been
carried above ground, the high pressure hydraulic

lines at the surface in boxes and the water piping in

trenches at. least 6 feet deep to provide against frost.

Materials Assembled Rapidly

The first task of the constructors on being ordered,

July 20, 1915, to proceed with the work, was to as-

semble at the site the plant and the large (luantities

of material needed. The plant was loaded immediately
at Montreal and reached the^site in two days. Hav-
ing kept in the closest touch with the market, the firm

was ill a position to place the main orders for material

to good advantage at sliort notice. The ca])acity of a

good-sized lumber mill at Drunimondville was investi-

gated, antl its entire output was at once contracted
for ill sinall-dimension sizes. The large timber was
bought at once from Montreal dealers. Tlie entire out-

put of a brick kiln at Mitchell Station, near tiie work,
was bought u|). Arrangenients were made at Druni-

mondville for the exclusive use of its rock-crushing
plant, which, when pushed to capacity, could just sup-
ply the job with aggregate, and contracts were made
with the local farmers for delivering boulders to be
crushed. Good sand in large quantities Was found at

the site.

Key Structures Attacked First

The detailed design of the plant and the supervi-
sion of the construction were carried out by the con-
structors under the guidance of the Aetna Company's
engineers, with the result that the work was harmoni-
ously planned and executed. There was little waiting
by the construction forces for plans to be delivered,

and all details were worked out in time to have the
necessary material at the site when it was needed.
Two main features were at once recognized as the keys
to the rapid completion of the plant. The first was
the railroad yard, which the constructors needed to

get in materials and plant, and the second wis the
power house—a heavy piece of construction which was
started at once and finished within 104 days. The
grading required was in sand and was not heavy.
It and the clearing had to be done immediately, and
both were started July 20 with local labor, teams and
scrapers. This work was practically completed by
September 1. As rapidly as possible a large, well built
camp was constructed on the site to care for 2,000
men sent up from Montreal. This was made a per-
manent camp for the use of the operating forces by
the addition of a club house and separate cottages.
Meanwhile the railroad yard was partly graded, and
the entire three miles of trackage was laid and in use
by August 15. Two weeks later the yard had been
completely graded and the tracks put in permanent
shape.

Difficulties with Water
As soon as possible the foundation work was start-

ed. The site was elevated, and it was not expected
that water would be found in the excavation for the
foundations and the numerous pipe trenches. How-
ever, water' was encountered in all of this work about
two feet below the surface. Pumps were at once se-
cured, and the difficulty was met with hardly the ex-
pense of a day's delay. Following the excavating
crews were five gangs with portable mixers, supplied
by teams, putting in concrete foundations. After them
came the crews erecting the timber frames. A verv
limited use was made of steel in the construction. The
future contents of the buildings made fireproofing
somevyhat superfluous, and the lighter, cheaper con-
struction adopted is considered more economical in
the long run. The buildings are spaced widely, and
under these conditions are amply protected from fire.

All the buildings are linked by an industrial rail-
way along which the materials are transported in the
course of manufacture from the acid plants at one end
to the finished smokele.ss powder at the other. A lo-
comotive crane spotted the cars carrying the equip-
ment of presses, tanks and other heavv apparatus and
unloaded them on runways on which the machinery
was moved into various buildings before the comple-
tion of the outside walls. Wagons were used for trans-
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porting all other materials on the job. Only one mo-
tor truck was employed, because road conditions were
poor. This truck hauled small plant and rush sup-

plies from the Intercolonial Railway, over which a fast

express service from Montreal was available.

Mixers, pumps, hoisting equipment, etc., were in-

dependent steam units. About 100 horsepower in elec-

tric current—all the local company could supply—was
used for lighting, and for temporary operation of the

permanent pumping station.

Strong Overhead Organization

To secure efficiency from a maximum of 2,300 men
drawing wages of $45,000 weekly, a strong organiza-

tion was necessary. At its head the engineer in charge
was responsible, with the help of the main oiifice, for

having all designs ready, all materials on hand, all work
laid out and orders issued in accordance with the con-
struction schedule. Under him the general superin-

tendent had entire charge of the actual work of creat-

ing the plant. His force comprised not less than ten

general foremen under whom in turn were foremen in

charge of each of a large number of scattered crews.
The classes of labor requiring general foremen were
the excavating and concrete forces, with two general
men ; the timber-framing and erection crews, the brick
layers, the men engaged in installing the machinery
and the pipe fitters. In addition the construction of

the yard, power plant, acid plants, and filtration plant

were each treated as separate units and put in charge
of a general foreman with a complete organization.'
This system worked well, as the units which were
important time factors were in charge from start to
finish of one man who was responsible for their com-
pletion to schedule, while the main force for the large
number of smaller units was kept mobile so that it

could be thrown where needed for the greatest econ-
omy and speed.

Acid Plants Delay Completion

During the construction it became evident from the
growing scarcity of nitric and sulphuric acid that the
Aetna Company would have to build its own acid
plants. But for this the guncotton end of the plant
could have been put in operation November 15, six-

teen weeks after the contract was signed, and smoke-
less j)ovvder could have been manufactured by Decem-
ber 15, a month later. The nitric-acid plant, first de-

cided on, was completed early this year, and the sul-

phuric-acid plant is now being built. The total out-

lay for the completed plant represents $2,500,000, of

which cost the construction work comprised four-

fifths. The work was carried out under the direction

of the engineering and construction forces of the Aetna
Explosives Company by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Company, whose representatives were J. H. O'Brien,
managing engineer, F. E. Caldwell, engineer in charge,

and John Lydon, construction superintendent.

Simpson Mail Order Building

The accompanying illustrations show the progress
that has been made on the new mail order building of

the Robert Simpson Company on Mutual Street. A
general description of the structure appeared irt the

Contract Record of April 26th. The cuts show the

comparative conditions on April 1 and June 1, and
demonstrate the rapidity with which Wells Brothers,
the general contractors, are advancing the work.

yig. 1 shows the preparation for excavating the

foundations. Owing to the soil being unsuited for a

spread foundation for a building of this type, con-
crete caissons were used, seventy-eight in all, vary-
ing in diameter from four to six and one-half feet, and
extending 43 to 46 feet to bedrock. An interesting

method of reducing the labor in their construction was
used, by which it was possible to excavate for thirty-

eiglit caissons at one time. An endless chain was
run from the engine shown in the illustration, Fig. 1,

up and down through three rows of tripods, back to

the engine. This chain was continually moving. As
the buckets in each hole were filled by the excavators,
they were attached by their rope to the moving. chain
over the niggerheads which can be seen on the tripods.

The buckets were thus pulled up, dumped and then
lowered to be again filled. The endless chain covered
thirty-eight holes altogether, so that any or all of

them could be excavated at one time. Thus by only
two settings of the equipment all the caissons were
dug, which expeditious method contributed materi-
ally to the rapidity with which the work has been
carried out. On account of the large amount of water
in the sub-soil continuous night and day labor was
required until the pouring of the concrete was corn-

Fig. 1—Simpson Building, April 1. Fig. 2—Seven Stereys up Two Montlis Later.
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pletcd. This prevented any undue accumulation of

moisture.

Fig. 2 shows the conditions on June 1 with live

floors up. The framework carrying the derrick is

shown. This is continually being extended upward
as the construction continues, and it serves also as a
guide for a hoist.

The building, although as yet far from complete,
will, it is expected, be finished this fall. As evidence
of the rapidity of the work, the first slab was poured
on the 19th of April, and the construction is now at
the seventh floor.

Record in Vancouver Building

When the .Vmerican Can Company, i^iniited, luiilt

their large factory on Railway Street, Vancouver,
three years ago, it was with the thought that they
would have ample accommodatit)n for a number of

years. Such, however, has been the very rapid pro-

press of their business that early this year they found
it necessary to arrange for a big extension. On Fet)-

ruarv 3, the contract was let for a three storey and
basement addition, consisting of 129 fejt frontage by

Upper, Starting Excavation, Jan. 8. Lower, Building Complete March 8.

a depth of 125 feet. The new building will give a

floor area of ()0,000 feet, and a considerable quantity of

this space is immediately required for storage pur-

poses.

The Doiniiiion Construction Company, Limited,

\^ancouver, made good time on this work. When
they started excavating on l-'ebruary <S, the ground
was covered with snow, and during a good ])art of the

interval they have been deluged by rain. The carpen-

ters are now busy laying the maple flooring, the con-

crete basement is under way. and the building will be

ready for ()(.-cui)ati(>n in a very few days. The floors

are of 3-in. tir, covered with factorv maple.

New Machine Shop and Power House,
St. John

Grant & Home, engineers and contractors, St.

John, N. B., have just been awarded the contract for

the erection of a new machine shop and power house
for T. McAvity & Sons, St. John. The machine shop
will be eighty-one feet wide and 401 feet long. At the
front, fronting on Marsh Road, there will be four
doors and at the rear two reinforced concrete loading
platforms, ten feet wide and forty-seven feet, ten
inches long; one will be devoted to receiving raw ma-
terial and the other to shipping the finished product.
Along the rear will run the I. C. R. spur track for

handling freight and also delivering coal to the power
house. The construction of this building will be of
reinforced concrete with hard pine framing inside.

Two i^ows of supporting posts, spaced twenty feet

apart longitudinally, will divide the floor space into
three bays. The building will be one storey in height
with a clear space of sixteen feet to the lower roof
beams. The floor will be of reinforced concrete
throughout and the structure will be well lighted by
steel sash windows on the sides and a saw-tooth sky-
light in the roof.

The power-house will be built of brick with steel
trussed roof, and will be seventy-seven feet, eight
inches long and thirty feet wide. It will contain the
boiler and engine rooms and will be twenty feet clear
height in the engine room and twenty-five feet in the
boiler room. The floors will be of concrete and brick.
In both buildings the roofs will be of mill con.struc-
tion and a sprinkler fire-protection system will be in-
stalled throughout. The foundations will be of con-
crete and piling, 200 piles being used, and of these
seventy will be required to support the chimney stack.
The stack will be 150 feet in height, diameter six feet
at top, and is to be built of radial brick by Kellogg &
Company, of Montreal. The plant used by the Grant
& Home Company for this work, which is now under
\vay, consists of three concrete mixers, each of a capa-
city of seventy-five yards a day ; an engine for hoisting
timbers; derrick; two elevator towers; piling engine
and pile driver with 2,800 pound hammer. Work is to
be completed by August 1.

The same company have just completed a concrete
lloor on Brown's Mill-dam Bridge at Bathurst, N. B..
a raw sugar shed extension for the Atlantic Sugar Re-
linery at St. John, and have contracts in hand for a
concrete floor on the Covered Bridge at Covered Bridge
Station, near Fredericton, N. B.

Belt Dressing
There are many dope dressings on the market that

should never be used except to ruin a belt. A few
dollars more each year for a good dressing will soon
save itself in the increased life of the belt. Some sub-
stitutes, such as linseed oil, soap, resin, grease, or
any old kind of oil have been recommended for the
cure of temporary belt slip. It stands to reason that
a hard smooth surface will cause the belt to slip.
Neats-foot oil and castor oil are often recommended,
but they should be discarded in favor of some of the
valuable belt dressings on the market. The principle
to follow is to keep the belt pliable

The introduction of dust removers in granite sheds
has been developed to such a stage of perfection that
the fatal dust menace of the workers seems to be in
a fair way of being eliminated.
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Park Avenue Grade Separation in Montreal

111 order to give better facilities in the north end
of Montreal, the city has opened the Park Avenue
subway, under the C. P. R. tracks between Van Home
Avenue and Lannes Street. Prior to the construc-

tion of the subway, pedestrians had to cross a level

crossing, and vehicles had to make a considerable

detour in order to get to the other side of the tracks.

The subway was designed, on instructions from the

city, by Mr. J. Emile Vanier, engineer, Montreal, and
the contract let in November, 1914, to Laurin, Leitch

and Company, Montreal.
The length of Park Avenue is 800 feet, running

south and north, and 330 feet on Van Home Avenue,
running east and west. The bridge, 80 feet wide and
17 ft. 5 in. from the ground, carrying the C. P. R.

tracks, is a heavy steel structure, with sidewalks on
either side and reinforced concrete panels, pilasters,

etc., hiding the steel work and at the same time carry-

ing the architectural lines from the retaining walls

and along the bridge. The retaining walls, with pan-

els and pilasters, are crowned with an ornamental bal-

ustrade, the whole being in concrete. The distance

between the retaining walls is 66 feet, while the road-

way is SO feet wide ; there are double lines of street

railway tracks, and steel trolley poles between these

on the roadway. The paving is of scoria blocks. It

was found necessary to divert the sewer and water
pipes from the centre of Park Avenue ; these are now
situated on a side street to the west of that thorough-
fare, the city having expropriated land for this purpose.
The surface water running down the subway is col-

lected by means of a system of gullies and a collecting

wall, from which it is pumped by an automatic electric

pump into the new sewers.
On the southwest corner stone steps lead from the

roadway to the sidewalk, the ground there being on
a higher level. These steps give access to some shops
at this corner.

The lighting of the subway is from 14 ornamental
lamp posts surmounting the concrete balustrades the
entire length of subway and 18 high power lamps
placed under the bridge above the roadway and the
high level sidewalks.

The excavations in the subway totalled 25,000 cubic
yards of earth and 12,000 cubic yards of rock. The

concrete work amounted to 4,000 cubic yards, while
there are 8,000 S(|uare yards of scoria block paving.

The machinery used was chiefly driven by electric

power and gasoline, only the steam shovels being run
by steam. The contract was executed within the

specified time, 16 months, and the work was done
without a. cent extra on the contract price of $176,176,
and without any alteration of the original plans.

It was a condition of the contract that there should
be no interruption of C. P. R. traffic. It was therefore

necessary to build the subway and bridge in two sec-

tions ; first the south half of the excavation was done,
the retaining walls constructed, and the steel put up,

thus enabling the C. P. R. to use during the work three

lines of track. When this was completed, the railway
company laid their rails on it, and the work on the

north part of the contract was commenced. The top
of the bridge is covered with waterproofing material

and liroken stone ballast. On account of surrounding
property, special precautions had to be taken to pre-

vent damage by blasting the rock, which was Mont-
real gray limestone. When the rock had been blasted,

it was removed by steam shovels. The C. P. R. have
now laid seven lines of track on the bridge, in place of

six. The steel in the bridge work was supplied by
the Dominion Bridge Company.

Will Use Wood Blocks
The committee on streets of the Seattle Municipal

League, after five months of investigation of the merits
of various forms of pavements now in common use
and the manner in which these pavements have stood
up under actual wear, has recommended that creosoted
wood blocks be used for the imjjrovement of the East
Marginal W ay, a big street improvement prtiject which
is being worked out for the future development of the
city.

Motor Trucks for Deliveries
Dealers who use auto trucks extensively U)r de-

liveries are noticeably those who have the reputation
of being good business men. The auto truck materi-
ally widens the circle of economical service from any
given yard and in this way is a business builder.

North end view, Park Avenue Subway. Montreal. P.Q,
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Fulford Home for Aged Women, Brockvllle- Hugh C. Jones Architect.

Fulford Home, Brockville

VVe reproduce herewith ati ilhtstration of the I'lil-

ford Flome for Aged Women, now under construction
at Itrockville, Ontario, from designs prepared liy Mr.
Hugh G. Jones, architect, of Montreal.

The cost of this work, amountinij to al)()Ut $80,000.

is l)eing provided out of a bequest ti) the HrocUvillc
General lIos])ital hy tJic late Senator Fulford. The
extreme dimensions of tiie building are two hundred
feet frontage on King Street and one hundred feet on
First Avenue. The general design of the building is

along the lines of the early Tndor Farm or Manor
houses. The building contains 42 bedrooms, dining
room with seating cajjacity of 50, library, two storey
living room, diet kitchen, hospital, matron's and
nurses' rooms, kitchen, staff dining room and laundry,

two enclosed porches and one sun room. Provision is

also made for future extension.

The exterior is being constructed of McArthur
brick laid with wide joints, slate roof and stone trim-

mings. The floors, stairways, and all principal parti-

tions, are hollow tile and concrete fireproof construc-
tion—exterior walls terra cotta blocks brick-faced.

Floors generally are of concrete; battleship linoleum
is U) be laid directly on the concrete in bedrooms, din-

ing, and living rooms. The trim is in fumed oak, ex-

cept in the bedrooms and toilets, where it is i)ine,

white enamelled. The toilets have ceramic mosaic

floors and cove, and Kcene's cement enamelled walls,

including bath and toilet partitions.

The contract for carpentry and masonry has been
let to Mr. A. Cameron, of Alexandria, Ont. ; roofiing

and sheet metal to McFarlane Douglas. Montreal

;

plastering to McNulty Bros., Montreal; tile and mo-
saic work to the Robert Mitchell Co.. Ltd.. Montreal;
electrical work to A. G. Dobbie, of Brockville; heat-

ing and plumbing to Geo. Ross & Co., of Brockville.

Linoleum floors are to be supplied by Murray-Kay,
Limited, Toronto.

Sudbury Business Block

Work on the Stafford business block, corner of

Durham and Larch streets. Sudbury, is making good
])rogress. The block will be three storeys and base-

ment high, of steel construction with pressed brick

facing. The brick of the building will he finished

with a raked joint, the first building in Sudbury to

employ such a joint. The block will be used for

stores and offices, the ground floor and the basement
as a store and the upper two floors for offices. The
store will have a metal front of plate glass show win-
dows. Heating and ventilation will be by Spencer
boiltr and Kriebel Baker vacuum system. The block
is being built for F. M. Stafford by the Le Barge Lum-
ber Company at a cost of $50,000. Ellis & Ellis, Tor-
onto, are the architects.

The StaHord Business Block. Sudbury- Ellis & Elli?. Archilccts.
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The History of Pneumatic Caissons
A Story of the Development and Description of the
Methods Adopted at Various Points on this Continent

~ By E. G. Matheson*

h

IN
1852 Dr. Potts' Vacuum Method was tried to

sink a six-foot cylinder through 25 feet of sand in

North Carolina, at the Pedee River. Then they
tried the Plenum Pneumatic Method by pumping

in air—the introduction of this method in America.
The second application of the latter method in

America was at the Third Avenue bridge over Harlem
River, New York, about 1860, followed by the St.

Louis Eads bridge and the Omaha bridge by Sooy-
smith about the same time (1868); then the Brooklyn
bridge in 1870.

The largest imdivided working chamber was the

Hartford stone arch bridge, 131 x 46 feet. It was a

timber caisson with a deck four feet thick.

The first building to be erected on a pneumatic
caisson was the Manhattan Life building, 66 Broad-
way, New York, in 1893.

Foundations—History of Development

The Pneumatic Caisson Method for the construc-

tion of foundations is used to overcome the influence

of hydrostatic head on an unstable or quick soil, or

where an abundance of water cannot be combatted in

any more economical manner. The method has its

limitations. It is seldom employed for depths under

30 feet, owing to its high cost, but for this depth and
even less conditions are sometimes met which make
it a necessity. On the other hand, when the hydro-

static head to be overcome requires an air pressure of

over 50 lbs., its employment involves too much risk to

the Hves of the laborers to justify its use. Also, the

cost of the work, at this depth, is very great, as two
shifts of about forty-five minutes each constitute a

day's work. Between these depths, however, (30 to

115 feet), the method is perhaps the most satisfactory

now in use, affording, as it does, a careful inspection

of the foundation beds ; and in consequence the area

of pier may be so reduced, if conditions warrant it, as

to materially lessen the cost, or the area may be en-

larged if nature of underlying material so demands.
Like most branches of engineering, caisson work has

been a growth. The originators of many ideas now
accepted as best practice are entirely unknown, while

again, other ideas of much less value have been grant-

ed patents the infringements of which have been and

will be the cause of much litigation.

The power of air, or other gas, to exclude water

from an inverted vessel was early known. During the

first decade of the 16th century two Greeks at Toledo,

for the amusement ot Charles V., entered an inverted

chaldron with a light, were submerged, and when
brought to the surface the light was still burning and
their garments still dry, to the astonishment of all

beholders. Early in the 18th century Dr. Halley, of

the Royal Society, described the use of the diving

bell, and under his direction air (Pabulum Vitae) was
first delivered to those within to sustain them for long
intervals. The possibility of doing work under water
was suggested by Halley. It was not, however, until

* Professor Civil EngineerinK, University B. C, Vancouver.

1778, while Smeaton was repairing the shoeing of a

bridge at Hexham, that the bell was actually used on
construction work. In this case the top of the bell

was above the surface. Subsequently to this, at Rams-
gate, Smeaton forced air through a hose to the diving
bell, which was used to remove stones in clearing the
site of a pier foundation.

The next advance was made by Sir John Rennie
in 1813, while engineer for Ramsgate Harbor. This
was a cast iron chamber, with glass bullseyes, or win-
dows, in the top. Chains were attached to the under-
side of the top in order to carry heavy weights, and
seats for the workmen were provided. The whole
machine was raised or lowered in the correct posi-

tion by tackle suitably located. The bell was moved
by those at the surface on certain signals from those
below, given by strokes of a hammer on the bell.

In 1830 Thomas Cochrane took out a patent for a

compressed air shaft, but the first application of the
air shaft, or caisson, was made about 1839, by M.
Triger, on the River Seine at Loire. About this time
he also employed it in a coal mine near Chalons. Since
that time the development of this method has been
some modification of the air shaft idea, retaining the

working chamber at the bottom more or less air-tight,

with its cutting edge walls and its deck, through
which pass the pipes for transmitting light, signals

and air, and sometimes for discharging the materials

excavated, and also one or more shafts for the pas-

sage of men, earth and tools. Above the deck' the cais-

son shaft (or pier), was continued by a cofferdam,
which may or may not be filled with masonry, or only
partly filled. This masonry may be so firm by the time
of sinking the cofferdam that forms from the deck up-
ward may have been removed to be used elsewhere.
This is to-day the usual practice. Each of these sev-

eral parts should be discussed separately and in order.

The Cutting Edge

First, the Cutting Edge—This at one time was sup-
posed to do what its name implies, and was made oc-

casionally of cast iron, but usually of a more or less

elaborate combination of steel shapes, as plates, angles
and channels running as high -as 200 per lineal foot.

This method has been largely discarded as a useless

expense. Of course, conditions have justified, and will

continue to justify (in particular cases) such cutting

edges, as when a caisson of considerable weight must
be located or set on a river bottom in deep water. It

may happen that some irregularity of the bottom may
set up very great stresses in caisson. In such cases

too much attention cannot be given to preventing any
distortion or rupture of the parts of the working
chamber. Where, however, it is possible to keep the

cutting edge under the direct attention of the "sand
hogs" or workmen, no elaborate cutting edge is neces-

sary.

The writer has in mind one case where a long and
well supported cutting edge was a decided advantage.
Six caissons, each about 18 feet long and 5 feet wide,
were sunk through buried crib work. There was only
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enough black mud to render the water non-transparent.
The remainder of the material consisted of rock and
round timber, which was always under water. The
rock had to be. removed by the use of bars, and the
timber had to be cut by means of wood chisels and
hammers, in such a way that the caisson could pass
freely between timber left on either side. The long
V-shaped cutting edge was here an almost indisi)ens-

ible requisite. Ordinarily, however, an angle on the
outer bottom edge of the timber side wall of the work-
ing chamber, or a channel on the bottom, is all that is

required. In fact, if the caisson should continue to
slide gently down, as it usually does at first, no special

protection is needed, but, as the depth increases the
motion of the caisson usually consists of short, sud-
den drops, which is quite likely to deform a cutting
edge of wood only, particularly on the outer edge,
which will soon cause the bottom of the sides to move
inward and the caisson to assume the form of a blunt
wedge, making sinking very difficult. If the side walls
are of wood perhaps the best protection would be a

channel with the flanges upward and bolted to the
timbers. If the working chamber is of concrete en-
tirely, ati angle with bolts concreted in and the walls
reinforced is very satisfactory.

Side Walls

The .Side Walls.—These have been made of steel,

wood and reinforced concrete. The condition exist-

ing at the site, or the purpose of the work, may dic-

tate the material to be used. Where the outer form
constitutes the lining of a large shaft, requiring much
clearance, steel plate with internal strengthening
angles makes a very desirable form of structure, al-

thougli wood and concrete may serve fairly well.

Perhaps wood is the most serviceable where cheapness
and speed, as well as adaptability (an important point)
are desirable. These walls should be of a strength

—

whatever the material used—sufficient to withstand
the earth pressure, together with the necessary stresses

developed by the methods adopted in sinking. There
are those who urge that if the outside faces of the

walls are battered the frictional resistance to sinking
will be greatly reduced. This is not always so, as

stones and gravel loosen, roll against the walls, and
exercise a binding or gripping effect which often offers

more resistance than the ordinary friction, and by con-

centrating pressure may rupture the side walls, which
(when of wood) have a cross section of from 6 x 6 in.

to 12 X 12 in. It is also a fact that a caisson with bat-

tered side walls is most difficult to keep plumb, or

what is the same thing, to keep in the same position.

There is another effect which makes such a caisson

more objectionable. Its use results in an undue sub-

sidence of the adjacent earth, thus endangering street

surfaces, water and gas mains, as well as the nearby
buildings, which are not on rock or hard pan. The
walls are usually plumb ; the earth or side pressures

vary greatly. In very stiff earth with a steep angle
of repose, through which rajjid ])rogress may be made,
little pressure is developed ; on the other hand, through
ground which offers much resistance to fast sinking

and which slides easily, as a wet clay, with boulders,

very great pressure may develop, and in addition

boulders may roll against the sides of the chambers
and cause great damage through excessive pressure.

It is very desirable also to have as few braces or bulk-

heads in the working chambers as possible, as these

offer obstruction to rapid work in handling the earth.

Therefore, every effort should be made to devise some
mode of strengthening the side walls which will give

a maximum of strength with a minimum of material

used, as well as of obstruction of working space.

The Roof
The Roof.—Here again, various materials have been

employed. At one time steel decks for working cham-
bers were used, but in America these soon gave place
to wood or a combination of wood and steel. With
wood or this combination the work could be begun
with much less delay, there being no need to await
the seasoning of the masonry, as the wood and steel
take all the stresses. The steel walls and deck are not
so much used in America, where wood is cheap, and
abundant, as in Europe. The deck at one time con-
sisted of a great thickness of squared and dressed
timbers, strongly drift-bolted together, alternate layers
crossing one another, the under side sheathed with
three-inch dressed plank with a caulking groove. The
whole inside of the working chamber is usually caulked
and tarred to make it practically air-tight. In the
case of the Manhattan caisson for the Brooklyn bridge
(sunk 1871, 102 ft. x 170 ft.) this deck was 22 ft. thick.
This caisson had the underside of the deck sheathed
with wrought iron olates to prevent danger or fire, due
to the manner of lighting (torches). Soon, however.
the thickness of wooden decks was greatly reduced
by the use of bulkheads in the working chambers and
knee braces underneath, as well as sometimes tying
the deck to the cross bracing of the cofferdam above.
.Since the advent of reinforced concrete an effort has
been made to have a well-seasoned portion of this ma-
terial above the wood, which not only makes a much
stronger and more rigid caisson, but also renders it

more air-tight, and. moreover, supplies weight—

a

much needed commodity in such work.

Caisson Deck for Quebec Bridge
It is interesting to compare the thickness of the

Brooklyn Bridge caisson deck with that of the Quebec
Bridge, 180 ft. x 55 ft., as illustrating recent practice.
The latter consisted of two courses of heavy timbers.
one longitudinal and one transverse. These were sep-
arated by two courses of 3 in. tongue and grooved
planks crossed diagonally. Through this deck are
placed the following pipes: One small pipe carrying
the wires for electric lighting. This pipe is sealed at
each end, but has a valve at the bottom end within the
working chamber and above the bottom seal. At the
ton end, beneath the top seal, there is an opening
which, when the valve below is opened, emits a loud
whistle. This is the means used by those within to
signal those without. The return signal is usually
given by blows of a hammer on the air-lock. There
is also at least one three-inch air pipe (sometimes two)
connected by a flexible hose with the air supply, at
some point where there is little danger of breaking this
supply pipe. When there are not two pipes down
through the pier to the working chamber, a second air
connection is made to the steel shaft just below the
air-lock.

This latter method gives equal safety and c<|ual
c.invenicifce when the shaft has to be lengthened as the
pier is sunk. A pressure gauge and a valve are placed
beside each other on the supply lines: these are at-
tended constantly by a gauge tender, whose dutv is to
regulate the pressure required. The number and size
of these connections depend on the size of the caissons
and whether the air is or is not to be used to assist
in the excavation.

The shaft serves two puriwses: First, to take in
material and supplies and remove the excavations;
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second, to serve as a passageway to the "sand hogs."
Small caissons have only one shaft, which serves both
purposes ; larger caissons have two or more shafts, but
unless watched, the workmen use the shafts indiscrim-

inately. As a rule the men in the smaller caissons

enter and come out by using the muck bucket. Every
shaft for men must have a satisfactory ladder from
top to bottom of shaft for emergency and in case of

action for damages. It is, however, very seldom—and
very reluctantly—that a "sand hog" uses this ladder.

At one time the shaft, which is of steel or cast iron,

extended from the deck—to which it was securely

belted—continuously through the pier to the surface.

The shaft varied in size from 3 feet in diameter to a

much greater diameter. The lock may occupy any
portion of this shaft, as best suits the circumstances.
The best practice to-day places the lock at the top of

this shaft. This allows the lock tender to remain in

the open air. In case of accident to the air supply
it allows the "sand hogs" an opportunity to save them-
selves from drowning, by climbing up the shaft to

such a point as to be usually above the water level,

or to such a height that the entrapped air, by being
compressed by the rising water, may finally counter-

balance the hydraulic head.

This metal shafting is so made that it can be col-

laj)sed and removed from the piers unless the bottom
happened to be caught by the concrete used in sealing

the shaft. At one time a short length of metal shaft

was always lost. This was later replaced by a wooden
forin, and to-day the shaft is moulded in the middle of

the pier by the use of collapsible wooden forms ; the

only metal shaft used is at the top and is only long

enough to securely attach the lock to the sufficiently

seasoned concrete. The shaft may be circular or oval

in shape. A narrow vertical strip with parallel faces

for joints can be pulled into the shaft, and then the

whole shaft may be collapsed and removed. The
shafts are in segments, with internal flanges, which are

bolted together. The gaskets for the vertical joints

are usually j4-inch hollow rubber tubing, \ivhile the

gaskets for the circular joints are made of cotton

—

called lamp wicking by the "sand hogs."

The Lock

The lock may be a portion of the shaft with two
doors, both opening toward the working chambers,
with by-pass valves, so that the space between may
be placed under atmospheric pressure when the outer

door may be opened : or under same pressure as the

working chamber when the inner door may be opened.
The lock is usually somewhat larger than the shaft

except when a metal cylinder is being sunk under con-

ditions which demand such a special form, as in under-
pinning work, when the working space is limited both
as to area and head room. The cylinder, which is

later to be filled with concrete, may consist of cast

iron sections about 5 ft. long by 3 ft. in diameter;
the bottom section is the working chamber and the

second one is the lock. The cylinder is forced down
by jacking against the building, or some other suffici-

ent resistance.

In some large caissons an effort has been made to

have a very high working chamber and a very long
lock, so as to introduce into the working chamber long
timbers to be driven as pile?. This method has not
had a wide application. It is, I believe, patented by
W. H. Patton. The most satisfactory place for the
lock is at the top of the shaft and well above the water
level, where the lock tender is not under pressure and

the clear shaft offers a place of safety for men in case
of accident. Locks are usually circular or oval in

cross-section, about 5 feet in diameter and from 6 to

7 feet in length ; the bottom door leads into the shaft,

and the top door may be in the top end or may be
in the .side.

There have been many styles of doors and locks
of more or less efficiency, but the Moran and O'Rourke
designs are perhaps as satisfactory as any. The Moran
lock requires two attendants, while the O'Rourke lock
requires only one. Both are controlled by patents, as
are most of the locks possessing any real advantages.
The doors are opened by levers on the outside. The
connections of the levers to the doors within are made
by stuffing-boxes through the skin of the lock. In
the majority of locks the derrick cable—handling the
material and excavation—goes through the top door
of the lock, the hole fitting the cable as closely as pos-
sible without doing it any injury. The amount of air

escaping is inconsiderable. In the ca.se of the O'Rourke
lock there is a stuffing-box on the cable through which
the cable moves freely. When the bucket is down the
shaft the stuffing-bucket fits in a circular hole in the
to]) door; when the bucket is not down, and the bot-
tom door is open, the hole in the top door is closed by
a dummy stuffing-box. The bivalve doors of the
O'Rourke lock form a portion of a sphere. All doors
in air-locks are fitted with rubber gaskets, y, in. x
3 in. to 4 in., against which the doors are pressed by
the high air pressure inside.

There is one danger which the top doors present
which must be carefully guarded against, particularly
when the pressure is low—a weight falling upon it

may force it open, allowing the caisson to flood. An
accident of this kind occurred on a bridge caisson near
Jersey City ; an empty bucket was dropped and forced
open the door. The lock-tender lost his head for a
fatal moment and did not close the door again "until
too late. All the gang below were drowned. If, when
a high pressure is in the chamber, the air supply is

lost, the working chamber and the shaft very readily
fill with sand or clay; and, as a consequence, when
once the air excavation has been begun in a caisson
the air pressure must be continued till the chamber is

filled with concrete.

Cofferdam or Outer Form for Masonry

Here again wood has largely replaced metal ; and
when a rush job is demanded this outer form is left

on, the space between the cofferdam and the shaft be-
ing filled as high as need be, or as can be done by
concrete, but as ,this may not be very well seasoned,
the cofferdam carries most of the weight used to force
down the pier, which sometimes is more than the ulti-

niate load on the pier when the structure is complete.
.Some prefer to leave the forms on the concrete, as the
wood causes less surface friction than the masonry.
In all cases the surface should be well coated on the
outside with some heavy lubricant. The masonry is

built as high as is compatible with safety (say 30 ft.)

or as high as the booms will reach before sinking.
If the caisson can be carried to final depth with-

out stopping to lengthen the shaft, and perhaps to
jilace more masonry—an operation requiring tons of
weights to be taken off and then replaced—a great
saving can be eflfected. It is, however, rather risky
to build small or moderately-sized piers high and then
begin to dig the earth from beneath. The pier must
be supiiorted on all sides by substantial raker braces,
and the excavation must be done very carefully in
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(jrdcr to maintain tiic i>icr vertical. If llic jol) is nut

to he comi)lctcd in an unusually short time the forms

arc made so that they may he Used as frequently as

possihle.

I'leononiy has demanded that tlie working cham-
ber, as all other ])arts, he made as lifcht and cheap as

possihle. The workinfj chamher walls arc now seldom
over five feet hijjh ; indeed, they arc often less, head
room being obtained by keeping the excavation well

in advance f)f the cutting edge, or the deck is arched,

or both may be done. Tongucd and grooved timber,

caulked and tarred, is expensive work, so an effort has

been made to use light, collapsible wooden or (some-
times) steel forms, which may be removed from the

shaft and used again, so that there will be nothing in

the pier but steel and concrete. This, is a doubtful
economy in inany cases, particularly when the caisson

is large and heavy loads come on the soil, which may
cause settlement before the concrete is seasoned, thus
endangering the pier. The writer had to design forms
for the working chamber for five piers which were
each 40 feet S(|uare and 2,000 tons in weight. The only
|)art of the ])ier resting on the soil was the cutting

edge, wdiich was 6 inches wide. The supports for the

roof forms re(|uired to be so designed that the settle-

ment had to be uniform throughout to avoid cracking
of the |)icr. The working chamber had otie bulkhead.

A hole was left in the bulkhead wall, and als<i in the

working chamber, in order to remove the timber, as

it was too long to be sent u]) the shaft unless cut.

Sinking the Caisson

1-et us supjxise the working chamber is carefully

set in position and built as high as practicable, and has

had time to sufificiently set to commence safely the

wo^k of sinking. The outside is well greased. One
or more frames, about one foot larger than the cais-

sons, are set around it on posts and are strongly braced

by raking sliores. IVoperly .sha]>cd wedges are placecl

between the frames and the sides of the caissons.

IMunib bobs arc suspended to two adjacent faces of

the caisson. A tnan is placed to watch these while

men are sent inside to excavate the caisson down as

far as possible without air (called "ditching") usually

a little below water level. During this preliminary

sinking the caisson is brought to the vertical by means
of the wedges and braces. Then by means of a level

marks are made on the inside, of the working chamber
.so that the "sand bng" may know at all times how
the pier stands, and may govern the excavation ac-'

cordingly. Next, the air connections are made, the

light cables are properly connected up, the .shaft is

put on, and finally the lock, and the air men commence
operations. At first the caisson moves down gently,

as the earth is excavated ; and as the depth increases

more weight is needed. This is supplied by pUiiig on

cast iron, now in blocks about two and one-half tons

in weight, handled by a derrick. At one time in my
experience a gang of from fifteen to twenty men were
employed continually piling ])ig iron on to]) of the

caisson. After a time the friction becomes so great

that the caisson moves in siulden ipiick droi)s of vary-

ing dimensions. Here is where the cutting edge or the

sides may be injured.

Sometimes, when no more weight can be placed on

top and the jncr is not to the proper depth, recourse is

liad t(i what is called "blowing the caisson." First, the

man at the gauge is ordered t<i open his valve to raise

the air by four or five pounds. This causes a flow of

air up the outside of the caisson, lessening the fric-

tional resistance. Then, simultaneously, the air sup-

]»ly is cut off and a valve is opened to exhaust the air

in the working chamber. /Fhc "sand hogs" may, if

deemed safe, remain in the chamber, climb the shaft, or

come out. When the caisson begins to move the ex-

haust is shut and the supply opened to prevent flixxJ-

iiig of the work chamber. ".

Proposed Union Station and Tunnel,

Montreal

.'\l a luncheon held at Cooper's Restaurant, at-

tended by members of the Montreal fiuilders' Ex-
change, on June 7, Mr. F. N. Armstrong explained iu

detail the proposed central terminal station and tunnel
under the St. Lawrence, to be built by the Montreal
Central Terminal Company. He pointed out that al-

though Montreal traffic had enormously increased, the

railway companies had done nothing in the way of im-
proving their terminal facilities, with the exception of

the C.l'.K. T!ie jiroposed line would do away with
grade crossings ; it was imi)erative the CJrand Trunk
crossings .should be removed, but the company would
not be able to raise tiie requisite money for .some year.s.

The Central Terminal Company was incorporated in

1890 for the purpose of cotistructing a bridge ; their

plans were then changed to a tunnel lo be used for

electrically driven trains. Still later, the present
scheme was decided on. Just before the war'brokc
(»ur, Mr. Armstrong had interested English capital in

the project, but the conflict put an end to this. He
had then visited the United States and had succeeded
in obtaining the jiromise of capital provided that the
different railway companies woidd enter into agree-
ments to use the proposed terminal station. All the
ct)mpanies were favorable, except the C.I'.R. and
Grand Trunk, who raised various objections.

The station would be built on Lagauchetiere and
Nitre .Streets, in the centre of Montreal, with the main
entrances on those streets. Mr. Armstrong then cx-
|)lained how it was proposed to link up the various
lines by means of a short line t<i be built by the com-
l)any, giving everyone access to the Union Station.

There would, he said be a freight station in the east

end of the city, and sorting yards would be con-
structed. The C.N.R. had under consi'deration the
building of a large station in the city in connection
with the Mount Royal tunnel; this would be aban-
doned and the C.N.R. given access to the Union Sta-
tion. The I'lace Viger Station of the C.P.R. would be
used only for feight traffic, and the present line of the
Grand Trunk as far as St. Henry would be given over
to freight, that company coming into the city over the
new line of the Terminal Company. Six tracks wotild
be built on this line, while the tunnel would be double-
tracked. The entire line would be electrically oper-
ated.

The construction of the station would inv^dve the
rebuilding of two main an<l several side streets. The
Terminal Company would charge the different com-
panies a rate basis on tiie extent to which the lines

and station were used, but oiilv sufficient to pay cer-

tain capital charges and the interest on the capital.

The I'nion .Station would save an immense amoimt
in cartage, would be a great convenience to the gen-
eral public, would supply a suburban service at a low
r.ite, and give better communication to the south side
of the .St. Lawrence.

The Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company
have issued a new house organ imder tiie title of
"Our Magazine."
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The Granite Paving Block Industry
A Description of Its Development in Ganada-
^^^^^^^^—^^—^————^ By James S. Wilson'

-A Bright Future.

The sj;ranite paving sett industry occupies an im-

portant position in every country, but perhaps more
especially so in Britain, on the Continent of Europe,
and in the United States. The European engineer has
cautiously, yet amply, experimented with other classes

of paving, but during the last ten years or so his ex-

perience and energies have been more particularly di-

rected towards improving the granite block. As Can-
ada is a new country, so far as paving is concerned,

it may be best in dealing with this subject to compare
conditions here with those obtaining in the older

countries, analysing their excellent data so that some
logical conclusion may be arrived at regarding the

merits of this paving and the prospects of the indus-

try here in the future.

During the period of the Roman occupation of Bri-

tain, paved roads were constructed for military pur-

poses. Granite rubble was used, consisting of irregu-

lar-shaped stones with a level head, the whole being

skilfully laid and grouted with a mixture of fine marly
clay. In several places, evidence of their handiwork
on a fairly extensive scale, and still in an almost per-

fect state of repair, can be seen. This was possibly

the origin of stone paving.

Some two or three centuries ago the manufactur-
ing of granite rubble paving was started in Aberdeen
and shipped to the London market. .Since that time
the Aberdeen granite has practically monopolized this

market. The rubble paving was similar to that em-
ployed by the Romans on their famous military roads.

From this crude beginning has sprung up, by gradual
process, the almost perfect Nidger Block paving. The
original rubble gave place to the common sett which
was from 5 in. to 7 in. on the head and from 9 in. to

15 in. deep, the ordinary sett (cajled the Belgian Block
in the United States), displacing the common sett

some sixty pr seventy years ago.

Paving Stone of the Future

The most modern form of smofjth granite paving
consists of blocks from 5 in. to 6 in. on the head and
varying in depth from 5 in. to 7 in., with lengths res-

tricted generally to about 12 in., the head joints and
sides being nidged or bushed, affording a smooth and
perfectly level surface, and permitting of close joint-

ing. During the last few years, the large cities across

the water and in the United States have been laying

these blocks extensively. While the cost of this class

of stone is greater than the ordinary sett, it has not

been adopted without undergoing severe tests, and no
doubt this will be the paving stone of the future.

In the cities and larger towns of Europe and the

United States, granite paving is used extensively be-

cause it has been found from experience to be "the only
paving capable of withstanding the heavy traffic exist-

ing in industrial centres. The granite is more widely
diffused there, towns are closer together and markets
more accessible. The cost of repairing a street, say, in

London, Liverpool, Glasgow, New York, or Chicago,
is found, from sad experience, to be generally greater

than the original cost yard for yard ; hence it follovvs

that a paving requiring a minor expenditure in main-
tenance, even at a greater first cost, is, by far the

• Sirdar Granite Co., Calgary.

cheaper in the end. The life of granite is much longer
than any other form of paving, which altogether de-
monstrates the superiority of this material for most
l)urposes.

In Canada, opposite conditions aie met with. The
granite is principally found in the extreme east and
the west. Markets are far away, in consequence of
which the cost of granite over the other classes of pav-
ing is slightly greater than across the water or in the
United States. Does this condition warrant the use
of granite in preference to other paving, even having
regard to the longer life, lower cost of maintenance,
cleanliness, better foothold for horses, etc.? Public
paving work in the older countries is generally con-
structed with fimds provided from revenue, here prin-
cipally by borrowing. As a rule, the life of most forms
of paving has been extinguished before the amount
borrowed for the work has been paid back. This does>
not seem sound, as, in effect, it is imposing a debt on
the future taxpayer without transferring to him any
corresponding advantage ; while in the case of a long-
lived utility at a not excessive first-cost, with a low
annual maintenance expenditure, it is the reverse, the
debt being liquidated long before its period of useful-
ness has expired.

Granite Setts and the Present War
The resources and energies of the military officials

on the continent have been taxed to the utmost with
enormous transportation d'fficulties. Excellent as
were the continental roads, they were found to "be in-

capable of withstanding the abnormal wear and tear
imposed upon them in the huge task of transporting
supplies for the armies. The matter was one. of vital
importance, some expedient had to be devised to meet
the critical situation. There could be no question as
to what was best. What the British Government offi-

cial does, hq does well ; the best had to be provided,
and the best was granite blocks. Towns and villages
lying on the lines of communication have been or are
now being paved with this materJal.

There can be no doubt of the results or the wisdom
and foresight of our famous corps of engineers in tneir
selection, for although other classes of paving could
have been executed quicker and cheaper, the well-
tested qualities of granite leave no room for question-
ing the part this paving will play in the ultimate issue
of the war.

Although the granites of Canada do not, on the
whole, equal in quality the granites of Europe or the
United States, there can be no doubt of the existence
in this country of fields of splendid granite awaiting
development.

The European method of block-making is different
U) that employed in Canada and the United States.
Granite formations there are generally massive, that
is, irregularly bedded and jointed, while on the Ameri-
can Continent it is principally sheet formation. This
is to our advantage, as the cost of quarrying and
working the latter is less than that of the former.
Again, blocks are made there, practically in every case,
without the aid of power tools, the cutting of the lar-

ger pieces being accomplished with either wedges or
plug and feathers, the holes being dHlled by hand. The
mall, or buster, is then used to reduce the block to a
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smaller size, the splittinp; of the block being done with
the mall and mash hammer, the latter beinp again
used to nick and knap the masliin (a block from which
several paving blocks arc obtained) and roughly shape
the sett, which is finally finished by a hand hammer,
the reel, tiller, or side hammer.

This system applied here would be decidedly im-
])rolitable and wasteful, as it produces a large amount
of rough material only suitable for crushing for road
macadam and granolithic work; as there is a great de-

mand for these products there, it is a source of profit.

Otherwise the stone for crushing would have to be
lugged or broken to a suitable size for the cruhsing
machine.

Avoid Creation of Useless Stone

In Canada, where we have, so far, little or no mar-
ket for crushed material, the creation of useless stone

must be guarded against and the expense of disposing
of same avoided. This is where the more shapely sheet

formation is of advantage. The same may be said to

hold good in the case of columnal formations in trap

rocks, basalts, etc.

The stone supplied to the Canadian cutter is more
regular in shape. In addition to the ordinary kit of

tools he is supplied with a power drill. Instead of re-

sorting to the uncertain method of splitting with the

mall, he makes use of this tool to put in the holes, the

more relia1)le plug and feather being used for cutting.

Again, in blocking (knapping), the stone is marked
with a tracer which ensures the creation of a block

with a good head and arrises f)n, which requires con-

siderably less finishing than the block turned out by
the European sett-maker. The waste stone is reduced
to a minimum, quarrying and on-cost charges are low-

ered, and less plant required. Taking all the circum-

stances into account, our methods are superior to those

practised across the Atlantic, and sufficiently so to

offset the higher scale of wages, fuel, etc.

The manufacturing of granite blocks in Canada has

been greatly hampered in the past by the lack of ex-

perience on the part of the quarry-owner, shortage of

skilled labor, and the difficulty of transportation to

markets ; the latter factor will be rendered easier, of

course, as time goes on and the country opens up.

Man has no more difficult problem to face than to

profitably win from Nature her resources. To achieve

this result, the quarry-master must be a student of

Nature, well versed in the handling of stone and pos-

sessing a thorough, practical knowledge of the trade.

There are many grades of granite and, while two
stones may be composed of practically the same min-

eral constituents, the qualities of the stone for com-
mercial purposes may vary in the extreme. Even to

a skilled and experienced quarry-owner, the selection

f)f a suitable stone presents difficulties. There is no
better way to determine the qualities of a granite than

hv the application of the tools and to do so. one must
be able to use them in a workmanlike manner and be

able personally to feel, as it is termed, "the way o't."

A disadvantage quarry-owners in the United States

and Canada have to contend with is the attitude of

municipal authorities calling for tenders for granite

for quick delivery, the time allowed for delivery in

manv cases being less than the time required to manu-
facture the material. These stones are all made bv
hand, skilled labor cannot be secured at a moment's
notice, the quarry-owner cannot guarantee delivery in

time, with the result tliat all too often the work is exe-

cuted with other material. There is no need for this

state of affairs. In Europe, municipal authorities esti-

mate their yearly requirements at the beginning of

the year, when tenders are called for and accepted, and
though the material may not be required till much
later, it enables the quarry-master to make his plans,
and, if he desires, to make and stock the blocks. This
ensures a regular supply i>i labor, keeps the quarry
working, and obviates the lack of regular employment
which is such a drawback to this country. It further
enables the consumer to buy cheaper, to secure better
dressed material and assures the timely carrying out
of the predetermined paving plans. The dressing of
the blocks is of the greatest importance and careful
(|uarry inspection must be made. The rush order is

the greatest incentive to bad dressing, and as these
orders generally arise from lack of foresight on the
part of the numicipal authorities, so must the bad
dressing be attributed to them. It is the duty of every
quarry-ma.ster to insi.st on the production of a first-

class block. A good head with well defined arris, full

jointed, good bottom and regularity in size should be
aimed at. Practical experience has demonstrated the
fact that paving cutters will turn out as many blocks
when they are compelled to adhere to the specification
as when they are allowed more latitude in the dress-
ing. As time goes on. the requirements in this direc-
tion are becoming stricter, but while those strictures
may seem to hamper the industry for a little, the bene-
ficial and lasting effects to it will become strikingly ap-
parent. Such is the experience in Europe.

Haying established from the experience of the older
countries the great importance attached to granit*;
block paving, taking into, consideration the problem
of an ever increasing traffic, with its consequent tear
and wear, and the necessity for permanence and dur-
ability of construction in our channels of transporta-
tion, it .seems reasonable to predict a bright future for
the granite block industry in Canada.

Longest Life of Any Pavement
With practical quarry-owners, a plentiful supply

of .skilled labor, a judicious use of power tools and
good stone, the cost of production should compare fa-
vorably with that of any other country. Being in a
position to compete with cheaper and less durable pav-
ings, new markets will be created ; smaller towns,
which have not hitherto been able to avail themselves
of this advantageous form of paving will be enabled
to do so; transportation facilities will be increased
and taxes reduced. The.se are very often the determin-
ing factors in the choice of a site by industrial con-
cerns, so that the community benefits in general. It is
a fact the world over, with few exceptions, that the
greater the indu.strial centre, the greater the use of
granite block paving, or inversely, the indu.strial im-
portance of a town may be determined bv the amount
of granite paving it has. Granite block has the long-
est life of any paving; it can be lifted, redressed, and
relaid at small cost and made to serve for a second
period. Looked at from any aspect, the use of granite
block paving will be found to be consistent with sound
municipal financing, and. instead of burdening our fu-
ture citizens with debt, an asset will be created for
them. The cheery appearance of the material will
beautify and enhance the surroundings, healthier con-
ditions will be obtained, which, in effect, will earn in
some measure the appreciation of that human enigma—t!ie taxpayer.

Trade Publication
Exciter Sets—The Terry Steam Turbine Co.. Hartford.

Conn., are distributinR a booklet describing and illustrating
their duplex exciter sets and enumerating the advantages
which are claimed for them.
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Grease and Fertilizer from Sewage
A More Economical Method of Sewage Treat-

ment — By-Products Exceedingly Valuable

EXPERIMENTS to determine the feasibility of

a new process of sewage treatment invented

and patented by George W. Miles, a Boston

chemist, were made from 1911 to 1914 under

the direction of E. S. Dorr, of the Boston Sewer De-

partment, with results that seem to indicate that it

will be not only successful, but profitable. The pro-

cess is described by Mr. R. S. Weston in a recent

article in the Journal of the American Public Health

Association, from which we print the following ex-

tracts :.

—

- .

Ordinary sewage sludge from settling basins is

greasy, offensive and of so little practical value that

farmers will not accept it for fertilizer, even as a gift,

yet sewage sludge contains fertilizing elements of

great value and considerable grease. The Miles pro-

cess attempts by the addition of an acid to precipitate

the bulk of the' solids from sewage in the form of a

sludge that can be dried and degreascd, thereby pro-

ducing a readily saleable and greaseless fertilizer, as

well as recovering the valuable grease. Either sul-

phuric acid or sulj^hurous acid may be used, and the

I)rocess contemplates the manufacture of the acid at

the dis])osal works. If sulphuric acid were chosen,

ordinary weak chamber acid of 1.53 s])ecific gravity

would be used, but the cheapest source of acid is un-

doubtedly pyrite (native FeSO, which when roasted

in a furnace of Droper construction produces sulphur

dioxide (SO-). This is a gas that may be fed directly

into the sewage, in which it would dissolve, forming

sulphurous acid.

The addition of sulphur dioxide precipitates most

of the grease, together with the greater part of the

suspended matter. The resulting sludge is dried, ex-

tracted with a solvent to recover the grease, and the

remainder prepared for fertilizer. An important san-

itary feature of the treatment is that the sulphur di-

oxide is a strong disinfectant, so that the acidified sew-

age contains few bacteria. It also contains but little

suspended matter. Consequently, the supernatant

liquid may be discharged into a body of water with-

out producing any nuisance.

The experiments, which were conducted by officers

of the sewer division of the city of Boston, consisted

,of 11 runs, involving the treatment of about 26,000

gallons of sewage. From these experiments it was
concluded that from 1,000,000 gallons of sewage 1,738

pounds of dried sludge would be obtained and that it

would contain 21.7 per cent, of grease, which at 4c.

a pound winild yield $15.0R. In addition, there would

be 13.61 ixmnds of fertilizer base, estimated according

to agricultural standards to be worth $9.25. making the

total value of the recoverable material al)out $24.33

per 1,000,000 gallons.

The results of Mr. Dorr's ex])eriments were so

promising that their repetition under the supervision

of impartial investigators and for a longer period was
thought worth while, and arrangements were made
for a week's study of the process under the supervi-

sion of the sanitary-research laboratory of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology. These further ex-

periments were begun on July 7, 1915, and were made

under the direction of Robert Spurr Weston, with
Prof. W. T. Sedgwick in consultation. The results

obtained were checked by further experiments, cov-

ering three days, which began on November 8, 1915,

sf) that the tests covered both warm and cold-weather
conditions. The close agreement between the results

of the two sets of experiments is remarkable, and it

may be' definitely stated that the experiments of the

sanitary-research laboratory confirm the results ob-

tained by Mr. Dorr regarding the amount of sludge
that may be recovered from Boston sewage and the

amount of grease that is iircscnt therein. The Miles
acid process has thus been shown to possess many
advantages as a method of sewage disposal for cities

like Boston, namely:

Has Many Advantages

1. It disinfects the sewage by reducing the numbers
of bacteria from millions to hundreds per cubic centi-

meter.
,

2. If the drying of the sludge and the extraction of

the grease can lie accomplished economically, it is

probable that a large part, if not all, of the cost of the

acid treatment may be met by the sale of the grease

and fertilizer recovered from the sewage.
3. The use of so strong a deodorizer and disin-

fectant as sulphur dioxide would prevent the usual

nuisance of treatment works. The experiments have
shown that the sludge can be held at the works for

four days during the heated season without giving

offensive odors, while the effluent is inoffensive and
stable enough to be discharged into Boston Harbor
without the sliefhtest probability of creating a^ nuisance.

4. The addition of sulphur dioxide to the sewage
also avoids any fly nuisance, which is a handicap to

the operation of Tmhoff tanks and trickling filters.

Drying of the sludge and the extraction of the

grease are absolutely essential for the success of the
~

i:)rocess. Mr. Dorr's figures, which show profits of

from $6 to $11 per 1,000,000 gallons, appear high, and
it is i^ossible that he has allowed too little for the

acid and for the cost of drying the sludge ; but even
if his figures be doubled, the process is still well worthy
of consideration by the city of Boston, because of its

freedom from nuisance, as it produces an efifluent

which is practically free from disease germs and
which can be discharged into the harbor with im-

punity.

With the facts at hand, the process would be very
satisfactory for Boston from a sanitary standpoint

and is more promising economically than any other

known. The value of ImhofT tank sludge is hardly

enough to pay for the drying. At Milwaukee, Chief

Engineer Hatton estimates the total value of activated

sludge at from $9 to $15 per 1,000,000 gallons, while

our Boston experiments have proved .that the sludge

from the Miles process, although less in bulk than

that from the activated-sludge process, has a value

of more than $24 per 1,000,000 gallons of sewage. Cor-

recting Mr. Dorr's estimates for the higher amounts
of acid which these experiments show to be neces-

sary, one gets $18 per 1,000,000 gallons as the average
Cost of treatment, and $6 as the margin of profit.
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Placing Concrete Under Water
The subaqueous deposition of concrete is often a

iiialler of extreme iinixjrtance ; it is also extremely

(lifficuU. The "tremie" method of deposition of con-

crete, so that it shall not suffer from the water, has

been used to jjood advaiitajj;e on some larjje and im-

portant works in recent years. Briefly, the tremie is

an apparatus for depositing or consolidating concrete

under water, consisting essentially of a steel or wood
tiiho with a hopper top.

In order to secure the best results, that is, a good
(|uaiily of concrete and a pro])cr flow through the tube

(luring operations, a considerable amount of prelim-

inary investigation is usually necessary to determine

the. size of tremie and the method of handling it. Ex-
])eriments seem to indicate that a 15-in. diameter tube

Conere fe Stopper Tobe

Apparatus for Placing Concrete Under Water.

gives about the best results. It gives about the right

amount of friction. A 12-in. tube gives too much fric-

tion, while an 18-in. tube gives too little, often allow-

ing a charge to be lost. There are three general

])oints on which care should be exercised in the opera-

tion of a tremie. The first is the tendency of the con-

crete to choke up the tremie tube. When this occurs

it causes delays' and disturbs the concrete already in

position.
'

It may be overcome generally by the u.se

of a rather wet inix with small stonii>g and by hold-

ing the tube high enough to start the charge moving

just as the hoi)i)er starts to lill instead of after it is

full. The second is with the innush of water into the

tube as the last of the charge is inniring out. The
lowering of the pipe to stop the flow must be started

in time so that the pii>e will be completely sealed. It

should be lowered gently .so as not to disturb the con-

crete already dejxisited. The regulation of the speed

and the proper movement for giving this signal to the

hoisting engineer, are matters requiring considerable

l)ractice on the part of the men. Third, the concrete

should pass through as little water as possible between

the tube and the freshly dept)sited concrete, as other-

wise a considerable iiortion is lost.

In deixjsiting subaqueous concrete by a tremie the

use of some sort of wadding or stopper is essential

for the first filling of the tube. Various materials have

been used for stoppers, such as cement sacks, shav-

ings, paper bags and .sawdust. This material is usu-

ally inserted in the top of the tube, and as the concrete

is added the stopper descends the tube driving out the

water until the tube is full of concrete. The difficulty,

however, is that this foreign substance becomes im-

bedded in the dei)osited concrete, which is particularly

objectionable if the column is at all high and of narrow

cross section. To overcome this difficulty, a concrete

stopper has been designed, as shown in the cut.

Pulling Sheet Steel Piling with a Steam
Hammer

Pulling sheet steel piling with the hammer they

were driven with in half the time required to drive

them is a rather new kink in the contracting business.

The liannner is inverted and fitted with a close fitting

steel yoke provided at both ends with a device. One
of these is connected with the hoisting tackle of a

derrick which is kept under constant strain, and the

other to the pile. The hammer weighs about 3,000

Shackle Hanging From
Locomofive Crane

Sfeam Hammer

V>^>6 S^ee / StropWou nJ
with Rope

2 Steel Plates

Steel Piling

Pulling Sheet Piling with Steam Hammer.

lbs., strikes 75 blows per minute and operates either

by compressed air or steam from the hoisting derrick.

Piles that take an average of three minutes to

drive can, as a rule, be pulled in one and a half min-
utes by this method. The device has permitted the

salvage of piles which might otherwise, owing to the

cost of ])ulling, have been left in the ground.

M. Beatty & Sons, Limited, Welland, Ont., have re-

cently been awarded contract by the l)t)minion Bridge
Company for two ':^ x 12 link motion hoisting engines
with ctit steel gears, and two (lO in. x 156 in. vertical

boilers built under Ontario inspection, for use on
the Intercolonial Railway Car Ferry Terminals at

Carletoii Point, P. E. T., and Cape Tormentine, N. S.
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Progress on St. Maurice River Dam m
GOOD progress is reported on the St. Maurice

River dam being constructed for the Quebec
Streams Commission by the St. Maurice Con-

struction Company (contracts sublet to Eraser,

Brace & Company). The dam site is in entirely un-

settled country, 37y2 miles, in an air line, north of the

division point", Parent, on the National Transcontin-

ental Railway, and 45 miles from the junction of the

Manuan and St. Maurice rivers.

Designs and preliminary work have been com-

pleted for the construction 'of this 1,720 ft. concrete

dam and the creation of the huge storage reservoir.

Some 160 billion cubic feet of water will be stored,

making a flow of 12,345 second feet for 150 days or

7,372 second ft. for 300 days. This storage will allow

for the regulation of the flow of the St. Maurice River,

so that some 168,000 h.p. more is available as steady

power at three points below. The important powers

benefitted are Shawinigan (82,000 h.p. at present,

164,000 h.p. future); Grand'Mere (41,000 h.p. present,

82,000 h.p. future); La Tuque (32,300 h.p. present,

78,000 h.p. future).

Largest Reservoir, etc.

This reservoir will be the largest on the American

continent. The dam for the reservoir is not an un-

usual structure, but the project is of timely interest

more from the magnitude of the flooded area than

from any particular features in the construction of the

dam. The preparation of plans for the dam was in-

structed by J. W. Thurso, with Edward Wegmann and

J. M. McCarty as consulting engineers. The investi-

gations in the field and the design were under the

direction of O. Lefebvre as chief engineer.

Test borings showed solid rock underlying the site.

The plain gravity type of dam was selected, with slid-

ing gates and the profile was fixed after assuming an

ice pressure of 50,000 lbs. per lineal foot, acting at the

pressure level of the overflow weir; foundation uplift

was neglected. The dam is to be 1,720 feet long, of

four straight sections, with 851 feet of spillway. The
notable features of the dam are a movable sluice for

logs and rubbish, 375-foot measuring weir, and means

of heating the gate chambers.

The- work is of particular interest due to the fact

that the dam site is situated 50 miles by route north

of the National Transcontinental Railway, necessitat-

ing extensive transportation facilities. The contrac-

tors had a choice of two routes for reaching the place

of work. A route from Parent was investigated and

found to ofifer a line of easy grades and curves, but

through country so badly burnt that there was not

enough timber in it to provide the ties. The second

route was adopted by the contractors, utilizing river

transportation for 30" miles on the St. Maurice River

above Manuan as far as Chaudiere Rapids, a railroad

20 miles in length being required from Chaudiere to

the dam site at La Loutre.

River transportation is carried out by large scows

hauled by gasoline motors. The river, throughout the

30 miles that have to be navigated, is very crooked,

with a large number of sand bars. The current aver-

ages about 2y2 miles per hour at ordinary stages of

water. The scows are from 15 to 25 tons capacity,

10 ft. wide and from 60 to 75 ft. long. They are easily

steered by a 50-foot oar in the hands of one man and

guided very readily even in the crookedest parts of the

river. Indian pilots who know the river are employed
to steer the boats and the trip between Manuan and
Chaudiere averages about five hours going up and
three hours coming down. Transportation difficulties

will be understood when one realizes that some 25,000

tons of material have to be transported to the dam site.

Next to the problem of providing transportation to

the dam site is the problem of unwatering the dam
foundations. The river is divided into two channels

at the dam site, one on the west side of a small island,

350 feet wide, and the other on the east side, about
120 feet. The plan is to close the small channel first,

build a coiYerdam across the main or west channel
high enough to force the water to pass over the dam
in the small east channel during the entire construc-

tion of the dam in the west channel. The west chan-
nel part will contain ten sluice gates and when this

part has been completed these will be opened and the

section of the dam in the east channel will be carried

to the proper height.

The quantity of excavation at the dam site is com-
paratively small, being about 700,000 cubic yards of

rock and 14,000 cubic yards of earth. The amount
of masonry in the dam will be about 70,000 cubic yards.

A suitable quarry has been located within a thousand
feet of the dam site which will supply stone for the

concrete. The rock from the quarry will be dug with
a steam shovel and dumped directly into a large crush-

er. A cf)mbination mixing and crushing plant is lo-

cated on a steep hillside very close to the dam and will

furnish material directly to it. Concrete forms, stones,

machinery, etc., will be handled by two overhead cable

ways and four derricks standing on cribs on the down-
stream side of the dam. A sawmill has been erected

at the dam site and about 4,250,(X)0 board measure of

timber has been cut during the winter and delivered,

in booms, at the dam site. All lumber required for

erection purposes will be sawed at the plant. Oil
burning locomotives will be used on standard gauge
tracks, to eliminate the danger of fire in the woods
along the right of way.

Hydro-Electric Power for Construction

A hydro-electric plant of 1,150 h.p. is being erected

))y the contractors to furnish power for the construc-
tion work. The location selected is the La Loutre
Rapids, 2^4 miles below the dam site. The machines
to be installed have two 39-in. wicket-gate wheels per
unit, each unit to furnish 575 b.h.p. at 150 r.p.m. with
a net head of 15 ft. The generators are 350 kv.a.,

three-phase, 2,400 volt, 60-cycle alternators with 14 kw.,
125 volt exciters mounted on the main shafts.

The power house is being built of reinforced con-
crete and extends as a dam across a small channel of

the river between two islands. Another channel is

used as a spillway. The whole structure sits on solid

rock, the d^ait tube and tailrace being excavated be-

hind cofferdams built in November last year. This
plant is practically ready for operation.

New Companies
The Sherwood Construction Company, Limited, Toronto,

Out., have been granted a charter.

The Montreal l'"orge & Shackle Comyjany, manufactur-

ers of metal, Montreal, Que., have registered.
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Filtration Plant, St. Hyacinthe

The city of Si. Hyacinthe, I'.Q., with a population
of about 15,000, will this year j^ive further proof of its

piogressiveiiess by the installation of a mechanical
filtration plant, to provide a plentiful supply of whole-
some water to its citizens. At the same time additions
to the pumping; equipment will greatly improve the

supiily, both for domestic and fire service.

Present System
The present pumping equipment for domestic ser-

vice consists of two centrifugal motor driven pumps,
each having a capacity of l}4 million gallons per day
against a ()rcssure of about 60 pounds ])er sq. in.

Fire service of about 120 pounds per sq. in. is ob-
tained by operating these two pumps in series and by
an additional centrifugal pump, which, operating
against a pressure of 120 pounds per sq. in., has a ca-

])acity of lj4 million gallons per day.
In addition to these three pumps, there is held in

reserve a Holly steam jjiunp, which is capable of sup-
])lying two million gallons per day, either for domes-
tic ur fire service. .\11 jjumps obtain their supply from
the Yamaska River by means of a single 20-inch cast

iron suction i)ipe. and discharge directly into the force

mains sup])lying the city. There is no' storage tank
or reservoir ct)nnected with the system.

Proposed System
By the plans for the new work, water from the

Yamaska River will reach the pumping station

through two cast iron suction pipes, and will be lifted

to the ct)agulati<)n liasins by four centrifugal pumps,
each having a capacity of two million gallons per day.
7\fter passing through the coagulation basins, filters

and filtered water reservoir, the water again returns

to the pumping station.

A new two million gallon per day piunp, in addi-

tion to the two existing domestic service jjumps and
the Holly steam pump, will supply filtered water for

domestic service up to a maximum capacity of 6^ mil-

lit)n gallons per day.
For fire service there will be installed a new four

million gallons i)er day pumj) which, with the existing

lire service centrifugal pump and the Holly steam
))unip, will supi)ly water at 120 i)ounds pressure per

square inch u|) to a maximum rate of 7'yi million gal-

lons per day.

Coagulation Basins

Two coagulation basins are contemplated, with a
combined ca|)acity of -RX),000 gallons. Fach basin is

06 ft. x ,32 ft. 3 in., inside measurements, and is of con-
crete Construction throughout. 'Jhese basins are en-

tirely luiderground, with 2'/i feet of earth fill over the
reinforced concrete roof. Suitable provision is made
for the regulatit)n and control of the flow of water
through the basins.

Filtered Water Reservoir

The liltered water reser\dir. which is also of con-
crete constructit)n and entirelv undergrt)und, is 66 ft.

X .W ft., inside measurements, ami has a capacity of

l''3,000 gallons. With an extension, jiroposed under
a separate item, the reservoir will have a total capa-
citv of 260,(X)0 gallons. .At one corner of the reservoir

is a pump from which the |)imip suctions receive their

sui)i)lv of liltered water.

Filters

I'our filter units, each with a notninal ilaily output

of one million gallons, are Ujcated directly above and
supported by the roof of the filtered water reservoir.

The filters are located, two on each side of an operat-
ing and pipe gallery, which contains all piping and
other equipment necessary for a modern installation.

Buildings

The filter building is 49 ft. 8 in. x 67 ft. 8 in., out-
side measurements, and encloses the filters, operating
gallery, and a passage leading to the headhouse. The
headhouse is located between, and connected with, the
filter building and the existing pumping station. The
lower floor is reserved for storage and chemicals. The
upper floor contains the office, laboratory, and chemi-
cal room.

All buildings have brick walls and wooden roofs,

and conform in style and architecture and other parti-

culars, to the existing buildings. Windows are large

and numerous, to make the interiors light and attrac-

tive. Electric lighting and steam heating .systems are

provided for in the contract.

Miscellaneous Equipment
The plans and s|)ecifications for the work include

all piping and drainage .systems and miscellan^us
equipment, including wash water pump, blower,
strainer, and air systems, controllers, operating tables,

coagulant apparatus, chlorine apparatus, etc., required
to make the plant complete and ready for service.

The work will be done under the general direction

of Mr. Rene Morin, Mavor, and Mr. T. A. St. Germain,
President of the .Aqueduct Committee. Flans and
filtration engineer.

Adjustable Shore

The cut shows a handy, light, adjustable shore,

that can be readily built and should prove useful to

contractors in supporting forms for concrete work. It

consists of a pipe with timber extensions. On the top
of the pipe is bolted a guide which runs between the

DIagrain of Ad)ustablc Short.

2x4 in. extensions; at the lower extensions a self-

locking plant is bolted. The shore is raised to the
required height and when the weight is applied the
clamps grip the pipe, the heavier the load, the tighter
the grip. The thumbscrew lock prevents the shore
from slipping.
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Road Maintenance

Now that extensive road building is progressing in

all parts of the Dominion, it might not be out of place

to reiterate a few words concerning road maintenance.

This ])roblem is closely related to the movement for the

construction of good roads, but the regrettable

feature of the movement is that, as a rule, no jirovi-

sion is made for the upkeep of the roads after their

construction. The result is, all too frequently, that

many admirable highways have, after a few years,,

fallen into such a state of dilapidation that to repair

means practically to reconstruct them.

The question of maintenance, as it is now under-

stood, is of comparatively recent origin. It owes its

inception, along with the good roads movement, to the

advent of heavy and speedy motor traffic. With the

roads of pre-motor times, subjected only to the action

of slow and light traffic, the maintenance problem was
of more or less secondary impt)rtance, but when the

automobile appeared as a factor, the resulting rapid

wear demanded urgent consideration of the (juestion.

Although from year to year it has been brought mrire

forcibly to bear on the attention of the ])eople, there

has seemed to be a disinclination to meet it or to sup-

ply the funds necessary for effectively carrying it out.

Motor traffic, in entirely recasting the standard of

road building, has imposed more solid and expensive

construction which, in turn, has necessitated more
costly upkeep. And not only iS deterioration due to

normal wear, but it also takes place from weathering

conditions, such as action of frost, spring floods, and
deterioration of the bituminous coating

The present poor condition of many roads is due
to a failure to realize that road maintenance must be-

gin where road construction leaves off, so that no
wear will have a chance to get a grip. The old adage
"a stitch in time saves nine" applies with special apt-

ness to road maintenance. It means constant and
vigilant care to counteract the effect of traffic or wea-
ther. In many cases authorities seem to feel that their

duty has ended when a highway passes out of the

hands of the contractor, and they fail to provide suffi-

cient funds or labor to keep the road in its proper
original condition.

County and municipal officials and engineers arc

now realizing more and more the extent of their duties.

They are beginning to feel that it pays to maintain
rather than re-surface or entirely reconstruct their

roads every few years. In some municipalities the

m(jre solid concrete or brick jjavements are being con-

sidered which, although higher in first cost, reduce
maintenance charges to a minimum.

The method and cost of road upkeej) depends on
the nature of the road and its condition, and the work
must be so carried out as to ensure the most effective

treatment in each individual instance. In most cases,

careful rejiair of all ruts, holes and surface breaks, is

all that is necessary, with an a])i)lication of a surface
binder at sufficient intervals. liven the common sur-

face application, crude oil, when applied immediately
upon completion of a road renders it less jiervimis

to the wearing effects (jf heavy traffic.

The cpiestion that munici])alities must consider
when formulating their good roads schemes is that
the money sjjent will be of little avail unless they are
prepared to back it up by a sufficient outlay to main-
tain their highways as permanent workg from year to
year. They, must realize that maintenance is equally
as important as the original construction and that only
by effective maintenance can they realize the full value
of a good road system.

Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The new C. P. R. depot at North Toronto lias jnst been
opened to the travelling public.

During the month of May, 21 building permits were is-

sued in the city of Moncton, N. B., representing a value of

$28,175.

The total amount of the building permits issued during

tlie month 01 May this year in Chatham, Ont.. was $28,350,

as compared witli $24,7.!5 in May, 1015.

Building permits to the value of $144,441 were issued dur-

ing the month of May this year in the city of Halifax, N. S.,

as compared with $ll.i,27() for May, 1915.

A. R. C. Clark has been awarded the. contract for the

construction of the N. B. Telephone Company's new ex-

change at West St. John. It will cost about $12,000.

Letters Patent of incorporation have been issued to

Westman Hardware. Limited, the capital of the company
being $40,000. Their head office will be at London, Ont.

The foundry at Beauceville, Que., which recently came
under the management of Messrs. Marcoux and Poirier, has

been destroyed by fire, resulting in an estimated loss of

$12,000.

The St. Mary's River Construction Company, Limited,

has been incorporated, with a capital of $25,000, to carry on
the business of general contractors, head office at Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont.

The Royal Connaught Hotel, which has just recently

been completed in Hamilton, Ont., has now thrown its

doors open to the public. It is considered one of the most
modernly equipped hotels in the Dominion.

Mr. J. D. Buckley is erecting a large refuse burner at

his French Fort Cove mill, near Newcastle, N. B. It will

be 110 feet high and 32 feet in diameter at the base. The
contractors are Mooney & Sons, of St. John. The burner

will cost about $7,000.

The Regina Builders' Exchange at a recent meeting

passed a unanimous resolution not to accede to the demands
of the Bricklayers' Union that the hours of labor be 9 hours

per day, except on Saturdays, when work would cease at

1 p.m., and the rate be 75c. per hour.

The Nova Scotia Construction Company, who were
awarded the contract for the completion of the forty-mile

section of the \'alley Railway l)etween Gagetown and West-
field, have sublet the contract in ten mile sections to Ken-
nedy & McDonall, Poupore Bros., Lynch & Gorman, and
Smith and Merrithew.

The tender of tlie Dominion Bridge Company for the

superstructure of the Pretoria Avenue bridge in the city of

Ottawa, $84,158, has been accepted by the city council. Ow-
ing to the rapid rise in the price of steel, this amount is much
a1)ove the original estimate. The work on the liridge will

occupy about 18 months.

Several towns along the line between Borden and North
Batlleford, in the Province of Saskatchewan, are endeavoring

to obtain the right of way between those two points, a dis-

tance of 60 miles, for the construction of a highway, the

object being eventually to extend this road and make a great

highway from Saskatoon to North Battleford.

The. Dominion Textile Company, Limited, of Montreal,

have sold its buildings and real estate in Moncton to the

biscuit manufacturing firm of J. A. Marven Limited. The
Te.xtile Company is removing the cotton machinery from the
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main biiilditi),', after which the Marven firm will fit it up for

biscuit manufacturing on a more extended scale.

Work on the Centre Street bridge in Calgary, Aha., is

progressinK satisfactorily. Three of the spans have now
been completed, and the men are now at work finishing the

ornamental towers which will rise at cither end of the centre

span. 'J'lic fourth, and southernmost, will not be constructed

until the last possible danger of spring floods is over.

A hill to Rranl to the Dominion Government the strip

nf land necessary for the construction of the BanfT-Winde-

mere highway was passed recently by the legislature of the

F'rovincc of British Columbia. This road will be about 40

miles long and will cost about $300,000. The Dominion Gov-

ernment have agreed to complete and maintain the road.

Judge Dciners has confirmed the appointment of engi-

neering arbitrators in the litigation between the city of

Montreal and the Harris Construction Company. This has

reference to work done for the city, the amount involved

being nearly $100,000. Mr. H. E. Vautelet will represent

the city, Mr. Emile Vanier, the contractors. Dr. L. A. Herdt

is the third engineer appointed by the court.

During the month of May this year there were 217 build-

ing permits issued in the city of Winnipeg, Man., represent-

ing a value of $39.5,700, as compared with 218 last year, re-

presenting a value of $135,000. The total for the first five

months of the year is $1,135,400, as compared with $640,150 in

1915. There arc also extensive building operations going on

this month, including Stovel's new building, $lfiO,000.

In connection with the work on the St. Maurice River

dam in the Province of Quebec, several -camps have been

constructed on a large area of land cleared at the site for

that purpose. In order to facilitate navigation on the river

for the transportation of material, a temporary dam is under

construction at Manouan. A telephone line from Manouan
to the scene of operations, a distance of 32 miles, has also

been installed.

Kane & Ring, contractors, have been awarded the con-

tract for the construction of permanent sidewalks in the

Fairvillc district of St. John County. About 20,000 feet of

sidewalks will be laid. Fairvillc is developing rapidly, both

as an industrial and residential district. The completion of

the new highway bridge at the Falls and the promise of an

improved water service have given a considerable impetus

to its development.

Three tentative sites for the proposed grain elevator to

be erected in the place of the I. C. R. St. John, N.B.. elevator

destroyed in 1914, have been submitted to the city council

by general manager Gutelius, of the Canadian Government
Railways, to make a selection from. One site is just south

of the custom house; the other two are adjacent to the sugar

refinery. The council has held two meetings on the sub-

ject, but has not reached a decision.

The council of Bassano, Alta., have threatened to take

steps to force the city of Calgary to install a sewage dis-

posal plant in order to protect tho water for their use. It

appears that Calgary received instruction from the govern-

ment to proceed with such a plant some time ago, but the

declaration of war caused delay. The city engineer, how-

ever, has now been instructed to prepare a report in this

connection, and the construction of the plant is to commence
when the war is over. It will cost about $300,000.

Owing mainly to the diversion of men to ammunition
plants there is an acute shortage, of unskilled labor in

Montreal which is affecting the building trade. Combined
with this cause is the internment of aliens, the recruiting, tho

calling up of men by the warring nations, and the small

immigration. The labor agencies are able to supply only a

very small portion of the needed labor. At a meeting of

the directors of the Builders' F.xchanKC it wa« stated that one

quarry company which oflFered good wages, free transporta-

tion, constant work and sleeping accommodation, had not

been able to obtain 25 men to go a short distance out of town.

Building permits to the amount of $44,570 were issued in

Medicine Hat, Alta., during the month of May. Amongst
these is included a building for the Alberta Foundry and

Machine Company, $20,000. which will be built of brick and

steel. It will have a frontage of 160 feet and a depth of

120 feet, and will include foundry, machine shop and offices.

It will be heated by steam and supplied with electric power

and lighting. The new building will be put up over the pre-

sent plant, in order to avoid any interference with the pro-

gress of work, and after completion the old shops will he

taken down. The permits for May, 1915, only amounted to

.$3,510.

Following a tour of inspection of the Toronto Harbor

work, in which Hon. Dr. Reid, acting Minister of Public

Works; the Harbor Commission, the City Council and a num-
ber of members of the Board of Trade participated, the chair-

man of the Commission. Mr. Lionel H. Clarke, made the

announcement that a saving of over $1,000,000 was being

made in connection with the reclamation of Ashhridge's

Bay and the establishment of an industrial area there. In

this area between two and three hundred acres have been

reclaimed which practically completes the work. The esti-

mated cost of this operation was $5,000,000. but according to

Mr. Clarke's statement the actual expenditure will not reach

$4,000,000. The chairman also mentioned the fact that dur-

ing the last twelve months the C'ommission has increased

the harbor property by 230 acres by acquisition from the

Government, the C. P. R. and the Grand Trunk.

While in the city of St. John, N.B.. recently, Mr. H. P.

Timmcrman. industrial commissioner of the C. P. R.. an-

nounced that his company had engaged the well-known U. S.

engineering firm of Arthur D. Little to take up research

work on lands adjacent to the C. P. R. track in Canada.

The object of these researches will be to ascertain the com-
mercial values of ores or other mineral or chemical deposits

that may be discovered contiguous to the railway, and which

might form the basis of industrial enterprises. It frequently

happens that discoveries of such natural resources are made
by men who either do not appreciate their value, or who
lack the capital to test them commercially. This work will

be taken up by Mr. Little's research department and the

information secured will form the basis for bulletins that

will be issued by the contpany from time to time. Mr.
Little is an ex-president of the .American Chemical Society.

Pergonal
Company Sergeant-Major .\rmstrong has been killed

in the recent fighting. He was a graduate in science of

McGill University. Prior to joining the forces he was on
the engineering staff of the city of Montreal.

Mr. E. L. Cousins, who has been engineer to the Toronto
Harbor Commission, has just been promoted to the po.si-

tion of general manager, a reorganization of the office staff

having been made necessary by the enlistment of Major
Alex. Lewis, who had acted as secretary since the inception

of the Commission.

('apt. Frank P. .\dams, of the I86th overseas battalion,

who for several years has been city engineer of Chatham,
Ont., was recently honoured, on the occasion of his de-

parture for the training camp at London, by the city councils
of 1913-14-15-16. under whose direction he served. He was
presented with a purse of gold, and members of the re-

spective councils njade brief addresses complimenting him on
the efficiency and courtesy which he had always shown and
the very satisfactory service he had rendered the city.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, En^neers, Manufacturers and

Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks, Sewerage and

Roadways
North Bay. Ont.
The Town Engineer, }1. J. McAuslan,

will receive tenders until noon, June
28th. for the construction of about

50,000 square feet of sidewalks.

Norwich. Ont.
The Town Council propose to lay

about 40.000 square feet of brick pave-

ment on concrete foundation. Clerk.

William I'airley.

Pembroke. Ont.
The Town Council are havinp; plans

prepared for permanent pavements, es-

timated to cost $4,000. EuKinccr, W. J.

Moore.

Quebec, Que.
The City. Council are considerinR the

paving of Sauvageau and .Aqueduc Hills,

at an approximate cost of $5,300. En-

gineer, \V. D. Baillargc.

St. Hyacinthe. Que.
.'\ by-law has been passed providmg

for the construction of paving estimated

to cost $25,000, and for ^a quantity of

side walk. Engineer, H. Cadieux.

Toronto. Ont.
Commissioner of Works K. C. Harris

has recommended the construction of

asphalt paving to cost about $;i6,665, and

bitulithic to cost $i:i,0T4.

Victoria. B.C.
The City Council propose to lay a

watermain to the premises of the Esqui-

mau Waterworks Company. Estimated

cost, $5,000. Engineer, C. H. Rust.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Markham. Ont.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for the construction of a gra-

vity main and collecting basin to Mur-
phy & Barnes. 2:! Temple .Avenue, and

the contract for supply of pipe to the

National Iron Company, Toronto.

Ottawa. Ont.
The City Council have awarded con-

tracts to the Union Construction Com-
pany, Bank Street Chambers, for the

coriistruction of asjihalt pavement on
Napean and Albert Streets, estimated to

cost $41,160.

Quebec, Que.
The City Council have let the follow-

ing contracts: asphalt paving on St. Eoye
Road, Quebec Paving & Construction

Company, 70 Tenth Avenue, Limoilou;
scoria block on Henderson, Ramsay, and
Orleans Place, George Madden, 822 St.

\'alier Street; scoria block and granite

block on Bridge Street, partly to George
Madden and Quebec Paving & Construc-
tion Company; rocmac on St. Olivier

Street, G. Michaud, 90 Des Forges
Street.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The City Council have awarded a con-

tract for construction of a trunk sewer
to John Maguire & Son, Spadina Road,
Toronto. Estimated cost. $64,589.

Welland, Ont.
The contract for construction of a

sewer on Burgar Street has been award-
ed to Louis Sacco. Approximate cost,

$;i.520. Contractor requires 6, 8 and 10-

inch pipe.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
McNab Township, Ont.

Plans have been prepared by J. T.

Morris. Pembroke, for a bridge to he
built over the Madawaska River for the
Township and Renfrew County Council.
Estimated cost, $10,000.

Toronto. Ont.
The Toronto Harbor Commissioners

have had plans pdepared for a steel

bascule bridge to be constructed across
the Don Diversional Channel at the foot
of Cherry Street. Chief Engineer. E. L.

Cousins. 50 Bay Street.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Arden. Man.
The municipalities of Lansdowne and

Langford have awarded the contract for

construction of a concrete bridge to the
Brown Construction Company. .'iOS Tri-

bune Building. Winnipeg. .Approximate
cost. $5,500.

New Brunswick Province.
The Provincial nepartment of Public

Works have awarded to W, K. Fawcett.
Sackville. contracts for the contsruction
of the Nicholas River bridge and for

new substructure and general renairs to

Upper Sackville and Anderson bridges.
Approximate total cost. $41,000.

South Dumfries Township, Ont.
The contract for steel work required

in the construction of a bridge over
Maniwarring Creek for the Township
Council has been let to Hamilton Bridge
Works Company, Ltd.. Bay Street
North, Hamilton, at $2,100. and abut-
ments to Bain & Ross. Embro, at $958.

Upper Jemseg, N.B.
The Department of I'ul)lic Works,

I'Vedericton. have awarded the contract
for construction of substructure and ap-
proaclies of a steel truss bridge to

Joseph McVay & .Sons, St. Stephen. N.
B. .\pi)roximate amount of contract.

$20.1100.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Anderdon Township, Ont.
Plans of a school are being prepared

for the Trustees of Scliool Section No. 6

bv Jacques & Company. Bong Building.
Windsor. Frame construction. Esti-

mated cost. $5,000.

Beeton. Ont.
Bulk or seoarate tenders on the erec-

tion of a school will be received untij

June 30th by the Secretary to the School
Bi ard. J. N. Lannin. .Approximate
cost. $15,000. Architect. John Wilson,
Collingwood. Plans with the Secretary,
the .Architect, and at office of the Con-

tract Record, 347 .Adelaide Street V\'est,
Toronto,

Cainsville. Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a church

for the Bai)tist Congregation will be re-
ceived until June 24th by the .Architect.
L. D. Barber, Temple Building, Brant-
lord. Brick construction. .Approximate
cost, $6,000.

Calgary, Aha.
The Congregation of Central .Metho-

dist Cliurcli propose to replace their
building, recently destroyed by lire, with
a new .structure to cost about $40,000.
and to instal an organ at an apprr)xi-
niate cost of $15,000. .N'othing definite
is yet decided. ,

Eganville, Ont.
Tlie F'vangelical Lutheran Congrega-

tion are building a church under super-
vision of R. G. Reinke. I'rame construc-
tion, veneered with concrete block. Ap-
proximate cost, $12,000. Architect,
Bruno Michel. Carleton Place, Ont. ..

Halifax. N.S.
The Board of School C ominissioners

propose to build a school on Morris
.Street, and plans will be .prepared by
W. J. Buash, 60 Bedford Road. tost
will probably exceed $120,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
V. W. Warren. Bank of Hamilton

Building, is preparing plans for -an In-
terdenominational Church, estimated to
cost $9,000. Tenders will be called
shortly. Cut stone, steel, and brick
construction.

McGregtir, Ont.
The Catholic School Trustees will call

for tenders on the erection of an addi-
tion to the school, estimated to cost
$5,000. F'rame construction. Particu-
lars from f'ather J. A. Pinsonneault.

Mindemoya, Ont.
The Methodist Congregation are

about to start work on the erection of
a Church, estimated to cost $3,000. Stone
construction. Chairman of Building
Committee, D. Wyman.

Montreal, Quo.
The Commissioners of St. Gregoire le

Thaumaturge will receive tenders until

June 26th for the erection of a school,
estimated to cost $250,000. Architect, C.
Rernicr, 70 St. James Street.

New Liskeard, Ont.
The SchooJ Board propose to build a

.ichool at an approximate cost of $30,000.
Town Clerk, J. I. Dixon.

Ottawa, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a laundry

and dormitory for the Grey Nuns of the
Cross will be received until June 26th.
Plans at the Hospital or at office of the
.Architect. Charles Brodeur, 63 City Hall
Street. Hull, Que. .Approximate cost,
$50,000.

Otterville, Ont.
The Township of South Norwich pro-

pose to build a Library, and have been
promised a grant of $6,000 by the Car-
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ncjrie Corporation. Clerk, Alexander
Maifarlane.

Peace River. Alta.

The Department of Public Works. Ot-

tawa, have prepared plans for an Immi-
gration Hall, estimated to cost $.5,n()(|.

Frame construction. Secretary, K. C.

riesrocliers. Ottawa.

Peterborough, Ont.
Tenders on steel valley trusses for the

roofing of St. James Methodist Church

are beinR received by the Secretary to

the Building Comniittce, A. E. Prest,

l!t;3 Lansdowiie Street.

Port Colborne. Ont.
Tenders are now beiuK received for

the erection of St. lames Church, ac-

cording to revised plans. Architect, C.

M. Sorter. Niagara I'alls, Ont. Esti-

mated cost. $18,000.

Sudbury, Ont.

Tenders on all trades rc(|uired in the

erection of a school on College Street

will be received until June ;iOth by the

Architect. V. L. Morgan. Wilson-fircen-

wood I?lock. flans and specifications

with the ,^rchitect, and at office of Mac-

Lean Daily Reports, Ltd., 25 Charlotte

Street. Toronto.

Timmins. Ont.
Ellis & Ellis, .\rchitects. Manning

Chambers. Toronto, are preparing plans

for a school, estimated to cost $40,000.

Hollow tile and brick construction.

Toronto, Ont.
.\ site in Queen's I'ark has been pur-

chased for the erection of new premises

for St. Michael's College. St. Joseph

Street. Stone construction. Aprroxi-

mate cost, $:i.'>0,000. Registrar, Kev.

I'ather H. Carr.

The Board of Education have cancel-

led the contract for plastering at the

Park School, and are now receiving new
tenders. Plans and specifications at of-

fice of the Superintendent of Buildings.

Weston. Ont. .

Tenders on the erection of a hospital

cottage for the National Sanitarium As-

sociation arc now being received by the

Architect. C. S. Cobb, 71 Bay Street. To-

ronto. Brick construction. .Approxi-

mate cost, $6,000.

Wiarton, Ont.
Tenders will be received until June

aoth for the erection of an addition to

the High School, installation of a lav-

atory system and construction of a sew-

er. Plans and specifications with the

Secretary to the High School Board. W.
M. Newman, and the Architects. Forster

& Clark, H8T Second .Avenue F... Owen
Sound.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Berlin, Ont.

, ,

The contract for steel work required

in the erection of a Polish Roman t ath-

olic Church has been awarded to the

Dominion Bridge Company, 30 'Victoria

Street, Toronto, and the masonry to

Wunder Brothers. 20 Peter Street.

Chatham Township, Ont.

The general contract for the erection

of a .school for Union School Section

No. 15 has been let to Chester McGregor.

Wallaceburg. Brick construction. .Ap-

proximate cost, $3,950.

Hamilton, Ont.
The contract for supply of seating re-

quired for the Robert Land School has

been let to the Globe Furniture (com-

pany, Shantz Avenue, Waterloo.

THE CONTRACT RECORD

The contract for masonry required in

alterations to Christ's Church Cathedral

has been awarded to Mitchell & Riddell,

46 Head Street. .Approximate cost.

$15,000. Architects. Stewart & VVitton,

7 Hughson S'treet.

LeaminKton, Ont.
The County Council have awarded the

contract for remodelling the House of

Refuge to A. E. Law, Leamington, on a

10 per cent, basis. Estimated cost of

work. $5,000.

Mount St. Patrick, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a convent for the Roman Cathodic

Congregation. The contract for ma-
sonry and brick veneering has been let

to Anthony Coulas. Springton Post Of-

fice. Frame and brick veneer construc-

tion. Approximate cost. $6.(M)0.

North 'Vancouver, B.C.
riie following contracts have been let

for work required in the erection of an

addition to the North Lonsdale School:

plastering, A. Clarke; tinsmithing. G.

Johanson: painting, ('. Musson: electri-

cal work. W. Graves; heating and
plumbing, J. Young; carpentry by day
labor.

Orillia. Ont.,
The contract for heating and plumb-

ing required in the erection of the Muni-
cipal Building, has been awarded to E.

A. Latimer. West Street.

Oyen, Alta.
The Trustees of School Section No.

:t058 have awarded the general contract

for the erection of a school to the .Al-

berta School Supply Company. 10125

104th Street. Edmonton. Brick con-

struction. Approximate cost, $5, .500.

Quebec, Que.
The Protestant School Board have let

the contract for repairs to the Desjar-

dins School to Emile Cote. .160 Richelieu

Street. Estimated cost. $3,000.

The general contract for interior re-

pairs to the chapel of Fabrique Notre

Dame. 16 Buade Street, has been let to

C. E. Morissette. Ltd., 308 Latourelle

Street. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Sacre Coeur. Que.
The general contract for repairs to the

Parish Church has been let to Charles
Belanger. St. Simon Street. .Approxi-

mate cost, $4,000.

Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
The general contract for alterations

and additions to the F'urse Business Col-

lege has been awarded to McPhail &
Wright, Sault Ste. Marie. Estimated
cost. $7,000.

St. Michel, Que.
rhe general contract for the ercctio.i

of a Presbytery for the Parish has>bcen

let to W. Beauchamp. 1,559 Bordeaux
Street, Montreal. .Approximate cost,

$8,500.

Toronto. Ont.
The contract for brick work required

in the erection of Boon Avenue Baptist

Church has been awarded to F. & .A. V..

Ham, 83 Salem .Avenue, and carpentry

to .A. C. Smithers. 121 Greenlaw .Avenue.

Tenders on plumbing and tinsmithing

are now being received by carpentry
contractor.

The Board of Education have let the

contract for plastering at Dovercourt
School to William Gayton, ai Malvern
.Avenue, at $3,999.

Windsor, Ont.
In connection with the erection of an

addition to the College, the contract for

supply of 85.000 red vitrized face brick

has been let to the Chick ContraclinR

Company. McDougal Street, at $18 per

thousand, and a contract for buflt brick

at $19.

WinnipcK. Man.
The contract for repairs to the I oint

Douglas Presbyterian Church has Uetn

awarded to the Sutherland Conslruclioii

Company. 206 Carlton Building, on a

percentage basis. Approximate osi,

$4,000.

The contract for the erection of a

Church for St. George .Anglican Con-

gregation has been awarded to CTaydon

Brothers. Furby Place. Frame con-

struction. .Approximate cost. $7,500. Ar-

chitects. J. D. Atcliison & Company, 914

Boyd Building.

Business Buildings and Indut-

tritl Plants

Auburn. Ont.
E. llelwig is considering the erection

of a store and residence on Main Street,

at an approximate cost of $'!.000. Frame
and white brick construction.

Chatham. Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a factory

for the American Textile Company will

be called about the end of the month by

the Architects. .Adams & .Adanfs. Mar-
ket Building. Brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost. $30,000.

Chicoutimi. Que.
A Lapointc is about to build a store

and residence, estimated to cost $4,000.

Brick construction.

Cobden. Ont.
Walter Stitt. Cobden Post Office, has

commenced the erection of a store on
Main Street, estimated to cost $4,000.

Brick construction.

L'Islet, Que.
J. A. Dionne is remodelling his sfore

and residence. Estimated cosl. $13,000.

Moncton. N.B.
The .Atlantic Underwear Company.

Ltd.. are building an addition to their

premises, under the supervision of K. C.

Donald. Estimated cost. $6,000

Montreal, Que.
The Canadian Northern Railway. St.

lames Street, have commenced the erec-

tion of a freight shed on Stadacona
Street, estimated to cost $3,000.

Norwich. Ont.
M. L. Bushell has commenced the

erection of an office and residence, esti-

mated to cost $3,000. Brick construc-
tion.

Ottawa. Ont.
Work has been started bv A. D. Hu-

don. Clarkstown. Ont.. on the erection
of stores and residence, estimated to

cost $8,000. Tenders are being received
for the smaller trades. Brick veneer
construction.

Quebec, Que.
The Premier F'eature Film Company

of Canada. Rt Bridhc Street, propose to

build a studio, and have secured a site.

Brick and stucco construction. .Approxi-
mate cost, $.50,000.

Revelstoke, B.C.
The Farmers' Ccoperative .Associa-

tion are considering the erection of a

creamery, estimated to cost $3,000.

Simcoe. Ont.
William Tilley, Architect, Temple



Tenders and For Sale Department

Tenders Wanted
Sealed bulk atid separate tenders addressed to

the undersigned will be received up till five p.m.,

June twenty-fourth, 1916, for the several works
required for the erection of a new School Build-

ing in Selkirk. Ontario. Each tender must be
accompanied by a certified cheque for ten per

cent, of the amount of tender, which will be
forfeited should the contractor refuse to sign

contract and complete the same.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the undersigned or at the office of the

.\rchitect, A. W. Peene, 107 Clyde Block. Ham-
ilton, Ontario. The lowest or any tender not

necessarily accepted,

I. E. HOOVER, Sec.-Treas..
Box 18, Selkirk, Ont.

June 1st. 1916.
"

2.S-25

Extension of Time

TENDERS
Sealed tenders will be received up to 6 p.m.

of Thursday, June 22, 1916, by the Secretary, tor

the erection and completion of a six-room school

building to be built in Parry Sound, Ont., for

the Parry Sound Public School Board.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the

office of the Secretary-Treasurer, Parry Sound,
Ont. ; the office of the Contract Record, iMl

.\delaide Street West, Toronto, Ont., and at the

office of the Architects, Angus & Angus, Angus
tilock. North Bay, Ont.

The successful contractor will be required t(3

furnish a satisfactory guarantee.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.
T. T). BROUGHTON,

Sec-Trcas., Parry Sound Public School Board,

24-2,'^i Parry Sound, Ont.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,

and endorsed "Tender for Supplymg Coal for

the Dominion Buildings," will be received at

this office until 4 p.m. on Wednesday, June 2S,

1916, for the supply of coal for the Public Build-

ings throughout the Dominion.

Combined specification and form of lender can

he obtained at this Department and on applica-

tion to the caretakers of the different Dominion

Buildings.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed

forms supplied, and signed with their actual sig-

natures.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-

lis Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

the amount of the tender, which will be for-

feited if the person tendering decline to enter

into a contract when called upon to do so or

fail to complete the contract. If the tender be

not accepted the cheque will be returned.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS,
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,

Ottawa, June 7,^1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this advertise-

ment if they insert it without authority from

the Department. 24^5

Tenders addressed to the undersigned will be
received by registered post only up to noon on
Tuesday. July 4th, 1916, for the supplying of

ONE 3 HP. PHASE MOTOR; ONE 20-INCH
SQUARE BASE SELF-FEED VERTICAL
DRILL WITH 34.INCH DRILL CHUCK
AND SHAFTING.
Samples of the several articles can be seen

and forms of tendei obtained upon application at
the office of the Fire Department, Adelaide Street
Fire Hall, Toronto. The usual conditions rela-
tive to tendering as prescribed by city by-law
must be .strictly complied with or the tender will
not be entertained. The lowesr or any tender
not necessarily accepted.

r. I.. CHURCH, Mayor,
^•^»--''» Chairnian, Board of Cnritiol.

Tenders Wanted
Sealed tendei s will be received np to noon on

Monday. July 10th. 1916. for the construction of
a Municipal Drain in the Township of Minto.
known as Municipal Drain No. 7, approximately
12.411 feet long.

Plans, profiles and specifications can he seen
at the office of (". ^l). Rowman. O.K.S., West
Montrose, or at the office of the undersigned,
to whom the tenders must he addressed.
A marked cheque for, the sum of .$15<^ , must

accompany each tender as a guarantee of good
faith. The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

W. D. McLErXAN.
Clerk of Minto,

TIarriston, ( )nt.

Marriston. June l^th. 1910. 2r»-27

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
RAILWAYS

TENDERS

Hydro Tenders Wanted

Sealed tenders, marked "Tenders for Exten
sion to Front Street Sub-Station," and addressed
to the rhairntan, Toronto Klectric Conimissipn-
ei s. will he received tmtit noon of Wednesday,
June 28th. Tenders will be considered from the
vai ious trades, also bulk teiulers for the entire
work. Tenderers wanting s?is of plans must
make a deposit 'of .$10. whicli will be refunded
after plans have been returned.

Plans, specifications and form of tender may
be obtained at Engineering Office, corner Dun-
can and Nelson Streets. The lowest or any ten
der not necessarily accepted. 25-25

TENDERS
Tenders will be received until Friday, June

30th, 1916, by the undersigned, for all trades
required in the erection and completion of a new
Public School Building in College .Street, Sud-
bury, Ontario. Plans may be seen and ali in-
formation obtained at the office of the Architect,
Victor L. Morgan, . Wilson-Greenwood Block,
Cedar Street. .Sudbury, Ontario.

AH tenders are to be sejit in by Registered
Mail and plainly marked on the outside, "Ten-
der for new Public School. Sudbury," and must
be accompanied by marked cheque for 5 per
cent, of the amount , of the tender.

The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all tenders submitted.

25-25

Sealed tenders, addressed to J, W. Pugsley,
Secretary, De]>artment of Railways & Canals,
Ottawa, Ont., and markefl on the outside "Ten-
der for Elevator Foundations, Transcona," will

be received up to and including twelve o'clock
noon, Tuesday, July the 4th, 1916. for the con-
struction of reinforced concrete foundations on
wood piles or concrete piles, for 1,(M)0.000 bush-
el storage capacity drain Elevator. Working
House Sand Track Shed at Transcona, Manitoba

;

separate tenders to be submitted for the founda-
tions witli concrete piles and foundations with
wooddi piles, and tenders may be submitterl on
either or both flesigns.

Plans, specit'ications an<l blank form of con-
tract may be seen at the office of the Cliief En-
gineer of the Department of Railways & Canals,
Ottawa; at the office of the Chief Engineer,
Moncton, X.H. ; at the office of the General
Superintendent. Winnipeg. Manitoba; at the office

of the Resident Engineer, Fort William. Ont.;
and al the office of the J. S. Metcalf Company,
l-iniite<l. Engineers, Montreal, P.O.

All the conditions of the Specifications and
contract form must be complied with.

Tenders must be put in on the blank form
of tender, which may be obtained from any of

the offices at which plans are on exhibition. Each
tender milst be accompanied by a certified l>ank

cheque, payable to the Honorable the Minister

of Railways & Canals, for the sum of $1.5,000.

The lowest of any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
F. P. C.UTELTUS.

General Manager
Canadian fGovernment Railways.

Dated at Moncton. N. B.,

June 17th, 191G. 25-26

The Sudbury Public School Board,

Per Joseph (Fowler, Secretary.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Examining Warehouse,
Toronto, Ont.." 'will be received at this office
until 4 p.m. on Monday, July 17, 1916, for the
construction of the building mentioned.

Plans, specification and form of contract can
be seen and forms of tender obtained at the
office of Mr. Thos. A. Hastings, Clerk of Works.
Postal Station "F," Vonge Street, Toronto, Ont.,
Mr. R. L. Deschamps, Central Post Office, Mont-
real. P. O., and at this Department.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will
not be considered unless made on the forms sup-
plied, and signed with their actual signatures,
stating their occupations and places of residence.
In the case of firms, the actual signature, the
nature of the occupation, and place of residence
of each member of the firm must be given.

Eacli tender must be accompanied by an ac
cepted chefjue on a chartered bank, payable to
the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

the amount of the tender, which will be forfeited
if the person tendering decline to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so. or fail to
complete the work contracted for. Tf the tender
be not accepted the cheque will be returned.

The Department does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works.
Ottawa, June 16, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for tin's adver-
tisement if thev insert it without authority from
the Department. 25 26
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Tenders for Debentures

Scaled Icnilfis will be received by tlie under-
signed up to M o'clock p.m. on June 27th, 1916,
for Ihe piircliafie of $15,000 ii per cent. I)cben-

lures of the Corporation of the Village of Elmira.
under II y- law No. .*J6(I. Xo tender necessarily

accepted.

J. U. KUPPEI.,
24 25 Clerk. ,

THE CONTRACT RECORD

FOR SALE

Tenders for

4-in. Stop Valves

Tenders will be received by registered post
only, addres.sed to the Chairman, Board of Con
trol, (Mty Hall, Toronto, up lo 12 o'clock noon
on Tuesday. July 4th, 1916, fur the supply and
delivery of

:

4-in. Stop Valves foi High Level Pumping
Station. Tender No. 48.

Envelopes containing tenders must be plainly
marked on the outside as lo contents. Speciti-
cations and furtu>s of tender may be obtained at

the Works Department, Room 12, City Hall,
Tende? s must comply strictly with conditions of

City Hy-laws as to deposits and sureties, as set

out in speeifications and forms of tender. The
lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

r. L. CHURCH, Mayor,

25 25 ('liairmaii, Hoard of Conlrol.

Board of Education

Sealed tenilers, whole or separate, addressed

lo the Secretary-Treasurer of the Hoard of Edu-

calioti, will be received until

Thursday, June 29th, 1916
fur

Miiisniinucr Repairs, Sundry Schools

ill the following trades:

Roofing, Tinsmithing, Iron Stairs,

i'.xterior Painting, Plumbing, .Steam

hitting, I'^lectrical Work, Cabinet

W'tirk, Local Telephones, Tinsmith's

Stoves :in(l I'urnate Work.

Spccilications may be sjen am! all itifurmatioii

ohiaitled at the office of the Superintendent of

llnililinijs, t'ity Hall, Toronto. Each tender nilist

lie accompanied with an accepted bank cheqnc

fur live per cent, of the amount of tender or

its et|uivaleiil in cash, applying to said tender

only. .Sureties for all tenders exceeding four

thousand dollars nuist be furnisheil by Slnety

Companies,' Tenilers must be in the hands of

Ihe .Secretary-Treasurer at his office in the City

Hall, not later than 4 o'clock on the day named,

after which no tender will be received. The

lowest or any tender will not necessarily be

ucirpted.

Mil KS YOKES,
(.hairman of Property Committee.

\V. t. WILKINSON,
\i^'^^ Secretary-Treasurer.

Marion Revolving Shovel, Model No. 30, on

railroad trucks, in fair condition. Box 413, Con-

tract Record, Toronto, Ont. 23-25

FOR SALE
Two low preisure 30 H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in
use IcsA than two months. Good for steam or
hot water healing purposes. Each will carry
H.OOO square feet oi steam radiation, Furllier
uarticulars—MacM. R. & U., 4 Beaver Hall Sq.,
Montreal. 17-t.f.

Plant For Sale

1 Smith Concrete Mixer $400

1 Wettlaufer Mixer with Engine 250

1 20 H.P. Upright Hoisting Engine ... 450

2 10 H.P. Motors, H.C each S5

1 ;tOH.P. Motor, U.C 15<J

HOLMES, 1107 Vonge Street, Toronto.

22t.f.

Tenders for School

.Seated leiitU-is, addressed to the utidcrsigned,
will be received up to 7 o'clock p.m., on Friday,
June 80, 1918, for the erection of a four-roomed
School Building. Separate tenders for the fol-

lowing trades:

1. Excavating and concrete work.

2. Brick work.

8. Carpenter work.

4. Lathing and plastering.

6. Painting and glazing.

6. Galvanized iron work. rooAng and roof con-
ductor.

7. Plumbing.

8. Heating and ventilation.

Also bulk tenders for the entire work.

Plans and specilications may be seen at the

office of John Wilson, Architect, Collingwood,
and at the office of the "Contract Record," To-
ronto, or with the undersigned. All tenders must
be accompanied by a marked cheque, made pay-
able to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Beeton
School Board, for 5 per cent, of the amount of

the tender. The lowest or any tender not neces-

sarily accepted.
JOHN N. I.ANNIN,

Secretary.

Ueeton, Out., June H. 1»10. 24 25

lUiildiiiR, Brantford, will rcci'ivc teiulcrs

until June 28th for the erecliun of a

factory for the Uitiiiue Shoe Coinpaiiy.

IJrick coiistrviction. .^vproxi'iiate om-^i,

$10,000.

St. Rosalie Junction, Que,
I'lans of a warehouse to cost about

$12,000 are beiiiK prepared tor Societe

Co-operative dcs I'roducteur.s des Se-

luence, and private tenders will be callcil

shorth'. Architect, P. Myrand. Ocparr-
nicnt of Agriculture, Parliament Builil-

incs. I'ranie construction.

Stratford. Ont.
The Stratford Davenport Company.

Ltd., 552 Ontario Street, propose to

make repairs to their premises, which
were recently damaged by tire. Esti-

mated cost, $3,000.

Timmins. Ont.
Ellis & Ellis, Manning Chambers, To-

47

ronto, are preparing plan* of a hospital

for the Canadian MininR & l-'urnacc

Company. Estimated cost, J30,00«. Hol-
low tile and brick constructioo.

Toronto. Ont
Tenders on the erection of an exaniin-

inK warehouse on Front Street West will

be received until 4 p.m., July 17th by R.

C. Desrochers, Secretary. Department of

Public Works, Ottawa. Plans and speci-

fications at office of T. A. Hastings,

Clerk of Works, Postal Station F, Tor-
onto, and at the Department. Specitica-

lions only at office of MacLcan Daily
Reports, Limited, 35 Charlotte Street,

Toronto. Approximate cost, $500,000.

Plans have been iircpared for an addi-

tion to a factory on Williams Street for

L. White & Sons, 270 Queen Street W.,
and tenders will shortly be called. Ar-
chitect, B. Brown, 37 Yon^e Street \i>-

|)roximate cost, $4,000.

H. J. Chown, 220 Scarboro Road. Iia.s

prepared plans of a garaxc for H. A.
/immerman,''ii75 KinKSton Road. Brick
and steel construction. Estimated cost,

$5,000.

Plans for a store and residence esti-

mated to cost $5,000 have been prepared
for Linder Brothers, 1430 Queen Street
W. Brick construction.

The Toronto Hydro Electric Com-
missioners, 226 YonRe Street, will re-

ceive tenders until June 38th Jor the
erection of an addition to the Front
Street Sub-station. Plans at office ol

the EiiKineerinK Department, Duncan
and Nelson Streets. Brick and steel

construction, .\pproximate cost, $11,000.

The Commission arc also having plans
prepared firr an addition to the Stanley
Park Sub-station, estimated lo cost

$12,000.

G. D. Redmond. 33 Fairview limilc

vard, has prepared plans of a picture
theatre to be built on Gerrard Street

East, and will shortly call for tenders.

.Approximate cost. $25,000. Steel, arti-

ficial stone and brick construction.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Berlin. Ont.

In cmineclion with the erection of a
factory for the Canadian Regal Motor
Company. Ltd., the masonry has been
let to Peter Craxnoline. 386 East King
Street, and carpentry to W. H. Dunker
& Son. 5S Louisa Street.

Halifax. N.S.
In connection with alterations to a

restaurant for Bonds Limited, Barrinx-
ton Street, the contract for heating has
been awarded to Longard Brothers. 213
Mollis Street; plumbing to W. J. Craig,
310 I'pper Water Street, and electrical

work to J. Starr, .'son & ("onipany. (Gran-

ville Street.

Hamilton. Ont
In connection with the office building

now in course of erection for the Stan-
ley Steel Company, the contract for
heating and plumbing has been let to
Buchanan & MacBeth. 314 King Street
E.. and the plastering to the general con-
tractor,

Port Arthur. Ont
The general contract for alterations to

Ihe Ottawa House for C. H. Roy. has
been let to K. Hamer. 214 Park Street;
heating and plumbing to J. Marshall,
and electrical w6rk to Mahon Brothers,
338 Arthur Street.

Quebec. Que.
The Quebec Construction Company.

Ill Mountain Hill, have started work
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on the conversion of a store into bovvl-

inK alleys for D. Brochu, 03 St. John
Street. Estimated cost. $3,000.

Regina, Sask.
'i'he general contract for the erection

of a roundhouse and storehouse for the

Canadian Noj-thern Railway has been

let to George McLeod. Brick and con-

crete construction. Approximate cost,

$ir).ooo.

Saskatoon. Sask.
The contract for excavation and foun-

dations required in the erection of a

daylight theatre for J. A. Ashdown, 5au

Wellington Crescent, Winnipeg, has

been awarded to K. B. McLeod, 11

H

:i8th Street. ."Xpiiroximate cost of liuild-

ing, $50,000.

St. Boniface. Man.
The general contract for the erection

of a block of stores and apartments for

Lady Dubuc has been let to F. Grenon,

;371 Cumberland Street, Winnipeg. Brick

and stone construction. .Approximate

cost, $;!0,000.

St. Catharines. Ont.
The contract for painting required in

the erection of a factory for the McKin-
non Dash & Hardware Company, has

been awarded to Begy & Son Company,
James Street.

St. John, N.B.
The general contract for the erection

of an exchange for the New Brunswick
Telephone Company. Ltd., 22 Prince

William Street, has been awarded to A.

K. C. Clark. .Il Water Street, and the

electrical work to Vaughan Electric

Company, Ltd., 94 Germain Street. Ap-
proximate cost, $13,000.

Toronto. Ont.
The contract for masonry required in

the erectvoii of premises at Ossiiigtoii

Avenue and Arthur Street for the Bank
of Toronto, has been let to J. A. Wic-
kett Ltd., Traders Bank Building, and

cut jtone to Scott Brothers, 38 McGee
Street.

Vancouver, B.C.
The contract for waterproofing re-

quired in the erection of the False Creek

Station for the Great Northern Rail-

way, has been awarded to Campbell &
Grili, 331 Georgia Street E.

Welland. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a storage building for Canadian Bil-

lings & Spencer, has been awarded to

the Standard Steel Construction Com-
pany. Corrugated iron construction.

.Approximate cost, $8,000.

The Welland Motor & Machine Com-
pany have let the general contract for

the erection of a factory to S. L. Lain-

liert. Frame construction. Estimated

cost, $3, .500.

Windsor. Ont.
The general and rooting contracts for

the erection of a block of stores and
flats for H. Benstein, 134 Goyea Street,

have been let to Urgil Jacques, 160 Dou-
gal Avenue: masonry to Cross Broth-

ers, Louis Avenue; plastering to Los-
sing & Harris, and heating and plumb-
ing to Windsor Hardware Company, 71

Sandwich Street F^.

Winnipeg, Man.
The contract for ornamental iron

V work required in the erection of a grain

exchange for the Trades Building As-
sociation has been awarded to Dennis

. Wire & Iron Company, Ltd., 22 Dundas
Street, London, Ont.

The general, masonry, carpentry, steel

and roofing contracts for an addition to

a theatre for A. R. McNichol, 292 Port-
age Avenue, have been let to Hazelton
& Malin, 303 Donalda Street. Brick
construction. Estimated cost. $12,000.

Residences

Appin, Ont.
James Glasgow has commenced the

erection of a residence. Frame and
white brick construction. Approximate
cost, $3,000.

Brussels, Ont.
W. F. Stretton proposes to build a

Ijungalow at an approximate cost of

$3,000. Plans will be prepared immedi-
ately.

Edmonton, Alta.

The Duggan Building Investment
Company. 211 McLeod Building, pro-

pose to build an apartment block at an
approximate cost of $25,000. and plans

are being prepared by W. D. Cromarty,
University of Alberta. Brick construc-

tion.

Elmira, Ont.
Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be built on Centre Street for

St. Paul's Lutheran Church. Brick con-

struction. Estimated cost. $3,000. Sec-

retary. G. Klinck.

Hamilton, Ont.

J. W. McKim. 95 Spadina .Avenue, has

had plans prepared for two residences,

estimated to cost $3,500 each. Brick and
stone construction.

E. F. Long. 405 Dundurn Street South,

is about to start work on four cottages,

estimated to cost $1,000 each. Brick

construction.

Montreal, Que.
Jean Brunette, Cote St. Luc Road.

has commenced the erection of eight

flats, estimated to cost $32,000.

Work has been started by G. E.

Blackwell, 4184 St. Catherine Street W.,

on the erection of two flats, estimated

to cost $10,000.

Norwich, Ont.
William Corlett, Main Street, is about

to start work on a residence, estimated

to cost $3,.500. Brick construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
T. J. Somerville, 28 Waverley Street,

has commenced the erection of a double

residence on Bronson Street, estimated

to cost $7,000. Brick veneer construc-

tion.

Port Colborne, Ont.
Plans of a residence to be built for

Julius Knoll, Humberstone, are being

prepared by C. M. Borter, Main Street,

Niagara Falls South. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Port Hope, Ont.
Ellis & F.llis, Manning Chambers, To-

ronto, have prepared revised plans of a

residence for J. .A. Hume, and tenders

are now being received by the owner.

Steel, stone and brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $10,000.

Quebec, Que.
Work on the erection of a residence

on Hermine Street has been started by
1'. Blouin, St. Jean Street. Frame and
brick construction. Estimated cost,

$3,000.

Stratford, Ont.

J. S. Russel, 6 Downie Street, has pre-

pared plans of a residence for George
Kalbfleish, Erie and St. Patrick Streets.

Brick and St. Marys stone construction.
Approximate cost, $7,000.

Strathroy, Ont.
E. Morrow contemplates the erection

of a residence, and will prepare plans.

Approximate cost, $3,000.

Tavistock, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a Parson-

age for the Evangelical Church will be
received until July 4th. Pastor, A. D.
Gischler. Brick construction.

Toronto, Ont.
K. J. Zavitz, 20 Lowther .Avenue, con-

templates the erection of a residence,
'

and plans are being prepared by Wil-
liams, Akitt & Ure. IIC Westmuuirt Ave-
nue. Tenders will be called shortly.

Brick construction. Approximate cost,

$5,000.

F. W. Hill. 55 Woolfrey Avenue, is re-

ceiving tenders on excavation required
in connection with the duplex residence
which he pronoses to build on Hamil-
ton Street. Brick construction. Esti-

mated cost. $3,000.

G. W. Dale. 12 Butternut Street, has
commenced the erection of a residence
and will let the smaller trades. Esti-

mated cost, $3,000. Brick construction.

Plans have been prepared by P. H.
F"inney. 79 Adelaide Street E., for a resi-

dence to be built on Caroline .Avenue by
M. C. Charters. Brick construction. Es-
timated cost. $3,200.

Work has been started on the erec-

tion of a pair of residences on Black-
thorne Street for Miss P. Montgomery,
326 Gladstone Avenue. Brick construc-
tion. Approximate cost, $3,000.

W. C. Charters, 110 Caroline -Avenue,
is receiving tenders on brick work and
excavation required in the erection of
a residence on Caroline Avenue. Archi-
tect, P. Finney, 79 Adelaide Street E.
Estimated cost, $3,200.

J. W. Butchart, 1 St. Ives Avenue, has
commenced the erection of a residence,

estimated to cost $6,000. Brick and
stucco construction.

A. W. Clendennan & Son, 200 Bruns-
wick Avenue, propose to build a pair of
residences on Euclid .Avenue, at an ap-
proximate cost of $5,000, and plans have
lieen prepared. Smaller trades will be
let. Brick construction.

Zurich, Ont.
F. C. Kalbfleisch is considering the

erection of a residence, and will prepare
plans immediately. Approximate cost,

$3,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Bedford, N.S.
The general, masonry, carpentry, steel,

roofing and plastering contracts for the

erection of a residence for A. Cobb,
Tramway Building. Halifax, have been
awarded to Byron Schafelbury, painting
to F. McCready, heating to Longard
Brothers. 213 Hollis Street, Halifax,

plumbing to F. Delancy. Wolfville. and
electrical work to F. Maling. Waverley.
Frame construction. Approximate cost,

$10,000.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Samuel Kennedy, 1

School -Street, has been awarded to A.
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FUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the
University of Toronto.

This Pump is hydraulically balanced against end thrust and in addition has a water

cooled thrust Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may be operated with guide

vanes or without for demonstration purposes. Oil rings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine Pumps. We make pumps
of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN CANADA Write ns for prices

Plant of John Inglis Co., Limited, Toronto

The John Inglis Company^ Limited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada
Ottawa Representative :—J. W. ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Chambers
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McDonald, • Brockfield, P.E.I. Frame
construction. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Halifax, N.S.
The Eastern Investment Corporation,

Cvagg Building, have let the contracts

for heating in connection with the vari-

ous residences which they are building

to Longard Brothers, 31,3 HoUis Street,

plumbing to W. J. Craig, :il6 Upper
Water Street, and electrical work to John
Starr & Company, Granville Street.

London, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence for W. Bossince, 383 Hale
Street, has been awarded to T. Leah,
102" Dundas Street. Brick veneer con-

struction. Estimated cost, $3,300.

Montreal, Que.
In connection with the residence which

is being built for Beaupre & Fils, 6^>!i St.

Paul Street North, the painting contract

has been let to W. D. Rufiance, 91 Rose
de Lima Street.

The general contract for alterations to

a residence for Russell Cowans. 283

Stanley Street, has been awarded to

Laird Paton & Son. 485 St. James Street.

Architect. K. G. Rae, .59 Beaver Hall

Hill. Approximate cost, $7,000.

The general contract for the erection

of six flats for George St. Germain has

been let to M. Waxman, 1281 St. Urbain

Street. Tenders on smaller trades are

being received by the general contractor.

Estimated cost, $8,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The contract for hKating and plumb-

ing required in the erection of apartments

on Laurier .\vcnue for James Neville

has been let to A. Gauthier & Company,
307 Dalhousie Street, and electrical work
to C'. Presby, 138 Irving Avenue.

In connection with the residence be-

ing built by W. H. Lee. 30 Barton St.,

the contract for plastering has been let

to Bowman & Sons, 239 Florence Street.

painting to A. Wilson, 118 Second Street,

lieating and plumbing to J. T. Blyth,

Frank Street, and electrical work to E.

Headley, 645 Echo Street.

The following contracts have been let

by T. J. Somerville, 28 Wayerley Street,

in connection with the residence which

he is building:—roofing, J. Welsh, Wav-
erley Street; heating, J. Cameron. 488

Lewis Street; plumbing. Thomas Wal-
lers. 388 Booth Street; electrical work,

C. Presby, 138 Irving Avenue.

In connection with the residence in

course of erection for C. A. Bowman, l(i

Monk Street, the contract for masonry
has been let to Alexander Mc.\llister, 15

Gilmour Street. Tenders are being re-

ceived on the smaller trades.

In connection with the apartments

which are being built on Laurier Avenue
for }. M. Ross, 49 Metcalfe Street, the

contract for masonry has been awarded
to Beattie & Davidson. Renfrew Avenue,

and carpentry and roofing to the general

contractors.

Peterboro, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of apartments for W. H. Hill, Sun Life

Building, has been awarded to Ephgrave
& Barrett, 571 Gilmour Street. Approxi-

mate cost. $6,000. .Architects, Bond &
Smith, Wilton Avenue, Toronto.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for converting a

store into four residences for E. Minguy,
39 Berthelot Street, has been awarded

to A. Legare. Frame and brick con-
struction. Approximate cost, $3,000.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for Delle Robitaille, 59^^
Scott Street, has been let to V. Talbot,
93 Morin Street. Frame and brick con-
struction. Estimated cost, $4,000.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Ottawa, Ont.
Tenders will be received until 4 p.m.,

July 3rd, by R. C. Desrochers, Depart-
ment of Public Works, Ottawa, for the

supply of quantities of galvanized iron

telegraph wire, to be delivered at Mont-
real, Kamloops, B. C, and Vancouver,
B. C. Specifications at office of Mac-
Lean Daily Reports, Limited, 25 Char-
lotte Street, Toronto.

Quebec, Que.
The Quebec Exhibition Commission,

City Hall, will shortly call for tenders

on the installation of alighting system at

the Exhibition Grounds. Approximate
cost, $11,000.

Saskatchevran Province.
The Neelby Rural Telephone Com-

pany have been authorized to borrow
$3,200 for the construction of their pro-

posed system. Secretary, J. E. Lewis,
Kipling.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Orillia, Ont.
The Town Council have awarded the

contract for supply of equipment for the

Swift Rapids Power Plant to the Can-
adian General Electric Company, 212

King Street West, Toronto. Installa-

tion will consist of either two unit of

3,000 h.p.. at $68,000, or .3 unit of 5,400

h.p. at $81,000.

Miscellaneous

London, Ont.
The London Concrete Machinery Com-

pany have been awarded contracts for

the supply of machinery to the follow-

ing firms;—F. Smithson. Leamington, one
paving mixer; G. B. Mitchell, Shawinigan
j'^alls. Que., one paving mixer; Corpora-
tion of Manvers, Ont., one batch mixer;

J. B. Dore & Fils. LaPrairie, Que., one
batch mixer; Somerville & Dilworth.

Welland, one batch mixer; John Evans
& Son, Hamilton, one batch mixer; Jin-

chereau & Lalonde, Quebec, one batch
mixer; Milton Brown, Wheatley, Ont.,

one batch mixer; North Shore Power
Company, St. Cassimir, Que., one batch

mixer; Town of Pointe Claire. Que., one
batch mixer; Jedd Scott. Sweetsburg,
Que., one concrete mixer.

Late News Items

Alberta Province
The Department of Agriculture. Ed-

monton, propose to establish demonstra-
tion farms at Camrose, (irand Prairie

and Vegreville. .Approximate cost. $25,-

000 each. Superintendent, S. G. Carlyle,

I'arliament Buildings, Edmonton.

Campbellton, N.B.
Plans of a block of stores and apart-

ments to be built for J. A. Belanger
have been prepared by Albert Sinsesnes,
.Architect. Moncton, and tenders will be
called immediately. .Approximate cost,

$8,000,

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a Church and Presbytery for St. Jean
Berchmans, 2619 Cartier Street, has been
awarded to Thomas Belanger, Valley-
field, Que. Stone construction, interior

finish of Caen stone. .Approximate cost.

$300,000. .Architects, Gauthier & Daoust,
180 St. James Street.

Oshawa, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a residence

for F. Finnigan will be received until

June 24th. Architects. Ellis & Ellis.

Manning Chambers, Toronto. Brick and
stone construction.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to an office building on
Sparks Street for C. J. Booth. Booth St

,

has been let to Norcross Brothers, Boo'h
Building, Rideau Street. Approximate
cost, $50,000.

The City Council have awarded the

general contract for the construction of

sun parlors to .A. E. Farley, Banque Na-
tionale Building, Rideau Street, at $9,473.

Brick and stucco construction.

St. Maurice River, Que.
The St. Maurice Construction Com-

pany have awarded a contract to M.
Beatty & Sons. Ltd., Welland, for the

supply of an 8 x 12 triple drum hoisting

engine with boom swinger, and one 37

h.p. double drum electric hoist for use
on the construction of the St. Maurice
River Dam near Sanmaur, Que.

Toronto. Ont.
The Board of Control will receive

tenders until July 4th for the supply of

one 3 h.p. motor and one 20-inch square

base self feed vertical drill chuck and
shafting. Plans at office of the -Fire De-
partment, Adelaide Street West.

Tenders are now being received by
Eden Smith & Sons. Architects. 33

Scott Street, on the erection of a Church
for the Beulah Hall Congregation. Brick,

steel and stone construction. .Approxi-

mate cost, $25,000.

The contract for masonry and stone

work required in alterations to a resi-

dence for F. Goldberg, care of Langley
& Howland. Architects. 112 King Street

West, has been let to C. Wood & Sons,

613 Manning .Avenue. .Approximate cost

of work. $7,000.

Transcont, Man.
Tetrders will be received until July 4tli

by R. C. Desrochers. Secretary. Depart-

ment of Public Works. Ottawa, for con-

struction of reinforced concrete founda-

tions on piles, required in the erection

of an elevator. Plans and specifications

at offices of the ("hief Engineer, Depart-

ment, Ottawa; Chief Engineer. Monc-
ton; General Superintendent. Winnipeg;
Resident Engineer, Fort Williain. and }j
S. Metcalf Company, Ltd.. Montreal.

Japanese Novelty

We ship r>0 Assortment of Latest Japanese^
Novelties and Toys, postpaid, upon receipt of

5 shillings. Something new for Trade or Gift.

Satisfaction or money refunded. Dealers and
Jobbers invited. Buy direct. Make money.

Matsumoto-Do,

Dept. No. 636,

TOKYO. JAPAN
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Distant Fields Look Green
Tliere is very convinciii}^ evidence to sliovv that t'.ie

Canadian peoi)le as a whijle are linn advocates of the
old ada^e, "No prophet is respected in his own coun-
try." At any rate they practice this principle persist-

ently, huniiliatinj.j themselves and tlieir own ])rophels

before the pri)phets of other nations and, wiiat is even
more to the point in this commercial a,t;e, payint:^ out

fjjood f^old for a jirodnct wliich is ohtainahle in the

home market of a cpiality, as has lieen repeatedly
shown, in no wav inferior to the forci!,Mi article. W h\

do we dt) it?

This is an aj^e of advertising^. The niamifactiired

product that is not advertised is simi)ly not used. So
with a man. Canadian professional men, however, are

not advertisers, and especially does this apply to en-

jjiueers, wlio, almost without exception, are modest.

retiring, and diffident of extolling their owr virtues
i)efore the j^eneral public. This doe.s not apply in tlie

sanie decree U) enj(ineers of other countries and es-
pecially to those of that country with which we come
most frequently into competition.

* * *

The local professional man in every walk (»f life,

too, labors under the di.sadvantagc of living; down
every little mistake he has made. We leave our old
doctor because he has made a slight error in judji-
ment and call in a new one of whom we know nothing,
and who, likely enough, has just been dismissed by
our neighbor for a more serious matter. So with en-
gineers. We know all the mistakes our home engi-
neers have made. They have been talked about in the
daily papers, magnified by ignorance and prejudice,
reiterated in season and out, until we lack the moral
courage to employ anyone in the public blacklist, even
if we ourselves have not lost faith in them. And .so

along comes an outside engineer, headquarters in New
V'ork or Chicago; we've never heard anything again.st
him—because we've never heard anything of him be-
fore; but he comes highly recommended—by his
friends—and the native engineer is out of the running.
No search is made of the foreigner's credentials, no
list is sought of his mistakes and failures—he's taken
at face value—without question. The foreign fields
look green, chiefly becau.se they are far away.

* * «

This pernicious habit of Canadian organizations of
various sorts would be humiliating, even if it were
necessary, but it is rendered many times more so by
the fact that we have as good men right here at home
as may be found anywhere in the whole wt)rld. Their
one weakness may be that they lack the wider experi-
ence of some of the outsiders, but what they lose in
this way is more than made up by a closer know ledge
of local conditions, a keener appreciation of local rc-
(|uirements, and a greater pride in local work. One
has not to seek far to locate instances of failure of
foreign engineers to make good, owing to lack of in-
terest in the work—inspection is .scant and infrequent,
the responsibilities are given over to underlings who
do not measure up to requirements, local conditions
and requirements are miscalculated. Then, too, there
is frequently a suspicion of a sort of supercilious atti-
tude towards the little Canadian bits of work, such as
a $15,000,000 aqueduct, which leads the engineer to
take a chance. Sometimes he, too, makes a miss—all
of which the Canadian consumer pays for in gold.

'* * *
The amount of work, building and construction of

every sort at present under way in Canada and being
architected or engineered by other than Canadians, is
simply tremendous. luther the authorities who pass
over the claims of home talent and emplov foreigners
are wrong or our local men are incompetent. We have
no hesitation in urging that there is no trace of truth
in the latter alternative. It follows, then, that the
blame must be placed with those in authoritv who em-
ploy the foreign architects and engineers—thus laying
themselves open to charges of ignorance of the facts,
disloyalty to their country and fellow-citizens, and en-
tire lack of appreciation of the value of building up
our reputation as a producer of men quite as much as
of manufactured products.

Where is the remedy? It probably depends chiefly
on the sound common sense of our municipal and
other authorities, but surely the engineer himself can
do something to assert his rights. What seems to be
the mt)st lugent need is that those who buv "service"
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should become seized of the fact that this product is

"made in Canada," and that it stands ready to com-
pete with any similar product made anywhere else.

Our professional men, in this sense, then, are manu-
facturers, and, as such, are surely justified in much
more agfjressive publicity. Canada has the resources
—must we admit we have not got the men to develop
them?

Engineers and Architects

The activities of the architect and the structural

ens'ineer are related in many respects. In lars^e mod-
ern building's there is a tendency to consider not only
the design from a purely engineering standpoint, but
also to regard its architectural elifects and its relation

in a general scheme of city planning and improve-
ments. The same applies to bridge construction,

where the bare and ugly structures are being aban-
doned for the more ornamental and more graceful de-

signs, but quite as correct from every engineering
stand]K)int. This has called forth from the structural

engineer his best efiforts to cope with the problems of

ornamental and architectural art. Engineers as a

whole realize their lack of knowledge of the rudiments
of architectural design and this has meant the co-

operation of architects and engineers in the planning
of these ornamental structures. This has a disad-

vantage, possibly, in that it creates a tendency for

each to unduly emphasize his own share in the work
and real co-operation is often lacking. There is a

call for a jjerson combining the abilities of both archi-

tect and engineer, and by slight readjustment, engin-

eering schools should be able to supply this lack.

Heretofore, they have not, as a rule, striven to suffi-

ciently broaden their courses, but by the exercise of

judicious care in the elimination of old and substitu-

tion of new subjects, there is here an opportunity for

giving engineering students such an insight into the

fundamentals of art and architectural design as will

fit them for such work of this nature as they will

come in contact with.

Waterbound Macadam Suitable for Heavy
Traffic

That waterbound macadam, if properly surfaced

—

and this can be done economically—will stand up well

under heavy motor traffic is illustrated by expeiicncc

in the Bronx district of New York city, which main-
tains 1,800,000 square yards of this pavement at a

cost as low as 2 3/5 cents per square yard in one
heavy traffic street and 3 1/5 cents per square yard in

other streets. The method of maintenance is des-

cribed in a current issue oi the Engineering Record:

—

The most striking example is the Grand Concourse
and Boulevard. This pavement, which is Ayi miles

long, has two 35-ft. roadways and contains 192,000

square yards of surface. .According to an informal

count, it has carried as many as 1,200 vehicles in an
hour. It is a main driveway, leading to the parkways
and suburban counties to the north, and carries regu-

larly a heavy, and, at times, high speed traffic. Heavy
trucks frequent it. Though the proportion of this

class of traffic is not large as compared to other streets

in the Bronx, it does amount to more than the average
hard-surfaced country road has to carry.

The original surface treatment of the Concourse
consisted of a ^^-i'lch thickness of Tarvia A and grit.

The tar treatment was applied hot m the proportion

of 1/3 gallon to the square yard by a squegee, though
the highway officials state that if they had to d(j it

over again they would use a pressure distributor. The
cost of the first application was 8 cents per square
yard, due to the fact that it was thoroughly cleaned
and the dust film entirely removed before the bitumi-
nous material was applied. The extreme thorough-
ness of the cleaning as considered justified in order to

secure a satisfactory bond between the metal of the
road and the bituminous surface.

Every spring a gang goes over the roadway and
using tar, makes whatever patches may be required.
When the warm weather comes a paint coat of Tarvia
B and grit is applied. This is the only maintenance on
the road throughout the year. The aim is to keep the
top surface thin.

The maintenance on other waterbound streets in

the borough is similar to that on the Concourse. Some
of them do not require repairs annually, but are .some-
times allowed to go over until the next spring. Those
on a grade appear to require less repair than those
under similar traffic on lesel stretches. The quantity
of bituminous material aj^plied varies from 1/6 to j/4

of a gallon per square yard, according as the appear-
ance of the road indicates the need of a greater or less

quantity.

Million Dollar Sugar Factory
The sugar factory now being constructed at Chat-

ham, Ont., for the Dominion Sugar Company, will be
one of that city's largest and finest industries. It will

cost over one million dollars and will include eight
buildings of fireproof construction, brick, .steel, and
concrete being the materials used. The site will cover
some 64 acres of land. At the present time there are
considerably over 200 men employed in the construc-
tion, which will require the use of approximately three
million brick, 1,200 tons of constructional steel, and
10,000 cubic yards of concrete, and there will also be
laid about ten miles of piping. The large smoke
stack of the factory, 175 feet high, has been com-
pleted, and the steel frame work of the main building
is now nearly finished. This building will be 5 storeys
high, 320 feet by 140 feet, and when completed, will

handle 1,500 tons of sugar beets daily. Other build-
ings will be the beet sheds, 456 feet x 300 feet; the
raw sugar warehouse, 300 feet x 70 feet ; the sugar
warehouse, 200 feet x 1-K) feet, and the pulp drier and
warehouse, 142 feet x 152 feet, which will have a ca-
pacity for drying between 90 and 100 tons per day.
The equipment of the factory will be the most modern
in every respect, and waste will be practically elimin-
ated. For this purpose a barium will be erected, one
of the most important additions to modern sugar
plants. This is for the further treatment of the ma-
terial which passes through the main building, which
was formerly discarded as waste, but which can now
be turned into sugar by this new process. There will

also be a machine shop for making repairs to the fac-

tory equipment, and a boiler house, 175 feet x 50 feet,

which will contain 12 large boilers with a 4,000 h.p.

capacity. In connection with the shipping facilities,

10 railway spurs will run into the plant, and soundings
have been taken for the construction of a dock along
the water front, which will be about 650 feet long.
There will be a storage capacity in the vards and
flumes of 50,000 tons.

Signs with which country merchants adorn
bridges on rural roads in attempts at advertising, are
under the ban of the state highway commission of
Minnesota. State aid will be withheld from all coun-
ties failing to cause removal of signs.
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Relation between Engineers and Contractors
The Successful Contractor of Today has Technical as well as Practical
Knowledge — Some Suggestions on the Wording of Agreements

By J. W Rollins

TIIIC ciiKiiu'tr and conlractor of the present day
are hotii technical men—the one desif^ninji; the

work and tlien suiJerintendinj^: its construc-

tion; the other working out the best method
for doing the work and t!ien carrying out the actual

construction nnder tiie direction of the engineer.

This relation has materially changed in the last

few years owing to the great development in modern
engineering. In the old days when the work was done
mainly by hand labor the engineer was "boss" in many
ways, and the successful contractor was the one who
could drive his men to the limit, but who had no tech-

nical knowledge and in many cases no education, hut

was guided by that greatest of all gifts, "common
.sense." He looked up to the engineer as his .superior

and expected from him such instruction and direction

as was necessary to keep him out of trouble.

To-day, however, the situation is entirely changed,

and the contractor is often obliged to have more tech-

nical knowledge in order to execute work than the en-

gineer who designs it.

It is not a difficult i)rop()sition ff)r an engineer to

draw a plan .showing a foundation for a oridge in water

100 feet deep, possibly in a swift current and in the

midst of navigation; or to show a subway 50 feet be-

low heavy buildings in a crowded thoroughfare, under

the surface of which may be an electric conduit of

20,000 or 30,000 volts, large water mains under 200

pounds pressure, steam pipes with 500 pounds of live

steam, added to sewers, telephone and telegraph lines

without number and possibly electric conduits for

street car traffic ; but to construct such work success-

fully requires a contractor with great technical skill

and knowledge, a man with great resources and strong

nerves to meet all the troubles which may arise.

Not Size So Much as Skill

The writer heard Colonel Goethals, of Panama,

make this statement: "The people think the Panama
Canal is a great engineering feat, but it isn't a parti-

cularly great work of that kind, but rather a job of

handling a great amount of material ; and as an en-

gineering proposition the Panama Canal does not com-

pare with the work done on the New York subways."

When the engineer gives out contracts for work of

this kind he should have confidence in the contractors

who will do the work; and in turn, the contractors

should have full confidence in the engineer. That is.

to get the best results there must be the heartiest co-

operation between the man planning the work and tlie

man doing it.

The medium between the contractor and the en-

gineer is of course the contract and specification. an<l

To these matters I would ask your i)articular attention.

A contract has bei-n defined as "a meeting of the

minds of the contracting parties." and with this one

definition in tuind, I think the engineers and contrac-

tors could easily .settle their disputes, if they could

keep the lawyers out of the case. Hut they can not,

and the result is that most engineering contracts have

• President i>f Ilcilbrook. Cabot & Rollins Conjoratlon. Knafneers and

Contractors, Boston, before the Knuineers' Society ot Western Pennsylvania.

many clauses which are most unjust to the contrac-
tors, who, by signing them, give up almo.st their
"birthright."

That a contract in its tei-tns should comply with
the definition before given, "a meeting of the minds
of the contracting parties," its terms should be so plain
and explicit—as free as possible from legal verbage

—

that any contractor of rea.sonabic intelligence .should
understand what he is agreeing to do, when he signs
the contract.

It .should be assumed that when a contract has been
awarded, the contractor expects to do the work called
for in accord with the terms of the contract and speci-
fications, and to make a profit on his work ; that the
engineer also expects to have his work done as he has
.specified, and if .«o done is willing to have the con-
tractor make his profit. That is, he will do justice to
his clients or employers by getting l;he work done well,
and to the contractor in seeing that he is paid justly
for what he has done.

The lawyers are responsible for some of the ob-
jectionable clauses in contracts, particularly the
"blanket" clauses, so called, which hold the contractor
responsible for everything that might happen, whe-
ther through his fault or negligence or through the
fault or negligence of other parties.

Meaningless Contracts

There are often many terms and conditions in a
contract, of which neither party knows the meaning,
and often the lawyers who put in all the blind, blan-
ket clauses make them .so blind that their true mean-
ing has to be settled by the courts.

Here is one of those legal clauses which the writer
is certain never originated in the brain of an engineer:

"The .said contractors hereby declare and agree
that they shall be accountable for the full performance
of this contract, and by signing hereof admit that the
said plans, elevations, sections, specifications and
parts before referred to are sufficient for their intended
purpose of doing the said work, and that the work
can be successfully executed in accordance therewith,
without any additional or extra work other than that
set forth thereby or necessarily inferred to be done
from the general nature and tendency of the plans,
drawings and specifications aforesaid, upon a fair and
liberal construction thereof."

This apparently innocent clause which at the time
was looked upon as one of a lawyer's ideas of a pro-
per contract and was not e.xpected to be understood
by the contractors, cost us $10,000, and a railroad com-
pany an equal amount. Wc agreed to build the ma-
sonry for two abutments and a pier for a railroad
bridge across a river. The plans showed the two abut-
ments directly bchiHd the old ones with a clearance of
about two feet at the foundation lines. The abut-
ments were 36 feet high and when the excavation got
down to the footings it developed that the old masonry
projected into the line of the new work, so that a cof-
ferdam could not be driven to get the new foundation
in. It so happened that the bridge was in a mill pond,
so that I)y drawing the water off on Sundays we fin-
ally got the bottom in.
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We also gfot into trouble with the pier, which was
on piles with concrete deposited under water for a
foundation. The piles were driven and the concrete
deposited, and after a week or so an examination of

this concrete showed it had not "set." We waited an-
other week, then a month, and finally tried to pump
the cofferdam out, with the result that the bottom
''blew up," showing- the concrete worthless.

Tests were made of the cement— f think it was
"I^ehigh," and it proved to be all rig-ht—but in mak-
ino- tests using- the river water the samples would
simply "slump," and seven difTerent brands showed
the same result. Tests of the water showed it to be
polluted by mills above the bridge so that the cement
was ruined.

We had to drive a 6-inch dam under the bridge
girders at an enormous expense, pump the dam out,

deposit the concrete in the dry, and then build the

pier.

Meanwhile we were discussing with vigor the mat-
ter with the engineers—finally at the completion of

the work making a claim for extra pay on account of

the conditions developed during construction.

Guaranteeing Work
Our attorneys, however, called our attention to the

clause in the conti'act above read, whereby we had
practically "guaranteed" that the work could be done
according to plans and that we would not make any
legal claims for variations.

The railroad people were fair in the matter and
paid half the loss, which we were glad to get in face

of the adverse legal opinion given us by our own coun-
sel. But such a clause, in the opinion of the writer,

is an absolutely unjust one.
There are other clauses and conditions for which,

in the opinion of the writer, the engineer is respon-
sible, and which completely nullify the drawings and
general specifications and make absolutely indefinite

the amount of work to be done.
For instance :

—

"Excavations shall be made of dimensions indi-

cated upon plans, where dimensions are given, or as

otherwise directed."

"Piles shall not be driven below elevation 102 and
shall be cut off at these levels unless otherwise di-

rected."

Also the clause which allows the engineer to make
changes in the line, grade, plan, form, dimensions or
materials of the work, with no allowance made for

extra payment, when conditions vary.

Anyone can readily see what abuse an engineer
could make with these clauses where the contract
might be for deep water work, as was the contract
from which these were taken ; thereby compelling the
contractor to go to any depth inside cofferdams with
his excavation and pile work.

Disclaims All Responsibility

Another clause, and one which is also general, dis-

claims all responsibility of information furnished, and
in some cases of quantities of work to be done.

Inasmuch as the Supreme Court of the United
States has held that borings shown on plans must be
taken as the basis of the contract for such items as are
covered by them, it would seem that this decision
would be broad enough to cover all information given.

And why shouldn't information given be held as
the basis of the contract. The engineer spends months
in making plans and estimates and getting information
upon which to base them. This information is, in the
judgment of the engineer, correct, and on his part is

the basis of the contract, and on this information the
minds of the contracting parties "meet."' It is an im-
practicability for a contractor to spend the time and
money to investigate conditions of a contract as thor-

oughly as the engineer does, and he doesn't do it, al-

though the contract says he must from his own know-
ledge make his bid.

So when conditions change, why should not the
conditions be met, in a man to man fashion, and paid
for in full justice to both parties. This is a vicious
clause, one which causes much trouble and which
should be eliminated from all contracts.

As to the matter of guaranteeing quantities : Tliis

is often a difficult matter, for unless investigations are
very complete it is almost impossible to make even
approximate estimates.

It generally does not hurt a contractor to have
quantities increased, but may cause trouble to have
them materially decreased, for this reason: On some
jobs there is a large overhead, general and plant ex-

pense, and this expense in an itemized bid must be
divided up amongst the items, and we generally try to

add this expense to the items which are fixed or may
be increased, but if some of these items are decreased
these general expenses will not get paid for.

The writer is of the opinion that where quantities
are given, even as "approximate." the courts have held
that they must not vary more than 20 per cent, either

way, and if they exceed this variation may be subject
to additional payment if this variation causes loss to
the contractor.

Here is another clause :

—

"The Directors reserve the right to suspend the
whole or any part of the work herein contracted to be
done, if they shall deem it for the interest of the Com-
monwealth so to do, without compensation to the
contractor for such suspension, other than extending
the time for completing the work as much as it may
have been delayed by such suspension."

Two or three years ago we took a contract to build

a railroad in New England in an inaccessible country,
and spent $300,000 in plant, equipment and in getting
it onto the line of work, .'\bout this time came the
crash in New England railroads, and we expected to

be ordered to stop work. We were not, however, al-

though there was a "stop clause" in our contract ; and
if trouble had come, where do you think we would
have "gotten off?"

Doing Impossibilities

There is always much discussion as to clauses
which for their execution call for what practically is

an impossibility, and as to whether they can be en-
forced, or compel the contractor to pay the penalty. A
recent opinion of the court on the question of execut-
ing an impossibility :—

"There can be no question that a party may, by an
absolute contract, bind himself to perform things
which subsequently become impossible, where the
event which caused the impossibility might have been
anticipated and guarded against in the contract, or
where the impossibility arises from the act of default
of the promisor. . . . But where the event is of such
a character that it cannot be reasonably supposed to

have been in the contemplation of the contracting par-
ties, when the contract was made, they will not be
held bound by general words, which though large

enough to include, were not used with reference to the
possibility of the particular emergency which after-

wards happens."
We have had some sad experiences with this im-

possibility clause. On a certain contract for an intake

I
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for an electric power development, we had to build a

sea wall, and t!ie plans showed 6-inch hard pine sheet-

in^j driven to a depth of 20 feet below mean low water.

The specifications said, "sheet piling should be driven

as shown on j)lan," and no borings were taken and no
information given as to the material through which
the material was to be driven, although the general
character of the soil was sand. This line of sheeting

was to act as a permanent bulkhead, and would be of

no value if not driven without crippling or deforming
the tinil^er.

Before we got ready to begin our work, other con-

struction immediately adjoining us was undertaken
by driving similar sheeting for a deep trench, though
through luj depth of soil, with no success, the timber
being badly crippled and broken. We called these

conditions to the attenticjn oi the engineer, but with no
results, so we began our work, but could not drive

the sheeting, though we tried every contrivance
kn(jwn, with heavy water jets and steam hammers.
l'"inally the engineer admitted we could not drive the

sheeting satisfactorily and the plan was changed bv
dredging out most of the sand and gravel, driving the

sheeting and refilling the dredged area.

Before this was done, however, we made the "im-
possibility" ])lea, but were told that the company's
lawyers wouldn't listen to it, that we had agreed to do
the work according to the plans, and that if necessary

to get the sheeting down to grade we should bore
holes in the gravel or rock, if there, and stick the

timber in these holes.

Another condition common to contracts, which we
object to, is the one under which the engineer can
design a structure and give the exact instructions un-

der which the work is d(Mie, or require the approval of

the engineer to a design submitted by the contractor,

and yet disclaim all res])i)nsibility for the results. The
l)rinciples in law on this matter have been pretty well

.settled by the courts. A decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States has settled the fact that an
engineer designing a structure and directing in full

the construction, must assume the responsibility for

its fulfilment of its functions.

The Engineer's Responsibility

For instance, although a contract states that a con-

tractor must guarantee a wateriiroofing job. if the en-

gineer prescribes the method of construction and su-

pervises the work as done, this guarantee caimot be

enforced. A notable instance of this was developed in

the construction of the Charlestown Navy Yard dry
dock at Bo.ston. The construction of this dry dock
required a cofferdam of great strength, although of not

very great length ; the excavation going down to 40

feet or more below low water. The contractors for the

work were men skilled in water construction, and sub-

mitted a plan of cofferdam to the engineer in charge

of the work; and this plan was objected to as lacking

in strength* and the plan returned to the contractors.

-A second plan submitted by the contractors was simi-

lar to the first, but showed great detail; and this plan

also was rejected by the engineer and returned to the

contractors. The contractors afterwards submitted
several other tentative plans for the cimstruction of a

cofferdam ; but thev were disajiprovcd and rejected by
the engineer. Subsequently the engineer suggested a

ditTerent plan of his own for tiie cotTerdam, the details

of which were worked out bv the contractors under

the advice and ai^proval of the engineer; and the cof-

ferdam was finally constructed by the contractors ac-

cording to the plan jiroposed, under the direction and
approval of the government engineer in charge. The

contractors objected to the plan as proposed by the
engineer, but never made any formal protest as to its

use. During its construction three breaks occurred,
the first two of which occurred becau.se of defects in
the plan suggested and directed to be used by the en-
gineer and these defects were such as the exercise of
ordinary care and skill in the con.struction of coffer-
dams would have foreseen ; the third break was owing
to causes which could not have been foreseen Ity either
the contractors or the government inspectors in charge.
The repairing of these first two breaks cost the con-
tractors the sum of $27,821.08. The several breaks in

the cofferdam compelled the contractors to keep up the
pumping plant and perform pumping in the excavation
of the dry dock longer than they otherwise would have
done. The first two breaks mentioned com|)ellcd the
continuance of the pumping plan for 34 days longer
than would have been neces.sary had these breaks not
occurred, and the cost of said pumping was $37.20 per
day, making $1,264.80 for 34 days. The specifications
which were made a part of the contract provided :

—

"The works included in the contract will be carried
out by the contractors under the inspection and su-
pervision of the civil engineer detailed for the purpose,
who will inspect all the materials and workmanship
and will have full authority to reject any which, in his
opinion, are not in full accordance with the true spirit,

intention and meaning of the contract, plans and s|)e-

cifications."

It is true that the contractors by the.se provisions of
the contract agreed to construct the dry dock "under
the inspection and supervision" of the government en-
gineer, and "subject to his approval ;" but we do not
think that they thereby agreed to suffer any and all

losses which might occur to them by rea.son of his
mistakes in directing the manner in which the work
should be done. We certainly do not think that they
agreed to bear losses which might occur by reason of
defects in a plan proposed and directed by him to be
used, which the exercise of ordinary care and skill

should have foreseen.

Numerous cases to the same effect might be cited,

and we believe the rule in cases of this character to be
that where a contractor con.structs a work undor a
contract which provides that it shall be done under the
direction and supervision of an engineer appointed by
and under the employ of the owner and loss occurs to
such contractor by reason of defects in the plans di-

rected to be followed by such engineer, of a character
which ordinarv skill would have foreseen, the owner
should pav for such loss. Following this rule the loss
occasioned by the first two breaks in the cofferdam
was allowed to the claimants.

(To b« ConUnucd)

Big Western Demand for Cement
The Canada Cement Company has re-opened its

large cement manufacturing plant at liixshaw. .Mberta,
which employs about 3..=W men when working to ca-
jiacity. It is probable that owing to the increasing
demand for the company's pri>duct in the West, the
Calgary plant will be started up later on. The mill
at F.xshaw is, however, the best equipped to handle
the business, owing to its proximity to the cement
rocks. The company ha,s 13 plants in all. .«ix in On-
tario. 3 in Quebec. 3 in .\lbcrta. and 1 in Manitoba.
New building throughout the West is generally re-

stricted, but the record crop last year brought in a
demand from farmers for cement that is said to be
the largest ever, known.
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Planning the Town of Iroquois Falls
An Industrial Centre Without Any of the Usual Objectionable
Features— Utilitarian and Aesthetic at the Same Time

Till'", average industrial town is apparently de-

sigjned without consideration of the broader

principles of the art of town-planning, and,

on this account, presents as a rule an unsight-

ly, unsanitary appearance, with an utter absence of

any ,sign of the aesthetic or the beautiful. Such a town
is developed entirely tlirough a spirit of commercialism
and without regard to the welfare of its inhabitants,

and results, without doubt, in their lowered mental

and physical standard and their less efficient physical

capacity.

Of late, proper industrial town planning has re-

ceived more and more recognition and there has been

a tendency on the part of many industrial concerns

to lay out their town-sites with more consideration

for the health, culture, refinement and pleasure of their

people, by providing more room, easier accessibility,

and greater attractiveness. The new town of Iroquois

Falls, Ontario, planned by the Abitibi Power and Pa-

per Co., in connection with its huge pulp and paper

mills, is an illustration of this. In the case of this

town, the officials of the company have striven to

get away from the prevailing methods by providing

such surroundings and environment as will contribute

to the beauty of the town and tend to improve the

contentment and happiness of the community.
The method of laying out this new town is des-

cribed in an article in a recent issue of "Engineering
and Contracting" by A. P. Melton, who acted in con-

junction with the Abitibi Power and Paper Co. in

working out the plan. The article in part follows :

—

In planning the town of Iroquois Falls, Ont., Mr.
F. H. Anson, president of the Abitibi Power & Paper

Co., Limited, and other officials of the company, took

up the matter with the writer with as much earnest-

ness and with as much regard for detail and careful

selection of site as they did in the construction of

their great paper and pulp mills at this place. Th<;

mills and town are situated on the Abitibi River som-
400 miles north of Toronto and about 150 miles south

of James Bay. The mills are abundantly supplied

with water power by the falls in the Abitibi River at

this point.

An Ideal Situation

The town site is beautifully situated in a right

angle bend of the river on a rolling plateau having an

elevation of 125 to 150 feet above the river, this pla-

teau being indented at various places bv short and
deep ravines, with an occasional ravine extending
back for a mile or more from the river.

The gridiron system of laying out streets was fol-

lowed in principal as being the most practical and eco-

nomical method ; however, the topography of the site

was such that it was advisable to curve a number of

the streets to get economical grades and at the same
time utilize the maximum amount of the plateau, re-

sulting in a very graceful layout without departing

greatly from the gridiron principle. All business lots

were made 25 by 125 feet in size and residence lots

were in general 50 feet in width and from 110 feet to

150 feet in length. About 80 acres were laid out in

the first plan and provisions were made for future

extensions of about 160 acres.

The controlling features of the first plat, which is

described and illustrated in this article, are the rail-

road and the edges of the plateau. A number of rect-

angular blocks were laid out adjacent to the railroad

for business purposes, a small park forming a sort of

civic centre and sufficient in size to contain all neces-

sary public buildings was laid out adjacent to the rail-

road and business district, with the idea that the bet-

ter class of business buildings will face this i)ark, the

bank, theatre and hotel being included in this class.

A small park is also provided at the end of the rail-

road which, with the larger park, furnishes a screen

between the residence and business portions of the

town. The arrangement of these details will give a

very pleasing "First Impression" to passengers alight-

ing from the trains. Another advantage lies in the

fact that children would not iiass through the business
district on their way to school. Locations are sug-
gested for churches which add to the harmony of the

layout.

Nine-Acre Playground
The school site shown contains about nine acres

and it is intended that the school grounds shall be the
public playgrounds and athletic park, for adults as

well as children ; also it is planned that the school
gymnasium, and auditorium, be open to the public at

all times when not being used for school work. Part
of the school grounds are set aside for children's gar-
dens, the idea being to give the children actual ex-

perience in growing such products as inay be propa-
gated in that far north climate and at the same time
foster an interest in agriculture. The writer could
say a great deal about the school plant if space would
permit, as this institution takes care of about one-
fourth of the population for several months in the
year and is worthy of considerable comment. The
school grounds as shown on the plat merge into a

large park which includes two branches of a deep ra-

vine that form the boundaries of the school grounds
proper.

In laying out the streets a drive named Hillcrest
Road, was laid out around the edge of the plateau,
following as closely as possible a certain elevation,
and laying out interior streets to. approximate the
usual gridiron system, most of them being curved to
conform to the general direction of the contour lines,

and wherever possible terminating all interior streets
in the heads of the various ravines at the edge of the
plateau, thereby providing a useful and economical
dumping place for dirt excavated out of the streets,

and also enabling more ground to be utilized for build-
ing purposes. Grades were established so that the
sidewalk would be slightly lower than the general
property grade to provide proper slope from the house
to the sidewalk, the average cut being from 1 to 2
ft. in the paved portion of the street, most of this ex-
cavated material being used in filling up the heads of
ravines. The same irregularity in grades is practiced
as in street lines, the grade lines following as closely
as possible the contour of the ground and all changes
in grade being connected by means of vertical curves
consisting of a change of 1 per cent, in grade for each
20 feet of horizontal distance. It was attempted to
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keep all ji^rades under 7 per cent., but one of 10 per
cent, was established for a short distance.

Nothing; out of the ordinary was attempted in the
way of improvements, all streets beinj.; of macadam
with c(jmbiued curb and flutters and 5 ft. cement
walks, residence streets havinjif a 22-ft. roadway be-
tween curbs, and business streets 36 and 40 ft. Mac-

All Water Mains Seven Feet Deep
On account of the severe climate, it is neccs.sary to

have at least 7 feet cover over all water mains. The
water in the river has the characteristic color due to
vef^etable matter ci>mmon to all streams in this local-

ity, but bein^f in a virgin forest is polluted in no other
manner and is ))erfectly pure after the (ilterinK process.

Ideal town plan—The Industrial site oi Iroquois Falls. Ont.

adam, stone and j^ravel are obtainable within a short
distance, while any other material would have to be
sliiiJiJcd 500 miles or more.

Sewers are all ct)llected into one 24-in. outlet which
(lisoliarj^es into the river below the town and all have
more than ample fall. .Ml sewers are to be con-
structed of vitrified tile.

The water sui)ply is taken from the .\bitibi River
above the town and is treated bv means of a Nor-
wood Knjfineeriufj^ Co. coagulating and pressure filter

installation.

The company furnishes electricity frv.m ii> hydro-
electric plant forxlomestic and .street lighting. Sewers,
water pipes, and light poles are placed in alleys wher-
ever practicable.

The soil is clay and is heavily timbered with spruce,
balsam, tamarack, poplar, and some birch.

The population of the town will probably never
exceed 2,500. as not more than 500 operatives will be
employed in the mill ; however, a much larger force
will be employed in the woods, but will make their
headquarters elsewhere.
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Rogers Pass Soft-Ground Work
By J. G.

TUNNELING by such a method as to make the

larjjer part of the excavation yardaj^e acces-

sible for steam-shovel muckino; is the feature

of the Rogers Pass tunnel work on the Cana-

dian Pacific. This method might not seem well

adapted to soft-ground work, but it has been applied

with full success in the two portal sections as well as

in several soft-rock sections farther in.

At the east end there was 1,300 feet of tunnel

through more or less cemented mountain debris. The
method followed hei-e was iirst to drive two wall-

plate dirfts (see Fig. 1 herewith), then stope out be-

tween these two drifts at various points (I'^ig. 3) and

place five-segment arch timbei'ing (Fig. 3). The core

of the cross-section and everything below the wall

plate .was excavated by steam shovel (F^ig. 4), the

shovel removing over 66 per cent, of the total exca-

vation in this section.

Practically the same method was followed in sev-

eral soft spots encountered in solid rock. The tun-

nel was stoped out to the level of the wall plate.and

the arch timbers placed.

Seven-Segment Method in Loose Wet Ground at

West End

At the west end there was about 400 feet of .very

heavy ground, consisting of much looser material

than at the east end. It contained large boulders and
carried considerable water. The metht)d employed
here differed from that used at the east end in some
important particulars. A seven-segment arch was
used, and it was carried directly on posts instead of

on a wall plate. To set this timbering five drifts were
used. There were two superimposed drifts on either

side, clearing a way for the posts, and there was also

a crown drift. As soon as the posts were set, the

•Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, in Engineering News.

Sullivan*

ground between the upper post drift and the crown
drift was stoped out and the arch segments set.

This method, of course, was very expensive in the
use of timber, but it permitted the steam shovel to
excavate the entire core of the tunnel, at this point
about 51 per cent, of the total excavation. Except for
the desirability of getting the steam shovel into rock
as quickly as possible, very much lighter timbering
and bracing would have been used. The essential
purpose of the whole method was to allow the steam
shovel to go through and reach rock as quickly as
possible.

One peculiarity about this section, which caused
some concern, was the problem of how to support

Crown Drilf

LefhTopBicrfrf-Tdp

P!qrM-or\
^Norfh>-

the roof load until a concrete base could be put in.

The top load was so heavy that even 12 x 16-in. tim-
bers set solid would not carry the burden without
crushing. These timbers were doubled, two sets of
posts as well as two sets of arch timbers being used.

The posts rested on mud sills no wider than the
post, and, strange to say, no settlement took place, in
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si)ite of the fact that tlie {ground was veiy soft when
disturbed. The fi;roiind when worked iij) \>y the steam
shovel would j^et so soft that the shovel would have
huried itself if not carried on a solid floor of timbers.
The explanation is, of course, that when the water
was drained off the j^round became very hard, and
that the roof timbers acted as a perfect arch, carry-
injjf the load to the surroundinj.^ ground by arch ac-
tion instead of transmittinf^ it to tlie post.s.

The orij^inal intention was to put in a solid floor

of concrete, as shown in ['i^. 6, but finally only a stmt
IK in. wide every 30 feet, was used.

Increasing Building Activity

Lambton Mills Public School

The new public school at Lambton Mills will be
a handsome addition to the buildings of that coinmuni-
ty. The school will have four standard class rooms,
teaciiers' room, iirinciijal's room, and play rooms in

the basement.
The building will be constructed with Milton rug

brick with stone trimmings. The ])articular feature
of the building outside of the exterior artistic eflfect

is the placing of the main corridor on one side of the
building rather than in the centre. There will be two
separate staircases, one at each end of this corridor.

In the interior equipment very little trim will be used,
S(.) as to eliminate any lodging places for dust and dirt.

The floors and such trim as will be used will be hard-
wood. The class rooms are all naturally lighted from
the east and are also provided with electric light. The
Pease heating system of forced ventilation will be in-

stalled, also a private sewage system with septic tank.
The boiler room will be thoroughly fireproof, and the
building will be provided with four exits so that it

can be rapidly einptied in case of emergency. The
school was designed by lillis & lillis, architects, To-
ronto; the general contract has been awarded to R.
Mudghall.

Children's Home, Belleville, Ont.

The illustration herewith shows the architect's

sketch of the new Children's Shelter bein^ erected \>y

the Children's .Aid S<Kiety on Dundas Street Ea>t.
Belleville. The architects are Kllis & Kills, Manning
C hambers, Toronto. 'i'he building is a thrcc-sturey
and basement brick structure, designed in the (ieor-

gian style of architecture. In plan it measures al>out

Bellevtlle Children's Shelter-Elllt & EIIU, Architects.

.S4 feet by 48 feet. The exterior of the building is

made as plain and free from excess ornamentation as

|)ossible and yet of such a character as to make it

home-like in appearance, so as to avoid any indica-

tion of an institutional type of building. The interior

is planned with all the essential re(|uirements of a
children's home, with recreation r(X)ms, dormatories,
inlirmaries, and three large sim rooms.

Messrs. Allen and Harvey, Belleville, are the gen-
eral contractors, and the estimated cost is about
$17,000.
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Roof Materials and Roof Coverings
A Protection and Safeguard to the Building Otten Given Only
Secondary Consideration—Choice Dependent on Many Factors

THE roof of a structure is as important as any

other single part of its make-up. It serves

to protect and safeguard the building and its

contents from the action of the elements, and

so important is this purpose that careful consideration

of its design and construction is essential. The roof

covering especially, or that part of it which is exposed

to the exterior, requires particular care in its choice,

for it is upon this that the wind, heat and light have

their etiect. The object of this article is to endeavor

to set forth some of the conditions that most affect

the selection of a rooting material and to describe the

properties of a few coverings most commonly em-

ployed.
The roofing materials in ordinary use have in each

case more or less limited applications; that is to say,

no one material can serve in every p(3ssible type of

design. There are a large number of considerations

that must be taken into account when a suitable ma-
terial is desired. Those factors that bear most upon
the choice of a roof covering are enumerated and en-

larged upon below.

Factors Governing Choice

First, type of building,: The type of a building and

its purpose obviously influence to a very great extent

the design which a roof must have and in this way,
the material of which the roof covering must consist.

Attention must be paid to the purpose for which a

building is intended and the permanence of its con-

struction.

Second, the pitch of a roof : It is extremely import-

ant that a roof material be adapted to the pitch of the

roof. There is a certain limitation .in this regard to

the use of all roof coverings. Thus, roofs of slate, tile,

unsoldered tin, etc., are used only on sloped roofs,

whereas gravel and tar are applicable to flat roofs ex-

clusively. If the pitch and the material are not pro-

perly related, leaky roofs are sure to result. The fol-

lowing table gives the desirable slopes that may be

safely used with the roofs mentioned :

—

Material Rise of Roof per ft.

Wooden shingles 6 in.

Slates 6 in.

Tiles 4 in. to 7 in.

Corrugated iron 4 in.

Tin plate 1 in.

Concrete Flat

Tar and gravel ^ in.

Asphalt J^ in.

Ready roofing 1 in.

Asbestos shingles 3 in.

Third, strength and rigidity : All external roof

loads, such as due to wind and snow, act primarily on

the roof covering, from which they are transmitted to

the rafters, trusses and walls. The covering must be

of such strength as to carry these loads with a reason-

able factor of safety and of such rigidity that exces-

sive deflections will not be caused. The load acting

on the roof varies within a wide range, but a roofing-

material must be chosen for the maximum estimated

load. The wind load varies according to the pitch and
exposure, and snow depends on the slope and on the

climate. Even with steep roofs, where the snow load

is negligible, a sleet load, which will cling to a njof
of any steepness, must be calculated.

Fourth, durability: A roof must show an ability

to wear and to resist abrasion from weather. It is

essential that the roof should last as long as possible
without repairs.

Fifth, resistance to weather : This is the most es-

sential requirement of a good roof covering, it must
withstand the effects of rain and snow, heat, cold and
wind. Its construction must be such that no water
will remain in the joints, and provision must be made
for expansion and contraction.

Sixth, fireproof qualities: The fireproof require-
ments of a building vary widely with its purpose and
location, but it is important that a roof should be fire

resistant, to prevent spread of fire from one building
to another, as well as for a building's own protection.
Many fires are caused by the roof of a building acting
as a spreading agent. Many roof materials are en-
tirely unsuited for fireproof or even fire resisting con-
struction, and' the question that governs the selection

of a suitable covering is the degree of incombustibility
desired. The qualities that relate to the fireproofness
of a roof are: (a) inflammability; (b) fire retarding
properties, that is, its ability to resist spread of fire

on the surface, or to afford protection to the roof
structure against exposure to high tei^iperature ; (cj

blanket effect upon fires within the building; (d) dan-
ger from flying brands. In considering the fireproof

qualities of a roof, its liability to act as a target for

lightning must also be conisdered. In ordinary build-
ings in which there are stair wells or elevator wells,
the roof is likely to be severely tested bj' heat in case
of fire and this is the part that is most often neglected.

Seventh, expense: The item of expense enters
very considerably into the selection of a roof. The
question that often must be carefully considered is the
balancing of low first cost with heavy maintenance
charges and short life against higher cost with longer
service.

Eighth, architectural considerations: This also
enters very widely into the choice of a roof, especially
in residences or monumental structures where beauty
and appearance have a great deal of weight.

Ninth, temperature within a building: Radiation
through roofs of certain kinds is a serious problem. A
Ijuilding can often be too hot in summer and too cold
in winter through excessive roof conduction. This ne-
cessitates insulation of some type. Of a similar na-
ture is insulation against condensation which may
cause damage to machines and products as well as an-^,

noyance to operators. Condensation also has a ma^
terial effect upon the deterioration of metal roofs

Tenth : Location and availabilitv of labor and ma
terial, with the consequent eft'ect on cost must be take
into account.

There is a wide range of materials suitable for roof
covering. Each has its special field of application and
has certain advanta.ges and disadvantages. The most
common of these are discussed in the following para-
graphs :

—

Wood Shingles

The best shingles are those made from cypress,

cedar, red wood, white and yellow pine, and spruce,

y

1
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in the order named. Shingles have the advantage of

low cost and easy application, but their combustible
nature prevents their use in buildings which must be
of a fireproof nature. 'I'he scarcity of material is in-

creasing the cost of good quality shingles and en-

couraging substitutes. To increase their durability,

they are sometimes creosoted or painted. I'aint is

said, however, to increase decay by closing the pores

and preventing rapid drying after exposure to rain or

snow. Wood is also employed in the form of sheath-

ing as a base for other roofing materials.

Slate

A good slate .should be hard and tough, should have
a metallic ring when struck, and should be easily holed
without danger of fracture. Slates are durable and
reasonably fireproof, and the range of colors in which
they occur can be utilized to produce good architec-

tural effects. They have a tendency to crack and con-

duct heat and cold rather easily. They are laid on
wood or beds of cinder concrete, which holds nails as

well as wood.
Clay Tiles

Clay or terra cotta roof tiles are used extensively

for roof building. They are fireproof, durable, require

no painting and are poor heat conductors. If well

made, they are moisture proof, more especially if semi-

vitrified or glazed. Both fiat and interlocking types

^re used, the latter being con.sidered to make the most
satisfactory roof. Non-waterproof tiles are often used

as a base for the addition of waterproofing material.

Phe hollow, so-called book tile, set on tees, is fre-

quently used. The high cost of tile is its chief draw-

back. An additional expense is entailed on account of

the increase in strength which must be made in the

supporting frame to carry the heavy dead weight. The
variations in color of clay tile lend themselves to the

production of architectural effects.

Glass tiles are also made of the same shape and
size as clav and are used where skylight space is de-

sirable without breaking the continuity of the roof

surface.

Metallic Roofs

Iron or steel possesses may suitable properties for

a roof material. Its quality often depends to a large

extent on the purity of the metal, and it must be pro-

tected to prevent corrosion. The plain undipped

sheets require painting for their preservation. Corru-

gated sheets arc very extensively employed for the

roofing and siding of mills, sheds, grain elevators, and
warehouses. The best grades of corrugated sheets

arc now made of double-refined, box-annealed, iron

or steel. The corrugations are usually made length-

wise of the sheet and are intended to give longitudinal

strength and incidently improved appearance. Cor-

rugated sheets can be used without underlying sup-

port except the purlins. Their life is increased by gal-

vanizing or coating with zinc, which, on account of

its low corrodibilitv. prevents rapid deterioration. This

process increases the weight approximately 2J'4 oz.

per square foot and the cost about 30 per cent. The
zinc coating should be applied after corrugating so

that the process of stamping will not injure it.

Tin and terne plate are iron or steel sheets dipped

in molten tin, or terne, which is a mixture of tin and

lead. The heavier the coating, the more valuable the

plate, as it is more resistant to corrosion. .\ tin roof

jiroperlv put on and properly painted will last from 40

to 50 years, or longer. These roofs require painting,

however, every few years, and it has been proven that

certain paints, notably those containing graphite and

tar, are injurious.

Iron or steel roofs are light, yet sufficiently strong
in most cases, are fire resistant, arc lightning proof
and easily applied. Their lack of durability is a dis-

advantage, and painting is required at frequent inter-

vals. Heat conduction and condensation arc draw-
backs, necessitating an insulating layer underneath.

Copper is one of the most durable and lightest of

roofing materials, but its expense prohibits its exten-

sive use. It requires efficient insulation to prevent
heat radiation.

Lead and zinc .roofs have not found favor on this

continent.

Concrete

Concrete slabs or tiles of interlocking types, made
in the factory and reinforced with metal fabric or

mesh, may be laid without sheathing on steel purlins.

This type of construction is often only semi-fireproof

since the slabs are usually of insufficient thickness to

prevent failure of the reinforcing. To make the roof

waterproof, an ordinai-y roofing material is usually laid

on top.

Monolithic construction—In this method the cov-
ering is made by spreading concrete either on reinforc-

ing supported by forms or on self-supporting expanded
metal requiring no forms. The construction can be
so made as to keep the thickness down and lessen the

dead weight. Concrete roofs are durable and fireproof

if the reinforcing is properly protected, and have a Con-
siderable strength. Their weight is sometimes objec-

tionable. Since the slabs are thin, heat radiation takes
place, and insulation must be used to avoid this and to

overcome condensation.

Concrete is also used on roofs as a base for tile,

slate, or tar and gravel.

Built-up Roofs

These, as the name indicates, are made from various
materials directly on the roof. They usually consist of

several layers of saturated felt laid on wood or con-
crete and coated with tar or asphalt and protected with
slag, gravel, or cinders, imbedded in the coating. Both
tar and asphalt are subject to adulteration, more espe-

cially the latter. Moreover, the use of certain oils for

fluxing may cause internal change in asphalt, and in

consequence, tar is more dependable besides being
cheaper and is more extensively used.

The felts used in built roofs are merely media for

holding the pitch in place.

.\ coating of gravel, slag, or stone is used to keep
the pitch in place and to protect it from the elements
and to give the covering some fireproof qualities. Tiles

are occasionally used.

.As the materials melt in the heat of the sun. cov-
erings of this type can he used only on flat roofs.

Ready Roofing

There are innumerable, so called, prepared or
readv roofings, which are made by cementing to-

gether two or more layers of saturated felt and then
coating with some material which may be of cither

fine or coarse nature. These roofings arc put up in

rolls or sheets, arc easily applied, and require no pre-

vious experience in setting up. They make excellent

coverings in many cases, especially in roofs where the
rise is one inch or more per foot, in which case or-

dinary gravel would roll oflF.

Asbestos

.Asbestos is sometimes used on roofs in the form
of either sheathing or shingles. AsbestQs sheathing
is corrugated asbestos building-lumber reinforced
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with sheet steel or woven wire netting. It is applied
the same as corrugated iron.

Asbestos roofing shingles are made of as-

bestos and cement. The advantages claimed are their

fireproof qualities, toughness, elasticity, lightness in

weight and ease of manipulation, cutting and saw-
ing. Various colors are now on the' market. The
cost is higher but maintenance is low.

Tlie above description applies to the most com-
monly used roofings. There are others that are less

extensively employed and have more or less uncertain
advantages, but those mentioned are the standards
used in all modern building construction.

Concrete Foundation Construction

THE modern type of building has introduced new
problems in foundation construction. There
has, in recent years, been a remarkable de-

velopment in concrete pier work, as these

have turned out to be often the only satisfactory sup-

ports for large structures. Many new and ingenious
methods are constantly being displayed for their con-

struction, and unquestionably, the work attempted at

the present time would have been impossible only a

few years ago with the facilities then at hand. From
time to time the Contract. Record has mentioned in-

stances of concrete i)ier work, and believing that new
methods and ideas are always of interest to contrac-

tors and engineers, we give in this article a sketch of

the methods used in laying the foundations of the Buf-
falo General Electric Company's new 100,000 kw.
steam generating plant on the Niagara River. This
case illustrates particularly well the use of steel cof-

ferdams, compose'd of sheet steel piling of the well

known Lackawanna make. Sheet steel piling of this

nature has many practical advantages, which in this

instance undoubtedly contributed to the ease with
which the piers were sunk. The entire driving force

can be concentrated on a single unit of small width,
resulting in the penetration of obstacles that would
have proved difficult or insurmountable for rigid cais-

sons as usually employed. A great deal of ingenuity
was dis|)layed in the methods adopted for handling the
piling, evcavating and concreting, all of which con-
tributed to the rapidity with which the work was
carried on.

The site of the power house is on the bank of the
Niagara river near Buffalo. Tests showed a level

solid rock 40 feet below the surface with the interven-
ing soil consisting of 9 ft. of soft mud, 28 ft. of water-
laden quicksand and 3 ft. of half and half clay and
boulders. The requirements of the building and the
nature of the soil necessitated foundations to bed rock
and so fixed that any movement of the quicksand
would not cause distortion.

The plan determined upon called for about 160 con-
crete piers with diameters varying from three and a
half to nine feet. The caisson shells were composed
of Lackawanna, 12^ x ^, straight section, interlock-
ing, sheet steel piles, 33 ft. long. The piles for the
smaller caissons were curved at the mill to suit the
circle required, but the angle allowed by tlie interlock-
ing joint did away with curving for the larger cais-

sons. These shells when driven remain as permanent
sheeting around the piers. About 1,300 tons of piling-

was required.

Interlocking piles require as.semblinp^ before being
driven, and it was therefore necessp-ry to be able to
raise one pile high enough above another so that the
interlocking joints would engage. This meant that
with the 33 ft. piles, provision must be made for the

ujiper end of the upper pile to be 66 ft. above ground.
To allow this, two cableways were constructed about
70 feet high, and when the piles were taken from the

trolleys they were picked up one by one by the cable-

way, and assembled together in the caissons.

To insure a perfectly vertical and circular shell,

driven at exactly the correct location, as well as to

provide a foundation for the steam hammer, a wooden
))ile was driven in the centre of each of the positions.

In this pile a 12 in. deep, 3 in. diameter hole was bored,

a wrought iron hooj) driven over the top of the pile to

keep it from splitting and a steel pin, 20 in. long was
inserted. This pin held in place a circular, horizontal
template of the same diameter as the interior of the
caisson. For the support of the steam hammer a

heavy wooden mast, 42 ft. long, was then set so as to

rest on the 3 in. steel pin. and thus extended up 9 or
10 feet above the top of the caisson. This mast was
guyed by wire ropes. A second circular template was
secured to this mast 17 ft. above the first one. This
mast, to which the driving hammer was now attached,

was left free to revolve. The steam hammer was sup-
ported by a ring that allowed it to slide upon the mast
and revolve with it. The feed lines passed through a

set of double blocks on the top of the mast to a sta-

tionary engine.

In setting the caisson the first steel pile was raised

and placed in a vertical position against the templates.

A second pile was then raised to the top of the first.

the joints interlocked and the pile lowered. This pro-
cess was continued until the shell was complete. Two
piles were always driven at the same time and to a

depth of about 3 ft. The hammer was then raised and
revolved to the next two piles, which were driven in

the same distance. The operation was continued in

this way until rock was reached. Twelve masts and
five hammers were used at once, the extra number of

masts allowing assembling work to be carried on
ahead of driving work.

For excavating, a multi-statre, centrifugal pump of

L.SOO eallons per minute capacity was installed. Six-

inch distributing pipes carried the water close to the
caissons. A 6-in. sand jet pump and two water jets

were placed vertically on the earth material inside the
caisson, the upper end of the supply tube being closed
by a valve. The water was turned onto the jet. and as

it could escape only throueh the bottom, the tube
settled rapidly by its own weight to a point close to the
rock. The valve on the pump was then opened and
immediately a stream of sand and water was dis-

charged, having been loosened by the high pressure
jets. This method excavated each caisson in about
two hours. The boulders and clav just above the
rock were broken up and removed and the bottom
was carefully washed with jets to insure perfect clean-

liness.

The reinforcing steel was then inserted, having
ben previously assembled, and the concrete was poured
from a travelling mixer fwhich ran on a railway track
laid between the lines of caissons), through an or-

dinary water-tight tremie pipe, the mouth of which
was kept always below the surface of the concrete.

After a dav or so the water was pumped out and the
laitance removed.

The citv of Hamilton are distributinc: a very com-
plete report submitted to the Board of Control and the
aldermen of the citv bv the city engineer, giving an
account of the work done in the several departments
under his charg'e. The present population of the city

is given as 100461 ; acreage. 7,143, and the assessment
value, $79,700,752.
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Science of Wood Preservation

WOOD is an organic body and as snch is sub-
ject to decay. As a stnictnral materia!
its a<ivantafjes in many respects have never
been surpassed, but this inlu-rent tendency

to decay produces a drawback that is not possessed ))y

metals. 'I'his has led in recent years to the industry
of wood preservation. Another factor has contrii)nted

largely to this—the fact that the forests have been so

stripped of those timbers which best resist decay and
insects, making them unduly expensive. This has
rousecl the consumer to turn his attention to the avail-

able timbers, since the results of many experiments
have shown that by proper treatment these can be
made to su))ply his needs practically as well and at a

lower cost.

The yellow pines have been largely treated in this

way. Lately, gum and beech timbers have been
treated extensively in the United States for cross-ties.

In Kurope, the beech has been one of the cross-tie

woods for many years, its value, when i)roperly

treated, having been long recognized. F.uropean rail-

roads often secure as much as 2.S vears' service from
properly treated beech cross-ties, whereas if untreated
they would scarcely last long enough to warrant .their

use at all. Until recently the oaks and southern pines

furnished the majority of ties bought by railroad com-
panies on this continent, but now the advantage of

timber treatment is being fully recognized" and these

more expensive and less plentiful timbers are fast be-

ing replaced by the other woods.

Wood is an organic body with an outer layer com-
posed of sap-wood and water, containing cells, in

which there is a large amoinit of organic substances,

and with an inner structure called heart-wood usually

distinguished from the sap-wood by its dark red color.

Heart-wood is filled with gums and resins and con-

tains less water than the sap-wood and therefore is

more durable.

Excluding Moisture

Bacteria, insects, or fungi, get into the organic cells

and by feeding on the cellulose, destroy them. By ex-

cluding heat, air, or moisture, decay can be prevented
or retarded, but this method is usually impracticable,

so that the cell-walls or fibres are impregnated with

such a material as will prevent the destructive agents
from getting in. In some cases the preservative is

merely a mechanical hindrance to insects and worms,
but in the case of heavv treatment it excludes air and
moisture, preventing vegetable or fungi growth from
developing.

Moder timber preserving is accomplished largely

by the use of materials such as are found in coal tar

and some metallic salts. The creosoting process is

very common, but in many buildings the use of creo-

soted timber is not permissible, owing to the odor
which is emitted and to the effect of creosote on the

appearance of the wood. Some salts, stich as mercuric
chloride, copper sulphate, and certain arsenic salts,

are fairlv good preservatives, but owing to their poi-

sonous nature are objectionable, especially in dwel-
lings. Sulphuric and hydro-chloric acids, while des-

troying the fungi, are liable to injure the wood. Coal

oil has been tried and is quite effective, but it increases

the infTammabilitv of the wood and causes it to emit

a disagreeable odor for a considerable time. A sul-

phate of salicylic acid is probably as effective as creo-

sote and leaves the timber odorless, but its expense is

its objectionable feature.

The first stage in any timber preservation process
consists of seasoning the wood, cither by piling in

the open air or by steaming in closed retorts to ex-
pel the moisture and sap. Care should be taken in

Iiiling the timber for seasoning, that a free circulation
of air is allowed anjund the timbers. In sonie ca.ses

the lack of this has caused deterioratifin thrf)ugh de-
cay before treatment took place. The bark should be
removed, for often it prevents the evaj)oration of sap
and m<jisture. The steaming process facilities the
removal of the contents of the wood cells, and in ad-
dition, by raising the temperature, sterilizes the wt)od
and prevents absolute deterioration by rot as U)ng as
the outside cells are filled with the preservative, (ircat

care is required in steaming the timber so as not to
injure the wood. The cells may be damaged by the
expansion of steam formed from the sap and water
in the cell or they may be charred by too much heat.

Proper Seasoning

The time of year when timber is cut determines to
a large extent the method of treatment. The time of
cutting bears an important relation tf) the life of the
timber and with some railniads the months are speci-

fied in which cutting is to take place. If cut in winter
months when the sap is out of the tree, and placed
where it can get the spring rains, the pores ef the
wood, being open, get water-soaked and rot quickly.
On the other hand, if cut when the sap is up and
placed where the hot sun will shine upon it. if will

also rot very quickly—more quickly than the winter-
cut, water-soaked timber. If it is piled in open cribs,

however, and seasoned, it will last very much longer.
Winter cuts will take some water even after six

months' seasoning. The timber cut in the spring and
properly stacked will, after the same seasoning, shrink
considerably in cross section. The pores of the wood
close up and will not absorb water even under unfa-
vorable circumstances. The sap. particularly in oak.
is a tannic acid, and when drying up closes the pores
and acts as a preservative, thus rendering the wood
much more durable than if it were winter cut. Also,
if .southern or Norway pine is cut when full of sap.
the sap will commence to crystallize and turn to re.sin

in about a month, increasing the life of the timber
three or four times that of winter-cut wood.

Preservatives

The methods of treating timber with preservatives
are: (1) the pressure process; (2) the non-pressure
process. Each of these groups may be subdivided in-

to two divisions, (a> the full cell process in which the
cells are left filled with the preservative, (b) the empty
cell process in which the preservative, after being ab-
sorbed by the timber, is withdrawn by means of a
vacuum created in the retort, leaving only the cell

walls coated with the preservative.
The pressure process gives a heavier and more uni-

form penetration and impregnation than the non-pres-
sure process and is on this account more desirable for
large structural timbers. The non-pressure process is

much cheaper and so is largely used for treatment of
cross-ties and other timbers where a heavv treatment
is not necessarv and where the mcchankal life of the
timber is the determining factor after treatment. The
full cell process leaves the timber more water-proof
and air proof than the empty cell process, hut the lat-
ter is largely used on account of the saving of preser-
vative, if there is little danger of water seeking in.

Probably no branch of construction work has bene-
fited more by the study and practice of timber treating
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than has the building of under-water structures. De-
terioration of submarine structures may be divided
into two classes, deterioration at the" surface and de-
terioration beneath the surface. Timbers of this na-
ture are attacked not only by rot but also by ship
worms v\hich bore into the wood and destroy the cell

walls.

It is essential for the successful treatment of pil-

ing- that a preservative which is insoluble in water be
used and where the piles are to be placed in salt water
the preservative must possess strong antiseptic quali-
ties and resist the action of ship worms. Since a deep
and thorough penetration is essential the woods of re-

latively high absorbing qualities should be chosen.

Some piles forming part of a dyke in Connecticut
.vere treated by the full cell process of creosoting.
They were driven about 1886 and since then have
been subjected to very severe conditions. They were
driven in salt water and are alternately covered at
high tide and exposed at low tide. After 20 years'
use many of the piles were in as good condition .as

when put in, and in the few cases where deteriora-
tion had set in, it was due to rot which apparently
began in the top and worked down through the mid-
dle, leaving a shell. The ship worms, it seemed, had
done no damage except where the timber had first

begun to rot. If the top had been thoroughly pro-
tected, it is likely that no appreciable decay would
have taken place.

Poles Used by Public Service Corporations

Telephone, telepraph and electric i)ower companies
consume millions of poles annually and the number is

rapidly increasing. The greater number of them are
cedar, with some chestnut. Since the region of sup-
ply is limited and transportation is expen.sive, how-
ever, cheaper woods are now being treated. Accord-
ing to bulletin issued by the Forestry branch of the
Department of the Interior at Ottawa^ an annual .sav-

ing of $6.40 per mile of line may be realized by the
proper creosoting treatment of cedar poles.

The preservative treatment of poles has many fea-

tures to recommend it in Canada. The supply of
cedar is comparatively small, and since its growth is

very slow, requiring from 175 to 200 years to produce
a 30-ft. pole, it is not equal to the demand. Cheaper
woods, such as spruce and pine, when properly treated
by preservative, are as satisfactory as cedar and they
are more plentiful. This will save money and lessen
the drain on the forest.

Fire-killed timbers, which occur in quite large
quantities on the eastern slope of the Rockies, in a
.sound, strong and well-seasoned condition, should
make even better poles than cedar when properly
treated. They have been treated in the United States
with very satisfactory results. They stand in good
jjole sizes and are more convenient for the extensive
prairie market than poles now brought from the east.

A few years ago a power company in CaHfornia
set a 30 mile line with poles of western yellow pine.
The poles were cut at an elevation of about 4,000 ft.,

and were thoroughly seasoned before treatment. About
50 per cent, of the poles were given an open tank,
creosote treatment, some of the others were given a
similar treatment with zinc chloride and some with
crude oil. A few were given a brush treatment with
carbolineum and crude oil. In order to get the com-
parative life of the wood, treated and untreated, stubs
of untreated timber were set along the line about one
mile apart.

After 27 months the untreated stubs were com-
pletely rotted, nearly one-third of the brush treated

poles showed decay, those treated with zinc chloride
were in nearly the same state, and 45 per cent, of the
poles treated with crude oil showed signs of decay,
while all those treated with creosote were perfectly
sound.

The question of cost governs the application of the
()rocess to a large extent. Assuming that timbers
put to a certain use will last ten years without treat-
ment, and 20 years with treatment, then, disregarding
interest charges, it is evident that in order to effect a
saving, the cost of treatment must at least be less

than the additional cost of new timbers ten years
hence. In treating on a large scale, the additional cost
in most cases will not exceed the present purchase
price of timbers, and so the saving secured will be
at least the cost of resetting the timbers plus the ad-
vance in the price of the timber. The replacement of
timber often causes loss by entailing the .shutting
down of the plant, as in replacing a mine shaft.

Each process of treatment has certain defined ap-
plications and the particular method to be used de-
pends on such considerations as the cost, degree of
impregnation desired, the nature of the wood to be
treated and the use to which it is to be put. To se-

cure the best results, the mechanical treatment of the
wood, that is, its subjection to stress must be so ar-
ranged as not to be out of place with its chemical life.

The strain should be distributed throughout the whole
timber as far as pos.sible, so that there will be no
premature failure in small portions due to their bear-
ing too great a share of the work.

A New Idea in Bridge Floor Construction

Plank flooring for bridge construction where heavy
traffic is encountered is expensive and difficult of main-
tenance. It is necessary in some cases to re-plank
floors every few months, or at least once a year. In
the towns in the State of New York there are many
light truss bridges which were originally designed for

plank floors. The cost of upkeep on these floors is

very great and the danger caused by broken planks
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must always be considered. The live load which they
are called upon to withstand at the present time is

larger than ever before, due to the great number of
motor trucks and road rollers now so common. The
metal of the bridge has not always had proper atten-
tion, and the result is that in the majority of ca.ses
there is not sufficient metal to carry the present live
loads and at the same time permit of the use of a con-
crete floor. An improved method of construction
adopted by the commission of highways of the State,
is described in the Engineering Record as follows :

—

As a money saver, and also as a means of causing
less inconvenience to the traveUing public, the Bureau
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of Town Highways of tlie State Commission of High-
ways is lecommendinp the use of 2 x 4 inch joists in

place of ordinary f)lank. The drawing lierewith shows
the method of placing this sohd flooring, and the sur-
face finish. Creosoted joists, of course, furnish the
most ideal floors, and these are used in some cases, a
treatment similar ti) that 'oven wood blocks being ap-
plied.

Timber Treated While Laying

In order to lower the cost and at the same time
keej) the money for labor and supplies at home, many
of the towns are providing their own treatment while
actually laying the floor. Ordinary 2x4 inch stock
is used, and is dipped in hot tar or asphalt and then
allowed to drain before placing. If the wood con-
tains much moisture or sa|) no treatment is given the
bottom, this surface being left free for the escape of
nioisture or sap. which is believed to jjrevent rot. The
joists are spiked together in blocks of ten or twelve
and those blocks are toe-nailed at their ends. This is

to facihtate the removal of any Joint when necessary,
as onlv a small nimiber of the adjoining joists have to
l)e disturbed.

tJver the top surface is placed a heavy coat of hot
tar or asphalt, and on this as a blotter is spread some
crusher screenings or sand and gravel ; stjmc provide a

thicker coat, using crushed stone, but this adds largely

to the dead load. This makes a wearing surface and
at the same time waterproofs the flofjr. This surface
should be carefully prc^erN-ed. Imt its cost of upkeep
is very small.

Some of these floors have been in use for five sea-

sons. One in i)articular, which is c>n the state highway
leading down the Mohawk River just f>utside of the
city of Utica, is heavily travelled, and yet to-day, after

five seasons, is in first-class condition. On this same
bridge, before providing this type of floor, the oak
plank had to be entirely renewed every year, in addi-
tion to some extra attention from time to time. All
of the results obtained to date favor this type of fltxjr

for light truss designs.

Satisfactory Progress on Aqueduct for Water Supply of

Greater Winnipeg Water District

A NUMBER of illustrations reproduced herewith
show various phases of the construction work
in connection with the Greater Winnipeg
Water District supply. It will be recalled

that the city of Winnipeg voted $13,500,000 dollars to

bring a supiily of pure drinking water from Indian Kay
in Shoal Lake, approximately 100 miles distant from
the city. A concrete viaduct, of the shape shown in

one of the illustrations and approximately 8 feet in dia-'

meter, is being constructed through the entire length.

One of the photographs shows the method adopted at

river crossings. At eiglit such points tuimels have
been excavated under the river and the viaduct, of in-

verted svphon shape and standard dimensions, in-

stalled.

The undertaking included the construction of a rail-

way paralleling the line of the aqueduct, which, with
equipment, has cost the city of Winnipeg about
$1,500,000. The railway construction and the rolling

stock is standard and will be a valuable asset to the
city after this work is completed.

An interesting feature of the work has been the
discovery of a red granite quarry 71 miles out from
the city, which is claimed to contain almost unlimited
quantities of the finest texture granite. It has been
said that this is the finest granite on the cpntinent. A
com])any has already been formed to work the (juarry.

Another beneficial result of the work, which was
probably not foreseen at the time, is that the drainage
facilities provided by this construction have greatly
increased the value of the land in the immediate vi-

cinity of the aqueduct. It is .said that some of the
most productive land in the province lies along this

line and settlers are alreadv taking advantage of tlie

improved conditions.

Some idea of the scope of the work may be gath-
ered from the last monthlv progress report of Chief
F.ngineer Chace to Chairman Reynolds, of the Greater
Wiimipeg Water District Commission. It indicates
that at five points construction is being carried for-

ward. Three contracts are held bv the Winnipeg
Acpieduct Construction Co.. one bv the Tremblav-

Various construction views of aquetluct—Greater Winnipeg water supply.
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Inside forms and carrier for outside forms.

McDiarmid Co., and one by Thomas Kelly & Sons.

The report, which i.s reproduced below, compares the

activities of the early summer of the present year
with that of the year 1915.

Progress for the month of May, lOKJ, was as follows :
—

Contract 30 Aqueduct Construction Date of Beginnhig

Camp 1—Commenced to pour concrete May 27th.
Camp 2—Commenced to pom" concrete May 17th.

Camp 3—Commenced to pour concrete May 20th.

Contract 31 Aqueduct C'onstruction
Camp 1—Has not yet commenced to pour concrete
Camp 2—Commenced to pour concrete May 31st.

Camp 3—Commenced to pour concrete May 10th.

Contract 32 Aqueduct Contsiuclion
Camp 1—Commenced to pour concrete May 15th.

Camp 2—Commenced to pour concrete May Kitli.

Camp 3—-Commenced to pour concrete May 17th.

Contract 33 Aqueduct Construction
Camp 4—Commenced to pour concrete May IDth.

Camp 5—Conuuenced to pour concrete May 25th.

Contract 34 Aqueduct Construction
Camp 6—Commenced to pour concrete May 20th.

Camp 7—Has 'not yet commenced to pour concrete.
Camp R—Commenced to pour concrete May 17th.
Contract 54 Cement
fi,5S0 barrels of cement were supplied during the
month, making a total of 8,460 barrels for 1916.
TIead Office Staff
Was engaged id preparation of detail plan? and in

general routine work.

The work is in charge of the Greater Winnipeg
Water District Commission. When completed, pure
water will be supplied to Winnipeg, St. Boniface, Fort

Garry, East Kildonan, West Kildonan. St, Vital, and
Assiniboia. The general manager and engineer in

charge is Mr. W. G. Chace. The consulting engineer

is Mr. Fuertes, of New York.

Concrete.
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Brick Pavements—The Material and Methods
Used in Their Construction

By H. E.

SO much has been written ahoiit brick ))avemciUs,

the I)uil(iiiij^, tile sc-lcclidii nf matciial, and llie

itictliods used in tlieir constructiou, tliat lucjst of

you arc doubtless tliorou^hly familiar with the

subject from a theoretical as well as i)ractical stand-

point. I feel safe in sayinjj; that, with the exception of

a few minor refinements, very few chanj^es have been
contemi)latcd during the i)ast two years. Appreciat-
in)4' your familiarity with these conditions, I thouj^ht

if mi^ht be most profitable to tell of the work tiiat 1

know best alonj^ that line ; that is, the practices and
methods of constmet inj.; Ijiick pa\ements in the State

of New York; such methods as need e.xtra jirecantion

and care; some of the difficulties encountered in

.samplinf^ and testinj^; new (lei)arturcs in the form of

construction; the number of miles constructed; the

averafje cost per mile; and, in so far as can be f^ivcn,

some data concerning the relative maintenance cost,

not exactly j)f the pavement i)roi)er. but of the hij^h-

way as a whole.

Practices and Methods
It is not my intention to Cf)ver all the features of

construction, instead. 1 should like to emi)hasize a

few of the features often overlooked or only |)erfunc-

torily considered, which the work of our department
has i)roven to he of fundamental sij^nificancc in the

success of brick pavements. Other features of e(]ual

importance I omit because they have received so much
f^erieral attention.

In the finished pavement the fjrcatest objection

seems to be the longitudinal cracks which ajjpear after

the pavement has been down some time. 'I'hese ap-

pear more often on the his^hways in the country dis-

tricts than thev do in the city streets where there are

curbs, sidewalks, and cut-otT drains on both sides of

the road. This would indicate that on the country
higliways the crackinj^ ct)mes mostly from a wet siib-

fjrade in which there is a certain amount of seepage
from the dit.ches and is due in the main to subsccpient

frost action; while ih the cities where the whole road-

way has a protective co\ering there cannot be quite

so large an amount of seepage and therefore we find

fewer cracks.

Tfi this end. I should like to emphasize the neces-

sity of adequately draining the subgradc. If we are

to build a tyi)c of pavement as expensive as brick, the

small additional exi)ensc needed for drainage is am])Iy

justified in comparison with the large initial cost.

It is the opinion of the writer that a .sand cushion

should not he greater in depth than one inch. This
means that the foundation must be uniformly smooth,
with the sand cushion acting merely as an evener of

the surface. It has been claimed that the sand cushion

prevents the crushing of the brick and gives an amount
of resiliency that is nccessarv to a pavement of this

type. This statement, however, is not borne out in

practice, for I have observed a tive-ycar-old pavement
in which a mortar cushi<in was used that has l)ecn bet-

tered bv the lack of .so-called resiliency.

.\not!ier point to which it has been necessary to

give verv careful attention is the washing of the brick.

Many times brick are stored in ]>iles along the road

so long in advance of the construction work that they

arc so spattered with mud from passinir traffic and so

* First Deputy CommisstoDer, New York State Commissioner of Hlshways.

Breed'

covered with dust that it is doubtful whether the ijroul

will properly adhere to them. In all cases of this kind
I strongly urge that the brick be thoroughly washed
so that the grout will have an o|)j)ortunity tfi perform
its full function in cementing them together. It is

well known 'that if the grout does not perform this

function the individual bricks become Uwse and the

sand cushion shifts on the ab.sorption of moisture so
that in a short time it is badly in need of repairs. A
large percentage of the bad results which we discover
in our maintenance work is due to the fact that the

grouting did not perform its ftill function and cement
the brick firmly together.

The smf)othness of the finished pavement depends
largely on the smoothness of the foundation. A little

extra care in this respect will amply repay any contrac-
tor. Longitudinal exi)ansion joints should be in place
before the brick are laid. Good transverse alignmetit
is essential. It is pleasing to the aesthetic sense; it

gives workmanlike look to the job, and the curves arc
more easilv worked out if the courses are .straight.

I'Acrv few courses should be straightened by-lightly
driving the rows to j)Iace with a sledge (»n a 3 by 4-in.

timber, 3 ft. long, laid in front of the brick.

Bats less than 3 inches should not be used. If ne-

cessary, trim the second brick to accomplish this. The
bats should be obtained from bricks culled from the
pavement, and as every brick is worth from 3 to 4
cents, in the pavement, the selection of bats should
be made. from culls so that the good half can be saved.
This is an element of fairness to the manufacturers
which all engineers will appreciate.

Never roll a brick pavement on a wet cushion.
In order to properly grout a brick pavement, the

bricks should be thoroughly sprinkled first. Great
care should be given to the thorough mixing of the
grout (sand, cement and water") first dry, then to a
plastic consistency, and gradually thin out until the
mixture just reaches the consistencv which will flow.

In this manner we are assured of getting the best re-

sults. Grout should be applied as soon as mixed, and
from mixing to application should be constantly agi-
tated to avoid seercgation. Two applications of grout
are necessary. The first should merely fill the joints,

and the surplus should be swept in with rattan
brooms. Just as soon as the first grout has settled and
before the initial set can take place, a .second applica-
tion, of slightly thicker grout, should be spread, which
should be squeegeed as soon as it is slightly settled,
working the squeegee over the bricks at an angle \vith

the joints and leaving them filled flush. In our work
we are allowing the contractor to use one part of ce-
ment to two parts of sand where they use some form
of grout machine. W'herc they mix by hand in boxes
we require them to furnish grout with one part of
cement to one part of sand.

Sand
Many had results in brick pavements can be di-

rectly attribttted to the use of n<xir sands. The in-

consistency of present dav practice is shown hy test-

ing the cement and brick both with a fine degree of
engineering precision, and trusting the other material,
.sand, to visual gues.swork.

Three different and distinct kinds of sand are used
in brick pavements ; concrete sand, cushion sand, and
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grout sand. Concrete sand should be clean and have
at least 80 per cent, of the strength of Ottawa .sand in

compression. Its gradation should be as follows :--

Passing the ^-in 100 per cent.

Passing the No. 6 85 per cent.

Passing the No. 20 60 per cent.

Passing the No. 50 .- 25 per cent.

and a variation of not over 5 per cent, from these fig-

ures should be allowed. Sand with over 8 per cent,

of loam should be rejected. This may seem to be

rigid specifications, hut if a foundation is to serv« its

purpose it should be strong enough to sustain the

pavement with the minimum amount of cracking.

Cushion sand should be of such a nature that 100

per cent, will pass a No. 6 screen and it should not

contain more than 20 per cent, of loam.

Grout sand should be clean and of such a nature

that it shall have not more than
100 per cent, passing a No. 6

85 per cent, passing a No. 20

30 per cent, passing a No. 50

5 per cent, passing a No. 100

and it shall be rejected if it contains more than 5 per

cent, of loam.

Difficulties Encountered in Sampling and Testing

Many of the shale blocks being used to-da}' show
great dififerences in color produced by difTerent grades

of burning. Sometimes there are as many as four or

five diflferent shades. In .sampling, the department

has found that this fact, properly considered, is a valu-

able aid for the determination in the laboratory of

what block may be rejected, and for the information of

the inspector in the field when the final culling in the

pavement takes place ; especially so l^ecause there is

an observable relation between the shades of color

produced by burning and the results of the rattler

test. We have, therefore, instructed our men to choose
samples according to the different colors and textures

and to keep duplicate samples of the same shade and
texture to be a good guide to the selection and rejec-

tion of the poor brick when the results are deter-

mined from the laboratorv tests, for any person thor-

oughly familiar with a given brand of brick and the

results of the rattler test on the diiiferent shades will

be able to cull accurately by visual inspection. This
does not apply to all classes of block, for many of

them are practically of a uniform range of color. But
I know of a number of cases in which it has been of

very valuable aid in enabling us to get results pro-

curable in no other way.
It has been suggested at various times, both by

manufacturers and by some engineers, that it might
be advisable to test brick at the plant. The writer has
given this subject careful consideration, and it seems
to him that the present practice of sampling and test-

ing brick in the field insures better results than test-

ing at the plant, for the following reasons:

—

Brick are not manufactured uniformly in the same
sense that cement or asphalts are manufactured as uni-

form products.

Long experience with a given brand of brick is

necessary before they can be accurately culled ' by
visual inspection.

The men best fitted to cull brick bv visual inspec-

tion are the employees of the brick company.

The sampling from the different benches of the
kiln to show the variations in burning can be done
more accurately by the burner than by an inspector.

Variations in temperature in different parts of the

kiln give diiTerent qualities of brick. These can be

assorted and selected best by the men who burn them.

Factory inspection of brick places the responsibil-

ity of uniform shipments of acceptable brick on the in-

spector, and offers an opportunity to the brick com-
pany to dispose of cull brick because of their lack of

responsibility in the selection.

During the last year this department tested 269
lots of brick, comprising 22 different brands and re-

presenting a total of 27,000.000 brick. Of these 13.6

per cent, failed to meet the specifications and were re-

jected. This does no include the amount culled by
the inspectors and rejected on the work; which, in

some cases, is rather large. With brick tested at the
plant, it seems to the writer, that our chances for get-
ting good material would decrease, for if the manufac-
turers were willing to take such a long chance with a
large outlay of freight and handling involved, they
would certainly be willing to give inferior material
at the plant and would load some brick from the kiln

which would not be good enough to go into the work.

New Departure in the Form of Construction

During the past few years two types of new con-
struction have been advocated ; one known as the
monolithic form, in which the brick are made an in-

tegral part of the foundation, and the other the mortar
cushion type. Both these have many ad,vantages ac-

cording to the claims of their advocates. It is the in-

tention of our department this year to try some brick

laid with the mortar cushion, and it is our intention

in building this type to use some 3-in. and some 3^-in.
brick in order to gain economy in the saving of freight

charges and handling. It has the advantage of closely

approaching the monolithic form of construction, and
in that wav gives added strength to the pavement.
Another advantage is that there can be no failures

from swelling or shrinking of cushion sand, and should
tjje pavement crack, onl" the crack will be affected,

and not the whole structure, as is the case when a

sand cushion is used.

Number of Miles Constructed and Average Cost
Per Mile '

Up to January 1, 1916, New York State had com-
pleted 238 miles of brick pavements. These diflferent

pavements are of varying age and I will later tell

briefly of the cost of maintaining them.
The average cost for brick pavement on .S-in. con-

crete foundation is per mile of 16 to 26-ft. highway,
$25,750. The average cost per square yard of pave-

ment only is $2,015. These figures were obtained

from an average of 23 highways.
In order to get a comprehensive cost of other types

in New York State, I will gi\e figures on water bound
macadam, bituminous maradani, and cement concrete.
Water bound macadam:

—

Cost per mile of 16-26-ft. highway ....$10,250

Cost per sq. yd. of pavement only 0.648

The cost per square yard was obtained from 434 values

and the cost per mile from 419 values.

Bituminous macadam:—
Cost per mile of 16-26-ft. highway .....$12,970

Cost per sq. yd. of pavement only 0.871

Both of these items were obtained from the average of
,,

134 highways.

Cement concrete, 6 in. thick:

—

Cost per mile of 16-20-ft. highway .....$15,320

Cost per sq. yd. of pavement only 1.121

Both of these items were obtained from an average of

20 highways.

It will be noted that the diflference between the
pavement cost and the total cost of the highwav lies,

in all cases except brick, between $4,000 and $5,000.

The reason why the cost of items other than pavement
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is apiJatently hif^h on brick roads lies in the fact that

tlie cost of edf(in}f has been excluded from the pave-
ment cost, and inchided in the total cost.

It may be interesting; to note that up to January 1,

I'JIS. there had been built in the State of New York
5,167.1'^ miles of all kinds of hij^hways; during 1915
this de|)artment built 1,083.35 miles, makiiij; a tcjtal of

6,250.54 miles of road. At the [jresenl time there are

783.05 miles under contract, which are not completed.

Relative Maintenance Cost of the Whole Roadway
The niaintcuani'c cliarj^e for 238 miles of brick for

the year 1915 was $41,840, or approximately $176 per

mile per year. Tliis amount was increased to a large

extent by a number of our older pavements which had
many replacements. If we eliminate those we find

that we would have 107.91 miles of brick pavement
which cost $14,185 to maintain and repair. This is at

a cost of apprcjximately $131 per mile. These figures,

as we mentioned at First, are nut the figures from the

pavement alone and they include such treatment as

cleaning ditches, cost of patrol where patrol was
needed, fixing the shoulders which are cut up by the

turning out of traffic, the cleaning of slides and main-

taining of guard rail. F'rom observation 1 think it

would be safe to say that about 30 per cent, to 40 per

cent, of this cost is the average cost that would cover

the maintenance of the pavement alone, although in

some cases for a series of years, there is practically no
cost to the pavement proper.

With these figures it may be interesting to note

the cost of maintenance of other types of pavement
during the same year computed tin the same basis as

that for the brick roads, i.e., including the mainten-

ance of guard rail, shoulders, ditches, patrol, etc., as

well as the surfacing.

For gravel we find that is cost $577 per mile for

192 miles of road; for water bound macadam we find

that it cost $-564 per mile for 2,298 miles of road;

for penetration method bituminous macadam we find

that it cost $448 per mile for 2,387 miles of road; for

bitmuinous macadam, mixed method, it cost $181 per

mile for 63 miles of road. For second class concrete

roads requiring surface treatment it cost $532 per mile

for 295 miles of road; for cement concrete pavement,

1 :1K' :3 mix, it cost $129 per mile for 84 miles of road.

The best results are obtained in brick pavements

as in all other engineering works, by strict adherence

to details of workmanship and rigid inspection, for in

any engineering work or any work of importance and

of a contractural nature, inspection is necessary, for it

is human nature to get as much out of any situation

as is possible. Where contractors are perfectly honest

and put all the materials called for in the work, doing

it to the best of their ability, it often fails or gives

results not commensurate with its cost. This is prob-

ably shown to greater extent in highway construction

on account of the many new and ditTerent types of

construction of which often none of the men on the

ground have much knowledge. Rigid inspection should

be given all construction work and one man at least

on every piece of work should have adequate know-

ledge of the type of pavement to be constructed, lie

should be selected by virtue of his knowledge of this

tyi)e and general constructural work, always keeping

in mind the personal equatit)n of the man under con-

sideration, his ability to carry out and complete the

work in hand. Where inspectors of this kind are not

to be had, thev should be trained and only those who
are proficient and do good work should be kept in

this capacity, for the ultimate result is mainly de-

pendent on them.

In conclusion, it is the opinion of the writer that

while many good brick pavements have been built.

there is still room for improvement in thi*; branch of

engineering work and in reaching out for any better-

ments that are possible, it is hoped that .s<jme of the
suggestions in this paper will be of help in future
work.

Canadian Manufacturers' New President

1 licjinas tJantley ( 1 Ion.-Col.), the pre.^ident for the
coming year of the Canadian Manufacturers' Ass<x^i-

ation, is the pre.sident and general manager of the
Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company, and well known
the world over for his activities in connecti<»n with
the iron and steel industries. Like many another pro-
minent figure of modern times, he started business life

as a telegraph operator, with the Intercolonial Coal
Company. In 1885 he was appointed general sales

Hon.'Col. Thomas Cantley.

agent of the Nova Scotia Steel Company, and has risen
rapidly through the various offices of secretary, as-
sistant manager, joint manager, member of board of
directors, and general manager (1901). second vice-
president (1**00). president and general manager
(1915). He has travelled widelv on this and the Euro-
pean continent, making a close study of the steel in-
dustry, which has resulted in the works at Sydney
and New Glasgow being among the most efficient and
modern in the world. Col. Cantley was bom in New
Glasgow in 1857.

The summaries of trade imports and exports for
the twelve months ending March 31. 1916. just issued
bv the Dominion Government, are extremely gratify-
ing compared with those of 1915. Imports for that
vear were $587,364,363. and in 1916. $542,043,563 Ex-
ports for 1915 totalled $490,808,877. while in 1916 they
increased to $882,872,502.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest ot public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

ROSS RIFLE AGAIN
Startling indeed in view of the attitude adopted by the

official and unofficial apologists of the Koss rifle is the news

contained in tlie London letter to tlie Toronto Telegram.

Briefly, the correspondence is to the effect that following

complaints from all branches of the service, Gen. Alderson,

in command of the Canadians, formally protested to the Can-

adian Government against arming the men with the Ross

rifle, which has proved, according to the soldiers, a failure

and a pathetic failure at Ypres and was later to be followed

by a similar failure at St. Eloi.

General Alderson's protest was received and answered

in a style that unfortunately for the good name of the Dom-

inion is becoming to be regarded as characteristic of the

administration of the militia department. He was told to

mind his own l)usiness and the Canadian soldiers were told

to take what the militia department considered good for them

and were warned that any further objections to the use of

the lioss ritle would not be tolerated. The printed circular

containing this warning was apparently an artfully contrived

defence of the riHe and an obviqus attempt was made therein

to blame the faults of the arm on the quality of the ammu-

nition used by the troops.

The main point and the point that will appeal to most

people who have little or no knowledge of what constitutes

a good military rifle or makes a liad one, is that the men

who are using the weapon should be the best judges of its

fitness for the work they have to do. When a man's life de-

pends upon the quality of the weapon which is his sole indi-

vidual defence, he is apt to be curious about it, he is likely

to watch its effect and eager to learn all about its depend-

ability; or otherwise, in a crisis. In the case of the Ross

rifle there seems to be little doubt that it was unsuitable in

the opinion of the vast majority of the men armed with it.

That in itself should have been sufficient to cause an investi-

gation of the most careful and painstaking kind. Instead, wo

are compelled to hear that the protests of the men expressed

through their officers and divisional commanders, were re-

ceived with disdain, and that eventually the Canadians were

collectively reprimanded for their attitude and warned tliat

no further nonsense would be tolerated. This to men who
were willing and ready to face death for the Empire, and

who, it seems to us. should have been given every considera-

tion and whose opinions should have been respectfully lis-

tened to and met, if possible. Putting aside all consideration

of the technical faults or merits of the rifle, it would seem

that it would have been a wise policy to have made a more
tactful reply and to have demonstrated to the troops that

they were not being sacrificed for political reasons or for any

other reason. If the morale of the troops depended on a

change f rifle, it should certainly have been effected, and at

once. This aspect of the matter would seem to be the com-
' mon sense view of the dispute.—Ottawa Citizen (Independent

Conservative.)

Personal

Messrs. Smith & Sniitli have been appointed engineers

for Victoria County, Ont.

Mr. A. 1'". Macallum. former city engineer of Hamilton.

Ont., who takes up his duties as commissioner of works in

Ottawa, on July 1, was recently presented with a hand-

some case of pipes and two humidors of tobacco by James

Weedon, on behalf of the district and outside foremen, who,

at the same time, expressed their disappointment because of

his departure.

Mr. J. W. R. Blacknian, city engineer of New West-

minster, B.C., has been awarded first prize by the Institute

of Municipal and County Engineers for an article on the

construction of the as-inch water main and the i:i-inch sub-

merged main to Richmond. The Institute has a member-

ship of about 4,000, including practically every city and

municipal engineer in Britain and many in the Overseas

Dominions. Every year a publication is issued, in which

is printed articles from members on matters of professional

interest, and the council of the Institute awards three prizes

for the three best articles for the year.

Obituary
Lieut.-Col. l'. A. Creighton's name appears among the

list of those recently fallen in France. Col. Creighton was

formerly city engineer of Prince Rupert. Sask., but later has

had his head office in Winnipeg, where he carried on a con-

sulting engineering business. Some little time ago he was

awarded the Legion of Honor for conspicuous work at the

front.

S. H. Reynolds, chairman of the Greater Winnipeg

Water Commission, died at the home of his cousin in Chi-

cago on June 10. Mr. Reynolds' early home was in St.

Catharines, Ont., of which city he was at one time city

engineer. Later, for a number of years, he was assistant

to City Engineer, Col. Ruttan, of the city of Winnipeg,. but

resigned in I'JOT to follow the practice of consulting mining

engineering in Vancouver, B.C. In 1!)!:! he was api)ointed

chairman of the Greater Winnipeg Water Commission, since

which time he has devoted himself entirely to this work.

Col. H. J. Bowman, county clerk of Waterloo, Ont.,

and senior member of the well known consulting firm of

fjowman & Connor, died recently in the hospital in Berlin.

Col. Bowman took a very active interest in engineering and

military affairs. He was a graduate in 1885, of the Toronto

S. P. S., at which time there were only five members in

the graduating class. He was formerly town engineer of

Berlin, and since 1898 has been a member of the local

Water Cominission, in addition to vigorously following his

profession .in the construction of roads, bridges, water-

works plants, etc.

Lieut. H. J. Haffner, formerly the senior member of the

firm of Messrs. Haffner & Wartell, civil engineers, Vic-

toria, has bct'^n killed in action. Lieut. Haffner was in charge

of the machine gun section of the 48th Battalion, which left

Victoria last June, but on account of his expert engineering

knowledge, he was transferred to the corps of engineers on

reaching England. He was a native of Elora, Ont., but

had lived in British Columbia for several years prior to the

outbreak of the war, having followed the profession of civil

engineer during most of that time, and in that capacity he

was engaged in the construction of the famous Windermere

Road. He was ;i5 years of age.

The Toronto Harbor Commissioners have deposited with

the Minister of Public Works a description of the site and

plans of the bascule bridge proposed to be built across the

Don division channel at the foot of Cherry Street.

Building operations in Quebec, P.Q., continue quite brisk.

Building permits to the amount of $144,410 were issued one

week recently, one of them, for $55,000. covering an addi-

tional storey and repairs to the Commercial Academy on

Cook Street.
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Mainly Constructional
East and West— From Coast to Coast

The aldermen of the city of Hamilton, Ont., favor the

insertion of fair wage clauses in all city contracts.

The Toronto Fainters' & Decorators' Association has

been incorporated, with head office at Toronto, the provi-

sional directors being Charles Caplan, Louis Bloom, Abra-

ham Price, David Langer, and Mendel Fullen.

The Packard Electric Company, St. Catharines, Ont.,

are erecting a factory addition, 50 ft. by 145 ft., two storeys

high, steel or reinforced concrete construction, brick cur-

tain walls, plank lioors, felt and gravel roof. A. E. Nichol-

son, St. Catharines, is the architect.

The Standard Steel Construction Co., of Port Robin-

son, Ont., has leased the factory occupied by Dominion

Canners and will use this building as an addition to its

plant. The new building will be re-e(juipped and in opera-

tion by September, when 200 additional hands will be em-

ployed.

Representatives of several municipalities in the Ottawa

Valley, in that section between (Jltawa and Petawawa, are

urging the construction of a trunk road between these two

points, and a committee has been appointed to take up the

matter of an Ottawa Valley organization for the promotion

of the scheme.

The h'oundation Co., Ltd., Montreal, have been awarded

two contracts by the Algoma Steel Corporation, Soult Ste.

Marie, Ont. One is for the revision of the Corporation's

yard, the work including the engineering and construction

of three through plate girder bridges. The other contract

is for the construction of the foundations of two open hearth

furnaces, and gas producer plant.

The Electric Reduction Company, Buckingham, P.Q.,

have let a contract to the Foundation Co., Ltd., Montreal,

for a large phosphate plant, on a site 130 x 90. The founda-

tions and Hoors will be of reinforced concrete, and the su-

perstructure of steel and brick, with asbestos protected

metal siding and roof, .the latter supplied by the Canadian

Asbestos Co., of Montreal. The Dominion Bridge Co. will

supply the steel. The engineer is Mr. J. B. McRae, of

Ottawa.

At a conference recently witli the York County Council,

Mr. Geo. H. Gooderham, M.P.P., chairman of the Toronto-

>Iamilton Highway Commission, asked that a sub-commit-

tee of the council be appointed to confer with a committee

of the Peel County Council and the Highways Commission,

in regard to the reconstiuction of the bridge over Etobicoke

River. Mr. Gooderham stated that the bridge was too light

for the traffic and should be replaced with a stronger struc-

ture.

A large caisson, built in connection with the bridge at

Moncton, N.B., was recently floated out into the river and

moored at the desired point, but the following day it was

carried adrift down stream to a point about 400 or 500 feet

below the bridge. The contractors hope to save the cais-

son and will endeavor to raise it when the present high tides

fall off. Its cost wasabout $12,000 or $15,000, and it weighed

about 400 tons, having a base of 18 inches of concrete.

September 2(ith is the date set for the linking of the two

arms of the Quebec Bridge, connecting the north and south

shores of the St. Lawrence. The huge centre span, weigh-

ing 7,000 tons, and measuring 640 feet, will be towed to its

position under the bridge, hoisted 110 feet and riveted into

position. Captain Haakon Kjerland, Superintendent of the

Quebec SalvsTge and Wrecking Co., will be in charge of this

important work, for which the time allowed will only be one

hour on account of the heavy tide current.

According to a statement made by Mr. Workman, the

president of the Dominion Steel Corporation, at the annual

meeting of the shareholders, held recently, it is the intention

of the firm to make a number of improvements to their steel

plant, the policy being to secure the utmost efiiciency and
thus reduce costs. The first steps along these lines have

already been made in the remodelling of two of the older

blast furnaces on the most approved modern lines.

The County Commissioners have asked permission to

build a new bridge over the Humber River at Bloor Street.

Toronto, at an estimated cost of $35.oou, to replace the bridge

which was carried away by the spring freshet. The bridge

needed will have to span 210 feet and stand up against a very

strong current, as well as ice. The county council have de-

cided to inspect the site and get an idea of the form of con-

struction best suited. A temporary bridge, which was erected

at a cost of $700, is at present in use.

At a recent meeting of the Ontario Society of Domes-
tic, Sanitary, and Heating Engineers, held in London. Ont..

I'rank \i. Maxwell, of Toronto, was elected president; Fred
H. (jentle, f)f Toronto, was chosen vice-president, and
Thomas H. Maxwell, also of Toronto, treasurer. The sec-

retary, G. .F. F'rankland, of Toronto, was re-elected to that

office. The engineers decided that a standardization of

plumbing was required, and passed a resolution that the

I matter be pressed further and that the Provincial Health
Board be asked to deal with it at an early date.

Plans for the new Customs House and examinihg ware-
house, to be erected in Toronto, have been recently received

in the city. The new building, which will be erected on the

site of the present Customs House, and which will be of

fireproof construction, will be seven storeys high and will

face on Front Street, covering an acre of ground. It will

be of grey granite, hnished with grey sandstone or Tyndall
limestone. Seventeen three-quarter Doric columns, seven
feet in diameter and 67 feet in height from the base to the

top of the cap. will adorn the front, and three more may be
added if the building is extended westward later.

Building and construction work at Sarnia, Ont., now
pending approval by the various municipal departments, in-

clude, the erection of a new $60,000 school on Lochiel Street,

the construction of new sewers, the grading of East Street

and Davis Street, the construction of a sewer outlet for

six acres of land in Sarnia Township, the improvement of
the Fourth Line drain by the installation of 36-inch and 4-

foot tile at a cost of about $2:1.669. The Council granted
the request of the I'"ire and Water Committee to have three

cement wells sunk at the lake shore near the 18th and I9th

infiltration basins at the new waterworks. The cost of this

work is estimated at $5,000.

Trade Publication
Water screens— bolder No. 64. by the Chain Belt Co-

Milwaukee, describing their travelling water screens. These
are designe<l primarily to remove refuse and foreign ma-
terial from water before it enters power plants, steel mills,

or any other industrial plant requiring large quantities of
clean water.

Accelerating the Hardening of Concrete
I'.xperitueiits made by the I'nitcd Stales Uiireaii

of Standards appear to show that 4 per cent, of cal-
cium chloride added to tlie mi.xiiuj water increases the
strength of concrete at the ai^e of one day 100 per cent.
or more. In some cases the strength of the concrete,
in which calcium chloride was used, at the ajje of two
davs represented an increase of 75 per cent, or more
on the strength normally attained in one month.
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News of Special Interest to Contractors, Engineers, Manufacturers and
Dealers in Building Supplies

Waterworks, Sewerage and

Roadways
Hespeler, Ont.
Tenders will be received until July

Gth for excavation, pipe laying and back-
filling required in the construction of

about 2,500 feet of watermains. Speci-

fications with the Town Clerk, M. E.

Jardine.

Kingsville, Ont.
The Town Council will submit a by-

law on July 5th to authorize the expendi-

ture of $16,000 on waterworks improve-
ments. Clerk, George Pearse.

London, Ont.
Tenders will be called very shortly for

the construction of storm and sanitary

sewers, estimated to cost $5,000. Engi-
neer, H. A. Brazier.

The City Council contemplate the

construction of storm sewers at an ap-

proximate'cost of $35,000, and plans will

be prepared l)y Engineer J. A. Brazier.

Minto Township, Ont.
The Township Clerk, W. D. McLel-

lan, Harriston, Ont., will receive tenders

until July 10th for the construction of

Municipal Drain No. 7. Specifications

and profile at offices of C. D. Bowman,
C. E., West Montrose, and of the Clerk.

Pembroke, Ont.
The Town Council are considering ex-

tensions to the sewerage system, which
may necessitate the installation of a

pumping plant. Engineer, J. W. Moore.

Ridgetown, Ont.
A By-law has been carried authorizing

the borrowing of $10,000 for extensions

to the waterworks system.

Sarnia, Ont. ^
Tenders will be called shortly on the

construction of three concrete basins and
laying a quantity of 18-inch steel pipe,

estimated to cost $5,000. Engineer, John
Baird, 166 Queen Street.

Saskatoon, Sask.
Commissioner Yorath wilT receive

tenders until July 24th for the construc-
tion of a force water main, estimated
to cost $20,000. Engineer, G. H. Archi-
bald.

The Provincial Government Board of

Highway Commissioners will call for

tenders on the laying of asphalt pave-
ment on a bridge, estimated to cost

$26,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until July 4th for the construction
of sewers on Ivy Avenue and two lanes.

.Specifications at office of the Works De-
partment.

The Board of Control will receive

tenders until July 4th for the supply of

4-inch stop valves for the High Level
Pumping Station. Specifications at

Room 12, City Hall.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Dundas, Ont.
A contract for construction of side-

walks lias been awarded by the Town
Council to the Artificial Stone Paving
Company, Simcoe. Approximate cost,

$5,500.

Guelph, Ont.
The City Council have let a contract

for construction of concrete sidewalks
to Palmer & Palmer.

Harwich Township, Ont.
The Township Council have let the

contract for construction of the Hart-
wick Drain to L. Gillier and .\. E. Zim-
mer, Northwood, at $4,700. Engineer,
G. A. McCubbin, i:i5 King Street, Chat-
ham.

Ottawa, Ont.
The City Council have awarded the

contract for construction of a pave-
ment on Albert Street to the Union Con-
struction Company, Bank Street Cham-
bers.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have awarded

the contract for supply of 5-incli vitri-

fied paving blocks during the year to
United Brick Company, at $25 a thous-
and.

The following contracts have een let

by the Board of Control:—asphaltic con-
crete pavement on Isabella Street, Com-
missioner of Works, at $6,905; bitulithic

pavement on Moore Avenue, Commis-
sioner of Works, $19,728; brick block ofi

one lane, Ramsay Contracting Company,
39 Indian Road Srescent, $1,737; side-

walks, E. Bushell, 31 Silverthorne St.,

and Godson Contracting Company, Man-
ning Chambers.

Trenton, N.S.
A contract for construction of water-

mains has been let by the Town Coun-
cil to Gammon & Weir, ,'Krchimedes
Street, New Glasgow. .Approximate
cost, $8,1.50.

Railroads, Bridges and Wharves
Lambton County, Ont.
Tenders on the construction of a

bridge over Bear Creek will be called
when the specifications are ready. Es-
timated cost, $7,000. County Clerk, John
Dalziel, Sarnia, Ont.

London, Ont.
The City Council have decided to de-

fer the construction of the proposed
breakwater extension at West London
until some future date.

Wheatley Township, Ont.
.\ new ;j5-foot span is necessary for

the Two Creeks Bridge and the Town-
ship Council will take up the matter with
the County Council. Township Clerk,

J. W. Kennedy, Wheatley.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Dundas, Ont.
The Public Utilities Commission have

let the contract for construction of a
concrete dam to McAllister & Taylor,
Hamilton, at $6,800. Engineer, E. H.
Darling, 601 Spectator Building, Ham-
ilton.

East Williams Township, Ont.
The Township Council have let a con-

tract for the construction of two steel

and concrete bridges to the Petrolia
Bridge Company, Petrolia.

Finch Township, Ont.
The Township Council have awarded

the general contract for construction of
concrete bridges to McMillan & McRae,
Berwick, Ont., at $3,800. Contractors
will require quantities of steel and ce-
ment.

Miniota, Man.
The Municipal Council have awarded

the contract for construction of two re-

inforced concrete culverts to W. B.

Ronan, Miniota, at $2,983.

Restigouche County, N.B.
The Provincial Department of Public

Works have let the contract for the sub-
structure of a bridge in Durham Parish
to .\. E. Syme, .Alma, .Albert County, at

$5,000.

Russell, Man.
The Municipal Council have let a con-

tract for construction of reinforced con-
crete bridges and culverts to Alexander
Scobie, 74 Isabel Street, Winnijieg, at

$5,284.

Westbourne, Man.
The Municipal Council have awarded

the contract for construction of two
bridges to Snyder Brothers, Portage La
Prairie. Approximate cost, $3,667.

Public Buildings, Churches

and Schools

Brantford Township, Ont.
Tenders on all trades required in the

erection of a school will be received
until July 8th by the Architect, F. C.
Bodley, Temple Building, Brantford.
Brick and steel construction. .Approxi-
mate cost, $9,000.

Gait, Ont.
Tenders are now being received for

the erection of a school, estimated to
cost $50,000. Architect, J. Evans, Scott
& Bennett Block, Water Street North.
Brick construction.

Marieville, Que.
The .Architects for the proposed Par-

ish Church of Ste. Marie de Monoir are
Viau & Venne, 76 St. Gabriel Street,

Montreal. Steel and stone construc-
tion. Approximate cost, $150,000.

Montreal, Que.
Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of a building on St. Lawrence
Boulevard for the Deaf & Dumb Insti-

timated cost, $380,000. .Architects, Gau-
thier & Daoust, 180 St. James Street.
Stone, brick and terra cotta construc-
tion.
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Portage la Prairie, Man.

Tlic by-law to aulliorizc tlic erection
of a school has been carried. Architect,
Frank Iwans, 901 Confederation Life
BuildinK, Winnipeg. Api^roxiinate cost,
$45,000.

Quebec, Que.
TanKuay & Legon, 20 d'Aguillon St.,

have appointed Architects for the pro-
posed Hospital for the Anti Tubercu-
losis League, and are now preparing
plans. Estimated cost of building,
$100,000.

Southampton, Ont.
Tenders will be received until noon.

July ;trd, by the Department of Indian
Affairs, Ottawa, for additions and alter-

ations to a school on the Saugecn Re-
serve. Plans an<l specifications at office

of T. A. Stout, Indian .'Vgent. Chippewa
Hill, the Post Offices at fort Elgin and
Paisley, and at the Department.

Trail, B.C.
Plans of a school are being prepared

by J. N. Barnet. Brick and concrete
construction. Estimated cost, $15,000.

Walpole Island, Ont.
Tenders on additions and alterations

lo the schof)l on the Indian Reserve will

be received until noon, July 3rd. by the
Deputy Superintendent General of In-
dian Affairs, Ottawa. Plans and specifi-

cations at offices of the Indian Agents,
Walpole Island and .Sarnia. at VVallace-
burg Post Office and the Department.

Winnipeg, Man.
The .School Hoard propose to build a

five-roomed school on Mc rhillijis Street,

and plans will be prepared by Building
Commissioner J. H. Mitchell. Approxi-
mate cost, $:iO,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Brinsley, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a brick school, estimated to cost $4,000.

General contractors, Elson & Son, Park-

hill. Ont.
Carnduff, Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of a hall for the Independent Order of
jK,. Odd Fellows has been let to N. J. Ash,V Carnduff. Brick veneer construction.

Approximate cost, $4,500.

Coaldale, Alta.
The general contract for the erection

of a school has been awarded to the
I Bennett & White Construction Company,

1928 17th .\venuc North, Calgary. Brick
and hollow tile construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $1S,000. Prices are wanted
on material.

Kinburn, Ont.
The contract for heating and tinsmith-

ing required in the erection of a school
for School Section No. 5, Fitzroy. has
been let to James Smart Manufacturing
I ompany, Brockvillc. .Ml other work
by general contractor.

Kingston, Ont.
The i-onlract for masonry and car-

pentry recpiired in the erection of an
I )range Hall have been let to R. N. F.

McFailane. Johnson Street, plumbing
linsmithing to Simmons Brothers, Prin-

cess Street, and painting to T. Milo,

Princess Street.

Ponteix, Sask.
In connection with the convent now

being built for the Roman Catholic Con-
gregation, the contract for heating and
plumbing has been awarded to W. E.

Walker, Weyburn, Sask. Remainder of
work by general contractors.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for an addition

to the Jeffrey Hale Hospital. St. Cyrillc
Street, has been awarded to L. H. I'eters,

Limited, 10 St. Angelc Street. Approxi-
mate cost, $50,000. Architect. T. R. Pea-
cock, 81 St. Peter Street.

In connection with the erection of a
chapel for Patronage Laval, St. Sauveur
Street, the masonry contract has been
let to J. Chevalier, 44 Renaud Street, car-
pentry to E. Morissette, 234 Latourelle
Street, and roofing to A. Durand, 48 St.
Agnes Street.

In connection with the erection of a
(,'ollege for the Commercial Academy.
Cook Street, the contract for painting
has been awarded to Gauthier & Bro-
thers, 292 Joseph Street.

St. John, N.B.
The general contract for the erection

of St. Vincent Girls' High School on
CliflF Street has been awarded to John
Flood. 123 Duke Street. Estimated cost.
$1.50,000. Architect. C. W. West. Post
Office Box 13. Hampton, Kings County.

St. Julienne, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a Presbytery has been let to P. Brouil-
lett, 2879 Christope Colomb Street.
Montreal. .Architect, J. O. Turgcon.
55 St. Francois Xavicr Street. Montreal.

Stirling, Ont
The general contract for the erection

of a Presbytery for Rev. Father O'Reilly
has been awarded to»F. Shcchy. Peter-
borough. Approximate cost. $8,000. Ar-
chitects, Ellis & Ellis, Manning Cham-
bers, Toronto.

Webb, Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of a .school has been awarded to More &
MacWilliams, Swift Current, and work
has been started. .\pproximate cost.
.$5,200. Architects. Storey & Van Eg-
mond, McCalium Hill Building. Regina.

West Lome, Ont
The general contract for an addition

lo the school has been let to Norton
Brothers. St. Thomas. Approximate
cost. $7,000. Architect. W. G. Murray.
Dominion Savings Building, London.

Business Buildings and Indus-
trial Plants

Berlin, Ont.
The Carbo Corporation of Chicago in-

tend to build .T concrete plant for the
manufacture of steel nosts and fence
supports. Particulars from City Clerk.

Brockville, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a garage

for John McCaw arc being received by
the Architect. A. S. Allaster. King St.
.\pproxiniate cost. $5,000.

Dundas, Ont.
The Caldwell Feed Company are con-

sidering the erection of an additii>n to
their premises. Particulars from C. W.
Shosenburg.

Guelph, Ont
Tanner & Tanner, Douglas Street, are

preparing plans for an addition to the
premises of the Dominion Linens Lim-
ited. Reinforced concrete construction.
Estimated cost. $10,000.

Hamilton, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

block of stores and apartments for J.
A. Morrow. 217 Caroline Street South,
the plastering and electrical work. will
he done by owner.

Lacombe, Alta.
W. Burris is about tf> commence the

erection of an office building, estimated
to cost $:i.r,00. Brick construction.

Leamington. Ont
The Town Council are consiHerinK the

erection of a Fire Hall and the purchase
of a chemical engine. Clerk. R. M. Sel-
kirk.

London, Ont

11 ^. ^' ^^"^y- Dominion Savings
Huildmg. IS preparing plans of a garage
and stables for T. F, Kingsmill. Dun-
das Street. White brick construction
.Approximate cost. $.5,000.

Oshawa, Ont
lenders are now beini? received for

roofing, sprinklers, etc.. rcouired in the
.rection of a factory for the Chevrolet
Motor Company. Architect. G. D. Red-
mond. Approximate cost of buildine
$40,000.

*•

Port Colborne, Ont
Tenders on repairs to elevator moor-

ing dock will be received until noon.
Julv 14th. by J. W. Pugslcv. Department
of Railways and Canals. Ottawa. Speci-
fications at office of Chief Engineer of
the Department Ottawa, and the Suner-
intending Engineer. St. Catharines. Ont
Regina, Sask.

l^lans are being prepared for a garage
to be built for Eraser & Keenleyside.
1818 Cornwall Street. Brick and rein-
forced concrete construction. Approxi-
mate cost. $17,000.

G. J. Tripp. Black Rock, has prepared
iilans of a factory to be built for the
Prairie Biscuit Company. Limited. Brick
construction. .Approximate cost. $20,000.

Toronto, Ont
Tenders are being received on all

trades reauired in the erection of a gar-
age for H. Suroff. 872 Bloor Street W.
Brick construction.

Michie & Company. Limited. 7 King
Street West, confmiplate the erection
of a large store building on Bloor Street
West. Steel, stone and brick construc-
tion.

Canadian .Allis Chalmers Company.
Limited. 212 King Street West, propose
to build a storehouse on Lansdowne
Avenue, at an approximate cost of
$7,000. Brick construction.

The William Davies Company. 521
Front Street E., propose to build an ice
plant and cold storage, and have had
plans prepared by Heuschlieu & McLar-
en. 4.11 South Dearborn Street. Chicago.
Brick and concrete construction. Ap-
proximate cost. $50,000.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Alberta Province.
The .Alberta Farmers' Co-operative

Elevator. Company, 320 Lougheed
Building, Calgary, have let the following
contracts for construction of elevators.
with a capacity of 3.5.000 bushels each:
Thomas. Jamieson & McKenzie. eleva.
tors at Ribstone. Verriemur. Kiusella.
Wainwright: W. S. McDonald. Calgary,
elevators at Scotfield. Trochu. New N'or-
way; N'esbitt & Millar. 21I Williamson
Building. Edmonton, elevators at Meet-
ing Creek, Innisfree. Forestburg. Ed-
berg.



Tenders Wanted
Sealed tenders will be received up to noon on

Monday, July 10th, 1916, for the construction of

a Municipal Drain in the Township of Minto,

known as Municipal Drain No. 7, approximately

12,411 feet long.

Plans, profiles and specifications can be seen

at the office of C. D. Bowman, O.L.S., West
Montrose, or at the office of the undersigned,

to whom the tenders must be addressed.

A marked cheque for the sum of $150 must

accompany each tender as a guarantee of good

faith. The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted. ^ ^ McLEI.LAN,
Clerk of Minto,

Ilarriston, Ont.

Harriston, June 10th. 1016. 25-27

Tenders for Fire Alarm

Signal Boxes

Tenders, addressed to the undersigned, will be

receded, by registered post only, up to noon on

Tuesday, July 4, 1916, for the supplying of the

above.
, , ,

Sample of the box can be seen and forms ot

tender obtained upon application at the office

of the Fire Department, Adelaide Street Fire

Hall, Toronto. The usual conditions relative to

tendering as prescribed by city by-law must be

strictly comphed with or the tender will not be

entertained. The lowest or any tender not ne-

cessarily accepted.

T. L. CHURCH (Mayor),

Chairman Board of Control.
26-2ti

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
RAILWAYS

TENDERS

Sealed tenders, addressed to J. W. Pugsley,

Secretary, Department of Railways & Canals,

Ottawa, Ont., and marked on the outside "Ten-
der for Elevator Foundations, Transcona," will

be received up to and including twelve o'clock

noon, Tuesday, July the 4th, 1916. for the con-

struction of reinforced concrete foundations on
wood piles or concrete piles, for 1,000,000 bush-

el storage capacity Grain Elevator. Working
House and Track Shed at Transcona, Manitoba;
separate tenders to be submitted for the founda-
tions with concrete piles and foundations with
wooden piles, and tenders may be submitted on
either or both designs.

Plans, specifications and blank form of con-

tract may be seen at the office of the Chief En-
gineer of the Department of Railways & Canals,

Ottawa ; at the office of the Chief Engineer,
Moncton, N.B. ; at the office of the General
Superintendent, Winnipeg, Manitoba: at the office

of the Resident Engineer, Fort William, Ont.

;

and at the office of the J. S. Metcalf Company,
Limited, Engineers, Montreal, P.Q.

All the conditions of the Specifications and
contract form must be complied with.

Tenders must be put in on the blank form
of tender, which may be obtained from any of

the offices at which plans are on exhibition. Each
tender must be accompanied by a certified bank
cheque, payable to the Honorable the Minister

of Railways & Canals, for the sum of $15,000.

The lowest of any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
F. P. GUTELIUS.

General Manager
Canadian Government Railways.

Dated at Moncton, N. B.,

June 17th, 1916. 25-26

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for stone stairway, side-

walks, etc., Examining Warehouse, Ottawa,
Ont.," will be received at this office imtil 4.00
P.M., on Wednesday, July 6, 1916, for the above
mentioned works.

Plans, specifications and form of contract can
be seen and forms of tender obtained on appli-
cation to this Department, at the offices of
Messrs. Thos. Hastings, Clerk of Works, Postal
Station "F," Yonge St., Toronto, Ont., and R.
L. Deschamps, Overseer, Central Post Office,

Montreal, P.Q.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders
will not be considered unless made on the forms
supplied, and signed with their actual signatures,
stating their occupations and places of residence.
In the case of firms, the actual signature, the
nature of the occupation, and place of residence
of each member of the firm must be given.

Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-
cejjted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to

the order of the Honourable the Minister of
Public Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.)
of the amount of the tender, which will be for-

feited if the person tendering declines to enter
into a contract when called upon to do so, or
fail to complete the work contracted for. If

the tender be not accepted the cheque will be
returned.

The Department does not bind itself to ac-
cept the lowest or anj^ tender.

liy order,

R. C. DESROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, June 21, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this a<lvertise-
ment if they insert it withnut authority from the
Department.—86827 26-26

Tenders Wanted
Separate sealed tenders addressed to S. K.

Peck, Esq., Chairman, Water Commissioners,
Windsor, Ontario, and marked "Tender." will be
received by the imdersigned up to 12. (Kl o'clock
noon, on Thursday, July 6, 1916, for :

—

(a) 10 tons, more or less, of specials, consist-'
ing of crosses, tees and reducers.

All according to standard specifications and
adopted by Canadian Society of Civil En'gineers,
Class C.

(b) 6 in., 8 in., and 12 in. valves; spindles to
be of Manganese bronze, open to right.

(c) 20 tons of pig lead.

(d) 35 hydrants, to bury 5 feet, having 6-in.

barrel, with 2-25^-in. and 1-4-in. steamer connec-
tion.

(e) 24 extension valve boxes, 5 ft. in length.

(f) 1,000 lbs. of hemp.
All the above to be delivered f.o.b. cars, Wind-

sor. Ont.
A certified cheque payable to the order of the

Water Commissioners, equal to 5 per cent, of
the amount of each section of above tenders,
must accompany each tender, which cheque in
case of an unsuccessful tenderer, will be forth-
with returned, but in the case of the successful
tenderer, will be retained until a satisfactoiy
bond for the due performance of the work is

executed, or if the successful tenderer for any
reason neglects or refuses to execute a satisfac-
tory bond within 15 days after notice that liis

tender has been accepted by the Water Com-
missioners, said cheque will be cashed, and the
expense of re-advertising the work required and
iny additional cost in connection with the same
over the amount of his tender will be retained
from the proceeds of such cheque.

The right is reserved to reject any or all

tenders ; or to accept any tender.

The Water Commissioners

W. A. HANRAHAN, Secretary.
June 24th, 1916. 26-26

Sealed tenders, addressed to the vindersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Examining Warehouse,
Toronto, Ont.," will be received at this office
imtil 4 p.m. on Monday, July 17, 1916, for tlie

construction of the building mentioned.
Plans, specification and form of contract can

be seen and forms of tender obtained at the
office of Mr. Thos. A. Hastings, Clerk of Works,
Postal Station "F," Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.,
Mr. R. L. Deschamps, Central Post Office, Mont-
real, P. Q., and at this Department.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the forms sup-
I)Hed, and signed with their actual signatures,
stating their occupations and places of residence.
In the case of firms, the actual signature, the
nature of the occupation, and place of residence
of each member of the firm must be given.
Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque on a chartered bank, payable to
the order of the Honourable the Minister of Pub-
lic Works, equal to ten per cent. (10 p.c.) of

the amount of the tender, which will be forfeited

if the person tendering decline to enter into a
contract when called upon to do so. or fail to

complete the work contracted for. If the tender
be not accepted the cheque will be returned.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By order,

R. C. DESROCHERS.
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
OtUwa, June 16, 1916.

Newspapers will not be paid for this adver-
tisement if they insert it without authority from
the Department. 25-26

FOR SALE
Two low pressure 30 H.P. steel boilers com-

plete with mountings, grates, etc. Have been in

use less than two months. Good for steam or
hot water heating purposes. Each will carry
3.000 square feet of steam radiation. Further
articulars—MacM. R. & D., 4 Beaver Hall Sq..

treal. 17-t.f.S?

Plant For Sale

1 Smith Concrete Mixer $400

1 Wettlaufer Mixer with Engine 250

1 20-H.P. Upright Hoisting Engine ... 450

2 10-H.P. Motors, D.C each 85

1 30-H.P. Motor, D.C 150

HOLMES, 1107 Yonge Street, Toronto.

22-t.f.

By slipping 34-in. wide butt-welded
tires of ^-in. thick steel over the regu-
lar wheels of a paving mixer, made by
the Chain Belt Company, a contractor
for road construction in Glenwood,
Iowa, converted the mixer into a road
roller at a cost of $75. The outer half
of each new tire was filled with 1 to 2

mixture of sand and cement. Samuel
Friedman, the contractor, states that the
converted mixer rolled the subgrade with
very satisfactory results, although there
were several backfilled trenches in the
road. Owing to the fact that shipments
of coarse aggregate for the concrete
were delayed on this work, it was pos-
sible to roll the entire subgrade without
using a regular roller on the job.
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Bagotville, Que.
Tlic J. G. White EnRineerinf? Com-

pany, New York, have started work on
the construclion of a paper pulp mill for

the lia Ha liaie Suli)liitc Company, Chi-

coutimi.

Blair, Ont.
Work has l)ccn started on the erection

of stables for Miss Wilks. The contract

for cement work has been let to George
Hallcr, Preston, and for steel frame to

the Metal ShinRle & Sidinp; Company,
Preston. Approximate cost, $6,000.

Brantford, Ont.
In connection with the erection of a

factory for the Hamplc Paper Box Com-
pany,, the contract for concrete and
brick work has been let to W. J. Spring-

all. St. Paul Avenue; carpentry to Wil-

liam Hollman, Gait, and roofmp and
galvanized iron work to Browne Jarvis

Roofing Company, 9 George Street.

The contract for installation of an

elevator at the factory in course of erec-

tion for the Hample Paner Box Com-
pany, has been let to the Roelofson Ele-

vator Works. Gait, Ont.

Can Madeleine. Oue.
The contract for structural steel re-

nuired in the erection of mills for the

St. Maurice Paoer Company has been let

to the Structural Steel Company. Mon-
treal; contract for steel and sash to Steel

& Radintion Company. 304 University

Street, Montreal, and glass to Pilkington

Brothers, 8 Busby Lane, Montreal.

Fergus, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the premises of Beattv

Brothers has been awarded to Wilkic &
Quinn. Part of the work will be done

by owners. Reinforced concrete con-

struction. Approximate cost. $7,000.

Fort William. Ont.
The general contract for remodelling

the premises of J. Wismer, 132 Ogden
Street, has been awarded to F. T. Jones.

Frame and brick construction, .^pproxi-

mate cost. $.'j.000.

Gu^loh. Ont.
The following contracts have been let

for the erection of a warehouse for Hugh
Walker & Son Neeve Street :—masonry.
T. W. Taylor, Eramosa Road; carpentry.

George Tbbotson. Woolwich Street; iron

work, McCormick & Robinson. Market
Souare; .steel work. Hamilton Bridge

Works Companv. Bay Street North,

Hamilton: painting. Reynolds & Son,

Quebec Street; electrical work. Stephen-

~nn & Malcolm. Masonic Building. Es-

timated cost. $8,000.

Hamilton, .Ont.

The general, masonry and carpentry

contracts for alterations to the premises

of N. Galbraith, 22:! King Street East,

have been let to John \'ogan. 280 San-

ford Street North. .\rchitect. Gordon
ITutton, Bank of Hamilton Building.

The general, masonry, carpentry and

painting contract for the erection of an

addition to tlie premises of the Canadian

Cartridge Company, Sherman .\vcnue

North, has been awarded to the George
Frid Company. Bank of Hamilton Build-

ing; steel work to the Hamilton Bridge

Works. Bay Street North, roofing to T.

Irwin & Son. 22 McNab Street South,

and plumbing to A. Clark, 7 Main Street

West. .Xpproximate cost, $20,000.

Ilontreal, Que.
The general, carpentry, steel work,

roofing and plastering contracts for the

erection of a store and residence block

for L. A. Brochu, have been let to F.

Goulet, 313 Ethel Avenue, Verdun, the

heating and plumbing to G. Fontaine,

210 PIcssis Street, and electrical work to

O. Tardif, fl9.'> Ontario Street. Maison-
neuve. Approximate cost, $2,000.

New Glasgow, N.S.
In connection with the erection of a

theatre for McCulloch & King the con-
tract for plumbing has been let to J.

Stewart. George Street, and the lighting

to Pictou County Electric Company, Pro-

vost Street.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
Braas Brothers. 1110 Whitney Avenue.

Niagara Falls, N. Y,, have commenced
the erection of an extension to the

premises of McGIashan Clarke Company,
St. Clair .\venue. Reinforced concrete
construction. Estimated cost. $20,000.

North Battlefield. Sask.
The general contract for the erection

of an addition to the premises of Pickel
& Johnstone. Main Street, has been
awarded to Henderson & Mc.Angus. Ap-
proximate cost, $7,000.

North Dumfries Township, Ont.
The [reneral contract for the erection

of a stock barn for John Milroy St.

G"orge Road. Gnlt. has been let to Dan-
iel McMillan. Frame construction. Ap-
proximate cost. $3,000.

Orillia. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a factorv has been let to E. Webb &
Son. 76 Mississaga S'reet E. Local
brick construction. AnDrox!mat<> cost.

«40.000. Particulars from George Forbes,
Hespeler, Ont.

Ottawa. Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a warehouse for Mrs. M. Kcnnedv
has been awarded to I. Stewart. 2,'>2

Queen Street. Brick construction. Ap-
proximate cost, $3,000.

The general, masonrv and carnentry
contracts for the erection of a block of

stores and anartments for A. E. Paouettc.
19 Noel Street, have been awarded to

.\. D. Hiidon Clarkestown. Ont. Ten-
ders on smaller trades are being re-

ceived by Mr. Hudon. Approximate to-

tal cost, $12,000.

Outremont, Que.
In connection with the store and resi-

dence now being built for Hector Go-
din. 147 Fairmount Street W., the con-

tract for roofing, heating and plumbing
has been let to J. F. Lemieux. 2237 St.

Lawrence Boulevard, and plastering to

M. Thibault. Laval Avenue.

Pelham Township, Ont.
Peter Ward, R. R. No. 1. Ridpevillc.

has let the contract for the erection of

a barn to the Metal Shingle & Siding

Company. Preston. Fittings will be

needed. Estimated cost. .$3,000.

Quebec, Que.
The general contract for repairs to a

store on St. Joseph Street for Lockwell
& Leclcrc. 88 St. Peter Street, has been
let to E. Morissctte Ltd.. 234 Latourelle

Street, .\pproximate cost, $3,000.

The general contract for the construc-

tion of a greenhouse for the Provincial

Department of Public Works has been
let to the Glass Garden Builders. Limit-

ed, 201 Church Street. Toronto, and the

concrete work to the Sharpe Construc-

tion Company, Limited, 109 FIcuric St..

Quebec. Approximate cost. $35,000.

In connection with the factory now
in course of erection for the Dominion
Corset Manufacturing Company. Dor-
chester Street, the contract for roo6nB
has been awarded to R. Fatardrau. 34W

Queen Street nainting to J. M. Tardive!.
* Abraham Hill, sprinkler system to J.

Gannon. Brauport Street, and elevator

to Darling Brothers. 120 Princess Street,

Montreal.

Recina. Sask.
The contract for heating and plambiiiff

required in the erection of a warehouse
for the Canadian Consolidated Rubber
Company. Limited. Montreal, has been
let to Potts & Smith. 1841 Cornwall St.

Sa«katoon. Sask.
The general, masonry, carpentry and

steel contracts for alterations and addi-
lion.s to the station of the Canadian
Northern Railway have been let to Shan-
non Brothers.

St John, N.B.
B. Mooney & Sons. 112 Queen Street.

have commenced the erection of a gar-
age for Edward Hogan. 14 Cobourg St.

Brick cunstruction.

B. Mooney & Sons. 112 Queen Street.

have commenced the erection of^a gar-
age for R. W. Car«on. 509 Main Street.

Concrete construction.

Timmons, Ont.
The general contract for the construc-

tion of a passenger station for the Temis-
kaming & Northern Ontario Railway has
been let to Henderson & .Angus. North
Bay. Brick construction. Estimated
cost. $10,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control have let the fol-

lowing contracts in connection with the
addition to the Christie Street Car Barns:
carpentry, T. Lewis. 329 Davenport
Road: steel. Dominion Bridge Company.
20 Victoria Street; plumbing and heat-
ing. McNaughton & McKenzie. 1029
.Shaw Street: plastering. Gander & 5>on.

251 Gladstone .\venue: roofing. .\. Mat-
thews Ltd.. 2.^6 .Adelaide Street West:
painting, J. Casey, 30 Dalhousie Street.

The general contract for the erection
of a warehouse for Northrop & Lvman
Company. Limited. 86 Richmond Street
W., has been awarded to S. L. Voltes.
16 Madison .Avenue, and the contract for
brick work to Witchell & Son. 1.56 St.

Helens Avenue. Other trades will be
sub-let by the general contractor. .Ap-

proximate cost, $75,000.

In connection with the block of stores
and apartments now in course of erection
for J. R. Gibson. Bank of Commerce, the
plumbing and heating has been let to
McNaighton & McKenzie. 1029 Shaw
Street, and roofing to J. Gow, 177 Dun-
das Street.

Vancouver, B.C.
The contract for plumbing required in

the erection of the station at False
Creek for the Great Northern Railway
has been let to James & McClugan. 801
Front Street. New Westminster.

Winnipeg, Man.
In connection with the erection of a

picture theatre for Hyde Brothers. 705
Mclntyre Block, the contracts for ma-
sonry, carpentry, steel work, roofing and
plastering have been let to the general
contractor.
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Residences

Brantford. Ont.
Tenders will be received until July

3rd for heating, plumbing and electri-

cal work required in the erection of a
residence for A. A. Lister, 73 William
Street.

Campbellton, N.B.
Plans are being prepared for a resi-

dence to be built on Aberdeen Street
for James E. Miller. Approximate cost,

$4,000.

Chippewa, Ont.
The Norton Company are now receiv-

ing tenders on the erection of twelve
single and twelve double residences.

Architects, Wright & Kremers, Falls

Street, Niagara Falls,N.Y. Brick, stuc-

co and concrete construction. Approxi-
mate total cost, $50,000.

Copper Cliff, One.
The Canadian Copper Company are

receiving tenders on the construction of

110 frame cottages. Approximate cost,

$150,000. Plans with the Company and
at office of the Builders Exchange, 154

Simcoe Street, Toronto.

Hamilton, Ont.
W. E. Blatz. 187 Charlton Street East,

proposes to build five residences at an
approximate cost of $1,900 each, and
has had plans prepared. Brick construc-

tion.

F. A. Haners. 110 Dunsmore Street,

has had plans prepared for two resi-

dences which he proposes to build on
Connaught Avenue. Brick construction.

Estimated cost, $3„500 each.

Plans have been drawn for a residence

to be built on Balsam Avenue by T. D.

Barnes, 90 Jackson Street North. Brick

construction. Approximate cost, $3,000.

Listowel, Ont
E. D. Bennett proposes to build a

residence- on Victoria Avenue, and is

preparing plans. Red pressed brick con-

struction. Estimated cost. $3,000.

London, Ont.
The Copp Syndicate, 22 Belgrave St.,

have started work on four residences on
Gerrard Avenue, estimated to cost $11,-

000. Brick construction.

Work is about to start on the erec-

tion of a residence for H. N. Abel, 61

Craig Street. Contracts will be awarded
by owner. Estimated cost, $10,000.

W. G. Murray, Dominion Savings

Building, has prepared plans of a bun-

galow for Fred Henderson, c/o. Robin-

son Little & Company. Brick construc-

tion. Approximate cost, $6,000.

Tenders will be received until July

3rd for the erection of an apartment
house for R. H. McKnight, 296 Queen's

Avenue, estimated to cost $10,000. Ar-

chitects. Watt & Blackwell. Bank of To-
ronto Building. Brick construction.

Milverton, Ont.
John Elben, Main Street, has com-

menced the erection of a residence, es-

timated to cost $3,000. Brick construc-

tion.

Montreal Que.
M. Lapierre, 175 Champigny Street, is

biulding four residences, estimated to

cost $5,000, and is receiving tenders on

roofing, plumbing and electrical work.

All work required in the erection of >•

residence for L. A. Clement, 338 Gar-

nier Street, will be done by day labor

under supervision of J. B. Johanssen,

c/o. S. Frappier, 2238 Park Avenue. Ap-
proximate cost, $5,000.

E. Houle. 219 DeNouville Street, has
commenced the erection of six resi-

dences on Eadie Street, estimated to

cost $3,500. Tenders on brick work
and supply of cement are being received.

In connection with the residence now
being built by H. Brunelle, 122 Prefon-
taine Street, the plumbing will be done
by owner. Electrical work not yel
awarded.

New Toronto, Ont.
J. F. Brown proposes to start wf)rk

shortlv on the erection of a number of
workmen's houses. Frame construc-
tion.

Ottawa. Ont.
James McLaughlin. .')44 Gilniour

Street, has commence<l the erection of
a residence on Wilton Crescent, esti-

mated to cost $5,500. Brick veneer con-
struction.

Felix McCullough, 181 Waller Street,

proposes to build a block of apartments
on Rideau Street, and has had plans
prepared by Richards & Abra, Booth
Building, Sparks Street. Tenders on
smaller trades are being received by
owner. Approximate cost, $15,000.

Sydney, N.S.
Tenders are being received for the

erection of a residence for D. F. Nolan.
Architect, A. J. McCormack. 107 Cot-
tage Road. Frame construction. Esti-

mated cost, $4,600.

Work is about to start on the erection
of a residence on Tain Street for D. A.
Noble. Architect, M. R. Chappell, Tain
Street. Frame construction. Estimated
cost. $6,500.

Toronto. Ont.
F. W. Hill, 55 Wolfrev Avenue, is re-

ceiving tenders on brick work and con-
struction of a stone cellar in connection
with the erection of a duplex residence
on Hamilton Street. Estimated cost.

$3,000.

B. J. Case. 34 Nina Avenue, has com-
menced the erection of a pair of resi-

dences, estimated to cost $5,000. Brick
construction.

M. E. Worthington & Company, 555
Markham Street, have commenced the
erection of two pairs of residences on
Alton Street, estimated to cost $7,500.

Smaller trades will be let. Brick con-
struction.

Charles F. Wagner, 18 Toronto Street,

is receiving tenders on carpentry work
(labor only), wiring, painting, and glaz-

ing required in the erection of two pairs

of residences at Balmy Beach. Brick
construction. Approximate cost, $6,000.

Plans have been prepared by H. J.

Chown, 220 Scarboro Road, for two pairs

of residences to be built for J. Slade,
189 Beech Avenue. Brick construction.
Estimated cost. $6,000.

Work on the erection of a pair of
residences has been started by G. Lucas,
5 Playter Crescent. Brick construction.
Approximate cost, $3,500.

Kerr & Martin, 25 I^owlands Avenue.
have commenced the erection of a resi-

dence, estimated to cost $4,200, and will

let smaller trades. Brick construction.

A. F. Walton. 75 Golfview Avenue,
has commenced the erection of a pair of
residences, estimated to cost $4,000, and
will let smaller trades. Brick construc-
tion.

Plans have been prepared for a duplex
residence to be built for T. B. Hughes,
140 Essex Avenue, who will let all

trades. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $4,200.

H. D, Bine, 42 .^ppleton .Avenue, has
started work on a pair of residences to

cost $4,500. and will let smaller trades.

Brick construction.

J. L. Bartlam & Son, 62 .\uburn Ave-
nue, are receiving tenders on drain, con-
crete and plastering work on three resi-

dences.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Belleville. Ont.
A permit has been issued to Miss

Minnie Fleming for the erection of a
residence, estimated to cost $3,000. The
general contract has been awarded to
P. G. Denike. Brick construction.

Guelph, Ont.
In connection with the residence in

course of erection for .\. J. Frank, Ox-
ford Street, the contract for masonry has
been let to J. Checkley, Alice Street, car-
pentry and roofing to H. Handbidge,
Clinton Street, and plastering to J. J.
Mahoney, Kent Street.

Hamilton. Ont.
F. A. Haners, 110 Dunsmore Street,

has let the contract for masonry and
steel work required in the erection of a
residence, to A. Beddie, 207 Burris Ave-
nue. Approximate cost, $5,500.

The general, masonry, carpentry, and
roofing contracts for the erection of a
residence for F. T. Moore, Main Street
East, has been awarded to Roy Isbestcr,
100 Burris Avenue. Brick construction.
.Approximate cost, $8,000. Architect,
George Hutton, Bank of Hamilton
Building.

London, Ont.
The general contract for the erection

of a residence on Teresa Street for T. H.
Janes. Market Lane, has been awarded
to R. J. Kelly, 29 Beattie Avenue. Brick
construction. Approximate cost. $10,000.

Montreal, Que.
A. Cloutier. 812 Dorchester Street,

has commenced the erection of a num-
ber of residences, and has let the con-
tracts for painting to O. Perras, 1163
Henri Julien Avenue; heating and
plumbing to St. Jules & Mathieu. 74 <;t.

Viateur Street West, and electrical work
to G. Martel, 229 Bernard Street. Ap-
Droximate total cost, $12,800.

The general contract for the erection
of an apartment house for F. Lecavalier,
65 Cherrier Street, has been let to J.

Dominique, 166 Marcil Avenue; plaster-
ing to A. Morache. 499 St. .\ndre Street;
painting to J. Rodrique, 924 Gaston
Street, and electrical work to N. Mar-
chard, Mance Street. Tenders on other
trades are being received by owner. Ap-
proximate cost, $50,000.

The contract for plumbing required
in connection with the residence now be-
ing built for F, Bonnier, 1639 St. Cath-
arine Street East, has been awarded to
the general contractor.

The contract for roofing, heating,
plumbing, and electrical work in connec-
tion with the flats now being built by
J. B. Denteneer. 244 Sherbrooke Street,
has been let to J. Belisle. 808c Papineau
.Avenue.

Niagara Falls South, Ont.
Work has been started on the erection

of a residence for Thomas Hicks. Culp
Street. The general, masonry, carpen-
try, roofing, i)Iastering and painting con-
tract has been let to A. Dell, and heat-
ing and plumbing to William Read. Nia-
gara Falls Centre. Frame and brick
construction. Estimated cost, $3,000.
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PUMPS

Horizontal Belt Driven Turbine Pump supplied the
University of Toronto.

This Pump is hydraulically balanced against end thrust and in addition has a water

cooled thrust Bearing. The Pump is arranged so that it may be operated with guide

vanes or without for demonstration purposes. Oil rings, Hydraulic Balance and water

cooled thrust bearings are standard for all "Inglis" Turbine Pumps. We make pumps
of all kinds for any service.

INGLIS PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN CANADA Write US for prices

Plant of John Inglis Co., Limited, Toronto

The John Inglis Company, Umited
ENGINEERS AND BOILERMAKERS

14 Strachan Ave., Toronto, Canada
Ottawa ReprMenUtlvc:—J. W.ANDERSON, 7 Bank Street Ckambcrs
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Ottawa, -va^
111 connection with the apartments

bein.L; built liy W. Shenknian, 360 FricI

Street, the contract for plumbins has

been let to Charles Wyman, 249 Creigh-

ton Street, and electrical work to Ri-

deau Electric Supplies, 128 Bank Street.

Outrewont, Que.
Tl»|&ontract for roofing, heating, and

plui^Big required in the connection

witSPie cottage now being built for A.

E. fRser. 1237 Van Home Street, has

Ixeti'lct to J. F. Lemieux, 2237 St. Law-
rence I'.oulevard, and plastering to M.
Tliibauh. Laval Avenue. Carpentry by
^eral contractor.

jfrew, Ont.
i'he general contract for the erection

a residence for Thomas Cardiflf, R. M.
. Renfrew, has been let to W. A. Moore,

rame and brick veneer construction.

stimated cost, $3,500.

Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.
The contract for plumbing, heating,

and lighting required in the erection of a

residence for R. T. Lane, 10 Queen
Street, has been let to the Cochrane

A Hardware Company, Ltd., 388 Queen
' > Street East.

/ Sherbrooke, Que.

I
The contract for roofing required in

' connection with the residence being

built for T. J. Parkes, 5 Portland Ave-

nue, has been let to J. M. Deschenes.

St. Francis Street.

St. Andrews, N.B.
The contract for carpentry required in

the erection of a residence for Mrs. E.

C. Walker has been let to H. L. Paton

& Sons, 485 St. James Street, Montreal.

Remainder of work by general contrac-

tors.

St. Catharines, Ont.
The following contracts have been let

in connection with the residence in

course of erection for A. Robinson, Col-

lege Street:—carpentry, C. F. Monk,

Wilson Street; painting. Leach & Jones,

James Street; heating and plumbing, J.

Peart. King Street; electrical work, Bar-

ratt Electric Company, St. Paul Street.

Toronto, Ont.
S. N. Hughes, 3 Davenport Road, has

awarded the contract for the erection of

a residence on Lytton Boulevard to S.

R. Hughes, 79 Portland Street. Brick

construction. Estimated cost, $8,000.

In connection with the residence now
: being built for S. N. Hughes, 3 Daven-

port Road, the masonry has been let to

W A Bulley, 154 Simcoe Street, and

plumbing and heating to A. Welch &
Son, 304 Queen Street W.

The general contract for the erection

of a residence for F. Forsyth. 148 John
Street, has been awarded to F. J. Tush-
ingham, 348 Runnymede Road. The
smaller trades will be sub-let. Approxi-

mate cost, $5,000. Architects, Sharp &
Brown, 18 Wellington Street.

The following contracts have been let

for the erection of a residence for E. J.

Zavilz. 20 Lowther Avenue: masonry, F.

W Weale. 35 Lindsay Avenue; cariien-

try, .Sider & Clarke, 356 Ossington Ave-
nue; plumbing and heating. McNaugh-

' ton & McKenzie. 1029 Shaw Street; wir-

ing, L. P. Steele. 232 Concord Avenue.

Westmount, Que.
Anglins Limited, 65 Victoria Street,

Montreal, have commenced the erection

of two residences for H. A. Thomas, 100

Fort Street. Terra cotta and brick con-

struction. Estimated cost, $25,000.

The contract for the erection of a resi-

dence for Mrs. T. Arnold, Kensington
Avenue, has been awarded to A. K.

Hutchinson, 10 Cathcart Street. Brick

construction. Approximate cost, $25,000.

Work has been started by A. K. Hut-
chinson, 10 Cathcart Street, on the erec-

tion of a residence and garage for Joseph
Kellert, 147 St. Luke Street. Stone, brick

and reinforced concrete construction.

Approximate cost, $20,000.

Windsor, Ont.
The contract for masonry, carpentry

and roofing required in the erection of

a residence for Percy England, Tecum-
seh Road, has been let to Rolls Wescott

& Company, Labelle Boulevard; plaster-

ing to Biggs & Wilkie, 14 Glengarry St.;

painting to J. Gaukner, Sandwich Street

West; heating and plumbing to Pen-

nington & Brian, 47 Sandwich Street W.,

and electrical work to Gilbert Campeau,
Parent ,\venue. Approximate cost, $8,000.

Woodstock. N.B.
S. Green is building a residence for

Mrs. J. Hale. Frame construction Ap-
proximate cost, $3,200.

Power Plants, Electricity and
Telephones

Peace River, Alta.

The Department of Public Works, Ot-

tawa, contemplate the installation of an

electric generating plant, and plans have

been prepared by W. D. Cromarty, Uni-

versity of Alberta, Edmonton. Secretary

to the Department, R. C. Desrochers,

Ottawa.

Scarboro Township, Ont.
The Township Council intend to con-

struct a hydro line on Danforth Avenue
from the City Limits to Agincourt. Clerk,

W. D. Annis, Scarboro.

Toronto, Ont.
The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until July 4th for the supply of fire

alarm signal' boxes. Sample and specifi-

cations at office of the Fire Department.

Adelaide Street West.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abbey, Sask.
The contract for construction of the

Abbey Rural Telephone Company's sys-

tem has been let to W. D. Craig, 29

Canada Life Building, Regina. Approxi-

mate cost, $20,500.

Shackleton, Sask.
The contract for construction of the

Shackleton Rural Telephone Company's
system has been awarded to W. D.

Craig, 29 Canada Life Building, Regina.

The work will include about 66 miles of

pole line, and is estimated to cost

$16,000.

Toronto, Ont.
The Canada Electric Company, 165

Church Street, have been awarded con-

tracts for wiring and electric fixtures at

Bingham's Ltd., 146 Yonge Street, and
for the installation of a fifty-point tele-

phone system in the Hotel Marlborough,
214 Jarvis Street.

Weyburn, Sask.
The contract for the construction of

the Weyburn Plains Rural Telephone
Company's system has been let to Thom-
as Taylor, Parkbeg, Sask. Approximate
cost, $8,300.

Late News Items
Brantford, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a school

will be received until July 3rd by J. C.

Waller, 243 Brant Avenue, Chairman of

the Separate School Board. Estimated
cost, $12,000. Architect. L. A. Wardell.
Sun Life Building, Hamilton.

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Tenders will be received until July
5th for the erection of an addition to the

City Building, estimated to cost $14,000.

Architects, Chappelle & Hunter, Des-
Bresay Building. Brick and stone con-
struction.

Hull, Que.
Tenders will be received until July 3rd

for the construction of asphalt and ce-

ment pavements, estimated to cost $50,-

000. City Engineer, J. P. A. Laforest,

Montreal, Que.
The general contract for the erection

of a Church for the Ruthen Catholic

Corporation, 992 Sherbrooke Street W.,

has been let to \. Filion & Frere, 2419

St. Denis Street, and work has been
started. Brick construction. Approxi-
mate cost, $65,00.

The contract for heating required in

the erection of an addition to the Tele-

phone Exchange on Hospital Street has

been awarded to James Ballantyne. 163

Nazareth Street, at $15,000.

Mount Hamilton, Ont.
Tenders on the erection of a Church

for the Union Church Congregation will

be received until July 6th by the .Archi-

tect, F. W. Warren, Bank of Hamilton
Building. Hamilton. Brick construction.

Estimated cost, $9,000.

Ottawa, Ont.
The general contract for alterations to

the premises of Moyneur Limited, York
Street, has been awarded to Ovla Rose,

98 Water Street. Sub-tenders are being

received for heating, plumbing and elec-

trical work. Approximate cost, $8,000.

The City Council hqve awarded the

contract for asphalt pavement on Lis-

gar Street to the Ottawa Construction

Company. Central Chambers. Approxi-

mate cost, $16,600.

Smith's Falls, Ont.
The Board of Education have award-

ed the general contract for the erection

of a school on McGill Street to John
Davidson, Herbert Street, at $35,500.

Architects, William Newlands & Son,

Bagot Street, Kingston.

Toronto, Ont.
Work has been started on the con-

struction of cribwork and a concrete wall

for the Toronto Harbour Commission-
ers, 50 Bay Street. The contract for

Section No. 1 has been let to R. Weddell
& Company, Foot of Spadina Avenue,

and for Section No. 2 to Dredging &
Rock Company, 307 Logan Avenue. Ap-
proximate cost. $300,000.

The Board of Control will receive ten-

ders until July 4th for asphalt, concrete

and rocmac paving on a number of

streets. Specifications at office of the

Works Department, City Hall.

In connection with the Home now be-

ing built on Bleecker Street for the Rob-
ert Simpson Company, sub-contracts on

plumbing, heating, electric wiring, terra

cotta, plastering, ornamental iron and
cut stone are now being received bv the

general contractors, Wells Brothers

Company of Canada, Ltd.. 96 Gould St.
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